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The Convergence of Image and Text: Re‐Imagining the Experience of Film for Children

Until relatively recently, the study of film has largely been based on the centrality
of the theatrical release. With the release of films on DVDs and the “media
convergence” (Henry Jenkins) of other kinds of digital entertainment, however,
the film experience has expanded into other avenues. This is particularly the case
for children’s films, which are marketed with an assortment of bonus features
that may include film bloopers and games as well as advertising for assorted
merchandise. While children can still view film in the theater setting, there are
now alternative ways for them to experience and re‐experience a film or even
segments of films (DVDs, ipods, Nintendo games, and books about film). DVDs
have packaged films with an array of menu and bonus features that foster a kind
of multimodal and, at times, unstructured experience of film that is quite
different from the traditional way of viewing a film in a purely sequential fashion.
This transformation of the film viewing experience has also opened up
possibilities for the ways in which film adaptation can be discussed. This building
of a multi‐faceted context for viewing film is not only evident in the way films,
DVDs and assorted merchandise are released for animated films (e.g. Disney’s
Pixar and DreamWorks Animation) but this kind interconnectedness is also the
case for live action films such as the Diary of a Wimpy Kid films which are based
on Jeff Kinney’s cartoon novels. Not only have these films (Diary of a Wimpy Kid
and Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick Rules) been made into DVDs with special
features including deleted “diary pages” and bonus “shorts,” but they also exist in
an unusual relationship to the books on which they are based. These films and
the special DVD features can foster further interest in the books, which in turn
generates further interest in the films. For example, Kinney’s companion book
The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary: How Greg Heffley Went Hollywood (2011) serves as a
particularly innovative way of teaching children about the unique characteristics
of the film medium, including the challenges of shooting in a Canadian location
(Vancouver). Thus parents, who may have previously decried the displacement of
the book by the visual medium of film, may now be surprised to see how books
for children function as a way of foregrounding the developing relationship
between image and text.
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1. Title of the submission
LEARNED AESTHETIC VALUES AND NATIONAL PROPAGANDA:
RECONSTRUCTING THE ART OF ANTIQUITY TO SATISFY A
PARTICULAR AGENDA
This paper is the sixth in a series of preliminary reports describing the study,
conservation and
restoration of ancient Greek works of art from the permanent
collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. These reports are part of a major
project which integrates the art historical, technical and cultural aspects of ancient
Greek art objects as well as the problems inherent in their study, sample analysis,
dating, conservation, reconstruction and restoration. The various approaches with
regard to the type and extend of reconstruction, restoration and presentation of the art
objects within a Museum environment are being discussed and evaluated. The
conclusions drawn from the study and practical experience within this extensive
project have created fertile ground for comparisons and evaluations of conservation
and restoration projects from various museums around the world. This paper
integrates the lessons learned from the research and practical hands - on
restoration work on the afore mentioned works of art in order to draw further
conclusions about the driving forces behind the restoration/reconstruction of
famous works of art from antiquity with a final concentration on Venus de Milo.
The component of national propaganda is added as an important driving force
in the final outcome of the restoration/reconstruction of the work of art in
question.
I have been presenting papers on the examination, analysis, conservation and
restoration of works of art at the International Hawaii Conferences on Arts and
Humanities for the past 4 years. The first one was presented at the 2007 Hawaii
International Conference on Arts and Humanities with the title: The Technology of
Beauty: Studies in Analysis, Conservation & Restoration of Ancient and Early
Byzantine Works of Art from the Permanent Collection of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston. The second paper was presented at the 2008 conference with the title:
The Greek Perception of Beauty: A vehicle of Communication that Transcends
Space and Time. The paper I presented at the 2009 conference had the title: Ancient
Greek Pottery: The Craft as a Work of Art and a Window into Greek Society.
In January 2010 I presented a paper with the title: Art and Deception in
Reconstructing the Beauty of the Past. How Far Can a Restoration Go? The
paper submitted for the 2011 Conference with the title: How Much Do Our Learned
Aesthetic Evaluations Influence the Way We Reconstruct the Art of Antiquity
was accepted for presentation but, unfortunately, my plane from Boston was delayed
due to severe weather conditions and I was not able to make my presentation. The
paper I am submitting for the 2012 Conference with the title: Learned Aesthetic
Values and National Propaganda: Reconstructing the Art of Antiquity to Satisfy
a Particular Agenda draws upon the previous paper and is a natural continuation of
the conclusions presented therein.
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The purpose of this project is to encourage an interdisciplinary approach with regard
to works of art, one that takes into consideration most of the aspects connected with
their production, their importance within the society which produced them as well as
their influence on subsequent generations and the ways in which they are perceived
today. My working and teaching experience as a professor of Classics, an
archaeologist, art conservator and artist makes such a task an interesting and edifying
project. I am hoping that this interdisciplinary approach will create new interests in
the areas of Classical Studies, Art History, Art Conservation/Restoration and Museum
Science.
The paper presented at the 2007 conference illustrated the reconstruction process of
the facial characteristics of four important marble pieces. The paper presented at the
2008 conference illustrated the examination, conservation and restoration of two
ancient Athenian Vases and one ancient Corinthian Alabastron. The reasons behind
the undertaking of the lengthy and expensive process of restoration were explained,
the research process leading to the final decision of each particular shape of
reconstruction was presented and the materials used for the cleaning, conservation
and restoration were included as part of the treatment record of each object. Most
importantly, the current scholarly perception of how an art object ought to be treated
and presented in a Museum setting was discussed and its validity examined.
The paper I presented at the 2009 conference discussed the historical background, the
rationale and the problems inherent in the restoration of two early Classical Athenian
cups put together from a common pile of more than a hundred tiny pottery shards.
These two cups, portions of which (around the base of each cup) had been hastily put
together at the excavation site in order to make the scene of the central medallion
readable, had been donated to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, as study pieces.
They had both been through a reducing atmosphere caused by fire, probably a funeral
pyre, which had chemically reduced the red color of the red figure scene into gray.
Two of the pottery shards had been re - fired in the Museum at an unknown date so
that the red color, which was achieved in antiquity when the vase was fired for a
second time in an oxidizing atmosphere, could be reproduced. After examining the
medallion scene of one of the cups, the importance of the object became apparent. It
presents an artist at work in his studio. The artist is seated, holding a head which he is
in the process of painting. Around him are his art tools. Behind him, on a bench,
another painted head is left to dry. Such scenes are rare and present useful
information about the ancient artists at work. Due to the importance of the piece and
the request for its restoration in order to be included in an upcoming exhibit in Berlin,
the process of restoration began. Because the pottery fragments belonging to this
piece were mixed with the ones belonging to the other cup, both cups were of similar
size, the shards were of similar thickness and both of them exhibited the same color
due to the reducing atmosphere of the funeral pyre they had been through, the
restoration process had to include both cups and the assembling of the pieces had to
be done simultaneously. The whole task became more challenging due to the fact that
the cups had been broken when thrown into the fire and the initial shape of the pottery
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shards had been distorted. The process of cleaning, putting the pottery shards together
and the compromises which had to be made so that the initial shape of the cups could
be recreated, were presented and discussed, as well as the rationale behind the choices
made. The importance of ancient Greek pottery as an art form beyond its utilitarian
and informative function was discussed.

The paper I presented at the 2010 Hawaii International Conference dealt with various
approaches to the method of restoring and reconstructing the past, the rationale
behind these approaches and the degree to which personal and cultural evaluations of
what is perceived as beautiful and “acceptable” within the context of the time - period
the art object represents, can influence the way we reconstruct the beauty of the past.
As point of reference for this study as well as an example of how cultural, personal
and intellectual judgments can influence the restoration of an art object to the point of
producing a result different from the intent of the ancient artist and closer to the taste
of the time period and culture within which the reconstruction takes place, a marble
head with the title: “Diomedes” from the permanent collection of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, was selected. A Roman work of an unknown artist from the Imperial
Period, about A.D. 100-150, based on a Greek original of mid- 5th century B.C. probably a work by Kresilas - , this head was compared to the heads of two marble
statues with the same title: “Diomedes”. They are both Roman copies probably of the
same original work, or the Roman artists must have been familiar with the same
Greek original given the similarities in the anatomical characteristics observed in all
three heads. The first statue is exhibited at the Louvre Museum, Paris France, and it is
a Roman copy from the second or third century A.D. The other is at the Glyptothek in
Munich, Germany and there is no information as to the day of its production. The
head from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston was discussed in terms of provenance,
original condition when acquired, history of old restorations as well as the reasons
for the new analysis, conservation and restoration undertaken and brought to
completion by the author of this paper. The various steps of this most recent
restoration were discussed in detail, with special emphasis on the philosophy behind
the final decision making as to the reconstruction of the missing areas of the face, the
compromises that had to be made as a result of decisions aiming at treating the object
in part as a study piece versus an art object representative of its time and culture, and
the information that could be obtained from comparisons of the facial characteristics
of the MFA object to those of the two Roman Copies in Munich and Paris. This
information was used so that conclusions could be drawn as to the original
appearance of the three Roman copies (the MFA head had been heavily restored – a
restoration which was removed during the most recent project and the missing areas
were reconstructed – and the one in Paris seems to have had its nose restored – a
major restoration (as indicated by the color variation starting at the bridge of the nose)
as well as the appearance of the Greek original which has served as their inspiration.
Old and new approaches to reconstructing the past were evaluated.
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The paper I submitted for presentation at the 2011 Annual Hawaii International
Conference on Arts and Humanities with the title: How much do our learned
aesthetic evaluations influence the way we reconstruct the art of antiquity?
drew upon my final conclusions with regard to restorations of the facial
characteristics of classical Greek sculpture and Roman copies which I performed in
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Due to my training and practical experience I have always been confident that I am
able to look at a work of art with the loving respect of the artist and classicist who is
sensitive to the object’s inherent beauty but at the same time perceives the object with
the objectiveness of the examiner art conservator/restorer. In the final analysis, it is
the art conservator/restorer who will combine the evaluation and experience of the
classicist/art historian with the hands - on practical experience of the artist/restorer. It
is the artist/restorer, who, setting his/her own aesthetic preferences aside, will
reconstruct the object according to the intent of the artist who originally produced it.
This is a painstaking process, involving a great amount of research, examination and
comparison of the object in question to other existing copies or originals by the same
artist, study of the time period of the production of the object – if it is an originaland/ or those periods when copies were produced. This process also includes
technical, aesthetic and moral considerations with regard to the reconstructions of
missing pieces - especially if these reconstructions include facial characteristics – and
the ability and willingness to determine the feasibility of such reconstructions,
making certain that one remains honest with regard to the original intent of the artist.
Having worked on a great variety of works of art from various cultures and time
periods, I cannot say that I have found myself in a difficult position with regard to the
objectives described above. That is until after my recent work on four marble pieces
from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Those included two Roman copies, one
classical Greek original and one early Christian/Byzantine. It was after I had
completed the research and restoration work and had presented papers on the
conservation and reconstruction of their facial characteristics that I began to really
question the validity of the reconstructions. Being an artist, I always held the opinion
that one should try to reconstruct the missing areas of an art object in order to present
it as the work of art that it was intended to be. Presenting an art object broken and
disfigured does not do justice to it, the artist who produced it and the period it
represents. The reconstruction of the missing pieces, however, has to be within the
spirit of the culture and the original intent of the artist who produced the work of art
under consideration. If there is any doubt as to the truthfulness of the reconstruction,
it should, by all means, be avoided. Given the restrictions, however, cultural,
intellectual, political et c., involved in such reconstructions, I reached the conclusion
that a reconstruction which only partially satisfies all the considerations mentioned
above should be avoided altogether, since it can dramatically change the character
itself of the work of art.
This paper traced the various steps leading to this conclusion. It also presented, in
conjunction with and comparison to various works of art and their
reconstructions/restorations through various time periods, one of the possible sources
of our current aesthetic values as they have been formed since the Italian
Renaissance. These aesthetic values, different than those governing classical Greek
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artistic expression, guide our evaluations of what is the accepted and ideal in beauty,
art and art restoration.
The paper I am submitting for the 2012 Hawaii International Conference has the title:
Learned Aesthetic Values and National Propaganda: Reconstructing the Art of
Antiquity in order to Satisfy a Particular Agenda

2. Name of author
Evie Holmberg, Ph. D., Professor of Classics & Ecclesiastical / Patristic Greek Language
and Literature , Art Conservator
3. Affiliations of the author
Professor, Hellenic College, Holy Cross School of Theology
50 Goddard Avenue, Brookline, MA 02445
Adjunct Professor , Boston University, Dept. of Classics
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215

4. Address of the author
250 Corey St., West Roxbury
Boston, MA 02132
5. E-mail address of the author
eviezh@yahoo.com
6. Full paper
The full paper is included in the next 28 pages
Evie Holmberg, Ph D (Classics), Boston University
Art Conservator, Harvard University
Professor of Classics & Ecclesiastical/Patristic Greek Language and Literature,
Hellenic College/Holy Cross
Adjunct Professor of Classics, Boston University
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LEARNED AESTHETIC VALUES AND NATIONAL PROPAGANDA:
RECONSTRUCTING THE ART OF ANTIQUITY TO SATISFY A
PARTICULAR AGENDA
My work as a classical scholar and art conservator/restorer with experience in restoration
of works of art in several major Museums in the United States has given me the
opportunity to acquire a hands-on familiarity and appreciation of ancient Greek and
Roman sculpture the facial characteristics of which I have personally restored, my latest
restoration work performed in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. During the past 7 years,
besides my teaching responsibilities at Holy Cross Boston and Boston University, I have
been presenting my findings in art restoration work and research at International
Conferences on Arts and Humanities. It is during my latest research for my next
presentation that I compared the facial characteristics of Venus de Milo at the Louvre to
those I have reconstructed on Classical Greek and Hellenistic works of art. It was then
that I realized that Venus de Milo which has been advertised and accepted as the epitome
of female beauty according to Greek antiquity and one of the most prized possessions at
the Louvre has a nose restoration which does not conform to the aesthetic standards of
Greek art and actually does not do justice to the face. In fact a portion of the chin also
appears to be a later addition. Both restorations give a “heavy” appearance to the face – a
fact which can explain Renoir’s reaction to the piece i.e. that Venus de Milo reminded
him of a “grand gendarme” (a big policeman)!
My experience with ancient works of art and those from Greek and Roman antiquity in
particular has been that restorations of facial characteristics are influenced – sometimes to
a great and disturbing extent – by the cultural and personal preferences of the Museum
curators and restorers. Venus de Milo is an example of this tendency but also a
demonstration of how easy it is to influence public opinion when using the appropriate
propaganda. The emphasis placed upon this work of art since its acquisition and display
at the Louvre has achieved to make it almost identical with the ideal of female beauty as
expressed by the Greeks. It must have been probably due to the discoloration of the added
restorations - something which happens to pigments used in old restorations with the
passage of time – that the Museum authorities at the Louvre decided to remove the nose
restoration, only to find – with horror – as it is expressed in a recent article of the French
newspaper “Le Monde”, that in the early 1820ies, the restorer who had initially
attempted to fashion a marble restoration for the nose (it was later decided to add one
made out of plaster) had cut off the edges of the remaining original in such a manner - in
order to make it easy to fasten his own version of the nose - that presenting the art object
in such a condition would be unacceptable. The old nose restoration was, therefore, reattached and Venus de Milo is proudly exhibited again with a nose that is all wrong for
the face, not according to Greek aesthetic values and reflecting the taste of our times.
And not a word about the later additions on the chin...............
The disturbing factor in this story is not simply does not simply rest in the aesthetic
misrepresentation of a famous work of art. It demonstrates visually how the appropriate
propaganda can influence public opinion and create entire trends of thought and even
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beliefs of entire civilizations. Being a classical scholar and having worked extensively on
teaching, researching and translating ancient texts, I have touched upon innumerable
instances where the “sacred texts” of the Bible -both the Old Testament and the New
Testament- have been translated according to the theological preference and
interpretation of various times and cultures, a fact that changes radically the spiritual
message of the texts.
After this brief exposition of various restorations, the rationale behind the decision to
undertake them and their relation or not to the original they are attempting to reconstruct,
we may try to attempt to tackle the questions: How far can or should a restoration go?
And: How much do our learned aesthetic evaluations influence the way we reconstruct
the art of antiquity? To these two questions we may now add a third one: How much are
our learned aesthetic values influenced by a particular national propaganda when
reconstructing the art of antiquity?
It seems that the first two questions are interrelated. Besides the obvious, that we should
not even attempt to reconstruct something we have no information about, the fact that
our own learned aesthetic evaluations as well as those of our culture influence the way
we wish to perceive a work of art, has already become obvious from our exposition (as
discussed in the brief outlines-presented above- of the papers submitted for the 5 previous
Hawaii Conferences) of reconstructions which do not follow the stylistic preferences of
the period which produced the object that is reconstructed.
One of the simplest examples we used in order to demonstrate this tendency is that of the
anatomy of the Classical Greek nose. The nose in the Greek originals is straight, simple
and harmonious to the face in spite of the wide ridge, straightness, non -accentuated
contour of the nostrils and non- accentuated tip. In short, it appears to be perfect in spite
of our preconceived aesthetic values - as inherited through the Italian Renaissance.
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It is a different story with restorations. Most of the noses which have been restored
appear to have a pronounced tip:
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Nose restorations. Location from left: MFA, MFA, Louvre, Versailles
The contrast to the originals is obvious:

Hermes of Praxiteles
Olympia, Greece
Untouched originals

Kaufman Head
Louvre

Head of a Woman from the MFA

With Venus de Milo, the issue of reconstructing missing areas of the work of art becomes
more complicated since our learned aesthetic evaluations and our tendency to
misinterpret the original according to our own tendencies and agendas is compounded by
the agenda of a national propaganda: presenting, that is, a work of art as something that it
is not, in order to compensate for the loss of another prized possession at the Louvre: the
Knidos Aphrodite.
Aphrodite of Melos, or the Venus de Milo - as she has later been known - has become
one of the most famous works of ancient Greek art and the epitome of female beauty.
Earlier believed to be an original by the 4th century B.C. master sculptor Praxiteles, the
piece was later attributed to Alexandros of Antioch, due to the inscription on the plinth
that was found with the sculpture, and it was dated between 130-100 B.C. It is presently
at the Louvre in Paris.
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The Venus de Milo was discovered by a Greek peasant in the ruins of the ancient city of
Melos in 1820 and purchased by the French government a year later. Its fame is most
probably not so much due to its beauty but to a great propaganda on the part of the
French government who had just returned the Medici Venus – a 1st Century B.C. marble
copy of a bronze original following the type of Aphrodite of Cnidus- to the Italians, and
wished to compensate for the loss. Our own evaluation of the decisions leading to the
final restoration and presentation of this work of art seems to corroborate this statement.
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Venus de Medici, 1st Century B.C. after Aphrodite of Cnidos, Uffizi, Florence, Italy
The intensity of the political games with regard to the significance of Venus de Milo and
her attribution to Praxiteles himself explains the disappearance of the plinth on which the
inscription of “Alexandros of Antioch” – presumably the artist who produced the piecehad been found.
In spite of the fact that the sculpture was proven to be a Hellenistic work of art and not
one by Praxiteles, this piece, perhaps more than any other, has come to stand for the ideal
of female beauty and perfection. Made of Parian marble and standing at 6 feet 8 inches
tall, it has been the object of the greatest visual interest since 1821. And yet, at close
inspection, there is something about the face that is not quite right, something that renders
the facial characteristics not quite feminine, a fact that probably urged Pierre August
Renoir to say that Venus de Milo reminded him of a “grand gendarme” (a big
policeman)!
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One could attribute such an evaluation to our modern lack of understanding, with regard
to relating to and appreciating ancient Greek aesthetic values. After a close evaluation of
the facial characteristics, however, a trained eye in conservation and restoration of works
of art discerns the possible cause of such an evaluation. The tip of the nose is a
restoration. It is longer and fuller than the typical Classical and even Hellenistic Greek
nose, with accentuated pronounced nostrils. In fact, in its shape and size, it is closer to the
nose of Apollo Belvedere, a work of art backed by a political agenda similar to that of
Venus de Milo. Apollo Belvedere, discovered in the late 1400’s near Rome, was initially
presented as a Classical Greek original, later accepted as a Hellenistic copy of a bronze
original by Leochares – although the nose has more to do with Italian Renaissance than
with extant original or copies of works by Leochares or other Classical Greek masters.
Apollo Belvedere has nevertheless epitomized the ideal of male beauty since its
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discovery, possibly because in his case the facial characteristics are closer to our modern
aesthetic perception of beauty as inherited through the Renaissance. The high publicity
which intentionally followed his discovery also attributed to the great impact it had on
future generations.

Apollo Belvedere

Venus de Milo

Coming back to Venus de Milo, at closer inspection not only the tip of the nose but also
the chin appears to be a restoration. Both nose and chin appear fuller and heavier than
what is observed in Greek originals and Hellenistic and Roman copies.
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Venus de Milo with the tip of the nose and chin showing the signs of restoration in the
color variation between the original and the additions.
If one compares the head of Venus de Milo to that of the Kaufman head in the Louvre –
of the many copies of Praxitelean Aphrodite the one considered to be the most accuratethe difference is obvious. The nose and chin on Venus de Milo are more pronounced and
heavier, a male characteristic –this point further discussed later in this paper - as
expressed in our contemporary culture.

Venus de Milo

The Kaufman head

Venus de Milo

the Kaufman head

Where do these aesthetic values come from? A close inspection of Classical and/or
Hellenistic Greek originals and their Roman copies reveal that our modern taste as it is
expressed in the restorations of their facial characteristics performed during the recent
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100 years has been influenced by the aesthetic values of the Italian Renaissance to a
much greater extent than by the Classical antiquity we all profess admiration toward as
the starting point of Western Art.
The nose and chin of Apollo Belvedere, for example, - the controversial work of art
discussed above, bear closer resemblance to those of Michelangelo’s David than to a
Classical Greek or Hellenistic work of art. The accentuated tip of the nose with the
pronounced flaring nostrils as well as the chin which is protruding beyond the
perpendicular line drawn from the edge of the lower lip, are characteristics of
Renaissance aesthetic values:

Apollo Belvedere

Michelangelo’s David

The interesting thing is that most nose and chin restorations follow similar aesthetic
principles. The examples we have from Classical and Hellenistic originals and Roman
copies do not favor a prominent chin or emphasized accentuated tip of the nose and
nostrils. On the contrary, in many of the surviving pieces from that era, the chin is
slightly recessed - even when it is a male feature - as it can be seen from the examples
presented below:

In all above marble heads the chins are originals to the pieces. The nose is a restoration
on the two marble heads on the right – a fact which explains the elongated tip and
accentuated nostrils. If we concentrate on those features as they appear on a famous
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original work by Praxiteles – Hermes - in the Museum of Olympia in Greece, we can see
the obvious difference. There is no particular effort to draw attention to either the tip of
the nose or the nostrils, and the chin appears in balance with the rest of the facial
characteristics:

Hermes of Praxiteles, Archaeological Museum, Olympia, Greece
The same is true with the Kaufman head. Although supposedly a copy, it bears similar
characteristics with regard to the nose and chin. The nose is straight and simple with no
flaring accentuated outline of the nostrils, and the chin relatively angular and slightly
recessed:
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The Kaufman head
It is a different story with restorations Most of the noses which have been restored appear
to have a pronounced tip:

Nose restorations. Location from left: MFA, MFA, Louvre, Versailles
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The contrast to the originals is obvious:

Hermes of Praxiteles
Olympia, Greece

Kaufman Head
Louvre

Head of a Woman from the MFA

Venus de Milo, Diana of Versailles. Nose and chin are restorations

Michelangelos’ David. Prominent chin, emphasized nostrils and tip of nose
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Venus de Milo, nose restoration Diana of Versailles, nose restoration
In spite of our obvious inadequacies in recreating the past, our attempts at restoration
have been much more ambitious than the addition of the tip of the nose, the entire nose or
the chin. Most of the copies of the Cnidian Aphrodite have the arms reconstructed:

The Capitoline Venus

The Ludovici Venus

Venus Braschi
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The same is true with Apollo Belvedere:

One of the most extraordinary attempts at reconstructing the missing parts of a work of
art comes from the 16th century. Pope Julius II had allegedly asked Michelangelo
Buonarotti to reconstruct the arms, legs and face of the famous Belvedere torso – a
Roman copy of a Greek original from the 2nd century BC. It is said that Michelangelo
politely refrained from attempting such a task. His admiration for this work of art,
however, is reflected in his own work, as it is obvious, for example, in his depiction of
Saint Bartholomew from the “Last Judgement”. The similarities between the two torsos
are obvious:
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It seems then that we should not attempt to recreate something we a) do not have enough
information about and b) we are not capable of perceiving as it was intended by the
original artist because we are steeped in our own preconceived aesthetic values. Attempts
at such endeavors can be as ridiculous as the following modern interpretation of the
Venus de Milo which ends up presenting an obscene image of a woman with an
accentuated hourglass figure and emphasized sexual preferences of our times with no
connection whatsoever to the divine idea of Aphrodite:
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Venus de Milo

Modern taste

The Ludovici Venus

In 1755, Johann Joachim Winckelmann published his work that would later become
famous: “Thoughts on the Imitation of Greek Works in Painting and Sculpture”
(translation from the German title). Commenting on Classical Greek art he talks about the
ideal of “noble simplicity and quiet grandeur” – a statement which will be the first of the
doctrines he was to develop later. Indeed, this is the main quality one senses when one
looks at a Classical Greek work of art. Winckelmann also added: “the one way for us to
become great, perhaps inimitable, is by imitating the ancients”. What he meant, however,
by the word “imitation” was not slavish copying. What he meant was in his own words:
“what is imitated , if handed with reason, may assume another nature, as it were, and
become one’s own”.
This is the great achievement of so many works from the Italian Renaissance. They draw
their inspiration from the ancients but their work takes a life of its own and becomes an
inspiration work in itself. Let us take as an example “the Birth of Venus” by Sandro
Boticelli: the inspiration comes from the ancients but the composition is entirely
Renaissance. The garments, the colors the facial characteristics, the use of the hair to
cover the nudity of the body are all Renaissance. And I could not help but compare the
upward tilted tip of the nose and the accentuated outlined nostrils to those of Apollo
Belvedere – the work of art that had come to epitomize the ideal of beauty for that period:
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The Birth of Venus by Boticelli

The Birth of Venus, detail
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The Birth of Venus, detail

The Birth of Venus, detail
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Apollo Belvedere

The Birth of Venus, Venus, detail
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Detail, Venus’ Attendant

Apollo Belvedere

A nose that reminds of and/or imitates that on Apollo Belvedere, seems to rest beautifully
on faces from Renaissance works of art such as, for example, Botticelli’s “The Birth of
Venus” or Michelangelo’s “David”:

Head of “David”
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One should not add Renaissance features or those according to one’s own stylistic
preferences when one reconstructs a work of art from a period with different aesthetic
values. And, of course, it seems self-evident, that a reconstruction with not enough
information as to the original composition of the work of art, should be avoided.
The contours of David’s nose look good on the faces of Botticelli’s the “Birth of Venus”
but not on Venus de Milo.
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One should not use the posture of a famous work or art for a mediocre attempt to
obscenity:

The Capitoline Venus

The Ludovici Venus

Modern version of Venus

Venus de Milo

Venus Braschi
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The Colonna Venus
The Kaufmann Head
And a bad nose, as it is evident when compared to the better version which is “the
Kaufmann Head” does not do justice to the original.

The Capitoline Venus

Venus Braschi
It is preferable to leave the work
of art untouched.

As a final criterion of what seems to direct our decisions on what should be added but
also what should be removed from a work of art – we must add the component “politics”.
In the case of Venus de Milo, for example, the arduous persistence that the French
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possessed a work of art from Classical antiquity – from Praxiteles’ school even – led to
the decision of removing the plinth which was part of the original base of the statue and
dispose of it due to the inscription on it reading: “….(Alex)andros son of Menides, citizen
of Antioch on the Maeander made this (statue)”, an inscription placing the time of its
creation to the Hellenistic period. The inscription, however, survives in two drawings and
an early description. One of the drawings by Jean Baptiste Joseph Debay, is presented
here:
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The drawing not only shows the missing portion of the plinth with the inscription, but
also a portion of the proper left arm which is now missing. Could it be that somebody
could not reconcile the gesture implied by the outstretched arm with his personal
preference of what the gesture should be? It is obvious if one looks at the proper left
shoulder that the arm should have been stretching up and out. Could it have been that
someone tried to create the illusion of a downward stretch such as in the Aphrodite of
Cnidos?
As a final example of the most recent propaganda campaign on Venus de Milo, I present
here the translation of the article which appeared in Le Monde, August 20, 2010, after the
statue had been cleaned and re-exhibited at the Louvre. It is a raving evaluation of the
piece as a depiction of the goddess of love who “serves as the model of the canon of
beauty, an ideal epitomised in the Louvre’s Venus de Milo.”( My underlining)
The statue is compared to other famous copies exhibited at the Louvre, but also to
famous originals like Leonardo de Vinci’s Mona Lisa and the Victory of Samothrace.
And not a word about the inscription on the “missing plinth”, the fate of the upper portion
of the raised proper left arm and the story behind the “forced” attachment of the restored
nose. And, of course, no mention of the restoration on the chin.......
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This article first appeared in Le Monde, August 20 2010; it was
translated from the French by Culturissima's managing director, Dr
David Winter.
The Venus de Milo brings a smile to the Louvre
According to legend, Venus - known to the Greeks as Aphrodite - was born from
the foam of the sea as she emerged from bathing off the coast of Cyprus. Be that
as it may, the goddess of love serves as the model for the canon of beauty, an ideal
epitomised in the Louvre's Venus de Milo.
The famous statue has just been restored, which comes as a pleasant surprise to
the six million people (out of a total of eight million) who visit the Louvre each
year with the stated aim of admiring the Venus de Milo together with the
museum's two other jewels, Leonardo de Vinci's Mona Lisa and the Victory of
Samothrace. The Venus, sculpted from white marble from Paros circa 120 BC,
was found in 1820 by a peasant on the Greek island of Milos in the Cyclades and
was given to the Louvre by King Louis XVIII in 1821.
This summer, the statue is radiating good health. Her body, muscular and almost
masculine, bathed in the light streaming in from the south-facing windows, has
recovered the milky lustre of its origins. So, too, its energy and aura next to the
gods and goddesses who surround it, Athena, Apollo, Hermes, Dionysus and
others - Roman copies of lost Greek chefs d'oeuvres.
The smile that plays across her left cheek, almost teasing, contrasts sharply with
the serious look sketched across her right side. The subtle folds of her toga, which
could easily be made of real linen, fall to her hips and reveal a perfect bust.
Positioned in the centre of a carpet of red marble and mounted on a plinth (it is
possible to walk all the way around her and view her from all angles), the Venus
de Milo, six-and-a-half feet tall, stands sentinel over the 2,000 square feet of
former royal apartments as they stretch towards the caryatids gallery. She is the
crowning feature of a new museum lay-out devoted to classical Greek and
Hellenistic art (450-30 BC) devised by Jean-Luc Martinez (director of the
Louvre's department of Greek, Etruscan and Roman antiquities) as a threedimensional walk amongst the works of art.
Where are her arms?
At the head of the world's foremost museum of Greek art, totalling more than
45,000 objects, Jean-Luc Martinez has for the first time put on display works
taken from the museum's reserve holdings or dispersed in other departments
(ceramics, jewellery, numismatics, furniture). From now on these will be
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presented by geographic region to showcase the world of the Greek
Mediterranean.
As for the Venus de Milo, she has once more found the place that she occupied
from 1824 to 1848. Since she first entered the Louvre, she has never ceased to be
moved about. In the 1820s, following a controversy, it was decided not to attach
the missing arms that had been sculpted for the occasion. Only her nose, left foot
and big toe were re-attached.
"Whilst removing the old restoration work we noticed that the surface had been
prepared for a marble adjunct that was never finished", indicates Monsieur
Martinez. In 2009-2010 a scientific study brought to light the alterations and
repairs that have been undertaken over two centuries. It was decided to keep her
nose, but not her foot. Fragments of marble are displayed around the goddess,
including an outsized hand, which nourish the enigma... her arms are still
unaccounted for.
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Diakow
Wild Women: Gender Identity in Spanish Flamenco
In November of 2010 flamenco music and dance was declared as UNESCO Cultural
Immaterial Heritage of the Humanity. Starting from the very humble beginnings of an underclass
entertainment, flamenco has been an integral part of Spanish history and culture for nearly two
centuries, becoming one of the most visible symbols of Spanish identity. Women artists have
always played the essential, but underappreciated role, as performers, creators and transmitters of
a tradition deeply rooted in the local Andalusian culture of Southern Spain.
This study addresses the marginalization and social stigma that Spanish flamenco female
artists suffered from the nineteenth through the most of the twentieth century for being women
and flamenco performers. They were constrained to live in a marginalized world that carried a
stigma of disrespectability, of ill repute with connotations of prostitution.
The study relies on the most recent progressive scholarship on flamenco in Spanish and
English, borrowing from scholars in anthropology (Bordieu), sociology (Gerhard Steingress,
Cristina Cruces Roldán and Timothy Mitchell) and research in feminist anthropology and gender
studies (Cowan, Kapchan, and Butler).
Using the multidisciplinary approach the study argues that in spite of the negative social
perception of female flamenco artists in Spain of the 19th century and the first half of the 20th
century, being stereotyped as prostitutes, wild and shameless, flamenco art actually had
liberating effect for women bringing them to the public sphere and allowing them to negotiate
their gender identity.
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Relative Strengths and Weaknesses of Three Methods for Measuring Spoken Fluency
ABSTRACT

attempts to create systems for automatically
To date,
evaluating spoken English [2].
however, these rely only on those features of
language which are most amenable to
quantitative analysis, since the computer
systems are not yet able to make inferences,
such as whether or not a word is adding real
meaning to an utterance or merely acting as a
gap filler.

Utilizing Pearson‐r correlations and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) analyses [1], this paper
provides specific evidence regarding the extent
to which the interface between human and
computer evaluations of spontaneous engaged
speech provide statistically significant measures
of fluency. Three types of measures are used:
quantitative measures, common sense notional
measures, and comprehensive measures [2].
As such, it contributes to the growing body of
literature describing the current limits of
automatic systems for evaluating spoken
proficiency, it supports the continued
development and implementation of hybrid
systems, and it includes suggestions for the
utilization of additional automatic analyses
within a hybrid system.

This paper provides Pearson‐r correlations and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) analyses of the
rank order results of three experiments for
evaluating the fluency of twenty native English
speaking American university freshmen. The
first experiment utilizes the KayPentax
MultiSpeech suite of analysis routines for
quantitative analyses of the speech [2}. The
second experiment is a notional survey,
including responses from 97 linguistics students
to the clarity, confidence, and fluency of the
twenty speakers. Finally, the third experiment
is a comprehensive survey modeled after the
rubrics used by the Educational Testing Service
(ETS) for evaluating spoken proficiency [2]. It
was administered to 60 linguistics students.

KEYWORDS
Spoken Proficiency, Computer Analysis, Human
Perception, Pearson‐r Correlation, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Hybrid System

DATA
INTRODUCTION
Data for this project were created and analyzed
as follows: After four weeks of activities related
to career development, twenty native English
speaking college freshmen made recordings in
English explaining their career preferences. We
then conducted three experiments, first
analyzing the recordings according to current
quantitative analyses used in automatic
evaluations of fluency, then through a
perception study according to common
everyday notions of fluency, and finally
according to comprehensive rubrics used by the
Educational Testing Service (ETS) for evaluating
oral proficiency [2]. Correlations reveal the
extent to which each type of analysis

Currently we are faced with a variety of
competing methods for evaluating the fluency
of spoken English. A traditional way is for a
panel of experts to listen to a recording of a
speaker and provide responses with respect to
a set of rubrics deemed appropriate for the
position for which the candidate is applying.
Rubrics for this purpose range from evaluating
relatively easy to use general notions, such as
clarity, confidence, and fluency, to evaluating a
more comprehensive detailed set of topics,
including responses to range of vocabulary, idea
progression, and many other variables [2]. With
advances in technology, we also now have
2
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contributes to our understanding of the
proficiency of the speakers. In addition, they
provide a basis for supporting a variety of
suggestions made by other researchers
regarding future goals for enhancing automatic
evaluation and utilizing hybrid systems.

Table 3. provides a full list of the variables
tested in each of the three experiments. It
includes the 6 Quantitative variables
(Experiment 1), the 3 Notional variables
(Experiment 2, and the 12 Comprehensive
variables (Experiment 3) (modeled after the ETS
rubrics) [2].

Pearson‐r Correlation Results
Correlation results show that among the three
experiments, the strongest correlations occur
between the notional and comprehensive
perceptual analyses, while the weakest
correlations occur between the quantitative
and comprehensive analyses. See Table 1.
below. Since the quantitative variables are best
suited to automatic computer analyses of
speech, this suggests that quantitative analyses
alone would be insufficient for full descriptions
of fluency.

Table 3. A list of the variables included in the
three experiments [2].
EXPERIMENT 1
Pace
PTR
MLR
CDR
SEMI
PCI
EXPERIMENT 2
Clarity
Confidence
Fluency
EXPERIMENT 3
DELIVERY

Table 2. provides correlations between the rank
orders of each of the three experiments and the
overall rank order combining those results.
Overall rank order was determined by adding
the values of the rank orders for the three
experiments and dividing by three. This shows
that the notional analysis, which is the simplest
qualitative analysis, yields the highest
correlation, with r = .947.

LANGUAGE USE
Table 1. Correlations of rank orders for the
different methods of analysis.
Quantitative/Notional
r = .787 p = <0.001
Notional/Comprehensive r = .947 p = <0.001
Quantitative/Comprehen. r = .731 p = <0.001

Topic Development

Table 2. Correlations of rank orders of each of
the three experiments with the overall rank
orders.

QUANTITATIVE
Phonemes/Sec
Phonation/Time
Mean Length Runs
Content Duration
Pitch Variation
Phoneme Clarity
NOTIONAL

COMPREHENSIVE
Fluency
Intonation
Rhythm
Pronunciation
Diversity of Vocab
Sophistication Vocab
Grammar Range
Grammar Complexity
Grammar Accuracy
Coherence
Idea Progression
Content Relevance

From the Pearson‐r correlations, Table 1, we
see that the Notional Analysis, Experiment 2,
has the highest correlation with Experiment 3,
the Comprehensive Analysis, r = .947, while the
Quantitative Analysis, Experiment 1,
only
correlates at r = .731 with the Comprehensive
Analysis. Looking at the overall results in Table

Quantitative/Overall
r = .877 p = <0.001
Notional/Overall
r = .945 p =<0.001
Comprehensive/Overall r = .921 p = <0.001
3
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used to train a support vector machine. The
trained SVM is then applied to classify the
testing examples as belonging to the positive or
the negative group, and the correctness of SVM
classification is determined by comparing to the
actual group labels. This process is repeated
multiple times (100 in this study) to obtain the
accuracy rate – the percentage that the SVM
classifications are correct. The statistics, namely
the mean accuracy rate and the standard
deviation, are collected by repeating the whole
experiment multiple times (36 in this study).

2, we can see that the Notional Analysis has the
highest correlation with the overall rank orders.
Considering the current state of the art, the
Pearson r correlations tend to suggest that the
Notional analysis is best if we want a quick
means of differentiating among candidates
without the need to provide a specific or
detailed basis for the scores. If we are
responsible for supplying specific feedback
regarding scores, then Comprehensive analysis
is best, especially if we want to provide the
candidates with details regarding where
improvement is (or is not) needed.

Four experiments are conducted in this SVM
study. In Experiment One, the students are
represented by the Type A measurements in
the following vector format.

Finally, Quantitative Analysis needs to be
supplemented with human analysis, if we want
to have overall insight into the fluency of a
speaker.

ID (Label) : <Pace, PTR, MLR, CDR, SEMI, PCI >
(1)

Support Vector Machine Analyses and Results

These vectors are normalized and then fed as
input to the support vector machine, which
maps them to a high dimension feature space
where the positive and negative examples can

To further investigate how these three types of
measures can be used for developing
automated and/or hybrid evaluation systems,
support vector machines are adopted to learn
from the human scored examples and then use
the trained model to rank/score unseen testing
examples. As a proof of concept, the current
implementation only ranks a pair of testing
examples, and it can be generalized to rank a
list of multiple examples based on the pairwise
rankings and the transitivity, e.g., if a is better
than b, and b is better than c, then a ranking a,
b, c can be established, although schemes using
the prediction scores (see below) to resolve
circular ranking which violates the transitivity
may be necessary. Therefore, the ranking
problem is reduced to a binary classification
problem.
The 20 WCU students are divided into two
groups based on their ranking: those ranked
10th or better are in group+ and those ranked
11th or worse are in group ‐. One student from
each group is randomly selected and the pair is
reserved as the testing examples. The rest, 9 in
each group, forms the training data set, which is

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a SVM. The left panel
shows the input vector space, where black dots
correspond to the positive examples and open circles to
the negative examples. The right panel shows the feature
space where the positive and negative examples can be
separated by a hyperplane, the dotted line in the 2‐
dimension case.

be separated by a hyperplane with a maximum
margin [ 1, 3, 4, 5].
With a trained SVM whose separating
hyperplane with maximum margin has been
identified, a testing example is then classified or
4
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predicted based on their location in the feature
space with respect to the hyperplane: + if it lies
on the positive side, and – if otherwise. In
addition, the distance from the separating
hyperplane, called discriminant, is often used as
a prediction score, indicating how confident a
prediction is: the higher the absolute value of a
score, the more confident the corresponding
prediction is. Furthermore, in practice, the
performance of prediction is often assessed by
ranking all predictions based on their scores in a
descending order; a better classifier will rank
more positive examples above negative
examples, which is the convention adopted in
this study. The mapping Φ() into a feature space
can be and often is highly nonlinear, and
therefore is capable of simulating very complex
functions that separate the positive and
negative examples, as shown in Figure 1. In the
actual implementation, the mapping is achieved
by using the kernel technique. In this study,
SVMLight package [5] is adopted and the
polynomial kernel with the default parameters
is used. Experiments Two and Three are
conducted the same way as Experiment One
except for replacing the vectors with Type B and
Type C measurements respectively. In
Experiment Four, a student is represented by
concatenating the vectors in Experiments One,
Two and Three, with normalization, so that the
use of different measurements in a hybrid
system can be effectuated.

Table 4. Performance of classification with using
various measurements.

Mean
Accur
acy
rate
Stand
ard
Deviat
ion

Experi
ment
One
73.33%

Experi
ment
Two
81.42%

Experi
ment
Three
79.36%

Experi
ment
Four
100.00
%

±4.99%

±4.26

±4.24%

±0.00%

combining all three types has attained the best
performance (100% accuracy), suggesting that
type A (Quantitative) assessment, while poorest
among the three if used alone, may contain
information complementary to types B and C
and therefore shall still be administered and
included in a hybrid system as developed in this
paper.
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION
The results of these four experiments are
reported in table 4. It is easy to see that the
accuracy of using types B and C are about the
same and is significantly better than that of
using the type A attributes. This is consistent
with what has been observed in the Pearson
correlation analysis above, namely, types B and
C are more correlated with each other than
with type C. It is worth noting, however, that

5
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A Farewell Retrospective: Would We Do It Again?

Collectively our careers have spanned more than a century, one hundred years of standing
behind the “big desk,” facing a sea of students, serving at the pleasure of a series of high school
principals, division or department chairs, and a variety of administrators. We have plied our trade in
small country schools, suburban high schools, community colleges, and universities in Alabama, Florida,
Japan, and China. Our journey from substitute teachers to college instructors to program directors to
full professor has produced more than a dozen books, hundreds of articles, and innumerable
presentations. Yet, at the end of the day, what do we make of these careers? Are we to be satisfied
with our official university pins, the faux Waterford vase, and the nifty Seth Thomas mantel clock as fair
and full recognition for a job well done—or at least an impressive span of longevity—or are we to
discern something a touch more profound? What conclusions do we walk away with once we close our
office doors that final time?
Our retrospective considers the profession from three different aspects: the larger educational
system, the students with whom we have interacted, and opportunities our work has afforded us. A
historical perspective can, perhaps, suggest some insights into the future of this profession and offer an
answer to the questions of “Would I do it again?” and “Is this a profession I can recommend to others?”
Taking stock is rarely a wasted effort, whether mid‐term or later in an established career. Our
experiences, we trust, might prove useful to those who are just beginning their journeys as well as those
going through the trip.
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The State of the Profession‐Lila Graves
Embarking on our careers three decades ago, we encountered a very different professional
scene than the one which typically awaits today’s novice academics. No tenured female colleagues
waved to us from faculty offices or lingered with us over latte in the faculty lounge. We taught few
African‐Americans students and even fewer Asians or Hispanics.

For most of our careers, we

encountered hardly any student whose first language was not English. Today’s academic scene is very
different, of course. Although the demographic calculus varies from region to region, it is fairly safe to
conclude the U.S. universities have been reasonably successful in their attempts to accommodate the
shifts in race and gender that have occurred during the decades which comprise our panelists’ careers.
Today the three of us enjoy the intellectual companionship of numerous female colleagues. African‐
Americans make up a large proportion of our institutions’ student bodies, and Asians and Hispanics are
becoming increasingly visible presences. In the course of our careers, we have witnessed the
diversification of American higher education with respect to gender, race, and ethnicity. Currently,
however, we are facing challenges posed by an increasingly international student body and an
expanding population of students whose first language is not English. Would someone of our
generation recommend that someone in the rising generation to take up the challenges of academic
globalization that currently confront our profession? For the three of us‐‐ who play for the love of the
game and who love the game in proportion to its difficulty‐‐ the answer would probably be yes.
However, playing a difficult game well requires familiarity with its ground rules. For this reason, if we
encourage our graduate students to enter the profession, we should also speak with them about the
rising tide of academic globalization and its connection to changes which have transformed our own
academic lives over the past three decades.
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The first change that transformed our academic careers was the women’s movement of the late
1960’s and 1970’s. “Sisterhood is powerful,” were lovely words, but the phrase did not translate into
jobs. A Ph.D. did not open the door to a tenure‐track profession, and the three of us were initially hired
as adjunct instructors—part‐time employees with no benefits. In our entire department—one of the
largest departments in the state’s major research institution—there were no female Ph.D.’s. However,
the winds of change were blowing across the country. The 1972 Equal Opportunity in Education Act,
also known as Title IX, amended the 1964 Civil Rights Act by extending federal prohibitions against racial
discrimination to include prohibitions against discrimination based on gender. Specifically, Title IX
prohibited sexual discrimination in any division of the U.S. educational system. Faced with class‐action
lawsuits—actual or threatened—universities began hiring women in unprecedented numbers, and our
institution was no exception. One of us was the first tenure‐track female Ph.D. hired by our
department, and a second joined the faculty six months later. Within the space of three years, four
other female colleagues joined us: one from Stanford, one from Emory, one from Yale, and one from
the University of Wisconsin Madison. At first, the increased number of female colleagues did not
translate into administrative positions for the first decade of our careers. By the second decade,
however, this trend had begun to change. Women of our generation were acutely aware of the
distinction between actual power and real power—that is, between occupying positions of nominal
influence and being positioned so as to effect actual change. By the second decade of our career,
women in our department had begun to wield actual power. Between them, we held the roles of
Director of Freshman Composition, Director of Graduate Studies, and President of the University Senate.
In these capacities, we exerted extensive control over curricular decisions, the hiring of adjunct faculty,
the selection of graduate students, the evaluation of university administrators, and the institution of a
collection development policy for the our institution’s research library. Serving terms as our school’s
Affirmative Action officer, we observed changes that were occurring in minority hiring across the
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country and monitored our institution’s compliance with national and state laws concerning hiring,
retention, and promotion.
We were also part of the technological revolution that was transforming higher education
during the 1980’s. One of us was a member of a university‐wide Title IX initiative that resulted in a
proliferation of Apple IIE computers throughout the university: a revolutionary development that would
have extensive implications. Within a few years, our Director of Freshman Composition was appointed
to the University’s technology committee and in short order instituted a program of online courses for
freshman students. Another of us secured a provost’s grant that resulted in online courses for our
sophomore literature program and hybrid courses in our majors and graduate students. We also
secured a grant from the state’s library committee that resulted in a massive purchase of microfilm that
insured that we would have one of the top collections of Eighteenth‐Century literature in the world.
In addition to witnessing and participating the massive gender shifts that transformed higher
education faculty during the last three decades, we were part of the Civil Rights revolution and the 1964
Civil Rights Act that transformed university student bodies across the country. Specifically, when the
three of us began our career, our institution’s student body was predominantly white. Birmingham was
recovering from the racial violence of the 1960’s, and images of Bull Connor, police dogs, fire hoses, and
the smoldering ruins of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church , and Governor George Wallace barring
entrance into the front door of the University of Alabama were still fresh in the nation’s imagination. At
roughly the same time that it began to recruit female faculty, our institution begin to enroll African‐
American students in unprecedented numbers. Like other institutions of higher learning across the
country, we soon realized that the influx of large numbers of minority students carried a unique set of
challenges. As a member of the Urban 13, our student body had a disproportionately large number of
first‐generation minority population. One of us designed the university’s first developmental
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composition program, a course that enrolled a high percentage of African‐American students from
inner‐city Birmingham and first‐generation students from Birmingham’s steel –producing communities.
Since this program had its inception before our department’s introduction to computers, placing and
tracking of these students was a done entirely by hand—a very labor‐intensive process.
Despite our best efforts to design an effective developmental program in English Composition,
our population of predominately urban, first‐generation, minority students continued to struggle.
Searching for ways to maximize the academic prospects of at‐risk students who were admitted to the
University, we learned of an international program variously called Students in Transition, Freshman‐
Year Experience, or Student Success. Investigating best practices models, our panelists decided to
combine two of the top options in these programs: the extended orientation model and the critical
thinking model. Like many other universities, our institution was concerned with retention—especially
the retention of minority students who received large amounts of financial aid from state and national
funds. With funding from the highest levels of our administration, we began our University 101
planning initiative. We recruited faculty from across the university: history, English, math, chemistry,
criminal justice, biology, communications, physics, and geology. Searching the literature for ways to
strengthen our program, we added learning communities, a reading program based on the ACT model,
and an advising assignment that was recognized as the outstanding advising project in the U.S. Drawing
on various aspects of our program, we presented papers at national and international conferences.
Within two years, retention rates for our institution’s conditionally admitted University 101 population
rivaled retention rates for the University’s non‐conditionally admitted students.
Across the years, the students in our University 101 program continued to be primarily African
American and 1st‐generation Caucasian. However, Asian and Hispanic students began to enroll in the
program with increasing frequently. As we worked with these students, it soon became apparent that in
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many cases, English was not a student’s first language. Looking back across the initiatives that we had
worked into our program over the years, we soon realized that we had no strategies on hand for
enhancing the academic prospects for second‐language students. Searching through best practices
models, we found nothing. Sifting through catalogue copy in various university departments, we soon
realized that we were not alone in being puzzled about how best to help our conditionally admitted
students succeed in an American university. Although the University had made significant strides in
accommodating female faculty members and minority students during our careers, the University had
made little effort to encourage international students. As the U.S. higher education became infused
with ever larger numbers of international students, institutions implemented various measures to deal
with them. The problem, however, was that many different kinds of international students were
entering the U.S., and tailoring specific programs for the various kinds of college‐level international
students was a truly daunting task. Following the passage of the 1968 Bilingual Education Act, the
federal government provided funds for educational assistance to non‐English‐speaking students. The
winds of change swept across universities that offered educational programs to non‐native speakers.
Assisted by these funds, universities developed programs known as English for Academic Purposes—or
credit‐bearing courses designed to assist non‐native speakers to become proficient in English. As English
became the global lingua franca, international exchange students travelled to the U.S. in growing
numbers to improve their English conversational skills for professional or personal purposes. Enrolling
in intensive English programs—IEPs—these students benefitted from the wave of pro‐Hispanic
sentiment that was sweeping the country. For teachers, graduate programs proliferated in Schools of
Education which developed teacher‐training programs, targeting individuals who wanted to teach ESL—
English as a Secondary Language—in domestic programs or EFL—English as a Foreign Language—in
English universities outside of the U.S.
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While these programs offered exciting new opportunities for students and teachers alike, they
developed in the face of major problems. The first problem was lack of coordination with other
academic programs. Most teacher training that targeted individuals aspiring to teach EAP, ESL, or EFL
were developed in Schools of Education. On a national scale, there was little connection between these
departments and other departments such as the Department of English, which might have been their
natural partners. Hence, although developmental programs in English composition would seem to be
the natural allies of ESL Adult Track programs in Schools of Education, little effort was made to create a
bridge between the two disciplines. For example, international students at our University are placed
into two courses specifically designed prepare students for English Composition, hardly any contact
exists between the English Department and the English Language and Culture Institute, the academic
clearing house that is empowered to administer these courses. Similarly, although the School of
Education is training students to teach English to international students, little contact or coordination
exists between the English Deportment. Just as a lack of coordination at the local institutional level can
present problems, problems can also exist on the national scene. The 1968 Bilingual Education Act had
provided impetus and funds for a network of international programs whose reach was nationwide albeit
poorly coordinated. However, the BEA was soon followed by the English Only movements and the No
Child Left Behind acts, whose spirit and letter is counter to the three seminal acts that have shaped the
demographics of our professional careers.
Looking back over the past three decades, it is clear that our careers have followed a professional
trajectory suggested by three important pieces of legislation: the 1964 Civil Rights Bill, the 1968 Bilingual
Education Act, and the 1974 Equal Opportunity in Education Act, or Title IX. Under the Civil Rights Bill
and Title IX, our profession has provided expanded educational opportunities to women and to African‐
Americans and other minorities. These expanded opportunities did not come without a struggle as the
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riots, marches, bombings, and lawsuits of the1960’s fully attest. Clearly, we three have reaped the
benefits of past efforts to provide expanded educational opportunities to women and minorities.
Looking to the future, it is our hope that the current controversy over immigration policy and the
education of second‐language students can be productively resolved by the rising generation of teachers
and scholars that will come after us.

“The Students: A Teacher’s Personal Perspective from an American Vocational High School to
Japan, China, and Back”‐Linda Moore
I barely remember a time when I did not sit in front of a classroom of students. I began teaching
10 and 11th grade English while still in graduate school. Being a literature major and having had only one
hour of college credit in an education course, I was totally unprepared for solo teaching in the
classroom. Some of those vocational students were almost my age, and though some of the students
were in school to learn, many were there only because the law decreed that they be there. The 1960's
were turbulent times in American schools, with segregation still not fully accepted in the Southern
states, and I was not yet mature enough to discipline students with the grace and authority that would
come later in my teaching career. Midst the cherry bombs in bathrooms and student fights in hallway,
what these high school students taught me during the later 1960's in a rural vocational school in
Alabama was that I wanted no part of long‐time high school teaching.
After a year and a half in the high school classroom, I moved to Misawa, Japan, to join my
husband who was stationed there in the Air Force. Before leaving the States, I had applied to teach for
the Far East Division of the University of Maryland, and the first week I was in Japan, I listened in
amazement as a radio announcer asked for “Linda Moore to please contact the Misawa Air Base’s
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Education Division as soon as possible.” A teacher had had to return stateside, and I was asked to take
her class. And so began my university teaching experience in Japan in 1970.
Along with the military dependents, children and wives of military stationed in Japan, a large
number of my students were active duty military, enrolled in writing courses for a number of reasons.
Most of these young men and women were seeking to better their writing skills in order to receive
promotions. Some needed better writing in the military jobs they currently filled. The courses I taught
were undergraduate courses, equivalent to freshman English composition and undergraduate literature
courses. However, at the time these composition courses were geared toward a modal approach that
taught writing as a series of patterns of exposition. In fact, the books I used as specified by Maryland
University were Randall Decker’s Patterns of Exposition, now in its 20th edition, and John Ostrom’s Better
Paragraphs. They were almost developmental in their approach to writing. However, these books
served me well in my developmental state of teaching composition, for their approach was
straightforward and simple to teach. Fortunately, I had a good sense of grammar and a logical sense of
development and organization.
My University of Maryland students taught me as much as I taught them. From the student who
explained everything about motorcycles–from their history to how to change the oil and tires–to the
student who described her encounter with the “Adominable [sic] Snowman,” I learned from these
students how to plan my time, how to scaffold assignments, and how to grade written work. I learned
how to justify the comments I wrote on their work, and I learned what kind of comments students
needed to explain their errors and to teach them how to correct these errors. No longer was I the oldest
person in the classroom; I had to learn how to deal with students who had much more life experience
and practical learning than I had. Those three years of teaching in Japan were instrumental in my
teaching career. I had no mentor, no one to fall back on for advice when problems arose. Only later,
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almost 20 years later at a reunion with some military friends, did I get some feedback of this early
teaching period from a man who was in one of my classes. He related that the experience he got in his
class helped him get a promotion and words of praise from his supervisor for the quality of his written
evaluations of other military personnel.
Along with the University of Maryland classes I taught on Misawa Air Base, I also taught in a
Japanese High School once a week, teaching a conversational English class. Though I had vowed not to
teach in high school ever again, I found the Japanese high school quite different from the Alabama
Vocational High School. First, the students respected their teachers, each one standing and bowing,
welcoming me to class as I came in. They listened carefully as I spoke and asked questions when they did
not understand. This experience was a joy as were the classes on Sunday afternoons in my off‐base
Baptist church. Through Calvary Baptist Church, I was able to keep students in my home when the
church sponsored Japanese Youth Rallies. The Japanese students were extremely interested in
experiencing American customs, food, and lifestyle, and we saw many of them adopt the religious ideas
that they were exposed to through our church. The three years I spent in Japan became three years of
teaching from the university experience on base, to the community high school, to the church‐
sanctioned classes, to travel in the country. Wherever we went, the young Japanese would approach us
and ask to walk along with us to practice their English. I suppose it was this experience that solidified my
yearning for the classroom experience, for the face‐to‐face teaching experience. I saw in these students
both the American and the Japanese a true desire to learn for the sake of using knowledge of the English
language.
When I returned to the States in 1973, I returned a seasoned teacher and the mother of a 19‐
month‐old son, eager to find her place in the academic world. However, motherhood triumphed
academia, and I made a decision to be a stay‐at‐home mom as much as possible. I entered the world of
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the adjunct teacher, a decision I have not regretted, but one that I cannot recommend for everyone.
This choice allowed me to raise my three boys with only a week or two of day care during a time
between family and close friend baby sitters, but the pay and respect of adjunct teaching has caused
some soul searching. As I have worked with teachers who went on to earn a PH.D and a full‐time
teaching position, I have sometimes questioned my decision with a sardonic “There but for the grace of
God...and my own decision...go I.” I have been fortunate to associate with a number of these teachers
who have prompted and prodded me into professional development experiences such as conferences
and Education Testing Service work. Unfortunately, recent statistics reveal that the adjunct situation is
only getting worse on campuses. A March 2011 staff survey from the United States Department of
Education shows a rise in adjunct employment n American universities from 24% in 1995 to 41.1% in
2009 (“Trends in Instructional Status”).
From 1973 through 1978, I taught composition and introductory literature classes in an
Alabama junior college and at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, teaching night classes when my
husband could be at home with my two sons, or during times when my mother could watch the boys for
a couple of hours. Students at both schools were respectful; however, I found those at the university to
be generally better prepared and more mature than those at the junior college. Though the open door
policy has assured that all children have a chance at achieving higher education, despite their high
school preparation or low finances, it has allowed some students access to college who would be better
served at perfecting a vocational skill. Employers spend an average of $600 million each year re‐training
employees “in reading, writing, and math skills” who have either wasted their time in higher education
or who should not have been accepted into higher education in the first place (“Literacy and
Economics,” Statistical Reference Guide). I do not mean to sound elitist when I say that not every child
should attend higher education, but from experience on both the junior college level and on the
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university level, I have found much of my time wasted with students who would have been better
served by the military or by the vocational experience than by the higher education experience.
Returning after an 18 month stay in Reston, Virginia, in 1980, I began teaching again as an
adjunct at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, limiting my teaching to two or three classes a
quarter so that I could be at home as much as possible with my sons, the third who was born in 1981. At
this time I taught only at the university level, finding those students more mature and generally better
prepared and more eager to work than those students on the junior college level. The student
population had become more racially diverse than before during this period. UAB admitted many
foreign students into its medical programs, and many of these students came to the college’s Writing
Center for language assistance.
It was during those years–from 1980 through 1990–that I encountered my first students with
disabilities. At UAB I worked with a paraplegic student named Bobby, who showed me that
determination can trump disability. Bobby had been paralyzed at age 18 when his car centered a tree.
He was in his early 20's when Bobby came into my composition class. Through conversations with him,
he confessed that he did not want to live when he first discovered that he would never walk again.
However, by the time that he was in my class, he had regained a thirst to complete his computer degree.
Bobby’s dentist had devised a contraption that allowed him to hold a pencil in his mouth with which to
take notes in class. Though Bobby’s mouth‐written work was sometimes shorter than that of his fellow
classmates, it was always quality work. Once I sat beside him in one class meeting, wiping sweat from
his brow as he wrote, after he sheepishly confessed that he had failed to take his anti‐sweat medication
that morning. Astounding, I thought, that he produced the work he did, while other students in his class,
without disabilities produced work of lesser quality.
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It was also during this period at UAB that I encountered my first threatening student. My
department director had heard rumors that one of my students, unhappy with the grades he was
getting, had threatened to “throw me off the second floor balcony.” For a week or so I was escorted to
class by a policeman who remained outside the classroom. Either the policeman or embarrassment
finally led the threatening student to apologize to me for his threats, and I was able to go to class
unescorted for the rest of the quarter. Only a couple of times since then have I experienced hostility in
the classroom, one from an alcoholic student in a Writing in the Counseling Professions class that
catered to mainly social work majors and another time by a self‐diagnosed autistic student.
The alcoholic social work major professed vehemently that “no one would ever see his narrative
client notes.” Only after a couple of weeks of meeting with him did he finally admit that “yes, one day
[his] notes might be subpoenaed in court” and that “probably he should be cautious about keeping
narrative notes.” The self‐diagnosed autistic student who argued that he could in no way complete the
flier that was a part of his assignment, also argued that “graphics have no part in composition” and that I
was “totally unqualified to be teaching graphics with a composition degree.” I could have argued with
him that my degree was not in composition, but the vacant look in his eyes signaled that such an
argument with him would be useless. My Teaching Assistant stood by my side, listening in amazement
that a student would address his professor in such a manner as this student. Though I did not feel
physically threatened by this student, I was glad that a podium separated the two of us, and I was glad
that my TA stood by my side as I suggested that the student write his protest to our department
chairperson. He did, and that student was removed from my class to work with the department
chairperson for the rest of the semester.
In teaching at the University of Wet Florida, first as an adjunct, and then as full‐time Instructor
of English and as Director of the Composition Program, I have encountered disabled students in several
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other classes–some physically disabled, blind or deaf, and others disabled through paralysis like the non‐
traditional student, David, paralyzed from a motorcycle accident, working on his computer degree, who
played basket ball from his wheelchair and worked on his car. Like my former student, Bobby, David did
not let his physical disability stop him from his education or from living his life. My deaf students
required me to face them so that they could read my lips, and some of my blind students recorded my
lectures or brought in tutors to take notes. This semester I wear a microphone in one of my classes to
increase hearing for a non‐traditional, hearing‐impaired student, whose determination to succeed in
class is truly amazing.
One newly blind student took her own notes in class on a plastic board overlaid with string with
paper between the board and the string. Amazing, I thought, that she could remember writing well
enough to take notes for her braille tutor to later transcribe for her.
Other disabilities have not been so visible to me–the ADD and ADHD students. Before I
gathered the problems from their work, many of these students have either alerted me in their initial
Student Information Sheets of the disability, or the Disabilities Department has sent me a notice
requesting extra time and isolated testing facilities for the students. Many of these students are
determined to succeed despite their disabilities; some withdraw from class after realizing that they will
not pass even given the extra time and isolated testing facilities. I wonder if their future employers will
grant them extra time to fulfill projects or to complete their tasks. It seems that the numbers of disabled
students have increased each year. Though modern technology sometimes gives these students a more
even playing field with the non‐disabled students, I wonder about the price that the fully‐prepared
students pay when teachers must spend extra time with the disabled students.
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In 1999, I spent six weeks in Nanping, China, at a teachers’ college, working with some 150
middle school teachers who were interested in learning western teaching methods for the classroom. In
this humbling experience with teachers who were even more exploited than American adjuncts, I
worked with adult students, sponges who absorbed any bit of information I was able to give them, from
cultural experiences to knowledge of American ideas and customs. These teachers had only one change
of clothing for the six weeks, some of them washing out their clothing each night to wear the next day.
They begged for the stickers I had brought with me. Apparently, these China made‐items are not readily
available to Chinese teachers. Through this sharing experience, I learned not to take for granted the
resources, limited though they are, granted to American teachers, adjuncts and full‐time alike.
Throughout my teaching career, my grade books show that I have worked with 4,480 students.
Add to this the 150 Chinese teachers, the 50 Japanese students, the 5 Japanese students who came for
Bible study, and the two literacy students I tutored in Birmingham, and a grand total of 4,687 students
have sat under my tutelage. These students have taught me as much as I have taught them, lessons
about patience, hard work, dedication, and the worth of an education. They have also taught me that I
can teach through personal illness, during the illness and death of loved ones, and in spite of
discouragement at a lack of full‐time employment. Sometimes the rewards have returned to me in the
form of gratitude expressed in the classroom and through student e‐mails, through a lesson learned that
helped a student write a proposal to her campus bookstore employer to have a problem solved, or
through a student who created a tutoring organization for middle school students after learning about
weak literacy skills of Florida middle schoolers.
Often, late at night as I am grading a stack of compositions or sets of annotated bibliographies,
thinking about the lecture I feel unprepared for the coming day, I seriously wonder if I would choose this
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profession again, given a do‐over or mulligan. Somehow, I think I would, even with all its “good, bad,
and ugly” aspects.

Professional Opportunities‐Peggy Jolly
Thirteen books (print, e‐, contributing), 42 articles, 89 reviews, 19 grants, 127 presentations.
ETS consultant (on site and online), continual travel, too many meals (hosting and being hosted) to
count, professional development (certifications, courses, Tai Chi, meditation), and meeting numerous
interesting (and some not so interesting) people forms a brief recap of my almost forty years in
academia.
Some days bogged down with student complaints, another set of ungraded papers, and endless
committee assignments, we lose sight of our initial lure for this profession. Being a professor is not a
job; it is a way of life. It’s strolling across a campus and feeling that anything is possible. It’s having a
question and knowing that a colleague either has the answer or is willing to join the search to find a
solution. It’s walking into a library and identifying the smell of book glue and fading paper. It’s hearing
the predictable response of “I’d better be careful of what I say” to your admission that you are an
English teacher. It’s the urge to hug a student who finally understood the concept you have explained at
least four times. The life of an academic is inextricably bound up with an ongoing quest to receive and
to share knowledge.
Who knows what prompts this love of learning? For some it most likely begins as innate
curiosity, a need to know how things work, how connections are forged. For others it may result as a
resistance mechanism to disappointing a parent or teacher. For still others it may develop gradually,
sparked in the early grades, reinforced as a sanctuary through the tumultuous high school years, and
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solidified on some common green surrounded by ivy‐covered brick. Regardless of its impetus, the urge
to know more, to know deeper, increases rather than fades with time. Displayed in various ways, it
accounts for the scientist who spends hours performing experiments in her lab looking for that elusive
reaction that will solve a long‐standing riddle, the finger drumming of a Medievalist impatiently waiting
on the arrival of an out‐of‐print text ordered through inter‐library loan, the sociologist piecing together
stories of homeless people on the streets and in shelters, the statistician poring over regressive analysis
looking for evidence that might suggest a correlation between test data and classroom instruction. It’s
the grown‐up equivalent to a child’s search to discover why the sky is blue. Academia welcomes those
who search for answers, providing like‐minded colleagues for companions, an array of intellectual toys
and gadgets, and a pat on the back for those whose answers finally come. In return for this supportive
environment, the university asks relatively little in return, expectations that depend, not coincidentally,
on the productivity of the academic, on how many answers the researcher provides.
Work load and salary are the mediums of exchange between the academic and university.
While the entry salary for untested professors is relatively modest and the work load high, these
elements are generally negotiable and subject to change on the basis of perceived or demonstrated
productivity. At the lowest levels, the beginning professor’s salary can be expected to be less than half
of that for an entry‐level professional in the private sector. For example, a computer gamer with a
bachelor’s degree can command an initial salary twice that of a mid‐level professor who has attained the
Ph.D. as well as a growing reputation for expertise in his field. While private sector salaries are closely
tied to the commercial success of their products or services, improvement in the professor’s salary is
generally based on the concept of individual merit. That is, the more productive the scholar is in terms
of publication and/or useable findings or products, the more her salary increases. Similarly, the
professor’s initial work load—teaching load and committee assignments—adjusts downward in relation
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to productivity. While an entry‐level professor might expect to have a teaching load of four classes per
semester, a senior‐level scholar may be required to teach less than half of that. This arrangement, of
course, can be daunting for entry‐level professors who can improve their professional situations only by
pursuing research while balancing an intensive work load. Unfortunately, this practice results in many
aspiring scholars leaving academia, preferring to see more immediate gratification in prestige and
remuneration. Those who choose to stay, those who do manage to balance work and scholarship,
gradually see their positions improve. Those are the ones who thrive in the world of ideas, the land of
the unanswered questions. Those are the academics that have the calling.
Pursuing this calling, however, comes with hidden costs perhaps even more trying than those
early difficulties of moving past the entry level. Despite commitment to the world of ideas, an individual
may find the door to academia blocked, barricaded by those fortunate enough to have been admitted
entre but loathe to relinquish their cherished spots unless forced to by circumstances beyond their
control. Entrenchment reduces the number of full‐time positions available to newcomers at the same
time that graduate schools continue to hand out newly minted Ph.D.’s with promises of employment
they are unable to keep. This results in an all too familiar scenario of recent and veteran graduates
swelling the ranks of the adjunct staff, working for minimum wages with no benefits while the number
of relatively pricey full‐time, tenure‐track positions is reduced. My own department is a case in point
where tenure‐track slots account for fewer than half of the full‐time positions, yet only 22% of the
teaching faculty. Some 58% of the faculty is contingent or adjunct level, receiving below‐poverty wages,
with no benefits such as insurance coverage, retirement, or continued employment. The situation in my
department, of course, is replicated throughout the country. Despite MLA’s repeated calls for improved
treatment of adjunct faculty and annual observance of Equity Day programs, the practice of relying on
contingent faculty for a national average of 41% of instructional staff rather than increasing full‐time
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positions is a growing rather than diminishing trend. Ironically, a number of these adjuncts continue
their intellectual pursuits, researching, presenting papers, and publishing articles while oppressed with
crushing workloads. These are the ones lost within an apparently broken system, the very ones who
would have made academia’s star shine even brighter.
A second price results from the teacher‐student relationship. Early in my career I was advised to
never teach a book or article that I truly loved. That seeming perversion made more sense to me after I
ignored the advice and was rewarded with a roomful of undergraduate misunderstanding and apathy.
While the common cold might be contagious, love of learning isn’t. Curiosity, insight, and intellect are
not qualities that can be forced; perhaps latent strands can be encouraged, but they cannot be handed
out, given as gifts. Recognizing and accepting that relatively few people are genuinely interested in the
world of ideas is a difficult concept for one who routinely cloisters himself with those who aspire to the
lofty ideals of the ivory tower. Teaching, then, often becomes a superficial act of providing factual
information, outlining links between ideas or movements, offering a template to be filled in with
borrowed rather than original ideas. Rather than the expected notion of delving into ideas, solving the
questions of why, it directs itself to the task of answering what. Occasionally the monotony will be
broken: a student sparkles with interest, genuine love for learning, a curiosity that will not be satisfied
with the obvious and ready answer. Recognition of a fellow intellect is immediate and unmistakable.
This is the student to be watched, the one to be mentored, the one who makes walking into the
classroom worthwhile. This is the student who, perhaps, aspires to be a future colleague.
A final price paid by the academic is personal isolation. The stereotype of the absent minded
professor lost in a world of ideas to the exclusion of the pot of peas smoking on the stove is based in
some truth. Ideas, possibilities, can often be more intriguing than the real world, than actual
companionship. Finishing that final chapter of a book, attending yet one more conference, staying just a
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little longer at the lab takes priority over dusting furniture or walking the dog. Explaining that “a really
important meeting” conflicts with a nephew’s graduation is generally not well received. Missing
Christmas dinner because a dig has to be completed before the rainy season begins engenders raised
eyebrows. Moving across country to accept an outstanding opportunity is met with cries of “why?”
“You work too hard,” “just leave it until tomorrow,” “let someone else do it,” “what is so important
about attending that meeting,” “why do you have to leave” are criticisms that have no easy answers.
“Someone else could do it,” “You do work too hard,” “One more day probably would make no difference
in the project,” and “A local job is probably available” are all legitimate responses. Unfortunately, they
are not the responses the academic is likely to give. The simple truth is that the idea, the project, the
meeting, the new job, and the untested opportunity take priority over the other choices: it’s more fun,
it’s more exciting, and it’s what I want to do. Thus comes the isolation from friends, family, significant
others. In short, actions do have consequences. Those actions, those consequences, however, make us
who we are.
When I began this retrospective, I was unsure of the answer I would reach. I understand all too
well the difficulties involved in the life of an academic, both professionally and personally. I understand
the rewards, and I understand the sacrifices. For me, the choice was the correct one, one I have
benefitted from. But I went into this business in a different time, a time when opportunities were first
becoming more available, when prestige as well as perks was offered. Today, I am not so sure that I
would make the same decision, nor am I sure that I would advise another to follow this path. While
academia may be a way of life, perhaps even a calling, it may best be left in the nostalgia of memories of
walking up the hill to Leon Cole cafeteria on Thursday evening when steak was always served.
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Isamu Yuba and His Floating Subject:
Karen Tei Yamashita’s Adoption of
The Japanese Immigrant History in Brazil-Maru
Rie Makino

Abstract
While numerous criticisms exist for Japanese American writer Karen Tei
Yamashita’s first and third novels, Through the Arc of the Rainforest and The Tropic of
Orange, critics are not so enthusiastic to discuss her second novel, Brazil-Maru. This is
largely due to the unfamiliar history of Japanese immigrants in Brazil from the 1920s to
the 1970s, which is distinctly separated from Asian American experiences in the
mainland U.S. In contrast to the postmodern styles of Yamashita’s other two novels,
Brazil-Maru is purely a product of her historical and anthropological research on Brazil,
conducted under her receipt of a Thomas J. Watson Fellowship, and her extended stay in
Sao Paulo as a naturalized Brazilian citizen from 1975 to 1984.
The character of Kantaro Uno, the leader of Esperanza, is based on the historical
figure of a Japanese upper-class immigrant, Isamu Yuba, whom Yamashita met and
personally interviewed. Kantaro reveals Yamashita’s efforts to portray the complexity of
this historical figure: the character is depicted as an ambitious young immigrant who
initially leads Esperanza with his charisma and ideals, but in his later years—during and
after WWII—turns into a megalomaniacal dictator who corrupts Esperanza. This
dualistic element may partially reflect Yamashita’s struggle as a Japanese American
writer who, by trial and error, attempts to understand the masculinity of Japanese
immigrants within this unique history. Starting the novel with the words “Remembering
my father,” as if she were related to the character, Yamashita combines admiration and
disgust in constructing Kantaro as a compelling embodiment of Japanese transnational
masculinity.
Kantaro is however, portrayed as neither a supranational figure circumscribed by
Japanese imperialism nor an assimilated model minority under the influence of the
Brazilian government. Rather, he is unique in transcending the nation-state politics as
though he were “floating” in Brazil. Kantaro is, thus, “a floating subject” who remains
in Brazil as a residential outsider viewing the country without being involved in its
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national ideology. This paper explores this unique “floating subject” in relation to
Japanese female immigrants living within the community, suppressed behind him.
The paper first presents a historical approach to this “floating” subjectivity of
Japanese immigrants in Brazil. These immigrants were needed to be “transnational”
because the country welcomed “cultural others” for its economic and cultural
development. Instead of portraying this historical figure as an immigrant, the novel
describes him as a settler who cleverly rides the historical wave with his transnational
characteristics. Second, the paper focuses on Yamashita’s criticism of this character by
exploring her struggle as a writer who, during her anthropological research, failed to
recover the subaltern voices of first generation Japanese women. Referring to the
current theories of transnationalism, the paper argues that there exist dichotomous
gender politics within the portrayed immigrant community between subaltern femininity
and transnational masculinity. Finally, this paper argues for Yamashita’s strategy of
constructing Brazilian melodramatic narrative to criticize this figure’s transnational
masculinity while illuminating subaltern femininities without giving them voices.
Subverting the concept of Brazilian melodrama as a national ideology, Yamashita
presents her Japanese American viewpoint of this immigrant community.
* This presentation is based on the government subsidy for scientific research (Young
Researcher B) in 2011-12.
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Pour une littérature-Monde en français: Resistance to French continued Linguistic and Cultural
“Imperialism” or a new Form of Utopia?

In many former colonies of France, the French language is losing ground to native languages or to
English, whilst in the EU, English has overtaken French as the language of expression. To fight this
loss of French influence worldwide, a multinational group of some 44 authors who write in French,
have proposed, in a manifesto the following remedy to reenergize the influence of French: uncouple
the French language from France, turn French literature into “une littérature monde en français"
(world literature written in French) and remove the epithet “Francophone” when referring to writings
produced outside the Hexagone.
This has met with a great deal of skepticism in mainland France, where guardians of the “pure” French
language extol the superiority of the language of mainland France and retort that this is tantamount to
blasphemy. Representing the centralizing mentality of France, these “purists” of the French language
are aghast at the notion of universality proposed by the 44 authors. Still, the 44 signatories of the
manifesto argue that it is time for mainland France to stop looking down on “Francophone authors” (as
foreigners writing in French are known) because these very novelists – many from former French
colonies - hold the key to energizing French literature. For this to happen, they say, the French
language must be freed from “its exclusive pact” with France. What is clear from this is that
“Francophonie” has now become a politically charged concept, one that many founding members of
“La Francophonie" applaud as a tool for promoting French abroad and others, like the manifesto's
signatories, resent as a prescription for devaluing the language when used by non-French writers. The
present paper will examine this often conflicting rapport that exists between the so-called “pure”
French speakers of Mainland France and the “other” French speakers (Francophones) from the former
colonies of France and French Canada; it will also and explore the writings of one “Francophone”
writer from Mauritius in light of this polemic.
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The Wife of Bath Rides Again
The Wife of Bath is the only Canterbury pilgrim of among the pilgrims to
have two portraits besides the famous miniature in the Ellesmere Manuscript.
The first is the one among the series describing each of the pilgrims in the
General Prologue. The second is the autobiographical prologue which
introduces her tale. Chaucer certainly knew he was creating something
important in this character who ranks among immortals of our early literature.
But what was his intention in so doing?
In terms of Reader Response criticism it matters little who an author’s
intentions were: what matters is how a piece of literature means in the present.
Theory or not, the Wife of Bath has become unbelievably meaningful since the
women’s movement adopted her as their “standard bearer.” Whether or not it
occurred to Chaucer that he was creating a character who is in fact a liberated
woman, his Dame Alison happens to be very funny. This is important, for she is
a creature of the Fourteenth Century, when some of her misinterpretations of
scripture, deliberate on Chaucer’s part, were enough to attract charges of heresy
if meant otherwise than as humor. Chaucer stayed out of trouble with Church
and State at a time of political peril; some of the people he knew were executed
for their opinions.
I think Dame Alison meant something also to the Poet and his
contemporaries. Here was a woman from the west country totally without
sophistication associated with courtly society. She knows a lot of information out
of context and interprets everything in terms of her own sexuality, which she uses
as power. Indeed, this use of power, reflected everywhere in her personality, is
her principal connection with the women’s movement.
Present day readers like to think of Chaucer as a writer who thought for
himself within the confines of a restrictive politico-religious system. It was a time
not only of political unrest that culminated with the desposition of the monarch
Richard II, but one which saw unrest and civil strife among the agrarians,
especially in Chaucer’s ancestral East Anglia. Here is this female character
specifically form the west country who is rebelling against every social norm yet
not part of that other political-economic rebellion; a woman who stands in
contrast with polite society. The other pilgrims simply do no understand her,
though she fascinates them. No wonder Dame Alison became the standardbearer for that other revolt many centuries later, the women’s movement. For
that, Chaucer has no responsibility at all. He did but create Dame Alison.
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Performance Practice Issues of Fanny Hensel’s and Clara Schumann’s
Piano Compositions
Sock Siang Thia
Elder Conservatorium of Music, University of Adelaide, Australia
sock.thia@adelaide.edu.au

ABSTRACT

Fanny Hensel (1805-1847) and Clara Schumann (1819-1896) are two significant
composers who make an interesting pair for musical comparison. Both received good training
as pianists and composers, maintained close ties to prominent composers in the nineteenth
century, and sustained a lifelong involvement in music. Their lesser known contributions to
the nineteenth century piano music in particular make them an interesting area for study. This
paper explores the performance related issues in performing the piano works of these two
composers. There will also be a discussion of the stylistic issues encountered through the
course of this research. The whole process of understanding, analysing and interpreting their
music will combine to inform the preparation of these works in order to produce a meaningful
performance. Performance, therefore, will be identified through the entire process as the
primary tool and the key outcome of this research.

INTRODUCTION

Fanny Hensel and Clara Schumann were excellent pianists whose compositions
consisted largely of piano works. While it is acknowledged that both women composed works
for themselves and for others, they nonetheless differed in regard to the professional purpose
of their compositions. Hensel’s pieces were written for her own musical satisfaction and for
performance in her Sonntagsmusik, or Sunday musicals. As such, they were not available to
the public beyond the close circle of people who attended her private salon (Tillard, 1996).
Moreover, Hensel did not expect that her compositions would be published or that they would
receive public or critical acclaim. Schumann’s works were also written to be performed by
her, but her performances were not limited to private gatherings and salons. Rather, her
compositions were also performed in public concert halls throughout Europe (Reich, 1985a),
and this meant that they reached a larger, more varied audience than that found in Hensel’s
home in Berlin. In addition, Schumann intended for her compositions to be widely available
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to the public through publication, whereas Hensel only published her piano compositions
under her name two years before her death.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the performance-related issues relevant to the
piano compositions of Fanny Hensel and Clara Schumann, with a special focus on their
character pieces. This paper is divided into two parts, with the first offering detail discussion
on Hensel’s Lyrische Klavierstücke (1836-1839) while the second on Schumann’s Drei
Romanzen Opus 21 (1853-55).

FANNY HENSEL’S LYRISCHE KLAVIERSTÜCKE (1836-1839)
i.

Andante con espressione

ii.

Andante con moto

iii.

Allegro molto vivace ma con sentiment

Victoria Sirota (1981), one of the earliest researchers on Fanny Hensel’s life and
music, claimed that the composer’s most significant contribution to piano literature was her
Lieder ohne Worte or Songs without Words. She subdivided Hensel’s compositional life into
three periods: the early period between her studies with Carl Friedrich Zelter in 1819 and her
marriage in 1829; the middle period, up to her journey to Italy from 1839 to 1840; and her
mature period from 1841 till her death in 1847.

Lyrische Klavierstücke, or lyrical keyboard pieces, are songs without words written
during Hensel’s middle period from 1836-1839. She composed a total of 18 piano pieces
during her middle period, all of which can be found in the Mendelssohn Archive of the Berlin
State Library in the anthology MA Ms.44. Three of the more song-like pieces were published
in one volume for the first time in 1996 by Furore, bearing the heading of Lyrische
Klavierstücke.

i.

Andante con espressione

Hensel composed Andante con espressione on the wedding day of her brother, Felix
Mendelssohn, on 28 March, 1837. Todd (2003: 334) mentioned that this piece bears a striking
resemblance to Felix Mendelssohn’s Prelude in B flat major opus 35, published in 1837. The
similarity in the melody, accompaniment figures and harmonic progression are further
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examples of how the musical ideas of the siblings appear concurrently in their compositions
(see Examples 1 and 2).

Example 1: Bars 1-8 of Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 1 in B flat major

Example 2: Bars 1-8 of Mendelssohn’s Prelude in B flat major Op. 35

Set in the key of B flat major, this piece is a simple Song without Words
characterised by a descending soprano line. The initial theme is repeated twice: first in C
minor and then in G minor with a series of brief modulations. The theme reappears in a brief
coda and ends the piece in the tonic key.

In presenting this piece, it is important to create the feeling of calmness through the
quaver movement in the left hand. This can be achieved by placing considerable weight on all
of the bass notes to provide adequate support to the melody while keeping the rest of the
accompaniment as transparent as possible. Above this, the player should seek to achieve a
richly sustained, ringing sound on all of the long melody notes (see Example 3).
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Example 3: Bars 1-8 of Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 1 in B flat major with performance notes

There is scope for the left hand accompaniments to become more melodic before the
second return of the main theme in G minor at bar 55 as they form the first part of a musical
line that continues to the right hand melody (see Example 4).

Example 4: Bars 49-58 of Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 1 in B flat major with performance
notes

A pianist may also apply rubato in places where it will better reinforce the direction
of the musical line. Such an application may help to highlight the colour change that occurs in
the middle section of the piece (see Example 5).
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Example 5: Bars 63-70 of Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 1 in B flat major with performance
notes

ii. Andante con moto

Completed on 16 June 1838, Andante con moto in E major has a soprano melody set in a
lilting 6/8 time signature. According to Polk (2010) this piece “reveals Fanny’s good ear for
the vocal ornamentation of the day”. This is especially evident in her employment of wide
leaps and repeated two-note figure that are embellished from bar 11. Such writing resembles a
soprano swooping up and then delaying the cadence in a dramatic fashion (see Example 6).
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Example 6: Bars 1-17 of Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 2 in E major
The middle section of this piece in B minor presents another lovely and memorable
tune that is paired with repeated chords. A considerably long transitional passage in E minor
prepares the climactic return of the main theme in the tonic E major at bar 94 before bringing
the piece to a gentle end. Hensel’s writing is idiomatic in the way that it showcases the
elements of virtuosity employed by the pianists of her time. This is demonstrated through her
use of octave passages and the running demisemiquavers in both sextuplets and nonuplets
(see Example 7).
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Example 7: Bars 93-103 of Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 2 in E major
Although marked Andante con moto, it is effective to play this piece in a lively
manner which is more in the spirit of an allegretto. A little animation may be added to the
melody from the beginning to enhance the feeling of movement implied by Hensel, while
providing a strong bass to support the repeated chords in the left hand accompaniment (see
Example 8).
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Example 8: Bars 1-13 of Fanny Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 2 in E major
In the middle section, the repeated chords that provide harmonic support to the
melody may well be played as lightly as possible, with freedom in the forearm to avoid the
feeling of rushing. The top notes in the melody that alternate between the upper and lower
voices ought to be clear and phrased appropriately as shown in Example 9.
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Example 9: Bars 43-53 of Fanny Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 2 in E major with performance
notes

The link from the middle section to the transitional passage leading back to the return
of the main theme is a bold one. Hensel uses the fortissimo to underline the harmony change
at bar 71. To achieve the dramatic effect implicit in the music, the concluding bars of the
middle section that ends in the middle of bar 73 suggest a diminuendo starting at bar 70 and
leading to a pianissimo (pp) at the eighth quaver in bar 73. This is done to maximise the
contrast between the end of the middle section and the link (see Example 10).
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Example 10: Bars 69-74 of Fanny Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 2 in E major with performance
notes

iii. Allegro molto vivace ma con sentimento

Allegro molto vivace ma con sentimento was completed on 28 June 1838. Another Song
without Words set in 6/8 time signature, it is written in E flat major. The opening section is
characterised by a cheerful melody with an accompaniment built mainly from repeated notes
(see Example 11).
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Example 11: Bars 1-9 of Fanny Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 3 in E flat major
In the contrasting section, the repeated note accompaniment figure takes over and
goes through a series of developments in full elaboration along with the initial theme. The
opening theme finally returns and gives a gentle close to the piece.

When interpreting this piece through performance, a fast tempo that combines
rhythmic freedom close to rubato may be chosen. In this way, the liveliness of the piece can
be maintained without losing the expressiveness intended by Hensel. This can be achieved by
aiming for a bigger musical shape and longer phrases eight bars in length. Pure and clear
voicing from the melody, as well as clear and rhythmic character from the repeated note
accompaniment may well be maintained right from the beginning of the 16-bar opening
sequence (see Example 12).
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Example 12: Bars 1-16 of Fanny Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 3 in E flat major with
performance notes
The contrasting section has a different accompaniment figure in semiquavers, which
need to be kept as quiet as possible. It is also crucial to take some liberty with the timing in
between the bass note and the semiquavers to allow for more space and poise throughout the
passage. The lyrical melody, which is played mostly in octaves, should have a sustained and
melodic tone similar to a soprano’s singing voice (see Example 13).
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Example 13: Bars 43-53 of Fanny Hensel’s Lyrical Pieces No. 3 in E flat major with
performance notes

CLARA SCHUMANN’S DREI ROMANZEN OPUS 21 (1853-55)
i.

Andante

ii. Allegretto
iii. Agitato

First published by Breitkopt & Härtel in December 1855, Drei Romanzen Opus 21 were
three little piano pieces composed by Clara Schumann in June 1853. The autograph of the
first piece, located at the Robert-Schumann-Haus in Zwickau, was presented to Robert
Schumann on his birthday with the inscription: “For my beloved husband, June 8, 1853”
(Klassen, 1987: VIII). The second and third pieces are dated 25 June and the end of June
respectively. While the second and third Romances exist only in a single copyist's manuscript
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dated by the composer, the first romance exists in another autograph preserved in the
Gesellschaft der Musik-freunde (Society of Music Friends) in Vienna. It presents with the
inscription; “Written for my dear friend Johannes Brahms on the 2nd of April, 1855” (Reich,
1985: 300).

The two dedications seem puzzling, but are quite contradictory. By the time negotiations
for the publication of the three pieces were completed, Brahms had become a close and
trusted friend, and this may go part way towards explaining the different inscriptions.

i.

Andante

The first of the Three Romances Opus 21 conveys a deep feeling of sadness through its
melody, harmony and dynamics. Written in a simple ternary form, it begins with a dark and
sorrowful theme in A minor that encompasses big chords played by both the right and the left
hands (see Example 14).

Example 14: Bars 1-18 of Clara Schumann’s Romance Opus 21 No. 1, Andante
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The middle section in F major has a more joyous mood, with triplet figuration that is also
found in Robert Schumann’s Novellette Opus 21 No.1, also in F major. Marked sehr innig
bewegt and animato, it carries a lovely theme characterised by a dreaminess that contrasts
with the melancholy and dark first section. It is also filled with passages of cross-rhythm that
give rhythmic freedom, rather than tension, to the lyrical soprano voice (see Examples 15 and
16).

Example 15: Bars 27-34 of Clara Schumann’s Romances Opus 21 No. 1, Andante

Example 16: Bars 18-26 of Robert Schumann’s Novellette Opus 21 No.1

The difficulty that one may perceive in this opening section is how to deal with the
spread chords. This is especially true for a pianist with short hand spans who may have to
“roll” most of the chords that stretch beyond an octave that are plentiful in the piece.

The basic principle behind spreading the chords is to let the melody take the lead at
all times. In other words, the continuity of the melodic line is the main focus. The chords are
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secondary and must fit with the melody without compromising its integrity or the overall
musical shape. This will often require the pianist to make certain choices which are
summarised as spreading “before” or “on” the beat.

For example, the opening four bars of the Romance Opus 21 No. 1 comprise one
chord in each bar that needs arpeggiation (see Example 17).

Example 17: Bars 1-4 of Schumann’s Three Romances Opus 21 No. 1

In the first bar there are two ways of approaching the chord on the left hand. One can
either play it with the spread coming “before” or “on” the beat. Essentially, both ways are
acceptable as long as the emphasis is always on the top note “E” and not the spread. A player
may not want to get too occupied with playing all the notes in the spread as they function as
harmony notes that provide support to the more important melody note, which in this case is
the top note “E” on the right hand. A more natural way of playing this bar would be to play
the spread slightly “before” the first beat as this helps to set the melancholy atmosphere and
mood of the piece while building the momentum towards the first melody note. The other
issue to consider is the bass note – it needs to be caught by the pedal, with a clean progression
to the next chord. In other words, the harmony may also influence how one spreads the
chords.
In bar 2 however the preferred choice would be to play the spread “on” the beat. This
is because the melody wants to go from the last quaver beat in bar 1 to the first quaver beat in
bar 2. In order to prevent the spread from holding the melodic line up it would be best to
begin it with the bottom “A” of the left hand chord together with the “E” in the right hand.

Likewise, the spread chord in the right hand of bar 3 requires a similar approach by
beginning the spread on the beat where the bottom “C” of the right hand chord is played
together with the bass note “A” in the left hand. It is important to take time in spreading the
chords and to produce a ringing tone out of the “E” at the top of the spread.
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In bar 4 the third crotchet beat consists of a left hand chord which again may have to be
split due to its wide span. There are a few ways to play this chord but the recommendation is
to spread it “before” the beat. One could first play the second chord in the bar, follow it by
depressing the pedal, catch the bottom “E” with the pedal and then proceed with the rest of
the chord.

ii. Allegretto

The second piece in F major is an Allegretto with very colourful harmony. It is a short
little work that provides a delicate contrast to the first piece in the set, acting almost like an
intermezzo between it and the more serious third piece that follows. Schumann notated the
chords clearly with semiquavers followed by rests rather than crotchets with staccato, a
feature found in Robert Schumann’s Fughetta from Opus 32 No. 4 in G minor and “Soldier’s
March” from Album for the Young Opus 68 No. 2 in G major.
The main concern when approaching this piece is to create a “pointed” sound to the
separate chords, with the exception of the accented ones which the player can treat with more
weight and length. It is preferable not to use pedal during these passages but to reserve it for
places in which it has been clearly marked.

The issue as to how literally one is to use the pedal then arises. There is a wide spread
understanding of the differences between the modern piano and those of the 19th century
particularly in terms of their sustaining abilities. One may often find unnecessary and often
un-pianistic or otherwise unmusical pedalling notation in 19th century compositions. This
however was quite a common thing during that time as a reaction to the dry thinness of the
earlier pianos. Therefore, it is no surprise to find that not all of the four passages marked with
pedal signs in Schumann’s piece can be performed exactly as indicated on the present piano.

With regard to the first pedalled passage, the pedal is to be applied on the first beat of bar
10 and sustained until the pedal release sign at the end of bar 11. Yet, if one is to adopt these
indications literally, the result is not really musically convincing. The pedal can blur the
harmony and produce a messy tone that is wholly undesirable. The change of colour implied
by the use of the pedal in bar 10 has a definite musical purpose as it is preceded by the change
of dynamic (pp) at the end of bar 9. Therefore, one can still apply the pedal until the end of
the third quaver beat in bar 10 to highlight the colour change, and then return to the detached
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and light sound of the separate chords without the pedal thereafter, with some differentiation
of length and colour (see Example 18).

Example 18: Bars 9-12 of Schumann Three Romances Opus 21 No. 2
Similarly, the passage from bar 15 to 18 is problematic. An alternative way to play
this passage is to apply the pedal on the third quaver beat in bar 16 only, and on the accented
first quaver beat in bar 18 (see Example 19).

Example 19: Bars 15-18 of Schumann Three Romances Opus 21 No. 2

The third passage with pedal markings poses no problem in producing a sustained
sound without blurring the harmony (see Example 20).

Example 20: Bars 19-22 of Schumann Three Romances Opus 21 No. 2

However, the final passage containing the pedal sign requires the performer to release
the pedal before the marked point, preferably on the third quaver beat in bar 38, and then
apply an additional short pedal on the first accented beat in bar 39 (see Example 21).
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Example 21: Bars 36-39 of Schumann Three Romances Opus 21, No. 2

iii. Agitato in G minor

The third Romance in G minor, marked Agitato, brings another increase in tempo. Set
again in ternary form (ABA), with a repeated Section “A” at the end, this piece has a restless
quality that is characterised by the accented passing notes apparent in the first section.
Although only marked piano (p), the work has quite an intensive melodic contour that is built
up by numerous chromatic and step-wise movements. The middle section has many
unexpected and irregular phrase structures and consists of tonal fluctuations between G major
and E minor. When Section “B” finally settles in G minor, the fleeting Section “A” returns a
tempo and is heard twice before the piece ends swiftly in its tonic G minor.

To best achieve the agitato feeling as marked at the top of the score, the semiquavers in
the right hand can be played very smoothly and gracefully, as contradictory as that may sound.
The 4-bar groups or phrases indicated by Schumann in the opening section have an intricate
melodic shape despite their brisk movement. The melodic shape can be made clearer and
more deeply felt it is given a more flowing sound without playing it with a tempo that is too
fast. The more flowing sound without a rushing speed will not only help the performer to
generate the required rapidness of movement without the need to play at a tempo faster than is
comfortable, but also get the right hand moving securely (see Example 22).
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Example 22: Bars 1-17 of Schumann’s Three Romances Opus 21 No. 3

Texturally, one needs to feel the right balance by having a pronounced legato and
ringing right hand melody while creating a melodic, sonorous bass line. The performer should
always be aware of the continuous flow of the right hand, while the left hand should be very
supportive, with melodic basses and chords that are light and perfectly placed. The thumb
must remain unpronounced and blend in with the harmony, while the fifth finger of the left
hand must carry more weight to carry the bass note.
The middle part of Section “A” contains several split chords which present a similar
issue to that which was discussed in the first piece of this set. The application of the spread
chords here are mostly performed “on” the beat rather than “before” the beat due to the
limited time and the quick tempo. Therefore, without compromising the flow of music, it may
be more comfortable for the pianist to play the bass note of the chord together with the right
hand, and to keep the second note of the chord (the top note of the left hand) as un-intrusive
as possible given that the bass note is more important. Again, there is also a need to
coordinate the pedal with the bass note so that the bass notes are always caught by the pedal,
with a clean progression to the next chord (see Example 23).

Example 23: Bars 93-96 of Schumann’s Three Romances Opus 21 No. 3
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CONCLUSION
To conclude, both Hensel’s and Schumann’s character pieces discussed in this
paper used approaches to form and texture in a characteristically romantic way. Yet,
there are some differences between them. Hensel’s compositional textures are more
flexible, irregular, and orchestral, and her melodies, with their wider range and more
expansive phrase structure, are more distinct and pianistic. In contrast, Schumann’s
pieces are more serious and less showy, while her compositional textures are more
anchored and consistent throughout. Hensel’s wider melodic range, as well as her
wider range from top to bottom of the keyboard, suggest she felt relatively more
compositional freedom within the confines of her private salon. Schumann’s more
controlled use of the musical landscape is rooted in traditional concerns for balanced
musical phrases. These differences are likely the result of the different purpose for
undertaking the musical composition and their different performance settings.
Schumann, who published her compositions during her lifetime, perhaps needed to
conform to conventional expectations and be technically accessible to the amateur. In
contrast, Hensel was primarily composing for personal pleasure and for performances
at her salon, so she could take a freer, less constrained approach with regard to
technical difficulty and composition style in general.
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Death and Dying in the Satanic Worldview
C IMMINNEE H OLT
Satanism is for the living.

Gilmore, The Satanic
Scriptures (2007)

I NTRODUCTION
Satanism professes to be an atheistic yet highly dogmatic New Religious
Movement (NRM hereafter), which incorporates theatrical ritual as part of its practice.
Despite its atheistic stance, the Church of Satan (CoS) has a distinct notion of a nonspiritual afterlife. As such, Satanism is a curious anomaly for scholars of religion; it
piqued my interest to investigate this seemingly paradoxical claim. Initial Internet
research reveals a fascinating aesthetic aspect of their ritual practices; many public
images of Satanic1 altars are comprised of traditional symbols of death: skulls or bones,
either human or plastic, as well as knives, swords, and combat instruments (Church of
Satan, Altar Egos, 2010). Members of the Church of Satan, that is Satanists, assert that
they are a life-affirming religion, yet reject the notion of an external mystical dimension
and a spiritual afterlife (yet retain a particular understanding of a “worldly” afterlife),
while also actively engaging in ritual practices infused with death imagery. As such,
this paper seeks to explore Satanism as both a reflection of sociological postmodern
approaches to death and dying—that is, focused on the individual—and also as a fairly
atypical example of a religious movement which acknowledges the absolute reality and
finality of death. The Satanic cosmos centres around the individual who proactively
examines who they are and what they want to become. A life well-lived is the
manifestation of Satanic principles. Death is an accepted end to their finite nature but
also a harsh reminder not to neglect what life offers. The notion of death serves as a
prompt to embrace all aspects of life, pain and pleasure, good and bad. The unusual
The adjective form of the noun Satan is typically written in the lowercase, while adjectives within other
traditions, such as Buddhism and Christianity, are written in the uppercase. Within the context of this
paper, it is more appropriate to capitalize the adjective form “Satanic” as it is derived from internal
Church of Satan literature, which applies the uppercase. For these reasons, the uppercase Satanic is used
to respect the tradition itself, and to render the capitalized adjective form equal with other traditions, e.g.
Satanic altar, Christian shrine, Buddhist stupa.
1
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notion of a "worldly afterlife" in the CoS will be fully explored in relationship to their
approach to death and dying.
S ATANISM
Anton Szandor LaVey founded the Church of Satan in 1966 in San Francisco
(Barton 1992, 82). He was the High Priest until his death in 1997 and wrote the prime
text, The Satanic Bible, which outlines the main tenets of the religion. The major
principles are briefly: atheism, Epicureanism, responsibility, ethics, aesthetics,
scepticism, and ritualized psychodramas or, “intellectual decompression” (Gilmore in
Strombopolous 2006). In order to provide a general overview of the tradition, we shall
discuss each of these themes in turn.
LaVey explains in The Satanic Bible that he considers all “gods” to be an
externalized representation of humankind’s ego (91). Therefore, religionists are in
essence worshipping themselves. LaVey suggests that since humankind seems to
require ritual and dogma, we are served best by eliminating the intermediary and
worshipping ourselves directly (91-95). The current High Priest of the Church of Satan,
Magus Peter H. Gilmore (LaVey's successor) elaborates on this notion of atheism
begetting self-veneration,
Satanism begins with atheism. We begin with the universe and say, “It’s indifferent.
There’s no God, there’s no Devil. No one cares!” So you then have to make a decision
that places yourself at the center of your own subjective universe, because of course we
can’t have any kind of objective contact with everything that exists [...] So by making
yourself the primary value in your life, you’re your own God. By being your own God,
you are comfortable about making your own decisions about what to value. What’s
positive to you, is good. What harms you, is evil. You extend it to things that you cherish
and the people that you cherish. So it’s actually very easy to see that it’s a self-centered
philosophy. But it also requires responsibility, since you are taking on for yourself the
complete onus for your personal success or failure. You can’t be praying to a God or
blaming a devil, or anyone else, for that matter, for what happens to you. It’s on your
own head. (Quoted in Shankbone 2007)

Gilmore clearly affirms that Satanists eliminate notions of a spiritual dimension of any
kind and underlines personal responsibility as foundational to the Satanic philosophy.
Magister James D. Sass, a high-ranking member of the Priesthood of the Church of
Satan and author of supplementary texts on Satanism, explains, “For practical purposes
‘spirituality’ may be defined as a hypothetical non-material facet of human life, belief in
which is unwarranted but unfortunately epidemic” (pers. comm., March 15, 2008). Sass
asserts that words such as “mind”, “soul”, and “spirit” are used to describe our mental
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and emotional lives (pers. comm., March 15, 2008). By abolishing the division between
the spiritual and the temporal, the Satanist then views himself as a purely carnal being.
This being is his own “god”, who takes control and responsibility for his life’s direction,
choices, and actions (LaVey 2005, 44). Gilmore refers to this notion as “I-Theism” (2007,
209). This term is to be understood as the notion that the individual is solely
accountable for the outcome of her own life. This is a pivotal feature when illustrating
the Satanic worldview, especially as it relates to its approach to death and dying.
Satanic philosophy directly emanates from this standpoint, placing emphasis on life
itself, and deriding any glorification of death and a spiritual afterlife. That is, the self is
paramount and the individual is uniquely responsible for every circumstance in her life.
LaVey proclaims that instead of seeking an external spiritual communion, Satanists will
fully embrace their carnal nature and revere themselves without shame (2005, 45).
The Satanist, as her own “god”, acts in a manner that benefits the individual
most. Indulging responsibly and legally in the pursuit of pleasures, be it professional or
personal, is a prime Satanic ideal. It must be underlined that Satanists accept the
consequences of their actions and consider self-control a desired trait (LaVey 2005, 81).
“Indulgence, not compulsion” is an often-repeated mantra (LaVey 2005, 81). This can be
understood as noting that rebellious compulsion is considered foolish at best,
deplorable at worst (LaVey 2005, 81-86).
Scepticism is perhaps the default Satanic approach to conventional ideas. Satan is
used as a symbol of challenge; the word “Satan” is translated from Hebrew as
“adversary”, “opposer” or “accuser” (LaVey 2005, 55). Accepting unexamined
assumptions blinds the Satanists to nuanced understandings. By subjecting established
ideas to re-evaluation, the intellectual goal of the Satanist is to approach self-education
enthusiastically, organically, and holistically in order to gain keen and creative insights
into human nature (LaVey 2005, 25, 53; 1972, 19).
“Looks mean everything,” wrote LaVey in The Satanic Witch, a book that details
methods of manipulation, or “Lesser Magic” (2003, 121). Satanists understand that how
one presents oneself aesthetically is an important form of communication. Daily
interactions require mediation in order to achieve one’s goals. Part of these negotiating
tactics involves dress, speech, mannerisms, and behaviour that facilitate fluid
navigation in the world. Satanism advocates enhancing natural physical attributes, not
conforming to conventional standards of beauty. A distinction must be made that
Satanists are not prone to whims of popular fads, preferring to demarcate themselves
from identical "fashion drones" (LaVey 2003, 151-159). Instead, the ideal Satanist sets
herself apart by considering her overall aesthetic and showcasing her natural charm
(LaVey 2003, 15-20).
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“Greater magic” is the term used for rituals which LaVey defines as
psychodramas or “intellectual decompression” (2005, 119-120). There are three main
rituals delineated in The Satanic Bible: Lust, Compassion, and Destruction. The Lust
ritual is meant to make possible the fulfilment of sexual attraction. The Compassion
ritual is performed for one’s self or a loved one facing problems. The Destruction ritual
is designed to overcome issues arising out of conflict with someone you hold in
contempt (LaVey 2005, 114-115). All three rituals are intended to function
simultaneously as alleviating anxieties arising out these respective situations and also to
achieve the desired result: the consummation of sexual desire, the resolution of a
problem, or the ruination of an enemy. As Satanism focuses on man as a carnal animal,
natural emotional responses are neither denied nor shamed. However, in keeping with
the idea of responsibility, erratic or harmful outbursts of impassioned responses are
considered lacking in discipline (LaVey 2005, 119-120). The rituals are designed to be a
channel for these intense emotions. Within this paper, the terms Church of Satan Ritual,
Satanic Ritual, and Magical Ritual will be used interchangeably; that is, as rituals
performed by Satanists.
Gilmore attests that Satanic rituals are “self-transformative psychodrama” (2007,
223). My research into psychodrama reveals that the development of dramatherapy (or
psychodrama) in the field of psychology has as its premise that actions in themselves
create new realities, the doing is a catalyst to change (Djuric 2003, 9). Psychodrama is an
active form of group psychotherapy wherein an individual acts out scenes from their
lives on a stage, with props and other members of the therapy group who all
interchange parts. This role playing has as its goal to reveal concealed dimensions of
knowledge to gain new insights into relationship dynamics. By re-establishing
connections to distant and recent pasts, the protagonist is enabled to act “as if” when
faced with painful or traumatic events. A cathartic experience, within this safe
environment, triggered by the physical movements, is the ultimate goal. This catharsis
will help to restructure how the protagonist then approaches similar situations in the
future. The website for the American Society of Group Psychotherapy & Psychodrama
writes,
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That the “body is,” 2 in fact, “the unconscious mind.” That it holds the story of our lives
that has been learned and lived in action and relationship. This highly sensorial method
of role play creates a healing environment that allows for a fuller expression of all aspects
of self and other. It is a method that can extend itself towards and adapt to any level of
society, a method for the future. (Dayton 2010)

This association between the mind and the body within psychodrama states that
negative events in our lives create imprints on the limbic system in our brains, which
“stores highly charged emotional memories, modulates motivation, controls appetite
and sleep cycles, promotes bonding and directly processes the sense of smell and
modulates libido” (Dayton 2010). These imprints become hard-wiring for similar
situations, and can have the “freeze or flee” effect (Dayton 2010). Role play in group
therapy psychodrama offers a controlled space for participants to practice effective and
productive modes of behaviour modification, to create new imprints on the limbic
systems (Dayton 2010).
Satanic ritual functions similarly to psychodrama, although the objective is
slightly different. In psychodrama, the intent is to fix events that have already
happened. While this can be a goal in Satanic ritual, it is not the prime function. LaVey
defines magical ritual as the “manifestation of the will” (2005, 110-111). Satanic ritual
has as its objective to be pre-emptive about future events, to imprint on the brain
desired results. This imprint is done by using imagery that provokes a personal
response in ritual (LaVey 2005, 113). The symbols, highly idiosyncratic in nature, are
meant to provoke poignant and potent emotional reactions (LaVey 1972, 15). A highranking member of the hierarchy of the Church, Magister Phineas, states, “Satanists use
any symbol they chose for their own purposes. If [a] figure means something to one
Satanist, then they use it. Those who do not identify with it, disregard it” (quoted in
Frost 2008). By virtue of this emotional response, Lust rituals do not only help alleviate
anxiety, but they are also the genus for the ideal romantic relationship (LaVey 2005, 114,
132). It could be said, then, that Satanists are attempting to create new limbic
hardwiring proactively. Satanists posit that rituals are cathartic, that some change has
occurred (LaVey 1972, 15-27). Greater Magic rituals function as transformative; the shift
in perspective is felt solely in the individual on a personal and emotional level, and,
possibly, affects change outside of ritual (LaVey 2005, 119-120). Ritual magic can be
understood as a method to actively shift your perspective during the rite in order to
achieve one’s desires outside of the ritual chamber.
This “intellectual decompression” (or psychodrama or magical ritual) permits
emotional release in order to maintain psychological control over the events in one’s
2

Emphasis added.
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life. Once a ritual is performed, and extreme passion is given its every outlet within the
confines of the rite, it is then recommended that the celebrant disregard any further
distress surrounding the particular issue as this serves only to exacerbate anxiety
(LaVey 2005, 126). The rites focus intent and condense desire in order to alleviate
anguish. This in turn empowers the Satanist with an acute understanding of their
situation in order to act with a clear mind set on achieving one’s desires (LaVey 2005,
126). Living well is a prime ideal, an ideal maintained by their notion of magic which
functions as a bolster to psychological and emotional self-awareness and control.
M ETHODOLOGY
My initial research into the Church of Satan began in 2006 with a short paper
designed to illustrate the inherent problems in conducting Internet research on New
Religious Movements; inconsistencies, contradictions, schisms, mudslinging,
inaccuracies, and inflammatory accusations from journalists, ex-members, anti-cult
groups, and various critics of NRMs all contributed to a murky and overwhelming area
of research. There are scarce academic sources for reference on the CoS, and the few
existing scholarly works are surface studies based on Satanic Literature, Internet
research, and pan-Satanism sources (Lewis 2001, Petersen in Lewis and Petersen 2005).
The Church of Satan website, commenting on James R. Lewis’ efforts at Internet
research for a “Census of Satanism”, states that, “we think it worthwhile that true
Satanists should steer clear” as Lewis involves other groups that self-identity as
Satanists that are unrecognized by the Church of Satan (Church of Satan, Pages/News44,
2010). There are a number of these disparate groups that self-identity as Satanists. The
great majority of these factions are theistic Satanists, that is, they believe in the existence
of a spiritual Satanic entity. As such, they are diametrically opposed to the atheistic
stance of the Church of Satan, which views Satan as a symbol and as a metaphor for
how they see themselves. As far as my research has ascertained, theistic Satanists are
primarily (although not exclusively) active on the Internet, as opposed to physical
assembly, have several unorganized divisions with multiple nuances of how the entity
of Satan is perceived and understood, and have ephemeral philosophies that are
influenced by the writings of Anton Szandor LaVey and other occult authors (Lewis
2001, xiv). As such, the various theistic Satanic groups are omitted from this paper
because their understanding of ritual, death, and the afterlife is then atypical of
members of the Church of Satan.
Scholars of New Religions Movements (such as James R. Lewis), as well as
theistic Satanists, have tended to refer to the Church of Satan as LaVeyan Satanism to
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distinguish it from theistic Satanism (2001, xiii-xiv). It is, however, significant to note
that members of the Church of Satan do not self-identify as LaVeyan Satanists but
simply as Satanists. Since the Church of Satan was the first organized Satanic religion,
founded and based on the book The Satanic Bible by Anton Szandor LaVey (first
published in 1969), the members of the Church deride the need to use labels applied by
external social scientific categories or their theistic Satanic detractors (Gilmore in
Shankbone 2007).
Current High Priest of the Church of Satan, Peter H. Gilmore, explains, “We
don’t think [theistic Satanists] are Satanists. They are devil worshippers, as far as I’m
concerned” (Quoted in Shankbone 2007). Perhaps more delicately phrased, the Church
of Satan concludes that since they were first to codify Satanism as a religion, they hold
the rights to the moniker of Satanist and the strong symbolism and responsibilities
attached to the label. As James R. Lewis writes in his book Satanism Today: An
Encyclopedia of Religion, Folklore, and Popular Culture,
However one might criticize and depreciate it, The Satanic Bible is still the single most
influential document shaping the contemporary Satanist movement. Whether LaVey was
a religious virtuoso or a misanthropic huckster, and whether The Satanic Bible was an
inspired document or a poorly edited plagiarism, their influence was and is pervasive
(xiv).

For these reasons, within this essay the terms Satanism, Satanic, and Satanist will refer
solely to members of the official Church of Satan, as established by Anton Szandor
LaVey, and systematized in the prime text, The Satanic Bible.
Sources for this essay include analyses of death and dying by sociologist Tony
Walters applied to Satanic literature and information provided by two people
authorized to represent the Church of Satan: second degree Warlock JPL and third
degree Reverend JR. My first contact with each respective informant was through a
Bulletin Board System (or BBS), an online discussion forum run by a member in the
Church of Satan. The CoS has an official Chat Room Policy regarding Internet
interactions. It states,
The Church of Satan DOES NOT have an official chat room.
We have NEVER had an official chat room.
There are no chat rooms affiliated in ANY WAY with the Church of Satan.
The Church of Satan actively discourages participation in ANY chat room.
(Church of Satan, Chat Room Policies, 2010)

Some members, however, host and run their own forums for use by Satanists. These are
considered the property and domain of the individual owner of that BBS or chat forum,
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and not an official Church of Satan run chat room (Church of Satan, Chat Room Policies,
2010). I have omitted the name of the specific online BBS forum wherein I made first
contact with my informants for two reasons. Firstly, the CoS does not encourage people
to garner information from online forums and stresses their principal literature as the
prime reliable resource (Church of Satan, Chat Room Policies, 2010). Secondly, I have
chosen to keep as much distance from my informants and their CoS affiliation as
possible, using initials as per their request. Data collected from informants was
conducted through emailed correspondence in which they filled out a questionnaire. At
the time of the initial research into this particular topic on Death and Dying in 2007, I
had not met any Satanists in person, although I had developed an email correspondence
with several such individuals on a semi-regular basis. I asked the two informants
named above to participate for this paper, stating that pseudonyms would be used.
Only the information collected through the questionnaire about Death and Dying is
included in this essay. Secrecy and anonymity are paramount given that revealing their
religious affiliation publicly could harm them in their respective careers. For this
reason, the questionnaire did not include demographic information except that both
informants are male. Age, location, and profession are undisclosed.
As this paper was being prepared for publication (in February 2011), I contacted
Reverend JR to ask for an additional comment on the Church Satan’s position in regards
to participation in academic research. He states that,
The CoS receives dozens (perhaps far more through administrative channels) of
"academic inquiries" each year, and very few of them are serious; hence very few are
taken seriously. Further, there is ongoing concern that we will be misrepresented by
those who do inquire. This is true in almost any printed medium which we do not
exercise direct control over; frequently an answer is given and a statement taken, but
later we find that it has been "interpreted" in a way that we feel has missed the point and
sheds little light on what we intended to say…Finally, perhaps understandably due to
the nature of the organization, we are often suspicious of the motives of outsiders
seeking information about us, if for no other reason than because nobody wishes to
participate in something in good faith only to find that their words have been taken out
of context and used against us. Hence it is typically necessary for trust to be established
prior to any such interview. (pers. comm. Dec. 22, 2010)

My first short papers on the Church of Satan received a mostly favourable reception by
CoS members; indeed, I made a concerted effort to understand and explain their
foundational tenets as accurately as possible, while also expanding on my ideas and
applying academic theory in appropriate and critical ways. This has allowed a less
suspicious reception to my inquiries and, given the above statement by Reverend JR,
established a certain amount of trust.
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Both Reverend JR and Warlock JPL are deemed authorized representatives of the
Church of Satan as they were awarded a title. Titles range from 1st degree to 5th degree;
a 1st degree is a registered member without an official title beyond membership, who
may then be awarded high titles according the CoS criterion; 2nd degree is
Witch/Warlock, 3rd degree Priestess/Priest or Reverend, 4th degree
Magister/Magistra, and 5th degree is Magus/Maga (Church of Satan, Affiliation, 2010).
These members of the hierarchy of the Church of Satan have received recognition in the
form of a title for applying Satanic theory in practice. As such, they are also authorized
from the Church of Satan’s administrative board to correctively represent the CoS
publicly, should they so choose (Reverend JR, pers. comm. Dec. 22, 2010).
As stated, I made first contact through a BBS forum, presented myself as a
researcher, exchanged some public posts and private emails over a period of time, and
eventually asked each informant to fill out my questionnaire. I chose to ask these two
specific gentlemen because of their ease and clarity of written expression and their
willingness to correspond in good faith. The advantage to having access to data
collected from a questionnaire is that it provides an individual and personal aspect to
the ideas explored in this essay. Satanic literature, while clear and explicit on Satanic
philosophy, provides little information on how Satanists choose to live, or
understandings of the Satanic philosophy in Satanists’ own words. A disadvantage to
this small amount of data is that this essay cannot be understood as representative of
Satanism as a whole. It is important to underline that no extensive data exists on
Satanists themselves as the Church of Satan has never, nor will ever, release information
about their members to the public; “an individual’s membership is held in strictest
confidence by the Church of Satan” (Church of Satan, Affiliation, 2010). My request for
an online questionnaire was directed to each informant individually, and not a request
through the administration of the CoS. For this reason, individual Satanists’
participation in my academic research is by mutual consent of myself as the researcher
and the informant. Our correspondences are outside of the auspices of the
administration of the Church of Satan. The very small window into this mostly
reclusive NRM presented in this paper is not to be considered an in-depth or all
pervasive representation of Satanists. Much of my anecdotal evidence collected
throughout the past four years suggests that Satanists vary greatly in their ritual and
lifestyle preferences; therefore, this essay is to be considered a small fraction of personal
insight into Satanic tenets and external academic sources.
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Having outlined a few of the basic tenets of Satanism, let us now move on to
address Satanic approaches to death and dying by addressing the concept of an
afterlife. LaVey contends that Satanists may think of “god” in whichever way they wish
but prefers to view power as a balancing factor in the universe (LaVey 2005, 40). That is,
the universe is entirely indifferent to human beings. The natural forces of the world are
not theistic in essence, therefore Satanists reject the notion of a god invested in the
actions of humankind (LaVey 2005, 44-45; Gilmore in Shankbone 2007). Time wasted on
fear of judgment in an afterlife is a “spiritual pipe dream” peddled by religious leaders
(LaVey 2005, 25, 40-41). My two sources contacted for this essay, Warlock JPL and
Reverend JR, personally self-identify as atheistic and Satanic. Perhaps the most
important factor for Satanists is that they categorically reject the idea of an afterlife. This
notion exhibits itself twofold. Firstly, by embracing one’s carnal and finite nature, a
strong emphasis is placed on excelling at living well. Secondly, while I have stated that
Satanists do not adhere to the idea of an afterlife or any spiritual dimensions to
humankind, if we shift our perspective slightly, we begin to see that there does indeed
exist a Satanic eschatology.
LaVey states that religious clerics of all sorts dispense the notion of an afterlife in
order to keep people complacent with their current situation (2005, 91). The promise of
a glorious eternal afterlife functions as a means of social control (2005, 92). The notion
that humankind is purely carnal, along with the fact that they consider themselves to be
their own “gods,” translates into placing the prime importance on real life achievements
and enjoyment as the individual Satanist sees fit; “Life is the great indulgence – death
the great abstinence” is an often repeated mantra (LaVey 2005, 33). This central point of
focusing on real life endeavours functions as a version of life after death in the Satanic
philosophy. Since there is a fundamental effort to improve quality of life and achieve
excellence in various areas of interest, these accomplishments operate as promoters of
the Satanist’s prestige and reputation. Although death is an unavoidable circumstance
of animal life, LaVey contends recognition of merit while alive is, “Life after death
through fulfilment of the ego” (2005, 91). The idea that an individual has sole and
complete control over the circumstances in which to provide meaning and passion to
his life is a self-reinforcing philosophy. Emphasizing one’s natural abilities increases
acknowledgment of their achievements, which in turn increases their notoriety, which
in turn fulfils their Satanic eschatological ideal pre- and posthumously. It this
recognition of achievements, in a chosen field, that ensures the life after death.
A very important distinction must be made at this point; the Satanist seeks not
fame simply for the sake of adulation or worship. Quite the opposite is true, in fact,
since such pursuits are based on fickle, impermanent, and uneducated public opinion. It
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is the individual choice of each Satanist to seek fulfilment in personally gratifying ways
(LaVey 2005, 91-95). Since skill, innovation, ambition, creativity, and personal and
professional accomplishments are prime examples of executing a model Satanic
lifestyle, these ideals build the individual’s charisma as defined by Max Weber.
[Charisma is] a certain quality of an individual’s personality by virtue of which he is set
apart from ordinary men and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at
least specifically exceptional powers or qualities3. (Weber in Barnes 1978, 1-18)

The ideal Satanist sets herself apart from the ordinary through competency, study,
aesthetics, critical thinking, psychological discipline, and emotional control maintained
by ritualized decompression psychodramas.
Weber contends that rituals are charismatic displays of authority. However,
Satanic rituals are charismatic displays of autonomy. Primarily, these rituals are
powerful exhibitions of authority over the self; the Satanist is master of his own destiny.
Once a person has control over their own consciousness, manipulation of others is a
secondary benefit. I must underline that when referring to manipulation (Lesser Magic)
it is not with a negatively disposed connotation but with a realistic outlook on
quotidian social interaction. A Satanist who wants a specific goal will use whatever
legal means necessary to achieve it. It is an orchestration by words, actions, aesthetics,
intellect, and seduction; whichever method is most effective for any given situation.
Weber’s theories of charisma are contingent upon assent by the followers of the
charismatic authority -- that is, as a social type -- and can exist only in a social context.
However, if we shift this perspective slightly, this social context can apply to the
individual Satanist and subsequently to Satanic eschatology. In this way, we see how,
The charismatic leader gains and maintains authority solely by proving his strength in
life. If he wants to be a prophet, he must perform miracles. If he wants to be a warlord, he
must perform heroic deeds. Above all, however, his divine mission must ‘prove’ itself in
that those who faithfully surrender to him must fare well. If they do not fare well, he is
obviously not the master sent by the gods. (Weber 1968, 22-23)

The above quote refers to a leader who implies connections to a higher power. The
Satanist, however, embraces carnal self-deification (Church of Satan, Esprit de Corps,
2010). Therefore, he is responsible to himself, to maintain his own ideals, and prove his
own strength by the measure of his proficiency. Weber’s theories of cause and effect still
apply. If Satanists want success in financial, artistic, or scientific areas, they must
demonstrate and implement talent, motivation, and enterprise. Satanists do not gain the
3
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authority over a flock of followers but plan to become masters of their own
circumstance and design the lifestyle they chose. This authority is not recognition by
disciples in a social context, as Weber defines it, but is instead recognized by the Church
of Satan’s administrators as they award titles to those who demonstrate excellence in
their areas of expertise (Church of Satan, Affiliation, 2010). By building on their own
charismatic display of autonomy and exhibiting mastery in their respective fields,
individuals increase the likelihood of more people remembering them after death.
Satanists are, literally, creating their own afterlife in the memories of those they have
affected. As already stated, LaVey describes the Satanic notion of an afterlife as “Life
after death through fulfilment of the ego” (LaVey 2005, 91). In order to condense this
idea into a phrase, I call this phenomenon applied eschatology.4
A similar notion of applied eschatology exists in the ancient epic of Gilgamesh.
In that narrative, the three methods for achieving immortality were through lineage, the
building of structures, and heroic deeds (Kramer 1988, 94-109). There was an
understanding that nothing survives except reputation. This ancient idea is a precedent
to Satanic applied eschatology, albeit revisited in a conscious and direct manner. Unlike
Gilgamesh, Satanists are not seeking physical or spiritual immortality; rather, the quest
is life itself and the pleasures it holds. By achieving one’s desires, and excelling in one’s
chosen area of expertise, the afterlife is propagated here on earth in the memories of
others.
“Satanism is for the living,” writes Magus Peter H. Gilmore, current High Priest
of the Church of Satan, in A Satanic Funeral Rite (2007, 250). As discussed above, to
expand on this emphasis on life and the Satanic view on death and dying, I sent a
questionnaire through email to two separate members of the Church of Satan hierarchy
authorized to represent Satanism, Reverend JR and Warlock JPL (pers. comm. Oct. 26,
2007, and Nov. 1, 2007, respectively). Hereafter, all comments from either informant
originate from these emailed correspondences. They both confirm that there is no
official stance on how funerals should be conducted for Satanists. The rite outlined in
the essay A Satanic Funeral Rite is suggestive, not prescriptive; funerals should be
conducted according to individual preference (Gilmore 2007, 252). I enquired about
This phrase is borrowed from the eschatology of Paul of Tarsus (St. Paul). In his worldview, the
Messiah’s (Jesus of Nazareth) return was imminent, wherein God would establish his Kingdom on earth,
bestowing eternal life on the righteous. For the followers of Jesus, Paul and his contemporaries, death
was not a necessary step in order to be granted eternal life; they were already living in a divine state.
Scholars refer to this notion as realized eschatology, a term popularized by C. H. Dodd (1884–1973). As of
the time I submitted the original paper that discussed this theory, in November 2006, my research has not
found any previous mention of the phrase “applied eschatology”.
4
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these personal individualized preferences of both my sources. Warlock JPL states that a
secular ceremony containing no religious elements would be acceptable, but outward
signs of his religious affiliation are unnecessary. He would like to be remembered
fondly by loved ones and for his life to be celebrated. Similarly, Reverend JR agrees that
those whom he knew and loved should attend his funereal. The funerary details are to
be decided by family. However, as a “strictly endogamous man”, the Reverend
maintains that his funeral would “naturally” be “Satanic in nature if not in strict ritual”.
Both the agents demonstrate a common theme with their answers: that their funerals
would reflect their worldview, despite no explicit references to Satanism. When
Warlock JPL states that no “outward signs” of his affiliation are required, the
implication is that Satanic elements are perhaps unseen, yet still present, in the
underlying context. Reverend JR states this idea clearly, as he has an understanding that
the details chosen by his family would still mirror his perspective on life: his Satanic
worldview.
S ATANIC D EATH

AS

P OSTMODERN ?

According to sociologist Tony Walters, there are historically three categories of
approaches to death and dying in a Western context. They are the traditional, the
modern, and the postmodern (1996, 199). Walters delineates these categories based on
the authority that presides over the death. The clergy regulates the authority of
tradition in the first approach, usually in a strict liturgical manner (1996, 195). The
experts on death and dying in the modern approach are the medical professionals, the
authority of expertise (1996, 196). The authority of the self strongly presides in the
postmodern approach (1996, 197). That is, according to Walters, contemporary society
approaches death and dying based on an autonomous authority. Emphasis is placed on
personal emotions during the dying process as the death specialist role has moved
traditionally from clergy member, to physician, to the individual (1996, 193-197).
Contemporary funerary details act as a reflection of personal character and values, often
mixing traditional religious proceedings with modern secular reinterpretations (Walters
1996, 197). How a particular religious group approaches death and dying mirrors their
worldview; funerary rites are an expression of the lives lived (1996, 199). Given this
assertion, I will examine Satanism as an example of this postmodern approach to
individualized funeral rites, how it reflects the worldview of Satanists, and their
approach to dying and death itself.
As already stated, Walters’ three forms of approaches to death and dying are
based on the authority of the death specialist: the traditional, the modern and the
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postmodern (1996, 199). Firm clerical authority presides in the first approach.
Professional medical authority is the death expert in the modern approach. The
authority of the self, and the individual desires of the dying, directs the postmodern
approach. Walters notes that there is an increasing criticism of impersonal funerals
(1996, 197). He contends that with the rise of the notion of the “individual” in Western
society, the efforts to define personal identity are negated with conventional,
standardized funerals where death does not reflect the individual life lived but more
the grander social expectations (Walters 1996, 199-200). Walters argues that
contemporary funerals are a negotiation that includes the dying, the witnesses to the
dying person, old customs, and new components that directly correspond to the
individual personality of the ill person (1996, 203). It is a process by which the persons
involved (the dying, the family and friends of the dying, and even the funeral directors)
all contribute to the final funerary rite, deciding which components best reflect the
individual (1996, 203).
While the Satanic worldview does echo the pervasive approach to individuality
in regards to death and dying, I would disagree that Satanists fit too neatly into this
sociological postmodern category; Satanists have somewhat of a more pro-active
approach to death and dying as they deliberately consider their legacy before illness
occurs as an integral part of their worldview and their perspective of death itself. This
pragmatic factor is not mentioned in Walters’ postmodern category as he states that
many contemporary approaches ignore death until they are faced with the undeniable
fact of grief. Walters’ arguments reveal that contemporary considerations of death view
it as a failure, instead of a natural progression of life; “Death is supposed to have been
abolished,” he comments as he describes common postmodern reactions to death (1996,
197). As briefly explained above, Satanism advocates rejecting popular, unexamined
assumptions. Satanism, then, perhaps represents more a form of radical postmodern
individualism. Walters’ typology observes evolving behaviours in the approach to
death and dying. However, Satanists are proactive instead of reactive (LaVey 2005, 45).
The focus on remembering a deceased is not an afterthought suddenly brought to light
because of unexpected, or even expected, death. Instead, it is a conscious action before
death to be remembered for accomplishments. A shift is required in our view of
Walters’ postmodern approach.
While Satanists do indeed demonstrate authority of the self, the prime focus is on
the life that was lived while it was being lived, and not the funeral rite. Since all notions of
a spiritual afterlife are rejected, death could be seen as mundane, while the life of the
Satanist is seen as sacred. Satanic funerary rites are not rituals that satisfy a cosmic
purpose, nor even necessarily a reflection of the deceased. As Gilmore states, “The
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Satanist is dead; he or she will not know the difference” (Gilmore 2007, 251). The
purpose of a funeral, then, is to appease the grieving parties after the death of the
individual (251-252). Focus should be on concretizing the significance the deceased had
on the lives of the ritual participants (252). Again, the notion of Satanic applied
eschatology is present here. As High Priest Peter H. Gilmore writes in A Satanic Funeral
Rite, “We believe that immortality lies only in the memories of the people whom the
deceased touched in some way during their lives, or whomever they influence postmortem via their lives’ creative output. [The funerary] rite is thus a tribute to the
achievements of the deceased” (252).
S ATANISTS

AND

D EATH I MAGERY

Another aspect of Satanism that I explored is the use of death imagery. It must
first be underlined that not every Satanist shares the same aesthetic preference for ritual
paraphernalia. An example of death imagery would be the theatrical shrine of Daniel
Byrd, a Reverend in the Church of Satan. Byrd's ritual space features the official symbol
of the Church of Satan, the Sigil of Baphomet, an inverted pentagram containing a goat
head (symbolizing carnality), encircled by the Hebrew characters spelling out
“Leviathan,” which references the sea creature that battles God in the Hebrew Bible.5
The Baphomet is flanked by a white and black candle with an authentic human skeleton
(named Bianca) lying below (Byrd 2009). While such imagery is often expected when
associated with death and funerary rites, this is a very personal ritual altar. Similar use
of skulls or bones (either real or plastic), candles, sombre atmosphere, and knives are
prevalent throughout many public images of Satanic altars and are used in their various
rituals (Church of Satan, Altar Egos, 2010). Therefore, it is evident that the death imagery
is not reserved solely for Satanic funerals. Reverend JR does state that many Satanists
may use items representing death as they are unusual and interesting relics. Reverend
JR uses a Tibetan kapala, a human skull cup that he employs as a chalice, as well as
military blades (pers. comm. Oct. 26, 2007). Both items are associated with death: a
visual epitome of death without live flesh, and an instrument for bringing about death,
respectively. JR contends that such morbid imagery, “does not represent my own death
or a fascination with my death – it represents the spirit of the conqueror who is alive to
gloat over the dead beneath him” (pers. comm. Oct. 26, 2007). In this sense, he says, the
objects used are similar to warrior kings who collected the skulls of their enemies or
feasted among their dead bodies. They are visual reminders not to oppose them. Carl
There are several references in the Hebrew Bible to the sea creature Leviathan. Some examples are Job
41:1-34, Psalms 74:14, and Isaiah 27:1.
5
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Jung touches upon this notion of intimidation in his book Symbols of Man, “even today
the destruction of an effigy or statue is a symbolic killing of the person depicted” (1964,
235). While Satanic rituals do not refer to the physical killing of an actual person, as
absolutely no illegal activity is condoned (Church of Satan, Affiliation, 2010), the rites do
represent a powerful draw to symbolically slaughter problematic conditions. As
Reverend JR states, a “Satanic ritual seeks to evoke images of greatness and power so
that your wish may manifest as reality” (pers. comm. Oct. 26, 2007).
Warlock JPL constructs his rituals somewhat differently, relying mostly on
imagination and mythology. He often uses the figures from different legends, such as
the,
man eating raven fiends of First Nations mask dances, or generally, surprising
transformations and reversals, like that implied by cannibals and vampires (those who
honour with mystical power what they degrade by the contempt of eating it) or the
pagan gods who oversee tragedy and destruction (such as Dionysis and Shiva) (pers.
comm. Nov. 1, 2007).

These entities have deadly power, but, “deadliness alone isn’t interesting; what is
interesting is the power that exceeds concept. This is, for me, not a representation of
death, but rather of life, since power is what is essential to life and precisely absent in
death” (pers. comm., Nov. 1, 2007). The Warlock’s approach is in keeping with the
Satanic notion of humankind as carnal animals who are passionate, mortal, and violent.
Jung explains this animal motif as representing humankind’s primitive and instinctual
nature. Despite civilization, Jung contends that humans must, “realize the violence of
their instinctual drives and their powerlessness in face of autonomous emotions
erupting from the unconscious” (1964, 237). It could be understood that both the
Warlock JPL and Reverend JR are then using the imagery to represent their primal
natures within a specific rite; they have an outlet within the confines of ritual to express
these passionate drives, fears, and desires.
Despite the differences in ritual items, the Warlock and the Reverend illustrate
Satanic ideals with their imagery. Both state that, in the ritual use of these objects, life,
being alive, and the conquering of death, however symbolic, reemphasizes their focus
on life. These death items function as life affirming reminders, not life-denying relics.
For both Warlock JPL and Reverend JR, Satanic rituals are considered selftransformative and, as Jung states, the use of potent imagery communicates with the
unconscious. Satanists recognize the world as chaotic and that the sole power they
wield is over their own lives. Satanism takes the idea of accepting their nature to a
direct and conscious level. Not only does Satanic ritual act as a self-aware realization of
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carnal emotions, but also as a method to gain control over this powerlessness that Jung
discusses above.
Satanists do not consider themselves to be part of a community (defined as a
group that shares a common geographic locality, history and culture) as they are an
international organization comprised of distinct and greatly varied individuals.
However, they do share a religious affiliation and a particular worldview. They reject
the notion of community as a Satanist in good standing is unaffected by the amount of
contact or participation they have in Church activities. All involvement is on an entirely
voluntary basis, as emphasis is placed on how a Satanist lives in their everyday life, and
how their accomplishments represent their Satanic worldview (Church of Satan,
Affiliation, 2010). Because of this extreme focus on individuality, I enquired of my
sources whether or not the death of a loved one would be approached differently than
that of a fellow Satanist. Warlock JPL states, “The Satanist faces the challenge of being
an individualist without being a narrow or petty creature unable to be touched by
others; we...must learn to combine vulnerability and strength. Sometimes this means
loving deeply and being affected by death, but nevertheless learning from it and
making a fulfilling life for oneself under the new conditions of loss” (pers. comm. Nov.
1, 2007). Warlock JPL demonstrates that Satanism advocates an acceptance of natural
emotions; Satan is used as the symbol to this very carnal humanity. Typically the
temptations of the devil are sex, money and power. Satanists welcome these desires
with full recognition of their nature (LaVey 2005, 46). However, these objects by no
means exclude aspirations for intimacy, love, and friendship. In keeping with the idea
that Satanists embrace life, the bonds between loved ones may run rather deep. To love
someone, and by default to grieve their loss in the event of death, is a celebration, and
not a suppression, of their humanity.
Reverend JR’s response was also characteristic of the Satanic worldview.
Expounding on the notion that survival is the highest law, the Reverend comments that
it is natural to extend protection to those close to you; the Satanist values the life of
loved ones as much as his own. Having experienced the death of his father, a policeman
killed in the line of duty, the Reverend explains, “There is no denying that as a strictly
atheistic man, I am forced to face the fact that my father is truly gone and I will never
meet him again” (pers. comm. Oct. 26, 2007). His father died heroically, remembered by
thousands for his outstanding service as a respected member of his community and for
his courageous final acts. The memory of the Reverend JR’s father is an example of
Satanic afterlife; it was the father’s life that is important, not his death, and the imprint
of that life on his loved ones creates a posthumous legacy. The Reverend informs me
that his father requested Frank Sinatra’s “My Way” to play at his funeral. Reverend JR
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expresses that he felt his father had lived up to the sentiment of the song, a sentiment
the Reverend shares in his own life (pers. comm. Oct. 26, 2007).
D IE

WITH

Y OUR B OOTS

ON

This brings me to my final comment about the Satanic approach to death; I asked
my sources whether or not they had considered the circumstances of their own physical
death. Warlock JPL states that while he contemplates his own death, it is usually in the
context of asking himself if he is,
relatively at peace with the prospect of inevitable death – of pain or humiliation in the
moment of death, of being unable to do all that I want in life, to tell everyone how much
they mean to me, of being remembered the way I’d like. I think it’s important to live life
without fear or anxiety, even in death (pers. comm. Nov. 1, 2007).

Reverend JR states,
I am only half joking when I say that I would like to die as I have lived – struggling and
fighting. The author Robert E. Howard wrote in a letter to a friend: ‘The best way to live
is by hard slugging, the best way to die is with your boots on.’ I agree with Howard’s
assessment, and though I naturally wish to avoid death as long as possible, I should like
to be remembered as one who did not go quietly into the night (pers. comm. Oct. 26,
2008).

While differences in personal preferences are evident, both men indicate that their
passions in life are more important than details of death. Warlock JPL and Reverend JR
both express a desire to be remembered well after a life spent accomplishing their goals,
both treasure and value their loved ones, and both explicitly state that fear and anxiety
of death are detrimental to a well lived life (pers. comm. Oct. 26 and Nov. 1, 2008). For
Satanists, these sentiments reflect their overall approach to death and dying. That is, by
rejecting any considerations of a spiritual afterlife, they are adopting a worldview that
fully embraces their particular preferences for a life with deep emotional bonds, hard
work, recognized accomplishments, and a conscious, self-aware methodology to
achieving one’s aspirations. As LaVey writes in The Satanic Bible, “I am a Satanist! Bow
down, for I am the highest embodiment of human life!” (LaVey 2005, 45).
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to compare American and Persian complaint
realizations. For the sake of comparability of the results of this study with the
findings of other studies carried out in this area, Persian complaint utterances were
collected via a Discourse Completion Test (DCT) containing eight scenarios. These
scenarios were designed based on two variables: social distance and social
dominance. The DCT data were later coded in terms of seven major categories:
opting out, no explicit reproach, indirect complaint, indirect accusation, direct
complaint, request for repair and threat. General findings show that Persian
complaint realizations are significantly different from those of Americans. Also,
findings show that both the Americans and Persians used more indirect complaint
(IC) and request for repair (RR) but Persians prefer to use more direct complaint
(DC) and indirect accusation (IA) strategies than Americans in the same situation.
The qualitative findings, however, indicate that different sociocultural norms
between American and Persian societies were reflected in the linguistic forms and
content they expressed. Persians were found to vary their complaints strategies based
on the two social variables of social distance and social dominance.
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In Defence of Utilitarianism: J. S. Mill's Response to Seven Contemporary Objections
Jonathan Courtney
Utilitarianism is an ethical theory that has been the target of a great deal of criticism in
contemporary ethical discourse. As with many other positions in philosophy, it is often helpful to
analyze current controversies in the light of the positions of prominent figures in the tradition. In this
case, I argue the current controversies surrounding utilitarianism could be elucidated by an analysis of
one of the most prominent figures of the utilitarian tradition, John Stuart Mill. In order to demonstrate
the extent to which Mill's position can solve many of problems plaguing contemporary accounts of
utilitarianism, I will use Mill's system to address seven1 of the objections Sterling Harwood articulates
in “Eleven Objections to Utilitarianism”.i In order to properly elucidate Mill's position in response to
Harwood's objections, I will divide this paper into five sections, each of which will elaborate key
features of Mill's philosophy. I will then apply the nuances of Mill's philosophy developed in the first
four sections to the fifth section, in which I will address what I take to be one of the most difficult
problems facing the contemporary utilitarian. I will then conclude by evaluating to what extent Mill's
system provides a convincing archetype for contemporary utilitarian theories.

1. A Utilitarian Account of Justice: Response to Objections 3 and 42
The first truly problematic objection Harwood presents against the utilitarian is the supposed
conflict between justice and the principle of Utility. Harwood provides the familiar argument against
utilitarianism: that utilitarian’s fail to recognize the intrinsic value of either retributive or distributive
forms of justice.ii Harwood expresses these shortcomings of utilitarianism in some familiar counter
examples which appear to place the principle of utility in direct opposition to our common intuitions
about justice and fairness. For the sake of brevity I will focus in on two of the counterexamples

1 Although he lists 11 objections to utilitarianism in his article, Harwood rejects four (1, 2, 10, and 11) as unconvincing. I
will therefore ignore these objections in this paper.- 198
2 The numbers of the Objections correspond to the order they were presented in Harwood’s article.
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provided, one which Harwood argues demonstrates utilitarianism's failure to vindicate our intuitions
about retributive justice and the other which demonstrates a similar failure in regards to our intuitions
about distributive justice. After elaborating on the implications of these counterexamples, I will go on
to elucidate how Mill's theory of justice, as presented in book five of utilitarianism, can address both of
these counterexamples.

The first counterexample I will discuss is one that is common in contemporary discussions of
utilitarianism. This counterexample works to establish that the utilitarian is too willing to compromise
the functioning of the justice system in order to maximize utility. In this counterexample, the majority
of a small town believes that a member of a minority group within the town is responsible for the rape
and murder of a local woman. An angry mob forms, which threatens to take justice into its own hands
by murdering a number of the minority group in order to exact revenge for the attack. The sheriff
knows a way to prevent all of this violence, but in order to do so he must frame the town drunk for the
crime, even though he knows for a mater of fact that the man is innocent.iii The sheriff then is forced
to make the choice between the violent town riot on one hand and a false conviction and execution of
the town drunk on the other. Harwood and others argue that the utilitarian must not only condone, but
morally require that the sheriff unjustly executes the town drunk for a crime he did not commit, insofar
as the negative utility generated by the death of the innocent man would be less than the negative utility
generated by the multiple murders committed by the mob.iv This conclusion is deeply counterintuitive, and seems to show that a simple act-based utilitarian account is, in some situations, directly
apposed to proper retributive justice. While this example shows that the utilitarian is willing to
compromise justice in the system of law, it also shows that it is apposed to distributive justice, insofar
as it is willing to sacrifice one individual for the sake of the many. This problem manifests itself again
in the next counterexample.

2
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The second counterexample that I will focus on is also commonly discussed in the contemporary
debate. It works to establish that utilitarianism allows individual to be exploited for the good of the
whole. In this thought experiment, an otherwise healthy patient goes into a clinic for a routine check
up. Unbeknownst to this patient, there are five other patients in the clinic, each of which needs a
different organ transplant. Unfortunately for the healthy patient, his doctor is a utilitarian and he is a
perfect match for all five patients. The doctor, following utilitarian logic, decides to painlessly kill the
healthy patient in order to harvest the five organs needed to save the other five.v This case again seems
to conflict with strong moral intuitions we have about the situation, and again it demonstrates that a
simple act-utilitarian system in certain instances directly conflicts with principles of distributive justice.

These two counterexamples and others like them represent some of the strongest reasons for
why many contemporary ethicists reject utilitarianism. If utilitarianism contradicts some our most
fundamental moral intuitions, and condones actions which directly oppose principles of justice, then, at
least according to many contemporary ethicists, it is not a viable candidate for a proper moral system.
Therefore in order to make utilitarianism plausible, we have to find some way for it to vindicate our
intuitions about justice. Fortunately for the utilitarian, Mill's system of justice is designed to do just
that.

In order to understand Mill's defence of justice we first have to understand how he frames the
concepts of justice within his system of morality. Mill argues that the domain of morality extends to
those acts which “ought to be punished in some way or other”vi. We determine which acts ought to be
punished by considering the effect this punishment would have on utility. Thus we ought to punish
those acts which, through punishment, create more positive utility than they take away in negative
utility from the punishment. Acts can be punished, depending on their severity by either social scorn,
moral sanction or legal sanction.vii Again, we determine which level of punishment is appropriate by
3
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considering how it will affect utility overall. As Mill explains in Section five of Utilitarianism, justice
is a particular sub-set within the field of morality.viii Justice makes reference to those moral issues (ie;
those issues which are punishable) which concern “a right in some person, correlative to the moral
obligation”.ix Justice is therefore concerned centrally with individual’s rights and responsibilities.
Rights are, like morality, determined by the principle of utility. They are those obligations society and
our fellow human being owe to us in virtue of their significant impact on the overall utility of society.
Now that we have an idea of how Mill grounds principles of justice, we can see how he would likely
respond to the two counterexamples in question.

For the first example, Mill would argue that falsely convicting the innocent man was morally
wrong because it violated the right he had to a fair trial. Compromising this right is immoral for Mill
because the right to habeas corpus is a central component to the functioning of any society which
properly maximizes utility, and so the violation of the right is immoral, even if it leads to some
immediate gains in utility. An opponent of utilitarianism might press Mill by asking him why we
shouldn't convict the man in this case, if we agree that we will never violate habeas corpus in the
future. In doing so, the opponent might claim, we can reap the utility gains of falsely convicting and
executing the man without compromising the benefits of a functional justice system. There are two
ways in which Mill could respond to this objection. The first is by claiming that, in falsely convicting
the man for utility gains, the sheriff establishes the president for a slippery slope. If we condone a
violation of justice for the sake of utility in this case, it is hard to see why we would not follow the
same line of reasoning to violate justice in similar cases in the future. It is for this reason that Mill
emphasizes the point that if there is an exception to a rule in a situation concerning justice, it must be
made explicit in order to prevent that exception for compromising the stability of the rule as a whole. In
addition to the slippery-slope objection, Mill can provide an additional objection by referencing other
aspects of his normative philosophy (the Art of Life).x
4
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For Mill, morality represents only one of three different spheres of normative consideration.
The other two are the Prudential and the Aesthetic.xi All three spheres are founded on the principle of
utility, but Mill is motivated to make the distinction between these three spheres because they each
promote utility in a principally different way. The sphere of the Aesthetic for instance focuses on,
among other things, Nobility and Virtue. Mill conceives of humans as fundamentally progressive
beings, and those conditions under which we progress he identifies as the Virtues. Virtue is distinct
from the sphere of morality and justice, but it none the less can provide us with normative justification
for supporting the endeavours of this sphere. In order to progress as human beings, we must develop
virtues such as compassion and prudence which would lead us to act in accordance with justice. In this
case, our virtues would prevent us from callously falsely convicting an individual in order to produce
marginal utility gains. While we determine what is just in the sphere of morality, we support truly just
behaviour through developing the progressive element of human nature via the virtues. With these
considerations in mind we see that the sheriff has committed a double wrong by convicting the
innocent man in the thought experiment. One wrong is committed by violating the innocent mans right
to habeas corpus (and thus compromising a fundamental component of a society which promotes
utility) and another wrong is committed by the sheriff failing to develop his own virtues, and thus
failing to promote utility outside of the sphere of morality. The robustness of Mill's response to this
counterexample comes from his key insight that we need to promote both justice, and the virtues
underlying justice, in order to properly pursue the maximization of utility.

Mill's response to the second counterexample would be nearly identical to his response to the
first. Not only would the doctor in this case be violating the healthy patient’s right to life, but he would
also be compromising his own virtues of compassion and kindness in sacrificing an individual for the
sake of immediate utility gains. It is clear then that Mill's utilitarian normative system can respond to
5
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both of these counterexamples, by focusing on the profound impact the promotion of rights and the
promotion of the virtues have on utility.

The next objection Harwood presents against utilitarianism states that utilitarianism does not
take promises seriously enough. I believe the arguments forwarded in defence of Mill's systems of
justice can easily defend Mill against this objection. First, Mill argues that it is unjust for us to break
faith with anyone.xii The justification for this claim follows the same format as other claims Mill makes
about rights and justice. We have a right to have our promises fulfilled because the project of promise
keeping is central to a society which promotes utility. We therefore have a corresponding obligation to
this right, to keep the promises we make. Mill's considerations of virtue would also apply to the project
of promise keeping, as honesty and integrity are both virtues necessary for the promotion of utility via
the progress of human kind. Mill's system of justice and virtue, grounded in the principle of utility, are
therefore shown to adequately refute Harwood's third and fourth objections.

2. Justification for a Form of Rule-utilitarianism: Objection 6
In this section of the paper I will address Harwood's sixth objection to utilitarianism: Rule
Utilitarianism is Incoherent or Redundant.xiii Act and rule utilitarianism are the two primary positions
within contemporary discussions of utilitarianism. Both act and rule utilitarianism interpret the
implications of the Principle of Utility differently, and thus have different way of determining the moral
permissibility of an act. Act-utilitarianism claims that the morality of an action is determined by
measuring how much positive or negative utility the act, and its implications, would generate. An actutilitarian would therefore judge an act like murder as wrong by calculating the negative immediate and
long term effects the murder would have on overall utility. Rule-utilitarians on the other hand, judge
the morality of an action on the basis of whether or not it follows a justifiable moral rule. A rule is
justified for a rule-utilitarian if, when generally followed, it leads to the maximization of utility.
6
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Instead of calculating the implications of murder in a particular situation, a rule-utilitarian would
simply appeal to a rule that maximizes utility when generally followed such as 'don't murder' in order
to condemn the murder as wrong.

Harwood claims that Rule-utilitarianism is either incoherent or redundant. He argues that it is
either entirely reducible to act-utilitarianism or it leads to conclusions that are contrary to the principle
of utility.xiv Take for example the case of murdering one individual to save the life of a thousand. The
rule-utilitarian either has to claim that one should not murder the individual because the rule 'don't
murder' is one which maximizes utility when generally followed, or they have to claim that they should
murder the individual, by altering the rule to include an exception like 'unless circumstances require
otherwise'.xv If the rule-utilitarian takes the first option, they seem to be opposed to the principle of
utility, as the death of a thousand is far worse than the death of one. If instead they take the other
option, then it seems that the clause 'unless circumstances require otherwise' degenerates the rule into a
deliberative process identical to act-utilitarianism.

Unlike the last two objections, Mill's response to this objection is less direct, as his nuanced
normative system is not one that fits nicely into the contemporary dichotomy between act and rule
utilitarianism. None the less, his system does provide a method of justifying the use of rules that can
help to refute Harwood's objection. This method is central to the justification of the form of his
normative theory more generally, and it played a large role in defending his account of justice. As we
have seen, Mill argues that concepts of rights and justice are fundamental to a proper utilitarian theory
because of the incredible importance they have on the promotion of utility.xvi I argue we can extend
this logic to the use of rules in the promotion of utility. Mills claim is an empirical one; he argues that
principles of justice, as a matter of fact, are so fundamentally important for the functioning of any
society capable of maximizing utility, that these principles themselves gain inherent moral legitimacy.
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Analogously, we can argue that it is a matter of empirical fact that human beings are more capable of
following rules to determine their moral behaviour than by trying to calculate all of the implications of
any given action. As such, any society which maximizes utility must be based on individuals following
rules, though these rules are ultimately amendable by, and derive their legitimacy from, the principle of
utility. For Mill we don't use the principle of utility on behaviour directly, we apply it to determine the
rules we ought to live by. We follow this method because it works better in practice, and following the
method that works better in practice is supported by the principle of utility.

Harwood may press Mill on this response and claim that his willingness to amend rules
necessitates that his rule-utilitarian approach ultimately breaks down into act-utilitarianism, as the
ultimate test for the morality of an act is how it effects the utility of all those involved. Mill could
respond to this objection in two ways. First he could argue that rule-utilitarianism is viable by
emphasizing that while in theory the ideal test for morality is the act-utilitarian's, in practice focusing
our behaviour around rules produces the most utility, and insofar as this contingent empirical fact
remains to be the case, rule-utilitarianism must be considered to be the best method by any utilitarian
account. Mill also has a second response that is not available to the contemporary rule-utilitarian. He
could concede to Harwood that there may be some sense in which rule-utilitarianism is reducible to actutilitarianism, but retaining the semantic distinction between act and rule-utilitarianism is not relevant
to his theory, as it does not need to recognize such a dichotomy. Rule-utilitarianism was originally
introduced as a theory distinct from act-utilitarianism in order to solve many of the problems facing
act-utilitarianism (such as the problem of justice).xvii Mill need not recognize this distinction, because
his position is capable of independently resolving problems such as the problem of justice. I argue that
either of these responses is capable of adequately refuting Harwood's objection.
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3. Qualitative Hedonism : Objection 8 and 9
In the later half of his article Harwood presents objections eight and nine: Utilitarianism Wildly
Overstates Our Duties to Animals and Utilitarianism Panders to Bigots and Sadists.xviii Each of these
objections are based on Harwood's (and many other contemporary ethicists) belief that utilitarianism is
restricted to basing utility on Quantitative Hedonism. Quantitative Hedonism, as (arguably) held by
Bentham, claims that the only evaluation for a pleasure is its intensity and duration. When translated
into the utilitarian framework, a quantitative hedonistic approach requires us to act in whatever way
produce the most intense pleasure for the longest period of time. Using this conception of pleasure as
the foundation of utilitarianism, Harwood argues that we both overstate our duties to animals and
pander to bigots and sadists.xix In this first case, he argues that we are unable to give human pleasure
and pain any more importance than other sentient animals, and as a result human interests are
compromised by the numerically greater interests of nonhuman animals.xx Harwood also argues that
since this version of Hedonism only recognizes quantity of pleasure, it is incapable of distinguishing a
socially beneficial pleasure from one caused by something perverse (such as the satisfaction of the
sadist or the racist in pursuing their desires).xxi In both of these critiques Harwood identifies that Mill's
eudemonistic utilitarianism (based on qualitative hedonism) provides a way around these objections.xxii
Mill argues that pleasure has a qualitative component, and that we can use considerations of quality to
distinguishing the pleasures of animals and sadists from the intellectually developed pleasures of the
virtuous agent. While Harwood concedes that this position refutes his eight and ninth objections, he
argues that Mill's position it is not properly labelled utilitarian. Harwood argues the Mill's system
contradicts the fundamental claim that pleasure is the only intrinsic good, by bringing in other
considerations of value separate of pleasure.xxiii In order to provide Mill's probable response to this
objection, I will first elaborate on Mill's qualitative hedonism, and then demonstrate why it is not in
opposition to the utilitarian belief that pleasure is the only intrinsically valuable property.
Mill communicates his adherence to qualitative hedonism most clearly in a few brief passages
9
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in book two of utilitarianism. The line that arguably best summarizes his key insight concerning the
nature of pleasure goes as follows: “It would be absurd that while, in estimating all other things, quality
is considered as well as quantity, the estimation of pleasures should be supposed to depend on quantity
alone.”xxiv While this quote clearly demonstrates Mill's motivation for bringing in the distinction of
quality into considerations of pleasure, it is difficult to understand his reasons for this distinction until
we take a more holistic look at his philosophy. One such holistic analysis is provided by Wendy
Donner in chapter two of Mill.xxv In this chapter Donner explains that Mill determines the qualitative
nature of pleasure using the same method by which utilitarians establish the value of pleasure in the
first place; by observing the features of the mental phenomenon in question. Mill observed that the
value of pleasure does not come from the simple experience of pleasure itself, but from a pleasurable
component embedded in a complex mental state. Thus the nature of pleasure itself is something
embedded in, and changed by, complex mental states.xxvi Mill argues that an honest observation of
these complex states leads us to the conclusion that some pleasures are better than others. Mill argues
we can only make determinations about the qualitative strength of a pleasure by introspecting and
observing the nature of that pleasure.xxvii Mill argued that individuals developed by a proper system of
liberal education were more capable of discerning the qualitatively superior pleasures from those which
were inferior. This leads to Mill's, at first confusing, method of determining the higher achy of
pleasures: “Of two pleasures, if there be one to which all or almost all who have experienced both give
a decided preference, irrespective of any feeling of moral obligation to prefer it, then that is the more
desirable pleasure.”xxviii Given Mill's method of determining the quality of a pleasure it follows that if
everyone preferred pleasure a to pleasure b, it means that they have observed that the nature of the
complex mental entity a is superior in kind to the complex mental entity b. This is a judgement that
can only be made from an introspective position, but if the vast majority of individuals converge on this
conclusion, Mill would argue that it is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that a is superior to b.xxix
Now that we have taken stock of Mill's explanation for the qualitative nature of pleasure, how should
1
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we evaluate Harwood's claim that Mill is betraying utilitarianism when he recognizes quality as well as
quantity and duration? I would argue, along side Donner, that Mill does not betray the fundamental
utilitarian claim that pleasure is the only thing of value. Mill simply provides a different, and ultimately
more robust and empirically plausible account of what pleasure is. As such, Mill is shown to establish a
eudemonistic utilitarian position not by importing different values into utilitarianism, but by reexamining the foundational value of utilitarianism itself. Since Mill's qualitative utilitarianism does not
betray utilitarianism's monism as Harwood claims, it is capable of providing an adequate response to
both objection eight and nine.

4. The Experience Machine: Objection 7
In his 1973 book Anarchy, State, and Utopia Robert Nozick presented the now infamous
'experience machine' thought experiment.xxx In the scenario Nozick proposes, you have the choice of
plugging into an advanced piece of technology that will stimulate your neurons in such a way that you
will believe that you are living the perfect life. Once you are in the machine, you will not realize that
your life is a simulation, and as such you will live your perfect life without having to face the
disturbing realization that the events of your life are an illusion. Yet despite the fact that our lives
would be filled with pleasure, Nozick points out that most individuals have the intuition that they
would not enter the experience machine.xxxi In his seventh objection, Harwood argues that
utilitarianism is flawed because it requires us to betray this intuition and enter the experience
machine.xxxii He argues that since utilitarianism is only concerned with satisfaction, an illusory life that
is full of satisfaction is better than a life full of real vertical experiences that is far less pleasurable.
Harwood claims that our reluctance to enter the experience machine demonstrates that there are things
of intrinsic value (such as contact with reality) that are not derived from considerations of pleasure.xxxiii
There are many ways in which Mill could respond to the scenario in question, but I will focus on one
particular objection, drawing on insights provided by Wendy Donner in The Liberal Self.xxxiv
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Given what has been described thus far in the paper, it is clear that an individual consulting
Mill's philosophy would have several reasons to be hesitant to enter the experience machine. There
would be the concern for its implications on the individual’s virtue, the effects it might have on the
utility of others, and the individual’s failure to participate in the progressive nature of mankind. For the
sake of brevity, I will ignore these other concerns and focus instead on a simple yet significant
objection to the experience machine that falls out of Mill's qualitative theory of pleasure. This
objection is largely inspired by the analysis provided by Donner in The Liberal Self, in which she
recognizes the key point; Mill's qualitative theory of pleasure is capable of assigning more value to true
experience than to illusory ones.xxxv I now will provide an explanation for how Mill's account is
capable of reaching the conclusion that true experience is superior to its illusory counterpart.

Nozick's thought experiment arguably strikes us as compelling because the vast majority of
individuals who hear about it conclude that they would not enter the experience machine. They are not
willing to trade pleasure for vertical experience. Interestingly enough, this very feature that drives our
interest in this thought experiment also provides Mill's theory with the means to reach the conclusion
that non-vertical experience is qualitatively inferior to true experience. Given Mill's method of ranking
pleasure discussed in the previous section, it seems that we have a principled way of ranking the
pleasures generated by the experience machine as less valuable than those generated by true
experience. Recall that, according to Mill, pleasure a is superior to pleasure b, if the vast majority of
people who experience a would choose it over b.xxxvi In this case it seems that the vast majority of
people would choose real experience over more pleasurable fake experience. As such, Mill's system
would rank authentic vertical experience higher than a more quantitatively pleasurable hallucinatory
experience. Nozick might object to this response by claiming that individuals outside the experience
machine have not experienced life inside the machine, and as such they cannot fulfil Mill's requirement
1
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that the agent has experienced both pleasures. He would argue that it is not our experience of both
pleasures that drives our reaction, but some other, pleasure independent intuition. Such a response
strikes me as unconvincing because we can assess the 'perfect' life of the experience machine by
considering analogous illusory experiences such as pleasurable dreams or hallucinations. Using these
experiences as a test case, we can determine introspectively that real experience is more valuable, even
when the pleasure it yields is lower in quantity. We can make this point more concrete by imaging a
scenario in which we have just awoken from the experience machine. We realize, after brief reflection,
that the last year of our life has been merely an illusion. We instantly perceive that the pseudo events
of the last year of our life would have been superior in kind if they had actually occurred, and not
simply been an illusion of the machine. Furthermore, we would likely regret getting into the
experience machine in the first place. We would feel that life would have been better spent in a less
pleasurable reality than in a pleasurable illusion. Harwood's objection to utilitarianism on the basis of
the experience machine seems to therefore fall short against Mill's hierarchy of pleasures. Our
reluctance to enter the experience machine is shown not to originate from outside the realm of pleasure,
but from the nature of pleasure itself. Real vertical pleasures are pleasures that are superior in kind to
their illusory counterparts. We know this to be the case because the majority of competent intellectual
agents judge illusions to be inferior to reality. The only way in which Harwood could respond to this
objection, is to simply deny the claim that our motivation to pursue vertical experience comes from a
change in the nature of the pleasure involved, and insist instead that it comes from some other
normative intuition separate of pleasure. Such a response seems ad hoc, and fails to recognize the
complexity Mill allows in the mental phenomenon of pleasure. For Mill, the intuition in question is
itself a part of the complex mental phenomenon in which our pleasures are embedded. As such Mill
can thoroughly deny that the experience machine offers an objection to his normative system, as his
taxonomy of pleasure incorporates the intuition that drives the thought experiment in the first place;
namely that real vertical experience is superior to illusory experience.
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5. The Repugnant Conclusion- Objection 5
Throughout this paper I have shown how Mill's utilitarian position is capable of refuting the
vast majority of the objections Harwood presents for the utilitarian. In the process of providing these
refutations, I have provided a rough outline of Mill's sophisticated normative philosophy. I am now
going to attempt to resolve what I see to be one of the strongest objections present in the current debate
against utilitarianism. This objection was first voiced by Derek Parfit in Reasons and Persons.xxxvii In
this text he identifies 'The Repugnant Conclusion' as a serious problem for many theories of value
when considering population policy.xxxviii The problem is expressed as such: “For any possible
population of at least ten billion people, all with a very high quality of life, there must be some much
larger imaginable population whose existence, if other things are equal, would be better even though its
members have lives that are barely worth living.”xxxix In his article, Harwood argues that this problem is
particularly vicious for the utilitarian. If utilitarians are committed to maximizing the amount of
pleasure in the world, they must mandate that we have as many children as we can, until the world is so
crowded that the addition of one child would take away more utility than it would produce. Harwood
argues that utilitarians fall prey to the repugnant conclusion and must accept that a crowded world
filled with slightly unhappy people is better than a spacious one filled with individuals with rich and
fulfilling lives.xl One way Harwood identifies the utilitarian might react to this problem is by rejecting
total utilitarianism (the claim that we should maximize total utility), and instead adopt average
utilitarianism. Average utilitarianism tests the moral correctness of an action by considering how it
would affect the average utility of all individuals involved. Thus it would reject the repugnant
conclusion on the basis of the fact that a world full of marginally happy individuals would have a lower
average than a world lightly populated with individuals living deeply fulfilling lives.xli Unfortunately
for the utilitarian, Harwood points out that average utilitarianism faces some incredibly counter
intuitive consequences. One particularly shocking consequence is that average utilitarianism would
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condone killing all of the unhappy people in society simply to increase the average level of
happiness!xlii This seems to be just as unacceptable of a conclusion as the one facing the total
utilitarian. Thus Harwood concludes his fifth objection: that Average and Total utilitarianism Produce
Absurties.xliii This objection strikes me as particularly problematic for many contemporary accounts of
utilitarianism, because it seems that regardless of which way we count utility, utilitarianism requires us
to act in a way that we find morally unacceptable. Other objections, such as the problem of justice, can
be solved by establishing justice's connection to utility, but this problem seems to call into question the
very process by which the utilitarian makes moral decisions in the first place. In addition, there has yet
to be a theory, utilitarian or otherwise, that can provide an adequate answer to the repugnant
conclusion.3 These two features together seem to make this the most troubling objection presented by
Harwood for the utilitarian. Despite the difficulty, I argue that Mill's nuanced normative theory is in
fact capable of adequately addressing the repugnant conclusion.

Mill's response to Harwood's fifth objection would begin by identifying that total utilitarianism
is a more valid measure than average utilitarianism. Mill, like all utilitarians, identify pleasure as the
unit of value, and as such if we are going to maximize what is valuable in the world, we ought to be
concerned with the amount of utility, and not the average level of utility. That said, as we have seen in
the last two sections Mill does not only focus on the quantity of pleasure to determine the right course
of action. He is centrally concerned with the quality of the pleasure involved. I argue that by using
Mill's qualitative approach we can resist the repugnant conclusion. We can do this by challenging the
idea that a crowded world would have the same quantity and quality of pleasure as a world with a
'comfortable' population. I would argue that a world stressed for resources and teeming with people
would be less likely to accommodate the sort of society that would allow for the progress of mankind
and the development of each individuals virtues. Since individuals who have developed their virtues
3 According to Parfit (failure to find 'theory x'- Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy)
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are better capable of experiences higher qualities of pleasure, a world that is prevalent in virtuous
agents would also be a world that is prevalent in qualitatively superior pleasures. In this way we can
resist the idea that we ought to stuff the world with more and more individuals until the quantity of
pleasure goes down. Mill provides a principled way of putting a cap on population growth. We ought
to only produce a population that we can reasonably expect to educate and develop the virtues in. This
means that our society can't be fending for resources, for such a society would not have the means to
provide a proper liberal education to its population. Mill can provide an additional argument in favour
of a limited population policy. He can do so by drawing on a tool available to other utilitarian
positions; the concerns of future people. Utilitarians need to consider not only how their actions will
affect the utility of current individuals, but how they will affect the utility of individuals not yet born.
Utilitarians therefore can argue for a limited population policy out of a consideration for future
generations, for a larger population increases environmental damage which in turn can severely harm,
or even eliminate, future people. Mill's position is able to provide an even stronger version of this
argument. Mill viewed mankind as a progressive entity. Mill believed that future generations will
make significant normative progress, and due to our continuous development of the virtues, these
future generations will be capable of experiencing pleasures that are qualitatively superior to the
pleasures that we experience today. These future pleasures will be superior in quality, because the
agents that experience them will be superior in both their level of virtue, and their level of liberal
education. Thus Mill's defence for a reasonable population policy is two fold. First he believes we
should resist the repugnant conclusion because it prevents the maximization of qualitatively superior
pleasure through virtuous agents in present generations. He can also argue that we ought to resist
irresponsible population policies because they can trigger environmental devastation which threatens
the existence of an incalculable amount of qualitatively superior pleasure which will be experienced by
future generations. Through both these methods, Mills utilitarianism provides us with a principled way
of rejecting the repugnant conclusion.
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Throughout this paper I have analyzed seven of Harwood's objections to utilitarianism using
Mill's qualitative utilitarian position. This analysis has shown that Mill's theory is capable of
responding adequately to all seven of these objections. As such Mill's theory seems to have an
explanatory advantage over the majority of the contemporary accounts of utilitarianism, which seem to
fall prey to some, if not all, of the seven objections in question. It is a mystery then why contemporary
utilitarian accounts have not followed Mill's example and constructed a more robust normative
framework for their theories. I argue that Mill's theory provides a convincing archetype on which to
mould contemporary accounts of utilitarianism. This archetype is one that extends its normative reach
beyond the sphere of morality to other normative spheres. It is one which recognizes the inherit
complexity in any adequate normative philosophy. By rejecting overly simplistic versions of
utilitarianism, contemporary utilitarians can fortify their position against objections, while providing a
theory that more aptly represents the complexities of human nature and its relationship with the
normative project. The success of Mill's theory in this paper has taught us that simplicity is not always
to be preferred to complexity, especially when complexity better reflects reality, and provides us with a
comprehensive and robust normative system.
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Intangible Assets and Intangible Rights in the Talmudic and Medieval post-Talmudic
Literatures

Abstract

Talmudic law ostensibly precludes the transfer (sale) of intangible assets and intangible
rights thereby limiting society’s ability, especially if that society is agricultural, to hedge
risks and to raise financing. This paper argues that the Talmud itself found a fairly
reasonable “rental contract” solution to enable the transfer of intangible assets.
Motivation for this solution, I conjecture, arose out of economic pressure by Jewish
Palestinian farmers for whom Roman law arguably provided an alternative more
sympathetic transfer model. The transfer of intangible rights proved to be a more difficult
issue to resolve, however. Nevertheless, by the high and late middle ages, at least some
post-Talmudic scholars suggested alternative mechanisms to effect the transfer of
intangible assets/rights such as the hitchayvut and the situmta. The situmta mechanism
would have been particularly favorable to merchants involved in the daily business of
selling intangibles.
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1. Introduction
This study explores how legal institutions have the potential to change economic
development outcomes from the point of view of Jewish legal theory and institutional
history. We provide concrete examples of the way in which, historically, Jewish legal
service providers debated controversial issues that shaped or had the potential of shaping
legal outcomes by issuing interpretations of the law that would influence economic
behavioral norms. This study also speaks to the migration of economic institutions from
one environment to another by mapping out the potential legal borrowings—in our case
from Roman law—and migrations of contractual models and business structures in the
context of intangible assets.1
There is a fundamental debate in the Talmud whether intangibles assets can be
transferred legally (sold, willed, sanctified and transferred to religious authorities or
given as a present) to another party.2 This debate appears over thirty times in the
Babylonian (and Jerusalem) Talmud in various contexts and is attributed both to earlier
Tannaitic and later Amoraic scholars. The Tannaitic debate is further attributed to the
Sages and R. Meir of the Mishnaic period (70-200 CE), and by extension to R. Meir’s
teachers and students, although, interestingly, no actual Mishnaic source, such as a
Mishnah, Tosefta or Brayta, is adduced for this debate.3 The Tannaitic debate ascribed to
the Sages and R. Meir involves the transfer of intangibles from one party to another in
various contexts including marriage, manumission of slaves, sanctification of property

1

Over forty years ago, Udovitch (1962) analyzed the migration of economic institutions in the context of
the commenda contract. For a more recent insightful analysis, see Harris (2009).
2
See the Encyclopaedia Talmudit (1968) and Brand (2001) for comprehensive descriptions of the debate.
3
The Talmud provides two partially overlapping lists of Talmudic Rabbis who agree with R. Meir. See the
Babylonian Talmud (T.B.) Yevamot 93a, b and T.B., Kedushin 62b-63a. The Rabbis in these two lists are
R. Meir’s teachers and students. See Brand (2001) on this issue.
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and tithes.4 A similar debate occurs in the later Talmudic/Amoraic period (200-500 CE)
between R. Huna and R. Nachman in the context of ordinary sales activities.5
With the exception of R. Meir and his teachers and students, of whom R. Huna is
one, the majority of Talmudic scholars maintain that one cannot transfer ownership of
assets that are not physically extant at the time of transfer.6 The paradigmatic example
given by the Talmud is the sale of dates by owners of palm-tree orchards prior to the
growing season. According to R. Meir’s school of thought, one can transfer ownership of
the dates prior to their coming to fruition seeing that the probability that palm trees would
bear fruit in the future is very high (aveedee d’atu). The other Talmudic sages disagree
despite the high probability that date palms would bear fruit in the future.
In addition to the case of intangible assets, the Talmud also ascribes the same
debate between the Sages and R. Meir to cases where the asset is tangible but the party
that wishes to affect the transfer does not as yet have control rights over the asset at the
time of transfer. An example here is the contingent sale of land that is not yet in one’s
possession. A contingent contract in which one party commits to selling property to
another party conditioned upon acquiring said property in the future is considered to be
invalid by the Sages but valid by R. Meir. Here the intangibility does not devolve on the
asset, which is physically extant, but on the contracting party’s rights in the asset. Since
the transferor does not as yet own the asset, the transferor’s rights in the asset are
currently intangible. Other cases include selling one’s future inheritance and selling one’s

4

R. Meir, a fourth generation Tana, lived during the Bar Kochva revolt of 132-136 CE.
R. Huna and R. Nachman are second generation Babylonian Amoraim. R. Huna, the main disciple of Rav,
an immigrant from Palestine, was likely knowledgeable regarding Palestinian agriculture.
6
In the Talmudic and post-Talmudic literatures, the inability to transfer intangible assets/rights is called in
Hebrew “Ain Adam Makneh Davar Shelo Ba L’olam” which is loosely translated as “an individual cannot
sell an item that is not yet extant in the world”.
5
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future catch of fish, birds or wild animals. In what follows, we will refer to those
situations where the asset is not physically present at the time of transfer as the intangible
assets case and those situations where the transferor lacks control rights at the time of
transfer as the intangible rights case.7
With few exceptions, high and late medieval post-Talmudic scholars (the
Rishonim) as well as later scholars (Achronim) rule as a matter of principle, although not
necessarily in practice, in favor of the Sages against the school of Rabbi Meir.8 In their
opinion, the overarching Talmudic rule appears to be that one cannot transfer intangible
assets to another party either because the asset itself is intangible or because the
transferor’s rights in the asset are currently intangible.
The inability to transfer intangible assets or intangible rights in an existing asset
precludes almost entirely the establishment of forward markets, futures markets and
options markets of all sorts, whether formal or informal, thereby severely limiting
society’s ability to hedge risk. The inability to hedge risks especially in an agricultural
society like Roman Palestine of the Talmudic period would certainly have had a
deleterious impact on economic development generally. It could have contributed to the
economic decline of the province of Roman Syria-Palestine, of which is Israel was a part,
in the fourth and fifth centuries C.E. of the Talmudic period.9 Even in high and late
medieval periods, when Jewish land holdings and farming activities were being reduced
both in Europe and the middle-east, the medieval Responsa literature (see below)
7

Brandt (2001) maintains that the debate concerning intangible assets is Mishnaic in origin whereas the
debate about intangible rights is of later Amoraic origin and unknown to the Rabbis of the Mishnaic period.
8
The Rishonim (literally the early ones) are rabbis who lived from about the beginning of the 11’th to the
end of the end of the 15’th centuries C.E. Rabbis who lived subsequently are called Achronim (later ones).
9
Allon (1980, pp. 152-175) maintains that agriculture was the main industry in Israel in Talmudic period as
does Safrai (1994). On the economic decline of Syria-Palestine in the fourth and fifth centuries, see Safrai
(1998).
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suggests that rabbinic scholars had to come to terms with intangible asset transfers in
business areas other than farming such as silk production and urban leasing.
In general, Talmudic and post-Talmudic scholars are laissez faire about business
activities between consenting parties unless these activities involve religious stricture,
such as the payment of interest among Jews. Since the transfer of intangibles does not
ostensibly involve religious stricture, it is a priori somewhat unclear what motivated the
Sages to restrict the legal transfer of intangible assets and intangible rights. In addition,
we have some evidence that the rabbis were sufficiently concerned about the state of the
economy in Roman Palestine that they even made some effort to loosen their interest
strictures.10 Why then would they have limited farmers’ ability (and others) to engage in
hedging activities?
It is the conjecture of this author that the Talmudic debate regarding intangible
assets (in contrast to intangible rights) was primarily of a theoretical-conceptual nature
with no real practical implications. In particular, I will argue that the Talmud itself found
a practical solution for the transfer of intangible assets. The debate regarding intangible
assets was solely one of legal form with no real practical consequences, as long as the
contracting parties adopted the proper legal form. In contradistinction, the real debate in
the Talmud involved cases of intangible rights, that is, situations where the asset was
quite tangible but rights to the asset were intangible as the case, for example, where the
transferor sells an asset to which he does not as yet have title.
As we shall see, there appear to be two non-overlapping reasons that motivated
the Sages to rule against the transfer of intangible rights. First, there were Sages who
ruled against the transfer of intangible rights because they inevitably involved the sale of
10

See Callen (2010).
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contingent claims. The sale of contingent claims, in turn, potentially violated (rabbinical)
strictures against interest, as the Sages understood the concept of interest.11 Second, there
were Sages who ruled against the transfer of intangible rights because the transfer of
intangible rights was inconsistent with the super-structure of kinyanim (transfer
mechanisms) that the rabbi’s had developed in the early Mishnaic period and, perhaps,
even earlier.
Despite Talmudic objection to the transfer of intangible rights, cases of such
transfers can be found in the Talmudic literature in the area of kethuboth, the Jewish
nuptial agreement. It may be that the leniency regarding kethubot was forced on the
rabbis by the exigencies of economic life, which required a mechanism for providing
women with capital and liquidity separate from their husbands’ wealth. Be as it may, by
the high medieval period, exceptions to the rule were not the issue. Indeed, some
medieval post-Talmudic scholars (the Rishonim) had either come to terms completely
with the sale of intangible assets/rights, albeit within the context of a business setting, or
had created legal mechanisms that allowed for the sale of intangible assets/rights.
In what follows, Section 2 analyzes the intangible assets case. Section 3
considers the intangible rights case. Section 4 briefly probes the Kethubah exception.
Section 5 evaluates Roman law as a motivator for transferring intangibles in the
Talmudic periods. Section 6 explores the legal mechanisms developed by medieval
rabbinic scholars to overcome the limitations on intangible sales. Section 7 concludes.

2. Intangible Assets and Contractual Form

11

See Liebermann (1955, Bava Metziah, p.129).
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The Talmud itself is fairly opaque regarding the underlying rationale for
restricting the transfer of intangible assets despite fairly extensive discussions and
subsequent decisions regarding the practical applications of the restriction. A more
transparent analysis was provided in the late Gaonic period (589-1038 CE) by R. Hai
Gaon (939-1038) who not only defines what is meant by an intangible asset but, more
importantly, also discusses the means by which to solve the problem of transferring
ownership in the intangible asset case. R. Hai Gaon maintains that it is the very
intangibility of the asset, that is, its non-physicality, which precludes the transfer of the
asset to another party.12 In his words:
“A sale cannot be effected unless the asset is tangible like a man’s body which
has length and width and depth…but anything which is intangible cannot be sold, such as
telling another person sell me the right to stand, sell me the right to sit, sell me the right
to walk. Unless he says sell me the place upon which to stand, sell me the place upon
which to sit, sell me the place on which to walk…A person cannot sell an asset which is
not yet in existence; for example, if he says to his friend I am selling you the offspring of
this animal or that of a female slave, it is as if he said nothing. Or, as we learned if the
person says: if your wife bears a female child she is married to me, it is as if he says
nothing. But, if he sells a female slave for the rights to her [future] offspring or an animal
for the rights to its future offspring, even though he did not sell the animal itself, the sale
is good since he is effectively saying I am selling you the place where the future offspring
will be borne….” [Hai Gaon 1949, Shaar Sheni, p.5].

12

Although beyond the scope of this paper, it is not inconceivable that R. Hai Gaon’s analysis was also
influenced by Moslem scholars. Nevertheless, the latter appear to have been more concerned with the sale
of (tangible) goods geographically distant than the sale of intangibles per se.
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In addition to indicating that an intangible asset is an asset without physicality and
that the physicality of an asset is a necessary condition for implementing its transfer, R.
Hai Gaon also provides a solution for transferring intangible assets, which we shall call
the “rental” solution following Maimonides (1135-1204).13 Essentially, in place of selling
an intangible asset, the owner can “rent out” the underlying physical asset for the rights to
the related intangible. In R. Hai’s example, one cannot sell the future offspring of the
mother because said offspring are intangible; that is, the future offspring are not
physically present at the time of sale. Instead, one can rent out the mother for the rights to
her offspring just as one can rent out land to a tenant farmer for future production. Since
the mother herself is physically present at the time of transfer (the rental), the
intangibility of the offspring is of no consequence. Similarly, in the paradigmatic case of
a palm orchard, although the farmer cannot sell dates from his palm tree if they are
currently intangible, he can rent out the tangible palm tree for its future fruits. Thus, by a
simple change of contractual form, the inherent difficulty of transferring an intangible
asset is resolved.
Importantly, R. Hai Gaon brings Talmudic sources for the rental solution: “As we
learned (in the Talmud): A question was asked. If someone sells an animal for its
offspring what is the law? And it was decided that the sale is a valid. And as stated by R.
Yirmiyah in the name of R. Elazar: Just as in the case where he sells the servant for her
offspring.”[Hai Gaon 1949, Shaar Sheni, p.5]
The case here involves the sale of animal offspring to a non-Jew to avoid a loss
from having to give the first-born animal to the priest (Kohen). First-born animal
offspring belonging to a Jew were to be given to a Kohen gratis by biblical law. A Jew
13

See Maimonides, Mishne Torah, The Laws of Sales, Chapter 23.1
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was rabbinically prohibited from selling the pregnant mother or the future offspring to a
non-Jew in an attempt to evade the biblical law. The question asked by the Talmud was:
Is it illegal for a Jew to sell the rights to future animal offspring (the rental solution) to a
non-Jew, thereby avoiding the loss of the first-born offspring? For R. Hai Gaon, the
Talmud’s implicit assumption that the sale of intangible rights is effective, indicates that
the rental solution was accepted by Talmudic scholars.
For Hai Gaon the rental solution was not theoretical in nature as evidenced in one
of his practical legal decisions: “Hai Gaon was asked: There are those who often buy
berries and leaves from various trees [in advance of their growth] for use in silk
production. Is there any method by which to protect oneself against the seller who might
claim that the sale is void because the asset is intangible?” And he [Hai Gaon] responded:
“Let the buyer acquire the tree for the rights to its leaves that will grow a year or two
hence in the future just as it says [in the Talmud] that one can sell a palm tree for its fruit
or an animal for its offspring or servant for her children…” [Levin 1939, Kidushin p.
152].
The rental solution to asset intangibility appears to be Talmudic in nature, as R.
Hai Gaon points out, and is not merely a product of the later Gaonic period. Nevertheless,
at no point in the Talmudic debates regarding the transfer of intangible assets is the rental
solution mentioned as an alternative. Equally surprising is the lack of any disagreement
among Talmudic (or post-Talmudic) scholars about the efficacy of the rental solution. It
was apparently accepted by all Talmudic scholars. Therefore, it is quite likely that the
debate about transferring an intangible asset was primarily theoretical-conceptual in
nature and had little practical consequences because a simple change of contractual form
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resolves the issue in most cases. Still, I do not mean to imply that the rental solution was
always convenient. A business man involved in many intangible asset/rights transactions
a day might well prefer alternative more convenient solutions. Nevertheless, for episodic
intangibles transactions, the rental solution was probably quite reasonable for transferring
most intangible assets.
It is impossible to know exactly when the rental solution regarding the transfer of
intangible assets was first proposed by the Talmud or when it became a norm.
Nevertheless, logic dictates that the solution was probably proposed in the Mishnaic
period. Clearly, a solution to the asset intangibility problem was a desideratum in the
agricultural society of the Mishnaic period. In addition to land, the major assets of an
agricultural society are farm produce, animals and slaves. The inability to write forward
contracts on intangible assets, such as future produce and future offspring, simply
because of their non-physicality would have been economically costly to an agricultural
society. The absence of forward contracts written on produce and offspring would have
severely reduced the ability of farmers to hedge agricultural risks or to obtain financing
when liquidity was required. Societal wealth would have been severely curtailed by the
concomitant reduction in agricultural productivity. As we shall see later, it is very likely
that Roman law, which was in fact the law of the land in Roman Syria-Palestine of the
Mishnaic-Talmudic periods, also allowed for futures sales. The ability to achieve such
sales under Roman law would have placed strong pressure by Jewish Palestinian farmers
on rabbinic scholars to rule similarly.14

14

By the later Gaonic period, indeed well before R. Hai Gaon’s period, agricultural futures sales would not
have been at issue simply because most Jews had become urbanized in Iraq by that time and few were still
involved in agriculture. See Gamoran (1997). The concrete question addressed by R. Hai Gaon regarding
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3. Intangible Rights and Contractual Form
In my opinion, the more substantive debate in the Talmud involves the transfer of
intangible rights. Here the problem is not the physicality of the asset. The asset exists at
the time of transfer. The problem is that the transferor does not own the asset when trying
to implement a contingent transfer. Examples include selling land today prior to
acquiring ownership, selling tomorrow’s fish or wild animal catch prior to making the
catch or selling one’s potential inheritance. The land, the catch and the inheritance exist
physically at the time of the contingent transfer but, absent current ownership of the asset,
the right to make the transfer is contingent on the future actions of the transferor and/or
an external party, namely buying the land, catching the fish, or inheriting the property.
Although a minority of Talmudic scholars, namely, the teachers and students of
R. Meir, permit the transfer of intangible rights, the vast majority do not. The latter
opinion is in fact considered normative Talmudic law. Surprisingly, the rationale for this
majority ruling is somewhat unclear from Talmudic discussions. As we noted above,
there appears to be two approaches by Gaonim and Rishonim to this issue that are
supported by Talmudic sources. One approach appears to relate the transfer of intangible
rights to interest stricture and the other to the issue of commitment by the parties to the
transaction (Gmirat Da’at) at the time of transfer.
Biblical law prohibits Jews from lending to each other with interest. Lending is
apparently a philanthropic activity and must be done without interest. Although the
Talmud agrees that business loans fall outside the biblical stricture of lending with

silk production—see the text above--is telling since the producers themselves did not own trees to harvest
the leaves, an important input in the silk production process.
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interest, the Rabbis further extended the interest prohibition to business loans of all types,
including sales on credit and most contingent sales. Contingent sales were considered
problematic from an interest perspective because they could be considered a form of debt
financing that included interest.15 The Mishnaic Tosefta brought down by the Talmud in
the context of a discussion of interest prohibition states:
“[If a person says to another] all that I shall inherit from my father is sold to you,
it is as if he said nothing. All [of the fish or wild animals] that my net catches are sold to
you, it is as if he said nothing [T.B. Bava Metziah 17a].
The problem here, according to some Gaonim and Rishonim, is that sale of an
intangible right also involves a contingent sale and the contingent sale potentially violates
the Rabbinical prohibition against interest.16 Specifically, the putative sale of the
inheritance is equivalent to the buyer financing the seller until the father passes away.
Interest is deemed to have been paid if the son indeed inherits his father and the value of
the inheritance increases from the date of sale until the father’s death. In the latter case,
the seller of the inheritance is effectively paying interest to the buyer for the use of his
funds, where the interest is the increase in the value of the inheritance, in return for
receiving the funds before the father passes away and the inheritance comes due.
That the problem of intangible rights involves interest prohibition is buttressed by
a seemingly contradictory Mishnaic ruling discussing the issue of forward sales and
rabbinical interest. I quote:
15

See Callen (2010).
One should not confuse the contingent sales discussed in this paper with permitted futures sales discussed
in the Talmud. The Talmud permits futures sales, despite potential interest violations, if the vendor already
has the produce in his possession or if an average market price had already been firmly established so that
the vendor could readily acquire the produce in the market place. The issue we are discussing involves
cases when the produce is not currently available and will be available only in the future. On the issue of
permitted futures, see Gamoran (1973).
16
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“One who goes to milk his goats, or to shear his sheep, or to remove his combs of
honey and he meets a friend to whom he proposes I will sell you my goat milk
production, my sheep wool production or my bee honey production, [this transaction] is
permitted. However, if he says I will sell you a specific amount from my goat milk
production, or a specific amount from my sheep wool production, or a specific amount
from my bee honey production, this is not allowed”. [T. B., Bava Metziah 64a]
The apparent reason for the two different rulings in the latter quote is that in the
case where the production amount is unspecified, what the buyer ultimately earns is
highly uncertain. Both the amount produced and the future price at which the produce
will be sold are both uncertain. Because the payoff is so uncertain, any potential gain is
not considered interest and the transaction is permitted.17 However, in the case where the
production amount is specified (but the future spot price is uncertain), the buyer is likely
to negotiate a profit by buying the future produce at a price less than the future price.
Since the buyer is effectively paying the seller now for profitable future considerations,
the Talmudic Rabbis considered this transaction to be equivalent to a loan and the
expected profit to be interest and Rabbinically prohibited.
Clearly, the ruling in the case where the amount is unspecified contradicts the
cases of the inheritance and the fish (wild animal) catch. In both cases, the sale is
contingent and the amount is unspecified, yet in the case of the inheritance the contingent
sale does not go through because of potential prohibited interest whereas in the case of
animal production it is allowed despite potential prohibited interest. Interestingly,
however, the Talmud ascribes the latter Mishnaic ruling to the Talmudic scholar Rav and

17

The notion that uncertainty mitigates proscribed rabbinical interest appears in other Talmudic
discussions. See Callen (2010).
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Rav is precisely one of the Talmudic Rabbis who is of the opinion that intangibles rights
can be sold.
Thus, the discussion in tractate Bava Metziah (implicitly) implies that the problem
with selling intangible rights is that the transaction involves potential interest prohibition.
The inability to sell one’s future inheritance or the catch is maintained by those rabbis
who are of the opinion that the sale of contingent contracts, that is intangible rights, is not
permitted because of potential interest stricture. In contrast, future produce can be sold
(in the case where the amount is unspecified) because it is the opinion of those in R.
Meir’s school who maintain the sale of intangible rights is permitted and does not involve
interest prohibition given the great uncertainty of earning a positive return.
An alternative view regarding the inability to transfer intangible rights, and the
view adopted by most of the Rishonim, is based on the absence of a clear-cut
commitment by the parties to the proposed transfer of intangible rights owing to the
contingent nature of the rights transfer. Since the transfer involves future performance by
the transferor, the parties (and especially the transferee) can never be sure at the time of
the agreement that the transaction will in fact be carried out.
In order to signal commitment generally, the Talmudic Rabbis enacted a
superstructure of formal transfer processes (called kinyanim) to effect a legal transfer of
movable property. Under these laws, the transfer of assets (other than land) is not
achieved solely by the transfer of money. Rather a formal act (called a kinyan) is required
such as lifting of the object by the buyer or leading the object by the buyer if the asset is
mobile, as in the case of the sale of an animal, or by transfer via a formal contract. The
Talmud does not deem the transfer of money per se sufficient to achieve transfer of
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ownership generally, even though it is possible that the transfer of money does effect the
transfer of the asset according to Biblical law.
The Talmud ascribes the rationale for the kinyan process to potential moral hazard
problems. In particular, the kinyan is meant to preclude situations where the seller prefers
to act in his own interest to the detriment of the buyer. The paradigmatic example is
where the buyer pays the seller for wheat and leaves the wheat temporarily in the seller’s
warehouse until he can move it. The Talmud was concerned that having received his
money, the seller will have little or no incentive to take care of the wheat properly until
the buyer removes it. To quote:
“R. Yochanan says: Biblically, money effects a sale. Therefore, why did [the
Rabbis] say lifting [the sales item] effects a sale. It is a rabbinical edict because [the
seller] might say to the [buyer] your wheat was burnt in my attic” [T. B., Chullin 83a].
The example given in the Talmud is that if a fire breaks out, the seller may have
little incentive to save the wheat claiming to the buyer that “your wheat was burnt in my
attic”.18 But, if the transfer of money is insufficient to create a legal transfer and the buyer
is required to make a kinyan, such as lifting the wheat, the very act of acquisition may
induce the buyer to take the wheat to his own property immediately, thereby lessening the
potential moral hazard issue.
While the Talmud maintains that the genesis of kinyanim revolves around the
issue of moral hazard, other Talmudic sources appear to suggest that a no-less important
issue is that the transfer of money from the transferor to the transferee does not in and of
itself show sufficient commitment (Gmirat Da’at) by the parties to the transaction.
Commitment requires a physical symbolic act involving the asset being transferred such
18

See T. B. , Eiruvin 81b.
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lifting it or dragging it or even writing a physical contract acknowledging the transfer. In
fact, even if no money is transferred, as long as an act of kinyan is undertaken by the
parties, commitment is shown and ownership transfers.
The kinyan superstructure focuses on commitment as an essential requirement of
sale or transfer. The problem of commitment is magnified in the case of intangible rights.
The sale of an intangible right involves a contingent contract and every contingent
contract, insofar as it involves future events or future performance, is bound to raise some
doubt that all parties are fully committed to the transfer transaction. Interestingly, those
few Talmudic scholars who permit the transfer of intangible rights require a high
probability that the contingency will be fulfilled. Thus, according to them, the transfer of
future palm tree produce is possible because there is a high probability that palm trees
produce dates (avidi d’atu). This would seem to suggest that for the dissenting Rabbi’s, as
long as the transfer is conditioned on some future event, no matter how high the
probability that the event will occur, there can never be sufficient commitment by the
parties to the transaction.
The primary Talmudic discussion of the importance of commitment in the context
of intangible rights involves the rather strange case of an individual A who steals land
belonging to B and then sells the land to a third party C via a sales contract. The Talmud
then proceeds to ask and I quote:
“Samuel asks Rav:19 Suppose the [robber A] turns around and buys the land from
the original owners [of the land (B)], what is the ruling. He [Rav] responds: What does
the first (A) sell to the second (C), all the future rights that accrues [to the land]. What is

19

Samuel and Rav are first generation Babylonian Amoraim. Rav emigrated from Palestine and was fully
cognizant of the Palestinian environment.
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the underlying rationale? Mar Zutrea says: He (A) is willing [to buy the land] lest he be
called a robber. Rav Ashi says: Because he wants to be seen to be a trustworthy
individual regarding the sale. Rami bar Chama demurs: How did C buy the land, through
a contract, but that contract is worthless (since the land was stolen). Rava says: It is a
question of trust. Because C does not question A and depends on A [that the sale is real
sale], (A) commits to buying the land [from the original owners] Rav Ashi asks: Why is
this case any different from the case [where one says] I am selling to you what I will
inherit from my father or what is caught in my trap, it is as if he says nothing…Rava
answers: [in the case before us] (C) depends on (A)’s [commitment to the transaction] but
not so in other cases [of inheritance and the trap]. Here [in the case of the land] he is
committed to the transaction because A will surely make the effort to buy the land from
the original owners on C’s behalf lest he be called a robber but there is no such
commitment to the transaction in the other case.” [T. B., Bava Metzia 15b-16a]
The case before us is a contingent sale in which the robber is essentially
committing to buying the land from the original owners on C’s behalf. The tenor of the
Talmud is that A and C know each other and trust each other. What makes the sale valid
despite the contingent nature of the Talmud is A’s commitment to buy the land from the
original owners to avoid the extreme embarrassment of being called a thief and a liar by
C. This case is unlike a standard forward contract where there is no special personal
factors that create a commitment by the seller (or the buyer for that matter) to the
transaction. The implication of the Talmud is that the potential lack of commitment to
futures sales—except in exceptional cases where commitment is evident--prevents the
sale of intangible rights.
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4. An Exception to the Sale of Intangible Rights: The Kethubah
Yet, there are contingent events mentioned in the Talmud where the transfer of an
intangible right does appear to go through. One such example is the sale of a kethubah
contract. The kethubah agreement has been a sine qua non of Jewish marriage certainly
in Talmudic times and evidently much earlier.20 The contingency aspect of the kethubah
stems from the fact that the contractual amounts stipulated in the kethubah are payable to
the wife (or her heirs) in the event that the husband divorces her or predeceases her.21
But, if the wife dies first then the contract has no value. Moreover, the kethubah is a fully
transferable financial asset that the wife can sell at any time to a third party, including the
husband.22 By selling the kethubah, the wife’s property rights transfer to the buyer. In
particular, the buyer can claim the contractual amount stipulated in the kethubah provided
the husband divorces his wife or predeceases her. If the wife dies first, the kethubah has
no value. Thus, the contingent aspects of the kethubah’s property rights transfer to the
new owner. Interestingly, there does not seem to be any debate in the Talmud as to the
woman’s right to sell her kethubah despite the fact that she is selling an intangible right.
The issue is not theoretical. Although there do not appear to be external sources
that evidence the sale of Kethuboth, the Talmud cites cases where such sales obviously
occurred. For example,“The relative of Rabbi Nachman sold her kethubah for a small
sum. She [subsequently] became divorced and then died. They came to claim the

20

The oldest extant Kethubot are 5’th century BCE from the Elephantine Islands of Egypt. A somewhat
more recent discovery is the kethubah of Babata, a woman who lived during the Bar-Kochva revolt period
(132-136 C.E.).
21
The amounts stipulated in the Kethubah, and the specifics of the payment mechanism, are the outcome of
negotiations between the groom and the bride (and their families). Rabbinic law stipulates a minimum
amount payable to the wife of 200 zuz (denarii) if she was previously unmarried. There is no maximum. In
fact, substantial sums were promised in a few of the medieval Kethubot and Kethubot fragments that
survived in the Cairo Genizah. See Friedman (1970, 1980).
22
On the economics of the kethubah, see Liebermann (1983) and Callen (2008).
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[kethubah value] from her daughter [the heir]. Rav Nachman said to them, is there no one
to give her [legal] advise [to the daughter]? … “ [T. B., Ketuboth 85b, 86a]
Not only does a married women have the right to sell her Kethubah, although it
is a contingent contract and involves the sale of an intangible rights, but apparently the
woman’s heirs can sell their rights to their future inheritance of the kethubah. The
Talmud cites the case of a son who sold his right to inherit his mother’s kethubah. In this
case the son effectively sold an option on a contingent contract.
“There was this individual who sold [his rights to] his mother’s kethubah for a
small sum and he further stipulated that if my mother objects to this transaction I will not
have to compensate you. The mother died and she had not objected. But now the son
objects to the initial transaction, what is the law?” (T. B., Kethubot 91b)
As the Rishonim noted, this case contradicts the normative rule that one cannot
sell intangible rights. In fact, the Talmud rules quite openly that one who says: “I am
selling to you that which I will inherit from my father, it is as if he said nothing”.
The Rishonim are bothered by the former Talmudic passage and offer different
solutions to the contradiction. In general, they maintain that the parties can indeed
abrogate the agreement since the son cannot sell intangible rights. Only as long as the
parties are in agreement is the sale effective but the minute one party is unsatisfied the
sale can be revoked retroactively. Yet, the Talmud is of the opinion that the son can
validly sell the intangible rights to his mother’s kethubah despite lack of commitment in a
contingent sale.
Exactly why the sale of the intangible rights inherent in the kethubah was
sanctioned by the Talmud is unclear from the sources. One possible conjecture is that the
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Talmud allowed and perhaps even encouraged the potential sale of kethubot in order to
provide women with liquidity unrelated to her husband’s wealth or status, perhaps for
emergency situations.23

5. A Comparison with Roman Law
Sales in Roman law tend to focus on the tangibility of the item being sold. Roman
law describes legally recognized sales as res vendita, the sale of a [tangible] thing. The
sale of intangibles, such as forward sales of one’s inheritance, are referred to as gambles,
emptio spei, and appear to be deemed legally invalid by nature. However, the sharp
distinction between res vendita, the sale of a tangible thing, versus emptio spei, the sale
of a gamble, has been shown by Roman legal scholars to be incorrect as a general rule. In
fact Roman law is far more nuanced and recognizes emptio rei speratae that is conditional
contracts that are contingent upon the future realization of a res vendita. Historically,
sales of future agricultural crops such as olives and sales of future wool shearings are
well known from passages in Cato.24 Such sales appear to be valid at least under early
Roman law and may be rationalized as conditional contracts rather than gambles
primarily because the probability of a future tangible crop coming to fruition is highly
likely. Thomas (1945) in fact argues that sales of future crops would have likely been
transacted through auctions in order to better guarantee the financing of the future
delivery. Thomas also raises the possibility that the sale of future fish catch may have
23

Following the lead of the first generation Amora Samuel’s ruling regarding the sale of debt contracts, the
third generation Amora Rabbi Nachman appears to have been instrumental in doing away with the market
for kethuboth, wittingly or unwittingly, by ruling that the wife could forgive her rights in the kethubah for
the benefit of her husband even after she sold the kethubah (T.B., Kethuboth 86a). Under those conditions,
no one would realistically be willing to buy a kethubah except for the husband himself. On Samuel’s ruling
that the original creditor could forgive the debt to the detriment of the assignee and its impact on the sale of
debt contracts, see Westreich (2009, 2010).
24
See Thomas (1945).
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been valid as well because of the similarity to farm produce but recognizes there is a
fundamental difference between the physicality of land produce relative to the technology
underlying fishing and hunting in ancient times. Daube (1955) also argues for the validity
of futures sales under Roman law, at least with respect to fish or bird catches.
Therefore, in contrast to Roman law which arguably recognized the legality of
future sales because of the likelihood of the crop coming to fruition and becoming
tangible, Talmudic law ruled against the sale of intangible assets even in cases where the
crop was highly probable. It is quite conceivable that Jewish farmers of the Roman
province of Syria-Palestine would have placed pressure on the Talmudic sages to
recognize the validity of common place contingent sales to the extent that they were
recognized as valid by local Roman authorities. This pressure could have resulted in the
Talmudic solution to recognize such sales by transforming the contractual form of the
future sale to one of a rental of physical property.

6. The Sale of Intangible Rights and the Rishonim
A number of high and late medieval post-talmudic scholars (Rishonim) suggested
alternative mechanisms to effect the transfer of intangible assets/rights. Although these
mechanisms had Talmudic antecedents, their application to intangibles was not clear cut
and, indeed, these mechanisms were not accepted by all Rishonim. Still, those that did
accept that these mechanisms are applicable to intangible assets/rights, appear to have
applied them in concrete cases. Two very different mechanisms stand out, namely, the
hitchayvut and the situmta.
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6.1 Self-Commitment through a Hitchayvut on One’s Assets
One mechanism for selling intangible assets/rights, called a hitchayvut, was
suggested by a few Rishonim. The essential notion here is that the transfer could be
consummated by the seller by committing his person (which is tangible) and his personal
assets to the sale or to the transfer. For example, the Rashba (1235-1310) was asked “if
someone committed his person to give another his compensation over the next 30 days
and he committed himself through a kinyan to a lien on all of his assets, current and
future…do we say that he said nothing because one cannot sell and intangible asset/right
or do we say a hitchayvut is different”. The Rashba responds “it is clear that this is a
valid commitment...for example, in the case of the dates of the palm [that are not
currently in existence], if one commits similarly [through a hitchayvut] to give another all
that the tree will produce for the next ten years, he is committed, since he is not selling
the produce [which does not yet exist] but committing himself [through a hitchayvut] to
give…And how does this work: Because he commits his body [which exists].., and all
that he will acquire, the assets that he acquired are then committed [by lien] as a
consequence of the commitment of his person. ”25
A similar approach was taken by R. Samuel ben Issac Hasardi (1185-1256) with
reference to debt contracts and the person of the debtor. Following on the Amoraic ruling
that a debtor could contractually obligate himself to extend a lien onto assets that he
planned to acquire in the future in addition to assets currently owned,26 Hasardi writes:

25

She’elot V’tshuvot Ha’Rashba, Part 3, Clause 65. See also the Ri Migash, T. B., Bava Batra 137a in a
similar vein. The Rashba is quite lenient about transferring intangibles insofar as the mechanism is not a
sale of the intangible but a commitment undertaken (via kinyan) by the person who is effecting the transfer.
The rationale is that although the asset/right is intangible the person committing is quite tangible.
26
See T. B., Bava Batra 157a.
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“And were a person commits (mitchayev) himself [to transfer] an object which he does
not have or does not own, he is committed. Even though we learned that if he says I am
selling you what I will inherit from my father or catch with my net, he says
nothing…these things he cannot acquire by sale or as a present but if he uses the
language of commitment (chiyuv) he can commit himself whatever he wishes, even if it
is an intangible asset or an intangible right just as we find that a person can commit future
land acquisition to be [part of] a lien for his loan… “[Hasardi (105, Shaar 64, No.2)]
Although it is not clear from some of Hasardi’s initial description whether he
believed that the transfer could be effected simply by a change of language from sale to
chiyuv, it appears from his later discussion that the chiyuv is effective in transferring
intangibles if a kinyan was made and the chiyuv commitment was part and parcel of the
language of the contract.
The Hitchayvut mechanism was also applied by medieval post-Talmudic scholars in the
context of the Kethubah where the bridegroom would often commits himself to paying
exorbitant sums despite being penniless.27 The issue was raised by the Tosaphot,
including the Ri (12’th century), and I quote: “…these days it is customary that the
groom writes [in the kethubah a commitment of] 100 pounds even though he hasn’t a
penny to his name…but this one that has nothing how can he commit those assets that he
will acquire later …is this not an intangible asset? And the Ri asked R. Eliyahu and the
latter answered...[since] he is committing his body to this liability from now on until he
acquires assets, the lien is operative immediately and they are not simply words [since it
is a contractual commitment and his body is currently tangible]” [Tosafot, T. B.,
Kethubot 54b].
27

I thank Professor Daniel Schiffman for this reference.
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6.1 The Situmta Mechanism and Intangibles
The situmta was an even more far reaching mechanism than the hitchayvut for
effecting the sale of intangible assets/rights despite the lack of commitment inherent in
contingent sales. Perhaps, to alleviate the cumbersome nature of formal kinyanim among
businessmen, who often had to transact multiple sales a day often under pressure, the
Talmud permitted businessmen to consummate a sale among themselves with whatever
mechanism (called situmta) was customarily considered a binding commitment by the
businessman themselves.28 According to Rashi (1040-1105), the case of situmta in the
Talmud involved retail wine merchants who would acquire barrels of wine from
producers by placing a personal marker (a situmta) on the barrels without a formal
kinyan.29
Some Rishonim argue that the informality of the situmta process could be
extended to the sale of intangible assets/rights. In other words, although the there was a
commitment problem regarding intangible rights using the kinyan process, since
businessmen are willing to commit themselves to sales in a binding fashion with the
situmta process, whatever that informal situmta process may be, then the contingent
nature of the item being sold was of no consequence to the commitment procedure. The
Rosh (1250-1327), for example, permitted the transfer of leases (an intangible right)
among parties without a formal kinyan process simply because “I [the Rosh] see that it is
the common custom every day that individuals lease from each other and one cannot
28

See T. B., Bava Metzia 74a.
These merchants would take individual barrels to sell to the retail market and leave the rest of the marked
barrels in inventory with the producer/wholesaler until needed. Other rishonim maintain that situmta is
merely a handshake. Whatever the specific business custom, situmta was accepted to mean any informal
mechanism that signalled a sales commitment among businessmen.
29
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renege [on the transaction]…and therefore since the custom is so, it is equivalent to a
formal kinyan where one cannot renege, as the Talmud states: This situmta is a binding
sale.”30 Other Rishonim argue, contrariwise, that the situmta is incapable of
accomplishing more than what an ordinary kinyan could accomplish because the situmta
simply takes the place of an ordinary kinyan and an ordinary kinyan cannot effect the sale
of intangibles.

7. Conclusion
The Talmudic ethos regarding Biblical prohibitions is to extend these prohibitions
to areas not explicitly prohibited by the Bible in order to put a “fence around the Torah.”
By further extending the prohibition to similar situations not explicitly prohibited by the
Bible, the Rabbis help to ensure that the Biblical prohibitions are not abrogated. The
consequences are often quite onerous especially when Rabbinic stricture affects business
transactions. Indeed, over time, legal mechanisms arise or are borrowed from other legal
systems, because of economic pressure by the business community, to minimize the
negative impact of these prohibitions on businesses and their customers, if not to
neutralize them entirely, albeit within the confines of the Rabbinic legal thought process.
Rabbinic interest strictures are paradigmatic of this process.31 Indeed, for those Amoraim
and Rishonim who viewed the restrictions against selling intangibles as driven by interest
strictures, there is in some sense really nothing new here.
Most Amoraim and Rishonim view the ruling against selling intangibles from a
completely neutral non-religious perspective. The problem for them is that intangible
30

The Mordechai (1250-1298) is also of the same opinion but others disagree. See, for example, the
opinion of R. Yichiel brought by the Mordechai.
31
Regarding this process in the context of interest structures and the Iska contract, see Callen (2010).
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assets are not physically present so it is difficult to envision a legal mechanism that
would permit their transfer. Intangible rights involve contingent sales and contingencies
violate the Rabbinical superstructure of kinyanim which require commitment (Gmirat
da’at) to the transaction. Nevertheless, the negative impact of these more neutral (nonreligious oriented) views regarding the transfer of intangibles on economic growth is
ultimately not much different than the negative economic impact arising out of religious
stringencies. Just as in the case of religious stringencies, such as rabbinical interest
strictures, legal mechanisms evolved over time to mitigate the negative effect of the
inability to transfer intangibles on economic growth. This paper argues that the Talmud
itself found a fairly reasonable “rental” solution to the intangible asset problem wherein
intangible assets could be made tangible by a simple change of contractual form.
The solution for intangible rights took a longer time. Although the solutions of the
intangibles problem, such as the Hetchayvut and situmta mechanisms, have some
resonance in the Talmud, the applications of these mechanisms to the intangibles problem
were generated by rabbis of the high and late middle ages. Unlike the Talmudic rental
solution to the intangible assets problem, which appears to have been accepted by all
Talmudic scholars, these alternative mechanisms did not enjoy unanimity among
medieval scholars. An important agenda for future research is to study the evolution of
these mechanisms in the more modern period of the Achronim, an exercise that is beyond
the scope of this study. Research regarding the (mutual) influence of Islamic law on
Jewish legal thought regarding intangibles is also a desideratum.
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Sex and Roman Comedy in Neidhart’s 1486 German Translation of Terence’s Eunuch
The comedies of the ancient Roman playwright Terence, because of their enduring popularity
and centrality in the Western Latin curriculum throughout the Middle Ages, are well represented
textually and offer an opportunity to study snapshots of changing interpretations and attitudes
towards the texts. A printed German translation of Terence’s Eunuch with illustrations and
scholia was published by Hans Neidhart of Ulm in 1486. This edition (like many others of its
time) included comments influenced by fifteenth-century morality. For example, the scholia to
the opening scene explain that the despairing complaints of a young man about his mistress, the
prostitute Thais, reveal how any youth involved with a prostitute is bound to lose his sanity,
while anyone who abstains from such contact is wise. This paper discusses what the Neidhart
translation can show about the attitudes of fifteenth-century editors and readers of an ancient
play which had a textual tradition spanning millennia.
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Abstract:
In reviewing Brian Friel’s Translations, Seamus Heaney wrote of the need that all
human societies have ‘to create enabling myths of ourselves’, but he also warned
of ‘the danger we run if we too credulously trust to the sufficiency of these myths.’
As much as they can strengthen communities, myths can also damage them
through entrenchment. In poems that come to terms with communal loss, there is
a necessity for enabling narratives, and this paper will look at some of the ways in
which the devices that make up elegies – including figuration and metonymy in
addition to myth – can allow the management of the poet’s public responsibilities.
But it will also assess the limits of acts of process, how the artificial at times fails
to modify or assuage the real, and how these poetic instruments can be
psychologically inhibiting as far as labyrinthine national grief is concerned.
Finding a way out of grief is more complex than a simple act of withdrawing or
overcoming, and public elegies in particular frequently demonstrate the difficulty
of separating categories of real and artificial; if the purpose of elegy is to return
mourners to a community following the isolation of grief, elegists often struggle to
achieve spaces for elegiac process when commemoration and wounding seem to
be inextricable. Focusing on how poets like Michael Longley and Paul Muldoon
have turned to mythical antecedents in the hope of gaining clarification through
adaptation, this paper will evaluate the meaning of reconciliation following recent
wars, whether civil or international.
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Abstract:
The Errant Apostrophe in German: Deppenapostroph or Stroke of Genius?
In a classic column originally published in 1985, Dave Barry addresses the purpose of the
apostrophe with the observation that “the apostrophe is used mainly in hand-lettered smallbusiness signs to alert the reader that an ‘S’ is coming up at the end of a word, as in: WE DO
NOT EXCEPT PERSONAL CHECK’S, or: NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ITEM’S” (Barry 2010). While
Barry’s observation characterizes the widespread misuse of the apostrophe in English, it can
also be applied to nonstandard use of the apostrophe in German. Numerous websites
document examples of errant apostrophes before <s> in German: Unsere Hit’s des Monat’s
(standard: unsere Hits des Monats ‘our hits of the month’); nicht’s (standard: nichts ‘nothing’);
niemal’s (standard: niemals ‘never’); du bekomm’st (standard: du bekommst ‘you receive’);
steht’s frische Oliven (standard: stets frische Oliven ‘always fresh olives’).
Although the nonsanctioned use of the apostrophe in German is commonly characterized as
the Deppenapostroph ‘idiot’s apostrophe’ and widely viewed as a recent innovation resulting
from English influence (Stefanowitsch 2007), a number of studies document a long history of
use in contexts that are currently nonstandard (Zimmermann 1984, Mayr 2003, Ewald 2006,
Scherer 2010). In addition, recent studies argue that prevalent nonstandard use is not to be
viewed simply as mistakes made by language users with insufficient knowledge of orthographic
norms. They argue for a principled basis underlying current nonstandard practice.
Stefanowitsch (2007) argues that, with few exceptions, the nonstandard apostrophe in German
is used to mark word stem boundaries, and it is often used where confusion could arise as to
the placement of this boundary. Bunčić (2004) argues that the apostrophe in German does not
mark the omission of letters, as is traditionally assumed, but indicates important morpheme
boundaries—in standard as well as nonstandard usage.
This paper investigates current nonstandard usage of the apostrophe in German with the
purpose of determining to what extent usage is driven by a need to identify word stem and/or
morpheme boundaries. Nonstandard usage is also compared to the norm, codified in the
Duden spelling dictionary (Dudenredaktion 2009), which reflects changes due to the 1996
German spelling reform.
It is argued that no single principle can account for the nonstandard placement of the
apostrophe in German. Some apostrophes are clear examples of linguistic/orthographic
ignorance (seine L’eidenschaft for seine Leidenschaft ‘his passion’; steht’s for stets ‘always’).
Some serve to clarify meaning. The apostrophe in link’s ‘links’, for example, identifies this word
as the plural of link ‘link’ (a borrowing from English), not to be confused with German links
‘left’. Others, while coinciding with morpheme boundaries, are not necessary for clarification
purposes. The apostrophe in recht’s (standard: rechts ‘right’), unlike the apostrophe in link’s
‘links’, has no disambiguating function.
A closer look at the rules for the use of the apostrophe in the Duden spelling dictionary reveals
(contrary to Bunčić 2004) a multipurpose orthographic symbol in the standard language as well.
Surprisingly, however, the standard also mirrors some of the “idiocy” of the nonstandard.
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Normally, no apostrophe is used in German before a genitive <s>: Brechts Dramen ‘Brecht’s
dramas’. However, as a result of the German spelling reform, an apostrophe can now be used
before a genitive <s> “to show the base form of a proper name clearly” (Dudenredaktion
2009:34). The apostrophe in Andrea’s Blumenecke ‘Andrea’s flower corner’ is now sanctioned
and justified because it identifies this phrase as containing the feminine name Andrea, not
masculine Andreas (Dudenredation 2009:34). One wonders why this apostrophe is suddenly
allowed, when these two names were already distinguished in the genitive before the spelling
reform: ‘Andreas’s flower corner’ was—and still is—written as Andreas’ Blumenecke; ‘Andrea’s
flower corner’ was written as Andreas Blumenecke. Even more baffling, however is the example
Willi’s Würstchenbude ‘Willi’s hot dog stand’ (Dudenredaktion 2009:34), with no German Willis
in competition with Willi and hence no need for an apostrophe in Willi’s. It appears that MüllerUllrich may be justified when he laments that Duden has now authorized the Deppenapostroph
(Müller-Ullrich 2006).
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My New Life: A survey of Chinese immigrants in New Zealand
Deniss Yeung, Waikato Institute of Technology, New Zealand
Abstract
The purposes of this study were to identify the reasons of Chinese migrants coming to
New Zealand, the things that they enjoyed and disliked while they lived there and their
future intention. A face-to-face in-depth interview method with open-ended questions
was used. A snow-ball sample of sixty was recruited. The top reason of Chinese
migrant respondents was first coming to study then decided to stay because of the
natural environment and friendly people. Minor racism was experienced by many
respondents, young Chinese professionals were planning to go back to China or
moving to other Western countries for better career opportunities or higher quality
tertiary education. The findings are useful for potential Chinese migrants’ decision
making, also for government, social service agencies, and education institutes strategic
planning.
Key words:

New Zealand, Chinese migrants, enjoy, dislike, intention
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ABSTRACT

This presentation is a reflective analysis of the author’s recent role as director of the play
Nijinsky’s Last Dance for a small professional theatre company in Rochester, NY. The one-man
show, an intimate look at the life of Vaslav Nijinsky from childhood through his diagnosis of
schizophrenia, was from the outset an ambitious project for both the actor and company director,
neither of whom had any dance training or initial investment in the work or life of Nijinsky.
The role of the director, then, was to not only to block the scenes and bring the story to life, but
to teach and inspire the young actor who embodied the title character through both historical
research and an intimate search for the “spirit” of Nijinsky.
Throughout the process, the director and actor were forced to negotiate and define their
collaboration in an effort to bring the iconic dancer (Nijinsky) to life in words and music. This
paper analyzes the collaborative journey of art-making in this unique context, and provides a
subjective and reflective analysis of the “success” of the process.
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ABSTRACT

In this session, the director of the State University of New York College at Brockport’s
Interdisciplinary Arts for Children (IAC) Program will share a unique model of pre-service
teacher training, one which merges intensive study in the arts with elementary/special education
classroom teacher certification.
Through the presentation of the Program’s philosophical constructs, sample student products
demonstrating arts-integrated planning, and the sharing of the diverse perspectives of the faculty
that guide the program, the director will discuss how the Program has evolved in its 40-year
history from one which looked primarily at connections among the arts, to one which challenges
students to make equally valuable connections between the arts and non-arts areas. The director
will also share the Program’s unique set of challenges as it seeks to continue to provide rigorous
and relevant curriculum in the arts for its students.
The IAC Program provides substantive training in the role of the arts in education to students
interested in the arts and/or who are planning to become teachers of young children. Students
earn a BS or BA degree with a 21-credit specialty in one of five arts areas: Dance, Dance
Studies, Theater, Music or Visual Art. This specialty study is complimented by introductory
and pedagogy coursework in all four of the art forms, as well as seminar classes in arts-ineducation theory and arts-integrated curriculum and practice.
The IAC Program is also approved by the New York State Education Department to satisfy preprofessional requirements leading to Childhood Inclusive Education teacher certification as a
classroom and special education teacher (Grades 1 – 6). About 80% of IAC students pursue this
certification. Paired with this certification, an IAC degree also partially fulfills NYS certification
requirements for dance, visual art, theater or music.
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Abstract
This paper explores the role of data visualization as a
component in a transmedia installation artwork.
Findings from scientific research can be difficult for
the general public to interpret and data visualizations
aim to create meaning by presenting information in a
way that relates understanding to a general audience.
By designing visualizations for a general audience,
data visualization can facilitate important scientific
data by educating and challenging the audience. In this
paper, we explore some methods being employed in
data visualizations that help a general audience develop
knowledge and understanding through the way
information is presented to them. We discuss data
visualization and in particular the visualization from
one artwork, Reefs on the Edge, an experimental
collaborative artwork that communicates scientific
research about climate change as an installation
artwork.

engagement with the artwork, provoking deep,
personal emotions [17].
In this paper we discuss important reasons why
visualizing data using artistic means can create
meaning for people who experience data visualizations.
In particular, we discuss some generative and
transmedia installation art, which has been successful
in presenting information. In particular we will look at
the data visualization in collaborative hybrid
science/art installation Reefs on the Edge. This artwork
is transmedia in nature and aimed at communicating
the scientific research collected by Erika Woolsey.
Woolsey is a marine biologist studying the effects of
changes in sea surface temperatures on the survival of
young corals in the southern Great Barrier Reef.

2. Data Visualization

1. Introduction
Currently, there is an enormous amount of data being
generated by mankind. In fact there is so much data
being generated, that it has exceeded our ability to
process it [1; 11; 22]. The difference in the rate of data
generation and analysis has been described as
‘information overload’, or ‘data glut’ [22]. To help
disseminate information we use data visualization,
which has been described as the tool of our time [35].
Scientists, designers and artists may use data
visualization to communicate the content or intent of
data sets. Some of these data sets are from scientific
researchers while other examples are from social media
or live data streams from users who are actively or
unwittingly participating in an interactive artwork [17,
20]. Technologies, such as web API services, allow
many forms of data to be easily processed and used in
visualizations. Some artists’ interpretations of data
move from literal presentation of information to
abstract lateral experiences, which can create a mental

Figure 1: David McCandless’
‘Heirachy of Visual Understanding’
A data visualization of information

Data visualization has often been associated with a
style of graphic design known as infographics [8; 20;
30]. These visualizations are usually non-interactive
representations of data, which are effective in
communicating information through the use of visual
cues, which the brain is efficient at processing. These
include the following attributes: colour; orientation;
shape; size; contrast and motion to create relationships
between different pieces of information [8; 32]. While
this form of communicating information is effective, it
is not the only way that data can be visualized. A
artistic perspective will approach the visualization of
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data using a different set of tools. Art installations such
as Cardiomorphologies by George Khut [17], City___
by Phil Gough and Jon McEwan [10] and
InterANTARCTICA by onacloV in collaboration with
Michael Bates and students from Design Computing,
University of Sydney [32; 33] have all used data
visualization to communicate information via an
installation art environment.
Although currently data visualization is an important
tool, there are two pertinent examples that give a clear
outline of what makes data visualization successful.
The two examples are the Periodic Table of Elements
(see figure 2) by Dimitri Mendeleev and the Tube Map
(see figure 3), a map of the London underground rail
network by Harry Beck.

Figure 2: Mendeleev’s Periodic Table of Elements

the Microsoft Kinect, an advanced but affordable
webcam technology capable of easily tracking user
movements [18], or multi-touch interactive surfaces
[25], are becoming readily available to those who wish
to create digital art.
As well as being novel for its time, the
Periodic Table of Elements is an excellent example of
how important efficiency, or clarity is in data
visualization. The Periodic Table reveals information
about chemical elements by organising them into
columns and rows as their properties repeat [29]. This
highlights the relationships of the materials simply by
position on the table. By also reducing the amount of
data expressed, necessary information is easier to find
– or it can tell a more complete story [36]. If the data is
too complex, not only does it become difficult to
design data visualization, but it also becomes difficult
for the user to decipher [30]. This is a precedent that
artists work with, by reducing the amount of
information displayed, a clear goal, story or narrative
can be communicated without confusing the user.
Being informative may seem like an obvious
feature of data visualization, but visualization is
unsuccessful if it does not provide access to
information, and beautiful visualization creates a
relationship between facts, context and the connections
that make information meaningful [29; 20; 21]. Artists
must consider their message in the same way that a
designer will when creating data visualizations. To
look at the artists’ approach to using data visualization
we need to consider the way in which artists
communicate.
Another good example of a data visualization
that is novel, efficient and informative is The
Herrmann Brain Dominance Instrument.
Ned
Herrmann developed this visualization while working
as a Manager of General Electric Corporation’s
Management Education in the 1970s [12; 13]. This
visualizes users thinking preferences, after undertaking
a specially designed test, and shows the user’s strength
of preferences for each part of the brain.

Figure 3: Harry Beck’s Tube Map

Noah Iliinsky, an interaction designer suggests that
both visualizations employ three particular measures to
communicate information in addition to aesthetic
quality: novelty, efficiency and educational [29].
Novelty gives the audience an understanding of the
information as well as an ability to surprise and delight
us. Illinsky suggests that the designs that have the best
influence us are not designed to be novel. Novelty is
only a by-product of good design [29]. Harry Beck’s
Tube Map is an example of a successful use of good
design resulting in novelty. With his experience
drafting electrical circuits Beck was able to produce a
new system of rail maps, which has been subsequently
copied for rail networks all over the world [29]. The
novelty, or originality, of the Tube Map is a result of
the design, not because Beck set out to do something
different. When designing artistic interactive data
visualizations, novelty may be one of the easier factors
for digital artists to incorporate. Technologies such as

Figure 4: The Herrmann Brain Dominance Indicator
(Left) Showing different preferences
(Right) An example of the user feedback

The green and blue quadrants indicate the
functions of left side of the brain, while red and yellow
indicate the right side of the brain. The blue and
yellow indicate cerebral function of the brain and green
and red indicate limbic system function. While these
details are not easily apparent to the user, the feedback
given to the user (see figure 4) clearly shows a
preference to different parts of the brain. The use of
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colours in this visualization allows users to easily
identify with one preference by associating themselves
with a colour. This is an example of how user-centred
design can be novel without being designed for the sole
purpose of being novel.
Since the feedback is visual, it is easy for
users to identify a relationship between the different
parts of their brain. The user feedback clearly shows a
balance, or imbalance, of preference strengths. Though
this relates to functions of different parts of the brain,
the user can make a connection to the result of the
information, rather than to the data itself. The user can
say “I am more blue than yellow” and use general
terms to describe each quadrant in their own
understanding. This is what makes the Herrmann Brain
Dominance Instrument an excellent example of
efficient data visualization.
The main focus of this visualization, however
is to actually inform the user of the subconscious
preferences they have to different models of thinking.
By combining its efficiency and novelty to make a
meaningful representation, this visualization is able to
give a clear picture of the internal mental balance
people have. This visualization also is able to contrast
different thinking models to each other, for example,
blue (analytical thinking preference) and red
(interpersonal thinking preference) are opposites. This
can help users understand other peoples’ way of
thinking in relation to their own.

3. Art, visualization and communication
The processes our brain uses to find patterns, or
consistencies, in the world around us is complex [28],
and there has been extensive research conducted on
this topic [34; 37]. Language is fundamental, and
visual communication has some advantages, as stated
by Colin Ware, Director of the Data Visualization
Research Lab at the University of New Hampshire.
Ware states that the activation of meaning from an
image generally occurs in a small fraction of a second,
much less time than it takes to read a paragraph of text.
As a result, finding meaning with a quick glance over
an image is far more efficient than words at conveying
certain kinds of information. [34]
It is appropriate to differentiate between
artists and designers. Though artists and designers have
a lot in common, there is one fundamental difference,
which results in the output having a different effect on
the user. The family resemblances [24] between design
and art make it sometimes difficult to define whether
an object may be a piece of design or work of art. It
would be remarkable if any piece of design or work of
art were to feature all characteristics, which define it as
‘design’ or as ‘art‘ [7]. However, there are many
characteristics of design, which, it should be noted,
may be present in any piece of art.
A design, in terms of intellectual property is
defined as the overall appearance of a product. The
visual features that form the design include the shape,
configuration, pattern and ornamentation which, when
applied to the product, give it a unique appearance. In
terms of intellectual property, a registered design is a
valuable commercial asset. The registration of a design

gives the owner protection only for the visual
appearance of the product but not the feel of the
product, what it is made from or how it works [9]. This
is, however, a feeble explanation of design. Design
includes more than just the appearance, or form, of the
designed object. This explanation is useful only for
registering the existence of an object, to protect the
intellectual property of the designer. Even patents,
another process for protecting the rights of the
designer, do not completely describe design itself: “A
patent is a right granted for any device, substance,
method or process, which is new, inventive and useful”
[9]. Neither of these descriptions completely describe
the design process, or what makes design more than
just how something looks. Design is much more than
that, as it is a human characteristic to wish to make
things to create products. Form is chosen not only to
provide the function but also to create the aesthetics
and associations – the perception – of the product [3].
This description describes design at a
fundamental level, so we can explore the difference
between design and art. Design is about creating
function and enlightening a user by semantics. Ashby
and Johnson also discuss in ‘Materials and Design’,
five factors that are influential on the design process:
the market, technology, investment climate, the
environment and industrial design [3]. The major factor
which influences design, but not art, is the market. Art
may engage with the market, art may provoke
discourse in, with and about the market, but market
interests do not drive art. For example, Stelarc’s
‘Walking Head’ (2006) or ‘Muscle Machine’ (2003)
[31] may have been influenced by technology, the
environment and form, but it is not the product of a
consumer market demand.
Semantics is a crucial part of design, and
isolates it from art, as art will communicate meaning
using broader forms of representation [11]. The
difference between semantics and representation is that
semantics is a specific form of representation – that is
all semantics are a form of representation, whereas not
all forms of representation are semantics. Semantics
are devices of representation, which allow the end-user
of a product to interact with it without previous
instruction on its use. Semantics are part of the set of
indicators that are inherent in our culture, and are an
indication of good design. Semantics are an important
part of product design, and helps the end-user relate to
the product, but it is not a function of art to the same
degree that it is useful, or necessary, in design.
Designers, however, are not restricted to
development of concepts into products; designers are,
of course, capable of producing a work of art. In the
same way that an artist may conceptualise a system,
method, process or device which can be patented, a
designer can create a work which is not driven by the
need to be produced and sold in a consumer market.
This is where the line between art and design is heavily
blurred, and where the family resemblances between
art and design are most apparent. Essentially, a
designer, strictly working in product design,
architecture, engineering, textile, graphic, or any other
discipline of design will employ the same creative
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processes as a means to a different end than an artist
would use. The discussion is appropriate, but the
fundamental purpose of design is to relieve the need of
an end-user, therefore improving their lifestyle and
optimising their work. Design here being defined as
professional practise as opposed to design as an
exercise of a specific project undertaken by an artist,
designer, computer programmer, or any other creative
professional. Art has no need to satiate the whim of the
market, but rather to challenge its desires and inspire
the evolution of society.
In 2009 Simon Sinek, author of Start With
Why, gave a presentation at a TEDx conference on
How Great Leaders Inspire Action [26]. While his
presentation was primarily focussed on leadership, he
makes a few points that are relevant to any form of
communication. Like a mantra, Sinek repeats the line:
“People don’t buy what you do; they buy why you do
it.” [26] To illustrate his point, Sinek describes a
‘Golden Circle” of how to effectively communicate
with people in order to influence their emotions, and
therefore their behaviour.

people can be educated, or just pleased, with
interesting and beautiful data visualizations. The
difference between what many people consider the
design approach is not aesthetic quality, as graphic
designers do an amazing job of presenting information,
it is what Sinek is talking about in the ‘Golden Circle’
metaphor [27]. Presenting the information in this way
is discussing the ‘What’ of the information. It is
appealing to the Neocortex of the brain. The use of text
in visualizations, and even the visual cues, which are
rapidly and efficiently interpreted by the brain [34], all
are appealing to the part of the brain which does not
make decisions. In this way there is no difference
between a designer producing infographic visualization
and a scientist producing a spreadsheet of information.
Of course the information has been decoded by the
designer, which makes it more accessible to the user.
The infographic, however, will not affect the users
behaviour. If the goal is to inform the user, then this is
not a problem, but on topics, such as global climate
change, having no effect on behaviour is not helpful.
In this example data should be visualized using a
different approach to that which scientists will take.

Figure 5: Sinek’s Golden Circle

The Golden circle (figure 4) has a direct correlation
with the biology of the human brain. The limbic system
of the brain is responsible for decision-making,
memory and emotion. It is not responsible for
analytical thought and language – ‘gut decisions’
happen in your limbic system, not your stomach [27].
The implication for this is clear: If you are
communicating important information, you need to
appeal to the limbic system of the brain. For example,
if we consider scientific research on climate change,
which tells us that people need to change their
everyday activities, it is important to appeal to the part
of the brain that is going to make decisions. By
approaching this example by communicating logic
change is not likely to happen. This is where data
visualization can be of benefit to scientists. The
problem is that it is often approached through the
wrong perspective. The design approach to data
visualization is a means to a different end than the art
approach.
Designing data visualization is about creating
access to information [29, 30, 36], it can be playful and
interesting [21], but essentially it is educating the user
on a topic. These visualizations can be beautiful, and
there are many websites dedicated to sharing novel,
beautiful, interactive and creative examples of how
data can be visualized. Some of these are
flowingdata.com,
informationisbeautiful.net
and
infosthetics.com. These all make data visualization
accessible to a large audience, meaning that many

Figure 6: A screenshot of the Planetary iPad application by
Bloom Studios (2011)

In Designing Data Visualizations Julie Steele
and Noah Illinksy suggest that visualization as visual
art primarily serves the relationship between the
designer and the data they are displaying. The
suggested implication is that art does not use data
visualization to communicate, but rather to create
something to be appreciated. One example given is the
iPad application by Bloom Studios called Planetary
(figure 5), a visualization of the music being played
through the device, showing artists as stars in a galaxy,
with their albums orbiting as planets and each album’s
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tracks as moons orbiting the planet [6]. Steele and
Illinsky suggest that this visualization is a case of
visual art, but also state that because properties of each
song, such as the length of each track, are encoded
subtly, which may be too complex for some users.
They then suggest that at this point the visualization
becomes something pretty to look at; suggesting that,
as art, it is too confusing to then label as informative
visualization.
This seems to be suggesting that there can be
no artistic subtlety in data visualization. If the amount
of data displayed had been reduced further would it
have been a successful informative visualization?
Displaying information such as a numeric track length
would be inconsistent with the design of the program,
so encoding it still allows users to access the data, but
without being too literal.
The Herrmann Brain
Dominance Instrument uses abstract representations to
show the relationship between different thinking
preferences. These relationships require explanation as
part of the testing process, but allow the user to identify
with the result of the data, instead of the data itself.
In a similar way to this, the Periodic Table
does not contain a great deal of information about
elements. Instead of describing colour and material
strength, it is the relationship between similar elements,
some of which may be very subtle, or invisible to
someone who has no experience with science, which is
displayed. The Tube Map also reduces the information
it displays: it does not accurately display geographical
information, since it is irrelevant once a passenger is on
the Tube – all that matters is where the user is in
relation to the rest of the system [29]. By suggesting
that, because of its subtleties, art cannot be considered
‘informative visualization’ Illinsky and Steele may
have missed the point of using art to communicate.
Reducing, or removing irrelevant information is not
only a part of data visualization and art but also a basic
function of the brain [37].
The way an artist reduces the amount of
information displayed in an artwork mimics the
function of the brain. Whether it is a painting, a film, a
digital artwork, or an interactive, artistic data
visualization artists are using the same processes that
the visual centres of the brain use to receive and
process visual information. Because of the way that
artists sacrifice detail to represent an object, creating
art is the same as the process of seeing [37]. In his
article “Art and the Brain” Semir Zeki, professor of
neuroesthetics at University College London, makes a
profound statement that describes the visual process
and creating art using the same phrase:
“In order to represent the real world, the brain (or the
artist) must discount (“sacrifice”) a great deal of the
information reaching it (or him), information that is
not essential to its (or his) aim of resenting the true
character of objects” [37]
His statement highlights why art is a natural approach
to data visualization, and hints at the reasons art can
move discreet data in the person’s brain, to knowledge,
and understanding, so we can make wise decisions
about our actions. In contrast to the designer’s
approach to data visualization, an artistic approach

appeals to the user by using emotion, ambiguity and
subtlety, in conjunction with the same visual cues that
the design approach employs. The uncertainty or
ambiguity, which is sometimes present in art, is not the
vagueness or uncertainty found in dictionaries. In fact,
on the contrary, ambiguity in art is certainty – the
certainty of many different and essential conditions,
each equal to the others, all expressed in a single work
of art, profound in its faithful representation of so
much. [37]
The methods artists employ also create an
emotional response in the user [15]. It is this emotional
response that appeals to the centre of the Sinek’s
Golden Circle, the decision-making parts of the brain.
This is how data visualization can communicate
information, and can also change behaviour. This is
what sets art apart from design: art differentiates itself
from logical information. There is, of course, a point of
difference between data visualization and art, in that it
is often much easier to decode information that has
been visualized [30], but its appeal to the user is
essentially that of logic and information – which does
not appeal to the decision making part of our brain.
4. Art with data visualization
A precedent has been set for using data visualization as
art, which Reefs on the Edge uses. These are City___,
Cardiomorphologies and InterANTARCTICA.

Figure 7: City___ exhibition Web Directions South,
October 2011

City___ (figure 6) is a generative, interactive data
visualization artwork developed at the Design Lab at
The University of Sydney. The installation aggregates
information about the emotional state of the city of
Sydney and displays it on a screen as streams of colour
in a fluid dynamic simulation [10]. Originally shown as
part of Urban Realities and Augmented Play and also
exhibited at Web Directions South 2011 conference,
City___ encourages users to play, but also rewards
curiosity [23]. Using motion-tracking capabilities of a
webcam or the Microsoft Kinect, the artwork
transforms a simple animation of information into a
playful interactive experience. The approach to data
visualization in City___ is to promote play, and to
share emotion.
Cardiomorphologies is a striking example of
an art installation by Australian artist George Khut,
which uses a generative transmedia data visualization,
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to create meaning through experience [17]. The
installation takes physiological information from the
user, their breathing and heart rate is collected as data,
analyzed and represented through an aural and visual
display [17]. Khut’s intention, however, was to create a
mental engagement with the artwork, to create a state
of mind in the user, which provokes them to consider
correlations between their own mind and body.
Participants experienced intensely personal emotions,
which demonstrated the affective power of the
visualization [17].

the natural reef environment. These sounds are
transformed and recontextualised in various ways to
resonate with images, blurring the distinction between
organic marine atmospheres and music. This creates a
sonic architecture for the installation.

Figure 9: Reefs on the Edge, Photographic stills of video,
Coral Acropora formosa, one of the many species found on
One Tree Island Reef in the Great Barrier Reef
Figure 8: InterANTARCTICA showing multiple channel
video and a tangible user interface

An illustration of a transmedia artwork using both
Tangible User Interface and data visualizaiton is
InterANTARCTICA [32]. Entering the exhibition
space, the viewer is surrounded by a three-screened
video installation of the Antarctica landscape. The
viewer hears Antarctic compositions, created by other
viewers in real-time audio interaction. This artwork
provided a technological platform for the public to
interact, experience and gain vital knowledge about
climate change [2, 32]. By creating sound the viewer
engages in an additional interaction by modifying the
data visualization. InterANTARCTICA helped viewers
understand critical scientific data through a multisensory experience. The outcome of this artwork was
numerous exhibitions including an show at the
National Gallery in Hobart, Tasmania in 2010.
5. Reefs on the Edge	
  
Reefs on the Edge is a cross-media platform, an
artwork that experiments with scientific data,
underwater video and sound collected at One Tree
Island Reef, located on the Great Barrier Reef in
tropical Australia. The installation uses multiple media
to tell a single narrative. These include multiplechannel video, painting, sound, and data visualization.
In the installation, multiple-channels of video are
projected around the installation environment. The
photographic material is edited into numerous
sequences and projected onto the sculptural surfaces.
Photographic imagery of the reef surrounding One Tree
Island is used (see figure 3), including footage of the
coral spawning after the November full moon. Other
materials include large-scale paintings.
Artistic works can emphasize environmental audio to
create poetic experiences. Sound Designer Michael
Bates composed soundcapes using samples taken from

Upon entering the exhibition space, the viewer is
surrounded by a three-screened video installation of
underwater corals. This artwork, designed by onacloV
and built by artists and students from the Design Lab
including Phil Gough, Adityo Pratomo and Goldy Wu,
provided a technological platform for the public to
interact, experience and gain vital knowledge about
climate change. Viewers engage with the artwork by
modifying the data visualization. Reefs on the Edge
helped viewers understand critical scientific data
through a multi-sensory experience.
In order to design an engaging experience for the
audience, Reefs on the Edge uses a Tangible User
Interface. By employing this technology the audience
can explore the information through playing with the
objects, thus producing a unique experience for each
user, while they develop a relationship with the
information being visualized. The tangible user
interface consists of objects that audience can touch,
grab and play with, in order to control the interactive
animation displayed on the table surface. The key
feature of tangible user interfaces in general is the
coupling of physical element and the digital
information it represents. Development of a tangible
user interface aims to create an object that can embody
the information with the affordance that people can
play with it.
The design of the object must then reflect the
activities expected to be explored by audience upon
interacting with Reefs on the Edge. The objects must be
able to intuitively tell what sort of action that can do
with the object and instantly give feedback to confirm
that the action performed was correct. This feedback is
given through changes in the animation and colour of
the objects themselves (figure 8). The design of the
object intuitively communicates the actions the user
can perform with them. The objects were designed to
be small enough so that users can easily grab them. The
objects have a domed top so that it is comfortable to
grasp, and its round shape has the affordance that the
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object can be rotated. An abstract representation of
coral is moulded into the top to give a visual aesthetic,
which relates to the installation’s theme.
Inside the objects are electronic components that
communicate wirelessly to the computer. This allows
the computer program to control the colour of each
object, with a series of LEDs inside the object without
having wires go between the objects and computer.
Also moulded onto the bottom of the object, is a
fiducial reacTIVision marker. This marker is used to
identify each object, so that the program can tell its
position and angle of rotation. These properties of the
object are then fed to the computer to control the
animation. These functions were developed and
controlled using open source software, Processing,
Reactivision
and
Arduino.

Figure 10: The Tangible User Interface from
Reefs on the Edge (2011)

During a prototype exhibition of the visualization from
Reefs on the Egde at the Web Directions South
conference in 2011, feedback collected from user
testing was overwhelmingly positive. Users who saw
the beautiful glowing moulded objects approached the
installation to investigate its meaning. It was observed
that the first instinct of the users was to pick up the
objects. Many users were curious enough to move the
objects around and rotate them.
Originally the
animation could be manipulated by touching the
surface of the table, but as the objects were on top of
the table, this action was not attempted. Users’
experimentation with the objects confirmed the success
of the design of the objects and guided revisions to the
design of the interface.

Figure 11: Artist Adityo Pratomo discussing the
Visualization for Reefs on the Edge with two delegates
from Web Directions South

A significant component of Reefs on the Edge
is the multiple channel film, created by Goldy Wu.
Multiple-Channel video installation art is a tangent of
contemporary art that consists of video viewed on
numerous screen channels. In this art form, multiple
screens are set up around an installation space. The key
element of multiple-channel video installation is that
the audience is able to view and experience multiple
film channels simultaneously, in an installation
environment. This greatly differs from the experience
of watching a single film on a two-dimensional screen.
Video installation art is a combination of video
technology and installation art practice, dating back to
1970s, the era of video art [5].
One outstanding artist that employs multiplechannel video is Issac Julien. Julien’s films focus on
the representation of race and masculinity, from a
poetic standpoint. Julien’s began his career as a
filmmaker and slowly moved away from working with
a single screen towards utilizing multiple screens set up
in an installation space. Julien stated that this
arrangement has allowed him to discover particular
compositional ideas, which are impossible with a
single screen. Moreover, his use of multiples screens
has drastically reshaped the viewers’ perception of film
[4].
An excellent example is Julien’s Thousands of Waves
(2010), a 55-minute film installation. The work
features nine double-sided screens (figure 11 bottom).
Using nine double-sided screens, this engaging visual
experience enables the audience 18 different views of
the installation. In the space, audiences can freely
move around and view the screen from whatever
vantage points they prefer [19]. The work poetically
weaves together stories between China’s ancient past
and present. This multi-channel film explores the
movement of people across different countries and
continents for unfinished journeys. Surrounded by the
ideas such as death, spiritual displacement, and the
uniquely Chinese connection with ghosts or “lost
souls”, Thousands of Waves (2010) links both the
present and the past of Shanghai. Julien’s film
represents China’s unique way of transitioning towards
modernity and affluence [14].
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Figure 12: (top) a scene from Thousands of Waves, (2010)
By Isaac Julien
(bottom) The installation at the 2010 Biennale at Cockatoo
Is., Sydney

The evolution of multiple-channel video installation
has radically changed the progress of digital arts. As
video technology becomes more sophisticated, the
video art has been evolved in the forefront of the
aesthetic revolution.

6. Further Research
Important connections between the creation of meaning
through data visualization and art will continue to
engage users and audiences around the world. As this
paper demonstrated, sophisticated visual strategies
forged by artists can help do more than just disseminate
important scientific data. Research into this field will
require collaboration from multiple disciplines to
create a heterogeneous impact. By fostering
collaborations between artists and scientists, research
into crucial issues such as climate change will change
the behaviour of people by doing more than just
informing the audience.

6. Conclusion
This paper has discussed two different perspectives
used to approach data visualization. The first is a
designed approach, described as where data meets
design [8]. This approach acts as a means to
disseminate information, to educate a user, to present
them with decoded information, which they will have
as knowledge. The limitation of this approach is that it
is, essentially, like a scientific report. It may be
presented differently, but the approach to the way that
people absorb data is still the same as presenting tables
with facts and figures. The design approach makes
finding information significantly easier. For the Tube

Map and the Periodic Table of Elements, and many
data visualizations like them, this is all that is required
[29].
Artistic data visualizations, such as Reefs on
the Edge, are useful for communicating more than data.
The artistic approach to data visualization is able to
generate an emotional response in the user, which in
turn appeals to the parts of the brain that make
decisions [15; 26]. When data needs to influence users’
decisions, an artistic approach will be more successful
than a designed approach. The designed approach to
visualization is by no means invalid; there is no need to
create an emotional link between the user and the map
of the London underground rail network.
The
Designed approach can also create visualizations that
users can relate to. By using artistic systems, such as
reducing data into colours, the Herrmann Brain
Dominance Instrument is able to create a significant
connection between the user and the information. But
by using the same logical approach to communication
as a science report, it is not going to be able to generate
the same emotional response as artistic data
visualization.
Artistic collaborations, such as Reefs on the
Edge are another means which important scientific
information can reach a wide audience [33]. By
collaborating with artists, the research of scientists on
important issues, such as climate change, can be used
to change people’s behaviour in a positive way.
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Abstract:
One of the uniting elements between past and present is death and the
commemoration of the dead. From the Egyptian pyramids to Westminster Abbey,
across cultures and time, there has been a need to bury the dead – particularly those
who have had an impact on the state or society at issue – with honor and respect. In
more modern times, this has become especially applicable to the burial sites of
soldiers and military personnel, not only those buried in their home state but also
those buried in the foreign state in which they were fighting when they lost their
lives. Perhaps the most notable examples of this are the World War II Allied
cemeteries in France, which are used as sites of ceremony and collective
remembrance as well as individual burial sites.
This paper will examine the laws and history surrounding the establishment,
maintenance, and status of cemeteries and burial sites of foreign military dead. The
examination will necessarily include a discussion of the laws as they are written
before continuing on to examine these sites in terms of methods of commemoration
used and the incorporation of memorial practices from other states and cultures
within the host state’s nominal territory as a result of the presence of the foreign
military burial site. Further, this paper will examine and analyze the place of foreign
military burial sites in the collective historical beliefs and understandings of the
host state regarding their history and the place of the foreign dead in preserving and
defining the host state. The goal of this paper is to shed light on the legal and
historical intersections involved in burial grounds for foreign military dead, thereby
providing an understanding of the place that this relationship maintains in the
overall definition of the host state.
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CASE STUDY: DESIGN-FOCUSED APPLICATIONS IN A
LARGE SCALE FIRM, CONCERNING DESIGN ACTIVITY IN
NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Alper Çalgüner, PhD. Gazi University, Faculty of Fine Arts, Department of
Industrial Design*
ABSTRACT
Design management that is defined as ‘the planning, organisation and control of the
design resources that an organisation is owned; for the constitution and
materialization of business aims’; becomes effective on the organisational and
economical structures of large scale companies activating in Turkey, and also their
market shares. The issues regarding systematic and interaction problematics through
the R&D, marketing and product development activities of these kind of companies
should be analyzed by examinig the application samples and project results; and the
necessity of a design department and its organisational structure should be
interrogated. Through this study, a large scale market leader company in the ‘kombi’
production sector and the factors and results of its strategical approach for
competing with various innovative designed products in the market. The commercial
results of the project and the required organisational management applications
through the company’s corporate aims; are also discussed by a case study.
Keywords: Design management, project management, heating and cooling
products, strategic and operational management
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CASE STUDY: DESIGN-FOCUSED APPLICATIONS IN A
LARGE SCALE FIRM, CONCERNING DESIGN ACTIVITY IN
NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
It can be stated that the fundamental technical item characterizing ‘combi boiler’ as
an industrial product is that, it is consisted of reasonably definite components in size
standards making an analogy with electronic-based consumer products for dailly
usage.
Combi boiler has not been evaluated as a competitive product in the national market
of the developing country at issue, till 2000’s. The two large-scale national
companies holding the market have been introduced one or two low-cost product
designs of their commercial partner European firms into the native market, by
getting their production rights. In the early 2000’s, the entrance of German and
Italian firms that have comparatively major enforcements and cardinal quotas in the
global market to the native area with competitive products, has triggered the pointed
two national companies in terms of product diversity and innovative approach.
In this period, one of these national large-scale companies has introduced three
alternative and competitive genuine designs to the native market, as a result of the
continuous studies of their recently constituted, project-based design teams. As a
result of this progress, the other large-scale national company that has provided a
high market share in the national combi boiler market till that epoch, has faced with
a necessity to improve its institutional management strategy and initiate a neotric
structuring process. This firm is determined the major subject of this case study.
The first concept model was developed by the R&D department which is made up of
mechanical engineer and technician origined staff. Not having a perceptible,
useable, visually coherent and innovative outlook, this design was a fair preferential
and profitable model in the native market with its artless, plain, enduring and easily
producible structure. (Figure 1)

Figure 1
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The entrance of the competitor company with three innovative products designed by
a industrial design origined team right along with the İtalian and German companies,
has naturally resulted with an incisive descent in the sales figures of the subject
product.
After a series of evaluation meetings organized by the board of management with
the technical directors of the R&D department, it is decided to develop a new
original concept model that would be perceived as a ‘designed product’ and exhibit
artistic values.
As a result of a 10-months collective performance of the R&D and marketing
departments , the first version of the new model was introduced to the market.
Conserving the technical and size properties of the previous monothermic heat
exchanger model, this design was exposing some components that can be delineated
as graphic makeups. (Figure 2)

Figure 2

The failure of the first version by the decrease of demand in comparison with the
previous design, has made the R&D and marketing departments come up against
each other. As a result of the conflict of the two departments after a series of
analysis, the managerial staff has adjudged to organize a contest that will help to
determine an SME to to drive the project of a brand new version of the model.
50 SMEs have participated to the contest, that were active in the national or external
markets. It was announced that the project would be executed as 2-phased, while the
first phase would be completed with five and the second phase with one firm. The
project specifications were stating that it is aimed to design a new version by
protecting the material and cost values of the product as possible.
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According to the specifications, it was anticipated to develop detailed sketches and
computer presentations relating to at least one design concept through the defined
design aims, from each participant firm in the first phase of the project.
The finalized design, a prototype of the product and a 3D modelling file prepared
with a CAD software, were requested from the unique firm that would conduct the
second phase. By way of addition to these processes, requirement of a technical
support was stated as a third phase in an addendum item in the specifications.
It was restricted to make modifications on the design of the standard steel front and
side panels, by the project instructions. Moreover, it was banned to intervene to the
plastic front panel, the control panel cover and the steel frame at the bottom.
(Figures 3 and 4)
The electronic plane that was used in the previous model, the PCB slot and its
protector unit, the steel below cover and the inner tank that was made definite after a
series of tests; were defined as the parts that alterations were blocked by the
specifications.
A design firm that has participated the contest and qualified for the first phase, has
planned to execute the concept development step in the light of the defined 5 items
stated below:
- “The retail dealers do not approach positively to a dominat colour on the product
body, other than white. The legal ground for this vision, is esposed as the necessity
of the product for being in visual accordance with localities of various
specifications.
- The overmeasure of electronic and digital controls startle the average conscious
user. Considering the fact that to a large extent these systems increase the panel
cost, it can be betrayed that the usage of LED lights exposing the problems on the
product and help to inform the service, provide usage advantage. Similarly for
almost the same reasons, necessity for decrementing the controls on the panel
appears as an important issue.
- The overground position of the controls except the usage process of the product
causes the units lubricate and complicacy in cleaning. Designing the control panel
as it can camouflaged in states of necessity, provides rather convenience about the
visual accordance of the product with the environment.
- Manual controls and displays are significantly preferred to digital ones.
- The durability of the open-close mechanisms and the panel covers fundamentally
inspire confidence to the user.”
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The point at issue design firm conducting the labour, has betrayed the sketches
shown in Figures 5 and 6, through the conceptual approach of the design team.

Figure 5
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Figure 6
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At the end of this process, continuing the project by two of the conceptual solutions
stated above, is arbitrated by the assessment roll design firm. So as to provide the
consistency of the two selected concept proposals, through the design aims deifned
by the research and brainstorming processes conducted in the previous step; the two
basic approaches stated below, have been organized:
1. A structure that would be in harmony with the space it is exhibited and
not forestall the environmental products when it is not in interaction with
the user;
2 While on the other hand, a structure that pronounces itself against the
other environmental elements and represents ease of perception and use,
during the usage process.
In order to reach the determined targets of the first phase of the project; right along
with the transformation of the concepts developed by the deisgn team of the firm to
mature sketches, the 3D model and render files have been prepared after detail
solutions, material & production analysis, ergonomical analysis and size &
proportion analysis. The renders of the two concept model proposals can be
investigated from Figures 7 and 8.
At the first concept model shown in Figure 7; the controls that are evaluated as
imperative to have standard sizes and positions, have been designed as to perform as
both a pushbutton and a knob. These specialized controls that are planned to be
perceived as graphical elements before the first push of the user, are designed for
standing out and functioning as knob controls, after getting into contact with the
user. (Figure 7)
At the second concept model, a convex front cover was being realised as a stark
element through the front view. Being pushed below by the user, a control panel was
being beholded, with noteworthy yellow controls supported by easily perceivable
graphical expressions, behind the cover. (Figure 8)

Figure 7
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Figure 8

After the completion of design process by the assessment role firm, the output data
of the first phase was resigned to the producer company. Being evaluated by the
managerial board and the R&D department directors of the producer company, for
the selection of the sucessful firm that would complete the second phase through the
participant firms of the contest, the prototype models of the two finalist concept
designs were requested from two firms. As it was implied from the new project
specifications, the requirement was –in fact- a ‘half working model’.
One of the two finalist firms was a middle-scale compant functioning in Italy, and
the other was a small-scale design-focused Turkish firm that is used as the case in
this study. The first firm has configured the models in Italy, by a managerial
decision. However, the second firm has restructured its models in Turkey while the
producer firm guarranteed to pay the model costs. At the end of the modeling
session; while the concept models of the Turkish small-scale firm were evaluated as
equivalent with the designs of the middle-scale Italian firm according to the
universal design evaluation criteria, the producer company staff has chosen the
Italian firm to complete the second phase of the contest by stating the reason that the
model qualities were higher than the model qualities of the Turkish firm.
The aforementioned models have later been readied for production under the
supervision of the firm’s design team, however, they could not reached the visual
quality of the models of the Italian firm.
In the following several years, the production company has decided to produce
another registered design and introduce it tho the market as the new version of the
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case model, instead of the designs that were obtained by the contest. After a period;
the product has re-introduced to the market with a brand new name, and a few
months later, the product has been completely drawn away from the market.
Nowadays, in lieu of all previous products, condensative combi boilers that are
consistently popular, are being presented to the market.
As an activity that is in close interaction with consumer expectations and productuser relationship; design can be characterized as a central integral of innovation
process. In this process, the commissioned design team should synchronuou
relationship with various disciplines. On this account, ignoring the market share and
endorsement size, together with SME’s that have discovered the severity of the
design activity in the recent epoch by courtesy of the government supports
especially on product development and R&D processes, many large-scale firms of
the developing countries have decided to compose their own design departments,
besides their R&D and marketing departments. These trends, on the other hand,
seem to support the design oriented firms dealing out design consultancy and
organization services, and the medium / long term projects that are planned to be
carried out by those firms.
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Racial Identity Development Critique: A Way of Reading and Writing African American
Literature
When given proper consideration, literature is an optimal catalyst for social and cultural
transformation. Authors undertake projects for a variety of reasons ranging from providing pure
entertainment to inciting revolutionary change. Whatever the artistic intention, literature is
always set in a particular time and social circumstance. Using language in a textual medium,
authors re-present these social circumstances (social, political, economic, etc.), consequently
constructing a new relationship (i.e. a heightened awareness) between the reader and the
circumstance. This new relationship and new awareness may inspire action and/or transforms
current modes of being.
The presentation introduces and applies Racial Identity Development Criticism (RIDC), a
literary critique method that provides a way to read race and considers the possible effect of
literature on a reader’s racial identity development. Drawing on William Cross’s Nigrescence
Racial Identity Theory (NRID) and literary analysis techniques, RIDC examines the
development and depiction of African American characters in fiction literature. Analytical and
reflective, RIDC may help readers understand the dynamics of racial identity development in
literature and themselves. It may also provide educators with a practical, interventionist,
pedagogical approach to reading and discussing race. Additionally, RIDC could provide writers
with a revisionist tool that facilitates the production of literature that positively transforms ideals
of race and identity.
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As an interventionist, pedagogical approach to African American literature, RIDC aims
to empower readers (particularly students) by providing them with a means of assessing racial
identity development in characters and subsequently within themselves. RIDC takes into
consideration the diversity among African Americans and the transformative power of literature.
It provides teachers with a tool that can be systematically applied to literature and that allows for
meaningful discussions about race and identity in the classroom.
The development of RIDC is a work-in-progress, and I hope to generate discussion and
feedback in this workshop. The presentation will be delivered as an interactive workshop that
will combine both theory and praxis. The audience will receive a theoretical overview of RIDC,
will be provided with an example of RIDC applied to literature, and may have the opportunity to
practice RIDC.
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Singing Ourselves Free:
Gospel Music, Women's Agency, and Discourses of Psychic Survival
Ethnic Studies/Religion/Music
Paper Session
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes
African American Studies Program and Department of Sociology
Colby College
ctgilkes@colby.edu
ABSTRACT
African American Christianity is a trans-denominational worldview often labeled "The Black
Church." In addition to its organizational diversity, it is comprised of a tapestry of ideas that
foster psychic survival and address the problems and situations of African Americans at any
given historical moment. Music is central to the churches and serves as a vehicle for voices and
ideas of a broad range of participants beyond the elite circles of clergy and other educators. For
women who have been excluded from the ranks of clergy, gospel music particularly has been a
particularly fruitful venue for creating and sharing ideas that foster psychic survival and that
inspire, reinforce, and affirm authoritative church voices such as that of "the preacher." This
paper uses Alice Walker's womanist idea to explore the voices of the "mothers" of gospel music.
Contained within Walker's definition of "womanist" is a project that emphasizes "love,"
especially love of self. After identifying music, food, and roundness as important and vital
"loves," Walker insists that a womanist "loves herself regardless." Using selected gospel music
texts created and interpreted by women, this paper explores gospel music (and by extension
African American sacred music) as a tool actively shaped and used by women for the purpose of
psychic survival, not only for themselves but for the entire community. Psychic survival
includes the development of self-love in order to adequately love one's neighbor. Because love
has been prominent in church-related movements for racial justice and other forms of social
transformation, particularly as articulated by Mary McLeod Bethune, Howard Thurman, and
Martin Luther King, it is important to re-examine the role of women in creating the music that is
central to the African American cultural toolkit and the African American Christian worldview.
The history of women's voices as composers and performers makes them central agents in the
religious ideas that shape strategies not only for psychic survival but also for social change and
social justice.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to discover the impact of overall health to
the perceived performance effectiveness of professionally managed classical
singers and to document some of the actual vocal health practices of these
singers. To accomplish this, the researcher examined related literature in
several vocal hygiene categories, including hydration, diet, the effect of acid
reflux on the voice, the effect of alcohol consumption on the voice and exercise;
she found little empirical evidence utilizing the elite vocal athletes of singing,
professionally managed classical singers, as participants.
The researcher constructed an online survey, which contained 30
questions querying singer vocal hygiene behavior. The survey was sent to 227
randomly selected professionally managed classical singers. Forty-nine singers
completed the survey (response rate 21.6%). Descriptive statistics, Chi Square
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tests, and tests of correlation were used to answer two research questions
addressing the importance of overall health in singers’ performance and in
factors related to hydration, diet, alcohol consumption, and exercise.
Over 81.5% of the singers surveyed rated overall health as important or
very important to their singing effectiveness. There was no significant difference
in vocal health impact ratings when compared by performance experience, health
or gender.
The median number of 8 oz. glasses of water that singers drank daily was
8 and the mean was 7.8. When questioned about specific dietary and exercise
practices, singers responded with a variety of health regimes. There was no
correlation between singers’ length of professional experience and their
corresponding amount of weekly exercise.
The author concluded when there was no consensus regarding vocal
hygiene practices, singers followed a variety of vocal hygiene regimes to
maintain vocal and overall health. In conducting the literature review, the
researcher discovered numerous studies about health management utilizing
athletes as participants but relatively few utilizing vocal athletes. While empirical
studies measuring athletic performance and hydration, diet, alcohol consumption
and exercise are somewhat transferable, athletic studies do not address the
impact of hydration, diet, alcohol consumption and exercise on the vocal
apparatus. More empirical research is necessary to guide the vocal hygiene and
health practices of this population of artists.
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Abstract

This study investigated the role of L1 phonotactics in the perception and production of
L2 speech involving consonant clusters and coda consonants. This study aimed to
examine Korean speakers’ vowel insertion errors in the production of English consonant
clusters and coda consonants, and compare Korean speakers’ perception and production
patterns. Native English speakers also participated in the perception experiment in order
to compare the perception patterns between the two groups, Korean speakers and English
speakers. The results of the perception experiment showed a big discrepancy between the
two groups. The Korean speakers often misperceived the syllables by inventing illusory
vowels, but more often they ignored the existing vowels. In the production experiment,
the Korean speakers exhibited more difficulty in pronouncing sounds in the coda position
than those in the onset position. Although the Korean speakers had difficulty in both L2
perception and production, there were differences between perception and production
patterns in regard to the onset and coda position in a syllable. The present study clearly
demonstrated the strong influence of L1 phonotactic constraints on L2 perception and
production. Also, this study illustrated production errors in L2 speech are not directly
related to perception difficulties.
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The colored painting decoration of the traditional architectures in Taiwan has been a long history; yet it is
easy to be damaged due to humidity and the soot that deepens the difficulties on history studies for the
architectures need to be repainted regularly.
According to the present document, it shows that the most early and completed colored painting on the
architecture which still exists nowadays in Taichung, The Lu Residence, was drowned in 1866, during the
time of Ching Dynasty, Tongzhi Emperor.

It has more than 130 years’ history long. Its painting style came

along from the southern Fukan Province in Ching Dynasty with fluently lines and elegant colors, the Kuo
Family in LuKong was the most famous painters at that time; moreover, its style had influenced the later
traditional architecture on its colored painting and it eventually became the fashionable colored painting
sample for those master craftsmen in central Taiwan during late Ching Dynasty and Japanese Governed
Period.
Besides central Taiwan, during the time of Japanese Governed Period until World War II (before 1945), the
traditional building techniques and the fortunate meaning of presenting with mascots on the top of the
architectures were remaining to be kept and maintained crossed over the whole Taiwan, presenting the
appearance of fine arts in the way came along of Fukan and Kangtong royalty ; meanwhile, there were still
other different painting schools or several western painting styles joined in at this time, such as landscape or
portrait.

After National Government had moved to Taiwan from China, there was a series of political

consideration among many social establishments; under the inspiration of resisting the Chinese Communist
Party and the calling of the hometown, various colored painting in much architecture reflected this ambiance.
In addition, the element of the northern-style painting was added in this time as well.
Compared to other countries, the development of colored painting in Taiwan can’t be defined to the
longest history of all, but it comes up with multiple appearances because if its special geographic and political
reasons. Nonetheless, less documents can be read and studied, thus, the field study has become the mainly
method.

This essay takes the initial study as the starting point to explain the development and feature of

traditional colored painting on architecture in Taiwan after 1895 and to present a well-organized study results
in the future hopefully.
1

2

Ph. D. Candidate, Department of Architecture, National Cheng Kung University. Taiwan.
Professor, Department of Architecture National Cheng Kung University. Taiwan.
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An Initial Study on the Development and Feature of Traditional
Architectural Painting on Architecture in Taiwan after 1895

I. Development of Traditional Taiwanese Architectural Painting during the
Japanese Colonial Period
1. Artisan Painters during the Japanese Colonial Period
Early in the Japanese colonial period, the Japanese government had not begun to impose
restraints on religious beliefs in Taiwan. Although the construction of temples and ancestral
shrines continued, the regime change drastically reduced the number of artisans from
“Tangshan” (i.e. mainland China.).
After 1910, successful agricultural and economic reform by the Japanese government
contributed to a prosperous and stable society. As a result, the prospect of the building
industry went from the gloom during early Japanese rule to one of optimism, in turn raising
the demand for more artisans. Not only were local artisans busy with construction projects,
Tangshan artisans from various trades also resumed coming to Taiwan for work. Some stayed
behind and passed down their craft to their apprentices. Thus, the Tangshan painters who
came to the island during this period can be regarded the most influential group in the
development of Taiwanese architectural painting during Japanese rule.

Fig1. Artisan Painters during the Japanese Colonial Period
2
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Besides the economic factors, however, transportation also played a critical role.
Because the transportation system was still underdeveloped, architectural painters could
only travel on foot or on cattle-drawn carriage. That coupled with the inconvenience of
carrying tools and materials limited the range of area each painter could cover and indirectly
caused distinct regional painting differences.
In addition to taking on a large quantity of projects, architectural painters during this
period also took advantage of more open access to information. They began to transform their
styles by injecting many new themes and stylistic expressions instead of simply replicating
precedents. Several factors may have contributed to this evolvement. Among them are the
growing availability and acceptance of Western styles presented in newspapers and art
magazines, and the dawn of fine art education on the island and launch of Taiwan Art
Exhibitions（台灣美術展覽會）and Taiwan Governor’s Art Exhibitions（台灣總督府美術
展覽會）.
Nevertheless, the styles during this period still maintained close ties with Chinese
Architectural painting on account of the abundance of Tangshan artisans.

2. Features of Architectural Painting during Japanese Colonial Rule
(1) Passing on the Craft
During Japanese rule, profuse construction indirectly led to the growth of architectural
painting work. A booming economy and limitations in transportation also caused distinct
regional painting styles to emerge. These conditions mark a significant change from that of the
post-war period.
Furthermore, although many of the painters during this period were local Taiwanese
apprentices who hung out their shingles and contracted their own projects after completing
their training, the group of Tangshan artisans who were hired from mainland Chinese
provinces like Fujian and Guangdong (Canton) must not be overlooked. In particular, the
Cantonese artisans brought with them the technique of applying gold foil on black background
（擂金畫）. This technique, which originated in the gold lacquer painting（ 金漆畫） of Jieyan,
Guangdong, was demanding both in terms of cost and craftsmanship and added to the splendor
of Taiwanese architectural painting during this period.

(2) Stylistic Features
The works completed during this period still recalled classical Chinese styles because of
the many Tangshan painters who either practiced or passed on their craft in Taiwan.
But under the influenced of Japanese, Western and contemporary Chinese paintings, the
themes were no longer limited to classical landscape and human figure representations. In
addition to works clinging to traditional ink-and-wash style from the late-Qing and
3
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early-republican period, many new works depicted natural landscape and contemporary figures. In
terms of techniques, there was also a marked departure from traditional ink-and-wash methods
and a blossoming of various styles including the perspective technique and bold palettes of
Western paintings. The blending of Western elements brought trendiness to traditional
architecture and greater appeal and aesthetic value to architectural paintings.

Fig1. Zong Xi ancestral temple of Guangdong
（1870-1883）

Fig2. Architectural Painting during the Japanese
Colonial Period（1910s to 20s）

Fig3. Architectural Painting during the Japanese
Colonial Period （1912-13）

Fig4. Architectural Painting during the Japanese
Colonial Period （1918）

Fig5. Architectural Painting during the Japanese
Colonial Period（1923-24）

Fig6. Architectural Painting during the Japanese
Colonial Period（1923-24）
4
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Fig7. Architectural Painting during the Japanese

Fig8. Architectural Painting during the Japanese

Colonial Period （1939）

Colonial Period（1929）

Fig9. Architectural Painting during the Japanese
Colonial Period（1923-24）

Fig10. Architectural Painting during the Japanese
Colonial Period（1936）

II. Architectural Painting in Post-War Taiwan
While economic and transportation factors and the source of painters led to the
emergence of regional characters during Japanese rule, government policies and changes in
building materials after the Second Sino-Japanese War brought about a stylistic
transformation.
From a pragmatic point of view, architectural painting by definition fulfills the function
of decorating buildings. Therefore, the painting techniques must also quickly adapt to new
architectural styles. The new architectural style that emerged during this period is today
referred to by painters as “Northern Style” architecture.

1. Northern Style Architecture in Taiwan
Northern Style architecture is also known as “neo-classical Chinese architecture” （中國
古典式樣新建築）（Fu, 1993）. The “classical” part refers to a form and style based on
traditional palatial or religious architecture, while “neo” refers to the new use of reinforced
5
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concrete in the structure. This new style began to evolve in Taiwan around 1949. To most
architectural painters, the Northern Style is a new and foreign building type differing from
traditional Taiwanese architecture. We will now examine decorative architectural painting in
the post-war era vis-à-vis its historical background, genres and orders.

(1) Historical Background
1. Reinforcing Cultural Lineage with an Architectural Style
The Kuomintang Nationalist government took over control of Taiwan in 1945 and
retreated from the mainland to the island in 1949, bringing along an influx of soldiers and
commoners including architects and artisans who had been practicing on the mainland.
Early on, the Nationalist government still held hope of regaining control of the mainland
and regarded itself as the only legitimate government of China. The same sentiment of
imminent homecoming was shared by the mainland emigrants. In a mood of anti-communist
nostalgia, the government adopted classical Chinese architectonic vocabulary in its public
buildings, most evidently in the Nanhai Academy（南海學園）, which began construction in
1955.

Fig11. National Museum of History

Fig12. National Museum of History

Fig13. National Taiwan Arts Education Center

Fig14. National Taiwan Arts Education Center

6
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2. Tourism and Chinese Cultural Renaissance Gives Birth to the Northern Style
Apart from serving as a symbol of Chinese cultural lineage, the Nationalist government
in Taiwan also founded the Council for Chinese Cultural Renaissance（中華文化復興運動推
行 委 員 會 ） in 1967 in defiance of the Cultural Revolution initiated by the Chinese
Communist Party in 1966 and to declare the administration’s determination to safeguard
traditional Chinese culture.
Meanwhile, since the Chinese Communist Party assumed a policy of closing its mainland
territory off to foreign contact, the Chinese cultural symbolism embodied by Northern Style
architecture served to satisfy foreign tourists’ appetite for manifest Chinese cultural
attractions. The use of the Northern Style in new tourist facilities and attractions like
state-built martyr’s shrines, Confucius temples and hotels further propagated its spread.

Fig15. Taichung Teachers' Hostel

Fig16. Taichung Teachers' Hostel

Fig17. The Grand Hotel

Fig18. The Grand Hotel

3. “Southernization” of Northern Style Buildings and Temples
The vogue of Northern Style architecture quickly spread from government agencies to
local temples. Historically, the building and renovation of Taiwanese temples tend to closely
follow the trends of the time and quickly adapt to new building materials and decorative
vocabulary.
7
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From the viewpoint of decorative motifs, the palatial magnificence represented by the
Northern Style and its associated standards and orders make it a good match with sacred
temple architecture. To the artisans, its well-defined patterns and orders were in fact easier to
master. Hence, its decorative vocabulary was incorporated into existing temple ornamentation
without any resistance and still remained the mainstream to this day.

(2) The Genres and Orders of Chinese Architectural Painting
1. Hexi (Combined Dragonseal) Painting（和璽彩畫）
Hexi Painting ranks the highest among all genres of architectural painting. Exclusive to
imperial use, it was applied primarily to the principal halls of palatial complexes during the
Ming and Qing dynasties. The subject matters are mainly flying dragons and phoenixes in
various postures complemented by geometric patterns in tortoise-shell shapes, wheel patterns
and plant motifs like passion flowers, chrysanthemums and water caltrop flowers to symbolize
auspiciousness, longevity and wealth.
The greatest distinction between Hexi painting and other genres is the exclusivity of its
elements to the imperial family and aristocrats. Besides dragons and phoenixes, the use of
luminous colors such as gold was also restricted to the noble class.
2. Xuanzi (Spiral Flower) Painting（旋子彩畫）
Xuanzi painting is one rank lower than the palatial Hexi genre. It is generally used in the
secondary halls of palaces, temples and altars and in government buildings and common
temples. The patterns are characterized by swirling flower pedals and divided into several
grades depending on the patterns, colors and amount of gold used. However, it is similar to
Hexi in that both abide by a strict code of standards and orders. One possible reason for this is
since both were used in prominent halls, a rigid set of use standards will minimize any
controversy and displeasure from the noble class.
3. Suzhou Style Painting（蘇式彩畫）
The name of this style pays homage to its origin as a regional style from Suzhou and
Hangzhou in southern China. The genre, the lowest rank of the three, combines imperial and
local styles (Jiang, 2005:16) and is generally used in houses and gardens. The patterns used as
framing usually compose of auspicious-meaning motifs; historical figures, landscapes and
antique vessels are usually depicted on the fangxin (central part of an architrave); beads, “卍”
and chevron patterns are often found on the kutou (the two ends of an architrave). There is
little restriction except the gold color may not be used, and the subjects and themes tend to be
more free and lively, too.
The auspicious meanings represented by the motifs described above correspond well to
the sacred spirit of Taiwanese temples. As symbols of imperial powers they even serve to
augment the hierarchy of the buildings they are applied to. So it was only natural that the Hexi,
Xuanzi and Suzhou Style genres were also incorporated into the decorative palette of the
8
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Northern Style without any contention.

Fig19. Architectural Painting in Song Dynasty (From
History of Architecture Technology in Ancient China,
1993)

Fig20. Hexi (Combined Dragonseal) Painting(From
Repair Techniques of Ancient Chinese Architecture,
2003)

Fig21. Xuanzi (Spiral Flower) Painting(From Repair
Techniques of Ancient Chinese Architecture, 2003)

Fig22. Suzhou Style Painting in The Summer Palace

2. Key Factors Influencing Post-War Taiwanese Architectural Painting
In 1945, the retrocession of Taiwan
to the Nationalist government by the
Japanese
military
brought
new
immigrants as well as new architectural
styles to the island.
As discussed above, during Japanese
rule architectural painting in Taiwan
resembled the Suzhou Style due to
Fig24. Relief-like
influence from resident Cantonese and Fig23. Lifen tools
three-dimensional effect
Fujianese
artisans.
A
stylistic
transformation in the post-war era can be attributed not only to government policies but also
the new techniques and materials available. Consequently, with the exception of a few artisans
who had been practicing since the Japanese period and held onto traditional techniques, a new
style swept through various Northern Style buildings across the island.
9
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(1) Lifen（ 瀝粉 ）
Lifen (Chinese pastiglia) is a special technique introduced by Tangshan Chinese artisans
to Taiwan after the war. Common in Northern Style painting in Taiwan, it is used mainly to
give the pattern a delicate, relief-like three-dimensional effect.
A study of post-war paintings reveals very frequent use of lifen, mainly because it
becomes very easy to fill in colors after tracing the outline with this technique. It is perhaps
for this reason that many craftsmen from other trades were able to access the market of
architectural painting during the post-war boom of Northern Style architecture, in response to
the evidently high demand of artisans at the time.

(2) Chemical Materials Replaced Traditional Materials
Another driver of changes in post-war
architectural painting in Taiwan is the use of
chemical materials.
Traditional painting uses pigments and
tung oil and is impractical on the reinforced
concrete of Northern Style buildings. This is
where chemical materials come in. In addition
to saving the time required to mix paint, the
runnier chemical paint is also easier to apply
Fig25. Architectural painting in Taiwan is the use
on the more absorptive concrete surface. Easy of chemical materials
access to and varied choices of new chemical
materials also engendered the use of a wide spectrum of colors, many of which were never
seen before. As a result, architectural painting evolved substantially from that of the Japanese
era during this period.

III. Conclusion
From the above discussion, it is clear that traditional architectural painting in Taiwan is
greatly influenced by political and economic developments. In the turbulent post-war era,
traditional artisans must adapt their styles and techniques to changing social needs and cope
with the considerable challenge of applying traditional techniques to new architectural models.
The author argues that even though traditional architectural painting in Taiwan can be traced
back to classical Chinese styles brought in by Cantonese and Fujianese immigrants, it is
indubitably insufficient to simply ascribe the roots of Taiwanese painting to the Suzhou Style.
In an age of well-developed information and transportation networks, we are gradually
10
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learning about even more lively, less rigid patterns and representations from the Fujian and
Canton regions in addition to the three genres mentioned above. This is definitely an area
crying for further exploration and research.
In Taiwan today, architectural painting is seen primarily in temple architecture, which
has continued in the vein of “southernized” Northern Style and is built of reinforced concrete.
In terms of painting style, the Northern Hexi, Xuanzi and Suzhou Style are fused with
traditional Taiwanese and Western styles to create a quintessential amalgam. Northern
ornamental elements are extracted and freely applied onto temple architecture. This derived
style shows Taiwanese temple architecture does not attach much importance to so-called
“authenticity” in the use of ornamental vocabulary or even to its classical context, but instead
absorbs artisans’ unrestrained styles and techniques without discretion. It would appear that
Taiwanese painting styles are developing to become more and more creative. But the fact is in
the context of changing materials and commercialized operation, Northern Style
ornamentation is very much the consequence of popular trends rather than political ideologies.
While we are witnessing an expansion of painting styles, it is regrettable that the foremost
consideration of price often stands in the way of the enhancement of quality.

Fig26. Architectural painting of Taiwan presently

Fig27. Architectural painting of Taiwan presently

Fig28. Architectural painting of Taiwan presently

Fig29. Architectural painting of Taiwan presently

11
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Abstract:
The virtual experience of gaming, avatars, and simulation is a common hobby for
students in college today. Using these virtual tools and environments provides another platform
to engage and provide access for student learning and experience. This presentation will focus on
a curricular project implemented in 2011. This on-going project of theatre instruction at Middle
Tennessee State University (MTSU) consist of a visual representation of the MTSU Theatre
spaces for the purpose of student and faculty study, creative activity and performance in Linden
Laboratory’s Second Life. This virtual teaching platform has been developed to provide an
immersive, three-dimensional laboratory that enriches and enhances the Theatre curriculum. The
laboratory was designed to provide a virtual three-dimensional learning environment for all
formats of existing Theatre courses – online, face-to-face, and web-assisted.
The laboratory was created to scale using three-dimensional modeling, recasting,
importing and mounting in Second Life. The spaces are realistic representations of the existing
theatre stages including stage equipment and structural parts of the stage space. Instructional
features have been added to permit students to learn about staging, and blocking performers,
scenery, and lighting. Students use these features to learn how stage spaces are designed and
function in a performance. This environment is now serving as a teaching application and
foundation for instructors to develop lessons and activities including walkthrough tours, peer
teaching and observation.
These spaces are currently being used as visual learning tools for the general studies
theatre appreciation course. The ability for students to examine the performance and stage areas
prior to attending an actual performance in these spaces provides a sensory understanding and
perception of the theatrical space. This innovative engagement opportunity prior to a
performance will enrich their understanding of the operations and functions at work in a live
performance. In addition, the spaces will be used as project spaces for theatre design classes and
co-curricular activities.
The visual nature of Second Life provides an effective platform for the visual aspects of
creating and teaching theatrical design. The building of these spaces in Second Life demonstrates
creativity and innovation by using the technology of virtual reality as teaching tool and learning
environment. In the future, students will use the spaces to design scenery, lights, properties, and
costumes for hypothetical projects for classes, and as a development tool for realized
productions. Students will be able to use the three-dimensional representation of their presence to
explore and design in these virtual spaces through testing and experimentation, and interactive
experiences with materials, objects, and visual design concepts. The ability to expand the
accessibility of these spaces beyond the actual time and space restrictions is an important
creative and innovative aspect of this project.
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The GINI Coefficient, Globalization, and Philosophy

Topic Area: Philosophy
Presentation Format: Paper Session

Abstract
Globalization includes many different and complicated issues. There are cultural, ecological, economic,
environmental, ethical, political, and technological aspects to consider in globalization just to name a
few of the many complicating factors. Considering the economic aspect many would argue that
globalization benefits all countries that participate in world markets (Thompson, 2007). On the other
hand, others would argue that globalization erases national boundaries and hurts workers and the
environment (Moyers, 2007). This paper reports on the extension of research by the author specifically
focusing on the downside of globalization. Previous papers have focused on the economic and ethical
downsides of globalization.
The economic and ethical downsides of globalization are briefly reviewed in this paper followed by
discussion of two new downsides of globalization: first, the environmental impact of globalization and
second, changes in national income equality around the world as a result of globalization. The reader is
left to draw his/her own conclusion regarding the pros and cons of globalization based on these two
added issues of national income equality and environmental impacts.
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Purpose: The purpose of this paper is threefold: first, to develop a conceptual framework for academic
discourse about globalization; second, to generate peer feedback on the issues raised in the body of this
paper; and, third to provide a foundation for future empirical research on the topic of the philosophical,
ethical, economic, and environmental aspects of globalization.
Scope: This paper is limited to a discussion of a number of the economic aspects and a number of the
ethical aspects associated with the implementation of globalization. An additional topic is introduced in
this paper concerning some of the environmental downsides of globalization. Within this limited scope
the reader is left to reach his/her own conclusions about the merits of the continuing implementation of
globalization.
Final Evaluation and Conclusion
The final evaluation of the economic and ethics comparisons of globalization is left up to the reader.
In the context of this paper globalization is the problem as well as the solution when it comes to the
question of corporate ethics and economics. We are left with the question -- How do we reconcile these
seeming contradictions associated with economics, ethics, and globalization?
Future Research
The author is interested in corresponding with anyone who is also interested in the downside of
globalization. The title page contains the contact information for the author; any other related inquiries
are welcome.
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Performance Anxiety

Performance Anxiety is an issue of serious concern for almost everyone who has to make
presentations to an audience of any type. This includes musicians, actors, educators, speakers,
preachers, presenters—anyone who has to get up in front of other people and perform.
It is common knowledge that the Number One fear among the general population is
public speaking—the fear of getting up and speaking in front of other people who are staring at
you. If you were a late-night television talk show host and conducted an informal survey with a
microphone on the street, you would find that most people would say that their greatest fear is
being expected to talk in public.
Performance Anxiety needs no definition to the performer. Also called Stage Fright,
Performance Anxiety is the fear of being in front of an audience, and all of the corollaries that
are associated with the condition. Since this condition is manifested in many different ways and
many types of people, I will use the term “performance” to refer to any type of presentation by
one person to any type of group.
Performance Anxiety affects almost everyone in every walk of life and every age group.
Men or women, uneducated people or persons with advanced degrees, experienced performers or
beginners, old or young. Even little kids are great examples of the phenomenon of Performance
Anxiety. Kids in a children’s choir can sing and behave perfectly normally in regular rehearsals,
but be paralyzed when the time comes to sing in front of an audience. Students in school may be
able to speak and respond comfortably in a classroom discussion, but may be petrified when
asked to step to the front of the class to make their presentation or merely answer a question.
The condition can be almost debilitating, and is all the more devastating to a seasoned
professional performer who continues to be afflicted by the situation. This is one reason why
many performers—aware of their own Performance Anxiety problems—use drugs and alcohol to
dull their symptoms of nervousness in order to be able to get themselves “up” so they can go out
and face the audience and do a show.

Cause
There may be countless causes as the root of Performance Anxiety in different people.
These causes are the source of hours and hours on the therapist’s couch. In my observance, a
significant reason for Performance Anxiety appears to be the result of a behavioral pattern that
psychoanalysts call the Fight or Flight Syndrome. This syndrome is the focus of this paper.
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Anthropologists indicate that the Fight or Flight Syndrome likely occurred as early as the
caveman days. Early humans banded together in groups for support and mutual benefit, for
community, and to increase chances of survival.
Whenever the group as a whole determined that one person was to be singled out for any
reason, the group would pull away from the individual, leaving him separated. The whole group
would take action against the individual to exact discipline or punishment, or merely to show
dislike. The separated individual immediately discovered this as an adversarial situation, and the
individual’s body would instantly begin to respond, either to ready itself to stand and defend
itself, or to turn around and flee to avoid danger.
This action of being separated alone and facing a group has resulted in an immediate fear,
and has become ingrained into our natural instinct as human beings, passed on throughout the
generations. Whenever we perceive a scenario as being an adversarial situation, instinct takes
over and the body instantly prepares itself to defend itself, or to seek protection. This is the Fight
or Flight Syndrome.
The Fight or Flight Syndrome, therefore, is identified as the body’s natural response to
any adversarial situation. The result is that the performer develops feelings of fear and
nervousness in the face of danger. These feelings are further complicated and exacerbated
because we think that performers aren’t supposed to experience stage fright; because we feel that
stage fright is childish; because being afraid of anything makes you weak, inadequate,
unprofessional; and other negative issues. We even feel that we can’t talk to anyone about our
anxiety because we’re afraid of what people will think if anyone finds out that we have stage
fright. But, since it is part of our natural human instinct, it’s not our fault.

Demonstration
Let’s picture a group of people in a meeting such as a lecture, classroom, or a meeting
hall of some type. People are in regular seating facing the platform at the front of the room. The
setting is a group session, casual, non-threatening, in an open-forum style.
The leader of the meeting is making a presentation and guiding a question-and-answer
period. The leader asks questions of audience members or asks audience members for their
opinions or input, and all the people are able to talk normally and easily in this setting. This is
because everyone is sharing together in a conversation among equals as part of a group.
If an audience member is asked to stand, he may be slightly self-conscious. This is
because he is being singled out.
However, if the leader asks the audience member to come to the front and turn around to
face the audience to talk (just so everyone can hear), the person immediately becomes frightened
and is not able to think clearly or speak. This is because he is being separated from the group.
He is experiencing Performance Anxiety.
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The average performer may not be aware of the cause for his Performance Anxiety. He
only knows that he’s scared. At first it seems that he’s simply scared of all those people. Then
the fear escalates to being afraid of being out on the stage or behind the podium or the music
stand. Then he fears the entire performance scenario. Then he begins to fear performing
entirely.

Symptoms
There are a number of symptoms that people complain about that are associated with the
syndrome. Many of my own students and acquaintances have shared with me that they are
affected by any of these. Not every person experiences all symptoms such as these, but any
particular person may evidence any one or several of them. These are some of the common
symptoms.


















Need to urinate at the exact moment that the performer must go on stage or stand up or
begin performing or speaking.
Need to urinate continuously throughout the presentation.
Cold, clammy hands.
Hot, sweaty palms.
Sweating profusely.
Body temperature rises, feeling hot and overheated, perhaps leading to passing out.
Face or forehead is flushed.
Ears become hot and flushed with blood.
Body temperature drops, feeling cold.
Heart rate speeds up.
Heart rate slows down, even leading to fainting.
Breathing pattern slows down dramatically.
Breathing heavily or fast—even panting.
Blood leaves the brain, affecting memory or the ability to think clearly.
Salivating—need to spit.
Dry mouth.
Cotton mouth.

Some people have told me that they feel that they go into a kind of trance during the
performance, as if they are not even there during the event.
Some people say that they hope to go through the performance on “autopilot,” practicing
and memorizing their work enough so they will be able to get through the event without thinking
about anything.
Others have said that they don’t ever remember any of the performance event at all.
My question is—if performing is so painful or so unpleasant, then why do we do it?
Wouldn’t it make sense to go into some other career path?
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Unfortunately, the body’s natural physiological responses to the Fight or Flight
Syndrome are generally bad for the performer. The adrenalin increases, the heart rate changes,
and strength goes to the gross muscles of the body, either the legs to run away or the arms to
fight. These are generally the opposite of the performer’s needs. The performer needs to have a
clear head, needs to stay focused, and needs to be in control of the finer muscles, fingers, brain,
and memory.

Antidotes
There are a number of common antidotes that acquaintances suggest which are proposed
to help the performer deal with the problem of Performance Anxiety. Friends suggest that you
should do any of the following.






Don’t look at the audience in the eyes—stare at their hair.
Look at the back wall so you don’t have to look at the audience.
Stare at the door, or fixate on a point at the back of the house.
Imagine the audience sitting in their underwear.
Imagine the audience naked.

Whereas methods like these are well-intended, none of them actually address the issue or
the root of the problem, and, therefore, are not solutions for the symptoms. These are all
manifestations of the Fight of Flight Syndrome, all designed to help you either to defend yourself
or to seek safety from the adversary.
All efforts which are based on not looking directly at the audience are classic defense
mechanisms. The audience is perceived as the enemy, so not looking at them is an attempt to
flee from their presence. If you don’t look at them, you can pretend that they are not there, or
that they disappear, thereby eliminating the danger by denying their existence. This is fleeing
from the enemy.
All efforts which are based on humiliating the audience are standard psychological
offense measures. The audience is still perceived as the enemy, so the performer feels that he
must beat them. Seeing the audience members without proper clothing is an attempt at placing
yourself in a position of superiority, eliminating their strength or importance or relevance. This
is a fight tactic to win the battle against the enemy.

Reality
The problematic aspect of the Fight or Flight Syndrome is that it is immediately triggered
into action whether the situation requires it or not; whether it is appropriate or not; or even
warranted or not. The Syndrome is instantly activated whenever a person perceives any given
scenario to be adversarial, even if it’s not true. The performer’s mind simply sees it to be that
way.
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Let me illuminate.
Let me ask you to imagine yourself sitting in the audience before a concert or
performance of some type. As a member of the audience, right at those moments preceding the
beginning of the show, you are not hoping that the performer is going to walk out on the stage
and be bad. You are not hoping that the performer is going to be lousy so you will be able to be
disappointed. That’s not logical. No one wants to waste all the money they have spent on
buying the ticket for a show that is awful. No one pays money for a ticket to a performance that
they think they aren’t going to like. That doesn’t happen.
And whether any money is involved or not doesn’t matter. Nobody wants to waste their
time, their whole evening, by going to a performance that is horrible. Nobody would
intentionally go to a show that they hope is going to be bad.
In fact, the exact opposite is true. Right at the moment when the performer comes out on
the stage, you are hoping that he is going to be spectacular and that you will have an outstanding
evening, even memorable. You are hoping that he is going to be great, even if you don’t know
the performer or anything about the show at all, and it ends up being a wonderful surprise.
That’s what you’re there for—to have a good time; to be entertained.
Most audiences are not full of music critics for the newspapers and journals who are
hoping that you will fail miserably so they can destroy your career in the very next issue. Most
audiences are made up of people who want the performer to do well; who, in their heart, truly are
hoping the best for the performer. They even may be rooting for the performer. I have found
myself at piano recitals when the player makes a mistake and my heart goes up to the player
because I’m hoping that he will be okay and not fall apart or be embarrassed.
Who are the people who go to your concerts or attend your presentations? Who are the
people who go to college music student senior recitals? Family and friends. People who love
you.
Who are the people who go to shows by famous celebrities? Fans!
No one goes to see a performer that they hate! They stay home.
The truth is that when you walk out on the stage, the people in the audience are your
greatest supporters at that moment. They are your fans, family, friends, or at least people who
want you to be successful. They would only become disappointed if you don’t perform well, or
are not prepared, and you actually are bad.
Even in an audition setting or an adjudication (which are tremendously notorious for
being high-pressure), the relationship between the performer and the listeners is the same. The
Fight or Flight Syndrome should not apply. The listeners in the group still are hoping that the
performer is going to be great.
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College music students are terrified of the faculty audience in juries or hearings.
However, the reality is that these are our own students, and we obviously want them to become
excellent musicians. We want them to get an “A.” They are even a reflection of our own
teaching. We aren’t hoping that they will fail.
The speech teacher really does want his students to do well when they get up to deliver
their speeches. Furthermore, the class is made up of others who are in the same boat. There is no
reason to be afraid of the class.
Although actors are nervous about doing an audition, the casting director really is hoping
that everyone will be great so there will be a huge pool of actors from which to cast the show.
He is even looking for the next star, hoping to discover a blockbuster. Although he expects to
hear a lot of less-than-talented people, or even no talent, no one actually hopes that he is going to
hear everyone be bad.
The same applies to a business interview, or any other performance setting. The
interview may be demanding and nerve-wracking, but the official is wanting to find the ideal
person to hire, so he really is hoping that each interviewee will be that great person.

Recommendation
If we acknowledge and accept that the Fight or Flight Syndrome is likely the cause for
this type of Performance Anxiety issues, then it follows logically that the appropriate treatment
plan to alleviate the symptoms would be one which is designed to prevent the automatic response
from being triggered (or at least countered or minimized). The performer would need to develop
measures or do something to help himself realize that the audience is not an enemy, and that the
performance event is not an adversarial situation.
The only element of the caveman scenario which is actually in play in the performance
setting is the fact that there is a group of people looking at a single individual—you as the
performer. Upon seeing the audience, the mind of the performer perceives the situation to be
adversarial, and the body immediately springs into action, triggering the Fight or Flight response.
This is what the performer needs to change.
Let me give you an experiment.
Let’s say that I am a college music professor with the faculty responsibility of
coordinating weekly music student recitals. All music majors are required to sing one song or
play one work every semester. The audience is comprised of other music majors who are
expected to attend. As coordinator I introduce each music major and announce the piece of
music being performed.
Let’s say that the next performer is a student who I personally know is affected with
serious Performance Anxiety symptoms.
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I introduce the student; the audience applauds; the student takes his place to begin
performing.
Right at that second before he begins, I interrupt the moment and go up to the student and
stand with him. I start making some comments about the piece of music that he is going to
perform; perhaps some interesting anecdote about the music; or something about the form or
some technique in the music. Or I say a few words about the composer. It also helps if I am able
to get everyone to laugh, which tends to diffuse the tension in the room. And then I begin to
draw the audience and performer together by asking the student to answer some questions, or
inviting the audience members to say something about the student. Then I even ask the audience
to vocalize and show their support and their like for the student before he beings performing.
These actions will serve to break or minimize the barrier that separates the performer
from the audience which is the result of the caveman scenario. If the performer sees himself and
everyone in the room as part of a group, then there should be no need for the Fight or Flight
Syndrome.

Treatment
If the performer is ever going to stop experiencing Performance Anxiety, he must be able
to encounter the performance event without seeing the audience as the adversary.
Of course, this is easy to say, but not necessarily so easy to accomplish.
I’m not going to say the simplistic phrase, “Oh, it’s just all in your head.” However, we
have seen that it is not true that the audience all hates you and hopes that you are going to fail.
Therefore, the performer who sees this scenario and fears the audience—imagines it in his own
mind. It is fact that this is a problem which exists in the realm of your brain. This means that the
only place the performer can work on the problem is in your brain. Your mind must learn to talk
to itself.
This self-talk must occur when you, as the performer, schedule the performance,
continually up until the performance, and then during the performance itself. What happens is
that every time you think about the performance, or anything about the performance situation,
that thought triggers feelings of Performance Anxiety which then begins to worsen right away
and leads you down a self-defeating path. This pattern of negative thought must be countered
with reverse thinking. Your self-talk needs to occur as follows.




At the very first moment that a performance is known. This is because you have
experienced in the past your own trauma associated with performing (perhaps even at a
very early age) and have learned to anticipate your fear of the situation through
conditioned response.
At every moment that you think about the scheduled performance, especially during
practice sessions. Your mind must catch itself beginning to go down the wrong,
destructive path, envisioning the fear factor of the audience and the performance
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environment, and countering wrong thinking with truth and reality. Any such negative
thought can easily lead to an anxiety attack. Anxiety attacks can happen at any time,
even in nightmares (waking you in the middle of the night) resulting in a feeling of panic,
palpitations, breathing problems, sweating, or any of the symptoms connected with fear.
It may be helpful for some to keep a journal of your negative thoughts, to become more
aware of how many destructive thoughts you may have, and begin to realize how selfdefeating these thought patterns can become.
In the days getting closer and leading to the upcoming performance when the pressure
becomes greater because the performance is imminent. Anxiety attacks may grow more
severe or more frequent. At each negative thought the performer needs to purposefully
visualize the audience to get used to seeing them and become comfortable with them.
Practice looking directly at the audience and performing straight to them. Make every
effort to rehearse in the hall to become at home with the space. Practice making your
entrance or taking your place. Go through all the actions.
On the day of the performance. Make all your regular preparations that you do on the
day of a performance, but don’t do so much that you build yourself up too much for the
event. Get a good night’s rest before. Get to the performance location in plenty of time
so you’re not frustrated by being late. If possible, try to view the audience before you
perform, even peeking at them from the side of the stage. Acknowledge that they are
only human. If your performance is in an open room, look over the people in the time
before you perform.
During the performance. Just when walking out on the stage or going to the podium,
purposefully look at the audience. Pick out individuals and look right into their eyes to
connect with them. See the smiles on their faces. Realize that they are clapping for you
and supporting you. Make every effort to stay present, stay in the moment, and enjoy
performing. Your mind must talk to itself.

All of these endeavors are designed to help the performer counter the feelings of
Performance Anxiety that occur from fear of the audience. Once the performer becomes more
successful in minimizing these feelings, the next step in the treatment process would be to
completely rearrange your basic concept and your understanding of the performance setting.
Merely controlling anxiety is not the solution. On accepting the realization that the audience
consists of your supporters, it follows that the performance should be a pleasurable event. The
audience wants to have a good time, and you want to enjoy the act of performing.
A rock concert may be a good example. The rock star doesn’t have any fear of
performing because he knows his adoring fans are wildly cheering him on, and he gets charged
up and has a great time connecting directly with his audience. The only difference in other
situations is that most audiences are not yelling and cheering at the performer. However, we
need to understand that their clapping is the same positive support, just not as loud.
Instead of working hard at attempting to avoid the problem, or consuming all your
thoughts with attempts to counter your nervousness issues, or developing measures to make
yourself superior to the audience; it would be better to draw the audience to you, to feed on their
energy, to be fueled by their support, to make music together, to let everyone enjoy the moment
together. There would be no reason for the performer to have Performance Anxiety.
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ABSTRACT
Incorporating Media into the French Curriculum

This article reports on a case‐study on French teaching and is an investigation into how to improve
the French language component at South African universities. The aim of this article is to argue that
since we live in a world of technology, it is necessary for learners to learn additional skills. We as
teachers and lecturers of foreign languages have to come up with creative ideas for communicating
our concepts to this new generation of learners. This article will suggest that we are now in a post‐
method era which requires a new strategy to teach foreign languages. My article will explore the
innovative
techniques which I believe are needed to provide for the changing way in which learners study.
Using real life examples from my own teaching experience, in this case in the form of a case study,
the article focuses on the value of our newly‐introduced French/Media project which is not only
interdisciplinary in nature but which will also enhance the students’ employability.
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“Late-Blooming Flowers”: Anton Chekhov’s
Experimental Work
“Late-Blooming Flowers” (Tsvety zapozdalye, 1882)1 is one of Chekhov’s most
remarkable and interesting early works – one of his “early flowers” (rannie tsvety).
Among his early experiments to extend the scope of the story in terms of greater
length, broader setting, fuller characterization and richer thematic development, “LateBlooming Flowers” occupies a special place. From an artistic standpoint, in many
respects, it is obviously the work of an apprentice, but the fact that certain themes
adumbrated here are heard in many mature works, and that certain devices are
employed which later became characteristic features of Chekhov’s literary
craftsmanship makes it one of his most remarkable and interesting early stories.2

1

Chekhov, A.P., “Late-Blooming Flowers” (Tsvety zapozdalye), Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v
30-ti tomakh, N.F. Bel’chikov et al, editors, (Moskva: Nauka, 1974-1983). Signed A. Chekhonte. All
citations from “Late-Blooming Flowers” are to Vol. 1 (1974) of this edition and will be noted in the text
by page numbers in parentheses. With the exception of “An Unnecessary Victory” (1882), “LateBlooming Flowers” is the longest of Chekhov’s works up to this time. One of the manuscript pages
located in GBL has Chekhov’s handwritten subtitle “small romance” (malen’kii roman). Instead of using
this subtitle in the published text, Chekhov chose to include the subtitle phrase in the text of the story:
“Every story comes to an end, and this little romance, too, came to an end” (“Vsiakaia povest’ imeet
konets, konchilsia i ètot malen’kii roman” [426]). The term “roman” in this case suggests a “romance” or
a love story. In fact, the title appears to be taken from A. N. Apukhtin’s then well-known “romans”
“Senseless Nights” (“Nochi bezumnye”).
2
Despite this early work’s artistic merits, it has received rather modest critical attention, e.g.: John
Hagan, “The Tragic Sense in Chekhov’s Earliest Stories,” Criticism, Vol. VII, No.1 (Winter 1965), pp.
60-66, one of the lengthiest and most perceptive analyses of “Late-Blooming Flowers”; Thomas Winner,
Chekhov and His Prose (New York, Chicago, San Francisco: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), pp. 2225; Karl D. Kramer, (The Hague, Paris: Mouton, 1970), pp. 37-40; Other critics offer minor comments or
merely mention the story en passant, e.g.: A. B. Derman, 0 masterstve Chekhova Anton ekhov, 18601904: Some Essays, Thomas Eekman ed. (Leiden: Brill, 1960), p. 154; Donald Rayfield, Chekhov: The
Evolution of His Art (New York: Barnes Noble, 1975), pp. 22-23, and in his Anton Chekhov: A Life
(London: Harper Collins Publishers, 1997), p. 90; Ralph Lindheim, “Chekhov's Major Themes,” in A
Chekhov Companion, Toby W. Clyman, ed. (Westport, CT and London: Greenwood Press, 1985), p. 55;
H. Peter Stowell, “Chekhov Into Film” in Clyman, p. 240; A.P. Chudakov, Poetika Chekhova (Moskva:
Nauka, 1971), pp. 20, 25-26, 34, 142, and in his Mir Chekhova (Moskva: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1986), pp.
59-60. One of the most recent, substantive although controversial and in many respects dubious
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2
“Late-Blooming Flowers” is striking for its polyphony of themes. As in

Chekhov’s plays, several themes are developed in the course of the story including:
decline and passing of the old order and rise of a new one; a love story presented
against the background of the financial decline and ruin of the aristocratic Priklonskii
family; the lack of communication and missed opportunity; and the role of medical
topics in artistic literature. In some respects it is also an autobiographical work.
Finally, “Late-Blooming Flowers” belongs to a number of parodic works Chekhov had
created as a novice writer including “An Unnecessary Victory” (Nenuzhnaya pobeda,
1882), a long parody on popular translations of romantic novels,3 but “Late-Blooming
Flowers” is his earliest attempt to create a serious love story. Those who have
commented on the work have referred to it as Chekhov’s unsuccessful early attempt at
writing a serious story. What they have failed to note is that it is also a parody of
romantic and traditional literature. It is Chekhov’s experimental story combining comic
and tragic elements in the same work as is true of some of his plays albeit with less
success.4
interpretations of the story is Savely Senderovich’s “Chekhov – S glazu na glaz” (St. Petersburg: Dmitrii
Bulanin, 1994), pp. 156-160.
3
Some of Chekhov's other early parodies include: “A Letter to a Learned Neighbor” (Pis’mo k
uchenomu sosedu [1880]); “A Thousand and One Passions, or a Terrible Night (A Novel in One Part
with an Epilogue). Dedicated to Victor Hugo” (Tysiacha i odna strast’, ili strashnaia noch’ (Roman v
odnoi chasti s epilogom). Posviashchaetsia Viktoru Giugo [1880]), a parody of romantic fiction written
prior to the publication of “Late-Blooming Flowers,” specifically directed against the adventure novel
full of improbable events as well as “Mystery of One Hundred and Forty Four Catastrophies or The
Russian Rocambole (An Enormous Novel in an abbreviated Form) (Translated from the French)” (Taina
sta soroka chetvertykh katastrof ili russkii Rokambol’ (Ogromneishii roman v szhatom vide). (Perevid s
frantsuskogo) [1884]), directed against novels of adventure based on real material, and parodies directed
against novels of so-called Russian life “What Does One Find in Novels, Short Stories, etc?” (Chto
chashche vsego vstrechaetsia v romanakh, povestiakh, i t.p.? [1880]), and “Life in Questions and
Exclamations” (Zhizn’ v voprosakh i vosklitsaniiakh [1882]). Two of Chekhov's most famous parodies
are directed against the popular murder mystery “A Swedish Match” (Shvedskaia spichka [1883]), and
“A Shooting Party” [“Drama at the Hunt”] (Drama na okhote [1884]). For an excellent discussion of
Chekhov's early work and parodies see Ralph E. Matlaw, pp. 148-158; A. P. Chudakov, Mir Chekhova...,
Chapt. 1, pp. 14-68; A. Derman, “Rannee tvorchestvo Chekhova,” in Chekhovskii sbornik (Moskva: Mir,
1929), pp. 131-171, and G. P. Berdnikov, A.P. Chekhov: Ideinye i tvorcheskie iskaniia (Moskva,
Leningrad: GIKHL, 1961), Chapt. 1-4, pp. 7-58.
4
Assessments of “Late-Blooming Flowers” range from mixed positive/negative to decidedly negative:
A.P. Chudakov, Mir Chekhova ..., p. 59, speaking of this and several other stories of this period observes
correctly “these works … clearly reflect the vacillations and contradictory tendencies in the poetics of
early Chekhov.”; Peter Stowell, p. 55, claims Chekhov’s “realism, his young cynicism, his satiric
portrayals, and his ultimate sense of irony do not mesh successfully.”; Ronald Hingley, Chekhov: A
Biographical and Critical Study (London: George Allen Unwin, 1950), p. 47, sees it as the “most
remarkable and interesting of [Chekhov’s] early stories ... [and] the most successful of his early attempts
at serious writing.” He is critical, however, regarding the story’s “crude treatment” and “sentimentality,
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3
One finds a good number of intertextual links between “Late-Blooming

Flowers” and works of other Russian writers as well as many literary allusions, some of
them to Russian romantic literature. The story is interesting for its portrayal of the
characters’ emotional and mental states, striking lyrical nature descriptions, the
musicality of its prose accomplished through rhythmic passages, assonance and
alliteration, its syncretism, and animal and occasionally Gogolian-type similes. Equally
interesting is its use of irony, its structure, use of repeated details and incidents, and
syntagmas consisting of three elements – so characteristic of Chekhov’s mature artistic
method. Finally, the story contains a number of characteristics typical of romantic
literature treated parodically: dreams, extensive use of ellipses, exclamations, italics
and hyperbole, and an explicitly subjective, opinionated narrator who repeatedly
apostrophizes to the reader.5

THEMES
“Late-Blooming Flowers” presents a study of Russian nobility in decline, a
subject matter Chekhov utilized in numerous subsequent works, culminating in The
Cherry Orchard with which it has a strong intertextual affinity. Dr. Toporkov, whose
highly untypical for Chekhov.”; Ralph Matlaw, p. 154, considers the story “interesting,” significant for
its “major ... theme of wasted lives” and people’s “inability to communicate,” and “technically
significant” although he is critical of its “schematic presentation” and the “unmotivated ending ... which
... seriously damage the story.”; Winner, pp. 22, 24, points to the story’s “traditional structure,” “weak
motivation” and claims that the “compositional relationship of nature scenes to the rest of the story is
mechanical.”; Kramer, pp. 39, 38, speaks of the story as “the tritest of sentimental materials,” and faults
it for “significant strand[s] of development ... abruptly broken off.”; Rayfield (Chekhov: The Evolution ...
), pp. 189, 23, calls it Chekhov's “first serious story” but maintains “it is the work of a hack.” Although
some of these critics identify the story as a parody, they either do not identify what it parodies or simply
generalize saying it as “parody of traditional literature.”
5
Speaking of “Late-Blooming Flowers” and several other stories written during the same period, A.P.
Chudakov, Mir Chekhova ..., pp. 59-60, notes correctly: “Precisely in them were tested semiadventurous, melodramatic and sentimental plots, subjective narration with a personified narrator,
extensive descriptions, biographical digressions and other traits, which are not found present in the
writer’s later prose. In these stories there is a symbiosis of tradition and ironical treatment of it.” One
would have to question, however, the claim regarding the absence of “biographical digressions” in
Chekhov's later works. Moreover, an analysis of the artistic features of “Late-Blooming Flowers” needs
to identify not only those features which Chekhov discontinued using in his later works, but also those
features which play a prominent role in this story as well as in his later works, e.g.: the themes of lack of
communication, missed opportunity, stylistic devices such as the use of repeated details and repeated
incidents, rhythmic prose, syntagmas consisting of three elements and others.
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name is morphologically related to “topor” (“axe”), finds his counterpart in Lopakhin,
whose name is related to “lopata” (“spade”). They are both of lowly origin, sons of
former serfs. Toporkov’s father was a Priklonskii serf and Lopakhin’s father was a
Ranevskii serf,6 who become successful and end up having the upper hand over their
former masters. Nikifor’s counterpart is the faithful servant Firs. We meet the
Priklonskii family (whose name is morphologically related to “priklon” [“a bow”] and
to “priklonit’ golovu” [“to bow one’s head”]), an impoverished princely family
consisting of the old princess and her two children: Marusia, naïve, gentle,
impressionable and “pretty like the heroine of an English novel” (“khoroshen’kaia, kak
geroinia angliiskogo romana”; 392), and Egorushka, a pathetically debauched,
alcoholic son. In terms of the son, the nobility is shown to be amoral, inconsiderate and
hopelessly dissipated. The entire family lives on past memories, their present lives
being quite unhappy, and their doom, like that of Madame Ranevskaia, appears
inevitable. Five years earlier, their “usad’ba” (“estate”) was sold to pay their debts,
which anticipates the sale of the estate in The Cherry Orchard for similar reasons. The
situation of the Priklonskii family is more serious – even their house is sold because of
debts.7 They are dysfunctional and impractical. Dr. Toporkov’s life, whose name also
brings to mind the verb “toporshchit’sia/ toporshchitsia” (“puff / puffs up”) and the
adjective “topornyi” (“coarse” or “uncouth,” both characteristic of his conduct), is
clearly set in contrast to the life of the Priklonskii family,8 especially in contrast to
Egorushka’s life. Their respective names suggest the reversal of roles – the destitute
princesses are dependent upon the rich lowly doctor; Egorushka, like Andrei in The
Three Sisters, spends money foolishly and contributes to the family’s financial plight,9
while the doctor accumulates money. During his first visit, Toporkov enters “without
greeting anyone” (literally “not bowing to anyone” [“nikomu ne klaniaias’”]), while
Marusia “wringing her hands, began to plead with him. Never before had she pleaded
with anyone” (“lomaia ruki, nachala prosit’. Ranee ona nikogda i ni u kogo ne

6

An obvious autobiographical element – Chekhov's grandfather was also a serf.
This is one more autobiographical detail. Chekhov’s father, being impractical, became financially
ruined in Taganrog and moved to Moscow in order to avoid debtor’s prison.
8
Originally Zebrovye, suggesting their kind is becoming exotic, out of place, remote as the zebras in
Africa.
7

4
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prosila”; 398). Ironically, Egorushka’s “girlfriend,” the lowly, adulterous and predatory
Kaleria, who anticipates Natasha’s conduct in the Three Sisters, tells Marusia: “With
such poverty as yours you shouldn’t put on airs (“lomat’sia”), but bow your head
(“klaniat’sia”) before decent people” (423). Against this background of a decaying
family, Marusia is shown falling in love with the doctor who behaves without feeling or
emotion until it is too late. “Flowers will not bloom in late autumn” (“Ne tsvesti tsvetam
pozdnei osen’iu”; 431), comments the narrator, bringing to a close this early treatment
of the theme of missed opportunity.
INTERTEXTUALITY AND PARODY OF ROMANTIC
AND TRADITIONAL LITERATURE
In addition to the already mentioned intertextual links, there are textual
allusions to other works. The story begins with the effective “On a certain dark
autumnal afternoon something was happening at the house of the Princess Priklonskii.
The old princess and her daughter Princess Marusia, were standing in the young
prince’s room, wringing their hands and pleading with him. They were pleading as only
unhappy, weeping women can: in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, their honor and his
father’s ashes” (392). Chekhov uses the in medias res technique similar to Tolstoy’s
use of it in Anna Karenina: “Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is
unhappy in its own way. Everything was in confusion in the Oblonskii household.”10
The reader is abruptly introduced to the basic situation: the creditors seek payment of
promissory notes and the old princess and her daughter Marusia plead with prince
Egorushka to abandon his constant drinking and decadent life which exacerbate the
family’s plight. The situation parodies somewhat the turmoil created by the discovered
infidelity of Prince Stepan Arkadievich Oblonskii which opens the action in Anna
Karenina. The men’s common link is their immoral and irresponsible life-style. Both
are also self-centered sybarites. We are told that Egorushka “had just dined, drunk a
bottle of red wine and now, smoking a three-kopeck cigar, was enjoying his rest. The
9

Ironically, the bearer of the name of St. George the Dragonslayer, the Defender, proves to be the one who
accelerates the family’s financial ruin.
10
Tolstoi, L.N., Anna Karenina, Proizvedeniia, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, Chertkov, V.G. et al.,
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most varied emotions and thoughts swarmed through his foggy brain and wretched little
soul … [His mother and sister] hindered him from taking a nap and snoring in peace”
(393). Of Stepan we read: “Three days after the quarrel, Prince Stepan Arkadievich
Oblonskii … woke up at his usual hour, that is, at eight o’clock in the morning…. He
turned his plump, pampered body on the spring sofa, as though he would sink into a
long sleep again; he vigorously embraced the pillow on the other side and buried his
face in it.”11
Textual allusions also exist to Rudin (specifically mentioned by name), The
Bronze Horseman (Mednyi vsadnik), Eugene Onegin, The Possessed (Besy) and Don
Quixote. Marusia, like Natal’ia, is ready to follow Toporkov anywhere: “Oh, I consent!
I am free from all prejudice and I will follow this serf to the end of the world! Let
mother say one word – and I will leave her!” (413; interestingly, although she claims to
be free of prejudices, she still thinks of him as a “serf”).12 Her statement anticipates
Sasha’s similar declaration to Ivanov: “I love you madly…. Without you my life has no
meaning, no happiness, no joy! You are everything to me. ... I’ll go with you to the
ends of the earth, wherever you want me to go, even to the grave.”13 Egorushka thinks
of Kaleria Ivanovna as his Dulcinea, whereas, in fact, she is as gross a parody of
Dulcinea as Egorushka is a parody of Don Quixote. Toporkov’s stance and the
narrator’s reference to him using the italicized pronoun “He,” “He was standing in the
middle of the room, leaning his left hand on the desk … all the poses he ever assumed
seemed particularly majestic” (“On stoial posredi komnaty, opershis’ levoi rukoi o
pis’mennyi stol ... Vse pozy, kotorye on kogda-libo prinimal, vykhodili u nego kak-to
osobenno velichestvenny”; 421), is a parody of romantic descriptions of majestic
heroes, remindful of the opening lines of The Bronze Horseman: “On the shore of

(Nendeln, Liechtenstein: Kraus Reprint, 1972), V. 18, p. 3.
11
Ibid. Interestingly, settling on the name Priklonskie instead of Zebrovye, through its closer similarity to
Oblonskie, Chekhov strengthened in the reader’s mind the association with Anna Karenina.
12
Natalia in Rudin is also ready to leave her mother, when the latter protests her daughter’s possible
marriage to Rudin. She tells her mother: “I would rather die than marry another” and informs Rudin: “If
you were to say to me today, this minute: ‘I love you …. [and] give me your hand and come with me’, …
I would follow you, do you know, I would be ready for all things!” See: I.S. Turgenev, Rudin, Sobranie
sochinenii v 6-ti tomakh, M Eremin et al., eds. (Moscow: Pravda, 1968), Vol. 1, p. 521. Karl Kramer (p.
39) finds a similarity between Mrusia’s readiness to follow Toporkov and Elena’s readiness to follow
Insarov.
13
A. P. Chekhov, Ivanov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem…, P’esy, Vol. 11, Scene 13, Act 2.
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desolate waves / Stood he, with mighty thoughts elate, / gazing in the distance” (“Na
beregu pustynnykh voln / Stoial on, dum velikikh poln, / I vdal’ gliadel”).14 Although
Turgenev does not italicize the pronoun “on,” we find some similarity in his description
of Rudin: “[Natal’ia] suddenly caught sight of Rudin’s stately figure as he stood
picturesquely on the dam.”15 Italicized pronouns are used numerous other times in
“Late-Blooming Flowers” for the same effect, e.g.: “Her lovely image” (“Ee chudnyi
obraz”; 393); “Why and when had he fallen in love with her?” (“Za chto i kogda on
poliubil ee?”); “[Marusia] trying in her imagination to picture his face…” (“[Marusia],
staraias’ narisovat’ v svoem voobrazhenii ego litso...”; 413); “Even here Marusia found
justification for his action” (“Marusia i tut nashla opravdanie ego postupku”; 416);
“He had found her to be sick” (“On priznal ee bol’noi”; 425); “She [saw] … flashing
before her eyes his head, hands, mallet” (“Mel’kala ego golova, mel’kali ruki,
molotochek ...”; 427); and “Came tumbling onto the couch his prescriptions, his visiting
cards” (“posypalis’ na divan ego retsepty, ego kartochki”; 429).
In addition to the aforementioned parodic descriptions, it is in Marusia’s
portrayal that we recognize genuine parody of romantic literature. To his credit,
Chekhov reveals Marusia’s character through various points of view – observations
provided by her mother, her brother, Kaleriia Ivanovna, Nikifor, Dr. Toporkov and the
ubiquitous narrator.

We also hear her personal views, self-assessments and inner

monologues. Only several details, in nearly rhymed form, are used to sketch her
physical appearance: she is “pretty like the heroine of an English novel, with flaxen
ringlets and large intelligent eyes the color of the southern sky” (“khoroshen’kaia, kak
geroinia angliiskogo romana, s chudnymi kudriami l’nianogo tsveta, s bol’shimi
umnymi glazami tsveta iuzhnogo neba”; 392-93). Her description is remindful of
Ol’ga’s description in Eugene Onegin: “Her sky-blue eyes, / Her smile, flaxen hair”
(“Glaza, kak nebo, golubye, / Ulybka, lokony l’nianye”).16 We recall that Ol’ga is also a
stereotype romantic heroine whom the narrator dismisses: “Oh, Ol’ga’s every trait …
14

A.S. Pushkin, The Bronze Horseman, “Introduction” (Vstuplenie), Sobranie sochinenii v 10-ti tomakh,
D.D. Blagoi et al., eds. (Moscow: GIKHL, 1960), Vol. 3, p. 285. The parody of the romantic hero and
heroine is strengthened by the sentence describing Marusia that immediately precedes the description of
Toporkov: “[Marusia] shivered like a hen does when it is plunged into cold water. He was standing…”
(421).
15
Rudin, p. 518.
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But glance in any novel / you’ll discover / Her portrait there: it’s charming, true / I
liked it once myself, / But now I am really fed up with it. / Allow me, dear reader, / To
speak about her older sister” (“Vse v Ol’ge ... no liuboi roman / Voz’mite i naidete
verno / Ee portret: on ochen’ mil, / Ia prezhde sam ego liubil, / No nadoel on mne
bezmerno. / Pozvol’te mne, chitatel’ moi, / Zaniat’sia starsheiu sestroi”).17 And it is
Tat’iana’s thoughts, emotions and actions that Marusia’s resemble most closely. Just as
Tat’iana confesses her love for Onegin, Marusia confesses her love for Toporkov
(anticipating similar confessions by Verochka for Ognev and Sasha for Ivanov).
Tat’iana’s waiting for Onegin’s reply to her letter is echoed in Marusia’s waiting for
Toporkov to visit her. First, we notice their common habit of spending time sitting by
the window: “Oftentimes Tat’iana alone all day / Would sit in silence by the window”
(“Tat’iana chasto tselyi den’ odna / Sidela mo1cha u okna”).18 Compare this to
Marusia’s: “Sitting for hours by the window and staring aimlessly out into the street”
(409). About Tat’iana’s waiting we read: “The day has passed: he’s not replying. /
Another day has come: still no reply. / Shadow-pale, dressed since morning, / Tat’iana
waits: when will the answer come?” (“No den’ protek, i net otveta. / Drugoi nastal: vse
net kak net. Bledna, kak ten’, s utra odeta, Tat’iana zhdet: kogda zh otvet?”).19
Compare this to Marusia’s waiting: “The next morning Marusia, dressed simply but
with taste and not without coquetry, sat down at the window and waited … But he did
not come on Sunday either. A month passed, and two, and three, and still he did not
come … Why hasn’t he come yet?” (416). The exasperating metaphor used to convey
her anguish parodies Tat’iana’s suffering: “Cats, not the ordinary kind but ones with
long yellow claws, tore at her heart” (416).
When Tat’iana falls in love with Onegin we are told: “Alas! Now, days and
nights,… / All is filled with him; everything with magic power / Speaks ceaselessly of
him to the dear maid.”20 Further we learn: “Everything fused for the tender dreamer /
Into one image / Into Onegin’s image.”21 Similarly, Marusia’s mind is totally obsessed
16

A. S. Pushkin, Eugene Onegin, Sobranie sochinenii…, Vol. 4, Chapt. 2, Stanza XXIII, p. 46.
Ibid.
18
Ibid., Chapt. 2, Stanza XXV, p. 47.
19
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza XXXVI, p. 72.
20
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza VIII, p. 57.
21
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza IX, p. 58.
17
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with Toporkov: “She dreamed of Toporkov … This dream became her whole life”
(417). Dreams, a basic feature of romantic literature (recall Tat’iana’s and Natal’ia’s
dreams), constitute an important part of Marusia’s existence. However, the complete
citation of Marusia’s just mentioned dream, illustrates the parodic, ridicluous character
of her dream: “She dreamed of Toporkov in all his aspects: in his sleigh, in his furs,
without his furs, sitting down, striding importantly along” (417). It is worth noting
Turgenev’s remark about Natal’ia: “Natal’ia knows all of Pushkin by heart.”22 It is
apparent that Marusia is well acquainted with both Rudin and Eugene Onegin. She
exhorts her “debauchee,” “drunken sot” brother to change his ways by speaking to him
of Rudin: “And Marusia (forgive her, reader) remembered Turgenev’s Rudin, and
proceeded to talk about him to Egorushka” (393).23 The narrator’s remark clearly
ridicules Marusia’s attempt to help her brother relying on knowledge gained from
traditional literature. We read about Tat’iana: “From early youth she liked romances; /
They replaced all else for her; / She grew to love / both Richardson’s and Rousseau’s
deceptions” (“Ei rano nravilis’ romany; / oni ei zameniali vse; / Ona vliublialasia v
obmany / I Richardsona i Russo”).24 When Marusia misinterprets Toporkov’s behavior
we learn: “Not for nothing had she read so many novels in which people took a wife or
a husband to spite those they loved, so that they would be made to understand, or be
piqued, or sorely wounded” (416). Marusia’s thoughts and conduct underscore her
naiveté and make obvious the fact that she knows life solely from literature, just as
Vasil’ev does in “A Nervous Breakdown.”
A common physical characteristic revealing the romantic heroine’s emotional
state or excitement is her face turning extremely pale or various shades of red. This
characteristic, by now an obvious literary cliché (we recall Natal’ia’s description:
“When she saw Rudin, Natal’ia blushed a little”; “Natal’ia’s face was tinged with a
crimson flush”; “Natal’ia’s cheeks flushed a little and her eyes sparkled”; “Natal’ia
flamed up”25), is highly overused in “Late-Blooming Flowers” to create a parodic
effect, e.g.: Marusia “turned pale” (411; compare: “[Tat’iana] pale like a shadow”;

22

Rudin, p. 509.
For an interesting article regarding Chekhov’s parody of Rudin in “Verochka” (1887), see Joseph L.
Conrad, “ex,” Slavic and East European Journal, 14 (1970): 465-74.
24
Eugene Onegin, Chapt. 2, Stanza XXIX, p. 48.
23
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“Natal’ia’s lips grew pale”); “Her pale face was contorted with despair” (423); “The
faces of the princess and Marusia became white as a sheet” (395); Marusia “blushed”
(403); “Red patches appeared on [Marusia’s] face” (422); “And a red glow … spread
over her face and neck” (428); “The princess turned red from envy” (408); “The
princess turned scarlet” (412) and so on. Marusia possesses one more characteristic trait
of romantic and traditional heroines – all of them often cry, for example: “Marusia
spent whole evenings … shed[ding] tears” (423; compare: “Natal’ia … cried bitterly”;
“Natal’ia covered her face with her hands and burst into tears”; “[Nata’lia’s] eyes …
flashed through her tears”26). It appears that Marusia’s mother is especially prone to
crying: “The princess’s pillow was as usual never dry from her tears. By day the
princess stood firm but at night she gave full vent to her tears and wept the whole night
through” (408-09).
Love of music, particularly that of romantic composers, is a typical
characteristic of romantic heroines. Whereas Rudin appreciates music and Natal’ia is
fond of playing music of the Austrian romantic Schubert, Marusia plays a waltz from
the Polish romantic, Chopin, which elicits no response from Toporkov except for
comic, loud sounds of swallowing his tea.27 The description is typically Gogolian.
Something insignificant and totally ridiculous is given prominent attention and
described in semi-elevated style with alliteration for emphasis: “A sepulchral silence
fell, broken now and again by sounds of swallowing. Toporkov swallowed very loudly.
Apparently he was not shy about it, and drank as he felt like doing. In swallowing his
tea he made noises much resembling the sound ‘glee.’ Each swallow seemed to drop
from the inside of his mouth down a kind of precipice and there splashed against some
large smooth object” (“Tishina votsarilas’ grobovaia, izredka narushaemaia
glotatel’nymi zvukami. Toporkov glotal ochen’ gromko. On, vidimo, ne stesnialsia i pil,
25

Rudin, pp. 479, 465, 504.
Ibid., pp. 491, 521.
27
We recall the noisy scene in “Ionych” (1898), where similarly the young and naïve Ekaterina Ivanovna
plays the piano for Dr. Startsev, whose mercenary goals remind us of Toporkov’s goals. With obvious
derision at both the hero’s and heroine’s expense the narrator informs us that Ekaterina Ivanovna “ struck
the keys with both hands. Then she immediately struck them again … and she kept hitting the same place
as if she did not mean to stop until she had driven those keys right inside the instrument. Startsev, as he
listened, pictured a fall of rocks down a high mountain: on, on they tumbled while he very much wished
they wouldn’t. Yet, Ekaterina, …greatly attracted him” (10: 26-27). The irony is that, although
Ekaterina’s “destruction” of the piano caused Startsev physical discomfort, he found her attractive.
26
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kak khotel. Glotaia, on izdaval zvuki, ochen’ pokhozhie na zvuk ‘gly.’ Glotok, kazalos’,
izo rta padal v kakuiu-to propast’ i tam shlepalsia obo chto-to bolshoe, gladkoe; 405
emphasis added). The juxtaposition of music by Chopin and the sounds of Toporkov’s
swallowing ending with “He swallowed for the last time, got up and picked up his hat”
(“On sdelal poslednii glotok, podnialsia i vzialsia za shliapu; 407 emphasis added),
creates a marvelous comic effect.

STRUCTURE
Structurally the story is segmented into three chapters (followed by a two-part
epilogue), like three acts in a play, each opening with a nature description. Despite
Thomas Winner’s claim that the story’s structure is “traditional,”28 its symmetry and
parallelism produce a positive impression. The parallelism of Dr. Toporkov’s four visits
to the Priklonskii house is carefully balanced by Marusia’s four visits to see the doctor.
The visits are well motivated and in each case, the fourth visit has significant
consequences. Moreover, already here Chekhov’s dramatic skill is apparent: each
chapter is divided into clearly delineated scenes and each ends on a natural curtain.29
After Egorushka brings Kaleriia to his house, there follows an alternation of scenes
depicting the decline of the house and Marusia’s visits to Toporkov. In this early work
we see how Chekhov utilizes the “repeated episode” as a compositional device.
Marusia’s visits repeat because during all of them, except for the last one, she is
unsuccessful in revealing her feelings for the doctor. That is why it may appear that
“nothing happens” during these visits, but it is clear, that every episode leads to a
cumulative effect and motivates Marusia’s declaration of love.30
STYLISTIC FEATURES

28

Thomas Winner, Chekhov and His Prose…, p. 22.
Winner’s criticism of the story’s “traditional structure” appears questionable. Moreover, his claim
that “the compositional relationship of the nature scenes to the rest of the story is mechanical” (p.24), is a
clear overstatement.
30
Marusia’s confession of love for Toporkov is foreshadowed and later motivated by the following
details: during her second visit to Toporkov the narrator observes that patients leave his exam room “as
if following a confession, completely happy, as though released from some unbearable burden” (421).
29
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In addition to its impressive structure, “Late-Blooming Flowers” is interesting
for its style and literary devices, including irony, employed by the young author. A
prominent stylistic feature in “Late-Blooming Flowers” which later became a distinct
trait of Chekhov’s style is the repeated use of triods or syntagmas consisting of three
grammatical elements often in the form of parataxis, which reinforce significantly the
rhythm and musicality of the work, e.g.: “The servants had to carry, undress, cover up
the [master]” (395); “debauchee brother, retired hussar, Prince Egorushka” (393);
“Who could refuse to believe a word of honor, a desperate oath and the kissing of the
icon” ( 394); “He was so handsome, so clever and so distinguished” (“On tak krasiv,
umen i tak znaten” [rhythm is furthered through frequent use of short form adjectives];
394); “Egorushka, greenish-white, disheveled, terribly thin” (396); “Egorushka was
lying under a heavy flannel blanket, breathing heavily, shivering and tossing from side
to side” (396); “They were pleading … in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, their
honor and his father’s ashes” (392); “Toporkov … spent his time tapping, listening and
scolding” (400); “a clear, translucent, slightly frosty day”; “and with the cold, and with
the damp and with heavy galoshes” (401); “the light played over the rugs, the chairs,
the grand piano” (401); “winter with its crackling frosts, snowdrifts and icicles” (408);
and “to understand, be piqued, or sorely wounded” (416).
Rhythmic Prose
One of the most impressive stylistic features of “Late-Blooming Flowers” is its
rhythmic prose and frequent use of alliteration: Consider the rhythm evident in the
description of Dr. Toporkov’s first visit:
Toporkov kashlem dal znat’ o svoem prikhode i
nikomu ne klaniaias’, poshel v komnatu bol’nogo.
Poshel on cherez zalu, gostinuiu i stolovuiu,
ni na kogo ne gliadia, vazhno, po-generalski,
na ves’ dom skripia svoimi siiaiushchimi sapogami.
Ego ogromnaia figura vnushala uvazhenie.
On byl staten, vazhen, predstavitelen
i chertovski pravilen, tochno iz slonovoi kosti vytochen.
Her fourth and final visit occurs “on one of those Shrovetide days,” that is, the time for confession prior
to the beginning of Lent.
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Zolotye ochki i do krainosti ser’eznoe, nepodvizhnoe litso
dopolniali ego gordelivuiu osanku..
Vse – barskoe, krasivoe i dazhe dzentel’menskoe,
Litso rozovoe, krasivoe i dazhe, esli verit’ ego
patsientkam, ochen’ krasivoe.
Sheia belaia kak u zhenshchiny,
volosy miagki, kak shelk i krasivy
no k sozhaleniiu, podstrizheny...
Litso krasivoe, no slishkom sukhoe i slishkom ser’eznoe
Dlia togo chtoby kazat’sia priiatnym.
Ono, sukhoe, ser’eznoe i nepodvizhnoe
nichego ne vyrazhalo, krome sil’nogo utomleniia
tselodnevnym, tiazhelym trudom
(435-36 arrangement and emphasis added).
(Toporkov announced his arrival with a cough and
Without greeting anyone set out for the patient’s room.
He passed through the hall, the drawing room and the dining room
without looking at anyone, imperiously, with the air of a general,
the whole house squeaking under his gleaming boots.
His massive figure commanded respect.
He was stately, pompous, impressive,
with devilishly regular features, as if carved out of ivory.
His gold-rimmed spectacles and immobile, extremely stern face
added to his haughty bearing. …
Everything about him was aristocratic, even ‘gentlemanly.’
His face was ruddy, handsome, and even if one is to believe his
female patients, very handsome.
His neck was as white as a woman’s,
his hair was soft as silk and beautiful,
but regrettably, cropped short…
His face was handsome, but too dry and grave
to seem pleasant.
Dry, grave and immobile,
it expressed nothing except the extreme fatigue
of a hard, full day’s work).
Employing several key details in the description of the hero’s portrait, typical

for the mature Chekhov, is also evident here. In the course of the story “coughing”
(“pokashlivanie”), “measured step” (“mernyi shag”), and “staccato speech”
(“otchekanivaiushchii golos”) become his distinctive traits. Also, the author noticeably
uses rhythmic prose in those instances where rhythm corresponds to what is described
and creates a vivid impression. This rhythm immediately captures the reader’s attention
to what is being related. Chekhov is particularly successful in describing the resonant,
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squeaking sound produced by Toporkov’s boots by capitalizing upon the alliteration
and assonances of the onomatopoeic phrase “skripiia svoimi siiaiushchimi sapogami.”
The description of Nikolai Semenovich Toporkov is remindful of the
description of Nikolai Vsevolodovich Stavrogin in The Possessed, suggesting a parody
of Dostoevsky’s hero: “I was struck by his face. His handsome head of black hair was
somehow a bit too black, his light eyes were perhaps too steady, his complexion too
smooth and delicate, and his cheeks too rosy and healthy; his teeth were like pearls and
his lips like coral. This sounds like a strikingly beautiful face, but in reality it was
repulsive rather than beautiful.”31
The parody is reinforced as we recall another similarity – Stavrogin, the
extremely proud and haughty “devil” (“bes”), has rejected God and his value system.
The proud and haughty, “devilishly correct” (“chertovski pravilen”) Toporkov who
abandoned his seminary studies also appears to be associated with the devil, working
for and pursuing only money and seeking to buy an even larger house than the
“devilishly large house” (“chertovski bol’shoi dom”) he already owns. He has replaced
spiritual goals by purely materialistic ones. Only the sight of banknotes he receives
from the princess brings “a bright glow, something like the radiance with which holy
men are depicted” (403), on his otherwise expressionless, motionless face (also true of
Stavrogin’s face). Fewer details would have sufficed Chekhov, the mature artist, to
convey the haughty and cold personality of this, in the old princess’s words, “wooden
individual” (“dereviannyi chelovek”).
Several additional passages illustrate the alliterative quality of the text:
Sny snilis’ im, kogda oni usnuli, samye voskhititel’nye.
Spiashchie,oni ulybalis’ ot schast’ia, – tak khoroshi byli sny!
Ètimi snami sud’ba, po vsei veroiatnosti, zaplatila im za te
uzhasy, kotorye oni perezhili na sleduiushchii den’. Sud’ba
ne vsegda skupa: inogda i ona platit vpered (395).
Na podnose, v serebriannykh podstakanchikakh, stoiali dva stakana:
odin dlia doktora, drugoi dlia Egorushki. Vokrug stakanov, sobliudaia
stroguiu simmetriu, stoiali molochniki s syrymii toplenymi slivkami,
sakhar, s shchipchikami, kruzhki limona s vilochkoi i biskvity (404).

31

F.M. Dostoevskii, Sobranie sochinenii v desiati tomakh, L.P. Grossman et al, eds. (Moscow: GIKHL,
1957), Vol. 7 Part 1, Chapt. VII, p. 46.
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I kogda ... Marusia metalas’ v posteli i chuvstvovala vsem svoim
sushchestvom, kak zhglo ee schast’e. Svakha khodila po kupecheskim
domam i shchedroiu rukoiu rassypala doktorskie fotografii (414
emphases added).

Repeated Details
Use of repeated details and incidents, key features of Chekhov’s mature style
are already in evidence here.32 The title word “flowers”

(“tsvety”) and its

morphologically related forms and connotations (including the word for “color”
[“tsvet”]) run through the fabric of the story like a red thread: “flaxen [color] ringlets”
(“kudri...l’nianogo tsveta”; 392); “eyes the color of the southern sky” (“glaza tsveta
iuzhnogo neba”; 392-93); “[Egorushka’s] colorless face”

(“bestsvetnoe litso

[Egorushki]”; 409); “How … colorless … it was” (“Kak poshlo, bestsvetno”; 410);
“[Marusia] … began to drag out her monotonous colorless life” (“[Marusia] zatianula
skuchnuiu, bestsvetnuiu zhizn’”; 417); “The matchmaker’s red kerchief with yellow
flowers” (“Platok svakhi s zheltymi tsvetami; 411); “Flowers will not bloom in late
autumn!” (Ne tsvesti tsvetam pozdnei osen’iu!; 431 emphasis added); even the name of
the establishment Egorushka frequents is Chateau des Fleurs.33 The fact that Marusia
weaves a rose-colored ribbon in her hair when she waits for Toporkov, then, following
some time, removes it because he does not come, and again puts it in her hair when she
goes to see Toporkov the last time in order to confess her love for him, is an excellent
example of subtle and precise use of seemingly insignificant repeated details in order to

32

Lawrence Senelick, “Letter,” The Bulletin of the North American Chekhov Society, Vol. XI, No. 1
(Summer 2003), p. 13, notes that “Chekhov, especially in his later works, uses the repetition of key
words as a means of knitting up their texture. “Late-Blooming Flowers” demonstrates convincingly that
even in his earliest works, Chekhov used repetition of key words for the same purpose.
33
Donald Rayfield (Anton Chekhov: A Life), p. 90, claims erroneously that the “belated blossoms”
(“tsvety zapozdalye”) represent the Priklonskii family, “a patrician family fallen on hard times.” As was
noted earlier, the title employs the same words present in A.N. Apukhtin’s well-known romance which,
as is generally true of other romances, focuses on unhappy or unsuccessful love. Moreover, the narrator
uses the term “belated blossoms” precisely at the inception of the story thereby effectively
foreshadowing its eventual failure, as is true of most romances. According to the Bol’shaia sovetskaia
entsiklopedia, Vol. 36, p. 581: “In his lyric Apukhtin repeatedly returns to the theme of unsuccessful
love. Many of Apukhtin’s works s were arranged into musical compositions and became popular
romances (“Senseless Nights” [“Nochi bezumnye”] and others.” In his essay on the “Romance (romans)”
in Handbook of Russian Literature, Victor Terras ed. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press,
1985), p. 372, Mark Artshuller notes, that the romance of the middle of the 19th century “is distinguished
by a heightened emotionality, passion, and the theme of love and death.” “Tsvety zapozdalye,” words
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convey her emotional state.
Two repeated details, often used in combination, which dominate the text and
strengthen the motivation of Toporkov’s awakening at the end of the story, are the
detail of “eyes” mentioned 47 times and the numerous references to “the face,”
particularly “reading of the face.” Marusia’s eyes are mentioned specifically 29 times.
The power of her charismatic eyes to communicate and stir emotions in Toporkov is
good evidence of Chekhov’s understanding of human physiognomy and psychology.
Examples of “reading of the face” for information include: “On [Toporkov’s] face she
read intelligence, a tremendous knowledge and weariness. It was impossible to forget
this face” (“Na litse [Toporkova] ona chitala i um, i massu znanii, i utomlenie. Litsa
ètogo nel’zia bylo zabyt’”; 410 emphasis added); “Deep sadness reflected this morning
on Marusia’s face” (“Neprokhodimaia pechal’ ... svetilas’ v èto utro na litse Marusi;
418); “A struggle can be read on her face” (Na ee litse ... chitaetsa bor’ba; 418);
“[Marusia] … pictured to herself her brother’s face and tried hard to read in it some
grace, … but she did not succeed in reading anything in his lusterless face” (“[Marusia]
… sililas’ prochest’ na [litse brata] chto-nibud’ stroinoe ..., no nichego ne udavalos’
prochest’ ei na ètom bestsvetnom litse”; 409); “[The old princess liked] Toporkov’s
‘positive quality,’ which she succeeded reading in the doctor’s face” (“[Kniagine
nravilas’] polozhitel’nost’ [Toporkova], kotoruiu ona uspela prochest’ na litse doktora;
402); “[Marusia] had to read on the doctor’s face what impression her playing had
made on him” (“[Maruse] nuzhno bylo prochest’ na litse doktora: kakoe vpechatlenie
proizvela na nego ee igra?”; 407 emphasis added).
The juxtaposition of Nikifor’s and Toporkov’s recollections, and the role that
eyes and “reading of the face” play in each scene, effectively strengthen the motivation
for Toporkov’s awakening. As Marusia listens to Nikifor, “on the face of the old
servant she read all that he was telling her about her father, her mother, about the estate.
She listened peering into his face and she felt a great longing to live, to be happy, to
fish in the same river her mother had fished in… The river, the fields beyond the river,
from Apukhtin’s romance, therefore serve as a very apt title foreshadowing Marusia’s and Toporkov’s
love and her tragic death.
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the forest a deep blue beyond the fields, and over all this the sun shining, tender and
warm … How wonderful to be alive!” (426). Marusia is able to read in Nikifor’s face
all that he says and it stirs her longing to relive the past and stimulates her desire to live
and experience the future. This experience as well as her deteriorating health, motivate
her last visit to see Toporkov. Compare this scene to the one in which Marusia declares
her love for Toporkov and her face, particularly her eyes, stir long suppressed emotions
in him: “He … was reading the entreaty in her eyes and feeling himself to be in a most
frightful position. His heart was pounding, and something unprecedented and strange
was taking place within his mind. A thousand unbidden memories came to life in his
heated brain. Where did they spring from? Was it possible that they had been called
forth by those eyes with their love and entreaty? … And what eyes!” (429-30).
Moreover we are told that Marusia’s “eyes, full of love and entreaty, came to rest on
[Toporkov’s] face. She was gazing at him like a young wounded animal” – an image
which produces a powerful effect on Toporkov.34 As the doctor reviews his wasted
past, we are reminded of Onegin’s realization: “He killed eight years thus like a dunce
– / The flower (“tsvet”) of life that blooms but once” (“Vot kak ubil on vosem’ let, /
Utratia zhizni luchshii tsvet”; emphasis added).35
It is interesting to compare the effects of two confessions of love –Tatiana’s for
Onegin and Marusia’s for Toporkov. Tat’iana’s: “But Onegin’s heart was stricken /
When Tania’s tender message came; / Its girlish fire began to quicken / A swarm of
thoughts exempt from blame. / Again her pale face looms before him, / Her melancholy
eyes adore him – / And as on these his fancy dwelt. / Perhaps he briefly knew the fever
/ That thrilled him in the days gone by”36 (“No poluchiv poslan’e Tani, / Onegin zhivo
tronut byl: / Iazyk devicheskikh mechtanii / V nem dumy roem vozmutil; / I vspomnil on
Tat’iany miloi / I blednyi tsvet i vid unylyi; / I v sladostnyi, bezgreshnyi son / Dushoiu
pogruzilsia on. / Byt’ mozhet, chuvstvii pyl starinnyi / Im na minutu ovladel”; emphasis
added). And in the next stanza Onegin muses: “Your candor filled me with confusion; /
34

The effect the “wounded animal” image produces on Toporkov anticipates the effect the wounded
woodcock’s eyes had made on Chekhov while he was hunting with Levitan at Melikhovo in 1892.
35
Evgenii Onegin,Chapt. 4, Stanza IX, p. 77.
36
Alexander Pushkin, The Poems, Plays and Prose of Alexander Pushkin, Selected and Edited, with an
Introduction by Avrahm Yarmolinsky, Babette Deutch tr. (New York: The Modern Library, n.d.), Chapt.
4, Stanza XI, p. 185.
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I read a shy, confiding word, /And feelings, long quiescent, stirred” (“Mne vasha
iskrennost’ mila; / Ona v volnenie privela / Davno umolknuvshie chuvstva”).37
After Marusia tells Toporkov “I love you” the second time, we learn: “The
doctor … blushed for the first time in all the years of his practice … Never had he
heard such words and in such a form from any of his women patients! Nor from any
woman at all! Had he heard right? … His heart began to beat turbulently and knock
against his side … Toporkov, flushed, and with a beating heart [remindful of Marusia’s
“stuchashchee serdtse” (414)], softly went up to her and undid her laces … Out of all
the ribbons, the minute openings, and the tiniest folds of her clothing came tumbling
onto the couch his prescriptions, his visiting cards and his photographs” (428-29
emphasis Chekhov’s). To tone down the melodrama and sentimentalism the narrator
interjects: “The doctor threw water on her face” (429). Moreover, Marusia’s words “Let
me have some tea,” uttered during a very emotional moment, also significantly
decrease sentimentality38 and parody the intensely emotional moments in romantic
literature. As Marusia repeats the third time “I love you!” the narrator adds: “And her
eyes, full of love and entreaty, came to rest on his face … A thousand unbidden
memories came to life in his heated brain” (429). The circle is closed as Toporkov
proceeds to recall his past, details mentioned in the opening of the story are repeated
(429) and the focus on Marusia’s eyes in the opening of the story is repeated in its
closing.
Diminutives and Hyperbolic Expressions
The story’s style is also characterized by extensive use of diminutives,
hyperbolic expressions and clichés (all characteristic of traditional and especially
romantic literature). Examples of diminutives: Egorushka’s “wretched little soul”
(“noiushchaia dushonka”; 393); “blinked his tiny eyes” (“migal glazkami”; 402); “tiny
little man, largely made up of a very big bald, foolish piggy tiny eyes and small round
paunch” (“malen’kii chelovechek, sostoiashchii iz ochen’ bol’shoi lysiny, glupykh
svin’iikh glazok i kruglogo zhivotika”; 396); “a tiny notion” (“malen’kaia ideika”; 404);

37

Evgenii Onegin, Chapt. 4, Stanzas XI and XII, p. 78.
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“wretched little people” (“nichtozhnymi liudishkami” (409); “petty tradesmen”
(“kupchishkami”; 409); “wonderful little horses” (“chudnye loshadki”; 410); “little
mother-princess” (“matushka-kniaginiushka”; 412); “wretched quack” (“lekarishka”;
412). Examples of hyperbolic expressions: “with a palpitating heart” (“s zamiraniem
serdtsa”; 399); “outraged to the depths of their soul” (“vozmushcheny do glubiny
dushi”; 397); “respected by everyone … liked by everyone … accepted by everyone”
(“vsemi uvazhaem ... vsemi liubim… vezde priniat’”; 392); “convinced to the point of
fanaticism” (“uverena do fanatizma”; 393); “In every wrinkle of Egorushka’s face there
were a thousand secrets” (“V kazhdoi morshchinke Egorushkinogo litsa sidela tysiacha
tain”; 414); “spoke all European languages” (“govoril na vsekh evropeiskich iazykakh”;
394, anticipating Nikolai Stepanovich’s ability to do the same in “A Boring Story”);
“heart … seemed to be beating through the whole house” (“na ves’ dom stuchavshee
serdtse”; 414). Examples of clichés: “Said the old princess, weeping and not drying her
tears” (“Skazala kniaginia, placha i ne utiraia slez”; 392); “works from morning till
night” (“rabotaet ot utra do nochi”; 392); “They were pleading as only unhappy,
weeping women can” (“umoliali oni tak, kak tol’ko mogut umoliat’ neschastnye,
plachushchie zhenshchiny”; 392); “who must now be turning over in his grave” (“Kosti
kotorogo teper’ perevorachivaiutsia v grobu”; 393); “Faces … became white as a
sheet” (“Litsa … stali belye, kak polotno”; 395); “May God punish me” (“Nakazhi
menia bog!”; 394); “Fate is not always miserly; sometimes she even pays in advance”
(“Sud’ba ne vsegda skupa: inogda i ona platit vpered”; 395); “ardently wishing that the
floor would open and swallow her up” (“strastno zhelala provalit’sia skvoz’ zemliu”;
424); “Where there is love there is reckless faith” (“Gde liubov’ – tam

i

besshabashnaia vera”; 394); “As alike as two drops of water” (“Kak dve kapli”; 405);
“under one’s very nose” (“Pod samym nosom”; 409); “knew it very well, like the five
fingers of his own hand” (“znal otlichno, kak svoi piat’ pal’tsev”; 430).
The story contains an interesting example of metonymy and pseudo-classical
paraphrase for comic effect. Doctor Ivan Adol’fovich is described in nearly Gogolian
38

N. Orlovskii, “zabytye rasskazy Antoshi Chekhonte,” Severnoe siianie, 1909, No. 4, p. 24, quoted in A.P.
Chudakov, Chekhov’s Poetics, p. 26, exaggerates this event, claiming, that in “Late-Blooming Flowers,”
Chekhov “paid tribute … to pure sentimentalism.”
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terms as “largely made up of a very big bald spot, foolish piggy eyes and a small round
paunch” (396). He not only seems to lack a face; he also seems to lack a definite human
form. His physical details conjure up an image of a balloon rather than a person, and
accordingly, when he takes his leave, he disappears like air out of a pierced balloon:
“He thanked them, became embarrassed, coughed and vanished (“uletuchilsia”) into
thin air” (397). Chekhov appears to be deflating the image that German doctors had in
Russia at the time. To ridicule the princess’s and Marusia’s false hope that Egorushka
will reform, using an elevated style completely inappropriate for the subject, an allusion
is made to the New Jerusalem: “the two of them, radiant like the Isrealites of old
celebrating the new Jerusalem, went forth to celebrate the new Egorushka” (394). Of
course the reader recalls that the New Jerusalem was later again destroyed. Therefore,
the comparison clearly foreshadows Egorushka’s subsequent downfall.
Formulas
“Late-Blooming Flowers” reveals Chekhov’s fondness for using “formulas”
which also contribute to the musicality of the text, e.g.: “Marusia and Egorushka fixed
their eyes on their mother” (“Marusia i Egorushka vpilis’ glazami v mat’”; 403); “The
old princess, Marusia and Egorushka fixed their eyes on the doctor’s back” (“Kniaginia,
Marusia i Egorushka vpilis’ glazami v doktorskuiu spinu”; 403); “Toporkov … fixed
his questioning eyes on Marusia’s face” (“Toporkov ... vpilsia svoimi voprositel’nymi
glazami v litso Marusi”; 421); “Matters became ever worse and worse, money ever
scarcer and scarcer” (“Dela stanovilis’ vse khuzhe i khuzhe. Deneg stanovilos’ vse
men’she i men’she”; 408); “Money was scarcer and scarcer all the time, but
Egorushka indulged himself more and more” (“Deneg stanovilos’ vse men’she i
men’she, a Egorushka kutil vse bol’she i bol’she”; 409 emphases added).
Animal Similes
Chekhov uses animal similes, a typically Gogolian trait, in portraying characters
in “Late-Blooming Flowers” as he will in many later works, e.g., “Chameleon,” “The
Man in a Case,” “Ionych,” “Thieves,” and others. We find the following references:
Marusia: “puppy” (“sobachenka”), “hen” (“kuritsa”), “she gazed at him like a wounded
animal” (“ona gliadela kak podstrelennyi zverek”); Egorushka: “goose” (“gus’”),
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“rabbit-like eyes” (“krolich’e glaza”), “fishlike face” (“ryb’ia fizionomia”), “dog”
(“sobaka”), “dog’s enthusiasm” (“sobachii vostorg”), “calflike rapture” (“teliachii
vostorg”),

“acting the parrot” (popugaichal); Dr. Ivan Adol’fovich: “piggy eyes”

(“svin’ie glazki”); Toporkov: “beast” (“skotina”); the old princess: “duck” (“utka”);
Kaleria: “crayfishlike eyes” (“rach’ie glaza”), “pig” (“sviniia”; emphases added). The
deprecating simile describing Egorushka “dangl[ing] in the waiter’s arms like a
slaughtered goose on its way to the kitchen” (395), is juxtaposed for comic effect to
“the waiter … was holding in his arms the aristocratic body of prince Egorushka, dead
drunk” (395). Furthermore, for even a greater comic effect, these comments are
juxtaposed to the dreams the princess and Marusia have of Egorushka: “in a general’s
magnificent uniform and Marusia in her sleep was applauding her brother for a brilliant
speech he had just made” (395).

Syncretism
Syncretism of sense impressions including color, sounds, and smells is
employed in the work very effectively. Utilization of the combination of diverse
sensory phenomena in this experimental work foreshadows the significant role
syncretism will play in Chekhov’s later works such as “Typhus,” “The Steppe,”39
“Thieves,” “The Bishop,” and many others. Chekhov, a man of the senses, engages the
reader’s senses and makes the latter involved especially visually and aurally as he reads
the story. On one occasion, commenting about nature descriptions, the author advised
A.V. Zhirkevich, an aspiring writer: “Descriptions of nature must above all be pictorial,
so that the reader, reading and closing his eyes, can at once imagine the landscape
depicted.”40 Chekhov the syncretist succeeds doing this masterfully throughout the
story not only when describing nature but other subjects as well. The description of the
matchmaker is a good example of the young Chekhov’s skill at using the syncretic

39

For my analysis of Chekhov’s use of syncretism in “The Steppe,” see: “Syncretism and
Personification in Anton Chekhov’s ‘The Steppe’,” Canadian-American Slavic Studies, Vol. 44, No. 3
(2010): 316-341 (Leiden: BRILL, 2010).
40
Letter to A.V. Zhirkevich dated April 2, 1895, Pis’ma Vol. 6, p. 47.
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approach: “A little old woman tottered/staggered (“vpolzla” [literally “crawled”)41 into
the room … [She] shuffled up (“podpolzla” [literally “crawled up”]) to Egorushka and
suddenly kissed (“chmoknula” [literally “smacked a kiss on”) his chest and his hand …
It seemed to [the princess] that a strong smell of lamp oil came from the old woman.
The old woman began panting, reached (“polezla” [same as the verb for “crawled”])
into her bosom and pulled out a red calico kerchief… They all averted their noses;
from the red kerchief with its yellow flowers came a powerful smell of tobacco” (411
emphases added). Forms of the verb “polzat’” (“to crawl”) conjure up an image of a
snake or a worm crawling. The matchmaker has come to buy “a good” (“tovar,” i.e.
Marusia) for her “merchant” (“kupets,” i.e., Toporkov). The strange almost Gogolian
situation is that the “good” must also provide a 60,000 ruble dowry. The Gogolian
analogy is strengthened by the fact that to Egorushka “the old woman’s head looked
exactly like a little overripe melon (“dynia”), with the stalk upwards” (411). The
“dynia” simile is remindful of the “ogurets” (“cucumber”) and “tykva” (“pumpkin”)
similes in Dead souls: “[Chichikov] saw two faces which peeped … out of the
windows: a female face, in a lace bonnet, long and narrow like a cucumber, and a
man’s face, broad and round like those Moldavian pumpkins called gourds.”42 Chekhov
the colorist uses 13 colors in the story to create vivid impressions in the reader’s mind
of that which is described: “forests show blue” (“sineiut lesa”), “pink ribbon”
(“rozovaia lentochka”), “flaxen hair” (“l’nianye volosy”), “light blue eyes” (“golubye
glaza”), “red kerchief” (“krasnyi platok”), “gold-rimmed glasses” (“zolotye ochki”),
“gray morning” (“seroe utro”), “dark-green Egorushka” (“temno-zelenyi Egorushka”),
“white neck” (“belaia sheia”),

“black horses[literally “crow black”] (“voronye

loshadi”), “turned green before Marusia’s eyes” (“pozelenelo v glazakh Marusi”),
“yellow leaves” (“zheltye list’ia”), “terribly black eyebrows” (“uzhasno chernye
brovi”; emphases added). The author also employs skillfully numerous auditory and
olfactory elements, engaging the reader by vivifying the images for him, often through
the use of onomatopoeic expressions e.g.: “there was a slight noise in his head” (“v

41

Early example of verbal form approximating the device of “verbal suggestion” as defined by Pëtr
Bicilli,in Tvorchestvo Chekhova. Opyt stilisticheskogo analiza, Godishnik na Universiteta sv. Kliment
Okhridski, XXXVIII, No. 6 (Sofia: Istoriko-Filologicheski Fakultet, 1942), pp. 37-40.
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golove slegka shumelo”), “idiotic laughter” (“idiotskii khokhot”), “the sound at the top
of the left lung seemed very dull … a rasping rattle and hard dry breathing could be
heard” (“zvuk u verkhushki levogo legkogo ... slyshalis’ treskuchie khripy i zhestokoe
dykhane”), “a dull sound could be heard” (“tupoi zvuk slyshalsia”), “coughed”
(“pokashlial”),

“struck

the

keys”

(“udarila

po

klavisham”),

and

onomatopoeic/alliterative expressions: “Egorushka whistled” (“Egorushka svistnul”),
“with a loud and horrible crack” (“i s shumom i s strashnym treskom”), “squeaking
with his gleaming boots” (“skripia svoimi siiaiushchimi sapogami”), “rustling [her]
dress” (“shursha plat’em”), “champed [his] lips]” (“chmakal gubami”), “the bell rang
timidly” (“zviaknul zvonok”), “the lock turned” (“shchelknul zamok”), “the door
slammed … and noisily locked”

(“dver’ khlopnula … i s shumom zaperlas’”),

“Marusia let out a scream” (“Marusia vzvizgnula”), “there was a clap of a thunder”
(“grianul grom”), and “resounded … the noise of tea-things and the tinkling of
teaspoons” (“zastuchala chainaia posuda i posypalis’ so zvonom chainye lozhki”;
emphases added).
Chekhov reveals great attention, as he does later in his plays, to the auditory
element of variation or modulation of voice: “rapping out voice” (“otchekanivaiushchii
golos”); “slightly raising [his] voice” (“chutochku vozvysiv golos”); “he said … rapping
out … in …level voice” (“skazal on ... rovnym, otchekanivaiushchim ... golosom”);
“gentle, old woman’s voice” (“miagkim starushech’im golosom”); “trembling voice”
(“drozhashchim golosom”); “he spoke in his measured way, pronouncing each word
distinctly, neither raising nor lowering his voice” (“govoril on ... ne vozvyshaia i ne
ponizhaia golosa”); “Toporkov asked not in his monotonous staccato voice, but gently,
almost tenderly” (“Toporkov sprosil golosom ... ne mernym, ne otchekanivaiushchim, a
miagkim, pochti nezhnym”).
Examples of olfactory elements present in the story also abound: “[His] body
exuded … smell of alcohol” (“ot tela veialo ... spirtnym zapakhom”); “smelled of wine
turned sour” (“pakhlo prokisshim vinom”); “emanating dampness” (“pakhnuvshaia ...
syrost’”); “smell of autumn” (“zapakh oseni”); “smells of lamp oil” (“pachnet

42

N.V. Gogol’, Dead Souls, Mertvye dushi, Sobranie sochinenii v 7-mi tomakh, S.I. Mashinskii et al., ed.
(Moskva: Khudozh. Lit., 1967), Vol. 5, Chapt. 5, p. 110.
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dereviannym maslom”); “came … the smell of tobacco” (“poneslo tabachnym
zapakhom”); “the doctor sniffed the air” (“doktor poniukhal vozdukh”); and the
personification of death: “The house … began to smell of death. Invisible but terrible,
death appeared at the head of both beds, threatening to steal the old princess’s children
from her at any moment” (“zapakhlo smert’iu. Ona, nevidimaia, no strashnaia,
zamelkala u izgolov’ia dvukh krovatei, grozia ezheminutno starukhe-kniagine otniat’ u
nee detei”; 400 emphases added).

Ellipses, Exclamations, Intrusive Narrator
Use of ellipses, exclamations and the narrator’s direct participation in the story
are additional significant parodic elements in “Late-Blooming Flowers.” 143 ellipses
functioning like pauses in a play and a total of 243 exclamations punctuate the 40-page
text. We are reminded of “Life in questions and exclamations” published the same year
(1882) whose text consists entirely of interrogative and exclamatory sentences.
Egorushka speaks almost exclusively in exclamations. A very intrusive, highly
subjective, moralizing narrator,43 typical of romantic and some traditional literature,
e.g., Eugene Onegin, Rudin, repeatedly apostrophizes to the reader e.g.: “Marusia
(forgive her reader!), remembered Turgenev’s Rudin” (393); “probably also a very little
conscience” (394); “‘I am going for treatment’ – she thought. But do not believe her,
reader! Not without cause can a struggle be read in her face”(418); “Imagine her joy,
when on the seventh day of her illness the young princess smiled and said, ‘I’m well
again’” (400); “Go out into the street and your cheeks will glow with a healthy, radiant
color” (401); “Such an existence could not drag on for long. Every story comes to an
end, and this little romance, too, came to an end” (426); “I don’t like the winter and I
don’t believe the person who claims he does. Cold in the street, smoky in the house,
43

According to A. P. Chudakov (Poetika Chekhova…, p. 25): “In stories of 1882 – especially the longer
ones – the narrator merges with the author… During the years 1881-83 Chekhov paid his greatest tribute
to tradition in stories with this type of narrator (“Late Blooming Flowers”…); he used the very devices
that he himself parodied at this time.” However, it is important to keep in mind that “Late-Blooming
Flowers” is a parody and that Chekhov employs an intrusive and moralizing narrator and other devices
typical of romantic literature as part of his extensive parody of romantic literature.
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wet in one’s galoshes. Now harsh like a mother-in-law, now shining like an old maid,
for all its enchanting moonlight nights, troikas, hunts, concerts and balls, winter very
quickly becomes a bore, and it stretches on too long, poisoning more than one homeless
consumptive life” (408). The narrator’s dislike of winter appears to be a polemic with
Pushkin’s Tat’iana’s love of the Russian winter: “Tat’iana, though she could give no
reason, / Was yet a thorough Russian; hence / She loved the Russian winter season /
And its cold white magnificence: / The hoar-frost in the sun a-shimmer, / And
sleighing, and, when light grew dimmer, / The snows still gleaming softly pink, / And
the long evenings black as ink” (“Tat’iana (russkaia dushoiu, / Sama ne znaia
pochemu) / S ee kholodnoiu krasoiu / Liubila russkuiu zimu, / Na solntse inei v den’
moroznyi, I sani, i zareiu pozdnoi /Sian’e rozovykh snegov, I mglu kreshchenskikh
vecherov”).44 The narrator in Evgenii Onegin frequently identifies with Tat’iana
referring to her as “my heroine” (“moia geroinia”), expresses sympathy for her, and
occasionally criticizes her: “Tat’iana, dear Tat’iana! Weeping, / I share the scalding
tears you drop: / Your fate is put into the keeping / Of a most tyrannous young fop”
(“Tat’iana, milaia Tat’iana! S toboi teper’ ia slezy l’iu; Tyv ruki modnogo Tirana / Uzh
otdala sud’bu svoiu”).45 Similarly, the narrator in “Late-Blooming Flowers” overtly
expresses sympathy for Marusia, but also often undermines her views: “The poor girl
was thrown into a raging fever” (413); “This news was too cruel for my little heroine”
(416); “Dragging herself through the wet mud, my heroine was plodding on her way to
Dr. Toporkov’s” (418); “My heroine went quietly to the chair and sat down” (421). “‘I
am going for treatment’ – thought [Marusia]. But do not believe her, reader” (418). It
is Marusia’s assessment of Egorushka that the narrator from the outset contradicts
explicitly and most strongly: “According to [Marusia her brother] … was the
personification of the highest truth…. She was convinced to the point of fanaticism,
that [Egorushka] had a heart which all the good fairies of elfland might envy; She saw
in him an unfortunate, misunderstood, unrecognized man [like Rudin]” (393). Marusia
excused Egorushka’s “drunken debauchery almost with delight.” She believed that her
brother drank because of his “hopeless love” and therefore “in the arms of lewd women

44
45

Eugene Onegin, Chapt. 5, Stanza IV, p. 95.
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza XV, p. 60.
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he was trying to erase her lovely image from his cavalryman’s head” (393). In the
narrator’s opinion Egorushka is a “debauchee brother” and a “drunken sot” (393). Only
after Toporkov’s fourth visit, does Marusia finally recognize Egorushka’s
worthlessness: “What terrible news … her brother is a worthless creature! Trash!”
(409). It should be added that self-blame and justification of others’ negative conduct is
one of Marusia’s characteristic traits.46
The narrator also offers his opinion regarding Kaleria: “Nikifor, in my opinion,
was more correct in calling Kaleriia Ivanovna ‘Kavaleriia’ Ivanovna, and a tart too. He
wholeheartedly despised her and was beside himself whenever he had to wait on her at
the table. He sensed the truth, and the instinct of an old devoted servant told him that
this woman had no place beside his masters” (419). The narrator makes openly critical
comments about Toporkov, at one point even referring to him as “What a beast!”
(“Ètakaia skotina!”; 398). The romantic heroine’s emotional stress or excitement is
parodied in Marusia’s exaggerated and comic behavior. Three times the narrator notes:
“Trembling all over [Marusia] fell into bed [and] buried her head under the pillow”
(413); “Marusia nodded in agreement and hid her pretty head under the pillow” (415);
and “When she got home, Marusia lay down on her bed and hid her head under the
pillow.” This time the narrator explains her habit saying: “as she always did when she
was upset” (422). Despite the narrator’s explanation, her behavior is symptomatic of
her trying to avoid or escape reality which in Chekhov is emblematic of futliarnost’.
Irony
The device of irony plays a prominent role in the story. Marusia exhorts her
debauched, indolent and obviously incorrigible brother “Be a Bogatyr’” (Bogatyrem
bud’! (393).47 We recall Natal’ia’s exhorting Rudin: “You should labor, should strive to
46

As psychologist William M. Grove from the University of Minnesota observed in an interview with me,
Marusia’s “self-condemnation and self-blame, her attribution to others of poor attitude toward her are an
indication of a pathological degree of expression of personal traits which is called compulsion.” Gloria
Leon, another University of Minnesota psychologist, explains Marusia’s conduct as a reflection of
“socially conditioned gender-role stereotypes of the epoch described.” She maintains that “Marusia’s
relations and conduct appear to be the result of her notion of what has to be, a rather persistent and selfdebasing notion, than a direct and open expression of her own needs and feelings.”
47
“Bogatyri” is a tern applied to warriors of ancient Rus’. Most of the stories about “bogatyri” revolve
around the court of Prince Vladimir of Kiev (958-1015). Many Kievan Rus’ epic poems called “byliny”
feature stories about these courageous heroes who had a reputation for defending the ruler and the
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be of benefit to others. Who if not you.”48 And immediately following Marusia’s
exhortation we are informed: “[she] recalled Turgenev’s Rudin and proceeded to talk
about him to Egorushka” (393). Egorushka promises to reform but arrives dead drunk;
the Princess and Marusia imagine that Egorushka “will marry a rich woman and a
beauty” (394); Egorushka counts on Marusia marrying the wealthy Toporkov; the latter
offers to marry Marusia providing she has a dowry of 60,000 rubles. Because she does
not have such dowry, Toporkov marries a wealthy merchant’s daughter49; Toporkov
ends up supporting Egorushka, the parasite and quintessential “poshliak” (a vulgar
person) whom we were told earlier Toporkov “noticeably despised” (405); when
Toporkov receives payment from the princess, the narrator with obvious derision notes
“A bright glow lit up Toporkov’s face, something like the radiance with which holy
men are depicted” (403);50 Marusia’s and her mother’s assessment of Egorushka that he
is “so handsome, so clever and so distinguished” (394), is completely contrary to the
truth; the narrator states ironically that as Marusia spoke “her hands and eyes made a
big exclamation point after each high-flown but sincerely spoken phrase” (401-02).
Although the narrator himself makes extensive use of the exclamation point,
surprisingly, in this instance he does not use one. When the German doctor leaves, we
are told that he “became embarrassed” (“skonfuzilsia”; 397); this verb is also used to
describe the princess and Marusia, the former masters: “Marusia became embarrassed”
(“Marusia skonfuzilas’ ”; 407); “The old princess became embarrassed” (“Kniazhna
skonfuzilas’”; 418); Toporkov, a Russian doctor and their former serf’s son, receives
payment from the princess “without being embarrassed” (“ne konfuzias’”; 403). Only
when faced with Marusia’s declaration of love for him, Toporkov “cleared his throat in
embarrassment” (“konfuzlivo zakashlialsia”; 428).
Russian lands as well as accomplishing great deeds. The irony is huge when Marusia asks Egorushka to
be a “bogatyr.”
48
Rudin, p. 481.
49
The situation is partly autobiographical – Chekhov’s parents expected him to marry Gavrilov’s, a
wealthy merchant’s daughter whom they had personally selected for him. See: David Magarshack,
Chekhov: A Life (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press Publishers, 1970), p. 83. March 24, 1888 Chekhov
wrote to his brother Alexander: “When I thought of marrying Gavrilov’s daughter, I threatened I would
turn father and Aleksei [Dolzhenko] into urchins.” Pis’ma, Vol. 2, p. 217.
50
Although Savelii Senderovich (p. 158) admits that in this instance “a direct comparison [of Toporkov]
with a saint is done in an ironic vein,” he maintains nevertheless that “there ought to be no doubt that in
creating Toporkov, the iconic painting of [St. George the Dragonslayer] was in the back of Chekhov’s
mind.”
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NATURE DESCRIPTION
“Late-Blooming Flowers” is also experimental with regard to Chekhov’s use
and portrayal of nature. Georgii P. Berdnikov51 correctly praises the story’s lyricism,
especially of the nature description opening the second chapter:
A clear, translucent, slightly frosty day – one of those autumn days for
which you gladly put up with the cold and the damp and the heavy rubber
boots. The air is so clear you can see the beak of a jackdaw sitting on the
highest steeple; everything is saturated with the smell of autumn. Go out
into the street and your cheeks will glow with a healthy, radiant color,
bringing to mind fine Crimean apples. Yellow leaves, fallen long ago, lie
trampled underfoot, yellowing in the sunshine, flashing like gold pieces,
patiently awaiting the first snow. Nature is quietly and peacefully falling
asleep. Not a breath of wind, not a sound. Motionless and dumb, silent,
as though wearied by spring and summer, she lies basking in the warm
caressing rays of the sun, and as you gaze upon this first peacefulness, you
feel at peace yourself…
(Den’ iasnyi, prozrachnyi, slegka moroznyi, odin iz tekh osennikh dnei, v
kotorye okhotno mirishsia i s kholodom, i s syrost’iu, i s tiazhelymi
kaloshami. Vozdukh prozrachen do togo, chto viden kliuv u galki,
sidiashchei na samoi vysokoi kolokol’ne; on ves’ propitan zapakhom
oseni. Vyidite vy na ulitsu, i vashi shcheki pokroiutsia zdorovym, shirokim
rumiantsem, napominaiushchim khoroshee krymskoe iabloko. Davno
opavshie zheltye list’ia, terpelivo ozhidaiushchie pervogo snega i
popiraemye nogami, zolotiatsia na solntse, ispuskaia iz sebia luchi, kak
chervontsy. Priroda zasypaet tikho, smirno. Ni vetra, ni zvuka. Ona,
nepodvizhnaia i nemaia, tochno utomlennaia za vesnu i leto, nezhitsia pod
greiushchimi, laskaiushchimi luchami solntsa, i, gliadia na ètot
nachinaiushchiisia pokoi, vam samim khochetsia uspokoit’sia... (401
emphasis added).
The reader marvels at, to borrow Nabokov’s expression, “the syntax generated”
Crimean apple and the impressive alliteration, assonance, and personification of nature
which sets the mood for the chapter that is filled with joy, sorrow and resignation. This
passage is one of numerous examples of rhythmic prose constructed on a series of
parallel structures employing carefully selected words: a, a, b, a // a, a, b, a (adjective,
adjective, adverb, adjective // noun, noun, adjective, noun):
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iasnyi, prozrachnyi, slegka moroznyi
i s kholodom, i s syrost’iu, i s tiazhelymi kaloshami
The contrast of things pleasant and unpleasant in nature, noted in the opening of

the passage, foreshadows the contrast of events in the chapter: Marusia’s initial hopes
for happiness in marriage, on the one hand, and these unfulfilled hopes, and her
mother’s death at the end of the chapter, on the other hand. In each case harmony is
preserved – the contrast of the two cited lines is resolved in the word “one makes
peace” (mirish’sia), and in Marusia’s case we also sense a feeling of resignation, of her
making peace with her situation.
Another brief nature description introduces Toporkov’s fourth and last visit.
Joyful nature and the detail of a “ray of light” (one of Chekhov’s subsequently favorite
and frequently used details) serve as background to Marusia’s and Egorushka’s joy at
having recovered their health: “The light, warm and caressing, shone through the
windows of the Priklonskii house; it played over the rugs, the chairs, the grand piano.
Everything was flooded with this light. Marusia and Egorushka were looking out of the
window onto the street and rejoicing in their recovered health” (401, anticipates
Klimov’s similar experience in “Typhus”).
The final nature description opening the third chapter foreshadows the mood of
ennui or nostalgia (“toska”) and, once again, is impressive for its personification and
imagery: “Dark gray clouds, as if smeared with mud, covered the entire sky, and their
immobility produced the utmost gloom. It seemed the sun did not exist; it had not once
looked down on the earth for a whole week, as though afraid of soiling its rays in the
wet dirt.

The rain beat a tattoo on the windows (“dozhdevye kapli barabanili

[onomatopoeia]”) with unusual force; the wind roared in the chimneys and howled like
a dog that has lost its master … There was not a fact to be seen in which one could not
read a desperate boredom” (417 -18).
TRAGIC AND COMIC ELEMENTS
As is true of his mature plays, Chekhov attempts to balance the tragic and comic
51

G.P. Berdnikov, A.P. Chekhov…., p. 49.
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elements in “Late-Blooming Flowers.” There is much that is tragic: the Priklonskii
family loses their house, Egorushka’s dissipated life reaches its apogee, the old princess
dies from grief, Marusia’s hope to marry Toporkov is shattered, and at the end of the
story Mrusia dies of tuberculosis.

Examples of humorous situations include: the

princess and Marusia behave child-like, like puppets putting each other to bed (“Having
put one another to bed” [395]); “The princess and Marusia caught hold of one another
and ran to Egorushka’s bedroom” (396) and “they both opened their eyes wide and
clung together, trembling all over” (396); “The princess, Marusia and Nikifor rushed to
the windows” (398); as the old princess thinks what Egorushka will become, in the
middle of her thought, like Manilov – she stops, at a loss as to what he will become
(“the son would become – would become – what would he become? ‘Now you’ll see
what he’ll become! … Now you’ll see!” (394-95); Marusia sits by the window and
watches Toporkov drive by in various poses and she dreams of him “in a bear coat,
without it,” and so on; the incident when Egorushka wants to smash the matchmaker’s
melon-like head (“It seemed to [Egorushka] that the old woman’s head looked exactly
like a little overripe melon, with the stalk upwards. … The retired hussar would have
given much to be permitted to ‘take a crack’ at that small head just once! … He hated
old women as a big dog hates cats, and he showed a dog’s enthusiasm at the sight of
that melon-like head” (411-12); the comical procession entering the room bringing tea
for Toporkov: “The princess, her forehead damp with perspiration, and Marusia, very
wide-eyed, brought up the rear of the procession” (404); and the narrator’s overt
ridicule of the Princess’s and Marusia’s dreams (395).
ROLE OF TOPICS RELATED TO MEDICINE
In this journeyman’s work, Chekhov also foreshadows the role medical topics
would play in his literary works. The story illustrates the skill with which incidents
relating to medicine can be utilized for artistic purpose, and foreshadows highly-artistic
works with medical content, such as “Typhus,” “A Nervous Breakdown,” “A Boring
Story,” “Ward No. 6,” “The Princess,” “The Bishop,” and others.52
52

See my articles “Čexov’s Tif: An Analysis,” Russian Language Journal, Vol. 33, No. 116 (1979), pp.
92-111, and “Anton Chekhov’s The Princess: Diagnosis – Narcissistic Personality Disorder,” Australian
Slavonic and East European Studies, Vol. 21, Nos. 1-2 (2007), pp. 55-71.
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With great artistic skill Chekhov alludes to Marusia’s predisposition to

tuberculosis, describes events leading to the inception and development of the illness,
and illustrates how illness at the end deprives her of her life. Marusia suffers from
pneumonia, which her mother interprets to be tuberculosis; she plays Chopin, the Polish
composer who died in France of tuberculosis (an obvious foreshadowing detail); the
narrator notes that he does not like winter because it is harmful to those who suffer
from tuberculosis; the emerging symptoms and development of the disease are
revealed in the course of Marusia’s visits to Toporkov. During her last visit the
condition of her lungs suggests so obviously that she has tuberculosis in the final stage
that, as is typical for the later Chekhov, the illness is not even mentioned. Although
Toporkov is initially summoned to treat Egorushka, who recovers, ironically, it is
Marusia who becomes gravely ill and dies. This situation anticipates the situation in
“Typhus” where surprisingly Klimov’s sister dies rather than he whose illness has been
the primary focus of the story.
In the course of the narrative the narrator makes many observations concerning
medicine and physicians, arriving at the following conclusions: “doctors always puff
softly when they listen” (398-399); “Mothers love medicine and believe in it when their
children are sick!” (399); “Convalescents, especially if they are young, are always very
happy. They feel and appreciate good health as the ordinary healthy person can neither
feel nor appreciate it. Health is freedom, yet who except a freed man takes pleasure in
the consciousness of liberty? Marusia and Egorushka were conscious each moment of
being liberated people” (401).

Speaking about Dr. Toporkov, Marusia expresses

admiration for the medical profession, which Chekhov shared: “How omnipotent is his
knowledge! … To fight against nature and overcome it!” (401). Yet, the narrator is
critical of Toporkov’s bedside manner (exclaiming even “What a brute!”), and
especially of his inability to communicate with his patients so they would understand
him:

“[Toporkov] went through a whole lecture, interlarded with medical terms

without using a single phrase which his listeners could understand” (406).
Interestingly, and ironically, preceding Toporkov’s comparison to a majestic hero, his
image is deflated as the narrator notes that the doctor’s practice and his treatment of
patients amounted to charlatanism.
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Of the more than one hundred doctor characters portrayed by the

author/physician Chekhov in his prose and dramatic works, Dr. Toporkov’s
characterization is most extensive up to this point in his literary career. As was the case
with Marusia’s portrayal, Toporkov is depicted from various perspectives – that of the
old princess, Egorushka, the matchmaker, Marusia and extensive comments by the
narrator. Toporkov’s self-assessments are basically absent except for his recollections
of his past at the end of the story which effectively help motivate his “awakening.”
Chekhov depicts Dr. Toporkov as a reserved, exceedingly hardworking individual, who
devotes his entire life to the attainment of a narrow goal, only to realize, when it is too
late, the whole vainness and senselessness of excessive pursuit of such a questionable
goal. In this respect Toporkov anticipates Professor Nikolai Stepanovich, bishop Peter,
Alekhin and many other of Chekhov’s heroes. Chekhov, the second year medical
student of

lowly origin and impoverished, familiar with city doctors similar to

Toporkov whose medical practice focused excessively on accumulating wealth, was
undoubtedly concerned lest he may become such a doctor.
The manner in which Toporkov sat in his sleigh, erect, not looking to either
side, with his collar raised so that only his white forehead and gold-rimmed glasses
were visible (which complements his white fists, white neck and motionless face
mentioned earlier), appears symbolic of his “futliarnost’,” his shell-like existence and
anticipates the very same details which will later be utilized in the portrayal of
professor Serebriakov in Uncle Vania and especially Belikov in “The Man in the
Shell.”53 Toporkov’s mannequin-like behavior, the lack of visible emotions during the
course of nearly the entire work serve as a sharp contrast to the display of his emotions
during Marusia’s last visit. Some critics consider this change to be unmotivated.

CONCLUSION
Ralph E. Matlaw overstates his case saying: “the ending and the unmotivated
realization to which the doctor comes are beyond the limits of credibility and seriously
53

Toporkov’s frenzied riding around in his sleigh like a “demigod” with a “fat driver” in pursuit of
mercenary goals anticipates Dr. Startsev’s riding around in his carriage like “a pagan god” with “a plump
coachman Panteleimon,” pursuing the same goals at the end of “Ionych.”
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damage the story.”54 Although it is true that the ending is rather sentimental and
untypical of later Chekhov, the author was seemingly aware of it and tried to avoid it.
To be sure, several things appear to lack motivation: Toporkov has forgotten his former
masters’ name: “‘How quickly you have forgotten the name of your former …
masters!’ – thought the princess” (399); Nikifor does not recognize his nephew
Toporkov and it is unclear as to why “the princess concealed from him, that the doctor
was his nephew” (399); finally, motivation seems insufficient for Toporkov, who
“despised Egorushka noticeably” (405), to take him in to live with him after Marusia’s
death, simply because “Egorushka’s chin reminded him of Marusia’s chin” (431).
However, to maintain that Toporkov’s awakening, his epiphany is incredulous, is to
deny the influence Marusia has on Toporkov during her last visit, and the credibility of
the behavior of Chekhov’s other heroes (for example, Prof. Nikolai Stepanovich, Uncle
Vania, bishop Peter, Alekhin and others) who, at a critical point appear to awaken to
the fact that they have led an inauthentic life and that something important is missing in
their life. There is another point, however, which Matlaw seems to overlook.
Toporkov’s change may be abrupt, but it is also incomplete, therefore less surprising
and more credible. Following Marusia’s death, Toporkov “[took up] his life as before.
… As before he treats ladies and accumulates five-ruble notes” (431). There is also a
striking irony in the story’s conclusion. Toporkov, “who was once only a nobleman’s
servant” and has spent half a lifetime struggling to become a “gentleman,” in effect
ends up becoming that nobleman’s servant again by helplessly doting on Egorushka
and supporting him. The change that is permanent in Toporkov is that he has grown
basically indifferent to money; money which he so desperately sought to acquire before
and which he now squanders on a worthless creature.55 The story ends with the words:
54

Ralph E. Matlaw (p. 154). Savelii Senderovich makes the dubious claim that “[“Late-Blooming
Flowers”] stands out because of its conscious and partial utilization of lexical manifestations of the st.
George motif.” The critic also claims erroneously that the story makes use of the sto George the
Dragonslayer motif to help motivate toporkov’s sudden change and response to Marusia’s declaration of
love adding: “In a word, a miracle takes place: the relationship of the vanquished and the victorious
ceases to exist; antagonists unite in the gust of rmantic passion” (p. 158 emphasis Senderovich’s).
55
E. A. Polotskaia, O poetike Chekhova (Moskva: Nasledie, 2000), p. 159, notes correctly that Dr.
Toporkov, similar to his much later double Ionych (Dr. Startsev), accumulates three- and five-ruble notes
not out of passion, but out of greed. This, says Polotskaia, explains and motivates Toporkov’s sudden
indifference to money in favor of love: “[In “Late-Blooming Flowers”] Chekhov underscored the money
hoarder’s Toporkov’s subdued passion; that is why subsequently he could so easily change his attitude
toward this main aim of his life and give in to feeling – love.”
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“Egorushka is perfectly content” (431) – Chekhov’s early example of the victory of
“poshlost’.”56 In the final analysis we leave Dr. Toporkov a defeated man, for despite
his former questionable goals in life, he at least had goals, while now, there is nothing
left for him but to experience spiritual death. In this sense, it is not an unusual ending
for Chekhov.

If a quantitative change has not taken place in Toporkov’s life, a

qualitative change certainly has – hope and purpose of living are gone!
Despite this being the work of a novice writer, an experimental work, “LateBlooming Flowers” is impressive for its polyphony of themes, literary allusions and a
great variety of artistic devices, many of which constitute basic traits of Chekhov’s
mature creativity. Although the story for the most part is a parody of romantic and
traditional literature, it foreshadows Chekhov’s future remarkable descriptions of the
symbiosis of life’s tragic and comic phenomena. Despite its various artistic
imperfections, including stylistic and compositional ones, nevertheless, “LateBlooming Flowers” deserves to be regarded as one of young Chekhov’s most
impressive works.

56

Thomas Winner (p. 40) offers the following definition for this essentially untranslatable Russian word:
“[The term] connotes vulgarity, banality, poor taste, superficial values, conceit, and dilettantism.” Savelii
Senderovich (p. 159), erroneously associates Egorushka’s “victory” with the victory of Saint George the
Dragonslayer. Moreover, speaking of Marusia, the critic maintains: “to her belongs … the greatest
triumph and she proves to be the savior of her brother Egorushka.” Ironically, as the narrator notes,
Toporkov “saves” Egorushka since the latter’s “chin [not his eyes] which reminds [the doctor] of
Marusia’s chin” (431).
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This paper will present a comparative study of two different dining cultures in two cities: Hong Kong and
Montreal. The goal is to establish clearly the correlation between the cultures and the products used
during a dining event in home environment. To achieve this study, this paper will begin with an
introduction to culture and design, a brief history of table manners, the current dining etiquette and a
comparative study between Chinese and French‐Canadian dining cultures within a common scenario.
The comparative study will present a timeline of events and products selected to cook and serve
corresponding to these events. We will conclude by examining differences, exploration on how product
selections can influence the events and consider the role of cultural influence in design decisions.
Introduction to Culture and Design
The writers are aware that cultural attributes have been fundamentally weakened by modern
technologies and globalization. While products are designed for global community, cultural designs are
undergoing drastic changes, like a face going through cosmetic surgeries. The result is a facsimile
vaguely familiar but disturbingly without a sense of identity. The majority of designs in recent years are
results of collaborations between different cultures, often the result of generalization in function and
aesthetics to allow products to fit into users' lifestyles around the world. Therefore some contemporary
designs are no longer as unique to resemble a particular culture.
For example compare Frank Gerhy’s Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao Spain, which has a specificity of
setting and place, with the lack of connectivity of SANAA’s Museum of Contemporary Art in New York
USA. Despite its architectural merit, as cultural icon, it could be located in any number of cities and lacks
genius loci and true connectedness.
Traditionally, Culture is referred to as a pattern that signifies human activity manifested by the arts,
music, sculpture, theatre, dance, film, fashion, design, food and architecture. In contemporary popular
culture, it also includes the Internet, entertainment, and the cult of celebrity, as part of a range of
cultural signifiers.
The relationship between design and culture has taken many twists and turns throughout the last
centuries, as design is seen both as a mirror and an agent of change (Moalosi et al. 2005a). It is observed
that modifications in the former’s evolution both reflect and determine developments in the latter.
Design changes culture and at the same time is shaped by it (Röse 2004). For example, it is argued that
cultural beliefs and social practices create and reinforce cultural framings that determine our
relationships to a product. These cultural framings affect ways in which people use or do not use a
particular product. It is culture that gives products meaning and provides the rituals on its selections of
artifacts. The values of these artifacts are often reflected in their form and function (Press and Cooper
2003).
But in a wider ethnographic sense, Culture embraces complex ways of living, value systems, traditions,
beliefs and habits; including knowledge, morals, law and customs, acquired by those within that Society.
These provide for a set of ‘cultural objects’, which symbolize a shared schematic experience, and which
we recognize as having cultural value.
To express culture values and design, we have made the conscious decision to connect dining cultures
and product design. This will allow a holistic understanding of the events that leads to the selection of
artifacts in a dining setting.
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Hong Kong Dining Culture
Hong Kong culture is combination of Chinese and Western culture due to colonization by British under
the Treaty of Nanking in 1842. Contemporary food culture in Hong Kong is essentially southern China
cuisines, also known as Cantonese cuisine. Cantonese cuisine is locally called "yue" in Chinese. It often
refers as food from location south of Guang Dong, with consumption of rice as major food source. Since
rice is the staple food in this region, food dishes are often sauce‐rich dish to serve with rice. (Chang,
319)Each meal has a series of dishes for variation of tastes and textures. Soup, main dishes and bowls of
rice are major components of a full Cantonese meal. Traditionally, the amount of meat dish resembles
the wealthiness of the host. Meals are usually accompany with soft drinks, tea or water. Alcoholic drinks
such as wine and spirit are usually for consumption during celebrations or business dinners. (Dinner
between friends may involve beer.) Wines are usually made of fruit, flower, snake or other animal
(parts). They are often used for their medicinal value. For example, the ginseng wine is used as infuse
medicines to rejuvenate.

http://www.elegantwoman.org/images/table-manners-in-china-more.jpg
Communal eating is essential to Hong Kong people. Meals are shared among family and friends as a way
to gather. Communal meals are very common among business partners as an introduction to new
partnership or a celebration of concluding a business deal. Food is often shared and served on spinning
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tables at restaurants. (Boland, 49) Table setting for each guest usually includes a plate, a bowl for rice, a
bowl for soup, along with small saucer, chopsticks and optional chopstick rest. Small side dishes maybe
provided, usually they are savory snacks such as salted peanuts and/or sour dish such as pickled radish
and carrots, these snacks can increase appetite before meal.

http://www.china‐family‐adventure.com/image‐files/chinese‐meal‐place‐setting.jpg
http://www.elegantwoman.org/images/chinese‐table‐manners.jpg

Hong Kong is a small city with a huge population, which results in scarce living space. Communal meals
at home is not as practical for people who has small apartments. Therefore, many Hong Kong people
choose to have meals with relatives, friends or business associates in restaurants. Moreover, Hong Kong
is famous for its wide variety in cuisine choices and many of them are very high quality. It would be
more practical to eat in restaurants than to cook at home. However, it is still common for people to
invite guests to their house for dinner. In fact, a common ritual for Chinese is to gather with their guests
and offer them the best from their home. Although Hong Kong culture is westernized by the influence of
British culture, traditional Chinese culture, custom and value still remain intact with local culture. Face is
a very important concept in socializing. Hosts and guests are expected to maintain group harmony
during meal, to avoid losing face for both parties. Hong Kong dining culture is generally relaxed,
however, there are still a few etiquette rules and customs that guide hosts and guests to maintain group
harmony.
Etiquette and customs:
Meeting and Greeting
‐ Light handshake with lowering of eyes or a nod as a sign of respect.
‐ Hugging or other body contacts are not practised.
‐ Address the person who you just meet by their honorific title and their surname, unless otherwise
advised
Gift giving
‐ As a guest to a home, it is polite to bring good quality sweets, fruit, flowers or imported alcohol
beverages to the host.
‐ When receiving a gift, refuse politely one or two times before accepting it, this gesture avoids to
appear as greedy.
‐ Avoid giving white flowers, clocks, straw sandals and handkerchiefs, or gift wraps in white, blue or
black paper. These items are associated with mourning or funeral in Chinese culture.
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‐ Do not give scissors, knives or other sharp cutting objects because that indicate that you want to sever
the relationship. Do not write in a card in red ink either for the same reason.
‐ Gold and red are lucky colours, as well as number eight.
‐ Never give a quantity of four items, because four sounds similar as death in Chinese.
‐ Do not give odd numbers of items, as it is considered unlucky.
‐ Always present or receive gifts with two hands.
‐ Do not open gifts when received, always wait until later, except when gift giver insists.
Dining Etiquette
‐ Wait for host to direct guest to their seats, and sit after host is seated.
‐ Wait for host or most senior at the table to begin eating before starting.
‐ Food is shared on serving plates. You should try all to show politeness.
‐ Do not eat the last piece without asking politely to everyone if you may take the last piece. If you are
full, leave some food in your bowl, or else the host will bring out more food. It give them face if they
have more food than their guests can finish. This apply to tea drinking.
‐ While pouring tea, one must fill other's cups before one's cup, even if they are full, it is well mannered
to even drop a few drops. This is showing consideration of others.
‐ Always refuse second serving at least once.
‐ When finished eating, always place chopsticks on its rest or on the table, or on the plate, do not stick it
in the bowl or on top of the bowl.
In order to demonstrate the difference in dining culture between Chinese and French‐Canadian culture,
we presents two scenarios: one from each culture, with controlled premises, such as number of guests,
host's family income and timeline of event for a dinner party on a summer day.

Scenario:
Hosts:
Rosa (age 45) and Daniel (Age 48) are a couple that live in an apartment in mid‐level on Hong Kong
island.
Guests:
Linda (age 40), Johnny (Age 45) and Jenny (Age 13) is a middle class family who are long time friends of
Rosa and Daniel.
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Menu:
Lotus root soup

Stir‐fried lobster with butter and cheese

http://www.rasamalaysia.com/uploaded_images/lotus_root_soup.jp
g

http://rasamalaysia.com/uploaded_images/butter_cheese_lobster/sti
rfriedlobsterwithbutterandcheese3.jpg

String beans with minced pork

Tomato eggs

http://rasamalaysia.com/images/string‐beans/longbeans.jpg

http://rasamalaysia.com/images/tomato‐eggs/tomatoeggs5.jpg

Drunken Chicken

Broccoli and scallops

http://rasamalaysia.com/uploaded_images/drunken‐
chicken/drunkenchicken3.jpg

http://rasamalaysia.com/uploaded_images/broccoli‐
scallops/dsc_2699_broccoliscallops_500x333.jpg
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Meeting and Greeting: (6:30pm)
‐ Daniel and Rosa greet Johnny, Linda and Jenny with light handshake with slight nodding.
‐ Johnny presents a basket of fresh fruit as a gift for Daniel and Rosa.
‐ Daniel receives the basket and place it on counter top.
‐ Daniel and Rosa then guide the guests to the living and offer tea and salted peanuts.
‐ Rosa retrieves to the kitchen to prepare meal while Daniel initiate conversation with the guests.
Food preparation: (4:00pm – 7:00pm)
*Some food are required to prepare the day before. For example, in this scenerio, Rosa has prepared
the drunken chicken the day before the dinner.
Chinese wok
‐ most popular cooking vessel for Chinese cooking.
‐ it is versatile enough to be used for stir frying, steaming, deep
frying, braising, stewing, smoking or making soup.

http://www.gsw‐usa.com/img/p/72‐199‐
thickbox.jpg

Cleaver (or chopper knife)
‐ large knife use as a kitchen knife or butcher knife.
‐ can also be use for crushing

http://www.stecindia.co.in/img/Kitchenware/
Cookware/Chinese%20Chopper%20Steel.gif

Strainer or “Spider”
‐ ideal for draining food from hot water, oil, or soup.
‐ use for skimming stocks and lifting deep frying foods.

http://www.bridgekitchenware.com/prodimg
/BWKS‐S‐10.JPG
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Long handle ladle (hoak)
‐ pair up with wok for cooking.
‐ long handle prevent burning the hands.

http://www.cooking.com/images/products/s
hprodde/708861.jpg

Long handled spatula (Chahn)
‐ pair up with wok for cooking.
‐ long handle prevent burning the hands.

http://www.cooking.com/images/products/s
hprodde/708854.jpg

Claypot
‐ use for braising food.
‐ sometimes use for cooking rice with meat and vegetables.

http://www.chinesefood‐
recipes.com/images/Earthen%20ware.jpg

Bowl and chopsticks
‐ use for preparation such as mixing sauce, seasoning, beating eggs
etc.
‐ most essential eating tool combination.

http://www.visualphotos.com/photo/2x2914
867/chinese_bowl_with_chopsticks_cb06438
8.jpg
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‐ Due to limited space, cooking become a well organized sequence of events. Limited number of stove
tops often determines the orders of dish preparation. Soup usually take the longest, so it consumes one
gas burner for more than an hour.
‐ Drunken Chicken: The chicken needs to be marinated for an hour with salt and pepper. then steamed
in a steamer or wok with rack to elevate plate of chicken above water. The chicken needs to be steamed
for 30‐40 minutes and then soaks in ice cubes immediately after steaming. Then the chicken is cut into
bite sized pieces and soaked in chicken stock, sugar and rice wine. It tastes best to serve at room
temperature or serve cold. Therefore it can be done the night before and sits in the fridge until serving
time.
‐ Tomato eggs, Broccoli and scallops: Both can be done in a wok, one after another, with cleaning in
between.
‐ String beans with minced pork: This requires deep frying of the string beans, and can be done in a wok.
‐ Stir‐fried lobster with butter and cheese needs to be cook the last because it needs to be served
immediately after dish out.
Dining: (7:00pm – 8:30pm)
‐ Daniel guides guests to the dining table, invite them to their spots and be seated.
‐ Rosa brings out the last dish and place it in the middle of the table while Daniel serves beer to the
adults and juice is served for Jenny.
‐ Daniel take the first piece and invite guests to help themselves.
‐ After dinner, guest may offer help with cleaning up dishes. Generally hosts will politely reject the offer
as part of the etiquette. However exception is made because they are close friends. Linda helps Rosa
clean up the table and do the dishes while Daniel and Johnny move to the living room for more
conversation and relaxation.
Dessert time: (9:00pm)
‐ After meal, fruit is served. Guest may suggest to share the fruits they bring, hosts will only serve the
gift when guests insist.
‐ Rosa also prepare sweet soup for everyone as a dessert which is served on the dining table.
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Montreal Dining Culture
Montreal’s dining culture is quite different from the rest of North America. Montreal natives generally
eat later than most North‐Americans. Certain restaurants in Montreal stay open till 3 a.m. in the
morning while other restaurants don’t fill up until 10 p.m. at night. On weekends, Montreal is famous
for its Brunch Culture, where many Montreal locals don’t eat breakfast till around noon.
Wine is a very important feature of the meal. Several restaurants allow you to bring your own bottle of
wine.
Customs and Etiquette in Montreal

1- Montreal Quebec: The French region, has a distinct cultural identity. The people are extremely
regionalistic/independent.

2- French Canadian friends opposite sex and female to female greet each other by lightly kissing on
the cheeks (once on the left cheek and once on the right). Male to male shake hands firmly and
accompanied by direct eye contact and a sincere smile

3- If invited to someone's home for dinner, normally you bring a box of good chocolates, flowers or
a bottle of wine. If the host reveals to you what will be the main course then it give clues to
bring either a white or red wine. You bring usually the best quality wine you can afford.

4- Montreal is more formal in its dining culture than the rest of North America: the fork is held in
the left hand and the knife in the right while eating. You wait to be shown to your seat. You do
not begin eating until the hostess starts. You do not rest your elbows on the table. You feel free
to refuse individual foods or drink without offering an explanation. You can leave a small
amount at the end of the meal is generally acceptable. In formal situations, the host gives the
first toast. An honored guest should return the toast later in the meal. Women can as easily give
toasts.

5- Communication styles vary most between Anglophone and Francophone parts of the country.
Montrealers are generally more indirect than Anglophones, although less so than the French.
They also tend to be a lot more exuberant than Anglophones. Montrealers are likely to interrupt
another speaker.
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6- People in Montreal tend to dress a lot more for dinner. Jeans are not used when invited to a
dinner. Female usually are exquisitely dressed.

Scenario:
Hosts:
Pierre‐Paul (age 44) and Nicole (Age 45) are a couple that live in an condominium close to the Olympic
Statium a middle upper class section of the city.
Guests:
Couple Yves (age 43) and Sylvie (Age 36) and the daughter of Sylvie Mylene (Age 15) and single friend
Suzanne 43 are middle class friends who are know them for long time.
Menu

Aperitif : A bottle of Porto with cheese olives and craters
The glass of wine is fluted and serving plate will normally be made of plated silver
Main first Dish: Slowly cooked chicken layers served in homemade buns and sweat peas with gravy and
homemade poutine (A poutine is a delicious mixture of fries, sauce and cheese. In the basic recipe for
poutine, French fries are topped with fresh cheese curds, and covered with brown gravy or sauce)
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Main dish second serving: Salad

Desert: Apple served with Maple syrup and nuts
Meeting and Greeting:
‐ hosts will greet guests with check kisses and solid hand shake and arrives at 18:30
‐ guest presents a bottle or white wine (they have been told that the main dish will include chicken)
from the family and a box of chocolate from the single friend
‐ host receives the wine and place it on the dinner table but hide the chocolate box
‐ hosts then guide the guests to the living and offer the aperitif to adult and a soft drink to the teenager
served by Carole.
‐ Pierre‐Paul is in charge of the main meal and retrieves to the kitchen to prepare meal and but he is
follow by his friend Yves while the other host initiate conversation with the other guests.
‐ music is turn on to entertain guest
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Kitchen

The meal is prepare on the counter island
The chicken is cooked using the slow cooker and has been on since middle of the afternoon:

The rest of the meal is cook on a the heating elements on top of the oven. Cookwares that are used are:
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Knifes to prepare food that are used:
Dining 19:30:
‐ Carole guide guests to the dining table, invite them to their spots and be seated.
‐ Pierre‐Paul brings individual main dish plates and serves first the female and ends with him.
‐ Carole ask individual permission to serve the wines to everybody
‐ A coffee is served at the end
‐ The total time spent at the table for the meal could be up 120 minutes
‐ After the meal men tend to have a digestive in the form of cognac and move
to the living room for more conversation.
Carole Susan and Sylvie prior to relaxation will clean the table, put the dishes in the dishwasher then
move to the living room until the end of the evening. Guest normally leaves at 11PM.

Reference:
Boland, Rory. Living aboard in Hong Kong. Berkeley, CA: Avalon Travel, 2011. Print.
Chang, K C., ed. Food in Chinese Culture. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977. Print.
"Hong Kong ‐ Language, Culture, Etiquette, and Custom ." Kwintessential . Web. 16 Oct. 2011.
<http://www.kwintessential.co.uk/resources/global‐etiquette/hongkong‐country‐profile.html>.
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Conclusion:
Similarity
The similarity between dining culture in Hong Kong and Montreal includes:
Meal time is similar between two cultures, generally meals starts in early evening around 6:30 – 7 pm.
Meals usually go on for more than an hour and duration depends on the conversation and the size of
the party, but usually ends at around 8:30. The evening then continues with digestives (cognac for
Montreal and fruits for Hong Kong.) and relaxation with sparkling conversation in the comfort of the
living room.
After meal interaction is similar as well. Both cultures allows guest to help with the cleaning when they
are a close friends or relatives.
Gender's role in both dining cultures are quite interchangeable. The roles between gender varies from
one family from another. Although in Chinese culture, women are traditionally expected the role of
cooking and serving, many great cooks are male and nowadays, a lot of male of the family take on the
cooking role. This is also similar in the French Canadian culture.
Maintaining group harmony is the responsibility of both hosts and guests in both cultures. Respecting
everyone at the table is especially important. This includes: no elbows on the table; while sharing dishes,
always take the portion in front of you, and not reaching across to pick and choose; and other ways to
behave while dining.
Hosts are attentive to their guests' need. This is to ensure and respecting the comfort of their guest,
and maintaining the group harmony during the dining experience.
Dissimilarity
The dissimilarity between dining culture in Honk Kong and Montreal includes:
Dressing code is more formal and more exuberant in Montreal. Female tend to be following closely
fashion and men rarely wear jeans on this occasion. Greeting is also different. Guest in HK rarely open
the gift while in Montreal is it expected.
Number of guest is generally higher due mainly to space availability in Montreal. The kitchen is bigger
and cook space is more spacious. Hong Kong cooks are more efficient and manage to cook complex
meal in small spaces. There is usually no dishwasher in HK while in Montreal is almost warrant.
Cookware in HK is center around the wok while in Montreal it tends to be more eclectic.
Main meal sequence is quite different, Hong Kong people share their main meals by serving themselves,
while in Montreal residents are served. HK residents also tend to offer more food than needs to make
the guest welcome, while in Montreal this the guest tend to show their skills by preparing only the right
amount of food. Host in HK tend to insist in filling your drinks, while it is not the case in Montreal.
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Abstract
Is technology perceived by the popular imagination as creating new types of identity, or as
enhancing existing ones? For example, does the hero in cyberpunk fiction differ radically
from the hero in Homeric epics? The proposed paper addresses such questions by analyzing
aspects of selected novels and films that deal with technologically‐modifiable identity. Using
a narratological perspective, the paper briefly compares and discusses some popular and
influential literary and film narratives that deal with issues of identity and selfhood in light of
technological advancement. From literature, it focuses especially on William Gibson’s
Neuromancer (1984), Frederick Pohl’s Man Plus (1976) and I. M. Banks’ The Player of Games
(1988). Works from film include Brett Leonard’s Lawnmower Man, (1992) and Alex Proyas’
Dark City (1998). These texts are chosen specifically because they have attracted
considerable attention and debate from both readers/audiences and critics, underlining
their influence, and suggesting that they capture important paradigms of the interface
between culture and technology.
The paper will discuss and compare the selected texts in terms of four aspects or variables:
a) The role of causality and agency in the plot: what happens by chance and what happens
by intention? b) Descriptions of the body and physicality: how adaptable and modifiable is
the body considered to be? c) Descriptions of emotion: what role do emotions play in the
worlds constructed by the text? d) The role of space or environment: how are the spaces in
which action takes place represented? The paper will attempt to demonstrate that by
exploring these aspects, we can identify important assumptions, wishes and fears of the
popular imagination with regard to self and technology.
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Abstract
Pakistan is widely known and appreciated in the world for its history, Islamic culture
and norms. Since the creation of Pakistan, it inherited poverty in its roots. There are many
reasons for poverty but one lies on the shoulder of women who are 50% of the total
population of Pakistan. On the apex of it, women do not take part in the development of
Pakistan because when they step out of their homes, they suffer a lot of problems. These
problems are a hurdle in their active participation in development .Government has tried to
create an environment for those women, who suffer different problems. Harassment of women
at work place is one of those problems which discourage women in taking active part in
economic and social development of society. Women Activists, from the last decade, were
working for the protection of woman’s right at workplace and they succeeded in formulation
of Harassment Act 2010. Law is vague without its proper mechanism of implementation. This
research paper will provide information about the provisions of law, which are related to the
harassment of women at workplace and explore the effectiveness of its implementation. To
know about its mechanism of implementation, this study was conducted in twin cities of
Pakistan, Islamabad and Rawalpindi. Interviews were conducted with the employees and
employers of organizations, women activists, NGOs workers, educational institutions,
lawyers, judges and some law enforcement officers. Group discussions were also held with
teachers, students of Human rights and religious personalities. This report focuses on the
implementation mechanism of new legislation in Pakistan. It also highlights some important
facts related to its enforcement.
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Introduction
Laws are formulated to put end to, injustice, crimes, volition of human rights and to
create a civilized society. The objective of law is to achieve justice and equality for all human
beings without discrimination of class, sex, colour and creed etc. At present there are parallel
legal systems, customs and practices are prevalent in our society. These systems join together
to make men dominant, subjugate and oppress women, who are physiologically weaker than
men. Most of the time, it happened because of ignorance of Islamic teachings and human
rights. Women comprise 50% of the world population. They do 2/3 of the world’s work, and
earn 1/10 of world’s property. Women participation in shaping policy and decision making
process is a key feature to building peaceful and democratic society. Women face
discrimination and similar disgracing attitude at workplace. At International level, legislation
for protection of women for their rights has come into force. At domestic level, legislation as
well as plane and policies in this regard are introduced by Government. In Pakistan, women
are participating in every field of life where they are targeted in a wide range of
circumstances when outside the home; from appearing at a public event without a male
relative. Women are harassed and being targeted at their work place, in markets or in social
gatherings. Up till now, harassment was not considered a crime but only a social evil that was
justified by blaming women for causing it and no law specifically covered harassment at
work place. This issue was brought to national attention through a campaign over the past
years. Now, it is first time in history of Pakistan that sexual harassment at workplace is
defined in Pakistani law. This research report focuses on formation and implementation of
Protection against Harassment of Women at the Workplace Act 2010. It prohibits owners,
managers and fellow employees from sexually harassing other female workers at work place.
Every organization has to adopt the code of conduct described by this law. The code provides
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a guideline for behaviour of all employees, including higher management and owners of
organizations to ensure a work environment free of sexual harassment and intimidation.
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I.

Harassment at Workplace

A. Women Harassment at Workplace
A woman is harassed when someone makes her feel uncomfortable or puts her in risk in
any way, while she is doing her job, or on her way to or from work. She may be harassed by
anyone whom she comes in contact with due to her work, for example, colleagues,
management and clients. Harassment effects on women regardless of age, relationship,
disability, physical appearance, background and professional status.1 Working women can be
typified by part time, low paid, unregulated, unprotected, temporary or casual work.
Harassment can happen anywhere at the workplace, which is; in the lunchroom, in rest and
washroom areas; in staff rooms; on the production line; in an office. When a working woman
is harassed she feels threatened, humiliated, patronized or harassed. It creates an antimediating environment for her. Women who are victims of the harassment, always made to
feel at fault and if they complain they may be dismissed or lose promotion prospects or have
to resign in same case. It may affect women workers morale and makes them less efficient.2

B. Kinds of Harassment at Workplace
Harassment is a kind of power which is intended to intimidate, coerce or degrade others’
work. It can take place in dark places of office. Most of the time, it is from the higher
authorities and it losses the opportunities for women. Now in our society, women are not only

1

Interview with Amir Abdullah Abbasi, joint secretary, Islamabad bar council, in Islamabad (April 2, 2010).

2

International trade union confederation, stopping sexual harassment at workplace, (April 2008), at1,

http://www.ituc-csi.org/IMG/pdf/Harcelement_ENG_12pgs_BR.pdf , (last accessed 10.05.2010).
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targeted but also men are harassed by their officers. Below are the types of harassment which
a woman or man may face in some circumstances.

1. Sexual Harassment
It is unwanted, unwelcome and unasked for behaviour of a sexual nature. It can be within
office, or outside the office. In 20-30% cases, women remain silent because of their dignity
and self respect. Sexual harassment comprises of physical, verbal, non-verbal and some other
kind of harassments3. Safia, 27 years old girl working at bank, states that such kind of
harassment only takes place from higher authorities as demand of continuity of their jobs.
Most of the time, women employees are harassed by their higher authorities and forced to
remain silent.4

2. Physical Harassment


Touching, pinching, stroking, squeezing or brushing against someone



Leering or ogling



Making homophobic comments and sexually suggestive signals, winking



Sending unwanted e-mails, text messages, posting sexually-explicit jokes on an office
internet.



Unnecessary physical contact and touching



Physical assault.5

70% women are physically harassed by their colleagues through unwanted calls, emails and
unwanted touching. Most of the women do not want to talk about this kind of harassment

3

Id. at 2.

4

Interview with Safia, Manager, Habib Bank Limited, in Islamabad, (May 5, 2010).

5

International trade union confederation, supra note 2, at 5.
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3. Verbal Harassment


Making sexual comments or innuendos



Telling sexual jokes, or asking about sexual fantasies



Making insults based on a person’s sex or rating their sexuality



Turning work discussions to sexual topics



Requests for sexual favours, often related to promotion6
Most of the time men use abusive and sexual language in offices during crossing with

women. This kind of harassment takes place from employers, colleagues and most of the time
from clients.
A woman receptionist, working in a private company, reported that most of the time she
had to face verbal harassment from the clients. Most of them become habitual to visit office
and it occurs due to lack of organizational policy.7

4. Non-verbal Harassment


Displaying pictures, calendars, PC desktop wallpaper or other sexually explicit
material

6
7



Sending anonymous letters



Whistling



Starring



SMS



E-Mails

See Id. at 6.
Interview with Sana, receptionist, private company, in blue area, (May 26, 2010).
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5. Other Types of Harassment


Forcing women to work at unsuitable hours, which could make their work dangerous.
They suffer many types of harassment in these odds hours.

C. Causes of Harassment
Here are some causes and reasons that why women are harassed in our society.

1. Lack of Awareness
There is lack of awareness in Pakistani society about the status of women in Islam. Islam
does not prohibit and restricts women to work out of their home while they are obeying basic
Islamic norms. Females are not permitted out in a public unless accompanied by men.8 Such
practices and believes contradict the fundamental tenants of Islam but have suppressed
women, restrict their movement outside their house, leave them vulnerable in the face of
violence.

2. Misuse of Authority
Women are mostly harassed by owner and management of organization. The authority
figure, such as supervisor can demand for sexual relationship from his female employer to
obtain certain job benefits, salary increment, and opportunity of promotion and transfer of job
at favourable place. Sara, 30 years old teacher informed that principle of her school misuse
his authority and demands for sexual favour. If a female teacher refuses his demands, there is
a chance she might be dismissed from the school or maltreated.9

8

United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan Kabul, Silence is Women End the Abuse of Women in

Afghanistan,UNAMA, ( 8 July 2009), http://unama.unmissions.org/Portals/UNAMA/vaw-english.pdf, , (last
accessed May 10,2010).
9

Interview with Sara, teacher, in Mandi bhau din (March 15, 2010).
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3. Creating a Hostile Environment
Woman can be harassed by her colleagues because of her good performance in office
work and promotion opportunities. A jealous male colleague can request for sexual favour or
physical or any verbal conduct of sexual nature, which can affect her work performance and
create hostile, offensive and abusive work environment.10

4. Retaliation
A woman can face verbal harassment if she refuses a grant for sexual favor. She may be
restricted from future promotion or training by distorting her evolution reports. A working
lady in an organization, her boss asks for a dinner after office timing and was intended to
spend some time with her. When she refuses his offer, he shouted at her and uses abusive
language for her. Later on she was terminated from her job and thus was forced to leave
within the four walls of house.11

5. Lack of Organization Policy
In our society, there is no organisational law or policy related to code of conduct for the
protection of women rights and dignity at workplace; therefore there are more chances of
harassment at workplace.

6. Male-dominant Society
Pakistan is a male dominant society in which the status of woman is degraded. There is
mind set of men that the women are weaker than them. They believe that the only place for a
woman is home and she is not permitted to work out of home. Male dominated society
suppresses and restricts their movement outside their homes. If a woman comes out of her

10

Interview with Ahmad Abbasi, assistant, private organization, in Rawalpindi (24-5-201).

11

A working lady letter, Hamein ess surte hall se kab nejat mily Ge, Daily Naway Waqqt (May 26, 2001).
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home and works at workplace, she is stopped to work in many ways and harassment is one of
them. It is common phenomena of our society that male do not accept ladies as their boss.12

D. Effects of Harassment
Sexual harassment at work can have very serious consequences for the harassed
individual as well as for other working women of the organization.

1. Losing Job
The consequences to the individual employee can be many and serious. In some
situations, a harassed woman takes risk of losing her job or the chance for a promotion if she
refuses to give in to the sexual demands of someone in authority. Severe or pervasive sexual
harassment in certain types of businesses creates a hostile or intimidating environment that
causes women to leave their jobs and look elsewhere for work or discourages them from
seeking those jobs in the first place.

2. Hostile Environment
The unwelcome sexual conducts of co-workers make the working conditions hostile and
unpleasant- putting indirect pressure on her to leave the job. 13

3. Physical and Psychological Breakdown
The employee is so traumatized by the harassment that she suffers serious emotional and
physical consequences—and very often, becomes unable to perform her job properly.
Sexually harassed women suffer from some debilitating stress reaction, including anxiety,

12

13

Interview with Raja Muhammad Ishtieq , Adovocate, Supreme Court, in Islamabad. (Mar.20, 2010).
Lias D.Bastian & Anita R.Lancaster, Sexual harassment survey, United State Dep’t of Defence, DMDC,96-

014, (December 199) , http://www.equalrights.org/publications/kyr/sexhar.pdf , (last accessed 10.05.2010).
13

Sana, Supra note 7.
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depression, headaches, sleep disorders, weight loss or gain, nausea, lowered self-esteem and
sexual dysfunction.

4. Discourage Women to Work
The consequences to working women as a group are no less serious. Sexual harassment
has a cumulative, demoralizing effect that discourages women from asserting themselves
within the workplace, while among men it reinforces stereotypes of women employees as sex
objects.

5. Morale of Employee
The effect on the morals of all employees can also be serious. Both men and women in a
workplace can find their work disrupted by sexual harassment even if they are not directly
involved. Sexual harassment can have a demoralizing effect on everyone within range of it,
and it often negatively impacts company productivity on the whole. It also affects the family
as well as social life of the woman.

6. Loss of Dignity and Self respect
In case a woman is harassed by higher authorities then she is always blamed for the
action and considered guilty. Secondly, due to the fear of losing job her job and dignity, she
prefers to be silent.

E. International Legislation to Stop Sexual Harassment at Workplace
In all over the world, Women activists have raised this issue on International level.
International organization has now get recognition to stop sexual harassment at workplace.
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1. International Labor Organization (ILO)
ILO Convention 111 against ‘Discrimination in employment’ deals with sexual
harassment at work, and for women workers it is a major form of discrimination. In 2003, the
ILO’s Governing body adopted a code of practice on workplace violence in service sectors
that offers guidance against sexual harassment of woman. The ILO’s ‘Campaign for Decent
Work’ includes sexual harassment as an aspect of health and safety, discrimination, and a
violation of workers’ basic rights.14

2. United Nation on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW)
The UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) declares that States should eliminate discrimination against women at
work.15Pakistan became signatory to this convention on 12 Mar.1996.

3. Beijing Program for action Declaration
The 1995 United Nations’ Women’s Conference in Beijing drew up a Platform of Action
of objectives and actions to advance women’s rights, including outlawing sexual harassment
at work.16

14

International Labour Organization, constitution 1997, available at,

http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/constq.htm , (Last accessed May 15, 2010).
15

Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women 1979, United Nations

Department of public Information, online available at
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/text/econvention.htm (last accessed: May. 10, 2010).
16

Beijing program for action Declaration, United nation Women’s Conference 1995, available at

http://www.uneca.org/eca_programmes/acgd/beijingplus15/Questionnaire/DAW/English/Ethiopia.pdf,

(Last

accessed May 10, 2010).
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4. European Union Legislation
The European Union’s 1991 ‘Code of Practice’ called on Member States to promote
awareness of sexual harassment and take measures against it, and a directive prohibiting,
sexual harassment was adopted in 2002.17

5. Organization of American State
The ‘Inter-American Convention on Violence against Women’ says that States must
promote and protect women’s rights to be free from violence. It suggests legal measures to
prevent this occurring and ensure victims have access to “just and effective” remedies.18

6. Harassment Law in Pakistan
Protection against harassment of women at workplace states the principles of
equal opportunity for men and women and their right to earn a livelihood
without fear of discrimination as stipulated in the Constitution. This Bill
complies with the Government’s commitment to high international labour
standards and empowerment of women. It also adheres to the Human Rights
Declaration, the United Nation’s Convention for Elimination of all forms of
Discrimination against Women and ILO’s convention 100 and 111 on
workers’ rights. It adheres to the principles of Islam and all other religions in
our country which assure women’s dignity.19

17

Code of practice 1991, European Union, 1991, available at, http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52005DC0217:EN:NOT (Last accessed May. 15, 2010).
18

Inter-American Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and eradication of Violence against Women ,

Department of International Law,Organazation of American State , Washington D.C, Available at
http://www.oas.org/juridico/english/treaties/a-61.html (last accessed: May. 10, 2010).
19

Protection against harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2010, 14, online available at

http://www.aasha.org.pk/Women_Harassment_Docs/THE%20PROTECTION%20AGAINST%20HARASSME
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II.

Implementation of the Act

A. History of Harassment law in Pakistan
Harassment is one of the most common issues faced by the women of Pakistan. This issue
alone inhibited most women to move out of their houses for education, availing medical
facilities and earning a livelihood.20When women move outside of their houses for their
livelihood they are harassed, though not always, by their higher officials at their workplace.
To stop discrimination against working women from our society, a body of law was required
to protect rights of citizens of state in a society.
In 2000, women activists had started movement for the rights of women at workplace. In
2008, South Asian Women in Media (SAWM) held a preliminary meeting of female
journalists in Lahore to discuss harassment and to devise possible support mechanisms the
minister of development proposed two bills to the cabinet on the 5th of November, 2008 in
which the bills were principally approved and were taken for the formal vetting. Later on,
after 4 months continues struggle of women activists, bill was approved by cabinet on 3rd
February 2009 and in the month of April the bills were presented in National assembly.21
They presented two bills in the national assembly related to the issue of harassment of
women: one was “the Protection against Harassment at the Workplace Bill “and “the
Criminal Law (Amendment) Act of 2009”.

NT%20OF%20WOMEN%20AT%20THE%20WORKPLACE%20ACT%202010.doc (Last accessed: Mar.12,
2010).
20
21

Raja Asghar, Higher Penalty for Women’s harassment approved, DAWN News, 05, Nov, 2009.
Huma Yusuf, Beyond Harassment, DAWN News, 15 Nov, 2009, online available at

http://www.dawn.com/wps/wcm/connect/dawn-content-library/dawn/the-newspaper/editorial/issues-beyondharassment-519 (Last accessed Mar.20, 2010).
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Pakistan Penal Code (PPC), section 50922, previously dealt with harassment cases but
it did not provide a complete or clear definition of women harassment. Under this section,
imprisonment for crimes against women was up to one year or fine or both. By the struggles
of women activists the previous law is amended as “the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act,
2009.” The Criminal Law amendment Bill (which is related to sexual harassment) was
adopted by the Senate with the support of all major parties, but with members of the religious
parties staging a walkout or absenting themselves. PPC section 509 was amended as an
“insult to the modesty of women” and gives a clearer definition of harassment to make it
justifiable before a court of law. Imprisonment was extended from one year to three years and
a fine of 50,000 or both.23
Leading Pakistani legal experts and civil society activists struggle for the importance of
legislation to protect women’s right at workplace. Protection against harassment of women at
workplace, Act 2010 intended to provide an opportunity to all organizations; public, private
and civil society to develop a self regulatory mechanism whereby organisations could handle
the problems related to harassment internally. Adoption of this code has become mandatory
for all organizations and it requires the management to take charge of their institutional
culture and make it dignified for both men and women24

B. Implementation Mechanism
Protection against Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2010 was signed by president
of Pakistan on the 9th March, 2010, that defines harassment as,
Any unwelcome sexual advance, request for sexual favours or other verbal or
Insulting the modesty of a woman: any sound, gesture, or exhibition of any object
intending to insult the modesty of a woman (S.509 PPC)
23
Dawn Editorial, A landmark move, DAWAN News, (Jan22, 2010), Online available at,
22

http://www.dawn.com/wps/wcm/connect/dawn-content-library/dawn/news/pakistan/19-a-landmark-move-hh03, (Last accessed Mar. 15, 2010).
24

Aroosa Masroor, Staying silent no more, Jang News, December 28, 2008.
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written communication or physical conduct of a sexual nature or sexually
demeaning attitudes, causing interference with work performance or creating
an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment, or the attempt to
punish the complainant for refusal to comply to such a request or is made a
condition for employment.25

Mechanism of this Act is divided among three main authorities, who will be
responsible for inquiry of harassment complaint.

1. Inquiry Committee
Under this Act, each organization shall constitute an inquiry committee consisting of
three members of whom:


At least one should be a woman,



Second member should be from senior management,



Third member should be senior representative of employees or a senior employee
where there is no CBA.

If organization is unable to designate above mentioned member within the organization
then they can be co-opted from outside the organization. If a complaint is made against one
of the members of inquiry committee that member should be replaced by another for that
particular case.

2. Procedure of Holding Inquiry
Under this legislation, inquiry committee can start its proceeding in two ways,
i.

Formal Procedure of Complaint
If the inquiry committee receive a formal or written complaint, the committee has to;


Communicate a written receipt within three days which will be provided to accuse the

25

Section 1(h) of “ the protection against harassment of women at the workplace act 2010” Available at
http://www.pak.gov.pk/Significant_Announcements/THE%20PROTECTION%20AGAINST%20HARASSME
NT%20OF%20WOMEN%20AT%20THE%20WORKPLACE%20ACT%202010.pdf.(Last Accessed
12,8,2010)
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charges and level of allegation against him.


The caused is required to submit a written defence within seven days from the day of
charge and if he fails to do so without reasonable cause, the committee will precede
ex-parte.



The ex-parte will inquire and examine oral and documentary evidences in support of
charge or in defence of accuse. The committee may examine the cross examination of
the witness against him.

Under this act the inquiry committee have to regulate its own procedures for holding
inquiry and fixing time and place of its meeting.
ii.

Informal Procedure of Complaint
In case of informal complaint, an inquiry committee can resolve a complaint through

mediation by providing advice and counselling to the parties. This proceeding would be
strictly confidential.


The complaint will report the incidence to his /her supervisor or a member of inquiry
committee. This report can be in oral or written form.



Senior member of organization will conduct investigation in confidential manner.



If the case constitutes high degree of sexual harassment then the case can be preceded
formally.



After failing informal complaint, the complaint had a right to file formal complaint at
any time



Organization will provide assistance to the complainant during the inquiry procedure.



It’s a duty of employer to make a temporarily adjustment to avoid interaction between
the parties.



It is the duty of employer to strictly monitored both parties to avoid any kind of
retaliation
19
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3. Submission of Findings and Recommendations
Inquiry committee will submit its findings and recommendations to the competent
authority within thirty days. According to inquiry committee if accused is proved as guilty
the competent authority will impose one or more of the following penalties;
i.

Minor Penalties
The accused may be censured, withheld promotion or increment for specific period, the

complainant may be paid compensation from accused pay or some other source.
ii.

Major Penalties

The accused may be censured discernment of post scale or to a lower stage of time scale,
removal from the service, compulsory retirement a part of fine can be used a compensation
for the complainant.
These penalties will be imposed within one week of the receipt of the recommendation
of the inquiry committee. The inquiry committee shall monitor the situation regularly to
check if recommendations are subject to decision, if any competent authority has been
implemented.
The organization will arrange psycho-social counselling or medical treatment and for
additional medical leave, if the complainant is in trauma.

4. Appeal Against Minor and Major penalties
If the aggrieved party is not satisfied with decision of competent authority, he can file
an appeal to the ombudsman26 within the thirty days of the decision.

26

Ombudsman is a person who has been a judge of high court or qualified to be appointed as a judge of high
court.
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5. Powers of inquiry committee
Under this act, inquiry committee shall have following powers:
(a) To summon and enforce attendance of any person and examine him on oath;
(b)

To require the discovery and production of any document;

(c)

To receive evidence on affidavits; and

(d)

To record evidence.

The inquiry committee shall have the power to ask the accused for medical examined, if
necessary and may recommend appropriate penalty against the accused. In case of false
allegation made with bad intention against accused, ombudsman may recommend appropriate
actions against complainant.

C. Ombudsman
Ombudsman is a person who has been a judge of high court or qualified to be appointed
as a judge of high court. The ombudsman may be recruited as staff required for achieving
purposes of this Act and all finances will be provided by the government.

1. Powers of Ombudsman
Along with the powers of competent committee, ombudsman shall use for the purpose of
this act the same powers as in a civil court under the ode of civil procedures.

2. Ombudsman to Inquire in to Complaint
Any employee has the option to prefer the complain either to inquiry committee or
ombudsman. The ombudsman shall communicate a notice to the accused within three days of
receiving a written complaint. The accused has to submit a written defence within five days
after receiving written complaint, but if he fails to do so without any reasonable cause
21
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ombudsman may proceed to ex-parte.
For the purpose of investigation, ombudsman may require any office and member of
organization concerned to precede confirmation or to produce any document which is
relevant and helpful in the code of investigation. The ombudsman will record his decision
and inform both parties and the management of the concerned organization for the
implementation of penalties.

D. Representation to President and Governor
An aggrieved person, if not satisfied by the decision of ombudsman may within thirty
days of decision, he/she may call representation to the president or governor.

E. Responsibility of Organization
It will be the responsibility of employer of the organisation to ensure the implementation
of this act. The management will display copies of the code in English as well as in Urdu
language at the conspicuous place in organization within the six month of commencement of
this act but if an employer fails to comply with the provisions of this act, any employer of the
organization can file a petition before the District Court. When he would be found guilty, will
be charged to fine extending from twenty five thousand rupees to one hundred thousand
rupees.27

27

See Supra note 19.
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III.

Positive and Negative Aspects of the Act

Pakistan is a male dominated society where women are suppressed at their homes
whenever they set foot outside their homes; they have to face different kinds of problems,
harassment is one of those problems. According to some estimates, almost 80 to 90 % women
are harassed at public places and institutions28. According to a survey report conducted by
Elected Women and civil society representatives that 70 %women face sexual harassment at
work place29. But harassment at workplace takes on special significance because women
spent a lot of their time at workplace. According to the survey report presented by AASHA30
78.38 % of working women face sexual harassment at work, while 21 % chose not to talk
about the topic.31 . During the interviews from nurses, 58 % aged between 16 and 21 said
they had faced sexual harassment by co-workers, patients or relatives of patients and doctors,
the survey revealed. Only 11 % of the nurses denied harassment and 29 % refused to talk
about it. Most of the time women are harassed by their bosses or supervisors.32

28

Talal Raza, Violence in Pakistan, Hamariweb, April. 4, 2010, available at ,

http://hamariweb.com/article.aspx?id=6003 , (Last accessed May. 10,2010).
29

70 percent women face harassment at workplace, The Nation News, June. 19, 2008,Online available at

http://www.nation.com.pk/pakistan-news-newspaper-daily-english-online/Regional/Karachi/19-Jun-2008/70per-cent-women-face-harassment-at-work-place (Last accessed Mar. 12 , 2010).
30

AASHA is an alliance of organizations that are committed to curb sexual harassment at workplace.

31

Huma Yusuf, Beyond Harassment, DAWAN News,15 Nov,2009, online available at

http://www.dawn.com/wps/wcm/connect/dawn-content-library/dawn/the-newspaper/editorial/issues-beyondharassment-519 (Last accessed Mar.20,2010).
32

Talal , Supra note 25.
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A. Positive Aspect of Legislation
Women activists are working to protect the rights of women in all spheres of life
especially at workplace. They encourage women to stand with male in every sphere of life.
They struggle to protect women from harassment at workplace in 2000.After their struggle;
an Act has been passed to protect the rights of women at workplace in 2010. This Act will not
only make public and work environment safer for women but will open the path for more
women to pursue live hood with dignity.33
The federal minister for women Development Sherry Rehman highlights that the
purpose of the legislation is to create an environment for legal protection of women against
harassment at workplace and to give a right of women to live with dignity.34This Act
basically provides a relief to those women whose rights are violated at workplace and they
are forced to leave their jobs. It will provide more confidence to all women to work in public
and private organizations. Women activist’s states that it is an advantage to all those women,
who do not want to file their case in court. Through this Act, “women’s grievances can be
addressed out of court and quickly”35 after this legislation, more women will join
organizations and their ratio of empowerment will increase, which will be a good sign for the
progress of country.

B. Negative Aspects of Legislation
Pakistan is an Islamic state, where people are attached with their traditions and believe on
Islamic norms. When movement of women activists started for the protection of women from

33

Supra note 19 at pts. 1-14.

34

She address to media and highlights the importance of new legislation regarding women in Pakistan

35

Amir Wasim, Harassment of women now a crime, DAWN News , (10 Mar,2010) ,Online available at

http://www.dawn.com/wps/wcm/connect/dawn-content-library/dawn/news/pakistan/22-pakistan-outlawsworkplace-harassment-of-women-aj-02 . (Last accessed: April. 10, 2010).
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harassment at workplace some delusions arise about Islamic concept of women rights.
Religious leaders criticize the bill as stated by Sen.Gul Naseer Khan of the Jamiat ulema-eIslam “It is against shariah (Islamic law)" and this Act is pro west law “which spread
vulgarity in our society”. He further argued that "There is no need for women to seek
employment because the responsibility for their upkeep lies on the shoulder of men,"36 he
said so in a television talk show. In our society, it is generally believed that women should
stay at home and do their household work. In case of necessity, women can go out of their
homes but most of religious leaders think that in this case, women can only adopt two
professions, teaching and medicine.
Religious leader views the bill as “sexual harassment bills an insult to Islamic society.”37
And they believe that “the role models for Muslim women are the Prophet’s wives and
daughters, other women should follow them”38. Some of them say that “the best women are
those who stay at their homes”39 According to these critics, a woman basic duty is to
maintain house and to bring up children. They severely criticize those women who go for
jobs and assert that there is no need of such law. They believe that the reason of harassment is
only because the woman is coming out of house. They further advise that if women stay at
homes, this problem will be solved automatically. According to critics, mind set behind this
law is to promote feminist activists and this is not a sincere effort for rights of women.

Different people have different views about this legislation. A number of male
interviewees agree that empowerment of women is increasing day by day and majority of
women are working in private sectors. But in spite of being powerful, they are still facing
36

Zofeen Ebrahim, Backlash rises against bill on sexual harassment , Daily Times,Feb18,2010, Online

available at http://ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews=50377 (Last accessed: March. 10,2010) .
37

Id at 3.

38

Interview with Abdullaha , Imam Masjid, Mandi Bha u Din, in MBD (March. 10,2010).

39

Interview with religious person on the condition that his name and place will not be declared.
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problems which a female can face in a patriarchal society they think that this legislation is a
need of the time and government should pay attention at its mechanism structure. There are
many loopholes in its mechanism, which requires government’s attention immediately. These
are as under,


According to Act all organization are bound to establish inquiry committee to
protect their employees from harassment. In villages, most of women are
working in fields, where no proper organization exists. Does this legislation
cover all those women? It is not clear in this Act.40



If allegation proves against complainant false, then inquiry committee may
recommend to ombudsman for proceeding. In this Act, no punishment for
wrong allegation. But Islam penalized a person in case of prove of Qazaf. To
decrease the chances of false allegation, there should some punishment for
complainant.



This Act deals with the harassment cases According to a survey conducted for
this research paper, women employees are mostly harassed at private
organization, i.e., salesgirls working at; plazas and shopping malls,
telecommunications network franchises, police constables, lady traffic police,
conductors at buses, i.e. Dawoo, women working at fields and at bricks
companies. Where it’s difficult to establish Inquiry committee. The language
of the Act is not self explanatory; the element of ambiguity is there.



Inquiry committee consists of three members, which are from the higher
authorities of the organization, during a survey conducted for this research
paper, in 90 % cases, women employees faced harassment from the higher

40

Supra note 1
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authorities of the organizations. In this case, a question rose by women
employee that would they get justice after filling complaints against their
seniors? Would they be able to survive in that office? Would it not harm the
dignity of women in office as well as in our society? Cultural differences also
become hurdle while filling a case, most of the women, who belongs from
respected families and are outside of their homes because of their necessities,
they will hesitate or will not file a case against sexual harassment at
workplace. But on the other hand, some women and men will use it as a tool to
blackmail their officers. In case of mala fide allegation, the applicant must be
punished 41


This law provides an implementation mechanism to all organisations for the
protection of women from harassment but the language of the text is legal,
which not understandable to the common messes. It should be published in
simple language by the Government authorities. It is provided in the Act that
all organizations should bound to establish inquiry committee within 30 days
after the commencement of this law.



According to a survey report conducted in twin cities of Islamabad and
Rawalpindi , 15 % organizations know about this Act after its commencement
and only 10% organizations has established Inquiry committee with in their
organization. Employers in this survey recommended displaying a copy of the
Act at conspicuous places of organization for the awareness of employers.



Act requires all public and private organisations to adopt an internal code of
conduct. This provides a guideline about behaviour of all employees including
owners and members of organization to ensure a work environment free from

41

Interview with Amir Abdullah Abbasi, joint secretary, Islamabad bar council, in Islamabad (April 2,2010).
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harassment and intimidation. According to the report of AASHA, more than
300 organizations had already adopted code of conduct for their organizations.
But some other critics say, this law does not provide a code of conduct for
organizations.42


Some religious leaders suggest that all organization should adopt “Islamic
code of conduct”43 an employer of an organization interviewed that 80% are
those women, who are harassed because of their dressing.44

According to Dr. Fouzia Saeed,45 “sexual harassment at the workplace is growing and
victims are often reluctant to make formal or informal complaints for fear of losing their
jobs.”46 Higher authorities of an organization constitute an Inquiry committee, in case of any
complaint against them , the complainant will not file a case because of the fear of losing
her/his job or fear of other workload penalties. A survey suggest that at least one member
should be from outside the organization. Some members will use it as a tool to blackmail the
owner of an organisation. There is no specified punishment for the crime of harassment, it is
discretionary power vested to inquiry committee, which can be misused. in case of misuse of
powers, there should be punishment, which is not given in this Act There should be proper
follow up program from the government to check the mechanism of inquiry committee. There
are certain other difficulties in the way of its enforcement, for instance, it is very difficult to
find out evidence in harassment cases. If women alleged against accused and unable to prove
then it will be a great harm to its dignity.

47

On the other hand, if the victim is not satisfied

42

Interview with Muhammad Arif, Working in private organization, in Islamabad, (March 21,2010).

43

See Id at 34.

44

Interview with Salma, Receptionist, Tele communication franchise, Blue Area, in Islamabad (May 1, 2010).

45

Dr, Fouzia Saeed a woman activist who is engaged with AASHA,

46

Interagency Gender and Development Group, Our Lives Our Laws, On women’s Day, Islamabad, ( March.

08,2010).
47

Interview With Tariq Jangeeri, Advocate, High Court, in Islamabad (May, 10,2010).
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with the decision of inquiry committee and ombudsman then aggrieved person had a right to
appeal to the president or governor. But some judicial officers state that president is not a
legal person so the right to appeal should be given to some judicial forum. 48
In Pakistan, there is no proper system of legal aid for victims and under this legislation,
it is also missing. 49Right to appeal goes to Ombudsman, which need to establish within six
months after applicability of law. It is a burden to the economy to establish new organ of law
in the current scenario, according to survey conducted from lawyers, right to appeal should be
given to the high court. Furthermore, NGO’s are using it as a tool for their propaganda which
would not faire with rights of woman.

Recommendations and Conclusion
The findings and conclusion set out in this research paper give rise to a number of
recommendations that are designed to assists all organizations, primarily the Government that
has obligations to respect, protect and fulfil the rights of women with in the four walls of
house and outside of their house. Government and other women activists may make their
effort to enforce this legislation at the best of their level. Following points need concern from
Government, NGOs and from the organization,


Government should ensure, whether all organization have adopted new legislation
completely, law without the real will of the Government to implement it, is of no
value at all.50



Strengthen the capacity of law enforcement and fare distribution of justice among
masses.

48

Interview with a Judicial officer, Katchery F-8 Market,in Islamabad , (May, 10, 2010).

49

Jahangiri, supra note 44.

50

See Supra note 43.
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Needs an extensive input from civil society organization including women rights
organizations, legal experts, labour rights bodies and human rights leaders.



Involvement of citizens of state in legislation is a good step, but there should be
follow-up programmes from the Government.



Media can play a positive role for the implementation of this legislation, different
programmes and campaigns should start with the help of Government at national
level to spread the awareness of this law.



Government should bound all organization to submit its report annually regarding its
implementation with some new suggestions.



Organization should insure through their report that a code of conduct is adopted in
their organization.



An awareness workshop should be held within each organization to know about the
policies and legislation of their organization.



Legal aid / counselling should be provided in each organization.
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Aesthetics & Consumer Purchasing Behavior: A Review of the Literature
When discussing the topic of aesthetics, there are several initial questions that come to
mind such as: What is affected or influenced by aesthetics; is there communication through
aesthetics; and do consumers tend to “judge a book by its cover”. The purpose of this review of
literature is to not only shed some light on the aforementioned questions, but to additionally
discuss aesthetics and consumer connection and support through case studies.
Aesthetics is generally known as “a particular taste for or approach to what is pleasing to
the senses and especially sight” (Merriam-Webster.com). That being said, one must look into
what is affected or influenced by aesthetics. The work of Hekkert (2006) suggests that aesthetics
affects places, buildings, rooms, and products; in short, the world is basically affected by
aesthetic. Aesthetics, however, is more than just looking pretty; aesthetics has the ability to
communicate as well (Crilly, Moultrie, & Clarkson, 2004). Aesthetics communicates in four
basic ways: description, expression, exhortation, and identification (Crilly et al., 2004).
Description is suggesting that the outward appearance of a product presents a specific purpose
(Crilly et al., 2004).
When aesthetics communicates through expression, a product’s change of form can alter
how consumers interpret that product (Crilly et al., 2004). Examples of this could include the
adaptation from the original screwdriver to the power drill, the transformation from the
typewriter to the desk-computer and finally to the laptop; as well as the metamorphosis of cell
phones. When considering the examples mentioned, one apparent observation is that the initial
state of each product was that of simplicity. In addition, as each product progressed, they became
more complex. An application that could be drawn from this fact is that as products change and
adapt, the general users of the product adapt as well. Exhortation though aesthetics exhibits
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products that require specific actions, such as an alarm that needs to be turned off. Aesthetics
communicating through identification conveys a product category through its design (Crilly et
al., 2004).
All of the aforementioned points lead up to the question of how consumers respond to
various products. It is suggested by Blijlevens, Creusen, and Schoormans (2009) that consumers
judge products based on their attribute; attributes being defined as “a property, quality, or feature
that belongs to or represents a product” (Merriam-Webster.com). According to Blijlevens et al.
(2009), the primary attributes products are by include color, shape, texture, elegance,
functionality, and social significance.
Noble and Kumar (2008) revealed some interesting findings regarding the main routes
that designers may use to reach a consumer base. They noted that design in the past often
focused on differentiation based on functionality of the product; however, recent years have been
characterized by a rise in companies that differentiate their product based on the creation of
emotional value (Noble & Kumar, 2008). According to Noble and Kumar (2008), there are two
main routes to the creation of a consumer connection: utilitarian design and visual design.
Utilitarian design is thought to lead to a functional differentiation strategy in which
consumers may select a product based on trial and choice (Noble & Kumar, 2008). The
functional route leads to outcomes such as feeling satisfied with the product and believing that
the product met expectations (Noble & Kumar, 2008). Functional differentiation occurs through
the addition of product features or the creation of superior quality (Noble & Kumar, 2008).
Noble and Kumar (2008) noted an interesting example of a product being marketed based on
functional differentiation, the Microsoft Zune. The Zune had a 50% larger viewing area versus
the Apple iPod and WiFi song sharing and an integrated radio tuner at the time of its release
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(Noble & Kumar, 2008). Despite the added functional characteristics, the Zune only held 3% of
the market share versus the iPod, which held 73% of the market share. The example of the
Microsoft Zune in comparison to the Apple iPod illustrates the point that functional
differentiation may not always be enough to overcome emotional value creation exhibited by
companies like Apple (Noble & Kumar, 2008).
Although satisfaction and meeting expectations through creation of utilitarian value is a
worthwhile goal, there is a more dynamic strategy that designers may use: differentiation via the
visual design route (Noble & Kumar, 2008). According to Noble and Kumar (2008), when
consumers distinguish differentiation of a product through visual design, they perceive emotional
value, which can be much stronger in terms of consumer connection than that of functional
value. Outcomes of emotional value creation represent greatly sought-after results such as
attachment to a product, loyalty to a brand, championing of a product, passion for the product,
and joy of use (Noble & Kumar, 2008). Some examples of emotional value creation posited by
Noble and Kumar (2008) are the Dyson vacuum cleaner and the Volkswagen Beetle.
Some other suggestions posited by Noble and Kumar (2008) for ways in which designers
can create consumer value include use of zeitgeist, high design, product personality, and
metaphor. Zeitgeist is the distinctive spirit of an era and can perhaps be utilized by designers to
draw consumers to a product (Noble & Kumar, 2008). An example of a product exhibiting the
concept of zeitgeist is the1980s BMW, which demonstrates the idea of excess and lavishness that
is now associated with that decade (Noble & Kumar, 2008). High design can be achieved
through visual design; an example of this is Jimmy Choo and Manoloh Blahnik shoes (Noble &
Kumar, 2008). Product personality is seen in products such as the Alessi juicer, which has
reached “cult classic” status through its almost life-like, quirky appearance (Noble & Kumar,
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2008). Designers may also employ the concept of metaphor in making a product resemble
something else in order to highlight its value; for example, the Black and Decker mouse sander
resembles a mouse in appearance and communicates to consumers that it is quick and easy to
maneuver (Noble & Kumar, 2008).
Finally, research has shown that designers may also need to pay attention to not only the
actual product but also to its packaging. Two articles published by Raghubir and Greenleaf
(2006) and Hagtvedt and Patrick (2008) illustrate the importance of the design of packaging.
Raghubir and Greenleaf (2006) investigated the market share of often purchased grocery store
products, such as cereal and pancake mix, to determine whether boxes closer to the Golden
Proportion had a higher market share. The researchers found that store brand products
(representing lower market share) often were packaged in boxes with a ratio close to 1:2,
whereas name brand products (representing higher market share) were often packaged in boxes
with ratios of approximately 1:1.62, similar to the Golden Proportion (Raghubir & Greenleaf,
2006). However, it is important to note that the researchers did not look for a cause/effect
relationship in their study; there was simply a correlation between packaging ratio and market
share (Raghubir & Greenleaf, 2006). Additionally, an article by Hagtvedt and Patrick (2008)
revealed that the incorporation of high art (such as Monet, Turner, or Whistler) versus non-art
(low end, non-recognizable artist) influenced consumers to feel more favorably toward the
product.
This review of literature regarding aesthetics and consumer behavior is intended to
provide practical suggestions for methods that designers may employ to establish a strong
consumer connection and achieve desired consumer outcomes. Attaining an understanding of
how aesthetics communicates with consumers is key to understanding the power of aesthetics
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(Blijlevens et al., 2009; Crilly et al., 2004). Additionally, studies have shown that visual design
has strong implications for establishing a meaningful, powerful consumer connection (Noble &
Kumar, 2008), and that it is also important to pay attention to the design of the package
(Hagtvedt & Patrick, 2008; Raghubir & Greenleaf, 2006). By utilizing the strategies outlined in
this review, designers may seek to achieve the highest level of consumer connection possible.
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Santiago as the Complete Hero:
His Fishing and Hemingway’s Quest for Existence in The Old Man and the Sea
The Old Man and the Sea (1952), Ernest Hemingway’s last novel, has been discussed from
various critical perspectives. Consequently, we can consult many remarkable studies on this novel.
The fruits of many years of study demonstrate that this novel is an important work in helping us to
understand Hemingway’s view of life and his technique of writing. Most of those studies, however,
investigate the novel’s world from one dimension, that is, as being produced by Santiago’s mental
fullness. Therefore, we hardly find any papers which consider the possibility of an affinity between
the fishing image of Santiago and Hemingway’s attitude toward writing. This presentation, observing
the relationship between Santiago and nature itself closely and reevaluating Santiago, discusses the
way in which Hemingway tries to create Santiago as a compilation of his protagonists.
To discuss the possibility that Santiago is a compilation of Hemingway’s protagonists, I will
focus firstly on the description of nature which is an important element in Hemingway’s works.
Secondly, scrutinizing the relationship between Santiago and nature, I will explain that Hemingway
adds a new understanding of the pure experiences – most of them concerning the relationship
between life and death – for which Hemingway sought all his life. And finally, observing the image
of Santiago who struggles with marlin alone, I aim to make clear the differences from others of
Hemingway’s works in which he tries to describe his protagonists’ inner uneasiness in the spheres of
bullfighting, of hunting, and of river fishing.
While other images of his protagonists have reflected Hemingway’s attitude toward life and
death, these new characteristics of Santiago show the modification of his attitude toward his writing
and toward his life. In other words, the image of Santiago displays the viewpoint on life which
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Hemingway finally reaches as a novel writer. Santiago is a character who not only exceeds
Hemingway’s other heroes’ disposition, but also surpasses the Übermensch of Friedrich Nietzsche.
Therefore, it can be said that Santiago is the sublimated image of the Übermensch.
Through the discussion above, I am trying to suggest that this novel is a masterpiece which
condenses Hemingway’s view of life, and that he describes Santiago as the compilation of his
protagonists and the complete hero in The Old Man and the Sea.
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“ʻVice Makes Mercyʼ: The Role of False Sacrifice in Measure for Measure”
In his most recent text,

The Faith Instinct: How Religion Evolved and Why it

Endures, Nicholas Wade posits that deep and abiding sacrifice in a religious context is a
necessary component for “social cohesiveness.” Wade underscores the necessity of
sacrifice by suggesting that, “Sacrifice is a principal means of influencing the godsʼ
behavior and, along with prayer, of negotiating the expectations between the gods and
society as to how each party should behave” (41). Sometimes this sacrifice occurs in
the form of a ritual, but other expressions of sacrifice may arise which are, perhaps,
more intuitive in nature. Regardless of how sacrifice manifests itself, the act of sacrifice,
an instinctively religious expression, is a significant and underlying impulse in all
societies according to Wade, one that has in the past, and, to this day, continues to
secure successful and stable civilizations. Wade is certainly not alone in his sentiments.
Mercedes Maroto Camino, in her essay “Early Modern Rapes of Lucrece,” presages
Wade by noting that sacrifice as it is conceived in Early Modern Poetry like
Shakespeareʼs “Rape of Lucrece” in fact “helps to consecrate a wholly masculine
universe” (106), which also, from Caminoʼs interpretation, results in a stable universe
predicated on clear codes of conduct. Camino adeptly points out that the role of
sacrifice, as engineered in Early Modern culture, is necessary for a gender-coded
purification, and Shakespeare himself presents just such a model in his poetry
according to Camino. Whether the concept of sacrifice is steeped in the expression of
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gender-based politics as Camino suggests or is a more broadly conceived cultural role
as Wade contends, sacrifice in its multifaceted forms is a requisite component by any
measure of any stable society. The expression and implementation of this religious
mechanism that fortifies the stability of societies, however, is by no means universal in
nature or acceptance.
Standing in diametric opposition to this predominant impulse of stabilization
through consecration, notes Wade, is the powerful presence of individuals who escape
the duty of sacrifice. Wade asserts that, “Nothing is more corrosive to a groupʼs
cohesion than free riders. If they go unpunished, the advantage of social living quickly
diminishes; others will contribute less, and the group will disintegrate or crumble under
challenge from neighbors” (48). The function of sacrifice, then, polarizes society by
either, through full participation of the community, reifying social bonds and common
purposes, or, through the presence of “free riders” who shirk their commitments,
subverting the most basic aspects of stability within society.
As a concept, sacrifice has enjoyed a diachronic nature and can be manifested in
many forms that range from self-sacrifice to human sacrifice.1 The Oxford English
Dictionary provides, as its first and principal entry for “sacrifice,” the following: “To offer
as a sacrifice; to make an offering or sacrifice.” This particular use of the word
“sacrifice” is tethered to an established definition dated circa 1300, well before
Shakespeare sat down to pen Measure for Measure. While somewhat circuitous in

1

Sandor Goodhart, author of “ʻOut of the Fishʼs Bellyʼ: Prophecy, Sacrifice, and Repentance in the Book
of Jonah,” considers the diachronic aspects of sacrifice in the much older literature of the Old Testament.
Of particular interest is the connection of sacrifice to the Book of Jonah and traditional Jewish rituals
during Yom Kippur. The concept of sacrifice, according to Goodhart, reveals a host of possible meanings.
An etymological consideration of the word “sacrifice” seems appropriate here considering some of the
earliest Jewish interpretations of the concept are multifarious.
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nature, the primary impulse according to the OED, and one Shakespeare would have
labored under, is mired in the idea of making an offering or giving up something. The
literary and historical references to sacrifice from its earliest inception of 1300 to 1875
may be grounded in an aspect of “offering” but are also notably replete with religious
and biblical allusions like the word “temple,” “Abraham,” and “hecatombs,” to catalogue
only a few. Under the second entry for “sacrifice,” the OED further infuses the definition
with a specific and formal religious tenor by providing the following explanation that is
traced to 1661: “To celebrate the Eucharist.” Shortly thereafter, in 1706, the definition
further evolves: “To surrender or give up (something) for the attainment of some higher
advantage or dearer object.” Interestingly, Shakespeare composes Measure for
Measure during a period of time that the word “sacrifice” demonstrates a certain fluidity
in meaning, and his drama offers something of a glimpse into the cultural evolution of
this idea. At many turns, Measure for Measure raises the question of what, exactly,
should be “offered” in order to generate what Wade identifies as a society that enjoys a
greater degree of stability and, simultaneously, shuns the “free rider.” In other words,
Shakespeare seems to recognize the general concept of sacrifice but then refines it in
his own work in such a way that, interestingly enough, is echoed more fully in the
fiercely religious aspects that are adopted in the OED. The footprint of religion detected
in the word “sacrifice” can be found in the entry, “To celebrate the Eucharist,” an ingress
affiliated with a sermon delivered in the year of 1661. Providing an even stronger
connection to Shakespeareʼs ideas, the OED definition that dates to 1706 boldly asserts
that “sacrifice” is “To surrender or give up (something) for the attainment of some higher
advantage or dearer object.” I do not put forth the audacious claim that Shakespeare in
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his own right single handedly altered the concept of the word “sacrifice” though many
would not contest that the bard certainly did contribute heavily to the English language.
The etymological evidence, in general, suggests that the 1706 definition, a definition
officially established and generated only one hundred and two years after the debut of
Measure for Measure, curiously reflects for the first time in its etymological history some
of the ideas about sacrifice that I perceive to be present in Shakespeareʼs work. One
cannot help but be tempted to ponder whether or not it was possible that Shakespeare,
through his pen, helped shape our understanding and definition of the idea known as
“sacrifice.” Of course, great care must be taken with such speculation so as not to
stumble into a treacherous world dominated by the likes of the logical fallacy post hoc
ergo propter hoc. Certainly, at the very least, scholars can reasonably assert that
Shakespeare wrote during a cultural epoch that demonstrated a deep and abiding
concern about the subject. Richard Marienstras, for example, reflects on the
Elizabethan preoccupation with sacrifice when he points out that,
The meaning, function and forms of sacrifice hold a special place in the
preoccupations of the Elizabethan consciousness. This is chiefly because
this was a Christian civilisation (sic) where the crucificixion (sic) was the
event around which all liturgy was organised (sic): the sacrifice of Christ is
constantly recalled in homilies, theological texts, iconographical
representations and architecture. (48)
The point is well made, and a number of impulses -- most notably the Lollard
movement, Act of Supremacy, Martin Luther, excommunication of Queen Elizabeth, and
the traction gained by the Reformation -- all greatly contribute to the general
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preoccupation with religion throughout the Early Modern Period. Considering the
Elizabethan attitude towards religion, and, in particular, sacrifice, a plausible assertion
can be entertained: Measure for Measure is a powerful and highly visible forum that
allows some insight into the bardʼs idea of sacrifice at a time when the concept was cast
into a religious and social crucible. Wadeʼs ideas regarding sacrifice begin with a
consideration of early civilizations in that offerings as sacrifices would have been made
to “the gods.” Shakespeareʼs society, of course, was predicated on monotheism and
Christianity, so the offers would presumably have been made to God, a singular entity,
but the underlying importance of a sacrifice would remain in tact. Wadeʼs theories that
underscore the importance of sacrifice as a kind of societal glue would be equally
applicable to an Elizabethan society fixated on religion and sacrifice.
Just as Wadeʼs “free riders” would have generated disruption in ancient
civilization, so too would visible “free riders” wreak havoc in Early Modern England.
Indeed, the stark dichotomy of sacrifice and free riders serves as part of the bedrock in
Measure for Measure. Curiously, academics have invested energy and insight into
some of Shakespeareʼs plays, like Titus Andronicus and Julius Caesar, that overtly
address the theme of sacrifice, but the concept has been patently and curiously
overlooked in Measure for Measure.2 Wadeʼs recently developed theories as they
2

I am genuinely surprised by the dearth of material that investigates the concept of sacrifice in Measure
for Measure. Even in the broader field of Shakespearean criticism, some of the material results in
strained arguments like those Arthur Little Jr. presents regarding sacrifice in Shakespeareʼs Antony and
Cleopatra for example. According to Little, Antony serves as the, “sacrificial Dido or sacrificial Lucrece
more specifically,” (112) but then, apparently, Antony, “moves quickly through a series of sacrificial images
that culminate in his attempt to kill himself by falling on his sword” (113). Eventually, Little notes, Antony
fashions himself around Philo. Little suggests through his argument that, ultimately, Antony can be almost
any classical conception of sacrifice. Shakespeareʼs approach to sacrifice seems more direct than what
the field of Shakespearean criticism has thus far presented, and this direct consideration of the topic, as I
argue here, is evident in Measure for Measure. Responses like that of Littleʼs suggest that the field has
misread the role and purpose of sacrifice as Shakespeare and an Early Modern audience conceived it.
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pertain to faith and sacrifice provide a timely opportunity to consider the role of sacrifice
as a pivotal and controversial impulse in the bardʼs work, especially as they might be
applied to Measure for Measure.
Many critics over the years, while not directly engaging in the idea of sacrifice
and its manifestation in Measure for Measure, have, nevertheless, noted on numerous
occasions that this particular comedy represents a “problem play,” and perhaps Anne
Barton, in her trenchant introduction to The Riverside Shakespeare text, sums up the
tenebrous world of Isabella better than most recent scholars when she acknowledges
that
The play itself has some of the qualities of a farewell: a sense of
dissatisfaction with its own dramatic mode, concentrated in its notoriously
troublesome final scene, and a predominant harshness of tone, a
savagery even in its clowning. Frequently, it has been classed as a “dark”
comedy, or as a “problem play.”
Barton 545
I am introducing nothing new in this paper by calling attention to the disturbance
presented in the ultimate moments of the drama, but the quality of “savagery” is one
that easily can be considered at length as it relates specifically to religious impulses and
Wadeʼs conceptual analysis of the relationship between free riders and sacrifice. The
bardʼs text deserves just such a consideration, and, until now, such an investigation has
remained elusive in Shakespearean criticism. Harold Bloomʼs Shakespeare: The
Invention of the Human applies Bartonʼs understanding of “savagery” to the religious
themes in Measure for Measure with the assertion that the play
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more specifically than any other work by Shakespeare, involves his
audience in what I am compelled to call the dramatistʼs simultaneous
invocation and evasion of Christian belief and Christian morals. The
evasion decidedly is more to the point than the invocation, and I scarcely
see how the play, in regard to its Christian allusiveness, can be regarded
as other than blasphemous.
Bloom 359
Bloom names the very deed of Shakespeareʼs attack on religion, but, as Regan of King
Lear utters, the eminent scholar perhaps “comes too short” (I.i.72). Certainly not far
from Shakespeareʼs mind in 1604, the date Jamesʼs court saw the production of
Measure for Measure, was the fate of Christopher Marlowe, a colleague of
Shakespeareʼs who was charged, prosecuted, and punished for the crime of “atheism
and immorality” in 1593. Similarly, Thomas Kyd, another contemporary playwright, was
also placed under arrest and tortured for such sacrilege, and only after recanting was
Kyd released, but the experience left him a broken man mired in the throes poverty
(Boyce 354). These highly publicized events that affected Shakespeareʼs colleagues
and (in the case of Marlowe) rivals were very close in temporal proximity and subject
matter when Shakespeare chose to pen Measure for Measure. Such history provides
the necessary cultural relief when one considers the important role that sacrifice plays in
the drama.
Perhaps further from Shakespeareʼs mind but no less important was the general
treatment of Jews throughout the Pre-Modern and Early Modern period in part because
the bard had, according to Charles Boyce, written The Merchant of Venice showcasing
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the infamous Jew Shylock “between the summer of 1596 and the summer of
1598” (419). Boyce favors the later date for composition, a date which would place the
comedy comfortably within six years of the genesis of Measure for Measure. The
dramatic roles played by religion and religious figures from the use of Jews as
scapegoats during the 1349-1350 plague to the religious fervor surrounding the witch
hunts is, likewise, an important consideration when reading Shakespeareʼs last comedy
and deserves some discussion. Rene Girard, in his text The Scapegoat, directly raises
the problematic role of the scapegoat, a role easily applied to Shylock. The noted
scholar points out that, “The appetite for persecution readily focuses on religious
minorities, especially during a time of crisis” (6). Much criticism, principally from Girard,
has been generated around the idea of the scapegoat and Shylock as one such
representation. Suffice to say, Shakespeare demonstrates an appreciation for the idea
of a sacrificial scapegoat early in his career as a playwright, and it is this established
role and presence of the scapegoat, much as Girard conceives it, that becomes
markedly evident again six years later in Measure for Measure, but the advent of this
second, transformed scapegoat presents a new and unsettling social challenge not in
the form of a Jew, but in the form of a Christian novitiate, Isabella.
The broad confluence of themes and historical events entices me to consider,
further, Bartonʼs idea that she terms “savagery” and how it specifically relates to the
representation of religion in Measure for Measure. Much of the play, I submit,
addresses the specific religious concept of sacrifice, a seminal tenet in religious
practice, and one that, according to Nicholas Wade, is ubiquitous in religious thought.
In act one, Shakespeare introduces the role of sacrifice in a religious context through a
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seemingly innocuous action involving Isabella, a religious novitiate, and Francisca, an
inveterate nun. The exchange that follows is subtle in its nature, but the character and
foundation of Isabellaʼs identity is hatched within this scene that foreshadows Isabellaʼs
ultimate affiliation with Shakespeareʼs concept of sacrifice.
Isabella: And have you nuns no farther privileges?
Nun: Are not these large enough?
Isabella: Yes, truly. I speak not as desiring more,
But rather wishing a more strict restraint
Upon the sisterhood, the votarists of Saint Clare.
Lucio: Ho! Peace be in this place.
Isabella: Whoʼs that which calls?
Nun: It is a manʼs voice. Gentle Isabella,
Turn you the key, and know his business of him.
You may, I may not; you are yet unsworn.
(I.4.1-9)
This introduction of Isabella is crucial because Shakespeare, during the first few lines
that give rise to his female protagonist, fashions the core of Isabellaʼs character around
her absolute desire to wish “more strict restraint” upon herself and the votarists. The
young novitiate yearns to sacrifice nothing less than all worldly pleasures as well as
herself to God and the sisterhood. This unadulterated desire embodies both her
passion and identity as Shakespeare constructs it, but the nunʼs immediate response,
one that will be amplified later in the text, is that Isabella and her sense of sacrifice will,
through a kind of deconstructive strategy, itself need to be sacrificed if the overt and
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Christian society of Vienna is to enjoy a prolonged stability. The apparently nominal
sacrifice required in this particular moment entails a womanʼs interaction with Lucio, a
man. While the act may seem, on its face, relatively insignificant, it nevertheless
reveals a dynamic that will ultimately doom Isabellaʼs desire for “more strict restraint.”
Rather than address Lucio, Francisca directs Isabella to “know his business of him,”
thereby sacrificing Isabella and her desire for “more strict restraint.” The nun chooses to
sacrifice not herself in this moment of mandated interaction, but Isabella, a novitiate
who represents the pristine and idealized future of the Church. In essence, the nun
establishes a false sense of sacrifice by proffering another, Isabella, and then justifying
that sacrifice with the argument that the young novitiate may speak to Lucio because
she is “yet unsworn.” Shakespeare uses this moment of false sacrifice, a sacrifice
borne out of expediency, as a foil to contrast the potentially genuine sacrifice, that of
“more strict restraint,” Isabella currently contemplates, articulates, and yearns for. The
immediate false sacrifice on behalf of Francisca, the official and established religious
representative of the church, facilitates the machinery of society. In this sense,
Shakespeare offers his audience a religious free riderʼs false sacrifice, an act which
protects vice in the religious order from knowing “more strict restraint.” In a moment of
subtle drama, vice makes mercy because the expected but false sacred sacrifice
seemingly derived from virtue through the nun is supplanted with the actual sacrifice of
the sacred, that is Isabellaʼs isolation from men. This profound and disturbing act
enables Lucio to communicate with those in the nunnery, and, subsequently, the plot
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ensnares Isabella as Shakespeare advances the play towards a denouement of
genuine institutional sacrifice of the sacred as represented by Isabella.3
Rene Girard, in

I See Satan Fall Like Lightening, provides a theoretical construct

in which the concept of sacrifice, and specifically the “scapegoat,” can be interpreted.
Girard discusses the transformation of the scapegoat that society puts forth as a
sacrifice, and, arguably, Shakespeare presents Isabella as a kind of deconstructed
institutional scapegoat as Girard defines the term. Girard states that
The primitive sacred is generated by mimetic snowballing and the single
victim mechanism. The communities pacified and reconciled by their
victims are too conscious of their inability to become reconciled by their
own actions not to imagine that some god has brought them together, and
that god has to be that same victim who inflicted evil on them but who now
bestows benefits on them. (71)
The French critic further points out that this process is one that involves transformation.
Isabella inflicts a perceived evil on the community by demanding legitimate and
unwanted sacrifice: society is, under the watch of Isabella and her ilk, to remain chaste
and sexually isolated. Such genuine sacrifice is, from the perspective of Venetian
society, untenable and must be eradicated. As such, Isabella as a sacred religious
representative cannot be accepted within the community unlike Francisca, a religious
free rider who facilitates a religious status of false sacrifice, an act that demands nothing
of society and simultaneously preserves the sequestered, self affirming belief of nobility

3

The interaction between supposedly chaste female religious representatives and uncultivated men like
the “fantastic,” Lucio, could also signal some kind of assault on the unadulterated gender roles previously
prescribed for various religious authorities.
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and virtue. The community, ultimately, as I will discuss later in this paper, embraces
Isabella because she “bestows benefits on them” only when she is socially and
politically purged from the play and society at large.
Measure for Measure

provides a bevy of characters that reinforce the role of

sacrifice in society, a role that Wade points out is essential to become, “more cohesive
and united in attaining difficult goals, whether in peace or warfare” (43). These
characters, however, do not unequivocally subscribe to the necessity of genuine
personal sacrifice, but to the idea of false sacrifice or sacrificing others to preserve the
efficacy of society; indeed, genuine sacrifice as manifest in Isabella appears to be a
radically destabilizing force that itself needs to be neutralized, and, in the previously
considered scene, is subtly removed from the social sphere with the nunʼs order to
Isabella to, “Turn you the key.”4
Claudio, in keeping with the theme initiated through Isabella, offers one of the
first significant glimpses of Shakespeareʼs conception of sacrifice when he suggests
that his life should be forfeit in order to preserve Isabellaʼs virginity. Once again,
Shakespeare provides his audience with a male character who looks exclusively
towards a female for, in Isabellaʼs case, one of the more disturbing sacrifices that could

4

Much can be said regarding this point. The Catholic Church was an integral component of public
opinion, as Girard points out in The Scapegoat, and public fears were culpable for many atrocities during
the Pre and Early Modern Period. Girard specifically considers the treatment of the Jews during this time.
Written accounts exist, like those of the mid-fourteenth century poet Guillaume de Machaut, that clearly
place the blame of The Black Death upon Jews who allegedly poisoned water supplies. The witch hunts
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, likewise, reveal one of the acerbic roles religion played in
society. Girard, analyzing the role of scapegoat that the Jews played in the fourteenth century during The
Black Death, points out that, “The appetite for persecution readily focuses on religious minorities,
especially during a time of crisis . . . The text suggests that public opinion is overexcited and ready to
accept the most absurd rumors. In short it suggests a propitious climate for massacres which the author
confirms actually took place.” (6). Accounts of religious persecution during the Pre and Early Modern
Period are copious to be certain, and, perhaps, Shakespeare suggests in Measure for Measure the need
for the Catholic Church to serve as a sacred sacrifice in order to usher in a more humanitarian society.
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be made, that of her sexual chastity. Stating in unequivocal language, Angelo reveals
his lustful aspirations by demanding that Isabella, “must lay down the treasures of” her
body, “or else to let him [Claudio] suffer” (II.4.94-95). Isabella, responding in like
unequivocal language, reveals her unadulterated abhorrence that the deputyʼs
proposition evokes:
Better it were a brother died at once
Than that a sister, by redeeming him,
Should die for ever.
II.4.104-106
Echoing the early sentiments established in the first act, Isabellaʼs commitment to her
sexual virtue remains absolute and steadfast, so when she reluctantly approaches
Claudio about the proposal in the first scene of the third act, the potent resistance to
Angeloʼs desires weighs heavily on the consciousness of both Isabella and the
audience. All are aware of the supreme sacrifice Angelo has proposed when the
brother and sister muse over the possible courses of action.
The subject of the “devilish mercy” is broached, and Claudio is quick to respond
when he learns that Isabellaʼs chastity, her greatest prize, is placed in the balance:
Why give you me this shame?
Think you I can a resolution fetch
From flowʼry tenderness? If I must die,
I will encounter darkness as a bride,
And hug it in mine arms.
III.1.81-84
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A fraternal affection is offered here that suggests a willingness to accept even the heavy
decree of death if such acceptance will extend a protective sphere around Isabella.
Claudio, at first glance, seems willing to forfeit his life in an act of selfless sacrifice, but
this gesture is not genuine and reveals Shakespeareʼs reliance on the device of “false
sacrifice.” Like the Francisca in act one, Claudio demonstrates a highly visible
propensity to sacrifice not himself but others. Such an impulse is neither virtuous nor
sacred. In this case, Claudioʼs initially formidable but inherently nugatory resolve is
transmuted into a desire to sacrifice, falsely, his sister, the very fount of the sacred in
Shakespeareʼs drama. Claudio, in a fit of unremitting cowardice, implores Isabella with
his impassioned speech:
Sweet sister, let me live.
What sin you do to save a brotherʼs life,
Nature dispenses with the deed so far
That it becomes a virtue
III.i.132-135.
Naturally, Isabella has a violent reaction and erupts with the forceful imprecations of, “O
you beast, / O faithless coward, O dishonest wretch!” (III.1.135-136). Isabella
desperately wishes to honor her intended commitment and genuine sacrifice to be a
bride of Christ as a novitiate, a vow that is symbolized in her preserved virginity. A life of
authentic sacrifice through an existence devoted to God is the act of unadulterated
sacrifice Isabella seeks, and this vocation is predicated on her chastity. Pressure
mounts, however, through the repeated use of “false sacrifice” to commit an act of
genuine sacrifice before the conclusion of the drama by eradicating the actual religious
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impulse embodied in the character of Isabella and her now highly sought after unbroken
sexual seal. Sacrifice, as Wade suggests, is sought after to establish a stable society,
but the act of sacrifice is false in that the free riders of sacrifice seek the effacement of
those who, through strict religious ideology, genuinely exhort the community to engage
in selfless sacrifice. In this moment, Girardʼs scapegoat is born in Measure for
Measure.
Shakespeare further illuminates the concept of false sacrifice and Girardʼs idea of
the scapegoat with the character Barnardine, a dissolute prisoner. Set in the desperate
confines of a prison, act four, scene three heralds the introduction of Bernardine and his
proposed role of sacrificial goat. The provost informs the duke that Bernardine is
indifferent to his fate:
He hath evermore had the
liberty of the prison; give him leave to escape hence, he
would not. Drunk many times a day, if not many days
entirely drunk. We have very oft awaked him, as if to
carry him to execution, and showed him a seeming
warrant for it; it hath not moved him at all.
IV.2.145-150
Shakespeare could not have drawn a more complacent figure, yet, when Bernardine is
actually presented with the warrant, his willingness to serve the state through his
sacrificial death evaporates into the aether. Bernardine “had the liberty of the prison;
give him leave to escape hence, he would not.” The duke looks to Bernardine as the
necessary sacrifice to right society; in many ways, then, Bernardine is called upon to be
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a sacred scapegoat. He will atone, by means of sacrificing his life, for the ills of a
misguided society that, through the instrument of Angelo, is determined to “have
Claudioʼs head sent . . . by five” (IV.2.121). Bernardineʼs apparent willingness to play
the scapegoat, however, is actually a false sacrifice, one that is revoked in the last
moment when Bernardine himself declares, because of his drunken stupor, “I swear I
will not die today for any manʼs persuasion” (IV.3.59). Shakespeare then employs the
deus ex machina by seizing upon the non-sacrifice of one Ragozine who, dying of
natural causes, will be a doppelganger for Claudio and Bernardine. The false sacrifice
on Bernardineʼs behalf is now complete as all genuine sacrifice has been set aside for
the time being.
Fittingly, Pompey the clown utters, as Early Modern tradition would demand of a
truth bearer, the unrelenting importunity of a religious society for a sacrifice in earnest.
His words are spoken as scene three of Act Four commences, and he offers a
catalogue of prisoners who must atone for their crimes in a society predicated on
institutional religion. The full passage reveals the suffering of humanity, to use
Pompeyʼs language, “for the Lordʼs sake,” and the following excerpt is merely one
example of many that Pompey ruminates about:
First, hereʼs young Master Rash; heʼs in for a
commodity of brown paper and old ginger, ninescore
and seventeen pounds, of which he made five marks
ready money. Marry, then ginger was not much in request,
for the old women were all dead.
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IV.3.4-8.5
Those who are rash and young make errors in judgment, errors that meet a societal
void when compassion is considered. The punishments that are doled out, again, stem
from “the Lordʼs sake” and seem bereft of mercy. Indeed, the only way for society to
allow vice to make mercy and, simultaneously, maintain false sacrifice and the
appearance of a pious society, is through the genuine sacrifice of one who represents
actual religion, a scapegoat in effect.
That scapegoat is offered to the audience in the form of Isabella, a representative
of the bonafide institutional religion, in the final scene of the play. The febrile concluding
moments of the play usher in a confluence of events that are imbued in the ideas of
sacrifice, scapegoats, and social restoration. Rather than face sacrifice, Claudio,
according to the stage directions found in The Complete Pelican Shakespeare, is
“unmuffled” in the same instant that the duke addresses and, through his dictum,
muffles Isabella with the following, albeit gently delivered, ultimatum:
If he [Claudio] be like your brother, for his sake
Is he pardoned, and for your lovely sake.
Give me your hand and say you will be mine;
He is my brother too . . .
Forgive him, Angelo, that brought you home
The head of Ragozine for Claudioʼs;

5

For purposes of expedience, I have omitted the full excerpt, but the chilling lines should be given their
due consideration. The full excerpt can be found in the first eighteen lines of scene three, Act Four.
Those lines include Master Caper, young Dizzy, young Master Deep-vow, Master Copper-spur, Master
Starve-lackey, young Drop-heir, Master Forthright, Master Shoe-Tie, wild Half-can, and “forty more, all
great doers in our trade” (IV.3.17-18). Of particular note is how the young, in their impulsiveness, suffer
under the religious system in place.
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Thʼ

offense pardons itself. Dear Isabel,

I have a motion much imports your good,
Whereto if youʼll a willing ear incline,
Whatʼs mine is yours, and what is yours is mine
So, bring us to our palace, where weʼll show
Whatʼs yet behind, thatʼ

s meet you all should know.

(V.i.488-491 and 530-535)
This compilation of final lines offers Shakespeareʼs audience one last moment of
genuine sacrifice. Isabella, the erstwhile novitiate who yearned, when Measure for
Measure commenced, for a life of discipline and chastity, sacrifices her religious identity
and deep seated desires that are tethered to discipline and sexual abstinence. She is
not permitted an opportunity to respond to the duke in any way whatsoever; indeed,
Isabellaʼs final line, “I do, my lord” (V.i.398), is uttered a couple of hundred lines before
the conclusion of the comedy and expresses abject subservience to a statement the
duke issued. Shakespeare suggests, in the final scene of Measure for Measure, that a
sacrifice is, in fact, necessary for the stability sought in a comedic ending to a
seventeenth century play. That sacrifice, however, must come from genuine
expressions of religious institutions that potentially interfere with the routine and
hypocritical false sacrifices that manifest themselves throughout society. Vice must be
permitted if society is to flourish, yet the need to follow a life of virtue seems an
inveterate part of human nature. Hypocrisy is born and nurtured.
Shakespeareʼs solution is to enable vice to make mercy by sacrificing that aspect
of society, the genuine religious impulse, through the theoretical construct of the
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scapegoat. Only then can society maintain its belief in its own virtue and even a false
religion while simultaneously maintaining a secular stability. To call even greater
attention to this dramatic idea, Shakespeare positions, in the final five lines of the play,
the false sacrifice of Ragozine, a man who died of natural causes, and Claudio with the
genuine sacrifice of Isabella in that, “Whatʼs mine is yours and what is yours is mine.”
In the light of the foil that Ragozine and Claudio provide, the power of the duke can be
consolidated and a lasting stability forged for society through the sacrifice of Isabella, an
unblemished religious scapegoat.
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Abstract
In North-East India, the politics generally follows the ethnic path. Many ethnic groups have launched entirely new
types of movements. Such ethnic movements have created tremendous hardship to people living in the area, faces force
migration, and thus they are displaced from their homeland. The state Manipur is facing much more crisis from such
movements. The ethnic clash between Naga Tribe and Kuki Tribe has spread to Ukhrul, Tamenglong, Senapati and
Churachanpur Districts. There are 33 ethnic communities in the district, among them Meiteis, Nagas, Kukis and Paites are
the dominant groups. The state has been experiencing bitter ethnic conflicts between the Kukis and Nagas stemming from
xenophobic insecurity. The communal violence between Nagas and Kukis re-emerged in 1992 for the third time after
1919. Ukhrul district of Manipur affects most due this problem and number of displaced population are also in large
numbers. The Naga-Kuki conflict in the hills of Manipur has led to the displacement of about 11000 Kukis and Nagas
since 1992. The casualties on both sides have been more than 336 persons belonging to the Kukis and the Nagas. More
than 2686 villages have been uprooted. Various relief camps set up by the government immediately after the displacement
could not provide even the necessity. Most of the tribes were displaced or migrated from their hearth and homes and are
exposed to various unwarranted situations. Many children’s have lost their parents and lost their security of home and
parents. Women and children accounts for 70% of the displaced population those who are in extreme vulnerable
conditions. Most women thrust into the role of head of the family since most men are killed or disabled during the combat.
The displaced women are unable to earn their living to maintain themselves and their children. They lack food, shelter,
clothes and safety. Conflict then internal displacement not only disrupts the live of the individuals concerned but the entire
community and society. When large number of persons fled from their native villages, many villages became depopulated
and farmland is affected. Many of the elders those have perished during the combat, their children’s who should have
been in the schools are wandering in search of livelihood, odd jobs and become domestic helpers. Both the groups have
lost their property and lives. The Governments help rendered to them was meager to earn their livelihood. The life and
economic conditions became worst among the displaced people, since they became shelter less and jobless. The study also
aims at the livelihood and economic conditions of the displaced people in Ukhrul and Senapati districts of Manipur.
INTRODUCTION:
The Kuki–Naga conflict (1992-94) which threatened brotherhood and religious fraternity among the Christian
communities particularly between the Kukis and Nagas in Manipur. Despite their claim of being Christians, they
committed many inhuman atrocities and even massacres on each other besides burning of hundreds of villages thereby
rendering as many as 31,547 persons homeless. The 2001 Census of India provisionally estimates that there are some
1,988,636 with the hill districts of Manipur housing 473,191 Nagas.
Conflict between Nagas and Kukis are resulting to displacement or migration of people from their homeland to
designated camps. The communal violence between Nagas and Kukis re-emerged in 1992 for the third time after 1919.
However, this time it has continued for several years unlike earlier. The sufferings caused by these communal conflicts
are miserable. Ukhrul district of Manipur affected most due to this problem and number of displaced or migrated
population and affected are in large numbers. The feud between the two tribes Nagas and Kukis have been traditional,
which has historical and geographical background, each of them try to gain political and geographical supremacy on the
other from time immemorial.
The Naga- Kuki conflict in the hills of Manipur has led to the displacement of about 11000 Kuki and Naga
families since 1992. The casualties on both sides have been severe and large in numbers. These two tribes have been
fighting with each other over their rights and ownership of land. Both have formed armed militant groups, and contributed
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to violent armed conflict, killing people, burning houses and displacing each other from their native villages. The conflict
and tension restricted their movements for both the groups for several years, which have affected their economy and
livelihood. More than 11,000 families from both the tribes have lost their houses due to torching during the arson and
about 2686 villages have been uprooted/deserted/burnt. The displaced people were suffering due to the non-existence of
formal relief camps. The makeshift camps setup by the government after the displacement caused more hardship to the
people. The Government could not provide even the necessity in the camps. Most people were displaced from their hearth
and homes due to the conflict. After displacement, their children became vulnerable and taken to all odd jobs. The
children those who have lost their parents they lost security and home. About 70% of women and children among the
displaced persons are living an extreme vulnerable life. The displaced women are unable to earn their living to maintain
themselves and their children. They lack necessities like food, clothes and safety. Conflict and internal displacement not
only disrupt the lives of individuals concern but the entire community and society. When large number of persons fled
from their native villages, many villages became depopulated and farmland is affected. The areas to which they migrated
are also badly affected in terms of environment and other aspects. The damaged done to forests and environment due to
conflict will have long-term economic and environmental effects.

METHODOLOGY AND DATA BASE:
Primary and secondary sources data sources are used for this study. Primary data is collected through personal
interviews among the affected groups by visiting the rehabilitation centers or camps to identify the number of villages and
people affected. Data on migration, livelihood, education, food, shelter and economic activities were collected from the
rehabilitation camps, NGO’s reports, and Relief and Rehabilitation Departments of Manipur. Population figures, number
of affected villages, location of villages and types of aids received by them, were collected from the Government reports,
newspapers, census data, documents, District statistical handbook, published materials etc. A simple statistical technique
is applied to calculate their percentages.
CONFLICT AND CAUSES:
The Naga-Kuki clash is not a term in the 20th and 21st century. The first war of Naga-Kuki clash started date back
as far as the 1919 when the Kukis were used by the Maharajas and the Britishers. The hostility between the two ethnic
groups was traditional and historical. In the past Manipur’s Meitei rulers use to recruit the Kukis to police the Naga
dominated highlands. The British also followed a similar policy. The successive state governments also placed emphasis
on the balancing act. The Kuki and Naga people have co-existed in relative peace for more than a century. However, with
a sudden spurt of clash between these two communities turn out to be a major ethnic violence afterwards. The Naga-Kuki
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clash reemerged in the year 1992. This ethnic clash since then saw thousands of people homeless from both the
communities. They destroyed many villages by burning each other’s houses. Thus, thousands of people from both the
communities became refugees. Destruction of properties and killing each other continued with no sign of respite between
the two groups due to clashes.
The clash between the two communities started in 1919, but then there were no major fights between the groups
until it re-emerged in May 1992 in Moreh town located on the borders between India and Myanmar is the key route
through which a considerable amount of traffic in drugs, small arms, and Chinese goods for sale in Indian markets takes
place. In addition, Moreh is strategically important for the many insurgent groups of the north eastern region in India, for
many of their headquarters and training camps lie across the border in Myanmar. Although the Indo-Burmese border is
generally quite porous, Moreh town is key to the movement of goods and guns, as well as drugs. According to one
account, in the early nineties as much as Rs 50-60 crores worth of business passed through this route every day. Moreh is
in Chandel district of Manipur dominated by Nagas. Some of the Kuki tribes living in the villages had apparently refused
to pay “Tax” to NSCN the separatist group on the ground that they did not subscribe to Naga Nationalism. The separatist
movement group NSCN has been collecting “House Tax” from every household in the Naga dominated areas since its
inception. Nagas have been paying it willingly or unwillingly. Kukis living in Naga areas were also paying these taxes till
then. However, at some point of time the Kuki villagers of Moreh region collectively decided not to pay “Tax” to NSCN.
This decision made it clear that a section of the Kukis were prepared to take on the NSCN, thus to counter the NSCN the
Kukis have formed groups called the Kuki National Army and the Kuki Federal Council and campaigned that Kukis
should not pay this illegal “Tax” to NSCN anymore. Kukis also complained that NSCN was forcing the Kukis to pay
more than the Nagas this so-called illegal tax. There were also threat from the NSCN those Kukis who were refusing to
pay this illegal “Tax”. It was the beginning of the two factions of armed groups of NSCN and the Kuki militant
organizations to protect each other’s interest, which led to greater ethnic conflict among the Kukis and Nagas in Moreh
region. Propaganda that the NSCN was determined to drive the Kukis out of Moreh also helped to fuel anger against
them. The violence, once begun, spiraled dangerously out of control, moving from Moreh into the heart of Manipur, with
both tribes attacking each other and carrying out a process that can only be described as ethnic cleansing, that was
accompanied by horrific violence. It is also believed that the Indian army, and the ruling party in Manipur, seeing the
prospects of division between the Nagas and Kukis, moved into exploit the situation, fuelling the resentment and adding
to the violence.
Also given the narrative quest for Kuki Homeland, the movement for Kuki homeland initiated by the Kuki elites
with the objective to carve out their exclusive spheres of influence necessitated to contrive certain ideological strategies
for justifying their action. The narratives are - the Kuki nation had already existed even before the arrival of the British
and they had exercised sovereign authority over the land. The Kuki nation was arbitrarily divided and placed in India,
Myanmar and Bangladesh. The hill districts of Manipur are neither exclusively inhabited nor dominated by the Nagas.
And also Meiteis have exploited the Kukis in various ways in the past and in the present that the creation of an
autonomous independent homeland exclusively for the Kuki is a prerogative historical of the Kuki ethnic community.
David V. Zou has also given three reasons for the Kuki-Naga clash – firstly, to get control over monitory support from
smugglers. Secondly, to procure arms and ammunitions and thirdly, to have easy access into Myanmar and South-East
Asia.
During the ethnic clash, about 163 persons alone belonging to the Zeliangrong community have reportedly been
killed, out of which 41 were females. Besides killings, many of the Zeliangrong villages were attacked, burnt down,
uprooted and deserted during the ethnic clashes. According to one estimate, many as 336 persons were killed during the
period.i A classification of human casualties in terms of their ethnic origins reads as follows: 272 Kukis, 62 Nagas and 2
Koms. The injured persons altogether numbered 145 (of them 76 are Kukis and 69 are Nagas). The number of houses
burnt stands at 3569 (of which 2115 belong to the Kukis, 1376 to the Nagas, 54 to the Koms, 16 to the Aimols and 8 to the
Nepalis). Tamenglong bore the brunt of these conflicts in terms of human casualties. As many as 131 persons were killed
and 978 houses were burnt in the district. The most unfortunate happening took place on 13 September, 1993 when 87
villagers of Zoupi and Yanglengphai were stabbed to death. Another happened on 21 September in Tamenglong where 13
children were burnt alive.
The following table indicates that about 40 villages and 2686 houses were uprooted and burnt affecting about
9,696 populations during the clashes between the tribes.
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Number of Affected Villages, Persons and Homesteads etc. of Naga and Kuki Tribe
District

Persons
killed
Tamenglong
131
Churachanpur
18
Senapati
111
Bishnupur
Ukhrul
32
Chandel
44
Total
336
Source: Zeliangrong Union

Persons
injured
10
6
87
14
28
145

Population
affected
3080
1559
3230
156
9696

Households
Uprooted/deserted/attacked/ burnt
717
548
978
443
978
2686

This ethnic clash in Manipur confines to Ukhrul, Bishnupur, Tamenglong, Senapati and Churachanpur
districts. The conflict has created political, economic and strategic problem, thus affecting broad geographical areas. The
demographic pressure resulting from internally displaced people’s inflow leading to ethno-demographic imbalances and
subsequent pressure on the local resources both natural and infra-structure have often created a tense atmosphere in the
areas of Internally Displaced (IDP) influx areas. The movements of the local inhabitants have felt the crunch in terms of
pressure on cultivable, grazing land, agriculture and forest resources. They have unequivocally shown the symptoms of
compassionate.
Displaced from their homes and means of livelihood made them wander around and taking temporary shelter here
and there. The elders those who have perished during the violence; their children suffered most by dropping schools and
joining odd jobs wherever, whatever available for survival. In search of livelihood, many youngsters have been exposed to
unwarranted situations or have become domestic helpers. Those families who owned property have sold them in order to
buy day-to-day requirements.
There has been in fact, no concrete plan of the government to rehabilitate the displaced villages and families. The
immediate and the only response of the government was to distribute some food grains and few sheets of roofing
materials, many of which never reached the displaced people for the simple reason that they had fled towards different
directions and were scattered. Secondly, housing was too early to accept then, since they were most uncertain where to
settle and their priority was food. The families who received the materials too had sold them to buy food. Out of the total
523 families, 246 have returned to their original villages and the rest settled down wherever they were present. In case of
families those who returned to their original villages housing materials like CGI sheets, woods, rubber pipes, drinking
water and fruit trees became their priority.
PEACE EFFORTS:
In spite of All Manipur Christian Organisation’s best efforts, the situation did not improve. Fresh burning of
villages and killings continued at several places. Realizing the fact that the underground elements of both groups were
behind all these troubles, the AMCO leadership decided to make a direct appeal to the underground brothers to have a
serious rethinking on the futility of violence and sought at least a temporary truce on the following points: (a) to stop
killing and torturing innocent civilians and extortion immediately; (b) to stop burning of houses and villages; (c) to
resolve the conflict through dialogue based on justice and truth; (d) to reflect on the fact that they were all the children of
the same God; (e) to create a fear and tension free atmosphere so that all displaced persons could go back to their
respective villages in peace.
At the same time, AMCO approached both the state and central governments, the North East India Christian
Organization for Relief and Development (NEICORD), the Catholic Relief Society (CRS) and U.N. agencies like the
World Food Programme (WFO) for relief, rehabilitation and fund for the victims of the conflict.
On September 28, 1993, a Goodwill Mission from the Council of Baptist Churches in North East India
(CBCNEI), Guwahati, met the leaders of the United Naga Council (UNC) and the Kuki Inpi, Manipur (KIM), including
members of the AMCO Peace Committee for immediate restoration of normalcy and unconditional ceasefire on October
2, 1993. The same representatives met again at the Bishop’s House, Mantripuhkri, Imphal the next day with John Joseph,
National Minorities Commission, government of India and decided to apprise of the prime minister of India by
highlighting the following points: (a) failure of the state machinery to maintain peace and order in the state; (b) in case the
security forces launched “Operation October”, utmost care must be taken not to cause unwarranted harassment and
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sufferings to the innocent masses; (c) adoption of non-partisan and neutral attitude free from political vendetta; (d)
immediate release of adequate compensation to the victims of the conflict for loss of lives and property and rehabilitation
of displaced persons; (e) provision of adequate protection to all cultivators in all vulnerable villages for a peaceful harvest;
and (f) creation of lasting peace in the state. Further, on the initiative of John Joseph, the Kuki and Naga leaders met
separately and jointly agreed in the presence of the chief minister and the governor of the state on the following points:
a) There should be a “peace period” for three months.
b) To enable the members to contact the contending parties, two weeks’ time should be given.
c) The modus operandi for going about to contact the concerned persons should be worked out separately.
d) The government was to give all help and assistance such as vehicles and finance as and when required.
e) Security forces and police personnel must maintain absolute impartiality in dealing with the two warring
communities.
f) No Kuki or Naga armed forces and policemen be deployed in the affected areas.
g) Substantial ex-gratia and compensation should be given to the affected families by the government immediately.
h) The public roads and highways, both national and state, should be effectively made free and the safety of
passengers be ensured by the state government.
i) Return of displaced persons to their original places be ensured by the government to enable them to harvest their
paddy during the “peace period.”
MIGRATION AND LIVELIHOOD:
During the ethnic conflict between Nagas and Kukis those living in the conflict zone sold out their lands, the only
means of their livelihood for a meager price and then fled from their villages to safer places or in the camps. Those who
came to their native villages after conflict was subsided they are unable to buy back their lad which sold out or mortgaged
for a paltry sum but unable to pay the current rate due to extreme poverty suffered during the migration.
Further, those houses that were burnt during conflict were living a pathetic life. Many of them have lost all their
household belongings and landed properties. Most people from villages were displaced or forced migrated not only once
but also twice. The villages became depopulated and farmlands were abandoned. Many have lost their private land and
properties including their community assets. To make matters worse, even a third community took advantage of their
misfortune and took away everything that was left. The animals, reserved forests, fruit trees, water pipes and electric lines
etc. were taken away by the neighbouring villagers. Thus, most villages were desecrated making their resettlement
difficult.
Because of the conflict and forced migration to places alien to them, their economic conditions became bad to
worse. Conflict and displacement not only affected the lives of individuals but the entire communities of the state. With
acute shortage of essential commodities like insufficient foodstuffs, the price went up sky high. It makes the lives of the
displaced persons more difficult as conditions were already vulnerable. It was also impossible for them to buy the
commodities from the market at higher cost under such prevailing situation.
Due to the increasing economic crisis among migrants, commercialization of lifestyles, soaring prices of essential
commodities made people grabbing every opportunity for their livelihood. People moved to urban areas from the camps in
search of food and livelihood by engaging themselves in various kinds of wage labourers and physical jobs. Most become
rickshaw pullers in the city and children engaged in hotels and restaurants in search of livelihood. One main factor
responsible for the abnormal increase in the city was due to influx of displaced people from hill to valley in search of
more economic opportunities and better means of livelihood. Children those who have lost their parents, relatives during
the riot became hotel boy in the city.
Manipur has been in a state of turbulence, especially in the hill areas because of ethnic clash between Kukis and
Nagas. There were attacks and counter attacks and retaliations from both sides. Such action of destruction of lives and
properties led to the loss of many innocent lives and displacement of thousands of villagers and made them live in
makeshift relief camps for shelter. Even though they were wanting to come back to the their villages, but due the
desecration by the other community, their livestock’s, forests, water and power lines were uprooted and removed which
made more difficult to return and resettle again. Thousands of families were not rehabilitated even after more than 11years
of displacement. Though many of them have gone back to their native villages.
Educational system is also insufficient or nonexistent. In most cases, the relocated people constructed makeshift
schools themselves within the camp area. The existing schools, school buildings, teachers and teaching materials are not
sufficient, and often parents do not send their children to school as they cannot afford the school fee etc., or they require
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their children to help in the family’s attempts for survival. In addition, the nonfunctioning of Government schools in the
village and the inability to access the opportunity of going to private schools due to poverty have accentuated their
problem. It is alarming to find 25-50% of the youths in every village doing nothing except stealing, becoming alcoholic
and wandering aimlessly. Displaced from the means of livelihood, displaced from schools and having no opportunity and
no skill to earn livelihood with dignity they are vulnerable to all social evils. Thus, these leads to increase in social crimes
like petty theft, drug addict, alcoholic and other crimes in the state.
CONCLUSION:
There are 33 ethnic groups in Manipur. The major groups are Meitei and Pangals of the valley, Nagas, Kukis,
Paites and their sub tribes in the hills. Each with conflicting political aspirations of their own resulting to armed conflicts.
Four of the five districts are associated with the Naga freedom movement, which began as early as 1947. On the one hand
thereby causing communal tension and on the other these conflict took another turn which led to the armed movement of
the Kukis for demand of “Kuki homeland”. Later this movement took a ugly turn and then killing, extortion and looting
by the armed militants have became a prime objective losing their focus from movement of indigenous people for their
rights. To add this misery the counter insurgency operation of the Indian security forces often-committed excesses with
violation of human rights. Thus, innocent people suffered mostly and felt alienated. Due to lack of political will to ease
the tension, the situation remains unstable and some political parties took advantage of this situation instead. The
communal violence re-emerged between Nagas and Kukis in 1992, this time to an unusual extent that continued for
several years unlike before. The great divides between the two groups have already taken a heavy toll. The sufferings
caused by this clash became more miserable. The peace and harmony that Nagas and Kukis had been living in the past
became a history of the past. The inter marriages and sharing of cultural activities between the communities are forgotten
past. The conflict created more distances between the two tribes. They lost their close ties of friendship and trust among
themselves. Traditional institutions of friendship have shattered by mistrust and enmity.
At this moment, many organizations have tried to bring them together for reconciliation. The government is
playing an effective policy for the rehabilitation of the displaced people. The Government is making effort to provide
minimum infrastructure facilities like drinking water, school and health centre etc. for the displaced and traumatized
people. People require housing materials and support to regain their livelihood and sustainability. Besides, the NGO’s
and Human Rights Activists sending messages about the displaced victims to the National and International forums for
further help and support to curtail the conflict and moving ahead the rehabilitation. A concerted effort of the political
party in power in the state with a political will can solve the problem.
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6. (revised) Abstract:
While the paranormal thriller (also known as urban fantasy) has risen dramatically in popularity in
the last decade, this fiction remains understudied as a coherent genre in its own right. This paper
seeks to correct that oversight. It will utilise genre theory and historical‐contextual analysis in order
to provide a brief but balanced account of how the paranormal thriller has developed according to
both textual and contextual pressures. This genre has developed its own set of easily‐recognizable
conventions, including character types, literary motifs and thematic material. Those conventions
comprise a blend of rules from other popular genres such as detective, fantasy, romance and
vampire fictions. The paranormal thriller initially subverted the conventions of those other genres,
but as the genre has become increasingly popular, it has become increasingly standardized. Yet the
pressure to proliferate a successful generic formula cannot adequately explain the recent surge in
the paranormal thriller’s popularity. This paper will therefore suggest that contemporary socio‐
historical factors also play a significant (and resonant) role in how this genre builds its fictional
worlds. In particular the paper will argue that, through its formal and thematic concerns with the
destabilization of boundaries, the paranormal thriller problematizes the boundaries between self
and Other in new ways. The genre‐blending form of the paranormal thriller thus mirrors its
boundary‐crossing content. The paper will further suggest that these fictional boundary challenges
are related to those boundary challenges that occur in our own global world. But is it possible for the
paranormal thriller to actively and innovatively engage with real social issues through its fictional
worlds? Or does this popular genre merely reflect social issues concurrent with its production and,
‐1‐
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ultimately, reinforce dominant social paradigms? Texts under scrutiny in this paper include Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, Laurell K Hamilton’s Anita Blake: Vampire Hunter novels, Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight
Saga, and Charlaine Harris’ Southern Vampire Mysteries and its television adaptation, True Blood.

‐2‐
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Reading Tea Leaves: Meditation on Days of Rain

The poems and occasional essay in this collection serve as a meditation (though
yet remaining a work-in-progress) on three weeks spent in Changshu, China as visiting
professor to Changshu Institute of Technology. I title these pieces “reading tea leaves”
which anyone vaguely familiar with Tassology knows to be as much a reflection of the
“reader” as are interpretations of the Rorschach prints. Therefore, these poems and
essays, though depicting what I saw, represent neither a culture nor a city. Instead they
serve both as a memoir and as a means to an ongoing unfolding of understanding of a
place where the monsoon was the tour guide and delver into my state of mind.
Predominantly, the readings and observations began early mornings on my third
story balcony which overlooks a lake whose natural shape has been reengineered in order
make a road and a lake-side park. The lake is now 2/3 and 1/3; its new boundaries,
though thickly planted with trees and bushes are still under construction, sidewalks being
built on weekends by hand.
The occasional epigraphs are in reference to the two texts that I came to teach at
the Institute: Virgil’s Aeneid and The Epic of Gilgamesh. That I came to teach the epic
is itself significant in that I wanted to bring a literature and its underlying Western
ideology to the East. In a way, I hoped to explain what the essential conflicts and cultural
values are in the Western conscience.
Of course, Tassology depends a great deal on “projection” so quite legitimately
what I attempt to understand and wrestle with as I spend time in China has, for the most
part, to do with my convictions, value system, and character. Consequently, more is
revealed about the poet than about China which remains a “hugeness” every bit as much
as Humbaba the Cedar Forest giant was for Gilgamesh and Enkidu. The significant
difference, it need hardly be stated, is that I conquered nothing save perhaps my fear of
crossing bustling streets. China’s “hugeness” and its mystery remain for me to encounter
another time.

1
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China 漢字Prelude
The language center of my brain is ready to rekindle
the pura vida of jungle rivers, effusive volcanoes
splendors of orchid, lizard and Morpho Blues;
my mouth and ears yearn to join the tympanic howl of monkeys,
my eyes fasten on their swagger along canopy vine bridges.
Hola! palabras de café y mangoes y frioles negros y conjunto y gritos.

Impertinently, an intrepid imp possessed my passport,
sent it to the Chinese embassy to be fitted with a visa,
is making ready to hurl me over the Ring of Fire to perpetually
contested expanses of plateaus, steppes, deserts and, river basins
whose poets and immortals -- Li Po, Tu Fu, Lao Tze -- I know
only through footnotes and translation. Those masters
of rice wine delirium, fidelity of mood, yielding to the Way
must become my Familiars, their words resonate true pitch,
their terrain substantiate the translator’s effort; Familiars -managing dressage of cars and motorbikes not water buffalos,
living in high-rise garden villa clusters nostalgically called villages
not in grass huts on mountain heights and cavorting with the moon,
swamping parks and historic sites for games of cards, conversation
not an exile leaning out a window speaking to his absent wife.

Conceivably, the slim, silk-covered journal – a gift
brought from China by an appreciative student -fated to perch like a hapless turtle atop a stack of books,
is in league with this imp. Ought I to defer to lined pages,
rather than fête hand-wrought fibers of banana, coconut,
coffee as their nap swills the gist of my felt-tipped scrawl?
2
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The roller-ball-pine-pulp muse elicits pen strokes of fine script,
cursive loops parsing thought after thought.
But soon, emboldened
flourishes escape the lines,
the pinch of narrow pages;
too long porous
paper has tendered the mulling humors of a rain-drenched valley,
ruptured fruits vibrant with swarming insects, the resplendent quetzal.
I know how to slice toward the center –
dripping juicy tree ripened tang –
to gorge on intoxicating inspiration.
As I offer an obeisance to the dragon
that prompts me toward its coiled and hoarded four thousand years,
my grito reverberates behind the postures of propriety. My venerated
masters did not recite their lives at court.
Unaccommodating to patronage,

they sought the sequestered solitude of meager huts, their willfulness
veiled like the properly downcast eyes of demure maidens.
Their grito was the drunken revel, decisive counsel,
the wu wei of self-direction leading up mountain passes.
Even yet, I can hear the sibilant brush of grass sandals and robes
sweeping stones they used as steps to outdistance their dynasties.

3
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常熟市 Changshu Speculations
“They stood in awe at the foot of the green mountain. Pleasure seemed to grow
from fear for Gilgamesh, as when one comes upon a path in the woods unvisited by men,
one is drawn near the lost and undiscovered in himself” (35). Gilgamesh Herbert Mason

I. Preliminaries
I am briefed by concise histories of China – summaries of dynasties and revolutions,
economy and political overviews. The atlas imparts parallels and meridians, relief
features, rivers. Essays and movies serve as a cultural primer. This assemblage
is tucked into my satchel like the prospectus of a book that’s received an advance.
I am equipped with a guidebook overview: “Changshu is one of China’s
most affluent, prosperous, and modern cities.” From letters of introduction, I
learn of its designation as an international Garden City, its UMP paper mill,
its plentiful harvest and status as market center and inland port of the Yangtze.
I come with reverence for philosophies but reservations about politics.
If I am a scholar it follows that I must sort out my idealism, curb clannishness,
study my prejudices, admit my contradictions, face aversions, accept assaulted
sensibilities and despite them apprize myself of the essence of China’s folk.
I am driven with the fervor of a missionary, with a teacher’s dedication
to transmit the impact of the epic, to lift the curtain on ancient Troy,
reveal the prehistory of Sumer paralleling Hwang Ho civilization,
to extol the restless hero who challenges boundaries set by the gods.
An Endowment supports my off-shore speculations where I may discover virtues,
potential; as the advance guard, I set the path for others who will follow
to assess for themselves what China holds; but for the moment they rely on me
to relate what I experience. I am, as it were, reconnoitering the Promised Land.
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II. Aperçus

“Call the nerve back; dismiss the fear, the sadness.
Some day, perhaps, remembering even this will be a pleasure.”
Aeneid Book 1

Not quite the pace of Sol’s progress across the Pacific,
Delta’s pursuit from the headwaters of the Flint,
to the mouth of the Yangtze takes three additional hours.
I deplane in Shanghai, a sapped passenger, unlike the undaunted
twelve-year old émigré who five decades past gloried in New York.
My visa grants concession neither to marvel nor zeal much less
the Kahn’s golden paiza assuring preferential status. But yet, someone
among the legionnaires of safe-conduct flashes my name, greets me,
takes command of my bags as he relates that he’s a Leo and my
English-speaking escort to my destination still two hours away.
The car maneuvers along congested roads, rejoins din of horns: my backseat
prospect offers colliding smells, parkways of leafless trees though it is June,
sluggish canals, gray-glutted tabby skies, thick air. The agitated firmament
sounds lofty and low buildings: a drab shoal often rising from piles of rubble,
an unassailable uniformity save for laundry draped from every window.
Tower cranes hurdle mounting concrete reefs in which a populous
of millions is fused like honeycomb barnacles who, dependent on the tidal
surge of commerce, heave toward light, toward open sky. My own flat’s lake
panorama elicits passing pangs of privilege; then, soot smutting my feet,
grimy windows, a robust cigarette aroma arouse disparaging conclusions.
To my host’s listing of amenities, I attempt an inscrutable countenance.
“I have left bread and bottled water in the refrigerator,” she lavishes,
innocent of the irony a Westerner would read into such a “ration.”
The door closes. I breathe my first solitude and crumple on the bed,
travel-worn and melodramatic, too spent even to broach self-doubt.
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III. On Location
“I leave to the various futures . . . my garden of forking paths.” Ts’ui Pên

I have traveled leagues, the thrum of engines
auguring through the stratosphere is still roiling in my ears;
shimmering cosmic wind baggage bites like static,
and western presumptions -- tenacious seed burrs –
made it through customs.

My travel is not transience; even a short
visit becomes a lifetime. The gate to Borges’
“Garden of Forking Paths” has opened;
possibilities geminate & unfurl & blossom –
an opulent peony that warrants pausing and appreciating.
I desire connections, bridges. China celebrates bridges.
Even its modern expressions hint at the arch
that balances and amplifies the landscape.
I want that savoir-faire,
to establish harmony in my visit.
Despite these intentions, there is my
irrepressible wont of comparisons; seeking
correspondence is a self-defense mechanism
that anchors me; I crave assurance that exploration
will not precipitate transmigration.
Yet, slithering under that self-preservation is
also a roguish propensity for immediately
envisioning a counterpart
that is bigger and better at home –
ah, culture trumping is so easy!

If I am going to see China on its own terms,
I’d best surrender to the way things are. Wryly,
I recall the immigrant’s thrall of NY neon lights
as Chinese characters scroll in red & green & blue
up the side of the axis mundi of the technology garden
its light beams slicing the night.
6
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“Gedanken übertragung!”
My mother’s exclamation whenever I called her on the phone just moments after she thought about me.

9 June 2011 -- I wake at night’s graying, day’s imperceptible tinting toward
morning -- first dawn in the Eastern Hemisphere. The affection of family and friends
must reach around the sunset of their day into the pre-dawn of my own. What of my
wishes for their good night’s rest and health? Will those nudge a remembrance? The
IDL, though merely a time keeping convention, is nevertheless a potent dividing line.
That Line and the immensity of the Pacific arouses an alertness as I open the balcony
door; being only casually present would mean missing the messenger the early Greeks
considered attending such events as “first mornings.”
One of two kitchen stools converts the balcony into a proper observatory since
balconies in China are all about a place to hang laundry not a perch that presages
philosophical conclusions.
The frogs in the Tea House lotus pond produce the same sounds as those I am
accustomed to hearing. One bass soloist predominates. A bat rows between the
buildings, switches back, makes another pass.
A predawn jet’s upward thrust is muffled by the clouds. Now and then a
mechanical sigh from the roof-top air conditioners elicits a heave and sigh in answer. The
causeway lights, a glittering strand of jewels, define my night horizon and view of Dong
Hu, East Lake. A single light joggling to the irregular puttering and stalling of a motor is
likely a fisherman hoping for a better catch; he changes position, twice, three times. The
onshore breeze carries the scent of sediment and fish.
In the landscape below me, accent lighting features a limestone taihu* rock that
from my angle takes the form of a person visiting a reclining figure, a prostrate
pomegranate bush, supported by a stone pillow, as it were – a semblance of Cupid’s
nocturnal visits to Psyche. I am in China, I remind myself, so I must translate the view to
a vignette of Ying-ying:” the scholar Chang trysting with his rapturous “Immortal.”
My traveler’s instinct assured that I was not without something to munch at this
early hour; trail mix purchased at the Atlanta Airport and a bowl of warm water fuel my
daybreak observations. I let my eyes rest on whatever attracts them by way of motion, a
sound, altering light colors from red to white at the Tea House. The “aloneness” in a
foreign country that I had wanted to test myself against has released its valve; like a
mollusk I wait for the tide to bring about the events of this journey.
Bit by bit I permit myself to gauge feelings, eventually acknowledging them. This
journey is the first to a country I have never been and where I have no fellow travelers in
on the experience. I am overcome with an amplified sense of loss such as the one
experienced when mid-sentence the phone connection breaks and a dead-empty mocks
the frantic juggle to reconnect. It is I who am “out of range,” have dropped the line.
7
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Those who would hear me, can’t. I am in a place they cannot conjure; the scene is
beyond their ken.
A stiffening of the breeze roughs the lake; waves slosh and jostle against the pier,
the sounds bringing to mind the archetypal posture of solitude:
A wind-whipped figure looking toward the ocean, peering intently toward a
shore left for sake of adventure --- a shore now irrevocably changed.
or one whose riveted gaze and straining arms struggle against the leaving
shudder of a train, a white handkerchief the tiny, final dot of a permanent
. . . ellipses . . .
This first morning on a third story balcony in Changshu, overcast like an elder in
mourning, harkens back to April, 1956 when on the afternoon of my mother’s emigration,
I hung one last time over the balcony rail to view the courtyard three stories below and to
watch sheets fluttering from sagging lines propped by boards crutches that tip and wobble
like drunken burgers.
I have grasped at long-last the immensity of the anguish, the incomprehensible
distance my Oma, Katarina Stauf, wanted to prevent when her eyes and waving arms
reached toward her wandering girls as the train to Hamburg carried them into the night
and toward the New World. She surely left that platform in tears; caught the trolley home
in tears; persisted in tears all night. We were lost to her. Having no pictures in which to
imagine and embrace us, she was bereft of family and solace. She had never seen the
world to which she lost daughter and grandchild. She had only experienced its
Occupation of her homeland. How could we want to journey to the land from which
issued the punishments her Nürnberg endured, the loss of husband and fortune that
ravaged her last thirty years? No motive could comfort her; the promises of a return
fading like the print on her tatty apron.
First Light of a twenty-day encounter with a new land elicits a Gedanken
übertragung, a mooring line cast between two balconies: how far we sometimes live into
our life before an ancient grief wakes us to healing.
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Leagues
“Although I should go in sorrow and in pain, with sighing and with weeping,
still I must go. (Gilgamesh, tr. Sandars).

Passports are government issue, but whence
issue restless hearts unwilling to molder in idleness
or obediently accept charted limits?
We who boil over for answers
that might unlock the furry of our loss
whose nightmares are always of flight
of encounters
with suffocating specters,
pretenders to the throne of our will.
We are the ones
who measure life’s distances
in leagues -leagues
trains travel up mountains
far removed from voices
whose cadence spell comfort
leagues
clipper ships master
as they churn shore to shore their trades of cattle for coal,
language for language,
sisters for strangers
leagues
a Chevy – Conestoga-laden –
rolls south from the Rockies past the Rio Colorado
Eisenhower Interstates, State Highways, Bluebonnet Trails
to a mythical place in which promises will be fulfilled
leagues
the Will withstands to find its Place
no matter the geography or its beasts
Leagues that must surely be doubling themselves;
how can the place called Self be so distant?
Leagues that cleave mirage to destination
then vanish at the handshake of affirmation.
9
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Leagues whose tollbooths trump resources
airhorns mock pluck unequal to the lure;
pileups and roll-overs jam intersections,
call for detours, require retreat for recovery.
Leagues whose bunting of exit and access
hint at further furrows – historic, scenic.
After the destination becomes
just another stop-over,
I merge onto merciless leagues
that surely must end somewhere.

Now yet again, I’ve braved the league
outlying my last – contested and outdared
good sense and arrive in this outpost –
this sugar tit suckling western materialism -contesting the compass.

10
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Morning 上午 Zen
a wind-driven mist shimmies across the lake
rather than yesterday’s tidal-basin bouquet
an aroma of bean curd prevails
pursing lips like an oboe player
I draw tea from the bowl
teeth and tongue straining floating leaves
the balcony rail takes on water
drop nipples drabble on the underside
engorge catch light tremble
each after each succumbs to gravity -day breaks to a fusion of sky and lake
the causeway is a faint brush stroke
dawn amplifies the monsoon leitmotif:
waterlogged tree trunks drooping shrubs
matte limestone pavers speckle then soak
to a polished sheen as drops become gusts
heavy plops tap a percussive duet
marimba-pings on balcony rails
brush-sweep sip-sush slicking down leaves
forty gushing balcony downspouts
tumble a turbulent crescendo
the squall moves off sun glints tease
walkway pebble whorls and geometrics
offer meticulous mosaics for musing
with ballast of raindrops, mimosa blossoms
drift to the patterned path their feathery
collage carpets a sojourner’s steps
water lilies in the courtyard pond
bobble and empty -- from the stepping stones
an easy reach – poor guest behavior, yes
just one -- to brighten a barren room.
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Monsoon 雨季 : an introduction not properly arranged
Changshu: evening and morning of the seventh day -- I am still in mid leap
my heels have not yet dug in for the landing. Rising at the last watch,
I fling open the drapes: the moon should be full.
Dong Hu with its willowed walkways and teahouse
is a perfect setting for moon flecks to tipple and glitter on ripples;
Instead, clouds!
the morning air quality reading registers
wash detergent notes not unlike those
wafting from dryer vents . . .
A lunar descant over the hypnotic chirr of crickets would soothe
obstinate edginess. Instead, the balcony becomes the reviewing stand
for bats retreating to their roosts; the parade of back spirals,
abrupt turns and dips brings them within arm’s reach
as they sweep through mosquitoes hordes
agitating near screens and doors.
frayed clouds insinuate my longed-for guest
easily overlooked were one not seeking to
partake in moon’s heraldry of the summer solstice . . .
Temple of Heaven morning tea, Kurogoma biscuit, and Hainan banana
have made my balcony dalliances worthy of their hours. Possession of a tea
tumbler fitted with a strainer shifts attention from sipping to supposing:
Thunder, for example, suffers no language barrier; rain’s various intensities
elicit common comparisons -- clapping hands, crashing crystal, rushing wind,
but monsoons require introductions.

Opaque skies like bed sheets drying under fallout of soot,
take on a new cast – those who know are ready. I’m an onlooker.
Clouds, earlier crowding tree tops and roofs, gain altitude
churn fray bloat regroup mobilize;
herded by the monsoon, these nebulas stampede,
white cloud rags dragging behind or scuttling ahead.
the lake shore cleaner – blue barrel in the flatbed, pond skimmer
strapped to the length of his bike -- uses the pedestrian entry
no officer as yet on duty to raise the guard arm . . .
12
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Relentlessly the murky masses blacken into near night
A magnolia’s showy blooms beam like a gallery of beacons
mid the agitated evergreen foliage. A cleft in the cloud deck
exposes a luminous strobe that brightens what it sweeps.
The lotus pond is raucous with a bull frog congress, their guo guo
a forecast lost in translation.
street sweeper twosomes -- shod in rain boots,
orange ponchos at the ready -- clear the windfall,
bamboo brooms hastily swishing across grass and pavement . . .
A slash of blue – in the sweltering landscape every ignited clinging
droplet doubles the fleeting interval -- wind-pinched waves snap at
sunlight like the feeding frenzy of koi. Plump water globs pancake
on benches. Blazed caveat of lighting -- clouds capitulate torrents -- thunder.
Plunging raindrops drive across rooftops like the washboard busker’s
racing thimble-tipped fingers.
.
Letting the morning pass, I sit transfixed behind sliding doors;
Cloud and wind dramatics dissipate yet rain lingers. My attitude toward
rain is feline: curl up, snooze till sunshine. I have no interest in joining
poncho-encased laborers whose raison d'être moves forward
heedless of discomfort. Other than being a weather phenomenon,
the monsoon has nothing to recommend itself.
Changshu skyline -- concrete pageant in contrast
to a reredos of gloom. Like a banished felon the sun
squints through chinks of the cloud wall . . .
Interest or not, rain or not, I have an afternoon class to teach. The bus stop
on this recently opened route connecting Dong Hu and Dong Nan campuses
has no shelter. How I regret my on-line introduction to China.
Weather and latitude seemed similar, so I packed my duffle under the guidelines
of my mission: books, computer, lecture notes. Not on my checklist:
deep water foot wear and flood insurance for my book bag.
How does one meet the monsoon -- Who’s the go between -What is the proper garment and what the proper mien -Why is it so unsettling to be drenched down to the bone -Yes, yes, I am a dignitary: a professor here on loan . . .
For Ginger Swank who dignified my visit.
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Balcony Reverie
“One of these mornings,
you’re going to rise up singing.”

After several days of rain
the lake has swamped the rip-rap embankment,
benches are up to their seats in water,
and footpaths are streams for
barefoot walking mediation.
Overhead, feature of pink cirrus on inexplicit blue
wan gibbous moon one hour past its zenith -Lake ibis in a rare formation of four
Flash their white yard goods
As they mount the updraft for a flyover -Below, a sound catches my attention:
three curs top-dogging on a Monday morning:
posturing of alpha dog
belly exposed underdog tremble of the young pup
after a once-over sniff
a lets-play-together unison of tongue-hanging
throaty plunges through gaps in bushes
planted in disciplined formations and groomed
to complement the meticulous mosaic
yin-yang-pebble-scrolled pathways.
Summer Solstice far from my porch swing -Who wants merriment mid soakers,
dark clouds that make no pretenses
at offering a sulky ease of mind?
Summer Solstice morning, I see
No let-up -- everyone just keeps on working;
maybe there’ll be a firecracker
brattle-tat-tat percussing the day . . .
but rising up singing
Really? Dear God,
give me the purl and crescendo of a clarinet
the throaty suggestion of summertime
and easy livin’ –
Homesick for a Julep?
Oh, yeah!
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Merely Anecdotal
Here in all their unreliability -- for reason of the observer’s naiveté and lack of sufficient
translation -- are glimpses of my China. It’s not that I don’t trust my senses, though my philosophical
forbears held that I should not rely on them entirely in interpreting what I encounter. Not only that, but in
this “Ausland” I must even violate my mother’s injunction against nosiness. Questions gush up like a
spindle top.

Presumption: Even China has Georgia on her Mind
The most rudimentary task – eating -- is approached differently in China to what I
am accustomed, being accomplished with chop sticks. Though I practiced that slight-ofhand while still at home, nervousness and fear of offending make me as ham-fisted as
though I had newly fitted finger prosthesis. This new maneuver also pinches my impulse
to ask for what I need: a napkin, so I resort to childhood bad habits, stealthily using the
table cloth.
From my first meal of shrimp, rice and “greens” to my last at Shanghai’s Pudong
International Airport, where I was offered western implements, I used chopsticks at least
a dozen times to sweep rice, various meats, vegetables from the bowl into my mouth, thus
doing my share to add to China’s carbon guilt: 25 million trees yearly. One way to be
absolved from this guilt is to plant three trees on National Tree Planting Day which every
dutiful citizen over age 11 is encouraged to do. In fact, families are encouraged to
observe a “city skipping” day, go to the country and do something to counter the loss of
the boreal forest of Siberia.
This benevolent exercise is now held in conjunction with the previously deposed
Qingming Festival meant to honor the ancestors: Tomb Sweeping Day. After a forty year
hiatus in keeping with “social reform” it was reinstated in 2008. But after so many of the
family tombs were completely swept away, there really isn’t a reason to go sweeping
them. So now, to planting trees to do our share along with the professional tree planters
who come with 12 foot trees, 3-4 on trail boss flatbed trucks and cranes and excavators to
install trees along newly finished road beds, or to move trees from the decommissioned
campus site in historic Changshu to the new Dong Nan campus and thus create a proper
scholar’s garden for the students in their high rise environs.
On my return to Americus, I learn that since May we make sure that even China
has Georgia on her mind. GEORGIA CHOPSTICKS, LLC tucked in among the pines on
some not so frequented road, boasts being able to run six/24 and produce 10 million chop
sticks a day from sweet gum and poplars that “grow like weeds” according to the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution. Soon, we too will be observing city skipping day to plant our
requisite three poplars and sweet gum trees; or, should we develop bamboo plantations, a
“weed” of more aggressive growth pattern than poplars?
Rebuttal:
I have a screaming interior editor!
“The plastic forks and spoons we eat with are not recyclable, so what happens to all of
these discarded utensils? They end up in our landfills, beaches, and oceans. Americans toss out
enough plastic spoons, knives, and forks each year to circle the equator 300 times” (“Reduce
your Forkprint,” Good).
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Hawthorn Popsicle (冰工厂山楂爽)
Between window pane and wind-lithe lace
this breezy early fall morning
the east-focused octagon crystal
twirls sun-spun brilliance
on walls and ceiling -color-frags of delightful distraction,
conjuring back a moment of China succulence -a Hawthorn ice-lolly bought from an umbrella-shaded
vendor on a jam-packed sidewalk where planter curbing
and dwarf shrubbery catch the music jam from every
big box store lining the Fangta jie Pedestrian Zone.
I confess,
right then, I betrayed my first summer love -Blue Bell Hill Country Peach ice cream -- betrayed
for this tonic, this so-good-for-my-heart-crab-apple-delight -a three RMB argument in favor of breaking a smile,
despite my heart’s inevitable terror-fribs as I must traverse
the traffic-choked artery of Beimen Dajie Avenue later.
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Temple Visit
Chàng Jián’s Temple Wall Poem (Early 8th Century)
Legend has it that this poet much esteemed the poet Zhao Gu. Upon hearing that Zhao Gu had
plans to come to the temple, which may have been Divine Rock Monastery in Suzhou, Chang, in order to
get his attention, is said to have written the first two lines on the temple wall in hopes that Zhao would
finish it. He did, indeed, do that. As a result of this “ruse,” Chàng Jián has attributed to him one of the 36
Stratagems: “Tossing out a brick to get a jade gem.”

Early morning sun-silvered tree tops etch shadows
on footpaths leading to Yushan solitudes. Xing Fu
Temple’s stillness invites the turbulent heart to cede.
Limpid pools settle the murky mind: striving and
ambition quiet their clamor. Gentled steps measure
the silence. The seeker, become modest like loquat
blossoms and sparrows, attends the distant
breeze-chimed bell awakening the Lotus Heart.
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Photo- op on the Bridge of Long Life 大桥长寿命
“Dark and undifferentiated chaos – to the end of life none will depart from it.” Chuang Tsze

Click, click, click . . .
Casual tourist behavior. Picture me this,
picture me that, a picture of the group, a picture and its worth . . . Smile!
The shutter’s brief occlusion becomes an existential moment:
a long life for what?
To essay the heart’s mettle:
Some there are who are the Stone of Heaven *
that graces the throat well
and suffuses essences of the Immortals
their lives have shaped the landscape of human understanding.
My kitchen garden efforts have been directed toward self-sufficiency, the simple
pleasures of zinnias blooming into late fall.
To confront motives:
Some there are who answer their calling,
never reckoning cost;
their lives reveal the bedrock of their convictions, every
strata of ambivalence weathered clean.
My notebooks reveal an earnestness to be alert, prepared;
Yet sleep encroaches muddling my best intentions.
To dare the Ring of Fire:
Some there are who challenge the counter-currents of cultures and policy
they battle conflagrations of power and greed -Past-undermining-Present-impounding-Future –
their lives are the front line beacon fires we ought to heed.
My world view reveals a supportive mien though it tallies to no more
than feeding backyard flocks -- watching migrations overhead.
On the Bridge of Long Life
Some there are who declare it is about facing the firestorm of one’s failings
suffering the tourniquet of anguish at one’s inept strivings.
And, ah, recognizing the arrogance of measuring one’s self
whose substance and formation is, after all, in the bowels of eternity.
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Would it, then, be sufficient . . .
To speak words
that linger past the breath that shaped them
that cross bridges though treacherous expanses
are rainbow bridges of good tidings
moon bridges of introspection
that fly on auspicious winds
lift as easily as downy seed
remain cairns in the geography of resolve
That buoy moods with their clarity
offer shade delicately playing on paths of decision
lighten hearts on the recollection of their first avowal
resurge like cicada scaling the pine trunks of past broods?
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Face
I know my face: sun splotches, a younger mien when I am smiling, shishi lion mien
when I am not, big teeth, narrow lips, dimple on one check, tussled gray hair framing it
all. Opa Stauf’s intense blue eyes are framed by my glasses whose gold rims are meant to
catch glints of the sun and make me look friendly.
To folks in Changshu, Jiangsu my face is an object of intense curiosity. Their eyes hold
me fast. Heads snap abruptly enough to pop atlas from axis. At the bus stop, fingers point
then retreat to chins; whispers prompt me to stand taller yet lower my head all the while
considering whether my ruby red toe nails are an equal curiosity. They seem so only to an
elder whose judgmental tilt of head makes me glad that my tattoos are hidden under a
long pair of pants.
that the cleaning lady bemuses as I emerge from the wrong side of the WC though at
5:30 AM of a Sunday morning that miscue is of little consequence – a trough is a trough
on either side of the wall.
that the zoo keeper considers, pausing the sweep of his bamboo broom in order to
take in more fully; then further, considering the sight a wonder enough to take a longer
pause to light up a smoke.
that the “rag and bone” lady – bag as big as a cotton sack, umbrella, and gregarious -studies as she concludes that I need a Chinese mother to look after me and begins to
stroke my head to check for heat stroke, stroke my arms to assure herself that I will not
succumb to blistering, tap her toe on top of my immodest red toes, then then break into a
wizened smile as she discovers that I am older by half a decade than she.
that the bee keeper on Yu Mountain mulls as he names his price for a jar of honey
and boldly declaims the virtues of his premium quality so as to assure himself a double
sale, another jar for a beekeeper in Georgia.
that a monk at the Xingfu Temple contemplates to appraise my worthiness to be
allowed to take pictures of sacred spaces.
that the ear cleaner studies in profile as she probes the secrets of my hearing loss,
awakens dormant erogenous zones, and affirms for herself that people of the occident do
indeed create a different deposit of ear wax than those from the rice bowl nations.
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that the securrity guard att an upscale downtown ggrocery profi
files until he realizes thatt
the daame can’t fig
gure out thatt she has to leave
l
her bagg in a lockerr for which sshe must firsst
pay a Yuan in ord
der to get a key.
k
that the saless clerk wishees she could interpret so that she wouuldn’t have tto call in
reinfo
orcements to
o assist with the decodin
ng of my gesttures and alll could returnn to stockingg
shelv
ves and I wou
uld leave thee store happy
y having fouund clothes ddetergent.
that the “rag and bone” lady acknow
wledges with a wide grin as we cross paths again
-- sam
me bag, same clothes, saame mission to glean thee streets and trash cans foor a few fen,,
and me
m still witho
out an umbreella.
that the camp
pus food ven
ndor encouraages to purchhase a ham-aand-egg bunn that the
studeents find appetizing ratheer than a thirrd morning oof rice cakess.
that the masssage lady com
mpares to th
he face sittingg in the secoond chair as she inquiress
to our ages, which my gregarrious guide for
f this new experience ccheerfully reeveals
witho
out so much as knowing what conclu
usions are beeing rendereed as our baccks are
hamm
mered and ou
ur necks scraaped to relieeve them of tthe western m
maladies lurrking there.
that the dry goods
g
merch
hant warily declines
d
to seell an umbreella to for reaason of not
accep
pting the cam
mpus swipe card
c
I was asssured I coulld use everyywhere on caampus to
purch
hase necessitties. Mid a deluge
d
that co
ould float ann ark, an umb
mbrella is a neecessity.
that arroganttly parades past
p that sam
me store a dayy later sportiing China’s ttop brand
Parad
dise umbrellla of blue an
nd yellow plaaid, the veryy plaid of myy favorite tabble cloth at
homee, so there.

that students welcome with
w amusemeent as I join the ringsidee onlookers w
watching a
spiritted basketballl game.
that is respecctfully offereed a bit of sp
pace on the loone bleacherr in a gym reeverberatingg
with standing-roo
om-only-parrtisanship, haard-driven drribbles and ggrand-standiing jump
shots.
that the Yam
mmey Coffee Club serverrs study befoore electing oone of their ranks to
comee to my tablee and enquiree about my left-handed
l
cchop stick w
wielding skillls.
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that a student delights to be able to address in English in front of a busload of her
peers, “Good Morning Professor. You are riding the bus?”
that astounds the weekend famer-gardeners as they realize that I’ve been deadheading roses and pulling up weeds.
that the early morning exercise crowd give a thumbs-up to as I heave the weights
over my head.
that the waiter at the Tarim Xinjiang Restaurant can’t believe is asking to take home
the left over soup and will do so even if only offered a plastic bag, which like my bladder
had better not burst before I get to a pot.
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Don’t give credence to my parlance of world travel!
I sound like a rolling stone, a bona fide “Map for Saturday” nomad.
Confidentially, tucked under the roof of a bungalow
deserving the appellation –“ Enthusiasm,”
surrounded by original art, book-lined walls,
and Nürnberger Lebkuchen chests full of memorabilia,
I must own up: there’re far too many signs of tethers.
I don’t need Janis Joplin’s freedom. I know what I have to lose,
and under the Butterfly Bush that’s had a blooming run
longer than most Broadway hits, the rocks bordering
the bed of irises are gathering the proverbial moss; moss is not
the only affidavit against my rover bravado; every plant
in my garden entrains my sight to find its species in far flung zones:
Sun-dapples on the rainforest floor shimmer fancifully on begonias;
grape clusters encumbering the vines in the Xingfu Temple make me begrudge
squirrels making off with my muscadines; figs at Zeus’ well in Olympia nudge
thoughts of Brown Turkey nubs dangling in syrupy opulence; in the gardens
of Shang Lake day lily and iris succumb to poetic nomenclature –
Wong Yu “Forgetting Worries” and Tze Hu-tieh “Dancing Spirit of Summer.”
Enchanted, yes; yet, rooted mid pine and peanuts. The canvas duffle slung
over my shoulder will tumble up baggage handlers, absorb high altitude
condensation in the belly of a plane miles up, rip a few more snags
as I schlep it across the airport footbridge to hail a taxi. Soon enough,
this duffle will hollow out, cave in, and cram into to its cubby while
I, divested of itineraries, slouch into the easy chair I share with the cat.
Frequent flyer miles, yes; but only for round trip tickets! After
the draw of horizons and wonders, new versions of my name, it’s familiar
lilts and cadences, the landscape I’ve built, sidewalk happenstances,
a neighbor’s tug on the bell-cord that are the prized rainbow swags trimming
the sunrise porch, the red front door. Haven. Here, even in the midst of cares
is a sense that the hem of the garment has touched and blessed.
My Wanderlust is tethered by the plants that everywhere
Hark back to a garden that has its own sense of feng shui.
Ponds and bridges, zigzag paths and pavilions are magic elsewhere,
but Mr. Elmo’s hand-built steps, Larry’s jasmine-crowned trellis gate,
and St. Fiacre invite me with each new season to feel the spell
of an estate where every plant is a messenger from the gods.
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Heidegger on Art, Ousia & Lanzmann’s Shoah
Timothy D. Edwards

In song and in dance man expresses himself as a member of a
higher community, he has forgotten how to walk and
speak and is on the way toward flying into the air,
dancing. His very gestures express enchantment.

Nietzsche, Birth of Tragedy, § 1
There is poetry wherever some spectacle can symbolize
the identity of what is thought and what is not
thought, what is wanted and what is not wanted.

Ranciere, The Future of the Image, p.122

In Shoah (1985), Claude Lanzmann returns to sites of annihilation during the Holocaust,
places where millions of his fellow men and women were destroyed by other human beings.
Lanzmann says that he “absolutely wanted to see, and to make others see” these sites, in
places like Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka. And yet according to Lanzmann “there was
nothing left, nothing at all left to see.” Lanzmann’s return, via the agency of cinema, gives us
access to what he has called “imaginary site par excellence” and others have called “the site,
despite everything, even if, at one point, Lanzmann himself only came up with the expression
‘non-site’ to refer to it.” In Metaphysics and Oppression, McCumber works up an account of
“diakena” that elude the parameter of ousia as an ordering structure.1 As a reflection on
postmemory, the paper advances the thesis that, and demonstrates how, scenes in Lanzmann’s

1

In the argument that forms what I take as the crux of the Metaphysics and Oppression McCumber identifies and
connects ousia’s traits of disposition, boundary and initiative to patterns of domination in human behavior that
issue from a particular way of seeing the world.
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film are diakenic, and argues that Shoah, as an art form, supplies viewers with moments transvisual yield--encounters entirely unique to filmic works on the Holocaust.
More specifically, the paper continues an investigation in which the parameter ousia
and the phenomenon diakenon are applied to analyses not only to the very gathering of
Lanzmann’s documentary film footage of the Holocaust, but also to the performative result that
became Shoah, the film. Insofar as Lanzmann’s film provides no explanatory content beyond
the opening text scroll which precedes the first frame of photography, Shoah is a nine-and-ahalf hour film made up of shots that are interpretively blank. There are no descriptions
provided to the viewer to facilitate comprehension of the footage that is being shown to him.
As one commentator has noted: “These shots replace the piles of bodies, bulldozed and filmed
by liberating armies, that comprise the "raw" material of many other films of the Holocaust”
(Olin, p. 1). Beyond their encounter of the audio and visual elements originally captured during
the shooting of the film, viewers are, therefore, uniquely required to supply information in
order to make sense of what they see. I call the conditions of possibility for the emergence of
this kind of viewer participation in constructing meaning cinematic diakena. In Heideggerian
terms, cinematic diakena are moments of revealing in their bringing forth that occasions their
presencing. Such moments are themselves works of art within the work of art that is the film.
As works of art, cinematic diakena open up new worlds with new modes of expression that
generally begin in silence.
Recent work on postmemory suggests that silence, as much if not more than spoken
oral testimony, plays an essential role in the experiencing of the Holocaust for the generations
that come after the generation that actually endured it. The trauma of the Holocaust,
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transmitted from one generation to the next, arguably occurs in ways that do not lend
themselves to quantifiable analysis nor even, in some cases, to linguistic modes of expression.
As Marianne Hirsch has stated: “Postmemory is a powerful form of memory precisely because
its connection to its object or source is mediated not through recollection but through
representation, projection, and creation—often based on silence rather than speech, on the
invisible rather than the visible”(Hirsch, p. 9). In a similar vein, Margaret Olin suggests: “Shoah's
refusal to visualize the past has inspired thoughtful reflection on the limits of representation,
the problematics of witnessing, and the presence of the past through its traces in individual
hearts and the industrial world” and “Some readings have also touched on the places of the
past, not lieux de me'moire, or repositories of the past, but charged pieces of earth where the
events happened. These places of memory constitute the "geographe" of Lanzmann's film”
(Ibid, p. 1). As I will demonstrate, Shoah as an art work, as a film, as a source of impetus for
postmemory experience, can in fact be interrogated socially, psychologically, and aesthetically
in terms of what Heidegger calls earth and world as these are treated in the “Origin of the Work
of Art” and “The Question Concerning Technology,” and in terms of cinematic diakena made
recognizable by McCumber’s work on Heidegger and the history of philosophy.

Heidegger’s remarks on the interrelation of world and earth illuminate the work of the
filmmaker and his relationship to his subject. His clarification of the conceptual divergences in
renderings of what we typically call “truth”-- as aletheia for the Greeks and as veritas for the
Romans--draws our attention to truth as a process rather than anything definitive, unassailable,
static. The interaction of art in general and what he calls bringing-forth (Hervorbringen), which
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culminates in presencing (Anwesen), highlights the artist’s work as unconcealment, which in its
very creating betrays a cultivation of something that was already there. For Heidegger, “Our
aim is to arrive at the immediate and full reality of the work of art, for only in this way shall we
discover real art also within it. Hence, we must first bring to light the thingly element of the
work”(OWA, p. 20). Moreover, since “we have to be acquainted with the sphere to which all
those entities belong which we have long called thing” (ibid), in order to occasion the arrival of
the immediate and full reality of the work of art, in our approach both to interpretation and
analysis of a film like Shoah, we must bear in mind a multiplicity of relations creating conditions
out of which entities we have long called things ever became possible. Put forth by Searle
following Wittgenstein, the Background of Intentionality is where these conditions are typically
located, however, an actual locating of all that goes into our cultural-conceptual-behavioral
grasp of the thing is, if Wittgenstein and Searle are right, hardly possible. The most we can say
is that the thingly character of the work of art has a ground that, while inexplicable is also
variable. And yet Heidegger ascribes to the work of art the power to open up a new world for
us.
The new world opens up irrationally. There is no measurement, no predictability of what
the new world will look like. This is the case not merely because of the irrationality of the
process of opening. A new world opens up such that our tools of measurement and
predictability no longer apply. In this way, the new world opened up by the work of art is
incommensurable with the world that preceded it. This changes the game of film analysis
entirely; what Eisenstein called “film sense” becomes, in part, an ability to suspend judgment
long enough to gain access to a wholly new discursive field in each film viewed. Heidegger
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breaks open the process of creation and enriches our understanding of this process by asking
and then answering questions. The following passage is one example of this.

But how does bringing forth happen, be it in nature or in handicraft and art? What is the
bringing forth in which the fourfold way of occasioning plays? Occasioning has to do
with the presencing [Anwesen] of that which at any given time comes to appearance in
bringing-forth. Bringing-forth brings out of concealment into unconcealment. Bringingforth propriates only insofar as something concealed comes into unconcealment. This
coming rests and moves freely within what we call revealing [das Entbergen]. The
Greeks have the word aletheia for revealing. The Romans translate this with veritas. We
say “truth” and usually understand it as correctness of representation. (QT, pp. 317-318)

This passage, from “The Question Concerning Technology” is grounded in Heidegger’s assertion
that art is anything that sets up a world. A work of sculpture or a painting can be understood as
that which occasions an entirely new vocabulary with which humans manipulate the reality to
which they are beholden. When we experience Scarlett O’Hara proclaiming in Gone with the
Wind “terra…It’s the only thing that lasts,” we are brought to a new world of understanding.
Our perception has been altered. This, however, because something important has been
brought out of unconcealment. Both film and film frame are phenomena that set up a new
world in a unique development of truth. In this process, artists are best understood not as
those who create, but rather as those who cultivate. Artists are always only working with
latencies, potentialities, in the Heideggerian narrative. Whatever the material, celluloid, digital
video, marble or canvas, the result at which we marvel in the theater or in the museum is most
fruitfully understood as playing a part in a larger process of revealing. We understand less
about, and find ourselves more challenged to live successfully with, artists and their art when
we idealize artists as ‘creators’ rather than cultivators. Moreover, new worlds open up non-
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rationally. In this way, new worlds are incommensurable with old worlds. We have no grounds
for insisting the vocabularies that held sway before the work was cultivated will perform the
same way for us after the work has been cultivated. The setting upon earth by world occurs
such that earth, with its latent properties, rises up and moves with the force that elicits it--the
work of the artist. The orignary element, however, lies with the earth that, as it were,
“intended to be” the work that the artist has set free. Michaelangelo chipped away the marble
from the block that didn’t belong to the Pieta and the Pieta was thus brought out of
unconcealment. The result we call a sculpture.
Art thus begins with a bringing-forth out of concealment. But a further process gains us
additional access to the overall process of the emergence of the work of art: presencing
[Anwesen]. Finally, revealing [das Entbergen] provides the safe zone within which the bringingforth that culminates in presencing as a coming to be can rest, move freely, be. Bringing-forth,
too, clears the Open, where subsequent truth processes can occur. The following passage from
“Origin of the Work of Art” carries this further:
The establishing of truth in the work is the bringing-forth of a being such as
never was before and will never come to be again. The bringing-forth places this
being the Open in such a way that what is to be brought forth first clears the
openness of the Open into which it comes forth. Where this bringing-forth
expressly brings the openness of beings, or truth, that which is brought forth is a
work. Creation is such a bringing-forth. As such a bringing, it is rather a receiving
and an incorporating of a relation to unconcealedness. What, according, does
the createdness consist in? (OWA, p. 60)

Creation is a bringing-forth. The filmmaker as artist on this account cultivates with his work a
latency that was already there. Heidegger adds: “Bestowing and grounding have in themselves
the unmediated character of what we call a beginning, the peculiarity of a leap out of the
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unmediable, does not exclude but rather includes the fact that the beginning prepares itself for
the longest time and wholly unconspicuously” (OWA, p. 73). If we now turn to a sequence from
Lanzmann’s film, we see an instance of creation as a receiving and an incorporating of a relation
to unconcealedness. First, we see the sleight of hand (paper trick) performed by the man,
followed by two frames that show an uncanny change in his facial expression after his
performance is complete.

Shoah, Sequence #1

Shoah, Sequence #2

The scene from which these stills are taken begins with the man pictured, a metal worker,
hammering on an anvil. We then see him on a break from his work, when he demonstrates the
paper trick depicted above. No audio is added to the scene; we hear only ambient sounds of
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the man silently moving about in his workshop. In “Sequence #1” we see a trick whose
beginning and ending are universally recognizable (pigs on the piece of paper folded inward in
quadrants makes the image of Hitler). The facial expressions of the metal worker in “Sequence
#2”are less easily discernable. In the frame on the left, one of several dozen, the metal worker
acknowledges without speaking that he has manipulated the paper to its result. An expression
of boyish shyness appears on his face. In the frame on the right, he offers a quixotic grin. The
grin is puzzling if not disturbing, based on the world from which I enter this art process of
revealing. I must, in an instant, set aside everything I think I know about this man, his history,
his appearance, to make room for the possibility that his smile indicates something for which I
do not yet have a category or vocabulary. What we see in these two sequences is, in
Heideggerian terms, culminating in the final image, is a world is opened up by the art that is the
shooting of this scene and the suspension of any editorial remarks or captions, and the viewer
is allowed the privilege of what one might call a “floating” interpretation, one that is tentative,
subject to a previous interpretation and an interpretation of the scenes that follow. The scene,
then, demonstrates a bringing-forth—Lanzmann sets up the conditions, invites the metal
worker, lets the metal worker demonstrate what he finds relevant to Lanzmann’s project, and
then Lanzmann lets the camera roll. Editing decisions clearly led to the final sequence of frames
and the transitions among them, but a bringing-forth that culminates in a presencing which
ultimately occasions a revealing can now be gleaned from the scene.
Bringing-forth so-described, according to the philosophical horizon articulated by
Heidegger and more recently elucidated by McCumber, clearly can be occur in any number of
ways. Allowing a film scene to work upon the viewer tacitly, I submit, occasions a unique
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viewing experience that also allows us to apply Heidegger’s injunction in the statement “our
aim is to come to know the thing-being (thingness) of a thing.” Thingly character involves
manifold relations, most of which are inexplicit background relations about which the one who
encounters the thing has no choice. What is important for Heidegger is that we at least see that
there is no way to adjudicate a thing’s thing-being (thingness) once and for all. The thing-being
(thingness) of a work of art is not merely given, since thing-being (thingness) is bound up with
frames of reference, vocabularies, conceptual tools, behavior, past trauma, present anxiety,
education, life experience, parenting, and so on. Relating thing to work, we stand in a position
to see not only that interpretation and narrative are necessarily in flux, but also to entertain the
possibility that what we call memory is a much richer concept than that which is commonly
understood by the term. When Hirsch suggests “although familial inheritance offers the
clearest model for it, postmemory need not be strictly an identity position….*i+nstead, I prefer
to see it as an intersubjective transgenerational space of remembrance, linked specifically to
cultural and collective trauma” (Hirsch, p. 10), we begin to see the importance of the thingly
character of a work of art according to Heidegger. Thingly character, after all, is always a
product of intersubjective relations contingent on extrasubjective conditions.
To sum up thus far. In relation to Lanzmann’s film, Heidegger’s work on the artwork and
its thingly character creates a richer cinematic experience since with these tools we see that the
scenes of Shoah are chock full of examples that demonstrate Lanzmann’s philosophical
decisions as a filmmaker to let scenes occur in silence or exclusively in the words of those
testifying (except when interviewed), enabling conditions of possibility for a different variety of
bringing-forth than that which has been offered by other films (Schindler’s List, Night and Fog)
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or televised miniseries (“Holocaust”). Revealing occurs in Lanzmann’s work in space most of
which is unadulterated with interpretive, political, or personal agenda items that are clearly at
work in other works of similar media treating the same topic. This space, left interpretively
blank, occasions an experience of the Holocaust that is, at least temporarily, freed from
cultural, generational, economic or any other kind of bias. Lanzmann allows us to encounter
those who speak in his film free from the confines of explanation. Lanzmann thereby eludes
ousiodically structured film making on a large scale.
Both theoretically and nontheoretically, ousia parametrically guides the interpretive
work humans do with/to/around/for the objects and the beings they encounter. McCumber
suggests, however, that none of this is immediately obvious to us: “ousiodic structure does not
exhibit itself directly in our experience” (MO, p. 46). If it were obvious, we would be in the
privileged position to choose ousiodic structure, or not, as a parameter of understanding in our
interpretive practices. McCumber's claim, however, is that ousia in fact does a great deal of
ordering for us, bound up with the very act of human cognition. “What ousia does do it guide
our investigative behavior. It licenses a particular sort of reflection upon sensory experience,
what Aristotle calls 'induction' (epagôgê)” (MO, p. 47) But it is important to see that ousia is
neither completely optional nor transcendental in a kantian sense. Ousia does more than just
inform our reasoning processes, but we can be made aware of its presence in our dealings.
McCumber qualifies: “This does not mean, of course, that the simple and abstract structures of
ousia can of themselves explain such complex phenomena as colonialism, slavery, and
marriage, to say nothing of the other manifold structures of oppression and violence which
beset the Western world” (MO, p. 183). And adds, finally: “Ousia does not create practices of
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oppression but clarifies and legitimates them to their practictioners. And it has done so,
paradoxically, without its functioning being either clarified or legitimated. It has guided us from
behind our backs, and all the more surely for that” (Ibid).
My contention is that works of art such as Shoah open up new worlds for us. These
worlds, moreover, are (at least initially) free “manifold structures of oppression and violence
which beset the Western world” because of its success in employing cinematic diakena. Lacking
the triad of boundary, disposition and initiative, Shoah – nearly all nine-and-a-half hours of it—
creates for the viewer the possibility to more fully participate in the revealing of which both he,
Lanzmann, and the film are a part. Therefore, if we recall OIin’s earlier remarks--“Shoah's
refusal to visualize the past has inspired thoughtful reflection on the limits of representation,
the problematics of witnessing, and the presence of the past through its traces in individual
hearts and the industrial world”—we can conclude that it is far more likely that a deep
experience will find its way into the individual hearts of those who consciously play a part in the
revealing that the film occasions by its bringing-forth and presencing.
In his exploration and tracking of tragedy’s demise, Nietzsche identifies “the
cheerfulness of the theoretical man” as the condition out of which theoretical man develops his
propensity to explain. Explanations are generally not offered as art, but rather as accounts
which are definitive. One explanation among many conflicting explanations becomes a story or,
at best, a narrative. The very interest in providing a singularly definitive explanation is, of
course, historically the chief interest of philosophy. Yet, according to Nietzsche, explanation
‘infected’ dramatic art and ruined the tragic chorus, a fate he finds best demonstrated in the
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works of Euripides. As later events in human history such as the industrial revolution and the
information age fundamentally altered the conditions of possibility both for the presentation
and reception of media, explanatory tools began to to function ever more dynamically. Web 2.0
technology, for example, allows users to play a key role in the development, maintenance, and
legitimacy of the informational content. A platform such as HyperCities has curated content,
but most users of HyperCities build their own palimpsest histories by layering maps of different
periods one atop the other and then plotting points of significance on each. Filmmakers, too,
are confronted with choices that have complicated the art of filmmaking. The choice of how
directly or indirectly a filmmaker imparts interpretive information about his film hearkens back
to the problematic set up by Nietzsche in The Birth of Tragedy and exemplified by the
differences separating the works of Euripides and the works of Sophocles. One specific
challenge a documentary filmmaker faces is how much to add, if anything, to the footage he
gathers in the processes of editing, postproduction, and titling. An American soldier bulldozing
piles of corpses speaks for itself; viewers needn’t audio or titling on these frames to come to
the conclusion that a crime against humanity, a genocide, probably the Holocaust, is the subject
of the footage. But when less obvious footage is used, such as that of survivors of the
Holocaust speaking on camera today about what they experienced in Nazi death camps more
than seven decades ago, the spectrum of creative choices expands; is it enough information
when the survivor, standing on a road bordered one side by trees and on the other by a grassy
field, pensively stands, looking? When the survivor utters the words “Ja, das war es hier”
without the accompaniment of any titling beyond subtitles translating those words, does the
viewer have any participatory advantage over the viewer of the same footage but being told via
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voiceover or descriptive/explanatory titling superimposed titling that here stands a man who
was one of two survivors of Chelmno, speaking about his experience in and around that death
camp? I submit that the absence of explanatory information beyond the film’s opening text
scroll liberates Shoah from ousiodically structured interpretation.
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Anti Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis?:
Social and Cognitive Factors to Determine Japanese Utterances
Yoshitaka SETO, Ryota SAITO, Soichi KOZAI, (Kansaigaidai University)
0. Introduction

In this paper, we are going to examine how both form and content of utterances in
Japanese are influenced by thought and behavior of a society. The relationships between
language and thought have been long discussed. One of the most well-known theories is
proposed by Sapir and Whorf (1956). They argue that a language has control over how
its speakers perceive and cognize the world. However, we claim the exact reverse of the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, that is, social norms shape social behaviors and cognition
shared by speakers. Each of them plays a major role to mold utterances in Japanese. For
example, newly invented Japanese lexical item, ikumen (literally child-raising men),
demonstrates the point.
The definition of ‘ikumen’ is ‘men, husbands and fathers who actively
participates in housework and parenting’. This word has started being disseminated a
few years ago and is commonly used today. This happened as a consequence of a
change in Japanese culture. Originally, a male dominant society, now, sets more men
being engaged in assisting their wives. This is certainly a case that a change in social
behavior has affected the birth of a new lexical item.

1.0 Japanese Behavior
Behavior particular to the society is an indicator of culture of the society (Lebra
1976), and Japanese behavior is not the exception of it. Japanese society also has set
various honor codes on behavior and people behave on the basis of such norms. One of
1
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the unique behavioral features observed in Japanese culture is how people show their
own emotion (Matsumoto 1996). Usually, Japanese hesitate to reveal one’s emotions in
public. This is due to a rule inherited through generations, which has instilled people
with the idea that it is a virtue not to expose their feelings. Inazou Nitobe (1905), a
Japanese agriculturist, researcher, philosopher, diplomat, educator, claims as below in
his classical book on the honor code of samurai, BUSHIDO: The soul of Japan:
It was considered unmanly for a samurai to betray his emotions on his face. “He shows no
sign of joy or anger,” was a phrase used, in describing a great character. The most natural
affections were kept under control. A father could embrace his son only at the expense of
his dignity; a husband would not kiss his wife, not in the presence of other people,
whatever he might do in private!

This attitude is also found in a Japanese saying, ‘Bushi wa kuwanedo
takayouji’(equivalent to an English phrase, ‘Eagles don't catch flies.’). ‘Bushi’ means
samurai and ‘youji’ a toothpick. So the interpretation of this phrase is: samurai have to
disguise their hunger by pretending to be full (having toothpick between his teeth
implies that the person is full in his stomach.) Hence, this saying also supports the virtue
of restraining one’s feeling. Japanese society ,therefore, has set a rule not to show one’s
emotion in public circumstances and people make it a basis of their behavior.
Although samurai no longer exist, the orientation of hesitance to reveal one’s
personal emotion is still alive in modern Japanese society. For example, do you
remember the people you saw on TV news when the earthquake and tsunami caused a
tremendous damage to Japan last March? Almost all the people you saw must have been
with dignity and determination and none of them just broke down crying, although
many of them had lost their family members, houses and jobs. This is exactly the case
2
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Nitobe (1905) referred to as ‘apparent stoicism’ with which people masked their sorrow
and pain. This attitude in hardship, actually, surprised and marveled people in other
countries. For example, a journalist from the United States writes right after the disaster,
“ the Japanese people themselves were truly noble in their perseverance and stoicism
and orderliness.” (The New York Times, 2011, March 11). Unlike the reactions from
other countries, Japanese media , however, hardly expressed their surprise at the fact
Japanese people did not show their anger, sadness and etc. These different reactions in
observing the identical situation of Japanese people are derived from their different
points of view. Lebra (1976) explains that people belonging to a certain society rarely
realize what their own cultural behavioral features are but do realize that of other
societies in observing people from outside of their society. Therefore, inherited social
norm has been affecting Japanese social behavior and makes Japan unique to
non-Japanese people.
This social norm, a taboo of showing one’s emotion in public, is also projected
on the use of the language. We argue that the group membership, a social factor, and a
cognitive factor of Japanese speakers determine the language production. More
specifically, the speakers decide how they should appear and what they ought to say
depending on the situation of language use, which is foreign to, for example, English
speakers.

2.0 Uchi/Soto
In the previous section, we saw that Japanese social norms have strong influence on
behaviors of Japanese people. In this section, we are going to substantiate that the
influence of social factor is also projected on Japanese language use. We are going to
3
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introduce the concept of well-known Japanese social dichotomy, in/out-group
membership (uchi/soto), and its effect on Japanese language use.
It has often been pointed out that Japanese people respect unity more than the
desire of oneself; they prefer the unity in social group over each member’s personality
for the sake of unity in the social group. Nakane (1970) shows such an example;
Japanese usually introduce the organization or institute they belong to in social meeting
with someone who does not belong to the same organization with him/her. What is
controlling this behavior and along with language use is a social factor, uchi/soto(in/out
group membership).
Uchi/soto is a social frame of great value to understand Japanese worldview.
As a clue to comprehend Japanese, this concept has been examined by a lot of scholars.
For example, Quinn (1994) defines uchi with lexical items such as enclosed, indoors,
family, shared, familiar and so on. Makino (1996) illustrates uchi as “space of
involvement”. Also, the dichotomy encodes deference in a social group (Bachnik 1994).
What is common in the definition of uchi is that there exists a certain kind of tie
(psychological, social, or even grammatical [Bachnik 1994]) between self and others.
For example, people use ‘uchi’ to mention his/her family, school, company, and country.
Soto (outside) is situated at the opposite position to uchi; it is a domain toward which
self has no shared feeling and involvement belonging there.
Figure 1 illustrates how uchi and soto are situated; uchi is located close to self
while soto is further from self. It is important to remember, as mentioned above, that
in/out group membership is not always determined only by his/her membership in a
social group but also a person’s psychological condition toward the person s/he
interacts.
4
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soto
uchi

self

Figure 1: uchi and soto

Bachnik (1994), Quinn (1994) et al. state that uchi/soto is a factor which determines the
Japanese people’s personality, lifestyle and the use of language. It implies that the distinction of

‘in-group’ and ‘out-group’ determines the degree of adequateness of behaviors and
language use. Behaviors and language use appropriate in uchi may be inappropriate in
soto and vice versa. Therefore, Japanese shift their behavior and language use according
to whether they are interacting uchi or soto members. (Lebra 1976). It is observable
everywhere in Japanese people’s lives. Japanese linguistic form is one example.
Consider address forms in the next example. Situation A is a dialogue exchanged
between good friends, A and B, about C, a friend of B but not of A.

Situation 1:
(Looking at C over a bridge)
A: Ano utukusi hito wa dare?
‘Who is that beautiful person?’
B: Are wa C dayo.
‘She is C.’
A: Are ga uwasa no C-san ka.
Hon

‘She is the famous C.’
5
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In Situation 1, A refers to C with a honorific title ‘san’ while B without it. This
difference is due to the fact that C belongs to A’s soto group but to B’s uchi group. The
relationship between C and B can be regarded uchi because they are friends. However,
A is not so. Figure 2 depicts the relationships among A, B and C. This is the case
uchi/soto influence the form of utterances, where they use honorifics for soto people,
and non-honorifics for uchi.
soto for A
uchi for B and C

uchi for A and B
soto for C

Figure 2 The relationship between A, B and C

Now, look at another situation.It is a conversation between a secretary
and president of the company the secretary is working at.

Situation 2-1
Secretary: Saito Shachou, kyou no kaigi wa 11:00 ni hajimari-masu.
Hon

‘President Saito, today’s meeting is going to start at 11:00.’
President: Wakat-ta.
’I see.’

6
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President

Secretary

Figure 3 Situation 2-1

In this dialogue, the secretary addresses her boss with an honorific title ‘president’. This
language use appears to be contradicted because they belong to the same group of a
company. However, there exists ultimate uchi/soto groups inside the company. Since
self is the ultimate uchi (Makino 1996), the president is an outsider to the secretary. This
is why the president is addressed with the honorific title.
Situation 2-2 depicts another case in which uchi/soto boundaries shifts according
to the situation the speaker is in.

Situation 2-2 (The secretary who appeared in 2-1 talks on the phone with a customer)
Customer: Saito Shachou wo onegai dekimasu ka?
‘Can I talk to President Saito?’
Secretary: Mousiwake arimasen. Saito wa seki wo hazusi-te ori-masu.
‘I’m sorry. Saito is out now.’

On the contrary to Situation 2-1, the secretary addresses the president without any
honorific title talking with the customer. This is because when only the president and
the secretary are involved, soto from the secretary was the president. However, when
7
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the secretary is in contact with someone from outside of the company, the tie in the
company is judged as a priority. Because it is not permitted to address an uchi member
with a honorific form, the secretary does not use the form where an outsider is involved.
As observed in this example, the uchi/soto boundary shifts depending on the situation.
At the same time, the change in the linguistic form is triggered.
President
Customer
Secretary

3.0 Honne/Tatemae
3.1 Japanese Communication Style
Japanese culture is referred to as a high context culture (Hall 1976; Lebra
1976) in which people enjoy communicating more nonverbally and behaving depending
on situations. People, therefore, need to consider every minute what words/ actions are
appropriate in the context they are situated. Japanese culture is also given a title ‘sasshi
no bunka’ (literally, ‘the culture of guessing’); it is required to infer the real intent of
others’ through exchanges of small number of words.
The importance of this feature can be seen with a popularized word ‘KY’, an
abbreviation of ‘Kuuki Yomenai’ (literally, ‘being not able to read the atmosphere’). This
word indicates a person who lacks in the ability to understand others’ intent and fails to
say what is appropriate for the context they are in.
8
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In the high context cultures, the surface of words and the real meaning of the
utterance often do not match. This has led a lot of foreigners, not familiar with Japanese
language use and culture, to misunderstand that Japanese are dishonest. Affected with
this reputation, Japanese language is labeled “ambiguous”.
To understand the phenomenon fully, people need to have abundant
knowledge on Japanese culture and language use. So, Japanese may seem to be
ambiguous on the surface, however, we argue that complex principles and rules are
behind it, such as honne/tatemae.

3.2 Honne/Tatemae and Politeness
In this section, we are going to demonstrate that honne/tatemae is largely related with
the politeness principles proposed by Brown and Levinson (1978). Although
honne/tatemae is a language specific feature, it can be viewed based on the universal
rules of politeness.
Honne/tatemae dichotomy is controlled by not only social factors but also
cognitive function of the speaker and has a strong influence on how the language is
spoken. Doi (1986) defines honne as ‘the world of inner feeling’ and tatemae ‘surface
world of social obligation’. Honne expressions project the speaker’s experience
explicitly and communicate them directly to the hearer. On the contrary, tatemae does it
implicitly, so the hearer needs to examine the real meaning of it in the light of the
situation and infer what the hearer really means.
(1)Where have you been?
A: Tyotto soko made
‘I’ve been somewhere for a bit.’

B: Tokyo ni imasi-ta
‘I have been in Tokyo.’
9
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(A) is a tatemae expression, which Japanese often enjoy using. This utterance
is unwilling to reveal where he has been and replies in an ambiguous manner to the
question. This manner of talking violates the cooperative principle, a universal
conversational rule (Grice 1975).

Cooperative Principle:
Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, by
the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged.

The principle consists of four maxims, the maxims of quality, relevance, quantity, and
manner. Therefore, (A) violates the maxim of manner and quantity.
Maxim of Manner: Be perspicuous; avoid ambiguity and obscurity.
Maxim of Quantity: (a) Don’t say less than is required.
(b) Don’t say more than is required

According to Grice, utterances with violations of the maxims contains implicature, a
meaning different from its semantic meaning. Those violations are examples of tatemae
in this study.
Tatemae is brought about when the speaker judges that it is impolite to reveal
his/her feeling or information as it is (honne) for some reason. This impoliteness is
referred to as ‘face-threatening acts’ (FTA’s) by Brown and Levinson (1978). They
claimed that every adult has face and interacts in the way they do not threaten each
other’s face. In other words, they avoid threatening each other’s face except for the case
that they want to or need to do so on purpose (i.e. in a case of emergency).
Face is categorized into two types. One is negative face and the other is
positive face. Brown and Levinson (1978) defines the two face as following:
10
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Negative face: the want of every competent adult member that his actions be
unimpeded by others.
Positive face: the want of every member that his wants be desirable to at least
some others.
Takiura (2008) explains that the former is a desire which one does not want others to
interfere with himself and that the latter is a desire which one wants to be accepted by
others. So, tatemae is used in Japanese to save those factors.
In the light of his knowledge on the culture and society, the speaker
determines which is more appropriate for the situation, honne or tatemae. If the content
of the utterance contains something that would thought to be FTA’s, he would use
tatemae.
In the case of (A), the speaker does not show information about where he has
been because he thought that it would threaten his own face (for the concern that he may
be criticized by letting the hearer know where he was) or the hearer’s (the concern fear
that the information may be thought to be a sort of a boasting because the information is
bad for the speaker and good for the hearer) or faces of the both.
On the contrary, (B) is an example with no ambiguity. This is a honne
expression. In using honne, the speaker recognizes that it would not be a FTA to
describe the proposition as it is. It satisfies the cooperative principle fully.
Although politeness is defined differently from a society to another society, it is
a universal rule in interaction. Japanese has a language specific feature, honne/tatemae,
and this special nature of language is also largely involved with the politeness
principles.

11
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4.0 Honne/tatemae×Uchi/soto
Makino (1996) argues that honne expression is usually expressed in uchi group
membership and that tatemae expression is observed in soto membership. The rationale
for this phenomenon is that the emotional tie in uchi membership enables and requires
the members to interact directly because directness is a token of closeness between the
speaker and the hearer. Consequently, it results in the utterance of honne. On the
contrary, soto membership is a space in which direct linguistic expression is usually
avoided because of the lack of empathy between the speaker and the hearer. Therefore,
tatemae occurs in soto membership.
However, Lebra (1976) argues that directness is observed not only in uchi
membership but also in soto membership and she called the situation ‘anomic’. We
support her idea and claim further that not only honne in soto membership but also
tatemae in uchi membership exists in Japanese and that the tatemae in uchi brings about
the language use characteristic to Japanese.
First, we examine tatemae expression in soto membership of those two types
above and demonstrate that each of them deals with the face of the speaker and the
hearer.
4.1 Tatemae in Soto
(1-1)
Taro gives his wife (uchi) a souvenir from
Hawaii.

(1-2)
Taro gives his neighbor (soto) a souvenir from
Hawaii.

Honne: Taro thinks that the souvenir is great.

Honne: Taro thinks that the souvenir is great.

Taro: Kore, Hawaii no omiyage .
‘This is a souvenir from Hawaii.’

Taro: Kore, Hawaii no omiyage desu.
This is a souvenir from Hawaii.

??Tsumaranai mono dakedo.
‘This is not a good thing, but take it.’

Tsumaranai mono desu ga.
‘This is not a good thing, but please take it.’

12
Bold print is a tatemae expression.
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(1-1) is an utterance to uchi member in the scene of gift-giving. ‘Tsumaranai
mono dakedo’ is a tatemae expression, which is not used in uchi membership. If the
tatemae were used in this situation, the use of the indirect expression would have Taro’s
wife assume that her husband is trying to set a distance between them.
(1-2) is an example of correct and typical use of the tatemae expression with
soto membership. Usually, Japanese people hesitate to show good points of one’s
belongings to soto member even if the speaker thinks so, because showing off to others
is thought to be an undesirable act in Japanese society. Instead, they humble themselves
to show respect to others. In the case of (1-2), the speaker shows respect to his neighbor
by the use of tatemae, which lowers the quality of the gift from the speaker to retain the
positive face of the speaker and the negative face of the hearer.
The motivation of using tatemae roots in his desire for acceptance, this tatemae
functioned as a means to retain his positive face.
The implication of the excellence of one’s gift has the possibility that it
imposes the hearer psychological pressure such as he has to reciprocate the gift later or
express the gratitude repeatedly. Since the behavior which impedes one’s freedom is
considered to threaten one’s negative face, the speaker avoids uttering his honne.
In the situation of gift-giving in soto membership, uttering honne contains the
possibility to threaten the speaker’s (giver’s) positive face and the hearer’s (recipient’s)
negative face. The speaker make the use of tatemae as a strategy to retain the face of
both sides in the interaction with soto members.

(2-1)
Taro catches a cold and is coughing. His wife
(uchi) cares about him.

Taro’s honne: I feels so sick.
Wife: Daijobu?
‘Are you O.K.?’
Taro: ?Daijoubu dayo.
‘I am O.K.’

(2-2)
Taro catches a cold and is coughing. His
neighbor (soto) cares about him.

Taro’s honne: He feels so sick.
13
Neighbor: Daijobu desu ka?
‘Are you O.K?’
Taro: Daijobu desu.
‘I am O.K.’
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Tatemae is used in both (2-1) and (2-2). It is true that Japanese people
sometimes hide their weakness even in uchi membership. However, it can be an
exceptional case that people do not show one’s emotion in their uchi membership. For
this reason, the tatemae expression in (2-1) is unsuitable in a close relationship between
a husband and a wife, in uchi membership. We will mention tatemae used in uchi
membership in 4.2.
The use of tatemae also has to do with the maintenance of face of both
participants in (2-2). Although the help might be available if he utters his honne, he
judges that it would threaten his positive face as a Japanese man to show it in soto
membership. He exchanges the possibility of getting a help with the maintenance of his
positive face.
Also, the use of tatemae in (2-2) reflects the speaker’s respect for the hearer’s
negative face. He assumes that asking for help would confine the behavior of the hearer
of helping the speaker and, instead, uses tatemae to avoid the imposition on the hearer.
This works as a politeness strategy to keep the hearer’s negative face.
Even if the speaker is having a hard time, he often avoids mentioning it in uchi
membership and, instead, chooses to behave as if he does not have any problems by
using tatemae expression. The respect for the speaker’s positive face and the hearer’s
negative face is accountable for this phenomenon.
(3-1)
Taro goes shopping with his wife. (uchi)
She has decided to buy a coat.

(3-2)
Taro passes by a store with his boss. (soto)
The boss sees a jacket displayed in front of
the store and says he wants to buy one.

Taro’s honne: The coat is not likely to become
with her.
Wife: Kore wo kau wa.
‘I will buy this one.’
Taro: ?Niau to
omou yo.
‘I think that it will become with you.’

14

Taro’s honne: The coat is not likely to
become with him.
Boss: Are hosii na.
‘I want that one.’
Taro: Niau to omoi masu.
‘I think it will become with you.’
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(3-1) and (3-2) are the examples of the situation of flattery in uchi and soto
group membership. The act of flattery is an act to show the speaker’s interest in the
hearer and is an example of positive politeness, and tatemae is used as a politeness
strategy. Although tatemae sometimes occurs in both group membership, it is more
likely to occur in soto membership when we compare the two situations. In situations as
in (3-1), the speaker usually utters his honne in uchi membership as in other examples
as long as the speaker judges it would not threaten the hearer’s face.
On the other hand, the speaker makes the use of tatemae expressions in order to
maintain his positive face in the situation of flattering in soto membership. The
avoidance of threatening positive face of the hearer would also avoid the situation where
the speaker’s positive face is threatened. If we consider the case in which the speaker
utters his honne in (3-2), it is likely that the boss would judge the speaker as an impolite
person for the impolite act. Hence, the speaker uses tatemae to show his deference his
boss to keep his positive face.
When the speaker utters tatemae to hide his weakness, the act of pretending
strong is a positive politeness strategy as well as a negative politeness strategy to the
hearer.
We have seen three situations in which tatemae is used to soto members so far.
From the observation, tatemae expressions used in each situation can be categorized
into two types. One is the tatemae which mentions the speaker himself or his belongings.
The other mentions the hearer or his belongings. (1-2) and (2-2) belongs to the former,
while (3-2) belongs to the latter.
Since tatemae is classified into two types, we propose a pattern schematized as
15
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in Table 1. When tatemae is used to mention the hearer, the speaker attempts to maintain
his and the hearer’s positive face. On the other hand, when tatemae is used to mention
the speaker himself, it functions to maintain his positive face and the hearer’s negative
face.

Table 1 face maintained by the use of tatemae in soto

4.2 Tatemae in uchi
(4-1)
Taro argues with her wife.
She is so angry at Taro.

(4-2)
Taro argues with her wife.
She is so angry at Taro.

Wife’s honne: I am so mad at him, and I want
him to understand me.

Wife’s honne: I am so mad at him and I want
him to understand me.

Wife: Jikka ni kaerasete itadaki masu.
‘I am going home.’

Wife: Honto ni mukatsuku ! wakatte yo!
‘It’s annoying! Understand me!’

We have seen cases in which tatemae is usually uttered in soto membership. In this
section, we examine exceptional pattern, the occurrence of tatemae expression in uchi
16
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membership.
(4-1) and (4-2) are interaction between the couple in the same situation and
the language form used in the conversation is quite different between the two. In (4-1),
the speaker uses honorifics. On the other hand, she speaks with casual forms in situation
(4-2). Although the honne expression is quite natural in this situation, tatemae including
honorifics is also frequently used in this context.
Using honorifics to convey her true feeling seems to be contradicting in this
context it is usually used to show respect for others and not supposed the one used when
one is angry. However, this language use is at least as effective as honne expression in
communicating her feeling. The gap between the context and the language form works
like an irony. Hashimoto (1989) explains that irony is an expression which contains
positive meanings literally but contains negative evaluation and attitude toward the
object the irony is directed at. In the case of (4-1), the use of honorifics superficially
contains positive meaning, but it actually contains the intention of giving negative
evaluation to the hearer.
This tatemae use can be also analyzed from the viewpoint of face. The real
intent of the speaker is to get the hearer to understand her. Therefore, her real intent of
using tatemae is to understand each other and this is the sign of the speaker’s positive
face. To fulfill the purpose, the speaker uses a tatemae expression with humble form
which indicates that the distance between them is getting larger. This use of tatemae can
be interpreted as a means to recover their relationship by threatening the positive face of
the hearer.
The use of tatemae in uchi group membership is less observable compared to
its use in soto. When the language use is observed in uchi membership, it reflects the
17
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speaker’s desire to maintain his positive face and it implies the threatening of the
hearer’s positive face to get their relationship closer.

5. Conclusion
We have argued that the utterance of Japanese is strongly controlled by the social and
cognitive factor. In Japanese society, the social norm defines how people should behave
with in/out group membership.
The use of honne/tatemae expression is determined by whether expressing the
honne threatens, the face of the hearer or not. If expressing honne is likely to threaten
the face of the hearer, he would use tatemae to maintain the face of the hearer. The
expression of honne/tatemae is observed both in uchi/soto group membership and the
function of the language use differs by the combination of these cognitive and social
factors. However, the use of honne/tatemae is closely related with the politeness
principles in any case. Although Japanese language use has unique characteristics, it is
also working under the universal politeness strategy.
Therefore, it is crucially important for Japanese speakers to understand the
context and infer the hearer’s feeling and make utterances appropriate for the situation.
These factors contribute to the uniqueness of Japanese language use.

18
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Summary
The tragedy of Hamlet is one of the most important of Shakespeare’s plays
and one that is published and performed as part of the rainbow of world literature.
This paper investigates the role of religion for the characters and their actions, and
presents a new interpretation using religion to understand the characters’ motives. The
paper concludes that although Christianity is the main influence on Hamlet,
Shakespeare also used Grecian religious symbols. Hamlet suffered from a
psychological shock, then re-evaluated the events around him in light of his religious
views. Hamlet reveals how Shakespeare used his ability in rhetoric to create a
religious message about the church and re-created the values of right and wrong
according to his own view.

Keywords
Hamlet; Shakespeare; Religion; Christianity; Literary interpretation; believer;
Hamlet's shock; Hamlet's faith.
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Undoubtedly, it is difficult to find free space in the land of the battle which
thousands of horses’ hooves have crushed; similarly, when researching Hamlet, one
finds a plethora of papers in diverse fields including philosophy, religion, feminism,
literature, psychology, culture, and history covering a wide range of aspects of the
play.
This study examines the function of religion for the people and events of
Hamlet, offering a different perspective on the characters’ motives. The essay begins
with a summary of the play, and then discusses the characters, especially the
protagonist, to elicit the influence of religion. The central questions which this paper
will address are: Are the characters ‘believers’? Was the main protagonist, Hamlet, a
believer? Is faith given a positive or negative value in the play? To what extent does
religion help us to illustrate and understand the play’s events? Was Shakespeare
against religious phenomena in this play or not?

Summary of the play
The tragedy of Hamlet was written by William Shakespeare in 1600–1601
(Spencer, 2005). Shakespeare recounts the story of Prince Hamlet and his uncle,
Claudius. Claudius murders his brother, King Hamlet, of Denmark, taking over the
throne, and then marrying his brother’s widow, Queen Gertrude. Prince Hamlet is
unaware of the assassination of his father until he sees his father’s ghost, who tells
him what has happened and asks Hamlet to avenge his death. Hamlet’s dilemma
begins with a perplexing question: Is this ghost the spirit of his father or just a devil
that desires to make him vicious? To answer this, Hamlet decides to celebrate the
3
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anniversary of the marriage of his uncle and his mother with a celebration that
includes a play prepared by Hamlet, to tell the story of the betrayal narrated by the
ghost. Claudius’ facial expressions are monitored by Hamlet and his friend Horatio.
Claudius becomes nervous when he sees the play and leaves the celebration. Hamlet
becomes sure that the ghost was the spirit of his father and that his story was correct,
and decides to take revenge on his uncle. He follows his uncle with the intention of
killing him, but finds Claudius asking for forgiveness in the church. Hamlet postpones
the killing because he thinks that if he kills him at that time, Claudius will go to
heaven. Later, Ophelia, Hamlet’s beloved, becomes despondent and drowns herself,
because Hamlet has killed her father Polonius. Polonius, the Lord Chamberlain, was
hiding behind curtains and Hamlet mistook him for Claudius. Laertes, the son of
Polonius, decides to fight Hamlet to get revenge for his father and his sister. Claudius
makes preparations for the duel, and puts poison in a glass that he prepares for the
winner, because he knows that Hamlet will inevitably win. In addition, Laertes puts
poison on his sword. The fencing begins, Gertrude drinks the poisoned cup and
Laertes fatally wounds Hamlet. Hamlet then kills him and kills Claudius. He finally
dies in the arms of his friend Horatio.

Religious Environment
In general, the environment of this play is connected with religion, and the
consideration of religion is very important in understanding the characters’ motives.
Horatio, for instance, prays for Hamlet when he emerges from his dialogue with the
ghost.
HORATIO: Heaven secure him!
HAMLET: So be it! (Hamlet, I. 5. 116-117)
4
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The speech by his father’s ghost, who describes himself as having been a
sinful person during his life, reveals the depth of his faith, and includes advice about
the sins that have been committed. He says:
Murder most foul, as in the best it is;
But this most foul, strange and unnatural. (Hamlet, I .5, 127-128)
Describing how he wants his son to kill his brother, he talks about the
‘murder’ in the context of his faith and justifies his request on religious grounds. He
wants his son to kill Claudius for a supreme purpose:
Let not the royal bed of Denmark be
A couch for luxury and damned incest (Hamlet, I .5, 82-83)

Although Hamlet is considered “a tragedy of revenge” (Deuterman, 2011:
236), the ghost does not primarily want to get revenge on his brother, but wants to
stop the debauchery. It appears that the ghost is Christian because he insists that
Horatio and Marcellus should swear on the sword, which is in the form of a cross
(Hamlet, I .5, 155, 161, 181). Even Claudius is devout at times; he blames himself and
asks forgiveness in church (Hamlet, III .3.37-49). In addition, most characters in this
play, including Laertes (Hamlet, I.3.54), Polonius (Hamlet, I.3.56-60), and the clown
(Hamlet, V.1. 22) are believers.
In Hamlet, vestiges of “the Ghost's faith in the efficacy of the traditional
sacramental system,” (Stegner 2007:113) emphasize that the faith of metaphysics
affects the actions and moves the characters. For example, many “recent critics have
observed the importance of confessional rites in Hamlet.” (Stegner 2007:106).

5
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Was Hamlet religious?
Hamlet is in general a part of his community, and consequently his speech and
his behavior reflect his religious faith. He does not commit suicide, because of his
need to comply with the orders of his God:
Or that the Everlasting had not fix’d
His canon ‘gainst self-slaughter! O God! God!
How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable,
Seem to me all the uses of this world!
Fie on’t! ah fie! ‘tis an unweeded garden (Hamlet, I.2,131-135)
Some of Hamlet’s words show him to be pious and strongly against
immorality. He criticizes the spread of inebriation and debauchery in his society:
This heavy-headed revel east and west
Makes us traduced and tax’d of other nations:
They clepe us drunkards, and with swinish phrase
Soil our addition; and indeed it takes
From our achievements, though perform’d at height, (Hamlet, I.4,17-21)

In my view, Hamlet is a believer as much as anyone in his community.
However, he becomes more pious after the shock of the illegal marriage. Why did the
community consider this kind of marriage illegal? How do we know that Hamlet was
affected by this?
Claudius is described as lewd and lascivious, not because he killed his brother
but because he married his brother’s widow. This kind of marriage was considered
illegal at the time, and is described as ‘damned incest’. Accordingly, one of the main
6
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reasons for Hamlet’s aversion to his uncle is this ‘damned incest’; a religious reason.
It is worth noting that some religions today, such as Islam, consider this kind of
marriage legal. Our suspicions are confirmed that Hamlet had feelings of frustration
and anger before his conversation with the ghost of his father. In my opinion,
Hamlet’s feelings about this culturally unacceptable marriage control him and direct
his behavior.
I suggest that the main evidence for the change in Hamlet after the shock of
the ghost’s revelations is his relationship with Ophelia. Before the shock, Hamlet tries
to give Ophelia gifts and develop a relationship with her, but he changes his opinion
of her because he changes his opinion of all women. Hamlet, in a conversation with
Ophelia, advises her to be chaste, and then says:

Get thee to a nunnery: why wouldst thou be a
breeder of sinners? I am myself indifferent honest;
but yet I could accuse me of such things that it
were better my mother had not borne me (Hamlet, III. I,121-124)
The ideal woman for Hamlet now appears to be one in a ‘nunnery’, and the
dialogue between him and Ophelia reveals that Hamlet may have decided to become
celibate and to see all sexual relationships as degenerate. His mother’s betrayal of his
father, evidenced by her marriage to Claudius, has made him lose trust in women in
general. Therefore, when Ophelia describes ‘the initiation’ of his play, prepared by
Hamlet, as ‘brief’, Hamlet answers her ‘as women’s love’ (Hamlet, III.2,162-163).
Religion is the framework through which a pious believer looks at the universe
and judges right from wrong. Religion also helps the believer to remain balanced
when he receives a shock; usually disasters cause the believer to become more pious
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and ascetic. The shock Hamlet received causes him to regard himself not just a
believer, but as a savior:
The time is out of joint: O cursed spite,
That ever I was born to set it right!
Nay, come, let’s go together (Hamlet, I.5, I I. I, 188-190)
We appear to be left with an unanswered question: If Hamlet knew everything
that his uncle did, why does he seem hesitant? To answer this we must explore why
Shakespeare repeats the ‘crowing of the cock’ without obvious significance.
Hesitation and concern are the most prominent characteristics of the
protagonist’s personality, including his uncertainty about the nature of the ghost.
During the Middle Ages, the cock was an important Christian symbol. It crowed at the
birth and death of Christ, and it heralded the dawn that “brings light to the sins of the
night and rouses men to the worship of God” (Chickens and Witchcraft, 1997).
Aurelius Prudentius Clemens (a Roman Christian poet who was born in Spain in 348)
sang: “the night-wandering demons, who rejoice in dunnest shades, at the crowing of
the cock tremble and scatter in sore affright” (Summers, 1973). The ‘cock crowing’
appears to be an important symbol in the structure of Hamlet, because Marcellus, the
officer, tells Hamlet that the ghost of his father “faded on the crowing of the cock”
(Hamlet, I.I. 158). As Hamlet holds the belief that the ‘cock crowing’ disperses
demons, he wonders if this ghost is just a demon. Hamlet remains bewildered and his
comments show his indecision over the ghost’s essence:

Angels and ministers of grace defend us!
Be thou a spirit of health or goblin damn’d,
Bring with thee airs from heaven or blasts from hell,

8
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Be thy intents wicked or charitable,
Thou comest in such a questionable shape (Hamlet, I.4, 39-43)

Hamlet is not naturally indecisive; However, he is a believer and through his
faith tries to control his behavior, balancing his feelings of rage with his religious
beliefs. He says:
The spirit that I have seen
May be the devil: and the devil hath power
To assume a pleasing shape; yea, and perhaps
Out of my weakness and my melancholy,
As he is very potent with such spirits,
Abuses me to damn me (Hamlet, II.2, 596-601)

In my opinion, Shakespeare makes the ‘cock crowing’ an implied reason for
Hamlet’s hesitation and because of it, Hamlet seems indecisive. In the same context,
the spirit of Hamlet’s father warns Hamlet of the murder.
In addition, religious passion influences the time of the killing; Hamlet does
not kill his uncle when he is asking for forgiveness in the church (Hamlet, III 3,3749), because he does not want to send him to heaven. However, his religious passion
affects his desire for revenge. He could have sent Claudius to his death without the
opportunity to atone for his sins, as Claudius did with his brother.
Finally, I question whether Shakespeare wanted to send a religious message
through this play.
Shakespeare's religious belief is not clear in his literary works; however, some
writers believe that Shakespeare “did not follow or support any one religion” (Baylis,
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n.d.), and others think that it would “be helpful to characterize Shakespeare formally
as a religious dramatist. The fact is that he chose, by and large, to leave religion
alone.” (Murray, n.d.). In fact, I respect the opinion that too much emphasis on
Shakespeare’s religion leads “to a reductive appreciation of his art.”(Voss, 2002)
However, I believe that no-one can understand Hamlet without considering the role of
religion. Denmark was Catholic during the period in which Hamlet was set, and many
writers think Shakespeare could “have been a Roman Catholic.” (Jamieson n.d.)
Furthermore, there is some evidence that suggests Hamlet’s environment was
Catholic (Baylis, n.d.). I have analyzed the text however, without any prior
considerations about religion. We can determine something of Shakespeare’s religious
opinion from his characters. Shakespeare does not criticize religion, and his view of
right and wrong depends on religion, or, at least, is not incompatible with it.
Shakespeare praises chastity, for example, through Laertes (Hamlet, I.3, 16-20),
Polonius (Hamlet, I.3, 101-103), and Hamlet (Hamlet, III.1. 111-115). In addition, the
tragic end for all the sinful characters strongly suggests that Shakespeare has a moral
opinion, and wants to express his disapproval of evil and immorality. In general, this
play provides an ascetic view of life, especially in the conversation with the clowns.
For instance, they discussed in depth Christianity's attitude towards burying the
suicide victim. (Hamlet, V .1, 86-180).
Shakespeare also hides some criticism of the church and clergy. Ophelia, for
example, warns her brother to do “as some ungracious pastors” (Hamlet, I.3, 47).
Shakespeare shows the harsh face of the church when the priest refuses to treat
Ophelia in the same way as those who died naturally. He considers that she lost her
right to be buried in consecrated ground when she took her own life:
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As we have warranties: her death was doubtful;
And, but that great command o’ersways the order,
She should in ground unsanctified have lodged
Till the last trumpet: for charitable prayers,
Shards, flints and pebbles should be thrown on her;
Yet here she is allow’d her virgin crants,
Her maiden strewments and the bringing home (Hamlet, V .1, 223-229)

In general, Shakespeare includes a religious message and a meditative view of
life. In Hamlet, Shakespeare reveals the role of religion in his worldview.

Conclusion
Christian religion is in my opinion the principal influence on Hamlet, and on
the other characters from Danish society in this play. In addition; however,
Shakespeare employs Grecian religious figures, for example, Hyperion (Hamlet, I.2,
140), Niobe (Hamlet, I.2, 149), and the God of sun (Hamlet, II.2, 181-182). These
symbols have rhetorical functions; they do not however, function in the structure of
the play as does Christian religion. Shakespeare’s most important formative influence
was the town’s grammar school, as it taught him to read, speak, write, and think in
Latin from his early years (Spencer, viii).
Shakespeare, by the power of his rhetoric, is able to make us sympathize with
the protagonist. However, aside from the rhetoric, when we re-evaluate the behavior
of the protagonist in the context of his religious values, we find that he kills Claudius,
Polonius, and Laertes, and he causes the deaths of Ophelia, Rosencrantz,
Guildenstern, his mother and himself.
11
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I offer an additional insight. Hamlet, after the shock of his discoveries,
becomes virtually another person and re-evaluates the situation in accordance with his
religious views. Perhaps the ghost is just an illusion or mental disorder making him
imagine this tale, and the murder of his father is illusory because he is not able to
accept this kind of marriage and he wants to justify his crimes. In addition, I could reinterpret Claudius's asking for forgiveness in church. Perhaps, he simply feels bad
about the marriage as it was not particularly acceptable culturally. Following this
interpretation, the play raises many questions, and leaves an open door for answers.
I believe that religion must be a starting point for any literary analysis of
Hamlet, or at least that it must be used to highlight the characters and their actions,
enabling us to form deep and logical interpretations.
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“Expectation” and Language Change:
The History of Romance Emphatic Pronouns
Maria M Manoliu
University of California, Davis. USA
e-mail: mimanoliu@ucdavis.edu
The aim of this contribution is to illustrate the way in which the integration of a pragmatic
dimension such as “Expectation” in semantic models can account for various changes that are
not satisfactorily explained within the morphological and/or syntactic models. This is the case
of Romance emphatic pronouns, which have undergone a cyclic reinforcement of their function
as means of confirming an unexpected identity.

1. Defining expectation.
As Leech (1977: 322) has pointed out, “expectation relations are not to be found in the
abstract logical system of language but rather in the pragmatics of communications, along with
thematic ordering, information, focus, etc.”. Unlike preupposition or entailment, expectation
does not satisfy the criterion of ‘uncontradictability’. Acording to Martin (1983), expectation is a
way of representing a ‘possible world’, i.e. the world which had the best chances of realization
according to the speaker’s universe of beliefs. But Robert Martin goes further in his analysis of
expecations by distinguishing between its semantic and pragmatic dimensions. Such a distinction
made possible the integration of expectation into the semantic component of the information
conveyed by an utterance at a time when pragmatics was considered as a rather non scientific
component of linguistics:
En tant que mécanismes, présuppositions et attentes font partie de la sémantique; en tant que
contenus, ils relèvent de la pragmatique. (Martin 1983 : 233)
‘As mechanisms, presuppositions and expectations belong to semantics; as to their content,
they belong to pragmatics. »

And, further on:
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[…] la «pragmatique» de la phrase n‘est rien d’autre que la prévision de l’énoncé comme acte.
Elle est intégrée comme une composante essentielle à la théorie sémantique elle-même. (1983:
235)
[…] the “pragmatics of the sentence is nothing else but the prediction of the utterance as act. It is
integrated as an essential component in the semantic theory itself.

Robert Martin (1983: 234) also insists upon the necessity of explicitly defining the difference in
information between “interpretation “ and the “reinterpretation”:
L’interprétation locutoire consiste à expliciter l’ensemble des propositions posées, présupposées
ou supposées (celles du monde des attentes).
“the locutionary interpretation consists in explicating the set of propositions [either] posed,
presupposed or supposed (those of the universe of expectations)”
- la réinterprétation du sens locutoire […] conduit à ce qu’on appellera la signification.
“the reintepretation of the locutionnary meaning […] leads to what one would call the
signification”
- l’interprétation illocutoire consiste dans la saturation des déictiques ou des réflexifs
“the illocutionary interpretation consists in the saturation of the deictics or of the reflexives”.
- la réinterprétation de l’acte illocutoire , elle conduit à ce qu’on appellera le perlocutoire ou
actes dérivés.
“the reinterpretation of the illocutionary act leads to what one would call the illocutionary force
or derived acts”.

2.“Emphatic pronouns” as means of confirmation.
According to the classical Theory of Speech Acts , “confirmation” should be classified as
an illocutionary act (Bach and Harnish 1979: 41).1 In pragmatic terms, emphatic pronouns
(sometimes labelled as “intensifiers”) are markers confirming the truth-value of a statement
which is in contrast with the probability values assigned by the prototypical cognitive model
characterizing a certain linguistic community, resulting from the interaction between the given
community and its environment. Within the frame of this cognitive model, there are events
which have a high probability, others which have a lower probability. In other words, intensifiers
are markers of a difference between the factual world, in which the actual event occurs, and the
corresponding prototypical cognitive model, in which such a type of events has a very low
probability of happening (see (1)):

1

See also Roulet 1999
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(1) I succeeded in solving this problem by myself, wow! can you believe it?!.
An intensifier can be used even when a specific event is expected, in order to confirm the
truth-value of a statement which ascertains that an event does occur despite its low probability
value assigned by the prototypical cognitive model in question. Compare, for example, the
following utterances in (2):
(2) a. As everyone expected, the President attended the celebration.
b. As everyone expected, the President himself attended the celebration.

Sentence (a) states that it is true that “the President attended …” Sentence (b) conveys the
implicature that “it is not true that the President did not attend the ceremony”, in contrast with
the predictions of the cognitive model of the community in question. (“the fact that the President
attends celebrations” is not a common event). “Himself” underlines the fact that the celebration
in question was a special one.
Since most Romance emphatic pronouns are based on Lat. ipse, we shall bring forth
arguments in favor of our hypothesis by starting to define the opposition between the Latin
expressions of “self” and “same” within the framework of a liguistic model based on symbolic
logic.
2.1. IPSE “self”:
The idea that Latin emphatic pronouns confirms the fact that the Predicate applies to an
unexpected argument can be found even in classical grammars. For example, according to
Ernout and Thomas (1959: 89), ipse “est proprement un intensif, qui s’emploie avec une idée
d’opposition latente”.2 For Leuman et al. (1965.2 : 189), ipse means “er und kein anderer” (“this
one and not another”). Let us consider the following utterance:
(3) Lat. ego […] Bruti rem sic ago ut suam ipse non ageret (Cicero, Att. 5.8,4)
“I take care of Brutus’s business in such a way that he himself would not [be capable of]
take[ing] care of his[business]”

Utterance (3) confirms the fact that the argument to which the predicate applies (V) is not the
expected one (Brutus). Within the framework of symbolic logic, the information conveyed by (3)
may be described by the following formulae:
2

“ipse is in fact and intensifier that is used with an idea of a latent opposition”
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ipse:
(α)

Expectation: Ǝx Ǝy Ǝz (V(x,z)). ~ (Vy,z)
Meaning: Ǝx. Ǝy ~ (V(x.z)). ~ (~ (Vy z))

where x = “Brutus”, the expected candidate for the argument of V, y = “ego” (the unexpected
candidate), z = “Brutus’ business”, and V= “takes care of [Brutus’ business]”.
2.2. IDEM “same”.
Let us now consider utterance (4):
(4) Lat ex. quod
idem
mihi
which
same thing
me:DAT
“which likewise happened to me”

contigit (Bennett, 2004: 160)
happened

Utterance (4) confirms that the same thing happened to me, in spite of the expectatation that “it is
unlikely that the same thing happened to the speaker”. In brief, the information conveyed by
IDEM can be formalized as follows:
idem:
(β)
Expectation: Ǝx Ǝz1 (V1 (x,z1)). Ǝy Ǝz2 (V2

(y,z2).

~ (z1 = z2)

Meaning: Ǝx Ǝz1 (V1 (x,z1). Ǝy Ǝz2 (V2 (y,z2))). ~ (~ (z1 = z2)),
where x is “the person who was the Beneficiary of the first happening” and y = mihi, the
Beneficiary of the second happening; and z = “something that happened”.
In brief, both emphatic pronouns confirm that a Predicate applies to an unexpected
argument. IPSE merely confirms the fact that the argument to which the Predicate applies is not
the one predicted by the cognitive universe of the speakers. IDEM confirms the unexpected
identity between the arguments of two different predicates.
3. Loosing the illocutionary force of confirmation.
According to our hypothesis, the changes in the Romance encoding of the difference
between “self” and “same” are due to the cyclic bleaching of their illocutionary force of
confirmation.
3.1. IPSE vs. IDEM as anaphors. It is very likely that IDEM was the first to loose its
illocutionary force, since colloquial Latin and Romance languages developed other forms for
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fulfilling its pragmatic functions.3 As already attested in Vulgar Latin, IPSE could carry the
illocutionary force of IDEM in contexts when the former occurred as a noun determiner or
combined with other demonstrative pronouns (hic ipse, iste ipse, and ille ipse). According to
Ernout & Thomas (1993: 191), in such contexts “ipse se rapprochait de idem”. See (5):
(5).

ipsa parte exire habebamus qua intraveramus 4
“we had to go out the same way we went in”

In (5) the expectation is that “the way we went out is different than the way we went in” (see
bellow formula γ):
(γ) Ǝx 1“we” Ǝy “parte” P1 “intraveramus” x,y. Ǝx2 ”we” Ǝz “parte” P2 “exire”x2z . ~ (~ y = z).
But IPSE also started to loose the strengths of its illocutionary force, as attested by its
further development in Romance languages. In some areas ipse became a personal pronoun. Cf.
It. essi “they”; O. Rom. însu, cf. also dânsul (< de ipse) , a polite form of el (<ille) “he”.
(6) It. I pedoni devono circolare negli spazi per essi
“Pedestrians must use the spaces [provided] for them” (Maiden/Robustelli, 2000: 117).5
(7) O. Rom dzise
cătrsaid.he
towards
“he said to them”.

înşii (CV: 246)
them

Even in V. Latin, when a predeterminer, IPSE could almost play the role of a definite article,
just indicating that a referent was identifiable due to its mention in the previous co-text:
(8)

Quod cum dixisset, tenens minibus levatis epistolam ipsam apertam rex…(Aeth: 102 in
Faingold, 1996: 77)
“And when the king had said this, holding up the open letter with uplifted hands…”

(9)

Sedens in eadem spelunca, quae in IPSA ecclesia est (Aeth, 123)
“Being seated in the very cave, which is in the church”

Cf. sardinian su in (10):
3

As it very well known, idem is a latinism.
Cf. V. Lat. non ipsa
parte exire
habebamus
not same
side
go:INF
had.to.we
qua intraueramus (Aeth, 4. 5)
which:ABL went.in.we.
“we did not have to go out the same way we went in”,
Due to the negation non, the expectation in (5) is that “they should have got out the same way they went it”.
5
For the contemporary use of the offspring of ipse and ille as personal pronouns in Italian see Maiden/Robustelli,
2000: 116- 118.
4
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(10) Sard. kandu deus iad akkabbau de vormai su mundu…(Su Maurreddinu, in Crestomaţie
romanică, 3. 965)
“when god has finished creating the world…”

3.2. Reinforcing IPSE. The bleaching of its illocutionary force of confirmation had
several important consequences. In order to function as an emphatic pronoun, ipse co-occurs
with other “identity markers”.
3.2.1. MET-. In colloquial registers, constituents such as egomet “I myself (and nobody
else)” must have been reinforced by an emphatic ipse. Utterances such as egomet ipse could be
reanalyzed as ego “I” + metipse the intensifer “self”. The result of the combination between met
and ipse ended by being reinterpreted as the carrier of the illocutionary force of confirmation. As
shown by its corresponding Romance offspring, the compound metipse must have been the
preferred emphatic means (pronoun/determiner) in several western areas: cf. Sp. mismo, Pg.
mesmo, Fr. même “self, same, even”.
(11)

Sp. Yo mismo lo he visto
“I have seen him myself”

French même covers the entire array of emphatic expressions: “self” (12), “same” (when
prenominal: see (13)), “very” (14) and “even” (15).6
(12)

Fr. Le voleur, Paul le vit lui-même dans le jardin
“the burglar, Paul himself saw him”

(13) Fr. Fr. Il est facile de rencontrer Paul, il habite la même ville que nous
“It is easy to meet Paul, he lives in the same town as we do”.
(14) Fr. Ils se sont querellés le jour même du mariage
“They quarreled on the very day of their marriage”
(15) Fr. Mème un enfant peut le faire
“Even a child can do it”

In Spanish, the illocutionary force of mismo may be so weak that it can be used as a mere
anaphora:
(16) Sp. En la cubierta estaba el capitán. Al lado del mismo se sentaba un marinero viejo
(Escudero & Copceag 1965: 176)
“On the deck there was the captain. Next to him sat an old sailor”.
6

For the various functions of même describerd within the framework of a cognitive model (based on Guillaumes’s
psynchomechanics), see Martin 1975.
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3.2.2. Reflexives. In Vulgar Latin, even during the classical period, the intensifier ipse
could co-occur with the reflexive pronoun, which in itself carries the implicature of an
unexpected coreference between two arguments (usually in the same sentence):
(17) Lat. ualuae[…] se ipsae aperuerunt (Cicero, Diu. 1)
“[the] doors opened by themselves”

As predicted by the speakers’ cognitive model of that time, the door could not open by itself. In
(17) se ipsae denies this expectation.
As a matter of fact, Romanian, însuşi, a compound of însu – (<ipse) and şi (<sibi, dative
reflexive) became the marker of denying the fact that the predicate applies to an argument
referring to an expected entity:
(18) Rom. A scris el însuşi această scrisoare (nu a cerut altcuiva să o facă)
“He himself wrote this letter (he did not ask anybody else to do it)”

In Romanian, reflexive –şi was added also to the pronoun of remoteness acela “that” in order to
express the meaning of IDEM “same”: i.e. acelaşi:
(19) Rom. Petru şi Ion iubesc aceeaşi femeie
“Peter and John love the same woman”.

In some areas, IPSE was replaced by adverbials such as Lat. clarum – Rom. chiar lit. “clearly”.7
Compare (20) with (14) above:
(20) Rom. S-au certat chiar în ziua nunţii
“They quarreled on the very day of their marriage”.

7

See Manoliu 1987, 2003. In Romanian, the emphatic pronoun developed an entire paradigm of forms that agree in
person and number with the coreferential noun: e.g. eu însumi “I myself”, tu însuţi “you yourself”, noi înşine “we
ourselves”, voi înşivă you yourselves”, el însuşi “he himeself”, ea însăşi “she herself”, etc. Such a variety of forms
explains the frequent mistakes that occur in the spoken registers and favors the search for other means of fulfilling
the same pragmatic function (see Manoliu 1987). It might be interesting to mention the fact that in English the
reflexive self has also the function of expressing the difference between the factual world and the universe of
expectations: ex. take care of yourself.
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3.3. Indexical IPSE. Since in classical Latin it was not an indexical, IPSE could not
have been confused with HIC “this” (close to the speaker), ISTE, “this/that” (close to the
addressee), and ILLE “that” in their exophoric function. Therefore confusions must have arisen
in its endophoric use. In familiar registers, IPSE could be used for ISTE (HIC) as an anaphora,
with an adversative effect:
(21)

Ipse in colle medio triplicem aciem instruxit (Caesar, B.G., I, 24)
“He [meanwhile] organized the line of battle in three ranks in the middle”.

Such replacements could favor confusions between IPSE and ISTE also as indexicals.
When its illocutionary force opposing the factual world to the speakers’ expectations weakened,
IPSE could be reinterpreted as a subjective means of referring to the speakers if not only to the
addressee as shown by its corresponding Romance demonstratives: O. Sp. eje, Occ. eis, O. Pg.
eiso; Sp. ese, Pg. esse “this” (referring to the 2nd pers.).8 As an indexical, ipse could then stands
in opposition to iste which ended in expressing the fact that the point of origin (origo) is to be
found in the speakers’ domain: cf. various Romance forms such as Pg. este, colloq. Rom. ăsta
“this”. In some areas, ISTE was reinforced by another indexical, namely ECCE “here it is”: cf.
Sp. aquest, Rom. acest, O. Fr. cist, Fr. ce. ECCE also reinforced the indexical value of ILLE: cf.
Sp. aquel, Rom. acel, etc. “that”.9
In conclusion, one has to recognize that without considering pragmatic dimensions such
as expectations and speech acts it would be impossible of envisaging convincing descriptions
and explanations at both the synchronic and diachronic levels.
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Abstract
This study views Native Hawaiian folksong recordings as a site for investigating
contemporary Native Hawaiian identity. By creating a dataset of compact disc
recordings within the genre, the study pursued three specific issues: (1) to identify
emblematic songs, (2) to evaluate the obdurate presence of emblematic songs over time,
and (3) to speculate upon the implications of emblematic songs for aggregate
contemporary Native Hawaiian identity. By employing statistical criteria, it was found
that: (1) there is evidence of a set of emblematic songs, (2) there is an obdurate presence
of these texts, and (3) that upon cursory inspection there are no obvious thematic rubrics
that distinguish them from their non-emblematic counterparts.

Introduction
Communities are often defined by their shared cultural foundations. By cultural
foundations I refer to practices that behaviorally distinguish groups from one another –
these include but are not confined to language, customs, dance, and songs. This paper
focuses upon songs (and song performances in obdurate stored form) as a venue of
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cultural practice that may be used to delineate contemporary Native Hawaiian identity.
This study employs a sample of songs on musical compact discs (CDs) in the Hawaiian
music genre to (1) identify emblematic songs, (2) evaluate the obdurate presence of
emblematic songs over time, and (3) speculate upon the implications of emblematic
songs for aggregate contemporary Native Hawaiian identity.
The use of CDs in this study is important for various reasons. First, compact
discs (CDs) represent a “new” storage medium whose temporal parameters are well
known. Second, within a contemporary medium, newer songs should have as good a
chance as traditional songs for appearing in such productions. Third, the production costs
of CDs are quite low vis-à-vis other storage mediums, thus even low budget artists can
market obdurately stored performances without significant barriers to entry.

Defining Emblematic Songs
For the purposes of this study, an emblematic song will be defined statistically.
An emblematic song will be a title whose frequency of occurrence is at or more than two
standard deviations above the mean of the sample. Thus, emblematic songs are highest
outliers among the sample of songs.

Theoretical Issues
Social scientists have often characterized discrete populations and subpopulations
by the comparative uniqueness of their practices. This study falls under such a canopy.
The examination of contemporary Native Hawaiian identity is investigated via the
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production of Native Hawaiian genre songs as a means of delineating the contours of this
praxis.
Several different theoretical frameworks could be incorporated within this study.
Since it deals with the production of Native Hawaiian genre songs in commodified form
(i.e., marketed CDs), ownership, labor, and market issues are relevant. Some Marxian
questions would include: who owns the means of production?; to what extent do artists
receive the fruits of their labor?; and who has control over the production process? The
production costs for compact discs (CDs) are quite low (absolutely speaking and
especially with regard to the production costs of previous storage mediums). Thus, many
artists are able to cover the costs of production and distribution costs. While they may
not own the means of production, they can afford to rent them. By producing their own
CDs, they have substantial control over the production process and a significant stake in
the profit margin. It should be mentioned, however, that there are some artists that
were/are sponsored by larger (national) production companies (e.g., Israel “Iz”
Kamakawiwo`ole and Keli`i Reichel) which involve more commodified bureaucratic
marketing mechanisms and higher cost distribution networks. The overwhelming
majority of products within the Native Hawaiian song genre, however, are self-produced
and/or of the low-budget variety.
On the consumption-side of the equation, one might ask about the prospective
audience for these commodities -- the social status/characteristics of the genre’s
consumers. (See Weber 1968; Veblen 1934; Adorno 1976) The Native Hawaiian song
genre has been largely focused within the Hawaiian Islands by a Native Hawaiian
audience. Within the yardstick of social status, the Native Hawaiian music genre would
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have to be considered largely as marginal and of peripheral musical interest. Although
the previous statement remains substantially true, the genre has expanded somewhat to
“off-Island Native Hawaiians” (that is, those that can trace their ancestry to Hawai`i prior
to the arrival of Captain Cook but were not born and/or do not reside in the Hawaiian
Islands). Many “off-Island Native Hawaiians” live on the West Coast of the U.S.,
particularly in California. In addition, other listeners interested in “world music,”
“alternative music,” or “ethnic music” have tapped into the genre. A recently created
Grammy Award category for Native Hawaiian music has provided recognition of it as an
independent artistic practice. Generally speaking, the social status of Native Hawaiians
remains low in absolute and relative terms compared to other groups in Hawai`i and in
the United States as a whole. However, the social status of other listeners, although most
likely to be either artists, among the intelligentsia, and/or having ties to Hawai`i, remains
an enigma.
The possibility of shedding some light upon a collective conscience (that is, a
shared cultural identity) is pertinent to this study. (Durkheim 1964; Giddens 1976) The
intensity of this cultural identity, however, can be quite variable. Presumably such
cultural identification could range from full immersion into the collective conscience
(Schutz 1962-1966; de Saussure 1959) to partial acceptance within a realm of social
discontinuity (Foucault 1980) to acceptance of semiotic parameters (Mead 1938;
Baudrillard 1981) to surface participation (Lieberson 2000; Kamakahi and Kamakahi
2003). In this study, I make no assumptions of a “full immersion” of the population into
a collective identity. The contours of this immersion will not be investigated here. This
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study has a more modest theoretical task in this regard: to see whether any recognizable
patterns are revealed in the sample of emblematic songs.
The issues of production and consumption while no doubt relevant to this topic
are not of central concern to this investigation. Rather, this study is interested in what
can be discerned from the identification of the emblematic Native Hawaiian songs.

Other Issues
This paper suggests that emblematic songs are indicative of aggregate
contemporary Native Hawaiian identity. “Identity” is being used to refer to a superindividual phenomenon (i.e., a “social fact”). It is important, however, to distinguish
between an aggregate phenomenon (as is being discussed here) and a shared phenomenon
(in which membership requires interactive validation). (See Sartre 1976; Kamakahi and
Kamakahi 2003) An aggregate phenomenon assumes that the contours of the overall
outcome are derived from the myriad of individual choices/actions/events that act much
like a market in Hayek’s (1948) notion of “spontaneous organization.” Not all players in
a market are equally positioned or equally active within such an arena. In addition there
are no predefined, purposeful, or teleological ends being propagated by individual
players. Instead, each player is acting upon his or her own “independent” and perhaps
unknown motivations. This perspective is much different from a shared phenomenon
which implies large-scale (purposeful) coordination in which the outcome is structured
through a process of intentional negotiation. Theoretically, this paper assumes an
aggregate Native Hawaiian identity.
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A second theoretical issue is directly related to the methodology of this study.
This study engenders a production-side bias. As in Marxian analysis, the paper posits
that production drives distribution and consumption. (Marx 1981) In actuality there may
be sizeable differences between what is produced and what is consumed although even
unsold CDs can be given away as “promotional copies” or “written off.” Weber (1968)
and Veblen (1934) have stressed that it is consumption that defines stratification within
societies regardless of one’s place within the overall mode of production. Contrary to
pure production-side or consumption-side analyses, this study treats each produced CD
with equal weighting (with variations still resulting from the number of selections
existent within each CD) regardless of production costs or consumption prices. The
study is interested in the entire population of the genre. Songs contained within a CD
with virtually no real consumer demand and songs performed on a popular CD are given
equal weight. (It would be practically impossible to discern the market value attributable
to each song within a CD without a complete survey of all CDs.) The reasoning behind
an equal-weighting strategy is two-fold. First, the purpose of the study is to find
emblematic songs within the entire genre and not only those confined to a few popular
artists. An equal weighting is also a more “democratic” survey of emblematic songs.
Secondly, the sales and volume data for CDs is not easily available. Production runs
within the genre are quite small and may not necessarily be reflected in sales or be
unreported.
Another important question is: To what extent do performers reflect the tastes of
the Native Hawaiian population? The CD medium has only existed for a little over two
decades. If we ignore possible large scale changes in popular tastes in songs and we
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assume that performers are trying to generate income from their CDs, then “in the long
run” we should expect a high positive correlation between the tastes of performers and
the tastes of consumers. Of course, short-term changes in taste may occur. The issue of
stability in tastes for emblematic songs is an important one to consider. However, even if
randomness or rotation in tastes exists, there is still the possibility of a stable set of
emblematic songs persisting throughout the dureé.
A general assumption of this study is that emblematic songs are apt indicators of
aggregate contemporary Native Hawaiian identity. As indicators of cultural practice,
some Native Hawaiian songs can be traced back to ancient chants while others of more
recent vintage. To be included in this study as a folksong, the latter employ the Hawaiian
language and often use the poetic allusions reminiscent of traditional chants. (See
Kamakahi 2004)
The primary questions in this study include: (1) Are there a subset of Native
Hawaiian songs that fit the definition of emblematic songs?; (2) Have emblematic songs
changed in popularity over time?; (3) Are there cohesive themes expressed through
emblematic songs?; and, (4) what do these songs reveal about aggregate contemporary
Native Hawaiian identity?
From these questions, three hypotheses have been generated.
Hypothesis 1: There will be a disproportionately greater set of songs that are equal
or greater than two standard deviations above the aggregate song frequency mean
than would be expected by chance.
Hypothesis 2: Emblematic songs will be performed at a constant rate above
chance expectations over time.
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Hypothesis 3: Emblematic songs will express some consistent themes reflecting
aggregate, contemporary Native Hawaiian identity.

Methodology
This study required that a dataset of songs appearing in CD format within the
Native Hawaiian genre be secured. Since no existent dataset of the type described above
existed, such a dataset was constructed by the author.

The Dataset
From July 2005 through March of 2006, several online websites that marketed
Native Hawaiian genre music CDs were canvassed. In particular, information on CD title,
performing artists, song titles, year of original issue, and year of CD issue were examined.
Online sites that marketed Native Hawaiian genre CDs were most germane to this effort.
One especially useful site was www.mele.com. (2006)
A few things should be stated with respect to the dataset. First, the included CDs
were those that were actively marketed over the internet (even if they were temporarily
out of stock or unavailable). Within the sample was a range of CDs reissued from
original formats (mostly vinyl, although rarely 8-track tapes and audiocassettes),
anthologies, popular as well as relatively unknown artists, and those that had at least a
few Native Hawaiian songs performed within them. Many CDs included only Native
Hawaiian songs although some had a mixture including other types of songs. (By Native
Hawaiian songs, I mean songs composed primarily in the Native Hawaiian language.)
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The final dataset included four hundred and ninety-eight CDs, a total of six
thousand nine-hundred and ninety-six song titles, or three-thousand four-hundred and one
songs (N=3401). Given the limited scope of the genre, the dataset represents a large
proportion of all marketed CDs within this cultural space.
For the purposes of this study, songs were sorted by title. While this would seem
a simple task, there were two major complications. First, the usage of diacritical
markings (i.e., `okina <glottal stops> and mekona <macrons>) was quite variable within
the list of titles. Thus the first data cleaning task was to eliminate the diacritical markings
from all song titles before attempting to sort them. The second complication was that
Native Hawaiian song titles are not entirely standardized. A particular song might be
known by different song titles (e.g., Ipo Lei Manu and He mana`o he aloha) or the same
title might be applied to two entirely different songs (e.g., Haleakalā). Luckily, these
instances were not too widespread among the songs and for famous songs these
hindrances were fairly easy to disentangle. Once song titles were matched up to unique
songs, the list could be properly sorted and analyzed.
A variable was created to indicate whether a song was included as part of an
anthology, a reissued collection, or as a concert recording (i.e., “live” albums). Such
selections would sometimes indicate whether the same performances or “encore
performances” would be counted as independent occurrences. For the purposes of this
study, all listed performances (even among those in the above-mentioned circumstances)
were included within the frequency counts. The reasoning behind this decision was that
performances of songs may indeed be repeated as a measure of their popularity/consumer
demand.
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Results
Three hypotheses regarding the list of songs contained within the dataset were
explicated earlier. They were the following.
Hypothesis 1: There will be a disproportionately greater set of songs equal to or
greater than two standard deviations above the aggregate song frequency mean
than would be expected by chance.
Hypothesis 2: Emblematic songs will remain be performed as a constant rate
above chance expectations over time.
Hypothesis 3: Emblematic songs will express some consistent themes reflecting
aggregate contemporary Native Hawaiian identity.

Presence of Emblematic Songs
The final dataset included song titles from a large sample of Native Hawaiian
genre CDs. A total of 156 songs (4.5%) of the total songs were equal to or exceeded two
standard deviations above the mean. (The mean frequency of the sample was 2.05
occurrences per song with a standard deviation of 2.83. Therefore, any song with a
frequency of occurrence of 7.71 or above – that is, 8 or more, -- could be considered an
emblematic song.) The proportion of songs found (4.5%) is significantly greater than we
would expect by chance (2.5%) using a Poisson distribution (t=+5.678, p<.001). There is
empirical support for hypothesis 1.
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When looking at the top 100 songs, it was found that one in 5 songs performed
were from this group. In other words, the top 3% of songs were performed 20% of the
time by performers (t= -22.246, p<.001).
Of the fifteen most frequently occurring songs, we find further support for the
emblematic song notion (t=+3.87, p<.001). Thus, at the very highest positive extreme,
the proportion of Native Hawaiian songs is much greater than would be expected by
chance. The top15 emblematic songs are more than six standard deviations above the
song frequency mean. These emblematic songs in order of descending frequency were:
Hi`ilawe (55); Aloha `Oe and Ke Kali Nei Au (29 each); Hula O Makee (27); Makee
Ailana (26); Kaulana Nā Pua (25); Pauoa Liko Ka Lehua and Wailele O Akaka (24
each); He`eia and Hawai`i Aloha (23 each); Kamakani Ka`ili Aloha, Ku`u Pua O
Paoakalani, Na Ka Pueo, and Wai O Ke Aniani (22 each); and Pua Lilia (21).
The gist of the analysis is that there is evidence for the existence of emblematic
songs. Furthermore, at the upper extremes the evidence for emblematic songs is quite
marked.

Stability of Emblematic Song Popularity
The history of musical storage in compact disc form is quite short. Within the
dataset, the earliest appearance of a Native Hawaiian music CD is 1977. (The dataset
includes CDs marketed up until the end of the 2005 calendar year.) To analyze whether
emblematic songs maintained their popularity as a class over time, five-year increments
were created based upon the date of issue of the CD. The top 100 songs in the dataset
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were identified and used to represent the class of emblematic songs. Table 1 illustrates
the results.

Table 1. Top 100 Emblematic Songs vis-à-vis All Songs
Time

Top 100

Other

Total Songs

1976 – 1980

87 (30.3%)

200 (69.7%)

287

1981 – 1985

45 (26.2%)

127 (73.8%)

172

1986 – 1990

62 (18.5%)

274 (81.5%)

336

1991 – 1995

170 (19.6%)

696 (80.4%)

866

1996 – 2000

383 (19.9%)

1542 (80.1%)

1925

2001 - 2005

488 (20.2%)

1929 (79.8%)

2417

TOTAL

1235 (20.6%)

4768 (79.4%)

6003

In analyzing the margins of error for the different 5-year interval periods, only the
first period (i.e., 1976 through 1980) is significantly different from the overall top 100
song percentage of 20.6%. The 1976 to 1980 period included a higher proportion of
emblematic songs performed relative to the grand mean. However, it must be
remembered that the CDs in the dataset included reissues, anthologies, “live albums” and
collections. What would happen if we eliminated these types of performances from the
analysis?
Table 2 shows the percentage of top 100 songs performed on “new performances”
during the same groups time periods.
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Table 2. Top 100 vs. All Songs for only “New” Recordings
Time

Top 100

Other

Total Songs

1976 – 1980

13 (34.2%)

25 (65.3%)

38

1981 – 1985

2 (20.0%)

8 (80.0%)

10

1986 – 1990

19 (15.3%)

105 (84.7%)

124

1991 – 1995

128 (19.5%)

530 (80.5%)

658

1996 – 2000

295 (19.0%)

1259 (81.0%)

1554

2001 - 2005

354 (18.7%)

1539 (81.3%)

1893

TOTAL

811 (19.0%)

3466 (81.0%)

4277

From table 2 it can be seen that the proportion of “new” performances in the “top
100” is 19.0%. This is much higher than the 2.34% that would be expected by chance
alone (t=+71.6, p<.001). Table 2 reveals roughly the same pattern as table 1. However,
because of the small number of cases in the 1976 to 1980 time period, the 34.2% was not
statistically different from the grand mean of 19.0% (i.e., not beyond the calculated
margin of error).
It is noteworthy that the proportion of “new works” to reissued works, anthologies,
live albums and collections has changed over time. In chronological order by 5-year time
periods, the percentage of “new works” has been: 13.2%, 5.8%, 36.9%, 76.0%, 80.7%,
and 78.3% of all works recorded (i.e., comparing the totals in Table 2 to Table 1). Given
that the total number of CDs is increasing, it is safe to say that there is an organic growth
of new (or at least different) selections within the Native Hawaiian music genre.
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When a chi-square test of independence was performed on Table 1, a significant
departure from chance was found (chi-square=+22.16, p<.005). This indicates that there
was a relationship between the presence of “top 100” songs and time. However, when
the same test was performed on table 2 (in which only “new works” were included), no
relationship was found between “top 100” songs and time (chi-square=+7.02, p=n.s.).
With respect to hypothesis 2, it is clear that the top 100 emblematic songs have
been performed to a significantly greater extent than chance expectations over time. In
fact, after the 1976 to 1980 period, the proportion of emblematic songs performed has
been a relatively consistent 19% to 20% of all songs.

Consistent Themes in Emblematic Songs
Hypothesis 3 is by far the most difficult to assess. It calls for a semiotic
understanding and analysis of song texts. Rather than canvass the 156 songs that were
two or more standard deviations above the mean frequency (the top 100 songs), I will
focus upon the more manageable list of 15 top emblematic songs mentioned earlier.
They were: Hi`ilawe (55); Aloha `Oe and Ke Kali Nei Au (29 each); Hula O Makee (27);
Makee Ailana (26); Kaulana Nā Pua (25); Pauoa Liko Ka Lehua and Wailele O Akaka
(24 each); He`eia and Hawai`i Aloha (23 each); Kamakani Ka`ili Aloha, Ku`u Pua O
Paoakalani, Na Ka Pueo, and Wai O Ke Aniani (22 each); and Pua Lilia (21).
Before discussing the possible themes, some notions were assumed to be true of
virtually all Native Hawaiian songs: (1) they are written primarily in the Hawaiian
language, (2) they reference specific places in Hawai`i nei (i.e., all the islands and waters
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in the Hawaiian archipelago), and (3) they often make use of natural imagery. (See
Kamakahi 2004)
In searching for some kind of organizing theme or set of themes that could be
used to characterize the meanings of the songs, I interviewed Aaron Mahi, former
Director of the Royal Hawaiian Band and a Hawaiiana expert, regarding the list of songs.
No theme or set of themes occurred to him. (Mahi 2006) He commented that many
listeners of Native Hawaiian songs do not really know the meanings associated with the
lyrics or understand the deeper allusions suggested in the texts. Thus, the meanings of
the songs might have little or nothing to do with their popularity. Instead emblematic
songs might be an outcome of many things other than meanings of lyrics – e.g., tradition,
familiarity, the melody, a place name, a performer, and so on.
In reference to Mahi’s comments, a little background regarding Hawaiian
language is in order. Toward the end of the Hawaiian Kingdom period, the Hawaiian
language was displaced de jure (where English became the official language of legal
promulgations) and de facto (because of the large number of immigrants that came to the
Islands). (Kuykendall 1938, 1953, 1967; Schmitt 1977) By the 1950s, the Hawaiian
language was, at best, a “second language” even among Native Hawaiians. Those
learning Hawaiian dance (hula) and songs did so with English as the primary medium of
instruction. It was not until the 1970s that a renewed cultural awareness was kindled
among Native Hawaiians. This period is referred to as the “Hawaiian Renaissance.”
(Kanahele 1979) This social movement began with Hawaiian language and arts prior to
moving into other facets of life. (Native Hawaiian Study Commission 1985) From the
1950s through the 1970s, there was a general lack of interest in Native Hawaiian music
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and a diminished level of understanding of the Hawaiian language. Even though people
may have been familiar with some songs and can provide a cursory description of their
translation (for instance, “Hi`ilawe is a song about two waterfalls in Waipi`o Valley on
the Big Island”), they did not really understand the meanings of the lyrics or the
allusions/referents within the texts. (See Elbert and Mahoe 1970)
Furthermore, the translations of songs are only as good as the translator. Some
translations are literal, others are poetic, and yet others draw upon “hidden” meanings
within the text (kaona) or incorporate historical facts surrounding compositions. Of
course, there are a myriad of problems underlying the determination of the validity of
translations. Complicating this issue is that composers, performers, and consumers of
songs may have very different interpretations its intended significance. [A classic
example is Kaua la i ka huahua`i has been interpreted as a love song, but was popularly
known as “The Hawaiian War Chant.” (Vaughan 1970) Kāua means “we two” while
kaua means “war” – to further complicate matters ka ua means “the rain.”(Pukui and
Elbert 1986)]
Translations for the top 15 most emblematic songs were collected from various
sources. Some of the translations included introductory texts that might mention the
composer or some other information about the songs themselves. Others were line by
line renderings. (See www.huapala.org 2006; Elbert and Mahoe 1970)
From the group of most emblematic songs, four types could be easily demarcated.
First, there were several songs that were written in simple couplets and were fairly
monotone. They were essentially chants set to music. These songs contained double
meanings or multiple layers of meaning (kaona or hidden meaning). Hi`ilawe is literally
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about the joining of two waterfalls, but hi`i lawe also means “to carry away” and draws
upon the legend of Ha`inakolo. Hula o Makee is literally about a ship that used to travel
between Kaua`i to O`ahu, but its hidden meaning involves a rendezvous between lovers.
Pauoa liko ka lehua is literally about a fern, but its hidden references concern the
blooming of nascent sexuality. He`eia refers to canoe surfing at He`eia, but it is also
refers to a mischievous nighttime liaison. Na ka Pueo is about a ship that travels between
Maui and O`ahu, but is figuratively about romantic attachments.
A second group of songs falls into the category of “anthems.” Two songs serve as
Native Hawaiian anthems of solidarity. Hawai`i Aloha was written by Reverend Lorenzo
Lyons as an anthem for the Hawaiian Kingdom using the melody borrowed from a
Scottish hymn. The lyrics laud love of the homeland (that is, the “sands of my birth” or
“ku`u one hanau”) and the importance of the youth in sustaining the nation into the future.
The other anthem is Kaulana Nā Pua. It is an explicit song of protest against the
overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom in 1893. Despite being rather literal, it still draws
upon common allusions to the chiefs and flowers of the different islands. In fact, the
literal meaning of the title “kaulana nā pua” is “famous (are) the flowers.” The flowers
refer to the people from the different islands of the Hawaiian Nation.
A third group of songs are contemporary romantic songs. These songs include
Aloha `Oe, Ke Kali Nei Au, Makee Ailana, and Pua Lilia. These are unabashed love
songs. For example, Ku`u Pua o Paoakalani was written by deposed Queen
Lili`uokalani about her garden home in Waikīkī. However, it is clear from the song’s
lyrics that she is referring to a person that is the “never fading flower” of Paoakalani.
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The other songs are more difficult to classify. Wailele O Akaka is a type of hymn
about the area surrounding Akaka waterfall in the island of Hawai`i. While it is like an
anthem, it does not have the essence of attempting to galvanize the people of all islands
together – rather there is a religious Christian ethos embedded within it. Wai o ke Aniani
is a song about a sacred location on O`ahu, but is also has undertones of awakening love
that “tingles.”
Although the previous classification scheme was created for these most
emblematic songs, there is as yet no convincing evidence that a definitive set of themes
among emblematic songs exists. In this particular study, the themes identified were: (1)
chants set to music, (2) anthems, (3) love songs, and (4) other songs. There is little doubt
that other schemes might have been socially constructed to thematically classify these
same songs as well. Therefore, pending more analysis, hypothesis 3 that emblematic
songs do express some consistent themes is rejected.

Discussion
This purpose of this paper was to examine songs in the Native Hawaiian music
genre in CD (compact disc) format to (1) identify emblematic songs, (2) evaluate the
stability of the presence of emblematic songs over time, and (3) to speculate upon the
implications of emblematic songs for aggregate contemporary Native Hawaiian identity.
Using statistical criteria, it was concluded that emblematic songs existed
Dividing the short chronology of Native Hawaiian songs in CD format into fiveyear increments, it was clear that emblematic songs have maintained their popularity over
time.
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It would have been nearly impossible to attempt to thoroughly examine all 156
songs that met the minimal criteria for emblematic songs. Therefore, I focused upon the
top 15 songs. No definitive scheme or themes could be definitively discerned.

Emblematic Songs and Native Hawaiian Identity
This study has established the existence of emblematic Native Hawaiian songs
and that there is strong evidence to support a most emblematic Native Hawaiian song
distinction.
What was found out regarding aggregate Native Hawaiian identity?
First, there was continuing cultural reproduction of these emblematic songs over
time. Emblematic songs were consistently performed over the time period examined.
This would suggest a “core” aggregate identity reflected in these songs.
Second, there are a greater number of new performances being produced over
time. In other words, there is organic growth within the Native Hawaiian song genre.
This would suggest that the aggregate Native Hawaiian identity is growing. Of course,
this growth would have to be compared to the actual population growth of the group in
order to place the absolute growth into context. (For instance, if the growth in the genre
is exactly proportional to the growth and size of the group, then the presence of more
Native Hawaiian songs would indicate only “stable” production.)
Third, the thematic aspects of emblematic songs remain unclear. With such
presumed variability in the understanding of the Native Hawaiian language and the
possibility of numerous classification schemes, this question will remain unanswered
here.
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Abstract
Was there a shift in emblematic Native Hawaiian folksongs accompanying the transition in audio
storage from vinyl records to compact discs (CD)? This study compares the entire rosters (i.e.,
caches) of the two adjacent “periods” as well as the specific rankings (i.e., hierarchy) within the
shared cache. A range of possible outcomes from “strong tradition” which posits no changes in
either cache or hierarchy to “strong taste” which posits tremendous changes in both cache and
hierarchy are evaluated. The author hypothesized a “weak tradition” outcome for both cache and
hierarchy. The analysis found support for a “strong tradition” between periods in cache, but a
“weak tradition” for hierarchy.

Introduction
What happened within the Native Hawaiian folksong genre when the medium for audio
storage changed from “vinyl” record albums to compact discs (CDs)? Did this disjuncture in
audio storage technology prolong tradition or did it instead precipitate changes within the Native
Hawaiian folksong landscape? Two opposing alternatives seem plausible. On the one hand,
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folksong genres might operate as havens for traditionalism. Hence, one might suspect little
change in the structure of emblematic Native Hawaiian songs despite technological upheavals.
On the other hand, technological changes in audio storage in Hawai`i were occurring
within a changing cultural milieu. The Hawaiian Renaissance movement was reinventing what it
meant to be Native Hawaiian in the late 1960s and early 1970s amidst other race-based and
cultural movements within the U.S. (e.g., the American Indian Movement, the Black Power
Movement, La Raza). The change in audio technology coincided with cultural “modernization”
or wholesale restructuring of the genre. The new audio storage technology might then act as a
site for cultural transformation.
This study focuses upon emblematic Native Hawaiian songs – that is, those songs that
were statistically over-represented in Native Hawaiian CD performances. (Kamakahi 2012)

Defining Emblematic Songs
For the purposes of this study, emblematic Native Hawaiian songs are defined
statistically in accordance with that of another study. (Kamakahi 2012) It was found that 156
songs were more than two standard deviations above the CD format mean; this number (4.5%)
was significantly higher than the 2.5% expected by chance (t = +5.678, p<.001).
Ortone’s (1999) book entitled The Island Music Source Book is a compendium of
Hawai`i related albums and songs. Using a simple frequency count minimum of 30 to identify
emblematic songs, a roster of emblematic songs was collected. (It should be noted that nonNative Hawaiian folksongs were automatically eliminated.)
For each “era,” a roster of approximately one-hundred most frequently performed songs
was created.
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Theoretical Issues
Social scientists characterize discrete populations and subpopulations by the uniqueness
of their practices. This study employs this line of reasoning. Contemporary Native Hawaiian
identity is investigated through the praxis of Native Hawaiian folksongs.
The production of Native Hawaiian songs in commodified form (i.e., marketed CDs),
ownership, labor, and market issues are relevant. The costs of producing compact discs (CDs)
are quite low (absolutely speaking and especially with regard to the production costs of previous
storage mediums). Thus, many artists are able to cover the entire costs of production and
distribution costs. The overwhelming majority of products within the Native Hawaiian song
genre are self-produced or are low-budget enterprises.
On the consumption-side of the equation, one might ask about the prospective audience
for these commodities -- the social status/characteristics of the genre’s consumers. (See Weber
1968; Veblen 1934; Adorno 1976) The Native Hawaiian song genre has traditionally been
focused upon the Hawaiian Islands to a Native Hawaiian audience. The genre has expanded to
“off-Island Native Hawaiians” (that is, those that can trace their ancestry to Hawai`i prior to the
arrival of Captain Cook but were not born and/or do not reside in the Hawaiian Islands). Most
recently, non-Native Hawaiians interested in “world music,” “alternative music,” or “ethnic
music” have tapped into the genre. A Grammy Award category for Native Hawaiian music has
been recently created thereby providing recognition of the genre as an independent artistic
practice. Generally speaking, the social status of Native Hawaiians remains low in absolute and
relative terms compared to other groups in Hawai`i and in the United States as a whole.
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However, the social status of other listeners, although most likely to be either artists, among the
intelligentsia, and/or having ties to Hawai`i, remains unknown.
The possibility of shedding some light upon a collective conscience (that is, a shared
cultural identity) is pertinent to this study. (Durkheim 1964; Giddens 1976) The intensity of
cultural identity can be quite variable. Presumably the strength of identity could range from full
immersion into the collective conscience (Schutz 1962-1966; de Saussure 1959) to partial
acceptance within a realm of social discontinuity (Foucault 1980) to acceptance of semiotic
parameters (Mead 1938; Baudrillard 1981) to only surface participation (Lieberson 2000;
Kamakahi and Kamakahi 2003).
The issues of production and consumption while no doubt relevant are not of central
concern to this investigation. Rather, this study is interested in what can be discerned from the
identification of the emblematic Native Hawaiian songs.

The Theoretical Implications for Folksongs
A folksong genre implies a strong bias towards tradition – that is, “folk songs” are
specifically identified texts that exist within a particular cultural group and are transmitted intergenerationally.
On the other hand, social forces exert influence upon cultural practices. These social
forces include demographic changes such as migration, political-economic shifts, and social
changes such as technological innovations. If these factors permeated the Native Hawaiian
folksong genre, then significant changes in the composition of practices might be detected there.
If there were changes, they could be manifested in a few ways. First, one could compare
the overlap of song titles between two caches. Second, change may be reflected in the
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differential preferences of a shared cache of songs between the two eras. Thirdly, change may be
indicated in the differential hierarchical structure of the caches themselves. If there are no
changes in rankings or caches, then tradition reigns. If there are wholesale changes in caches,
then taste rules (revolution). The admixture of stability and change would indicate intermediary
levels of change (evolution). In this study, there are two eras being compared: the “vinyl era”
(from roughly the 1940s through the 1970s) and the “CD era” (from the 1980s onward).

The “Vinyl Era”
During the “vinyl era,” Hawai`i was influenced by World War II, the Korean War,
Statehood, and the Vietnam War in its role as a crossroads of the Pacific. Of these events, the
most significant impact was levied by World War II. During that period, there were significant
demographic changes (with the tremendous influx of military personnel) that nearly tripled the
population of the islands. (See Schmitt 1977) The residents of the Territory were overwhelmed
by the shift that resulted in a heavy post-annexation dose of cultural Americanization.
Musically, the influence of Big Band music, American “Country music,” and Jazz was notable.
(Kanahele 1979)
After World War II, Native Hawaiian folk music was almost exclusively relegated to the
rural Native Hawaiian population and to specific areas (such as Waikīkī) where it was used as
”background music” for the tourist industry. Native Hawaiian song compositions by people like
Charles E. King, Johnny Almeida, and Johnny Noble had come to an end. This dormancy in
Native Hawaiian song composition was to persist into the mid-1960s.
A reawakening within the Native Hawaiian folksong genre occurred during the mid to
late 1960s. Native Hawaiian performing arts (e.g., music and dance) were heralding a social
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movement known as the “Hawaiian Renaissance.” [This movement foreshadowed the Hawaiian
Sovereignty Movement. (Kamakahi 1997)] Native Hawaiians were re-discovering their ethnic
identity – paralleling similar activities that were occurring elsewhere in the U.S. by other nonindigenous groups (e.g., the “Black Power” Movement) and indigenous groups (e.g., Wounded
Knee and the Native American Movement, La Raza and other Latino/Latina groups, and the
activities of Native Alaskans). Native Hawaiians were very interested in the activities of
indigenous groups elsewhere in the world (e.g., the Māori in Aotearoa, the Chamorro in Guam,
the Ainu in Japan). The primary issue for Native Hawaiians in Hawai`i was: “What does it mean
to be Hawaiian?”
By the late 1960s and early 1970s, Native Hawaiian folksong performances were being
rejuvenated and “modernized” by performers such as Gabby Pahinui and his sons (especially
“Bla,” Cyril, and Martin) (1972), the Sons of Hawai`i (1971), the Sunday Mānoa (1969, 1972),
Sonny Chillingworth (1964), Atta Isaacs (1967), and others [see for example The Waimea Music
Festival (1974)]. At the same time, people were becoming re-acquainted with “older”
performers such as Alice Namakelua (1965), Genoa Keawe (1965), Raymond Kane (see 2003),
the Kalima Brothers (1962), and Leonard Kwan (1960). Performers began experimenting with
old songs and new arrangements – constructing a new Native Hawaiian folk “sound.”
The vinyl era ended in the late 1970s as various facets of Native Hawaiian identity and
practice were beginning to coalesce. The maiden voyage of the double-hulled canoe Hokule`a
from Hawai`i to Tahiti in 1976 was a galvanizing event for Native Hawaiians. By this time, the
Hawaiian Renaissance in the arts was being transformed into a more scholarly and political
Native Hawaiian agenda.
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Vinyl Versus CD Eras
Because this study deals with folksongs, especially emblematic (popular) ones, the
expectation is that there would be a high degree of stability between the two eras. However, the
emergence of the Hawaiian Renaissance is expected to have an effect upon the cache
enumeration (structure) and ranking (specific ordering) of emblematic songs.

Methodology
This study employed two datasets of Native Hawaiian folksongs. Kamakahi (2012)
created a dataset for Native Hawaiian CDs. Another dataset for “vinyl” and some CD song titles
was constructed from Ortone’s The Island Music Source Book (1999). These two datasets were
reconciled to produce a third dataset which separated the unique CD song list (to be referred to
as UCD dataset) from the vinyl era song list.

The Kamakahi Dataset
From July 2005 through March 2006, several online websites that marketed Native
Hawaiian genre music CDs were canvassed. Information on CD title, performing artists, song
titles, year of original issue, and year of CD issue were examined. Online sites that marketed
Native Hawaiian genre CDs were the most germane to this effort.
A few caveats should be stated with respect to the dataset. First, the included CDs were
those that were actively marketed over the internet. These included a range of CDs reissued
from original formats (mostly vinyl, although rarely 8-track tapes and audiocassettes),
anthologies, popular as well as relatively unknown artists, and those that had at least a few
Native Hawaiian songs performed within them. Many, but not all, CDs included Native
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Hawaiian songs exclusively. (By Native Hawaiian songs, I mean songs originally written
primarily in the Native Hawaiian language.)
The final dataset included four hundred and ninety-eight CDs, a total of six thousand
nine-hundred and ninety-six song titles, or three-thousand four-hundred and one songs
(N=3401). Given the limited scope of the genre, this dataset represents a large proportion of all
marketed CDs within this cultural space.
For the purposes of this study, all listed performances (even among those in the abovementioned circumstances) were included within the frequency counts. The reasoning behind this
decision was that performances of songs may indeed be repeated as a measure of their
popularity/consumer demand.

The Ortone Dataset
The Ortone book (1999) is a collection of Native Hawaiian and Hawai`i produced
recordings. This list was available only in “hard copy.” One list in Ortone indicated song title
by performer. Although “record label” and album title were included, the associated year of
issue was absent. The author of this study decided that the easiest and most efficient way to
identify emblematic songs within this context was to use a minimum frequency criterion.
Somewhat arbitrarily, a 30 title frequency minimum was used to operationalize emblematic
songs. This minimum frequency criterion produced 107 songs from the list. Since the goal was
to find the “top 100” songs, the task was efficiently completed using the aforementioned
operationalization.
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The Unique CD (UCD) Dataset
The Unique CD (UCD) dataset was created to deal with the overlap that existed between
the Kamakahi (2011) and Ortone (1999) song lists. The Kamakahi dataset listed only CDs,
however some were “re-issued” productions from the vinyl era. The Ortone dataset, on the other
hand, included both vinyl and early CD productions. The elimination of the overlap between the
two datasets was essential for the proposed analyses.

The Datasets Used in the Analyses
Ultimately the revised Ortone dataset represented the “vinyl era” and the UCD (unique
CD) dataset represented the “CD era.” The analysis that follows involved the analysis of songs
within and between these two caches.

Hypotheses
Three different sets of hypotheses are being evaluated with respect to the stability of
Native Hawaiian emblematic songs in this study. The “taste hypotheses” posited rapid changes
in song rosters and popularity rankings, the “tradition hypotheses” posited staunch stability in
song roster selections and performance rankings, and the “null hypothesis” posited randomness
in song rosters and performance rankings. The taste and tradition hypotheses will be briefly
outlined.

The “Taste” Hypotheses
Taste refers to malleable preferences. In particular, it refers to preferences that are either
based upon changing aesthetic choices or outcomes that are subject to the vagaries of short-term
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motivations. The taste hypotheses reflect expectations of wholesale changes in the organization
of objects over time. Following this logic, the caches and rankings of emblematic songs would
be expected to vary significantly over time.
A “strong taste hypothesis” posits that the caches and the ordering of emblematic songs
will change significantly over time.
A milder degree of change is possible. Such a condition will be referred to as the “weak
taste hypothesis.” In this hypothesis, change is expected to be significantly greater than chance
but significantly less than wholesale replacement or rearrangement of songs.

The “Tradition” Hypotheses
Opposed to the “taste hypotheses” are the “tradition hypotheses.” Tradition involves the
strict intergenerational adherence to practices. Tradition connotes stability over time. A “strong
tradition hypothesis” posits no changes in the caches or ordering of emblematic songs. (In a
totally probabilistic world, this outcome would be just as unlikely as a “strong taste hypothesis”
scenario.)
High, but not perfect, correlation or concordance between sets of objects might be termed
the “weak tradition hypothesis.” An argument to explain such an outcome might be that new
songs are created and over time become more integrated within the fabric of emblematic songs.
If that is the case, there will be some changes, but not drastic changes over time.

The Spectrum of Hypotheses
Table 1 displays the range of hypotheses to be examined in this study.
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Table 1. Summary of Different Hypotheses
Complete Change

Strong Taste Hypothesis

Moderate Change

Weak Taste Hypothesis

Random Change

Null Hypothesis

Moderate Stability

Weak Tradition Hypothesis

Complete Stability

Strong Tradition Hypothesis

Cache and Hierarchy
Three separate but related issues in this study revolve around the distinction between
cache and hierarchy with respect to emblematic Native Hawaiian songs. Cache refers to the
entire roster of songs included in a list whereas hierarchy refers to the specific arrangement or
ranking of songs within a list. These distinctions will be incorporated into three sets of
hypotheses.
The first set of hypotheses involves the cache of songs included within each of the UCD
and the Ortone datasets. The primary question addressed is: “Do the two datasets include the
same roster of emblematic songs?” In a sense, the question evaluates the degree of overlap
between the two caches.
The second set of hypotheses involves a comparison between the rankings of shared
songs of the two caches. To what extent are the orderings of shared songs within caches similar?
This analysis calls for a measure of correlation or concordance between the two lists.
The third set of hypotheses examines the changes in general structure between caches.
That is, what is the degree of change or stability from the entire Ortone cache to the UCD cache
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when all songs from the complete rosters of emblematic songs are analyzed? A series of
goodness-to-fit tests will be employed to test this range of cut-off points.

Hypotheses for this Study
The author’s expectations are that a “weak tradition” outcome in cache, ranking, and
structure is most likely. In general, the weak tradition position requires two conditions to be
satisfied. First, there must be significantly less than total stability. Second, there must be
significantly more stability than expected by chance. The following sets of hypotheses are stated
to test the viability of the “weak tradition” expectation.

Hypothesis 1a. The overlap in the rosters of emblematic songs between the UCD and
Ortone datasets will be significantly greater than 50%.
Hypothesis 1b. The overlap in the rosters of emblematic songs between the UCD and
Ortone datasets will be closer to 75% than 95%.

Hypothesis 2a. Rho will be significantly higher than zero for the ordered list of shared
emblematic songs between the UCD and Ortone datasets.
Hypothesis 2b. Rho will be significantly lower than +1.00 for the list of shared
emblematic songs between the UCD and Ortone datasets.

Hypothesis 3a. The phi for the general ordering of emblematic songs between the UCD
and Ortone datasets will be significantly greater than zero.
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Hypothesis 3b. The phi for the general ordering of emblematic songs between the UCD
and Ortone datasets will be significantly less than +1.00.

Results
The results for the three sets of hypotheses will be discussed separately.

Analysis #1: Comparing the “Top 100” Caches
In comparing the two caches, ninety-four of one hundred and three songs were shared in
common. If one were to interpret this as a PRE (proportional reduction in error) measure, then
errors in predicting the second list by having complete knowledge of the first list would be
reduced by 91.3%. One would make only 8.7% errors. There is obviously tremendous overlap
between the two lists (Chi-square = +2815.7, p< .000). Thus, the results fail to reject hypothesis
1a. There is empirical support for hypothesis 1a – the overlap between caches is significantly
greater than expected by chance.
Using 95% overlap to represent the “strong tradition hypothesis” and 75% overlap to
represent the “weak tradition hypothesis,” it was found that the goodness-to-fit for actual overlap
was closer to the “strong tradition hypothesis” (Chi-square = +6.125, p< .025) rather than the
“weak tradition hypothesis” (Chi-square = + 25.39, p < .001). [Note: When chi-square is used as
a goodness-to-fit measure rather than as a significance test, the lower chi-square value is
associated with a “better fit.”] Thus, we would reject the claim of hypothesis 1b and conclude
that the overlap in caches is consistent with very high stability in rosters between “vinyl
era” and “CD era” periods or the “strong tradition” position.
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Analysis #2: Ranking of Shared Songs between Lists
The purpose of this analysis was to gauge the degree to which the rankings of shared
songs between lists corresponded to one another. As indicated in the first analysis, ninety-four
songs (91.3%) were shared. Table 2 shows the Pearson’s r correlation coefficients between the
different datasets. (Note: the Pearson’s r and Spearman’s rho correlation procedures yielded
identical results, so the r was employed because of greater ease of calculation and because of the
use of the r to z transformations in the analysis.)

Table 2. Pearson’s r Correlations between Datasets (Emblematic Song Frequencies, N=94)
UCD
UCD

CD

BOOK

1.000

CD

.797*** 1.000

BOOK

.385***

.518*** 1.000

The primary comparison in this analysis is between the Ortone list (BOOK) and the UCD
dataset. The reason for this is that the overlapping entries within the Ortone and the Kamakahi
datasets have been excised in the UCD dataset. The effect of this can be seen in the correlation
matrix between the datasets above. The Pearson’s r is lower between UDC and Book (Ortone
dataset) than it is between CD (Kamakahi dataset) and Book (Ortone dataset) (i.e., r = +.385
versus r = +.518, respectively). There are also differences in the ordering of emblematic songs
with the removal of the overlap between UCD and CD (r = +.797). Admittedly, though, all
correlations in the table are significant at the α = .001 level. [Note: For samples of this size, any
correlation above ±.20 would be statistically significant.]
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The correlation between UCD and Book reveals that the ordering among the ninety-four
shared emblematic songs are more similar than would be expected by chance alone (r = +.385, t
= + 4.00, p < .001). The analysis fails to reject hypothesis 2a. Given that the datasets cover two
adjacent eras of Native Hawaiian song production, the correlation indicates significant continuity
in the hierarchy of emblematic songs. Thus, the “tradition” interpretation is supported by the
evidence. The proportional reduction in error (PRE) interpretation would suggest that by
knowing one of the lists one would reduce the errors in predicting the other list by 14.8%.
Testing hypothesis 2b was accomplished through a difference in z-scores associated with
correlations. Using Fischer’s r-to-z-transformation: the z associated with +.385 is .4059 and the
z associated with +.999 is 3.80 and the pooled-standard error is .1482. The result indicates that
the two correlations are significantly different from one another. (z = - 22.902, p<.000) [Note: A
correlation of +.999 was used because a value of +1.000 would be undefined.] If we evaluate the
correlations at different PRE evaluation points, it is found that the PRE of .148 is not
significantly different from a PRE of .250 (r = +.500; z = -0.966, p = n.s.), however is
significantly different from a PRE of .500 (r = +.707; z = - 3.206, p < .005) and higher
correlations. The analysis fails to reject hypothesis 2b. Thus, there is evidence to support the
“weak tradition” hypothesis in rankings between song lists.

Analysis #3: Stability in General Structure Between Caches
To test hypotheses 3a and 3b, a series of Chi-square goodness-to-fit tests were performed
on an array of outcomes. The results were arranged in terms of consonant “best-fit” to the actual
data.
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For the purposes of this analysis, a strong tradition required 95% agreement between
lists, a weak tradition 75% agreement, a weak taste 25% agreement, and a strong taste of just 5%
agreement. The null hypothesis predicted agreement between UCD and Ortone datasets at
random levels.
An examination of a wide array of “cut-off” points, analyses were performed using the
top 10, top 15, top 30, top 50, and top 75 cut-off points. Table 3 shows the results of the
goodness-to-fit tests for the various cut-off points.

Table 3. Hypothesis 3 Goodness-to-Fit Results for Various Cut-Off Points

Best Fit

Top 10

Top 15

Top 30

Top 50

Top 75

Weak Tradition

Weak

Weak

Weak

Null

Tradition

Tradition

Tradition

2nd

Weak Taste

Weak Taste

Null

Null

Weak Tradition

3rd

Null

Null

Weak Taste

Strong Tradition

Strong Tradition

4th

Strong Taste

Strong Tradition

Strong Tradition

Weak Taste

<Weak Taste &

Worst Fit

Strong Tradition

Strong Taste

Strong Taste

<Strong Taste>

Strong Taste>

As revealed in the table above, there is ample evidence that the “weak tradition
hypothesis” is most supported irrespective of cut-off point. The goodness-to-fit results of the top
15, top 30, and top 50 songs modeled the actual results within the predicted margin of error.
When the list was cut-off at the top 75 songs, however, the null hypothesis was the most
appropriate fit to the data. In general, hypotheses 3a and 3b are consistent with the empirical
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evidence. In other words, the general discrete ordering of songs is most consistent with a
weak tradition (evolutionary) framework for most cut-off points.

Discussion
The primary purpose of this study was to determine whether there was stability in the
caches and hierarchy of emblematic Native Hawaiian songs between the transition of audio
storage media from vinyl records to compact discs.
The caches of the “top 100” emblematic Native Hawaiian songs for both periods
overlapped by 91.3%. This was statistically close to “perfect” overlap. Hence, the overlap
reflected “strong tradition” between the two eras.
When examining the shared list of ninety-four songs, it was found that the specific
rankings of songs remained more stable than chance expectations but also showed some
reordering in popularity. Thus, with respect to specific rankings, the shared list was consistent
with a “weak tradition” interpretation – or incremental changes in rankings.
When the general structure between caches was analyzed using a variety of cut-off
points, the best-fitting global interpretation was that of a “weak tradition” or incremental change.
The analyses have incorporated a temporal dimension: the vinyl era (from the 1940s
through the 1970s) and the CD era (the 1980s onward). It can be stated that a “weak tradition”
best characterizes the temporal (and technological) transition.
Despite its limitations, this study has been able to demonstrate that the change in audio
storage technology has been accompanied by a process of relative stability in emblematic Native
Hawaiian songs both in selection and in general popularity.
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Abstract
In the 21st century, some American universities and colleges have implemented study
abroad as required for all undergraduate students in order to foster global citizens for the
future society. In addition, recently there are noteworthy increases in the number of US
students going study abroad in less traditional destinations (i.e., outside of Western
Europe). Thus, this study aimed to assess the efficacy of mandatory Japan study abroad
programs by examining study abroad students’ experiences. From a subject pool of 99
students who completed mandatory Japan study abroad (for one semester, four to five
months), 66 students agreed to participate in this study. They were asked to reflect back
on their study abroad experiences and answer a survey questionnaire while focusing on
how their (a) oral proficiency (speaking skills), (b) motivation to learn Japanese further,
and (c) cross-cultural understanding changed during their study abroad.

In all, 61

students returned their responses. According to the results, the majority of students (54
students; approximately 89%) indicated that the impact of their non-class (outside of
class) experiences (including the dormitory placement, homestay program, and genuine
friendships with native speakers) was far greater than that of class (in-class) experiences
regarding developing their oral proficiency. As for motivation, on the other hand, almost
two thirds of students (40 students; approximately 66%) indicated that, at some point of
time in Japan, they felt “frustrated” and “discouraged” to a great extent, and “struggled”
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to keep studying Japanese further. In terms of cultural understanding, approximately
40% of students (24 students) experienced a good entirety of both Japanese culture and
Culture and acquired attitudes and perceptions to compare Japanese and American
cultures carefully and critically.

Important insights for the further directions of

mandatory study abroad programs were also discussed.

1. Introduction
Until a few decades ago, study abroad had been long considered to be a special
opportunity only a limited number of students could experience, in not only US but also
many other parts of the world. Students born in a very wealthy and prestigious family
alone were able to go to and study in another country. Many ordinary students not
blessed with such privileged family affiliations had to study hard, exhibit extraordinary
academic achievements, and receive a special scholarship in order to make their sturdy
abroad come true. To most students, study abroad was a dream opportunity which was
almost impossible or extremely difficult to realize in their life time.
In the 21st century now, however, study abroad is no longer for a handful of privileged
students alone.

According to “Open Doors Report on International Educational

Exchange” (Institute of International Education, 2010), the total number of American
students (including all the primary, secondary, and post-secondary school levels) who
studied abroad for credit during the academic year of 2008-2009 reached 260, 327. The
Institute of International Education (IIE), a leading non-profit educational and cultural
exchange organization, publishes its Open Doors Report annually with funding from the
US Department of States’ Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Every year, the
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report shows important statistical data regarding (i) international students studying in US
universities and colleges since 1919 and (ii) US students studying abroad for academic
credit since 1985. For the first time in the 25 years (since 1985), the total number of US
students studying abroad did not increase in the 2008-2009 academic year (compared to
262, 416 in the previous year, with a modest decline of 0.8%). However, the report
pointed out that there were noteworthy increases in the number of US students going
study abroad in less traditional destinations. Fifteen of the top 25 destinations were
outside of Western Europe and nineteen of them were countries where English is not
spoken as a primary language (such as China, Japan, Mexico, Costa Rica, Argentina,
South Africa, Czech Republic, Brazil, India, and South Korea).
The Open Doors Report also revealed another notable recent development regarding
US students’ study abroad. Since the beginning of the 21st century, some US universities
and colleges have implemented mandatory study abroad for all undergraduate students as
an essential component of their school curriculum. These schools have undertaken such
ambitious study-abroad programs for the purpose of strengthening their international
education and fostering global citizens for the future society. It seems the number of
such American universities and colleges is still less than ten as of the 2008-2009
academic year. However, many people expect that the number will certainly rise further.
Thus, this study aimed to explore this recent development of mandatory study abroad
among American undergraduate students studying in one of the less traditional
destinations, Japan. More specifically, this study examined the efficacy of mandatory
Japan study abroad while focusing on its effects on the students’ oral language
proficiency, motivation, and cultural understanding. In the 2008-2009 academic year, in
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all 5,784 American students studied abroad in Japan (Institute of International Education,
2010). Compared to the 2007-2008 school year (5,710), the number showed an increase
of 1.3%. Many people predict that the number will have increased in the 2009-2010
academic year. In the 2010-2011 academic year, however, they speculate the number
will drop as many foreign students in Japan left Japan due to the Great East-Japan
Earthquake and following nuclear power plant disaster.

2. Emergence and Evolution of Study Abroad SLA
Until the 1990s, study abroad per se did not draw as much attention as today as a topic
of second language acquisition (SLA) research. Initially, the topic of study abroad was
included in some language measurement studies.

Carroll (1967), for instance,

administered “MLA Foreign Language Proficiency Tests for Teachers and Advanced
Students” toward 2782 senior students majoring in French, German, Italian, Russian, or
Spanish at 203 institutions. The results showed a number of key predictors of language
proficiency that were significant in selecting future language teachers, such as foreign
language aptitude, prior language learning, diligent study and practice, and time spent
abroad. Magnan (1986) used the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) and rated the
speaking proficiency of University of Wisconsin French students at four levels of study:
end of first year, end of second year, third-year or minor, and end of fourth year or major.
The results showed correlation between time spent abroad and OPI scores.
In the 1990s, mainstream SLA research came to focus on examining so-called
“instructed SLA.” In response to Krashen’s Monitor Theory (1982, 1985), which argued
instruction can have no significant effect beyond the provision of comprehensible input
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and proscribed traditional instructional procedures (such as grammar teaching and error
correction), these studies explored SLA taking place in the instructional/pedagogical
setting. They underscored examining two fundamental research questions. The first
question was “Can classroom instruction really make a difference in comparison with a
non-instructional/naturalistic environment, in terms of SLA processes, SLA sequences,
rate of SLA, and level of ultimate attainment?” The second was “Are certain types of
instructional intervention more effective than other types of instructional treatment?”
(Doughty, 2004). With such development of a well-focused coherent body of instructed
SLA research, study abroad turned out to be a very unique topic as it encompasses
elements of both instructional and non-instructional/naturalistic SLA.

In the 1990s,

“study abroad SLA” emerged as a very promising area of SLA research while assessing
its efficacy in comparison with other types of instructional treatment (such as an intensive
summer immersion program in US). In the 2000s, study abroad SLA drew further
attention and enthusiasm, incorporated many other target languages, and flourished as
one of the most intriguing areas of SLA research for the 21st century.
Freed (1995), for example, assessed the efficacy of France study abroad in comparison
with an at-home French language program. She found that learners of French in study
abroad outgained their counterparts in US in terms of oral proficiency (speaking). Using
the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interviews (OPI), native-speaker judges rated students who
had been in study abroad higher in speaking fluency than those who had stayed at home.
The study abroad students produced more words per minute (wpm) with fewer pauses
and interruptions than students who had not been abroad. Freed, Segalowitz, and Dewey
(2004) compared three different instructional contexts/environments in terms of various
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dimensions of speaking fluency in French: (1) formal language classes in an at-home
(AH) institution, (2) an intensive summer immersion (IM) program, and (3) a study
abroad (SA) setting.

Drawing on the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interviews (OPI)

administered at the beginning and end of a semester, they found that students in the SA
group made significant gains in terms of speech fluidity (i.e., contained fewer pauses)
than the AH group. However, students in the SA group showed less evidence of fluency
development over nine weeks than the IM group.

According to the information

(collected during the OPI sessions) regarding the students’ language use and interactions,
students in the SA group reported using significantly more English in out-of-class
activities (during the nine weeks) than the IM group.
In the late 1990s, study abroad SLA further evolved. Some researchers paid attention
to the nature of study abroad students’ experiences in assessing the efficacy of a study
abroad program.

They studied various students’ study abroad experiences and

perceptions in an attempt to grasp a more accurate and thorough picture of study abroad,
understand various issues and problems affecting students, and identify important factors
that might have contributed to (or inhibited) their SLA. In order to make in-depth
understanding of study abroad experiences possible, a much wider range of research
methods were utilized than before, such as diary studies, observations, interviews, case
studies, ethnographies, and surveys, in addition to standard quantitative/statistical
analyses.
Pellegrino’s survey study (1997), for example, examined Russia study abroad students’
experiences and perceptions while assessing the efficacy of classroom instruction in
comparison with non-classroom interaction outside of the classroom with non-native
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speakers. Prior to study abroad, 87% of students surveyed anticipated that they would
learn Russian more during study abroad through interacting with native speakers outside
of the classroom than through their formal classes. After study abroad, 91% of students
reported that they did experience learning Russian more from native speakers outside of
the classroom than from the classes. Many students expressed that classroom instruction
was helpful to some extent, but not as vitally important for their language learning as
interactions with native speakers during study abroad.
Rivers (1998) paid attention to Russia study abroad students’ experiences, as well, in
order to assess the efficacy of the homestay environment (living with a native-speaker
host family) in comparison with dormitory placements (with non-native speakers of the
target language). Relying on the 1976-1994 American Council of Teachers of Russian
Student Records Data Base (containing a large scale of over 2500 study abroad
participants in both homestay and dormitory placements), standard statistical analyses
showed the following results: counter to many people’s intuition, homestay participants
were slightly less likely to gain in listening and speaking, but more likely to gain in
reading. Rivers suggested that some homestay students might have been overwhelmed
by experiencing the constant provision of difficult and incomprehensible input from the
host family. Instead of interacting with the host family, they might have ended up
retreating to their own rooms and studying written Russian (such as books and homework
assignments) by themselves.
Huebner’s case study (1995) explored Japan study abroad experiences among learners
of beginning Japanese. From a pool of twenty four students, Huebner randomly assigned
twelve students to an at-home intensive immersion program and another twelve to Japan
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study abroad while making sure that both programs followed a similar curriculum.
Results revealed that students in Japan study abroad outgained at-home students on
measures of speaking, listening, and reading. Students in Japan had more opportunities
to actually use the target language outside of the classroom. Apparently, they had much
acute needs to use Japanese and survive/function on a day-to-day basis. Such needs
created a high level of motivation among students to further enhance their (both spoken
and written) Japanese proficiency. Matsumoto (2007) also underscored Japan study
abroad experiences as a source of genuine motivation to learn Japanese among American
students. According to his survey study administered toward 128 students, a total of 34
students (26.6 %) indicated that actually living in Japan and communicating in the
Japanese language became their “Peak Learning Experience” (i.e., the most helpful and
encouraging learning experience in life-time) in the process of learning Japanese.
Finally, Burns (1996) and Dewey (2007) highlighted cross-cultural understanding in
study abroad experiences as an important factor affecting students’ SLA. Burns’ study
examined a one-year Japan study abroad program for North American university students
while using in-depth interviewing and direct behavioral observation methods. Results
showed that students were able to establish cordial relationships with their Japanese host
family and were overall very satisfied with their study abroad experiences. However,
many students expressed that they were dissatisfied with the shallowness of relationship
development they experienced even after a year abroad. They perceived that their host
family always treated them as guests rather than as part of the family. It inhibited the
strengthening of further social interaction and, ultimately, the use of language in
meaningful situations. Partly because of their informal and egalitarian social value,
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students were very frustrated facing the uniquely Japanese culture of “honne” (true
feelings) and “tatemae” (opinions and feelings shown to outsiders while withholding true
feelings inside for the purpose of maintaining harmony of the group). They might have
experienced a typical Japanese culture of “uchi” (in-group) and “soto” (out-group), as
well. Dewey (2007) pointed out that the broad distance between Japanese and American
cultures should be one of the key factors that further Japan study abroad research has to
address. Vast cultural differences can inhibit establishing strong friendship and, thereby,
the meaningful use and development of language by learners of Japanese. Study abroad
research should explore effective ways for helping study abroad students experience
language use and acquisition in a variety of cultures both close to and distant from their
native cultures.

3. Goal of This Study
As mentioned before, some American universities and colleges have implemented
mandatory study abroad for all undergraduate students in the 2000s. In addition, there
are recent noteworthy increases in the number of US students going study abroad in less
traditional destinations (i.e., outside of Western Europe). Hence, this study aimed to
assess the efficacy of mandatory Japan study abroad by examining study abroad students’
experiences. Various students’ study abroad experiences and perceptions were examined
while focusing on their (1) oral proficiency development (speaking), (2) motivation to
learn Japanese further, and (3) cross-cultural understanding during study abroad.
Through analyzing students’ study abroad experiences in detail, this study intended to
ultimately uncover major issues and problems affecting them in a significant way and
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identify important factors that might have contributed to (or prohibited) their Japanese as
a second language acquisition.

4. Research Method
4.1 Participants and Data Collection
This study had access to a subject pool of 99 American undergraduate students who had
experienced Japan study abroad for one semester (either fall or spring semester) during
their junior year (as required by their US home institution) from fall 2006 until fall 2010.
This private liberal arts university, located on the Pacific Coast, offers three options for
foreign language studies: Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese. Students are required to study
one of the foreign languages for their freshman and sophomore years and study abroad
during their junior year in a country where the language of their choice is spoken as a
primary language. Every school year, approximately 15-25 students choose Japanese and
Japan study abroad.
From the above subject pool, in all 66 students agreed to participate in this study. The
data collection was conducted for five years, beginning with students who studied in
Japan in fall semester 2006 and ending with those who went there in fall semester 2010.
Most of the students had taken four beginning-intermediate level Japanese classes (in all,
16 credits) when they were freshman and sophomore students. Some students who came
to the university with more advanced Japanese proficiency, including Japanese (as a
heritage) language learners, had opted for four courses of advanced-superior level
Japanese (in all, 12 credits) during their first two years. In their junior year, then all
students experienced Japan study abroad for one semester (either in fall or spring, for
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about four-five months) while choosing one study abroad site out of the following four
destinations: Tokyo, Sapporo, Nagoya, and Kansai. In each site, they registered into an
appropriate level of Japanese language courses based on their placement test results.
They were required to obtain at least 12 credits of Japanese courses taught mostly in
Japanese.
Soon after they returned to their US home institution (usually in February for fall
semester study abroaders and in September for spring semester study abroaders), the
investigator contacted each student and explained about the main purpose and contents of
this study. After the consent was received, each student took a survey questionnaire
while reflecting back to their Japan study abroad experiences that had lasted for
approximately four-five months.

The questionnaire focused on how their (a) oral

proficiency (speaking skills), (b) motivation to learn Japanese further, and (c) attitudes
and perceptions about Japanese culture and people (cross-cultural understanding)
changed during their study abroad. The survey took about 20 minutes to complete.
Some students, however, needed more time to reflect and decided to work on the survey
further at home. Eventually, five students could not complete the questionnaire. A total
of 61 students, therefore, returned their survey answers: 41 students back from the Tokyo
study abroad, 8 the Sapporo program, 5 the Nagoya site, and 7 the Kansai-area study
abroad.
The survey questionnaire had the following three major questions. Regarding oral
proficiency development (speaking), the survey stated, “(a) During your study abroad in
Japan, which factor/element/experience was most helpful in enhancing your Japanese
language proficiency (speaking)? We would appreciate very much if you would write
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your responses as specifically as possible.” Regarding motivation to learn Japanese
further, the question asked, “(b) During your entire study abroad period, did your
motivation to want to improve your Japanese proficiency really change?” Then, four
sub-questions were provided related to motivation: “(b-1) How did it change? Did it
increase or decrease in quantity?

Please reflect back to your entire study abroad

experiences and write your responses as much/specifically as possible.” “(b-2) Did your
motivation change in quality (like from "I have to study Japanese" into "I really want to
study Japanese more")? Again, we would really appreciate very much if you would take
a little time, reflect back to your entire study abroad experiences, and write your
responses as much/specifically as possible.” “(b-3) If your motivation to want to study
the

Japanese

language

really

changed

in

quantity

and/or

element/factor/experience led to such change in your motivation?

quality,

which

Please write as

much/specifically as possible.” “(b-4) If you do not think your motivation to want to
study Japanese did not really change in quantity or quality, please write why it did not?”
In respect of cross-cultural understanding, the survey questionnaire stated, “(c) The
following four items are pertinent to your cultural understanding and attitudes, including
both culture (= more concrete aspects of culture, such as food, housing, clothing, and
leisure pursuit) and Culture (= more abstract aspects of culture, such as ways of thinking,
thoughts, and value systems).” Then, four sub-questions were given: “(c-1) Did your
understanding, attitudes, and perceptions about Japanese culture and people change
during/through your Study Abroad?” “(c-2) If so, how did they change (like becoming
more positive or negative toward Japanese culture and people)? Please reflect back to
your entire study abroad experiences and write your responses as much/specifically as
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possible.” “(c-3) If your understanding, attitudes, and perceptions about Japanese culture
and people did change, which element/factor/experience led to such change? Please
write as specifically as possible.” “(c-4) If your understanding, attitudes, and perceptions
about Japanese culture really did not change during/through your study abroad
experiences, why do you think they did not?”

4.2 Data Analysis
For this study, the data analysis was conducted without any particular hypotheses or
preselection of any certain characteristics. While utilizing analytic induction techniques,
which are utilized in many ethnographies and other qualitative studies (such as diary
studies, observations, and interviews) (Richards, 2003; Mackey and Gass, 2005;
Matsumoto, 2007), the investigator searched for and jotted down recurring phenomena in
the students' answers. The investigator occasionally went through the students’ answers
again and gradually came up with several categories of salient features/elements
commonly shared in various students’ study abroad experiences.

5. Results of Data Analysis
The data analysis identified several categories of salient characteristics/elements
commonly exhibited in various students’ Japan study abroad experiences. Important
categories were described as follows regarding their oral proficiency development,
motivation to learn Japanese further, and cross-cultural understanding. When citing what
a student actually wrote, s/he was referred to as f2010-1, for instance. It signifies that
that this student went on study abroad in fall semester 2010 and was coded to be “1” (for
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the purpose of data processing) among the 6 students who went to Japan in the same
semester.

5.1 Oral Proficiency Development
Most students (60 out of 61 students) indicated that their study abroad experiences were,
in general, positively helpful in enhancing their oral proficiency further. Many students
stated that they were often “forced to only speak Japanese (instead of English)” all the
time but also “learn new vocabulary and ways of speaking to other people” and “practice
Japanese a lot” (f2007-6, s2007-2, s2010-3, s2010-6). Consequently, some students came
to “think in Japanese” or “think on the spot in Japanese” rather than expect assistance
from teachers or friends during study abroad (f2006-1, s2010-4), attesting to the fact that
their Japanese was certainly becoming more internalized and subconscious. One student
(f2008-2) alone suggested that study abroad worked as an impediment to developing oral
proficiency as he exerted himself to be “more aware of grammar mistakes” and his
confidence “resulted in an apathy and lack of motivation.”
As for the actual categories of salient features in study abroad experiences that helped
enhance their oral proficiency, 6 students (approximately 10%) pointed out that (a) their
Japanese class or professor was the most helpful element. According to these students,
the class was “conducted in Japanese only” and they were “not allowed to speak English
at all” (f2006-1, f2007-1, f2010-5). Whereas students had to only speak Japanese in
order to convey questions and thoughts about the discussion topic, their professors
skillfully established a “comfortable class atmosphere” so that everyone could participate
in class “without feeling embarrassed with little that I (they) knew” (s2009-4, s2010-2).
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Contrary to the above 6 students, the majority of students (54 students; approximately
89%) expressed that the impact of their non-class (outside of class) experiences was far
greater than that of class (in-class) experiences in enhancing oral proficiency during study
abroad.

They perceived that they were able to “learn much more outside of the

classroom” in study abroad (f2008-7). Among these students, 11 students (approximately
18%) wrote that (b) their dormitory placements were the most helpful feature of study
abroad experiences in improving their oral proficiency. All these 11 students were from
the Tokyo study abroad site (in all, 41 students in this study went to Tokyo), where the
dormitory placement was the only choice and there was no homestay program available
to them. These study abroad students spent time together with native Japanese students
while doing the same dormitory tasks and activities, such as “cooking,” “cleaning,”
“studying,” “playing games,” and “going out for fun” (f2007-3, f2008-7). Other students
who went to Sapporo and Kansai were required to experience a homestay program while
dormitory placements were not available to them. Among these students (in all, 15
students), 10 students (approximately 16%) chose (c) their homestay and host family as
the most helpful feature of study abroad experiences for strengthening their oral
proficiency. Everything from “eating a meal,” “whether or not I (they) liked Japanese
food,” and “asking for help on homework” to “asking permission to go out at night and
explaining whereabouts” had to be communicated in Japanese. Many host families were
“understanding and caring” to them (f2008-4, s2009-9).
Furthermore, 7 other students (approximately 11%) (all of whom studied abroad in the
Tokyo and Nagoya sites) wrote that (d) being surrounded by the Japanese language
environment in the local community was the most helpful feature of study abroad
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experiences as they underwent real day-to-day survival needs to use Japanese, such as
“taking the train system,” “buying things,” and “counting Japanese currency” (f2008-3,
f2010-3). In the Nagoya site, study abroad students usually rented and lived in their own
apartment. Still 2 other students (from the Tokyo and Kansai sites) indicated that (e)
watching real Japanese TV programs, dramas, and movies was the most helpful feature
of study abroad experiences in enhancing their oral proficiency.
Two more categories of salient features in study abroad experiences were identified as
the most helpful element for improving oral proficiency. These categories still derived
from students’ non-class (outside of class) experiences. However, they both attested to
the fact that the students attempted to explore more in-depth social connections with
actual people in Japan beyond the boundaries of their given environment (than the above
categories of [b], [c], [d], and [e]) and, thus, their oral proficiency was further nurtured
through much richer and more meaningful human interactions.

In all, 14 students

(approximately 23%) highlighted that (f) real friendships they cultivated with native
speakers (or a native speaker) of Japanese who did not speak English were the most
helpful element in their study abroad experiences as far as their oral proficiency
development was concerned. Between them and their native speaker friends, Japanese
was the only common language. Study abroad students received ample opportunities to
“learn new vocabulary by extrapolating in real conversation context” and “get to know
each other’s culture and experience” in Japanese (f2009-1, f2009-3). Spending time with
native Japanese friends also “created a relaxing atmosphere” where they did not “have to
worry about making mistakes” (s2007-6). In addition, some study abroad students were
able to open up and “share struggles and problems” with their supportive Japanese
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friends, as well (f2009-4).
Finally, 10 students (approximately 16%) wrote that (g) social group activities (such as
clubs, groups, and campus events) they participated in were the most helpful element in
their study broad experiences for developing oral proficiency. They joined various clubs
or groups meeting at the regular basis on their school campus, such as Okinawan club,
basketball club, social dance club, bowling group, karaoke group, and religious group.
Preparing for their campus festival and going on a trip also meant a lot to some of the
study abroad students. Through these social activities and events, they established real
human relationships where they enjoyed “a relaxing and enjoyable atmosphere,” felt
“comfortable in using Japanese,” and became “not afraid to make mistakes in Japanese”
(f2009-7, s2010-7).

5.2 Motivation to Learn Japanese Further
Study abroad students’ experiences were overwhelmingly positive as to enhancing oral
proficiency. Regarding motivation to learn Japanese further, on the other hand, results
showed that study abroad students’ experiences did not go as smoothly. Almost one third
of students (21 students, approximately 34%) indicated that, upon arrival, they obtained a
higher level of motivation than before and maintained the same motivation level
throughout their study abroad without major obstacles. However, two thirds of students
(40 students, approximately 66%) suggested that, at some point of time in Japan, they
were “frustrated” and “discouraged” to a great extent, and “struggled” to keep studying
Japanese further. It seems that these students faced various hindrances and problems
during their study abroad (which lasted almost four to five months), for instance, from
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slow progress of their Japanese proficiency and difficulties to adjust to their classes to
mixed (or somehow grim) feelings about Japanese society and culture.
More specifically, data analysis came up with the following three categories of salient
features in study abroad students’ experiences regarding motivation. In all, 21 students
(approximately 34%) stated that (a) their motivation increased sharply upon arrival and
remained at the same high level throughout study abroad. Initially (as they arrived in
Japan), “being there” (where Japanese is actually spoken as a means of daily
communication) and “being surrounded by the Japanese language and culture all around”
made them “want to learn and improve so much” (s2010-2, s2009-8, f2007-6).

In

addition, these students were successful in connecting themselves to actual people in
Japan, such as their host family and friends. Therefore, they “formed strong bonds” with
Japanese people around them and “felt as if I (they) belonged to the community” (s20101, s2009-7). As a result, their motivation transformed in quality, as well, from “have to
study Japanese” or “study Japanese only for the sake of grades” to “want to study
Japanese more,” “want to learn about Japanese culture more,” or “want to learn more
about the Japanese culture through the language” (s2010-7, f2006-5, s2009-9).
In contrast, a total of 11 students (approximately 18%) indicated that (b) their
motivation gradually decreased during study abroad and was eventually totally lost to
the extent that they felt they did not want to study Japanese any more. Initially (as they
arrived in Japan), their motivation increased and they were ready to work hard to improve
Japanese further. As time passed, however, many of these students experienced major
obstacles and problems. They got “frustrated” and “disappointed” to a great extent, and
“struggled” to keep studying Japanese further.
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frustrated and discouraged because they noticed that their proficiency “did not improve
nearly as much as I (they) hoped” and they “still could not smoothly communicate to
others” despite their efforts and time in Japan (f2008-8, f2008-1). Other students were
frustrated because they felt that, significantly different from the sort of education and
learning styles they had acquired (in US) and firmly believed in, their Japanese classes
(in Japan) emphasized “memorization and exams” and “memorization of kanji” so much
(s2009-2, f2008-7, f2008-4, f2006-1). They could not understand the value of such rote
memorization and repetition asked for almost every day, and they were eventually worn
out. Still other students were very frustrated because they had difficulties toward the
reality of Japanese “culture,” “society,” and “life style” (s2010-5, f2006-2, f2006-4).
Regardless of the reasons, all these 11 students lost a good amount of motivation to study
Japanese further by the end of their study abroad. They decided that in the end “the effort
was not worth it” and “I (they) decided not to continue learning Japanese” (s2009-2,
f2008-4).
In all, 29 students (approximately 48%, almost half of all students) reflected that they
also underwent a time of such acute frustration and discouragement. (c) Their motivation
was severely damaged once. However, it eventually bounced back around the end. It
seems that these students went through patterns of (or reasons for) getting frustrated and
losing motivation very similar to the above 11 students. Some of them got frustrated
because they “could not converse in Japanese as much as I (they) wanted” and because of
“slow progress” (f2010-3, s2007-1, f2009-7). Other students lost motivation because of
the “repetitive class activities” and because the classes required them to “basically
memorize everything” (f2008-5, f2007-5, f2009-4).
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Nonetheless, different from the above category (b), these students were somehow
successful in gaining their motivation back by the end of their study abroad. Some of
them were successful in regaining their motivation because they were “determined to
keep studying harder” or “determined to keep studying as hard as I (they) could” and
eventually saw “improvements and the fruits of my (their) efforts” (f2009-7, f2006-6,
f2010-1, s2009-10). Other students were successful in gaining their motivation back
because they changed their “mindset” while changing their focus from their classes and
grades to just absorbing whatever they could “without putting pressure or burden on
myself (themselves)” or “without forcing or pushing myself (themselves) to improve”
(f2008-6, s2010-4, f2009-3).

Still other students were successful to recover their

motivation because they had Japanese friends and host family members who truly cared
about them. Consequently, they continued to “want,” “enjoy,” or “love” using Japanese
in order to be connected to them and sustained their genuine motivation to study Japanese
(s2007-2, s2009-1, f2010-3, s2009-3).

5.3 Cultural Understanding
Like the aforementioned factor of motivation, data analysis showed that Japan study
abroad students’ experiences regarding cultural understanding did not go as smoothly.
Some students acquired rather critical and negative attitudes toward certain aspects of
Japanese culture and Culture while they were in Japan.

However, it seemed that,

including these students, the majority of students learned to see Japanese culture and
people in a more objective and in-depth manner than before. They also benefitted from
their Japan study abroad as they became better able to compare two cultures and
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reexamine their own culture (as well as themselves and identities).
Data analysis came up with the following four categories of salient features in study
abroad students’ experiences regarding cross-cultural understanding. In all, 10 students
(approximately 16%) indicated that (a) their understanding, attitudes, and perceptions
toward Japanese culture did not change much while they studied abroad in Japan. Most
of these students already had a sufficient amount of exposure to and understanding about
Japanese culture (before going on study abroad) as they “grew up with Japanese culture,”
“visited Japan many times before,” or “had some close friends from Japan” (s2007-6,
f2008-1, s2007-7).
All other students (51 students, approximately 84%) reflected that their understanding,
attitudes, and perceptions did somehow change. Among these students, in all 11 students
(approximately 18%) indicated that, through study abroad, (b) their cultural
understanding was broadened and their attitudes and perceptions became more positive
toward Japanese culture as a whole. As they lived in Japan, many aspects of Japanese
culture started to “become natural and logical” and make sense to them (s2009-8). It
seems that many of these students did experience some negative experiences in Japan
related to Japanese culture and people.

However, Japanese people around them

(including host family and friends) were very kind and supportive and, thus, these
students maintained relatively positive attitudes and perceptions toward Japanese culture
and people as a whole. As a result, they came to “love” and “enjoy” Japanese culture
(s2010-1, s2010-8).
A total of 16 students (approximately, 26%) emphasized that, through study abroad, (c)
they noticed that some of the stereotypic views about Japanese culture they had prior to
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study abroad were not necessarily accurate and their understanding became more
objective. As a result, their attitudes and perceptions toward Japanese culture became
more positive.

For instance, one student (s2009-4) was surprised to notice acute

individual differences in personality traits among Japanese. In Japan, “people were not
all exactly quiet and obedient” and she “met and witnessed all kinds of Japanese people,
some of whom fit that profile and other people were far from that description.” Another
student (f2010-1) noticed significant differences in ways of thinking and value systems
between generations. “The way the younger generation thinks is very different from the
traditional way of thinking” in Japan. Another student (f2008-3) was surprised to notice
keen differences in patterns of social interactions between people in the Tokyo and
Kansai areas. He witnessed many times in trains that “while people in Tokyo often kept
themselves or were busy on their cell phones, Kansai people were more willing to talk to
one another, in kind of a happy-drank sort of way.” Still another student (s-2009-9)
wrote that her host family changed her preconceptions she had about the Japanese family.
Her host parents “were not very patriarchical in the house” as “both of my (her) parents
worked, took care of the children, and equally took part in household chores.” Through
their study abroad experiences, all these 14 students were successful in shedding light on
and correcting the preconceptions and stereotypic views they had prior to their study
aboard.
Still among students whose understanding, perceptions, and attitudes did change, in all
24 students (approximately 39%) indicated that, through their Japan study abroad, (d)
they experienced a good entirety of Japanese culture and Culture and their
understanding became broader and deeper. As a result, they acquired attitudes and
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perceptions to try to compare Japanese and American cultures carefully and critically.
These students experienced and grasped the vastness of not only the culture (that is, more
concrete aspects of culture, such as food, housing, clothing, and leisure pursuit) but also
the Culture (namely, more abstract aspects of culture, such as ways of thinking, thoughts,
and value systems) of Japan. They absorbed and digested all these various cultural
components while constantly evaluating each of them critically.

They found some

aspects of Japanese culture and Culture are very appealing, such as delicious food and
very hospitable people around them. However, they also sometimes faced rather unfair
or controversial aspects of Japanese society, such as “honne to tatemae,” “tate-syakai”
culture, strong conformity, and gender inequality.

They felt that these aspects of

Japanese culture/Culture did “not really fit” (or were not compatible) with their value
systems and personalities they firmly believe in (f2009-1). Thus, their attitudes and
perceptions toward Japanese culture became somehow “ambivalent” (both positive and
negative).
Some students expressed that “I (they) feel as though there is a certain politeness and
people have a way of masking their true feelings” or “many Japanese people reserve their
true feelings and opinions for the sake of peaceful relations” “even to the point of
dishonesty.” They got “mixed feelings toward such aspect of Japanese culture” (s2009-1,
f2007-5, f2006-7, f2009-1). Some other students wrote that they did not like “there are
some instances of senpai bullying or ruling over their kohai just because of age or status”
(f2009-6). Other students voiced that “Japan is really big on conformity, which I didn’t
really like” and “they want everyone to look the same and act a certain way” (f2010-3).
Several other students pointed out that “I (they) had a hard time accepting gender
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inequality that persist in Japanese way of living,” “I (they) was not used to seeing so
many women being housewives at home since all of my friends’ mothers work in
America,” and “women are expected to look and act a certain way which is very
discriminatory and sexist” (f2006-2, f2007-4, s2010-2).
The most import side of these 24 students’ cultural understanding is that they were
somehow becoming able to compare Japanese and American cultures and shed light on
their own identity. Some students emphasized that “I (they) can learn a lot about my
(their) own American culture by becoming more aware of how things are done in Japan”
or (I (they) was able to see both negative and positive aspects of the Japanese culture and
also American culture” (s2009-10, f2008-6, f2010-5). These students came to realize that
Japanese culture is not all perfect just like their own American culture.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
The goal of this section is to see the results of data analysis about study abroad
students’ experiences from a broad perspective and assess the overall efficacy of
mandatory Japan study abroad. This section also intends to locate major obstacles and
problems that affected many students. Furthermore, it attempts to identify important
factors that might have contributed to their study abroad SLA.
In this study, the efficacy of mandatory Japan study abroad was explored by examining
study abroad students’ actual experiences. Students’ experiences were examined by
shedding light on three aspects of their study abroad SLA: (a) oral proficiency
development, (b) motivation to learn Japanese further, and (c) cultural understanding. As
we took a look at students’ oral proficiency development, it seemed that the majority of
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students were successful in benefitting from their Japan study abroad, especially from
their non-class (outside of class) experiences, such as dormitory placements, homestay,
local community, native-speaker friends, and social group activities. In spite of the fact
that they went to Japan because of their mandatory/required study abroad, many students
suggested that they found certain places where they felt they really belonged and were
engaged in meaningful human interactions in the Japanese language alone (without using
English). This was rather different from the findings of Rivers (1998), who showed that
homestay participants in Russia study abroad might have ended up retreating to their own
rooms and studying written Russian instead of interacting with the host family.

In

addition, many students in this study indicated that, because of such ample amount of
meaningful interactions in Japanese, they were gradually becoming able to “think in
Japanese” (f2006-1, s2010-4) and speak Japanese naturally “without being afraid of
making mistakes or being corrected” (s2007-6, f2009-7).
Furthermore, it appeared that many study abroad students in this study were aware of
the importance that they “only speak Japanese” all the time without using English and
“practice Japanese a lot” (f2007-6, s2007-2, s2010-3, s2010-6). The aforementioned
Freed, Segalowitz, and Dewey (2004) study showed that France study abroad students
(SA) showed less evidence of fluency development than intensive summer immersion
(IM) students because they tended to use significantly more English in out-of-class
activities (during nine weeks). In this study, there were some students who “started to
speak English with many of my (their) friends” and felt that “it was awkward to start
speaking in a different language halfway through my (their) study abroad’ (f2008-1).
However, it seemed that the majority of students made conscious efforts to “only speak
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Japanese” while “isolating myself (themselves) from English-speaking students” and
“associating myself (themselves) with more native Japanese speaking students” (f2010-4,
f2007-6, s2007-2, s2010-6).
Results of this study about motivation to learn Japanese further showed a very different
side of study abroad students’ experiences. Almost two thirds of students (40 students;
approximately 66%) suggested that, at some point of time in Japan, they felt “frustrated”
and “discouraged” to a great extent, and “struggled” to keep studying Japanese further.
Such acute sense of frustration and disappointment derived from three major sources: (i)
“slow improvement” of their Japanese proficiency (f2008-8, f2008-1, f2010-3, s2007-1,
f2009-7), (ii) difficulty to adjust their Japanese classes that overly emphasized “rote
memorization” (of kanji, grammar, and vocabulary) and “repetitive class activities”
(s2009-2, f2008-7, f2008-4, f2006-1, f2008-5, f2007-5, f2009-4), and (iii) mixed feelings
about Japanese “culture, “society”, and “life style” (s2010-5, f2006-2, f2006-4).
Eventually, in all 11 students (approximately 18%) lost a good portion of their motivation
and concluded that study abroad “was not worth it” in the end or they would “not
continue learning Japanese” (s2009-2, f2008-4).
Results of this study about cultural understanding shed light on very similar issues and
obstacles Japan study abroad students were facing. In all, 24 students (approximately
40%) experienced not only appealing elements of Japanese culture, such as delicious
food and hospitable host family, but also rather controversial sides of Japanese
society/Culture, for instance, “honne to tatemae,” “tate-syakai” culture, strong conformity,
and gender inequality. Just as some students felt keenly negative and critical about their
Japanese classes that overemphasized rote memorization and repetition (related to their
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motivation to study Japanese further), these students voiced that these “unfair” elements
of Japanese culture/Culture did “not really fit” (or were not compatible) with their
fundamental egalitarian value systems and personalities they firmly believe in as
Americans. Thus, their attitudes and perceptions toward Japanese culture became
somehow “ambivalent” (both positive and negative) (s2009-1, f2007-5, f2006-7, f2009-1).
In such a phenomena experienced by many students of this study, there seems to be
some kind of invisible “crush” (inside of these American undergraduate students’ minds)
taking place between these aspects (or some sort of value systems) of Japanese culture
they experienced and what they firmly believe in as Americans. The aforementioned
Burns (1996) study showed that Japan study abroad students felt they were always treated
as guests rather than as part of the family by their host family. It resulted in preventing
study abroad students from strengthening social interactions further and using Japanese in
meaningful situations. Due to their informal and egalitarian social value, students were
also very frustrated facing the uniquely Japanese culture of “honne to tatemae.” Results
of this study were rather consistent with the findings of Burns study.
The positive side of such cultural “crush” is that it provided these Japan study abroad
students with important “food for thought.” Through experiencing such controversial
aspects of Japanese culture, students learned to compare Japanese and American cultures
carefully and realized that every culture has both positive and negative elements.
However, results of this study also implied that future mandatory Japan study abroad can
and needs to better assist students maintain their motivation level during study abroad as
well as enhance their further cultural understanding.
As Dewey (2007) suggested, the broad distance between Japanese and American
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cultures should be one of the key factors that further Japan study abroad research has to
address. This study suggests that professors and administrators of American universities
that have implemented mandatory Japan study abroad need to work together with their
Japanese counterparts, so that the extent of students’ frustration about Japanese classes
can be reduced. In addition, professors and administrators of American universities can
develop a new curriculum or course that addresses (or incorporate) controversial aspects
of Japanese society as experienced by many Japan study abroad students, such as
stereotypic views on Japanese culture, modes of Japanese communication (including
“honne to tatemae”), Japanese social structure (such as “tate-syakai” and conformity),
and gender issues. Such curriculum and course can provide students who returned from
Japan with further opportunities to enhance their cross cultural understanding and
become genuine global citizens.
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The use of textiles in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
illustrates William Shakespeare’s knowledge of trade crafts in
Elizabethan England. He incorporates the action of weaving by
using Bottom the Weaver’s undeveloped language. Through his
knowledge of trade crafts and textile laws in Elizabethan
England and the weave of words in Bottom’s language, Shakespeare
creates a cultural image of English weavers who lacked precision
and constancy in their cloth before Flemish weavers were hired
to instruct weaving techniques to the English.
The English cloth makers had difficulty in meeting
standards for sale due to the economy, the slow process of
spinning and weaving the cloth, and the rate of pay the laborers
of the cloth industry survived under. Shakespeare connects the
crafts of weaving, spinning, and knitting together through the
downfall of the trade guilds and through the taxation of the
craftworkers. Harold Bloom states, “Bottom is universal enough
to weave a common dream for us all,”(150), and Richard Wilson
states, “it [MSND] is a fantasy essential to the stature of
Shakespeare as the National Poet, who because he appealed
equally to all classes, wrote for ‘democracy’, and ‘Not for an
age, but for all time’,” suggesting that Bottom became the voice
of the common man in Elizabethan England. While Bottom is
Shakespeare’s implement for weaving in A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Puck represents the Flemish weavers who controlled the
standards of weaving in Elizabethan England.
Through the language of Bottom, Shakespeare weaves a
tapestry of England’s society that separates the tradesmen from
the merchant and upper classes. Shakespeare shows the fracture
between the English and Flemish weavers by contrasting the
characterizations of Bottom and Puck as representations of
weavers in England. Shakespeare provides the voice of the common
man through the voice of Bottom.
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The Language of Textiles in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
The use of textiles in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
illustrates William Shakespeare’s knowledge of trade crafts
in Elizabethan England. He incorporates the action of
weaving by using Bottom the Weaver’s undeveloped language
to confuse the silken thread with the shorn wool which the
Fates cut in the mechanicals’ play. Shakespeare
demonstrates his mastery of language through the confused
language of Bottom the Weaver. Through his knowledge of
trade crafts and textile laws in Elizabethan England and
the weave of words in Bottom’s language, Shakespeare
creates a cultural image of English weavers who lacked
precision and constancy in their cloth before Flemish
weavers were hired to instruct weaving techniques to the
English.
Shakespeare and the History of Weaving in Elizabethan
England
The English cloth makers had difficulty in meeting
standards for sale due to the economy, the slow process of
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spinning and weaving the cloth, and the rate of pay the
laborers of the cloth industry survived under. According to
Elizabeth Chesley Baity in Man Is a Weaver, the Flemish
were the primary “woolen manufacturers of Europe” in the
thirteenth century (193). During the thirteenth century the
English began their move toward capturing the wool trade,
but their means negated the quality of work found in
Flemish weaving. The English cloth failed to meet standards
set by the Flemish industry, which resulted in the English
upper class refusing to purchase “English cloth when they
could buy better cloth made by the expert weavers of
Flanders,” Baity claims (193). Therefore, in English
fashion, when the cloth manufacturers became the majority
in Parliament, they passed laws banning the export of raw
wool to Flanders in order to keep it in England (Baity
194).
M. Channing Linthicum in Costume in the Drama of
Shakespeare and His Contemporaries claims the process of
spinning the wool, weaving the cloth, fulling and drying
the cloth, trimming the nap, stretching and dying the
cloth, and then pressing the cloth was split into various
jobs by the guilds and called “misteries” in which only one
guild member or artisan could complete one “mistery” (54).
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Due to the faster rate of production of the cheaper cloth
the individual weaver could earn more per week, but the
manufacturers of cloth tended to hire out to poor spinners
and weavers and instead paid them in “pins, girdles, and
other unprofitable ware” (57) until the law against the
practice was enforced in 1464, and repeated in 1512.
Linthicum addresses the issues with time that it took to
weave the cloth, which in 1588, “in the making of
broadcloth sixty persons were employed in producing four
cloths, twelve by one and three-fourths yards, a week”
(56). In comparison, the lower-quality kersies that “were
sold undyed, and were only a yard wide, thus requiring but
one person to a loom, sixty persons could produce ten
kersies eighteen yards long a week” (56). Due to this
specialization the cost of cloth making rose and the
expertise declined, resulting in cheaper materials created
and courser types of cloth, the common material found by
1591 (55).
Due to the cost of the production of cloth, deceit in
the standards of cloth came into practice. A cloth dealer,
in order to meet the market measurements, would put a cloth
that had been shrunken through a process called “tinting,”
which re-stretched the cloth, causing some threads to break
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and thin places to occur in the cloth. In order to remedy
the breaks and thinner places the dealers would use a
process called “gumming,” which Linthicum describes as “a
mixture of lamb’s wool, flocks, chalk, and starch” rubbed
into the cloth and created a glossy sheen (58). So, when
the cloth was bought and used in clothing and then washed,
the fabric would shrink back to its original size and the
glossy sheen would wash away, revealing the broken threads
and the thin areas of the cloth. Though mandates and
aulnagers were incorporated to enforce these mandates, the
illegal cloth still found its way into the markets.
Linthicum suggests that the reason for the cloth still
being sold at the market was due to the Crown’s ability to
seize the cloth and sell it for the “benefit of the Crown”
(59). As the development of cloth declined in England and a
need for the English weavers to learn to meet standards
without deceit, the Protestant Reformation began.
England’s cloth industry benefited from the migration
of weavers and spinners with Protestant beliefs into
England. They brought with them weaving skills from their
intolerant countries and merged into the English cloth
industry, instructing the English weavers on the expert
practices of Flemish cloth-makers. Linthicum illustrated
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that the “new draperies” introduced by the alien weavers
incorporated flax and silk spun with the English wool,
which made it softer and finer (60-61). In 1554, Queen Mary
commissioned the making of finer cloths, like sateens and
fustian, to compete with the cloths found in other parts of
Europe (61). By the reign of Elizabeth I the cloth industry
had fully developed, and higher-quality fabrics were being
created and exported to foreign countries. She promoted the
wool trade and the creation of “new draperies” in England,
but Linthicum states that “James I helped to ruin England’s
cloth trade” (65), suggesting that Shakespeare lived
through the height of the development of weaving and cloth
production of England only to see its swift decline in his
later years.
Yet during the reign of Elizabeth I the wool industry
thrived through her propaganda. She not only supported the
cloth makers in their weaving but also supported the
knitters and spinners within England. According to Herbert
Norris in Costume and Fashion: Volume Three, The Tudors,
one of her main influences in knitting was the creation of
knitted silk hose by Mrs. Mountague, who recreated silk
hose from a medieval knitted design and gave them to the
Queen. Norris claims that Queen Elizabeth named Mrs.
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Mountague “the Quene’s Majestie’s silkwoman” for the
creation of more knitted silk stockings and that later on
she created a position of the “Queen’s hosier” and salaried
a gentleman named Henry Herne to create stockings (545). So
with the propaganda for both weaving through the cloth
industry and knitting during the reign of Elizabeth I,
Shakespeare’s knowledge of weaving and spinning would have
been well known in the theater houses in order to recreate
the fashion of English royalty on the stage.
By the early 1600s the “Wear English Cloth” laws came
into effect for the lower class and allowed only the upper
class and wealthy portion of society to use foreign cloth
(Baity 194), in which Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream was composed and acted on stage in 1662. This
suggests a split in the society between the common man and
the wealthy since the less expert cloth was deemed by law
appropriate for the common man to wear. Baity states, “In
1621, the [cloth manufacturers] demanded a law compelling
even the higher classes to wear English cloth” (194),
resulting in wealthier members of Parliament complaining
about their wives wearing the cloth their servants wear.
According to Baity, the next step was the suggestion in
1668 by The House of Commons that the royal family wear
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English cloth, which failed to come to fruition. In order
for these laws to be effective and create a desire in the
English to wear its own cloth, the industry realized that
they had to make the English cloth meet standards a the
Flemish cloth did.
Shakespeare connects the crafts of weaving, spinning,
and knitting together through the downfall of the trade
guilds and through the taxation of the craftworkers in
Elizabethan England, which indicates society’s influence on
him and his writing. Shakespeare, the son of a craftsman,
grew up surrounded by the artisans in the trade guilds, so
it stands to reason he had contact with weavers who were
members of these guilds within Elizabethan England.
Marybeth Lavrakas traces evidence of crafts from the
production of knitting in her Web article, A Preliminary
Survey of 16th Century English Literary References to
Knitting. She discusses five articles of knitted clothing
that were created between 1473 and 1600 as being recorded
in shipping manifests, gifts given, and in literature like
Shakespeare’s plays. Lavrakas determines that knit caps
were either flat caps or the Monmouth caps for the military
and one was given as a gift as indicated in a 1577 letter
within the Talbot Papers, and she states that Shakespeare
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described placing “leeks in the caps of Welshmen in the
play Henry V” (par. 3-6). She indicates that the knit
gloves, socks, garters, and purses were all found on a
shipment to Russia in 1580 as trade goods from England
(par. 7-10).
As an extension of the decline of the trade guilds,
Shakespeare illustrates the issues with taxation of the
clothworkers and craftsmen and the revolt of the common man
in his society as indicated in the following from Henry
VIII:
It doth appear; for, upon these taxations,
The clothiers all, not able to maintain
The many of them ‘longing, have put off
The spinsters, carders, fullers, weavers, who,
Unfit for other life, 9ompel’d by hunger
And lack of other means, in desperate manner
Daring th’ event to th’ teeth, are all in uproar,
And danger serves among them. (1.2.29-37)
Shakespeare’s language weaves the image of the common man
in Elizabethan England unable to survive the laws in place
on the standards of cloth. He shows that the craftsman is
unable to survive the taxation of the Crown and its
practices of confiscating the “illegal” cloth only to
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resell it for England’s benefit. Richard Wilson supports
Shakespeare’s sentiments in Henry VIII in his article “‘A
Mingled Yarn’: Shakespeare and the Cloth Workers.” Wilson
argues that Shakespeare “appealed equally to all classes,
wrote for a ‘democracy’, and ‘Not for an age, but for all
time’” (165) causing his theater to be a forum for
political change. He further argues for Shakespeare’s
ability to create the human element in his lower class
characters without degrading their worth, which supports
the theory that Shakespeare used his theater as a platform
for legislative issues in English society (165). With the
history and difficulties in the cloth industry in England
permeating Shakespeare’s society and the weavers, carders,
fullers, and spinners being over-taxed and having
difficulty in obtaining work with the influx of immigrants
during the Protestant Reformation, the logical forum for a
common man’s voice to be heard would be the stage.
Shakespeare wove the elements of cloth working into many of
his plays, like A Midsummer Night’s Dream, which actually
incorporates the mechanicals as tradesmen from his society,
in which the weaver escapes from society and awakens with
knowledge he fails to have the language to understand.
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Shakespeare Connects Weaving and Knitting to A Midsummer
Night’s Dream
Shakespeare connects the dream and world of Fairy in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream with contextual elements that
literally translate words into newer meanings through the
terms associated with weaving and knitting. The meaning
behind Bottom the Weaver’s name creates both a connection
to weaving and controversy in the language used by
Shakespeare in A Midsummer Night’s Dream. One of the
controversies surrounding Bottom’s name is whether his name
is based on the tools of weaving or on a Christian
reference to the secrets of God. According to Thomas B.
Stroup in “Bottom’s Name and His Epiphany” published in
Shakespeare Quarterly, Bottom’s name originates from “the
bottom of Goddes secretes” based on “Bottom’s speech upon
waking from his sleep and ‘most rare vision’ [being] a
garbled and perverted version of Corinthians ii.9” (80).
Stroup claims Halliwell’s statement in A Midsummer Night’s
Dream in A New Variorum of Shakespeare that connects
Bottom’s name with the bottom thread in weaving is
“commonly accepted as the correct explanation of the source
of [his] name” (80), which indicates Stroup disagrees with
the common interpretation.
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Robert F. Willson, Jr., in his article “Gods Secrets
and Bottom’s Name: A Reply,” argues against Stroup’s
perspective that Bottom’s name indicates the bottom of
God’s secrets. Willson states that Stroup is ignoring
important details that indicate Bottom is a literal
character who is “unable to articulate” Corinthians ii.9
correctly and provides evidence for “the weaver to remain
literal” with “earthy common sense” not needing corrections
(408). Willson’s perspective that Shakespeare purposely
created Bottom’s name as a reference to his trade seems
more appropriate since he states “the other mechanicals…are
named for their professions” (408). The meaning of Bottom’s
name leads toward the connection of his name with the trade
of weaving as one of the mechanicals, which aligns with
both Willson and Halliwell.
Like Willson, Anne E. Witte in “Bottom’s Tangled Web:
Texts and Textiles in A Midsummer Night’s Dream” states,
“Bottom’s name is likely to have been inspired by a tool of
the weaver’s trade, ‘a bottom thread, or the base on which
thread is wound’” indicating Bottom as Shakespeare’s
implement for weaving the story of lovers, fairies, and
transformation (25). The bottom thread on a weighted loom
is the thread which is wound around a weight called the
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bottom, primarily used for weaving tapestries from the
bottom of the image to the top. Witte connects Bottom’s
“spool for thread” to other characters in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream by stating they are “tied” to Bottom by the
thread of mythology through Shakespeare’s use of
mythological names and themes (25). Witte also determines
that Bottom is connected to the Minotaur in the myth of
Theseus by Shakespeare portraying him as half man and half
beast. Witte also states, “A ‘thrum’ is one of the tools of
the weaver’s trade, inappropriately described in the hands
of one of the Fates” in which Bottom “liken[s] his weaving
to the Fates’ spinning of the thread of existence” (26),
which reveals her own misunderstanding of the tools of a
weaver’s trade. The thrum is the warp that is cut at the
end of a weaving and creates the fringe seen at the top and
the bottom of woven tapestries. When Bottom, in the guise
of Pyramus states, “O Fates, come, come, / Cut thread and
thrum,” Shakespeare shows Bottom’s basic understanding of
the weaving trade, though the thread and the thrum are
repetitive indicators of Bottom’s undeveloped language
(MSND 5.1.285-86).
Cedric Watts picks up on the double usage of
Shakespeare’s language in his article “Fundamental Editing:
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In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Does ‘Bottom’ Mean ‘Bum’? and
How About ‘Arse’ and ‘Ass’?” Watts states the Oxford
English Dictionary traces the usage of bottom as the
“sitting part” being “from the late 18th century” (1),
suggesting the usage of “bottom” in the Elizabethan period
was connected to the tool in weaving. Yet, Watts points to
Shakespeare’s use of “bottom” in connection to the “bottom
grass” as a play on words in Venus and Adonis when Venus
seduces Adonis (2), indicating Shakespeare stretched the
meaning of words with puns and allusions in language.
Shakespeare incorporated various meanings within the
name of Nick Bottom the weaver in order to connect with his
audience. The Christian connection to his name of Nick
(Nicholas) and his attempt at quoting the Biblical passage
of Corinthians ii.9 grabbed the audience who needed the
depth of God’s secrets parodied for them. The punning on
“bottom” with his form turning into the half beast of an
“ass” reached the humor of audiences who understood
classical mythology. Yet, Bottom as the tool of weaving for
the common weaver of England connected the craftsman with
the common thread of language and representation, allowing
a social commentary on the state of English weavers.
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In A Midsummer Night’s Dream Shakespeare illustrates
the craft of weaving through the actions and language of
Bottom. Bottom’s language indicates he represented a weaver
who had not undergone instruction in the Flemish cloth
standards. Bottom the Weaver represents weaving through his
use of language without specifically mentioning weaving.
His language is riddled with confusions and errors with
breaks of reality and holes in his logic like the
overstretched cloth at market in Elizabethan England.
Bottom’s blundering in incorrect names during the
mechanicals’ play, his inability to awaken and face what
happened through a misquoted Biblical parody, and his
childish couplets within the play illustrate a lack of
training in his language, which connects Bottom as the
untutored implement of weaving. Quince’s statement of the
play being written in “eight and six” represented as the
standard of cloth in England for selling, contrasted by
Bottom’s suggestion to make it “eight and eight,” causes
the cloth to, either, fall short of meeting the standard
measurements or to stretch the cloth wet, causing the
threads to break and the cloth to shrink once washed
(3.1.24-26). Like his language, his weaving is undeveloped
and lacks the standards needed in the cloth industry.
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Bottom’s discourse indicates that he is an untrained
weaver in Elizabethan England. His jumping characters
during the mechanicals’ introduction shows he lacks focus,
where at one point he is Pyramus, then Thisby, then a lion.
His ranting in Act 1, Scene 2 follows the tradition of
Seneca’s Hercules Furens, but his inability to name
Hercules correctly suggests his failing grasp of the
classical tradition (n.29). Bottom’s grasp of language is
reiterated when he calls Phoebus, “Phibbus,” both which
mirror his lack of training in his own weaving trade (MSND
1.2.35). Shakespeare illustrates Bottom as a character who
believes he is well-trained in acting, but instead shows a
lack of ability in associations between character actions
and the role. Bottom interjects with the opposite of what
is needed causing disruption for the other mechanicals. He
counteracts the role of Pyramus as the lover with stating,
“my chief humor is for a tyrant,” but counters the lines of
a tyrant with a childish rhyme scheme (1.2.28). Bottom’s
statement, “I will aggravate my voice so that I will roar
you as gently as any sucking dove; I will roar you and
‘twere any nightingale,” suggesting he believes a soft roar
of a lion could be illustrated in melodic song like a dove
or nightingale (MSND 1.2.81-83). Bottom confuses the use of
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sound and language with distraction and a lack of focus. He
fails to understand the relationship between two aspects,
like the roar of the lion and the song of a nightingale,
which suggests by Shakespeare that Bottom is an untrained
weaver who fails to understand his own craft.
Shakespeare Illustrates Bottom as the Representation of the
Common Man in Elizabethan England
Shakespeare uses weaving to characterize Bottom’s
language which illustrates the possible intention he had
for creating a political discourse and for lampooning other
playwrights. Harold Bloom argues in Shakespeare: The
Invention of the Human that in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Shakespeare “does not follow a primary source” (149) but
instead pulls four groups of characters from various places
like history, lore, and the common man from Shakespeare’s
community. Bloom further states, “Bottom is universal
enough to weave a common dream for us all,” suggesting that
Bottom was a representation of Bloom’s “Everyman” in
Elizabethan England (150). Bottom has a voice in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, and since his voice is confused
and garbled with distraction, he represents the political
discourse between the common classes and the ruling classes
of Elizabethan England.
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Like Bloom, Richard Wilson in “‘A Mingled Yarn’:
Shakespeare and the Cloth Workers” believes Bottom
represents the voice of the working class in Elizabethan
England. Wilson states, “it [MSND] is a fantasy essential
to the stature of Shakespeare as the National Poet, who
because he appealed equally to all classes, wrote for
‘democracy’, and ‘Not for an age, but for all time’,”
suggesting that Bottom became the voice of the common man
in Elizabethan England. If Bottom is the voice of the
common man, as both Bloom and Wilson suggest, the discourse
on the cloth industry indicates a lack of skills and
standards in what was supposed to be the Golden Age of the
Elizabethan Period. Instead of the cloth industry thriving,
the common tradesman is weighed down with edicts and
standards in direct competition with an influx of Flemish
weavers flooding the market. The English weavers fail to
meet the cloth standards, break the threads of their cloths
with illegal stretching and gumming in order to make the
sell, and possibly are caught in the process, losing all
materials and labor to the crown’s treasury. So,
Shakespeare’s creation of Bottom with undeveloped language
illustrates the realistic view Elizabethan society placed
upon its craftsmen.
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Accusations towards Shakespeare’s use of “borrowed”
ideas fail to reach the pages of A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Paul Menzer in “The Weaver’s Dream – Mnemonic Scripts and
Memorial Texts” argues that weaving is an allegory for the
creation of playwriting, the interpretation and printing of
the plays, and the practice of the plays by the actors (9394). Like Bloom, Menzer believes that A Midsummer Night’s
Dream fails to connect its parts completely from other
sources. Though, A Midsummer Night’s Dream fails to borrow
from one source as Shakespeare is accused of for other
plays, it does indicate the influence of classical
literature, mythology, and the society Shakespeare
experienced every day. Shakespeare used Ovid’s
Metamorphosis in his retelling of Pyramus and Thisby. He
used mythological names like: Theseus, Hermia (Hermes),
Hippolyta (Hippolytus), and Helena (Helen of Troy).He
borrowed from Spenser’s Faerie Queen for the
characterization of Titania, and borrowed from Celtic
mythology for the character of Puck. For his mechanicals,
he used the common tradesmen he interacted with and
possibly used a true characterization of actors he knew.
Though he failed to borrow from one source, he used the
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influences of many sources and wove his own tapestry with
language to make an intricate whole.
Shakespeare’s Figurative Use of Knitting and Weaving in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream
Shakespeare uses knitting and weaving to describe the
characters in A Midsummer Night’s Dream and the ways in
which the crafts interact with them. When Fairy 1 states,
“Weaving spiders, come not here; / hence, you long-legged
spinners, hence!” (2.2.20-21) she attempts to cast
protections around Titania indicating her characterization
is of pagan origins. The reference to the spider also
connects to the Fates spinning their threads of life, so
the Fairy can be seen as weaving her own spell to guard off
the Fates. Bottom’s character and knowledge is redeemed
when the other mechanicals ask him to solve the problem of
how to represent the wall in their play. He suggests the
use of “plaster,” “loam,” and “rough-cast” (3.1.68-69)
which are all materials used in shipbuilding that
incorporates scrap wool to hold the mortar together.
Bottom’s knowledge indicates he has knowledge of the wool
industry and knows what its uses are for, though his
weaving may be undeveloped. Thisby counters Bottom’s
Pyramus in a parody with sexual innuendo as ‘she’ states,
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“My cherry lips have often kiss’d thy stones, / Thy stones
with lime and hair knit [up in thee]” (5.1.190-91), which
references back to the wool used in the wall’s mortar but
also in a sexual reference that Bottom fails to recognize.
Bottom’s lack of language recognition further suggests his
lack of training as a weaver since he does not grasp the
language as the representation of the implement of weaving.
While Bottom is Shakespeare’s implement for weaving in
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Puck represents the Flemish
weavers who controlled the standards of weaving in
Elizabethan England. Puck references the mechanicals by the
fabric in which their clothes are made of, calling them
“hempen home-spuns,” which determines the cloth was of a
simple weave and not made according to the standards of the
Flemish weavers (3.1.77). Puck also calls the mechanicals
“patches” indicating their clothes are patched from holes
in the cloth, which indicates they are unable to purchase
higher quality cloth (3.2.9). He also calls Bottom, “The
shallowest thick-skin of that barren sort,” further
illustrating Bottom’s inability to grasp the intricacies of
his language and the intricacies of his trade. With his
classification of the mechanicals based on the cloth their
cloths are made of, Puck represents the merchant class of
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Elizabethan society. He manipulates the lovers and the
mechanicals, can find the herbs that Oberon desires, and
remedies the mischief he created, but he still takes orders
from Oberon, the king of the Fairies. This suggests that
Puck is knowledgeable in the weaving industry but is not a
member of the royal class of Elizabethan society.
Puck’s up and down rhythm is like that of the rhythm
of the warp moving up and down with the treadles. In his
rhythmic chant, “Up and down, up and down, / I will lead
them up and down; / I am feared in field and town. / Goblin
lead them up and down,” Shakespeare places Puck in the
position of leading the rhythm of the loom. He represents
the knowledgeable Flemish weaver who changes the standard
of cloth in England. He brings in change to the society, as
indicated by his leadership that is feared across all of
England and all the weavers of England. He also represents
the judge of the cloth who determines if the cloth meets
the standards of the edicts in place. He is the unwelcome
visitor in England who claims “illegal” cloth for the crown
to confiscate and sell for their treasury. Puck illustrates
his ability to judge the cloth in the markets of England.
His “mending” and “honesty” in his final speech alludes to
the illegal mending of woven cloth. He suggests that he
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proves honest in his presentation to not fool with false
mends in the cloth of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Therefore,
Puck represents the standards of the woven cloth in
Elizabethan England.
By incorporating the weaving and textile trades of
Elizabethan England in A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Shakespeare illustrates the issues with quality in the
standards of woven cloth. Through the language of Bottom,
Shakespeare weaves a tapestry of England’s society that
separates the tradesmen from the merchant and upper
classes. Shakespeare shows the fracture between the English
and Flemish weavers by contrasting the characterizations of
Bottom and Puck as representations of weavers in England.
Shakespeare provides the voice of the common man through
the voice of Bottom. Through his sly commentary on the
state of English weavers in Elizabethan England,
Shakespeare still provides a tribute to the wool industry
Queen Elizabeth I promoted.
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ABSTRACT
ROLE OF LANGUAGE IN GENDER IDENTITY FORMATION IN PAKISTANI
SCHOOL CURRICULUM: A CASE STUDY OF PAKHTUN SOCIETY
Until relatively recently, research in language and linguistics has focused on language as a
reflection of gendered culture. This paper argues that language reflects as well as preserves,
propagates, reinforces and perpetuates gendered culture. Analyzing the language used in school
textbooks, the paper explores how significant is the role of language i.e. words and labels, in the
formation and construction of gender identity in the social and cultural setup. This research study
is based on 42 textbooks ranging from grade I to grade X taught at state-owned and private-run
schools including English, Urdu and Pakhtu collected through library method. It contends that
language serves as a means to preserve the age-old gender inequalities, which in turn are
manipulated and exploited to erect social structure marked by gender bias, gender disparity and
gender segregation.
The study highlights that Pakhtun society adheres to social structure as portrayed and projected
in textbooks. Consequently, it affords maximum capacity to absorb its male members but has
lesser capacity to accommodate female members.
The research further indicates that the language of textbooks advocates masculinity and male
domination in decision-making process, division of labour, domestic and public sphere of
activity resulting in the subjugation of women. The textbooks are markedly male-oriented as
revealed with regard to creation, characterization and modelling. Further, the community follows
Pakhtun code of honour i.e. Pakhtunwali which is reinforced in the language of these texts.

Keywords: language; gender identity; textbooks; disparity; Pakhtun
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Introduction
School, as one of the main socializing institutions, mainly bank upon the prescribed
textbooks taught at various levels. Such texts can be broadly identified as written language
prescribed by experts with the aim to train the students. Textbooks are not aimed at mere
teaching how to read and write but also to inculcate virtues valued by society summarized in the
term ‘hidden curriculum’. In this sense, text becomes instrumental in socializing children and to
train them to be true representatives of that culture. The textbook content dwells deep in cultural
patterns and is well supplied with stories and lessons propagating patriotism and other ‘socially
appropriate behaviours’ (Perko, 2003: 101-109). In other words, ‘hidden curriculum’ (Lee &
Gropper, 1974), in the context of the present study, presents gender stereotypes and inequities by
attending to and encouraging men in comparison to women (Wood, 2007: 207). In addition,
referring to the educative power of books, it is argued that their role is vital in educating us about
‘right, true or beautiful’ (Aronson, 1999: 59-70) where teachers act as socializing agents teaching
students gender identity (Kellehear, 2001: 27). It can be safe to assume that it is these textbooks
which are the main tools in their hands to do so. In Pakistan, educational materials in curriculum
point to gender stereotypes that engender negative self perceptions in girls impeding their self
development (Jayaweera, 1997: 417; Acharya, 1994). With reference to gender stereotypes in
Pakistani society and the little social space reserved for women to prosper, textbooks also play a
key role in conveying the message where women are shown at home while men engage in
public. The underlying message is putting restrictions on the imagination of the fragile female
mind (Qureshi, 2004: 54).
In the subsequent part of the discussion, an overview of language, gender identity
formation and educational texts is presented. Then follows a discussion over the nature, scope
and framework of the research paper. Later on, a detailed analysis of the textbooks content with
thematic analysis of linguistic words and expression is presented in five main headings including
Masculine and Feminine Models, their comparison, Gender Reinforcement through Pictures and
Symbols, Gender Segregation in Text, and Masculine and Feminine World

Language, Gender Identity Formation and Educational Texts
School texts are tied with cultural sexism and gender stereotypes as the language of the text
‘contains built-in biases about gender-biases’, which are at work during the process of schooling.
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With reference to English language, such biases work to the disadvantage of females labelling
them as exceptions. The effect of generic masculine gender ‘mankind’; ‘the nature of man’;
‘sons of God’; ‘every one must do his part’ on the learning process is considerable. School
children are found to be interpreting ‘he’ as male-specific rather than generic and consistency in
exposure to masculine normative lead children to take male as type while for them female
becomes atypical or deviant (Lips, 1988: 231). With reference to Bertilson et al., (1982) it is
argued that the generic pronoun ‘he’ refers to men only leaving women out of sight although
theoretically it is meant to include both (Doyle & Paludi, 1991: 132-133; Wood, 2007: 114-115).
Similarly, gender bias in text is also supported by Lenore Weitzman and his colleagues (1972) in
their analysis of several prize-winning books (Henslin, 1996: 331). Further, Naureen Durrani
(2008: 601) also points to bias in language in the constitution of gender and adds that textbooks
establish gender imbalance with women subordinated to men.
Pointing to the seemingly unnoticed power to language, researchers acknowledge that it is
exploited by vested interest groups to serve their purpose (Stockard & Johnson, 1980: 18).
Feminists have recently attended to see the ways in which patriarchy i.e. the domination of
males, has been sustained and reinforced by language (Rahman, 2000: 172). In other words,
language ‘is carefully guarded by the superior people because it is one of the means through
which they conserve their supremacy’ (Doyle & Paludi, 1973: 216).
The role of language is crucial as it reflects our background our social standing and mental
inclinations (Trudgill, 1980: 14). This in turn can be applied, in this context, to the textbooks and
the materials contained their in, which then reflects, projects, portrays and reinforce our gendered
social culture and existence. Language ‘is the medium through which the manners, morals, and
mythology of a society are passed on to the next generation’ (Clark & Clark, 1977: 3). It ‘is a
medium for transmitting and internalizing culture’ and they are therefore embedded in each other
(Nisbett et al, 2004: 59). In addition, Julia T. Wood (2007: 114) notes that language ‘both
reflects and reinforces cultural views and values, including those about gender’.
Similarly, researchers agree that ‘as long as the words we use carry with them sexist
perceptions of the world, and we learn to use these words as we learn about our world and our
expected roles in that world, we participate in the continuation of language as a means of social
control over our lives’ (Doyle & Paludi, 1991: 213). The power of words i.e. labelling in
language is further illustrated by Hilary M. Lips (1988: 1-2) by relating a magazine story entitled
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‘Electronic Impostor’ where a man disguises himself as woman and interacts electronically with
others. Later on, when his true identity is disclosed to those who have interacted with him in his
disguised identity; are angry because on the one hand the man had lied to them and on the other
they had said and shared with him things during the interaction, which, they would otherwise
have loathed to do. He further comments that such opposing stereotypes of masculinity and
femininity advocate separation between male and female. In illustration, he refers to ‘Candid
Camera’, a TV show where two adjacent telephone booths with the signs ‘Men’ and ‘Women’
are indicated. The women’s booth had been intentionally kept vacant while the other had been
occupied to see the reaction of those men who wanted to use the service. Significantly, those
men who came by consistently ignored the empty booth i.e. with the sign ‘Women’ and kept on
waiting anxiously for their turn on the other. This attitude led him to remark that ‘such is the
power of the notion that women and men must be wary of trespassing on each other’s turf’. It is
said that words also serve as symbols, ‘so woman and man are symbols of certain physical
beings. We rely on symbols to communicate and create meanings in our lives’ (Wood, 2007: 33).
Thus, it is said that language is a means of social control over our lives and has significance
in the construction of cultural identity particularly relating to gender where its ingredients i.e.
words or labels shape and guide our world view.

The Research Study
This research study is based on the qualitative analysis of school textbooks taught at
schools in the north-west province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (former N.W.F-P), Pakistan. The
population of the province is predominantly Pakhtun with close affiliation to the people of
Afghanistan sharing a common code and way of life identified as ‘Pakhtunwali’.
During the study, compulsory language textbooks were selected for qualitative analysis
through library method. The textbooks (42) included those in English (18), Urdu (14) and Pakhtu
(10). Among them, the textbooks taught at state-owned schools are denoted by G and those
related to private-owned schools are denoted by P while those books which are applicable to
both are denoted by P&G.
Before the analysis of the content and language of the textbooks, an analysis of the creation
of them was made wherever applicable to ascertain the contribution of each gender in the
process. It is important to point out that it does not directly relate to the scope of this study but its
bearing upon it is significant as ‘we tend to think of books as impersonal sources of information.
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Like anything people create… books reflect the experiences and identities of those who create
them. Authors influence books when they decide to include certain topics and omit others, to rely
on particular theories, and to include some issues and exclude others. Choices of topics, writing
style, and theoretical stance shape the content and overall meaning of a book’ (Wood, 2007: 1).
It was found that in the category of authorship / Co-Authorship / Editorship of the textbooks,
69% were men while 31% were women (For details see Annexure A). Similarly, among the
authors of lessons, stories and poems, 96% were men while only 4% were women (For details
see Annexure B). With reference to the titles of these lessons etc, it was found that among the
gendered titles, 81% were masculine, 16% were feminine while 3% represented both genders
(For details see Annexure C) (see also Qureshi, 2004: 54).
The descriptively qualitative analysis of the selected textbooks is approached from
psychological theories of gender i.e. social learning theory and cognitive development theory
(Wood, 2007) in association with critical post-structuralist perspective (Durrani, 2008: 599).

Results and Discussion
Data collected for this research paper is based on textual analysis of compulsory language school
textbooks including English, Urdu and Pakhtu focusing linguistic bias and disparity in gender
identity formation in relation to the local culture in a qualitative manner. The analysis is
presented in the form of headings followed by conclusion at the end.
Bias and disparity exists in the content of textbooks in erecting masculine and feminine
models. The masculine ones are more free and independent with a huge scope for them to exert
and express themselves while feminine models are described in a limited range and their chances
or prospects are also limited. This scheme is in line with Pakhtun Culture of the target
community where male dominancy is observed and the social world is predominantly masculine
one with a narrow space for women to exist (Ahmed, 1980: 6). Through such models, the text
contributes in an ample way to add to and reinforce the traditional Pakhtun culture. In this sense,
the text serves as a vehicle to guide and direct the school children to mirror themselves in the
range of models as projected therein.
The analysis can be appreciated at three levels. Firstly, the text is analysed where feminine
models do not exist in comparison to their male counterparts and the whole discussion relates to
men only. Secondly, analysis of those parts of the text corpus is made where both masculine and
feminine models exist but there is marked bias and disparity in their presentation. Thirdly, and to
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take the issue a step further, feminine models are projected as serving and supporting men in
their endeavours but are treated by men as their properties and possessions.

Masculine Models Excluding Feminine Ones
The lesson and stories mostly surrounds male characters with women virtually nonexistent (Henslin, 1996: 331). This scarcity in turn conveys the message that women are yet to
improve their selves to get representation among the books (Doyle & Paludi, 1991: 136). In the
below given paragraphs, few sample lessons have been taken from the textbooks with an attempt
to authenticate the argument.
The poem A Nation’s Strength in English IX (G&P) exalts masculinity and describes men
for their truth, honour, sufferings and steadfastness in raising a nation to its zenith heights.
However, no reference is made to the ordeals through which women may undergo to add to the
lot of nations (P. 33). In English VII (P) various lessons including The Scholars and the Lion,
The Count of Monte Cristo, King Solomon’s Mines, Building a house, Tom Brown’s Schooldays,
Man Sends a Message, Men, Medicine and Machines, The First Man to Fly where men are
described for their, bravery, courage, adventures and ambitions while women are virtually nonexistent. The same findings also apply to Treasure Island, Around the World in Eighty Days,
Robinson Crusoe, In Praise of Famous Men, and Sinbad the Sailor included in English VI (P).
The same textbook contains a lesson Using A Telephone, which aims at instructing the
students about how to use a telephone. The address form employed in the text is masculine in
instructions like When he picks up… If he is already using his telephone…. In an illustration, the
characters talking on telephone are male: This is Mr Ali. May I speak to Mr Mahmud, please? (P.
36). While Writing Letters aims at training the students in the art of letter writing. Here too, the
scene is occupied by male characters to the exclusion of female ones (P. 48).
Likewise, English IV (G) includes a fun poem What a Splish Splash, which is a singular
display of man’s power to conquer the world. Here man is projected as the sole possessor of
energy, power and strength. It says that if all the seas are combined into one and all the trees and
axes too and then If all the men were one man, / What a great man that would be! / And if that
great man took the great axe, / And cut down the great tree, / And let it fall into the great seas, /
What a splish splash that would be! (P. 40). Such masculine descriptions charge boys with
energy and power to fulfil high ambitions but at the same time diminish the chances of girls from
such self-perception.
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The lesson Tangay ki Sawari (Riding horse cart) in Urdu II (G&P) revolves around
masculine roles and masculine characters in a trip to market place where all the professions are
associated with male characters like barber, butcher, and baker (P. 32-33). The same incidence
is also noted by Naureen Durrani (2008: 606) in Pakistani textbooks which, to her, ascribe
skilled and unskilled jobs to men.
To take the matter a step further, the lesson Major Khadim Hussain Shaheed (Martyr) in
Pakhtu VIII (G) particularly associates survival of nations to male courage, power and prowess
concluding that our country abounds in such souls. It states Da yao qaum jwand au baqa da haga
qaum da zwanano pa merana, mili nanag au ghairat au da jihad pa jazba ke pata da. (The
existence and survival of a nation depends on its male youth, their courage, patriotism and
bravery and spirit of jihad) (P. 47). To generalize, war accounts, battles and military leaders
included in textbooks mainly focus men and ‘the contributions of women either in the
battlefields or at home’ are rarely mentioned (Wood, 2007: 213). In this context, the spirit of
fighting is gendered where men serve as symbols of the nation’s defence and women as
subservient in relation to them (Durrani, 2008: 607-608). Historical narrative of Khyber Pass in
Pakhtu VI (G) relates the history of the region starting from Alexander the Great to the 20th
century but no mention of females is made (P. 7-9). To Naureen Durrani (2008: 603), the
absence of women from the historical narratives in the textbooks owes largely to the nation’s
association with wars and the military which render them masculine in content (Durrani, 2008:
603). The observation of Sufi (2005: 1) finds its relevance here when he says that ‘Pakhtuns as a
nation have successfully excluded women from all human endeavours except the procreation of
their species in disproportionate numbers’.
To summarize, the textbooks taught at various levels in schools with reference to gender
identity formation are ripe with projection of masculine models while little or no space is given
to female characters. They speak of male courage, bravery, patriotism, power, and strength both
physical and emotional. The description of such qualities is presented as normal, natural and
deserved. Next, we turn to the second level of text analysis where both the models are presented
and portrayed simultaneously and to analyse how they relate to the native culture.

Comparative Presentation of Masculine and Feminine Models
The incidence of simultaneous presentation of masculine and feminine models in
textbooks reveals subservient and secondary position of female characters in comparison to men.
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The latter are modelled mostly as controllers while women are modelled as fragile, delicate and
lacking in strength with their role mostly as supportive and secondary to men, which too mostly
go unacknowledged. Male characters are presented heroic, brave and courageous (Naureen
Durrani, 2008: 606) while women portrayed in the curricula are either traditional stereotypes or
are represented as exceptional cases and ‘atypical women in general’ implying ‘most women
can’t do what these few notable ones did’ (Wood, 2007: 213-214). The feminine characters are
limited not only in their presentation but in the scope of their existence as well. A few examples
from the text will illustrate the point.
In English IX (G&P) a lesson Wandering Entertainers of Pakistan describes a monkey
pretending to be an angry husband, chases his wife displaying masculine aggression and
authority in comparison to feminine submissiveness. The expressions for husband include soldier
on parade; a soldier shooting; wounded man; angry; picks up a stick; chases his wife while the
wife’s description involve preparing food only (P. 15). Likewise, The Happiness and Prosperity
of the Home idealizes man as working hard from dawn to dusk earning for his family while
woman is idealized in her supportive role in domestic sphere (P. 22-24).
Florence Nightingale in English VIII (P) is described as an idealized female domesticated
in her role of a hospital nurse whose job is to care for the wounded war soldiers. She is praised
for her hardworking, calm, cheerful, and friendly temperament while men in the guise of soldiers
are projected as the real heroes. However, apart from her, the rest of the nurses are alluded to as
women of bad character who were often drunk. This implies that she is an exceptional case doing
a task which only a few among the female folk could perform (P. 22). Although, the whole story
revolves around the character of Florence Nightingale and the description of war soldiers is
minimal but in terms of gender roles and their worth, a wide gap could be noticed placing men in
a position of esteem.
In English VII (P), in Lorna Doone, John Ridd, his dead father and the gang of men are
male models. They are hunters, breadwinners and in power while in comparison, Ridd’s mother
and Lorna are female models depending upon men for survival. Further, Lorna is shown as
crying, scared and frightened, seeking male sympathy and consolation. Her description includes
her beauty, dress and attractive physique but they do not alleviate her miseries. This in turn
implies that female attributes and characteristics in comparison are not meant to cope with the
challenges of this world (P. 12). The Elephants of Sargabal describes male characters as
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master[s] with axes; picks; spears; and bows while female character of Adja is dependent and
supportive in her role of homemaking (P. 153).
Miss Fatima Jinnah’s legendry figure in the country’s history- sister of Quaid-e-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the father of the nation contributed to the lot of Pakistani nation on her
own but her description is overshadowed by the personality and stature of her brother in English
VI (G). This projects her as a female type, who excels in life owing to her brother’s support and
charisma. The text, rather than focusing her achievements, mostly describes her in relation to her
brother by including extracts like the younger sister of Quaid-e-Azam… looked after his health
and comfort… she loved him dearly… she worked day and night for his comfort (P. 30). This
leads us to say that our language ‘reflects society’s view of women as defined by their
relationships with others rather than as independent agents’ (Wood, 2007: 116). In this context,
the world of textbooks is masculine where everything is ascribed to men and if ever a woman is
included, she is depicted as wife, daughter, sister or mother to someone (Durrani, 2008: 601).
The philosophy of education of the renowned poet in the history of the Sub Continent
named Akbar Ala Abadi is described in Urdu VII (G&P). For him, male should get modern
education to become fruitful citizens in the shape of professionals like doctors, engineers,
scientists, lawyers and educationists. While for women, he is not as enthusiastic as for men. He
expresses his fear for women education as it might distract their attention from their primary
duty of a housewife (P. 48). This reflects historical roots of dislike for female education in
Pakistan (Jayaweera, 1997: 417) particularly among Pakhtuns (Sufi, 2005: 2).
In a family scene in lesson entitled, Eid Aie, Khushian Lai (Eid Came, Brought
Happiness) in Urdu II (G&P), the female roles are confined to domestic spheres like Hina,
Bangles, cooking etc while male family members are portrayed as more free and less subordinate
in their roles like giving charity; going to mosque for Eid prayer. Referring to a funfair, the boy
purchases a football while the girl purchases a doll Maryam nay guria aur Amir nay football
kharida (Maryam bought a doll and Amir bought a football) (P. 53-54).
The lesson Pakistan, Zamong Watan (Pakistan, Our Country) in Pakhtu IX (G), describes
and endorses the country’s culture as patriarchal by portraying men as dominant in deciding all
family matters with women in supportive and secondary role (P. 41). Likewise, the western
culture is also predominantly patriarchal implying ‘rule by the fathers’ (Macionis, 1987: 354)
where the structure, ideology and practices are men’s creations (Wood, 2007; 30).
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Thus, the simultaneous presentation of masculine and feminine gender identities is
characterized by the dominancy of the former. However, when face to face, the latter is portrayed
as the former’s property and possession, which is focused in the next heading.

Feminine Models in Men’s Possession
It was found that the textbooks project male as heroic and adventurous willing to fight, to
explore and to invade while woman is projected as man’s property and object of male ownership
(Arai & Tabata, 2006: 2-3). She concentrates on herself mainly to win the heart of a man and
keeps patience till picked up by a man. It is man who selects her and not vice versa. Such
dominancy is more cultural and stereotypical than rational. Among Pakhtuns, man manipulates
and is free to maximise his life’s chances through the societal symbols (Ahmed, 1980: 211).
A puppet show in English IX (G&P) demonstrates the physical strength of a hero and a
villain who are fighting for the hand of a princess. Although, beautiful, she remains passive and
submissively awaits the winner (P. 16). In other words, she is a creature created and nourished
for men happy to accept the more powerful among the two. Her description relates to appearance
while the men are defined by their positions and accomplishments (Wood, 2007: 115). Similarly,
in English VIII (P), Mr Collins treats Elizabeth as his property and possession while proposing
her. He perceives that woman can neither survive nor prosper without a man. Although the story
indicates otherwise but the silence of Elizabeth encourages his perceptions (P. 157).
Likewise, the story The Troublesome Friend in English VI (P) portrays wife as the sole
property of her husband. The remark of her husband that you dare not do such a thing without
your husband’s permission does not shock her. Rather she accepts and endorses it as part of her
reality (P. 136). In yet another story The Arabian Nights, a Persian king Shahryar kills his
beautiful wife for her wickedness. Consequently, he decided that all women were wicked and
that he would punish them. He orders to marry anew and then kill the wife each day. The
women, at least for the king, are projected as worthless and in bounty waiting patiently for their
turn of the king’s company. No doubt, the king is in the wrong but is still not hated. It can be said
that man, no matter how bad he is, is still allowed to live and be loved while a single wicked
woman may drown the whole lot of women. In addition, the king has no remorse for what he has
done to so many women (P. 146).
Similarly, the wife of Sheikh in Cricketeria (Pakhtu X-G), is more than efficient in her
household duties but she cannot complain even if it is legitimate and wanting. When asked, she
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explains that she is helpless in the face of events. She adds if ever she tries to complain, her
husband would send her directly to her parents’ home: ka ghag kom nu kufar ta wa zam. Nigha
me plar kara shari (If I say it then I become infidel. I shall be straightaway sent to my parents)
(P. 25-27). She is a representative of a typical Pakhtun woman who has to put up with the status
quo and not to risk separation from her husband who is the sole refuge for her. Her ‘lot is best
summed up in the proverb that normatively places [her] through life’s span either in the house or
grave (gor): ‘For a woman either the house or the grave’ (Ahmed, 1976: 47).

Gender Reinforcement through Pictures and Symbols
It was found that the text, particularly at primary level (I-V) is frequently accompanied
by contextualized pictures and symbols, which serve the purpose of reinforcing the message
conveyed in the text. Majority of them are masculine in purport (see also (Durrani, 2008: 601).
A picture in English VI (G) demonstrates the text where a family situation is portrayed
with mother and the children preparing for doll’s wedding and text states the same: Saba is busy
in her doll’s wedding… Her mother is making doll’s wedding dress (P. 11). Similarly, English V
(P) in the lesson Expeditions, relevant pictures are displayed with text where boys are described
as doing their tasks with tools like spade; hammer etc while girls are described as washing and
cooking (P. 2). In the same way, in English IV (P), in a typical home setting, the mother is
described as serving her husband who has just reached home. A picture also portrays the mother
in the kitchen pouring tea in the cup (P. 20). Again, in English KG (P), a Man is portrayed as
driving a van while mummy is having a frying pan in her hand later on reinforced by an exercise
asking for drawing a line from the word to the correct picture (P. 12, 15).
In Pakhtu III (G), a lesson Pa Mena Yao Zay Ousedal (Living Together with Love), boys
and girls are described in their activities. Girls are shown as cooperative and peaceful busy with
their studies while boys are described as playing hockey in the playing ground and fighting with
each other. The same is also reinforced through pictures where those of girls are calm and
passive holding books in their hands while boys’ pictures are eventful, full of fun and energy
portraying them holding hockey sticks in their hands and having two boys locking their horns
with each other (P. 27-28). In Pakhtu I (G), in the lesson Sahar Sho (Morning), a family situation
is described in which various characters are described in their routine activities. An all
encompassing picture is displayed where Sana and her mother are engaged in preparing and
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serving the breakfast on the table, while her father is busy with his bicycle and Abdal has just
returned home from his morning walk from the park (P. 32).
Thus the textbooks serve as a colourful combination of text along with pictures and
symbols contextualized to add to the meaning of the accompanying text. Such pictures and
symbols are in most part gendered wherever applicable, and add to the educative value of these
textbooks. Majority pictures of boys and girls are stereotyped. The boys are mostly portrayed as
playing games like hockey, cricket, football, working in the fields or outside home while the girls
are shown mostly at home, in the kitchen, playing with dolls or their skipping ropes.

Gender Segregation in Text
This section analyses the phenomenon of gender segregation which refers to ‘the physical
and social separation’ (Macionis, 1987: 331). In textbooks, there exists a dividing line which
segregate masculine and feminine domain. More importantly, this segregation is in line with the
Pakhtun cultural setup where customs confine women to family sphere, segregating them for the
rest of life and allow men to dominate and marginalize women (Arai & Tabata, 2006: 2-3). Girls
are segregated and their mobility restricted by assigning them ‘domestic and dependent roles’
(Qureshi, 2003: 14). The data collected identifies domestic domain as the natural female sphere
of activity while anything outside it is marked male-specific particularly the options of earning
for the family.
The Happiness and Prosperity of the Home in English IX (G&P) describes man as
working hard from dawn to dusk and woman is entrusted with laborious task of the household
duties including the burden of cooking the food, cleaning the house, washing the clothes of her
husband and children and entertaining the guests (P. 22-24). Thus, a man role is to remain
outside and earn for the family while the woman has to remain at home as her sphere of activity.
Similarly, Adja in English VII (P) is responsible for taking care of the mountain-hut owned by
Itao and others. It is she who makes it into a home for them all… who kept the hut clean and tidy.
She is supposed to cook, bring water from the stream and to serve the men, while the male
characters go out and are portrayed as breadwinners (P. 153). In yet another story, Strange Tales
(The Smugglers’ Revenge), Harvey, a daring Customs officer, while in the clutches of the
smugglers, thinks of his prime concern for his family and wife as breadwinner. He mourns over
her sufferings and wants that were waiting for her, now the breadwinner was gone… (P. 111).
This reinforces gender segregation and women’s dependence on men for livlihood.
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Unit 2 in English VI (G) presents Saba at home playing with her doll while her mother is
assisting her in preparing dress for the doll (P. 11). Here too, the domain of womenfolk is
confined to home both in terms of work and fun. While the poem A Home is a Place Where in
unit 6 describes the comforts of home. It states A home is a place where / Your mother brings
you up, pointing to the traditional domestic role of woman while no reference to father is made
with regard to home’s comforts (P. 37). The same segregation is adhered to and justified
historically in Unit 9 in The Beginning of Farming in English V (P), where Babel is projected as
the bread winner for his family while his wife Maisy is supposed to cook and look after the
house submissively (P. 48). Likewise, in English IV (G) Eid-ul-Fitr describes the religious event
and the fun associated with it. It states that women stay at home and cook tasty dishes (P. 23).
They are segregated from men folk who search for fun outside.
In Urdu VIII (G&P) in Namay Meray Naam (Letters for Me), a letter is written by
Khwaja Hassan Nizami to his 12-year old daughter serving as an illuminating example of gender
segregation as engraved in the culture on the basis of role. He clearly marks the societal
expectations from her daughter as a female. He attempts to help her in understanding and
identifying that expected pattern and advises her to tune herself into her specified sphere of
activity. He impresses upon her that as soon as she grows and gets married, she shall be expected
to past master the art of sewing and cooking. He further adds that it is these domestic jobs which
shall ensure prosperous future for her (P. 116-117). Similarly, the lesson Subah Sawaray (Early
Morning) in Urdu VI (G&P) portrays Nazia as no more accompanying her brother Saleem for a
morning walk to the park as she is now a grown up lady. She is projected as staying at home and
assisting her mother in the household activities. She confines herself to her home and departs
from what her brother does in his routine (P. 12-13). This alludes to the pattern of segregation
with growing years among boys and girls. In the same way, Urdu II (G&P) describes the family
of Maryam where her playing options are different from her brother’s. Her mother works at
home assisted by the grandmother while the father works in the fields with the assistance of
grandfather (P. 3-5). This is an allusion to gender segregation in terms of choices in early life to
be perfected and owned later on.
A short story Da Arman Jongara (Shelter of Hope) in Pakhtu VIII (G), the husband (a
wood picker) is portrayed as toiling hard to run the domestic budget while his wife remains at
home (P. 51-53). She is persistent in begging her husband to do more for the home but does not
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attempts to accompany him to add to the earning of her husband. This further reinforces the idea
of segregation in gender roles. Similarly, in another short story entitled Au Lokhi Maat Shwal
(And the Dishes Broke), a mother idealizes her daughter to be expert in the household duties as
her primary concern. The story also ridicules a girl for not knowing much and not heeding her
domestic jobs (P. 100-104). In the same way, in Pakhtu VI (G), the lesson Lobai (Games),
identifies and divides games on the basis of gender. It describes two sets of games with one for
boys and the other for girls (P. 30-32). This division is in line with the idea of the two genders as
separate and apart.
Thus, the textbooks are ripe with instances of gender segregation pertaining to the local
culture. The analysis reveals that men and women are two different entities. Further, neither
woman dares break the shackles and steps outside her home nor man ever attempts to replace or
assist her in domestic jobs. The cultural setup and gender expectations prevent the two to
trespass ‘on each other’s turf’ (Lips, 1988: 1-2). Education system in Pakistan is not ‘gendersensitive and, by and large, excludes girls and women’ due to patriarchal mindset. She further
adds by quoting from a poet Harris Khalique as: ‘This is the outcome of the prevalent faulty
gender roles in which girls are supposed to be fine homemakers and boys are assumed to acquire
excellent education and income generating skills. It is this denial of women as equal beings that
has seeped into all facets of life including education’ (Inam, 2010).

Masculine and Feminine World
The domestic domain and outside world are not the only gender segregating marks. It is
the nature of job which reinforces segregation. A role may be outside home but its nature may
still be feminine and expected to be performed by female accordingly. Tasks requiring more
energy, strength, courage, adventurism, valour and aggression are markedly masculine while
feminine tasks mainly rely on cooperation, association, interpersonal skills, and patience. This
section of the analysis of school texts focuses on the nature of tasks which erect two worlds i.e.
masculine and feminine.
To illustrate, English IX (G&P), in Wandering Entertainers of Pakistan, the monkey
pretends to be angry husband showing aggression when he chases his wife for not providing food
in time (P. 15). The world of man here is marked with aggressiveness while that of woman is to
obey and submit. Similarly, English VIII (P) projects Hercules as stronger than anyone you have
ever seen… he wore a lion-skin… hero of a hundred adventures. He is projected as a blooming
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male model. A reference to female singing nymphs is made but they only dance and sing round
their apple tree and are guarded by a dragon. Thus, unlike men, they are harmless and without
power needing the assistance of the dragon for survival (P. 1). In Florence Nightingale (The
Lady with the Lamp) females are praised as nurses in hospitals and committed to the task of
nursing the wounded war soldiers taken to the holy task of defending the nation (P. 22).
Although the role of women here is outside the confines of home but is still domesticated while
men’s world is again marked by aggression and utmost bravery.
Regarding the nature of duties as referred to above, feminine roles may not necessarily be
at home but the nature of the role shall still remain domestic as in English V (P), making a camp
site during an expedition asks female to cook and wash while spade, hammer etc are men’s tools
and it is they who are to deal with them (P. 2). The cultural portrait of a female is one
characterized by fragility, delicacy and lacking in physical strength. The same is also illustrated
in English IV (P) when a mother describes Jennifer’s character where she acknowledges her
daughter’s skill at playing various games but she also adds, “She can’t play basketball, because
she might hurt her hands, pointing to the gendered mindset (P. 42). It attempts to draw a line for
what is masculine or feminine.
Similarly, it is the prerogative of men to feel free and decide matters pertaining to both
inside and outside the family. The power of decision-making is also vested in men as referred to
in Pakhtu IX (G) in cultural context. It states that power to decide mostly rest in men with
limited support and input on the part of the female. This implies that men are more intelligent
and more versed in the world affairs because of their exposure while women lack in them as
mostly the nature of their domain does not allow them to master the art of decision-making (P.
41). In the same vein, Pakhtu VIII (G) associates valiant feats and warring abilities to men as
they are powerful, brave and courageous. It is they who can steer the nation’s ship as depicted in
the lesson Major Khadim Hussain Shaheed where the survival of nations is associated with men
only (P. 47). Again in a short story Da Arman Jongara (Shelter of Hope), the wife, though not
happy with her husband to provide enough for running the home but she still has to bank upon
him and is not supposed to leave the confines of her home to assist him (P. 51-53). The short
story entitled Au Lokhi Maat Shwal (And the Dishes Broke) relates to the depiction of feminine
world where only females and their priorities and pursuits are dealt with. The story revolves
around two neighbour families. The main argument is the upbringing of young girls. At the end
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of the story, they agree to feminine world as confined to home and declare the amount of success
for a woman in her life as directly proportional to her skill at performing domestic jobs (P. 100104).

Conclusion
In conclusion, the analysis of the textbooks was meant to highlight the pattern of gender
identity formation recurrent in the language of textbooks. The paper focused on gender bias and
disparity, gender modelling, gender segregation and above all the idea of masculine and feminine
world. Further, it was noted that the pattern of gender identity formation has equal significance
for the textbooks analysed irrespective of their medium. In other words, the textbooks including
English, Urdu and Pakhtu follow predominantly similar pattern in linguistic labelling and
expressions with a view to impart gender identity to school children.
The detailed analysis of the linguistic content of textbooks taught at school level reveals
that they reinforce virtues valued by society and propagate culturally acceptable patterns
summarized in the concept of hidden curriculum, which in the context of the present study
presents gender stereotypes, promotes gender inequality by projecting masculinity as the norm
and engenders negative self perceptions in female students. The present study reveals that
textbooks hold key to the mental progress of students but irregularities and imbalance in gender
presentation empower male students to affect the course of events one the one hand while
deprive female students of such self perceptions on the other. If consistently exposed to
masculine normative, school children are led to take male as type while for them female becomes
atypical or deviant.
The study is explicit in its findings that textbooks are ripe with instructional content in
gendered cultural norms, values, customs, traditions where language serves as a source of
dissecting the world into masculine and feminine. Further, the language also earmarks gendered
categories through which the world is interpreted. It defines, divides and differentiates roles on
the basis of sex including dress, work and sphere of activity. Among the gendered roles,
domestic jobs like cooking, washing, caring, and serving are delineated as feminine tasks while
outside jobs requiring more energy and strength like farming, hunting, fighting, adventurism,
travelling are masculine. Similarly, feminine attributes like patience, emotions, fragility, are set
in marked contrast to masculine aggression, energy, power and strength of nerves. Even games
and activities are defined on gender lines like boys play games like hockey, cricket, football,
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working in the fields or outside home while girls are shown mostly at home, in the kitchen,
playing with dolls or their skipping ropes. On the basis of these findings, it is safe to assume that
these books serve as the major stumbling blocks in the way of female development and
empowerment as they do not mirror her in a progressive manner. In other words, the textbooks
feed her with the impression that it is men’s world and they are exception to it.
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ANNEXURE A
TEXTBOOKS ANALYSIS BY COMPILATION / AUTHORSHIP / CO-AUTHORSHIP /
EDITORSHIP OF THE BOOK FOR THE PUBLISHERS / TEXTBOOK BOARD
S.

Description of Textbook

No

Compilation / Authorship / Editorship of the Book
Total

Male

Female

No

%

No

%

1

Secondary School English Book 2 for Class X (G&P)

02

02

100

00

00

2

Secondary School English Book 1 for Class IX (G&P)

02

02

100

00

00

3

Oxford: Guided English Book 2 for Class VIII (P)

01

01

100

00

00

4

Oxford: Guided English Book 1 for Class VII (P)

01

01

100

00

00

5

Everyday English for Class VII (G)

02

02

100

00

00

6

Oxford: Guided English Book 0 for Class VI (P)

01

01

100

00

00

7

Everyday English for Class VI (G)

02

02

100

00

00

8

Oxford Progressive English for Class V (P)

01

01

100

00

00

9

My English Reader for Class V (G)

02

02

100

00

00

10

Oxford Progressive English for Class IV (P)

01

01

100

00

00

11

My English Reader for Class IV (G)

02

02

100

00

00

12

Oxford Progressive English for Class III (P)

01

01

100

00

00

13

My English Reader for Class III (G)

02

02

100

00

00

14

Oxford Progressive English for Class II (P)

01

01

100

00

00

15

English Reader 2 for Class I1 (G)

02

01

50

01

50

16

Oxford Progressive English for Class I (P)

01

01

100

00

00

17

English Reader 1 for Class 1 (G)

02

01

50

01

50

18

Oxford Progressive English- Introductory for KG (P)

01

01

100

00

00

19

Bahar-e-Urdu Part 2 for Class X (G&P)

06

04

50

02

50

20

Bahar-e-Urdu Part 1 for Class IX (G&P)

06

03

50

03

50

21

Urdu for Class VIII (G&P)

02

01

50

01

50

22

Urdu for Class VII (G&P)

01

01

100

00

00

23

Urdu for Class VI (G&P)

01

01

100

00

00

24

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class V (G&P)

06

03

50

03

50

25

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class IV (G&P)

05

02

40

03

60

26

Urdu ki Nai Kitab for Class III (P)

09

05

56

04

44

27

Mere Nai Kitab for Class III (G)

08

05

62.5

03

37.5

28

Urdu ki Nai Kitab for Class II (G&P)

08

05

62.5

03

37.5

29

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class I (G&P)

06

03

50

03

50
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30

Darsi Kitab Urdu Pehli Jumat Class I (G)

03

00

00

03

100

31

Phool Aur Kalian, Pak Urdu for KG (P)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

32

Urdu Qaida, for KG (G)

07

02

29

05

71

33

Pakhtu, Da Lasam Jumat (Class X) (G)

03

03

100

00

00

34

Pakhtu, Da Naham Jumat (Class IX) (G)

05

05

100

00

00

35

Pakhtu, Atam Jumat (Class VIII) (G)

05

05

100

00

00

36

Pakhtu, Da Owwam Jumat (Class VII) (G)

04

04

100

00

00

37

Pakhtu, Shpagam Jumat (Class VI) (G)

04

04

100

00

00

38

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Pinzam Jumat (Class V) (G)

05

03

60

02

40

39

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Saloram Jumat(Class IV) (G)

05

03

60

02

40

40

Da Pakhtu Naway Kitab, Dreyam Jumat(Class III) (G)

08

05

62.5

03

37.5

41

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Awal Jumat (Class I) (G)

05

03

60

02

40

42

Pakhtu Qaida, Da Awal Adna (KG) (G)

07

06

86

01

14

146

101

69%

45

31%

Grand Total
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ANNEXURE B
TEXTBOOKS ANALYSIS BY AUTHORSHIP OF LESSONS / STORIES / POEMS
S.

Description of Textbook

No

Total

Lessons / Stories / Poems etc (By

Lessons

Authorship)
Where Authorship is given
Total

Male

Anonymous

Female

No

%

No

%

1

Secondary School English Book 2 for Class X (G&P)

19

05

05

100

00

00

14

2

Secondary School English Book 1 for Class IX (G&P)

19

06

05

83

01

17

13

3

Oxford: Guided English Book 2 for Class VIII (P)

30

30

25

83

05

17

00

4

Oxford: Guided English Book 1 for Class VII (P)

30

28

25

89

03

11

02

5

Everyday English for Class VII (G)

25

01

01

100

00

00

24

6

Oxford: Guided English Book 0 for Class VI (P)

30

09

08

89

01

11

21

7

Everyday English for Class VI (G)

13

00

00

100

00

00

13

8

Oxford Progressive English for Class V (P)

21

00

00

00

00

00

21

9

My English Reader for Class V (G)

26

01

01

100

00

00

25

10

Oxford Progressive English for Class IV (P)

20

00

00

00

00

00

20

11

My English Reader for Class IV (G)

30

00

00

00

00

00

30

12

Oxford Progressive English for Class III (P)

20

00

00

00

00

00

20

13

My English Reader for Class III (G)

26

00

00

00

00

00

26

14

Oxford Progressive English for Class II (P)

16

02

01

50

01

50

14

15

English Reader 2 for Class I1 (G)

22

00

00

00

00

00

22

16

Oxford Progressive English for Class I (P)

16

00

00

00

00

00

16

17

English Reader 1 for Class 1 (G)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

18

Oxford Progressive English- Introductory for KG (P)

16

00

00

00

00

00

16

19

Bahar-e-Urdu Part 2 for Class X (G&P)

30

30

30

100

00

00

00

20

Bahar-e-Urdu Part 1 for Class IX (G&P)

33

33

31

94

02

06

00

21

Urdu for Class VIII (G&P)

36

11

11

100

00

00

25

22

Urdu for Class VII (G&P)

40

02

02

100

00

00

38

23

Urdu for Class VI (G&P)

36

05

05

100

00

00

31

24

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class V (G&P)

34

07

07

100

00

00

27

25

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class IV (G&P)

30

08

08

100

00

00

22

26

Urdu ki Nai Kitab for Class III (P)

28

08

08

100

00

00

20

27

Mere Nai Kitab for Class III (G)

17

04

04

100

00

00

13

28

Urdu ki Nai Kitab for Class II (G&P)

34

07

07

100

00

00

27
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29

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class I (G&P)

30

06

06

100

00

00

24

30

Darsi Kitab Urdu Pehli Jumat Class I (G)

21

00

00

00

00

00

21

31

Phool Aur Kalian, Pak Urdu for KG (P)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

32

Urdu Qaida, for KG (G)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

33

Pakhtu, Da Lasam Jumat (Class X) (G)

51

49

48

98

01

02

02

34

Pakhtu, Da Naham Jumat (Class IX) (G)

45

41

39

95

02

05

04

35

Pakhtu, Atam Jumat (Class VIII) (G)

29

07

07

100

00

00

22

36

Pakhtu, Da Owwam Jumat (Class VII) (G)

31

09

09

100

00

00

22

37

Pakhtu, Shpagam Jumat (Class VI) (G)

32

12

12

100

00

00

20

38

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Pinzam Jumat (Class V) (G)

35

08

08

100

00

00

27

39

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Saloram Jumat(Class IV) (G)

31

09

09

100

00

00

22

40

Da Pakhtu Naway Kitab, Dreyam Jumat(Class III) (G)

28

07

07

100

00

00

21

41

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Awal Jumat (Class I) (G)

30

08

08

100

00

00

22

42

Pakhtu Qaida, Da Awal Adna (KG) (G)

52

03

03

100

00

00

49

1112

356

340 96%

16

4%

756

Grand Total
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ANNEXURE C
TEXTBOOKS ANALYSIS BY TITLES
S.

Description of Textbook

No

Total

Lessons / Stories / Poems etc (By Titles)

Lessons
Gendered Titles
Total Masculine

Feminine

Others
Mixed

No

%

No

%

No

%

1

Secondary School English Book 2 for Class X (G&P)

19

05

05

100

00

00

00

00

14

2

Secondary School English Book 1 for Class IX (G&P)

19

06

06

100

00

00

00

00

13

3

Oxford: Guided English Book 2 for Class VIII (P)

30

13

11

85

02

15

00

00

17

4

Oxford: Guided English Book 1 for Class VII (P)

30

15

12

80

03

20

00

00

15

5

Everyday English for Class VII (G)

25

10

09

90

01

10

00

00

15

6

Oxford: Guided English Book 0 for Class VI (P)

30

09

08

89

01

11

00

00

21

7

Everyday English for Class VI (G)

13

03

02

67

01

33

00

00

10

8

Oxford Progressive English for Class V (P)

21

02

01

50

01

50

00

00

19

9

My English Reader for Class V (G)

26

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

26

10

Oxford Progressive English for Class IV (P)

20

01

00

00

01

100

00

00

19

11

My English Reader for Class IV (G)

30

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

30

12

Oxford Progressive English for Class III (P)

20

01

00

50

00

00

01

50

19

13

My English Reader for Class III (G)

26

02

01

50

01

50

00

00

24

14

Oxford Progressive English for Class II (P)

16

05

03

60

01

20

01

20

11

15

English Reader 2 for Class I1 (G)

22

01

01

100

00

00

00

00

21

16

Oxford Progressive English for Class I (P)

16

06

03

50

03

50

00

00

10

17

English Reader 1 for Class 1 (G)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

18

Oxford Progressive English- Introductory for KG (P)

16

01

01

100

00

00

00

00

15

19

Bahar-e-Urdu Part 2 for Class X (G&P)

30

08

08

100

00

00

00

00

22

20

Bahar-e-Urdu Part 1 for Class IX (G&P)

33

14

14

100

00

00

00

00

19

21

Urdu for Class VIII (G&P)

36

07

06

86

01

14

00

00

29

22

Urdu for Class VII (G&P)

40

11

08

73

03

27

00

00

29

23

Urdu for Class VI (G&P)

36

12

10 83.3

01

8.3

01

8.3

24

24

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class V (G&P)

34

10

08

80

02

20

00

00

24

25

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class IV (G&P)

30

10

07

70

02

20

01

10

20

26

Urdu ki Nai Kitab for Class III (P)

28

06

05

83

00

00

01

17

22

27

Mere Nai Kitab for Class III (G)

17

02

01

50

00

00

01

50

15

28

Urdu ki Nai Kitab for Class II (G&P)

34

09

06

67

02

22

01

11

25
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29

Meri Urdu ki Kitab for Class I (G&P)

30

07

03

43

04

57

00

00

23

30

Darsi Kitab Urdu Pehli Jumat Class I (G)

21

02

02

100

00

00

00

00

19

31

Phool Aur Kalian, Pak Urdu for KG (P)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

32

Urdu Qaida, for KG (G)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

33

Pakhtu, Da Lasam Jumat (Class X) (G)

51

29

29

100

00

00

00

00

22

34

Pakhtu, Da Naham Jumat (Class IX) (G)

45

22

19

86

03

14

00

00

23

35

Pakhtu, Atam Jumat (Class VIII) (G)

29

11

09

82

02

18

00

00

18

36

Pakhtu, Da Owwam Jumat (Class VII) (G)

31

11

10

91

01

09

00

00

20

37

Pakhtu, Shpagam Jumat (Class VI) (G)

32

11

09

82

02

18

00

00

21

38

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Pinzam Jumat (Class V) (G)

35

12

09

75

03

25

00

00

23

39

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Saloram Jumat(Class IV) (G)

31

11

06

55

04

36

01

9

20

40

Da Pakhtu Naway Kitab, Dreyam Jumat(Class III) (G)

28

06

05

83

00

00

01

17

22

41

Zama Da Pakhtu Kitab, Awal Jumat (Class I) (G)

30

07

03

43

04

57

00

00

23

42

Pakhtu Qaida, Da Awal Adna (KG) (G)

52

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

52

1112

298

240 81%

49 16%

9

3%

814

Grand Total
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Stress coping strategies adopted by school administrator at secondary level.
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Abstract
Stress is basic to life no matter how wealthy, powerful, good looking, happy employed or unemployed someone.
Stress is experienced by all in their everyday lives in a wide variety of situations and settings in the family in
school and on the job. Sometime it continues for a long time. Sometimes it is intense and sometime it is mild. It
varies across time in a particular individual and it varies between individuals.
An experience that is stressful for one person may not be stressful for another, and may even be exciting or
challenging for still another.
The dynamic nature of culture makes it imperative that education. Pakistan’s commission on national education
rightly observed that education is a complex and highly specialized filed.
In this field teacher is just like a spinal code who plays a vital role in behaviors modification and academic
progress of students he always keeps in mind the individual differences, attitudes and aptitude of the students. The
present state of the teaching profession is one of the confusion, dissatisfaction, and failure. Teachers have a wide
range of meanings. When they use the term of stress and they accept or deny existence of stress sin themselves or
in their colleagues. Some teachers/administrations define stress as an anxiety, fear, inability to cope, frustration
and unhappiness which others associate stress with personal weakness and professional competence. (Seley,
1983). Data is collected from fifty secondary school administrators by developing questionnaire. Following

organizational problems poor physical working conditions, work overload, lack of job security, job
dissatisfaction, inadequate salary, long journey at the each working day causes normal stress.
Insufficient resources, problems of subordinates cause stress greater than normal. Time pressure, lack of
effect consultation, restriction of behaviors, poor relations with subordinates, first appointment, trying to
do several things at the same time, unable to understand other’s point of view, competition for
advancement insufficient knowledge of workplace causes stress less than normal value for the
educational administrators.

Keywords: Stress, Coping, Stress Management, Eustress
Introduction
Man, money, methods and materials are basic elements of all the organizations. Man is the most
important element responsible for the attainment of organizational objectives. Same is the case with
education.
Teacher is considered to be the key player in teaching learning process at elementary,
secondary and higher level. The objectives of teaching process cannot be materialized without satisfied
teachers. The country like Pakistan where physical resources at educational institutions are very poor,
salaries are not appropriate, discipline problems are frequent, teachers are not well equipped with
modern methods of teaching and there are many other management issues which keep the teachers
stressful at workplace. At secondary level, expectations from teachers are very high. At the same time
they have to face very challenging and demanding tasks related to teaching and research. They face a
lot of occupational stress while performing their duties. Pakistan’s commission on national education
rightly observed that education is a complex and highly specialized field and its efficient administration
requires technical competencies administrative ability and understanding of educational development in
different countries or the world.
The recognition of schools is based upon knowledge of how to
evaluate the academic program, the quality of instruction and qualification of teachers. (Govt. Pakistan,
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1959: 321) People experience stress while taking a difficult examination, going to a dentist, being stuck
in traffic, losing a job, moving to a new community, entering a parent, losing a spouse through divorce
or death, retiring from a career. We often have people say they are “under lot of stress”. Usually
meaning that they feel unable to deal with the demands of their environment and they feel tense and
uncomfortable one reading understand the meaning because majority of the people have had similar
listed experience, which were labeled stressful. (Robbin, 1998) The present state of the teaching
profession is one of the confusion, dissatisfaction, and failure. Teachers have a wide range of meanings.
When they use the term of stress and they accept or deny existence of stress sin themselves or in their
colleagues. Some teachers/administrations define stress as an anxiety, fear, inability to cope, frustration
and unhappiness which others associate stress with personal weakness and professional competence.
(Seley, 1983) It has been recognized for some time that jobs may create conditions that cause stress for
people at work’s it is necessary that an administrators know the strategies to cope with stress. (McCosmick, 1987:321)
It has been recognized for some time that jobs may create conditions that cause stress for people
at work’s it is necessary that an administrators know the strategies to cope with stress. (Mc-Cosmick,
1987:321) According to Feldman (1996), the response to events that threaten or challenge a person
whether it be a paper or exam deadline, a family problem or even a cumulative series of small events.
The Terminology Related to Stress
Eustress:
Seley also pointed out that the sources of stress need not be bad. Stress need not to be bad for
example receiving a bonus and then having to decide what to do with the money can be stressful, so can
getting a promotion, gaining recognition, getting married, and similar “good” things Seley called this
type of stress eustress. As we will see later, eustress can lead to a number of positive out come for the
individual.
Distress:
Of course, there is also negative stress, called distress; this is what most people think of when
they hear the word “stress”. Excessive pressure, unreasonable demands on our time and bad news all
fall into this category. As the term suggests, this form of stress generally results in negative
consequences for the individual.
For purpose of simplicity, we will continue to use the simple term “stress” throughout this
chapter. But as you read and study, remember that stress motivate and stimulate us, or it can lead to any
number of dangerous side effects. (Moorhead, 2001: 223)
Work Stress and its Management
Most of us are aware that employee stress is an increasing problem in organization. We hear
about postal workers hilling co-workers and supervisors and then we learn job-related tensions were
major cause.
Stress response of three employees to the same job (Helliriegel, 204: 170-172)
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1.

Seeking Social Support
Stress can be relieved easily if you have a confident and well-trusted member of the
organization. It becomes easier if you discuss the problem with your faithful co-workers or colleagues.
In addition it is bet relieved when you share stress related experiences to people with similar
experiences.
2.

Support at Work
Individual can reduce stress by getting friendly support atmosphere at work. It is more helpful if
the administrator encourages such behavior and atmosphere. Following stress are written to follow to
unproved work conditions and promote stress free atmosphere.
3.
Time Management: To manage your daily routine and time help a great deal to manage stress
organized work schedule produces more effective results. People belonging to more organized
household are often better than others. However learning to manage time helps to reduce stress at work
or home and bring out a more productive you and enough time to relive and enjoy.
4.

Realistic Expectations
The best solution regarding this is to expert as less as possible form other people family or
friends. To have realistic expectations rather than unrealistic approach this help to avoid disappointment
and emotional stress as it is less upsetting if experts less form people.
5.

Employee Assistance Program
Now a day’s most medicine to large organizations has added employee assistance program to
their human resource department. Employee assistance program are a group of councilors and therapist,
nurses employee assistance whenever needed. In addition these employee assistance programs are
totally confidential.
Nature of Stress
Stress is the excitement feeling of anxiety and physical tensions that occurs when the demands
places on an individual are thought to exceed his ability to cope. This most concern view of stress is
often called distress or negative stress. The physical or psychological demands from the environment
that cause this condition are called stressors.
Stressors can take various forms but stress or the potential for stress when an individual
perceives them as representing a demand that may exceed that person’s ability to respond.
Factors Intrinsic to the Job
Within this category, it is necessary to include the physical demands and the task requirements of
a job.
The physical demands of our surroundings ad distress caused by noise, vibration, extreme of
temperature lighting, hygiene factors and climate will be reviewed first followed by task demands,
which include work load, under load, boardom and experience of risk and hazard as potential stress
agents. Indeed cooper and marshal suggest that most job descriptions include task and physical factors
that at some time can be sources of stress. Thus, aim of this approach in understanding stress at work is:
1
To identify potentially harmful conditions in order to improve the quality of working life.
2
To identify those individuals best to the job conditions. (cooper, 1978:38-39)
Noise
It is difficult to overstate the importance of sound to our well-being language and communication
enriches human culture. However, our concern is unwanted sound; this defines a sound as noise.
Exposure to noise can impede hearing ability and may be problematic, in that the detection of a wanted
sound is masked. For example, an accident may accur if warning sounds are not observed. The extent
to which noise is a source of stress causing an increased level of arousal and physical imbalance.
Temperature
The general effect of working in overheated or extreme cold conditions is a negative reaction to
one’s surroundings and the effect there fore becomes interactive, and additive. This may result lowered
tolerance to other stressors and affect worker motivation. The presence of these sources of stress uses
up some attention capacity and therefore limits the capacity to attend to task relevant information.
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Lighting
Adequate illumination is an obvious factor associated with safe working. Poor lighting an glare
leads to eye straun, damaged vision, headaches, visual fatigue, tension and frustration, because the task
may be more difficult and time consuming. Many work environments require constant artificial
lighting. Therefore, it is important that a work place creates a pleasant environment which facilitates
performance and promotes safety.
Workload
Task factors intrinsic to the job include the concept of workload as potential source of stress. Both over
load and under are acknowledge as stressors. Two further distinctions of workload are identified:
Travel
Many individuals are faced with the pressures associated with a long journey at the start and finish of
each working day. Others engage in travel as part of the job. Traffic James, delays in public transport
and the added strain and challenge to face.
Thus, the stress associated with travel related to the job tends to be additive in that it exacerbates
other stressor resources. (Sutherland, 1990 28-41)
Role Stress
Within the organization certain behaviors and demands are associated with the role fulfilled. However
dysfunction may occur at two different levels ad be a major source of work stress, that is, role conflict
(conflicting job demands) and role ambiguity (lack of clarity about the task). Role conflict and role
ambiguity are related to job dissatisfaction and in appropriate organizational behavior. The issue of
responsibility associated with the role of the individual will also be included within this category of
potential stressors. (Khan, 1964: 41)
Role Conflict
Role conflict occurs when the messages and cues form others about the role are clear but
contradictory or mutually exclusive. Role conflicts occurs when performing one job related task
competes with performing one job related task competes with performing another, equally important
task. For example, an employee will experience role conflict when instruction from one superior
contradicts previous instructions from another superior. Another example is, a teacher may feel torn
between meeting the needs of her students and the needs of the administration.
Morehead Identify Five Different type of Role Conflict
Interrole Conflict: One common form is interrole conflict between roles. For example, if a person’s
boss says that to get ahead one must work overtime and on weekends. And the same person’s spouse
says that more time is needed at home with the family conflict may result.
Interarole Conflict: Interrole conflict may occur when the person gets conflicting demands form
different sources within the context of the same role. A manager’s boss may tell her that she needs to
follow new work rules. At the same time, her subordinates may indicate that they expect her to get the
rules changed. Thus, the cues are in conflict and the manager mat by unsure about which course to
follow:
Interasender Conflict: It occurs when a single source sends clear but contradictory messages. This
might occur if the boss says one morning that thee can he no more overtime for the next month but after
lunch tells someone to wk late that same evening. Person’s role conflict results from a discrepancy
between the role requirements and the individual’s personal values, attitudes, and needs. If a person is
told to do something unethical or illegal, or if the work is distasteful. (For example, firing a close friend)
Work Overload
A consequence of a weak role structure is role overload, which occurs when expectations for the
exceed the individual’s capabilities. When a manger gives an employee several major assignments at
ones while increasing the person, regular workload, the employee will probably experience role
overload. Role overload may also result when an individual takes on too many roles at one time.
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Person Role Conflict: The individual would like to do the task differently from that suggested by the
job description. (Moorhead, 1999:228-230)
Role Ambiguity
Role ambiguity arises when a role is unclear. If your instructor tells you to write a term paper
but refuses to provide more information, you will probaly6 experience ambiguity. You do not know
what the topic is, how long the paper should be, and what format to use, or when the paper is due. In
work settings, role ambiguity can stem from poor job descriptions, vague instructions form a supervisor,
or unclear cues from coworkers. The result is likely to be a subordinate who does not know what to do.
Role ambiguity can be a significant source of stress.
Responsibility
Responsibility is identified as a potential stressors associated with one’s role in the organization.
Distinction is made between responsibilities for things (budgets, equipment) with the former
acknowledged as significantly more likely to leave to cardio vascular disease. However it should also
be noted that lack of responsibility may also be stressful, if the individual perceives this as work under
load. For some workers, responsibility for other people’s liver and safety is a major source of stress.
Being responsible for other people’s work and performance also demands that more time is spent
interacting with others.
(Sutherland, 1990: pp.45-4)
Relationship at Work
French and Caplan suggest that having to love with other people is one of the most stressful
aspects of life. Good relations between members of a work group are considered a central factor in
individual or organizational health. Poor working relationships among co-workers in an organization is
potential source of stress at work, but as work group cohesiveness increases anxiety about work related
matters decreases. The interpersonal demands and social and the social pressures which arises from
social system relationship at work may be potential pressures can be cause by abrasive personalities,
leadership Seyle, group pressure, social destiny and status incongruence. (Sutherland, 1990: p:40)
Abrasive Personalities
Some individuals in the organizations may unwillingly cause stress to others because they ignore
the interpersonal aspects of feelings and sensibilities in social interactions. Levinson labels these
individuals abrasive personalities, they are usually achievement oriented, hard driving and intelligent but
function less well at an emotional level, the need for perfect in, the preoccupation with self and the
condescending, critical style of the abrasive personality induce feelings of abrasive personality as a peer
is both difficult and stressful to deal with but as superior, the consequences are potentially very
damaging to interpersonal relationship and highly stressful for subordinate in the organization. (Levin,
1978: pp.86-87)
Leadership Style
Leadership style is a potential source of stress at work for employees. The scientific, technical
manager, oriented to things rather than people, may also adopt an interactive style, which is stressful to
subordinates. They less like to engage in a participative form of leadership or appreciate that feedback
on performance and recognition for effort are also beneficial to the superior subordinate relationship. .
Group Pressure
Individual needs for affiliation are satisfied and the group offers social support to the worker,
which is a source of strength. However, both formal and informal groups in the organization put
considerable pressure on an individual to conform the group norms, which may concern production
rates, status and style of relationships etc. A stressor situation develops if the values, beliefs and
behavior of the individual, are suppressed.
Social Density
Little is known about individual differences and the reaction to violation of personal space and territory,
yet this is important where individual work and/or lives together in close proximity for long periods of
time. Although the concept of burnout (i.e. the stress associated with a high degree of contact with
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others) is normally applied to professional occupations, there is also a need to understand burnout in
terms of the blue-collar worker. The consequences are equally important to all occupational groups.
(Sutherland. 1990: 41-45)
Status Incongruence
Incongruence between actual status at work and what the workers believe it should be can bad to
stress and frustration, especially when status is lower than expectation demand. Individual who
perceives that the status position assigned to a job is higher than perceived rightful entitlement will also
experience stress and insecurity. A situation may arise where two individuals will work side by side,
doing exactly the same work but in no respect equal in terms of status within the organization. (Farmer,
1984: 53)
Career Stress
This category of potential stressors includes job insecurity. Individuals suffering from carrier stress
often show job dissatisfaction, burnout, poor work performance and unsatisfactory interpersonal
relationship at work. (Invanceich, 1980: p. 94)
Job Insecurity
Fear of job and threat redundancy is common features of working life. Threat of job loss is potent
source of stress associated with several serous health problems. The stress associated with feelings of
insecurity may be reduced by the buffering effect of good supportive relationship at work; and this may
be broken down, if the work force perceives that competition is necessary retain a job other individuals
may stay in a job that is individual may stay in a job that is disliked or unsuitable because no alternative
for charge exists.
Career Status
The ability to use and develop skills is significant predictors of self-esteem therefore; the individual with
career aspiration will feel thwarted if these expectations are denied. The chronics frustrate of an
incongruent state will have deleterious consequences for both the individual and the organization.
Disruptive behavior, poor moral and poor quality interpersonal relationships are associated with the
stress of perceived disparity between actual status within the organization and expectations. In the next
stage of advancement, the individual is less concerned with fitting in than with gaining mastery of the
organization. Finally there is a leveling off period as a plateau is reached and the career stage reaches
the point of maintain. The experience of stress would thus be mediate according to career phase,
In addition, a preoccupation with the job during advancement might have a disruptive effect on family
life during important developmental years. Therefore, while stress factors exist for all individuals,
valence and subsequent health and well being outcomes will vary according to career stage. (Sutherland,
1990:15-53)
Organizational Structure and Climate
Cooper and marshal describe this category of stress in terms of being in the organization and the threat
of freedom, autonomy and identity that this impose four factors and proposed: autonomy, structure,
reward and consideration orientation. Thus, the organization has a personality to the extent that these
factors may be seen as the way in which the organization treats its members. How employees perceive
the culture, custom and climate of the organization are important in the understanding of potential
sources of stress resulting form being in the organization. Lack of participation in the decision making
process, lack of effective consultation and communication, unjustified restrictions on behavior, office
politics and no sense of belonging are identified as potential stressors.
(Cooper, 1987:60-62)
Interface between Work and Home
Personal life events which might have an effect upon an individual’s performance, efficiency and
adjustment at work and must be taken into account when assessing sources of occupational stress the
conflict between organization and family demands, may all put a strain on the individual at work. There
is a need for a greater understanding of reciprocal relationship between work and home domains.
(Farmer, 1984:55-56)
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Relationship between Work and Family
Various factors may affect the relationship between work and family and work. The stress and strain of
a job may spill over into work time. Job structure can place constrains on the amount of time spent with
the family and the need to engage in shift working may affect the quality of those relationships. Indeed,
the decision to take a particular job and/or sustain it may be affected by family and family commitments.
Work has a much stronger influence on family than vie versa. However, empirical evidence does
indicate that the home/work interface is a significant source of stress for both women and men but
differences exists as a function of gender. (Cooper, 1978:65)
Stress Response Moderators and Individual Differences
Response to stress is the product of the situation and the individual, taking into account all the factors,
which influence resistances, and/or vulnerability (i.e. factors that protect or predispose) thus, it is
necessary to understand potential individual moderators and mediators of the response to stress. Include
in this person factor, are the many personality traits, characteristics are behavior patterns, based on
attitudes, needs, values past experience, life circumstances, life stages and ability (which include
intelligence, education and training).
This approach to understanding of stress is termed the interactive model; researchers assess how the
characteristics of the individual (the employee) and those of the situation (work or job) work
simultaneously and in interaction to produce stress and physiological, psychological, and organizational
consequences. (Scarson, 1981:196-197)
Personal Conditioning Variables as Moderators of the Stress response
This category includes demographic physical condition and life stage characteristics of the individual, as
moderators of the stress response. Thus; some are external conditioning (e.g. diet, social setting, and
climate).
Education, Ability and Experience
These variables are viewed as important moderators in the response to stress, because they influence the
perception of demand and threat, and affect the needs and value systems of the individual. Coping
mechanisms are dependent on the moderating effects of ability and experience as these are related to
one’s level of educational attainment. For example, an understanding of role or work overload as
sources of stress mout includes the concepts of ability and experience. An individual with greater ability
can accomplish more work in less time than an employee with less ability for the job. Objective;
quantitative overload is negatively related to self-esteem and positively to tension and heart rate. French
and Caplan support this finding with reported subjective measure of work overload. Qualitative work
overload also relates to this moderator variable of ability, in that some employee could not complete the
work successfully, regardless of the time allowed because they do not have the skill required to perform
the task.
Ethnicity
Membership of a particular racial and/or minority group can affects individual’s response to stress, in
addition to being a source of stress itself. Lack of role models in life generally or in the workplace can
create a stress situation, and exacerbate response to other stress situation and exacerbate response to
other stressors, which leads to role conflict and role ambiguity, for the racially different or distant
individuals. The perception of stress associated with opportunity, constraint and/or demands may be
moderated in accordance with the norms and values of a particular ethnic group.
Age, Life stage and Physical Condition
Age is a significant moderator of response to stress and is considered here with the physical condition of
the individuals. Each life stage has its own particular vulnerability and coping mechanism and so
response to stress is an ever-changing dynamic process. The response of older individuals to
experimental stressors indicates a stranger activation of the sympathetic nervous system, but in real life
working conditions, individual coping strategies may counter balance this effect certain stressors, for
example, related to career development can only be understand I relation to stage of life of the individual
concerned.
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Diet
Quick and quick suggest there are a small number of points at which diet and stress interact. However it
become less clear when the response to stress become the source of stress itself. Overeating and
resulting obesity may be the response to a stressor situation but ultimately will become the stressor
which increases the like hood under pressure may respond by eating spicy foods, high in salt content and
therefore will exacerbate a hypertension condition.
Social Support
Social support is considered as a mediator in the response to stress. This is usually viewed as an
environmental variable. Psychological well-being is associated with social integration. In an attempt to
understand why some individuals suffer adverse consequences from exposure to stressful situation and
others remain apparently unaffected, the concept of social support is cited as an intervening or
conditioning variable in the stress perception process, there are different types of social support, i.e.
emotional, instrumental and informational.
Coping with Stress
Psychologists have concentrated much of their effort on training people to cope directly with
their stress. Coping does not always come naturally. It is a skill that must be learns and honed like any
other skill.
Coping consists of efforts to control reduce or learn to tolerate the threats that leads to
stress.
Lazarus demonstrates the process a person goes through when faced with a life event.
There are three key features:
1
A life event is not a problem unless we apprise it as such primary appraisal we want our
primary appraisal to be realistic so that we attend to legitimate problems and threats but do
not over burden with events that must be accepted as part of life.
2
When a life is appraisal as problem co threat and results in stress the negative effects of this
stress can be moderate with a secondary appraisal that results in a self-perception of
efficiency and competence.
3
A successful coping response will serve to further control and minimize stress. An
unsuccessful coping response should promote us to reappraise the life event or to try different
coping strategies. (Chris L.Kleinke, 1983, p15)
Coping Process
According to Lazarus (1996) stress consist of three processes.
1
Primary appraisal is the process of perceiving a threat to oneself.
2
Secondary appraisal is the process of bringing to mind a potential response to the threat.
3
Coping is the process of exacting that response.
Coping Techniques
There are three types of the coping techniques that can be used to manage stress.
1
Physical coping techniques.
2
Psychological coping techniques.
3
Social coping techniques.
1.
Physical Coping Techniques
A Proper Diet: For the majority of us eating pattern should reflect a well-balanced diet that maintains
body weight within medical guidelines. Psychologist describe a wide range of adult psychiatric
problems that have been associated with nutrient deficiencies, food allergies food addictions and
affiance intake most stress researches appear to agree about he value of eating to maintain the level. The
old age saying moderation in all things seems to be sound advice today. Large amount of sugar,
processed food alcohol and caffeine have been connected with poor overall health irregular energy
patterns and lower resistance to illness and stress. Incensory awareness of the possible relationship
between certain food and allergies delinquent behavior anxiety headache tension and fatigue are
reported.
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Sleep: Sleep is necessary for life. It is a naturally accruing process that serves to heal the mind and
body and regroup the resources needed for normal daily functioning. For most of us, sleep is the easiest
and most natural from of relaxation around. To take better advantage of sleep, we must determine how
much sleep our body needs. This differs substantially from one individual to another. You must be
totally honest in your assessment of your sleep needs. If you are unsure just what your actual needs are,
go to sleep at a “reasonable hours’ (9 P.M. to 11 P.M
Breaking the cycle of insomnia: Insomnia is an inability to fall asleep or stay sleep. Remember, it is
not a disease; it’s a thinking disorder more than a sleep disorder. So change your bedtime routine. If
you are accustomed to watching the news before sleeping tries listening to soothing music instead. If
you like to read pick something less thought provoking. Avoid coffee, tea or other caffeine-based
beverages at dinner and try herbal tea or hot milk before sleeping. Take a warm bath as it relaxes our
muscles and go to bed only when you are tried and ready.
Physical Activity: Millions of people enjoy the benefits of unwinding after a long stressful day by
working out at a gym, enjoying in a park, cycling with a fried or other countless activities. There are so
many activities from which to choose no matter what your current physical condition, there is an activity
in which you can participate. Choose something that suits you. Check your local health or sports club.
Message: Therapeutic message has been around for the thousands of years, practiced in almost all
modern countries, in various forms. In the United States today, there is a wide variety of message
techniques to reduce stress. Message is an excellent aid to physical and mental relaxation, especially for
people who sit at computers all day or work on an assembly line. Both of these activities and other can
lead to extreme muscle tension in the back, shoulders, neck, legs and feet. Message reduces this tension
and releases the aches and pains that repetitive motion produces. Human touch is a vitally important
factor in our lives. Yet many of us go days, weeks, even months without it. One way to reduce this
deprivation is through therapeutic message.
Breathing: Getting the energy requires involves not only eating nutritious foods, but ensuring adequate
oxygen intake as well. Oxygen enables our digestive system to break down the nutrients in the food we
eat so that they are accessible to us. Through our breath, we rid our body of toxins and carbons dioxide.
Without this function, our cells become contaminated and we die. Most people use less then sixty
percent of their breath potential, which means that we are under utilizing the ability to expel their
poisons and absorb oxygen for the blood supply, the organs, the skin and the brain.
Relaxation: Hearing to relax provides life long control over our most vital functions. When you
relax you heartbeat slows, our blood pressure is immediately lowered, muscles tension releases, your
body demands less oxygen and the flow of blood to your muscles and organ decreases. This produces
an immediate difference in the way you feel, a dramatic increase in your sense of well-being.
Relaxation can be learnt and does not require any special equipment. In fact, it does not even require a
special location. Many people have reported significant.
People who spend a little time each day practicing this technique report that they feel less stress.
Nanny of them improves their overall health. Another step toward relaxation is to learn to interpret
situations realistically. Some people fret forever about something someone said that might be taken as a
insult, psychologist encourage people to reinterpret situation and events in less threatening ways.
(Moorhead 1999: 236)
Managing your Life Style: Stress is not some all power full force in your life that cannot be resisted.
By keeping a stress diary, you will be able to see more clearly that stress situations can be altered,
managed or balanced with positive experiences.
Unfortunately, depressed people tend to find it difficult to see options and so an outside observe
might be willing to offer alternative ways behaving we must avoid being inflexible to change and be
more willing to try out new ways of behaving in order to reduce or minimize the consequence of stress.
(Sutherland, 1990:226-243)
Exercise Recreation: Exercise is perhaps the most popular form of individual stress reduction in our
society today. There are many forms of exercise, which seems to be helpful in this area including
jogging, swimming, weakling, aerobics, calisthenics and various other forms that involve our
cardiovascular systems. Benefits of exercise are almost endless but seem to be reduced to three main
areas:
1
Direct medical benefits.
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2
3
4

Endurance benefits. .
Emotional benefits
. Recreation provides an opportunity to let one go, become uninhibited, thus reducing and
stress. (Moorhead, 1999:236)
Interpersonal Skills: Relationship at work is potential stress evoking situations. Selye (1974) believed
that learning to live with other people is one of the most stressful aspects of life and that, good
relationships between members of a group are a key factor in individual and organizational health.
Managing stress involving the learning the skills necessary to work with other people, e.g. active
listening, effective communication, conflict resolution, team building and developing and maintaining
supportive networks. (Sutherland, 1990:265-266)
2.
Psychological Coping Techniques
Distraction: People who are trying to cope with stress caused by mil but persistent pain often resort to
some sort of distraction. Distraction is not always helpful with prolonged pain, but it does help to
reduce people’s response to temporary pains. For example many people find they can reduce dental or
post surgical pain by playing video games or by watching comedies on television. How effective are
distraction is depends partly on whether or not a person believes that it will help in one experiment
college students were asked to hold their fingers in ice water until the sensation become too painful to
endure. Some of the people listened to music of their own choice and were told that listening to music
would lessen the pain. .
Reframing: This one of the most powerful and reactive stress reducer. Reframing is a technique used to
change the way you look at things in order to feel better about them. They key to reframing is to
recognize that there are many ways to interpret the same situation. It is like the age-old question: Is the
glass half empty or half full? The answer of course is that it is both or either, depending on your point of
view. Notice that reframing does not change the external reality but simply helps the people view things
differentially. One of the things the stressed can do is to reframe the stressful situation. They should try
to use position in a negative situation and understand the behavior of other people.
Learning to laugh: Although it is quite certain every one knows how to laugh, ask yourself whether
you take the opportunity to do it as often as you did before you become so stressed, laughing is good for
us. Medical scientists have proved this over and over. Find time for fun in your life. Do not buy into
the idea that fun should happen spontaneously or cannot be planned. Plan activities you enjoy with
people you consider fun to be with. Think about those things you used to enjoy before you become so
busy and build them into your schedule. Decide what fun means to you and go after it. Balance
seriousness and laughter in your life and the lives of your family members and help everyone you know
to do the same.
Problem Solving: The best advice on coping with stress is also the most obvious if some problem is
causing you stress, do not just deal with the stress, and try to resolve the problem itself. For example if
you have a great deal of anxiety about test taking, you could spend an hour or two relaxation procedures
before each test, but you might get better results if you spend that time studying for the test. Similarly,
if you have trouble in your marriage or in your job do not just ways to live with the stress, find some
way to fix the problem solving are the same, no matter where you learn it, no matter where you apply it.
Time outs: No one expect a hockey player to play an entire game without taking breaks. Surprisingly
though, many other wise rational people think nothing of working from dawn to dusk without taking
intermission and they wonder why they become distressed. The major issue is work leisure balance.
Inoculation: Any stressful experience is less disturbing if you know what to expect, but it is hard to
know what to expect if you have not been through the experience before. Sometimes a good solution is
to provide people with a small-scale preview of stressful experiences they may have to face later. In
other words, we can inoculate or immunize someone against certain kinds of stressful experiences.
Spirituality: Spirituality is related with spiritual strengths, which deserves special consideration here, as
an area of life one must develop to better cope with stress.
In the course of there development people exercise stress arising from the discrepancy between their life
experiences and the traditions in which they have been raised, and between these and a view they
develop of the world the following fig. Shows the areas of tension and harmony among these
perceptive.
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Life Perspective
Life Experience
(Personal, cultural, society)
Autonomy aspirations
Worldwide ethics philosophy
Change life/theme
Justice, values, meaning of life,
Attitudes Problems
Relationships,
Supports
Responsibility
Meaningfulness
(Farmer, 1984:69-72)
Reappraising the Situation: Once condition for the occurrence or stress is the person’s perception that
the environment threatens important needs or motives. If stress depends on the perception of events it
should be possible to reduce stress by modifying this perception. This method of coping is knows as
reappraising the situation or cognitive reappraisal. To reappraise means to reexamine one’s initial
perception of a situation. This method of coping thus relies on the ability to weight evidence and to
convert a negative appraised into a positive one.
Reappraising the situation is an effective coping method for several reasons. First of all, focusing on
positive aspects of life erases distracts the person from dwelling on threatening negative aspects.
Secondly, positive appraisal generates positive emotional states, which black negative emotions. And
finally, it increases the person’s sense of control in a threatening situation. (Crider, 1983:499-50)
Self-Awareness: It is our firm belief that any success in dealing with stress must begin with selfknowledge. It is important to understand how your high stress is created. For example whether it stems
from personal conflicts within you, from a need to create more balance in yours life, or from sources
beyond your immediate control.
It is important for the individual to understand that he or she is at felt or not. False acceptance of
blame likes to lead to inappropriate coping strategies. There are many things an individual can not
control, such as a loss of loved one, many things more certainly can be managed or at least modified by
the individual often, self knowledge brings the awareness that an individual must alter his or her
perceptions, behavior, life style or personal situations in order to cope effectively with stress.
(Sutherland, 1990:26-43)
3.
Social Coping Techniques
Seeking Social Support: In addition to the various Selves help activities described. It is also important
to find the social support that you need. A major source of support can be found among family members
and friends. But social support and friendship developed as work can be extremely available. People
who have had painful experiences report that feel much better after taking an opportunity to take about
them to someone almost any one.
When a patient dies, it is often the nurse not the doctor, who’s to inform the nurse not the end of the day,
the nurse cannot simply go home and resume life as usual. They have to unwind and they often do so by
sharing their experiences with other nurses. (Moorhead, 1999:237)-238
Support at Work: Individuals can seek support at work. One of the most important sources of social
support is through the informal work group. The complicated set of relationship at work and their
potential for conflict and ambiguity make it necessary for individual to seek support from their peers. In
this respect, there are a number of different approaches. One can take first; administration should create
the sight atmosphere to encourage social support networks and to provide the most appropriate resources
for stress management. Secondly, and the individual can act to create these networks. Below are a
number of steps an individual under stress my take to find social support at work.
Time Management: “Time management is a set of related practical skills that help you to use your time
in the most effective and productive way. Learning to use time more judicious can help any one lower
their stress quotient”. (Seema Pervaiz: 2001: 2)
We are not born organized unfortunately, disorganization seems to come pretty naturally to many
of us you probably adopted many of the trades and habits displayed at home when you were growing up
if your mother and father was organized, kept a clean house and clean children, put meals an the table
with a fair degree of regularity, kept appointments and was able to balance the family budget well
enough to keep you in clothing and food, you probably learned something from them. However, in
today’s faster paced world, even that advantage may not be enough. Time management helps to reduce
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work stress by being more productive. This ensures that one has time to relax outside work. (Moorhead
1999: pp: 236-237)
Realistic Expectations: A common source of stress is an unrealistic expectation. People often become
upset about something, not because it is innately stressful but because it does not concur with what they
expected. Take for example, the experience of driving in slow moving traffic. If it happens at rush
hour, you may not like it but it will not surprise or upset you. However, if it occurs on a Sunday
afternoon, especially it makes you late for something; you are more likely to be stressed by it. When
expectations are realistic, life feels more predictable and therefore more manageable.
There is an increased feeling of control because you plan and prepare yourself (physical and
psychologically). For example, if you now in advance when you have to work over time or stay late,
you will take it more in stride than when it is dropped on you at the last moment.
Least expect with the people whom you expect a lot to avoid disappointment and emotional
stress to a psychologist has said “expect less from people and who cannot give you what you want. It
makes it easier not great just less upsetting”.
Employee Assistance Programmer (EAP): Most medium to large organization as EAP as part of their
human resources department counselors, therapists, or registered nurses may staff them. Some are
developed internally and the staff is company employee. Others are outsourced, meaning they are a
contract services and the representatives you talk to do not work for your company. In this case, the
EAP office itself may be located offsite. EAP provide a broad range of services. They often have
counseling services or support groups available on site,, they make psychiatric referrals, they make a
medical referrals, they have a library covering everything from substance abuse to carving for elderly
parents and they have lots of information you give them, who has access to it, where it is filed etc.
Generally EAP are totally confidential whether they are on in house or out sourced services.
Keeping in mind the differences between aggressiveness and assertiveness, many individual
would benefit form assertiveness training. (Sutherland, 1990, pp:
Methodology: Objectives of the Study, Following are the objectives of the research. To provide some
understanding about stress among educational heads. To study the various stress coping strategies. To
study the stress coping strategies adopted by elementary school heads. To provide some understanding
on how stress might affect the behavior, health and performance of an administrator. To provide a
comprehensive psychological perspective on stress for those entire individual working within an
organization. To enable the administrators to understand the source of stress their impact and the stress
related problems associated with their own particular occupation. To give some suggestions for good
stress management. Following hypothesis is developed for the study. The source of stress is some
organizational problems. The source of stress is personal problems. Stress causes health problems. Stress
causes organizational problems. Educational administrators/elementary school administrator manage
their stress.
A questionnaire was developed for survey and data is collected from fifty secondary school heads from
Lahore city. Data was analyzed by applying simple percentage formulas.

Results and Conclusion:
Table 1
Percentage on statements
Q

No

Never

Seldom

Sometime

Frequently
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S

1

2

10%

1

5%

10

50%

7

35%

\\

2

1

5%

2

10%

11

55%

6

30%

\\

3

2

10%

3

15%

8

40%

7

35%

\\

4

6

30%

4

20%

7

35%

3

15%

\\

5

2

10%

4

20%

11

55%

3

15%

\\

6

10

50%

4

20%

2

10%

4

20%

\\

7

12

60%

3

15%

3

15%

2

10%

\\

8

12

60%

3

15%

5

25%

0

0%

\\

9

14

70%

3

15%

1

5%

2

10%

\\

10

6

30%

7

35%

7

35%

0

0%

\\

11

2

10%

4

20%

11

55%

3

15%

\\

12

3

15%

4

20%

11

55%

2

10%

\\

13

3

15%

4

20%

11

55%

2

10%

\\

14

2

10%

5

25%

13

65%

0

0%

\\

15

8

40%

5

25%

7

35%

0

0%

\\

16

4

20%

7

35%

7

35%

2

10%

\\

17

4

20%

2

10%

13

65%

1

5%

\\

18

3

15%

7

35%

7

55%

3

15%

A: Stress is Due to
S: The source of stress is some personal problems.

S1. “Poor Physical Working Conditions (Noise, Temperature etc)” 50% administrator
sometime feel, 35% administrator frequently feel, 10% never feel and 5% administrators seldom
feel stress due to this factor.
S2. “Work Overload” 55% administrator sometime feel, 30% frequently feel, 10% seldom
feel and 10% never feel stress due to this factor.
S3. Time Pressure, 40% administrator sometime feels, 35% frequently feel, 15% seldom
feel and 10% never feel strews due to this factor.
S4. “Poor Decision Making” 35% administrator sometimes feel, 30% never feel, 20%
seldom feel, and 15% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S5. “Lack of Job Security” 55% administrators some time feels, 20% seldom feel, 15%
frequently feel, and 10% never feel stress due to this factor.
S6. “Lack of effective Consultation” 50% administrators never feel, 20% frequently feel,
20% seldom feel, and 10% some time feel stress due to this factor.
S7. Restriction on Behavior, 60% administrators never feels, 15% some time feels, 15%
seldom feel and 10% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S8. Poor Relation with Subordinates, 60% administrators never feels, 25% some time
feels, 15% seldom feel and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S9. First Appointment, 70% administrators never feel, 15% seldom feel, 10% frequently
feel and 5% some time feel stress due to this factor.
S10. Trying to do Several Things at the Same Time, 35% administrators sometime feel,
35% seldom feel, 30% never feel, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S11. Job Dissatisfaction, 55% administrators sometime feel, 20% seldom feel, 15%
frequently feel and 10% never feel stress due to this factor.
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S12. Inadequate Salary, 55% administrator sometime feel, 20% seldom feel, 15% never
feel, and 10% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S13. Long Journey at the Start and the Finish or Each Working Day, 55%
administrators sometime feel, 20% seldom feel, 15% never feel and 10% frequently feel stress due
to this factor.
S14. Insufficient Resources, 65% administrators sometime feel, 25% seldom feel, 10%
never feel, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S15. Unable to Understand Others Point of View, 40% administrator never feel, 35%
sometime feel, 25% seldom feel and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S16. Competition for Advancement, 35% administrators seldom feels, 35% sometime feel,
20% never feel, and 10% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S17. Problems of Subordinates, 65% administrators’ sometime feels, 20% never feel, 10%
seldom feel and 5% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
S18. Insufficient Knowledge of Workplace, 35% seldom feel, 35% sometime feel, 15%
never feel and 15% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
Table 2
Q

No

Never

Seldom

Sometimes

Frequently

P

1

5

25%

2

10%

6

30%

7

35%

\\

2

1

5%

0

0%

10

50%

9

45%

\\

3

1

5%

2

10%

12

60%

5

25%

\\

4

6

30%

2

10%

7

35%

5

25%

\\

5

4

20%

4

20%

8

40%

4

20%

\\

6

2

10%

5

25%

12

60%

1

5%

\\

7

3

15%

6

30%

11

55%

0

0%

\\

8

4

20%

5

25%

10

50%

1

5%

\\

9

2

10%

1

5%

14

70%

3

15%

\\

10

4

20%

4

20%

9

45%

3

15%

\\

11

5

25%

3

15%

10

50%

2

10%

\\

12

4

20%

5

25%

9

45%

2

10%

\\

13

4

20%

2

10%

12

60%

2

10%

\\

14

6

30%

3

15%

9

45%

2

10%

\\

15

8

45%

3

15%

6

30%

3

15%

A: Stress is due to
S: The source of stress is some organizational problems.
P1: Loneliness, 35% administrators frequently feel, 30% sometime feel, 25% never feel,
10% seldom feel stress due to this factor.
P2: Financial responsibilities, 50% administrators sometime feel, 45% frequently feel, 5%
never feel, and 0% seldom feel stress due to this factor.
P3: Health Worries, 60% administrators sometime feel, 25% frequently feel, 10% seldom
feel, and 5% never feel stress due to this factor.
P4: Recent Personal Failure, 35% administrators’ sometime feel, 30% never feel, 25%
frequently feel, and 10% seldom feel stress due to this factor.
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P5: Problems with Family Members, 40% administrators some time feel, 20% never, 20%
seldom, and 20% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
P6: Self Growing Older, 60% administrators sometime feel, 25% seldom feel, 10% never
feel and 5% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
P7: Family Members Growing Older, 55% administrators feel sometime, 30% feel seldom,
15% feel never, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
P8: Always having to Act Nice to others, 50% administrators sometime feel, 25% feel
seldom, 20% feel never, and 5%ffrequently feel stress due to this factor.
P9: Wishing to be Like by Everybody, 70% administrators sometime feel, 15% frequently
feel, 10% never feel, and 5% seldom feel stress due to this factor.
P10: Uncertainty about Future, 45% administrators’ sometime feel, 20% never feel, 20%
seldom feel, and 15% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
P11: Exerting other to Satisfy my Needs, 50% administrators’ sometime feel, 25% feel
never, 15% feel seldom, and 10% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
P12: Many Demands Placed on me, 45% administrators some time feel, 25% seldom feel,
20% never feel and 10% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
P13: Impatience, 60% sometime feel, 20% never feel, 10% seldom feel, and 10% frequently
feel stress due to this factor.
P14: Lack of Self-Confidence, 45% feel sometime 30% feel never, 15% feel seldom, 10%
feel frequently stress due to this factor.
P15: Feeling Unappreciated, 45% administrators feel never, 30% feel some time, 15% feel
seldom and 15% feel frequently feel stress due to this factor.

Table 3
Q

No

Never

Seldom

Sometime

Frequently
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H

1

1

5%

1

5%

15

75%

3

15%

\\

2

14

70%

1

5%

5

15%

0

0%

\\

3

6

30%

8

40%

5

25%

1

5%

\\

4

17

85%

2

10%

1

5%

0

0%

\\

5

16

80%

1

5%

3

15%

0

0%

\\

6

15

75%

1

5%

3

15%

1

5%

\\

7

2

10%

8

40%

9

45%

1

5%

\\

8

1

5%

9

45%

10

50%

0

0%

\\

9

0

0%

6

30%

14

60%

0

0%

\\

10

1

5%

5

30%

10

50%

4

20%

\\

11

1

5%

3

15%

15

75%

1

5%

\\

12

6

30%

3

15%

11

55%

0

0%

\\

13

11

55%

4

20%

5

25%

1

5%

\\

14

13

65%

2

10%

5

25%

0

0%

\\

15

5

25%

7

35%

5

25%

3

15%

\\

16

1

5%

1

5%

14

60%

4

20%

\\

17

1

5%

0

0%

17

85%

2

10%

\\

18

4

20%

0

0%

12

60%

4

20%

Effects of stress
H: Stress causes health problems.
H1: Get Headache, 75% administrators feel sometime, 15% administrators feel frequently,
5% never feel, and 5% feel seldom stress due to this factor.
H2: Get Stomach Upset, 70% administrator never feel, 15% sometime feel, 5% seldom feel
and 0% administrator frequently feel stress due to this factor.
H4: Get Stomach Pain, 85% administrator never feel, 10% seldom feel, 5% sometime feel
and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
H5: Have Trouble of Breathing, 80% administrator never feel, 15% sometime feel, 5%
seldom feel, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
H6: Have Trouble of Breathing, 75% administrator never feel, 15% some time feel, 5%
seldom feel, 5% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
H7: Feel Depressed, 45% administrators feel sometime, 40% feel seldom, 10% feel never
and 5% frequently feel stress because of this factor.
H8: Feel Board, 50% administrators feel sometime, 45% administrator feel seldom, 5% feel
never and 0% feel frequently stress due to this factor.
H9: Get Sick (Cold, Flu, etc), 60% administrators feel sometime, 30% feel seldom, 0% feel
never and 0% feel frequently stress due to this factor.
H10: Feel Angry, 50% administrators feel sometime, 30% administrator feel seldom, 20%
feel frequently and 5% feel never stress due to this factor.
H11: Feel Tense, 75% administrators feel sometime, 15% feel seldom, 5% feel seldom 5%
never and 5% feel frequently stress due to this factor.
H12: Feel Hope Less, 55% administrator feel sometime, 30% feel never, 15% feel seldom
and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
H13: Have a Strange Thought, 55% feel never, 25% feel sometime, 20% feel seldom and
5% feel frequently stress due to this factor.
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H14: Feel like no Body loves me, 65% administrator never feel, 25% feel sometime, 10%
feel seldom and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
H15: Feel Lonely, 35% administrator feel seldom, 25% feel never, 25% feel sometime and
15% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
H16: Feel Powerless, 60% administrators feel sometime, 20% feel frequently, 5% feel
seldom and 5% feel sometime stress due to this factor.
H17: Get Fatigue, 85% feel sometime, 20% feel never, 20% feel frequently and 0% feel
never stress due to this factor.
H18: Forget many Things, 60% administrators feel sometime, 20% feel never, 20% feel
never, 20% feel frequently and 0% feel seldom stress due to this factor.
Table 4
Q

No

Never

Seldom

Sometime

Frequently

\\

1

6

30%

2

10%

12

60%

0

0%

\\

2

10

50%

3

15%

7

35%

0

0%

\\

3

15

75%

0

0%

4

20%

1

5%

\\

4

8

40%

5

25%

7

35%

0

0%

\\

5

12

60%

3

15%

5

25%

0

0%

\\

6

9

45%

7

35%

4

20%

0

0%

\\

7

8

40%

7

35%

3

15%

2

10%

\\

8

11

55%

2

10%

3

15%

4

20%

\\

9

6

30%

5

25%

9

45%

0

0%

\\

10

9

45%

7

35%

4

20%

0

0%

\\

11

9

45%

5

25%

5

25%

1

5%

\\

12

10

50%

5

25%

5

25%

0

0%

\\

13

6

30%

8

40%

6

30%

0

0%

\\

14

11

55%

3

15%

3

15%

3

15%

\\

15

11

55%

3

15%

6

30%

0

0%

Stress causes organizational problems.
O1: Cancel or Postpone Appointments, 60% administrators sometime feel, 30% never feel,
10% seldom feel and 0% frequently feels stress due to this factor.
O2: Concerns and Issues at Work, 50% administrators never feel, 35% sometime feel,
15% seldom feel, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O3: Blame and panelize others for Work Mistake, 75% administrators never feel, 20%
sometime feel, 5% frequently feel and 0% frequently feels stress due to this factor.
O4: Argue with Subordinates, 40% administrator never feel, 35% sometime feel, 25%
seldom feel, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O5: Criticize the Actions of Subordinates, 60% never feel, 25% feel sometime, 15%
seldom feel and 0% feel frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O6: Lose Interest in the Job, 45% administrators never feel, 35% seldom feel, 20%
sometime feel, 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O7: Counts the Days for Retirement, 40% administrators never feel, 35% seldom feel,
15% sometime feel, and 10% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
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O8: Deliberately Disobey rules and Regulations, 55% administrator never feel, 20%
frequently feel, 15% sometime feel, and 10% seldom feel stress due to this factor.
O9: Frequently Watch the Clock, 45% administrator sometime feel, 30% never feel, 25%
seldom feel, and 0% frequently feels stress due to this factor.
O10: Avoid Discussing Work with Subordinates, 45% administrator never feel, 35%
seldom feel, 20% sometime feel and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O11: Try to Extend the Length of Tea Break, 45% administrator never feel, 25% seldom
feel, 25% sometime feel, and 5% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O12: Am Frequently Late for Work, 50% administrators never feel, 25% seldom feel, 25%
sometime feel, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O13: Do as Little Work as possible in Order to get by, 40% administrators seldom feel,
30% feel never, 3% feel sometime, and 0% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O14: Fail to keep Records and forms Updated, 55% administrators never feel sometime,
15% seldom feel, 15% sometime feel, and 15% frequently feel stress due to this factor.
O15: Avoid talking with Subordinates, 55% administrators feel never, 30% feel
sometimes, 15% feel seldom, and no administrators feel frequently feel stress due to this factor.
Table 5
Q

No

Never

Seldom

Sometime

Frequently

SS

1

0

0%

3

15%

2

10%

15

75%

\\

2

1

5%

2

10%

6

30%

11

55%

\\

3

2

10%

1

5%

7

35%

10

50%

\\

4

2

10%

6

30%

7

35%

5

25%

\\

5

12

60%

3

15%

5

25%

0

0%

\\

6

3

15%

6

30%

6

30%

5

25%

\\

7

0

0%

1

0%

2

10%

17

85%

\\

8

4

20%

3

15%

10

50%

3

15%

\\

9

6

30%

4

20%

10

50%

0

0%

\\

10

0

0%

3

15%

11

55%

6

30%

\\

11

1

5%

4

20%

12

60%

3

15%

\\

12

2

10%

4

20%

10

50%

4

20%

\\

13

5

25%

5

25%

9

45%

1

5%

\\

14

2

10%

6

30%

8

40%

4

20%

\\

15

1

5%

5

25%

9

45%

5

25%

\\

16

0

0%

3

15%

15

75%

2

10%

SS: Educational administrators manage their stress.
SS1: Take Proper Diet, 75% administrators frequently use, 15% seldom use, 10% sometime
use and 0% never use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS2: Manage the Time, 55% administrators frequently use, 30% sometime use, 10%
seldom use, 5% never use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS3: Go for a Walk, 50% administrators frequently use, 35% sometime uses, 10% never
use, and 5% seldom use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS4: Consult Subordinates, 35% sometime use, 30% seldom use, 25% frequently use and
10% never use this strategy to reduce stress.
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SS5: Take Medicine, 60% administrators never use, 25% sometime use, 15% seldom use,
and 0% frequently use this strategy or reduce stress.
SS6: Take some Exercise, 30% administrators sometime use, 30% seldom use, 25%
frequently use and 15% never this strategy to reduce stress.
SS7: Pray to God (Mosque, Recite, etc), 90% administrators use this strategy, 10%
sometime use, 0% never sue and 0% seldom use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS8: Evaluate the Situation, 50% administrators sometime use, 20% never use, 15%
seldom use and 15% frequently use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS9: Relax myself by (Radio, T.V., Music, Reading, etc), 50% administrators sometime
use, 30% never use, 20% seldom use and 0% frequently use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS10: Develop a Plan of Action, 55% administrator sometime use, 30% frequently use 15%
seldom uses and 0% never uses this strategy to reduce stress.
SS11: Recognize myself and Control the Situation, 60% heads sometime use, 20% seldom
uses, 15%frequently use, and 5% never use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS12: Go in the Company of my Friends, 50% administrator sometime use, 20% seldom
use, 20% frequently use and 10% never use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS13: Prepare a Balance Sheet, 45% sometime use, 25% seldom use, 25% never use and
5% frequently use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS14: Change Sleep Patterns, 40% heads some time use, 30% seldom use, 20% frequently
use, and 10% heads never use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS15: Identify the Sources of Stress, 45% heads sometime use, 25% seldom uses, 25%
frequently use and 5% never use this strategy to reduce stress.
SS16: Improve the Feelings of Competency, 75% administrators some time use this
strategy to reduce stress.

Conclusion:
Following organizational problems poor physical working conditions, work overload,
lack of job security, job dissatisfaction, inadequate salary, long journey at the each
working day causes normal stress. Insufficient resources, problems of subordinates cause
stress greater than normal. Time pressure, lack of effect consultation, restriction of
behaviors, poor relations with subordinates, first appointment, trying to do several things
at the same time, unable to understand other’s point of view, competition for
advancement insufficient knowledge of workplace causes stress less than normal value
for the educational administrators. Following personal problems financial responsibilities,
health worries, self growing older, family members growing older always having to act
nice to others, expecting others to satisfying my needs impatience, causes normal stress.
Wishing to be liked by everybody causes stress greater than normal. Loneliness, recent
personal failure, problems with family members, uncertainty about future, many demand
placed on me, lack of self confidence, feeling about unappreciated causes stress greater
than normal value for the educational administrator. Under stress following health
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problems feel bored, powerless, get sick, (cold, flu, etc), feel angry, feel hopeless, and
feel effect normally. Get headache, feel tense effect greater than normal get fatigue also
get stomach upset, do not feel good, get muscle pain, have trouble of breathing, have
trouble of sleeping, feeling depress, have strange thoughts, feel like nobody loves me,
feel lonely, effects less than normal value. Under stress following organizational
problems. Cancel or postpone appointments, effects normally unable to focus in on
concern and issues at work, blame and panelize other’s work mistake, argue with
subordinates, loss interest in the job, count the days, for retirement, deliberately disobey
rules and regulation, frequently watch the clock, avoid discussing work with
subordinates, try to extend the length of tea break and frequently for work, do so little
work as possible in updated avoid talking with subordinates effects less than normal
value. No organizational problems effects greater than normal value on educational
administrators. To reduce stress following strategies. Manage the time, go for a walk,
relax myself by (radio, TV, music, reading), develop a plan of action, recognize myself
and control the situation go in the company of my friends, prepare a valance sheet of
work are adopted normally.

Take proper diet, pray to Allah (mosque, recite, etc)

recognize my needs are adopted greater than normal.

Consult subordinates, take

medicine, take some exercise, change sleep pattern, identify the source of stress, improve
the feeling of competency are adopted less than normal value.
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“Truth lies at the bottom of a well”: The Ambiguous Boundaries between Individual
and Community in Louisa May Alcott’s “Transcendental Wild Oats”
Asako MOTOHKA
After the crisis of 1837, Americans started having doubts about
industrialization. In the 1840's, they started building numerous communities, that
respected group orientations that fostered “Harmony and Love and Peace” (Fourier 887)
rather than intrapersonal interests.

Actually, not only religious communities, such as

Quakers and Shakers, but also utopian communities, aimed at changing society for the
better, such as George Ripley’s Brook Farm and educational philosopher Bronson
Alcott’s Fruitlands, that were built during the decade.
As

is

obvious

from

those

founder’s

names

above,

community-building movement was mainly initiated by men.

the

utopian

They became so

involved in exploring ways to build a much better community that they left all the other
chores, such as housekeeping and childrearing, to women.

In her short fiction

“Transcendental Wild Oats” (1873), Louisa May Alcott (1832-88), one of Bronson’s
daughters and the author of Little Women, wrote about her mother’s struggles with
idealistic male philosophers. She discloses the fact that Fruitlands was not a utopia for
her mother because of the gender-based power structure between male-centered
community (group) and female victims (individual).

As an inevitable consequence,

some critics, including Elaine Showalter, point out that Fruitlands was the place of “the
exploitation of women . . . that lay behind the Consociate family’s ascetic program”
(xxxvi).
However, it should be remembered that the failure of Fruitlands was not
primarily and wholly brought about by the conflicting interests between men and
women alone. The disintegration of the community was influenced by more crucial
issues outside of the gender-based power structure for which the entire populace should
deal with, such as the clashing of the differences in the life priorities of individuals in
the community.

Regarding this issue, it is noteworthy that Alcott depicted a man who

sees himself as he is after the internal disunity of Fruitlands.
Thus, we discuss “Transcendental Wild Oats” from the viewpoint of the
relationship between individual and community.
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THE RELUCTANT FUNDAMENTALIST: POST 9/11 AURA OF DISTRUST AND
SUSPICION
Muhammad Tufail Chandio, Sindh University Campus, Mirpurkhas
1. Introduction
The 9/11 terrorist attack emerged as a turning point in the geo-political and socio-economic
history of the world. It was not only the twin towers which tumbled down but they also shook the
very foundation of the globe. More than three thousand people were killed instantly, about two
hundred jumped to death out of the burning towers, thousands were injured, others lost their
nearest and dearest, and the others were haunted by the bewildering memories of the event.
Those who witnessed or survived the heinous attack underwent post-catastrophic-trauma and
generalized anxiety disorder consisting anxiety, worry and neuroticism. The then American
president, George W. Bush, in his immediate address after the tragic attack on the twin towers –
attack on the sovereignty of America – unequivocally declared that the heavy wrath of America
would definitely fall upon those who planned and perpetrated the attacks and they would be
brought to the book but the cudgel of vengeance would also fall upon those who harboured
terrorists in their states and areas. Since America has been harmed in its center therefore it was
natural for her to display strict, pre-emptive and vengeful response to the attack. It established
new and reviewed set of codes to determine the relationship between Muslim world and
America. World at large witnessed conspicuous change: foreign policies were reviewed and
redesigned, security measures were rechecked and reassured, internal and external vigilance was
enhanced, the rules of immigration were devised with great prudence and meticulousness, the
immigrants in USA faced dual and discriminatory treatment on the part of law enforcement
agencies because of security measures and on the part of American people owing to their distrust
and suspicion spun after the attack. It proved as the point of departure between the east and west;
consequently, Samuel Huntington’s theory “Clash of Civilization” came into vogue. The incident
culminated in devastating consequences and incessant repercussions which changed the entire
phenomena: age-old-friendships were discontinued, people living and working together became
altogether strange and untrustworthy, diversity of culture, language and traditions which once
was a source of beauty and fascination became cause of danger and frightfulness. The east and
west, which to some extent were drawing near after the centuries of the blood-curdling crusades
and the later confrontation or clashes ensued in the wake of colonization of the east by the
western imperial powers, to join the mightier course of global progress and development became
subject to declared, undeclared, proxy and quasi wars; thus, it gave fatal blow to the peace and
prosperity of the world at general and the Muslim world at particular. Its implications were
noticed world-wide in various fronts and walks of life at the level of continents, countries,
nations and ethnic groups; moreover, its severe consequences trickled down to the grass root
level where the common people were also deprived from the peaceful and promised state of life.
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Mohsin Hamid, Pakistani English novelist, has marvelously depicted the other side of the coin
or another aspect of whole picture along with the response of Muslim world to the attack in his
novel The Reluctant Fundamentalist (2007). He has profoundly delineated the dilemma, distrust
and complexities of the relationship between Pakistanis and Americans, because he himself was
witness to the entire post 9/11 phenomenon as he studied and worked in USA during the period
of attack on America.
Mohsin Hamid was born in 1971 in Lahore; from 3 to 9, he lived in America with his father who
was doing PhD from Stanford University, after arrival in Pakistan, he went to Lahore American
School. He again went to America for higher studies after completing his basic education in
Pakistan at the age of 18; he graduated from Princeton University, Summa cum laude in 1933. He
was having direct interaction and supervision of prolific and profound writers like Joyce Carol
Oates and Toni Morrison during the period of his studies, which not only inspired and influenced
him infinitely and unimaginably but it also added much to his writing skills. Then he went to
Harvard Law School for the studies of law, he completed his graduation in law in 1997. The law
was quite a boring and mundane subject for him; subsequently, he bid adieu to it and started
working as a management consultant at McKinsey & Company in New York City. He had been
working as a consultant for couple of years but the occurrence of 9/11 left him bewildered and he
came to Pakistan. In Lahore, he started his career as a freelance journalist. He earned enviably
world-wide recognition and prominence; finally he decided to make London his abode, where he
lives and works as a part-time consultant nowadays. Now, he has got a dual citizenship of both
Pakistan and Britain.
Mohsin Hamid’s first debut novel Moth Smoke was published in 2000 by Farrar, Straus and
Giroux in America, Granta in UK simultaneously and worldwide in 10 languages. It claimed
Betty Trask Award, shortlisted for the PEN/Hemingway Award, telecast as a television miniseries in Pakistan and as operetta – a short opera, usually with a humorous subject – in Italy. It
also was regarded as New York Times Notable Book for the year in 2000.
The second novel The Reluctant Fundamentalist appeared in 2007, published by Hamish
Hamilton in the UK, Harcourt in the US, and worldwide in 25 languages, shortlisted for the 2007
Man Booker Prize for fiction, 2008 Commonwealth Writers Prize (Eurasia Region, Best Book)
and the 2008 James Tait Black Memorial Prize (for fiction), the Arts Council England Decibel
Award and the index on censorship t. r. fyvel Book Award. . The novel won the South Bank
Show Annual Award for literature, the Ambassador Book Award and the Anisfield-wolf Book
Award. It was also chosen as a New York Times notable book of the year. The Fall 2006 issue of
the Paris Review published a short story “Focus on the Fundamentals” based on the novel.
2. Scope
The paper attempts to critically analyze and establish the relationship between Pakistani peoples
and their counter parts in America from the vantage point of Mohsin Hamid’s novel The
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Reluctant Fundamentalist, from the perspective of post 9/11 predicament. The paper further will
provide an insight into loss a common Muslim or Pakistani Muslim endured in the aftermath of
the attack, who is same time the victim of militancy and American dual treatment. The paper
would attempt to clear the common perceptional misunderstandings and misconception
prevailing in the mind of an ordinary American native; consequently, it would engulf the gap
between two nations for further harmony, development and progress in holistic perspective.
3. Hypothesis
The purpose of this paper is to analytically assess and understand the aura of distrust and
suspicion prevailing among the American and Pakistani common people in the wake of 9/11,
depicted in the second novel of Mohsin Hamid. The novel begins in Anarkali Market, Lahore, a
historical city in Pakistan, where Changez Khan, the protagonist of the novel, who emigrates
from Pakistan, graduates from Princeton, America and starts a thriving career in Underwood
Samson, a firm which works for the valuation of companies ripe for acquisition, narrates his
tragic story of successful career in America and subsequent downfall in the wake of 9/11 to an
American, whose identity is not revealed to the end of the novel that whether he is a mercenary,
tourist or a soldier, but Changez mentions that he is on a “mission.”
The worthwhile aspect of this study is to estimate and establish that how the heinous incidents of
9/11 adversely affected the life of the common people from both America and Pakistan. They
lost faith in one another, distrust and suspicion became a social rampant, some lost their lives,
others their property and bright career, the other lost both trust and hope in life. It is pathetic to
mention that how the relationship of Changez, and his American-born beloved Erica gets
affected in the wake of this detestable event; consequently, they part their way. Changez returns
home leaving his bright career, and Erica undergoes severe psychological trauma and
generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) caused by the appalling event which devoured the lives of
about three thousand innocent people, left hundreds of families shrouded in grief and caused
indefinite socio-economic and psycho-emotional loss to the people of the America in particular
and the world in general. Erica and Changez characteristically stand microcosm of America and
Pakistan respectively. The researcher applies close-text analysis methodology to collect the data
from the web and texture of the novel to formulate the conclusion of these proposed questions
that: (1) the evil incidents leave traces of poignant and gloomy impact upon the collective
consciousness of the people, which instills the deep-rooted feelings of fear, suspicion, distrust
and sometimes even hatred in the inner vistas of subconscious; as the result, the overall attitude
of people is affected as shown in the novel; (2) no evil action can be singled out from the
mainstream, its repercussions are not target-oriented but its circumference encompasses a vast
tract of the globe hence it always culminates in all-pervading and suffusing dire consequences to
impede the ways towards general progress of mankind and global peace; (3) vigilance is power;
precautions and pre-emptiveness save from big loss yet the indiscriminate treatment of vigilance
seeds hatred as Changez, the protagonist of the novel, who is lover of America and living
American dream becomes an activist and changes his get-up and develops odd attitude towards
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US owing to their discriminatory treatment. (4) it is tragic to reiterate that the heinous misdeed
done on the part of a band of mischievous or evil-doers for their vested interest makes all people
of that nation, religion, ethnic group or cult viciously suspected and untrustworthy; hence they
have to pay the price for the acts, what they have neither committed nor do have any concern
about; (5) the indiscriminate treatment begets undeclared rivalry between the common people of
the two groups; thus they pay no respect to the cultures, languages, traditions and customs of
each other; subsequently, the general population suffers irreparable loss, the sense of goodwill
and sympathy between the two groups shatters; thus, it impedes the true course of holistic
progress and global peace.
4. Review of literature
The literature produced in the wake of terrorist attack on twin towers has attained an established
form / genre of literature having distinctive thematic characteristics to encompass various issues
regarding the tragic catastrophe, to delineate diversified responses, depict various personality
trait and attitudinal shift in the aftermath of the incident, to graphically portray the sorrows and
pain of the people who were either directly or indirectly affected by the event. Judith Butler
(2003) maintains that the 9/11 terrorist attack has cast tremendous impact on the psychology and
the culture of the American people. Besides, the responses and reactions to the event were
profoundly world-felt and globalized in its consequences. American President’s famous phrase:
“Either you’re with us or you’re with terrorist” left entire world inquisitive and gasping;
American attack on Iraq and Afghanistan raised ambivalent feelings of support and protest
across the globe; American law and security enforcement agencies arrested involved, alleged and
suspicious persons and imprisoned them into Guantanamo Bay with/out trail; torture-inflicted
inmates in Abu Ghraib reached world’s attention with ambivalent feelings of sympathy and
anguish.
The 9/11 terrorist attack was the most influencing and most pictured event in American history
which left abundant impact upon the culture of America. The live scenes of the incident went all
across the world which gave it global outlook and incorporated world-wide responses. (Marc
Redfield, 2007). There was divided viewpoint regarding the coverage of the event, one believed
that these pathetic scenes should be aired, transmitted and telecast to the minutest detail;
whereas, the other school of thought preferred certain limitations and restraints on the bases that
how far one can show the sufferings and miseries of other people. Journalism has, however, its
norms and ethical restraints and restrictions being corporate in nature; while the realm of
literature has its own characteristic freedom and privilege to portray artistically and allegorically
the bitter realities of life in a fact-like-fiction manner. For instance, War and Peace (1869) of
Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) incorporates the incident of French attack on Russia, Gunter Grass,
German Noble laureate author, born in 1927, in his novel The Tin Drum (1959) depicts
organized onslaught and massacre committed by Nazi regime and Joseph Heller (1923-1999),
famous American post World War II satirist, in his famous novel Catch-22 published in 1961
portrays devastation of the Second World War.
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The genre of post-9/11 literature is quite new and fresh. Pankaj Mishra (The Guardian, May19,
2007) while reviewing post-9/11 literature mentions that because the mainstream media and
American government intensified the patriotic response and the feeling of nostalgia to much
heightened level; therefore, the writers initially had either reservation or could not dare to touch
the topic, whose agony and bruises were still green. It also invoked debate that to what extent the
post-9/11 literature was pertinent to thematically deal with the all aspects of the event. In the
beginning, the works produced in the context of terrorist attack merely presented white man’s
point of view without diagnosing the psychology of terrorist and perpetrators. It was rather one
sided outlook upon the most complicated phenomenon, John Updike’s Terrorist (2006) and
Martin Amis’ The Last Days of Muhammad Atta bear good testimony to it and were not wellreceived.
In the later phase, it was the worthwhile contribution of European writers to the post-9/11
literature, which allotted it the seriousness of presentation, profundity of theme, ingenuity of
contents and effectiveness of representation. Frédéric Beigbeder, French novelist born in 1965,
in his novel Window on the World (2003) narrates the story of a father who is having breakfast
with his son on one of the Twin Towers when the terrorist attacks hit them. The novelist
marvelously presents the father reflecting on the last moments of his life. The critics regarded the
novel because of the protagonist sitting in the very epicenter of the attack reflecting about his
life.
Ian McEvan’s Saturday (2005) portrays the contemplative responses of a 48 years neurosurgeon
in London, who gets struck in a protest against American Attack on Iraq 2003. Thus, he deeply
cogitates over the after-effects of attack on the Twin Towers and the need of protest and its
underlying factor. An encounter with a troubled person perturb the peace of otherwise happy and
content day of the surgeon being busy with routine chores and family excursion for outings. The
novel discusses the question of existence and essence of life in postmodern period.
American author, Jonathan Safaran Foer’s novel Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (2005)
narrates the sorrowful story of an intellectual 9 years boy, Oskar Schell whose father dies in the
9/11 terrorist attack and the boy attempts to assort information from New York about the key he
finds in vase belonging to his deceased fathers. Besides, he also tries to decipher the secret of his
family history which his grandfather, the survivor of Dresden firebombing in the Second World
War, has written in letters, each letter divulges hidden secret about courtship, marriage,
separation and the loss his grandfather sustained during the Second World War. The mourning of
both the son and the grandfather at the loss of their father and son respectively is the conspicuous
theme marvelously presented in the novel.
Ken Kalfus’ A Disorder Peculiar to the Country (2006) is the most daring post-9/11 novel. The
novel tells a humorous story as both wife and husband wish that their estranged partner has died
in one of the collapsing towers, but to their surprise and disappointment they both survive. It
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raises the question to probe into the underlying factors leading towards such odd feelings of
hatred.
Don Delillo, world-renown terrorist fiction and conspiracy writer, has posed another question in
his novel Falling Man (2007) when the protagonist walks out one of the tumbling towers and
goes to his separated wife; the encounter with death changes him and he resumes his family life
with his deserted wife but again engages himself in infatuations with another survivors of the
attack and falls prey to gambling addiction.
Joseph O’ Neill, born in Ireland, brought up in Netherland and now working in New York as
barrister, touched the theme of 9/11 terrorist attack in his novel Netherland (2008). Hans van den
Broek, the protagonist, Dutch by origin, marries an English attorney and endeavours to
accomplish the career of a successful stock analyst, is altogether bewildered and ruined and
deprived of his family life in the wake of 9/11 terrorist attack. His wife, Rachel, is caught by the
fits of depression, fear and anxiety, even the sound of speedily passing motorcar by her house
leaves her scared, frightened and obsessed with the fear of death and she starts vomiting. The
constant fear of death begets estrangement and deteriorates the harmony and communication in
the family. Subsequently, Rachel leaves with her son for England, Hans is left behind to mourn
and grieve over loss of his family. Andrew Anthony ( Guardian, September 7, 2008) in the
review of Netherland mentions: “But here’s what “Netherland” surely is: the wittiest, angriest,
most exacting and most desolate work of fiction we’ve yet had about life in New York and
London after the World Trade Centre fell.” The above reviewed post-9/11 literature presented
one side of the picture: the western point of view, responses and consequences of the attack
borne by the western world and one-sided outlook upon the history-shaking event.
Conversely, Mohsin Hamid, the Pakistani novelist, is first eastern writer who presented the other
side of coin or reaction of Muslim world to the 9/11 terrorist attack. He marvelously depicted
that how the common Muslim people suffered the aggression, agony, bitter reactions and
consequences of the attack in his second novel: The Reluctant Fundamentalists (2007). It is
written in first person narration. Changez, the protagonist of the novel, tells his story to an
American citizen, at a café in Anarkali Market, Lahore, Pakistan that he went to America,
graduated from Princeton, earned the respectable and ever-flourishing career of Management
Consultant in Underwood Samson Company and got the true love of an American beautiful girl,
Erica but the 9/11 terrorist attack spelled steep downfall and disintegration in his life. His
American dream was shattered, his love for US withered, the odd treatment and alien attitude
bewildered him, harsh dealings, prevailing suspicion and diehard distrust demonstrated on the
part of the native compelled him to leave America. He, who previously was clean-shaven, has
grown up beard on his face and has become staunch activist and organizes demonstration against
American attack on Iraq in 2003. It shows how Changez, Pakistani immigrant and American
lover, is altogether transformed, and he is torn apart between magnificent pull of his American
dream land and loyalty towards his country. The novel presents insights into eastern mind, agony
and response of Muslim world and suffering of the common man from east in the aftermath of
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the terrorist attack. The novel shows that 9/11 was equally profound for USA and world at large
like Pakistan; however, it affected the life of Muslim living in America and outside world. Kiran
Desai, Indian author, born in 1971 and now living in US, in her review of the novel maintains:
“A brilliant book. With spooky restraint and masterful control, Hamid unpicks the underpinnings
of the most recent episode of distrust between East and West. But this book does not merely
excel in capturing a developing bitterness. The narrative is balanced by a love as powerful as the
sinister forces gathering, even when it recedes into a phantom of hope. It is this balance, and the
constant negotiation of the political with the personal, that creates a nuanced and complex
portrait of a reluctant fundamentalist. (The Reluctant Fundamentalist website)
5. Methodology (Data Collection and Analysis)
To address the proposed research questions, the close-text analysis methodology is applied, in
which the researcher collected the data from the web and texture of the novel to formulate
conclusion for the proposed research questions.
1. Feelings of Suspicion, Distrust and Fear
The feelings of suspicion and distrust are all-prevailing in the whole plot of the novel. The term
like “I/you suspect” appears 17 times during the conversation (p.7, 13, 18, 23, 25, 42, 45, 48, 51,
64, 68, 70, 71, 73, 77, 95 and 99); the words “doubt” appears 6 times (p.7, 24, 91, 95, 95, 110)
and word “suspicion” has 2 entries (p.44, 97). The frequent mention of this word shows that
mutual trust, respect and understanding among nations is lost altogether in the wake of 9/11
terrorist attack. The novel begin in a café in Lahore, Pakistan where two individuals – Changez
and American fellow with mysterious or unrevealed identity, tow nations – Pakistanis and
American, two minds – eastern and western, two religions – Islam and Christianity meet with the
aura of suspicion and distrust, where the American fellow at the first sight of bearded Changez is
“alarmed”; whereas, Changez believes that the American fellow is on a “mission”; “beard” of
Changez and “bearing” of American, which otherwise serve as the sources of cultural diversity
and religion plurality or multiplicity have become cause of danger and alienation after post-9/11
period. Changez ensures the American fellow that he must not get scared in his company and
even the surrounding people would not harm him at all. (Mohsin Hamid, 2007, p.1). The
American fellow is not willing to remove his jacket even in the hot evening and prefers sitting to
the wall side, which creates doubts and suspicion; in addition to it, the waiter of the hotel
mentioned as “burly fellow” (p.3) and another bearded fellow wearing jacket, staring at
American with strange oddity show that these two nations have completely lost their trust and
faith in each other. In post-9/11 period, even the common man of one nation is treated the most
heinous and vicious enemy of the other nation. Changez switches the cups of tea (7), and takes
the first morsel from each dish served for dinner to assure the American fellow that they were
not poisoned and would cause no harm to him (73). Changez believes that the American fellow
is on “business” (22); moreover, he is very much curious to know the “nature” of business” (38),
but eventually he suspects that he is “in service” (78). During their conversation, there comes a
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bearded man who at one moment casts angry look at girls students of National College of Arts
wearing T-shirt and Jeans (13-14) and at other moment glares at the American with suspicious
outlook (16), he is, perhaps, angry because the youngsters, especially the woman, of his country
have adopted western culture, what he thinks is “intriguing” as it poses a threat to the culture of
the land and likewise he deems the presence of the American fellow very harmful for his nation;
for him every foreign thing is alien and harmful for them. It is pitiable when the existence of
living things is denied but the worst it would be when the dead things become unacceptable.
Once Changez, after his return from USA, imagines as if Erica were with him in Pakistan, but
the people are casting strange look not at her spell-binding beauty but at her foreignness. When
the living things, out of utter hatred and contempt, become unacceptable it signifies the ill omen
of disintegration, but if the dead things are rejected, it is the worst and deplorable state of
alienation. It shows that there is no chance of living together after having accepted the individual
entity of other, but there is no hope either to find space into the heart of others even after death!
It is the most sinister and apathetic state of human essence which results into nothing but outright
sterility and barrenness.
The American during conversation with Changez does not attend the calls but prefers to respond
through messaging (18), he again receives message as if someone wanted to know about his safe
being (69). The American has got an expensive, reliable and modern satellite phone; therefore he
will not have to hinge upon the local means of communication nor will power supply cuts
hamper communication. Indeed, it is security concern, for what he has taken such per-emptive
and over precautionary measures, but in the same time he is very much conscious and scrupulous
in using that phone in the presence of “others”, and what things makes him avoid speaking in the
presence of other; such kind of activities raise the feelings of suspect and doubt.
Changez metaphorically compares uneasiness and alarming mental “tick-tick-tick” state of the
American fellow being surrounded with stranger people in Lahore, Pakistan with a beast that
goes beyond the area of its sway while searching for food and is likely to fall upon either prey or
encounter a predator (19). The American fellow is that much over conscious that he even notices
the small mark of cut on the forearm of Changez with the idea that he might have been engaged
in training camps; Changez, however, clears the fog of suspicion that it was a burning candle
which left the blemish during the days of load shedding when he was a child. The American
fellow becomes choked at sudden failure of electricity, but Changez pacifies his uneasiness by
clarifying that such kinds of fluctuation and blackouts are the most common phenomena in
Pakistan. Changez further assures him that he does not need to put his hands into jacket, as
nobody would steal his wallet, yet this adds to the prevailing distrust and increases suspicion
about the motive of the American for putting his hand in the jacket (36). Further, when he leans
to side while sitting, the manifesting bulge around his armpit wears the look as if he were
wearing a holster for taking arm (84).
While they are on way to the hotel the American staying at, the sputtering sound of the rickshaw
leaves the American fellow both harassed and proactive; he takes it as if someone has shot fire at
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him (106). Besides, the following persons, as if they were chasing them, linger behind and pause
when Changez and the American fellow stand by the road, but the moment they start walking the
figures in shadow start following them (106). When they depart at the threshold of Pearl
Continent Hotel, Changez sees the glint of the metal and the chasing figures also beckon at him
to stop the foreigner as if they wanted to get certain business settled with him, the glimpse of the
face of bearded waiter makes him recognizable (111). It seems for some people the presence of
western people in Pakistan is generally subject to doubt and suspicion, even without any concrete
evidence of their being harmful.
As westerns are dealt with the feeling of suspicion and distrust in the east, so are the eastern
people in western block. In Greece, the island of Rhodes has fortified cities, which were
encircled with primitive old buildings to shield them from Turks, yet the part of the wall against
East still stands (14), which shows that feelings of distrust still prevail and linger around to cast a
gloomy shadow to worsen the already intensified split between the east and west. These feelings
leave permanent marks of paranoia and jingoism on the collective conscious of the people of
both blocks and such undeclared rivalry goes on with generations. As Spanish character Juan
Bautista, allegorically symbolizes John the Baptist, the chief priest who baptized Jesus Christ
and is respected in both Islam and Christianity, disillusion Changez, when he goes to Valparaiso,
Chile, to value a book publishing company. Juan-Bautista tells him about the janissaries, the
young Christian boys who were taken into possession when they were still child by the Ottoman
Turk Empire, and after training them they were used to destroy their own Christian civilization.
Juan-Bautista by implying that allusion calls Changez a modern day janissary, who is working in
corporate sector to strengthen the economy of a country that is not sincere to his nation, country
and civilization. Besides, he is using his talent and knowledge for others which is tantamount to
weaken their own civilization (91). Since, Spain had been center of Muslim civilization at
various time between the period of 711 AD to 1492, but King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella
conquered Granada in 1492 and ended the rule of Muslims and they also patronized Christopher
Columbus to colonize America; therefore, Juan Bautista may in his subconscious retain the
element of sympathy for Muslims and grudge against Americans.
Since, Philippines had been under military rule and territorial subservience as a colony of United
States from 1898, till it got its independence in 1946; therefore, the people of Philippines have
ambivalent feelings of respect because of fear and hatred against American. Changez
experiences it when he with his other Underwood Samson fellows arrives at Manila, Philippines
to value a recorded-music business, the overwhelming respect the American commanded over
indigenous people, they were considered having globally supreme and enviable entity, but in the
same time Changez got the glimpses of hatred the people of Philippines carried in their bosom
against American. The episode of jeepney driver glaring at Changez with both anger and hatred
(39) convey the deep essence of fact that the economic disparities and oppressive intrusion in
other country cater the seed of disrespect, annoyance and clashes. Such phenomenon becomes
social rampant, when one group or nation develops the conviction that the only reason lying
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behind their impoverishment and deprivation is the exploitative practices carried out by another
nation or group of people; thus, the gulf between the two increases to the state of complete
disrespect and detachment. This is after, Changez, fails to “focus on the fundamentals”, the
guiding principles of Underwood Samson (92).
Perhaps, it is the same feelings of inherited rivalry and prejudice borne in the collective
consciousness of people which triggered Changez for such odd behavior. When Changez
watches the news of attack and subsequent fall of the towers, he smiles at the idea that there is
still someone who can strike down America to its knees (43), but he confesses that he is neither
sociopath nor xenophobic or jingoistic; moreover he regrets over it after his arrival in New York
when he finds whole America immersed in intense mourning and churning with the splashing
waves of wrath and retaliation. The heart-aching sight of condolence words, bouquets hanging
around the corner and trees and lowly-hoisted flag of America make Changez lament over his
inhumane “smile” (47). When he shares his immediate response to the attack, the American
fellow demonstrate extreme anger by clutching his fist and conspicuous streaks of angers and
pique spread all over his face, but the same American feels pleasure when the enemies of his
country are buried under the debris of heavy structure demolished with the American munitions.
Jim, the American fellow, while interviewing Changez to induct him in Underwood Samson &
Company, is meticulously “judgmental” and “professionally appraising” to find something
peculiar or unusual, if any lying even in the remotest vistas of his subconscious that may later on
hurt the cause and interest of the company; he prudently sifts the contents to satisfy his curiosity
“like a jeweler’s” curiously inspecting a diamond which he neither wants to buy nor even to sell
(p.4); besides, he broaches on the areas which are quite personal in tone and Changez feels much
embarrassment to answer the questions regarding dwindling financial position of his family,
financial aid and scholarship he received from USA, and whether his friends or peers knew about
the scholarship or stipend he was receiving. (p.5) Jim’s questions carry a sense superiority
generally characteristic to an American fellow; besides, it reveals a fact that America, like other
developed countries, brain drains the meritorious and brilliant students especially form the
underdeveloped world by tempting them with offers of scholarships and grooms them with
sound opportunities coupled with financial aids to make them able to work for further progress
and development of America (p.3), but the circumstances and priorities are changed after the
attack. The talented, extraordinary and brilliant students especially from the Muslim world fail to
find way to the meritorious universities and capacity-cum-skill building institutions only because
of strict pre-emptive security measures or restrictions, escalating distrust and paranoid feelings.
It is really alarming when the ideas like: “All Pakistanis are potential terrorist and all American
are undercover assassin” (111), becomes established part of the collective consciousness of the
nations. It is the extreme state of hostility and distrust.
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2. Universal Consequences of an Action
No event either good or bad is limited in its consequences; its outcome and repercussion reach
the every corner of the world directly or indirectly, for instance in the midst of post-9/11 tension
and impending Pakistan-India war the economy of Pakistan clashes; rupees’ value deteriorates,
dollar rate increases drastically, which culminates into high inflation, as the result Changez
family falls on the hard days (6).
Conversely, Americans who are very much alive, optimistic and well-known for their futuristic
positivity first time after the attack were found looking back moreover with great intensity and
assertions (69). Consequently the American society becomes unwilling to reflect upon the shared
pain, they assertively mark to their superiority and indifference against those who attacked them;
which can be justifiable but treating all from the east with same yardstick begets total breakage –
cultural, political, social, geographical and human as well. It shows that pain and reality
sometimes becomes relative, what is pain for one it may be pleasure for other, but its eventual
consequences affects the all (105). Erica and her family are suffering in America, Changez and
his family is under same torment in Pakistan having no conspicuous faults in their accounts. The
waiter of the hotel in Lahore has become anti-American because some of his relatives are killed
in American attacks in Afghanistan, whereas, the American philanthropist working for the
welfare of the rural society of Pakistan is targeted for what accounts is the question of both law
and fact.
Before 9/11 event, when Changez and Wainwright, his Underwood Samson office fellow, dined
together at Pak-Punjab-Deli – subcontinent cuisine, the two friends having different cultures,
languages and food taste or flavor, enjoyed the food without the iota of distrust or suspicion,
owing to its taste, Wainwright started licking fingers at the end of food, but in fact it was trust
that allowed these two nationals to share the best of their cultures with each other as Changez
affirms it: “I had found a kindred spirit at the office” (24). However, the situation is outright
different after the terrorist attacks, the American fellow is traumatically doubtful while having
cup of tea or food with Changez in Lahore that it might be poisoned, therefore they have to
switch their cups and Changez has to take the first morsel for assurance (7). When he was
interviewed in America before the attacks, the sky was brilliant blue, but when they sit in
Pakistan after the incident, the sky has become orange and dusty sky upon them in Pakistan the
dust serves as symbol of fogginess and unclarity of vision whereas, the sign or orange shows
something blood like or revolutionary is going on in the heaven which have changed it colour
(9).
America, that is famous for democratic norms, cultural diversity, pluralism of religion and
diversification of languages and communities, seems to be losing its variety in the wake of the
attacks, partially because of over vigilance and partially because of paranoid feelings. All
American friends of Changez have “Monosyllabically monikered” names like Chuck, Mike and
Jim (11), which shows that America is going to lose its diversity, pluralism and variety, which
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signifies the loss of international understanding, belief in diversity and prevalence of religion
pluralism, which gradually would shut the doors of knowledge, progress, development at global
level.
The serene and life-friendly environment of past is being substituted with the polluted, smoky,
and uncongenial environment, which has compelled butterflies and fireflies to leave the cities
whereas only bats are left to add ugliness, cunningness, deterioration and disintegration to the
society, the dream world has ended, relationships have become blind like bats to grope around
the darkness, no sooner does the day light appear, they wither (37). After attacks, Changez to his
dismay finds that Gallery of Chelsea and Central Park, once he used to visit with Erica, vanish as
if they were changed or have lost their existence, it is not a physical change, but in fact it is the
sense of detachment, which makes the most familiar and collective heritage of humanity the
most remote and the most absurd. Besides, Erica can only think of Changez when things are
frozen in time, when she visits a rockpool where she sees a surrealistic state of things. (40-41)
Though pain and death are subjective phenomenon and relative in nature but their impact is
always universal. Changez also endures same pain of desolation and desperation because of his
attachment with Erica. (44).
3. Over vigilance and Excessive Pre-emptive Measures
It is indispensable to take all possible measures to curb terrorist activities all across the world,
but excessive vigilance and extra meticulous treatment victimizes the innocent people;
consequently, it creates a gulf and divides humanity at large, which again adds to the triumph of
evil forces. When Changez is travelling from Manila to New York after attacks, he is made to
strip down his shorts on the Manila airport, he is the last person to board out, the fellow travelers
look askance at him, and embarrassed outlook of Changez induces the feeling of suspect among
the fellow passengers. Moreover, at New York airport, the foreigners are being separated from
the Americans. The custom officers stresses on the word that what is his “purpose” of coming to
USA. Moreover, after such kind of odd treatment and eccentric experience, when he comes out,
to his dismay he find that all of his colleagues have left the airport without waiting for him (4445). Besides, Changez after developing beard becomes subject to suspicion and extra vigilance.
The Pakistani cabdrivers were beaten, FBI raided mosques, shops and even people’s houses,
Muslims men were picked and went missing, some facts of detentions and persecution were
exaggerated and sometimes fabricated, yet there was stark truth to raise the feelings of distrust,
suspicion against long stretched pre-emptiveness (56). Building walls to shield oneself from
being harmed is not a bad idea, but when such walls are excessively heightened, they create a
gulf to impede the holistic efforts to contribute for the general good and development. It can
protect our individuality but it mars collective and universal harmony. Consequently, life being
devoid of collective wisdom recedes into realm of self-devised marginality, ethnicity and
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individualism. Life, therefore, loses its innate productivity and just becomes trash of infertility
and barrenness.
4. All Have to Pay the Price
Whenever, such kinds of evil deeds occur, they not only affect the innocent people of the grieved
party but they also become equally horrible for the innocent people of the group, who have
inflicted such misery upon other. As Erica from America suffers unimaginable pain and anxiety
likewise Changez from Pakistan loses his love, career – nay life per se. The horrible attack leaves
Erica diminished, she is being caught by the fits of depression, anxiety and paranoia; therefore,
she loses her vividness, confidence and liveliness; her face becomes pale, lips dried and there
occur dark spot below her eyelids because of anxiety and sleeplessness, she wears a desolate
look on her face. Given to her anxiety, she remains upset and unable to sleep; subsequently, she
uses tranquilizers but to no avail; moreover, the side effects of tranquillizers add much to her
agony rather than soothing it. The brief time of a few weeks adversely transforms a teenager girl
into a time-worn woman. She finds a bit of consolation in Changez’s company, but she again
loses the poise, when he leaves for his business errands to New Jersey. She being entangled in
precarious state recedes into the past. Her mind is always obsessed with haunting memories of
her dead lover, Chris (62) She fails to concentrate on her novel, which otherwise is true
inspiration of her love for Chris, and being reluctant does not receive the calls of the agent she
contacted for the publication of her book. Changez wishfully strives to pull her out from the
pitfall of desperation and restore her to usual course of life (63) and the mother of Erica
beseechingly entreaties Changez to take intensive care of her ailing daughter, Erica, who is in
dire need of a friend rather than a boy friend (66). Erica, eventually, goes to a clinic like
institution where people get restored to their normal life (79).
On the other side, Changez also becomes very much disturbed and divided because of
deteriorating state of Erica, consternation of her mother, prevailing suspicion, harsh and dual
treatment he receives from the natives, suddenly transformed alien attitudes of his colleagues and
impending war in Pakistan. The state, however, worsens when Erica refuses to see him, and she
does not attend his calls, dispatches no responses of his mails; moreover, her mother also advises
him to leave Erica alone for time being; his feeling of equanimity seem absurd (68), his failure at
concentrating on his work, these all situations leave the dreamy world of Changez shattered. In
Americas he loses his entity but now his existence is in the state of jeopardy, as he cannot help
Erica, neither can he help out his family that is mentally tortured and agonized because of
impeding war between Pakistan and India. Changez comes to know that his family members
have excavated an artillery battery to seek shelter in case the war begins; the development sector
of his country is halted, poverty lays its vicious claws, job opportunities become scarce, parents
also expect certain concrete contribution on his part in those rainy days; moreover, leaving his
country and people in lurch, for the sake of his dreamland and a white girl, is tantamount to
committing treason and hatching treachery against his own land and people (71). Despite the
strong exhortation of his mother he stops shaving (72).
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A plot has been hatched to murder an American fellow, who has been working as the
Coordinator of Rural Development Support Program in Pakistan, but the youth who is being
arrested on the pretext of designing intrigue, is generally believed to be innocent (109). It does
not resonate with reason that a person from other nation comes to support and elevate the
downtrodden part of the society, in its return the same society plots to assassin him; in fact, only
evil actors can harbor such motive, so that the overall progress and universal peace can be halted.
Yet, it again adds to their pernicious motive when the innocent people are being persecuted for
such crimes. It yet remains a mind-blowing question that if death is the return of doing good
deeds, then who will dare to contribute for the welfare of others!
5. Indiscriminatory Treatment Begets Hostility
The holly-than-thou and indsicriminatory attitude creates hostility, misunderstanding and lack of
mutual respect for the cultures, religions, languages and traditions of both groups. Thus
sometimes even moderate and gentle people become diehards and reluctant to regard the means
of collective good and mutual respect. The continuous mistreatment creates communication gap,
divides people into ethnic groups, factions and individuality. Such trends and traits halt global
peace, universal wisdom remains divided and means of progress linger behind with particular
nation. It will be ideals of humanity, when man is treated equally in all corners of the world
irrespective of their caste, creed, colour, origin and religion!
It is mutual respect and trust that bind two persons from the different poles of the world in the
bond of love. Erica chooses Changez because he is polite and gives space to others, which is
unusual (15) and Changez because of his love and attachment feels uncomfortable at seeing the
nudity of Erica (14), which again shows that these two people having different origin, belonging
to different poles – the east and west – love, like, respect and care for each other unconditionally,
when they are bias-free, judicious after shunning the inborn prejudice they inherit for each other.
Erica accepts and loves Changez with all his merits and fallacies, he informs her about his
country, its geographical position and beauty, having diverse geographical divisions like plains,
mountains, seas, pastures, farming lands, valleys, his travel to China along with his family, winedrinking people, though prohibited in Islam (16). Moreover, he writes their names in Urdu on the
sand of seashore (17). Love is such a binding force that it compels man to pay no attention to the
creed, caste, nation or ethnic group of the person, one falls in love with. Changez still cherishes
the good memories of his stay in New York and has sentimental attachment with the city and
confesses his liking and love for the city, which ostensibly is incredible for the American; hence,
this unexpected response and attachment intensify the feelings of dubiousness and doubt (20).
When Changez meets Erica’s father, who criticizes the poor economic state, dictatorship,
corruption and malpractices of rich and ill-mannered politician, hence, it is his “American” tone
which make Changez very much touchy about his country; nevertheless, he spoke of reality,
facts and true state of the country (33).
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Changez was also shocked at the misconduct of American students with Greek people when they
went to visit Europe after completing their degree in Princeton. They snubbed down the local
people with curt replies like: “But you told us” (13); besides, the spendthrift, extravagant and
self-righteous attitude of American made them intolerable. They were not refined in their
dealings with other people, the sort of attitude they demonstrated it posed as if they were the
ruler of entire world. In addition to it, Changez during his business excursion in Manila being
clad in American clothes and surrounded by American fellows introduces himself from New
York as American were over respected there but at other moment he feels embarrassment at his
“identity loss” (37-38), it is this existential dilemma that torn him apart and compels him to live
America, his living dream, bright career and flourishing future.
Jim always calls Changez “hungry”(26) and “shark” (41). One day Jim defines economy as
animal that evolves gradually, after physical growth it drains the blood from extinct part of body
and sends to the mind – finance – to still grow invincible; thus, the potential and brilliance of the
people like Changez are exploited all across the globe to strengthen the backbone of the
staggering animal of economy (58). This is how the developed economy gnaws the developing
and dwindling economies. Hence, the strongest economy becomes enviable yet it remains subject
to hatred and resentment either, such response was quite noticeable in the attitude of native of
Manila towards American – ambivalent feelings of envy and contempt.
In New Jersey, an American passes derogatory and abusive remarks viz. “fucking Arab” (70)
against Changez; consequently, they are on the verge to fall into feud, but the timely intervention
of other persons present in the canteen evades the mishap. Changez’s blood, out of exasperation
and humiliation, boils, which trigger drastic change in his attitude towards the people of his
dreamland.
When Changez goes back to America, after visiting his war-prone country, his fellows greet him
with suppressed consternation. His beard causes unusual whispers and receives peculiar stares.
When he quits his job, all fellows turns stranger and demonstrate odd attitude, during the whole
process of undertaking and winding his business or collecting his personal belongings, he is
escorted by the guards, the man who had been the cardinal part and number one analyst of the
company, over nightly becomes alien therefore is treated with much suspicion and vigilance.
After having undergone the phase of disillusionment, Changez becomes an Anti-American, and
organizes demonstration against American attack on Iraq and Afghanistan (108).
Though Pakistan supported America in war against terror in Afghanistan, but the latter does not
initiate to settle the tension between India and Pakistan ensued after the attack on Indian
Parliament (76). Besides, Changez looks aghast at the American troops being dropped into
Afghanistan. (59) and he reacts with fury when the troops strike the Talban Command Post (60),
because Afghans are his neighbor, friend and Muslims fellows.
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The above mentioned discriminatory behavior and persistent feelings of exasperation,
embarrassment and humiliation disillusion Changez altogether. In the wake of terrorist attack,
Changez, who was a clean-shaven and thoroughly gentleman, develops beard, leaves New York,
becomes anti-American and is engaged in organizing demonstrations against American attack on
Iraq and Afghanistan. Thus, the long-cherished American dream of Changez is pathetically
shattered in vain (32).
Conclusion:
It is undoubtedly true that the terrorist attacks of 9/11 have culminated into horrible phase of
human history. To curb such heinous attacks in future is the profound achievement yet the beauty
of reason lies in keeping the universal bond and collective harmony intact. If humanity gets
divided, poles stand alien, the east and west become rivals; hence, it would be triumph of evil
actors. In this situation, the severest victim is none but the common man no matter from the east
or west. Diversity of religions, cultures, languages and traditions is not demarcation or dividing
line, it rather serves as spice to life, which lends beauty and verisimilitude to life.
There are so many common people like Erica and Changez, who have lost their life, possession,
career and trust in the wake of terrorist attack. The serene course of their life is altogether
perturbed in post-9/11 scenario. Suspicion, distrust and suspect have become order of the day. It
is really deplorable state that the each sentence of the conversation begins like: “I suspect or you
suspect”. It is going to seed hatred, indifference and sense of detachment in the heart of people.
Terrorism is not the matter of only west or east. It plays havoc with the both poles of the world;
the universal development is halted, collective harmony is plagued. Cultural or traditional
diversification has become sign of contempt and indifference.
The mental agony of pure and innocent souls like Erica and drastic transformation of gentlemen
like Changez into diehards are, indeed, alarming phenomena and need to be addressed on priority
bases. It, however, remains well-established fact that indiscriminate reaction and over-vigilant
precautionary measures further worsen the already precarious situation, in which the innocent
people pay the price. As recently, when Osama Bin Laden was captured from Abbotabad on May
2, 2011, Hanan Ifitkhar, who was running technology firm with his American partner in
Islamabad, receives an email from his partner asking for the distance between Islamabad and
Abbotabad. To which he replies that it was about 100 kilometers. In the afternoon he receives
another email from his American partner showing the termination of business partnership (Daily
Dawn, Tuesday May 3, 2011). It makes to ponder over that what fault lay in the account of
Hanan Iftikhar, for what reason he sustained the business loss after his partner terminated
business partnership.
If a band of evil people enacts detestable plot, it does not mean that the whole nation or ethnic
group should be dealt with that perspective. Pakistan consists of about 180 million people, they
should not pay the price for few handful numbers of evil actors, who are not only dangerous for
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west but they are also playing havoc to devastate the peace and progress and development of
Pakistan. Moreover, America has attained the zenith of political wisdom, democratic values,
scientific erudition, business acumen, educational triumph and cultural harmony, being in the
phase of self actualization and spearhead of the march of civilization, it has to lend its share for
the uplift and progress of underdeveloping countries like Pakistan. On the contrary, in the wake
of terrorist attacks so many common people from Muslim world and especially from Pakistan are
deprived of quality education, business opportunities, exchange of wisdom and experiences
owing to strict policy regarding the issuance of visa and other security measures. Conversely, the
western companies and business parties are going to wind up their ongoing business and services
or are not willing for further investment in the east. When the whip or scourge and indiscriminate
persecution falls upon those whose account bears no fault at all, this develops the feelings of
disharmony and undeclared rivalry. Sometimes, such event also leave permanent mark of despise
and indifference on the collective consciousness and general perception of the people which keep
escalating its seminal effects upon the following generation to pay the price of it. “Those who
ply and perpetrate the harm should only be to bear the consequences” should be the maxim to
rule the world. All peoples either from the east or west cannot be made responsible for the act of
the few criminal minds. Collective consciousness needs to be kept intact. Harmony, mutual
respect and reciprocal trust should be allowed to preserve the holistic beauty of the world. The
people from east and west need to be the ambassador of universal peace, harmony and respect.
Let diversity prevail all over the world to mark mutual understanding, global peace and universal
prosperity. May East and West go hand in hand to diminish the evil from the face of earth and
establish the monument of invincible harmony par excellence for the forthcoming generations!
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In my previous research, I have been concerned with restraints to autonomy for members of
oppressed groups in society, those whose oppression results from differences in race, class,
gender, sexuality, and/or disability. To attend to the numerous restraints that I identified, I
proposed a set of ethical components intended to guide policymakers in revising current public
policies so as to better ensure respect for autonomy. Despite the necessary and beneficial aspect
of this research, there remains a deep concern. Some might use my list of restraints to categorize
vulnerable populations as unable to make autonomous decisions. In response to this concern, I
have pointed to current international ethical guidelines for respecting autonomy in the medical
research context. These guidelines both mention that researchers should be aware that vulnerable
populations are more likely to have restraints to their autonomy while at the same time insisting
that this does not mean that people from vulnerable populations are incapable of making
autonomous decisions. However, this approach is philosophically unsatisfying.
For this reason, my research objective is to explore other possible alternatives or additional
ethical conditions that we might implement in order to embrace both horns of the dilemma of
recognizing the need to identify restraints to autonomy for vulnerable populations and being
mindful not to further perpetuate their oppression. My methodology is to present a summary of
the restraints to autonomy that I have identified, explaining the ways in which these impede
autonomous decision-making. Because my research focus has been on human subjects in
international medical research, I will relate these restraints to this context. However, because the
restraints I identify stem from deeply embedded social structures, they represent a universal
problem for members of oppressed populations. After briefly explaining my proposed set of
ethical components, which also can be applied universally, I look forward to getting input from
the conference attendees regarding the following questions: (1) What are your thoughts on the
feasibility of my proposed ethical components for better ensuring the autonomy of vulnerable
populations? (2) Can you think of an alternative solution for resolving this problem? (3) How can
we frame this problem so as to both identify restraints to autonomy and not provide reason for
concluding that vulnerable populations are less apt to be able to make autonomous decisions?
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this conference, my expectation is to get valuable input
from those outside my academic discipline of Philosophy. For example, some of the restraints to
autonomy deal with oppressive socialization. Those in Anthropology and Sociology will be able
to lend their expertise in addressing these restraints. Because many of the restraints deal with
unjust social structures, input from academics in Ethnic Studies and American Studies will be
extremely helpful. And, last but certainly not least, those whose academic focus is English can
lend their help in explaining how we can rephrase restraints to autonomy for vulnerable
populations in a way that is empowering and not destructive.
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Modesitt's Imager Portfolio: M-Theory in the Service of Art and Science

Although it comes as a notable surprise to many in the world of art, art of all varieties and
the world of science have a close, almost symbiotic relationship to one another. While there is a
rather pervasive view that those who inhabit the world of science are ruled by cold intellect,
demonstrable experiments, and mathematical formulas, while those folks who make their home
in the world of art are governed by intuition, emotion, and the outpouring of emotion, the truth is
somewhat different. There is a vital relationship between science and art in that art bridges the
gap between science and scientists and the rest of society. By imaginatively incorporating
scientific theories and findings into works of art, science becomes at once more accessible,
indeed more palatable, to society at large. The concept of quantum measurement and the
ensuing debate over collapsed wavefunctions, Schrodinger's measurement, and non-collapsed
wavefunctions is pretty much inaccessible in the ordinary world. But a Star Trek episode or The
Wizard of Oz involving parallel universes or the nature of repulsive gravity clearly and cleverly
incorporates the science and makes it understandable and enjoyable.
Brian Greene, The Elegant Universe, has noted "that artists, writers, composers, and film
makers are finding resonances between their work and these scientific challenges to the status
quo.....By fearlessly taking on the science and leveraging its intrinsic fascination to produce
entertaining works of substance and drama, the arts may well be the perfect medium to fully
integrate science into the world's conversation.....Certainly, shifting the sharp spotlight
illuminating science from the purely rigorous, numerical, and cognitive, to one with the softer,
more ambiguous glow of human sensibilities, is enormously potent (preface, xi)."
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It is just such a leveraging of science into literature that is the focus of this paper. L. E.
Modesitt structures many of his novels, including the Imager Portfolio, based on the tenets of the
latest advances in physics. In fact, when a few years back I was presenting a paper on Modesitt's
Recluce novels, I corresponded with Modesitt by email, and in his reply he stated that he was
influenced by Chaos Theory, but everything he wrote contained or was based on String Theory.
I have found this to be true in his previous novels, and I find it to be even more so in the Imager
Portfolio, a series of three novels: Imager, Imager's Challenge, and Imager's Intrigue.
Our understanding of the world has gone through startling transformations from the
magic and superstition of the middle ages to the period of classical (Newtonian) science to the
challenges to classical science in the early twentieth century coming from relativity and quantum
mechanics. Classical physics developed laws describing our everyday world. In contrast, the
laws of relativity describe the macro world of interstellar distances and speeds approaching the
speed of light, and the laws of quantum mechanics describe the world of the quantum, of the
infinitely tiny. Unfortunately, the laws of relativity and of quantum mechanics are not consistent
with each other, leading to more developments in physics in the latter part of the twentieth
century in an attempt to resolve this unacceptable inconsistency.
Chaos theory, developing into Complexity Theory, was one of these new approaches. It
discusses the interrelationship between apparent chaos and order, finding they interweave into
each other, with unexpected order found inside chaos to the point that chaos was seen as a stream
of information rather than a lack of order. String Theory was another approach, whose purpose
was to find a unified theory that could resolve the inconsistencies between relativity and
quantum mechanics. However, five different versions of String Theory were developed, finally
to be resolved into one consistent theory called M-Theory. Further developments in physics are
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also presented, such as the Psychoenergetic Science of William Tiller, professor emeritus at
Stanford, who has extended physics between the concept of information and into consciousness
with rigorous scientific experimentation proving many of the miraculous abilities found in the
characters populating Modesitt’s various universes. However, this paper will focus on
Modesitt’s use of various tenets of Chaos Theory and of M-Theory (String Theory) in structuring
the universe of his Imager Portfolio.
Modesitt's Imager Portfolio world of Terahnar is a world that can be characterized as
being very like our late Victorian period. This world allows Modesitt to comment on and
critique everything from politics to military preparedness to religious intolerance to sexual
discrimination. While this world of the Imager novels is very like ours, it differs in several
important ways, in particular by positing the existence of people who can visualize objects or
even actions and by this act of visualization create what they visualize. Additionally, this world
also has a race of people, the Pharsi, who can farsee, that is they can foretell or prophesy events
before they occur. Neither of these two phenomena is exactly unknown in our world--the world
of reality. We have the prophecies of the Bible, of Edgar Cayce, of Nostradamus, and we have
reports of people like Sai Baba manifesting various things in full view of throngs of people. But
generally speaking, these kinds of happenings are viewed with a jaundiced eye by the majority of
people. However, in the world of Terahnar, such abilities are very real and form the bedrock of
the novels.
Since people may not be familiar with the Imager Portfolio, a brief overview of
the novels will prove helpful. Rhennthyl, usually shortened to just Rhenn, is the protagonist of
theses novels. He is the son of a well to do wool merchant (called a factor) with two brothers and
a sister. Although Rhenn's father has wanted Rhenn to follow in his footsteps and become a
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wool factor, Rhenn has chosen to become a portrait artist. When first introduced in the Imager,
he is a journeyman artist, having served a total of ten years as both an apprentice and
journeyman. His training has provided him with the ability to note details and to visualize
finished work. As a journeyman, Rhenn cannot open his own studio; only a master is allowed to
have his own studio. Unfortunately for Rhenn's ambitions, his master is killed in a fire that
destroys the house and the studios leaving Rhenn on his own. Because of his talent, no other
masters are willing to take him on as a journeyman since he will eventually provide too much
competition for them.
Over the course of the previous year or two prior to the fire, Rhenn has noticed that he
has been inadvertently imaging things into existence, and while most of these things are small,
they prove to him that he is, in fact, an imager. Because he can't find a position with another
master and, more importantly, because by law he must turn himself over to the Collegium on
Imagisle for training and supervision, he journeys to Imagisle and begins training to become a
full-fledged imager. The remainder of Imager shows Rhenn's growth as an imager, accelerated
both by his immense natural ability and his maturity. Rhenn rapidly rises through the ranks,
moving from primus to secundus to tertius within half a year, a sequence never achieved by
many imagers and never in less that several years time. The remaining ranks for Rhenn to
achieve are all master level ranks, four of them in total.
During Rhenn's first few months, he runs afoul of a High Holder's son (a type of
hereditary aristocracy) and the brother of a Taudischef (a slum ganglord). Acting together, they
attack Rhenn, trying to maim and kill him. He reacts to the attack by killing the Taudischef's
brother and blinding the son of the High Holder. Even though Rhenn has acted in self-defense,
he has earned the enmity of the High Holder.
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This is one of two events that serve to ultimately drive the storyline in all three novels.
Equally important, Rhenn's actions fully demonstrate the extent of his talents. His mentor,
Master Dichartyn, is head of Collegium Security, a post comparable to being the head of both the
CIA and the FBI. Dichartyn trains Rhenn to be a covert security operative, serving to protect the
members of the Council, the ruling force in Solidar. From this point to the end of Imager, Rhenn
finds the young woman who will be the love of his life, a wealthy Pharsi girl who can farsee, and
he survives at least five assassination attempts, one of which nearly kills him. He also saves the
head of the Council from being poisoned, kills a foreign diplomat who is a renegade imager and
who has been paying to have young imagers assassinated. Additionally, he blows up, through
imaging, a wagon containing explosives and rockets that were intended to kill the Council
Members. In the process, he killed all four of the plotters. This takes us to the end of Imager.
I will move through the remaining two novels very rapidly since most of what I want to discuss
further occurs in the first novel, Imager.
In Imager's Challenge, Rhenn becomes a liaison between the Civic Patrol and the
Collegium. He is assigned to go with patrollers covering the worst slums in the city. In this
capacity, he earns the respect of the various slum ganglords, with the exception of the worst one,
who turns out to be a renegade imager. He captures him and turns him over to the Collegium to
be tried and executed. Rhenn also prevents a riot in the slums and identifies and removes corrupt
officers of the Civic Patrol.
Of great importance is the conflict that is ongoing throughout the novel between Rhenn
and the High Holder father of the imager Rhenn blinded in the first novel. Ryel, the High
Holder, tries to destroy Rhenn and his entire family by various oblique means. He is clever and
what he does can't be traced back to him, but he nevertheless makes it plain to Rhenn who is
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doing the damage. When he succeeds in killing Rhenn's brother, Rhenn feels that he is left with
no recourse but to destroy Ryel and his son and nephew so that the revenge plot will be finished.
He does this in a spectacular but untraceable accident that can't implicate him. Because Rhenn's
actions are spectacular, even though unprovable, he is no longer covert. So Dichartyn has him
made both a master of the Collegium and a captain of the Civic Patrol.
In Imager's Intrigue, Rhenn eventually becomes the second highest ranking imager in all
of Solidar, although he is far and away the most powerful. In another foreign plot, Imagisle has
been bombarded and the two most senior imagers have been killed. Rhenn has been forced to
take over his old mentor's position as head of covert operations. In this capacity, he ends a war
with Solidar's chief rival, Ferrum, roots out corruption at the highest levels of the navy, engineers
reform in the Council, and continues a happily married life with his wife and daughter.
It is time now to examine the development of Rhenn as he learns to control the
elementary strings of his world through his visualization with intent. Most of the incidents of
interest to this paper are in the first novel as Rhenn discovers that he has the ability to image and
takes the path to develop that ability to its full potential. Now it is the contention of this paper
that everything that appears fantastic in these novels, in particular the imaging and the farseeing,
is in perfect alignment with theories to be found in modern physics. These latest theories
provide the theoretical framework upon which the whole Imager series is predicated, a world
that is very similar to ours in its physics, but just enough different to accommodate imagers and
farseers.
There are four elements in particular of Chaos Theory which provide the basis for much
of the most important development driving the series: the butterfly effect, feedback loops,
patterns and strange attractors, and scaling and fractals.
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The butterfly effect states that very tiny changes in initial conditions can sometimes lead
to dramatically different results. It is so named because an analogy often cited is that a butterfly
flapping its wings in Asia has the capability of producing a drought on another continent. The
chaotic element of the butterfly effect is that which small change in initial conditions will create
major differences cannot be predicted. Thus life develops as a series of feedback loops – one
change leads to another leads to another, but the end result cannot be predicted from the initial
change. This is reflected in human life experience and learning, and is exemplified in the
development of Rhenn, the protagonist in the Imager series, and his development into an imager.
Major incidents from his development will be detailed later in the paper to show how Modesitt
actually incorporates these elements from the theories of physics.
The major plot line of all three books of the Imager series is developed through the
butterfly effect. Two small incidents in particular are used, and by the third book in the series
they have become interwoven. The first butterfly effect is the attack on Rhenn by the High
Holder’s son and ganglord’s brother in which he reacts to the attack by killing one and blinding
the other. The resulting enmity of the High Holder sets up much of the plot line. The second
butterfly effect is the fact that Rhenn’s sister Kethila is reading books on women’s issues and
talks with Rhenn about it. This gives Rhenn a way to interact with Madame D’Shendael, another
High Holder and cousin to the chief of naval security. Through this interaction the major
political events unfold, culminating in attacks on Imagisle and a major war in the third book, all
of which drives Rhenn’s development as an imager.
Another major component of Chaos Theory is the importance of patterns, both in the
apparent chaos and in what seems to be order. This includes a scaling, fractal dimension in
which similar patterns are found at different hierarchical levels and includes the concept of
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strange attractors – the kernel of a pattern which attracts to it more of that pattern. Even while
working as a portrait artist, Rhenn noticed he had the ability to perceive patterns and to solve
situations based on this ability.
Rhenn is very adept at perceiving patterns. For example, in the Imager, he notices a
wagon with an aging draft horse parked near a flower seller. The wagon is old but brightly
colored and seems to fit comfortably into the setting. Later, when he sees that same wagon
parked outside the Council Chateau on the night of the Autumn Harvest Festival, it is
incongruous and draws his attention because it breaks the pattern of location. Additionally, the
wagon is sagging, as if it carries great weight, where it has not sagged previously. Because he
notes the change in the pattern, he is able to destroy the wagon, which has been loaded with
explosives, thereby saving the political leaders of Solidar.
A further example is when Rhenn notices a pattern of payments from a foreign bank to a
corrupt Civic Subcommander and payments from the same bank to buy properties and cause
disruptions in the plot where Rhenn’s brother was killed. That same foreign bank holds the
paper on a massive loan to the Factor who makes the advanced turbines for the navy ships. This
loan leads in part to the destruction of the Factor’s business, which cripples the navy’s ability to
build new advanced ships. By perceiving the pattern of funding, Rhenn is able to destroy the
chief Ferran spy, the one behind both the killing of young imagers and the sabotage that has been
occurring on Solidar.
Whenever a problem occurs, as they do throughout the three novels, Rhenn first notes the
outline of a pattern, but there is almost always something that doesn’t fit. In solving the part that
doesn’t fit, he completes the pattern but finds that the part he solves has become essential to a
further pattern, which will also have a part that doesn’t fit. This fractal pattern continues and
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becomes a major pattern in itself. This is a beautiful example of Modesitt’s use of patterns and
strange attractors, essential parts of Chaos Theory.
As stated previously, M-Theory, the unified version of String Theory, connects
Newtonian physics, relativity, and quantum mechanics into a unified field theory or what has
been called T.O.E., a Theory of Everything. There are three basic concepts in this theory that
Modesitt applies to structure his novels and in particular the Imager Portfolio: vibrating strings,
focused intention, and parallel universes. String theory basically holds that at the smallest level
of everything, underlying all reality, are vibrating strings of energy. There are no more point
particles -- atoms, protons, neutrons, electrons, muons, mesons, and so forth. In other words,
particle physics no longer has particles: all these "particles" are made of strings vibrating at
different frequencies, amplitudes, patterns, etc. Now the physics world still uses terms like atom
and electron, but that is just a handy fiction, and a convenience.
One can consider an analogy often set forth in physics books when discussing strings and
their properties: the strings on a piano or violin have resonant frequencies at which they most
likely vibrate. These patterns are accessible to our ears as musical notes and their higher
harmonics. The same holds true for the loops of string in string theory. But these strings don't
produce notes. Rather, the oscillatory patterns determine the preferred mass and force charges.
(Greene, Elegant Universe)
The idea of strings of vibrating energy of all sorts underlying all reality is a fascinating,
but staggering speculation. For from such an assumption comes the idea of additional
dimensions beyond the ones everyone currently acknowledges (length, width, height, and time).
Additionally, the idea of parallel or alternate universes is not only possible within M-Theory, it is
demanded by the theory. Andrei Linde has posited the notion that what we call the universe
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occupies only a tiny part of an immensely larger cosmological expanse. In effect, our universe is
only one of an enormous number of what may be viewed as island universes scattered across
what Greene has termed a grand cosmological archipelago. (Greene, The Elegant Universe)
It is fair to say that we have always viewed our universe as conforming to a consistent
and uniform physics. But our physics may have no bearing on other universes. As Greene has
noted, "in other universes physics may differ in still more dramatic ways: the list of elementary
particles and forces may be completely distinct from ours, or, taking a cue from string theory,
even the number of extended dimensions may differ, with some cramped universes having as
few as zero or one large spatial dimension, while other expansive universes possess eight, nine,
or even ten extended spatial dimensions. If we let our imagination run free, even the laws
themselves can drastically differ from universe to universe” (p. 367). Having the laws
themselves differ radically from our universe in relation to some other universe or universes is
precisely what Modesitt has made use of in creating his parallel universes with their own laws.
String Theory also incorporates other startling concepts that came out of Quantum
Mechanics. One of these of great interest to this paper is the incontrovertible fact that the mere
act of observing quantum functions changes the result. In other words, observing a quantum
experiment collapses the wave into one possibility and destroys other possibilities. So an electron
orbits the nucleus because we expect it to, and in that case our observation eliminates any other
possibilities. In the case of strings, any attempt to measure the wave length or resonating
frequency changes the properties of the string being measured or observed. Thus, our
observation of the strings forming the basic components of a material can change the actual
material, for example, changing lead to gold.
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This last part-- that focused attention has the power to impose will or purpose on some
object in question by eliminating all other possibilities-- is very important to the analysis of
Modesitt's works. In conjunction with focused will or intent is the notion that changing the
vibration of strings changes their physical manifestation. Since strings underlie all creation,
being able to manipulate the vibrating strings to vibrate in new ways and in concert with other
strings is breathtakingly powerful and explains the abilities of Modesitt’s imagers. Visualization
has become a hot topic in our current Earth reality (parallel). Many teachers are teaching
visualization methods through a variety of techniques and more and more people are using them.
And the latest wave of scientists, such as Dr. Tiller, are extending science into such possibilities
and scientifically proving they are real human abilities. So Modesitt’s application of these
various aspects of the latest physics into his works of art displaying these abilities in action is a
very important transitional device integrating science into the lives of non scientists.
The ability to change the vibrations is what the imagers and Pharsi do when they image
and farsee respectively. The ability to do either is genetic, but, like other abilities one is born
with, it must be nurtured and developed. Indeed, much of the interest in the novel, Imager in
particular, is seeing how Modesitt brings about this development.
A major characteristic of Modesitt novels is that there are no cheap or easy acquisitions
of power. Whether it is in the Recluce novels or the Spellsong series or The Corean Chronicles,
the hero has to work for his powers. While the hero may be born with certain potentials, he has
to work assiduously to control and perfect them. In the course of the novels, this is demonstrated
time and again. But in the process of the discovery and mastery the hero goes through in the
course of the novel, the reader gains a full understanding of the ability becoming manifest within
the hero; and there is a cost to the abilities. These abilities take their toll in both physical and
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psychical ways. The imager overusing his abilities can become completely depleted to the point
of being unable to defend himself. In other words, he compromises his ability to access vibrating
strings and change their vibrations. This, of course, is a valuable learning experience if one
survives the experience. One sees this throughout all three novels of the series, but in the interest
of time, it is best to concentrate on the first novel and note how Modesitt introduces the hero and
shows the development of Rhenn’s abilities to do imaging.
In Imager, one first encounters Rhenn as a very talented but frustrated portrairturist. He
has great talent but is being severely constrained in what he is allowed to do or even what
materials he has available to work with. But his latent imaging talent is stirring and his focused
intent manifests his visualization. When he is painting the portrait of a young girl and her cat, he
notices that the jawline wasn't quite right.
The jaw line still wasn't quite the way I wanted it. I looked to Thelya,
fixing the side of her face in my mind, Then at the canvas, and the
brushstrokes. The oils on the canvas shimmered, then shifted, ever so
slightly. The brushstrokes were still mine, but the jawline was
cleaner--and right. I'd only been able to do that recently, but I
knew what I was doing bordered on imaging. (Imager, 32)
He also noted that the green color of Thelya's eyes weren't right, but the imager green was
extremely costly and Rhenn wasn't allowed to use it. He thought,
If I could just have used the tiniest bit of that brilliant green, and
then shaded the eyes from yellow-flicked zinc green to the brighter
imager's green on the sides of the pupils--right there.
I swallowed. I'd done it again. What I'd visualized, seen so
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clearly in my mind, had appeared on the canvas before me.
That was a form of imaging. (Imager, 52)
Rhenn further experiences imaging when he dreams he is on a bench in complete dark
and feels the need of a light. He immediately sees that his lamp is lit and that he is in his bed,
but he also knows that he had put out the lamp before he got out of bed and that nobody has
entered his room. He realized, not very happily, that he imaged the lamp lit in his sleep.
After the fire that killed his master and left him adrift with no further prospects of
becoming a mater portraiturist, he moves back to his parents' home as a stopgap measure.
Wondering if in fact he is an imager, he tries to image an ivory comb to replace one of a pair that
was broken. He imaged it perfectly and came to the conclusion that the only thing he could do
was to go to Imagisle and be tested.
At Imagisle, he is asked to image something when he makes inquiry of the imager who is
greeting visitors to Imagisle. When he images another comb, he gains the imager's undivided
attention, and he sends for Master Dichartyn. Master Dichartyn takes him into another room and
asks him to image a small aluminum box that he is holding. After examining the box briefly
since he has never seen aluminum, he images it perfectly and seals his fate. Master Dichartyn
takes on Rhenn as his student and sets up a special course of study, since Rhenn is both older
than the average beginner and also already a great deal more powerful imager than most of the
third level imagers. It is the course of study that Dichartyn sets up for Rhenn that develops
Rhenn's power and his control. But this study is not without cost. As Dichartyn tells Rhenn
when explaining what he will be doing,
“In imaging,” he explained, “the more you learn to do, the closer you
are to great danger, from many sources. You may not understand that
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now, but for your own safety, please believe me until you understand
why it so.'" (Imager, 93)
The course of study Dichartyn sets up for Rhenn involves chemistry, anatomy, history,
and law. He works directly with Rhenn on his imaging skills and setting shields. The course of
study is practical in that Rhenn needs to know the composition of things that he will image as
well as what things are dangerous to combine. The building of shields is crucial for an imager
both to protect himself from overextending himself when imaging and to protect himself from
attacks from imagers and persons trying physical attacks.
Now... about shields...it's simply another form of imaging.
You image an invisible shield...but one that only stops imaging.
Rhenn asks what seems a reasonable question.
“If...if...someone pointed a gun at me...”
To which Dichartyn responds with
“You could and should--image a harder invisible shield between you.
Holding the shield might force you several steps backward when the
bullet hit it, but that's better than getting wounded. By the same token,
that sort of shield won't do much against a cannon shell.” (Imager, 159)
Several days later, after Rhenn has had an opportunity to experiment with shields, Dichartyn
tests him.
Abruptly, I could feel myself pressed back in the chair. Master
Dichartyn shook his head. “You can detect someone, but you need
a second level behind them.”
“How do I do that?” I wasn't certain what he meant.
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“You need to train your mind, just as you trained your hands
and fingers as an artist to react to situations. The moment your
shields feel any imaging pressure, those second level shields
need to spring forward.”
I didn't have faintest idea of where to begin.
“I'll press at your shields gently, and you erect a stronger set...”
Once more I was sweating and exhausted when he finally, said,
“Enough. You need to work on them more. Now that you're a secundus
and free to travel Imagisle, you need the ability to protect
yourself.” (Imager, 161)
As noted earlier, imaging is not cheap nor is it easy. Dichartyn is pushing Rhenn because he
knows that Rhenn will be a target and he intends to make him a covert imager, a counter spy.
Rhenn attracts the enmity of two imagers, the son of a High Holder and the brother of a
Taudischef; consequently, he not only feels the need to continue to strengthen his shields but to
develop ways to attack and to defend himself. He devises a way to image caustic (a strong lye)
at and into an intended target. So when they both attack him, he defends himself, imaging
caustic into both the High Holder's son's and the Taudischef's brother eyes. The one is
permanently blinded and has to leave Imagisle since he can no longer see to image, while the
other dies.
Dichartyn absolves Rhenn of responsibility for the two imagers, but he notes that Rhenn
needs more weapons, so he arranges to have him learn more anatomy by attending an autopsy
where the Master conducting the autopsy shows him where to image air into the heart or the
brain or poison behind the eye, among other grisly ways to dispose of an enemy.
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Rhenn's strength and naiveté are demonstrated some weeks later when on a dinner date
with the woman he later marries, he is shot by an assassin waiting outside the restaurant where
they are eating dinner. Seliora, his date, has warned him three times that there is someone
outside the restaurant who is watching him and waiting for him to come out. Since she is Pharsi
and can farsee, he should have listened and responded accordingly.
We stepped out of the bistro and were walking toward
the pair of hacks waiting for fares, when Seliora stiffened again,
“Over there,” she whispered. “It's the same man.”
I turned my head and saw the glint in the bearded man's hand,
and then what looked to be a spark or flash. I was to slow in
trying to throw up shields, and something smashed into my shoulder.
Despite the pain, I was furious. I concentrated on imaging caustic
into his eyes and inside his chest, around his heart, or where I
thought his heart was.
There was a single shriek, and he pitched forward onto the
pavement of the sidewalk.
I stood there dumbly for a moment.
Seliora looked at me. “You're bleeding.”
Seliora tries to stop the bleeding by pressing a handkerchief on the wound with pressure, but that
isn't enough. Rhenn responds to her worry.
"I tried to image something like a shield around the wound.”
“Whatever you're doing, Rhenn, keep doing it. The bleeding’s almost
stopped." (Imager, 244)
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Rhenn manages to stay conscious until they reach the infirmary at Imagisle, holding his shields
around the wounds with Seliora's help. Although severely wounded, he does recover, and after
several weeks he is sufficiently recovered to undertake his next assignment. But what this
incident shows is that Rhenn has tremendous ability in order to be able to continue imaging after
being nearly fatally wounded. It also leads to better judgment on his part, which as the saying
goes is "good judgment is usually the result of applying bad judgment." But what is of note here
is that Rhenn’s training has helped him focus his intentions, and visualizing (changing the
vibrations of strings) demands focused intent. Even wounded, he can still focus his intent to
produce changes in his world’s strings.
After Rhenn recovers sufficiently, he assumes his new position as a council messenger;
that is, he escorts petitioners to meetings with the councilors at the Council Chateau and makes
certain that he protects the councilors from harm. He foils several would be assassination
attempts over the ensuing several weeks while still continuing imaging exercises and specialized
techniques such as poison identification. While there are several interesting episodes before the
culmination of the Imager, there is one in particular, the final one, that is worth considering.
Because of Rhenn's duties as a council security messenger, he is expected to attend the
Autumn Harvest Festival, there to act as protection of those invited as well as to partner any
young ladies in need of dance partners, and in general to serve where necessary. Those invited
included Council Members, High Holders, wealthy factors, and foreign diplomats. Various
persons from the assorted groups represent potential trouble, and all the imagers are being
especially watchful. Rhenn discovers that the Ferran Diplomat, Vhillar, is really a renegade
imager by testing to see if he has shields. He does and with this discovery comes the realization
that Vhillar is the man who accompanied an assassin who tried to kill him. He also realizes that
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Vhillar is the one paying assassins to kill young imagers, though he can't prove it. He watches
Vhillar closely and, when the Council Head is ready to propose the evening's toast, Rhenn
realizes that Vhilllar is planning to kill the councilor. As the wine bottles are being prepared for
the toast, Rhenn takes precautions to prevent poisoning.
I watched the goblet, hoping I'd guessed correctly.
The wine settled, then trembled--and I knew, not that I'd ever be able to
prove it.
I concentrated, trying to image what was in the toasting glass
away, and replacing it with wine from the second unopened bottle.
This time the trembling was more pronounced, but no one seemed to
notice. Certainly, Surieyen D'Alte did not as he picked up the goblet,
raised it and declaimed, 'For Solidar, for the Council, and in thanks
for a fruitful harvest.
Then he lowered the goblet and put it to his lips. At that moment,
I extended a shield on one side of the glass--the side between Vhillar
and the councilor.
Something, a tiny something, hit the invisible shield and rebounded,
unseen by most, except for the older woman in front, over
whose shoulder a fine mist sprayed. She merely frowned,
then used her scarf to brush away the misty drops.
...............................................................................

I could feel eyes on me, but I continued to survey the
crowd. As my eyes passed those of Vhillar, I could see his
eyes narrow. Abruptly, he looked away, then guided Mistress
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D'Guerdyn-Alte out onto the dance floor as the orchestra
resumed playing.
Vhillar is clearly aware of what Rhenn is, and he tries to kill him later in the evening in an image
attack. Rhenn's shields hold, but he realizes then that he has to do something about Vhillar
before he leaves for the evening. Since Rhenn can't locate Dichartyn, he takes matters into his
own hands and goes outside, hides in the ornamental topiary, and waits for Vhillar to exit. When
Vhillar appears on his way out, Rhenn acts.
First, I imaged colorless oil across the steps, three deep, directly
below him and well beyond his shields, and used a partial
shield--something Maitre Dyana had taught me-- to block
any reflections from the lamps flanking the stone step.
Vhillar took one step down, then another, then a third, before
his boot slipped, one, then the other. His arms flailed as
he let go of Mistress D'Guerdyn-Alte. She first stared,
because I'd been accurate enough that she hadn't stepped in
the oil.
In that moment when Vhillar lost his concentration, and his shields
faltered for a moment, I drove through them and imaged air, lots
of it, into the major vessels in his brain, then imaged a blast
of air at the back of his head--enough to drive him headfirst
into the stone farther down the steps, angled so that his temple
would hit first.
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As Rhenn slipped away from where Vhillar went down, he noticed an ancient wagon that he'd
been seeing for several days. From the way the wagon was parked facing the Council Chateau
and from the way the wagon was sagging, Rhenn knew that the wagon represented real trouble.
When he saw the man he knew to be a Ferran agent and assassin setting up a tripod for a rocket
launcher, he knew he had to act.
I knew I had to act. I imaged fire and flame into the
wagon and whatever the weapon beside it might be, praying
to the Nameless that I didn't believe in that I would be in time
before something worse happened.
I tried to strengthen my shields, but...everything exploded.
Shields and all, I felt myself being lifted and flung.... (Imager, 432)
Rhenn does recover, of course, from a broken rib and assorted bruises. The result of the
explosion was to kill four assassins connected with the wagon. Rhenn has made himself too well
known, so he is set to assume a new role as liaison between the Collegium and the Civic Patrol.
He is also advanced in rank to become the youngest master in Collegium history.
The events surrounding the Autumn Harvest Festival are the last major event of Imager.
Modesitt has introduced the major player for all three novels. He has illustrated the nature of
imaging and the training required for adeptship. He has provided Rhenn the training and given
him the experience necessary to handle any problems he will face in the next two novels. While
Rhenn will refine his skills more in the next two novels and he will face a host of new problems
and dangers, all the basic work of creating an alternate universe (world) and creating a group of
people capable of using focused intention to change the vibrations of their world's strings has
been accomplished.
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Tagore and Kenji:Self-abandonment and Self-realization
I- Tagore fever in the Taisho period and afterwards
In the Taisho period in Japan (1912-26) “vitalism" or "biologism,” in which “life” was seen as
the principle of thought, became a popular notion. In this context a fever for the works of
Rabindranath Tagore started in 1915 and encouraged the rapid translation of almost all his principal
English writings. Nine books were published in 1915 alone. Now we have 2 different
collected works of Tagore: 8 volumes by Apolon and 12 volumes by Daisanbunmei.
Beside this, more than 40 translations of his various works have been published by
various translators up to now.

During the Taisho period, numerous short essays on

Tagore’s works also appeared in various kinds of journals (mainly non-academic ones),
and 11 books on Tagore were published.
Even after this unprecedented fever settled down, some academic researchers
never lost their interest in Tagore, thus we have 24 books on Tagore now as well as
articles which have appeared in journals of amazingly diverse areas of study, ranging
from Indology, philosophy, Buddhist study, music, art, children’s literature, comparative
literature, education, sociology, history, and Asian Studies to hygiene and medical
science.
Clearly Tagore has been loved by many Japanese readers and studied by some
devoted Tagore scholars.

However, academic studies on Tagore have lacked unity, and

also have tended to focus more on his philosophy than on his literary works.
Comparative studies of Tagore’s thought and Buddhism has been a mainstay.

Critical

approaches to his work also remain sparse in comparison with the attention lavished on
other epic poets such as Goethe and Milton.
The Tagore fever in the Taisho period conversely caused a wave of negative
reactions by some Japanese writers, which caused them to keep away from his literary
works.

Tagore highly praised Japanese people for having “the vision of beauty in

nature and the power of realizing it” in their lives (The Spirit of Japan 8), however he
never hesitated to denounce Japanese militaristic trends, which caused him to be
criticized in certain Japanese literary circles until the end of the WW I.
It was largely scholars of English who introduced Tagore to the Japanese literary
world in the Taisho period and contributed to the development of Tagore studies in
Japan. Yonejiro Noguchi, a Japanese poet who wrote poems in English, in 1926 said,
“We can never discuss modern English literature without Tagore” (An Indian Poet 22),
however we do not find any such notion among English scholars of literature recently.
2
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The reasons for this current neglect are rooted in our political and academic history.
II

Tagore and Kenji

We can appreciate Tagore’s literary works more if we consider how Miyazawa Kenji,
a revered Japanese poet in the Taisho period shared his ideal of a peaceful and
harmonious world controlled by an immortal order, and how he similarly incorporated
these concepts in his works.
The notion that God is Life (a key term) immanent in the whole universe became
part of the cultural mainstream in the Taisho period.

Writers of the “Shirakaba

School,” including Kenji, shared the idea that the whole universe is one living organism
with individuals as part of it. Kenji was mainly influenced by Nichiren-sect Buddhism
in adopting this view, but some scholars have also mentioned Tagore’s influence, and
recently one scholar of Japanese literature has undertaken comparative studies of these
two major figures. Professor Hisaya Yoshie, in Tagore and Kenji (1998), argues that
Kenji incorporated most of Tagore’s ideas about nature and the will of the universe in
his poems and children’s stories in his own unique way. I found this study very
stimulating, but here I would like to focus on The Bears of Mt. Nametoko, which
Professor Yoshie did not deal with in his book.

The Bears of Mt. Nametoko (1934) is one of Kenji’s stories which show how a
human being is part of the whole universe, one organism of Life. This is shown by
depicting the love and sympathy that exist between a hunter, Kojuro, the protagonist,
and the bears of Mt. Nametoko.

Kojuro likes the bears of Mt. Nametoko, and the bears

like both Kojuro and his hunting dogs. However, he had to kill them to make a living.
Whenever Kojuro shoots a bear, he talks to it. He says, “I’d like to do some other work
with no sin attached, but … there’s nothing else I can do.

If it is fate which caused you

to be born as a bear, then it is that same fate that made me make a living as a hunter,”
then adds, “Yai! Next time make sure you’re not reborn as a bear” (5).
One summer day Kojuro comes across a big bear, and as he is “just about to pull the
trigger”, the bear throws up her arms and calls out, “Why kill me?” He answers “I
really hate to do it, but it can’t be helped. But when you question me like this, it makes
me feel like I should just eat chestnuts and acorns and the like, and if I die, then so be it”
(13). However, he cannot give up hunting as a way to make a living.

The bear entreats

him to wait for two years, saying, “I really wouldn’t mind dying now, but there’s some
work I need to finish…I promise that in two years time I will die right in front of your
house.” (13) Kojuro, being “overcome by a strange feeling”, stands there, and “remained
3
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standing, as if in a daze” (13). Then, one morning after two years have passed he finds
below his cypress hedge a reddish-black shape lying with “a pool of blood running out of
its mouth” (13). “Without thinking, Kojuro folded his hands in prayer” (13). The bear
clearly has not failed to keep her word.

The sacrifice of this bear reminds us of the

story of Buddha’s self-immolation for a starving tiger.
Kojuro not only feels that he can understand what the bears say to each other, but
also they arouse awe in him.

One day Kojuro happens to head off in the wrong

direction, and is surprised at the sight of “a sow bear and her cub, hardly a year old”,
who are “gazing intently at the opposite side of the valley, holding their paws up to their
foreheads as would a person peeing off into the distance” (8) in pale moonlight.

“It

seemed to Kojuro as if halos radiated from the bears’ bodies, and he stopped in his
tracks transfixed by the scene before him. Then, he heard the little bear speak .

Kojuro

listens to them talk about the white thing on the opposite side of the valley. Snow or
frost?

Or magnolia blossoms?

Kojuro feels his heart grow full, and he retreats slowly,

so that his steps will not be heard by the sow and cub, who are still absorbed in their
conversation.

He sees divinity in them, which seems to inspire a change in his

perspective on his own role in the universe.
Another day Kojuro comes across a huge bear, who “had risen up one its hind legs
and was charging toward him” (20).

Despite the crack of his gun, the bear doesn’t

stumble and keeps advancing on him like “a wavering black storm front.”

When

Kojuro thinks he is about to die he hears a voice from afar, “Ah, Kojuro. I didn’t mean to
kill you” (20), and when he thinks he is dead already he sees “glittering lights like blue
stars around him, and he apologized to the bears he shot dead, “This must be a sign that
I am dead…Bears, please forgive me” (20).
The “large black forms of bears” gather in a circle around Kojuro’s dead body on
the night of the third day after this, with “a moon like a ball of ice hung in the sky,”
throw themselves at Kojuro’s feet, and “remained motionless for what seemed like
eternity” (20). The narrator then says, “One might even imagine that Kojuro’s dead,
frozen face looked as serene as while he lived, and that a faint smile played across his
lips” (20-21).

What does this signify?

Kojuro’s serene face seems to suggest he has

entrusted his own life to the subsuming life of the universe through a complete
self-abandonment, and like a wave in the sea he was united with the All.
Why do the bears mourn Kojuro’s death and pay homage to him?

It seems they

also see divinity in Kojuro, who always felt awful about shooting them, which is why he
felt obliged to give up hunting. The affinity between Kojuro and bears forms a strong
contrast to the enmity between Kojuro and the ironmonger whose degrading treatment
4
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makes him feel miserable.

There was no hierarchy in the Mt. Nametoko community,

and Kojuro feels he is part of animate nature, while in the town the ironmonger thinks
of Kojuro and the bears only as resources to be exploited.

Kojuro seems to find a

universal self in these bears, and vice versa, like lovers united through an ideal
projective identification.
Critics usually focus on the utopian aspects of Kenji’s children’s stories.

But this

is not a story only of optimistic harmony between human beings, bears and inanimate
nature, but also a story of bloody killings between them.

Mt. Nametoko, however,

becomes a space where one human being and the bears can coexist with mutual respect,
love and self-abandonment, as space in which an individual can go beyond the borders
of self to be united with the universe, can find divinity immanent in each innermost
heart and realize a unified self.

This corresponds with Tagore’s idea of self-realization

(=Sadhana), which means that an individual realizes he is completely united with the
universe (=God, the immortal, the infinite, universal Life), that is, he is a unified self
(=a supreme self). Tagore states in Sadhana that a man desires to go beyond himself, to
dedicate himself to an idea, for example his nation, the human race, or God; thus he can
enlarge his consciousness through his self-abandonment, a process of opening the
deepest part of the human soul to be united with the infinite.

For Tagore, a person who

is conscious of such a union will see divinity in everything under the sun with deep
respect and love, and will realize that the world is not divided, but is a peaceful and
harmonious place controlled by an immortal order.
III Cross-cultural Friendship
Hemant Krishan Singh, the Indian ambassador to Japan at the time, mentioned
the friendship between Tagore and Okakura Tenshin (Kakuzo) in his speech celebrating
the 50th anniversary of Indo-Japan friendship at International Christian University on
2 May, 2007.

Tenshin’s Pan-Asianism, represented in the opening of The Ideals of the

East (1903) as the notion “Asia is one,” was misunderstood and exploited by a
militaristic cohort.

However, Tagore who highly respected his personality and his

ideas about art seems to understand him.

Thus these two talented artists of a rare

kind made a history of cross-cultural friendship between India and Japan.

Kenji,

another talented poet of a rare kind who was influenced by Tagore’s ideas and spirit,
created stories about a utopian world where an individual self is united with the
universe, thus also establishing a spiritual bond with Tagore. Their messages of peace
and true prosperity, which could be attained only by transcending one’s individual
5
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self-centered existence, show the way for us who live in the global age, which ironically
is a lost age, with no grand narrative.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This paper represents an initial effort and the beginning of a comprehensive research
process about the Haitian dance yanvalou1 also known as jenvalo or yanvalloux. My point of
departure is this essay, where I will focus on revealing that when yanvalou is removed from its
original ritualistic context and put on a dance or theatre stage, only its form is taken and
manipulated, and in the process, its function, as a means of communication with the divine
world, is lost, covered or forgotten. The implications of taking yanvalou from the ritual to the
performing stages have been poorly studied, most of the narratives related to this topic put their
emphasis on validating the reasons for modifying yanvalou in staged choreographies, often,
those reasons tend to represent the point of view of an audience avid for entertainment.
My approach to this research is based on firsthand experience with yanvalou. I practiced
the dance for several years without the intention of performing for an audience; my process of
learning it was set outside the voudou ritual, in which the dance is embedded. It was an intense
period during which I worked under the guidance of Haitian teacher Maud Robart2. My concern,
when I was practicing, was to remove any external motivations, as well as to find the path
towards the sources of movement and subtle impulses within my own body. This type of work
requires a high level of attention to the small details of body motion and a daily practice. That
experience led me to important findings about the relationship between my body and the dance.
Dance researcher Maya Deren grasped the meaning and nature of yanvalou when she
wrote “…these dance movements should not be understood in purely physical terms, as if they
were secular pleasure dances… In a sense, then, such a dance [yanvalou] might be understood as
a meditation of the body, so that the entire organism is made to concentrate in a concept as

1	
  Yanvalou	
  is	
  a	
  dance	
  that	
  belongs	
  to	
  the	
  Voudou	
  Rada	
  rite.	
  Together	
  with	
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  music	
  from	
  the	
  drums	
  and	
  the	
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Maud Robart is an artist and researcher. In the early 70’s Maud Robart and the Haitian painter and sculptor JeanClaude "Tiga" Garoute founded the Saint-Soleil post-naïve school of Haitian painting. From 1977 to 1993 she
collaborated with the Polish theatre director Jerzy Grotowski. Currently, she conducts her own research projects in
France
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definite and as real as the “waltz frame of mind”, but more complex and less accessible to verbal
articulation” (Deren 240-41). I believe that taking Daren’s attitude towards yanvalou, as a point
of departure for a research on dance as an inner process, will enrich not only the field of the
performing arts but also other areas -for example anthropology- because the human experience
implies looking towards two opposite directions: one towards the world of external forms, and
the other towards the spirit and the heart. This paper attempts to redirect the attention of the artist
from the external on-looking to the internal nature of the ritualistic dances.
I have witnessed several traditional dances that have been adapted for the stage,
folklorized. For example, the Amalia Hernandez’s Ballet Folklorico in Mexico has taken the deer
dance of the Yaqui Indians and produced a new version. They domesticated the deer and created
a sanitized chimera with elements of ballet, modern dance and the Yaqui deer dance; the feet of
the dancers don’t touch the dirt anymore, the sunrays don’t strike their skin, instead they are
blinded by the stage lights and do grande jetes3 with pointed toes. When I see this, I perceive a
conspiracy of form in which artists and educational institutions seem to be working together with
impetuous efforts to obliterate the entrails of the traditional dances, and to silence the message
they are meant to convey, which is something that has been passed down through generations, a
gift of our ancestors. Choreographers are constantly striving to make the dances more appealing
to their audiences by using backrounds, lighting, sound surround, colorful costumes, and other
external means they have at hand. Their intention may be to make traditional dances
comprehensible to their audience and render an authentic performance, but in the process of
translating a traditional dance into the language of contemporary performance, their meaning
changes or is lost.
This paper will attempt to provide the basis to answer the following questions: Is it
possible to remove a traditional dance from its original context and maintain its ritualistic

3
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function intact? When external influences act upon a traditional dance form that has been
removed from its natural context, how should those changes be viewed or analyzed? Should they
be regarded as positive or as negative events? Is there a way, for a Voudou initiate or for a noninitiate, to dance yanvalou outside the Voudou rites without the dance loosing its function as a
tool to communicate with the divine world and to connect with an inner consciousness?

Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Voudou, Rada Rite, Lwas and the Houngan
In order to understand the significance of removing yanvalou from ritualistic
environment, it is necessary to understand its role in the Voudou religion. Yanvalou has a
specific place and function in the Voudou ceremonies and is a highly sophisticated tool; its
initiatory character indicates that it is a key to open the door towards forces lying in the
subconscious. According to Robart, yanvalou is a form of transmission, a conduit through which
those forces flow, giving sense of direction and definiteness to the dancer. The following
paragraphs are a brief introduction to the voudou basic elements. Please notice that I am not
including other aspects of voudou such as singing and drumming, in which I intend to elaborate
in the future.
Voudou (also known as Voodoo, Vodun, Vaudoux, Vudu, Vodu, Vaudou) means spirit or
god in the Fon and Ewe languages of West Africa. Haitian Voudou is a syncretic religion, which
unifies the beliefs and practices of West African peoples (mainly the Fon and Ewe), the religious
practices of the Arawak people (the indigenous people of the island, the natives that Christopher
Columbus met when he first landed in America), and Roman Catholic Christianity.
The Rada rite is the main rite of vodou. Its name derives from Arada, a Dahomean
tribe in West Africa. It is considered a solar rite, which in the vodou system is also called the rite
of the snake or Dambalah, the highest god who represents the source of life. This ceremony is
performed for a variety of reasons such as kanzo, or fire ordeal; a boulezen or burning of the
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pots; a powmés or promise, a solemn engagement, a prelude to a more elaborate service; a
maryaj, or marriage; a mystic marriage whereby a person marries a lwa of the opposite sex; or an
accion de grace, or thanksgiving. The Rada ceremony is not limited to those occasions; a service
may be conducted for many purposes deemed necessary by the people or the leaders” (Fleurant
1996 17).
Lwa or loa is the term used in Haitian Voudou for deity. In the Voudou ceremony the
lwas or deities are active participants/audience. Lwas are the representation of the forces
inhabiting deep within the human being. The purpose of the ritual is to attract the attention of the
deities, communicate with them, as well as entertain them, because they give guidance and
wisdom. The world in which they dwell is not chaotic, instead it is a well-structured reality that
can be accessed by means of an equally well-structured vehicle: the Voudou ritual. (Fleurant
1996 189-202)
The Rada rite is the most important ceremony in the Voudou religion, it is a functional
structure in which the main components are singing, dancing and drumming; it is a ceremony in
which the human participants summon deities. When a lwa or deity arrives, he/she makes
himself/herself manifest through a human being, a participant in the ritual; this is what is meant
by possession. When somebody is possessed in a Voudou ceremony it is said that he or she is
being ridden or “mounted” by the lwa, this “mounted” person is called the “horse”. In such a
state, the possessed person becomes the lwa who has mounted him, losing his personality and
acting as a vehicle through which the lwa communicates with the rest of the participants in the
rite. Thus, every lwa has a specific behavior and a specific dance. At the end of the experience
the “horse” cannot recall his actions during the possession. (Fleurant 1996 29)
Considering the divine world of he lwas and the human world as two separate realities
only leads to a superficial classification. This limited view prevents us from understanding the
relationship between the components of the Voudou ritual: the lwas, the humans, and the art. The
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Voudou ritual is close to the Grotowski’s4 concept of art as a vehicle: “art as vehicle is like a
very primitive elevator: it’s some kind of basket pulled by a cord, with which the doer lifts
himself toward more subtle energy, to descend with this to the instinctual body. This is the
objectivity of the ritual. If art as a vehicle functions, this objectivity exists and the basket moves
for those who do the Action” (ACA Schechner-369).
Haitians believe that the family has the highest importance and ancestors never cease to
partake in the life of their descendants. The roots of Vodou are found in the history of the Haitian
families. Lwas are ancestral deities who became abstracted over many generations so that they
represent major life principles. The deities are considered to be founders of lineages and have
power to manifest in living form through possession (Wilcken 22). Furthermore, ancestors can
be divinized and transformed into lwas. The lwas are inherited through generations and they give
messages to the family during possession.
Houngan is the term for a male priest in the Vodou religion (a female priest is known as
a mambo). There are two ranks of houngan, houngan asogwe (high priest) and houngan sur
pwen (junior priest). A houngan asogwe is the highest member of clergy in Voudou; he is the
sole authority to ordain other priests. The role of the houngan, the sur pwen, and the mambo is to
preserve the rituals and songs, as well as to maintain the relationship between the spirits and the
community as a whole; they are entrusted with leading the service of all of the spirits of their
lineage. (Dunham 72)

2.2 Yanvalou
The word yanvalou (also known as jenvalo, yanvalloux) literally means, “come to me”
in the language of Whydah or Ouidah in Benin. The origin of the dance can be traced to the Fon
people of Dahomey in Benin. The yanvalou dance and the music are an invocation and a
4

Jerzy Grotowski (11 August 1933 - 14 January 1999) was a Polish theatre director and innovator of experimental
theatre.	
  Wikipedia	
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supplication. Yanvalou-dos-bas (Low back yanvalou) is the dance that begins the Rada rite. By
means of yanvalou, drumming, and singing, the participants in the Voudou ceremony build a
communication bridge between themselves and the lwas. Through that bridge the lwa descends
and takes possession of one of the participants. Thus the ritual function of yanvalou is to call the
lwa.
Yanvalou reveals that the human body is a means whereby a human being coalesces with
the divine. The purpose of the dance is practical and at the same time requires a close
relationship between the dancer and his/her body; an impeccable inner awareness and deeply
rooted spiritual beliefs. A devoted yanvalou dancer cannot afford to turn his attention outwards
to please external spectators. My own experience has taught me that one has to be finely tuned in
with the motions of the body. The dance happens underneath the skin, deep within the muscles,
the bones and the heart, it is a spectacle made for an inner audience, the lwas.
By participating in the Rada ritual one can learn Yanvalou. However, there are some
movements and gestures that require extra guidance. This guidance is provided in initiation
rituals through the procedure called balance ounyò or balancing the initiate. (Fleurant 1996. 152)
Seen from the outside yanvalou is a simple dance, but it is not just a mere form. Learning
it is not limited to copying the movements of the torso, legs, and feet; the dancer has to see
yanvalou as a natural phenomenon, as if it was part of his/her biological development and
manage his body to absorb the dance gradually. This type of learning demands, practice,
patience, and dedication. To illustrate this approach, the following paragraphs will refer to my
own experience on learning hatha yoga and yanvalou.
The basic standing pose in hatha yoga is named Tadasana or Mountain pose. I practiced
this asana for a few years without giving much attention to its name. Once in while I wondered
why the pose was given its name. One day, after seven or eight years of practicing it, something
happened in me as I was doing it. I felt solid and connected to the floor, as if roots were coming
out of my feet. My whole body felt strong and erect. At the same time I felt strong inside. It
sounds strange when I put it in words, but I felt like a mountain. At that moment I grasped that
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all of the mountain poses I had done all those years were not separated events, but different
facets of a single progression. I also recognized that the body I wake up in every day could be
seen as one single event that extends throughout all the days of my life. I realized that up until
that moment I only did the mountain pose one time, and that single time lasted seven or eight
years. From that day on I no longer perceived the mountain pose as just another yoga exercise,
for me it became a process.
I also practiced yanvalou for a long time, for many hours and with various teachers. Just
as I did with yoga, my first approach was to imitate the external form, what my eyes could see. I
went through all the stages of learning, starting from chaotic spine undulations, blind steps, and
wondering if I was ever going to learn.
When Maud Robart started to teach me, I saw her way was simple, subtle and full of
kindness. Her dance was calm and at the same time powerful, her movements were not
mechanical, although they appeared to be repetitive; watching her carefully one could see that
not only every movement was different, but also every part of her body was rhythmically moving
and changing. Looking at her was like looking at the movement of the flames of a living fire.
According to Maud “yanvalou is energy that one can control with the attention
(awareness). This energy goes where the attention guides it. In Haiti yanvalou is also a name
given to this energy, to which specific deities are connected: they are this energy.
Kundalini5 is one of the closest concepts to what yanvalou is.”
In regards to the form of yanvalou, Maud said, “look for the form which is simple, small,
pure, original (pristine). That is the way to approach something greater. Yanvalou is the key to

5
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open one self to more universal things. Yanvalou is also the form through which the transmission
of knowledge and tradition are made: it is a form of communication.”
Going back in my memory I can recall a very important experience linked to the work on
yanvalou with Maud. It is a teaching that cannot be limited to a specified time. It is a discovery,
which came after much time and effort. I called to that discovery "the secret of the dance". Based
on that event I wrote the following words6: “After a long period of practice I discovered that
through yanvalou, the body, the senses, the mind and the soul reach a point of convergence
where they merge. But this union is different from the ordinary, since perception is also
different.The space and the environment are perceived as something full of life, one feels that the
body has the consistency of a river and the heart is an ancient abode in which silence, peace, my
ancestors and the keys of wisdom dwell. The external result is a simple movement, which has
fluidity and strength. One feels that this movement is the root of all creative movement, all
dances: the course of a river, the flight of birds, planetary cycles, ... the dance of man”. (Jimenez
161). Instead of being just a sequence of external gestures, yanvalou is a process that unfolds in
the life of the dancer; it grows within and transforms him.

2.3 Types of Yanvalou
I consider it necessary to include this section on types of yanvalou because yanvalou in
Haiti exists in more than one form. The variations described in this section are some of the forms
observed in Haiti by Rigaud and listed in his book The Secrets of Voodoo, published in 1953.
This categorization is limited by the fact that yanvalou forms within the voudou ritual are not
rigid and may change regionally or even within the same region and at different moments of the
ritual. In addition, since dances evolve, in order to have a more accurate and current view of
their forms, new field research is necessary. Perhaps more descriptions and classifications were
made after Rigaud, but I did not find them.
6
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2.3.A Yanvalou-dos-bas (Low back yanvalou)
“…is danced with the body leaning forwards, knees bent, and with undulations which
seem to spread from the shoulders down the back. Sliding the feet sideways with a pause on the
fourth beat […]. The undulations of the yanvalou are much more pronounced in the yanvaloudos-bas, to such an extent, indeed, that it is taken for an imitation of waves or a serpent. Thus it
is often danced in honor of Agwé or Dambalah- wedo. In this dance the body is considerably
bent and the dancer goes gradually lower until he is virtually squatting with hands on knees”
(Dunham 48)
2.3.B Yanvalou Nago
This dance is characterized by “ … pirouetting, swaying and fast foot work. It is in the
Nago that relaxation, one of the primary qualities of the Haitian dances, conspicuously manifests
itself. Without muscular relaxation the difficult combination of shoulder movement (forward and
backward), loin movement (side to side), knee bending, swaying, and pirouetting would be
physiologically impossible” (Courlander 114)
2.3.C Yanvalou Z'épaule
Also known as Dahomey or Z'épaule Dahomin (Shoulders yanvalou), and yanvalou
Debout (Upright yanvalou). According to Metraux, this type of yanvalou “… is a dance
characterized by the play of the shoulders. The dancer, the body upright, rolls his shoulders ever
more rapidly following the beat of the drums” (Metraux 190-191)
2.3.D Yanvalou Jenon (Knees yanvalou)
This type of yanvalou is described by Roumain as “… characterized by an alternate
movement of raising and lowering the bent knees, is in fact a limping dance” (Roumain 21)
2.3.E Yanvalou Kase or Cassé (Broken yanvalou)
“In this yanvalou, the dancers take an upright position and move in circular way to the
right, and then to the left” (Fleurant 1996. 151)
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2.4 Haitian Culture in USA
When I started this paper I had the hope to find some people in Honolulu connected with
the Haitian religion or culture, but with the exception of a fellow student who knows yanvalou, I
was unable to find neither individuals nor organizations that could provide information about
activities related to the Haitian culture on the island. In the main land there is more interest in
the Haitian culture, as well as some activities related to the voudou religion. Furthermore, some
universities include programs directly related to Haitian culture, for example UC Berkeley offers
a dance program, which includes Haitian dances.
Haitians have been present in the USA for a very long time. There are six major
documented periods of Haitian immigration, which go from the French colonization and the
Haitian revolution (1791-1803) to the current period, known as period of the “boat people”
which started in the 1980s (Everyculture webpage. See bibliography item #31). The major
Haitian communities are concentrated in: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Miami, New Jersey,
New Orleans, New York City, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C.

As it happens in all

diasporas, Haitians brought with them what dance ethnologist Judy van Zile calls their “virtual
suitcases” (Zile 1), consisting of cultural elements from their country of origin. Among those
elements are their religion and dance. However, racism and cultural discrimination contributed to
the almost complete suppression of their practice or forced them to go underground. Despite the
difficulties, successive generations of Haitian Americans have contributed to the development of
a rich Haitian culture in North America. But in the case of Haitian religion in USA, serious
research is scarce.
Unfortunately, the voudou religion in the USA is frequently misrepresented. Fallacies
created by Hollywood movies, misunderstandings and lack of serious information have created a
popular Haitian subculture: a widespread network of root doctors, healers, “priests or
priestesses”, claiming to have “supernatural powers”, particularly in the South; who often are
unable to tell the name of the Voudou deities. (Davis xii). Most of the popular literature about
“voodoo” is inadequately researched and limited to collections of rites and hexes, aimed to
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satisfy the curiosity of naïve people.
Thus, despite the active presence of Haitians in the USA, and the research about religion
and art in Haiti, I have been unable to find significant documentation about the practice of the
Rada rite (which includes yanvalou) on North American soil.

2.5 Folklorization of Yanvalou
When I was a young boy, I had to learn folkloric dances at the school in order to perform
in shows for Mothers day, Independence day, etc. Some of the dances where traditional dances
from Mexican Indians, others depicted scenes from the Mexican Revolution, the Conquest of
Mexico, etc. There was no difference for me, all I had to do was learn them, wear the colorful
costumes and do the show; and even though I enjoyed them, I never identified my self with what
I was portraying. Since those days I have always associated folklore with entertainment, and I
look at it as a nationalistic kind of activity that people do to preserve something that doesn’t
belong to them anymore, something buried in their historical past or hiding in some remote
mountain or jungle, kept away from the eyes of the tourist by a conscious group of natives trying
to preserve their dignity and heritage.
A nation is a homogenous political community, which solidifies cultural diversity and
makes of it an environment in which individuals believe to share a present, a history, a destiny,
and a territory. This community establishes itself on pre-existing cultures, and, as it fabricates its
own official history, it lessens the significance of all previous groups and cultures. Thus, old or
new behaviors that differ from those of the national culture are considered folklore7.
Consequently, those “folkloric” activities loose the prominence and respect they had in their
original culture. (everyculture.com) In the case of Haiti, the tourism developed by the curiosity

7	
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about Voudou used8 to play a crucial role in the generation of wealth; in the eye of most
foreigners and even some Haitians (Bambara 1), Voudou ceremonies are perceived as folklore,
as an ordinary part of Haiti’s cultural patrimony, instead of legitimate culture.
Due to migrations and cultural diasporas, yanvalou made its way to the U.S.A and
nowadays it is seen in performances, films, dance classes, and more. Various versions and new
forms of this dance have emerged; most of them have some similarities with the ones observed in
Haiti. The lesson learned from the attempts to bring yanvalou to the stage, is that yanvalou -as
other traditions in the world- has not escaped the globalization9 and folkorization of our modern
American culture. Understanding the concepts of nation and folklorization is crucial to
appreciate the implications of removing yanvalou from its ritual context in Haiti.

2.6 Choreographers and Yanvalou in USA
The yanvalou presence in USA has been documented since the late 1930s when
Katherine Dunham presented to the American audiences choreographies based on her experience
and research on Caribbean cultures. Since then Haitian dances and choreographies with Haitian
motifs have proliferated on the American stages. However, objective accounts of the dances
themselves are absent, particularly yanvalou.
This section provides a brief report on the choreographers who have brought yanvalou to the
American stages, from Katherine Dunham to choreographers of recent decades. The information
is limited to brief descriptions. I hope a future research will enable me to find more
choreographers and information to fill the gap between Dunham and the choreographers here
mentioned.

8	
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2.6.1 Katherine Dunham.
In 1935-1936, Dunham was awarded Travel Fellowships from the Julius Rosenwald and
Guggenheim foundations to conduct ethnographic study of the dance forms of the Caribbean,
especially the Voudou dances of Haiti. When she returned to Chicago in late 1937, Dunham
founded the Negro Dance Group, a company of African American dancers dedicated to show
aspects of African-American and African-Caribbean dance. Her choreographies reflected the
black Diaspora traditions that she observed during her ethnographic research. Her production, Le
Jazz Hot-From Haiti to Harlem, in 1940, established Dunham as one of the most celebrated
African American choreographers.
2.6.2 Mikerline Pierre
Mikerline Pierre immigrated to New York from Port-au-Prince in 2001, and her dance
company, Mikerline Pierre Dance Troupe, performs Haitian "traditional" choreographies at
Haitian events and at universities. On August 6, 2004 Mikerline's group performed yanvalou
choreography at the Souls of Brazil Nightclub in Manhattan as an opening act for the Haitian
Konpa artists Sweet Mickey and Showoff.
Mikerline Pierre work can be categorized as “commercial folklore "because her dances
mix the meaning and intention of Haitian dances and promote a more "popular culture" version.
2.8.3 Blanche Brown
Blanche Brown is an African American choreographer in San Francisco. She claims to be
initiated in the Yoruba religion as a priest of the Oshun, and in Haitian Vodou as a Hounsi. Her
company Petit La Croix performs her Haitian based works, through which she expresses her
religious affiliations and training with African diasporic artists. In her choreographies she fuses
Yemaya's Brazilian-based steps with the undulations of yanvalou.
2.6.4 Abdel Salaam
Abdel Salaam begun his career in dance and theater in the 1970's in New York. His
choreographies are mixture of Haitian dance, ballet, modern /contemporary dance, and martial
arts. His choreography The Life and Legend of Marie Laveau, premiered on November 30th
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1992, portrays the ancestral presence of Dambalah and the clash between Haitian and American
history.
Although Salaam's yanvalou choreographies transform certain movements from the
Haitian dance using variations on bodily articulation, these subtle transformations still allow for
the legibility of the dance. (Bambara 5)

Chapter 3: Methodology
At the beginning of my research I was tempted to direct my research towards topics such
as Haitian diaspora, Haitian national identity in USA, and other reasons that could explain and
legitimate the yanvalou forms in USA. I encountered inspiring works related to Haitian dance in
North America, specially the article: yanvalou “Elliptic Displacements: Staging Spirit Time in
the United States”, published in the Journal of Haitian Studies by Celia Weiss Bambara. The
majority of them is insightful and shows a profound understanding about the cultural, social and
ethical factors that influence the modifications of the dance. But I realized that, with the
exception of researchers such as Daren and Fleurant, very little attention is given to yanvalou
within its ritualistic context in Haiti.
My strategy was to start from having a broad picture of the context in which yanvalou
exists, in order to gradually discern the interaction of the variables that may act upon it. I
considered the Haitian diaspora towards USA as a very powerful influence on the
transformations of yanvalou. My search in this topic gave me an idea about the diverse factors
that motivate the choreographers to modify the dance. As I was going through different
documents I realized that I was, somehow, skeptical about the reasons the choreographers in
USA gave to justify their modifications on yanvalou. This led me to return to the written
documentation and to analyze the video recordings with a different analytical approach. This
time I looked for subtle elements, delicate movements and gestures, written expressions, or other
clues that could indicate something hidden under the surface of the forms. From this point, I
focused my attention on those small details and analyzed my findings under the light of my own
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personal experience with yanvalou. At that moment, the help of Maud Robart became crucial,
because through our phone conversations end email exchanges I was able to recall the insights of
the dance. She also provided me with written documents about her research, specially a volume
of the University of Rome journal Biblioteca Teatrale dedicated to her work10, and the
dissertation thesis written by Lilia Ruoco also dedicated to Robart’s research. These two
documents have considerable significance for the continuation of my research.
The beginning of this investigation provided me with a view of the Voudou tradition in
Haiti, which helped me to elucidate the natural context of the yanvalou dance. The most valuable
resources were the works of Fleurant, Daren and Dunham, Yvonne, and Yih. Their works are
comprehensive researches, the product of years of fieldwork and intense analysis. My next step
focused on the Haitian diaspora, I was interested on the cultural, political and social influences
that could influence the Voudou practices of the Haitians in North America. At this stage, I was
expecting to have a glimpse on the Voudou rites in USA but the research on this topic is rare.
Luckily I found the book American Voudou by Rod Davis, which gives a very insightful picture
of the Haitian diaspora. From here, I proceeded to scrutinize the American dance environment
from a historic perspective and realized that the work initiated by Katherine Dunham has a
continuity through the history of American dance. Due to time limitations, I left a very large gap
between the time of Dunham and recent decades.
I consider this stage of my research a point of entry into the topic of yanvalou. The scope
of my analyses is limited or defined by the information and the experience I have collected until
now. I believe that, as I am writing this paper, more research and literature on the topic of
yanvalou is been produced. One of the researchers is Maud Robart. As a continuation of this
paper, I will be analyzing her current work on yanvalou. Maud Robart is my yanvalou teacher
and all my practical knowledge and understanding of the dance I owe to her.

10
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The method I employed to study the various documents I encountered in my
research was primarily comparative analysis; on one hand I had each of the printed or video
sources, on the other I had a visual and conceptual image of the dance, based on the descriptions
of Dunham, Deren, Fleurant and my own experience. From that moment I tested my view against
the different statements or images I found.

Chapter 4: Results
It is hard to talk about results in this type of research, especially quantitative results.
However, I believe its results may provide the reader with some practical information. Someone
may find my personal input, my conclusions, or my mistakes palatable, while someone else may
see them as a good example of what not to do. In any case that is all I can say for now. It would
be enlightening to find more research related to the transformation of yanvalou in order to see
my own research from their perspective. I also will like to find choreographers that are currently
incorporating yanvalou in their performances and talk to them about their perspectives and
experience with yanvalou on the dance stages.

Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions
Yanvalou has traveled from its roots and inevitably has changed. Changes occur in
traditional dance forms when the spiritual roots embedded in them collide with the cultural,
political and economic realities of the choreographers and their society. Although, most of their
productions contain aesthetic messages -and often have a spiritual quality- the new forms and
intentions tend to move away from the original ritualistic function of the dance.
There is a pronounced difference between the yanvalou observed in the Voudou
ceremonies in Haiti and the yanvalou performed in Haitian and USA stages. While the yanvalou
movements in the Voudou ceremonies tend to be simple, the yanvalou produced by
choreographers in the USA tends to be energetic and dramatic. The movements of the stage
dancers are long and spectacular; the spine undulations have become a cliché. Too much
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emphasis is given to the spine movement, as if it was the main purpose of the dance. The result is
an exaggerated way of moving in which the torso seems disconnected from the legs and feet.
Such differences may be explained by the fact that the purpose of stage yanvalou is radically
different from the yanvalou in the traditional Voudou ceremonies. The high energy, drama, and
“spiritual excess” in the Haitian staged dances are what is leftover after the steps have been taken
from the Voudou ceremony (Bambara 1). The purpose of staged yanvalou is external, in the
sense that it is presented as a spectacle to entertain a human audience, which in general has no
connection with the Voudou tradition. On the other hand, the purpose of traditional yanvalou is
internal, the dance is a means of communication with inner forces of the individual, and it is an
invocation, a prayer, and a dialogue with the ancestors. Although such ancestors can be
considered an audience, this audience is not the same type of audience of the staged yanvalou,
which in its need for entertainment buys a ticket and sits comfortably in a chair in a passive
attitude.
In response to the question: is it possible to remove a traditional dance from its original
context and maintain its ritualistic function intact? My answer is yes; it has been done throughout
history. But it does not mean that the dance remains the same. The yanvalou dance is apparently
very simple, but we are mislead if we believe that yanvalou is just a form or a series of gestures.
Because yanvalou is a living entity that is born, thrives and is nourished by the Rada rite. When
someone tries to bring it from its natural ritualistic context to the stage, he or she is only bringing
an external form; it is the same as bringing orange peels instead of oranges to make orange juice.
When external influences act upon a traditional dance form, how should those changes be
viewed or analyzed? My answer is, that in order to make a balanced judgment those changes
must not be analyzed only from the perspective of the external factors. We should also try to
understand a traditional dance in its own native context and try to perceive what is underneath
the form of the dance, as well as the human elements that give it life. It is undeniable that
yanvalou dance is a form, it has visible makeup that unfolds in measurable space and time, but
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such form is the effect of an internal process intended to be experienced, not performed.
Should the changes be regarded as positive or as negative events?
The staged yanvalou may be different from the yanvalou in the context of the Voudou
rituals. The purpose of the choreographers may be a need to entertain, inform, state a personal
opinion, educate, or the desire to provoke a spiritual experience. On the other hand, the members
of the audience may be pleased or displeased with what they see. In any case both the
choreographers and the audience are entitled to the basic human right to perceive, interpret and
judge the artistic phenomena in their own personal way.
Choreographers come from a variety of backgrounds and they may have diverse reasons
to introduce yanvalou in their choreographies. If they modify the dance, it is irrelevant to say that
what they are doing is wrong because of the most important thing in art is freedom. The
importance of their work resides in the fact that, despite that the yanvalou of their choreographies
is detached from the Voudou context, those choreographies leave traces of the original dance,
which may awaken in the audience a feeling of awe or the need to seek more about the dance and
its original context. Somebody may only have a piece of orange peel but, if he is a lucky seeker,
its smell may lead him to the orange tree.
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Glossary
Dambalah or Damballa is the Serpent god of the Voudou religion, illustrated in dance by
undulating back movements
Houngan is the term for a male priest in the vodou religion (a female priest is known as
a mambo).
Lwa or loa is the term used in Haitian Voudou for deity
Rada. The Rada rite is the main rite of vodou. Its name derives from Arada, a Dahomean tribe in
West Africa
Voudou (also known as Voodoo, Vodun, Vaudoux, Vudu, Vodu, Vaudou) means spirit or god in
the Fon and Ewe languages of West Africa.
Yanvalou (also known as jenvalo, yanvalloux) literally means, “come to me” in the language of
Whydah or Ouidah in Benin
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6. Abstract

The following exploratory work is part of a broader fieldwork project in a Pacific Rim
community. This exploratory project examined the relationship between high school freshmen
students’ artistic renderings of a man and woman, their choice of leisure activities and
occupational aspirations. The participants were 14 high school students (9 girls and 5 boys)
enrolled in a public high school in the state of Hawaii. The majority of the adolescents were of
Filipino and part- Hawaiian heritage. Participants were asked to draw a man and a woman as part
of the Articulation of the Body Scale. This was accomplished in one session. After the drawings
were completed, the teens provided written responses to the following questions. What are your
favorite things to do? and What would you like to be when you grow up? Questions responses
were subjected to a content analysis and correlated with scores on the drawing tasks. Findings
will be discussed.
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The Relationship between Motivation and Attitudes
in Reflecting the Effects of Intercultural
Learning on English Acquisition

ABSTRACT
This study targets students speaking English as a foreign language (EFL) and studying
abroad in an English-speaking country and uses a questionnaire survey to investigate
the relationship between their motivation to learn English and attitudes toward native
speakers and the target culture in reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on
English acquisition. Although the results of this study show that students respond
differently in their motivation and attitudes, it is found that the differences in the
responses to the variable of motivation are significant but those in the responses to the
variable of attitudes are insignificant. This indicates that students’ attitudes may be less
predictable than their motivation in reflecting such effects. While finding that the
responses to the variables of motivation and attitudes among students studying abroad
follow similar trends, the results of this study show that these two variables are
significantly correlated with one another. This sheds light on the fact that students’
motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward native speakers and the target
culture may interact in determining the degree to which students studying abroad are
affected by intercultural learning in English acquisition.

Keywords: EFL, intercultural learning, English acquisition

INTRODUCTION
With the trend toward globalization and internationalization, people across the
world may become aware of both the effects which occur globally in the fields of
communication, education, politics, economics and technology (Graddol, 2006) and
the world-wide dominance of English as an international language for communication
(Bruthiaux, 2002). Dornyei et al. (2006) points out that English as a global lingua
franca in the twenty-first century is not limited to a national or cultural base but rather
associated with a global culture. While globalization is having effects on education
which lead to different changes among universities all over the world, one of the
global phenomena in the twenty-firstt century is the internationalization of education
which makes teachers and students go abroad to experience intercultural contacts with
1
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the other culture (Leask, 2004). Indeed, more and more students study abroad and are
presented with many opportunities to communicate and interact with native speakers
and people from different countries by using English as a shared language.
Intercultural learning thus occurs naturally as a consequence of communication and
interaction between native speakers and students studying abroad. Studies have, one
the one hand, found that students learning a foreign language abroad experience a
process which enables them to have increased curiosity about intercultural aspects
(Ryan, 2003). On the other hand, recent research also shows that those who study
abroad may acquire a second or foreign language more effectively (Wikinson, 2002;
Churchill & Dufon, 2006).When students who speak English as a foreign language
(EFL) and study abroad may experience intercultural learning and also acquire
English effectively, whether there are effects of intercultural learning on English
acquisition among them attracts the attention of the researcher and becomes the focus
of this study.
As motivation to learn English and attitudes toward native speakers and the
target culture may be related to the intercultural development and the success in
second or foreign language acquisition in the process of intercultural learning, it is
assumed that these two variables may play a role in reflecting the effects of
intercultural learning on English acquisition among EFL students studying abroad.
This study thus aims at EFL students who study abroad in an English-speaking
country and adopts a questionnaire survey to investigate whether there is a
relationship between motivation to learn English and attitudes toward native
speakers and the target culture in reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on
English acquisition. The following three questions will be addressed in this study:
(1) Does intercultural learning have an effect on one’s motivation and attitudes in a
study abroad context?
(2) To what extent does intercultural learning have an effect on one’s motivation and
attitudes in a study abroad context?
(3) How is the relationship between one’s motivation and attitudes performed in
reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition?

THE PROCESS OF INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
While exploring the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition,
research firstly finds that intercultural learning by nature is a process in which one has
to make use of English as a shared language to get involved in the target culture in
2
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daily life. Learners who get involved in the process of intercultural learning have to
cope with unavoidable changes in cultural negotiation (Corbett, 2003). Indeed, the
second or target language (L2) learners can be viewed as intercultural speakers who
have two or more cultural identification (Byram, 2008) and have the sensitivity to
cultural differences (Roberts et al, 2001). According to Sercu (2000), “the
intercultural learning process thus can be described in terms of maintenance of
integrity of identity, as a constant process of negotiation between what is own and
what is foreign, what is part of one’s identity and what is new and challenging” (p.74).
Bredella (1992) asserts that in the meaning-negotiation process, learners sometimes
need to adjust their own perspectives to view the other culture from different
perspectives in order to understand it. Empathy, tolerance and critical stance thus
become the focus of intercultural learning (Candlin, 1989). On this point, learners
may learn a lot from intercultural learning and show them in either their attitudes
toward native speakers and the target culture or motivation to learn English.
THE ROLE OF ATTITUDES IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
In the discussion on how one’s attitudes reflect the effects of intercultural
learning on English acquisition, research also finds that those who face cultural
negotiation in the process of intercultural leaning are likely to make a change in their
attitudes toward native speakers and the target culture. For example, Murphy (1988)
points out that an individual who experiences intercultural learning can gradually
develop the ability to empathize with others in which one can hold positive attitudes
and friendly actions toward different kinds of people as well as openness towards
various value systems. Indeed, attitudes often function as the input and output of
social action (Garret et at., 2003). According to Byram (1997), attitudes are usually
the key to developing the skills of discovering and interpreting the differences
between one culture and another in the process of intercultural learning.
Saville-Troike(2006) points out that socially-constructed attitudes are definitely
related to social and ethnic identity and determine what input L2 learners are exposed
to and how they interact with native speakers and those who also come to learn the
target language. As attitudes by nature consist of cognitive, affective and behavioral
components (Gardner, 1985) and often involve one’s thought which is directly or
indirectly shown through his or her stereotypes, beliefs, verbal statements or reactions
(Oppenheim,1992), however, they might not be easily measured.

3
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THE FEATURE OF MOTIVATION
While motivation to learn English is also associated with the effects of
intercultural learning on English acquisition, research further finds that motivation to
learn the target language is the impetus to enabling one to actively acquire the target
language and culture. According to Alred (2003), psychological factors such as
motivation usually provide a common point of reference for understanding an
individual’s intercultural development. Studies have found that L2 motivation resides
in the interaction between individuals and the host environment (Hickey, 1997;
McGroarty, 2001). Dornyei (2005) points out that L2 motivation consists of the
component which enables one to get involved in the process of self-concept. Indeed,
L2 motivation in itself comprises both the goal of acquiring the target language and
developing positive attitudes toward the target language group and the desire to
integrate into the target language community (Crookes and Schmidt, 1991). More
importantly, L2 motivation is beneficial for developing cultural identity (Houghton,
2010) and worldviews (Lamb, 2004). On this point, motivation to learn English may
play a role in explaining how EFL students get involved in target culture and also
reflect the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition.

METHOD
This study targeted EFL students studying abroad in an English-speaking
country and adopted a questionnaire survey to investigate whether and how
socio-psychological factors such as motivation and attitudes which were helpful to
English acquisition were affected by intercultural learning. There were two
hypotheses in this study. The first was that length of residence abroad can predict the
degree to which students studying abroad would experience intercultural learning. In
other words, longer duration would be associated with greater intercultural learning.
Secondly, it was hypothesized that both motivation to acquire English and attitudes
toward the target culture and native speakers would be affected by intercultural
learning. Namely, students’ motivation to learn English would increase and attitudes
toward native speakers and the target culture would also become more positive as a
function of increased length of residence abroad.

Subjects
A total of 150 questionnaires were distributed to EFL students who came from
Asian countries and studied abroad at a university in the United States. 143
questionnaires were returned at a response rate of 95%, but five questionnaires were
4
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found to be invalid. It was found that female students (58%) were more than male
students (42%) in this study. With regard to the type of accommodation, the results
showed that more than half of the students (76%) preferred renting a house outside the
campus. 30.4% of the students lived in dormitories, while only 14.5% of them lived
with host families. As length of residence abroad was considered to predict the degree
to which students would experience intercultural learning, subjects in this study were
divided into three groups (Table 1) according to the length of residence (i.e. more than
two years, 1-2 years, less than one year). Subjects studying abroad for more than two
years accounted for a plurality of the sample (47.8%). Those who had been studying
abroad for 1-2 years represented 29.7% of the sample, while subjects studying abroad
for less than one year accounted for 22.5% of the sample.
(Table 1)

Category of the Length of Residence

Length of Residence

Number of Students

Percent

Less than 1 Year

31

22.5%

1-2 Years
More than 2 years

41
66

29.7%
47.8%

Instrument & Procedure
The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was adopted to analyze the
data collected from the questionnaire in this study. Descriptive studies were firstly
performed to compare whether or not the subjects who were divided into three
different groups responded differently in the dependent variables of motivation and
attitudes. One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was then performed to examine
how differently subjects in three groups responded in these two variables. The
correlation test was further performed to examine whether or not the variables of
motivation and attitudes were correlated with one another. Although all of the
questions in the questionnaire of this study were adopted from standardized
questionnaires, the reliability of the scales for the individual items was also examined
empirically through reliability analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
When descriptive statistics was focused on the questions categorized into the
variable of motivation, those values revealed that under the influence of intercultural
5
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learning, subjects in the three groups of this study responded differently in the
variable of motivation. However, it was found that their responses shown in the
variable of motivation did not increase with increased length of residence abroad. For
example, the mean value shown in the variable of motivation was up to the highest
when the length of residence was less than one year. However, the value was the
lowest when the length of residence was between one and two years. It rose up again
when the length of residence was more than two years. While the mean values found
that the responses shown in the variable of motivation did not increase with increased
length of residence abroad (Table 2), one-way ANOVA was also performed to find
that there were significant differences (Table 3) in the variable of motivation (F=6.050,
p=0.003). This indicated that the responses shown in the variable of motivation in the
three groups did not increase as a function of increased length of residence abroad
significantly.
(Table 2) Trends toward Students’ Reponses in the Variable of Motivation
Variable

95% Confidence Interval for

(Length of

N

Mean

SD

Std. Error

Residence)

Mean
Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Less than 1 year

31

43.6129

4.43229

0.79606

41.9871

45.2387

1-2 years

41

40.0976

6.68508

1.04403

37.9875

42.2076

more than 2 years

66

43.3182

4.25408

0.52364

42.2724

44.3640

(Table 3)

Test of Significance on Differences in the Variable of Motivation
Sum of

Variable
Between groups

df

Mean Square

F

P

Squares
318.493

2

159.246
26.321

Within groups

3553.283

135

Total

3871.775

137

6.050

0.003*

*p<0.05
Descriptive statistics was also performed to analyze the questions of the
questionnaire categorized into the variable of attitudes in order to explore how
intercultural learning affected the attitudes of subjects in the three groups. According
to the results of descriptive statistics, the mean values (Table 4) showed that there was
a trend in which the subjects in the three groups responded differently in the variable
of attitudes. The mean value tended to peak when the length of residence was less
6
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than one year. However, the value was the lowest when the length of residence was
between one and two years. It rose up again when the length of residence became
more than two years. Such results revealed that the variable of attitudes did not vary
positively with increased length of residence abroad. More coincidently, such
tendency in which the mean values did not increase as a function of increased length
of residence abroad resembled the one shown in the variable of motivation. This
seemed to indicate that the responses shown in the two variables of motivation and
attitudes followed similar trends. In contrast to the results shown in the variable of
motivation, however, one-way ANOVA (Table 5) was performed to find no significant
difference in the variable of attitudes (F=2.112, p=0.125). Such results implied that
length of residence abroad did not precisely predict the variation of attitudes.
(Table 4)

Trends toward Students’ Reponses in the Variable of Attitudes

Variable

95% Confidence Interval for

(Length of

N

Mean

SD

Std. Error

Mean

Residence)

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

less than 1 year

31

41.9355

4.64712

0.83465

40.2309

43.6401

1-2 years

41

39.2439

6.97058

1.08862

37.0437

41.4441

more than 2 years

66

40.4848

4.80782

0.59180

39.3029

41.6668

(Table 5)
Variable

Test of Significance on Differences in the Variable of Attitudes
Sum of

df

Mean Square

128.119

2

64.060

4093.917

135

30.325

4222.036

137

F

P

Squares
Between groups

Within groups

2.112

0.125

Total

The correlation test to ascertain whether or not attitudes were correlated with
motivation (Table 7) was further performed and showed that attitudes and motivation
were significantly correlated with each other (r=0.638, p=0.0000). In addition,
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the variables of attitudes (=0.845) and motivation
(=0.845) emerging from reliability analysis confirmed the reliability of questions
comprising these two variables.
(Table 6) Correlation Test in the Two Variables
7
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of Attitudes and Motivation
Variables

Motivation * Attitudes

r

p

0.638

0.000*

*p<0.05

IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
An overview of the results indicates that under the influence of intercultural
learning, students studying abroad respond differently in either their motivation or
attitudes. However, it is also found that the differences in the responses to the variable
of motivation is significant but those in responses to the variable of attitudes is
insignificant. This sheds light on the fact that one’s attitudes might be less predictable
than his or her motivation in reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on English
acquisition. More importantly, the results of this study show that students’ motivation
to learn English does not increase and their attitudes toward native speakers and the
target culture also do not become more positive as a function of increased length of
residence abroad. It can thus be argued that how much motivation students studying
abroad hold or how positive their attitudes are cannot be accurately predicted by
length of their residence abroad. The researcher emphasizes that the real-life situation
in which students act upon their motivation or attitudes might not be easily predicted
by one single factor such as the length of residence. It is suggested that due to the
complexity of motivation and attitudes, the effects of intercultural learning on these
two variables should be fully understood from different dimensions of motivation and
attitudes shown among students studying abroad.
Especially when the results of this study find that the responses shown in the
variables of motivation and attitudes follow similar trends and that these two variables
are also significantly linked to one another, it can be argued that socio-psychological
factors such as motivation and attitudes may interact in determining whether students
studying abroad actively get involved in the target culture and in turn are affected by
intercultural learning in English acquisition. The researcher maintains that the effects
of intercultural learning on English acquisition among students studying abroad
should not be explored simply through one social factor such as attitudes or one
psychological factor such as motivation at a time but rather by using both of them
concurrently. More importantly, it can be argued that the close relationship between
students’ motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward native speakers and
8
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the target culture may even play a role in reflecting the degree to which students
studying abroad can be affected by intercultural learning, Furthermore, the researcher
suggests that this close relationship should be fully understood in the identification of
the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition.

CONCLUSION
Since intercultural learning may occur naturally as a consequence of
communication and interaction between native speakers and students studying abroad,
it seems unavoidable that intercultural learning as part of education outside the
classroom affects students’ motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward the
target culture and native speakers to a greater or lesser extent. However, as the results
of this study show that variations in both motivation and attitudes seem uneasy to be
well predicted by length of residence and also follow similar trends, it can be
concluded that socio-psychological factors such as motivation and attitudes may
interact in enabling students studying abroad to make a choice in getting voluntarily
involved in the target culture and affected by intercultural learning. The researcher
suggests that the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition among
students studying abroad should be explored through both students’ motivation to
learn English and their attitudes toward native speakers and the target culture
concurrently. Especially when motivation and attitudes are also found to be
significantly correlated with each other, it can also be concluded that such a close
relationship can even be the key to determining the degree to which EFL students
studying abroad are affected by intercultural learning in English acquisition and. The
researcher maintains that the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition
among students studying abroad can be better identified from the close relationship
between students’ motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward native
speakers and the target culture. While reminding researchers and educators across the
world of paying attention to the importance of intercultural learning to EFL students,
the researcher suggests that English teachers should train EFL students who attempt to
study abroad to become aware of the effects of intercultural learning on English
acquisition through adjusting either motivation to acquire English or attitudes toward
native speakers and the target culture.
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Paper Abstract:
At the end of the 20th century, in Europe and the United States, small groups of
avant-garde artists and architects began to pull away from the accepted Modernist
doxology relative to form, function, and content and peered into an ever-expanding
surface of events, performances, and programs. Themes of liberation and freedom
were commonplace by the mid-1960s: the Civil Rights, Feminist, and Free-Speech
Movements were only a few of the numerous peaceful (and not so peaceful)
coalitions that formed under the banner of freedom. This paper discusses the history
of the generation of avant-garde architects and artists, liberated from the strict binds
of Modernism, who transformed their disciplines using event and performance as a
means to critique space, power, and dominant discourses, as well as examine the
nature of freedom of the mind and body in a quickly changing cultural and urban
landscape. It concludes with an examination of the more recent practices that are
transforming our notion of geo-politics and its relationship to art and architecture with
the spatial transformation of sites such as Tahrir Square in Egypt in January 2011,
as well as the collaborative social performance practices of groups such as Stalker
in Italy.
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Not Equal Enough: Legislating Inequality for
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by
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Associate Professor, Chair in Indigenous Governance
Head, Centre for Indigenous Governance
Department of Politics and Public Administration
Faculty of Arts, Ryerson University
ppalmater@politics.ryerson.ca

The traditional Indigenous Nations in Canada, like the Mi’kmaq, Mohawk, and Maliseet, have
been divided into hundreds of tiny Indian bands by Canada through the various amended Indian
Acts from 1876 to 2010. Their vast traditional territories have been taken up for settlement and
the little land that remains in their possession is concentrated in tiny reserves. The only way for
colonial governments to accomplish the settlement of Indigenous lands was to create assimilation
policies through which they not only tried to convert and educate Indigenous peoples, but also
tried to ensure their populations would gradually reduce over time.
In the postcolonial era, Canada's legislative determination of who is an Indian continues to divide
traditional Indigenous identities into many legal and political units and has resulted in political,
social, and physical divisions within families and communities. Many Indigenous people now
identify as status and non-status Indians or band members and non-band members. Despite
recent attempts to reassert traditional identities, some Indigenous communities still use these
colonial tools to determine their identity and belonging.
This paper (and presentation) looks at the long history of government interference with the
identities of Indigenous peoples and their communities and how that continued interference has
resulted in divided communities, lengthy litigation and bitter politics, and specifically focuses on
how these laws have disproportionately excluded Indigenous women and their children. While
Canada has officially rejected assimilation as a goal, the antiquated Indian Act still imposes
racist and sexist criteria for determining Indian identity. This in turn impacts access to land
rights, treaty rights and other constitutionally protected rights.
This has resulted in Indigenous women being forced to bring these equality issues before our
domestic and international courts. While there have been some limited victories, the court
process is slow and thousands of children are not able to access education, health, housing and
other vital social services in the meantime. Based on my research and experience in the federal
legislative process, I will argue that the Canadian government does not treat Indigenous women
equally with Indigenous men and in fact knowingly continues to legislate their inequality, resting
on a policy of financial prudence.
While our Indigenous Nations have looked to treaties and self-government agreements as a way
to address ongoing inequality against our women, many of these agreements incorporate the
same exclusionary rules. My research highlights possible pitfalls for other Indigenous peoples
around the world in relation to identity, membership and/or citizenship codes. It is my hope that
future solutions will not be hampered by these critical gender equality issues.
Dr. Pamela D. Palmater

Centre for Indigenous Governance
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For those who remember the days when language instructors used tape recorders and films in
second language teaching, the changes in the use of technology for past the last few years have
been remarkable. CDs, DVDs, cassettes, and stationary language labs have been replaced by
smartphones, iPods, and YouTube, with students communicating through text messages,
Facebook and Twitter rather than emails. With each new innovation a great deal of interest,
energy, and money are expended by the instructors and the institution to adopt new technologies.
At the authors’ institution, for example, the university homepage has recently upgraded to a
social media website, and faculties and instructors have been encouraged to utilize various online
tools such as Moodle and Google Docs. As well, ‘smart’ classrooms have become the norm on
campus to allow us to integrate computer, multimedia and network technology in teaching and
learning.
Unfortunately, the rush towards the newest and latest is not necessarily founded on pedagogical
research, nor are all instructors ready to utilize such new and oftentimes untested technologies in
their classroom teaching. Warschauer and Liaw (2010) reported that:
Although information and communication technologies have become an integral part of
life in the United States, they have not yet been adequately integrated into adult language
and literacy programs. This raises concerns because of the potential value of technology
for enhancing learning and because of the vital role of technological proficiency as a
gatekeeper for occupational success and full civic participation. (p. 1)
In our examination of studies over three decades of CALL (Computer Assisted Language
Learning) and TELL (Technology Enhanced Language Learning) research, essentially since the
first CALL publication appeared in 1983, it appears that the research is heavily biased towards
students’ perceptions of newer technology and less on teachers’ perceptions. The few studies
that examined teachers’ perception of CALL indicate that the teachers are concerned with the
availability of technical support and updated equipment (e.g., Coryell & Chlup, 2007; Kim,
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2008). Some studies show that instructors may have negative attitudes to new environments,
possibly due to their dependence on teacher-centered teaching styles (Lim and Shen 2006). In
contrast, students are quite knowledgeable about the world of technology. In fact, students are
critical of its effectiveness in language learning (Caw, 2008; Kraemer et al., 2009) and are
looking for the flexibility of the learning environment enabled by technology (Ma & Kelly,
2006). In our own research over the past decade (Kabata & Wiebe, under review; Wiebe &
Kabata, 2010; Kabata, Wiebe, & Chao, 2005) we have found that teachers may be slow to adjust
their teaching styles in a technology-based, student-centered classroom, and that students are
critical of any technology, however novel, that is not well-linked to content. Further, in current
CALL and TELL research, we have found gaps between research conducted in commonly taught
languages such as Spanish or ESL (English as a Second Language) and LCTLs (Less-Commonly
Taught Languages) such as Japanese.
In our current study, we are conducting a preliminary survey study with instructors in Japanese
language programs at universities across Canada to explore the contemporary perceptions of
these instructors. We are interested in whether the perceptions of teachers have recently changed
and, if so, how their perceptions have changed in the face of rapidly changing technology. The
online survey is designed to a ascertain whether or not Japanese language instructors are using
CALL tools; which kinds of technology they are using; how useful CALL is for language
learners; whether students are using specific applications such as smartphones and electronic
dictionaries; and whether students are allowed to consult such electronic dictionaries and
smartphone applications during their classes. We will compare our results with those of the past
three decades of CALL research.
Authors:
Kaori Kabata (PhD, Psycholinguistics, U Alberta) is the Director of the Prince Takamado Japan
Centre and an associate professor in the Department of East Asian Studies, University of Alberta,
Canada. She teaches Japanese language and Japanese linguistics. Her research interests are in
lexical semantics, first and second language acquisition, and the development and evaluation of
CALL materials.
Grace Wiebe (MA, Germanic Linguistics; PhD, Psycholinguistics, U Alberta) was the Director
of the Arts Resource Centre (2000-2011) and Adjunct Professor in the Department of Linguistics
(1998-), and is currently in the Office of the Dean of the Faculty of Arts, University of Alberta,
Canada. Her research interests include psycholinguistics, syllable structure, language acquisition,
and CALL.
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Abstract

The “Peach‐Blossom Spring”(桃花源記) was a famous article by Tao Yuanming(陶淵
明 365‐427). Tao is one of the most famous Chinese poets in the Jin Dynasty(晉 266‐420).
This article describes an isolated place, where people had cut off from the outside world
for hundreds of years, in order to fleeing from the troubles of the Qin Dynasty (秦
221BC‐207BC). This place such as utopia, there is no wars, taxes and also anarchy. People
living here were self‐sufficienct, cheerful and contented.
Thereafter, this article was rewritten and painted out by different poets and
painters. They described the Peach‐Blossom Spring with their imagination. During the
Early Qing Dynasty, because of the regime change, from the Ming(明 1368‐1644) to Qing
(清 1644‐1912), there were lots of people tried to find out the Peach‐Blossom Spring in
order to fleeing from the troubles of the Qing. Therefore, the Peach‐Blossom Spring
attracted the writers’ and painters’ attention, they wrote and painted out numbers of
related articles and paintings.
Through these articles and paintings of Peach‐Blossom Spring, this paper aims to
analyze part of the self‐identity and the cultural phenomenon in the Early Qing Dynasty.

1
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1. Introduction
Tao Yuanming(陶淵明 365‐427), one of the most famous Chinese poets in the Jin
Dynasty(266‐420), there was a great influence on his poetry since the Tang(唐 618‐907)
and the Song(宋 960‐1279) Dynasties, especially for his withdrawal from the world and
the pastoral poetry.
When Tao was young, he was filled with ambition to help the Jin, which was full of
military crises. However, corruption and infighting of the Jin prompted his resignation.
After that, he went back to the farm and lived in retirement for his last 22 years (41‐63),
and wrote a large number of pastoral poetries.
When he was 56, he faced a regime change from Jin to Liu Song(劉宋 420‐479). He was
sorrowed and suffered from this. Song Shu (宋書 a history book) mentioned that,
“Because his great‐grandfather was a hero of Jin, so when Tao facing the regime change,
he tried to non‐operate with the new empire. In his poems, we can’t see the use of the
Liu Song calendar.”1 The “Peach‐Blossom Spring” probably described such a regime
change background.

2. The “Peach‐Blossom Spring” by Tao Yuanming
The “Peach‐Blossom Spring” describes a fisherman got lost in the grove of peach trees,
and found an isolated village. In this village, there were full of beautiful and fruitful
farms. Everything was well‐organized, and people were lived with happiness.
The villagers were surprised to see the fisherman. They explained that their ancestors
escaped to this place in order to fleeing from the troubles of the Qin(秦), they haven’t
left and had cut off the contact with outside.
The villagers invited the fisherman to their home and asked for the message of the
outside world. They didn’t know the changes of the empires, and feeling interested but
dismayed. As the fisherman leave, they begged him to keep secrecy. However the
fisherman marked the route as he returned, and told the others about his experience.
As the local magistrate Liu Ziji(劉子驥) wanted to find this place, and asked the
fisherman led him to go, but in fact, they couldn’t find it again.

1

Shen Yue 沈約(441-513), Song Shu 宋書. Beijing, 1974, pp2288-2289. “潛自以曾祖晉世宰輔，恥復屈
身後代，自宋高祖王業漸隆，不復肯仕。所著文章，皆題其年月，義熙以前，則書晉代年號，自永
初以來，唯云甲子而已。”

2
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3. The rewrite and extension of The “Peach‐Blossom Springs”
“Peach‐Blossom Springs” has been rewritten by many writers since Tang Dynasty(唐
618‐907). In Sony Dynasty(宋 960‐1279), a scholar named Chen Yanxiao(陳巖肖 active
ca. 1147) said:
Peach Blossom Spring is a place where Qin people tried to avoid war. It
was introduced by Tao Yuanming in Eastern Jin Dynasty(東晉 316‐420).
After that, it was rewritten by many writers. In Tang Dynasty, Wang
Wei(王維 701‐761), Han Yu(韓愈 768‐824), Liu Yuxi(劉禹錫 772‐842)
wrote poems on this topic; In Song Dynasty, Wang Anshi(王安石 1021‐
1086) also wrote poem on this topic. They described what the Peach‐
Blossom Spring may look like with their imagination2
When writers described the Peach‐Blossom Spring, they used their imgaination. Some
thought that it is a place of paradise and does not exist, but others thought that it is real
and tried to find it out. They went to Wuling(武陵), a province in Hunan(湖南) to
searched for the Peach Blossom Spring, where the “Peach‐Blossom Spring” mentioned
the fisherman lived in Wuling.

3.1 Paradise: Interpretation of “Peach‐Blossom Spring” in Tang and Sony Dynasty
In the Tang Dynasty(唐 618‐907), writers described the Peach Blossom Spring as
paradise mostly. Wang Wei(王維 701‐761) “A Trip to Peach Blossom Spring ”(桃源行)
said that “At first, because to avoid the war and left the world, and finally became an
immortal and not come back.”3
Hong Mai(洪邁 1123‐1202), a scholar in the Song, describe this situation as:
After Tao Yuanming wrote “The Peach‐Blossom Spring”, many writers had
rewritten it. But mostly, they just mention the happiness in paradise.4
Though the paintings of “Peach Blossom Spring” in Song Dynasty(宋 960‐1279), we can
easily find that, peoples in the Tang and Song, always thought that the Peach‐Blossom
Spring does not exist, it is only paradise or the imagination by Tao Yuanming.

2

Chen Yanxiao(陳巖肖 active ca. 1147) , Geng Xi Shi Hua 庚溪詩話. Song 宋 1273, vol2, p.5.“武陵桃
源，秦人避世於此；至東晉，始聞於人間。陶淵明作記，且為之詩，詳矣。其後作者相繼，如王摩
詰、韓退之、劉禹錫、本朝王介甫，皆有歌詩，爭出新意，各相雄長。”
3
Wang Wei(王維 701-761), Wang Wei Ji Jiao Zhu 王維集校注, Beijing, 1997, pp16-17. “初因避地去人
間，及至成仙遂不還。”
4
Hong Mai(洪邁 1123-1202), Rong Zhai San Bi 容齋三筆. Shanghai, 1979, p.1048. “陶淵明作〈桃源
記〉……自是之後，詩人多賦〈桃源行〉
，不過稱贊仙家之樂。”

3
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In Ma Hezhi’s(馬和之 1127‐1189) painting, we can see it is describing the villagers
holding party on the top of a hill. It seems that they lived happily without working. There
are no farms, life workings, and also troubles, just like the image of paradise in China.
Behind the villagers, we can see the housing are surrounded by clouds, which the
Chinese people think that the immortal live in the sky and always come with clouds.

Ma Hezhi(1127‐1189): “The Peach‐Blossom Spring” 30x339.9cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 5

During the Ming Dynasty(明 1368‐1644), we can see the influence of this paradise
interpretation. Wang Biao(王彪?‐?) had a painting “The Peach‐Blossom Spring”. He tried
to name it as “The paradise of the Peach‐Blossom Spring”, in order to indicate this world
does not exist. However, when we compared it with Ma’s painting, we would find it is
much similar to our world.
In Wang’s painting, villagers are not holding party, they just live as same as the others.
People chatting inside the house, carrying their child, and walking around. This may
impact by the society of the Ming Dynasty, because the Ming people believed that “The
Peach‐Blossom Spring” is a real place.

Wang Biao “The paradise of the Peach‐Blossom Spring”, Hanging scroll, ink and light colors on silk,
30.8X449cm. Yang Huang Art Museum, Beijing6

5

National Palace Museum Committee 國立故宮博物院編輯委員會, Yuanming Yi Zhi Te Zhan Tu Lu 淵明

逸致特展圖錄, Taipei, 1978, pp50-51.
6

Zhongguo Gu Dai Shu Hua Jian Ding Zu 中國古代書畫鑑定組, Zhong Guo Hui Hua Quan Ji 中國繪畫全
集, Beijing 1997, vol.15, pp104-105.

4
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3.2 Place for Tourism: Interpretation of “Peach‐Blossom Spring” in Ming Dynasty
During the Ming Dynasty, people believed that the
“Peach‐Blossom Spring” is really exist, and it is just
inside the Wuling(武陵). They went to Wuling and
named a place as “The Peach‐Blossom Spring”.
Yi Xiu(一休?‐?), a monk in the Ming Dynasty, had
drawn a tourist route for the “Peach‐Blossom
Spring”.7 In this picture, except the Qin Cave(秦人
古洞) is related to Tao’s “Peach‐Blossom Spring”,
others such as “Meet Immortal Bridge 遇仙橋”,
“Tao Yuanming’s grave 淵明墓”, were created by
the Ming people, mainly for the tourism purpose.
Though the poems and articles, we can find that
there are lots of Ming writers had been there for
sightseeing. Such as Li Zaiyang(李載陽?‐?), Yuan
Zhongdao(袁中道 1535‐1630) and Li lu(李輅?‐?).
Li Zaiyang, a poet in Ming Dynasty, had a poem
“Peach‐Blossom Spring”. It said:

Yi Xiu “The Peach‐Blossom Spring Map”
一休〈桃源洞天志〉圖說

I wanted to go to “Peach‐Blossom Spring” for ten
years,
Now I came and saw the scene.
However I can’t meet the Qin people,
Only see the clouds protecting the doors.8
With the rise of the tourism industry, Taoist built
their temple inside this “Peach‐Blossom Spring”.
When the painters came and went sightseeing, they
put it in their paintings. Yang Zong’s(楊忠?‐?) “The
Painting of Peach‐Blossom Spring”9 shows this. The
taoism Temples were in the middle and the left.
Yang Zhong 楊忠 “The Peach‐Blossom
Spring” ink and light colors on silk,
172x105.5 cm, ChongQing Municipal
Museum, Chongqing

7
8

Tang Kaishao 唐开韶, Tao Hua Yuan Zhi Lue 桃花源志略, Changsha Shi, 2008, p.15.
Tao Hua Yuan Zhi Lue 桃花源志略, Changsha Shi, 2008, p.282. “十年夢想來桃源，今見松夢遠近村。

不遇當時避秦客，白雲猶自護柴門。”
9

Zhong Guo Hui Hua Quan Ji 中國繪畫全集, Beijing 1997, vol.15, p.101.

5
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Though this painting, we won’t imagine this place is paradise. We can’t see lots of clouds
surrounding the village, peoples living here looked so common.
In Song xu’s(宋旭 1525‐?) painting, we can’t see the different between “Peach‐Blossom
Spring” with other Chinese landscape paintings, except the peach trees. This tells us the
“Peach‐Blossom Spring” in Ming Dynasty did not mean hard to find or a place of
paradise. It is just a normal place, maybe can say as a “tourism location” in Wuling.

Song Xu “The Peach‐Blossom Spring”, ink and light colors on silk, 26.3x384cm, ChongQing Municipal
Museum, Chongqing. 10

3.3 Imagination: Interpretation of “Peach‐Blossom Spring” in the Early Qing Dynasty
Different from the Song and Ming Dynasty, people in Early Qing Dynasty(清 1644‐1912)
especially the “leftover citizens”, 11 they really wanted to find out the Peach‐Blossom
Spring in order to fleeing from the troubles of the Qing. In their opinion, there were two
major problems need to escape from the domination of the Qing, the loyalty and the
custom.
As Song Shu (宋書 a history book) mentioned, when Tao Yuanming facing the regime
change, he did not operate with the new empire. When the Liu Song government asked
him to work for them, Tao refused. Same as the position for the Ming’s “leftover citizens”,
they also wanted to imitate what Tao had done, and express their loyalty to the Ming.
On the other hand, after the Qing built up, it had made some rules to restrict the citizen.
Such as shaved the forehead hair and tied the hair on the back. These restrictions made
the citizen anger, in order to protect their Han‐Chinese cultural identification, they really
wanted to escape the domination of the Qing.

10

Zhong Guo Hui Hua Quan Ji 中國繪畫全集, Beijing 1997, vol.15, pp54-55。

11

People who do not recognize the new regime.

6
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3.3.1 Disappointed: Wars in the Peach‐Blossom Spring
Tao Yuanming’s “Peach‐Blossom Spring” describes a place where people isolated with
the outside world. This gave the Ming’s “leftover citizens” an imagination of freedom, if
they went into the Peach‐Blossom Spring, they can also escape from the Qing.
During the Early Qing, Wen Zhurao(文祖堯?‐1661), Fang Wen(方文 1612‐1669) and
Shen Shoumin(沈壽民 1607‐1675) had been there after the regime changed. However,
there were lots of wars inside the Peach‐Blossom Spring, Wuling. Wang Fuzhi(王夫之
1619‐1692) “The History of Empire Yong Li(永曆實錄 1647‐1683)” mentioned:
After the Qing army attacked, Ma Jinzhong(馬進忠) stored his military in
Changde(常德), Jin Cai(進才) stored his military in the Peach‐Blossom
Spring. After that, Jin Cai tried to attack the ChenZhou(辰州), but he was
lost by Ma Jiaolin(馬蛟麟).12
Zhang Xianzhong(張獻忠) attacked Hunan(湖南), Hubei(湖北), and
robbed the city. Zuo Lin(作霖) escaped to the Peach‐Blossom Spring, and
created an army with the citizen there. 13
So, the literati always felt disappointed when they saw the army and the damage in the
Peach‐Blossom Spring. Wang Qimao(王啟茂?‐?) had been there after the regime
changed. When he was riding a boat, he wrote a poem telling his disappointed:
Wuling was a beautiful place,
Where good for riding boat.
……
However when you wanted to come today,
You can only see the fire of wars.14
Fang Wen(方文 1612‐1669) also had a poem telling us this message:
Wars are holding in Chu(楚 where the Peach‐Blossom Spring is),
Especially being worse in Hunan.
Yesterdays it was Peach‐Blossom Spring,
But now only beasts.15
12

Wang Fuzhi 王夫之, Yong Li Shi Lu 永曆實錄,Chuan Shan Quan Shu 船山全書,Chang Sha,1988,vol.11,
p.435.“清兵南犯，進才大掠長沙……。馬進忠復嘗[常]德，進才亦岀屯桃源，進攻辰州，屢爲馬蛟
麟所挫。”
13
Chuan Shan Quan Shu 船山全書,Chang Sha,1988,vol.11, p.531. “張獻忠陷湖南、北，鈎索士紳，作霖
走桃源，結鄕兵抗賊。”
14
Chen Tian 陳田, Ming Shi Ji Shi 明詩紀事, Taipei 1971, vol.28, p.3464“武陵溪山碧如天，幽興狂來自
扣舷……把臂便應從此遠，只今南北甚烽煙。”
15
Fang Wen 方文, Tu Shan Xu Ji 嵞山續集, Xu Xiu Xi Ku Quan Shu 續修四庫全書, Shanghai1995, vol
1400, p. 229. “三楚皆中兵，湖南地更苦。昔日桃花源，如今盡豺虎。”

7
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So, in the Early Qing Dynasty, people found the Peach Blossom Spring in Wuling was not
the one they wanted. But facing the troubles of the Qing Dynasty, they wanted a place
for them to escape from this. They tried different ways to find their own “Peach‐Blossom
Spring”, but not in Wuling.

3.3.2 Build up their own“Peach‐Blossom Spring” in the Early Qing Dynasty
In order to express their non‐operative to the Qing, some of them tried to build up their
“Peach‐Blossom Spring” by planting the “Peach Trees” around their houses. Li
GuoXiang(李國相?‐?), Dai Chong(戴重 1601‐1646), Wei Xi(魏禧 1624‐1681) had tried
this way. Although this way is only self‐deception, they felt much comfortable by doing
that.
Others tried to find some isolated forest to live, Shou YiGuan(邵以貫?‐?) mentioned a
man named Shou Delu(邵得魯) fled from the Qin Dynasty. His experience was very
similar to the fisherman, who lost his road and found the Peach‐Blossom Spring:
Shou Delu and his friend Wang ZhiWang(黃澤望) tried to find an isolated
place in the forest. One day, they got lost in a deep valley. When they
went deeply, they saw a place surrounding by pine trees, indus and
bamboos. They then followed the sound of chickens and dogs, and found
a house. The host came out and said because of fleeing the wars, he
escaped to here. Finally, they dismayed and said “This is the really Peach‐
Blossom Spring in the world. ”16
The “leftover citizens” tried to find the Peach‐Blossom Spring in the forest or planting
the Peach Trees surrounding them, the most important message is express their non‐
operative with the Qing, and let them feel much comfortable. They used the Peach Trees
as a symbol of confrontation, and their self‐significant of the Ming or Han‐Chinese.
3.3.3 The painting of the “Peach‐Blossom Spring” in the Early Qing Dynasty
Different from the paintings in the Song and Ming, paintings of the “Peach‐Blossom
Spring” in the Early Qing do not appear a paradise or a tourism location. Painters cared
whether the “Peach‐Blossom Spring” can self‐sufficient or not. So the necessities of life
working became the most important thing to create their imagination.
16

Wang Fuzhi 王夫之, Jiang Zhai Shi Hua 薑齋詩話, Chuan Shan Quan Shu 船山全書, Chang Sha, 1995,
vol.15, p.888. ”黃忠端第三子澤望，志節夙與先生近……于是始遍走山中，然山寨方不靖所在，亦
多邏卒。而二人者，冠服奇古，躑躅其間，頻遭詰難，顧不以為苦。一日，忽入絕谷，不知所向，
方茫然求故道，不可得，俄而峰回路轉，松梧桐竹甚盛，有雞犬聲趨就之，秖一家，中有幅中者，
出曰：
「客從何來？」則語之以宅里。笑曰︰「吾亦姚人也，避世居此，不虞君之涉吾地
也。」……因相顧而歎曰︰「是眞桃源矣。」”

8
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Though the paintings of Cha Shibiao(查士標 1615‐1698) and Wu Weiye(吳偉業 1609‐
1672), we can see there are large areas of well‐organized farms. It proper tells us they
wanted a place like that, so they can be self‐sufficient and be isolated with the outside.

Cha Shibiao, Peach‐Blossom Spring, 1695, ink and light colors on paper, 35.2x312.9cm. Nelson‐Atkins
Museum of Art, The Nelson Fund.17

18

Wu Weiye, Peach‐Blossom Spring,
ink and light colors on paper,
29.4x375.1cm, National Palace
Museum, Beijing.

When we compared these two paintings with the Song’s and Ming’s, we can find that
content of the paintings in the Early Qing is much similar to the origin Tao’s “Peach‐
Blossom Spring”, which describing a place where it is full of beautiful and fruitful farms.
This tells us that because the Early Qing writers and painters, they faced the same
situation with Tao, the regime change so they cound know more about the sorrow and
suffer with Tao. So, when they interpreta the “Peach‐Blossom Spring”, they could know
better than the others.

17

Yuan Xingpei 袁行霈, Tao Yuanming Ying Xiang: Wen Xue Shi Yu Hui Hua Shi Zhi Jiao Cha Yan Jiu 陶淵
明影像──文學史與繪畫史之交叉研究, Beijing 2009, pp.104-105.
18
Yuan Xingpei 袁行霈, Tao Yuanming Ying Xiang: Wen Xue Shi Yu Hui Hua Shi Zhi Jiao Cha Yan Jiu 陶淵
明影像──文學史與繪畫史之交叉研究, Beijing 2009, pp.102-103.

9
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4. Conclusion
Though the paintings, we can see different imagination of the “Peach‐Blossoming
Spring” in different dynasties. During the Tang and Song Dynasties, writers and painters
liked to describe it as paradise, a place do not existing in the world. In fact, it shows that
people in the Tang and Song did not wish to go there, they didn’t want to isolate with
the others. So in their paintings and articles, we can see they just interpreta the Peach‐
Blossom Spring as a creation topic.
In the Ming Dynasty, with the tourism industry in the Peach‐Blossom Spring, literati liked
to sightsee there. So, in their paintings and articles, their main theme was describing the
beautiful environment and scene there. They just used the Peach‐Blossom Spring as a
topic to write and paint.
During the Early Qing, peoples got suffered in the wars. Some of them wanted to escape
from this, so they wanted to find a place isolated with the outside world. Moreover, a
group of “leftover citizen”, they didn’t want to operate with the Qing, so they tried a lot
of works in order to express their feeling, including planting Peach Trees, fleeing to the
forest and named their home as the Peach‐Blossom Spring. They cared the environments
whether it is suitable to live or not. So, in their paintings and articles, we can find the
details of the necessities, especially the large areas of farms.

10
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TITLE: Oh Pierre: A report on the development of a telematic performance.
NAME OF AUTHOR: Paul Scea
AFFILIATION: West Virginia University
ABSTRACT:

“Oh Pierre!” is a presentation which shares the results of a telematic
extemporization/interaction by music students from a public school in New Jersey with a
group of college students from a University in West Virginia.
“Oh Pierre!” is an original composition by Paul Scea, Eric Haltmeier, and Ashley DiStefano
DeAntonio. The piece owes greatly to John Zorn's game theory pieces and the improvisation
signs of Walter Thompson's Sound Painting. It utilizes a system of hand gestures which are
employed collaboratively by performers and conductors to form a non-jazz based
improvisational language.
Students from West Virginia University in Morgantown, WV and Cranbury School (Grades 4-8)
in Cranbury, NJ performed together over the internet. The students had never met, nor
rehearsed with each other. Skype was used to link the two groups.
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Abstract
The following is a chapter detailing the results of the case study conducted for my thesis
project, Integrating Community-Driven Economics into Elementary Education through the
Application of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy. The case study details students’ interactions with
the lesson plan material as well as engagement with the teaching method of culturally relevant
pedagogy. In May of 2011, I was able to teach my lesson plan in the afterschool setting enabling
me to conduct a first-hand investigation of the appropriateness of the pedagogy for the
implementation of community-driven economics into the elementary school setting.
The case study reflects the pivotal moments in teaching that align with the themes of
culturally relevant pedagogy. I observed examples of academic success, cultural competence,
and critical conciousness throughout two weeks of teaching. The powerful stories of the students
supply evidence for the effectiveness of culturally relevant pedagogy in inviting the students’
culture to be a vehicle for learning. Rather than having culture be a supplement to the
curriculum, it is employed as a driver for direct connection to the course material and is used as a
source of motivation to inspire the choice of academic success from the students. Using engaged
pedagogy, the students utilized the freedom to express their knowledge and be part of creating
the learning space.
I learned a great deal from these students regarding youth’s thirst for knowledge and a
comfortable learning space. I saw the potential for shifting the economic mindset from one of
market-oriented decisions to community-driven action. The elementary school setting fostered a
foundation to guide the students in understanding the importance of social interactions and
building social capital (social trust, norms, and networks people can draw upon to solve common
problems). The goal to create a community in the classroom was supported by culturally relevant
pedagogy, as the teaching style naturally created the space for students to learn more about each
other and how they were all connected. My intention with sharing this piece of my thesis is to
encourage the use of the pedagogy and promote teaching that expands the horizons toward
preparing students to be conscious, active, and engaged citizens.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THEMATIC DATA ANALYSIS
When I listened to the audio recordings, I would often close my eyes to break from
writing to return to the classroom and reflect in this abstract space. I observed how the days
differed in student engagement and recalled the challenges of working with young students in the
afterschool setting. Amidst the variations, there was a clear trend in increasing interest and
conceptualization of community-driven economics. Gary’s transformation from an erratic
student to a focused one, Joe’s declaration that the lack of water in the region is a “social
problem”, to students openly mixing age groups during the interview exercise, I continued to see
changes. It was a great feeling to observe this positive change within the students over the short
course of seven days in the classroom.
I first thought that I would present the data in a chronological format to track this trend;
however, I decided against it so that the writing could flow substantively. The analysis shows
how students truly began to work together and gained an understanding of the importance of
getting to know each other better before jumping into projects. This preparation and ability to
communicate represents the aims of the lesson plan. The best example came from the fifth day of
the lesson plan.
We started the class with an interview exercise: the goal was simple, to get to know the
other person. I gave them some sample questions, but I encouraged them to be creative and ask
questions that came to mind. Without guidance, they chose partners making pairs that consisted
of students from different grade levels. The older students reached out to the younger students
leading the start of the interviews. Questions began with favorite colors and expanded to favorite
hobbies and places to go in town. Playing outside, going to the observatory, running, and family
outings were examples of hobbies the class mentioned. Students said they enjoyed the exercise
because they were learning more about each other, even from people they would not normally
get a chance to talk to.
Overview
This chapter describes data found in the journal entries, participant observations, and
audio recordings that reflect the pivotal moments in teaching. Each instance is examined in
regards to exemplary qualities of culturally relevant pedagogy and community-driven economics
displayed by the students. I chose themes to note that could be observed from the students’
conversations, interactions, and engagement with material.
I use the coded journals, informed from participant observation, noting patterns, themes,
and challenges to the content of the curriculum. I combine this data with quotes from the audio
recordings to show the evidence of student engagement. I cite these as the source of my
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information for the data analysis. Stories about the pivotal moments from different days of the
teaching session are depicted in relation to the tenets of culturally relevant pedagogy.
The purpose of this chapter is to invite the reader to observe the impacts and effects of
combining culturally relevant pedagogy and community-driven economics into the elementary
school curriculum. My research question, “How is culturally relevant pedagogy an appropriate
and effective pedagogy to use to implement community-driven economics at the elementary
education level?” also guided the analysis. My goal in telling the stories was to meld the days of
learning to reflect the pivotal moments in teaching. I strived to do this through careful
examination of the themes of each day in order to connect the shared instances that would
associate them. The details took time to extract, and for good reason because there was much
evidence to support the potential of success for the curriculum in the classroom.
The actual lesson plan implemented is attached in Appendix D. For context to the data
analysis, it is suggested to read through this lesson plan first. The data analysis will provide
details and pinpoint the critical instances, the appendix is meant to provide for clarification of the
narration.
The chapter starts with the first tenet of culturally relevant pedagogy: academic success,
the other tenets follow. I describe how the teaching session motivated students to excel in the
classroom and gain valuable skills for school as well as for life in the community. The themes I
identified were engagement, ownership of learning, retention, and structure.
Academic Success
I observed students gaining organizational, teamwork, creative, and comprehensive skills
throughout the course of the two weeks. The concepts and methods behind building community
relationships were clearly shown with students displaying knowledge about each other during the
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lesson plans. Each day I gave them opportunities to interact in order to gain the knowledge to
relate to a community-driven economy. The students continually exceeded my expectations,
bridging the gap between perceptions of science and studying people. Success can be defined in
many ways, with the ultimate indicator being the choice to be successful and a desire to achieve
(Ladson Billings, 1995). I created a learning environment conducive to academic success by
committing my energy to be in a constant dialogue with the students. This allowed me to
experience their perspectives directly and interpret how they responded my commitment. One of
the primary examples for success in regard to academic achievement was the level of
engagement for student involvement in the learning process. There were two particular moments
during the teaching session where students demonstrated this ability to engage explicitly.
Engagement
Fortuitously, my past experience as a science teacher at the school led the students to
have expectations for experiments in class. This in turn encouraged me to bond the social science
of economics with my previous lesson plans to provide an accessible link to the students’
anticipation. The design and implementation of experiments allowed for a distinct level of
engagement from the students. The first example of intense engagement came from the students
choosing the experiments for class at the start of the teaching session. I asked them what they
wanted to see, what they wanted to learn about, and why they were so interested in doing
experiments. Les wanted to see things explode, Joe wanted to observe the unique properties of
dry ice, Faith wanted the class to make their own ice cream. On the second day, they claimed
their interest came from wanting to be “active” in the classroom and participating directly in the
experiments.
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We followed up by designing the experiments with students taking notes and writing on
the board the hypotheses and materials we would need. Tike and Ariel came up to the board first
to write out their ideas. We reached a decision for the experiments by discussing the students’
reasons for wanting to different ones. This represented making a decision benefiting the entire
class (our classroom economy) because everyone’s voice was heard and the process involved
listening and gaining knowledge about each other. On the second day, the students went to the
science kits in the classroom and searched around school to find the materials we needed. With
the necessary pieces in place, the experiment started on the third day and Les devised an even
better way to get the baking soda into the balloon than prescribed in guidelines online. Ezekiel,
Big J, and Andy continued to share suggestion as we finally got the balloon to fill up with gas
from the reaction.
This instance in teaching showed engagement because the students were the architects of
the space and followed through on their desires for learning in their classroom. In accordance
with Ladson-Billings’s definition of academic achievement, the students were directly connected
to developing the learning space. I was able to use a passionate science connection to inspire a
similar act of engagement in regards to relating to the surrounding community. By appending the
thirst for science to social interactions, the students transferred excitement to my communitydriven lesson plans, especially with discussing the visual representations of their town.
The introduction of visuals on the fourth day to the classroom in the form of a
PowerPoint presentation sparked student engagement as the images inspired telling stories about
the pictures they recognized. When the slides showing their local town were displayed, students
began to shout out, talking about the different field trips they had been on. Seeing students’ eyes
light up with recognition was one of the best parts of being an observer in the process. The
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picture of the farmer’s market, in particular, encouraged Ariel to share the time she went the
previous year to buy a pumpkin for Halloween. As the class listened, she relayed how much fun
she had carving the pumpkin and dressing up as a princess for the holiday. Being able to talk
about past experiences and share stories was exactly what I wanted the students to associate the
learning space with.
This moment typified the inspiration of student’s choice to be successful relating to CRP
and illustrated the process of building social capital by talking about one’s relationship to the
community. Additionally, this moment of relating to images represented engagement because it
provided the opportunity for students to connect their learning outside of school with the content
material. The students eagerly awaited more chances to tell stories and talk about how their
social interactions in the community had meaning in their lives. Students comfortable with
engagement transferred their life experiences into designating the next steps in the classroom and
sharing more knowledge -- I merely guided the class toward this goal.
Ownership of Learning
Documenting instances of ownership of learning was one of the most invigorating and
exciting indicators of success because it was a true and accurate measure of students connecting
directly with the teaching method and content. Ownership of learning enhances academic
success because students are demonstrating their ability to bring up topics that are important and
relevant to them. This quality of self-initiative builds academic proficiencies to complete
assignments and spawns creative skills. The self-motivation arrives from a student’s innate
connection to the material as it is inspired by their cultural backgrounds (Ladson-Billings, 1995).
The best example of this theme came when Tike took the opportunity to share knowledge
during our discussions about science on the fourth day of class. Big J mentioned the role of DNA
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in providing life and Tike quickly asked to show where DNA came from in the body. I ended up
being the ideal prop as Tike approached the front of the classroom. He grabbed my arm and
turned the inside part of my elbow out to the rest of the class. Tike pointed to the inner side of
my elbow, delineating the veins lining my arm. “This is where the blood flows getting pumped
from the heart,” he said as the class listened intently. This confidence in stepping in the front of
the classroom correlated to being an active and outspoken citizen in a community-driven
economy. Not to mention, this depth of knowledge was fascinating coming from the 1st grade
level. If I had been insistent to stick to the lesson plan and ask Tike to remain sitting, this
opportunity would have been lost. The purpose of allowing appropriate interruptions is to build
the confidence and comfort of students in sharing their ideas to choose to pursue academic
success in a way they see fit. This displayed the self-initiative Ladson-Billings associates with
academic achievement, as students require the space to vocally participate.
Drawing upon this encouragement, I continued to encourage the students to come up with
novel ideas and questions. The interview exercise on the fifth day presented two opportunities
where students could further express ownership of the learning space. First, students were
allowed to choose their partners and surprisingly chose to be with classmates from different
grade levels rather than separating into groups of friends. Social capital is effectively created
when there is a lack of hindrance to social interactions; therefore without age boundaries students
were able to benefit greatly from the interviews. Secondly, the students were prompted to come
up with their own ideas for questions to ask each other. The questions were as basic as “what’s
your favorite color” but expanded to queries about where students were from and lists of their
favorite activities. These get-to-know-you type questions represent the foundation for social
interactions and how knowledge can be garnered to relate to our fellow community members.
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Following the interviews with a sharing time, students remained excited to participate and tell
other students what they learned about each other. Students volunteered to speak and took turns
actively listening to other students’ stories.
Sharing knowledge relates to community-driven economics because it is the basis of
social capital. Seeing students learn how to communicate at this level drives my motivations for
developing this curriculum. The next section will show how the theme of academic success also
propels students to excel in other ways.
Retention
Retention, a common measurement of academic success defined as recalling content
learned in previous sessions and being able to recount material from the lesson plans, was used
as another indicator of academic success. Culturally relevant pedagogy builds proficiency in
literacy, numeracy, technological, and social skills through connecting with issues important to
the students (Ladson-Billings, 1995). This proficiency links to retention and is encouraged
through the pedagogy’s inclusive approach to teaching. Students displayed this ability well
throughout the academic sessions, clearly recollecting the parts that interested them the most.
The stories shared the first day in the PowerPoint were revisited later in the academic
enrichment sessions as students remembered how others related to the pictures of the
surrounding community on days four, five, and seven. The students focused on the importance of
getting to know each other for building a healthy community discourse, a key first step in
building social capital. Ariel’s story about pumpkins came up again and students told their own
favorite trick-or-treating tales from Halloweens of the past. Along with the stories, students were
able to remember the differences between New York City and their town, in terms of size and
notable images associated with each setting. Being able to compare a visualization of what
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symbolizes market-driven versus community-driven, was a primary indicator the students
understood how one setting was driven by money and the other by people.
Another facet of retention shown by the students involved relating to the interviews and
using that interaction to spur discussions in the final two days of class. When describing
community on the last day, the students were able to share the places they associated the most
with and have classmates already understand their choices. They even remembered each other’s
favorite colors. Students also discussed how the interviews reminded them of the yearbook group
going around the school asking for student memories and stories. With so many inputs from the
community and the school, it is valuable when these influences enter the classroom space. The
inputs of classmates’ character, desires, and experiences resonated enough for students to retain
the knowledge in their memory.
These examples of retention double as examples of students becoming conscious and
active agents in an economic sense. As the students become even more comfortable with sharing
knowledge and interviewing each other, they will be able to efficiently build social capital. This
capacity encourages students to realize that:
It is a lifetime’s job, this sociability; individuals need to ensure that the reciprocity
in their interactions with others within their social networks is continually
nurtured to maintain their social capital, and to extend these efforts in order to
increase it. (Rikowski, 2008)
Social capital relies on reciprocity, which spawns from the often-taken-for-granted ability to
retain information about social interactions. Therefore, it is important that students gain practice
in the regard of retention in a properly structured setting for learning.
Structure
The theoretical framework of the thesis project relies on a unique teaching style for
students who are not often exposed to such a flexible and student-motivated process, which
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draws on past experiences to complement the lesson plans. In addition, the application of
economics in this early stage of education further adds to the originality of the teaching session.
Even with the flexible pedagogy, I remained in the position of teacher, interacting with the
students for the common goal of learning. In this section I reflected how we adapted these roles
to culturally relevant pedagogy concentrating on two pivotal examples that illustrate the theme.
From the start of day two, older students claimed that there should be a divide in grade
levels for the afterschool sessions so they could have more fun and learn faster. The range of 1st
to 5th graders was large, with students from 6 to 11 years of age. Even though this aspect of the
structure was predetermined, it was an aspect I would keep with my curriculum. The time spent
explaining why the cross-generational aspect of the class created a conducive learning
environment through providing a space for reflection from the students and encouraged fostering
a wider-based community. Providing this atmosphere is relevant to CRP as the definition of
academic success includes developing a space that is free of boundaries to achieving success.
This teaching session’s unique characteristic is indicative of the lack of time the students from
different grade levels spend together. The change in the teaching sessions was that this initial
claim was never brought up again and, in fact, the interview exercise on the fifth day provided
evidence that the divide was not a concern. Becoming comfortable with the age difference was a
major accomplishment for the students, and improving their ability to deal with adversity in
terms of dealing with academic problems.
Following in line with the influence of Public Achievement and collective empowerment
of CRP, the teaching session provided a prime example of the impacts of the structure of the
teaching space. On the first day, Gary started out using the flexibility of the classroom as a way
to act out and run around not paying attention to class. By the last day however, Gary had
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become one of the most helpful students and inquisitive minds I have seen during my teaching.
My tactic with his behavior was to allow him freedom but to express my feelings that he should
be acting differently by pointing out good behavior among classmates and modeling respect
myself. In the first sessions, Gary enjoyed attention from his peers, Andy and Jonas, who
laughed when he made motions imitating gun or knife fights while the rest of class was paying
attention to the slides or conducting the experiment on the fourth and sixth days of class. Yet,
almost as if a switch was flipped, the last day there were no disruptions and he modeled
exemplary behavior to other students. Gary was empowered to take advantage of the
extracurricular time and had ownership of the transformation because he made the decision. In
PA, it is vital that the ideas and choices to act come from the students so they can that true sense
of empowerment and relationship to the experience. I realize spending more time with him
would be necessary to see the fruition of this transformation; however, it was a notable shift in
the time span and he made it of his own volition.
These aspects of the structure show how the class produced a setting that provided a
distinct avenue to academic success. The challenges were overcome with persistence and a
commitment to the theoretical framework. The examples of academic success gave significant
indicators of the lesson plan’s resonance with students. The following sections detail how the
other tenets of culturally relevant pedagogy occurred as the knowledge of community-driven
economics was imparted to the students.
Cultural Competence
Ladson-Billings’s pedagogy’s promotion of cultural competence as a tenet displays the
potential for curricula to include culture as a compulsory characteristic of student learning.
Cultural competence relays an understanding of what influences our actions and decisions in the
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course of our lives to the students. The culture of the classroom is an important one because it is
a space where students learn and process the incoming information into a broadening
comprehension. The teaching sessions displayed many instances of students sharing culture as I
taught them about the social science of economics.
Cultural competence encourages teachers to celebrate students’ lived experiences and
use their culture as a vehicle for learning (Ladson-Billings, 1995). Drawing from this intent of
Ladson-Billings, I deemed that a pivotal piece for bringing culture into the classroom would be
noting how students respected each other when sharing their relationships to culture in the school
setting. The presence of respect allows for cultural competence to enter the curriculum. Some
guidance was needed, but overall the students knew how to conduct themselves to show the
appropriate levels of respect for each other. A culture of responsibility and appropriate manners
existed at the school providing a foundation for fostering this characteristic of cultural
competence.
Respect
A prime example of respect from the teaching session was the relationship the students
expressed regarding each other’s appellation. The name we go by defines us in a way not many
other parts of our cultural background can. When people think about another person’s name, they
associate experiences and emotions that have accumulated over the lifetime of the social
interactions with that individual. Therefore, when the students brought up name pronunciation on
the third day, I treated it as a crucial opportunity to connect both culture and respect. Because the
class was mixed in grade levels and had different teachers during the day, the students did not
know each other besides random encounters on the playground. The diverse cultural
backgrounds of the group introduced a variety of pronunciations, adding the necessity to check
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on how to say each other’s names. There was an instance on the sixth day where the
pronunciations came up again; however, students were quick to correct others if they
mispronounced a name.
Another common representation of respect was the students’ intense desire to be helpful
in the classroom. Almost to a point of excessiveness at times such as on the third day, students
would jump at any opportunity to help pass out snack or distribute materials for class. The
culture of the students to make an effort, whenever possible, to be part of helping the class move
along was evident from the first day. I let them know I greatly appreciated this involvement and
encouraged the students to extend these acts of kindness to actions at home and in the
community. This foundation of respect yielded an ideal environment for the next theme noted
under cultural competence, confidence in sharing culture.
Confidence in the Classroom
Since the studies that influenced building cultural integrity in the classroom report that
African-American students are often afraid of “acting White” (Fordham & Ogbu, 1986), the
theme of confidence in the classroom is significant in complementing the goal of bringing
culture into the classroom. Similar to having respect in the classroom, students require an
inviting setting to discuss cultural qualities and characteristics they associate with being part of
who they are.
A cogent example of the theme showed up on the fifth day. Joe personified the
reservations students had with the open-ended nature of the questions by stating that interview
questions could be too “personal” when someone mentioned a person’s birthday. The exercise
conducted crossed no apparent lines regarding personal information, such as home addresses or
phone numbers, but the concern was still valid. Joe expressed this apprehensiveness at the
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beginning of the questions, leading me to believe the reserve was founded in a cultural
characteristic to keep school and home life separate. His own culture, Hispanic, could be a
deterrent to sharing information because of the heightened alert spurred by recent efforts of the
state to crack down on immigration status of all those with Latino descent. The culture of youth
and protection of parents also provide alternative explanations for maintaining a level of privacy
between home and community life. Whatever the direct reason, keeping their background and
lives on the periphery at school was an observed practice for the students.
Other than this instance of doubt, students readily participated in sharing community
experiences, especially those around the images shown in the PowerPoint presentation. Students
displayed confidence in speaking about their experiences at the Farmer’s market, on field trips,
and engaging in family activities. Tike’s explanation about blood, Ariel’s story about Halloween,
and Joe sharing stories about his Grand Canyon trip were all examples of having a confidence in
sharing in the classroom.
Cultural Norms
Culturally relevant pedagogy encourages students to embrace dialogue around cultural
norms, values, and institutions (Ladson-Billings, 1995). The cultural norms observed in class
included epithets, assumptions of cultural origins, and assumed relationships to spending money.
These observations clearly revealed the perspective of the students and what perceptions exist in
their generation regarding the social setting.
Epithet is a word commonly associated with abuse and putting other people down. By
using a word that implies a negative connotation, people are able to get an impolite message
across in short fashion. Unfortunately, this trend continued in our class. On the fourth day, Jonas
walked by the front of the class when the images of world leaders for economic change were
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being shown. The class was in mid-discussion about who the people were and Jonas interrupted
stating, “they are all gays.” A few of the classmates quickly adjudicated him noting the
transgression Jonas had made, however there were a few that chuckled as well. We discussed
this was not an appropriate term to say and moved on quickly by regaining focus on the next
slide. The prominent use of the word gays as a put-down and comical exclamation is revolting.
The younger generations have taken the word and abused it to an end where it nary refers to its
original connotation of happiness. Jonas did quickly return to focus in class after we discussed
the inappropriateness of the comment. He talked about his time at a local university and how he
recognized many of his favorite buildings in the pictures. Jonas’s constant search for attention
and acceptance may have lead to this outburst.
On day six, I asked the students point blank what the word culture meant to them. The
first response came from Faith who said, “It is what people do, how people think, people’s ways,
and usually it is about Native Americans.” Faith related the correct nature of origin, followed by
a narrow association with a particular culture. In Arizona, the word culture is sometimes spoken
simultaneously with “Native Americans”. A current issue is with a project to bring man-made
snow to the holy San Francisco Peaks. The story has blanketed the media and is likely an
influence on the students’ minds. Faith’s classmates agreed with her assessment nodding in
affirmation. This cultural norm of narrow focus for origins and relevance presents opportunities
for broadening the comprehension of the prominent theme related to culturally relevant
pedagogy.
On the fourth day, with the introduction of the PowerPoint slides, students discussed the
concepts of prices and money. Their initial relationship with money on the first day in terms of
buying power came through again this day. With visual displays of the farmers market, students
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recalled transactions that occurred there and talked about the money spent. They claimed how
the pictures of New York City represented more expensive purchases than the farmers market. I
proceeded to ask the students about the people and to forget about the items. Faith said, “The
people there care more about their food, because they grew the product themselves.” An
explanation of an intense social connection to the food coincided with the lesson plan to connect
economic interactions with people rather than money. Challenging the cultural norm, the
students aligned the market with the people first.
These stories exhibit how the goal of cultural competence addresses norms in society and
brings discussion into the classroom. They also exemplify how students can share their own
culture as a vehicle for learning. Concurrently, these discourses also reveal inequities, which
provide the substance for developing collective awareness amongst the students.
Critical Consciousness
Critical consciousness built in the classroom translates to local knowledge and power
(Oakes & Rogers, 2006). A powerful connection to aspire to in lesson plans; Ladson-Billings
aims to build this correlation in a collective presence in the classroom. The prospect of bringing
in a critical nature to the lesson plan requires guiding discussion toward critical issues that the
students can see and interact with in their community; hence the first theme I note for this tenet is
such.
Community
A framework for social interactions, the community, was a primary focus for discussions
around critical consciousness. The class, the school, the city, the state, the region, the country,
and the world all cropped up in dialogue regarding this concept. Students sharing stories about
Public Achievement was a key linking experience for students in understanding the significance
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behind benefiting the community. I was able to tap into the students’ past experiences with the
civic education program to describe the importance of addressing critical issues. This connected
to community-driven economics because many of the issues that are critical can be addressed
through shifting the economic paradigm. Shifting the focus to community rather than market
reveals the overlooked negative consequences overlooked in past narrowly focused, mostly on
the market, economic valuations.
On day four, Joe exclaimed, “the water issues in the region are a social problem, we are
losing water in the world!” Taking opportunity to be engaged in a critical discussion I asked
what are social problems. Les said homelessness, Faith said hunger, and Big J said being poor.
After listing our ideas, we went back to the first issue of water. In the Arizona region, water is a
scarce and dwindling resource. Students honed in on the water issue for conversing about social
problems. After Joe’s statement, students followed with an explanation that water issues expand
to the surrounding region and the world at large. “Water effects people,” chimed the class as we
moved toward connecting the social science of economics to people. Students, even at a young
age, ponder the problems we face and may be the ones who find solutions to natural resource
issues.
As mentioned in the previous section about culture, the Native American issues are
prevalent in the region. Faith’s clear-cut association of culture with Native Americans reflects
experience and background that incurs a strong influence of these issues. On the sixth day, we
took time in class to talk about the Peaks project and the holiness of the area to surrounding
Indian nations. Students displayed recognition of the sacred sites and the issue of expanding the
ski region. This cognizance of news in the city shows that the foundation of knowledge base is
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there to spark engagement around critical issues. This also loops back to the promise of Public
Achievement’s influence on the curriculum to empower students.
Creating Change
Awareness is the first step, and action is the second. Ladson-Billings aims to build
consciousness for a purpose. Mere recognition fails to justify the time taken in class to discuss
inequities. The corollary opportunity is available with Public Achievement for students to take
action upon classroom dialogue.
On the first day and fifth days of class the recollection of PA projects revolved around the
significance of community and how projects created change in the past. Tike explained, “we
made the garden look prettier with flowers and paintings so the school could look better.” Jonas
said, “It was fun working in the garden and being outside.” Their first grade project was spurred
by an interest of the students to improve the school grounds so they could enjoy the space even
more. I remember the day vividly when I sat in with the group and one of students confidently
proclaimed, “We have power.” Even though students did not discuss the budget cuts and lack of
funding for schools, the social inequity of variation in school appearances surfaces as they
remember the projects and continue to see opportunities to change the school.
Faith shared her experience with PA describing her project about educating the school
and community about why you should never text while driving. Walking down the hallways of
the school, it was hard to miss the posters telling students, teachers, parents, staff, and
community members to avoid this all too common occurrence. Faith explained to the class, “we
chose the project because a classmate’s sister was in a crash caused by a driver who was texting
while driving… we didn’t want anyone else getting hurt because of this so we decided to tell
people about it.” These educational projects exemplify the power behind social interactions. The
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effect may not be initially tangible such as the first grade project, but it will have lasting impacts
in preventing a negative action and will pass along the understanding that learning lessons is
important.
With the time constraints, a PA project was not conducted drawing upon the teaching
session. However, the program was a major topic of discussion and the students’ connection
between PA and the community correlated to how public work can benefit both the economy and
the community. To focus on applicability of the tenet of critical consciousness, I addressed the
issues brought up in class that are common in the elementary level of education.
Critical Issues in Elementary Education
The world looks different through the stages of life and youth develop their perspective
primarily in school. Issues important to the students were inferred from the dialogue among the
students. Aesthetics of the school environment, hierarchy of grades, and bullying/fighting
dominated the critical discussions during class.
Tike and Jonas’s description of their PA project on the first day continues to be a useful
example for themes in the data analysis. Their intense relationship and passion for the garden
project showed in their excited mannerisms when telling the classmates about the changes to the
garden and the outside of the school. Tike and Jonas pointed toward the garden’s location when
they were talking to the class and took us directly to the tile project they completed when we
were outside. I discussed with them the importance of the space and how the aesthetics of a
setting is important to value. A piece of alternative economic thought is acknowledging the value
in existence and look. Even though the tiles and seeds planted may not produce tangible benefits,
there is value in the experience and the involvement. In a community-driven economy, an
engaged economic agent can be ecstatic on a day filled with building social capital and doing
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public work, even when no money is accrued because there is value in the new connections and
experience gained. The PA projects discussed in class are perfect examples of student
involvement that produces value in the community and not necessarily the market. Students
complimented Jonas and Tike and brought up other school environmental problems such as trash
in the playground. This process of discussing similar problems points to the value of raising
these critical issues. On top of that, students take on projects school administration overlook and
gain a sense of empowerment by completing well-known changes.
The hierarchy of grades was a prevalent issue in class. On the second day, Faith, Joe, and
Artie, all fifth graders, agreed, “the younger students should be in a separate class because we are
older and smarter.” On the fourth day, Tike, pulled me aside expressing disgust with the older
students claiming, “in class you are supposed to raise your hands before talking.” The older
students were not as interested as the younger students in commenting on the images around
their town. After relaying the message that everyone needed to behave and pay attention, the
distance between grades subsided. However, on the sixth day, all of the fifth graders, except the
stolid Big J, explained again the superiority of the higher-grade levels in terms of “what they are
able to do.” This recurring theme signifies the applicability of collective focus in the pedagogy
and the community focus in the content. Age should not deter from classroom activities, just as it
should not get in the way of building social capital. We talked about how the interview day was a
time when the age factor was not an issue, and how easy it was to talk to one another not letting
this major cultural difference hold us back. The message I was encouraging was for the students
to comprehend that a community-driven economy functions through collective facilitation of its
citizens and allowing the cultural differences in age supplement rather than distract discussion,
was a the proper way to interact in the arena of the social science.
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Lastly, the problem of bullying and fighting plague all schools. Whether it is caused by
the violent influences of media or the direct experience to negative behavior, it becomes an
option in youth’s repertoire to solve a problem. On the last day, Tike and Gary argued over who
would get to do the experiment first. Gary said, “Tike is acting like the principal talking over
people.” Tike was extremely vocal and was using his confidence to dictate the lesson. I
explained to him his guidance was appreciated, but that there is a balance when working as a
team. On the fourth day, Tike and Jonas got into an altercation where Jonas hit Tike for taking a
toy away from him. Jonas claimed it was an accident. Unfortunately, Tike’s idea of retaliation
was hitting him back. I stopped this and asked them to share their apologies. Within thirty
seconds, they were playing together. By avoiding trading blows, there was no trip to the office
and both students rectified their differences. Addressing bullying with no tolerance and the
option of fighting being a last resort, are both ways I found to create a peaceful culture.
These relevant issues provide examples to build off for raising critical issues with
culturally relevant pedagogy in elementary education. The teaching content benefited again from
the teaching style’s acceptance of student expression and allowing for community characteristics
to come to the forefront of discussions.
Summary
This chapter provided pivotal moments to give an overview of the classroom experience
and pinpointed the stories relevant to the tenets of culturally relevant pedagogy. The themes of
discussion were inspired by the students’ experiences and cultural backgrounds. The audio
recordings and journal entries proved to be invaluable complements to the recollection of my
participant observation. Overall, the data showed that the teaching approach was successful in
providing a flexible, critical, and inclusive atmosphere. The students also absorbed the content of
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community-driven economics as they retained information through the course of the teaching
session.
The stories reflect both positive and negative outcomes of the lesson plan. There were
times when students confidently developed the learning space, and others when students acted
out of turn. There were examples of acute attention and there were examples of disinterest. Some
ill-informed perceptions from the beginning of class sprouted up later in the session, but the
trend was positive with students undergoing transformations. It was a clearly a learning
experience and supplied substantial information to ponder for the conclusion of the thesis
project.
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Abstract

The paper describes an American perspective on business efforts to pursue green
practices and innovation. I contend that the realm of green business provides an effective and
efficient avenue for environmental policy measures. Businesses respond negatively to the
command-and-control approaches of the early environmental movement and are now taking the
lead in developing strategies voluntarily to make business practices more sustainable and
environmentally conscious.
The paper details the rise of green business in the past decades and presents examples of
change that challenges conventional business practices. The time and effort that goes into the
policy process can actually delay the implementation of effective action to address
environmental issues. Business is an area where changes can be made in a timely fashion that
avoids the challenges in the policy process.
The harsh reality is that environmental issues do not wait for policy. Businesses provide
the solution for addressing these issues in a timely manner. Policy takes time. The fierce urgency
of the now is worth pursuing when natural concerns are so prevalent. A green business can take
the lead and guide policy towards a better natural and social environment.
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John Kester
Green Business: A Viable Mechanism for Effective Environmental Policy
A green business keeps the integrity and resilience of natural systems intact. The
business’s strategy includes multiple bottom lines; economic, environmental, and social. Green
businesses act as leaders filling an open niche for effective policy measures. For a long time
environmental policy was mandated and forced upon business. Governments and their legislators
attempted to enforce effective policy, but came up short. An interesting trend forming is the
occurrence of businesses taking on the role of environmental policy leaders voluntarily. A green
business holds the potential to guide policy in a timely manner and have a positive social impact.
Through its intensive role in the policy cycle and its extensive influence on society,
business provides the means to create effective environmental policy. The positive trend of green
business is indicative of this potential. There is clear evidence of both voluntary and preemptive
measures to create environmental policy. Challenges to this business transformation exist, but
they can be overcome with a perseverance inherent to the cause.
This study begins by examining the origins of green business to provide a firm base of
the concept. Following this introduction, the transition to an integrated business approach is
addressed focusing on the underpinnings of the transition. Then key concepts and aspects of the
framework are described in detail to give insight into where green business is going. Following
this in-depth analysis of the green business world, there is mention of the resistance to the
movement. The commentary and research show that there are two paths the future may hold: one
further promoting the change on a global scale or one where green businesses are subsumed by
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conventional corporate interests. The goal of the study is to present support that the first path is
already being taken by many companies and that the resistance is only delaying the inevitable.
The Change
The idea of incorporating environmental considerations into business strategies has been
around for many decades. A demand for businesses to change and adapt to a society with
ecological concerns was instigated by the environmental movement. The change was gradual,
but through new regulation and public involvement came the sprouts of green business.
Being cognizant of the environment turned out not to be a fad. An ecological parameter is
a real characteristic extensively employed in companies moving towards being green. A postindustrial society is inspiring better management of risks to the environment. Many businesses
are taking it upon themselves to voluntarily incorporate sustainable business practices. A
transition away from the early command and control tactics is promoting a non-adversarial
approach to encouraging consideration for environmental policy. Capitalism remains the
foundation of the market economy, but there is a sense of “natural” capitalism. This form is
conducted as if living systems mattered1. Ecological views incorporate collectiveness,
interdependence, conservation, and symbiotic relationships. These inspired considerations create
a proper framework for capitalistic motivations to take on a new tact.
Not only is there extensive literature on green business, there is a real sense of the change
in the business world. Tony Christopher, marketing supervisor for sustainable products at Alcoa
Inc. in Cleveland, puts the business transformation into a simplified explanation: “It’s the idea
that businesses want to create healthy sustainable products and options for people. In the past
business gave people what they wanted. This is not the case anymore. It’s our role to come up
1

Paul Hawken, Amory Lovins, and L. Hunter Lovins, Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution.
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1999), 9.
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with the solutions and there you go, revolution”2. This insightful revelation of the business role
speaks twofold to the prospect of green business being the leader of change in environmental
policy. First off, the idea of a revolution occurring in the business world supports the voluntary
change and transfer to non-adversarial approaches of policy implementation. Secondly, the
concept that businesses are preempting a change in consumerism speaks to the ability of
companies to address environmental issues in a timely fashion. The environmental movement of
the 1970s inspired a veritable culture of natural conscientiousness, but the majority of people still
see ecological problems outside the realm of the consumer world. Society holds the power of
influence on policy makers, but it requires a large commitment. Businesses can avoid this timeconsuming dedication to create green products and incite a culture of consumption that is
cognizant of environmental concerns.
Corporations are rarely considered fans of environmental policy, but business
opportunities are becoming more and more prevalent in regards to protecting the environment.
Companies see positive strategic options and seek to weaken companies trying to oppose change.
The competitive nature remains alive and well in the greener pastures of business. The first
actors embracing the transition reap the rewards. Taking the “natural step” to making
ecologically integrated decisions empowers businesses to improve society as well as
themselves3. Driven by profits and gaining a competitive advantage, companies can
coincidentally achieve bottom lines across the board; economic, environmental, and social.

2

Personal Interview with Tony Christopher: Marketing Supervisor of Sustainable Products – ALCOA Cleveland,
OH, conducted April 21, 2010.

3

Brian Nattrass and Mary Altomare, The Natural Step for Business: Wealth, Ecology and the Evolutionary
Corporation. (Canada: New Society Publishers, 1999), 8.
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Changing characteristics of the business strategy improves environmental accounting.
Businesses are voluntarily pledging to reduce greenhouse gas emissions4. The policies and
protocols calling for this reduction exist, but the companies themselves are acting to reduce on
their own accord. By limiting greenhouse gases, companies can improve their customer base.
Rather than simply reacting to the market, many businesses are becoming proactive. There are
real cost reductions resulting from prevention and mitigation5. In turn, precautionary measures
are more common. Companies see a benefit in incorporating the long run mindset to insure their
continued success. With foresight, there is a wariness that prevents many of the environmentally
damaging activities that promise only short run profits.
Corporations are open to change toward more sustainable practices, especially when they
improve the economic bottom line. Major companies are clearly taking initiative. In the April
issue of US Airways magazine, prominent green businesses made the cover story6. Starbucks,
Coca-Cola, University of New Hampshire, Ritz-Carlton, Patagonia, and Dell were among the
companies mentioned. These examples include a number of different business sectors. The
movement to being green is not constrained to any specific type of market. The inclusion of
higher education is an important one to note. Tony Cortese, co-founder of the American College
and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment, claims society looks to higher education for
the green transformation7. The business of running a university explicitly produces profits both
monetarily and socially. Education provides an influential access point to inform the public about
4

Pamela S. Chasek, David L. Downie, Janet W. Brown, Global Environmental Politics. (Colorado: Westview Press,
2010), 107.
5

Chasek et al., 195.

6

April White, “Going Green and Flourishing: 10 Business Success Stories,” US Airways Magazine. (April 2010),
34.
7

Public Speech, Tony Cortese, “Sustainability in Higher Education.” Given April 22, 2010, High Country
Conference Center, Flagstaff, AZ.
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sustainable principles. It provides a firm foundation for the next generation of businessmen and
businesswomen to be prepared for the changed system.
This different framework embraces environmental concerns. An eco-efficient economy
sees benefits in new products and proactive innovations such as waste reduction8. Development
continues in a manageable attitude and inspires the entrepreneurial spirit. The reason many
businesses are buying into the eco-efficient economy is because growth is still possible with
environmental policy. Climate change policies are noted to actually encourage job growth and
employment9. Economic motivations are encouraging companies to create environmental policy
themselves.
There are many key topics and themes that describe the green business arena. Each is a
significant component to exemplifying the potential in green business to be an effective driver of
environmental policy.
Environmental Policy
The influence of business reaches far and wide. A primary role business plays in
environmental policy is decision making10. The stages of agenda setting, policy formulation, and
policy implementation are all impacted. With this in mind, if businesses act first and have the
green framework in place, they will pass on their ideas to policy. One example of this positive
influence in environmental policy is in the global warming debate11. Even though the business

8

Emiel F.M. Wubben ed., The Dynamics of an Eco-efficient Economy: Environmental Regulation and Competitive
Advantage. Emiel F.M. Wubben, “The Eco-efficient Economy: Threat or Opportunity for Companies?” (UK:
Edward Elgar, 2000), 25.

9

Chasek et al., 296.

10

William J. Baumol and Wallace E. Oates, The Theory of Environmental Policy. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988), 155.

11

Michael E. Kraft and Sheldon Kamieniecki eds., Judith A. Layzer, “Deep Freeze: How Business Has Shaped the
Global Warming Debate in Congress,” 97.
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community was fractioned in its belief of global warming, companies took the initiative to curb
emissions. The US legislation denied the significance of the issue. Instead of heeding the
legislature’s ignorance, businesses took the chance to make a decision on their own. The
perceptions of the benefits and costs of emissions limits changed. Global warming was publicly
acknowledged and voluntary efforts continued in green businesses.
Business created standards and set reductions for the greenhouse gas emissions. The role
of compliance inspired environmental investments to increase12. Costs of compliance can be
offset through improved efficiencies. With standards set in place by businesses, the option of the
achieving desired levels of emissions is flexible. Policy is needed, but it must be adaptable to
allow businesses to operate. The compliance incentive is significant and can generate
environmental benefits when set at a proper level. Business-driven compliance addresses
environmental problems in a timely fashion.
Legislative policy takes time. This aspect of delayed action is ubiquitous. The recent
news reports on the terrible gulf oil spill implicate the complexity and drawn-out procedures of
enacting legislation. Carol M. Browner, White House Coordinator on energy and climate policy,
referred to the reconsideration of the national offshore drilling plan in light of the large oil spill,
“[It’s] the beginning of a process. What is occurring now will also be taken into consideration”13.
Browner clearly implies a time consuming progression of creating policy to address this terrible
disaster. Time is valuable in assuring informed decision-making, however with the quickly
expanding oil now reaching the coastline, the luxury of time is absent. The company responsible,
British Petroleum, is more apt to take on policy measures to quickly address the situation. With
12

Thomas P. Lyon and John W. Maxwell. Corporate Environmentalism and Public Policy, (UK: Cambridge
University Press, 2004), 139.
13

Campbell Robertson, “US Intensifies Bid to Control Oil Spill in Gulf,” The New York Times, April 30, 2010, A1,
A14.
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an obvious attention to its image and care for its workers, the company holds the incentive to
improve the policy to clean things up quickly. The event of businesses taking the lead role in
policy is partly caused by different forms of regulation.
The best route to getting the most out of green business is to employ the new version of
environmental regulation14. Flexibility and involvement of businesses is the proper modicum.
The goal is to take away imposition on innovation, and make a transition from regulation to
innovation15. Regulation should not constrain, it should inspire. The initial revelation to the need
of an environmental parameter is well established. Command and control policies supported this,
but their use is no longer effective. With corporations creating their own form of
environmentalism, business is in the driver’s seat.
Corporate Environmentalism
The environmental movement definitely didn’t see this one coming. Once perceived as
the enemy, corporations are now becoming key allies to environmental efforts. The origins for
motivation may differ, but the outcome is the same. The drivers of corporate environmentalism
are: green consumerism, stakeholder pressure, competitive pressure, regulatory pressure, past
environmental performance, and government voluntary programs16. These drivers motivate a
company to pursue a benign impact on the environment concurrently with improved financial
performance. There is no doubt the strict standards that arose from the environmentalism were
necessary upstart mechanisms to inducing compliance. However, now that the importance of
environmental policy is recognized, corporations are using natural concerns as a justification for

14

Daniel J. Fiorino, The New Environmental Regulation. (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2010), 71.

15

Robert N. Stavins ed., Economics of the Environment. Michael E. Porter and Claas van der Linde, “Toward a New
Conception of the Environment-Competitiveness Relationship.” (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2000), 181.
16

Lyon and Maxwell, 21.
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environmental investments; compliance is seen as an opportunity17. Corporate environmentalism
takes advantage of this opportunity and entices many companies to consider ecological concerns
not required by law. By incurring costs in the present of environmental investments, companies
see long run profit motives. This current move towards environmental investments is
economically motivated.
The growth model and capitalism are retained in this new form of environmentalism. An
integration of the dominant and the new environmental paradigm is a direct result. There is an
intense relationship between humans and nature, a weaker form of anthropocentrism, global
interdependence, differentiated growth, discursive democracy, and appropriate technology18.
Corporate environmentalism generates a favorable balance between traditional economic and
“extreme” ecocentric values. The balance includes alternative views of economics, such as
appropriate technology (innovation that operates in a manageable scale and has a benign impact
on the environment)19. The balance preserves traditional views such as anthropocentrism. This
form of environmentalism is significant because it has the potential to get change out of the
system; waiting for a paradigm shift may take too long and leave the environment beyond repair.
Environmentalism is still alive and well in a large population of non-governmental and
non-profit groups. However, it no longer has the attractiveness of being new. The environmental

17

Ram Nidumolu, C. K. Prahalad, and M. R. Rangaswami. Why Sustainability Is Now A Key Driver of
Sustainability. (Harvard Business Review, September 2009), 3.

18

Suzanne C. Beckmann and Erik Kloppenberg Madsen eds., Environmental Regulation and Rationality:
Multidisciplinary Perspectives. William E. Kilbourne and Suzanne C. Beckmann, “Rationality and the
Reconciliation of the DSP with the NEP.” (Denmark: Aarhus University Press, 2001), 65.

19

Paul Ekins, Mayer Hillman, and Robert Hutchinson, The Gaia Atlas of Green Economics. (New York: Gaia
Books Ltd, 1992), 176.
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movement is playing less of role in the natural arena20. A niche was left as environmentalism lost
favor in the public eye. The corporate version provides a positive spin, as well as a more
powerful influence. The cause of sustaining the environment should embrace the useful tool of
business. In this realm, business power is not abused to gain exemptions and resist regulation.
Coupled with the prevalence of environmental investment, the greater role in
environmental efforts has spurred the use of voluntary programs.
Voluntary Programs
An invitation to the middle school dance from someone you fancy is much more likely to
get you excited than having your parents make you go. This logic is directly applicable to the
concept of voluntary programs. Businesses would rather be invited to a program that entices and
provides an option of participating. Businesses resisted the command and control demeanor of
regulation. By making the choice themselves, businesses are more welcoming to the
environmental cause. Voluntary programs employ companies to come up with the solutions on
how to comply. This is a prime example of improving effectiveness by avoiding the command
and control approach21. Voluntary programs are seeing a rise and studies are beginning to delve
into measuring their success.
The 33/50 voluntary program launched by the EPA in 1991 called for the reduction of
on-site releases and off-site transfers of seventeen toxic chemicals by 33% at the end of 1992,
and by 50% at the end of 1995 (based on 1988 levels)22. A tall order, the program represented
one of the first attempts to utilize a non-adversarial approach. Spurred by the chance to improve
20

Ted Nordhaus and Michael Shellenberger, Break Through: Why We Can’t Leave Saving the Planet to
Environmentalists. (New York: First Mariner Books, 2009), vi.

21

Richard D. Morgenstern and William A. Pizer eds., Reality Check: The Nature and Performance of Voluntary
Environmental Programs in the United States, Europe, and Japan. Madhu Khanna, “The U.S. 33/50 Voluntary
Program: Its Design and Effectiveness.” (Washington D.C.: RFF Press, 2007), 38.
22

Morgenstern and Pizer eds., Khanna, 15.
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public image, encourage investment, and lower compliance costs in the future, many companies
jumped on board23. The program saw promise in going beyond compliance standards by asking
businesses to create the methods of achieving desirable toxic levels. Rather than taking time to
spell out all aspects of policy, the volunteer program streamlines the process. The involvement in
turn provides a chance at long term stewardship. By serving as the driver of policy, the business
feels responsible and representative of the outcome. The ownership factor creates a better
atmosphere for businesses to take on the environmental stewardship as part of their respective
strategies.
These public-private partnerships replace the adversarial approach of command and
control regulation. The relationship accommodates both parties and promotes cooperation24.
Communication is encouraged in a two-way dialogue where both partners are involved in
developing the program and determining its outcome. Power is shared in an inviting atmosphere
meant to encourage effective solutions. The private business is part of the process, rather than the
object of it.
Voluntary programs are not the only way green business is promoting effective policy.
Market mechanisms are also employed to take advantage of trading opportunities. These
mechanisms allow consensus to become more widespread in regard to environmental concerns25.
Clean Development Mechanisms
Clean development mechanisms (CDM) were inspired by the Kyoto Protocol to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The goal is to reduce emissions in developing countries. By reducing

23

Morgenstern and Pizer eds., Khanna, 31.

24

Pauline Vaillancourt Rosenau, Public-Private Policy Partnerships. Sheldon Kamieniecki, David Shafie, and Julie
Silvers, “Forming Partnerships in Environmental Policy.” (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000), 124.

25

Chasek et al., 189.
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a tonne of CO2 emissions, a developing country can gain one certified emissions reduction credit
(CER)26. The credit can be traded or sold to industrialized countries. The emission trading
scheme has seen success in curbing SO2 emissions27. CDMs may seem contradictory to the cause
of green business by promoting developed countries to continue polluting, however it is a
powerful tool in easing the transition. In addition, the CDM discourages the developing countries
from relying on outdated, dirty industrial solutions. Developing countries can invest in green
technology using the revenue from selling CERs. Green business is promoted across the board
with this mechanism. Polluting companies can be given flexibility to address compliance of new
environmental standards. This assistance makes the idea of green business much more appealing
to the large corporations.
The Tahumanu Hydroelectric Project in Bolivia is a prominent CDM project currently
underway. An ambition of the project is to achieve faster progress along a lower pollution
development path.28. By putting the CDM framework in place, sustainable development is
encouraged at the hydroelectric power site. There are incentives for both the investors and the
host country to participate. Both sides profit from the endeavor. Estimates of the altered
development path promise lower CO2 emissions and a higher Gross National Product in
Bolivia29. Countries are still figuring out the correct prices for credits and designing the best

26

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), “Clean Development Initiative.”
http://cdm.unfccc.int/index.html. Updated May 3, 2010.

27
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framework for these collaborative efforts. Potential for cost and time efficiencies make this
project worth pursuing.
More than just the host country and a single investor can get involved with CDMs.
Another mechanism allows companies to work on an even broader scale to address common
environmental problems.
Joint Initiatives
Joint initiatives connect companies pursuing similar goals in regards to environmental
policy. Companies can pursue CDMs in a joint effort30. In practice, joint implementation (JI)
provides even more flexibility to increase the cost effectiveness of the CDM mechanism. JI
encourages developed country businesses to join together to obtain desired reductions. As a
result, the industrialized actors engage in technology transfer to developing countries in order to
create a more efficient path to sustainable development31. A significant plus for joint initiatives is
the involvement of the public in the review process. The United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change secretariat organizes frequent roundtable discussions for public input to be
implemented into suggestions for future joint initiative programs. A connection to the interested
community is integral to providing the foundation of public support. Community relations are
becoming more and more prevalent in business practices, largely spurred on by the green
movement.
Community Relations
To stay involved in the competitive world, the green business must establish a strong,
ongoing relationship with the community. One of the drivers of corporate environmentalism,
30
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green consumerism, provides a direct connection to the purpose of community relations. A
primary task of corporate environmentalists is to communicate with the external stakeholders and
the public on environmental and health issues32. Community involvement provides avenues to
more well-informed decision making as well as public support for business actions. The
incentive to address green consumerism is powerful indeed. The demand for green products is a
strong advocate for more sustainable business practices33.
In all of this increased interaction is the improvement in accessibility to the community
stock of knowledge. Businesses draw upon the community for information on how to conduct
day-to-day operations, while communities learn from businesses how they are being served34.
The impacts are out in the open. Transparency is encouraged in the relationships. An enduring
dialogue creates the cooperative atmosphere desired in green business. The mission of the
business can be communicated non-verbally as well.
Domestic action is important to both the economic health of the business and the social
health of the community. The market mechanisms only truly achieve targets of emission
reduction when supplemented by significant domestic action35. This supports the economic
health of the action. The social health is generated through more direct involvement. Community
service projects are an easy way for a company to gain a good reputation and create a more
inviting environment for their efforts. This can be done through funding measures or actually
getting employees outside to do the work. The participation in the groundwork reveals the
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significant impact everyday action can make in creating a healthy environment. Green business
can utilize this opportunity to pursue their environmental and social imperatives.
All of these aspects of green business rely upon a saliency that is easily provided in the
business dominated media that spreads the news day in and day out.
Media Outlet
The Earth Day special section “Business of Green” in the New York Times speaks to the
positive outlook on business and its meaningfulness to natural interests. Right across from an
article about attracting green investment was an ad for NYU business programs preparing the
world for “what’s next” – classes include Sustainable Real Estate and Carbon Constrained
Economies36. This section and its contents represent the change to green business practices.
Business exposure in mass media sources is among the highest. There are individual sections in
newspapers devoted to the topic. Any big event in the business world is presented to the public
loud and clear. Newspapers, television shows, the radio, all cover business news. A common
theme in reports in the current world is how businesses are working towards being green. The
level of positive business practices is dependent upon the companies’ efforts to save energy and
reduce pollution. These two measures are just a few examples of the new evaluation of business.
Being held accountable for their actions, businesses are creating environmental policy that not
only benefits them, but pleases the public sentiment.
An unfortunate danger in this pervasive coverage is a falsification of green business
efforts.
Danger in Greenwashing
A real internal threat to the idea of being green is the abuse of its nomenclature. Image is
a dangerous motivation for making the transition to a becoming a green business. Greenwashing
36
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is a very real problem that involves companies making environmentally conscious decisions to
simply save face and promote an attractive image. These actions are also typically skimpy in real
natural benefits and fail to sufficiently reduce a company’s environmental impact.
Attempts to reduce the occurrence of greenwashing are somewhat unsuccessful. One of
these efforts is pursued through the EnergyStar green ratings system. This system is easily fooled
by greenwashing and fanciful ideas. A recent New York Times article documented the false
accuracy of the rating program37. Somehow a gasoline-powered alarm clock and a phony air
purifier (feather duster attached to a space heater) passed the test to get the coveted energy star.
The victim is the consumer who ends up paying more for the green products and actually gets a
relatively inefficient product. The absence of an effective rating system devalues the endeavor of
green businesses to put forth a positive image.
Greenwashing is counteractive to true ecological views. Large oil and automotive
companies exploit the media outlet by claiming to now employ environmentalists to help save
the earth; not so long ago these companies were unashamedly opposed to environmental
measures38. A prime avenue to reward businesses for making the green transition is sufficiently
blocked with this false advertising. Until a more veritable transition can be invoked, the danger
of media abuse will persist.
Greenwashing can also negatively impact a positive outlook on successful efforts in the
green arena. Investigations overtly admonish ineffective voluntary programs claiming them to be
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lenient39. Still in the nascent stages, it is still difficult to quantify the success of the voluntary
measures. Little slack is given as a result of greenwashing.
The existence of this specific form of brainwashing speaks to the need for a cultural
change in concert with alterations to the business structure. It is not enough to commit to
thinking green; a real commitment to action is required to changing the business strategy. To
give us hope, there is an iconic company that hasn’t fallen victim to greenwashing. Ben and
Jerry’s pursues a sustainable culture in all facets of being a green business: economic,
environmental, and social40. Right from the start in 1978, the goal of producing quality ice cream
was complemented by a socially and environmentally conscious vision. Even ice cream flavors
embody these widespread goals. Maine Blueberry uses fruit exclusively from the northeastern
state and sufficiently supports the farming endeavors of hardworking blueberry farmers. A large
amount of profits goes to important social causes. The direct goal is not always the economic
bottom line. However, it is achieved through these integrative efforts. Many customers come
from the groups they support and the quality of their product is a direct result of the
environmentally conscious inputs. The company not only produces organic, but operates
organically. A green team is constantly working to come up with better ideas. The group is
constantly changing and its mission is a living document. It is adaptive. Ben and Jerry’s shows
other companies how to truly be green. The success of projects and business performance is
clearly transparent. Even after corporate buyout from Unilever, the company has continued to
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pursue its green practices41. Ben and Jerry’s did not “sell out” and is using its newfound position
to extend its culture of sustainability. First as advocates of local ingredient production, the ice
cream company is expanding to convert all flavors served around the world to be produced with
fair trade ingredients42. This is not a case of greenwashing. This is an example of a business
doing it right.
Greenwashing may exist, but it pales in comparison to the rising veracity of true shifts in
the business world. Focusing on the proper models and incorporating the best in green business
practice to date, a plan can be made to push forward.
European Model
The origins of the market and industrialization came from across the pond. Now the
European Union (EU) is perceived as the model for effective environmental policy and business
action. An example of the advanced efforts in the EU is seen in a recent New York Times article.
On April 13th, an in-depth news story on converting waste to energy discussed the prevalence of
waste incinerators in the EU retrieving energy from burned waste43. Rather than letting the gases
collect and further pollute the Earth, which is the common practice around the world, these
plants work to create a sustainable form of energy. The transition to waste incinerators is
obstinately opposed in places like the US because of the already cheap availability of landfills in
other countries. The cost benefits of the produced energy and reduced pollution are overlooked.
In Europe, however, this is not the case. The EU is the starting place for many green business
41
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practices and policy implementation. It is important to learn from what is being accomplished
and evaluate how the practices can be applied in other countries. Before delving into what is
being done, there should be examination of why the EU is the best model.
The EU is uses concepts of precaution, prevention, shared responsibility, equitable
allocation of costs, cross-media and cross-sectoral policy integration, ecological modernization,
and multilateral collaboration44. Learning from past environmental degradation and failed
attempts to utilize conventional capitalism, the EU is committed to ecologically based initiatives.
The EU used to be a one of the world’s greatest polluters; that is no longer the case.
A cyclic explanation describes why the EU is in this position. There was a transition from
being a mainstay of industrialization to becoming the forefront of the green movement45. Perhaps
the cycle seen in the EU is a harbinger for things to come in the US. The European nation really
took on capitalism and industrialization full force in the past centuries. Now a positive trend is
pushing the EU towards environmentally conscious business practices and the application of
green business. The EU may be more risk averse, evidenced by their use of the precautionary
principle as part of customary law46. However, this could easily be a consequence of the cycle
from conventional to natural capitalism. It may take some time for the US to fully embrace the
transition, but drawing from the EU model there is hope for a positive endpoint.
The best idea of incorporating the EU model is through hybridization and mutual
learning. By organizing cooperation on transnational issues, the US and Europe can collectively
improve environmental policy. Green networks provide the path to this end.
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Green Business Networks
Being green and sustainable relies upon great levels of interaction. Tom Kelly, Chief
Sustainability Officer at University of New Hampshire speaks to this significant reality:
“Sustainability is about collaboration. Sustainability is bringing together groups of people not
used to working in a collaborative way to get a comprehensive perspective”47. Green business
networks include a myriad of business players from different industry sectors. Pushing forward
and realizing the connection between businesses is vital to promoting sustainability. The move
towards being green is bolstered by networks making this information salient and accessible.
The Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies (CERES) is a national
network of investors, environmental organizations, and public interest groups. The coalition was
created in response to the devastating Exxon Valdez oil spill in 1989. Principles were created to
“integrate sustainability into capital markets for the health of the planet and its people”48. The
courageous new vision for business was the first of its kind. CERES established a well-respected
network of companies, including giants like Virgin America, to support green business. Building
off summit meetings between members, businesses have come up with a vision for 2020. These
policies not only further challenge companies to do more, but they also reward sustainability
performance. Using the useful business tool of incentives, the policies are created to incite
participation rather than mandate it.
The Association for Operations Management (APICS), first established in 1959, is the
source of information and training for operations management. APICS regularly publishes
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reports on the importance of green business practices49. APICS merged into a green business
network around the same time CERES came into being. Truly serving its mission as an
international education organization, APICS has embraced the green transition pointing to ways
of: reducing costs while also helping the environment, eliminating the fear and uncertainty of
going green, and boosting the economic bottom line with sustainable practices. Anytime
reducing costs can be brought into the equation, it immediately becomes a win-win situation for
changing the operational strategy50. This influential group’s work touches on all aspects of
operation, including the supply chain and production, both intricate parts of business. This
educational network provides an invaluable service to supporting the transition to becoming a
green business.
The American Sustainable Business Network provides news and networking
opportunities for green businesses to grow. Information, jobs, and investments can all be found
on the organization’s website. The main function of this network is to produce a workforce
capable of tackling the new vision for business. “Green Dream Jobs” are constantly updated51.
The demand is there for green jobs. This network is connecting this significant demand to the
supply. Combining the job resource function with recent news in the green business world, the
network effectively taps into the potential for a green economy. Access to jobs is important, but
the overarching principles that guide the market are the ultimate determinant of where green
business is going.
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The World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) encourages the
business world to form partnerships, create efficiencies, and seize opportunities to drive the
market change52. Transform and adapt. This is the message the WBCSD passes on to its
members. Through incorporating alternative economic strategies of adding in environmental
costs and providing a space for sharing information, the WBCSD pushes for reducing the impact
of development on the world. There is no doubt business will continue to support development,
so why not make it sustainable. There is also no doubt business will continue to expand. That’s
why it’s important for companies to take part in joining these networks and make sure suppliers
are in line with similar principles.
Large companies provide a pivotal connection to a number of other businesses through
the supply chain. If the top company becomes green-oriented, then a cascade effect occurs. This
form of business network is unavoidable and provides a clear path towards passing on the green
influence. An example of this is the recent policy of Walmart to require its suppliers to reduce
their carbon footprint by twenty-five percent before 201553. The inherent network of the supply
chain evokes the power of influence business can have. Higher-tiered actions create a larger
effect making this network particularly momentous.
The organized networks are important, but so are the bonds that connect intellectual
thoughts surrounding green business. Ray Anderson, a prominent industrial capitalist, represents
the transition that can happen from conventional capitalism to industrial ecology. After reading
The Ecology of Commerce by Paul Hawken, Anderson had the epiphany that the best way to
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operate business was in a sustainable manner54. Reducing waste by a third and working to lessen
dependence on petroleum in the manufacturing process in his commercial carpet company
Interface Inc, Anderson represents the progressive nature of green business. A key player in the
business world was transformed because of the access to the knowledge of the green transition.
The underlying business network found in relevant literature creates a buzz and noticeable
spread of green ideas. More “radical” transformations would do the business world a service.
However, the continued perception that the transition is radical keeps green business at bay.
There is an opposition and persistence of companies that continue to operate outside this
natural arena. It represents a strong resistance firmly in place based on long established free
market idealism and a narrow focus on short run benefits.
The Resistance
Corporations have been responsible for blocking and delaying environmental policy. A
strong perception persists that environmental policy threatens productivity and competitiveness
of companies55. Much of recent history supports this view. Although many green businesses
prove this not to be the case, it is ingrained in the larger spectrum of the dominant paradigm. The
dominant paradigm is shaped around the growth model56. Large corporations work hard to deter
any measures that contradict their economic bottom line. Businesses influence all stages of the
policy cycle and can choose any point to get involved to manipulate the outcome57. Even if
businesses wait until the implementation stage, they often gain exemptions or suggest changes
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that favor the company. The power in place is firmly established. The concept of voluntarily
taking on a green mindset is foreign in the dominant framework. All a company should do is
pursue its self interest and things will work out best. The mainstay of free-market capitalism
Friedrich von Hayek promotes this ideal in his book The Road to Serfdom: “The “invisible hand”
of market decisions [is] wiser and more capable than the self-conscious, collective rationality of
democratic decision making”58. In the view of conventional capitalism, the market determines
the best outcome; therefore companies should participate without question.
Part of the reason the transition to green business and being environmentally conscious
fails to take hold is the expansion of the free market. Globalization is a primary obstacle to
alternative views59. This phenomenon is allowing the economic system to reach new heights of
growth. Cheap labor and energy are prime motivations that improve the ability to profitably
grow. Through sophisticated and extensive supply chains the economic system is well-fortified.
Continued exploration and expansion correlates to increased opportunity to increase production.
The goal is to gain profits from the increasing demand. The increasing supply is justified by the
thirst for consumption and ever-rising population. Globalization is perceived as the best avenue
towards satisfying the necessity of an ever-growing market. The evidence is everywhere of how
decentralized the market has become. For example, the hat on my head was recently purchased at
a public golf course in Ohio. The hat was made by a large international company and the
stitching reads, “Cap America: Made in China”. Why on earth would a small town golf course
need to get their limited numbers of hats from China? Regardless of the company being referred
to as American, this visible symbol shows how only this action could be justified by the free
market economic system. In those early years of operation, this golf shop likely made their own
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hats or purchased from a local company. Times have changed, and business works to grow its
influence wider and wider. The economic system is profitable and exudes prosperity in the
accepted free market system.
Globalization bases its justification in neoclassical economics. Chasek points to the
implication of this foundation in Global Environmental Politics: “Absolute priority has been
given to expanding the scope for trade and investment in line with neoliberal economics”60. The
best way to protect the environment and insure social justice is through privatization, foreign
direct investment, and free trade. Free market principles on a global scale promote rapid growth
and integration of institutions and cultures. Many developing countries use the dominant
framework to push themselves out of poverty. The faith in the market’s potential for success is a
potent force. From the resistance however, there is a chance to use the larger system to address
global issues.
Solutions to the world’s problems suggest using these broad connections to create lofty
goals such as the Millennium Development Goals (MDG). Some goals for 2015 include:
reducing by half the proportion of people without sustainable access to drinking water, reducing
by two-thirds the mortality rate of children under five, and ensuring that all boys and girls
complete a full course of primary schooling61 The Millennium Assembly responsible for the
creation of these objectives is pushing towards an integrated focus in environmental policies.
This transition from a narrow focus may give natural and social concerns a chance to become
part of the mainstream discussion. Economic, environmental, and social aspects must all be
considered when examining policy. However, just like the useful market mechanisms mentioned
in the green business framework, the application of MDGs is found mainly in the EU. Strong
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forces remain in play taking advantage of the business role in society to continue the traditional
approach to business.
Business decisions do influence social outcomes. Communities rely heavily on a healthy
economy to function in this modern world. However, the economic elite is effective at claiming a
bigger piece of the pie62. Equality is advocated by business decisions, but rarely occurs. The
worst part is that people are vastly unaware of getting stiffed. In concurrence, the economic elite
are inherently greedy. This presses the limits of the environment and social community. The
community is treated as a lab to assess the success of the economy, which is equated to the
amount of development and the profitability of businesses in town. What some companies are
realizing is that there is a significant two-way street in regard to community relations. The
economic health of a company can be determined by the community. Active involvement in a
constituent’s environment improves image as well as the production of the company. Employees
planting a tree will not directly improve the bottom line, but it will have positive effects ranging
from worker efficiency to increased customer base. Businesses often use their power in favor of
supporting the market system. Instead, business leaders could make a real difference in the
community. Social and environmental parameters are integral to the idea of green business.
There is room for a sustainable mindset, there are just hurdles in the way. Getting around this
outdated foundation of neoclassical economics is the first step in embracing a future for green
business.
The Future
There are two paths the future may hold. Business can continue supporting the dominant
paradigm, or it can boldly transform. This study documents the deterrents, but from a green
business perspective there is a great amount of hope for transformation.
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The bar is being set high, but it could be set even higher. A major component of green
business practices is sustainability. This term speaks to the longevity of the company and its
valuable resources. The idea doesn’t just prescribe restrictive measures for improving the
company. Sustainability is actually a driver of innovation63. A recent Harvard Business Review
study describes the opportunity companies have to take on sustainability as a source of
motivation to make beneficial changes in the business strategy. Positive press points out that
sustainability is an important proponent of expanding business rather than constraining it. This
perception runs in direct opposition to the dominant paradigm. More studies suggesting the
positive impacts of green business will go a long way. The boon of green practices must be
revealed.
Some companies choose not to disclose their sustainable operations. The trend of making
changes behind the scenes takes away opportunity for justifying expansion of green business.
The Wynn hotel in Las Vegas keeps the use white, heat-reflecting roofs and eco-friendly carpetcleaning detergents and natural textile finishes under wraps64. It may be the nature of Vegas to
distract people and keep theme in the mode of overconsumption, but this trend is not a positive.
Green businesses should let people know what is at the root of their success. Publicized
certification programs are one way to make the green transformation more visible.
Certification for business is an emerging method to promote the continuation of green
business practices. There are two prominent certification programs that audit companies to see if
these practices are being properly implemented.
The first comes from B Corp. This non-profit organization oversees certification ratings
and auditing requirements for assessing positive social and environmental impacts of
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corporations; B companies have a sense of “we” rather than “me”65. Ultimate benefits to certified
B Corp companies are: legal status, IRS tax preference, and an increased value in the eyes of
consumers and investors. From certification comes recognition. The more value in this
identification, the more attractive the certification will become. This program provides a
mechanism for increasing awareness of green business, as well as a measure of accountability.
A second up-and-coming assessment process is the cradle-to-cradle certification program.
It is a prime example of companies requiring each other to pursue businesses processes that limit
waste. A policy is set in place to make products both ecologically and economically beneficial.
Based off natural inspiration and similar endeavors such as Biomimicry, this design concept
promotes a no waste outcome66. Natural resources are provided protection through treating waste
as a nutrient, using sustainable forms of energy, and embracing biodiversity. Rather than
perpetuating the conventional material flow of cradle to grave, there are many companies
pursuing programs that invest in products that can ultimately be reused67. Products enter a cycle
of recycling that keeps materials in the production process. So much potential rests in promoting
the cyclical nature of cradle to cradle in contrast to the linear approach of cradle to grave. Seeing
hope in this environmental concept evokes a politics of possibility68. Rather than seeing the
limits at the end of a product’s term, the possibility of reuse is encouraged. The ultimate goal is
to create a solution, not just a band aid. This concept of recycling is extended to other resourceful
methods of entrepreneurship, such as upcycling.
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Upcycling takes advantage of waste and useless products to create new materials that
profits can be gained from. In simple terms, waste is equal to food69. Natural systems are based
on a process of nutrient cycles that support this relationship. Waste returns to a usable form of
energy. Rather than letting waste build up in unsightly landfills, useful creations can be inspired.
Our waste holds the potential to increase output without stressing the availability of the inputs.
Shifts in business practices provide the practical approach to making change. The hope is that
this spawns an increased national effort for sustainability.
Green business influence has yet to inspire a national undertaking. Mainly states are
responsible for supporting effective environmental policy70. The business transformation is
gaining ground in the media as well as seeing wider implementation in industry sectors. This
incidence holds the potential to expand influence. The federal level must get on board with the
echelon of support provided by EU and US state actions71. Still stuck in the power play structure
of corporate rule, the federal system resists. However, this structure could be the route to change
if the powers that be make the shift themselves.
The last possible future to consider is one where corporations become the prominent
social drivers. Drawing back to Mr. Christopher’s insight on preemptive production changes, it is
clear certain businesses are acting on society’s behalf. With the power of corporations firmly in
place, it would likely be a smooth transition to a socially conscious corporate world. There is
evidence company leaders are thinking this way. Recently the CEO of Coca-Cola stated, “You
want to know what’s unsustainable? Selling water, fat, and sugar”72. Corporate players are
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making the links that environmental and social issues exist because of economic and political
interests. With realization comes responsibility. Will business truly embrace the newfound
accountability?
Conclusion
The harsh reality is that environmental issues do not wait for policy. Businesses provide
the solution for addressing these issues in a timely manner. Policy takes time. The fierce urgency
of the now is worth pursuing when natural concerns are so prevalent. A green business can take
the lead and guide policy towards a better natural and social environment. Companies must step
up to the plate. There is a resistance to the transition towards ecocentric values, but this should
be welcomed by green business. In the end, it’s all about innovation and strategy. Entrepreneurs
and businessmen live for the opportunity innovate. The intense opposition merely adds to the
challenge. A real potential for change is up for grabs. Some companies have jumped out front,
but there is plenty of room for more to take up the reins of sustainable business. Naysayers may
cry out that past transgressions of the business world point to future failures. However, there is
genuine proof that the corporate world is changing its colors. Green is the way to go; for the
economy, for the environment, for society.
The question that needs to be asked is can the cycle of industrialization to green business
be sustained in the developing countries of the world? It is all well and good that the powerful
countries are figuring out how to conduct green business and create effective environmental
policy. However, the developing countries are just beginning the cycle. There needs to be that
focus of community relations brought in as a solution to pass on appropriate technology. The
global community deserves the chance to move on in a prosperous and sustainable manner. The
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Kester 32
positive changes in business and influence on policy must be passed on now. Waiting is not an
option.
As Graham Wallas relates in his famous work, The Art of Thought, coordinating the
actions of “partially independent living organisms” is a delicate task73. This study on green
business shows there are networks and a potent interdependence among business and nations.
Yet, there is still an inherent level of independence in every entity. The road is not paved clear
for green business to flourish everywhere. There is hope however. It is found in the companies
that are taking the road less traveled by; the ones making all the difference.

73

Graham Wallas, The Art of Thought. Excerpt retrieved from: http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~zas/ Accessed May 2, 2010.
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“No Inferior to Men”
– the emergence of masculine women images in China (1910s – 1940s)
Abstract
In the study of 20th century Chinese women images, the strong, masculine
women images appeared on the political propaganda posters after 1949 have
received much attention, including analysis of the forms/styles and related
social/cultural background. Accompanied by texts, such images promoted certain
advanced qualities, which could be considered as a carefully constructed
stereotype in order to regulating women in the communist and patriarch society,
the leader of which claimed that both genders were treated with equality. The
proposed topic, also my dissertation topic, intends to discuss the masculine
women images in a larger period: how the masculine women stereotype was
constructed and its changes in the early 20th century in the area of art and
media, such as pictorials and newspapers.
Besides a summary of existed studies and the description of proposed
methodology, the rudimentary aspects of the study include: Firstly, a short
analysis about strong, masculine Chinese women images, which was presented as
a stereotype for Chinese women after 1949. Secondly, the analysis of the images
of “new women”( 新 女 性 ), such as the images of “advanced women” (i.e. girl
1
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students, women members of a revolutionary party, women soldiers) and women
dressing in man's clothes, in public media and artworks in 1910s~1940s China.
This part will firstly deal with styles and forms of the images: what tradition did
it follow or abandon? Was there any changing of the formation or changing of
elements? From the information the topic can analyze the reasons of the changes
of the women images and related social and cultural background. Thirdly, the
analysis will relate the images with the trends of thoughts about women,
especially the famous media, literature, influential thoughts of the intellectuals 
but the analysis will not limit with the above mentioned range. In this period,
other factors intertwined with each other and thus produced a complicated scene.
Therefore, local customs, political changes (such as the shifting centers of the
Chinese Communist Party’s activities, the different stages and requirements of
the political propaganda, and the political power of different parties) and the
situation of women’s movement will be emphasized.

2
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The aesthetic appreciation of a product is concernedwith the human senses, and the
corresponding responses towards a product. Through the human senses: vision, hearing, touch,
taste, and smell, informationwhich resides in the material world is received via the correlated
receptors located throughout the human body. The received information will then undergoes
transduction, a process in which the received raw data are transformed into a type of language
the human brain understands. Thereafter, the information will be sent to the brain for neural–
processing. The processing of the information is one of the most crucial steps in the appreciation
of aesthetics, which can be broken down into bottom-up processing and top-down processing.
These two notions of processing differed in the types of information utilizes for neural
processing and derives from the model of aesthetic experience constructed by Leder et al. (2004).
For bottom-up processing, only the information whichresides in the material world is utilized. In
contrast, for top-down processing, information that is pre-acquired, thus stored in the human
brain is used. Both types of processing will contribute to the aesthetic appreciation of a product,
hence the user response towards a product – emotion and judgement. By proposing a new
perspective on product aesthetics, a deeper understanding of the appreciation of products can be
achieved.
To investigate this ideas in details, product semantics which depends on the attained information
stored in the human brain for product analysis, will be used as an example in the discussion of
top-down processing of aesthetic appreciation. In addition, several examples using existing
products available on the market, and projects designed by the writers will also be examined.
Semantics is the study of meaning and signs. Product semantics came about in the 1980’s, in
part, in reaction to the homogeneous neutrality which typifies the modernist’s functional
buildings. Semantic expressions, from a historical perspective, could be looked upon as a
moveaway from the blandness of conventional functionalism, which emphasizes practicality
through the simplicity of forms. But the meaning of function has shifted, from function defined
by the product to function defined by users’ need. The maxim of the semantic movement would
be “form expresses function or concept”.
The range of meanings designers embed in products covers the full gamut of human perspective.
For instance a product can respond to a specific culture, such as punks, in which the design is
responding to their needs and aesthetic characteristics. As with poetry, often the most expressive
and emotive use of semantics in product design lies in ambiguity, multiple meanings, and mixed
metaphors.
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Aesthetic Appreciation and the Relationship with the Human Senses
The aesthetic appreciation of a target stimulus (e.g. a product) is linked to the human senses. From the
reception of the information regarding a product to the interpretation generated in the brain, the human
senses (i.e. sight, hearing, smell, touch, taste) play a central role in the aesthetic appreciation of a product.
Different types of receptor affixed onto their associated organs such as eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and skin,
are the first point of contact with the material. In addition, different receptors are responsible for receiving
different types of information regarding the stimulus to be perceived. For example, colour is a property
that is received by the receptors built into the retina of the human eye in the form of light energy. Other
types of information include chemical molecules for the nose and mouth, air pressure for the ears, and
temperature, pressure, and weight, etc., for the skin. The acquired information is then converted into
electric signals through a process called transduction. The electric signals are then sent to the brain for
neural-processing. The result of the neural-processing forms the perception of the surrounding world.

Figure 1: The model of perception. Perception is a continuous cycle that encompasses three major stages: stimulus,
transduction, and action. A stimulus is the percept in which the observer perceives. In this example, the Barcelona
chair is being perceived by an observer standing far away. First, an image of the Barcelona chair enters the
perceiver’s eyes as light energy. This energy is then transformed into electric signal through a process called
transduction. The electric signal will then be sent to the brain for neural processing. The processing of the
information will lead to an action done by the perceiver. For example, the perceiver may decide to walk closer to the
Barcelona chair to have a closer look at it. As a result, this will lead to new input of stimulus, thus the perception
cycle continues on. Although not considered a part of perception, cognition is also involved in the perception of the
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percept. For example, a person who knows about the Barcelona chair may immediately walk closer to admire the
beauty of the chair.

In some situation, the neural processing of the information received from one realm (e.g. sight sense) can
be used to suggest a property that requires perception from a different type of receptor. For example, a
person who visually perceived a wine glass may lead to the deduction that the wine glass is cold to the
touch. Theoretically speaking, without inspecting the glass via the touch sense, there is no guarantee that
the glass is cold to the touch (e.g. the wine glass can be just brought out from a dishwasher). However,
under normal condition (e.g. at room temperature), a wine glass is usually cold to the touch due to the
characteristic heat capacity of glass. Once stored inside the human brain, this memory of the “normal
condition” can be retrieved and used to create deduction about the world. This type of deduction is called
top-down processing, which suggests that neural-processing begins at higher cognitive. For the wine glass
example, in fact, no information was received from the material world that can be used to proof that the
glass is indeed cold. In contrast, if the perceiver actually touched the glass and felt the coldness of it
through his/her skin, this type of deduction is called bottom-up processing, or data-driven processing.
This type of processing suggests that the neural processing begins when information is received from the
stimulus, and it works its way up to higher cognition. In summary, top-down processing requires the
perceiver to have a previous understanding of the percept to operate, and bottom-up processing is the
processing of the percept purely based on the information available from the stimulus.
The interpretation of a stimulus based on the idea of bottom-up and top-down processing can also be used
to describe the process involves in the aesthetics appreciation of a product. According to Leder et al.
(2004), the aesthetic experience involves in the appreciation of a product encompasses a continuous
evaluation of the emotional state of the perceiver. For example, the presence of certain properties (e.g.
simplicity, symmetry, proportion) can positively influence the emotional state of the perceiver, thus the
elicitation of a positive emotion. In contrast, randomness may negatively impact on the emotion of the
perceiver. In Leder et al.’s model, bottom-up and top-down processing are both involved in the aesthetic
appreciation of a product. For example, the information that the product is symmetrical requires the
perceiver to observe the product first hand in order to acquire. Therefore, symmetry is a property that is
perceives through bottom-up processing. In this case, rather or not the observer actually understands what
symmetry encompasses is not important, the presence of the property symmetry is the crucial contribution
to aesthetic appreciation. However, a person who studied about symmetry will have a better
understanding of what symmetry is, and this aspect can contribute to the aesthetic appreciation of the
product. In this case, the aesthetic appreciation of the product came from top-down processing, in which a
stored memory in the perceiver’s brain is used to interpret the percept.

The Working Metaphor
One aspect of this approach entails use of what we call the working metaphor in which the visual
analogy enhances the function of the design. The working metaphor entails the mutually supportive use
of semantic anyalysis to improve the user’s interaction and metaphor to make a statement about the
product’s character and context. It ‘s not a new idea. We see it recurring throughout history of design.
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Harry Bertoia’s chair derived from images of cellular growth and Eero Saarinen used images of flight in
Dulles Airport. Both use visual analogy or metaphor to enrich the experience.
The process of using semantic analysis to identify the signification of a product and its parts is closely
allied with the more intiutive process of creating metaphorical forms that speak of visual and functional
similarities between one object and another. One of the most appropiate uses in product design is on
products where the mechanical gives no clue ot the object’s meaning. As technology minimizes
required form, design can invest the form with both practical and emotional communication through
the working metaphor. Moreover, by using metaphorical images, we let people view in a new way both
the object itself and the thing to which it refers.
Appropriateness to the situation is still necessary, of course. Certain designs situations call for simplicity
and clarity while others call for complexity and ambiguity, the difference between designing a stop sign
and designing a book of poetry. The advantage to working with semantics and metaphorical images is
that, by understanding what the forms signify, you can elect to make a design either clear and
straightforward or rich with layers of meaning. The design of a control panel call for the former
approach whereas the design of table may call for the later.

Some illustrative Projects
The following projects are from my work in this field and reflect the ideas I have discussed here. The
combine semantic devices with the used of metaphors to create understanding and rich meaning.
To understand how semantic approach is used in the design of product, the following examples have
been chosen for their explicit relationships.

Kitchen Mixer
The process of using semantic analysis to identify the signification of this product was done at the very
beginning. I was looking for a logical relation of shapes and ultimately by the utility of a work of art as a
product designed for social consumption. The emphasis was on the formal aspect.
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Semantic Study
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Humidifier
Simple from the front but more complex from behind this humidifier expresses its separate functions
clearly. The foam water wheel encased in a circular housing with louvers on the front that direct the
humid air upwards and turn in a water‐containing base. The motor that rotates the wheel attaches with
the apex of its cone athe wheel’s centerpoint. The fan motor on the other hand, attaches at the base of
the cone to the wheel to express the diffusion of air through the wheel.

Conclusion
This paper clear the way for better understanding product aesthetics from the Perspective of
Product Semantics. There is room to expand this topic further. More examples will be provided
during the presentation.
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Introduction
Music-centered reality television programs have permeated culture and society as a source of
entertainment and (informal) education for more than a decade. These programs focus on
music and musical performance while providing a platform for aspiring artists to share their
talents and engage worldwide audiences. They have reshaped our thinking about musical
performance and have asked us to evaluate music and popular artists in new ways. As this
medium has progressed, the expectation for life changing results for the winners has also
increased. Both artists and audiences have personal objectives for participating in and/or
watching these programs. These objectives (consciously and subconsciously) influence the
manner in which we make music as well as how audiences view music, musicianship, and
artistry.
These reality television programs promote artistic image, individual performance, and popularity.
Artists strive to win the competition while developing an audience. At the same time, however,
they are developing their skills and knowledge about music – and educating audiences, future
musicians, and those who teach them.
To formalize the extent of this influence and its implications for music education, it is essential
that music educators examine this element of popular culture to identify connections to the
instruction offered in the music classroom. This examination may alter pedagogical choices and
practices, and assist music educators as they strive to make learning relevant for the students
of today.
Essential Questions
1. What are we learning by participating in and/or watching competition-based reality
television programs?
2. How are music competition-based reality television programs influencing young artists?
3. What are the implications and applications of these findings for the advancement of
teaching and learning music?
Competition-based Reality Television
Over the past decade audiences have fallen in love with competition-based reality television
programs. The sheer number of this type of programming being broadcast (covering a wide
variety of topics) is an indication of the popularity and success of the medium. These shows
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often feature celebrity hosts, panels of judges, and a similar format that includes persons
performing a task, being adjudicated, and receiving feedback – followed by eliminations until a
winner remains.
Audiences connect to the cast of a particular show and become engaged in watching them
move through the competition. They seem to be captivated by public adjudication as they
embrace the human competitive spirit demonstrating a desire to see some fail while others
“make it”.
Audiences also feel inspired by the performers (sometimes seeing themselves in the person;
thinking they could perhaps be on the show someday, be on the “fast track” to fortune and fame,
or be transformed in the manner of their favorite contestant). In addition, they become invested
in individual performers and vote to help shape the outcome for them. If their favorite is
eliminated they select another favorite and continue to watch. That active involvement gives
audience members a reason to tune in to the next episode, illustrating masterful marketing that
results in dedicated viewership.
Music-centered Competition-based Reality Television
Historically, music-centered reality television programs are among some of the most popular in
the genre (e.g., American Idol, Nashville Star, Star Search, America’s Got Talent, The Voice).
These programs often focus primarily on vocal music – usually emphasizing solo singing in a
contemporary style. This sends a message (intended or unintended) that the singer is the “most
famous of the musicians” and is the person who will enjoy the greatest success as a performing
artist. As a result, thousands of singers (both trained artists and non-trained amateurs) audition
for these programs each season.
Music-centered reality television provides a platform for artists that seems to have influenced
the music and entertainment industry by altering traditional models related to artist development,
recording, marketing, distribution, sponsorship, and live concert touring. In other words, these
programs have created a new path to fame and fortune for artists, providing opportunities for
high-profile exposure/performances leading to the rapid development of fans, creating live
music tours to showcase cast performers, influencing the way artists are evaluated (especially
evaluations by non-musicians), and identifying new product tie-ins, sponsorships, and
merchandise. Winners (and sometimes popular contestants and finalists) often become instant
celebrities, and as such, generate performance and other professional opportunities (i.e.,
television appearances, requests to host, speak, adjudicate) that elevate their careers and
social status.
As a result of a changing music industry (i.e., one that is no longer primarily record-company
driven) and the prevalence of music-centered reality television programs, young musicians
approach music making differently. They have new opportunities to learn (formally and
informally) by observing other aspiring artists and feel empowered to be able to promote
themselves as artists without the required record company backing of yesteryear.
Young artists often view the musicians who “make it” on reality television as their heroes and/or
role models. They imitate these persons as they are developing their own musical abilities. In
addition, the music-centered reality television programs expose young musicians to repertoire in
a variety of styles and allow them to see how artists can be transformed over a series of
consecutive weeks. This television influence is especially powerful, as contemporary music
performance by solo artists is not always addressed in school music programs.
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As the audiences are learning while watching these programs, the contestants are learning from
their participation. They gain performance technique, stage presence, and the ability to
communicate with an audience. Moreover, they learn about their own musical abilities as they
select repertoire that showcases their talent and strive to find their original voice and image as
an artist. Their lessons come in the form of personal experience and feedback/constructive
criticism from others. The contestants grow and develop skills and knowledge as they move
from episode to episode – just as students do in a classroom from lesson to lesson.
Linking Music-centered Competition-based Reality Television Participation with
Educational Theory
The personal experience of contestants within music competition-based reality television
programs serves as the basis for this discussion in an effort to explore links between those
experiences and educational theory. Specific review of the artist participation found in these
television programs, undertaken through the lenses of cognitive, affective, interpersonal, and
psychomotor domains reveals that the human behavior and experiences included in music
competition-based reality television programs address goals in each of these areas (Table 1)1.
Cognitive Goals –
Mental Skills
Remembering
Understanding
Critical Thinking
Creative Thinking
Applying
Analyzing
Synthesizing
Evaluating
Decision Making
Problem Solving
Use of Prior Knowledge
Creating

Affective and Interpersonal Goals –
Emotions and Attitudes/Interacting
with Others
Ability to Accept Constructive Criticism
Ability to Work in High-Pressure Situation
Competitiveness
Confidence
Leadership
Persuasion
Impact of Praise
Impact of Rejection
Teamwork
Proposing
Ego

Psychomotor Goals –
Physical Skills
Ability to Execute a Task
Performance
Practice
Stamina
Precision
Technique

Table 1: List of Educational Goals Addressed in Competition-based Reality Television Programs

The following are selected examples to further illustrate how performers in music-centered
reality television programs address the non-music educational goals listed above.
Artists demonstrate cognitive goals as they remember songs and lyrics, stage
placements/blocking; understand the nuances of a musical genre and style and apply
that understanding in their interpretation; engage in critical and creating thinking as
they interpret a musical selection (to make it their own); apply musical technique and
performance practice; use prior knowledge to relate to an audience based on previous
performance experiences; and create their artist persona and music.
Artists demonstrate affective and interpersonal goals as they accept constructive
criticism in the form of verbal feedback and numerical scores; perform in highpressure situations in front of live and television audiences; demonstrate a
competitive spirit and desire to win as the competition progresses; perform with
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varying levels of confidence (often in response to praise and/or rejection); show an
ability to persuade judges and audience members who vote; and work as a team with
other musicians and/or peer competitors.
Artists demonstrate psychomotor goals as they perform music (engaging their facial
expression and movements to enhance the song); practice musical technique to
develop skill and muscle memory; develop physical stamina to create and sustain
energy within a musical performance; and become more precise and skilled with their
music making over time.
These examples illustrate just some of the higher-order and lower-order educational goals that
are addressed during a musical performance in general, and specifically in a music competitionbased television program performance setting.
Implications for Young Artists
Young artists are influenced by the music they hear outside of school as well as by the lessons
offered in a music classroom. They are (informally and formally) learning music skills and
knowledge from these sources. Moreover, the role and influence of popular culture on an
aspiring young musician seems to be both powerful and educational.
A review of the music skills and knowledge gained by performers in a music reality television
setting may be useful to music teachers as they strive to build on lessons learned outside the
classroom and use popular culture to engage students. An informal analysis of the music
content (skills and knowledge) included in American Idol, The Voice, and Nashville Star reveals
a focus on performance skill and artistry, literacy, creativity, and personal expression. Selected
examples of specific music outcomes observed in these programs are outlined in Table 2.

	
  
Musical Skills and Knowledge:
Performing in Live and Studio Settings
Developing Stage Presence
Demonstrating Command of an Audience
Developing the Skill of Using Sound Equipment
Fronting a Band
Advancing Musicianship
(e.g., Range, technique, dynamics, melodic and rhythmic accuracy,
tone color, flexibility, agility, phrasing)
Exploring Artistic Interpretation
Selecting Repertoire to Showcase Talent
Identifying Personal Artistic Style
Demonstrating Originality
Creating an Image as an Artist
Table 2: List of Examples of Music Outcomes Addressed in Selected
Music Competition-based Reality Television Programs

From this review, it is evident that beyond providing a source of entertainment, the artists who
participate in music-centered competition-based reality television programs are gaining music
skills and knowledge. They are developing the ability to perform in front of live audiences and
on camera. They develop an artist persona as they engage audiences from week to week, and
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try to distinguish themselves from the other contestants. The artists learn to use microphones,
in-ear monitors, and other equipment as they take center stage as the front person of the
ensemble. Each time they perform they demonstrate musicianship, which (typically) improves
with experience and practice as the program progresses. Artists select music to showcase their
individual talents (range, style, etc.) or identify ways to make an assigned song sound like their
original expression. By the end of a television season, the artists who remain the longest
transform into more polished and professional performers.
Final Thoughts
Music competition-based reality television shows put the spotlight on musical performance and
provide opportunities to shape how persons think about and approach this art form (as
performers and/or as consumers). Identifying the educational lessons and outcomes embedded
in these programs may allow us to better understand the influence this medium has on our
society in general, and on the development of the artists and consumers of music in the future.
In addition, this information may apply to other disciplines and guide teachers to explore the
educational lessons and outcomes found in elements of popular culture to inform pedagogical
practices as they strive to engage the students of today and make learning relevant for them.

1

These goals parallel Bloom’s Taxonomy with cognitive goals focusing on intellectual skills, affective
goals focusing on receiving, responding, valuing, organizing, and characterization, and psychomotor
goals focusing on physical skills (http://www.nwlink.com/%7Edonclark/hrd/bloom.html). Interpersonal
goals are based on Cindy Vinson’s work regarding learning domains and delivery of instruction, and focus
on human interaction (http://pixel.fhda.edu/id/learning_domain.html).
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Mystical Movements and the Modification of the Body.

by Brendan-John Reid Purdie
Concordia University
Montréal, Québec

Well, I was claiming authority over my own body. You see, in the 90s the body is the
ultimate battle ground. Body modification is the ultimate transgressive act against the
stifling conformity of the body politic.
—Scott Thompson, Kids in the Hall.1
“We're born naked, and the rest is drag.”
—RuPaul.2
The surface of the body projects its capacities out into the world, away from its own
awareness of itself. For example, we experience the world through senses mainly located
in the head region—a part of the body that we cannot directly see.
—Cressida Heyes3

1

“The Tattoo”, The Kids in the Hall.
Keeley, Allison, “Born-Naked.”
3
Heyes,Cressida, Self-Transformations, 24.
2
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We adorn and modify our bodies. Clothes, accoutrements and bodily modification help to define
who we are with respect to one another. Adornment and modification are used to signify rank, status,
gender, privilege, power, and occupation. As Mary Douglas describes it, societal constraints are applied to
the body and how it is perceived; physicality is mediated through social categories.4 Modifying the body
is a necessary part of being members of a religious community from the most banal Sunday best, to
circumcision, to ritualized scarification and covering oneself in ashes. The various coverings of the body
can denote, retain and manifest special powers. Because the body decays more readily, special items,
having been invested of spiritual qualities, can be passed from one generation to the next as relics having
been actually touched by powerful person X and invested with special power Y. For the purposes of this
paper I will use the term “bodily adornment” to be broadly inclusive and assert that all bodily adornment
is a form of body modification. Body modification includes, but is not limited to: tattooing, shaving, drag,
body building, make up, costuming, hair colouring, henna, piercing, branding, plastic surgery, “Cutting
your nails, growing your hair a certain way, getting a tan, it’s changing your body to what you want.” It is
something “We do it every day,” without considering our acts to be modifications.5
Mystical traditions are often in stark contrast to the tenets and ideas of the faith from which they
arose. It follows reasonably that mystics must be doubly separate, both from that of the regular people
outside of their religious tradition and the regular faithful within it. The construction of mystical identity
is only meaningful within a context where there is a dichotomous in-group and Other. Mystics make
themselves Other. The clothing, their body modification, and their accoutrements are part of this Othering
of self.
As Douglas explained, social categories are defined by the body and by extension what the body
wears. These markers delineate one group from another:

4
5

Douglas, Mary, Natural symbols, 93.
“The Plastic Surgeon,” Modify-Uncensored Edition.
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In India, the monastic robes of the eighteen sects each had its own identifying marks. On the other
side, the brahmana, yogi, sanyasin, and others each had their own marks. In Tibet as well, there
are different hats for each type. They are not attractive, but they must be worn. They are
indicative of the philosophical tenets one holds.6
The costumes and identifying marks become visual shorthand that conveys deep meaning of
spiritual affiliation. In visual media exposition and narrative can be created merely by adornment in what
TVtropes satirically refers to as the “planet of hats” and “color coded for your convenience”7; wherein the
“colours” and the “hats” are heavy with meaning. The intended audience understands these visual cues
and thus explanations are not needed to convey meaning. Otherness is created merely by affecting a
specific look.
In the postmodern contemporary milieu, there is a pervasive notion in the “community” of body
piercers and pierced—often self-identified as “Modern Primitives”—that there is a spiritual component to
their art. The act of being pierced has a built-in quality that makes it more than an affectation or popular
trend; it has mystical elements too, bearing the pain and the transformation of one’s body as signifiers of
this different state. As a participant in body modification—especially the more severe and involving—you
are not only affecting or creating a new version of yourself, making you distinct from others, but you are
entering into a state in which you are spiritually distinct from those around you who have not so
transitioned.
It is important to note that Modern Primitive movement is both knowing and naïve in its
appropriation. Consider the prominent guru of Modern Primitives, Fakir Musafar who, in the 2005
documentary film Modify, he identified himself as a continuance of tantra traditions, although he does not
seem to know that there are broad categories within tantra—like Buddhist or Hindu tantra—although his
practice is secular, even though his embodiment of tantra clearly has deep spiritual meaning for him8.

6

Bogin, Benjamin, “The Dreadlocks Treatise,” 95.
“Planet of Hats,” “Colour Coded for Your Convenience,” are categories of commonly used clichés and tropes of
various media, as presented onTvtropes.com.
8
“Fakir Musafar ,” Modify.
7
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Armando R. Favazza9 cites Fakir as an authority on all sorts of body modifcations and lead figure among
modern primitives. Favazza seems to defer to Fakir as if to apologize for the rest of his book which tends
towards pathologizing what Fakir considers holy. Favarra’s problematizing of freakish behaviour of nonconformists is common because it violates the social order that normalizes the “fully mobile and sensate,
healthy, prime-of-life white male body . . . deviations from this norm risk becoming pathological.”10 Of
Fakir, Favazza says: “He has experienced personally just about every type of body modification that has
ever been thought of” and is a teacher as well as a practitioner.11
Unlike eras of the past where we often lack the connective narratives to trace diffusion of cultural
memes and practices, we have records of modernist asserting their reasons for their acts and the source of
their inspiration, like Fakir speaking of his tantric practices. We even have the seemingly selfcontradictory tensions between the reinterpretation of appropriated acts of body modification and
assertions of innovation. In the same breath we get “culture X did Y to their bodies” and “I did Y to my
body because of Z” wherein Z can be anything from spiritual inspiration, an offering to the divine or more
profane notions of mainstream fashion and/or the rejection thereof. To use a specific example, the Naths
pierce their ears and insert large semi-precious stones as an embodiment of the divine union12; whereas
Stalking Cat, a heavily modified man, has undergone tattooing, facial reconstruction, had implants
inserted because of his spiritual connection to cats and because everyone wants to be “comfortable in
[their] own skin.”13 For Modern Primitives, body modification is more than the sum of its disparate parts.
It contains elements of fashion, art, creativity, gender play, spirituality, and boldly asserting one’s freakish
nature.14 Because of this admixture, this paper will assert that Modern Primitives are comparable to

9

Favazza is the author of Bodies Under Siege: Self-Mutilation and Body Modifcation in Culture and Psychiatry
which although at times favourable to Modern Primitives, is largely concerned with psychiatric patients selfharming themselves. Favazza xvii.
10
Heyes, Cressida, Self-Transformations, 25.
11
Favazza, Bodies Under Seige, xvii-xviii.
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Gold, Daniel, “Ear-Cutting,” 105.
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“Stalking Cat interview,” Modify.
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mystics by wearing “hats” and “colour codes” that mark them as spiritually distinct from “normal”
society.
Method: Comparative
Because we are to employ a comparative approach, we must challenge ourselves to avoid the
pitfalls of previous attempts as criticised by authors like Wendy Donager, JZ Smith and Carl Ernst.
Eliade’s fixation on the axis mundi and Frazer’s for the Dying God narrative have led to oversimplified
blurring of details in order to approach universals. We must avoid the functionalism and essentialism of
previous comparative studies; and the broad application of models which so often succumbs to being little
more than a game of “spot the influence” which diminishes meaningful individual innovation and maligns
the derivative.15
However, bodily adornment is universal; to avoid this statement is as problematic as shoehorning
disparate practices into vague categories and labelling them universal. All humans adorn and modify their
bodies if only to spread pigment on their faces, wear thongs to carry tools, or power suits to business
meetings and swimming costumes at the beach. Within a religious context there are usually reasons for
the adornment within doctrine, texts, the oral traditions and ritual practice.16
This paper will follow the theme of mystical traditions and their perspectives on modifying the
body as part of religious worship and necessity. We will take an easterly survey starting with mysticism
within Islam, then the Indian traditions of the tantras—Buddhist and Hindu—and then continuing east to
China and finally ending in the contemporary Modern Primitive movement in North America. This is a
new area of study and there is very little in terms of research. The field of religious studies is particularly
negligent in its focus on texts over practice, written over material culture.

15

Cf. Wendy Donager, The Implied Spider; JZ Smith, Imagining Religion; and Carl Ernst, “Situating Sufism and
Yoga.” Donald Lopez’ discussion of the search for the original, “pure” Buddhism is also germane.
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Hindu Tantric Union.
As cited above, the Naths of India give us a specific example of ritualized body modification. Ear
piercing is a very common body modification; it seems a rather obvious choice for alteration, simply
because it is external, visible and easily pierced. It is less commonly done through the cartilage, though
again this is not exactly rare or unique to the Naths. However, among the Naths ear piercing is the domain
of older males and serves as a rite of passage, marking those who “take the earrings” as being liminally
different from the rest of their society. It is important to note that like “other rituals of bodily alteration
throughout the world—skin piercings, circumcisions, scarifications—the actual performance of the rite
seems less socioreligiously important than the lasting physical results it brings.”17
This should be unsurprising, if only for purely practical reasons the amount of time allotted, even
if drawn out, will be finite. Although the jewellery that gets placed in the wounds might have intrinsic
value,18 it is the newly marked body that matters. The holes are not voids or absences they are divinities;
the hole created representing Śiva and the ornamental stones inserted representing Śakti. Thus the real
value of the rings becomes derived from the bodies that they are driven through; the act is divine
congress, the wounds are permanent unification of Śiva and Śakti; the earrings borrow that magical
investiture of power, significance and value.
The siddhis, also of the Hindu tantric tradition, have notorious habits which extend their
occupying crematory grounds and rubbing ashes to paint their skin a ghoulish white.19 They wear their
hair in topknots or “matted locks (jaṭa)” or shorn away.20 They invoke ferocious goddesses with sexual
rites and the consumption of normally prohibited meat and fish and the drinking of alcohol; whereas the
teyyam dancers of Kerala take it a step further by inviting the generally female deities into possession of

17
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the exclusively male dancers who are decked out in the clothing, body paint and makeup of the being that
will possess them.21

Sufis and Simplicity.
In Islam, the discourse on adornment is currently fixed upon the veil, hijab and burqa, but one
need only look to the great Turkish tradition of luxurious moustaches and the long beards of the men of
the ummah, to note that adornment is clearly not exclusive to one gender. This focus on the veil and
women exclusively in western discourse on Islam is because of the way that women are precommoditized: “The women of the 21st century may never experience the ‘utter lack of selfconsciousness’ or ease in her body that contrast the male gaze. And it may not even be necessary for
actual men to whistle at her in order for her to come to awareness of her objectification.”22 With or
without a veil, Muslim women are objectified by the patriarchal gaze. The veil has been invested of the
virtue of modesty. Even Muslims critical of veiling have accepted the assumption of modesty for women
as normative; they merely struggle with what that means with regards to the investiture of modesty in a
piece of bodily adornment. For many Muslims, “The veil is a necessary component of the virtue of
modesty because the veil both expresses ‘true modesty’ and is the means through which modesty is
acquired.”23
With regards to more invasive body adornment, “Islam forbids the practice of tattooing, piercing,
and any other alteration or mutilation of the body.” However, there are many variant traditions throughout
the Muslim world which include piercing and tattooing.24 Among the Sufis we only see ritualized
modifications in terms of costuming—the ascetic garb, fez, simple clothing—similar, at times, to what we
see among the fakirs and self-denying ascetics of various faiths in South Asia. However, let us not forget
21
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the perhaps most common of body modifications, so common that it is almost slips by without comment.
Of course I refer to the practice of circumcision among Muslims, and by extension Sufis. As with the ear
piercing of the Naths, although circumcision is a signifier of group membership, it is the permanent mark,
not the act of circumcision, which is significant.
The Qur’an and Muhammad say nothing about circumcision and yet it is an integral part of
masculine identity among Muslims.25 There are two possible narratives about the status of Muhammad's
penis: 1. he was born without a foreskin as a perfected individual; or 2. that following the example of the
Prophet Ibrahim, Muhammad was circumcised on the seventh day of his life.26 There is of course the
more invasive practice of “female circumcision”—often described as “female genital mutilation” or
FGM—practised in parts of the Muslim world as well as at its fringes.
Because the practice of circumcision has so much variance among Muslims,27 even within
Muslim communities within the same geographic and cultural spheres, it would be fascinating to see a
detailed ethnographic account of the relationship between Sufis and circumcision. Is there a relationship
between initiation into a Sufi school and circumcision? The age of the ritual is so variable and since it is
sometimes tied to manhood initiatory rites, I wonder if there has ever been an examination of the
possibility of the two rites being concurrent or in a visibly linked sequence. Circumcision is not uniquely
Western—Jewish or Muslim—it is widely practiced among many ethnic and cultural groups. We must
worry about avoiding the questions of influence and biases, assuming that Islam merely adopted a Jewish
custom. Perhaps there is some reason to make this assumption, but what of African and Australian
Aboriginal animists, did they also, inexplicably, adopt Jewish customs?28
According to Saba Mahmood, the Muslim conception of dress and modesty dictates that the body
must be covered for it is shameful: “just as one is ashamed to expose one's genitalia, one is ashamed to
25
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have a woman appear in public. According to this view all those parts of a woman's body that may cause
embarrassment and shame should therefore be covered...”29 It is interesting that the precedent of shame is
the exposure of one's genitals, especially in the context of circumcision (male or female) since this is
something that is culturally significant but obviously does not come up in common exchange in a legal
culture that requires such notions of modesty generally and of women more thoroughly. By extension the
moderate dress required for Sufis is an affectation that makes sense, not only should they be covered—as
their co-religionists—but in a specific manner that marks their special status.

Buddhist Modifications.
The garb of Buddhist monks and nuns—bright orange in Thailand, burgundy and gold in Tibet,
and grey or brown in East Asia—separates the clergy from the common folk and from the laity. This is
but one part of the process of Othering. Some Buddhists would go further in their actions. Anti-Buddhist
polemics in China considered such acts as a series of mutilations inspired by an insidious foreign religion
which started with the tonsuring of monks and nuns. Later more ascetic modifications such as
blinding, amputations and immolation and mortification (such as copying sutras using one’s own
blood) that were not only practiced by dedicated ascetics but also acted by laypeople, most often
during religious frenzies at festivals and other occasions of heightened piety.
The critics of Buddhism condemned the Chinese followers for being unfilial, because “one’s body was
viewed as a gift of one’s parents, and all these actions were seen as damaging this gift.”30
In contrast to the standard tonsure of monks and nuns, tantric Buddhists like the ngakpas wore
“uncontrived hair represent[ing] the uncontrived mind of the mediator, absorbed in contemplation of the
nature of reality.” Not just dirty locks of clumped hair, but hair that announces the serious powers of the
devotee's mind. “While the monk must shave his head at least once a month, the ngakpa's hairstyle is

29
30
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effortless and natural.”31 Distinction is made from both the common folk and the standard Buddhist
clergy.
However, “In some recent forms of the ordination ceremony in China, the shaved heads of monks
and nuns are burned with a stick of incense to produce a set of small round scars (from three to
eighteen).”32 The shaved heads of Buddhist monks and nuns are an immediately striking contrast to the
rest of society. This, in itself, is a form of alteration and part of the acceptance into the ranks of the
ordained. In Chinese and Japanese Buddhism a further step can be taken “In Chinese Buddhism to the
present day it is normal to burn a number of places on the head with moxa as part of the ordination
ceremony.” As Japanese nuns are allowed to regrow their hair, such scarification is covered but easily
identifiable upon inspection. Paul Williams goes further and says, the “burning-off whole fingers as a
sacrifice and offering generating merit is by no means uncommon”33 although I have not encountered this
nor read of it in other sources. Regardless, the resulting scars, even on a shaved head, leaves a distinct
mark, doubly marking the bearer as having taken refuges in Buddhism.

In China, Daoism and popular tradition.
Among the Chinese, the most notorious form of body modification is the extinct practice of footbinding. However, this was at best a sexualized preference for tiny feet among the gentry and members of
the Chinese court. It was not realized in mystical or religious terms.34 Unlike even the Chinese Buddhists
undergoing scarification, Daoist modifications seem mostly to be of the external affectation sort—
clothing, equipment, head gear and magical instruments—this makes sense considering Chinese
religiosity being performance-based in nature. With the Confucian ideals also pervasive, the impetus to
mar one’s body is also lessened if this would imply lack of filial bonds to one’s parents and ancestors.
31
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Unlike the ear-piercing and circumcision above, the ritual act itself was significant which fits better in a
Chinese religious context because Chinese religious culture is performative.35 In the Chinese religious
milieu the border between opera and ritual is indistinct. The trappings and costumes of performance are
invested with 氣 (qi) and therefore essential to the 靈 (ling, efficacy) of the ritual.
Among Daoist mystics the goal is bodily immortality, modifying the body will not achieve this,
although the preparation of elixirs, elaborate rituals, dietary restrictions and yogic exercises will. The
tools and clothing that belong to the specialized ritual boxes—set aside until they are needed—are
important enough that their contamination is subtracted from the years of ones long life. Specific ritual
clothing and gear is to “be kept in cases and boxes and not left openly exposed, lest ordinary people harm
or defile them.” “Common people's beds and mats are full of defiled qi [氣]. . . you must, therefore, make
sure to be properly separate from them. Also whenever you sit down, first spread a seat-cloth, which
should be four feet square in size and inscribed on both sides with seal script.”36
The gear itself is so critical in Kohn's translation, as indicated by severe penalties attached to the
threat of their becoming contaminated. Daoists were expected to treat their ritual vestments as separate
entities kept away from contamination by the mundane world by placing them in sanctified ritual boxes.
Similarly, even minor things like shoes—traditionally held to be the most contaminated of clothing—even
though prohibited from being ornamented, are treated with proper deference.37 In her analysis of Chinese
body modification, Margo DeMello notes that wearing heavy earrings for both men and women was once
common because it stretched the earlobes, which “may have been associated with rank, and perhaps as
well with health and longevity”; the latter two drives being central to mystical Daoism.38 However,
DeMello fails to realize that the Buddha’s earlobe-length was not supposed to be affected; they were some
of the classical signs of his being a sage, similarly with depictions of various Chinese sages (Laozi,
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Damo, the immortals) whose ears were long without having been stretched or pierced or adorned with
earrings. Perhaps the goal was to appear to have lengthy earlobes not because the mimicry was not an
affectation but because one wanted to look sagely.
The most commonly associated body modification is the notorious foot-binding of gentry women
for sexual fetishistic reasons. Daoism, which seeks to transform the body into a perfected immortal form,
seems a likely candidate for body modification in a religious context, and yet, the modifying of the body
is through ritual, yogic practices, diet and sexuality. Acupuncture could be considered performative body
modification, not unlike the ritualized acts of suspension (see below). Although acupuncture is not Daoist,
it incorporates many of the same pan-Chinese concepts of 氣 (qi) and elementary theory, 陰 (yin) and 陽
(yang), which are part of Daoist mystical transformations. It is hard to delineate between Chinese
traditional medicinal practices—like acupuncture—and Chinese folk religion, although one could hardly
describe acupuncture as esoteric or the domain of mystics removed from mainstream society as it is so
widely practiced.39

The Church of Body Modification, Non-sectarian.
In the far western land of Virginia the mystics we next encounter are adherents of the New
Religious movement, the Church of Body Modification. The Church professes the “belief that body
modification is one of the safest and most societal responsible ways to stay spiritually healthy and whole.
We accept the possibility that there are other means to this end, but for us, this is our chosen method.”40
Through the acts of modifying their bodies Church members are hoping to unify their minds, bodies and
souls. This belief is symbolized by what resembles the Chinese character for three (三) in a circle.

39
40
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On the website for the Church of Body Modification the ministers and FAQ sheet discuss the
importance of their spirituality and how it relates to the changes they have made to their own bodies.
Most report having come from a mainstream religious institution (Jehovah Witness, Roman Catholic) or
are currently part of a New Age religious movement (Wicca).41 A cynical analysis of the Church might see
it as a means to avoid paying US federal taxes as a for-profit organization. Indeed, the Church of Body
Modification home page has a “store” button which links to a page where one can buy t-shirts, piercing
jewellery with the Church's “logo” the encircled Chinese three (三) and “ritual boxes” not unlike those of
the Daoists, albeit containing a different set of gear. However, most church organizations have some sort
of fund raisers, Protestant bake sales come easily to mind. On the frequently asked questions page there is
a discussion about the problems of negotiating violations of religious freedoms laws with an employer
who objects to visually obvious body piercings. This was challenged in court when an employee of
Costco was fired for refusing to remove an eyebrow piercing and cited her affiliation with the Church and
religious freedom. The case is detailed by Phil Zuckerman.42 Although very cynical of the Church,
Zuckerman concedes that it does constitute a religious body. He says, “in my education and experience, I
find to a reasonable degree of social scientific certainty that the Church of Body Modification qualifies as
a religion.”43 Although the case in question was ultimately dismissed pre-trial, it was not because of the
religiosity of the fired employee or the legitimacy of the Church.
A recurrent theme in the text of the non-theistic, non-doctrinal, non-hegemonic Church is the
unification of “mind, body and soul” through modification and rituals. Although they profess to be nondogmatic and appear to have no notions of concrete theology, they have already, in their very iconography
and stated goal, accepted the western religious notions of a mind/body dualism and the existence of a
singular soul. In contrast to other religious-motivated body modifications, like among the Dogon,

41
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Bambara, the Lobi of Mali, where individuals are believed to be born with two souls, male and female,
and the opposite gendered soul must be surgically removed—the proof text for their circumcision of both
genders—to embody the appropriate gender.44 The rituals cited are variants borrowed, appropriated and
modified from other traditions like “Buddhism, the occult, and tattoos from exotic cultures (ie, those
ostensibly more “spiritual” than our own) such as ancient Egypt” with or without context.45 For example:
“body suspension, hook pulling, play piercing, fasting, binding, corsetry, firewalking, and other rituals
that test and push the limits of the flesh and spirit.”46
The Church of Body Modification has very similar vaguely defined boundaries that are common
among New Religious Movements like Neo-Paganism, Wicca, UFO cults and New Age spirituality.
However, like any religious organization they must define what constitutes us and them. They must,
despite seeming reluctance to place barriers and an avoidance of doctrine, theology, tenets of faith and
cosmology—the usual trappings of a religious movement—the Church of Body Modification is clear
about one thing, that which unifies them:
By body modification we mean anything that involves a significant modification to the body. In
this we include piercing, tattoos, scarification, reconstructive and cosmetic surgery and the many
other ways in which the physical biological development of the body can be controlled and
subverted.47
However, the in-group is also created through paid memberships, applications and access to their
internal web forums which are exclusive to the tribe.48
In the broadest sense we must take RuPaul's approach to adornment which reminds us that our
identities are not arbitrary but carefully constructed. “We're born naked, and the rest is drag,”49 that is, all
change, dress, make up, costuming, gear and hair-cutting is at some level a modification of the body—it
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is affectation—and becomes part of the conventions of the cultural landscape, wherein one must negotiate
conforming or not. Thus, the standard male ritual of the western businessman of the morning shave is a
modification of the body; as is a trip to the salon for a haircut and getting one's nails done; as is choosing
to wear sandals with white athletic socks; as is a professorial corduroy beige suit with patches on the
elbows. For the Church of Body Modification these affectations are insufficient and not invasive enough.
The key is the use of the phraseology, the way “the body can be controlled and subverted”50; the Church
of Body Modification requires conformity of its non-conformist members. They have to have crossed into
a liminal space where they are marked (branded, pierced, tattooed) differently from the “drag” of the rest
of society, or perhaps more markedly so than their non-Church member peers. Indeed, in the selfreporting of the ministers of the church, each reports a lengthy collection of piercings, tattoos,
scarification and other—I hesitate to use this word, but—severe modifications.

Contingency.
We cannot presume to know the origination for various human endeavours even when we can
investigate and interview individual practitioners. Actions are contingent upon so many different
variables, class, caste, gender, age, race, social status, education, peer-structure and relative wealth or
poverty. When I ask a person with a visible body piercing why they wear it, the answer I receive—
assuming I receive one at all—is itself contingent. Like, for example, the subtle interplay between cultural
identity surrounding the veil in Muslim nations, is it religious requirement, modesty, choice, fashion or all
of the above?51 I like the way it looks, it makes me unique, it marks me as different from everyone else.52
The latter explanation is only as meaningful as it relates to the larger societal whole. If everyone were to
adopt the practice of inserting sub-dermal jewellery, then those who wish to create separation demarcating
themselves from the majority would then abstain from the practice. To an outsider this distinction might
50
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even seem amusingly alien, not unlike the original Star Trek series episode, “Let That Be Your Last
Battlefield,” wherein two separate racial subtypes were marked by being black on one side and white on
the other. For the stalwart crew they were the same—both being individuals with black-and-white
separated faces, but to themselves one embodied righteousness and social capital and the other
marginalization.53 The distinction was lost on the post-race heroes of the future. Gene Rodenberry’s naïve
narrative is still illustrative because the affectation was so heavy-handed and trite. A more upsetting
example would be in the in-group/out-groupings of recent conflicts in the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda
where culturally very similar groups fractured along strict ethnic lines. The cultural differences that might
be lost on outsiders became very real to those who suffered through these bloody conflicts. The “Planet of
Hats” analogy only works if the “hats” stand out from each other.
There is a pervasive notion that for non-sectarian faith, the popular “religious market place”
notion of sociologists of religion like Reginald Bibby, that spirituality—religiosity without the
trappings—is somehow superior because it is stripped of the “bad things” of religion. The unstated
premise is what Daniel Dennett calls the “belief in belief”, that believing in something supernatural is in
itself good.54 Thus when a Modern Primitive—itself a problematic, mildly racist term—like Fakir
Musafar is asked why he has affected the piercing culture, they can reply with the default position of
vague spirituality.55 This is perhaps unsurprising for two reasons: 1. the hands-off approach that pervades
common manners, religion (spirituality) like politics is bad in mixed company and 2. there is something
to the pairing of enduring marks of liminality in the pain and transformative nature of piercing, as many
of the modified assert, it is a rite of passage.56 Even when we consider more elaborate piercing,
scarification, tattooing and branding on more private areas of the body, there is a very large performative
aspect to the post modification body: it bears being shared if only with one’s most intimates. Even if one
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were to modify one’s body but never show, never tell, one must be aware that one has transgressed into
new territory.

Final Words
Figure 1 illustrates the differences between the esoteric tradition and the religion from whence it
sprang as detailed by their choices of adornment. What is most striking is how there is no difference
between the extremes of bodily adornment of the Church of Body Modification and regular, non-religious
body modification. When one considers heavily tattooed and pierced groups (punks, gang bangers, rock
stars), they are not distinct from the members of the Church.

Religious Tradition

Hinduism

Example of Mystical
Subgroup
Tantra, Ngakpas, Vajrayana
Alchemy, Cult of Immortals
Tantra, Naths, Siddhis

Islam

Sufism

Buddhism
Daoism

Modern Primitives,
Church of Body
Modification

None?

Examples of
Adornments
Tonsures, monks robes
Yellow turbans, charms
Face paint, caste designated clothing, gold
jewelry
White Hajji robes, circumcision, veils

Examples of Esoteric
Adornments
Dreadlocks, death gear,
face painting
Magical gear, ritual clothing, ritual headgear
Ear piercing, soot body
painting, unkempt beards
and hair
Simple robes, patchwork
robes

Piercings, tattooing, implants, branding, scarification,
cosmetic surgery

Figure 1

It is significant that pieces of clothing, a cut of hair, a tool, and/or the choice of colour and fabric
can become a tool to unify and create identity in reaction to a larger milieu that one can either reify or
reject. All adornment is modifying the body: even in a more limited sense of merely cutting one's hair, or
dressing in an atypical style creates solidarity among those who must by definition reject the tropes and
ideals of their greater society even as they are in reaction and tension with it. Mystics choose to make
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themselves distinct from mainstream society of their specific cultural and temporal context; either in
elaborate ritualistic behaviour and costuming among the Daoist mystics, to the extremes of modifying the
body with piercing, cutting and tattooing. The circumcision of Muslims is not an insignificant act any
more than the pierced ears or the massively tattooed bodies of practitioners of the New Age religiosity of
the Church of Body Modification.
It is unclear whether or not the Church would accept all forms of body modification. Is FGM one
modification too far? And because of the wide acceptance of circumcision in America, is circumcision not
a modification enough? This interests me because despite the ministers of the Church detailing their
piercings, scarifications, tattoos and specifically their genital piercings, there was no mention of either
sort of circumcision despite both having been widely practiced throughout the world likely since well
before recorded history. How would members of the Church react to circumcision, male or female?
Would they embrace them on principle? Has circumcision among men been so thoroughly adopted in the
US that it would not even resonate with them? Has the moral panic associated with FGM precluded it as a
“spiritual” uplifting choice—as it is promulgated in the discourse of those who practice it?
Another question that bears discussion is origination. In the other traditions I have discussed I
concede that origination is really not a reasonable goal. Possible functionalist conceits can be raised but
they would only be speculation. With specific reference again to circumcision, forty thousand years of
Australian Aboriginal culture makes any innovation of the flesh impossible to locate and date. However,
all of the mystical traditions mentioned previous to the Church of Body Modification, have reasons for
their manners of dress, hairstyles, choice of ritual equipment and the affectations of their body. They have
traditions, lineages and ultimately mythology. From our little tour from the east to the west we have
encountered mystics with reasons for their variant costumes and modifications. Tantric Hindus have the
interaction of Śiva and Śakti; the Buddhists burned with moxa have taken refuge; the Sufis have the
hadiths, sunnah and legendary stories of the Prophet; the Daoists have elaborate pantheons of inner and
outer gods and alchemical knowledge. The whys and wherefores of the religious membership are such
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that even the nosey questions of ethnographers can be addressed: We circumcise because Allah prefers it
and we veil because it is modest to do so; we mark pierce our ears to unify Śiva with Śakti and we cover
our bodies in ashes because it ties us to ferocious beings; we cut off our eyelids like Damo to better
meditate on our own extinction; we wear gowns with phoenix patterns because it is invested with
powerful 氣 (qi) and we keep our adornments from normal people lest they contaminate them. Beyond
the vagueness of unifying of the mind-body-soul, the whys of the Church of Body Modification are
conspicuously absent. As illustrated by Figure 1, it seems that the Church of Body Modification is an
orphaned mysticism without a core religious tradition. I think this warrants greater examination in later
research.
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on the study of disparities among students’ preferred thinking patterns and the
existing strategies used in their educational environment which contribute to the unproductive learning
process. The goals of this study are i) to identify the preferred thinking patterns of students and ii) to
explore the effectiveness of audio and visual aids on performance of students in creative writing. A true
experimental design across participants is used to assess the effectiveness of this multisensory
educational approach. Results are analyzed using a variety of mean and graphical comparison strategies
between experimental and control group. The results indicate that students’ performance of creative
tasks improved when they were taught according to their preferred learning styles. It also indicates that
audio visual aids enhance learning ability of students if they are used in accordance with students’
preferred thinking patterns. The outcome of the study is anticipated to make a noteworthy contribution
to the context field of education by providing a thorough evaluation about the impact of multiple
strategies on key learning outcomes in education settings.

1. Introduction to the Study
The present study identified the preferred thinking patterns of students and investigated how creative
writing can be taught effectively by the use of audio visual aids according to these preferred thinking
patterns.
Writing is an important component of any language and is regarded as a productive skill in the written
mode. The writer discovers himself through the form of the sentence. Thus, the act of transforming
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one’s thinking knots into the marks on the paper begins to give a discipline to the muddled thoughts and
creativity comes into play.
In teaching creative writing, a free flowing expression of thoughts is required from the student. Their
abilities to invent and create need to be encouraged and teased into form so that they are able to
communicate their ideas in a manner which comes naturally to them as individuals .
Audio visual aids for teaching have received considerable attention. They are considered as valuable
tools available for the educationists to add reality, clarity and variety to the learning context which are
the pre-requisites for students at any stage of language learning. The audio and visual aids can aid in
inspiring the creative writing process .Use of pictures or tapes for visual and auditory modalities
respectively can be used by the teacher not only to tap the creative potential of the student but may
also provide guidelines for further polishing and grooming of the respective skill (Robinson 56).
The study was primarily designed to identify and test the efficacy and effectiveness of aural and visual
preferred thinking patterns in teaching creative writing. It investigated the use of preferred thinking
pattern in teaching creative writing to Graduate level students. The researcher was aware of the fact that
the students were taught without the use of audio visual aids in accordance with their preferred thinking
pattern which not only created discomfort and dissatisfaction in the students but also made the course
laborious and uninteresting for them. Therefore, the researcher aimed at exploring the use of preferred
thinking patterns in creative writing teaching to find out whether a change in methodology can lead to
different learning outcomes. Two groups were formulated for this purpose. The experimental group
participated in four weeks creative writing teaching program making use of audio visual aids in
accordance with their previously identified preferred thinking patterns while the control group
participated in the conventional (lecture method) creative writing program. A comparison of pre-test and
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post-test scores revealed significant gains by the experimental group with regards to both aural and
visual modalities.

2. Rationale of the Study
In Pakistan where English holds the status of a second language and is a compulsory school subject, the
method of teaching is conventional (lecture based). The primary focus is generally on accuracy of
language rather than generating and creativity of the student. The approach is exam oriented which curbs
the creative abilities of students. This is the scenario of conventional style of English Language
Teaching in most of

the educational institutions. This study will not only broaden the horizons of

pedagogy with special reference to creative writing but also establish firm grounds for future
educationists to be more eclectic in their approach, so as to help students attain maximum learning
potential with the use of preferred thinking patterns. It would be a step towards employing modalities in
order to improve the learning outcomes as today the need for expertise in specialist skills has been
replaced by the need to learn and differentiate.

3. Methodology
The students with strong visual modality would be able to perform better on visual creative writing tasks
and those with strong auditory modality would perform better on audio creative writing tasks when
taught in accordance with their preferred thinking patterns.
The study was delimited to the students of International Islamic University Islamabad. It employed
purposive sampling technique; therefore, the researcher delimited the study to the female students of
B.A (Hons.). The study was further delimited to the students of morning sessions only. Figure 1 shows
the conceptual frame work of the study.
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Figure.1 Conceptual Framework of the Study

The objectives of the study were to identify the preferred thinking patterns of students and to investigate
the impact of the visual and auditory thinking patterns on the performance of students in teaching
creative writing.
The research was experimental in nature and made use of pretest –posttest comparisons which allowed
academic and technical intercession by identifying variations in learning outcomes of students.
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4. Procedure
The study was delimited to 60 female students of B.A (Hons.) from International Islamic University
Islamabad. Three tools namely preferred thinking pattern (PTP) Questionnaire, paragraph and story
writing worksheets and structured Interviews were selected as data collection tools. Preferred thinking
pattern Questionnaire (PTP) was used to identify the preferred thinking patterns. The creative writing
tasks (For complete worksheets see Annexure 1V) were used as a tool to establish the baseline of
creative writing for each student. Both the worksheets contained pictures i.e. a lamp and a tree. Related
sounds were also used with reference to pictures for audio activation. For each of these tasks students
were directed to write a story and then a descriptive paragraph. These worksheets were analyzed
according to lists of components (Raimes Ann 1983).
Two groups were formulated (Experimental and Control Group) randomly to assess the effect of audio
and visual thinking patterns on creative writing skills of the students. Experimental group was further
divided into two sub-groups; Visual group and Audio group. The two groups were taught separately for
a period of four weeks with help of teaching methodology specified beforehand by the lesson plans.
Experimental group was taught with the help of audio and visual aids in accordance with the preferred
thinking patterns of students. The control group was taught without the use of aids. After four weeks,
students were evaluated on creative writing tasks by using same creative writing worksheets as
mentioned above. Structured Interviews were conducted with 10 volunteer students and 10 teachers as
pilot study. The data collected was analyzed using SPSS. The t- test and percentages were calculated and
the data was presented in tabulation and graph form.

5.Research Tools
The research involved the use of multiple methods or data sources. Three tools namely questionnaire,
interview and worksheets were employed.
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The information about specific sensory modalities of students was initially collected through the
questionnaire of (PTP) preferred thinking pattern. It consisted of 12 items and was adapted from [ref]. It
measured various modalities used by an individual to process information around him. The modalities
included in the questionnaire were visual, auditory, smell, taste and feeling. This study dealt with only
two specific modalities i.e. Auditory and visual, so the answering options for each question were
restricted to the above mentioned modalities. Overall score on PTP was calculated for each subject by
assigning 1) to the option tapping visual modality, 2) to option tapping auditory modality. For each
subject, specific sensory modality was found by adding the scores and calculating the highest number of
responses on each modality.
Two worksheets were specifically chosen for this research as a standard tool for measuring the student’s
learning and creative writing process. Both the worksheets contained pictures i.e. a lamp and a tree.
Related sounds were also used with reference to pictures for audio activation. For each of these tasks
students were directed to write a story and then a paragraph. These creative writing worksheets were
used as tool for pre test and post test. For further practice other worksheets were selected both in class as
well as weekly homework assignments. They were helpful in not only captivating interest but also
providing useful starters for the creative writing process. These worksheets were then analyzed
according to lists of components given (Raimes Ann 1983).

6. Results
The results of the present research were statistically analyzed with the help of SPSS i.e. Statistical
Package for Social Sciences.
The analysis was further divided into four phases according to data collection procedure which were as
follows.

6.1 Pre -Test Phase
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In pre test phase two tasks were accomplished i.e. administering PTP to identify specific sensory
modality of students and administering story writing and paragraph sheets to establish base lines for
creative writing analysis.
In this phase marking key was developed to analyze the creative writing worksheets to be obtained from
the students. The students were given marks from a total of 8 PTP was also administered to the students
and scores were analyzed to identify specific sensory modalities of the students as shown in table 1.

Visual Group
40
67%

Auditory Group
20
33%

Total Students

60

Table 1. Frequency of specific modality of total students

6.2 Teaching Phase
Based upon their pre test performance and specific modalities students were randomly divided into
Experimental and Control Groups as shown in table 2.
In Experimental group, 23 (76%) students had strong visual modality so they were labeled as visual
group and other 7(24%) were included in auditory group. Similarly, for Control group 17 (56%) had
strong visual modality whereas rest 13 (44%) had strong auditory modality.

Group
Experimental
Control

Visual
23
76%
17
56%

Auditory
7
24%
13
44%

Total
30
30

Table 2. Frequency of various modalities in Experimental and Control Groups

Both Experimental and control groups were taught for four weeks in accordance with lesson plans
devised. Remedial work brought refinement to their attempts. It improved their thinking patterns and
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thought continuity along with developed greater interest in students for creative writing. It was also
observed that some topics interested students more than others thus inducing better results from them on
those topics. Both visual and audio presentations were provided to the students and thus, they were
scored separately. Some students had sufficient knowledge of creative writing and some had natural
flare. Thus, the differences in scores were evident from the beginning of experiment. It was also
observed that students with visual modality had more interest in picture presentation whereas students
with auditory modality reflected more interest in audio presentations.

Visual and Audio group scores were also compared with control group scores to determine the effect of
audio and visual aids on their creative writing performance.

Groups
Visual
Control

Increased
Performance level
16
69%
18
58%

Decreased
Performance Level
7
31%
12
42%

Total Students
23
30

Table 3. Analysis of Creative Writing Tasks for Visual Group and Control Group
For visual group, 69 % of subjects showed increased performance level as compared to 58 % of control
group subjects. The visual group subjects had been subjected to extensive learning process with visual
aids, which is evident from their performance.
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120%
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31%

80%

42%
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20%
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Figure 2. Analysis of Creative Writing Performance for Visual and Control Group

Groups
Audio
Control

Increased
Performance level
6
85%
25
83%

Decreased
Performance level
1
15%
05
17%

Total Students
7
30

Table 4. Analysis of Creative Writing Performance for Audio Group and Control Group

120%
100%

15%

80%

17%

60%
85%

40%

83%

Decreased
Creativity

20%
0%

Audio

Control

Figure 3. Analysis of Creative Writing Performance for Audio and Control Group
For Audio Group and control group no significant difference was observed in scores perhaps of lesser
number of students in audio group.

6.3 Post-Test Phase
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In posttest phase same procedure was repeated for both groups to analyze the differences in their
performance after teaching phase (see Annexure-III-Table II). It was observed that students were much
more comfortable and relaxed during posttest phase because of familiarity of materials. After analysis of
pretest and posttest work sheets the results were converted into percentages and graphs to reveal
differences in performances of two groups.

7. Analysis Phase
In this phase paragraph and story writing worksheets for both pretest and posttest phase were analyzed
by using marking Key. Their scores on two tasks were summed up and percentages were calculated for
comparison purposes.
T-test was applied with the help of SPSS to compare performance of students in experimental and
control group. Interviews were also conducted to eliminate any errors in procedure and validate the
testing phase (For Interview questions see Annexure-I).
7.1 Mean Comparisons between Experimental (Visual and Audio) and Control Group on Creative
Tasks
Means for both pre test and posttest performance of students were calculated and compared.
Groups

Pre test

Posttest

Experimental
(visual and audio)
Control

10.5

12.8

Total
Students
30

10.2

10.5

30

Table 5. Pre and Posttest Means for Experimental (visual and audio) and Control groups
The mean performances indicated that for both Experimental and control group post test performances
of students were much better than pre test performances on creative writing tasks. However students of
experimental group performed relatively better (12.8) when they were taught by using aids suitable to
their specific modality.(10.5)
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The mean performances for the three groups indicate that both visual and audio group performed
relatively better on their respective modality tasks as compared to Control Group.
7.2 t-test Comparison between Post-Test Scores of Experimental (Visual and Audio)

and Control Group
In order to test the hypothesis that there is no significant difference between creative writing
performances of experimental (visual and audio) and control group t-test was applied. Mean and
standard deviation and t-analysis were carried out and shown in table 6
Group

N

M

S.D

Experimental

30

12.8

11.08

Control

30

10.5

10.78

T

10.46

Table 6. Mean standard Deviation & t-scores of Experimental (Visual and audio) and control group
Level of Significance (alpha) α = 0.05
Since t tabulated is less than t calculated i.e. 10.46 > 1.645 which means it falls in the critical region so
we reject our null hypothesis (H◦: There is no significant difference between posttest performance on
creative writing tasks between experimental (visual and audio) and control group) and accept our

writing tasks between experimental (visual and audio) and control group) at 0.05 level of significance.
7.3 t-test Comparison between Post-Test Scores of Visual Group and ControlGroup
In order to test the hypothesis that there is no significant difference between creative writing
performance of visual and control group t-test was applied. Mean and standard deviation and t-analysis
were carried out and shown in table 7.
Group

N

M

S.D

Visual

23

12.8

10.08

Control

30

10.9

9.6

T

9.85

Table 7. Mean, standard Deviation & t-scores of Visual and control group on creative writing tasks
Level of significance (alpha) α = 0.05
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Since t tabulated is less than t calculated i.e. 9.85 > 1.645 which means it falls in the critical region so
we reject our null hypothesis (H◦: There is no significant difference between posttest performance on

There is significant difference between posttest performance on creative writing tasks between visual
and control group) at 0.05 level of significance
7.4 t-test Comparison between Post-Test Scores of Audio Group and Control Group
In order to test the hypothesis that there is no significant difference on creative writing performance of
audio and control group t-test was applied. Mean and standard deviation and t-analysis were carried out
and shown in table 8.
Group

n

M

S.D

Audio

7

11.8

6.73

Control

30

10.0

5.13

T

5.13

Table 8. Mean, standard Deviation & t-scores of Audio and control group on creative writing tasks
Level of significance (alpha) α = 0.05
Since t tabulated is less than t calculated i.e. 5.13 > 1.645 which means it falls in the critical region so
we reject our null hypothesis (H◦: There is no significant difference between posttest performance on
creative writing tasks betwe
is significant difference between posttest performance on creative writing tasks between audio and
control group) at 0.05 level of significance.
The analysis of creative writing performance during teaching phase was computed by comparing
percentages of visual and auditory groups with control group. Increased performance on creative writing
tasks indicated the increase in scores of students in their task performance whereas decreased level of
performance meant that their scores had deteriorated during teaching phase.
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The results revealed that in case of experimental group students performance relatively increased in
accordance with their specific modality which was used to teach them creative writing .In visual group,
18 out of 23 (78 %)students showed marked increase on visual tasks and all 7 (100 %) students of
auditory group showed high performance on audio tasks. To further validate results similar analysis was
also done for control Group. 12 out of 17 students showed similar performance on visual creative
writing tasks with strong visual modality and where there was increase it was of one or two points and
all 6 students of strong auditory modality showed almost similar performance on audio creative writing
tasks.

8.Discussion
The analysis of creative writing performance was compiled for all the students. The results clearly show
that student’s creative ability was sharpened as a result of guidance through teaching methodology.
Increased number of students in the experimental group i.e.73% showed improvement in creative
abilities as compared to 56% of students in control group. Similarly the visual group had high (69%)
creative writing performance as compared to the control group (58%). The Auditory group also showed
improvement (85%) as compared to the control group (83%).
Both the groups were subjected to extensive written exercises and the remedial work brought gradual
refinement in their creative writing skills .However, the students in the experimental group(visual and
auditory) showed considerable improvement whereas the control group’s improvement was lesser than
the experimental group.
t-test was computed between posttest scores of experimental (visual and auditory group) and significant
difference was found between them. t-test was also computed between post test scores of visual
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,auditory and control groups. The results indicated a significance difference on creative writing tasks
between these groups. The post-test means of experimental (visual and auditory) were higher than the
pre-test means. The posttest mean of experimental group (visual and audio groups) 12.8 was much
higher than post-test mean of control group 10.5. The difference between pre- test and post -test means
of visual and audio groups also revealed differences .For auditory group posttest mean was 11.8, for
visual group the mean was 12.8, whereas control group posttest mean was 10.9. Similar differences were
also observed in the performance of visual group.
The reason being the use of audio and visual aids in accordance to modality preference helped in
developing creative writing skills as compared to the conventional lecture method. This resulted not
only in generating better understanding of the creative writing process but also made learning
environment more conducive. The results endorse the view that the use of audio visual aids with respect
to preferred modalities yield better results. The use of new audio-visual techniques like multimedia and
projectors in educational institutions has created a new educational situation which aims at promoting
interest in learning activities.
On the other hand, the increase in control group’s posttest mean was due to the practice effect which
enhanced the performance of students during the posttest phase. Practice effects is the gain in scores on
tests that occur when a person is retested on the same instrument, or tested more than once on very
similar ones. Those gains were due to the experience of having taken the test previously; they occurred
without the examinee being given specific or general feedback on test items, and they did not reflect
growth or other improvement on the skills being assessed. Such practice effects denote an aspect of the
test itself, a kind of systematic, built-in error that was associated with the specific skills the test
measures.
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The most commonly useful intervals for investigating a test's practice effects were between one week
and about two months, with one month or so representing a reasonable midpoint. Thus, practice effects
do occur, they are different for verbal and nonverbal tasks, and they are of considerable practical
importance. Any research study that depended on pre- and posttests must take into account gains due to
practice; such gains were not be interpreted as evidence of true growth or change. In the absence of a
control group, the average verbal and nonverbal gains known to occur based on routine retesting were to
be subtracted from any gains demonstrated for experimental groups.

9. Conclusion
It is clear from the above discussion that preferred thinking patterns are an effective means of
enhancing the educational outcomes .With a few recommendations however, the study could pave path
for new research avenues.
1. The above study if conducted on primary students could bring improvement in learning procedures
but also in learner’s capacity to absorb and retain taught lessons.
2. Sampling technique which was purposive for the present study, if replaced by matching variables for
e.g. Intelligence could yield better results.
3. The teacher training sessions with reference to modality preference and teaching could further
enhance the learning outcomes.
4. This study can also be conducted on provincial and national level and a comparison could be drawn to
see the reliability of the study at large.
5. Creative writing must be included as compulsory subject in primary student’s syllabi to increase the
student’s strength of expression for observation and experience.
6. Modality preference teaching must be introduced in teaching all kinds of subjects.
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To sum up in a few words, teaching creative writing through audio and visual aids according to student’s
preferred thinking patterns not only resulted in conducive learning but also enabled student’s to think
and express effectively. The objectives are attained when the outcomes match the course content and
assessment procedures. Although much hard work had gone into in conducting the study but an in depth
analysis revealed that the sample of the study was small whereas large and variant sample size would
assist in the generalization of the results. It was also observed during the study that teaching class of
mixed

ability students was an uphill task, thus students may be divided into groups based on their

intelligence and can be experimented similarly.
This study would be significant in many ways. First of all this study will add to the knowledge of the
subject. Secondly, the present study will expound the relationship of teaching and learning outcomes
with preferred thinking patterns and suggest ways of making creative writing a fruitful process for the
learners. Thirdly, the present study would be helpful in determining the needs of the learners according
to their preferred thinking patterns. Moreover, the study would also be effective in finding out the
shortcomings, wants and expectations of students. Thus, the results of the study would be helpful for the
course designers and teachers for the review of the existing creative writing practices. Since students
will be the beneficiary so it will help the teachers in modifying or re-designing the course in terms of
students’ needs, wants and weaknesses, allow students to designate how they like to learn and provide
possible strategies for accommodating learning styles.
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Abstract:
Some of the greatest learning opportunities exist within our communities. These
opportunities allow students to get involved in real world applications of their knowledge and
skills they have been acquiring in the classroom environment. Students get excited that their
ideas are being taken seriously by professionals in their community, and the community
welcomes the innovative ideas that the students offer. This relationship strengthens the student’s
commitment to their education and the project. The product is then presented to the community
to obtain feedback on the student’s work, and to provide the community with data and potential
solutions for their project.
Western Kentucky University faculty and students are using their skill sets in the
Architectural Science major to become involved in the Bowling Green, Kentucky community.
The city has many diverse older facilities, some in use and some vacant. The city agencies
control access to its buildings, the site, and its staff. The faculty and students have the skills to
assess the building’s current conditions, analyze the needs of the client, propose adaptive
reuse/addition ideas, incorporate sustainable approaches, and present their findings to the
appropriate city officials and end users of the facility. This partnership has provided the students
with real world projects, and has provided the community with valuable information that has
promoted future development opportunities for the City of Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Through two years of experience with this community engagement platform course, we
have discovered that the commitment, research, and quality of work our students produce are
much greater than that of the traditional classroom courses the students have taken. The level of
energy and excitement surrounding these projects has inspired the students, the faculty, and the
community. The students are lining up to take the course to get the experience and exposure and
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the city has projects lined up for them, eagerly awaiting the input toward improving their
facilities.
The community engagement platform of the course has benefitted the students by
exposing them to industry professionals, real clients with real problems, real buildings with real
problems, and removed them from the protected environment of the classroom. Faculty has
stepped to the side and act as a guide and facilitator rather than leaders of the project; the
students lead and charter the program for the building. The students learn professionalism and
how to present themselves and their work to clients, which often leads to public recognition from
the university and city presses. Community service through classroom engagement has proven to
be a win win situation for Western Kentucky University and Bowling Green, Kentucky.
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Structuring Educational Objectives on a Community Engagement Platform

Introduction
The Architectural & Manufacturing Science (AMS) Department at Western Kentucky
University (WKU) has a goal to continually evolve to meet the growing and changing dynamics
of education in our fields. The Architectural Science (AS) degree began as a technical drafting
degree in 1928. It has transformed over the years to address the technical competencies required
for architectural technologists to be successful in business and industry. In its current form, the
program has expanded to include a series of architectural documentation courses. We begin with
drafting skills training and use AutoCAD as the tool. We then move into Architectural
Documentation I which involves preparing a set of drawings required for a residential project to
industry standards. Architectural Documentation II moves the students into commercial project
drawings, expanding beyond plan, elevation, section, to include vertical circulation, life safety
plans, reflected ceiling plans, schedules, etc. The final course in the sequence is Architectural
Documentation III, and it is the course we would like to put forward for discussion. In this
course, we utilize all of the drawing types from the previous courses and add as-built drawings,
demolition drawings, addition/renovation drawings, and presentation graphics. With these three
courses, we are reflecting the types of project drawings that exist in the industry.
Since 2009 a partnership has developed between the City of Bowling Green and the AMS
department. The Architectural Documentation III class deals with field measurements and asbuilt drawings and for that we need existing buildings. The city has numerous facilities that are
vacant and has allowed us access to them. We have been able to assist the city with producing
drawings and design solutions for unfunded growth that is occurring; in return the city provides
the university with valuable learning opportunities for students. The students enrolled in the
5
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Architectural Documentation III course have been successful in previous documentation courses,
and we believe they are prepared to engage in a real world project in the community. The
architectural students have been able to assist the city with master planning, reorganization,
adaptive reuse and additions to its facilities in exchange for access to design problems, buildings,
clients, and professional feedback. All parties involved have gained valuable information and
experience from the partnership.
Literature Review
Through engagement of students with the community in the Architectural Documentation
III course the faculty in the AMS department at WKU have introduced service-learning into the
classroom. The National and Community Service act of 1990, amended in 1999 defines servicelearning as a method where students learn and develop through active participation in an activity
that is conducted in and meets the need of the community; helps foster civic responsibility; that
is integrated into and enhances the educational curriculum of the students; and provides
structured time for the students to reflect on the service experience (Bratton, 2011). The term
community in the definition of service learning refers to local neighborhoods, the state, the
nation and the global community (Jacoby & Associates, 1996).
According to Wilczenki & Coomey real world service learning is, positive, meaningful
and real to the participants. It involves exposure to complex problems in complex settings,
provides opportunities for creative problem solving and critical thinking and deeper learning as
the results are immediate and contrived. Wilczenki & Coomey also outline three essential
components of service learning as service where students are engaged to act for some common
good using their skills and energy to address real-life needs. Learning as the students acquire
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hands on experience and lastly reflection since through the process students derive meaning and
knowledge before, during and after a service-learning project (Wilczenski & Coomey, 2007).
As faculty in the AMS department we are always looking for ways to challenge the
students and get them to utilize knowledge and skills gained from the various courses in real
world applications. Architecture is about solving complex problems, designing to satisfy client
needs, knowing that there are no life safety issues in the design, designing with structure and
systems in mind. Working with the community has exposed the students to complex problems,
real clients and their needs.
Methodology
Prior to the beginning of the semester the faculty in the AMS department meets with city
officials to discuss available projects. Once a project has been identified the faculty discusses
with the client the requirements of the project before introduction to the students to identify the
feasibility of completing the project within the semester. The students begin the semester with an
on-site introduction of the design problem, the client, and the building. The students begin field
measurements during the first week and the city allows the students and faculty access to the
building during and after hours of operation. The students are divided into teams to measure and
photo document the building’s interior and exterior. They create plans, elevations, and sections
of the existing building from their investigation. This results in the creation of an as-built set of
drawings. During this process, the students locate and identify: code violations, ADA issues,
construction repairs, and envelope concerns. At the same time, the students conduct interviews
with the client and building users to assess current and future needs after which they compile
their notes and create a program for the building renovation/addition. This is reviewed by the
faculty and then sent to the client for final approval. Depending on the size of the building, field
7
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measurements and preparing of as-built drawings can take anywhere between 6-7 weeks. Once
as-built drawings are completed, faculty divides up the class into teams of 2-3 students to address
differing levels of renovation/addition. Meaning, groups will be assigned to attack the design
problem conservatively, moderately, and aggressively. This provides the city with various
options and design solutions that they can evaluate for feasibility. As renovation drawings are
being created, demolition drawings are as well. If a wall is removed, or a new opening is created
to renovate an area, the specific section of removal is placed on the demolition drawing. Once
the design solution is achieved, presentation graphics are created to illustrate to the client
through PowerPoint presentations and presentation boards. The students have about 8 weeks to
work on design solutions, prepare construction and demolition drawings as well as presentation
graphics.
At the end of the semester, the students present their work to city officials and key
personnel associated with the project, and AMS faculty. Often, members of the press are also
present. Each group professionally present their findings in regards to the existing conditions
and their design solution to meet the needs of the city offices associated with the project. The
client provides valuable feedback to the students on their quality of work, attention to detail,
professionalism, and the success of the design solution. Upon completion of the presentations,
the city is provided with as-built, renovation/addition, and demolition drawing sets, as well as,
presentation boards and Power Points.
Conclusion
The city is benefiting greatly from the work students and faculty are creating. The
documents created during the spring 2011 semester are currently being used to obtain
construction estimates to present to the state for funding. The student’s benefit is immeasurable.
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They are taken out of the traditional classroom setting and put onto a job site with a building that
has real problems, for which they must find real solutions. It is as though the students become
the architectural firm that is providing valuable data to their client. The students are taken
seriously and treated as emerging professionals. All of these aspects provide intrinsic motivation
and excitement among the students. The drive and commitment to the project, let alone the
course, is far above what these same students demonstrated during traditional classroom
environments prior to this course experience.
Architectural faculty and students have received public recognition from high ranking
city officials, university president and vice presidents, and local media. Community service
through classroom engagement has proven to be a win win situation for Western Kentucky
University and Bowling Green, Kentucky.
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Abstract:
Pakistan joined hands with USA in its campaign to haunt the culprit of September 11 attacks.
Pakistan fulfilled the American demands and US provided huge economic and financial aid
to Pakistan. Pakistan captured and killed many important leaders of Al-Qaeda and waged war
within its own territory against these extremist forces. US gave Pakistan a status of NonNATO ally for her countless services in war against terrorism. This paper focuses the major
partnership between USA and Pakistan in haunting the Al-Qaeda and Taliban remnants. It
further explores the Pakistan’s contribution in war and US economic and military assistance
to Pakistan during this era. Pakistan and US relations are started to deteriorate suddenly in the
contemporary period. US started to blame Pakistan on its little contribution in war against
terrorism and started the demand of “Do More”. The paper analyses the convergence and
divergence of issues and objectives between these vital partners of the campaign against
terrorism. In the last the paper recommends steps to strengthen the partnership between both
for effective counter terrorism measures against this growing plague of the modern era.
Key Words: Pakistan; USA; Terrorism; War on Terror;

Historical evolution of bilateral relations
Scholars are agreed on the notion that foreign and defence policies formulated even by the
weak and small states contribute in shaping the regional and international politics (Rizvi,
2001, 199). Similarly, Pakistan has been contributing a lot in shaping the regional and
international politics since its emergence and US has been engaged deeply with Pakistan right
from its early days. Pakistan has always been pro-Western in its international orientation.
Since the inception, Pakistan has been vital for United States due to its geo strategic location.
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Vital geostrategic position of the region has always played pivotal role in Pak-US relations
and these relations have always failed to persistent (Kux 2001). Alliance between USA and
Pakistan has always been perilous. The history of Pak-US relations has shown the signs of
friendship and cooperation on one time and period of conflict and distrust on the other time.
However, it is evident by historical analysis of Pak-US relations showed that America always
came to help Pakistan only when Washington needed Pakistani cooperation such as during
cold war US wanted to join Pakistan capitalist camp against communism. SEATO and
CENTO were also the steps to materialise this objective. Similarly, Pakistan’s support was
important during 1979 Afghan war, so Pakistan was given massive economic and military
aid. During the hours of need, America betrayed Pakistan by ignoring its demands and wishes
such as United States’ naval ship never reached to help Pakistan during 1971 Indo-Pak war
which eventually resulted in the dismemberment of Pakistan.
Historical analysis of Pak- US relations is marked by the periods of co-operation and conflict,
alliance and enmity during different era. During the Soviet invasion over Afghanistan in
1979, Pakistan and United States had collaborated by sharing intelligence, training and
arming Afghan freedom fighters (Mujahedeen) and Islamic Students which later known as
Talibans(Khan 2006, p.240). Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan according to Geneva
Accord marked an end to historical relations between Pakistan and USA. The partnership of
two allied states ended in a success but US left Pakistan and Afghanistan in lurch without
proper understanding and planning of future of these two states. Afghanistan became safe
haven of terrorists and Pakistan the victim of terrorism later on. After Russian withdrawal,
Northwest Pakistan has become the epicentre of drug-trafficking. After seven years of
Russian withdrawal from Afghanistan, Moscow and Delhi backed communist regime in
Kabul which was replaced by Taliban, who were backed by Pakistan and US, in 1996
(Lieven 2009).
The end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century had witnessed lower ebb in
Pak-US bilateral relations due to sanctions imposed on Pakistan by Pressler Amendment.
Post nuclear detonation sanctions and take over by military regime in Pakistan added more to
the burning. Prior to September 11 Pak-US relations were not friendly rather strained due to
several sanctions imposed by US;
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1) Pakistan’s economic and military assistance was suspended by nuclear sanctions
under Pressler Amendment (Morrow and Carriere 2008, p.4).
2) Military and economic aid was banned due to detonation of nuclear weapon on May
1998 (Rennack 2001 p.2).
3) US clamped sanction under democracy law when Musharraf ousted the democratic
regime on 12 October 1999(Washington Post, 15 October 1999).
4) Pakistan’s Ministry of Defence and Pakistan’s Space and Upper Atmosphere
Research Organization faced two year sanctions on receiving missile technology and
equipment from China (Mirza 2000).
5) Pakistani nuclear and missile research organization faced limited sanctions for
violating the global norms of checking proliferation of missile technology (Dawn
April1, 2003).
6) Pakistan was put on the watch list of states accused of sponsoring terrorism (Raman
2001).
Pak-US relations have every tumultuous history which has seen various phases of
engagements and estrangements and rapprochement. Cohen reveals, “US policy towards
Pakistan has often been clue less because the United States has only a few true Pakistan
experts and knows remarkably little about this country (Cohen 2004, p. 221).

September 11 and Front Line Ally
The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 affected the world globally. Twin tower attacks
changed the priorities of US policy agenda of countering terrorism. September 11 provided
the opportunity for the Present warmth in bilateral relations between Pakistan and USA.
September 11 events created new political and strategic scenario in Pak-US relations. The
partnership was strengthened between Islamabad and Washington. Pakistan being a
neighbouring country of Afghanistan and patron of Taliban was the first choice of
Washington in the war on terror. US made some "ludicrous" demands from Pakistan and
threatened the Pakistan with horrible consequences in case of non cooperation (Musharraf
2006, p.201). Richard Armitage, Deputy Secretary of State told General Mahmood, the
director general of Inter Services Intelligence (ISI), who was on a visit to Washington, that
“You are either with us or 100% against us. There is no gray area” (Jones 2002, 201). US
demanded Pakistan to, stop Al-Qaeda operatives in Pakistan and end logistic support; provide
3
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United States blanket over flight and landing rights to conduct military operations; provide
territorial access to United States including air bases, naval ports and strategic locations on
borders; provide intelligence to United States to prevent further attacks; curb all domestic
support against United States and condemn the terrorist attacks of September 11; cut off all
shipment of fuel to the Taliban; break the diplomatic relations with Taliban and support the
United States against Al-Qaeda. (Woodword 2002, pp.58-59; Litwak 2007, p. 40; Hussain
2002, pp.34-35; Musharraf 2006, pp. 204-205). Being a hegemon in the contemporary world
US left Pakistan with no other choice but to make an alliance with USA in this campaign.
Moreover, Pakistan could no longer afford to go alone by denying the conditions of
Washington.
Pakistan’s response to US demands was prompt and unequivocal. Surprisingly even for
Powell, Musharraf accepted all seven demands unconditionally (Woodward 2002, p.59 ).
Musharraf convinced civil society, politicians, and corps commanders by convening different
meetings on this issue. Musharraf convened a meeting of leadership from all political Parties
to clear his stance. Musharraf has defended his decision to join the US campaign in war on
terror by stating;
“Our nuclear facilities would have been in jeopardy and the economy
would be completely down the drain to safeguard our nuclear program,
we must back the United States without reservations. If we don’t support
the United States, we ourselves won’t survive. Nor will Islam. It is my
responsibility to safeguard our national security; I did not compromise
with the United States. It was a matter of Pakistan’s survival.” (United
Press International 2001)
According to Rehaman Khattak, who revealed the inside story of the meeting in a press
conference, Qazi Hussain Ahmad, leader of Jamat-e-Islami (religious party) tried to stop
Musharraf by declaring this decision as a grave mistake and warned split of army on this
issue. Sami ul Haq, one of closet friend of Bin Laden, tried to convince Musharraf by stating,
“America is not the power of God. God himself is. We don't need anyone else's help.”
Musharraf interrupted, “if we are not prepared to help, India is. So if you want to commit
suicide, I do not” (United Press International 2001). Musharraf defended his decision in his
television address to the nation on 19th September 2001 by proclaiming the cooperation with
US for Integrity, economic revival and nuclear assets’ security of Pakistan. He further added
that the Kashmir issue and incapability of Pakistan, to counter US, compelled him to make
alliance in war on terror (address to nation 200).
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The dramatic change in pro Taliban policy of Pakistan was a result of tactical decision to get
the opportunity. Pakistan joined the global coalition of war on terror to secure its national
interests (Musharraf, 2006). Pakistan also tried her best to avoid confrontation with Taliban
as many top officials visited Afghanistan to convince Taliban about handing over Osama bin
Laden to USA but was in vain. Islamabad made repeated but failed attempts to convince
Taliban on handing over Osama to US.
With the launch of war on terror the world has entered into a struggle against fundamentalism
and extremism from the struggle between two dominant ideologies of the cold war. War
against terrorism changed the pacifist belief that war is immoral and the comity of nations at
large joined hands with USA to wage war against terrorism (kapur, 2002, 533). September 11
attacks opened new venture of partnership between Islamabad and Washington. Although
there were many convergences of interests of both states yet Pakistan emerged as productive,
supportive and responsible actor by joining Washington in the campaign of war on terror. It
was a golden opportunity after a decade to make relationship with an old ally of Afghan war.
The battlefield was the same as it was during 1980s but the enemy was different, Taliban and
Al-Qaeda which were once friends. Both states entered into the new era of cooperation and
engagement in post September 11 world to safeguard their own national interests. However,
this friendship was a marriage of convenience rather than marriage of happiness because it is
United States of America which threatened Pakistan to bomb in case of non-cooperation in
the campaign against terrorism and Al-Qaeda. The US policy of “with us or against us” has
left no other options for Pakistani policy makers. Pakistan’s reaction to US demands could be
illustrated as “pragmatic”. Pakistani policy makers also realised that by backing the US- led
war on terrorism, they could reap trivial benefits. The global stance on the fight against
terrorism also caused to convince Pakistan to go along with global alliance in war on terror
(Zeb 2004, p.2). Pakistan’s decision to join hands with coalition forces drastically
transformed the strategic setting and lead into novel geopolitical move. Pakistan has been
providing logistical and intelligence support to USA and ISAF forces continuously in war on
terror. The geographical position on the Southern and Eastern border of Afghanistan made
Pakistan a key ally of US in its campaign against terrorism. Pakistan’s capability to provide
the vital intelligence made it necessary for the US to renew its military and diplomatic
relations with Islamabad. Pakistan took famous U-turn in its policy by making an alliance
against its old friend, Taliban. Washington also relied heavily on Pakistan to haunt and
5
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eliminate Al-Qaeda terrorists who were suspected to operate from Pak-Afghan border. The
sanctions were removed from Pakistan after September 11 to enable Pakistan in combating
terrorism. Americans were allowed to operate in Pakistan and both states were heavily
involved in intelligence sharing and operations against Al-Qaeda and Taliban. Pakistan got
massive economic, military and technological aid from US and other developed states of the
world and won appreciation from all over the world on her countless services rendered in the
counter terrorism efforts. Pakistan build roads, improved communication and secured PakAfghan border with extended technological aid from US. Pakistan has been experiencing
friendly relations with the US since the start of campaign against terrorism despite of
divergence of many issues and interests like civil nuclear deal with India, declaring Pakistan
as a safe haven of terrorists, associating Pakistan’s intelligence agency (ISI) with Taliban
and Al-Qaeda and many more. In addition to that People in Pakistan were also in confusion
that after afghan war US left Pakistan alone. Pakistan faced the difficulties like Afghan
refugees, gun and drug culture. It is believed that US, after winning the war on terror, will
repeat the same. As the history showed US has proved herself as a fair weather friend of
Pakistan. During cold war US sponsored SEATO and CENTO but did not help Pakistan
during Indo- Pak war and one part of the Pakistan was eventually dismantled. Pakistan faced
sanctions in shape of Pressler amendment and later on economic sanctions in post nuclear
detonation scenario. So there was scepticism in people of Pakistan about US.
In short, there is a rebirth of relationship in post September scenario. Pakistan’s solidarity
with the US in its counter terrorism campaign laid expectations of combating against
common enemy and threat of terrorism by reconstruction of a partnership. This partnership is
based on strategic co-operation with the United States after many years of distrust, drift and
acrimony following the US sanctions on Pakistan after the Soviet collapse. Gradual
qualitative improvements by understanding between two partners can be seen in bilateral
relations.

Convergence of interests
September 11 attack made Pakistan a key strategic ally and front line state in war on terror. It
is the unique geo-strategic and geo-political stature of Pakistan which has always been vital
in attracting the Washington. It is observed that Washington has desperately needed Pakistan
to secure its interests and to achieve its international agenda during the last sixty four years
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but it is also pertinent to mention that on many occasions Pakistan has also secured
America’s support in its hour of need. America assisted Pakistan to get her support during
cold war for the containment of communism and it is also a fact that Liaqat Ali Khan
preferred to visit US instead of Russia who invited Pakistan’s premier before US invitation.
America again came to support Pakistan during 1979 Russian invasion over Afghanistan
when it was feared in Pakistan that Russia wanted to capture “hot waters” of Indian Ocean by
invading Pakistan later. These were the major issues on which the interests and foreign
policy objectives of both states converge such as terrorism, economic development and
political stability in Pakistan. Both needed one another to fulfil their own policy objectives
and agendas and in case of non cooperation from one, the other could not get its objectives
(Khan 2010, p.73). Although in the equation of benefit, the Washington got more and
Pakistan lost more. Particularly on the recent partnership in war on terror, Pakistan’s
sufferings are higher as compare to its gains. Pakistan’s decision to join coalition partnership
brought the states close to each other and bilateral relations were improved further which
were deteriorated when Pakistan detonated nuclear weapon and military regime ousted the
democratic elected government. Both states took many bilateral steps to enhance their
partnership further in the field of counter terrorism, political, economic and security affairs.
The convergence of relations among Islamabad and Washington opened new avenues of
collaboration and partnership starching from socio-economic filed to geo-strategic scenario.
A hard-nosed calculation shows that Pakistan got a range of benefits by providing its support
in war at least for short term if not for long term. Musharraf proclaimed that the decision can
have a far reaching impact and wide- ranging consequences. According to Malik, “US has
three primary objectives in Pakistan: to stabilize the country so that it does not become a
failed state or a haven for terrorists; to ensure stable control of Pakistani nuclear weapons so
that they do not fall into the wrong hands; and to facilitate Pakistan’s transition to a moderate
Islamic State and a functioning democracy” (Malik 2002, p.280). After Camp David meeting
between George W. Bush and Musharraf in 2003, Bush underscored three vital American
intersects in Pakistan: terrorism, nuclear proliferation and democratization (Malik 2009,
p.146).
Government to government relations by high official visits and People to people relations by
awarding scholarship have been extensively exceeded during last decade. US set up many
educational and cultural exchange programmes by providing scholarship and professional
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linkages to the people from Pakistan. Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton pointed that Strategic
Partnership between United States and Pakistan is significantly vital for the security and
progress of both states (Foreign Policy Bulletin March 2010, p.38). Qureshi, foreign Minister
of Pakistan urged that long-term multi-million and multi years commitment can improve the
living standards and the social indicators in Pakistan (Dept. of State Press Release, October 6,
2009).

 Counter terrorism
The positive development in Pak-US relations in post September 11 period has been seen as a
vital step to curb the menace of terrorism and to maintain the regional stability as well.
Pakistan’s geographical proximity to Afghanistan, cordial relations with Taliban and
superiority in intelligence has grabbed the attention of US in its campaign against terrorism
(Khan 2010, p.74). Pakistan was the best option for US in Afghanistan campaign against AlQaeda because of its geography. It is the geography of the state which has great impact on
state’s policies (Razvi 2001). US removed three major sanctions from Pakistan, the
Symington Amendment (1978), the Pressler Amendment (1990), and the Glenn Amendment
(1998), to reward her support in the war on terror. The US senate introduced a bill to
authorise the President to, provide assistance, enter into contracts, take actions in
international financial institutions, sell, lease, or authorize the export of defence articles or
defence services, authorize the export of dual-use items or extend other financial assistance to
Pakistan and India (Senate bill No. S.1465 for 107th Congress, 2001). Pakistan was worried
about the bill that India was also included but on what grounds. This is a good deal from
Washington’s perspective because any US military operation against Taliban and Al-Qaeda
in Afghanistan could not be won without personnel and logistic support from Pakistan.
Moreover Pakistani military is the only instrument, which knew about the Taliban, Al-Qaeda
and Osama bin Laden (Malik 2002, p. 266). Bush proclaimed, “This is not however, just
American fight and what is at stake is not just America’s freedom, this is the world fight, this
is the clash of civilization.” Despite the fact that Pakistan had cordial and diplomatic relations
with Taliban, it had to offer unconditional support in war on terror and condemn these attacks
as “most brutal and horrible” as well (Woodward 2002, pp.58-59).
Wang Baofu, a Chinese National Defence University specialist on South Asia praised
General Musharraf for his “clear cut attitude towards fighting against international terrorism”
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(Baofu 2002, p.13). United States acknowledged the contribution of Pakistan as a front line
state in war on terror by garneting it the status of Non-NATO ally and Pak-US strategic cooperation and engagement had got new depth in this perspective. Pakistan provided military,
logistic and intelligence support to America in war on terror. Pakistan also banned many
religious groups that were on the US list of terrorist organisations. More significantly,
Pakistan contributed a lot in war on terror by killing and capturing a large number of wanted
members of Al-Qaeda and Taliban. Pakistani authorities captured and killed hundreds of
wanted extremists and terrorists belonging to Al-Qaeda and Taliban. In September 2002,
Pakistani officials arrested the important leaders of Al-Qaeda such as Abu Zubaydah (March
2002), Ramzi bin al-Shibh (September 2002), and Khalid Mohammed (March 2003) and
broken the back of the Al-Qaeda network in Pakistan (Kronstadt, 2003).
Islamabad and Washington both have common interests in getting one another’s support.
Even the US House of Representatives passed a resolution to appreciate his steps in
cooperation with the United States to combat terrorism and his fortitude in confronting
extremism in Pakistan. US gave Musharraf a beloved child treatment. US also appreciated his
role in return of Pakistan to democracy (House of Representatives Resolution 285, 107th
Congress, 2001). Many joint communiqués coupled with the promises for military and
economic aid to Pakistan were also held.
In short, the War was started with one common vision to enhance the partnership and
cooperation to mitigate and eliminate the menace of terrorism and this partnership has
produced admirable and unbelievable results in short period of time by defeating the Taliban
and Al-Qaeda with the establishment of Karazai government in Afghanistan.

 FATA and WANA operations
Challenging and porous 2000 Km long border is also a reason of conversion of interests
among both coalition partners. Although Pakistan tried hard to close the Afghan-Pakistan
border to stop the movement of miscreants and extremists from Afghanistan to Pakistan but
the difficult conditions on the border could not stop the infiltrates completely. To match
words with deeds, Pakistan launched operations in WANA, FATA and Swat.
Presence of military troops in the Mohmand agency and operation in WANA for
strengthening security is not appreciated inside Pakistan. It is creating criticism for the
9
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government. This may have satisfied Washington which is insisting on a more assertive
policy in the tribal areas. It views the porous and mountainous border as a refuge for the
Taliban and Al-Qaeda elements that have been launching skirmishes with the local tribal
militia. But Washington should know the fact that this area traditionally enjoyed wide
measures of autonomy and is not strictly policed like the rest of Pakistan. This operation is
not only being resented in Pakistan but Afghan Tribal Chiefs are also raising question of
Afghan sovereignty. The dynamics of Afghan politics can make it imperative for Kabul
government to adopt a highly nationalist position on the border clashes with Pakistani troops.
The decision is on the insistence of the US military authorities, which is causing new crisis
with dire consequences for Pakistan.
Secretary Clinton in her interview recognised the sacrifice of Pakistani people in the war
against violent extremism. She praised the efforts of military in Swat and Waziristan in
ejecting the foreign miscreants. She also applauded the well executed military campaign
(Foreign Policy Bulletin 2010, p.39). Pakistan has been a victim of terrorism due to heavy
presence of extremist elements in bordering area of Afghan- Pakistan and FATA. So it was in
the interest of both Pakistan and USA to clamp down on militant outfits in these areas.

 Economic, political and military stability in Pakistan
Economic instruments are always used as vital tools in political bargaining by international
powers to get their foreign policy objectives and to safeguard their national interests.
Economic statecraft can be positive such as economic engagement by promoting trade,
providing foreign aid, rescheduling loans and promising investment or negative such as
economic embargo, economic sanctions, economic boycott and suspension of foreign aid.
Economic techniques are more useful and more credible instruments than military statecraft
due to less cost (Baldwin 1985, p.107). In post cold war era, the United States heavily relied
on economic instruments of statecraft such as economic inducement, economic engagement,
trade, aid, economic embargo, and economic sanction in addition to its military and political
strength. One of the carrot which was offered to Pakistan when courting Musharraf to join the
war was the vote of United States for final approval of the IMF’s loans to Pakistan (Nomani
2004, p.41). The Bush administration announced to use the economic instrument and greater
economic benefit and exchange for the states in return of their support in war on terror
(Nomani 2004, p.42). Obama administration also believes that Al-Qaeda and Taliban in
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Pakistan can only be defeated by a combination of economic, military and diplomatic tools
and therefore new United States Afghan strategy is based on sending additional 21,000 troops
to Afghanistan and disbursing additional dollars for military and economic assistance to
Pakistan (Malik 2009, p.145). Therefore, United States has dramatically increased the volume
of economic aid to Pakistan to bring the development and stability in the state. In first eight
years after September 11, Pakistan received almost $12 billion, nearly 90% of it was given to
military for war on terror campaign (Malik 2009, p.147)
Pakistan’s domestic viability is linked with war on terror. Islamabad’s strategic policies are
linked with US strategic imperatives. Political stability is also the overriding Concern of US
in Pakistan. Internal stability of Pakistan has always been on top priority for US since the war
on terror. US interest in building the internal security of Pakistan lies in US interests to
counter the elements of insecurity in Pakistan. Pakistan must be stable and under the control
and writ of the government to get results in war on terror campaign and to maintain nuclear
geostrategic balance. Obama administration is gravely concerned and working to secure
stability in Pakistan because of fear that unstable Pakistan could become a haven for
militants. (Cooper, H., & Zeleny, J. 2009). Internal security cannot be separated from
external security just as the domestic policy cannot be derogated from foreign policy.
Federally Administered Tribal Area is also a great convergent issue for both partners. US aid
to Pakistan is also for the development in the FATA so that this area cannot be used a theatre
of war and safe havens for extremist groups and terrorists. These vulnerabilities to extremists
are a real threat to Pakistan’s internal security and can be a big blow for American counter
terrorism efforts in Afghanistan and the region. This development played an effective role in
bolstering the security environment in the area.
Beyond terrorism US and Pakistan were engaged in dialogues over economic development
and social assistance. The United States clearly wanted to reward Pakistan in terms of
financial and political assistance for her countless services in the war on terror. United States
played vital role for sustainable economic development and in enhancing safety and security
capabilities of Pakistan. This strategic partnership provided the opportunity of resumption of
Pak-US consultation on many bilateral issues of mutual concerns like security and economic
development. Pakistan also got heavy economic dividends from US for her countless services
in war on terror. Pakistan’s nuclear tests and Missile technology transfer from China
alienated United States but September 11 events provided Pakistan a prospect to restore its
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close diplomatic relations with Washington. These relations enhanced its economic and
strategic position. Subsequently Washington did not only lift the sanctions but also provide
aid of billions of dollars and rescheduled the loans as well. Pakistan rushed to make a deal
with US for its own self-interests after the ultimatum of “with us or against us” by fulfilling
its demands and in turn of getting carrots of long term military and economic assistance.
Pakistan is a strategic asset of USA to counter the Taliban and Al-Qaeda and Washington has
invested heavy strategic and economic investments since the start of the war. The US has also
responded to the floods in Pakistan with heavy aid in 2010 and 2011.
Sustainability of Pak-US relations would facilitate the domestic stability and sustain
economic growth in Pakistan. Pakistan can get vital benefit by establishing stable, long
lasting and mutual relations with the United States as it is a major source of investment and
providing technology and military equipments.

 Stable Afghanistan
The fate of Afghanistan and Pakistan is linked and US is a major stake holder in case of
Afghan stability. Afghanistan, Pakistan and the United States have a shared interest in
fighting terrorism in the region (Fair, and Chalk, 2006). Post-Taliban Afghanistan is also a
point of convergence for both Pakistan and USA. Pakistan could not afford insurgents from
Afghanistan and US cannot afford destabilise Afghanistan with a chance of re emergence of
Taliban or extremists forces so cooperation is necessary. Post-Taliban reconstruction is vital
for both states. Afghan Solution lies in the establishment of a home-made and broad based
government in Kabul free from any external pressure. The deployment of foreign troops
should be decreased in numbers and for the short time period.

Divergence of interests
Although Pakistan joined alliance against Taliban but many of its policy makers and
intelligence sources were convinced that a pro- Pakistani government in Kabul would be
helpful for Pakistan in general and against Indian hegemonic design in particular. A new
dimension of threat was faced by USA after September 11 and Pakistan faced after the war
on terror. Pakistan was at crossroads, either to join USA to act against terrorists such as Al
Qaeda and Taliban which were once nourished by them or to go along with Taliban as an
Islamic state. Taliban were beloved child of Pakistan and Pakistan supported them in their
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rise in Afghanistan as a friendly state by providing military and logistic support since 1996.
Government of Pakistan ignored the anti-American demonstration across the country
particularly by religious fractions of the societies and religious political parties. These
religious leaders were not ready to allow the use of land of Pakistan for US operations
(Dawn, September 20, 2001). Many Pakistani reacted excitedly to the September 11 events
and Public associated the twin towers fall as a consequences of American “bullying” around
the world. Pakistani public opinion remained uncompromising and unacceptable to the
decision of Islamabad to join alliance in war on terror throughout the decade since the start of
war. The war on terrorism has presented the difficult and unpleasant choices for the Pakistani
policy makers and military establishment. The war on terrorism has unleashed a number of
potentially threatening developments as well. The central problem of Pak-US relationship is
divergent interests of both nations on many issues. Although they have come close in a joint
and collaborative partnership on many issues yet their policy agendas and goals were
different. It is neither mutual collaboration nor geo-strategic factor which can play vital role
among unequal partners for a durable partnership rather it is convergence of interests and
trust which can play effective role in accomplishing their policy agendas. With the passage of
time Pak-US relations has been resulted in a cleavage and United States put more economic,
political and diplomatic pressure on Pakistan than before (Khan 2010, p. 74). There were
many ups and down in bilateral relations during ongoing war when once two states deepened
their cooperation and partnership and then the relations were at lowest ebb by blame game.
Last but not the least; Washington has paid only marginal attention to many looming threats
faced by Pakistan including endemic corruption (Fair, and Chalk, 2006).

 Indian factor
Pakistan’s foreign policy has been Indian centric since its statehood. Major foreign policy
decisions of Pakistan are based to counter the Indian hegemonic design in the region. US tilt
towards India is a major concern for Pakistani decision makers. The flowering relationship is
important strategically and economically for India and US both but US should consider the
concerns of Pakistan as a vital Ally. Pakistan's India center ism had affected its relationships
with other countries and especially those with US.This strategic decision of partnership was
also in consideration of India. Pakistan has always been inclined to form a constructive and
productive relationship with Washington to counter Indian threat. Indian unconditional
support and offer to provide logistic support to America further pulled Pakistan into a close
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ally and Pakistan’s policy makers had been left with no other option but to join hands with
USA in its global war on terror. By deciding quickly in joining hands in Operation Enduring
Freedom (OEF), Pakistan undercut any US temptation to use Indian support against
Afghanistan. India also offered logistical facility to the US for air operation against
Afghanistan but aircrafts from Indian bases would still have to over fly Pakistan (Washington
Post, 2001, September 17). Musharraf also disclosed that India was ready to take advantage
of the circumstances by declaring Pakistan as a sponsor and harbour of terrorism. While
Pakistan wanted to secure its position over Kashmir as a top priority (Washington Post, 2001,
September 28). Musharraf also calculated that in case of non cooperation of Pakistan with
USA, India will avail the opportunity to marginalise the Pakistan and establish closer link
with Washington. The US tried to balance its interest in the region and Bush administration
assured Indian leaders that the military and economic assistance provided to Pakistan, was
designed to assist the war against terrorism (Mohan 2002-3, p. 144). US played very positive
role when the relation between two neighbouring states were at lower ebb due to terrorist
attack on Indian Parliament on 13 December 2001 that killed almost a dozen people and
eventually India called back his high commissioner (Hataway 2003, p.6). India accused
Islamabad in supporting the Kashmiri freedom fighter which were blamed for these terrorist
attacks. Islamabad rejected the allegation and negated any assistance in cross-border or state
sponsored terrorism. Washington normalised the relations between Pakistan and India by
launching a diplomatic campaign and sending Richard Armitage, US Deputy Secretary of the
State in June 2002. (Dawn, 2002, June 25). Collin Powel, US Secretary of the State, visited
twice within three months to bringing down the hostilities while Bush showed his concern on
Indian loss and urged Vajpayee to have patience (Hathaway 2003). Washington was much
concerned on the issue due to fear that in case of Indo-Pak clash, the war on terror would be
disrupted and this conflict might be turn into a nuclear war with worldwide implications.
India accomplished its design to portray image of Pakistan a sponsor and exporter of
terrorism globally and this propaganda has put stigma on Pakistan in international circle. This
is partly due to the fact that Pakistan supported Taliban before 9/11 and provided refuge to
some Al-Qaeda elements in Pakistan due to its porous border. This allegation is further
strengthened by the reports of capturing these elements and the question remains in mind
about the refuge of Al-Qaeda terrorists in Pakistan.
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The Afghan policy and policy on war on terror is a zero-sum game for Pakistan in respect of
India as Indian got benefit with the collapse of Taliban and ban on Islamic fundamentalist
organisations blamed to be creating insurgent activities in Indian Held Kashmir while
Pakistan lost its “strategic depth” in Afghanistan in result of these policies. India is emerging
as a central focus of Washington to fulfil Pax Americana design particularly by
counterweighing the China. New Delhi sees this Indo-US quasi alliance/ not only as a mean
of final burying/ of the Kashmir Issue but also as an opportunity to access most sophisticated
and advance technology to realise its ambition of becoming great power (Chawla 2001,
pp.12-15).
The United States is promoting the idea of India’s strategic support on one hand and
containment or restraining the China on the other hand. New Delhi also welcomed and
responded more positively on Bush’s missile defence plan. Joint military exercises in Alaska
by India and US also further heightened and strengthen the mutual engagement. These
exercises enhanced Indian capacity and capabilities to wage warfare on high altitude like
Himalayan and Siachin glaciers. The joint naval patrolling between the strait of Harmouz and
the Strait of Malacca; the joint naval exercises; intelligence sharing; the training of Indian
special forces; sale of US military hardware including surveillance equipment, aircraft
engines, and radars to India are also of great concern for Pakistan (Malik 2002, p.278).
Pakistan even being a front line ally has never been able to get such type of support from
Washington. In spite of Hillary Clinton public statement about the Pakistan’s problem of
acute and chronic energy crises and shortfall, US has done nothing for its energy
requirements (Foreign Policy Bulletin, March 2010, p.38) rather USA signed a civil nuclear
deal with India for energy purposes and denied the same to Pakistan. Pakistan and India both
tried to pursue the United States to get the status of regional power and India is unhappy on
US policy to ignore the terrorism emanating from Pakistan to get its own short term interests
from war on terror (Mehta 2003, p.37).
Kashmir issue is a bone of contention since long between the two neighbouring states of
India and Pakistan. US can play an effective role in resolving the Kashmir crisis in
accordance with the resolutions of United Nations Security Council in the light of wishes of
Kashmiri people. US based Kashmir Study Group is a kind of such effort already established
for the peaceful solution of Kashmir dispute. Mike Mullen in a talk with international peace
think Tank claimed that Kashmir issue is the real cause of tension in the South Asian region.
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The peace and stability of the whole region is jeopardised because of Kashmir issue. He
added that ISI is continuously in link with extremists groups and it is a policy of Pakistan. He
advised Pakistan to change this policy now (Express, 23 September, 2011). The resolution of
disputes between India and Pakistan can bring peace and stability in the region which is in
favour of Pakistan and America as well. Kashmir has been a major source of hostility and
enmity between two neighboring states since their independence. Different options have been
discussed to resolve this issue in different times. Reidel suggests that America should start
from Kashmir to begin its quest for indo-Pak peace. He further suggests that this issue can be
resolved by making the “line of control” as a permanent international border (Reidel 2008, p.
361).

 Violation of Pakistan’s territorial integrity
There is a strong disturbance and disagreement between both states and their respective
intelligence agencies on violation of Pakistan’s territorial integrity by drone attacks, secret
operations by black waters and Abbotabad operation. Pakistani intelligence agency asked US
to stop US drone. Recent missile attacks in these areas and killing of many innocent people
on the basis of wrong information about Al-Qaeda leaders have been raising the question of
Pakistan’s status. These attacks are flagrant violation of Pakistan’s sovereignty and it may
harm important relationship with the US. On the contrary, by not doing so, Pakistan has been
left with no option but loosing importance in Washington. People of Pakistan became
increasingly assertive on the issue of drone attacks on Pakistan’s mainland territory. The US
drone attacks have torn the fabrics of Pakistani society and annoyed the public at large. US
air strikes and drone attacks have made the lives of people uncomfortable in the northwest
frontier region and they are moving to the Pakistani heartland (Burleigh 2009). “The Message
given (by the drones) to the people is that it is not the government of Pakistan that controls
these areas, it is we who control these areas. Your lives are at our mercy. We will attack
anywhere, anytime.” (Malik, 2009, p. 146)
A Pakistani court released US official Raymond Davis after the US government reportedly
paid blood money to the victims' families. US experts believe Davis' release would ease
pressure on the relations between the two countries. Both the US and Pakistan are struggling
to move beyond the lingering effects of the Raymond Davis episode. Amidst media reports
that Pakistani authorities have asked the US to curtail the number of CIA operatives inside
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their country and halt drone attacks in the tribal areas near Afghan border, ISI chief Shuja
Pasha has met his counterpart, Leon Paneta, in Washington. South Asian affairs expert
Moeed Yusuf believes Pakistan has the right to make such demands. Christine Fair of
Georgetown University thinks Pakistan is trying to exert more control over the use of drones
in Pakistan.
Pakistan’s relations with USA are started to decline just after the Operation Geronimo
(killing of Osama Bin laden) by USA without prior knowledge and permission of Pakistan on
the main land territory just some miles away from its capital. There is a certain resonance in
the society on ranting of Osama bin laden. Within a short period of six month after the death
of Osama, mutual relations have been turned upside down on many issues including secret
operations of CIA in Pakistan, presence of Osama and many other high value targets of AlQaeda on Pakistani soil and exchange of secret information. Serious differences exist
between both states on the ways and means of waging the war on terrorism after the death of
Osama bin laden and these differences can defeat the very objective of the war. Since the Bin
Laden episode, the US-Pakistan relationship was tense, but that raid against bin Laden was
important, and that the two countries can now work towards a more honest relationship. In
the beginning, Pakistan was reluctant on providing bases for American troops on its mainland
as it could create a large hue and cry among the society but later on American troops were
permitted not only to station on its soil but also allowed to operate for haunting the Taliban
and Al-Qaeda remnants within main land area of Pakistan (Washington Post, 2001,
September 15). The presence of US forces in the tribal areas to haunt the Al-Qaeda and
Taliban is also disliked in the society at large. Pakistan was not willing to grant such
permission in order to avoid the anger of Pashtun tribes. But Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) has undertaken security operations in collaboration with Pakistani intelligence
agencies. In the initial phase of operation, the US military sought permission to operate in
tribal area of Pakistan but later it started operations without any prior knowledge and
permission of Pakistan. FBI conducted security operation not only in tribal area but also in
the main cities of Pakistan such as Lahore Islamabad, Faisalabad and Karachi with the
assistance of Pakistani intelligence agencies. Many Pakistanis and foreigners were arrested
for alleged involvement in the terrorist activities.
US has been worried on intelligence getting in wrong hands is going to make it difficult to
share intelligence and that validates the decision of United States not to inform the
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government of Pakistan that they were going after Bin Laden. Relationship of the partners
cannot improve until Pakistani government takes control of its assets because American will
be skeptical about working with them. US administration has taken a high road ever since the
killing of OBL but if it doesn't feel that Pakistan shares the same commitment to root out
extremism then US will do what they must do.Interior minister Rehman Malik warned US
that nation will not tolerate any foreign troops in Pakistani land on the pretext of haunting
terrorists . If US repeates the action like Abbotabad it will cause rise in anti-US sentiments.
He further added Pakistan is ready to capture Haqqani if US provide proof of it ( The News,
23 September, 2011)

 Do more demand and Pakistan’s sufferings
Pakistan lined up with comity of nations to condemn terrorism with every possible available
means. Pakistan embraced it with full vigour. Services of Pakistan in war on terror recognised
and applauded all over the world. Pakistan played a pivotal role as front line state in war on
terror. No other state has been damaged and affected by the drastic affects of war on
terrorism in terms of human and economic loss. Pakistan faced internal insecurity problems
as an after effect of change in its policy in shape of suicide bombing and armed attacks on
civilians, police, army, Para-military forces, intelligence offices, funeral processions and
military installations. Terrorism has emerged as the primary challenge to Pakistan internal
stability on one hand and to Pak-US relations on the other hand. Pakistan has been facing
disastrous consequences on the geo-strategic and socio-economic conditions due to US led
war on terrorism. Pakistan which was already preoccupied with socio- economic problems
and political instability had become hotbeds of terrorism and extremism. Al-Qaeda and
Taliban leadership is fleeing into Pakistan though the porous border of Afghanistan and
Pakistan has been converted into battlefield.
Pakistan also faced the challenge of religious Islamic militancy. Pakistan banned some of the
well-known extremist Islamic groups and arrested a large number of people involved in
sectarian violence and assassinations. Musharraf also enforced tough legislation to regulate
the activities of Islamic madrassas to modernize their academic program, though this law was
not fully enforced due to the opposition from Islamic groups, yet the government made
efforts to moderate the policies (Schaffer, 2003). Here Pakistan and the US have diverged
interests, as the apparatus of the state cannot be fully employed against extremist Islamic and
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sectarian groups. The world and United States admired and recognised the sacrifices and
sufferings of people of Pakistan, made over the years, in fighting against extremism and
terrorism. Beneath the handshakes, smiles and talk of cooperating on war on terror between
Pakistan and USA, are the lurking fears of American pressure and double game. This is a
flavour of the day among Pakistani strategist, politicians, foreign policy makers and
academia. It can be observed with the current behaviour of Washington that “no matter how
Pakistan acts, the United States has never taken Pakistan’s military operations and services up
to the mark.” Washington has long accused Pakistan of doing nothing in haunting Taliban
and Haqqani network and asked to “Do More” repeatedly. This acquisition put a question
mark over Washington’s future behaviour and relations with Pakistan. America’s arrogant
attitude towards Pakistan in spite of its sacrifice and sufferings in war on terror is erroneous,
treacherous and a symbol of hegemonic and imperial behaviour. After a decade of
abandonment and estrangement US made new commitment to prop up Pakistan.Lisa Curtis of
the Heritage Foundation says, there were other factors that contributed to the deteriorating
relations between the two states. Pakistan needs to change its attitude towards some militant
organizations operating within its borders if it wants to strengthen its long-term relationship
with the US (Curtis 2010)
Taliban’s destabilising activities are creating economic and political upheaval in Pakistan.
Pakistan is facing many security challenges which are negatively affecting the state’s stability
and economy as well. Of all the allies in war on terror, Pakistan is the biggest loser and major
victim on account of its economic and human loss due to this war. Pakistan is still counting
its losses and picking up the pieces from the wreckage. The militants have spread terror,
havoc and instability across Pakistan by their activities. Pakistan has suffered far more than
any U.S. allies. In these circumstances even Pakistan might become the next theatre for the
war on terrorism. Many Pakistanis see the United States as being even more persuasive,
harsh, and ruthless than ever before. Prior to Afghanistan invasion, suicide bombing did not
exist in Pakistan; Al-Qaeda had not been known to Pakistanis but with the invasion over
Afghainstan, the militancy and extremism have spread across the Pakistan from the tribal
areas to the heartland cities of Punjab and Sindh (Malik, 2009, p. 142).
Renewed closeness posed serious political and socio-economic challenges to Pakistan such as
low domestic support for American interference in the region, civilian killings in drone
attacks, rise of Islamic fundamentalism in reaction of US involvement in the region. Regional
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consequences of overthrowing the Pakistan is losing a friend on the one hand and
strengthening the India and Iran on the other hand. The strengthening of these regional
powers due to current policies of Pakistan posed challenge to Pakistan’s national interests.
Pakistan lost hold of Afghanistan, crucial and strategic important area from the Indian
perspective (Layne 2002, p.235).

 Anti US feelings
The people in Pakistan and Afghanistan see the American occupation a symbol of its
hegemonic design and eventually do not like this policy. Tariq Ali explains this policy, “The
West does not seem to understand that people do not like to be occupied. The British tried
and failed, the Russians tried and failed, and now the US and NATO are trying, too” (Poole.
2008, pp.70-71). Majority of the world considers Washington as a terrorist regime as it had
been previously supported many undemocratic and authoritarian regimes to get her own
foreign policy objectives like Saddam Hussain in Iraq, Musharraf in Pakistan. Samuel
Huntington also explained the similar context, “While the United States regularly denounces
various countries as ‘rouge states,’ in the eyes of many countries it is becoming the rogue
super power ... the single greatest external threat to their societies.” The hate against United
States is not a new Phenomenon in Muslim World which has emerged in post September 11
2001 scenario. This question was encountered even by President Eisenhower some forty eight
years ago. He was countering with the problem of “the campaign of hatred against US (in the
Arab world) not by the governments but by the people.” His national Security Council
advisor pointed, “The US supports corrupt and oppressive governments and is opposing
political or economic progress because of its interest in controlling the oil resources of the
region” (Chomsky 2007,p.1). Noam Chomsky reveals that, “Post September studies in the
Arab world revealed that the same reasons hold today in addition to resentment on many
other policies of US” (Chomsky 2007, p.1).
Anti-American militant elements within Pakistan called the terrorist activities as a part of
their Jihad against the US-NATO occupation of Afghanistan and this anti American militancy
had been fuelled majorly due to reckless military campaign against militants in Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Many of mujahedeens did not treat the contemporary anti-American jihad in
Afghanistan differently from that of anti-Soviet jihad in Afghanistan almost three decades
ago with the weapons supplied by America and training given by CIA (Malik 2009, pp. 13820
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144). Chomsky best explained the reasons for which Pakistani public is joining the Jihadis
and hating US, “From resentment, anger, and frustration, terrorist bands hope to draw support
and recruit” (Chomsky 2007, p.2). Actually people of Pakistan like Americans and admire the
efforts of America in promoting its socio-economic infrastructure of Pakistan. They hate only
American official policies that are based on double standards.
Pakistan has been effected more as compared to any other ally of America by the
consequences of war on terror and later on by the American regional and global agenda. This
factor adversely affects Pak-US relations by enhancing anti-US sentiments against biased
policies and the laws of US, which are dealing Pakistanis as extremist Muslims. Several
Pakistanis were kept under detention without trial for months, in other cases; many were
deported on baseless allegations after September 11. Stories about Guantanamo Bay and
Bagram Air Base prisons are much horrible. Issuance of American visa has become a far cry,
which is causing frustration in professionals as well as students who have to wait for months
before they know if the visa would be granted. Pakistan is not excluded from the list of those
twenty countries whose nationals are required Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
registration, ignoring the fact that the government of Pakistan is totally siding with the US
(CNN, 02 Jan. 2003). It appears inconsistent with Pakistan’s role as a frontline state and ally
in the war against terrorism that has no leverage on Washington which wants Pakistan to
combat terrorism but keeps Pakistanis away. Policy makers in Pakistan are also fumed Over
American paranoia about the safety of nuclear weapon. They also astonished from the
American made term “Islamic Bomb” which is unjustified because they believe that the
security system of nuclear plant is ironclad. Some feared that this pretext is a part of the plan
to take over the nuclear facilities of Pakistan.

 Haqqanai Net Work
The US-Pakistan relations are once again in the news headlines. This time due to statements
by outgoing chief of the US army Admiral Mike Mullen who accused Pakistan's spy agency
ISI of supporting Haqqani Network. The tension between the two countries has given rise to
questions over the future of strategic partnership that both have been working on and if it will
result in more attacks on Pakistani soil. It seems to be that the tension is because of divergent
strategic interests changing nature of strategic partnership. In a statement in front of a penal
of American senators, US Chairman Joint Chief of Staff Committee Admiral Mike Mullen
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blamed that Pakistan is exporting terrorism in Afghanistan from Pakistan. He further added
that Haqqani network is working as an arm of ISI and the attack on US embassy in Kabul was
conducted by Haqqani network with the assistance of ISI. Export of terrorism resulted into
Pakistan’s negative image and internal sovereignty. Pakistan threw the strategic partnership
in danger by using the policy of violence. He further added that ISI and Haqqani network is
also behind the attack on 5 star hotel in Kabul on 28 June (The Nation, September 23, 2011).
Haqqani network was blamed by Leon Panetta and mike Mullen for attacks on head quarter
of ISAf forces and US embassy in Kabul. US sec of defence, Leon pointed out that Pakistan
is unsuccessful against Haqqani network and Mullen blamed that ISI supported and
sponsored these attacks. Now America will be ready to work against Haqqani net work
herself. Panetta described that US repeatedly emphasised Pakistan to haunt Haqqani network
but no progress from Pakistan was made. These statements are against the cooperation
amongst both allies. Such accusation on Pakistan by US can cause the dangerous tendencies
of risked confrontation. Pakistan rejected the blame of any link between ISI and Haqqani net
work by giving counter argument that Afghan land is utilised to attack over Pakistan actually.
Pakistan is making full efforts to eliminate terrorism and utilising all of its available means
and resources against terrorism. There is no proof that Haqqani network is working with the
connivance of ISI and enjoying safe havens in Pakistan. It is responsibility of Afghan or ISAf
forces to stop such attacks.
Foreign office also highlighted that Pakistan is not involved in any proxy war against
America. It is responsibility of both states to stop the insurgents’ activities on Pak-Afghan
border (The Nation, September 23, 2011). Pakistan army also rejected the statement of
Admiral Mike Mullen regarding ISI assistance to Haqqani network in attacking US embassy
in Kabul. Pakistan army is doing operations against all insurgents and it is impossible to
attack Kabul from the side of Pakistan (Dawn, September 23, 2011). Minister of information
and communication, Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan also rejected any link between Pakistan and
Haqqani network. She further added that Pakistan has become insecure in the efforts of
making the world secure (Daily Jang, September 23 ,2011).
There is still an expectation in public circle and media that the US adventure in Afghanistan
can turn out to be a long drawn affair which might also be emerged as another Vietnam and
US forces wanted to put the burden of defeat on Pakistan by associating such speculations.
The current blame game from US is also based on the assumption that the United States want
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to come out from the war but Pakistan wants the United States to bog down in Afghanistan to
get greater support from Washington. The statements from US officials showed that Pakistani
intelligence agency (ISI) and government seemed “hesitant, tentative and reserved” against
Haqqani network by launching an operation in its tribal areas. The major thrust of US is over
Haqqani network after the death of Osama bin Laden and Washington is carving out every
possible measure and tactics to stop the terrorists’ activities of Haqqani network even by
making peace deals or dialogues with the group. The Appropriation committee of American
senate approved the aid of One billion dollar to Pakistan associating it with the condition of
action against extremist groups like Lashkare Taibah, Haqqani net work, Quetta Shura and
other groups. However, the committee leave the decision of Economic aid on Obama
administration. Republican senator Mark Kurk said that if Obama administration does not
want to give aid to Pakistan at all then we will favour this decision (The Nation, September
23 ,2011). American news paper Christian Science monitor also claimed that the evidences
were increasing regarding the involvement of ISI in instigating and directing the Haqqani
network to attack US embassy and NATO head quarter ( Express, 23 September, 2011)
Sharp differences have emerged on the question of operation against Haqqani group. U.S. is
pushing Pakistan to launch an operation against Afghan Taliban particularly the "Haqqani
Network" in North Waziristan. Pakistan’s policy makers are considering an eventual clash
between military and Haqqani group in case of any operation against Haqqani group. On the
contrary, Pakistan is upset on America’s blame regarding its connection with Taliban and AlQaeda supported Haqqani group. Pakistani policy makers are also worried about the possible
consequences of a prolonged US military presence on the Pakistan’s domestic stability. US
and Pakistan need to define 'clear terms of engagement' for their bilateral relations. This is an
example of the tit-for-tat relationship between the two countries. As further sign of
deteriorating relations, Adm. Mike Mullen, in his final visit of the region, did not visit
Pakistan. US Special Envoy to Afghanistan and Pakistan Ambassador Marc Grossman's visit
to Pakistan is a sign of regional and strategic factors that could dominate US Pakistan
relations going forward. The question of militant safe havens in Pakistan has always been a
major concern although there are other areas to address between USA and Pakistan. Another
concern may be the current trajectory of Pak-Afghan relations. Grossman's trip to Pakistan
may be an effort to allay possible concerns and fears about a stronger Afghan-India
partnership after President Hamid Karzai's recent trip to India. Although Pakistan and the US
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understand the mutual benefits of partnership in Afghanistan, both have yet to learn to work
with a partner who may be on a different strategic page. Pakistan is not against the operation.
The real problem is displaced persons which already an economic burden over state due to
FATA,Swat and WANA operations.

 Chinese factor
China which is a time tested friend of Pakistan is believed to be “highly uncomfortable” with
the decision of Pakistan’s government to hand over four military bases in Pakistan to USA.
China has also concerns on American presence in Pasni, Balochistan as it has complicated
China’s construction at Gwadar and Oil and gas pipe line projects (Malik 2002, p. 280).
Wang Baofu, a Chinese National Defence University specialist on South Asia noted, “ the
United States, considering its own security interests, readjusted its policies towards South
Asian countries and started paying more attention to the important role of Pakistan in the anti
terrorism war, therefore arousing the vigilance and jealousy of India”(Baofu 2002, p.13). But
the current threat of serious consequences to Pakistan by USA in case of non cooperation
against Haqqani network forced Pakistan to look at China. Prime Minister Yusuf Raza
Gilani's recent trip to China was followed closely in Washington, where some wondered if
Pakistan is now looking to China for increased economic and military assistance, as problems
continue to plague US-Pakistan relations. Prime Minister's trip helped in diverting attention
from the troubled US-Pakistan relations. This visit caused some concerns in Washington
because the United States has interests in, and shares interests with Pakistan. United States is
concerned about the hazards of the relatively older and less safe nuclear technology which
China is providing to Pakistan.

Conclusion
The changing nature of Pak-US relations from conflict to cooperation and again towards
conflict is a major hurdle in durable and reliable relations between these two states. The
convergence and divergence of mutual interests can be problematic for the future pursuit of
the US interest in Pakistan and Pakistan’s own national interest. US and Pakistan must
engage positively to pursue their long term interests. US is playing a vital role in Pakistan’s
security and economic development by providing political support and stabilizing its socioeconomic development.
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Post September 11 world has effected and transformed the parameters and directions of
Pakistan’s foreign policy. Pakistan joined coalition against Taliban and Al-Qaeda by
overlooking the public opinion to secure its territory and image and to avoid isolation. It
cooperated in bringing the change of government in Afghanistan by discarding its proTaliban support and policy. America offered a mix of “carrots and sticks” to get her foreign
policy objectives and Pakistan accepted that to fulfil her own foreign policy goals. This
constructive strategic partnership brought positive results soon with the fall of Taliban and
appearance of Washington backed government of Hamid Karazai in Afghanistan. Although
pieces in the geostrategic chessboard have been rearranged by Washington since the start of
campaign, yet Pakistan played a pivotal, unmatched and challenging role in this success by
haunting the Al-Qaeda and Taliban remnants. Pakistan’s role in war on terror has been
appreciated and its sacrifices and services have been acknowledged by the world and
America as well. This is believed that US could not win this war easily without the
involvement of Pakistan. Pakistan played decisive role in disrupting, dismantling and
defeating Al-Qaeda. USA also fuelled Pakistan with millions of dollars in economic and
military aid. American provided aid in every field of life including, terrorism, flood relief
activities. USA cooperated and supported Pakistan in bringing positive change in its socioeconomic infrastructure. In short both states were engaged in cooperative partnership against
a common threat of terrorism and this engagement benefited both states in achieving their
own agendas and policy goals. The convergence of interests played central and key role in
achieving these objectives.
Both states are working on different bilateral issues and there is possibility of conflict in
determining the point of decision. It is a common observation that every key event of history
has inadvertent consequences, and the Pakistan’s alliance with USA in war on terror has no
exception to this rule. Nearly a decade into its role as a frontline state has made it vulnerable
to the terrorist and extremists forces within Pakistani tribal areas. In spite of Pakistan’s
sacrifices and services the divergence on different issues among both states turned the
growing partnership into sinking relationship. The contemporary events show that the present
cooperation also depends upon the continued subordination of US policies in war on
terrorism. The issues such as drone attacks, Indian factor and operation against Haqqani
network created the atmosphere of mistrust between two partners. Pak-US relations have
faced severe strains over the past few months. This lack of understanding and mistrust can
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create hurdle in driving the terrorists out from the region and Pakistan. These differences on
issues may transform Pakistan from frontline state to failing or failed state. Billions of dollars
aid cannot counter the mistrust and scepticism among Pakistani public regarding Americans.
General scepticism that Pakistan might be used as instrument in war on terror for destroying
Taliban and Al-Qaeda and Pakistan paid the price of fighting against Taliban and Al-Qaeda
in retaliation form of suicide bombing and killings of innocent people. American government
needs to enhance relations with general public of Pakistan.
This is not a time of blame game. Blame game is dangerous. Pakistan and United States must
collaborate in constructive strategic engagement to maintain peace in the region and the
world. Joint actions against Al-Qaeda and its affiliates will make Pakistan, America and the
world safer and more secure. Both should cooperate to come out from political and economic
crises. Global cooperation is necessary to eradicate this menace and to take decisive steps
ahead.
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Abstract
Tangible User Interface (TUI) design is an
emerging discipline that aims to create an
alternative for a Graphical User Interface
(GUI), coupled with an abstract set of input
devices, such as a keyboard and mouse.
Replacing both the input devices and graphical
display, TUI includes an object that people can
intuitively grasp and interact with to control
data input. The function of TUI objects is also
to represent the output of the user’s controls.
This paper looks into the implementation of a
TUI in interactive data visualization, as part of
a transmedia installation artwork called Reefs
on the Edge. The TUI designed for Reefs on
the Edge provides a more natural interface for
interacting with a visualization of scientific
data. This TUI creates an engaging and unique
experience
of
the
artwork,
which
communicates the message of scientific
research in a novel way.
In this paper, we explore our
approach to the creation of a TUI for Reefs on
the Edge, in order to communicate valuable
information about the effect of climate change
on the life cycle of coral spawning in the
southern Great Barrier Reef (GBR),
Queensland, Australia.
We look at the
precedent set by pioneering examples of TUI
design and the methodology of creating objects
that are contextually related to the data
visualization.

Introduction
This paper describes the process of designing
the tangible objects used at the interactive
multi-touch table installation called: Reefs on
the Edge, related aspects of the tangible
objects such as the interactive property will
also be discussed in this paper.

Objective
Reefs on the Edge is a cross-media installation,
experimenting with scientific data, underwater
video, sound design and art. The installation
merges digital art, visualization and traditional
art to tell a single narrative, based on scientific
research. The artwork gives users a clear
picture of the anthropogenic impact on
important but delicately balanced marine
ecology of the GBR in tropical Australia.
The goal of the installation is to
communicate the crucial scientific data: raises
in sea surface temperature will affect the
lifespan of coral. We sought to communicate
this important message in an engaging and
visually sophisticated manner so that users
could gain knowledge about climate change in
the GBR.
As the communication of scientific
research was the goal of the installation, the
data was visualized using an interactive digital
display. Interactivity and the use of artistic
methods serve the function of more than just
communicating data for the purpose of
informing the users of the problem. Artistic
methods are useful for creating meaning and
significance by provoking an emotional
attachment to the information. Based on these
desired outcomes, we decided to employ a
TUI, rather than using an abstract keyboard
and mouse interface. The interface is in form
of objects that represent corals, which also
have programmed behaviors. This way, the
user can control the interactive simulation and
getting responsive feedback through the use of
these objects.
The TUI objects will act as the main
interface for people to interact with the
artwork. People can use this object in variety
of actions in order to control the interactive
simulation. This helped created an engaging
experience to explore the data.

TUI Overview
Tangible User Interface (TUI) is an emerging
discipline that looks into giving alternative to
the existing pixel based interface, commonly
known as Graphical User Interface (GUI). TUI
represents digital information in a physical
form, allowing people to incorporate their
haptic physical dexterity to interact with a
computer rather than tied down to a monitor,
mouse and keyboard [1].
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Hiroshi Ishii and Brygg Ullmer first coined
this term in 1997 [2], although the first
example of such work can be dated back to
1992 through Durrell Bishop’s “Marble
Answering Machine” [3].
Furthermore, Ishii suggested how the
interaction between the physical and digital
element of the system should be done and how
the user can gain feedback from the system as
a whole (see figure 1).

Figure 1: TUI Interaction Model

As an implication for the model, (figure 1)
Ishii pointed out key properties of a TUI,
which are:
1. Computational coupling of tangible
representations to underlying digital
information and computation
2. Embodiment
of
mechanisms
for
interactive
control
with
tangible
representations
3. Perceptual
coupling
of
tangible
representations to dynamic intangible
representations
As TUI is constantly being developed,
much work in the field has demonstrated the
capabilities of this system as emerging. Ishii
and Ullmer then defined taxonomy of genres
of TUI work according to those existing works
[1]. Those genres are as follows:
1. Tangible Terepresence
2. Tangibles with Kinetic Memory
3. Constructive Assembly
4. Tokens and Constraints
5. Interactive Surface – Tabletop TUI
6. Continuous Plastic TUI
7. Augmented Everyday Objects
8. Ambient Media
Designing the object used for TUI
also provides several challenges as pointed in
[4] where the suggested creation of a postWIMP (Windows, Icon, Menu, Pointing
device) interaction through a Reality Based

Interaction (RBI) are described. Even though
different terminology was being used, the goal
was the same. A framework for RBI was
suggested in [4], which could take form in four
different themes:
1. Naïve Physics: a common sense
knowledge of the physical world
2. Body Awareness & Skills: awareness of
the body skills and ability to control it
3. Environment Awareness & Skills: a sense
of surrounding and skills to explore it
4. Social Awareness & Skills: awareness of
others presence in the surrounding and
the skill to interact with them
However, they also suggested that these four
themes could be given up to pursue other
desired quality that weights toward exciting
experience for the user, such as:
1. Expressive Power: the user can perform
variety of activity
2. Efficiency: the user can perform the
activity rapidly
3. Versatility: the user can perform many
tasks from different application domains
4. Ergonomics: the user can perform a task
without physical injury or fatigue
5. Accessibility: users with variety of
abilities can perform a task
6. Practicality: the system is practical to
develop and produce
Other design challenges were also
discussed by Shaer and Jacob [5] regarding the
interactive system as a whole. Some key
challenges that they suggested were:
1. Designing an interplay of virtual and
physical
2. Selecting from multiple behaviors and
actions
3. The lack of standard input and output
devices
4. Designing continuous interactions
5. Designing parallel interactions
6. Crossing disciplinary boundaries
We put these theories, genres and
frameworks into consideration during the
development of Reefs on the Edge, as we
looked into complying into the suggested
standard of existing works. We also looked
into how the artwork could answer some of the
challenges described in the previously
mentioned works.
We chose to develop an interactive
surface TUI genre; this was accomplished by
creating a multi-touch table. This decision is
based on several things. Firstly, we wanted a
large display to showcase the intended coral
lifespan animation. We were aiming to create a
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coupling of virtual and real objects where its
virtual counterpart must further expand the
state of the real object. Another goal we
wanted to develop was a situation where
people could gather along one concentration
point, giving them equal chance to participate
with the artwork. In sum, we felt that these
aforementioned goals could be achieved using
the multi-touch table as a TUI platform.

Related Work
Previous TUI work in this genre has emerged
in recent years. One notable example is the
music instrument named Reactable (see figure
2)[6]. This work showed how tangible objects
with fiducial markers on an interactive surface
could produce and manipulate sound just like a
synthesizer. This work also demonstrated the
capabilities of Reactivision [7] as a robust
framework for marker detection by creating a
different action for different markers.
Moreover, Reactivision communicates with
other software by sending messages using
TUIO [8] protocol, which is based on OSC
message,
an
emerging
standard
for
communication between software made for
interactive system.

Figure 2: Reactable by Jorda et.al, 2007	
  

Another
work
that
employs
Reactivision using fiducial markers in an
interactive surface is tDesk, [9] made by
Hermann et.al. tDesk was made as a platform
where users could process various data in real
time by controlling the tangible objects
specifically made for it. One of the
applications creates visualization of audio data
coming in around the table. While other
applications such as visualization of the stock
market is also suggested by the maker in [9].

Figure 3: One of the Objects in Metadesk by
Ullmer and Ishii, 2007	
  

We were aiming to create a coupling
between physical and digital information in an
interactive surface environment, the work from
the early age of TUI demonstrated this without
the use of fiducial markers. Metadesk [10] is a
good example of this category. In this work, a
desk is used to put different tangible objects to
represent various data. One of the applications
represented geographical data that could be
manipulated using tangible objects.

	
  
Implications to Design

One advantage of using the interactive surface
on the multi-touch table is that many users can
engage with objects simultaneously [11]. The
availability of many touch screen devices such
as iPad or iPhone, can help reduce the learning
curve for people interacting with the artwork.
As a result, people engaging with interactive
surfaces can physically touch to interact with
the surface while giving visual feedback
concurrently.
Designing a pairing of both virtual
and real objects, a unity in theme and
appearance must be presented in order not to
confuse the user. By keeping thematically
united elements, the audience can perceive
both the real and virtual objects as part of the
same work. The objects must be easy to use,
intuitive and can reflect the work’s theme even
	
  
without having the whole installation to be
powered on. The number of available objects
on the table’s surface must be kept as minimal
as they could be while still being plenty
enough for many people to use. This way, the
objects won’t overcrowd the display and
distract the audience from comfortably
viewing the interactive animation. The number
of audience members participating and the
possibility of having their hands blocking the
view of other audience is another important
factor to consider when designing the object.
Kammer et.al [11] suggested a multitouch system has the option of not only
detecting input from marker, but also from
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touch and gesture. We accommodated such
options in Reefs on the Edge so people could
touch the table’s surface due to curiosity or by
interacting with the work. This was done to
enrich the interactive nature of the work.

Design Process
We started the design process by breaking
down the key characteristics that had to be
available on the tangible object. These key
characteristics formulated the intuitiveness and
easiness for the object usability. We then
looked at tangible objects in existing
interactive works that use TUI as inspiration in
designing these objects.
One of the differences between
Metadesk and Reactable is that Metadesk uses
different objects inspired by the metaphor of
its pixel-based coupling, the GUI element.
Hence, the objects in Metadesk are named
phycons, or physical icons due to the close
resemblance of the object and the intended
GUI activity represented by it. Whereas,
Reactable uses minimalistic objects with basic
shapes such as cubes and cylinder, to represent
different parts of the synthesizer. There is no
direct mapping between the object and the
intended activity. Therefore, we decided that
we would balance both perspectives in terms
of object design. We wanted to design
something abstract and minimal like
Reactable, but with enough visual semantic
embodiment in the objects as show by
Metadesk.
We approached the object design
from an activity-based perspective [12]. In that
sense, the object was designed to enable a
potential user to perform certain expected
activities. Those expected activities are to
easily grasp the object, moving it around the
table’s surface and then rotate it. Thus, the
object’s physical properties had to offer the
user a degree of affordance to undertake the
activities and to intuitively perform them
without any additional instructions.
As we wanted the object to be easily
graspable, we designed it to have a size of a
hand palm, so an adult hand could easily grasp
it while additionally making it possible for
young children to handle. The shape was
designed so that the palm could comfortably
cover the object. We made a list of intuitively
graspable objects such as cups, glasses, bottles,
vases and game controllers, and then we drew
inspiration from such objects especially from
the ergonomic point of view.
Following this process, we designed
the object’s physical property so that it offered
the semantic of rotate-able. After seeing
examples of objects that people use to rotate,

such as various knobs, we came to conclude
that by having the object in a round shape,
people could easily tell that it could be rotated.
That round shape is then applied to the object
shape.
We wanted the object to be able to
give feedback and enrich the interactive
experience of the artwork, while at the same
time, complying with one of the TUI key
properties, which is the Perceptual Coupling of
Tangible
Representations
to
Dynamic
Intangible Representations [1]. We deployed
three RGB LEDs inside each object to give
color to the objects. By changing color every
time the user rotated the objects. The LEDs
acted as a visual feedback in the object itself.
To be able to do this, we had to create the
object using a transparent material so that the
color could be clearly seen and dispersed
simultaneously.
The last physical property of the
object is its toughness. This ensured people
could confidently play with the objects without
having to worry that they may break. Using an
epoxy resin enabled us to create a strong object
with a clear transparent color. Also, because
the artwork was planned to be displayed in San
Francisco, Berlin and Sydney, the strong
material was advantageous for usability and
durability during both the delivery of the
artwork and planned exhibition environments.
A large part of design is not only the
need to communicate the narrative, or meaning
behind the artwork, but to create objects that
people would not only want to interact with:
form as well as function. Semantics, or
affordances, are clues designed into an object
that relate to function [13][14]. The user does
not need to have any prior experience with the
use of a specific object, but understands its
function because of the user’s previous
experience with designed objects. One good
example of this is using a + and – on buttons to
control the volume of audio devices. Although
not a formal standard like those imposed by
governments, it has become an informal
standard for not only audio devices, but also,
for example, television remote controls,
phones and mp3 players. Understanding of the
functions of these buttons is not something that
is instructed, but rather something which is
absorbed through experience with similar
devices. Designing the tangible controls for
Reefs on the Edge, we considered everyday
objects users would normally touch, and let
their normal actions guide our design
decisions.
As an art piece that actually has a
specific use made for it, it’s then vital for us to
keep the balance between aesthetics and
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functionality of the object. It had to be intuitive
without sacrificing the visual appeal of its
shape and form. The object’s shape must
reflect the theme of the artwork.
Another visual element of the object
was color. It was employed more for a
functional purpose, to give feedback to the
user regarding the state of the simulated coral
life. The color acted as another property that
ties the virtual and the physical. By having
both the coral animation and the object having
the same color, we expected that the audience
would have an understanding that they were
the same object. The addition of the interactive
colors made the object more interesting (figure
7). We had to keep the interactivity of the
color to be minimal, as we didn’t want it to
distract the animation and make the object less
elegant.
We then went to an iterative phase to
complete the object building. We came up with
several prototypes, evaluating and revising
each design. This process was undertaken in a
cycle until we finally came up with the final
design object.
The first object we made was a
molded coral from an aquarium with a round
bottom so people could rotate the object
(figure 5 top). We choose it to explicitly
explain to the audience that the installation was
about coral. However upon testing, we found
people wouldn’t touch the object because of
the brittle texture the surface provided. That
made the object dysfunctional and we had to
find something more intuitive.

Figure 4 Sketches of the Final Model	
  

Figure 5: Early Prototypes (Top) molded coral
from an aquarium. (Bottom) Second Prototype of
Clay Design of Coral

	
  

Following this, we studied the minimal objects
used in Reactable. Thus, users would have the
affordance to play with the object. We drew
inspiration and created our own minimalistic
abstract object that embodied the beauty and
required functionalities while still maintaining
the previously mentioned physical properties.
To draw these processes to a
conclusion we produced a spherical shaped
object with a flat bottom, carving an abstract
coral shape (figure 4). We designed it to be
round and graspable so people could touch,
grasp and rotate it. The shape intuitively made
users rotate it.
The prototype was created using
rough sketches. Following a prototype made
using modeling clay called Klean Klay. This
enabled the prototype to be easily shaped and
rigid enough to be tested. After some iteration
of shaping the Klean Klay, we agreed on a
design that was big enough to put the
electronic components inside it while still
having a fair size to grasp. This was important
because this prototype, yielded measurements
in terms of the object’s dimensions that are
required for further producing the object.
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The electronic section of the object is an
Arduino Fio that controls the connected LEDs.
This microcontroller board communicates with
the Processing sketch that creates the
interactive animation. Certain states of the
animation control how the Arduino changes
the LED color. This communication is wireless
so the object received data while being moved
by user. We choose the Arduino Fio because of
its small size, so we could fit it in our object
without having to create a large object and
because this model comes with a port for the
XBee chip so we did not need to invest in
additional Arduino XBee Shield.

Figure 5: (Top) Klean Klay Prototype of the
Final Model. (Middle) Powder-Printed Final
Model. (Bottom) The Top and Bottom Part of the
Final Model

We created a 3D model of the object, and then
powder printed it to make the master model.
This master model was transformed into a
casting model using silicon. We used epoxy
resin to mold the cast so it was transparent.
This transparency enabled the LED inside the
object to be dispersed and appear clearly. On
the bottom part we created a place where the
electronics could be concealed (see figure 6
bottom).
A fiducial marker was applied inside
the bottom of each object. The fiducial
markers were part of the Reactivision
framework, used to track the tangible objects.
Each marker had its own ID, so we could
create unique properties such as color by
applying different marker ID’s to different
objects. Having a flat bottom for the object
helped enabling the marker to be accurately
tracked by the software.

	
  

Figure 7: (Top) Final Model with Fiducial
Markers on the Bottom (Bottom) Arduino inside
the objects

Usability Testing
We exhibited the prototype at the Web
Directions South 2011 conference, Sydney. At
the conference we conducted a usability test in
order to examine how people interacted with
the work. We wanted to learn about how
people interacted with the objects, how they
would use them and gain understanding about
their intended gestural activities. The result of
the user study regarding the usability of the
object interaction with the artwork was used as
an input for further revision of the prototype in
order to create the final version of the artwork.
The test was conducted using a
mixture of ethnography and interviews, to gain
knowledge about the effectiveness of the
artwork. Initially we let users play without
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interruption, observing how they interacted
with the objects. Upon request, we explained
how to use the object, but did not give
instructions because we wanted users to figure
out how the system worked.
The user test proved to be
surprisingly successful because our exhibit
attracted large numbers of people to interact
with the artwork. This enabled us to observe
user activities with the tangible objects and
gave us more data to analyze.

narrative, because at the coral spawning phase,
users tended to be confused with what was
being displayed and did not interact with the
artwork.
Regarding the successfulness of this
method to communicate information, we
measured degrees of achievement by observing
numerous levels of user interaction. We had
only the multi-touch table in the prototype
demo, without other planned surrounding
artworks, which will include paintings, multichannel film and underwater photography.
Thus we had seriously transformed the
intended context. This resulted in users not
being able to understand the concept until we
explained it explicitly to them. However, upon
explanation, we received agreement that they
acknowledged it is a coral, albeit the abstract
nature of the work. Other interesting factor
was that even without having any clue of what
the artwork was about, people still wanted to
interact with it.

Analysis

Figure 8: Reefs on the Edge on Web Directions
South, Sydney, 2011.	
  

Based on our observations, we noticed the high
level of affordance in the object. This was
exemplified by the fact that people came to the
table and both touched and grasped the objects.
Following this, the audience moved the objects
and looked at how their movement affected the
animation. While the users rotated the objects
we observed their actions. In our observations
we noticed that users needed a more sensitive
interactive system. Once users had done an
action, they wanted an immediate response.
We looked at how people interacted
with the objects, rather than using their fingers
to interact with the touch screen. This became
a problem because we had the interactive coral
spawn phase controlled via input from fingers
rather than one of the objects. This caused a
significant disruption in the flow of the

From our user study in the exhibition (figure
8), we found the objects were highly usable.
The round shape and size, proved highly
successful for user engagement and
interaction. The round shape intuitively made
users rotate it without having any external
clues. The objects bottom enabled users to put
the object anywhere on the table’s surface. The
objects rigid construction gave users a durable
and unbreakable device to interact with, giving
them a worry-free situation to play with the
objects.
Since we designed the objects in an
activity-based design approach, we expected
that the objects were not only usable and
functional, but also able to implicitly tell their
user to do certain expected activity or action.
We expected that users would first grasp the
objects, move them and then rotate them. The
fact that we had users successfully executed
those actions without any additional instruction
proven that we have designed the object
properly.
The color property of the object was
an important part of the artwork, as it invited
audience engagement. The feedback in form of
changing color coupled with the interactive
animation was able to inform users when they
did correct activities with the object (i.e:
moving and rotating it). This interactivity
enabled users to play with the artwork
repeatedly over the course of time, which
based on our measurements, happened roughly
around three minutes per users. The disrupted
narrative caused some unresponsive color
changing and confusion of what the user had to
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do during the coral spawn phase animation.
However, this did not stop users from
interacting with the installation.
Thus, we postulated that the objects
had several roles that changed during different
stages of user interaction. Firstly, the artwork
acted as an entry that attracted people to use
the object and interact with it. This is where
the color, size and shape of the object played
vital roles as users quickly identified and
grasped the objects.
As people grasped the objects, the
second phase was to move the object around
noticing how it transformed the interactive
animation. The third phase of interaction with
the objects and animation was via rotation of
the object and behavior of the animation and
the color of the object. The degree of success
in this second and third phase was highly
dependent of the accuracy in the response
given by both the object and the displayed
animation. The inaccuracy showed on the
object’s color reactiveness did not distract the
user from enjoying full interactivity with the
artwork because the animation was interactive
and gave response to the position of the object
and orientation of its fiducial marker.
The effectiveness of the whole
installation will be dependent on how the flow
of the narrative can be communicated
smoothly via responsive interaction with the
whole artwork. The visual aspect of the object
can help the people to relate with the whole
theme of the installation as well as the
intended message. Immediate response given
by both the object and the overlaying
animation will give more incentive for people
to play with the objects and hopefully this will
ensure the message will be transmitted.
The data gathered from the user study
showed how much this installation was able to
answer challenges proposed in the beginning
of this paper, suggested by Jacob et.al [4]. We
started by discussing the four themes [4]. Reefs
on the Edge allows users to interact with the
tangible objects using basic motoric skill such
as grab, rotate and position the object in
different part of the table’s surface, thus
making it complied to the Naïve Physics and
Environment Awareness & Skills theme [4].
Users can move their bodies to different parts
of the table in order to view the animation
from different views or simply to grasp other
objects [4]. At one point where several people
were interacting together, we found people
discussed the artwork’s concept. They
happened to trade objects in order to see
whether different objects resulted in different
animation. These forms of socializing while

interacting with the artwork made Reefs on the
Edge provide the Social Awareness theme [4].
The ergonomically designed object
offers user efficiency, as users could perform
desired tasks quickly and comfortably. The
system was practical enough to evolve.
However, we realized the artwork did not offer
much expressive power, in the sense that we
limit the available action that can be done with
the tangible object. There is also less
versatility there, because the system is only
accommodated to host one application, which
is the coral animation. While at the same time,
the design of the object is tied down to that
theme. These sacrifices that we made were
done in favor of building something practical
for one particular purpose.
Regarding the challenges suggested
by Shaer et al [5] the system was able to give a
constant interplay of virtual and physical
presence, because we managed to create a
constant coupling between both elements and
design continuous interaction where the
animation is constantly played following the
object’s location and rotation angle. Reefs on
the Edge limits the available behavior and
actions that can be done with the system, this
way a semantically tied message can be
transmitted clearly through the shape of the
object. Because we are able to create different
interactive elements for each tangible object
without one object affecting the other, a
parallel interaction was accomplished. The
artwork was made by combining various
disciplines including the following: software
engineering; electrical engineering; industrial
design; interaction design and art. This
demonstrates the cross-disciplinarily of the
process in creating the artwork. However, we
are still not using standard input and output
devices, because none are available. Instead,
we used a Reactivision and TUIO protocol and
combined them with Processing for the input
and output as well as Arduino for the physical
output. Combining this software proven to run
smoothly without crashing during the two days
conference.

Suggestions for Future Development
One of the most important factors we learned
from the usability testing was how the object
acted as the singular point of interaction. This
means, we could solely concentrate on object
detection and interaction around it, while
completely removing the touch and gesture
detection. By doing this, a more accurate
detection of the marker can be done in order to
detect the marker and finger detection, some
sacrifice was done by reducing the accuracy of
detecting these two concurrently.
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A higher accuracy in detecting the
markers may help create a more flowing
narrative by producing a more responsive
feedback given by the Arduino inside the
object. This is because the feedback is highly
dependent on the accuracy of the marker’s
position and angle detection and failure to
detect both will make the changing color
property of the object can’t happen smoothly.
Another development might include a
more rewarding effect for the feedback. One
user pointed out that because the users are
interacting in a physical way, which means
they put more effort to do so, they demand a
more interesting response from the system.
Adding a more interesting animation on the
system and giving a more dramatic effect upon
interaction could help achieve this desired
result.

Conclusion
This paper has presented the design processes
in tangible objects for Reefs on the Edge. The
activity-based approach in object design was
proved successful in communicating how the
object should be used without any external
instruction. The object’s role was expanded to
invite users to play with the artwork as well as
giving feedback. This way, the object wasn’t
positioned as a passive object, but also as an
active object that could show its own. These
two roles were added by giving interactive
lights inside the object.
To conclude, by giving interesting
physical properties to the object, an engaging
interactive experience was created by Reefs on
the Edge. Coupled by the digital information
tied down to the object, the installation is able
to give its audience a unique experience in
exploring environmental scientific data to
communicate the message of how the raise in
sea surface temperature will change the
lifespan of corals in Great Barrier Reef.
Reefs on the Edge is planned to be
exhibited in these locations:
1. A-M Gallery, Canberra, Australia, 2012
2. NCA Gallery, Canberra, Australia, 2012
3. WerkStad, Berlin, Germany December
2012
4. Exploratorium, San Francisco, USA,
2013
These
various
exhibitions
will
help
communicating this important environmental
message to a larger audience.
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in the telling, stories change the listener and the teller, and through
forming an ‘us’ the story is changed from ‘my’ story, to ‘our’ story.
Stories contain us, transport us to other places, and transform us.
Through exploring and sharing the lives and stories of young
people in caring relationships I wanted the students to have some
experience of learning from the inside what it means to be a young
carer.
My intention was to develop an approach to teaching alongside
young carers (aged from 5 – 18) on the University campus rather
than out in practice learning placements in the field. I also wanted
to use the campus itself as a creative learning environment for
both the students and young people working with us. I was
passionate about service user and carer involvement in teaching,
particularly children’s participation, and also interested in finding
creative ways to diversify their involvement, but I also needed to
find the evidence to strengthen and legitimise this work within the
department and to develop an approach to this that enhanced the
students learning experience, and that we could evaluate and
assess within an academic framework.
Working in partnership with a project in Bath supporting young
carers (Off The Record) I designed and delivered a series of 6
teaching days for social work students which involved a group of
up to 40 young carers (aged between 5 – 18) spending the day on
campus working alongside the students.
The days have been embedded within taught academic modules.
Curriculum design has centred on student learning being
enhanced through partnership working and learning about the
central importance of relationships to social work education and
practice. But also through students finding increasingly creative
ways to build relationships that are transformative with the young
people working with us. Students recorded their learning in
reflective learning journals, extracts from which have formed the
basis for the assessed work for the module. Activities on the young
carers days have included using narrative approaches to
relationship building using scrap books and story telling, a lecture
delivered to mixed groups of young carers and students on roles in
groups and families, a young carer presentation, discussions about
what makes a good or bad social worker, campus tours, play bus,
arts & crafts, sports and games, and role play where young carers
played the role of the social worker and the students were given
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the role of young carer. Students showed some young carers their
rooms on campus and a lot of photographs were taken.
My interest in children’s participation in social work education has
in recent years led to students conducting community based
research projects on the emotional impact of being a young carer,
an evaluation into the effectiveness of therapeutic groups for
children and young people, and the impact of play provision on the
local community.
East and Chambers (2007) propose that ‘teaching social work is a
science, an art form and a passion’. This presentation focuses on
teaching through the medium of art and also using art to help the
young people express themselves, find a voice, and tell their own
stories, stories from the inside – out, or the outside – in. The focus
is not just on the content of the young carers’ stories, but also on
examining the story that we are creating between us, between
students and young carers in their work together at the University
during these teaching days, finding new ways to learn from each
other that honour the mutuality of the process.
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Pragmatic use of Japanese auxiliary verb -te shimau :
A comparative study of native speakers
and learners of Japanese
Kaori Kondo and Yasuaki Abe
Nanzan University

1. Introduction
The Japanese auxiliary verb -te shimau is generally regarded as a kind of
aspectual marker, meaning “to completely finish doing something”. Most Japanese
textbooks introduce -te shimau at the end of the beginner level. Although Japanese
children acquire it very early, it is said that -te shimau is one of the difficult
expressions for Japanese language students to learn. Native Japanese speakers not
only learn the expression very early and use it frequently in daily conversations, but
also know how to use it effectively for various pragmatic purposes.
We will focus on some social contexts that call for excuses, such as situations
in which one party apologizes to the other, and see how the auxiliary verb is used,
when it is used, and what pragmatic functions it plays. In these contexts, native
Japanese speakers tend to use -te shimau as a way to express their excuses
INDIRECTLY, while making explicit apologies. In order to identify the actual usage
patterns of -te shimau by native Japanese speakers and non-native Japanese
speakers, we conducted a corpus-based analysis on the use of the auxiliary verb. We
discovered a significant difference in the frequency of the use of the auxiliary verb
between native and non-native speakers. Based on this observation, we would like to
propose a direction toward a more effective presentation of the auxiliary verb in
Japanese language classes and Japanese language textbooks.
2.
2.1.

The Meaning of -te shimau
Previous Works on -te shimau

-Te shimau is a grammaticalized verb, which is derived from the lexical verb
shimau meaning “put away” or “finish”. Through this grammaticalization process,
1
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shimau lost its lexical meaning, and acquired various grammatical functions
(Strauss 1998, Ono and Suzuki 1993, etc.). These grammatical functions cover a
wide range of meaning, and different researchers have different views on how to
classify these grammatical functions of -te shimau. However, most researchers
recognize the aspectual function and the modal function as two core grammatical
functions of -te shimau 1. We will tentatively introduce the classification according to
Yoshikawa (1976) here2.
(1)

a. COMPLETION: completion of the action which has a process
Gohan
meal

o

zenbu tabe-te

ACC3

all

shimatta.

eat-GER FINISH PST4

‘I have finished eating all the dishes.’
b. A POSITIVE ACTION OF FINISHING: to act positively to finish
Mae

no

kareshi no

shasin

wa

sute-te

shimainasai.

Before GEN boyfriend GEN picture TOP throw away-GER FINISH IMP
‘Throw away your ex-boyfriend’s pictures resolutely.”
c. IRREVERSIBILITY: to show the feeling of irreversibility
Gurasu
glass

ga

ACC

oti-te

shimatta.

fall-GER FINISH PST

‘The glass fell.’

1 Most previous studies regard the fundamental function of -te shimau as an aspect marker, with some

secondary use expressing modality. In early studies, such as Kindaichi (1955) and Teramura (1984), they don’t
use the term, “modality”, but they essentially refer to the same concept. We will not, however, commit ourselves
to the bifurcation view of the semantics of -te shimau. See our work in progress in the area of syntax and
semantics for a slightly different view on the syntax and semantics of -te shimau.
2 Although the classification is due to Yoshikawa, the example sentences have been changed for the sake of

simplicity.
3 In this paper, the following abbreviations are used in glosses. TOP: topic marker, NOM: nominative case, ACC:

accusative case, GER: gerundive ending, PRS: present tense, PST: past tense, COP: copula, NML: nominalizer,
INSTR: instrumental case, PTL: sentence particle, CONJ: conjunction. IMP: imperative
4 “-te” is a particular conjunctive verbal ending that is required by many auxiliary verbs including shimau,

ageru(“to do something on behalf of somebody), and hoshii (“to want somebody to do something”). In this paper,
“te” is glossed as GER (gerundive) only out of convenience. Also, “shimau” is glossed as “FINISH” for the sake of
exposition, without any commitment to a particular view on the nature of the core meaning of the auxiliary verb.

2
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d. UNINTENTIONAL ACTION: to indicate that the action is unintentional5
Kanban

o

mite

tatidomat-te

signboard ACC see

shimatta.

stop-GER FINISH PST

‘I unintentionally stopped walking when I saw the signboard.’
e. INCONVENIENCE/UNEXPECTEDNESS: things that we feel
inconvenient and unexpected occur
PTA no

yakuin

PTA GEN stuff

ni

nat-te

shimatta.

COP become-GER FINISH PST

‘I unexpectedly became a staff member of PTA.’
Yoshikawa (1976) considers the usage in
‘a’

aspectual,

‘d’ and ‘e’

modal,

‘b’ and ‘c’

neutral.

These examples indicate that -te shimau can express a wide range of
meaning and completive aspectual meaning is only one type. It seems that native
Japanese speakers use -te shimau to express complicated yet subtle emotion by the
speaker and the speaker’s judgment more often than to express a simple completive
aspect.
2.2. -te shimau in Japanese Textbooks
We looked over some major Japanese Language textbooks and discovered
that most of the textbooks at the beginner level introduced -te shimau at the end of
the book. They also describe the expression as denoting “completion” and a sense of
“regret”. Furthermore, many Japanese language textbooks state that the main usage
of -te shimau is to express completion. However, there is a report that points out the
fact that -te shimau is rarely used as a marker of completive aspect even in written
data (Hanai 2008), which leads us to believe that in the actual usage, various
modal-like meanings are more frequently observed. Whereas it is true that Japanese
5 In (d) and (e), there are no actual words in Japanese that correspond to “unintentionally” and “unexpectedly”,

even though they appear in the English translation to express the connotation explicitly.

3
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language learners have difficulty in learning the appropriate use of -te shimau, this
type of introduction in textbooks puts emphasis on the aspectual use of the
expression, This could be one of the reasons Japanese language learners have
difficulty using the correct function of -te shimau.
2.3.

Pragmatic function of -te shimau
It can be said that one of the major pragmatic functions of -te shimau is to

evade accusations and to make one’s responsibility look less significant than it
actually is. Beuckman and Usami (2005) conducted a research on the strategies of
apology, and compared Japanese speakers (JNs) with Chinese speakers (CNs).
According to the study, CNs tend to blame the other party directly, and the person
who is making an apology tries to defend himself, whereas the person who receives
an apology tries to clarify where the responsibility lies. On the other hand, JNs tend
to blame the other party indirectly. As a result, the one who makes the apology tends
to admit his responsibility.
They concluded that this difference comes from which party plays the role to
clarify where the responsibility lies. Judging from the results, it might appear that
JNs make apologies without any excuses and they admit their wrongdoing with good
grace. However, we believe that JNs are actually using -te shimau very effectively in
this kind of situation. That is, despite admitting their responsibility, they try to
reduce the magnitude of responsibility by using -te shimau. For example, if someone
is late for an important appointment, majority of JNs probably use -te shimau when
they make an apology as the following examples show.
(2) a. Osoku nat-te sumimasen. Jiko de densha ga tomatta node.
late become-GER sorry

accident INSTR train stop PST because

‘I’m sorry I am late, an accident stopped the train.’
b. Osoku nat-te simatte sumimasen. Jiko de densha ga tomat-te shimatta node.
late become-GER FINISH sorry accident INSTR train stop-GER FINISIH PST because

‘I’m sorry I am late, an accident stopped the train, which is quite unfortunate.’
(2a) and (2b) describe the same situation, but they give you totally different
4
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impressions. (2a) describes the situation objectively, while (2b) expresses speakers’
attitude toward the event, which roughly means, “I’m sorry about this event which is
the cause of my being late and that is due to an unexpected accident.” By using -te

shimau, we can implicitly express the idea that there was an event that was
unintentional and we feel serious regret about it.
Therefore, in this kind of situation, which requires an apology, it is quite
natural that JNs not only clarify their own responsibility, but also try to reduce the
degree of responsibility by using -te shimau. This indicates that the event was
unintentional, unavoidable, unexpected, regrettable and so on. The functions of -te

shimau used in excuses are to declare ‘unintentionality of action’ and ‘inconvenience,
unexpectedness’ following Yoshikawa’s classification. We believe that JNs take
advantage of these functions of -te shimau to evade responsibility. We believe that
this type of usage of -te shimau is based on one of its major pragmatic functions:
evasion of responsibility.
3. A Corpus Analysis
To see how people actually use -te shimau and to determine what type of
pragmatic effects are invoked, we picked out several role-plays from the corpora that
call for excuses.
3.1. The Data
We used two kinds of corpora, both of which were compiled by the National
Institute of Japanese Language and Linguistics. They are: [1] the Contrastive
Linguistic Database for Japanese Language Learners' Spoken Language in
Japanese and the First Language (CLD) and [2] the Database of Japanese Language
Learners' Conversation (DJSL).
CLD includes three types of role-play data: (A) Japanese learner pairs with
the same mother tongue, (B) a Japanese learner-and-a native Japanese speaker
pairs, and (C) native Japanese speaker pairs. Subjects consisted of 69 native Chinese
speakers (CN), 70 native Korean speakers (KN), 51 native Thai speakers (TN) and
57 native Japanese speakers (JNs). Each pair participated in four different

5
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role-plays. DJSL is a database consisting of the OPI6 results of 339 subjects, who are
Japanese language learners from various countries.
3.2 .

Pragmatic Use of -te shimau by Native Japanese speakers
We picked out relevant role-plays in which JNs need to make excuses. Then

we analyzed the data to see whether JNs really use -te shimau as predicted, when
they made excuses, how they use it, and how many times they use it in each
role-play.
Table 1 shows the result from the DJSL analysis. There were a total of 28
relevant role-plays, in which -te shimau appeared 37 times, out of which 35 tokens
were used to make excuses. “Times/RP” is the average number of -te shimau
occurrences per role-play. We can safely conclude from these result that JNs use -te

shimau at least once per role-play.

Table 1
occurrences used for
excuses

number of

something

token/RP

tokens

other than

number of

excuse

RPs

number of
tokens

Superior7

‐

‐

‐

‐

Advanced

20

1.67

0

12

Intermediate

15

0.94

2

16

Novice

‐

‐

‐

‐

total

35

1.25

2

28
RP = role-play

6 Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) is a kind of interview test for language learners. The levels are determined

based on the rigid evaluation methods prescribed by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL).
7 These levels represent the skill levels of learners in accordance with the OPI results.

6
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The role-plays we chose for the analysis included situations in which
Japanese learners (JLs) complain about something and JNs have to apologize,
making excuses, negotiating and so on. For instance, in one of the role-plays, one
party is to refuse a request by a friend who wants to borrow money from him/her. In
another role-play, one party has to talk to a clerk at an electrical appliance store to
reschedule the delivery date of an air conditioner. In these situations, it is observed
that JNs consistently use -te shimau to make excuses.
(3) Chotto

hora

kac-chat-ta

n

da

yo.

just buy CHAU8 PST NML COP PTL
‘It so happened that I bought it. ’
(4) Doushitemo

shuuri

by no means repair

no

hou

GEN

ga

konban

ka

ashita

no

asa

ni

nat-te

NOM tonight or tomorrow GEN morning COP

becomes
shimau

n

desu

kedo.

-GER FINISH PRS NML COP

though

‘But the repair will have to be either tonight or tomorrow morning.
(We can only repair it tonight or tomorrow morning.)’
(5) Ninki

no

shouhin

popular GEN product

deshi-te

sinagire

ni

nat-te shimatta

mono

de.

COP-CONJ sold out COP become -GER FINISH PST

CONJ
‘It turned out that it is sold out, because it is such a popular item.’
(6) Sui hajimeru to

yamituki

ni

na-chatte

mou

zenzen

yame

rare-nai n

da
smoke begin CONJ addicted COP become-CHAU never at all stop cannnot NML
COP
‘Once I begin to smoke, it turns out that I become addicted and cannot stop
smoking at all.’

8 -chau is a contracted form of -te shimau, and is usually used in informal speech styles. We assume it has

essentially the same function as the uncontracted form, -te shimau, here.

7
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Even if we do not use -te shimau in these sentences, we can still express almost the
same meaning. We claim that -te shimau is used to emphasize that the event
involved is “uncontrollable” and add a nuance that the speaker feels sorry about the
event and describes it with some regret. In other words, the speaker who is making
excuses uses -te shimau to reduce the significance of his/her responsibility and invite
the other party to feel sympathetic.
3.3.

Pragmatic Use of -te shimau by Japanese Learners
By analyzing DJSL, we discovered that JLs do not use -te shimau effectively

in various pragmatic situations that normally require the use of -te shimau. By
contrast, JNs frequently use -te shimau in situations that involve excuses.
Table 2
excuse situations
number of

non-excuse

number of

token/RP

situations

RPs

tokens
Superior

4

2.00

0

2

Advanced

8

0.40

2

20

Intermediate

4

0.07

0

55

Novice

1

0.14

0

7

total

17

0.20

2

84
RP = role-play

Table 2 summarizes how -te shimau is used in JL’s speech in the DJSL
corpus. You can see that the average use of -te shimau per role-play is very low9,
compared to the corresponding average value we have observed in Table 1.
Similarly, from the CLD corpus, we learned that JL’s use of -te shimau is
remarkably rare, compared to the frequent use by JNs. Table 3 summarizes the
frequency of -te shimau that was used during role-play, classified and charted

9 We should not really take seriously the number of occurrences in the superior level, in which the average

frequency is higher than that in the case of JN. Note that the four occurrences of -te shimau in the superior level
were actually produced by a single leaner, and all of the occurrences involve the same verb.
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according to the mother tongue of the learner.
Table 3 : the number of times -te shimau is used in a role-play
0 times

1 time

2 times

3 times

4 times or

Sum

more
01 C

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

14

66.67

3

14.29

2

9.52

1

4.76

1

4.76

21

10

47.62

7

33.33

2

9.52

1

4.76

1

4.76

21

8

57.14

5

35.71

1

7.14

0

0

0

0

14

2

9.09

5

22.73

4

18.18

5

22.73

6

27.27

22

10

47.62

3

14.29

5

23.81

2

9.52

1

4.76

21

4

19.05

6

28.57

3

14.29

4

19.05

4

19.05

21

1

7.14

2

14.29

8

57.14

1

7.14

2

14.29

14

0

0

2

9.09

4

18.18

5

22.73

11

50.00

22

5

29.41

2

11.76

3

17.65

1

5.88

6

35.29

17

5

22.73

6

27.27

6

27.27

0

0

5

22.73

22

6

40.00

4

26.67

0

0

1

6.67

4

26.67

15

1

12.5

1

12.5

5

62.5

0

0

1

12.5

8

C
01 K
K
01 T
T
01 J
J
02 C
C
02 K
K
02 T
T
02 J
J
05 C
J
05 K
J
05 T
J
05 J
J
N = -te shimau occurrences, C = Chinese, K = Korean, T = Thai, J = Japanese
Three Types of Role-play
9
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01: One participant asks his friend to lend him 100 thousand yen (about 1
thousand dollars), and the friend refuses the request.
02: One participant apologizes to his friend because he lost his friend’s
expensive book, and the friend negotiates about a possible
compensation.
05: One participant canceled an appointment to meet his friend, and gives
an apology.
Role cards with detailed instructions were provided for 01 and 02 role-plays
and there was not much room left for participants to improvise. The pairs with the
same mother tongue performed them. On the other hand, 05 role-play was without
any coaching or directions so the participants could create their own dialogues much
more freely, in which pairs of JL and a JN participated.
As Table 3 shows, the number of -te shimau expressions used by JN pairs is
notably high in 01 and 02. For JN pairs, the percentage of using -te shimau 4 times
or more per role-play is 27.27% in 01, 50.00% in 02. By contrast, the percentage of
not using -te shimau in role-plays performed by JL pairs was around 50% in 01
regardless of their mother tongue. In 02, -te shimau was used more frequently
compared to 01, but the percentage of not using -te shimau by JL pairs was still high
in view of the fact that the percentage was 0 in the case of JN pairs. 05 present a
slightly different picture. The two extremes - the number of 0 times and 4 times or
more - were high. As we looked at the data to find out what was going on, it became
apparent that -te shimau was used frequently when a JN was in a position to make
excuses, while it was rarely used when a JL was in a position to make excuses. Thus,
it is quite obvious that JLs cannot use -te shimau effectively compared to JNs.
4.

Conclusion
As our corpus analysis indicated, JLs cannot use -te shimau effectively even

at the advanced level and higher. One reason for this might trace back to the fact
that Japanese textbooks introduce -te shimau as an auxiliary verb denoting
completion aspect or at least state that this type of aspectual use is the major
grammatical function of -te shimau. If JLs regard -te shimau as a completion aspect
morpheme, they might not find it useful to use -te shimau because the past tense
marker “ta” alone can also indicate the concept of “completion” to a certain degree.
10
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However, it is not helpful to JLs to regard -te shimau as an unessential element in
sentence formation. The big advantage for Japanese learners is that if they acquire

-te shimau and use it appropriately in situations that require excuses and apologies,
they can communicate with the native speakers of Japanese more smoothly.
Instead of the conventional way to introduce -te shimau, which currently
presents only example sentences denoting completion and a sense of regret, we
believe that it would be more effective if the expression is taught together with
representative social contexts in which one must apologize or must come up with
excuses for whatever inconvenience he or she might have caused. This way, we could
teach Japanese language students why the use of te-shimau is important and
beneficial in excuse-making situations even though the auxiliary verb is not always
essential in describing a completed event.
In this study, we confined ourselves to situations, which called for excuses
and analyzed the corpus to see how native Japanese speakers and non-native
Japanese speakers use -te shimau in specific contexts. It is expected that we expand
the scope of research further and examine other situations in which people use this
semantically and pragmatically complex auxiliary verb, -te shimau, in future studies.
Based on the result of the present inquiry, it would be a significant contribution if we
could make concrete proposals regarding how effectively we introduce -te shimau
and teach it in textbooks and language classes.
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Helping EFL writers to become aware of metacognitive strategies in the
writing process is crucial. Integrating metacognitive strategies into writing will allow
student writers to exert more control over the writing process resulting in achieving
the goal of writing in a way that improves their writing performance. This paper
reports a study on the effectiveness of the explicit metacognitive strategy training in
Thai EFL student writers’ narrative and argumentative essay writing. The study also
concentrates on three metacognitive strategies: planning, monitoring and evaluating
strategies students employ in writing both types of essays. The study is a quasiexperimental design, namely, pretest-posttest non-equivalent control group design that
compares the explicit and embedded metacognitive strategy training. Quantitative
data were collected through students’ pre- and post-test, the first drafts and second
drafts of their narrative and argumentative essays, and pre- and post-metacognitive
strategies questionnaires. The data then were analyzed using statistical procedures. In
addition, qualitative interviews were conducted to triangulate the numerical data from
the questionnaires and support the findings about students’ use of metacongitive
strategies, and how they use them. The quantitative data analysis results revealed that
students writing performances on a narrative and an argumentative essay improve
through the explicit metacognitive strategiy training. The finding also showed the
statistical differences between metacognitive strategies used by students in the explicit
metacognitive strategy group before and after training. The results from the interview
retrospective data showed that students used a variety of metacognitive strategies in
writing, and there were both similarities and differences in the use of metacognitive
strategies of students in three different proficiency levels: proficient, average and less
proficient. The implications drawn from the study were the effectiveness of the
explicit metacognitive strategy training on students’ writing performance, the
significance of enhancing students’ metacognitive strategies in writing and the
possibility of improving writing by incorporating metacognitive strategies in EFL
writing instruction.
Key words: metacognitive strategy training, metacognitive strategies, narrative essay
writing, argumentative essay writing
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Introduction
Writing in English is a complex cognitive process including planning,
translating, and rewriting, and skilled writing requires the writer’s ability to actively
engaging metacognitive processs related to writing (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987;
Flower & Hayes, 1987). In addition, Graham and Harris (2000) state that writing
requires extensive self-regulation and control, and skilled writers see writing as a
flexible, goal-directed activity that is grounded by the knowledge of cognitive
processes and strategies for planning, producing and revising a text. It has become
apparent that writing involves both cognitive and metacognitive enterprise. That is, to
write successfully, the writer require the metacognitive ability to take control over
their own writing process. From the metacognitive point of view, successful writers
use the knowledge-transforming model of writing which entails metacognitive
activities of the following kinds: goal-directing, planning, audience consideration,
problem-solving and evaluating. In contrast, unsuccessful writers employ an easily
acquired writing strategy called “knowledge-telling.” In other words, they write what
they know about a topic without much prior planning and metacognitive-like guidance
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987).
Due to its complexity, writing is problematic even for native speakers
(Flowers & Hayes, 1980, Hayes, & Flower, 1987), and it is more complicated for nonnative speakers of English because many factors are involved (Liu & Braine, 2005;
Chen, 2006). The difficulties ESL and EFL writers have confronted include the
difference in the linguistic features, the distinction of rhetorical pattern, lexical
deficiencies, and a lack of prior experiences and writing strategies are involved
(Nazar, 1996; Thongrin, 2000; Chinnawong, 2002). Thus, the issue emerged in
learning and teaching writing in EFL contexts is the need to develop EFL student
writers’ proficiency by helping them to overcome those deficiencies. One effective
way to consider is that in addition to encouraging the development of knowledge
about texts and linguistic knowledge, the writing teachers should encourage the
students to become metacognitively aware of their own writing process as the
successful writers. That is, an important goal in writing instruction is to develop
students’ metacogntive mechanisms and equip the students with the ability to be
reflective and strategic when performing the writing tasks instead of those that use or
apply the rules for the certain types of written text (Glasswell & Hastings, 2003,
p.535).
The seminal writing researchers have proposed the integration of
metacognitive ability on students’ writing. For example, Sitko (1998) proposes the
notion of the metacognitive instruction in writing that provides the students in the
process of composition by planning, drafting, revising and editing; the regular
metacognitive instruction in how to monitor and control their learning and evaluate
the strategies into their own repertoire so that they can control the complex and social
processes involved in performing the writing task (p.113). In L 2 writing context,
Anderson and Wolfersberger (2002) propose the interactive model of metacognition
in which five components of metacognitive processes: preparing and planning for
effective writing, using the particular writing strategies, monitoring the writing
strategy use, orchestrating writing strategies and evaluating writing, can be integrated
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in writing. Incorporating metacognitive activities allows the L2 writers to think about
how they can combine various writing strategies and reflect on the writing strategies
they are using to accomplish their goals and purposes leading to the development of
stronger cognitive skills and the substantial improvement of writing.
In EFL writing class, Lv and Chen (2010) trained non-English major students
to write a composition using metacognitive strategies-based instruction. The approach
of teaching writing focuses on the process approach, and metacognitive strategies
consist of self-planning, self-monitoring, and self-evaluating. The results indicate that
training has positive effects on students’ writing performance. In another EFL writing
context, Tsai (2010) created the instructional model for teaching in a process-product
EFL writing class in which the students were taught the knowledge of the writing
task, writing strategies in planning, revising and the metacognitive strategies
including self-monitroing, self-assessment, and self-management. The results showed
that the skilled writers were able to focus on high order concerned when selfmonitoring their writing tasks. Also, skilled writers made more improvement in their
metacognitive and in the composing process.
Given a brief discussion above, the proposed models of writing instruction
mostly aim to develop students’ cognitive and metacognitive strategies within the
writing. Scaffolding metacognitive strategies have contributed to the increase in the
use of metacognitive strategies in writing. The studies also provide the evidence that
metacognitive awareness leads to more profound learning in a way that directly
improve writing performances. In addition, it is suggested that that the effective
writing instruction should be designed to develop students’ cognitive strategies and
metacognitive awareness so that the students gain conscious control of their own
writing process and become the reflective writers or independent writers. Writing
instruction focusing on the process writing approach and promoting the EFL learners’
metacognitive strategies can further facilitate EFL instructors to better understanding
the composing process, the strategies and skills the learners possess when dealing
with the writing problems. Therefore they can help EFL learners to develop and
perform the writing task effectively. For learners, equipped with metacognitive
ability, they can have opportunities to examine their own writing process and the
writing tasks, reflect on their cognitive enterprise, monitor or regulate their written
product and then revise their work. Finally, they can self-evaluate the quality of the
written work as well as the become more active and effective.
Literature Review
Metacognition
Based on the metacognitive theory (Flavell, 1976, 1979; Brown, 1987; Flavell,
1987), literally metacognitive is referred to as the process of thinking about thinking
or cognition about cognition. The concept of metacognition was originated by Flavell
(1979) and later developed as a bridge between cognitive development and other
areas, specifically, learning and instruction. Literally, metacognition is referred to as
the process of thinking about thinking or cognition about cognition. The concept of
metacognition was originated by Flavell (1979) and later developed as a bridge
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between cognitive development and other areas, specifically, learning and instruction.
In Flavell’s description, (1979, 1987) metacognition is defined as knowledge and
cognition concerning one’s own cognitive processes to achieve cognitive goals
(p.906). According to Brown (1980), metacognition refers to knowledge about one’s
own cognitive system, thinking about one’s own thinking, and essential skills for
learning to learn. It also includes thoughts about what one knows or does not know
and regulating how to go about learning. Therefore, two dimensions of metacognition
are generally recognized: knowledge about cognition, and regulation of cognition
(Kluwe, 1987; Campione, 1987). The first aspect of metacognition, “knowledge about
cognition” is linked to declarative knowledge referring to the knowledge about one
has of one’s cognition and that of other person. The second aspect of metacognition,
regulation of cognition relates to the executive control or regulatory functions or skills
(Kluwe, 1987), or of Brown’s (1987) metacognitive strategies. This study adopted
terminology of Brown (1987). It is then essential to delineate metacognitive
strategies.
Metacognitive strategies are higher order thinking skills. O’Malley and
Chamot, (1990) defined metacognitive strategies as actions or behaviors one takes to
plan for learning, to monitor one’s comprehension/production, or to evaluate the
learning outcome. Since researchers in ESL and EFL learning and teaching mostly
agree that the nature and function of metacognitive strategies are planning,
monitoring, and evaluating one’s own learning (Brown, 1987; Cohen & Brooks,
2001). Metacognitive strategies then consist of the skills through which ones use in
planning, monitoring and evaluating their own cognitive process and learning
outcome.
Metacognition and Its Contribution
Scholars and researchers in the field of cognitive and instructional
development claim that metacognition has contributed to learning and instruction in
many aspects. First, it helps learners to become active participants in their own
performance rather than the passive recipients (Paris & Winigrad, 1990). Second,
metacogntively-aware leaenrs can develop their cognitive abilities and experience I
learning. Third, metacogntion plays a significant role in many types of cognitive
activities including oral communication, reading comprehension, writing, language
acquisition, perception, attention, memory, problem-solving, social cognition, and
various forms of self-instruction and self-control (Flavell, 1979). Fourth,
metacognitive awareness leads to positive feelings of pride and satisfaction, promotes
cognitive courage and persistence in the face of failure and may, eventually, enhance
performance on a range of cognitive tasks. Finally, the virtue of metacogntion may
underline the very important processes of generalization and transfer of strategies
learned (Garner & Alexander, 1989). It is clear that metacognition has its own
potential for developing learners’ cognitive process.
Metacognition is also considered as an essential component of intelligence as
well as a major influence on academic success (Sternberg, 1984 as cited in Anderson,
2001, 2002). Recent research indicates that metacognitively aware learners are more
strategic and perform better than unaware learners (Garner & Alexander, 1989;
Pressley & Ghatala, 1990). One explanation is that metacognitive awareness allows
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individuals to plan, sequence and monitor their learning in a way that directly
improves performance (Schraw & Dennison, 1994). Prelley, Snyder and Cariglia-Bull
(1987, in Carrell, 1998) discuss the role of metacognition in general learning that
metacognition helps learners to be consciously aware of what they have learned,
recognize situations in which it would be useful and processes involve in using it.
Therefore, students need to develop their metacognitive abilities and practice of being
able to think about thinking because it is an essential step in cognitive process, and
allows the learners to control and access strategies while understanding their
limitations and strengths in learning.
In language learning, metacognition is claimed to be the good chanracteristics
of successful language learners. Divine (1993) asserts that successful language
learners possess metacognitive knowledge about the nature of cognitive tasks, and
they have repertoire of appropriate strategies for achieving cognitive goal. Pierce
(2003) similarly points out that the more students are aware of their own thinking
processes as they learn–self-awareness, the more they can control such matters as
goals, in a way that they are to reaching goals.
A number of researchers in ESL/ learning and instruction have also discussed
and led to the same conclusion that metacognition is one of the important variables to
be taken into accounts in explanation of successful and unsuccessful learning outcome
(Naiman, Frohlich and Stern (1975 in Wenden, 1978; O’Malley et al., 1985)
If learners’ repertoire of strategies can be expanded and refined, poor learners may
benefit from learning how to use strategies utilized to good effect by the effective
learners (O’Malley et al, 1985; Baker & Brown, 1984; and Carrell, 1989). Anderson
(2002a, 2002b) discusses that the use of metacognitive strategies ignites one’s
thinking and can lead to learning and better performance, and he believes that
developing metacognitive awareness may also lead to the development of strong
cognitive skills” (p.1). Graham (1997) also argues that metacognitive strategies, that
allow students to plan, control, and evaluate their learning, have the most central role
to play in improvement of learning. It has also been proved that language learners can
be trained in metacognitve strategy use. This training helps learners monitor, evaluate
its use and determine its relevance for themselves (Schunk, 1982, 1983; Goetz &
Palmer, 1984; and Paris et al. 1982). Moreover, the training can influence the
learners’ maintenance of strategies and their transfer to other situations (Palinscar &
Brown, 1984).
The Role of Metacognitive Strategies on Writing
Metacognitive strategies have been also recognized as a feature of expert
response to problem-solving in general (Sternberg, 1984) as well as of expert writing
(Scardamalia & Berreiter, 1986; Brown, 1980), proficient writers are more
consciously aware of what they write, they make more decisions about planning and
regulating as they write and they are more likely to self-evaluate their writing as they
write than inefficient writers. Within the process of writing, the students work through
each of the process for any writing task; whereas, the teacher can select the strategies
to teach depending the point of the writing task in which the learners need the most
help. The learners can also use and apply these metacognitive strategies to plan,
monitor and evaluate whether they succeed in the learning tasks. However, research
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has shown that without the combination of metacognitive strategy development,
learners are unable to transfer strategies to new tasks or other learning tasks
(O’Malley 1987). As O’Malley stated in the most frequent quote in the metacognitive
research “students without metacognitive approaches are essentially learners without
direction, or opportunity to review their progress, accomplishment, and future
directions” (p.561).
The review of metacotnitive theories discussed above light up the great hope
for ESL and EFL nguage teachers, researchers and practitioners to support the
metacognitive skill development in students so that they can be responsible for
managing their own learning competence. Once the students develop insightful beliefs
about language learning process, their own abilities and the use of metacognitive
strategies, they may compensate for possible weaknesses and, in turn, become selfregulators of their own learning leading them to become autonomous learners.
Therefore, it is important that these students are engaged in metacognitive strategy
training.
Integrating Metacognitive Strategies in Writing
Based on the insights from the research mentioned earlier, the researcher
decided to integrate metacognitive strategies into narrative and argumentative essay
writing and explicitly train Thai EFL students majoring in English to plan, monitor,
and evaluate their writing process. The definition and classification of metacognitive
strategies provided by O’Malley and Chamot (1990) were used as the basis of
devising the Metacognitive Strategies Model of Writing for the present study since
they were more practical and widely accepted.
According to the Metacognitive Strategies Model for Writing, three
components of metacogntive strategies: planning, monitoring, and evaluating involve
three stages of writing: before (pre-writing), during (drafting/writing the first draft),
and after (rewriting). First, in planning (the pre-writing stage), the writers are trained
to develop the plan for their writing task. To do so, they need to set the goal by
referring back to the nature of the writing task as well as retrieving the prior
knowledge and the existing knowledge about the writing task. In the second stage,
writing the first draft, the students are trained to monitor their plan while writing the
first draft. They then learned how to develop their ideas related to the topic (ideas
brainstormed in the pre-writing stage), for a particular rhetorical mode of writing
(narrative or argumentative writing). The students also learn how to select appropriate
writing strategies for the writing task. In the last stage, after they complete the first
draft, the students have to evaluate the quality of the writing task: how well they do
(whether they meet the criteria of the type of writing), consider if they need to go back
(review) through the writing task, and reflect their own problem. However, all of three
metacognitive strategies that the students are trained can be interactive and recursive.
Figure 1 illustrates the Metacognitive Strategies Model of Writing.
Research Objectives
Built upon the beliefs of the integration of metacognitive strategies in writing
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and the Metacognitive Strategies Model of Writing devised for the current study, four
main research objectives were addressed: 1) to investigate the effectiveness of the
explicit metacognitive strategy training model in writing a narrative and an
argumentative essay, 2) to investigate whether the explicit metacognitive strategy
training model improve Thai EFL student writers’ writing of their narrative and
argumentative essay, 3) to investigate how do metacognitive strategies: planning,
monitoring, and evaluating facilitate EFL students’ writing, and 4) to examine of the
explicit metacognitive strategy training increase the use of metacognitive strategies in
writing of Thai EFL student writers.





PLAN
Setting the writing goals
Thinking about the nature of the
writing task
Thinking about the prior
knowledge to help in writing task

Prewriting

METACOGNITIVE
STRATEGIES

After
writing

During
drafting

EVALUATE




MONITOR

Judge how well you do the
writing task
Judge the effectiveness of
the writing strategies
Reflect your own writing
problems

Stage 1
Pre-writing
(BEFORE)



Stage 2
Drafting/writing
(DURING)

Use appropriate
writing strategies
for each stage in the
writing process

Stage 3
Reflection
(AFTER)

Figure 1. Metacognitive Strategies Model of Writing

Research Methodology
This study was a quasi-experimental research aiming at teaching the
undergraduate EFL students majoring in English enrolling in the composition course
to write two types of an essay: a narrative and an argumentative essay through a
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process approach with the different stages: the pre-writing stage, drafting/writing,
revising (proofreading/editing) and publishing.
Participants
The participants of the study were purposively selected from two natural
natural classes of third year English major students in the Faculty of Humanities,
Srinakharinwirot University, enrolled in the composition class in the first semester of
2008 academic year. One class of 20 students served as the experimental group;
another class with 20 students served as the control group. The experimental group
received the Explicit Metacognitive Strategy Training (EMST); whereas, the control
group received the Embedded Metacognitive Strategy Instruction (EMS). All the
participants.
Data Collection and Analysis
The study combined the quantitative and qualitative data collection. The
quantitative data were collected through the pre and post writing exams, students’ first
draft of their narrative and argumentative essay, and the pre- and post-metacognitive
strategies questionnaires. The semi-structured interview was also conducted to
triangulate the data from the questionnaire. The details are presented as follows.
Pre-Writing and Post-Writing
To investigate the effectiveness of the explicit metacognitive strategy training,
data collection came from two sources: the scores of the pretest and posttest of a
narrative and an argumentative essay of both the experimental group and the control
group. The means of the pretest and posttest were then analyzed using T-test to
compare the writing performance between those two groups and presented in tables.
(See Table 1 and Table 2).
Students’ First Drafts
The second source of data was from students’ first drafts of a narrative and an
argumentative essay of the experimental and the control groups. The mean scores of
the students’ first drafts were then analyzed using independent t-test to see whether
there was the significant difference in the writing quality between the students in both
groups. The results were presented in Table 2.
Pre and Post Metacognitive Strategies Questionnaire
The data derived from the pre and post MSQ conducted before and after the
metacognitive strategy training were collected and analyze to see whether there was
an increase in the use of metacognitive strategies of the students after the
metacognitive strategy training. The data were presented in Table 3, 4, and 5.
The Interview
The interview was administered immediately after the students completed the
first draft of each type. Only nine students from the EMST group were selected to
participate in the interview. The students were selected based on their writing
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proficiency levels: the proficient students, the average students and the less proficient
students (three students in each level).
Results and Discussion
The Effectiveness of the Explicit Metacognitive Strategy Training
The paired t-test was applied to establish the writing quality of a narrative and
an argumentative essay of students in the experimental group. The paired t-test run on
the mean scores of the pre-writing and post-writing revealed that the students trained
to write a narrative and an argumentative essay by receiving the explicit
metacognitive strategy training improved their writing of both types of an essay.
Table 1 shows the differences between the mean scores of the pre and post writing
exam of a narrative and argumentative essay of students in the Explicit Metacognitive
Strategy Training group
Table 1
Differences between the Mean Scores of the Students’ Pre and Post Writing Exam
of a Narrative and an Argumentative Essay of Students in the Experimental Group
Types of
Writing
Narrative
Essay
Argumentative
Essay

n

Pre Writing

Post Writing

t

P-value
(sig.)

M

SD

M

SD

20

6.025

0.785

7.25

0.638

16.430

0.000*

20

6.150

0.587

7.65

0.690

11.937

0.000*

As displayed in Table 1, the difference between the mean scores of the ratings
for the students’ pre-writing and post-writing exam of their narrative essay were
significantly different (t =16.430, p 0.000). Table 1 also demonstrated the difference
between the mean scores of the ratings for the students’ pre-writing and post-writing
of their argumentative essay were significantly different (t = 11.937, p=0.000 ). Thus,
the conclusion could be drawn that the students in the experimental group who
received the explicit metacognitive strategy training improved the quality of writing
their narrative and argumentative essays. That is to say, the results of paired t-test
suggested that the students could write their narrative essay more effectively after
training, and their post-writing exams have made a significant improvement in the
quality of their post writing as a whole. In other words, the results of paired t-test
suggested that the students could write their narrative and argumentative essay more
effectively after training, and their post-writing exams have also made a significant
improvement in the quality of their post writing as a whole. This showed that the
model of the explicit metacognitive strategy training in writing is effective.
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The independent t-test was also used to compare the quality of narrative
writing between the students who were trained to explicitly use metacognitive
strategies in writing their narrative and an argumentative essay and the students who
were taught to write by using the embedded metacognitive strategies. The results are
presented in Table 2.
Table 2
The Differences between the Mean Scores of the Narrative and Argumentative PostWriting of the Students in the Experimental Group (EMST) and Control Group (EMS)
Types of Writing

Pre writing
Narrative Essay
Post writing
Narrative Essay
Pre writing
Argumentative
Essay
Post writing
Argumentative
Essay

n

EMST Group

EMS Group

t

P-value
(sig.)

M

SD

M

SD

20

6.025

0.785.

5.90

0.867

0.478

0.636

20

7.25

0.683

6.87

0.636

1.796

0.080

20

6.15

0.587

5.97

0.617

0.919

0.364

20

7.65

0.690

7.08

0.735

2.494

0.017*

As shown in Table 2, the results revealed that the mean scores of the narrative
and argumentative pre-writing of students in the EMST and EMS groups were not
significant different (t= 0.478, p = 0.636, and t = 0.919, p=0.364 respectively). This
showed that the quality of students’ writing of both types of an essay were not
different. After the training, the results showed that there was no significant different
between the mean scores of post-narrative writing of the students in both groups
(t=.1.796, p= 0.080). However, the overall mean of the students in the EMST group
(M=7.25) was higher than that of the EMS group (M=6.87).
For the quality of an argumentative essay, the results showed the significant
difference between the mean scores of the post-argumentative writing of the students
in both group (t= 2.494, p=0.017). The overall mean of students in the EMST
group(7.65) was higher than those of the EMS group (7.08).
The Improvement in the Students’ Writing Quality
To see whether there was an improvement in the quality of writing both types
of an essay, the independent t-test was employed to compare the differences between
the mean scores of the first drafts of the students in the EMST and EMS groups. ,.
Table 3 illustrates the differences between the mean scores of the holistic ratings of
the students’ first drafts of their narrative and argumentative essays of the students in
both groups.
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Table 3
Differences between the Mean Scores of the First Draft and of a Narrative and an
Argumentative Essay of the Students in the EMST and EMS Groups
Types of Writing

n

Narrative
Essay
Argumentative
Essay

EMST Group

EMS Group

t

P-value
(sig.)

M

SD

M

SD

20

6.70

0.651

6.05

0.809

2.797

0.0008*

20

6.75

0.810

6.72

0.734

0.133

0.895

As demonstrated in Table 3, the overall means of the first drafts of a narrative
essay of students in the EMST and the EMS groups were significant difference at the
level of 0.05 ( t= 2.797, p=0.000). However, the results from an analysis of the
students’ first drafts of their argumentative essays found that there was no significant
difference in the mean scores of students’ first drafts (t= 0.133, p=0.895).
The Use of Metacognitive Strategies in Writing
The level of metacognitive strategies use in writing a narrative and an
argumentative essay before and after metacognitive strategy training of students in
both EMST and EMS groups had been identified for the overall mean and standard
deviation. Also, the scale values mentioned above were also applied to indicate the
level of metacogntive strategies use. In addition, the mean scores of the metacognitive
strategies use before and after training for each group were compared using paired ttest. Table 4 illustrates the overall means and standard deviations, and the comparison
of the means before and after training of students in the experimental and control
groups.
Table 4
The Overall Means, Standard Deviations, Mean Differences, and the Level of Use of
Metacognitive Strategies in Writing of the Students in the Explicit Metacognitive
Strategies Training and Embedded Metacognitive Strategies Groups
Groups of
Students
The EMST
The EMS

n

20
20

Pre MSQ

Post MSQ

M

SD

Level

M

SD

Level

3.23
3.25

0.33
0.39

M
M

3.55
3.46

0.37
0.43

H
M

t

Pvalue
(sig.)

-4.18
-1.68

0.00*
0.11

As shown in Table 4 above, the overall mean score of the self-reports from the
Pre MSQ and Post MSQ demonstrates that metacognitive strategies use in writing of
students in the experimental group after the explicit metacognitive strategy training
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(EMST) is statistically higher than the overall mean score of metacognitive strategies
before training. The level of use is at the moderate level before the training, while it is
at the high level after the training. The observed difference in the overall means of
metacognitive strategies reported by the students before and after taking the writing
course is statistically different (t = -4.18; p=0.00).
Also, the overall means of metacognitive strategies of the self-reports from the
Pre MSQ and Post MSQ shows that metacognitive strategies use in writing of
students in the control group (EMS) after the embedded metacognitive strategy
training is higher than the overall mean score of metacognitive strategies before
training. The level of metacognitive strategies use before and after training is at the
moderate level. However, the difference in the overall means of metacognitive
strategies use was not found.
The researcher further compared the differences in the metacognitive
strategies use in writing between the students in the EMST and EMS groups to
examine which method of training metacognitive strategies contributed to the increase
in the use of metacognitive strategies most. The overall means of the Pre and Post
MSQ of each group and the sub-strategies: planning, monitoring, and evaluating the
students used before, during and after writing their essay were compared using the
independent t-test. Table 5 demonstrates the mean scores, standard deviations, and
the comparison of the means before and after training of students in the EMST and
EMS groups.

Table 5
Differences in the Metacognitive Strategies Use in Writing of Students in the Explicit
Metacognitive Strategies Training and Embedded Metacognitive Strategies Groups
Metacognitive
Strategies Use
Before Training
After Training

n

20
20

The EMST Group
M

SD

3.23
3.55

0.33
0.37

Level
of use
M
H

The EMS Group
M

SD

3.25
3.46

0.39
0.43

Level
of Use
M
M

t

Pvalue
(sig.)

-0.180
0.715

0.858
0.479

As illustrated in Table 5 above, the overall means of self-reports from the Pre
MSQ of students in both groups were not significant different (t=.0.180, p=0.858).
Similarly, the overall means of self-reports from the Pre-MSQ of students in the
EMST and the EMS groups were not significant different (t= 0.715, p=0.479).
Data from the Pre and Post MSQ were analyzed in accordance with three main
categories of metacognitive strategies: planning, monitoring and evaluating strategies.
These three main categories of metacognitive strategies were used before, during, and
after the students wrote their first drafts. Table 6 shows the means, standard deviation,
the scale value and the mean differences of metacognitive strategies use before,
during and after writing their narrative and argumentative essay of students in the
EMST group.
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Table 6
Means, standard Deviations, and the Mean Differences of Metacognitive Strategies
Use in Writing by Students in the Explicit Metacognitive Strategy Training Group
before and after Training
Sub-Categories
of Metacognitive
Strategies

n

Planning
Monitoring
Evaluating
Overall

20
20
20
20

Before Training
(EMST)
M
SD
Level
of use
3.47 0.46
M
3.17 0.35
M
3.04 0.43
M
3.23 0.33
M

After Training
(EMST)
M
SD
Level
of Use
3.76 0.40
H
3.44 0.37
M
3.46 0.48
M
3.55 0.37
H

t

Pvalue
(sig.)

-2.69
-3.40
-3.70
-4.18

0.01*
0.00*
0.00*
0.00*

As shown in Table 6, the mean scores of three main metacognitive strategies:
planning, monitoring, and evaluating attributed by the students before training are in
the moderate level. To elaborate, before the EMST, the students exhibited the
moderate levels of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluating Strategies; whereas, after the
explicit metacongitive strategy training, Planning Strategies were used in the high
level, the highest level of metacognitive strategies was 3.76. The other two strategies;
Monitoring and Evaluating were used at the moderate level. Significant differences at
the 0.01 level (p<0.01) were found within all three main sub-categories metacognitive
strategies before and after the EMST.
The researcher further examined the differences in the use of metacognitive
strategies after training and the increase in metacognitive strategies use in writing
between two methods of training: The mean scores of the Pre MSQ and Post MSQ
were then compared using the independent t-test in accordance with three main
categories. Table 7 demonstrates the comparisons of the mean scores of metacognitive
strategies by students in the EMST and the EMS groups after training.
Table 7
Differences in the Metacognitive Strategies Use in Planning, Monitoring, and
Evaluating of Students in the Explicit Metacognitive Strategy and the Embedded
Metacognitive Strategies Groups after Training
Sub-Categories
of Metacognitive
Strategies

n

The EMST Group
M

SD

The EMS Group

t

Pvalue
(sig.)

Level
M
SD
Level
of use
of Use
Planning
20 3.76 0.40
H
3.59 0.47
H
1.200 0.238
Monitoring
20 3.44 0.37
M
3.36 0.51
M
0.583 0.563
Evaluating
20 3.46 0.48
M
3.44 0.43
M
0.160 0.874
Overall
20 3.55 0.37
M
3.46 0.43
M
0.715 0.479
As shown in the Table 7, significant differences at the 0.05 level (p<0.05)
were not found within mean scores of all three metacognitive strategies: the Planning
Strategies and Monitoring Strategies before training of both groups. However, it
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appeared that the mean scores in the use of all three metacognitive startegies of the
EMST group were higher than those of the EMS groups.
Metacognitive Strategies as a Facilitator in Writing:
The Qualitative Results from the Interview
To find out how metacognitive strategies: planning, monitoring, and
evaluating facilitate EFL students’ essay writing. The researcher interviewed nine
students from the Explicit Metacognitive Strategy Training: three proficient students
(PS), three average students (AS), and three less proficient students (LPS) to
participate in the interview.
Planning Strategies.
Planning strategies refer to the techniques or strategies students employ before
starting to write their first draft. During this stage, the strategies employed might
include setting their personal writing goal, thinking about the characteristics of a good
essay, planning the content and ideas appropriate for their selected topic, planning the
writing strategies appropriate for the specific type of an essay, and reflecting on their
prior knowledge.
The results revealed that the participants used a variety of planning strategies
to help in writing. All three groups of students employed the Planning Strategies for
writing including setting their specific goals before writing, planning the objective of
writing an essay of both types, gathering the ideas for their own topic, thinking about
the how to write a good essay, prioritizing the steps and sequences to complete the
first draft of their essays as well as activating their background knowledge related to
the approach of narrative and argumentative writing.
Monitoring Strategies.
Monitoring strategies refer to strategies students employ when checking their
own understanding of the overall writing task, the abilities and difficulties in writing,
and strategies undertaken to complete the writing task. Monitoring strategies might
involve strategies for assessing how the writing progress, how well strategies selected
work or if there is a need for adapting or changing a new strategy, and being aware of
having difficulties writing as well as selecting and matching strategies with the
writing task while composing the first draft of an essay.
The results revealed that all nine students showed evaluating strategies while
writing the first draft of a narrative essay and an argumentative essay and after they
completed their first drafts. These students had to employ the Self-Evaluation
Checklist to check whether they met the requirements of both types of essays. Most
students revealed that they revised and made changes on the first draft following the
teacher’s feedback and comments attached with the first drafts; mostly they revised
for the content and ideas, organizational pattern, unity and coherence, development of
ideas and some serious mistakes about grammar.
Evaluating Strategies.
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Evaluating strategies refer to strategies employed when the writers review
their first draft, goals, plans and changes. While writing their essay, the Evaluating
Strategies used might include reviewing strategies, self-evaluating, revising strategies
and self-assessment.
The results revealed that all nine students showed evaluating strategies while
writing the first draft of a narrative essay and an argumentative essay and after they
completed their first drafts. These students had to employ the Self-Evaluation
Checklist to check whether they met the requirements of both types of essays. Most
students revealed that they revised and made changes on the first draft following the
teacher’s feedback and comments attached with the first drafts; mostly they revised
for the content and ideas, organizational pattern, unity and coherence, development of
ideas and some serious mistakes about grammar. Table 8 summaries the
metacognitive strategies the participants used in writing

Table 8
A Summary of Metacognitive Strategies Used in Writing
Planning Strategies

Monitoring Strategies

Evaluating Strategies

- Setting a personal writing
goal
- Planning before writing
the first draft
- Planning objectives of
the writing task
- Planning the content and
ideas
- Plan the strategies for
writing
- Sequence or prioritize
writing strategies to be
used to complete the
writing task
- Thinking about the prior
knowledge to help in
writing

- Check their own
understanding of the
overall writing task
- Check their own abilities
and difficulties in writing
- Select writing strategies
learned to complete the
writing task
- Use and match writing
strategies with the writing
task to complete the first
draft

- Review strategies
- Self-evaluate how well
they write
- Evaluate the strategies
used to revise the first
draft
- Create the criteria for a
good essay
- Check to see if they meet
the quality of writing

Conclusion
The students who received explicit metacognitive strategy training and the
embedded metacognitive strategy training improved the quality of writing of their
narrative and argumentative essay as a whole. This showed that the two methods of
training are effective and have made improvements in the quality of essay writing. In
addition, the students in the explicit metacognitive strategy training group have higher
scores of writing (of both types) than those of the embedded metacognitive strategy
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training, particularly there is a significant difference between the quality of writing an
argumentative essay. For the use of metacognitive stratgeies of students in both
groups, the use of metacognitive strategies of the students has significantly increased
after training. However, there is no significant difference between the use of
metacognitive strategies of students in both groups. This showed that both trainings
encouraged the higher use of metacognitive strategies in all three metacognitive
stratefgies: Planning, Monitoring, and Evaluating Strategies. Noticeably, the use of
Planning Strategies of students in both groups fell into the highest level of use.The
results from the interview data showed that students in the metacognitive strategy
training used a variety of metacognitive strategies in their writing. They also revealed
the observed strategies, not the trained ones.
Implications for Writing Instructions
In this part, the implications that can be learned from the study is provided for
the benefits of the writing instruction in the similar and EFL context.
1. Metacognitive strategy training may be an effective tool for EFL writing
teachers. It had a positive effect on students’ quality of writing and it could be
presented as a supplementary teaching tool.
2. More time is needed to develop metacognitive strategies and encourage
tudents to use them by integrating with the process approach of teaching writing.
3. Teachers should train metacognitive strategies in teaching different types of
writing: (i.e. descriptive, cause and effect etc).
4. The writing instruction should include the use metacognitive strategies:
Planning, Monitoring, and Evaluating Strategies which allow students to regulate their
own writing more efficiently.
5. Encouraging aiming at enriching students language use (grammar,
vocabulary) would result in the better quality of writing because it allows students to
direct their attention to higher order cognitive skills when composing and emphasis
should be made on good strategies at any stage of writing process.
Recommendation for Future Research
Despite the limitations, the results of the present study indicated directions for
future research. Future studies could provide a clearer picture of the relative
contribution of metacognitive strategies use when performing the writing task.
1. Research with a long time period and the comparative studies of other
English skills and other types of writing are necessary to ensure the findings of the
study and to investigate the students changing in metacognitive strategies use in the
writing process over time.
2. A larger size of sample than this study with the experimental and control
group is needed to provide substantial results. Also the focus should be on one area to
find out more precisely about what will take place throughout the metacognitive
strategy training. It would be interesting to investigate how the students plan, monitor
and evaluate their writing with the assistance of computer
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Abstract
Australian opera in the 1990s was characterised by an overt interest in telling and re-telling
the stories of Australia’s immediate past. From the building of the Sydney Opera House to
the trial of Lindy Chamberlain, numerous operas from this period explicitly engaged in social
discourse designed to challenge prevailing notions of Australian cultural identity. Conversely,
in the first decade of the twenty-first century, Australian opera has increasingly employed
myth and literature as the impetus for libretto and plot, eschewing an overt focus on issues of
cultural identity. This paper examines the Australian operatic repertoire of the period and,
through case studies focussing on various operas, explores the changing modes of social
commentary embodied within the repertoire. Through an examination of scores, librettos,
recordings and commentary surrounding Australian opera this paper posits that while the
repertoire is marked by diverse approaches to music style and idiom, it is nevertheless united
by either overt or covert interactions with contemporary Australian social discourse.
Paper
Australian opera in the 1990s was characterised by an overt interest in telling and re-telling
the stories of Australia’s immediate past. From the building of the Sydney Opera House to
the trial of Lindy Chamberlain, numerous operas from this period explicitly engaged in social
discourse designed to challenge prevailing notions of Australian cultural identity. Conversely,
in the first decade of the twenty-first century, Australian opera has increasingly employed
myth and literature as the impetus for libretto and plot, eschewing an overt focus on issues of
cultural identity. This paper examines the Australian operatic repertoire of the period and,
through case studies focussing on various operas, explores the changing modes of social
commentary embodied within the repertoire.
Considering the size of its population, Australia is in possession of a vibrant tradition of new
opera, with original works produced regularly, typically with significant support from the
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nation’s various arts funding bodies.1 Every major Australian city regularly hosts newlycomposed chamber operas that are often produced by flexible, ad hoc opera companies, and
there are significant centres of activity around ‘grand’ opera in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide
and Perth. Added to this, the national opera company, Opera Australia, has as part of its
charter, a regular touring season that brings opera to audiences beyond those in the capital
cities.2
Like many of the Western world’s equivalent cultural institutions, the primary business of
Australia’s various larger opera companies is the production of works from the (primarily)
European classical operatic canon. Nevertheless, most Australian companies produce at least
one Australian opera each season. Since 1990, nearly fifty new Australian operas have been
registered with the Australian Music Centre, the nation’s primary repository for newlycomposed art music.3 This figure does not encompass the full gamut of new opera in
Australia: some composers eschew the national registry; others are not eligible to submit
works to the registry, particularly those who abjure the label ‘composer’ including, for
example, sound designers working in ‘experimental’ idioms4. Additionally, in being set up
around traditional notions of genre, the registry also struggles to deal with works that defy
easy categorisation, such as some contemporary music theatre pieces that exist in a cultural
space between the genre of opera and the genre of the musical. New Australian operas range
in musical idiom from tonal to atonal; incorporate electro-acoustic technology to varying
degrees; sometimes embrace and sometimes eschew various modes contemporary popular
music; and feature instrumentation that ranges from a conventional pit orchestra to eccentric
combinations of instruments. Like much recently-composer art music, this repertoire is
diverse and defies rigid stylistic classifications.
While many operas are created, workshopped and presented by semi-professional companies,
only a few are produced at an elite level of performance. Additionally, the vast majority of
new Australian operas only ever enjoy a single production. Rare exceptions include Alan
John and Dennis Watkins’5 1995 opera about the building of the Sydney Opera House, The

1
For example, two of Australia’s standing opera companies, Opera Australia and the Victorian Opera derive
over 40% of their funding from various government arts grants.
Victorian Opera, 2010 Annual Report, 31. 19 October 2011 http://www.victorianopera.com.au/about/annualreports/
Opera Australia, Financial Report for the year ended 31 December 2010, 7. 19 October 2011 http://www.operaaustralia.org.au/res/pdfs/Opera_Australia_Financial_Report_2010.pdf
2
Opera Australia, About Us. 19 October 2011 http://www.opera-australia.org.au/aboutus/opera_australia
3
Australian Music Centre repertoire data base search, 19 October, 2011
http://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/search?type=work&wf[ish]=2193&wf[subYear]=%5B1990+TO+199
9%5D and
http://www.australianmusiccentre.com.au/search?type=work&wf[ish]=2193&wf[subYear]=%5B2000+TO+200
9%5D
4
The term ‘experimental’ refers to an idiom created by practitioners who work primarily in an electro-acoustic
medium. In academic and industry literature they are referred to as ‘sound designers’ and ‘sound artists’.
Increasingly, the term composer is used only for those artists who concern themselves with the production of a
score.
5
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, the composer of the opera is listed first, followed by the
librettist.
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Eighth Wonder, which received a repeat season in 2000, and Richard Mills’ operas Batavia
(2001) and The Love of the Nightingale (2007) which have both enjoyed productions by
multiple opera companies. While recordings help build awareness of the Australian operatic
repertoire and give select works a life beyond live performance, Australian opera companies
and composers are well aware that, in the main, they are producing work designed for a
single use.
The fact that new operas are likely to only be produced once perhaps encourages practitioners
to actively engage in the contemporary discourse surrounding issues of Australian culture and
identity: the notion of writing for posterity appears to be a less relevant motivating force. An
analysis of Australian operatic repertoire since 1990 reveals that a significant proportion of
new opera has sought to depict aspects of Australian culture and history. Between 1990 and
2002 at least ten Australian operas were based either on events drawn from Australian history
or on works of literature that sought to portray Australian life and culture. These operas range
from an intimate portrayal of a fictional Australian family’s Christmas celebration in Colin
Brumby and Thomas Shapcott’s 1990 opera, Summer Carol to an operatic re-telling of actual
events in Moya Henderson and Judith Rodriguez’ 1997 opera, Lindy (performed in 2002)
which depicts the trial, imprisonment and subsequent exoneration of Lindy Chamberlain
following the death of her nine-week-old baby during a camping trip near Uluru (Ayers
Rock). Some of these operas embody an idealised Australian settler history, such as Betty
Beath and David Cox’ Abigail and the Bushranger (1974, revised 1992), while others present
a postcolonial reading of Australian history such as Richard Mills and Peter Goldsworthy’s
Batavia (2001). Still other operas have sought to depict actual events that occurred in
countries close to Australia – events that have resonated greatly in the Australian psyche.
These include Martin and Peter Wesley-Smith’s Quito (1994) which, via a pseudodocumentary style of narrative, speaks of contemporary events in East Timor, and Colin
Bright and Amanda Stewart’s Sinking of the Rainbow Warrior (1994, first performed in
1997) which tells of the sinking of the Greenpeace ship in New Zealand by members of the
French foreign intelligence services in 1985.
From 2002 to 2010, this trend altered significantly, with no new opera making any reference
to actual events in Australian history and only two major operatic productions featuring a
fictionalised Australian setting after Australian literary works namely Andrew Shultz and
Glenn Perry’s The Children’s Bach (2008) after the novel by Helen Garner, and Brett Dean
and Amanda Holden’s Bliss (2010) after the novel by Peter Carey. Composers and librettists
have instead shown an increased interest in basing opera on folk myths, non-Australian works
of literature and plays from antiquity. For example, since 2000, two Australian composers
have based operas on Shakespeare’s Tempest and there have been two adaptations of works
by Lewis Carroll. Myth from a range of cultures has also provided the inspiration for new
Australian opera, notably Julian Yu’s Possessed (2003), which is based on a Chinese myth,
and Richard Mills and Timberlake Wertenbaker’s The Love of the Nightingale (2007) which
is based on a Greek legend. This paper posits that the change in behaviour on the part of
composers, librettists and opera companies is not a mere coincidence, but is instead the result
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of a confluence of cultural and political factors that extend beyond the sphere of opera and
speak to major changes in the ways Australians view themselves.
That Australian opera has sought to make a contribution to the social, cultural and political
discourse that surrounds the issue of Australian national identity is a matter of record in the
academic literature surrounding the repertoire. Michael Halliwell’s 2004 article, ‘A
comfortable society’: the 1950s and opera in Australia, examines how evocations of 1950s
Australia in three operas represented ‘a conscious attempt to construct a national identity
through artistic endeavour’6. Halliwell argues that these works seek to deconstruct the notion
of Australia as simply a ‘comfortable’, homogenous Anglo-Saxon settler society and present
a more complex postcolonial view of Australian culture in this time. For example, he uses
Richard Meale and David Malouf’s 1986 opera Voss (after the 1950s novel by Patrick White
which tells the story of a nineteenth-century frontier explorer, loosely based on the real
explorer, Ludwig Leichardt) as an example of a work that highlights the different attitudes of
Indigenous people and Western settlers towards land ownership. Halliwell suggests that the
opera, as opposed to the novel, places a different emphasis on the dramatic function of
various Indigenous characters with the specific aim of highlighting issues of Indigenous land
rights.7 The significance of this opera in contributing to political discourse is made clear
when one considers the fact that it prefigures the 1992 ruling of the Australian High Court
that overturned the notion of terra nullius and acknowledged the idea that land ownership
existed prior to European settlement.
Halliwell and another Australian author, composer and critic Gordon Kerry in New Classical
Music: Composing Australia, both identify Richard Mills and Peter Goldsworthy’s 1996
opera The Summer of the Seventeenth Doll (based on a play by Ray Lawler) as an attempt to
translate the Australian urban experience to the opera house.8 In debunking the notion of
Australia being a society devoid of class distinction (much of the drama of the opera hinges
on a love match doomed due to differing working class versus middle class aspirations) the
opera can be seen as an iconoclastic work that seeks to depict an unglamorous, gritty view of
Australian suburban life, rather than an idealised view of 1950s Australia as a comfortable,
affluent and ‘innocent’ society.
The third opera Halliwell identifies as overtly engaging in the discourse surrounding
Australian national identity is The Eighth Wonder (1995). Employing dual narrative strands,
the opera tells of the troubled relationship between the Dutch architect John Utzon
responsible for the design of the Opera House (referred to in the opera as simply ‘The
Architect’) and the New South Wales government, and the musical coming-of-age of an
Australian soprano. Halliwell traces how the opera can be understood as charting the difficult
relationship between culture and politics in Australia, as well as viewing the burgeoning
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career of the soprano as a metaphor for Australia’s emerging cultural maturity.9 Another
writer, Jo Litson in Theatre Crafts International (an industry journal), has quoted the set
designer of the 1995 production of the opera as saying “…the Architect will stand out
because he was always viewed as a foreigner; he was welcomed like a god and turned out
like a criminal.”10 This suggests the creators of the opera also intended it to comment on
social issues including Australia’s ambivalent relationship towards foreign bearers of culture.
A phenomenon known as the ‘cultural cringe’ operated (and some would argue still operates)
in Australia for much of the twentieth century: this is the idea that ‘legitimate’ culture needed
to come from overseas while the cultural efforts of Australians were derided, undervalued or
ignored. The journey taken by the Architect through the course of the opera – his initially
being lauded but ultimately rejected – can be understood as a comment on Australia’s
attempts to exorcise the notion of a cultural cringe. This idea is perhaps best captured in an
exchange between the Architect and a character named simply ‘Politician’ where the architect
bemoans that “everything here is from somewhere else; this country has no soul of its own,”
and the politicians responds with the terse question, “who do you think you are, you foreign
prick?”11
In dealing with events that took place prior to the early 1970s, operas such as The Eighth
Wonder and The Summer of the Seventeenth Doll were perhaps able to make such strident
social and political critiques without drawing the ire of those in the Australian community
who would object to their postcolonial reading of Australian history. However, the same
cannot be said of Moya Henderson and Judith Rodriguez’ opera Lindy which was based on
events that took place in the 1980s. The opera was commissioned in 1991 and the score
completed in 1997, but the work was not performed until 2002. The five-year delay between
completion and performance is telling and will be considered later in this paper. The
performance of this opera is significant in that it is the last opera of its kind: for nearly a
decade, no major Australian opera company has sought to stage an opera that depicts
Australian historical events. Considering the fact that prior to 2002 Australia had developed a
robust tradition of opera that openly contributed to contemporary social discourse through the
use of Australian settings and actual events, it is legitimate to seek to understand why
Australia’s opera companies have, seemingly en masse, changed their behaviour in this
regard.
Numerous Australian academics have identified a phenomenon known variously as the
history or culture ‘wars’. In an Australian context this phenomenon refers to the jostling of
competing views of society. On the one hand, left-wing postcolonial views of Australian
society and its history have tended to focus on deconstructing settler myths that have grown
up around the interactions between European and Indigenous people in the nineteenthcentury. These approaches to appraising Australia’s history are marked by a valuing of
Indigenous oral history and by the relating of ‘forgotten’ events that depict a less flattering
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view of early European settlement: specifically incidences of genocide against various
Indigenous peoples and, later, the systematic, government-sanctioned removal of Indigenous
children from their families and communities. On the other hand, right-wing, modernist
views of Australian history have sought to maintain a linear narrative around significant
events related to political and military achievement. Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s,
the leftist views were in the ascendancy and were viewed benignly by various political
figures, particularly Paul Keating (prime minister from 1991 to 1996).12 As has been
demonstrated, the operatic repertoire stemming from this period can be seen as reflecting
these attitudes towards history, society and culture.
With the election of the conservative Howard Government at the federal level in 1996, there
was a backlash against what the Australian historian Geoffrey Blainey described in 1993 as
the ‘black armband’ view of history.13 Numerous historians and cultural commentators have
described how the Howard Government went about actively prosecuting a culture war using
the political power of incumbency with the ultimate aim of re-establishing the dominance of
an Anglo-Saxon culture and ending what it saw as stifling ‘political correctness’. For
example, political scientist Dr Greg McCarthy, in a paper from 2004, traced how political
interference by the Howard Government, both direct and indirect, significantly altered the
exhibits that were developed for the then-new National Museum of Australia. This occurred
through such measures as media leaks that pilloried the curator’s intention to give Indigenous
oral history an equal status with the historical accounts of European settlers; the appointment
of conservative board members who were then in a position to apply pressure on the curator;
and the imposition of budgetary constraints that limited the Museum’s capacity to enact its
plans.14
Considering the reliance that organisations such as Opera Australia have on government
funding, it is possible that the change in behaviour with regard to the creation of new
Australian opera was the result of a changed political environment: an environment where
postcolonial or iconoclastic versions of Australian history are not welcome. While it is
impossible to gauge the extent to which an entire nation’s operatic community could be
cowed into changing their behaviour as a result of a change in government, when one
considers the three- to four-year lead time (longer, in the case of Lindy) that exists between
the commissioning and performance of an opera, it is apparent that this change began to
occur within two years of the election of the Howard Government. Added to this, the limited
number of opportunities provided for Australian opera by the elite standing opera companies
means that opera composers are not in a position to antagonise these organisations. In his
memoir titled Brush Off!, Australian composer George Dreyfus writes of a forty-year battle
12
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with Opera Australia over his opera The Gilt-Edged Kid. Commissioned by the organisation
in 1969, the opera company later refused to perform the work. Over successive decades,
Dreyfus campaigned (often publically) against the company believing that the promise of a
performance was implied in the commission. In his memoir Dreyfus claims that successive
iterations of the organisation’s management had adopted an attitude encapsulated by his
statement that “we are not going to let Dreyfus win, it sets an unhealthy precedent.”15
Another possible explanation for the change in focus of Australia’s recent operatic repertoire
speaks not to political interference into cultural activity but can instead be seen as part of a
broader positive re-assessment of cultural practice. The last opera to depict actual events in
Australian history, Lindy, represented an extraordinary attempt to hold a mirror up to
Australian society with regard to issues such as sexism, sectarianism, racism and the abuse of
power. For example, the opera seeks to show how the evidence of Indigenous trackers, who
stated from the outset that the indications were that a dingo had dragged Lindy Chamberlain’s
daughter away from her tent and killed her, was ignored in favour of a white ‘expert’ who
claimed it was impossible for a dingo to attack a human or drag a baby any distance. The
favouring of Western knowledge (which ultimately proved false) over Indigenous wisdom, in
part, resulted in the eponymous Lindy’s imprisonment for murder.16
In the 1997 score of the opera, the creators employed a conventional Western-style narrative
to depict the experience of the Indigenous characters: they were overtly depicted presenting
the testimony they gave (with said testimony set to music), and aspects of Indigenous
spirituality were invoked using Indigenous language and melodic material designed to imitate
various modes of Indigenous music.17 However, the recording of the 2002 production reveals
that numerous changes were made to the way the opera dealt with these Indigenous
characters: rather than an overt depiction, the characters’ testimony was quoted by a defence
lawyer, and all of the Indigenous language and pseudo-Indigenous melodic material was
removed. The changes were likely brought about as a result of an emerging cultural
awareness on the part of the creative team behind the opera of the sensitivities and
sensibilities of Australian Indigenous peoples. The initial decision to give the Indigenous
trackers a role in the opera may have seemed like an empowering act. However, the prospect
of having a non-Indigenous Australian take on the role of an Indigenous tracker would have
been increasingly unpalatable to both the practitioners of opera and the Australian audience.
Furthermore, Australian Indigenous cultures often refrain from making reference to
individuals who have died: expecting Indigenous singers to take on the role would have been
equally insulting. The practice of Western composers writing pseudo-Indigenous music has
also become a taboo. Whereas once, such a practice was seen as a means to create a distinctly
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Australian idiom of art music, it is now seen as paternalistic, insensitive and emblematic of
Western exploitation of Indigenous culture.
The extended time from the completion of the score in 1997 to its performance in 2002
perhaps gave the creators of the opera the capacity to reflect on the ethical framework that
informed their interaction with the materials of Australian culture. Accounts of the journey
that took the opera from merely a score to a full production point to a tumultuous process:
first the director and then the conductor resigned. The conductor, who later returned to the
project, said in a 2002 newspaper interview that the process was marred by friction behind
the scenes: in his words, “argy-bargy and to-ing and fro-ing.”18 This ‘argy-bargy’ can be
understood as the opera company coming to terms with the notion that not only the content,
but also the means of conveying that content needs to be tempered by a cultural awareness
that takes into account the range of sensitivities that exist in contemporary, multicultural
Australian society. An opera that seeks to comment on past social abuse has little authority if
it is guilty of a similar abuse.
Opera Australia’s experience with Lindy perhaps resulted in Australian producers of opera
pausing in their efforts to contribute to the Australian social discourse and reflect on the need
for an ethical framework to inform their contributions. It can be posited that this, in
combination with the changed political environment outlined earlier, accounts for the
eschewing of overt references to Australian history. This is not to say that Australian opera
has retreated entirely from interacting with controversial social issues. For example, two
recent operas make covert, but nevertheless significant statements about contemporary issues.
The Love of the Nightingale (2007) uses the story of Tereus and Philomele to comment on the
victimisation of women.19 Variations on the phrase “we have no words” infuse
Wertenbaker’s libretto and function as a metaphor for the power violence has not only to
harm, but to silence the vulnerable. The opera generally employs a complex tonal structure
characterised a highly embellished triadic vocabulary. Throughout the length of opera,
unadorned triads are rare. However, prior to the mythic transformation of the characters into
birds, the narrative of the drama is interrupted and, quite separate to the plot of the piece,
questions such as “why are women attacked in car parks?” are posed to the audience. These
questions are accompanied by a rare use of unadorned major and minor triads. This device
functions as a powerful reminder to the audience that the violence embodied in the main
narrative of the opera (including the rape of Philomele and, later, the cutting out of her
tongue) ought not to be viewed as simply part of an opera whose function is to entertain, but
rather as something that should be mourned and condemned.
In Victorian Opera’s 2009 production of Andrew Ford and Sue Smith’s Rembrandt’s Wife,
the life of the painter Rembrandt is told through the lens of the experiences of three of the
women in his life. So often the life of a genius is depicted as one of the individual suffering
18
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resulting in artistic achievement. The creators of this opera reverse this paradigm by showing
how Rembrandt achieved greatness not only through personal sacrifice, but, in the words of
the librettist, primarily through “devastating carnage wreaked on the lives of those who loved
him.”20 The opera ultimately calls on the audience not to condemn Rembrandt’s behaviour,
but to recognise its existence within themselves. While the attempts of these two operas at
didactic interactions with their audience are more subtle than the overtly discursive
contributions to contemporary Australian social discourse in works such as Lindy and The
Eighth Wonder, their power lies perhaps in the capacity for them not to be written off as the
blunt moralising, but have their message penetrate beyond the immediacy of hotly-contested
contemporary issues.
This paper has raised questions about the motivations of Australian practitioners in choosing
subject matter and settings for new opera and, while no definitive cause can ever be
established to account for the change that can be identified from 2002 on, such questions
must be asked to ensure the continued relevance of the repertoire. It may be that in light of
the political climate in Australia, broadly un-mitigated in the years since the defeat of the
Howard Government in 2007, this oblique approach to social issues taken by more recent
operas may be needful. The future of Australian opera will greatly depend on the capacity of
the creators of new works to navigate the dual challenges of dealing with the realities of the
political clime and developing an ethical framework to deal with the telling of our own
stories. If the interregnum between the telling of distinctly Australian stories relates to the
need for artists to collectively re-examine how such stories are told, then such a pause may
result in stronger, more powerful social statements being made through opera. While the
operas considered in this paper are but a sample of a larger repertoire that is marked by
diverse approaches to every aspect of the genre – music style and idiom; design and structure;
narrative approach; plot archetype; setting and subject matter – all can nevertheless be seen as
being united by either overt or covert interactions with contemporary Australian social
discourse.
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Abstract
Dr. Larisa Elisha, violinist and Dr. Steven Elisha, cellist (Elaris
Duo) joined by pianist, Dr. Richard Mercier, Georgia Southern
University faculty, will present in a workshop format, a lecture
performance (informance) of Felix Mendelssohn’s Op. 66 Piano
Trio in c minor and Johannes Brahms Op. 8 Piano Trio in B
Major. Specific musical examples from each trio will be discussed
and demonstrated in order to highlight three points:
 The influential aspects J. S. Bach’s music had on
Mendelssohn and Brahms. Particular attention will be given
to details of their stylistic trademarks and compositional
techniques of polyphony.
 Musical characteristics belonging to a Germanic lineage,
beginning in the traditions of Bach’s music, continuing in
the footsteps of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, ultimately
defining Conservative Romanticism.
 Developments of the piano trio and how Mendelssohn and
Brahms championed this genre, most favored among
Conservative Romantic composers.
A performance of both works will conclude the 90 minute
presentation.
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ABSTRACT
Within Macau’s escalating arrival statistics over the last eight years, an increase in the number of visitors
from the English speaking regions of North America and Oceana (Australia/New Zealand) has been
noticeable. For Macau’s local hospitality employees, such market diversification means that cross cultural
communicative abilities are becoming relevant and beneficial skills. This study, therefore, applies a
sociolinguistic approach to investigating potential culturally based barriers to smooth communications
between visitors from a general native English speaking cultural realm and local Cantonese first language
tourism/hospitality employees in Macau. While the English speaking countries of the Americas and Oceana
have comprised significant cultural orientations’ studies, Macau on its own has not. A two‐part
questionnaire was therefore administered to gather perceptions on communicative conflict, as well as some
initial data on the possible cultural orientations of each group. A minimum of fifty Native English speaking
visitors were sought while the same number of local, English proficient tourism employees/trainees, whose
first language is Cantonese were canvassed for participation. Questionnaire response frequencies were
compared and discrepancies were probed within semi‐structured interviews. It was confirmed that cross‐
cultural communication breakdowns, to varying degrees, are occurring between these groups as a majority
of both groups surveyed, reported a rate of breakdown of ‘often’ while an additional seventeen percent of
English speakers expressed ‘constantly’. A difference in perception of breakdown was noted with the native
English speaking visitors, who more often seem to view breakdown with a severe angle. Intricate culturally
based influences on language behavior were investigated in an attempt to identify potential barriers to
smooth communications between these groups. A deviation in each groups’ position on overt emotional
display was detected, as well as in questions based on uncertainty avoidance. Concerns for ‘face’ and
preserving harmony elicited starkly divergent results between the two groups with some difference with
regards to high vs. low context communication styles, a major implication of individualism. It is hoped the
findings can provide a bearing for cross cultural training activities for the Macau context while pointing
towards areas of further study.
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Introduction
In 2003, Macau’s gaming based tourism industry entered a new phase as a number of ‘Vegas style’ operators were
permitted to take root and compliment the casino development that Stanley Ho’s company STDM had single‐
handedly been leading for the previous forty years. Arrivals statistics (by place of residence) since 2002 seem to
suggest that Macau’s international appeal has been increasing throughout this recent era. For example, visits from
the Americas (primarily U.S. and Canada) were 109,044 and by 2006 this number had doubled to 219,610. Over the
same time, visitors from Oceana (primarily New Zealand and Australia) climbed steadily from 35,577 to 84,222
(DSEC). Skipping forward to 2011, in July alone, the DSEC recorded residents of the Americas entering Macau at
27,732 and Australia/New Zealand at 10,164. Although visitation numbers from English speaking countries may
seem insignificant when set aside the vast figures representing Mainland China and Asia, they still illustrate how
Macau’s front‐line hospitality employees are now required to navigate cross‐cultural communicative situations
more than ever.

English speaking visitors to today’s Macau will find it fairly easy to get by with English as local font‐line tourism
professionals, for the most part, have English capabilities; However, it is felt that episodes of ‘communication
breakdown’ between English speaking visitors and local front line hospitality employees, whose first language is
Cantonese, may occur regardless of an ability of both parties to communicate in English. The term ‘breakdown’
used throughout this paper refers to cross‐cultural communication that is ineffective to some degree and that may
evoke anything from a chuckle, to puzzlement, to frustration and in any case, could leave one or both parties asking
themselves “what just happened?” after the communicative episode. An aim of this exploratory study is to gather
perceptions on such English context cross‐cultural communication experiences in Macau while attempting to
pinpoint relevant cultural differences that may influence these groups’ intricate communicative behaviors. This
study chose to focus on four dimensions of culture that appear relevant to the international tourism encounter;
they include Hofstede’s uncertainty avoidance, individualism, and long‐term orientation and lastly Trompenaars’
dimension of ‘neutral vs. affective’ regarding orientations towards overt emotional display. National culture, the
concept of culture as a realm, along with the dimensions of national culture alluded to, including their impacts on
cross cultural communication and previous findings relating to this study’s sample groups will be briefly clarified in
the next section.

Literature Review
National Culture and Cultural Realm
Kroeber & Parsons (1958) defined ‘culture’ precisely for use in the social sciences early on, as “transmitted and
created content and patterns of values, ideas and other symbolic, meaningful systems as factors in the shaping of
human behavior” (583; Hofstede, 2001:9). Hofstede creatively analogizes ‘culture’ with an echo of Kroeber &
Parson’s definition in his 2001 book entitled Culture’s Consequences as being, “the collective programming of the
mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another” (p.9). Hofstede’s study of
IBM employees at its subsidiaries around the world in the early 70s has been instrumental in understanding the
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‘mental programming’ of societies, more formally referred to as ‘national culture’. As a society’s members mature
they not only become more representative of their culture but become increasingly mobile; they are able to take
their culture elsewhere making the idea of a precise ‘cultural area’ more typical of anthropology inapplicable to
cross cultural‐communication. Russel and Kniffen addressed this reality with a proposition to order culture in terms
of ‘cultural realms’ or ‘cultural worlds’ that are not confined to their place of origin and are void of geographical
boundaries (Russell, Kniffen & Pruitt, 1969; Irwin 1996). The concept of ‘cultural realms’ is particularly relevant to
sociolinguistics and this investigation, as cultural groups go far beyond country and regional borders to form very
broad, mobile ‘cultural realms’ based on history, language and civilization.

Uncertainty Avoidance: Anxiety about Unknown Situations and its impact on Communication
Hofstede (2001) explains that ‘uncertainty avoidance’ is “the extent to which members of a culture feel threatened
by uncertain or unknown situations” (p.161).

Berger and Calabrese (1975) identified two distinct forms of

‘uncertainty’ including ‘predictive uncertainty’ which is the uncertainty people have in predicting strangers’
attitudes, feelings, and thoughts and ‘explanatory uncertainty’ which is the uncertainty people have when
explaining, or in trying to figure out strangers’ attitudes, feeling and thoughts (Gudykunst 1995 from Wiseman
1995). Hofstede (2001) describes how in cultures that have a high tolerance for uncertainty, individuals are more
inclined to leave the benefit of the doubt to unknown situations, people and ideas than in cultures of high
‘uncertainty’ and they’ll often express themselves with honesty and politeness, while allowing for a wider range of
personal interpretation for any given situation. Cultures of higher ‘uncertainty’, will find deviant behavior more
threatening and rules can be in place to limit uncertainty. Looking at the influence of ‘uncertainty’ on language,
Kahima and Kashima (1998) found that children in strong ‘uncertainty’ cultures require the learning of certain
modes of address and linguistic choices based on strict cultural rules. The languages of weaker ‘uncertainty’
cultures tend to have fewer rules underlying linguistic choice (Hofstede, 2001).
Table 2.2 – Uncertainty Avoidance Index Values
Country or Region

U.A. Value

Greece

112

Germany

65

Australia

51

New Zealand

49

Canada

48

United States

46

China

40

Hong Kong

29
(Hosfstede, 2001 p.151)

We see, in table 2.2 (above), that the English speaking countries comprising this study oriented to similar UA index
values in Hofstede’s landmark IBM study and were reasonably low as compared to the higher UA countries such as
Germany and Greece. Rather surprisingly, China shows slightly lower UA values that the NES cluster with Hong Kong
having significantly lower UA lower values still. With low UA being related to tolerance to explicit expression of
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opinion and a society with less rules, one may wonder why China, were voicing opposing opinion is so well‐known
to be against the norm, has such a low UA value. However, regardless of Hofstede’s precision here, or weather his
research is out of date, UA is seen as being a relevant aspect of culture in tourism based cross‐cultural
communicative situations and is therefore being applied.

Individualism and its impact on High and Low Context Communication Styles
Individualism (IDV) defines an individual’s relationship to his or her society. Hofstede (2001) points out how the
cultural values, behaviors and societal norms that are associated with it make IDV a potent influencer on national
culture and communication style. Markus and Kitayama (1991) reiterate this notion as they claim that “our
cognition, emotion, and motivation all differ depending on whether our culture has provided us with an
independent or an interdependent ‘self‐construal’” (from Hofstede 2001, p.210). Hofstede’s research shows that
the native English speaking countries of this study and the Cantonese speaking region of Hong Kong, fall at
opposing ends of the IDV continuum with the four countries of an extremely general English speaking community;
the United States, Australia, Canada and New Zealand taking the highest ranks for individualism with Hong Kong
ranked a significantly low (or more collectivist) 37 out of 50.
An implication of Hofstede’s individualism, absolutely vital to cross cultural communication is high‐low context
culture with low individualistic societies (i.e. collectivists societies) tending to orient on the ‘high context’ side of the
spectrum and vice‐versa for highly individualistic cultures. Edward T. Hall (1959) the cultural anthropologist who
coined ‘high/low context’ defines this connotation as; “A high context communication or message is one in which
most of the information is either in the physical context or internalized in the person, while very little is in the
coded, explicit, transmitted part of the message ‐ A low context communication is just the opposite” (p.47 from
Dattner 2004; 14). Triandis (1995) describes how communicators from collectivist ‘high context’ cultures read each
other’s mind during conversation and this leads to an indirect message that is dependent on cues of the eyes and
distance between bodies where ‘low context’ individualists will more often say what is on their mind in a direct
style, even if it risks damaging the relationship.

Impacts of Considerations of Harmony & ‘Face on Communication’
In the early 1980s, Michael Harris Bond and colleagues followed up on Hofstede’s research with the Chinese Value
Survey (CVS) to better understand the differences between East and West values. Eastern values were seen as
being rooted in the historical Chinese teachings of Confucius, which King and Bond (1985) sum up as “a secular
social theory, the foremost principle of which is to achieve a harmonious society” (30; Hofstede 2001). An influence
on harmony in LTO society and a key connotation of the LTO dimension are deep feeling of shame that may occur
from a loss of ‘face’. Novinger (2001) defines ‘face’ as “the value or standing a person has in the eyes of others” (31).
These ‘expectations and requirements’ change with one’s status and social role while having to do with self‐respect,
dignity, reputation and face can be lost by lacking self‐control and by acting childish according to Gesterland (1999).
‘Face’ can be saved, given and lost and the loss of ‘face’ can come about when one’s integrity of character has come
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into doubt and this can cause a deep sense of shame which is a powerful mechanism influencing the action of
communication in Chinese culture (Ho 1972; Dawson and Walter, 1974). Again the English speaking regions of
Hofstede’s study clustered at one end of the spectrum with Hong Kong and China at the other, illustrating an
extensive LTO gap. Differences in attitudes towards feelings of shame along with harmony are bound to add to the
complexity of Cantonese/English cross cultural communications if such a discrepancy exists today in the Macau
context.

Neutral vs. Affective: Emotional Display and its impact on Communincation?
Trompenaars and Wolliamson (2003) explain how a breakdown in communication can occur if one party displays
emotion along with his or her reason (affective) while the other feels emotion but does not show it (neutral). This is
because according to Trompenaars and Wolliamson (2003) the ‘affective’ person is expecting an emotional
response or emotional support and when for a ‘neutral’ person an indirect response is sought. Furthermore,
emotionally passionate opinions may come across to a more neutral person as an adversarial communication style.
Trompenaars and Wolliamson’s (2003) findings illustrate that the U.S. and Canada had 43% and 48% of respondents
respectively, who felt it is unprofessional to display one’s emotions overtly while China had 55% and Honk Kong a
significantly higher 64%.
Research Methods
A questionnaire was used as a starting point in this investigation to gain inaugural understanding for respondents’
attitudes towards their experiences of cross‐cultural communication breakdown in Macau, as well as for gathering
frequency of response data, relating to orientations on selected national culture dimensions. A scenario‐question‐
based questionnaire, that did not require the presence of a researcher, nor any time limitations seemed like an
appropriate way to collect preliminary information on cultural background and behaviors that some may find as
personal. Native English speaking (NES) visitors to Macau were preferred while temporary residents were also
canvassed to participate. The Macau Cantonese speaking (MCS) participants sought were aspiring tourism
professionals as this profile met the study’s focus in regards to language, culture and the precise context –
tourism/hospitality situations. Over 100 respondents took part with a minimum of 50 representing each cultural
group.

Questionnaire findings were followed up with semi‐structured interviews for the insight these types of qualitative
interviews can yield. The interviewees who participated were typically older than the general questionnaire
participant, as rich cross‐cultural and life experience was seen as a prerequisite to deep articulate responses. Four
interviewees participated – two from each cultural group. Their names have been kept anonymous in this paper.
Results
Questionnaire Part A: Perceptions of Cross Cultural Communication in Macau, confirmed that communication
breakdown is occurring between this study’s two cultural groups as 76% of English speaking visitors (referred to as
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NES throughout) reported their regularity of occurrence to be ‘often’ with 62% of the Macau/Cantonese speakers
(referred to MCS throughout) also reporting ‘often’. Although this marks a fairly balanced rate of ‘breakdown’ an
interesting divergence in perception emerged. Table 3.0 (below) illustrates how 17% of the NES visitors to Macau
feel they experience conflictive cross cultural communicative episodes constantly to 0% of the MCS respondents.
At the same time, 32.8% of the MCS respondents typically go ‘unaffected’ by their ‘breakdown’ experience, with
19.7% having felt frustration. Only 5.9% of the NES respondents feel ‘unaffected’ while a considerable 52.9% often
feel ‘frustrated’. A majority of respondents from both groups felt that breakdown can be attributed to language
differences, while 31.4% of the NES respondents see the root cause as cultural to only 13.1% of the MCS
respondents. 1.6% of the MCS respondents attribute such breakdowns to prejudices and stereotypes while a much
higher 13.7% of the NES respondents feel such episodes to be the result of prejudice.

Table 3.0 – Questionnaire (A):
Experiences of Cross Cultural Communication in Macau between English Speaking Visitors and Macau/Cantonese Speakers
Question & Answer

Engl Speaking Visitors (%)

(Macau) Cantonese Speakers (%)

1. Re: Frequency of cross‐cultural exposure (Eng. ‐ Cantonese) in Macau.
Fairly often ‐ often
76.4
Infrequently ‐ rarely
23.5
Never
0

62.3
37.7
0

2. Re: Frequency of Eng. – Cant. cross‐cultural communication breakdown experienced in Macau.
Yes, constantly
17.6
Yes, quite often
35.3
Yes, occasionally
47.1
No, always smooth
0

0
36.1
57.4
6.6

3. (if ‘yes’ in 2) Re: Your feelings after such episodes of cross‐cultural (Eng.– Cant.) communication breakdown in Macau.
Unaffected
5.9
Innocently humored
29.4
Frustrated
52.9
Severely lower morale
11.8

32.8
36.1
19.7
11.5

4. Re: Opinion of the root cause of cross‐cultural (Eng.– Cant.) communication breakdown in Macau.
Common language
52.9
Personality differences
13.7
Cultural differences
31.4
Prejudices & Stereotypes
13.7

67.2
18.0
13.1
1.6

Questionnaire Part B: Comparing Four Dimensions of Culture set out to identify differences and similarities in
how the NES and MCQ groups may generally orient to the four aspects national culture comprising this study’s
framework. As mentioned earlier, these findings were followed up in interviews and relevant excerpts from the
interviews have been integrated with Questionnaire B results.

Question UA#1, depicted in fig. 4.1 (below), revealed that 87% of the MCS sample group prefer to have detailed
instructions as a subordinate, to 65% of the NES. With a discrepancy of over 20% this was labeled as noteworthy
and suggests that the NES group may be more tolerant to uncertainty, a notion that opposes the Hofstede UA
index values of the early 1970s. A possibility that UA could be a barrier to communication lies in question UA#2
(fig. 4.2) where 45% of the NES participants prefer to operate with vague details and left to do a job their own
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way, where 67%
6 of the MC
CS disagreed with
w this apprroach suggest ing this group
p may subconsciously appreeciate
those details that limit uncertainty.
Figure 4.1
4 Question UA#1
U
Uncertainty Avoidan
nce

Figgure 4.2 Questtion UA#2
U
Uncertainty Avoidance

Question
Q
‐ As a sub
bordinate I would prefer detailed
instructions about the
e given task I am being
b
assigned to.

100%

65%

80%
60%

600%
35%

MCS
Agree

NES Visitor #1

NES Visitor #2
MCS Local #1

MCS Local #2

%
55%

33%

00%

0%

Interviewee

400%

45%

200%

13
3%

20%

67%

800%

87%

40%

Question ‐ I pprefer to be given a vague, non‐detaailed
descrition of a task and then lefft to do it my own way.

MC
CS
Disaggree

NES
Agree

NES
Disagree

MCS
Agree

MCS
Disagree

N
NES
A
Agree

Fig
gure 4.3 ‐ Excerp
pts from Intervieews – re: UA
“Well a good example is in Canada, where you could be w
waiting in a line‐up in a grocery store,
or you could
d be at a zoo with your kids and it’s normaal and it’s enjooyable to strikee up a
conversation
n with the person next to you, or you are w elcoming a straanger’s initiation
n of a
conversation
n with you. I com
me from a culture where we arre interested in w
what the next p
person
has to say an
nd actually whe
ere it is uncomfo
ortable if there is silence betweeen two people – it is
more uncom
mfortable to be standing
s
at a bu
us stop with som
mebody – a strannger – and not saying
anything thaan to strike up a conversation. So
S but then com
ming from this kind of environment to
Macau wherre I have found that, that is jusst not the norm
m I do find this can lead to awkward
feelings that yes could easilyy affect a converrsation.”
“…native Engglish speaking Caanadians are mo
ore inclined to bee social with strangers, they aree very
open to mee
eting strangers, talking
t
and even
n hanging out…”
“For local Caantonese I know
w, ah, it doesn’tt matter if it is a foreigner or a local stranger, um,
sometimes they want to kno
ow why, why, why
w you would nneed to start thee conversation. IIf they
do not why, the theme or the
t title of this conversation thhey will have to really figure ou
ut first
before they start to talk and
d if they don’t know they will feeel nervous becaause they don’t know
what’s happe
ening.”
“Okay, I see, um, I think th
he local Cantone
ese speaking Maacau people tennd to keep quieet and
on. If it is in a group,
g
the Canttonese speaker tends to stick w
with a
won’t initiate a conversatio
mpanion and avoid direct contactt with the foreiggner. If it is in a oone to one situaation, I
Chinese com
guess the person would try to
t find an excuse
e and walk awayy.”

NES
Disagreee
Resp
ponse
Ana
alysis
Low
w U.A.
(tolerrant of
uncerrtainty)

Low
w U.A.
High
h U.A.

High
h U.A

Interview anaalysis supporte
ed the broad UA divergencce illustrated iin the questio
onnaire and w
where NES visittor #1
and MCS locaal #1 described attitudes to
owards talkingg to strangerss that were po
olar opposite with NES#1 ffeeling
awkward if saay at a bus sttop aside a stranger and no
ot communicaating to somee degree whilee MCS#1 desccribed
how a reason for spontaneous communiication would need to be faairly clear.

ests that colle
ectivists find security
s
in be
eing part of a successful company whilee individualistts may
Theory sugge
derive a sense of securityy from perso
onal successess (i.e. a ‘We vs. ‘I’ mentaality). Questio
on IDV#3 useed this
o gauge IDV; figure 4.1 (below), paints a rather sim
milar outlook ttowards colleective and ind
dividual
conception to
success betw
ween the two groups sugge
esting that the
e NES particippants may only be slightly more individualistic
and thus morre low contexxt communicators whose hallmark wouldd be in being direct, but th
he difference in this
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case is unexxpectedly min
nute as Hofstede’s figures for China and Hong w
would make o
one think th
hat the
Macau/Canto
onese speakers would registter as more co
ollectivist thann these resultss suggest.
Figure
F
4.4 IDV
V#3
Question: Which
W
situation makes
m
you feel a greater sense o
of job security?

100

61%

54
4%

46%

A) Being a part of
o a successful
des a sense of
coompany provid
seecurity.
B)) Personal succcess provides a
seense of security.

39%

50
0
MCS

Interviewee
NES Visitor #1

MCS Local #2

NES

Figure 4.5 ‐ Excerpts Interviews – re: IDV ((high/low conteext)
“…that when I have been in
n a communication breakdown iin Macau with a Cantonese speeaking
person, the person who I am
m speaking to iss less willing to give the time too figure out whaat we
are trying to get at – or it se
eems to me som
metimes that theey’ll think that I am trying to get to a
certain thingg, but they won
n’t consider thatt there is sometthing else evenn though I am simply
stating – I th
hink, they can be
e be focused on
n what they thinnk I am trying too say and they’rre not
willing to give the time to wo
ork through whaat I am trying to say, where as I am.”
“us, we local people commu
unicate more in the, what do I saay, the situationn, without wordss, we
sort of know what is going on, so I think in hospitality an em
mployee may nott feel this with a
foreigner and
d then get a man
nger or someone and if it was a local person theey are dealing w
with
they would not
n do that because both undersstand each otheer…”

Respo
onse
Anallysis
Individu
ualistic
high co
ontext

Collecctivist
Low co
ontext

Although IDV
V itself was not pin pointed in the interview diiscussions a gap in high and low co
ontext
communicatio
on was. Where NES#1 felt that his/her MCS counterrparts may go
o with what th
hey think he//she is
saying ratherr than the wo
ords. It is posssible the situ
uation is beinng taken into
o account where NES#1 m
may be
focusing on th
he accuracy of the words. This
T impression reflects MCCS#2’s excerpt that states th
hat there is more to
messages bettween MCS loccals than the words.
w

ncy between the NES and MCS findings reflecting thee feelings of sshame and co
oncern for harrmony
The discrepan
associated with long term orientation
o
(LTTO) were fairly significant. Figure 4.6, qu
uestion LTO#3,, illustrates ho
ow 0%
ported feelingg much in the way of emba rrassment fro
om public conffrontation and
d with
of the NES respondents rep
M group collectively expr essed embarrrassment at 13% with 57% going
78% generallyy going unbotthered. The MCS
unbothered.
Figure 4.6 Question LTO#
#3 re: preservinng harmony & 'fa
face'
How
w would public confrontation,
c
where
w
people caan observe, makee you feel?

57%

100%
%
50%
%

13%
%

30%
0%

788%

22%

0%
%
Embarraased

Unco
omfortable

Unbothered

MCS

NES
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Interviewee
NES Visitor #1

MCS Local #1

Figure 4.7 ‐ Excerpts from
m the Interview
ws – re: LTO & fa
ace
“…Ah and also about face, I was going to say
s native Englissh speaking peoople for the mosst part
are not conccerned about facce – they don’t care
c
if they losee face – if anythiing we belong to very
progressive environment
e
thaat if anything th
he more active yyou are, the mo
ore outspoken yo
ou are
the more you’re respected, where is, I thinkk in Macau, the m
more you stick oout, the more yo
ou are
seen as ah a trouble‐maker.””
“You can say local people are
a friendly but in a way they ddon’t really like to argue with p
people
they don’t know well enouggh. If there is a case where theey argue or breaakdown happens with
foreigner the
ey tend to settle
e to actively settle it. Maybe thiss is because amoongst the local p
people
the peacefullness of the peaace is most high
hly valued so wiinning the argument is not thee most
important ass keeping it peacceful.”

Resp
ponse
Anallysis
Low LL.T.O.

High L.T.O

w discussions yielded
y
some dialogue that did support the LTO questionnaire disscrepancy as N
NES#1
The interview
describes how
w being outspoken is resp
pectable in his/her NES reegion while M
MCS#1 values peacefulnesss over
‘winning’. The Bond CVS findings
f
in Ho
ofstede (2001), mentioned earlier, paintted a vast disssimilarity bettween
oups for the LTO
L dimension
n and althouggh this study ddid not seek p
precise value figures, theree does
these two gro
seem to be a clear gap thatt reflects Bond
d’s conclusions.

estion regardin
ng overt emottional display stood out; NA
A#2 in Figure 4.7 displays h
how 83% of th
he NES
Only one que
respondents thought
t
that Judy
J
is not do
oing the right thing
t
by holdi ng in her emo
otions (in a meeting), where 46%
of the MCS re
espondents be
elieve she is doing
d
the right thing. This ssuggests that tthe NES group
p may not only feel
more comforttable displayin
ng emotions, but
b that they may also see it as being a ju
ustified action
n.
Figure 4.7
7 Question NA##2
Nuetral vs Afffective (Emottions)
(re: scenario) Ju
udy is doing the righ thing by coontrolling her em
motions

100%

46%

82%

4%
54
18%
%

50%
0%
MCS Agree

MCSS
Disagrree

NES Agreee

NES
Disagree

Interviewee
NES Visitor #1

4.8 ‐ Exxcerpts from thee Interviews ‐ ree: Emotions
“In my opiniion, I expect resspect regardlesss of the emotio n I display and I feel I have the
right to show
w any emotion, weather it is shouting, cryingg or frustrationn as long as it iis
warranted, or
o there is a valid reason behind
d it and sometim
mes such emotioon is encouraged
in North Ame
erica.”

MCS Local #2

“I think Macau’s Cantonese people tend to hold in emotionns and I guess w
we were brough
ht
up that way.. I remember myy parents told me
m that we shouuld shed blood rrather than tearrs
and this saying was widely taught to children among fam
milies. People beelieve that publiic
display of em
motions is a symbol of weaknesss.

Response A
Analysis
‘Affective’ aand feel
emotions can be
shown or
verbalizeed to
others quitee freely.
Highly ‘neeutral’
where emotions
are felt, but not
d too
displayed
freelyy.

Although onlyy one of three
e scenario que
estions resulted in a majorr frequency off response gap between th
he NES
and MCS sam
mple groups fo
or the neutral vs. affective
e, emotions baased dimensio
on, the follow
w‐up interview
ws did
seem to furth
her exemplifyy that there iss some contraasting attitud es towards o
overt emotional displays. N
NES #1
resonates witth question NA
A#2 (fig. 4.7) as
a he/she feels a right to viisibly display eemotions and that such a d
display
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can be acceptable and even encouraged while MCS#2 describes how he/she was taught at a young age that
emotional display may be a sign of weakness.
Concluding Discussion
This study confirmed that cross‐cultural communication breakdown, to varying degrees, is occurring between
native English speaking (NES) visitors and local Macau Cantonese first language (MCS) employees on the front
line of Macau’s tourism industry, as both sample groups did express, to similar frequencies of 76% to 62%
respectively, that they experience such breakdown as ‘often’. The NES group, however, seemed to take a more
severe angle on their experiences of breakdown, as a significant 53% of NES respondents generally felt
frustration to a far less 20% of the MCS respondents and with a considerable 14% of the NCS sample feeling
their breakdown experiences are often the result of prejudices, as opposed to only 2% of the MCS sample
feeling prejudice, 33% going unbothered and a further 36% innocently humored. This general divergence in
perception may correlate with the amount one has invested in a communicative exchange. It is possible that the
outcome of a relatively brief communicative episode is seemingly more vital for an NES visitor, who is likely a
long‐haul tourist in a foreign society who may also have certain expectations, where for the MCS local employee,
or a local anywhere to be fair, it may just be another happening on the job. If this perception divergence must be
noted as it could instigate or aggravate some of the culturally based potential barriers to smooth cross cultural
communications.

Divergences in four dimensions of national culture were detected, but in real‐life situations the implications of
each are intricately intertwined. With the NES visitors we see a tourist who tends to be highly individualistic and
therefore, on a whole, low context communicators who have been socialized to give and receive messages with
verbal directness. They also tend to be quite tolerant to operating within situations of uncertainty and therefore
without too many tacit, culturally based rules governing communication. On top of this, the NES sample group
further confirmed that they are rather understanding of overt emotional display and possess an outlook toward
emotional display that may even encourage unconcealed emotion, which may play a role in a low level of
embarrassment to do with public confrontation and explain why very few felt loss of face to be a concern. There
is then the perception of severity variation suggesting, as earlier noted, that the NES visitors, perhaps due to the
nature of long haul international travel, may have a slightly higher level of emotion than he/she may typically
feel at home; an emotional level that may, as suggested, be easily unrestrained. In appearing to be less
individualistic, the MCS sample shows a tendency for high‐context communication that involves aspects of the
situation, as much as the verbalized words and is thus an indirect style where the individual may also be more
inclined to preserve harmony. The MCS group are more long term oriented which involves the connotation of
shame and where the loss of face can result in sentiments of shame ‐ which may be interconnected to the MCS
group’s higher level of embarrassment to oral confrontation and an orientation towards neutral emotional
display. Neutral emotional display could paint an attitude of apathy from the NES visitors’ perspective who may
expect to see emotional reactions and hear direct exchanges to seemingly important situations, while the MCS
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employee could see unconcealed emotions of a NES visitor as overbearing, irrational or even too direct or rude.
Findings suggest that the MCS group is less tolerant to uncertainty and the behavioral uncertainty that the NES
visitor may bring could evoke some anxiety that would not bode well for smooth exchanges especially in
instances of complaints handling.

Understanding where one and others may orient in regards to various dimensions of culture can build positive
awareness and facilitate cultural assimilation. MCS employees may benefit further, however, from workshops
that go beyond case study analysis and apply critical role play with realistic points of communicative conflict and
with genuine NES players, whom could help build communicative confidence. The gathering of authentic
accounts of cross cultural communicative breakdown between these two groups is seen as next step as it would
illustrate conflicting dynamics of differing cultural orientations and provide effective cross cultural training
material. Lastly, the focus has been on the differences throughout this paper, but similarities seen in the
questionnaire results also say something along with UA results that contradict Hofstede’s 1970s findings; that
further research is needed into Macau’s own national cultural orientations in order to truly understand its
precise and contemporary communication style that without a doubt has been evolving over recent decades
with not only the opening up of the territory, but with globalization and mass media’s influences on culture.
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Abstract: My approach to teaching Morrison and Baldwin is to engage the steady pressure that asking key
questions of the novel provides; for example, one key question a student should ask of Toni Morrison’s
novel, Love: “where is the love?” So, I will demonstrate that the demands of love for Baldwin’s social
justice claims, and the risk of love in Morrison’s recovery of personal wholeness claims work hand in hand.
Typically, a novice reader of Morrison and Baldwin may look for a mature, romantic and sexual
love; but that is not necessarily where you will find love in their work. For example, in Morrison’s Love,
sexual desire (and the unfettered unnatural desire pedophilia) can and does corrupt and destroy a higher,
more imaginative and instinctual love, which is the true subject of the novel's title.
A good comparison would be to similarly ask of Spike Lee's seminal movie, Do the Right Thing,
who does the "right thing?" Of all the characters, there is only one person: the old, dismissed black man
who risks his life to save a child about to get hit by a car. He demonstrates the greatest love: sacrifice for
another. Comparatively, in Love, we see Christine and Heed willing to demonstrate great love, but
something gets in the way. Something corrupts their imaginative power, where they can shape that love.
True, there is sacrifice for love's sake in this novel but all love shown here will be inextricably tied
to distortion and hatred (complicated by racial oppression and patriarchy). Although, in Love, Morrison will
not make the answer (to the question, where, or who has the love) direct and clear, the book will reveal the
answer in the liminal spaces, the transformative spaces between daybreak and night, in the peripheral vision
of the reader. In other words, love can only be seen in its absence.
The book will ultimately show the beauty of a unique childhood love, usually unrecognized and
too easily dismissed, finally recovered in the death embrace of childhood friends, Christine and Heed, who
also both love Celestial. L says, "It's like that when children fall for one another. On the spot, without
introduction. Grown-ups don't pay it much attention because they can't imagine anything more majestic to a
child than their own selves, and so confuse dependence with reverence "(199). Whereas Cosey represents
the diasporic black man who remade himself into a modern version of the Horatio Alger narrative,
Christine and Heed boldly claim their stance in modernity with a love without the requisite subordination
of another; namely, they resist and ultimately reject the gendered construction of the heterosexual model.
Of course, L, whose name is charity (1st Corinthians, chapter 13 reference, also on page
199),demonstrates a mature, seasoned love, and she "does the right thing" by destroying the divisive will
and keeping Christine and Heed together until they can finally work out, or recover, their true relationship;
and to redeem the original love they had for each other.
When Bill Moyers, in his excellent series, The World of Ideas, asks Toni Morrison for a metaphor
of the inner-city, Professor Morrison responds, without missing a beat, “Love. Love is the metaphor.” She
says that the real tragedy of the black experience in America was the inability of black folks to show the
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“true expression” of their love. And she says that one must ‘embrace yourself.” Just as in Beloved, when
Paul D. tells Sethe to love herself.
And to further push love as the metaphor, I will look at Baldwin’s novel, Another Country, where
he examines the absence, and then, the distortion of love through the failure of the sadistic/masochistic
heterosexual model; and through this dysfunction we shall see the loss, the widening abyss of the diasporic.
Equitable love will bind the diasporic and redeem the requisite wholeness, the remade.
Indeed, according to Morrison and Baldwin, it is vital that love steps in to replace the anger and
the blindness if we, as the scattered, are to survive.
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Resistance or Reinforcement?: Representations of Marriage, Family, and Gender Roles in
Meiji-Period Literature
During the Meiji period (1868-1912), with the onset of Western modernity, Japan was reshaped and the society transformed from a federal to a modern state. Contrary to a general
clamor for individualism – a valuing of the private self which was based on Western ideas –
Japanese women were not emancipated from their restrictive, traditional roles; they were still
bound to notions of female virtue and family values originally derived from Confucianism.
This persistent ideology plays an important role in writers’ depictions of both male and female
subjects in Meiji literature.
This paper first compares and analyzes the responses of three prominent Meiji writers, two
females and one male, toward the prevailing ideas of marriage, as presented in their novels:
Saikun (The wife) written by Tsubouchi Shōyō in 1889; Koware Yubiwa (The broken ring)
written by Shimizu Shikin in 1891; and Jūsanya (The thirteen night) written by Higuchi Ichiyō
in 1895. This analysis is two-fold: it compares and contrasts the protagonists’ attitudes towards
marriage, and it examines all three writers’ stances on divorce. Secondly, this paper examines
novels written by two celebrated male Meiji authors – Sei (A life) by Tayama Katai in 1908
and Hannichi (A half day) by Mori Ogai in 1909 – with a particular emphasis on their
representations of family systems and the domestic realm.
Through an analysis of the work of these five writers, this study addresses the prevailing
notions of marriage, family, and gender roles in the Meiji Period, and examines the effect that
modernization had on these belief systems. Recognizing the value in an analysis of the
gendered ideologies within a literary text, this paper is a contribution to the study of modern
Japanese literature and its engagement with the dominant social issues of its era.
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Should Religion Be a Deal‐breaker for the American
Presidency?
Abstract
This essay reviews Mitt Romney’s “Faith in America” speech as a case study in apologetic
rhetoric. Conclusions about its effectiveness are drawn. It is argued that such speeches should
not be necessary or expected when an honorable and accomplished candidate, who happens
to be a member of, for example, a perceived non‐traditional religious organization, or is a
non‐believer, becomes a candidate for his/her party’s presidential nomination.

As Governor Mitt Romney’s church membership became an issue for some in
the 2008 campaign for the Republican Party’s presidential nomination, pressure
mounted for Romney to deliver a JFK‐like speech to the nation addressing religion
and the American time‐honored tradition of separation of church and state. Since a
member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints (informal names are LDS
or Mormon church) had never been elected President of the United States, a
significant number of voters were uncertain and even concerned as to what it might
mean to have a Mormon in the White House. The situation was compared to the
1960 presidential campaign between John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon. An
extremely close campaign led Kennedy’s advisers to argue that the senator needed
to address the “Catholic Question.” There had never been a Catholic American
president before and issues had been raised about his religion and the effect it could
have on his presidency. Subsequently, most felt that Kennedy met objections and
concerns effectively in his speech to the Houston Ministerial Association, which
many political observers felt may have made the difference in the election. It will be
remembered that New York governor Al Smith, a Democrat, had run for president in
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1928 as the first Catholic candidate and some of the same religion related questions
had been expressed about Smith and his candidacy by largely Protestant critics.
Though Smith was soundly defeated by Republican candidate Herbert Hoover, it is
unknown what role, if any, his religion played in the outcome.
Reacting to polls that indicated a majority of likely voters had an unfavorable
view of Mormonism, Romney’s advisers felt that a Kennedy‐like speech by Romney
could help his standing, even though he was only a candidate for the Republican
nomination at the time. The major concern seemed to be a perceived need to allay
fears of, in particular, Evangelical Christians, a powerful voting block within the
Republican Party. That is, much like the concerns expressed about Smith and
Kennedy, some worried that Romney would take his orders from his church’s
hierarchy and that he would not be able to separate the exercise of his office from
his religious views.
By the 2008 presidential nomination campaign, there was no doubt that
acceptance and tolerance of non‐mainstream religions, life styles, belief systems,
etc., had grown significantly in the United States. Certainly diversity and pluralism
had become important considerations in, for example, politics, academia,
government, and business, among other segments of society. However, if such were,
indeed, the case, why, then, would a Mormon presidential candidate, a member of
the fourth largest American Christian church (after the Roman Catholic Church, The
Southern Baptist Convention and the United Methodist Church), invite such concern
and scrutiny over his personal religious beliefs? After all, didn’t the dozens of
different Christian denominations have their differences in theology and practice
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and other distinctions, which were seldom or ever brought up by the media?
Further, these distinctions were very seldom, if ever, seen by the majority as deal
breakers. Why, then, were the doctrines and practices of Romney’s particular
denomination singled out for sometimes skeptical and cynical questioning and
discussion?
Further, since a number of Mormon Christians had distinguished themselves
in many walks of life (e. g., federal judges, FBI and CIA agents, police chiefs and
sheriffs, Solicitor General of the United States, Foreign Service Officers, including a
number holding ambassadorial rank, along with political ambassadorial appointees,
governors of non‐Mormon states, Medal of Honor recipients, military general
officers, including Commandant of the Coast Guard, presidents of major non‐
Mormon universities, U. S. cabinet secretaries, Treasurer of the United States,
members of Congress, including Senate Majority Leader, astronauts, NASA
Administrator, distinguished scientists and inventors, along with many
entertainment, sports, media, artistic, philanthropic, and business notables,
including CEO’s of major firms, Miss America’s, prominent medical researchers and
practitioners, etc.), why wouldn’t the American electorate be comfortable with a
member of the LDS Church serving as president? And yet the polls continued to
indicate that many Americans would be reluctant to vote for a Mormon presidential
candidate.
Some analysts believe that Evangelical Christians, long at odds with
Mormons theologically and in a quest for converts, even though they share many
social values, were a significant factor leading to Romney’s primary defeats in Iowa
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and New Hampshire resulting in his withdrawal from the race. For example, there is
no question that former Arkansas governor Mike Huckabee, an ordained Baptist
minister, garnered the majority of the evangelical support in his candidacy for the
Republican presidential nomination, especially after he identified himself as being
“one of them (evangelical).” There is a voluminous anti‐Mormon literature extant, a
significant portion of which has been produced by evangelical and other
fundamentalist, conservative, Protestant Christians. Now, many Mormons would
count Governor Huckabee’s theological dig at Romney as part of that literature
when he asked during a media interview: “Don’t Mormons believe that Satan is
Christ’s brother?” This loaded and, to Mormons, coded question was strategically
asked during the campaign while both Huckabee and Romney were still candidates.
However, if such a question were to lead to an open talking point against Romney, it
could invite accusations of religious bigotry. Therefore, the central question related
to Romney and his religion focused on the separation of church and state issue and,
to some extent, his so‐called flip‐flopping on divisive social issues. Underneath it all,
though, many Mormons would see the unspoken code in Huckabee’s question as
translating to, “We can’t have a Mormon as president because Mormons aren’t
Christians.” The non‐Christian accusation has been a relentless one by Evangelical
Christians, especially clergy, against Mormons for many decades and has been
consistently, heatedly at times, denied by Latter‐day Saints who point to their
profession of Jesus Christ as Savior, Redeemer and Messiah, the official name of
their church, and belief in the Bible as divinely inspired scripture in their Christo‐
centric professions.
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Nevertheless, the religious question may be a legitimate one since the LDS
Church has a strong central leadership with the paramount leader accepted by the
faithful as a prophet, somewhat comparable to the office of Pope in Roman
Catholicism. Who would Romney be most influenced by; the American people and
his conscience or the LDS prophet? Essentially, this was the same type of question
that John F. Kennedy felt constrained to address nearly a half century earlier.
Interestingly, there hasn’t seemed to be a concern that Episcopalian presidential
candidates would be unduly influenced by, for example, the Archbishop of
Canterbury, or a Christian Science candidate by the Mother Church in Boston, or a
Baptist candidate by the leadership of the Southern Baptist Convention.
The Kennedy and Romney speeches were, of course, not the first defenses
mounted in the political realm relative to one’s religion. Coincidentally, as far as
denomination is concerned, in 1904 Reed Smoot, a high‐ranking Mormon
ecclesiastical leader (apostle) and successful businessman, was elected by the Utah
State Legislature to the U. S. Senate when state legislatures were still responsible for
electing senators. He was seated, but a fierce protest by a number of outraged
conservative Protestant ministers, complete with numerous anti‐Smoot petitions
signed by their congregants, led the Senate to refer the issue of Smoot’s “suitability”
for the Senate to its Committee on Privileges and Elections to determine whether he
should continue in office. The hearings were held in response to accusations that
Mormonism, “. . . was an organization . . . so un‐American, so law breaking, and law
defying that [Smoot], on account of his position in it, is not fit to represent . . . the
people of the United States in this Chamber.”1 The hearings and debates endured for
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several years with numerous witnesses for and against Smoot. Even the president of
the LDS Church, Joseph F. Smith, was called to testify before the committee and was
questioned for more than two days about his religious beliefs. Arguably, the
hearings could be characterized as dealing more with Mormon theology and
practice as with Smoot’s fitness to serve in the Senate. Interestingly, “Smoot himself
made a speech about religion on the Senate floor in 1907 . . . .”2 Predating the John F.
Kennedy and Mitt Romney speeches by many years, but eerily similar at times, he
declared that he owed, “. . . no allegiance to any church or other organization which
in any way interferes with my supreme allegiance in civil affairs to my country . . .”3
A vote by the full Senate on the proposal to unseat Senator Reed Smoot, an action
recommended by the Senate committee, was defeated 42‐28, leading to a three
decade Senate career for Smoot, who, apparently, kept his word and, by all accounts,
served loyally and effectively.
As a case study, I turn now to a brief review of former Massachusetts
governor Mitt Romney’s “Faith in America” speech as an exercise in apologia.
Conclusions about the effectiveness of the speech will be drawn and, more
importantly, to me at least, it will be argued that such speeches should not be
expected the next time an honorable and accomplished political candidate, who
happens to be a member of, for example, a perceived “non‐traditional” Christian
religious organization, or a member of a non‐Christian religion such as, for example,
Judaism or Islam or Hinduism or Buddhism, or is an agnostic or atheist becomes a
candidate for his/her party’s presidential nomination.
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APOLOGIA4
The ancient rhetorical genus of apologia has enjoyed theoretical and
methodological application by a number of rhetorical scholars5 and may be defined
as self‐justificatory rhetoric or speaking in defense of one's self. Kruse, for example,
views the apologetic rhetorical classification as “ . . . public discourse produced
whenever a prominent person attempts to repair his [sic] character if it has been
directly or indirectly damaged by overt charges, or rumors and allegations, which
negatively value his [sic] behavior and/or his [sic] judgment.”6 Although Kruse’s
definition is traditional in its limitation of apologia to persons only, I also find the
definition useful in a broader sense. For example, if "Mormonism" is substituted for
"a prominent person" in this definition, the rhetorical environment spawned by first
Mormon Joseph Smith's claimed 1820 communion with the heavens may be more
fully comprehended. That is, in the intervening 190 years the LDS Church has been
under constant, often vitriolic, attack from a variety of opposing religionists, indeed,
in many cases, so‐called orthodox Christian apologists. Jamieson's explanation of a
genre being "shaped in response to a rhetor's perception of the expectations of the
audience and the demands of the situation”7 is descriptive of Mitt Romney’s attempt
to allay audience (voters) fears and suspicions about his religion. Beyond this, such
opposition is seen by many Mormons as simply another religion‐inspired attack in a
nearly two‐century string of them.
The analytic approach employed here has been suggested by Ware and
Linkugel8 in their classic four‐fold schema, which they assert is commonly adopted
by apologists; denial, bolstering, differentiation, and transcendence. Though their
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approach has not escaped criticism,9 it is appropriate to apply it in the present
investigation due to its inherent ability to allow the rhetorical critic to focus on
ambiguities addressed by the language of the defender. To that end, Ware and
Linkugel aver that denial consists of “ . . . the simple disavowal by the speaker of any
participation in, relationship to, or positive sentiment toward, whatever it is that
repels the audience.”10 Bolstering happens when the source attempts to identify
itself with something that is viewed favorably by the audience. Differentiation
allows the rhetor to separate "some act, sentiment, object, or relationship from
some larger context within which the audience presently views that attribute, thus
moving the audience toward a less abstract perspective.”11 Finally, a fourth strategy,
transcendence, "cognitively joins some fact, sentiment, object, or relationship with
some larger context within which the audience does not presently view the
attribute."12 Mormonism's defenders, like apologists of all faiths, have defended
their faith against a number of accusers (denial) and have promoted it as the one
true religion (differentiation). However, since such a strategy would actually
legitimize detractor’s accusations, I argue that Romney took a different apologetic
tack. I argue that Mitt Romney, whether planned or not, delivered an apologetic
defense that followed a bolstering and transcendence schema.
On December 6, 2007, Mitt Romney, speaking to a select invited audience at
the George Herbert Walker Bush Presidential Library in College Station, Texas,
addressed the issue of religion in American politics. As indicated, it had been
apparent to the Romney campaign for some time that his membership in the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter‐day Saints was a negative, even a deal breaker, in the eyes of
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a significant number of likely Republican voters, especially the so‐called
conservative Christian base. This is puzzling since forty years earlier in 1967,
Romney’s father, George Romney, a former governor of Michigan and devout
Mormon, had campaigned for the Republican presidential nomination and very little
was written and discussed about his membership in the LDS Church compared to
his son’s experience. Even when his religious beliefs were discussed, there did not
seem to be the level of antipathy towards his religion as experienced by his son.
Rather, a number of analysts believe that the elder Romney’s comment about being
“brain washed” by American military commanders during his tour of South Vietnam
during U. S. involvement there was probably the major negative factor in his loss of
support and subsequent withdrawal from seeking the nomination. This gaff did not
prevent him from later serving as Secretary of Housing and Urban Development in
the Nixon Cabinet.
At any rate, in 2007, polls had indicated that many Americans, if they knew
anything about Mormonism at all, had an unfavorable view. Specifically, among
Evangelical Christians, a force to be reckoned with within the Republican Party, it
was discovered that 39% would have serious reservations about supporting a
Mormon for the presidency, even if he/she were the party nominee. Although
coverage of Mormonism in the American press had morphed from being extremely
negative and sensationalist in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, to more
objective or even favorable in the latter half of the twentieth century and early
twenty‐first centuries (some pundits called all the attention in 2011 a “Mormon
moment”), many Evangelical Christians continued in their aversion to Mormonism,
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which, arguably, played a significant role in Romney’s failure to secure the 2008
Republican presidential nomination. The same type of religious constituency was
instrumental in inciting opposition to LDS Apostle Reed Smoot’s senate suitability in
the early twentieth century.
Turning now to Romney’s “Faith in America” speech, I provide examples of
Romney’s efforts at bolstering and then at transcendence. These strategies are
interwoven throughout the speech and are not ordered strictly from bolstering to
transcendence. No doubt, the Romney camp assumed that conservative non‐
Mormon Christians concerned with Romney’s religion needed to hear that his basic
religious beliefs coincided with theirs. Secondly, many other potential voters would,
no doubt, want to be reassured that Romney’s church membership would not
significantly impact his presidential decision‐making. Fair‐minded non‐Mormon
Christians would not be disappointed in his core religious beliefs as Romney
declared, “There is one fundamental question about which I’m often asked: What do
I believe about Jesus Christ? I believe that Jesus Christ is the son of God and the
Savior of mankind.”13 What could be more basic and direct and commonating14 with
non‐Mormon Christians than such a profession? It seems to me that the most
fundamental doctrine of Christianity is encapsulated in Romney’s unadorned and
unashamed profession or testimony of the divinity and savior role of Jesus Christ.
Where could the argument be with such a straightforward Christo‐centric bolstering
profession? Denominational differences among professing Christians must be
viewed as minor compared to this central doctrine of Christianity. And here was
Mormon Christian Mitt Romney strongly professing this most central doctrine.
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On the greater possible concern of Romney’s commitment to being his own
person and not being subject to the influence of LDS Church leaders, separation of
church and state concerns really, he attempted to allay such fears or transcend the
situation with several comments, including referencing the arguments made by John
F. Kennedy when he was faced with similar concerns. He said that, “We separate
church and state affairs in this country, and for good reason. No religion should
dictate to the state nor should the state interfere with the free practice of religion.”15
Though Kennedy’s profession was stronger in this regard, Romney, nevertheless,
paid appropriate homage to the concept of separation of church and state. That said,
he was still careful to appeal to conservative Christians by declaring that God had
always been and should continue to be respected as an integral part of the nation’s
founding and in its on‐going development.
After detailing his belief that all were children of God and his commitment to
American values he felt most shared, he declared in another bolstering profession,
that:
These American values, this great moral heritage, is shared and lived in my
religion as it is in yours. I was taught in my home to honor God and love my
neighbor. I saw my father march with Martin Luther King. I saw my parents
provide compassionate care to others, in personal ways to people nearby,
and in just as consequential ways in leading national volunteer movements.
I am moved by the Lord’s words: “For I was an hungered, and ye gave me
meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me
in; naked and ye clothed me . . . .”16
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In this statement, Romney further sought to identify himself with other American
Christians as similarly value driven in their compassion complete with knowledge of
and commitment to the biblical teachings of Jesus Christ. He further cemented this
alignment by saying:
My faith is grounded on these truths. You can witness them in Ann and
my marriage and in our family. We’re a long way from perfect and we’ve
surely stumbled along the way. But our aspirations, our values, are the self‐
same as those from the other faiths that stand upon this common foundation.
And these convictions will indeed inform my presidency.17
This statement combined bolstering and transcendence strategies as he sought to
identify his values with those of the assumed target audience and also sought to
reassure his listeners that the values and ideals informing his presidency would be
the same as theirs as opposed to something strange or sinister as was sometimes
insinuated by detractors.
Frankly, it’s not particularly significant that Mitt Romney’s speech can be
shown to have employed traditional apologetic reasoning or strategies other than to
be able to observe that the speech met certain basic parameters of self‐defense
rhetoric. Be that as it may, responses to the speech generally followed political,
ideological and religious lines, as would be expected. It is difficult to know if
Romney’s speech affected the race significantly, although a Pew Research Center
poll found that, “. . . of the 62 percent of Americans who were aware of the speech,
49 percent had a favorable view of it, while 39 percent had a negative view. Among
Republicans, Romney scored a 60 percent approval rating. According to several
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polls, those selecting Romney as their first choice among the Republican field
actually climbed 2 to 5 points in the immediate aftermath of the address.”18 Of
course this positive movement, however modest, would become moot with his
subsequent withdrawal from the race following Mike Huckabee’s strong showing in
early primary states.
Mitt Romney is again seeking the 2012 Republican presidential nomination
as he continues to traverse the country endorsing Republican political candidates
and raising/contributing money for their campaigns and now, his. His showing in
the Republican Presidential debates has been strong thus far. It is unknown if his
religious beliefs will become an issue again in light of continuing distrust by some
against non‐mainstream Christian religions and, for example, the emergence of
groups like the Tea Party whose members seem to prefer very conservative
Christian political candidates. Despite some efforts to bolster his conservative
credentials, many observers view Romney as rather moderate in his political beliefs.
In addition, despite perceived progress in religious tolerance in the United States,
the on‐going concern about Mitt Romney’s religion, the frenzied flap over plans for a
mosque more than two blocks from the site of the World Trade Center attacks in
New York City in 2001 by Muslim radicals and even persistent accusations that
President Barak Obama is Muslim, as if that should be a deal breaker, call this
assumption into question.
It is my hope that voters will weigh a candidate’s qualifications for election to
the presidency of the United States based on character, ideas, record, experience,
talent, and demonstrated skills and perceived altruistic motivations rather than on
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their membership, or lack thereof, in a particular religious organization. In Mitt
Romney’s case, his qualifications justifiably open to scrutiny, would include his
service as governor of Massachusetts, his leadership of the 2002 Salt Lake Winter
Olympics, his business career, his stands on important societal issues, if he can be
judged to be an honorable, trustworthy person, and so forth. These standards
would, of course, extend to any candidate be they, for example, Catholic Christian,
mainstream Protestant Christian, Mormon Christian, Evangelical Christian, non‐
denominational Christian, Muslim, Jew, a member of any other non‐Christian
religion, or atheist, agnostic, and so on.
An additional wrinkle this election cycle is the candidacy of Jon Huntsman,
former U. S. Ambassador to the Peoples Republic of China and former Governor of
Utah. Huntsman, a former Mormon missionary to Taiwan, when asked by a reporter
if he was a member of the LDS Church, replied that “that was a tough question.”
Could Romney’s experience be affecting Jon Huntsman and his willingness to be
associated with Mormonism, his family’s religious heritage since the mid‐1800’s? If
so, that is regrettable. Further, how would a continuing media obsession with
religion affect, for example, the campaign of a future Jewish candidate since
questions began to be raised in the media over Senator Joseph Lieberman’s religious
views and practices during his earlier candidacies for vice‐president and president?
Where does the religious scrutiny end?
Let’s judge our political candidates, presidential or otherwise, on the quality
of their characters and their ideas and skills, experience, and motivations, not on
their religious backgrounds or lack thereof. Shouldn’t we be beyond such a specific
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and limited and, patently unfair, litmus test by now in our increasingly pluralistic
society? The president is going to be president of all Americans not just one
constituency be it faith based or otherwise. Be that as it may, should religion
continue to be interjected into a political campaign by members of the media,
political opponents, or others, all candidates should be asked religious questions,
not just a candidate representing a heretofore unrepresented faith tradition in the
oval office. Ideally, though, no political candidate should be subjected to such
religious scrutiny as was directed at Mitt Romney in the campaign for the 2008
Republican presidential nomination.
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HL23 and the High Line Park under construction, 7 July 2010.
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Abstract
The abundant attention recently paid to the High Line Park in Manhattan has overlooked
a significant aspect of its success: A seemingly maverick approach to the planning
regulations that guide redevelopment has fostered the creation of architecture that
enhances neighborhood character. Indeed, the spectacular move by Neil M. Denari of
cantilevering his HL23 condominium tower over the High Line highlights design
strategies useful for unlocking the Eucledian principles of the zoning envelope. It also
demonstrates the capacity of the flexible envelope to comply with the estimated values
for public good -- a facility too often credited universal regulation.
This article uses the architecture of HL23 -- located at the High Line and West 23rd Street
in New York City -- as a lens through which to critically evaluate the interlocking aspects
of the zoning envelope. The article explores new relationships between zoning and site. It
reconceptualizes the zoning envelope to reveal new intersections between planning
regulation and architectural form. And it evaluates the ability of interconnected design
cultures to establish new relationships between the built mass and the estimated values
for public good. By celebrating HL23’s resistance to the Eucledian principles of the
zoning envelope, this paper suggests new procedures for architectural practices useful for
exploring the space beyond regulation.
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“Eucledian zoning is accountable because its rules are explicit and inflexible. The clarity
and consistency of the rules allow for the objective review of each individual project asof-right. The reviewer has virtually no discretion in administrating a Eucledian
ordinance.”1
- Charles M. Haar and Jerold S. Kayden

“What you must learn is that these rules are no different than the rules of a computer
system...some of them can be bent. Others...can be broken.”2
- Morpheus

Walking north on the converted railroad formally known as the High Line Park, the city
seems remarkably well-preserved. In the former warehouse district of Manhattan’s West
Side, the spatial typology still confirms to the low and sparse cityscape which, throughout
the twentieth-century, took root in American cities through manufacturing zoning. On our
northbound stroll, we pass numerous brick buildings, all restored to augment the impact
of their historical significance. In the distance, we spot the new developments of Frank
Gehry, Jean Nouvel, and Shigeru Ban, which have been pushed back not to disturb the
experience of our walk. Freed from contemporary architecture, the former railroad offers
the illusion that nothing is happening -- that the escalating retail and real estate activities
rapidly transforming the neighborhoods around us are disconnected from the manicured
space we experience on our stroll. Forced by zoning to reside in conservation mode, the
spatial typology of our walk offers up a nostalgic image of mid-twentieth century
manufacturing zones, rather than the aggressive forces of contemporary urbanization,
which instantly generate new conditions for urban life in our vicinity.

1

Charles M. Haar and Jerold S. Kayden, eds., Zoning and the American Dream: Promises Still to Keep
(Chicago, Il: Planners Press, American Planning Association in association with the Lincoln Institute of
Land Policy,1989), 191.
2
Larry and Andy Wachowski, "The Matrix," (USA1999).
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When we reach the branch on West 17th Street, and enter West Chelsea, a building
appears in our visual cone that utterly resists all attempts of spatial preservation.
Hovering over the public park, this building makes a bold gesture that is counter the
sense of open space otherwise so successfully maintained by the City’s code. Rising
above the High Line bed, the height of the building successfully integrates into the
neighborhood roofscape. Like a gyroscope, it references the pinnacles of surrounding
high rises. But the bulk we experience when moving toward the building inverts the
formal approach instigated by legislation. Clearly challenging the setback codes, the
eastern façade that juts over the High Line Park stands in stark contrast to the
surrounding buildings. Cocky yet delicate, the high rise in our visual cone so obviously
violates the City’s planning regulations, it adjoins rather than distances itself from the
former rail road, and creates an alliance between building and park that enhances the
experience of both.

The building we’ve just spotted is the HL23, located at the intersection of the High Line
and West 23rd Street, in the heart of West Chelsea. Designed by the Los Angeles architect
Neil M. Denari and completed in 2011, the 14-story condominium tower introduces a
spatial typology that utterly differs from the intentions of planning policy. By challenging
the zoning envelopes that guide the redevelopment of West Chelsea, the tower offers a
critical commentary on the relationship between city planning regulation and
architectural form.

Zoning and Site
The zoning laws that regulate development in West Chelsea are, to a considerable degree,
formulated for the purpose of supporting the renovation of the High Line. Amended in
2005, the legislation complies with the concept of Special District Zoning, which has
been utilized in New York City since 1968 to upgrade demarcated zoning.3 When the
updated policy was enacted, six years had passed since the formal formation of the
3

The first Special Zoning District was enacted on 13 March 1968 to support Richard Meier’s adaptive
reuse of the Westbeth Artists’ Colony in Greenwich Village. See Robert A.M. Stern, Thomas Mellins, and
David Fishman, New York 1960: Architecture and Urbanism between the Second World War and the
Bicentennial (New York: The Monacelli Press, 1995), 252.
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Friends of the High Line. Drawing from the efforts of former Chelsea resident and
activist Peter Obletz to prevent demolition, the Friends of the High Line proposed the
idea of preserving the deteriorated railroad by altering its use.4 Referring to the
Promenade Plantée -- a disused railroad viaduct in central Paris which was converted to a
public park in the late ‘80s -- the Friends of the High Line not only contextualized their
idea in discourse, but also branded their proposal by suggesting the world’s second
elevated park to be constructed in New York City.5

The High Line Park marks the premises for HL23. Indeed, the successful history and the
physical presence of the renovated structure form the context for research on the iconic
building. With amended legislation, property values in West Chelsea increased.
Coinciding with the vast influx of art galleries and other creative businesses, the West
Chelsea area was rapidly transforming from “a cultural wilderness of trucking companies,
drug dealers and strip bars”6 to a real estate heaven “with an appealing dollar-to-squarefoot ratio.”7 With new economies and shifting cultural scenes, real estate speculation in
West Chelsea seemed lucrative. The policies that supported preservation of the High Line
served as catalysts for redevelopment.

The former railroad, which just four years prior to amended legislation had been
considered for demolition, became the financial incentive for HL23.8 But the deteriorated
structure of the railroad was also a physical obstacle that hampered development. The
project site for the tower was comprised of three separate lots that together measured
almost 12,350 square feet.9 Despite the considerable size, 56% of the profitable land was
4

The idea of preserving the High Line was launched in the mid 1980s when Chelsea resident and activist
Peter Obletz challenged the first wave of demolition efforts. See The official Web site of the High Line and
Friends of the High Line, "High Line History," Friends of the HIgh Line
http://www.thehighline.org/about/high-line-history.
5
Ibid.
6
Michele Ingrassia, "Soho in Chelsea: An Unlikely Neighborhood Is Suddenly the Epicenter of the Art and
Club Scene," Daly News July 1, 2001.
7
Aaron Seward, "Profile: Alf Naman," The Architect's Newspaper(July 30, 2008).
8
The Giuliani administration signed in 2001 “an agreement to join the property owners’ move to demolish
the High Line.” See Albert Amateau, "High Line Reuse Picks up Steam," New York Architecture
<http://www.nyc-architecture.com/CHE/CHE029-TheHighLine.htm>.
9
The location attributes for the project site includes: Borough Manhattan; Block 695; and Lot 27, 28, and
43. Cumulative lot sizes calculate: Lot 27 is 3950 square feet; Lot 28 is 3456.25 square feet; and Lot 43 is
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concealed by the elevated railroad bed. With the City’s objective to guide redevelopment
to “ensure that the form and use of new buildings relates to the enhanced neighborhood
character and the High Line open space,”10 the 2005 zoning amendment introduced
hardened setback codes and adjusted height limitations. As most of the project site was
blocked by the High Line, and the real estate potential dramatically reduced by hardened
bulk regulations, development seemed rather problematic.

The bulk regulation imposed upon the project site proved to be too small to make the site
profitable. With an immutable footprint, the architecture of HL23 had to modify the
zoning envelope and thus add floor area to the right-of-way. Using the site for real estate
would be possible only if the proposed design of the building envelope exceeded the
regulations, yet still managed to obey the code. When Alf Naman, the developer of
HL23, commissioned Denari for the design, a willingness to violate the building code
was an explicit requirement. “You tell me how far rules can be broken,” Denari recalls
Naman saying. “And if you can break the rules and go thorough City Planning and figure
out the reasons why this building should be accepted because it can not be any president,
because zoning opposes this building.”11 Denari was hired to use architecture as an
instrument that measures the critical point of code violation. And, as we will see, it was
the reconceptualization of the envelope that paved the way to success.

The Interlocking Aspects of Zoning
In 1916, Edward Bassett chaired the commission that produced New York City's Zoning
Resolution, the first comprehensive zoning ordinance in the U.S. Bassett’s code followed
the same logic as the gridiron, which had been rolled out on the Manhattan peninsula
more than a century earlier to convert land to property. Complying with the objectives of
the early twentieth-century reform moment, the ordinance strived to protect the estimated

4937.50 square feet. The total lot area is 12,343.75 square feet. See Philip Habib & Associates,
"Environmental Assessment Statement High Line 23 Authorization," (New York: New York City
Department of City Planning, February, 2006), Figure 3b.
10
New York City Department of City Planning, "West Chelsea Special District (N 050161(a)Zrm)," (New
York: New York City Department of City Planning, 23 June 2005), 98-00.e.
11
Neil Denari, personal interview, 19 October, 2010.
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values for public good.12 It drew from the Cartesian geometry of the grid to safeguard
access to light and air by regulating the use and form of Manhattan’s properties.

The 1916 Zoning Resolution capitalized on the universal principles of the gridiron. By
extruding the gridiron to encompass the sky exposure plane, Bassett turned the twodimensional categorization of property into a three-dimensional index of use and form.
The zoning envelopes that covered the entire surface of Manhattan after 1916 established
a new urban landscape. Like agglomerations of invisible structures, they delineated
immaterial volumes to be filled up with architecture. To avoid uniform building mass,
Bassett invented the form variables of height and setback regulations. These variables,
which made it possible to create different envelopes for different districts, outlined the
invisible structures.13 When we look at the zoning envelope through the lens of the
structure, it can be theorized with reference to Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s
scholarship. In their seminal text, Deleuze and Guattari counterposition the structure with
the rhizome. The structure, they say, “is defined by a set of points and positions, with
binary relations between the points and biunivocal relationships between the positions.”14
For Deleuze and Guattari, a structure is made up of “lineages of the arborescent type,”
that are localizable lineages defined by a set of totalizing principles and dual relations.15
Hence, even if Bassett’s variables were indented to provide a certain degree of flexibility,
the formal characteristics of the structure imply the opposite. Turned into a vast number
of rigid constructs, Bassett’s zoning envelopes shaped the content of Manhattan.16

Ever since Bassett’s ordinance was enacted in 1916, height and setback regulation have
been interlocked to protect access to light and air in New York’s canyons. New
ordinances and numerous amendments have been introduced to update the parameters,
and to promote new architectural ideologies to maneuver the flow of light and air. The
12

Bassett said that “zoning must be done with relation to the public health, safety, morals and general
welfare.” See Edward M. Bassett, Zoning (New York: National Municipal League, 1932), 8.
13
Bassett said that “[t]he usefulness of zoning regulations consists in their being different for different
districts.” See Ibid., 6.
14
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus (New York: Continuum, 2004), 23.
15
Ibid.
16
Edward Bassett’s three use taxonomies for Manhattan were residency, business, and industry. See
Bassett, Zoning, 12.
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1961 ordinance, for example, drew from SOM’s Lever House of 1952 to revise bulk
controls;17 various sub-zones were developed in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s to slow the
rapid proliferation of bulk in Midtown;18 and the 1996 zoning amendment altered the
standards for urban plazas to “to encourage ‘tower-on-a-base’ rather than ‘tower-in-aplaza’ development.”19 Still, the ordinances and amendments have regulated properties
rather than sites, and thus maintained the rigid form variables of height and setback.

Zoning deals with property, not site. Hence, universal zoning ordinances ignore all
specific conditions that encompass any lot. They do so by adhering solely to what
Rosalind Krauss calls the centrifugal aspects of the grid.20 Indeed, by failing to recognize
the site as “as something complete and internally organized,” zoning overlooks the need
for intrinsic adjustments.21 If we want to obtain a higher degree of flexibility in city
planning regulation, then the zoning envelope must be re-conceptualized to better meet
with site-specific conditions. A viable means of altering universal zoning could be to
unlock the rigid relationship between legislation and bulk. If the inherent configuration of
prevailing zoning confirm to the dimensions of the structure, then a reconfiguration to the
dimensions of the rhizome would open up new possibilities to master the space inbetween property and site. With Deleuze and Guattari’s scholarship, we can conclude that
by changing the dimensions of the envelope from lines of the arborescent type to “lines
of segementarity and stratification,” the interlocking aspects of zoning would be
challenged, and a new mode of flexibility would be created.22 As we will see, the HL23
building can be regarded as a prototype for such a procedure.

17

Jerold S. Kayden, Privately Owned Public Space: The New York City Experience (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 2000), 11-12. Voorhees Walker Smith & Smith, Zoning New York City: A Proposal for a
Zoning Resolution for the City of New York (New York: City Planning Commission, 1958), 127-29.
18
Richard F. Babcock and Wndy U. Larsen argue that the architecture of projects such as Edward Barnes’s
IBM (1983), Der Scutt’s Trump Tower (1983) and Philip Johnson’s AT&T (1984) reversed “daylightning
to pre-1916 standards.” See Richard F. Babcock and Wendy U. Larsen, Special Districts: The Ultimate in
Neighborhood Zoning (Cambridge, Mass: Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, 1990), 74-75.
19
Kayden, Privately Owned Public Space: The New York City Experience, 19. Tower-on-a-base
development can be exemplified by Frank Gehry’s Spruce Street project of 2011. See, for example, Nicolai
Ouroussoff, "Downtown Skyscraper for the Digital Age,"(February 9, 2011).
20
For Rosalind Krauss’s discourse on the grid, see, for example, Rosalind Krauss, "Grids," October
9(Summer, 1979).
21
Ibid.: 63.
22
Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, 23.
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The Geometry of Envelopes
The prime objective of HL23 was to develop building mass that added floor area to the
right-of-way without expanding the footprint. Hence, the zoning envelope was to be
ballooned by architecture. The two strategies to accomplish this are either height
modification or setback modification. Height modification yields the firmness of building
footprint by extruding the zoning envelope vertically. We can call it the default mode
because it represents the most common way to expand building mass, which is to stack
units on top of one other. Setback modification, on the other hand, expands building mass
by extruding the zoning envelope horizontally. This procedure is more intricate, as it
introduces the cantilever to challenge both the effect of gravity and the firmness of solid
and void. Both procedures can be used to modify the geometry of regulation. They won’t
help us, however, if we want to reconceptualize the zoning envelope. As height and
setback restrictions make up the epitome of planning regulation, they will hardly support
our effort to rethink the premises of their origin. We have to find a different geometrical
approach to how to alter the code. We can do so by analyzing the default and the complex
via architecture.

The default relies on the process of stacking. This process is not so much about vertical
extrusion as it is about adhering to what Adolf Heinrich Borbein refers to as “the art of
joining.”23 Kenneth Frampton elaborates on Borbein’s scholarship when he traces the
scope of the tectonic. In his 1982 study, Borbein reconceptualizes the tectonic to aspire to
an aesthetic rather than a technological category. The tectonic, Borbein says, indicates
“assemblage not only of building parts but also of objects.”24 When we look at the
modification of the zoning envelope through the lens of Borbein’s tectonic approach to
design culture, the process of stacking is no longer limited to the default mode of
verticality. It can also be utilized to describe the intricate mode of horizontality. One
example is MVRDV’s Wozoco apartments in Amsterdam-Osdorp, the Netherlands
(1997), where the spatial experience is rendered through a series of double story
cantilevers that jut out from the glazed body of a primary building block. When looking
23

Kenneth Frampton, Studies in Tectonic Culture: The Poetics of Construction in Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century Architecture (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1996), 4.
24
Ibid.
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at Wozoco’s northern façade, in which the wooden cladding of the cantilevers stand in
stark contrast to the transparency of the block. The formal hierarchy between the
cantilevers and the block correlates with the differentiation of materiality to divide the
building in two basic elements, which are the units and the block. This formal strategy
resembles Kenneth Frampton’s description of Gottfried Semper’s primordial dwelling,
which also used the taxonomy of basic elements to describe architecture. Even if
MVRDV inverts what Semper would refer to as “the material as physical matter,” they
still conform to the same tradition of generating form through the assemblage of
taxonomies.25

A different approach on creating form is rendered through Coop Himmelb(l)au’s
apartment building for the Gasometer city in Vienna, Austria (2001). Drawing from Le
Corbusier’s structural concept of les pilotis, the project describes a housing block that has
been elevated on a set of angulated columns to free the ground for circulation. The
dynamic shape of the elevated block, which cantilevers on both ends, is comprised of
various building elements, such as staircases, structural glazing, and window framing.
These building elements, however, are not assembled through tectonic operations, but
rather through the shaping of an edifice which, using Sylvia Lavin’s words, “conflate its
fluidity with the rigidity of building to form a single…medium.”26 Hence the geometry of
the Gasometer apartment building can be described as “a continuum unbroken and
indistinct from solid objects.” 27 Using Stanford Kwinter’s scholarship, we can call it
plasticity.28 Kwinter draws from Adolf Hildebrand, who said that “no work of art can
result from a simple addition of invariable proportions in details.”29 Hildebrand argued
25

Gottfried Semper writes “there is the material to be treated, the formless mass to be transported into
form. In the first place, every work of art should reflect in its appearance, as it were, the material as
physical matter. Thus, for example, the Greek temple in marble differs in style from an otherwise, almost
identical Greek temple in porous stone.” See Gottfried Semper, Gottfried Semper: The Four Elements of
Architecture and Other Writings, trans. Harry Francis Mallgrave and Wolfgang Herrmann (Cambridge,
Mass: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 269.
26
Sylvia Lavin, "Fire Rated," in Coop Himmelb(l)au : Beyond the Blue, ed. Peter Noever (Munich/Vienna:
Prestel/MAK, 2007), 179.
27
Stanford Kwinter, "La Città Nuova: Modernity and Continuity," Zone 1/2(May, 1986): 89.
28
Stanford Kwinter draws from Boccioni’s writing on Plastic Dynamism to extract the plastic qualities of
form. See Ibid.
29
Adolf Hildebrand, The Problem of Form in Painting and Sculpture (New York: G. E. Stechert & Co.,
1907), 46.
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that space is the production of movement, vision, and touch rather than the genesis of
material conditions.30 Referring to the morphological attributes of form, his discourse
goes beyond the idea of the assemblage, and introduces the kinetic.

Semper’s tectonics and Hildebrand’s continuum assist investigation of the envelope
beyond Cartesian geometry. When the Eucledian conception of space is challenged, the
distribution of bulk can be rendered through design morphologies to generate a building
form that blurs the dichotomy of vertical and horizontal. Indeed, both taxonomy and
plasticity support elaboration on the zoning envelope. As we will see, it is not one or the
other that generate successful plan-check but rather the skills to draw from different
design culture when exploring the space between building mass and bulk regulation. At
the end of the day, what matters is the ability to prove that site-specific conditions yield
the universal aspects of zoning.

Taxonomy and Plasticity
The design of HL23 describes a battle against zoning where the shaping of mass set the
parameters for space construction. Due to the complexity achieved by Denari’s modeling
process, the edifice complies with the concept of plasticity previously discussed. When
moving around in the vicinity of and beneath the belly of HL23, we are confronted by a
series of building elements which, when lumped together, serve to render the experience
of a total work of architecture. The folded and twisted surfaces correlate with the visual
and haptic quality of material to produce what Adolf Hildebrand would characterize as a
“perception of …spatial attributes.”31 The augmented structure, which gradually
cantilevers above the High Line Park, reduces the scale of the building, and unites subject
and object. The transparent cladding which exposes the cantilevered steel frames
provides splendid views for the residents, but it also creates a critical commentary on the
conventional dichotomies of inside/outside and private/public. And the graphic treatment
30

Ignasi. de Solà-Morales, "Place: Permanence or Production," in Differences: Topographies of
Contemporary Culture, ed. Sarah Whiting (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT Press, 1997), 94-95.
31
This observation confirm to Adolf Hildebrand’s argument that the “faculties of sight and touch” provide
spatial perception and that “[t]hese two different means of perceiving the same phenomenon…are united in
the eye.” Hildebrand says that “[o]ur relation to the world of vision consists chiefly in our perception of its
spatial attributes.” See Hildebrand, The Problem of Form in Painting and Sculpture, 14, 17.
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of the beams and the panels position the building in-between image and architecture,
which recalls the “research of aesthetic formalism that developed in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.”32 Indeed the edifice that today occupies the property on
West 23rd Street represents a total work of architecture to emphasize the plastic qualities
of form.

The shape of HL23, however, can not be described solely with reference to the plastic
qualities of form. The aesthetics of the edifice -- equally bold and restrained -- describes a
design process capable of complementing the complex endeavors of plastic form with a
second layer geometrical manipulation. Ole Bouman characterizes Denari as an architect
who “in one way or another seek legitimation for [his] work, on the one hand by placing
[his] labours in a historical theoretical tradition, on the other hand by justifying [himself]
vis-à-vis the relevant forces of [his] own age.”33 And it is precisely the skill of mastering
the disciplinary connotations of design that provided Denari with the ability to
reconceptualize the geometry of the zoning envelope. On his company website, Denari
argues that the shape of HL23 is driven by NMDA’s interest in “achieving complexity
through simple tectonic operations.”34 If we unpack this argument, we will discover how
the interaction of different design culture served his purpose.

Any building geometry that complies with planning regulation is approved as-of-right.
The as-of-right volume measures the influx of light and air to determine bulk distribution
in concurrence with the estimated values for public good. As Denari’s commission
required him to develop a building that exceeded the as-of-right volume, he knew that he
had to modify the code. Abiding by the standards of code modification compiled by the
New York City Department of City Planning, he also knew that the waiver provided the
generative material for such procedure. The waiver can be described as a formal
32

Sarah Whiting writes about Robert Vischer’s “investigation into the relationship between the subject and
the object.” Whiting says that Adolf Hildebrand and others furthered Vischer’s investigation with their
research of aesthetic formalism, “focusing first on issues of visual perception and ultimately translating the
relationship into fully, sensorial experiential terms.” See Sarah Whiting, "Subjectifying the Modern," in
Differences: Topographies of Contemporary Architecture, ed. Sarah Whiting (Cambridge, Mass: The MIT
Press, 1997), xii.
33
Greg Lynn, Folds, Bodies & Blobs: Collected Essays (Brussels: La Lettre Volée, 2004), 7.
34
NMDA, "Hl23 2010 / New York," NMDA http://www.nmda-inc.com/index.php?/projects/high-line-23/.
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exception to the as-of-right volume. Included in the New York City zoning ordinance as a
way to modify regulation when development is hampered by local circumstances, the
waiver can be described as a “site-specific land-use planning function.”35 If a waiver is to
be granted, it must be shown that the proposed building won’t “adversely affect adjacent
zoning lots by unduly restricting access to light and air to surrounding streets and
properties.”36 Hence the waiver must be judged in accordance with a formal point of
reference, which is the as-of-right volume.
Denari initiated the design process by modeling the as-of-right volume.37 Using his Rhino
model to draft the zoning envelope, he researched the geometrical limitations of the code
to establish a formal point of reference. This point of reference, which outlines planning
regulation, clearly resembles the Cartesian qualities of zoning previously discussed. After
tracing the as-of-right, Denari abandoned the restrictions imposed by regulation and
dedicated his practice to responding to the complex configuration of the site, and thus to
shaping the building accordingly. With a set of formal operations “linked to each other in
some explicit or implicitly declared relationship,” he shaped the plastic edifice of HL23.38
The objective was to meet Naman’s interest by adding floor area to the right-of-way, but
also to provide a formal composition that enhanced the character of the neighborhood and
generated an architectural language that satisfied his own design agenda. With his as-ofright model as the formal point of reference, Denari established a datum by which his
plastic form could be evaluated. As we already concluded, however, the geometric
implications of the zoning envelope are interlocked rather than flexible. Hence, as long as
planning regulations conform to the Eucledian concept of space, any building geometry
that entails plastic interpretations of zoning will be thwarted by code. To have his shape
approved, Denari had to find a way to translate plastic form into Cartesian language.

35

Bruce F. Berg, New York City Politics: Governing Gotham (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University
Press, 2007), 25.
36
New York City Department of City Planning, "Zoning Resolution the City of New York, Web Version,"
(New York: New York City Department of City Planning, 27 April 2011), Chapter 4, Section 74-721-a-3.
37
Neil Denari, personal interview, 19 October, 2010.
38
Mark Burry, "Between Intuition and Process: Parametric Design and Rapid Prototyping," in Architecture
in the Digital Age: Design and Manufactoring, ed. Branko Kolarevic (New York: Taylor & Francis, 2003),
150.
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The waiver itself is merely an argument about inadequate rules to which exceptions
should be granted. The waiver is judged by planning expertise, thus success or failure
depends on the accuracy of evidences to support the argument. When the evidence
considered, it is evaluated according to the established point of reference. For HL23, as
we have seen, the point of reference was the Eucledian precedent of the as-of-right
volume. The problem occurs, hence, when a plastic form has to confirm to Cartesian
references. The painter, Jules Ziegler, faced a similar problem in 1863 when he
demonstrated how complex forms could be explained by combining primary forms in a
set of variations. Acknowledged by Semper and included in Der Stil, Ziegler’s schemes
of classification described how a compound work of art “can be generated from the
primitive mathematical forms of the circle and cube” and thus be conceived as a number
of Cartesian variations.39 Just like Ziegler’s art works, Denari’s building needed to be
visualized in its parts in order to be capable of being evaluated by Cartesian measures.
Indeed, plastic geometry would never meet the Eucledian routines of city planning.
Denari had to translate the geometry of the building, and thus explain the plastic form
through its parts. He could do so by adopting the discourse of tectonics. By describing the
edifice through six different waivers, HL23 was broken down into incremental variations
and thus given a tectonic quality.40

When Denari broke down his plastic form into tectonic elements, he set up a mixing table
possible to operate through tactical maneuvers. Like a DJ who controls the relationship
between two records, he used the increments created when the building envelope was
explained through tectonics to maneuver the intersection between property constraints
and site specific conditions. Denari himself says that the design process was like “a
visual, subtle negotiation…it was like cutting somebody with a razor but they don’t quite
know they are bleeding yet.” This kind of sensibility, he says, is “the only reason why the
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Harry Francis Mallgrave, Gottfried Semper: Architect of the Nineteenth Century (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1996), 281-82.
40
The Environmental Assessment Statement says that “[t]he proposed building requires a CPC
authorization pursuant to Section 98-424 of the Zoning Resolution, Authorization to Modify Bulk
Regulations, to waive the requirements of Section 23-47, 23-533, 23-861, 98-421, 98-423, and 98-52 of the
Zoning Resolution.” See Philip Habib & Associates, "Environmental Assessment Statement High Line 23
Authorization," A-4.
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building was accepted.”41 The HL23 building gained its plastic form accordingly, through
calculated actions determined by tectonic operations. Resisting the dichotomy of
taxonomy and plasticity, Denari operated the design process to generate a building form
that was at once equally receptive to the contemporary means of spatial perception, and at
the same time and to the Cartesian premises of zoning. It is at the intersection of the
tectonic and the plastic qualities of form that the HL23 was created.

Michel de Certeau says that tactics pin their hopes on a clever utilization of the “play
[they] introduces into the foundations of power.”42 And it is exactly by turning the design
process into a play with the Department of City Planning that Denari conducted the
generative procedure of HL23. Developing a number of design iterations, Denari
presumed the building shape to be receptive to the surroundings environment. In an
interview he says that he was primarily working with “something [he] assumed [he]
would get away with.”43 Determined to manipulate the zoning envelope by incrementally
adjusting the size of his waivers, he added floor area to the right-of-way by measuring the
distribution of bulk in concurrence with its impact on surrounding area. Constantly
analyzing the consequences of his design decisions, he responded to the disciplinary
objectives of city planning by instantly confirming to the estimated values for public
good.44 By using the tectonic variations of the building proposal to measure the influx of
light and air, Denari fine-tuned the relationship between building mass and zoning
envelope to arrive at a building envelope that met the City’s expectations. With his finetuning exercise, Denari enhanced the character of the neighborhood while adding 54.7
percent of floor area to the right-of-way.

41

Neil Denari, personal interview, 19 October, 2010.
Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), 39.
43
Neil Denari, personal interview, 17 February, 2011.
44
Urbanism was regulated by the means of public good. For Ildefons Cerdà urban planning was a science
that tackled social, political, moral, health, and economic issues. See Ildefons Cerdà, Cerdà: The Five
Bases of the General Theory of Urbanization, ed. Arturo Soria y Puig (Madrid: Electra, 1999), 64-72.
42
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Conclusion
The gap between zoning and site needs to be challenged if we want to obtain a higher
degree of flexibility in city planning regulation. One way to unlock the code is to
reconceptualize the zoning envelope. Neil M. Denari’s HL23 condominium tower in
West Chelsea, New York City, can be used as a prototype for this endeavor. With his
building form, which overcomes the dichotomy between tectonic and plastic, Denari
shows us that architectural design can be used to transform the zoning envelope from
rigid to flexible without altering the size and shape of the building footprint. Staying
within the prescribed FAR, his reconceptualized envelope proves that architecture can
redistribute bulk and add floor area to the right-of-way, while still complying with the
tentative values for public good.

This case study suggests that codes could be unlocked if the geometric configuration of
the zoning envelope moved from Cartesian to rhizomatic. This new geometry would
encourage flexible city building, and call for updated means of analysis and
administration. Elastic zoning envelopes, for example, would require development to be
referenced by volume (cubic feet) rather than by level (square feet). The reviewer of such
regulation would have to set aside the comprehensive values of Eucledian measurement
to embrace the specific qualities of site. The bottom line, as we have seen, is to make sure
that building form doesn’t obstruct the estimated values for public good. And, as the
outcome of this case study certainly proves, the volumetric premises that regulate the
qualities of public good do not necessarily comply with the Cartesian modules of height
and setback. If flexible envelopes better conform to site-specific requirements, then
resilient regulations will unfold unexpected synergies which will enhance the immediate
surroundings.
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Dr. Masami Sugimori & Dr. Kevin Rabas
Presentation Abstract

Resisting the Suicidal Blue(s):
Text, Voice, and Music in Langston Hughes and Charles Mingus’s Weary Blues
Scholars such as Steven Tracy, Anita Patterson and Peter Brooker have successfully
demonstrated how Langston Hughes uses music, especially blues and jazz, in his poetry.
However, with few exceptions, the focus has been on the musical elements of Hughes’s written
texts. By disregarding how Hughes later gave voice and sound to those texts in collaborative
recordings with bands, critics have failed to offer a comprehensive picture of the poet’s
multidimensional creativity. Indeed, there is little criticism on how Hughes read aloud, or
attached music to, his (already musically charged) poems. In an attempt to overcome this critical
inadequacy, our paper investigates one of Hughes’s most renowned combinations of poetic
composition, dramatic reading, and musical performance—his 1958 collaboration with Charles
Mingus’s band in Weary Blues. Focusing particularly on the issue of blues suicide, one of the key
motifs of Hughes’s creative imagination, we make a case about the politico-artistic agenda with
which Hughes reorganized his formerly published poems, read them aloud, and interwove them
with Mingus’s music.
Our close textual analysis first demonstrates that many of Hughes’s early blues poems
such as “The Weary Blues,” “Bad Luck Card,” and “Bad Man” draw upon the motif of blues
suicide, where the black protagonist or speaker, despaired by frustrating racial as well as
socio-economic conditions, cannot help but be self-destructive or suicidal. Then, through musical
analysis of selected audio clips, we make the point that when he revisited these poems in his
collaboration with Charles Mingus’s band—despite its title Weary Blues—Hughes aimed to
overcome the blues through multiple operations. These operations include the addition of more
potentially subversive suicidal/self-destructive poems (e.g., “Life Is Fine,” “Harlem”), an elated,
celebratory voice with which Hughes equips the protagonist/speaker’s self-expression (e.g., “Bad
Man”), as well as upbeat, jubilant piano trilling and muted, allegro improvisational trumpet
which depart from the conventional sounds of the blues. For example, the sound that
accompanies Hughes’s reading of “The Weary Blues” not only complements the poem’s
blues-suicidal drive (through, for example, mournful muted trumpet and horn in a blues key) but
also complicates the schema with the piano that significantly counteracts the ongoing blues. Thus,
when the despondent blues pianist “wish[es] that [he] had died” and makes “that poor piano
moan with melody,” the piano sound accompanying the line is a trill on the high notes of the
instrument, not a “moan”-ful low note registered by the text.
Our paper attempts to account for this complex deployment of the blues-suicide motif in
terms of biography (e.g., Hughes reports that he quit pursuing a blues singer’s career when a
stranger mistook his singing as an “ill” man’s “groaning” and ran to rescue him) and artistic
agenda (both Hughes and Mingus drew upon and problematized African American folk culture
through incorporation, complication and improvisation). We will also situate Hughes and
Mingus’s strategy in the socio-historical contexts of the 1950s, characterized by desegregational
moves on one hand and continued racial violence on the other. With its interdisciplinary
approach combining the fields of English, Literature, Music and History—as well as the
materials of text, voice and music—our paper should be of particular interest to the Hawaii
International Conference on Arts and Humanities.
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The Mark of a Person
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Statement

The majority of daily tasks that once involved writing by hand have been largely been replaced with
digital equivalents.

In this age of digital dominance, the evidence of the human hand is becoming increasingly rare.
When I notice the decrease in the amount of handwritten communication I experience, I take
pause. While I fully embrace digital technology, and the way it facilitates greater amounts of
communication faster, I cannot help but miss the intimacy and intention of the word written by
hand. Spurred by a lifelong interest in typography, drawing and words, I’ve had many conversations with colleagues, peers, students and friends who shared an interest in handwriting and
its value. Interested in finding out how other people feel about handwriting’s role in the digital
age, I am in the midst of a research project that will culminate in a book called “The Mark of a
Person – Handwriting and Identity”.
I am proposing a paper session presentation of my findings to date. Supported by images, and
bolstered by a healthy dose of typographic fervor, for which I can’t apologize, this presentation
includes a brief history of handwriting education in the west, an examination of handwriting’s
role in culture and society, as well as excerpts of the highlights of interviews I have conducted,
with accompanying visuals.

Instead of Gameboy and Wii, these children from New York roamed the neighborhood and collected autographs. Witty and heartfelt, personal and individual, each child contributed something of value, not only in
content, but in form, for posterity. This autograph book belonged to my great aunt, Agnes Volk and was begun
in 1908, when she was 8 years old. Hopefully a MySpace page will be accessible 100 years after its creation.
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It’s rare to see anything arrive via snail
mail these days with any vestige of human quality whatsoever. The typographic
beauty, texture and character of each piece
makes a totally different impression than
an email popping up on screen.
Authenticity is much less of an issue in the
handwritten world of tactile surfaces,
tools and intentions.

Each individual set of forms and
formatting carries the undeniable
history and physicality of the person
who produced it. The envelope at
right was written by my mother,
Doris Miller, whose hand was greatly
influenced by the Gregg shorthand
she studied in secretarial school
in the early 1950s.

Approach
Three years ago, I began to interview individuals whose handwriting I had seen and
felt was interesting, beautiful, or otherwise
notable. These people are largely involved
in the arts and words fields, professional or
student, and ranged in age from 18 to 80. In
addition to some of my students, colleagues,
and friends, interviews were conducted with
important figures in the design/typography/
words world such as Ellen Lupton, Milton
Glaser, Stefan Sagmeister and Ric Grefe.
I conducted the interviews in person, with
a set battery of questions such as, “What
people/places/experiences have influenced
your writing?”, “Did you ever try consciously
to make your writing look a certain way?”,
and “Has anyone ever complimented you on
your writing?” My last question was, “Can
you refer me to someone whose handwriting
you feel is notable?”. This added a distinctly
viral quality to the project. I recorded the
interviews as well as collected samples from
each respondent.
To increase my criticality of all the handwritten materials I knew I would be studying
during this project, I conducted research on
the history and modalities of the primary
methods of handwriting education in the
west, and the role that handwriting has held
in polite society and business in the past.
I also examined the basics of handwriting
analysis and how handwriting was previously the litmus test for authenticity.
I poured over volumes of written documents from my own family’s history, as
well as reflected on the evolution of my own
conscious hand, and the role it has played in
my artistic identity.
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Writing by hand has become much more of a niche
activity for college-age people. They still write, but
it is not the primary way of communicating by
words as it once was. Quite a few of the people I
interviewed had never been taught penmanship in
school, but were taught to type. Many young people
are attracted to the personal presence that
handwriting indicates.

Findings
It was my intent, upon beginning this project,
to collect individual, arcane and sometimes
esoteric stories about people and the written hand, not compile statistics. But it was
inevitable that patterns and tendencies would
emerge from these many conversations, and
following are some of the universal threads I
discovered in my research.
• Handwriting is a great source of personal
pride for some people. It can parallel
grooming, hair, clothing, and personal style.
It can feel alluring and compliment-worthy.
• Many people who have distinctive writing
rebelled during cursive class as children.
They admit they were able to master the
work but disagreed with the forms. Some
got bad grades as a result. Later some of
them worked on developing and perfecting
a handwriting style of their own.

• Quite a few people, male and female, under
50 mentioned the importance of having
indulged in graffitti-like bubble lettering
as adolescents, and felt it was an important
contributing factor in their signature style.
• People who enjoy writing feel compelled
to share the product of their hand as a gift,
to use it as an expression of the feeling
they have or the impression they wish to
make on those people and issues that they
care about.
• Respondents were passionate, and sometimes almost superstitious, about the writing instruments they used.
• Physical characteristics and conditions
affect a person’s handwriting much like
the voice over time and with change.
There is an connection between an individual and his or her handwriting, which
transcends the person’s lifespan.
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Conclusion
As with all technological change, the proliferation of digital productivity tools in our
everyday lives has given us an opportunity
to look back on what we did before. There is
more opportunity than ever to communicate
by word quickly, seamlessly, transparently,
and globally, without the fetters of the physical world. With that progress comes a certain
alienation and desire for the physical once
again. And handwriting is the embodiment
of that spontaneous, intelligent, influenced
and individual voice. Society depends on
the convenience of the cloud, but misses the
scent of the paper.

There is a large cross-section of people who
are passionate about the preservation and
continuation of handwriting as a practice.
Much like the colony of print-loving refugees
in “Fahrenheit 451”, many proponents of
the handwritten word are nostalgic as well
as passionate. Has handwriting become an
alternative process like darkroom photography? Why has handlettering had a resurgence
in graphic design? Does authenticity really
matter anymore? If it’s only the residue of
pigment on substrate, how could it evoke so
many questions?

“The Mark of a Person – Handwriting and
Identity” is a presentation that challenges
the viewer to reframe the importance of
the tangible and physical in his or her own
business, education, or personal life. It is an
opportunity to hear what people who are
largely concerned with the making of marks
as a profession, feel about that most intimate
and timely of marks, the handwritten word.
Melanie M. Rodgers
August 2011
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AN UNEASY STAY IN RIO: THE CONTINUING VOYAGE
OF PHILLIS GOGGS SEAL ABOARD THE SURRY IN 1831

By
Robert B. Kebric
History Department
University of Louisville
Third Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40292
robert.kebric@louisville.edu

At last year’s Conference, I presented a paper entitled, “Phillis Goggs Seal (18071877: the Outward Voyage from England to Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania)— Near
Disaster at Sea and Crisis at Rio.” This paper, and a second one being given at another
session of this meeting, continues the story of Phillis’ experiences while traveling aboard
the bark, Surry, in 1831 with her new husband, Charles Seal, to Hobart Town, Van
Diemen’s Land (Tasmania). After being damaged by a huge wave near the Equator, the
Surry was forced to put in at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, for repairs. The unforeseen delay at
the South American capital had many interesting aspects to it; from contemporary
evidence it is possible to reconstruct what Phillis Goggs Seal most likely saw and did.
1831 was already proving to be an eventful year even before Phillis and Charles
stepped foot on the Surry in London. Victor Hugo published his soon-to-be famous
novel, The Hunchback of Notre Dame. Andrew Jackson, who had already engraved an
indelible impression upon the British in 1815 at the Battle of New Orleans (when Phillis
was a young girl), was well into the first term of his memorable American presidency.
On February 2, Gregory XVI became the new Pope in Rome, as revolts in the Papal
States, Modena, and Parma were being suppressed by Austrian soldiers. After the Surry
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had departed England on February 12 and shortly before it was almost capsized in midocean (March 20), the French Foreign Legion had been founded on March 10. While the
injured ship was still slowly making its way to Rio de Janeiro for repairs, the Bosnians
had risen up against their Ottoman overlords— and now the Surry was unknowingly
sailing directly into an international political event which would have repercussions on
two continents.
Just eight days before the ship arrived at Rio on April 15, 1830, there had been a
momentous swing in Brazilian and, consequently, international politics— which also
involved Great Britain. The Brazilian Emperor, Dom Pedro I, who had reigned since
1822, had been deposed by powerful “nativists” who had wearied of their Portugueseborn ruler and even threatened violence if he did not leave the country.1 The emperor
had voluntarily, though not willingly, departed on a British warship only three days prior
to the Surry’s arrival-- and the political situation was still in flux. However, no one
would guess from the business-like tone of the surviving correspondence of the Surry’s
captain, Ranulph Dacre, to his owner, Robert Brooks, in London, that there were any
problems at Rio de Janeiro other than those relating to the repair of his ship.2 In reality,
it was one of the more potentially dangerous albeit exciting places to be in the world at
that moment. Having already survived one near disaster at sea not even a month earlier,
Phillis and Charles Seal and everyone else aboard the Surry were once again caught up in
an event entirely beyond their control. No one could predict exactly what was going to
happen.
Such unavoidable involvement in the playing out of a major international incident
would certainly have been disquieting. However, by the time the Surry left Rio over
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three weeks later, the immediate danger had passed, and the most lasting memory Phillis
and Charles probably took away from the experience was that of reluctant tourists. Rio
de Janeiro had been a part of the political and economic activities of the British Empire
for some time, and just being in the largest city in South America would have provided a
new reality to stories heard or read, and illustrations seen. An air of excitement and
fascination— and in the first week or two, danger— would have gripped the couple and
their traveling companions. What Phillis Goggs Seal ultimately experienced during her
25 days at Rio is a further reminder of the uncommon life led by the now mostlyforgotten young woman from tiny Whissonsett village in Norfolk, England.

I
When the familiar form of Sugarloaf Mountain loomed up on the afternoon of April
15, 1831, no one on board the Surry could have mistaken it, and there must have been a
feeling of relief: After weeks of uncertainty, help and safety now appeared but a brief
sail away. Some of the crew and passengers had undoubtedly visited Rio before, and
once it was known that the damaged bark would be laid up there, they would have
become wells of information about their new destination and its famous natural
landmark.
Few cities in the world have a geographical feature so readily associated with it as Rio
de Janeiro does with Sugarloaf,3 the famous monolithic peak at the mouth of Guanabara
Bay. It rises almost 1300 feet straight up from the water’s edge above the city’s harbor
on a peninsula sticking out into the Atlantic. While a spectacular sight to behold, natural
harbors like Rio’s often sit below unusual rock formations or mountains. On her voyage
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to Van Diemen’s Land, Phillis would visit two such harbors and sail past another. In
addition to Sugarloaf, there would be Table Mountain at Cape Town, South Africa, and at
her final destination of Hobart Town, Mt. Wellington (also formerly called Table
Mountain) rose prominently above the harbor. Long before any ship reached port, the
sight of these natural landmarks rising in the distance provided comforting reassurance
that a lengthy voyage, or at least a part of one, was almost over.
Before she had ever left England, Phillis certainly knew about all three of the
aforementioned landmarks and the cities below them. It would have been difficult not
to, living on an island nation with an overseas empire whose naval and domestic ships
continually called at these harbors. Information and illustrations abounded, and in
respect to Hobart Town,4 Charles Seal would certainly have brought his new wife a
variety of pictures and books to supplement his own eyewitness descriptions since he had
lived there for over eight years, was a prominent citizen, and had already completed three
round-trips between Van Diemen’s Land and England. Charles had also been to Cape
Town at least once on his first voyage to Hobart aboard the Regalia in 1822, but he does
not appear ever to have visited Rio. On previous crossings, he had undoubtedly had
conversations with crew and fellow passengers who had been there and were willing to
pass on whatever they knew-- especially while their ships plied the usual sea routes
down the Brazilian coast before turning back east across the South Atlantic to the Cape of
Good Hope, and, ultimately, the Australian Colonies. Charles might even have seen the
distant outline of Sugarloaf on one of his earlier crossings. Now he and Phillis would
experience the exotic locale firsthand.

4
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II
A contemporary account by an American Naval Chaplain named Charles S. Stewart
described what passengers on a ship even fifty miles out from Rio would have seen as
they approached the city. Written on April 16, 1829 (almost two years earlier to the day
that the Surry arrived), it was included in a volume entitled, A Visit to the South Seas, in
the U.S. Ship Vincennes, During the Years 1829 and 1830, and reveals that “the coast in
the immediate vicinity of the metropolis was [already] in sight, and even traces of its
singular wilderness and sublimity discernible.”5 There is no reason to doubt that this and
other views related by Stewart were not also the ones seen by Phillis and Charles as the
Surry now approached the city.6

Only a few miles off shore and following the same

shipping lanes as Stewart, the bark would have passed “a lofty, naked cone, called the
‘False Sugar-Loaf,’”7 often mistaken for its more famous counterpart ten miles further
west at the entrance to Rio’s harbor. Also, visible in the distance were mountains south
of the channel leading into Rio which had the distinct outline of a colossal reclining
figure with its head turned toward the water. British sailors had nicknamed it “Hood’s
Nose,” because the most prominent feature upon the stony figure’s face reminded them of
their own famous admiral, Lord Hood. The sight of this “national landmark” thousands
of miles from home— an insider’s joke, as it were-- could not have passed without
comment on a passing British ship with British passengers and crew.8
The natural beauty of the rocky, jungle-clad shore would have been enchanting—
like nothing Phillis had seen before. It was also the tropics, for which no one used to
English weather could have been prepared no matter what they had been told, especially
the humidity. Phillis and Charles had just left a particularly harsh winter in Norfolk, and
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there had been so much snow and ice the previous December that it had even jeopardized
the timing of their wedding.9 Now below the Equator it was autumn, not spring as at
home.10 So, too, April was still within Rio’s rainy season, and the Surry inevitably would
have experienced afternoon showers during its lengthy stay there— perhaps days of
rain,11further diminishing the expected six hour daily average of sunlight this time of
year. Phillis would already have been experiencing the unwelcome changes in weather,
and once at Rio, it would have been difficult for an Englishwoman of her prosperous
situation to clothe herself comfortably for an extended period without the sacrifice of
some modesty.12
Remarkably, it is possible to know about everything Phillis would have seen as the
Surry sailed into Rio’s harbor on April 15 by utilizing the same account by Reverend
Stewart, whose ship, the U.S.S. Guerriere,13 called at the South American port on its way
to the Pacific. While there, Reverend Stewart, already a well known writer,14 wrote a
detailed, moment by moment report of his stay (from Sunday morning, March 29, to a
dawn departure on April 16, 1829) in a series of eight “Letters” to his wife at home.
They were published as a part of his aforementioned Visit to the South Seas.15 The first
of these “Letters” is a “Description of the Bay of Rio de Janeiro,” and it recounts
precisely what passengers on any ship sailing into Rio’s Guanabara Bay would have
seen.16 On the roughly five mile (in a direct line) trip from the imposing Sugarloaf to the
city’s anchorage, Stewart describes the glorious view from the “smooth waters of the
bay”: the lofty Organ Mountains looming up in the distance; the various inlets and other
natural features; and the prominent and lesser buildings that completed the scene. His
ship passes “Botafogo, the largest and deepest” of the inlets, then the “widely-curving
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Praya do Flamingo” lined with “fine houses.” Adjoining it was Gloria Hill, “one of the
most conspicuous points in the panorama of the whole bay” upon which stood the
“delightfully situated” Church of our Lady of Glory, “the first public building attracting
particular notice in approaching the anchorage.” Stewart continues:
Around the Gloria is another indenture, over which is seen a long stone causeway,
lined with houses on the inner side; and above and beyond, a section of a lofty and
massive aqueduct, running from the mountains to the city. Then comes another hill,
surmounted by a monastery…immediately beneath which, on a low piece of level
ground, lies the city, with its numerous steeples and towers, the most conspicuous
being those of the imperial chapel and cathedral.
The imperial residence fronts the water, and, with the public square adjoining, is in
full view from the anchorage; while the episcopal palace stands on a hill some two
hundred feet high, in the centre of the city. This is an extensive building, and more
finely situated than that of the emperor, but of heavy and monkish architecture.
Near it, on the west, is another hill and convent; and, closely adjoining, the imperial
navy yard; from which a small rocky and fortified island runs into the harbour,
and completes the outline of the sketch on this side of the bay.
At the city, the bay is three miles wide. The opposite shore on the north is called
Praya Grande. It is less wild and lofty in its general features; but equally rich in the
varied beauty. (South Seas, 50-51)

“There may be scenery in the world that equals,” Reverend Stewart marveled, “but
there scarce can be any that surpasses it. As a whole, it is sublime, while every distinct
section would in itself make a picture; and, whether viewed in mass or in detail, exceeds
in beauty and variety every thing I have before seen.” (South Seas, 52).

III
Phillis’ first sight of the Brazilian capital must have been as breathtaking as Stewart’s
was. Aside from London, which already had a population of well over a million, Rio was
the largest city she had ever seen, boasting a population of 200,000.17 There were also
an astounding number of enslaved black Africans at Rio and in Brazil,18 although slavery
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was supposed to be illegal through an 1830 agreement with England. Phillis had
certainly been to London (where Charles was born) a number of times before her
departure for Van Diemen’s Land. She was also used to Norwich, the largest city in
Norfolk, which at the time of her birth in 1807 was still one of the larger urban areas in
England. However, with a population of about 36,000, Norwich was on the decline,
becoming more and more isolated as the Industrial Revolution favored the growth of
other urban areas. Many people from Norfolk were leaving for the New World because
of the diminishing prospects offered there. At the very time Phillis left, uprisings by
disgruntled rural workers in England known as the Swing Riots, had also reached the
area. Things could only get worse for once prosperous farming families-- their profits
diminished by long-term effects of the Poor Laws, mandatory tithes to an increasingly
irresponsible and self-indulgent Church of England, and other encumbrances placed upon
them. For women such as Phillis, appropriate suitors were also becoming sparse,
although in her case she appears to have had known Charles Seal and his family since she
was a little girl and their marriage had probably been intended for some time. Whatever
the case, it was a good time to leave.19
The illustrations of Rio reproduced below are from 183020 and are within a year of
both the visits of Reverend Stewart and the Seals. They appear to conform to the
former’s written description of the “imperial residence,” or City Palace, and the “public
square,” as well as the view across the bay. They must be a close representation of what
Phillis and Charles would have seen when they, too, arrived at Rio in April, 1831.
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The docks to which the Surry ultimately proceeded for repairs can also be generally
located through Reverend Stewart’s narrative. He writes that his own ship anchored not
far off shore from the “imperial residence [which] fronts the water, and, with the public
square adjoining, is in full view from the anchorage.” The imperial navy yard was on
the same stretch of waterfront just northwest of the Palace, “from which a small rocky
and fortified island runs into the harbour.” This is Cobras (or Snake) Island.21 It was to
this same area that the Guerriere was headed when Stewart wrote, “we ran up the bay
into all the hurry and bustle of a busy port, amidst boats of every size and description,”
and “dropt anchor inside the British and French squadrons” beside the only other
American warship presently at Rio. The latter exchanged the customary cannon salute
with the flagship, as the Guerriere “rounded to.” The waters directly fronting the Palace
were much too confined to have accommodated such large vessels22 -- or allowed
maneuvers like the one Stewart describes the Guerriere as completing.23 Consequently,
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foreign warships must have been spread over a sizable zone in the larger bay around the
imperial navy yard and Cobras Island,24 and it would have been in this same area that the
Surry was directed for repairs.25
Reverend Stewart’s descriptions not only provide useful insights as to where the
Surry was repaired, but they also help establish the location of the British consulate and
the consul’s residence. That the Guerriere anchored in waters not far from the Palace is
further indicated by Reverend Stewart’s description of his landing the next day by ship’s
boat at the Public Square.26 From the Square, Stewart and his companion, drenched by
an earlier torrent of rain, made their way across it to the American consulate “in a narrow
street leading from the farther side” to deliver “several packets which had been
committed to my keeping.” Upon learning that the consul was at his residence at Praya
do Flamengo, three miles back down (south) the Bay, he proceeded there in one of the
ubiquitous, multi-oared taxi boats plying the harbor. It is not atypical for embassies,
consulates, and residences of foreign officials to be located in the same general area, so
it is likely that the British consulate, too, was located near the City Palace. Likewise, the
British consul, like the American, undoubtedly resided out of town at Praya do
Flamengo— or adjacent Botafogo, an even more exclusive area where Lord Ponsonby,
the British “resident ambassador” (or “the English resident minister”) had resided.27
Dom Pedro had also had a cottage near the water at Botafogo, so it was obviously the
more desirable place for wealthy and distinguished foreigners to reside.28
As for the Surry, the British would have been ready to ferry the bark to their facilities
at the imperial navy yard.29

Preparations would already have been underway since

numerous vessels coming and going in the traffic lanes leading to Rio would have
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Map of Rio de Janeiro, ca.1840 (A.H. Dufour, Publisher, Paris)
The prominent locations mentioned in the text are highlighted.
(Image provided at www.swaen.com/antique-map-of.php?id=6365)
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previously passed the crippled ship. Certainly, a British warship or merchant vessel had
brought notice to British authorities about its situation and needs. If there were
passengers on board still in need of medical attention after three-and-a-half weeks at sea
following the accident, they probably would have been transferred to a faster ship and
delivered to the British hospital at Rio— or to the surgery of a capital ship, if one had not
already encountered the Surry. Once arrived, the Surry must have been towed into
harbor since with one mast missing and another damaged, it could not easily steer clear
through a bay full of ships. This seems to have been routinely done for larger vessels, at
least, because of the crowding.30
A smaller, non-military ship like the Surry, however, would not have been a priority
for the British at Rio— a fact clearly revealed by Captain Dacre’s letters. The Surry’s
safety, of course, would have been looked after, as was required, but Admiral Sir Thomas
Baker, the distinguished commander of the British naval squadron there, was still
occupied with a tenuous political situation. Since damage was confined mostly to masts,
sails, and rigging, which were chiefly on-deck repairs, the Surry would have been
assigned a mooring place relevant to its needs and size, which was probably a little over
100 feet.31 The Surry was also a fully-loaded vessel. Not only would that have
restricted where it could be immediately docked because it sat low in the water, but it
would also have to be situated where its cargo could be protected. One would think that
over such a long delay at Rio, the ship would have been unloaded and its cargo secured at
the navy yard or in rented warehouses. The livestock certainly would have been put
ashore, and even then Dacre says it was difficult to find feed for them—and expensive.32
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One can be sure that Charles Seal, who was a careful individual by nature, would have
made certain his part of the cargo was safe, even if he had to stay with it himself.
Indeed, he was one of the major underwriters of the voyage and had contracted
specifically with Robert Brooks.33 He certainly could not have felt secure, especially
since the Surry’s own crew could not be trusted: Captain Dacre mentions drunkenness, a
decline in disciple, and some desertions while delayed at Rio. He also speaks of
“thievery.” Because the Surry’s passenger manifest lists two men named Solomon, it
would be too much of a coincidence if they were not also Charles’ business partners at
Hobart, Joseph and Judah Solomon-- returning with him after concluding affairs at
London. Together with Charles, they would have taken all available measures to protect
their cargo. Nighttime criminal activities associated with the wharves at Rio would also
have placed the Surry in jeopardy.
Not only would Charles Seal and his partners have had valuable cargo to protect, but
the Surry was also ferrying what was left of Phillis’ life in England to Hobart-- items of
both sentimental and marketable value. That would have included her inheritance, cash
and otherwise, from her deceased father’s will for which she had only become eligible
upon reaching her twenty-third birthday the previous December.34 The potential loss of
all these things had to have been of great concern to the new bride, although her recent
near-tragedy at sea may have provided her with a more realistic perspective on the
transitory nature of personal possessions and wealth. Fellow passengers Reverend
Simpson and his wife, and a Rev. Manton, were probably more concerned with a higher
protection, and most likely gave thanks for their safe delivery in the British Chapel at Rio
as soon as they were able. Whatever the case, once the Surry was satisfactorily situated,
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arranging and paying for its repair was, as made clear in his letters, the responsibility of
Captain Dacre. He, as well as everyone else aboard the Surry, had reason to be
concerned, and they all would have been most anxious to depart as quickly as possible.

IV
One of the first things Captain Dacre would certainly have done once the Surry was
docked, was check with the British consulate.35 If Dacre visited the consulate building,
he probably would have followed in the footsteps of Reverend Stewart to the same area
where the American consulate was located— initially landing by boat at the City Square
and proceeding to the same nearby streets. It is more likely, however, that neither the
British consul nor Captain Dacre ventured into this area at all during the political crisis,
since only two days earlier (April 13) Brazilian “nativists” were “threatening the
Portuguese community with a holocaust,” and “there was still a possibility of a nativisit
attack” on “other foreign nationals in Rio.” Consequently, British citizens were in
danger, and, as a further precaution, Admiral Baker had remained with his flagship in
Rio’s harbor while Dom Pedro (and his Empress) were transferred to another warship
which would take them to England.36
The same edition of the Hobart Town newspaper, The Courier (Saturday, July 30,
1831), which had announced the Surry’s arrival when it finally did put in at its
destination some two months later, also included an article about the “revolution” at Rio.
It was based on information provided by the ship’s passengers, and one particular note of
concern was that an English journal published in Rio called The Literary Intelligence, had
been suppressed for making unfavorable political remarks “in the present posture of
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things.” According to the same Courier article, this ban had not been lifted by the time
the Surry left Rio on May 10. That certainly does not sound like everything was back to
normal even a month after Dom Pedro’s abdication, and it would appear that safety
remained a concern while the Seals were at Rio. If as suggested earlier, the British
consul resided like his American counterpart at Praya do Flamengo-- or more likely, in
neighboring Botafogo-- then other important members of Rio’s British community
probably lived there also. Reverend Stewart indicates that they did.37 Because it was
dangerous to go into town, whatever meetings Captain Dacre did have with the British
consul and/or other government officials, as well as the insurance agents, loan brokers,
and merchants about whom he speaks, they most likely took place at the residences of
these individuals at or near Botafogo.
Since Captain Dacre refers to his efforts to secure help from several captains of
warships in the harbor-- one of whom told him he could not act without Admiral Baker’s
permission which was subsequently refused-- it appears that most of his energies were
directed to the British navy. Dacre’s request for “six riggers” from his Majesty’s
warships to repair a privately-owned ship was probably viewed as excessive, and
Admiral Baker had more pressing problems with which to deal. Any of his ships might
be called into action at a moment’s notice. It was not the kind of matter someone of his
position would handle, anyway. In fact, it was probably one of his staff who had denied
Dacre’s request. If Baker knew about it at all, then he was at least aware of the Surry’s
presence at Rio and its situation. Whatever the case, it was finally Captain Solomon of
the Brig Superior who proved “most willing” to help. Perhaps his assistance had
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something to do with a relation to the previously-mentioned Solomon brothers on the
Surry.38
Ultimately, nothing more serious happened at Rio-- although rumors continued to fly
and, as with any potentially dangerous situation, precaution was best. The Brazilian
“nativist” leaders probably also realized that when a country opens its harbors to heavilyarmed capital warships of other nations whose cannon were continually trained on their
cities, it is not a wise idea to attack their citizens. Nonetheless, The Courier further notes
that foreign nationals needed to take especial measures to distinguish themselves so as
not to be harmed while in the Brazilian capital. Consequently, Phillis, Charles, and
everyone else from the Surry had to wear distinctive “cockades” to indicate that they
were British citizens.
Presuming that at least some of the Surry’s number did venture out into city, the
dependable Reverend Stewart provides a detailed impression of what they would have
seen. Rio’s streets, he observes, were:
narrow, and regular, notwithstanding the hills jutting in at the sides, and rising from its
centre. These, indeed, are highly ornamental; and having their abrupt acclivities in
most places covered thickly with the verdure of trees, creepers, and rich parasitical
plants they rise upon the eye, from various points of view, both in the streets and
habitations, in near and refreshing beauty (South Seas, 98).

Almost as quickly as he had painted this pleasant description, however, Stewart turns
to the darker side of Rio’s varied avenues and thoroughfares— a side which he, even as
an experienced traveler, found intolerable, as would probably any decent-minded
individual among the Surry’s passengers. Stewart begins his narrative innocently
enough, but then turns progressively negative:
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The city contains a population of 200,000, and is an active and business-like place,
resounding with the hum of varied mechanical industry: while in its numerous shops
are exposed all the luxuries produced by foreign arts and manufacture. Still, to one
accustomed to the general elegance, neatness, and purity of such cities as Boston and
New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore, and a hundred others in our own happy land,
and to the intelligence and respectability exhibited by the various classes seen in
streets, Rio, with all the magnificence of its scenery, the superior advantage of its
location, the beauty of much of its architecture, and the wealth of many of its
inhabitants, is a most disgusting place; more so, in most of its streets, than even the
lowest haunts of poverty and vice in New York and Philadelphia. (98-99)

The single most offensive reason for Stewart’s unfavorable portrayal of Rio was the
ubiquity of slavery, which he writes permeated the city and was to be evidenced on
almost every street. It could not even be avoided in Rio’s Public Square, where
Reverend Stewart witnessed a chained “gang of miserable galley slaves” being led across
it while the “clank” of their chains on the pavement resounded inside the City Palace
where Dom Pedro, himself, was holding court. Not only were the degrees of
degradation to which the slaves were subjected disgusting, but the casualness with which
cruelty was applied also greatly disturbed Stewart. At the time, he expressed his fear
that Rio was a racial powder keg waiting to explode.
Encountering such unpleasant sights as these at any turn in Rio’s crowded streets was
something which most, if not all, of the Surry’s prosperous passengers were unused to.
Charles and the Solomon brothers had experienced everything the still raw Australian
colonies could show them, which regularly included the basest of human practices-- but
even they had probably never seen inhumanity on such a grand scale. Also, not far from
where the Surry was docked were shiploads of captured black Africans confiscated by the
British navy sitting in limbo in Rio’s harbor with no real plan about what to do with
them. Frustrated slavers from whom they had been taken were undaunted in their
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nighttime activities to reclaim their lost human cargoes which made things around the
harbor even more dangerous for the stranded ship.
The lingering stenches which resulted from all this, combined with that of everything
else typically dumped in the streets of large cities at the time must also have been
insufferable. There were health hazards as well, which, of course, were not fully
understood at the time. So, too, torrents of rain, typical in Rio, would have regularly
made mud holes and sewers of many avenues and rendered foot traffic impractical.
Reverend Stewart, for example, was forced to remain inside for two days during one
storm. No one of “Gentleman” status like Charles was going to stay for any length of
time in town under such conditions, especially with his new bride— and that undoubtedly
also went for the other passengers, some with families. All things considered, it would
be unrealistic to believe that such people would remain on the Surry for close to four
weeks. The only suitable lodgings for them were the previously-mentioned residences of
British officials, nationals, and friends or acquaintances in nearby Botafogo/Praya do
Flamengo.

This would not be contrary to Captain Dacre’s comment to Surry owner,

Mr. Brooks, in his April 24 letter where he says, “My passengers keep close by us”39
since “close by” does not mean “on board.” Moreover, he appears to say that there was
“little room” for passengers on the ship because every space was involved in repairs, and
subsequently tells Brooks he has little time to do anything but “attend to the workmen.”
It seems clear, then, that passengers had entirely removed themselves from their quarters
on the Surry.
As long as Dacre was in contact with his passengers and knew where they were,
“close by us” is the kind of language one might expect in his communiqué to Brooks.
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Also, Botafogo was a short trip by boat, and Dacre knew it would not be difficult to recall
the group if necessary. For the time being, they were “out of his hair.” Problems with
passengers, crewmen, and workers had all taken their toll. “I had much rather have had a
total wreck,” he concludes: “All this would have been avoided if wrecked….”
Nonetheless, even in such unfavorable circumstances Dacre would have needed to call
upon all the resources available to him, and it seems inevitable that he would have had to
have asked some of his more experienced passengers to assist in whatever way they
could. Undoubtedly, he would have relied on Charles Seal and the Solomons. They
were underwriters of the voyage, had much at stake financially, and had business
relations and perhaps even personal friendships with both Dacre and Robert Brooks, the
Surry’s owner. Charles had also been a ship owner, and he possessed knowledge about a
variety of business and other matters which most passengers would not have had. Dacre,
of course, was ultimately in charge and had to be on top of everything his passengers
were doing— and that would, as he himself notes, have necessarily distracted him from
his major concern to repair his ship. Whatever the passengers felt should be provided
them in their circumstances, justifiable or not, was undoubtedly insisted upon. That
certainly would have included use of the ship’s boat(s) to take them back and forth to
Botafogo. Some passengers, too, may have wanted crew to accompany them for
protection while moving about the streets of Rio. Dacre wrote his negative comments
about his passengers only nine days into the stay at Rio, and it would be another 16 days
before the Surry could leave. Perhaps he became less frustrated as he began to see an
end to his troubles.
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V
While the Surry’s passengers would not have been free to move about Rio in the
immediate aftermath of Dom Pedro’s abdication and sight-seeing was unlikely to have
been a priority, just getting off the ship and moving about was certainly as precious to
them as obtaining a good English meal. At the beginning of the Surry’s stay at Rio,
everyone had probably foreseen only a few days delay. The ship had most likely been
cleared by local health officers, met by British officials, both dock supervisors and
diplomatic— the one to appraise the extent of damage to the ship and assign it a berth;
the other to attend to any passenger needs, explain the current political situation, and
probably distribute the British national emblems to wear for protection. Once landed,
the passengers would have disembarked as quickly as permitted. To put it in the words
of Jane Roberts, a contemporary traveler who wrote an account of her voyage to Van
Diemen’s Land in a bark similar to the Surry (both in size and passenger number40), “the
pent-up passengers hastened to obtain a firm footing under them to enjoy …the comforts
and conveniences of the habitations on shore.” “Pent-up” is the key expression here, and
Roberts’ ship had been on the ocean a comparatively short while compared to the Surry,
having covered only the distance between England the Island of Madeira off Portugal.
Roberts continues, “As is…usual on such occasions, they [passengers] divided into
parties, each party arranging and adopting plans for living and seeing the country,
according to their different means or desires of economy.” Her particular group headed
to a nearby hotel to eat an English-style breakfast.
For Phillis and Charles and their companions, there also must have been similar
English-style inns and taverns near Rio’s docks, if only to serve the various needs of the
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British navy-- and the Surry was not the first English merchant ship to stop for repairs
with tired passengers who needed tending. Arriving vessels, even damaged ones, were
also immediate targets for a variety of entrepreneurs, and there was always money to be
made from passengers. Jane Roberts mentions that a Dutch merchant solicited washing
from them when her ship arrived at Bahia, Brazil,41 and the fellow, who spoke excellent
English, went on to invite as many passengers who wished to dine with him at his
country house. Having their clothes washed and bathing after being enclosed in such
cramped quarters for so long a period would have been just as appealing to the Seals and
fellow passengers— and similar invitations to dine and visit were just as likely to have
been offered. They also would have sought out English-run shops to purchase English
products they now lacked. Jane Roberts concludes that this was all “usual” behavior for
British passengers arriving at foreign ports.
That Jane and her fellow passengers immediately sought out accommodations on land
is also revealing when attempting to understand what the Surry’s passengers would have
done. For the first few days, it may have been necessary to remain on the bark; but,
obviously, no one was going to continue living on a 100 foot piece of wood undergoing
repairs when other arrangements were available— and Dacre did not want them there,
anyway.
Charles would have been very careful about where he took Phillis in the city, even as
independent as she was, outside protected British conclaves. Being foolhardy in a new
and quickly-changing environment was unwise and discretion about movements in Rio
was best. However, as days turned into weeks and suitable long-term residences were
required, the only logical decision for British officials to make was to move everyone, as
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indicated earlier, to the British community in the Botafogo/Praya do Flamengo area.
Once settled and with the political atmosphere somewhat calmed (and weather
permitting), carriage visits might have been made by Phillis, Charles, and other members
of their group to Rio’s best known tourist attractions, probably with hired or provided
security. If so, these places would certainly have included those recommended by
Reverend Stewart— the National Museum, the Public Library, and the Academy of Arts.
The city also had a public garden, but Stewart laments that it was in a neglected state
even when he was there, infrequently visited even by locals. He does, however, mention
a beautiful private garden belonging to the Baronness de Campo which he encountered
quite by accident while strolling one evening over the Gloria Hill near his residence at
Praya do Flamengo. There were also the well-known botanical gardens established by
Dom Pedro’s father near Botafogo. Both gardens were in the same locale where the
Surry’s passengers were presumably staying.
Between Praya do Flamengo and the city was also located the convent in which the
remains of Dom Pedro’s deceased young Austrian-born empress, Archduchess
Leopoldina von Hapsburg, were interred. She had died after a miscarriage a few years
before in December, 1826. Stewart mentions (South Seas, 79-80) that he had been
impressed by her sad story of neglect and the infidelity of her husband, which
international rumor, at least, suggested had broken her spirit. Phillis and Charles would
also have known the same sensational stories. Gossip about the Imperial couple had
filled British and European newspapers, and Dona Leopoldina’s burial site was
undoubtedly pointed out to the couple when they first sailed past it into Rio’s harbor. In
fact, similar stories about Dom Pedro had intensified in the meantime because of his
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search for a new empress.42 Even in Norfolk where Phillis had lived, the young
Emperor’s name, marital fortunes, and accompanying escapades, would have been
common knowledge. In fact, travelers from England were thought to be so well-versed
about Dom Pedro that residents of other countries expected them to provide the latest
news about him— an example of which happened to Jane Roberts on the Island of
Maderia in 1829.43
While all the above sights were probably available to visit or view, it seems certain
with all that was going on in Rio, no British tourists would have been allowed access, as
Reverend Stewart previously was, to Dom Pedro’s Boa Vista Palace (three miles west of
the city at St. Cristovaõ), the City Palace, or to any government building.
During his stay in Rio, Charles Seal would certainly have been interested in the
commercial features of the city. A prosperous businessman, it was to his advantage to
make as many contacts as possible with merchants, ship owners, ship builders, shipping
agents, British naval officers, captains of various other craft in the harbor— and, if at all
possible, officials of the new government. Seeking out the proper people and gaining
knowledge about the great port was well within what is known about Charles’ character
and enterprising nature. Reverend Stewart had earlier visited and dined with an
individual whom he described as the “principle American merchant” at Rio, who
happened to live in the same neighborhood where Stewart was staying at Praya do
Flamengo. Charles, too, would doubtless have attempted to visit this same man, as well
as his counterparts from Britain and France, especially since it appears that he, too, was
staying in the area where these “principles” resided. He certainly would have had the
time and opportunity to do so— and Charles Seal was someone with whom they might
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also wish to talk. In fact, considering his family’s business reputation and connections in
London and his own international dealings there and in Van Diemen’s Land, already
turning toward large-scale Pacific whaling, they may even have already known or heard
of him.

VI
What Phillis and Charles and the other Surry passengers were feeling about
Dom Pedro’s abdication while they were at Rio probably reflected the general British
sense that he had gotten what he had deserved. This seems clear from the tone of the
Courier newspaper article already cited, which included their reflections in its own
appraisal of the Brazilian situation:
The unpopularity of [Dom Pedro’s] government had long been manifest to strangers,
owing it was said in a great measure to his passionate and despotic habits and the
marked partiality and favouritism he took every opportunity of shewing to the
Portuguese to the prejudice of the native Brazilians.

The report continues that these negative feelings “at last fairly broke out and a
bloodless revolution was almost the immediate consequence.” It “occupied little more
than 24 hours, for a few shots fired by the Emperor’s black body guard were the only
symptoms of resistance manifested, and the loss of about half a dozen lives of drunken
rioters, the only carnage that accompanied it.” However, the article subsequently
appears to contradict itself in respect to the possible dangers the Surry’s company might
have faced:
So determined was the expulsion of the Emperor that guns were planted along the
beach opposite to the Warspite, on board of which he was, in order to prevent all
clandestine communication between him and the shore. While on the other hand
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so violent were the paroxysms of Pedro’s rage that they showed themselves from the
deck of the vessel, and scenes of the most striking kind were occasionally displayed
to the spectators in the wild bursts of his fury, and the anxious efforts of his amiable
but distressed consort the Empress [Dona Amélia] to restrain them.44

No one aboard the Surry had been witness to these specific details surrounding Dom
Pedro’s abdication since it had not yet arrived at Rio-- nor could anyone have personally
known about his “wild bursts of fury” on the British flagship. Likewise, the Surry was
still absent when Admiral Baker decided to keep the Warspite in Rio’s harbor and
transfer Dom Pedro and Dona Amélia to the British frigate, H.M.S. Volage, which had
departed three days earlier on April 12. Consequently, the eye-witness information
contained in the Courier article had to have been passed on to the Seals and the other
passengers by individuals who were present and directly involved in the proceedings.
The two most likely ways in which such information could have been shared with the
Surry’s passengers in a foreign port probably also apply here. Both were experienced by
Reverend Stewart during his stay at Rio. In his case, one was a social event which took
place on the British flagship, Ganges, at the invitation Admiral Sir Robert Otway. The
dinner party was an official reception for the American Commodore, who commanded
the Guerriere, and was for the most part a British-American affair with various captains
and officers from both navies, and the secretary of legation to the British embassy.
However, Dom Pedro’s private secretary was also present, who was accompanied by
another Portuguese of note. During the party, as would be expected, the conversation
flowed and information was shared. Stewart, himself, reveals that Admiral Otway
questioned him at length about his experiences on the Sandwich Islands (Hawaii), a
location in which the British were not entirely disinterested.
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While a formal dinner party of this order was, of course, not something that
would be expected for the captain and passengers of a small, privately-owned merchant
like the Surry, it still seems likely that during the 25 days the ship was laid up at Rio, a
social gathering of some sort was arranged by the captain of one of the British warships
in the harbor— perhaps even Admiral Baker on the Warspite. These were, after all,
British subjects, and a more elite group than the common fare passing through Rio— and
they did have information and gossip from London. Everyone, including Baker, would
have been interested in what was happening at home, especially in such quality company.
Perhaps his earlier recalcitrance (if he had known at all about Dacre’s requests for help)
to assist the Surry would not have included eschewing a night of entertainment with its
passengers— especially after the political situation at Rio eased. In fact, as the senior
British naval officer at Rio, it was his business to learn what was going on in England and
the Continent from such visitors. This was also a vessel owned by Robert Brooks, who
was fast becoming a major player in British shipping circles. In addition, Baker may
have learned of Phillis’ indirect relation to Lord Nelson, England’s greatest naval hero,
and that her grandfather had come from the same small village in Norfolk where Nelson
had been born and had known the family.45 Baker had been involved in the naval events
leading up to the Battle of Trafalgar and personally knew Nelson. Phillis, herself, was a
handsome young woman, the daughter of a “Gentleman,” whose presence alone would
have enlivened any festivities with British officers far from home and their wives or lady
friends. Many of England’s seamen also came from Norfolk, where Phillis was born and
grew up. Charles, too, was interesting company, and undoubtedly knew people whom
Baker and his staff also knew. He was of “Gentleman” status even before he had first
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arrived in Van Diemen’s Land and was known at the Colonial Office, Downing Street, in
London. Also, on board the Surry were two reverends traveling to the Colonies. As
Reverend Stewart makes clear from his own experience as a naval chaplain, clergymen
were always welcome aboard naval vessels, in particular.46

Consequently, this was a

desirable group to entertain— even for a British admiral. There is no reason that
Captain Solomon, who provided the most assistance to the Surry, would not also have
extended his hospitality to Dacre and the Surry’s passengers in the safety of a gathering
on the decks of his ship, the Superior— especially if he were related to the Solomon
brothers.
Information about Dom Pedro and recent events at Rio might also have been
obtained by the Surry’s passengers through conversation with local officials and fellow
countrymen at various social functions on land. For example, Reverend Stewart,
because of his relation to the American consul at Rio, was invited to stay at the latter’s
residence in Praya do Flamengo even though he had expected to stay in his quarters on
the warship. There, he was in a position to learn things he could not have gathered
elsewhere. The consul also gave a party for the Commodore of the Guerriere, Stewart,
and other appropriate guests, and information would have flowed freely about a variety of
matters. As mentioned previously, Stewart had also received an invitation from the head
of American merchants at Rio at whose home in Praya do Flamengo he unexpectedly
discovered among the guests a female acquaintance who was visiting from New York.
She certainly would have brought him up to date on family and local matters. Another
invitation came from Dr. Walsh of the British embassy, who assembled a group from the
Guerriere to visit the aforementioned botanical gardens near Botafogo. This kind of
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hospitality and the extension of invitations to visiting countrymen or friends and
acquaintances appear to have been standard practice for the day at foreign ports.
Because of their social status and lengthy stay at Rio, the passengers of the Surry
would certainly have intermingled with the British consul and/or other government
officials at their residence(s) in the security of the British community at Botafogo and
nearby Flamengo. Taking care of stranded countrymen was part of their duties. There
also would have been any number of British nationals at Rio who would have willingly
opened up their houses to wealthy couples like Phillis and Charles. It is unrealistic to
believe that there were no social functions or gatherings among the British community
during the Seal’s lengthy stay at Rio. The culture of the day demanded it— and this was,
after all, the best way to communicate about what was happening locally and
internationally.
In these ways, the passengers who provided The Courier with details about Dom
Pedro and the situation at Rio would have obtained their information. Though much of
the discussion in this study is speculative because of the lack of specific information, it is,
nonetheless, based on data which does exist and can reasonably be reconstructed from
contemporary sources touching on similar themes.

I would like to thank Professor A.J. Slavin for reading and commenting upon an earlier draft of this paper.
I would also like to thank Ms. Lee Keeling of the History Department, University of Louisville, for
preparing the map of Rio which appears in the text for publication.
1

2

For the interested reader, a summary of the recent history of Brazil is offered in Appendix One.
Dacre Letterbook (MSS 309), Mitchell Library, Sydney, Australia.

3

Apparently already called such in the sixteenth century by the Portuguese [modern: Pão de Açúcar]
because of its resemblance to conical shipping containers called “sugarloaves” in which refined cane sugar
was transported to Europe.

4

The author, for example, has an original etching showing Hobart Town in 1834, and Mt. Wellington is
unavoidably in the background. Phillis arrived there in July, 1831.
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5

The description comes from pages 66-77 of Stewart’s account, whose lengthy full citation is, A Visit to
the South Seas, in the U.S. Ship Vincennes, During the Years 1829 and 1830; with Scenes in Brazil, Peru,
Manilla, The Cape of Good Hope, and St. Helena, by C.S. Stewart, A.M. Chaplain in the United States
Navy, and author of “A Residence in the Sandwich Islands in 1823 and 1825.” In Two Volumes. Volume
1. New York: John P. Haven, 142 Nassau Street, Sleight & Robinson, Printers, 1831.
6

Nearer to Rio, Stewart’s account (44) detailed the “fantastic headlands of bare sand, washed and furrowed
by watercourses till seemingly…the production of artificial workmanship— the…loftiness and wildness of
outline in the mountains— the…dark luxuriant forests hanging among precipices and projecting cliffs
about their summits—and…the smooth swelling hills of light green encircling their bases, like so much
velvet in the brightness of the sun.”

7

Stewart, 45.

8

A long beautiful white beach and inlets with narrow grass-covered lowlands beyond came next, while
hills and beautiful varied-shaped mountains rose immediately behind. The center of these mountains stood
above the rest, creating the impression of a crown, and everything was generally covered in the “wild
luxuriance of nature.” Ibid.

9

At the time of Phillis’ and Charles’ wedding, much of England had been suffering from particularly harsh
and prolonged severe weather problems. In fact, the cold spell had begun the previous winter and had not
let up. By December, 1830, the month of the wedding, things appear to have been worse than the previous
winter when the Thames had been blocked by ice and temperatures were well below normal both in
England and Europe. The summer had not provided its usual relief and a significant part of the country
was “remarkably cold & wet.” Greenwich recorded a minimum temperature on Christmas day as -12C
(11F), and the memorable “White Christmas” of this year is thought to have so impressed Charles Dickens
that he modeled his “Christmas at Dingley Dell” chapter in the Pickwick Papers on that same frozen
December English landscape. Consequently, the overall climatic impression for the year 1830 in
England— December in particular— was unseasonably cold and/or wet. That Whissonsett and
surrounding areas in Norfolk were spared or sheltered from this general curse of bad winter weather is
unlikely. Indeed, details about just how treacherous the weather could get in Phillis’ village during winters
like that of 1830 are provided in an eyewitness account by Mary Hardy, Phillis’ father Henry’s aunt, who
unavoidably had to visit Whissonsett because of the death of her brother in February of 1799, during an
especially difficult spate of weather. She also provides information about bad winters in Norfolk in 1784
and 1807. See Mary Hardy’s Diary (edited by B. Cozens-Hardy), Norfolk Record Society, Norfolk, 1968,
under the years stated above. For the weather generally see, http://homepage.ntlworld.com/booty.weather/
climate/1800_1849.htm; and, under “Winter history” at http://www.netweather.tv/index.cgi?action
=other;tpe=winthis;sess=.
10

Average temperatures, today, at least, in April and May at Rio are generally in the mid- to high 60s- 80˚
F. That was certainly a marked difference from the climes of Norfolk, where average daytime
temperatures at Norwich (about 25 miles from Phillis’ village of Whissonsett) this time of year seldom rise
above the low 60˚s F. Modern on-line climate resources note the changeable nature of the weather in that
part of England with rain, showers, and cloudiness always a possibility— but April and May can also be
among the sunniest and driest months of the year. That probably has not changed much, if any, since
1831. At Rio and environs, however, it never really gets cold, and the added discomfort of humidity makes
the temperature always seem much hotter than it is.
11

Stewart, p.89, observes that “the rain poured in…torrents” for two successive days while he was in Rio
and kept him entirely indoors save for a call on some friends.
12

Phillis certainly would have enjoyed any random coastal breezes or cooling rain, as the humidity could
be debilitating. Reverend Stewart, for example, p.89, describes the physical collapse of one of his
companions, Dr. Walsh of the British Embassy, from the heat while on the way to visit the botanical
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gardens at Rio. If Dr. Walsh, a fellow countryman, could not hold up to the heat and humidity when he
lived in Rio, one can imagine its effect on the newly-arrived Seals and their fellow passengers from
London.
13

Named after the British warship destroyed by the U.S.S Constitution in the War of 1812, the Guerriere
was a first class frigate built in 1814. Now a comparatively older vessel, the ship had been refitted after
serving as a training school for midshipmen at Norfolk Navy Yard for seven years, and was designated
flagship of the U.S. Pacific Squadron. In February, 1829, it left Norfolk by way of Baltimore in company
with another American warship, the St. Louis. Part of its mission was transporting Reverend Stewart with
other “gentlemen of my own grade” (South Seas, 16), around the Horn to the Pacific Squadron at Callao,
the port of Lima, Peru. There Stewart, at least, would transfer to the U.S.S. Vincennes, which would take
him to Hawaii, then called the Sandwich Islands, where he would perform unspecified duties assigned to
him for a few weeks by the Secretary of the Navy before returning to American by way of the Cape of
Good Hope. Consequently, he would also be on board the first U.S. warship to sail around the world. He
describes the Vincennes as “a sloop of twenty-four guns [which] is said to be the most beautiful vessel of
her class, and the fastest sailor in our navy” (Seas, 140). His mission may have been more important than
he lets on, for it was Stewart who brought Commodore Thompson, the Guerriere’s commander, the ship’s
sailing orders from the Navy Department (Seas, 15).
14

He had written a successful account of his missionary work in Hawaii. Stewart, with his wife Harriet,
had been a pioneer missionary there, serving from 1823-1825 after graduating from Princeton in 1815 and
Princeton Theological Seminary in 1821. His well-known account of experiences went through six editions,
and was also published in England. Thus, by the time he arrived at Rio when he was thirty-three years old,
he was an established figure, something of a minor celebrity, and he was treated accordingly not only by
the Americans, but also the English and French. The fact that he was now a U.S. Naval Chaplain on a state
mission only added luster to the saintly edifice. His family also was related by marriage to the American
Consul at Rio. A later representation of Stewart, probably when he was Senior Chaplain in the U.S. Navy
(he was also a creator of the American Chaplain Corps), displays a rather stern, bespectacled visage, but it
is clear from his writings that he was actually a rather gregarious and social fellow, as well as a keen and
conscientious observer. He also admits that he liked to be on a ship among sailors, who, he says, generally
behaved themselves in his presence and “none [were] more susceptible of religious impressions.” He
would become an advocate against flogging, which he witnessed on too many occasions on board, as well
as the exploitation of foreign natives by American business interests.

15

Volume 1, pp.43ff.

16

Stewart writes:
….Two or three pretty little islets, with rocky bases enveloped by thick shrubbery and brushwood, lie
at the entrance of the channel….Among the first [objects] were the magnificent pyramid of the Sugarloaf, immediately on our left, and the fortress of Santa Cruz, with its floating banner, on a gently
swelling hill on our right. From these points, on either side, the shores of the bay, lined at the water’s
edge with the cottages and hamlets of the fishermen, sweep widely round; while behind, hills in the
richest cultivation, sprinkled with farm-homes and villas, and crowned with churches and monasteries,
all in purest white, rise abruptly on every side, till, two or three miles inland, they terminate in ranges
of mountains, of the boldest and most varied beauty….At a distance of three miles from the entrance,
the castellated island of Villagagnon rises from the water, over which a tower here and there, with a
forest of shipping adjoining, designated the location of the city….(A Visit to the South Seas, 47-48).

The luscious backdrop behind the urban area ultimately led up to a “splendid range” of mountains with
“the Corcovado” rising 2,000 feet in the center like “a pinnacle in the sky.” These same impressive
features of Rio Reverend Stewart describes would likewise have been viewed by Phillis and Charles Seal as
the Surry proceeded slowly into the busiest part of the harbor and, ultimately, to the British dockyard where
it was to be repaired.
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17

The figure, presumably that of the free population, is given by Reverend Stewart during his visit to Rio in
April, 1829. South Seas, 98.
18

Reverend Stewart, South Seas, 97f., gives the annual figure of slaves brought into Rio for the ten years
previous as more than twenty thousand. He then goes on to say that in the year he was there, 1829, the
number will probably have grown three times since thirteen thousand slaves had already been delivered
since January (he was there in April). His numbers are probably accurate since this was a major concern
for him. The British authorities were in the unenviable position of both trying to enforce the ban and
keeping the powerful Brazilian slave-owners happy. Obviously, their efforts were not very effective, and
the enslaved population in Brazil “more than doubled in the period from 1831 to 1850.” See discussion by
R.B. Nunes, “Immigration, Xenophobia and the Whitening of the Brazilian Population,” Journal of
Transatlantic Studies, 2 (1) 2004, 59.
19

Coincidentally, Phillis would arrive in Hobart Town when it was, along with Sydney, one of the two
most important urban areas in Australia. However, just as at Norwich, she would live to see Hobart’s
decline as it, too, became more isolated from the mainstream of business and emigration and newer cities
like Melbourne became more desirable locations. Considering Hobart’s former significance, it is sad that
it is so often overlooked today.
20

VUE DE LA PLACE DE PALAIS, À RIO DE JANEIRO, or View from the Imperial Palace in Rio de
Janeiro, c.1830, is a file from the Wikimedia Commons. It is offered for use by the latter as a common
property: File: Paço Imperial 1830.jpg.
21

The waterfront of which Stewart speaks extends back about a kilometer to the south from Cobras Island
to Calabouço Point, which is an extension of the shoreline jutting out into Guanabara Bay. Between them,
a small, naturally insulated docking area is formed, and it was here that the Palace was situated almost
centrally along the shoreline.

22

Today, the area is even more restricted because of the artificial enlargement of Cobras Island,
headquarters of the Brazilian Navy (see note 24), and the gradual development of Calabouço Point into
Santos Dumont Airport— first where a terminal for national and international seaplane traffic in the 1930s
was situated, then expanded though extensive landfill into Rio’s major airport from 1936 until superseded
by Galeão International Airport in 1952. Along with the changing geographical configuration of the area,
the docking zone fronting where the City Palace was located is now packed with facilities primarily for
smaller craft, while warships dock at the naval center on Cobras Island and large cruise ships have an
extended landing platform just around the corner to the west at Praça Mauá.
23

The Guerriere, for example, was a 175 foot, first class frigate. It could not stop or turn on a dime.
Consequently, it needed room to slow down and maneuver to prevent crashing into nearby ships— another
consideration supporting the idea that large ships routinely came to a stop outside the harbor entrance and
were towed to their anchorage.
24

The Island has been significantly enlarged over the years and today is home to the Navy of Rio de Janeiro
(AMRJ), whose naval complex there is the maintenance center for the Navy of Brazil. Its charges of
designing, constructing, and maintaining not only vessels and assets of the Brazilian Navy, but also of
allied foreign nations grew out of the era when the Guerriere and the Surry were at Rio.
25

Ships of various allies must have had specific areas of the harbor reserved for them since Stewart
indicates that U.S. warships were to anchor inside the British and French squadrons. This was obviously a
matter of protocol, laid down by the latter (especially the British) because they controlled the foreign naval
presence at Rio-- and wished to leave no question about it. Dom Pedro had previously looked to British
naval officers for assistance. The best example was the wily Thomas Cochrane, nicknamed the “Sea Wolf”
because of his famous naval exploits in the Napoleonic Wars and the South American wars of
independence. Britain remained well disposed toward Dom Pedro, and would ferry him to England after
his abdication. In 1829, however, Reverend Stewart’s ship, the Guerriere, had 53 cannon, a crew of 500
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men, and was so spacious that it even boasted a full library and a librarian. There were larger vessels, but
recently refitted and designated flagship of the U.S. Navy Pacific Squadron, it had to have had state-of-theart upgrades and must have been a most formidable warship. The British, French, and Americans were
apparently cooperating at the time, but past differences and suspicions always ensured that a close eye be
kept on dangerous “friends.”
That the Guerriere was named after a British warship defeated by the U.S.S. Constitution seventeen
years earlier in the War of 1812 probably also did not sit well with some British officers and seamen who
had served in that war—nor, one would think, would the fact that Stewart, himself, was related to the same
Charles Stewart who was captain of the Constitution from 1813-1815 and had among his accomplishments
the capture of two British warships on the same day. This Charles Stewart was born in 1778, seventeen
years earlier than Reverend Stewart. The two were related, but Reverend Stewart is never clear about the
exact connection, which, nonetheless, appears to have been a close one. Captain Stewart had captured the
H.M.S. Levant and Cyane on February 20, 1815. Interestingly, he had also previously commanded the
U.S.S. Constellation, America’s first capital warship.
Reverend Stewart’s relationships also included a connection by marriage with the American Consul in
Rio, Mr. William Tudor, whose daughter had married Captain Stewart-- who among his other
accomplishments had been Commodore of the U.S. Pacific Fleet at Lima while Tudor had been American
Consul there. Commodore (later Rear-Admiral) Stewart served as a Naval Commissioner just after
Reverend Stewart made his trip to Rio in 1829 and probably had some part in the navy’s selection to send
him on this mission. Mr. Tudor, himself, was a significant Bostonian and held many important
appointments before, during, and after the American Revolution. He was also a well-known literary figure.
The British certainly would have known most of these things and probably inquired of the Reverend how
he was related to their former sea nemesis, Captain Charles Stewart, as well as Mr. Tudor, whom everyone
at Rio appears to have known and respected. Whatever they learned, it apparently did not have any
adverse effect on how Reverend Stewart was treated by British naval officers and diplomats—or the French
and Dom Pedro’s government. If anything, his family connections and his own celebrity only seem to have
enhanced his reputation and treatment while at Rio. In fact, all parties appear to have gotten along
splendidly.
26

His narrative closely conforms to what is pictured in the illustration on page 9 above:
The landing is on an inclined plane of massive granite, leading to the water from a fine mole of the same
material; and affords a convenient footing, in stepping from the boat, at any state of the tide….The mole,
with a principal fountain of the city in the centre, forms the front of a large unenclosed square; and, from
the view of the bay and shipping it presents, is a favourite promenade and evening lounge of the citizens.
The palace lines two of the remaining sides of the square, and a row of private dwellings, shops, and
cafes, constitutes the fourth. (South Seas, 52).

27

Stewart, 57, 77. Lord Ponsonby was not present when the Seals were in Rio, having been dispatched by
the British government to Brussels, Belgium, on state business, in December, 1830.
28

Reverend Stewart described the place in glowing terms:
This beautiful bay seemed more than ever to possess the features of a noble lake embosomed in
magnificent scenery. A stranger, in gazing upon it from almost any point of view along its widelycurving shores, would think it entirely land-locked, as much as if a hundred miles from the sea. It
is a favourite residence among foreigners; and many fine mansions skirt its borders, interspersed
with showy portals, leading to others more retired, in a lovely little valley sweeping inland from it.
(South Seas, 50).

29

The British naval squadron at Rio required continual maintenance and repair. It may have shared docks
with the Brazilian navy, which, through British oversight had grown quite formidable under Dom Pedro;
but if they did share facilities, it was probably only out of necessity when demand was high and their own
docks full. More likely, the priorities of the British squadron’s needs gave them exclusive rights to all that
they wanted— even if they had cooperative agreements with the French and Americans. The British were
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the major foreign naval presence at Rio, and the legal enforcers against slavers and the slaving trade in that
part of the world. They also protected British shipping lanes to and from Brazil; had the largest foreign
population at Rio after the Portuguese; and they certainly would have considered their political and security
needs to outweigh everyone else’s. It was they, after all, who had just overseen the evacuation of Dom
Pedro and his distinguished young European Empress, while doing what was necessary to maintain order.
They would give Dom Pedro refuge in England, and subsequently assist in the civil war to restore his
daughter, Maria II, to the throne of Portugal. If there had been any doubt as to whom Dom Pedro would
turn in an emergency, there was not any now— and the British were happy to oblige.
30

Stewart, South Seas, 117, describes the Guerriere being towed by its own boats and a “long line of
barges” supplied by the French admiral to assist, out into the channel when it departed Rio. Macaulay,
Dom Pedro (see note 36 for full citation), 257, also writes that the British frigate H.M.S Volage was towed
out of Rio Harbor into the Atlantic by steamboat. See, also, note 23.
31

Judging by the length of a comparable but slightly earlier bark, the Endeavour, which was 106 feet long.
See discussion on page 20 in R.B. Kebric, “Phillis Goggs Seal (1807-1877): The Outward Voyage from
England to Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania)…,” 2011 Proceedings of the Hawaii International Conference
on Arts & Humanities.
32

Whatever the case, the Surry needed to be out of the way of major goings-on in the dock area. A vessel
awaiting parts could not impede the daily flow of business, and it may even have been moved more than
once to a less-active area of the docks when it became clear it could not be repaired in a timely fashion.
Captain Dacre would have to have dealt with such problems along with the ones he mentions in his
letters— additional reasons why his passengers could not have stayed on board for long after docking.
Nonetheless, an English ship with cargo bound for the Australian colonies could not afford to be lost or
damaged in a foreign port, so the necessary precautions would have been ordered by local authorities.

33

See Kebric, op. cit., 5ff.

34

Phillis’ father, Henry Goggs, had left Phillis two hundred pounds cash upon reaching her 23rd year, as
well as property which she may have disposed of before leaving England. If not, then rents from such
property would have been forwarded to her by her mother, the executrix of the will. Whatever else
personal or financial Phillis’ mother, Martha, Henry’s main benefactor in his 1827 will, wished to give
Phillis for her new married life on the other side of the world would also have been on board the Surry.
The reference [punctuation added] for Henry Goggs’ will is: Probate Wills and Admons. Archdeaconry
Court of Norwich. Will of Henry Goggs. Whissonsett, 1827. Will No.45, Folio 62. Microfilm 1468/4 (1143).
35

According to the British Public Record Office, List of Foreign Office Records to 1837 (Lists and Indexes,
No. 41), 22, William Pennell was consul at this time. It also appears that Arthur Aston, who Reverend
Stewart mentions during his stay in 1829 and identified as “secretary of legation to the British embassy,”
was still present in Rio.

36

N. Macaulay, Dom Pedro: The Struggle for Liberty in Brazil and Portugal (Durham: Duke University
Press, 1986), 256.
37

Stewart indicates in his description of the area that Praya do Flamengo and Botafogo were adjacent to
one another and that while the two were certainly to be distinguished from each other, the demarcation was
fast becoming less distinct. He also speaks of friends moving their residence the short distance from
Flamengo to Botafogo while he was staying at the Consul’s house, mostly, it appears, for the reason of
moving up in local social circles. British, American, and even French residents of Rio seemed to have
lived in both communities.
38

Captain Solomon’s ship, the Superior, may have been the refitted version (or successor) of a warship of
the same name involved in an earlier action against the French frigate, Junon, in 1809. Brigs could also be
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merchant ships. However, the fact that Superior was already a name in use by the British navy and that
merchant ships were private concerns and ill-suited even if they had wished to provide Captain Dacre with
assistance, is enough to confirm that this was a naval vessel. Captain Dacre, for example, would use
another British merchant vessel, the George Canning, as a courier for his letters to London— but he never
mentions asking its captain for assistance with repairs. There is also no indication that the Superior was an
American ship— and no reason why, even it were, that it would provide assistance when there were plenty
of British around. Why, then, Captain Solomon appears to have been acting independently of orders from
Admiral Baker who had previously prevented one of his officers from helping the Surry, cannot be known.
Perhaps Solomon was not part of Baker’s squadron stationed at Rio and could act on his own; perhaps
Baker later changed his mind— or, as previously suggested, the captain may have been related to the
Solomon brothers. Encountering relatives in British seafaring circles, both naval and merchant, could not
have been an uncommon occurrence. There certainly could not have been many captains in the British
navy at this time with such a recognizable ethnic surname— and, perhaps in this case, one specifically
related to the Solomon brothers on the Surry.
39

Dacre’s handwriting is not always easy to read and is sometimes a best guess.
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Jane Roberts, Two Years at Sea: The Narrative of a Voyage to the Swan River and Van Dieman’s Land,
During the Years 1829, 30, 31. London: Richard Bentley, New Burlington Street, 1834. 8ff.

41

Roberts, 29ff.

42

His eventual marriage in 1829 to Amelia Auguste Eugenie Napoleona von Leuchtenberg, granddaughter
of the Empress Josephine, had connected him to Napoleon (through Josephine’s former marriage to him),
the man who had earlier driven Dom Pedro and his family from Portugal and into exile in Brazil.
However, that was all in the past, and Dom Pedro’s primary concern in April, 1831, was going into exile
once more— this time back to Europe with his new “Napoleonic” empress. The irony was not lost on
observers.
43

Roberts, 13ff. While visiting a convent, Jane and her party were astonished when an elderly nun who
spoke Portuguese whispered to them as they were leaving, “What news from England of Don Miguel?”
She, of course, was referring to the struggle between Dom Pedro and his daughter, Maria, and his brother
Miguel for control of the Portuguese throne. The English were involved and had even given refuge to
Maria, but the controversy was unresolved at the time. Two other nuns joined in and became very loud in
their questioning. Once back at the hotel, Jane discovered that one of the English women who had been in
her group was attached to the cause of Dona Maria and had been wearing her colors. Obviously, these
were current events of interest to many in Europe.
44

The account goes on to say that “A provisional government was speedily appointed, and the care of the
regency was intrusted for the time to the hands of three noblemen; but the state of things was altogether
unsettled, and the general idea was, that the government would ultimately settle down into the form of a
republic similar to that of the United States.”

45

See discussion in R.B. Kebric, “A Seal among Whales in the New World Down Under: Phillis Seal
(1807-1877) of Tasmania,” 2010 Proceedings of the Hawaii Conference on Arts & Humanities, 9ff.
46

If they were clergy of the Church of England rather than dissenter churches, such individuals were few
and far between in South America, and their attentions would have been welcome. On page 33 of her
previously-mentioned account of her travels, Jane Roberts makes this clear when she mentions that she
knew of a promise made by some British merchants at Bahia, Brazil, that they would provide a healthy
stipend to any clergyman of the Church of England who would be willing to come and reside among them.
Both Phillis and Charles came from well-known dissenter families, so if the two named reverends on the
Surry were Church of England, they may have found themselves on a “ship of fools,” they being the fools.
However, it is likely that they, too, were dissenters, perhaps traveling (one with his family) to the more
tolerant Australian colonies. Nonetheless, there is still nothing to indicate that they were not mainstream
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clergy in the Church of England. There were 29 passengers on board the Surry, and most were probably
also Church members. Whatever the case, there was certain to have been a good dose of religious
discussion during the lengthy voyage, perhaps made more uncomfortable within the confines of a small
ship in the middle of the ocean.

APPENDIX ONE
The new government acknowledged Dom Pedro’s five-year-old, native-born son, Pedro II, as heir to the
throne when he matured. This certainly would have eased Pedro’s exit from Brazil since with his son as
emperor, his family was still the ruling house-- and he probably thought that once the current political
situation had calmed, he would be recalled. He had, after all, departed, “voluntarily,” and restorationist
sentiment continued there until he died. He had also left his other children in Rio, with the exception of
his daughter, Maria II, the young exiled Queen of Portugal, as well as his ministers. While he may have
viewed all this bravado as a show of confidence, his political enemies could just as easily have regarded his
children as hostages-- and a guarantee against his ever returning to Rio. Nonetheless, Dom Pedro
corresponded with his children regularly, and his son was ultimately raised as emperor when considered
mature enough in 1840. Ultimately, if it had been Dom Pedro’s intention to resume his rule of Brazil at
some point in the future, it never happened. After a difficult civil war and successful restoration of Maria
to the throne of Portugal with the help of the British, French, and Spanish, he would die almost
immediately from tuberculosis in 1834 at age 35 in the palace where he had been born near Lisbon. At the
time, he had been in the most favorable position to pursue his return to Brazil.
Born in 1798, Dom Pedro was the son of the future King of Portugal and Brazil, Dom João VI, and
Queen Maria I, who was at the time de facto ruler of Portugal. Following the country’s invasion by
Napoleon, Pedro’s father was forced to move the royal family and court from Lisbon to its Brazilian
colony, where Rio became the only European capital outside of Europe. In 1815, Dom João made Brazil
an independent kingdom, and united it with Portugal and the Algarves. With the death of Queen Maria in
Rio de Janeiro in 1816, Dom João became King of the United Kingdom. After the defeat of Napoleon and
subsequent political dissention, the climate in Portugal favored the royal family’s return to Lisbon in 1820.
Dom Pedro was left behind as Regent of Brazil. When Portugal subsequently tried to end Pedro’s regency
and the Kingdom of Brazil’s autonomous government-- a situation which would threaten the country’s
new-found but fragile unity-- Dom Pedro sided with Brazilian nationalists and defied directives from
Lisbon. In 1822, he declared the independence of Brazil and became Emperor Dom Pedro I. While
initially viewed as secession, the independence of Brazil was inevitable (a view encouraged by the British)
and finally recognized by Dom João and the Portuguese in 1825-- but not before posturing that it was a
concession on their part. Pedro was also reaffirmed as heir apparent to the Portuguese throne, which,
contrary to his own Brazilian Constitution, he assumed on March 10, 1826, upon his father’s death,
becoming Pedro IV of Portugal. Two months later, however, on May 28, he abdicated in favor of his
seven year old daughter, Maria II, and nominated his brother Dom Miguel as regent, who was supposed to
marry her when she came of age. Instead, his brother deposed the girl, and Dom Pedro’s efforts to restore
her to the Portuguese throne over the years would trouble his standing among Brazilian nationalists, who
saw him as more interested in what happened in Portugal than in Brazil.
While Dom Pedro attempted to install a constitutional monarchy in Brazil, his rule was troubled from
the start. Many were suspicious about his motives and powers. He was accused of absolutism and often
doubted by leading native-born Brazilians, who considered him an outsider who did not have their best
interests at heart, favoring Portuguese residents and foreigners like the British over them. While he was
probably sincere in his attempts to unify and modernize Brazil and bring it into the European/American
mainstream, it was almost an impossible task considering the diverse politics, ethnicity, and fragmentation
of the population. The capital at Rio could be controlled more effectively than the far reaches of a huge
country which almost defied unification. The landed elite considered him too liberal and did not favor his
pro-British views on slavery, which remained a controversial issue even after Dom Pedro’s departure. The
intellectuals did not think him liberal enough. With anti-Portuguese feelings rising, the economy in
decline, and faced with a variety of additional domestic and military problems, Dom Pedro’s support
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eroded until he was finally forced to abdicate and leave the country, while units of his own military called
for his “death.” He was succeeded, as previously mentioned, by his five-year-old son, Dom Pedro II.
Because young Dom Pedro had been born in Brazil, he was considered a native and an appropriate
figurehead for the new government. Three appointed regents ruled in the young emperor’s name. The fact
that his opponents allowed Dom Pedro’s son to succeed him demonstrates that they wanted to maintain at
least the appearance of continuity-- a unified Empire lead by the same imperial family. In reality, “The
Regency Period,” as it is called, was racked with turmoil as local factions attempted to gain control of their
areas of Brazil, while Rio had little control over them. There were just too many problems.
In the final analysis, Dom Pedro’s failure was probably that he attempted to impose too sophisticated a
European structure of government on an emerging country which was not ready for it. If he had lived and
returned to Brazil, he may have at least been able to save the country from some of the subsequent troubles
with which his son (who had to assume full power as emperor when he was only fourteen in 1840 in an
attempt to refocus the country’s flagging nationalist priorities) and his government had to deal. But if such
a restoration had occurred, it undoubtedly would have come with further intervention by Pedro’s allies
Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal— and, ultimately, Brazil would have had to pay the price in one way
or another.
(Information for this background Appendix was gathered from N. Macaulay, Dom Pedro: The Struggle for
Liberty in Brazil and Portugal, 1798-1834 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1986); and a variety of
Internet sources on Dom Pedro, the Empire of Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, the United Kingdom of Portugal, the
Regency Period, Maria II, and others.)
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Abstract
This paper or report will introduce the research that we have been conducting over
the last four years into collaborative environments in design education. Note: we can
modify the content and delivery to best fit whichever conference environment the
organizers feel would be best to introduce this research.
Starting in 2007, we began to teach a new form of architecture and design studio
that looked into how to solve the complex problems that designers are asked to
tackle in the 21st century. This studio is called The Applied Research Collaborative.
This studio is positioned in reaction to the “individual genius” model that pervades
most architecture and design programs. The studio is built around the notion that
potential solutions to contemporary design challenges are far too complex for any
one individual to solve, and the research needed to redefine these problems is too
vast and broad for one discipline to engage in alone. It is our belief that graduate
design education should educate designers to shape and lead collaborative teams in
synthesizing the complexity that comprises our challenges in the 21st century.
Unlike traditional design studios, The Applied Research Collaborative studio values
the development of the collaboration as much as the final project proposal.
Collaboration here is not simply “group work”, but the development of each
individual’s emotional intelligence (EQ--typically a better indicator of success than
IQ) combined with a set of defined exercises designed to build trust, accountability,
and teamwork. To facilitate this development, Prof. Petrucci collaborates with a
clinical psychologist Dr. William Heywood (one of the authors of this paper) who is
on our faculty and who specializes in creativity in design. Together, with the
assistance of faculty consultants (such as architecture Prof. Phil Horton) from
different disciplines, we create an entrepreneurial environment and experience for
the student teams. This pedagogical model relies upon developing a professional
ideology that embraces the notion of constructive conflict to optimize the
collaborative process such that excellence rather than consensus is achieved.
Process
The entrepreneurial nature of the studio uses a schedule of “events” as a framework
en lieu of a more conventional syllabus. In this studio, the collaborative teams
expand the syllabus in real time while attempting to define the problem to be studied.
The schedule of events highlights five processes that help to create the collaborative
and define the problem to be investigated. The five processes that we developed to
enrich the studio are: Discovery, Swarm, Matrix, and Mirror.
Discovery represents the research component of the investigation. It is structured
around six design imperatives that operate more as a checklist than a prescribed
method. The six imperatives are: History, Context, Program, Technology,
Construction, and Representation. Students form these imperatives into a matrix for
organizing their research investigations. Students work both individually and in
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teams in this phase of the studio. Discovery is the synthesis of imperative research
that gives insight into the problem.
Swarm is a series of team building exercises that are designed to build trust among
the students and faculty. Swarm begins with the students working together to deliver
a familiar task (such as cooking a meal) and progressively escalates to less familiar
tasks (like learning how to row crew in eight person boats). The goal of Swarm is to
create a communicative framework among the team members, so that, like a swarm
of bees, they begin to move instinctively and in harmony toward a shared goal.
Matrix is a series of hyper-collaborative meetings that bring together the design team
members, clients, and consultants in an information-rich environment to make realtime design decisions. The University’s seven screen, supercomputing Decision
Theater is used as a venue for these collaborations. The intended outcome of these
meetings is to employ the hyper-visibility of all of the pertinent information of the
design and research done up to that moment toward informed design decisions that
are facilitated through debate and real-time testing in the Theater.
Mirror is a weekly gathering of the students and primary faculty to discuss and learn
about the collaborative process. These meetings are undertaken in a more informal
collaborative space designed into the studio. Here, students and faculty discuss
what is working well within the teams and projects, what is disappointing, and figure
out how to reach the next level of collaboration. These meetings are focused on the
emotional intelligence of the students and faculty.

Impact
The significance of the studio is three-fold. First, it is a laboratory for testing and
developing a new collaborative curriculum for the School. Its success in this regard
is evidenced by a new Junior Year “teaching cluster” that we have given over the
past two years, that brings together all of the design disciplines in the School
(architecture, landscape, industrial design, interior design, and visual
communications) for a two-week design charrette aimed at developing design
concepts for “wicked problems” such as a post-petroleum society or global warming.
It is becoming a place in our School where faculty from the various disciplines can
engage in collaborative work, and expand the impact of their subject matter
expertise. It is also where students learn to value and understand the benefits of
multidisciplinary problem solving. Secondly, the studio is actively engaging with local
professionals as collaborators in the studio as a laboratory for testing new
paradigms for practice. Finally, it has gained a national reputation by winning one of
the 2008 NCARB Prizes for the Creative Integration of Practice and Education.
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The Next Phase
Currently, we are in the first stages of looking closely at the results from the past four
years and examining our processes, methodologies, the resulting projects, and the
future implications of this studio. It is our hope that after meditation on and analysis
of the studio, and some time to understand and articulate the idea and importance of
a collaborative model for design education, we will be better able to see how this
model will work on the larger scale for the school’s curriculum, design school
curricula in general, and what may be the implications for the professional practice of
design. The ultimate success of this studio will be its integration into both our larger
curricular aims and, incrementally, into local design practices, and later national
professional practices and design education.
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Abstract:

In recent years, Japan has witnessed the emergence of the “soushoku-kei danshi”
masculinity image. This Japanese term usually translated as “herbivore males”, refers to a type of
Japanese young heterosexual male that tends to pursue hobbies rather than focus on the corporate
world and who is seemingly uninterested in dating or sex. While “herbivore males” are increasing in
Japan, the trend has started to become recognizable outside as well, mostly because of mass media
spreading the image globally. However, in most cases, the articles in Western press define the
“herbivore male” as a Japanese version of a metrosexual male. This leads to the question: are these
two masculinity trends the same thing?
The aim of this paper is first, to clarify misunderstandings concerning Japanese “herbivore
males” which can be found in Western media. The second goal is to examine why this one-sided
understanding of the Japanese “herbivore male” image occurred.
To fulfill these goals, the characteristics of Japanese “herbivore male” and Western
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metrosexual male, including their socio-historical backgrounds, needed to be analyzed. Aiming at
this, an analysis of the Japanese movie “Soushoku-kei danshi”, as well as an examination of written
sources was conducted. To explain the difference in understanding of the “herbivore males” by mass
media inside and outside of Japan, articles from the Western press were also analyzed.
As a result, it can be stated that, the terms “herbivore male” and metrosexual male are
describing two different phenomena. In particular, attitudes toward physical looks, consumerism and
sex/relationships differ considerably between the two masculinity trends.
This interdisciplinary research explores the relationship between gender, mass media and
globalization ideas. Thus, it can contribute to further understanding of the media globalization and
also, by presenting the consequences of spreading the westernized hegemonic masculinity image
globally help to overcome gender and culture stereotypes.
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Abstract
For many years, baseball players have been wearing plastic athletic cups as protection against
the unexpected line drive or high speed hopping ball, that if not caught holds the potential to
cause severe injury to players’ reproductive anatomy. There are numerous anecdotal stories by
players who have had their current commercially available cup fracture, split, or severely deform
from a baseball traveling at 100+ miles per hour. A cup’s failure in these circumstances has
painful and debilitating consequences in the short term, with possible long-term effects for the
injured wearers’ ability to procreate.

Athletic protective cups on the market do not meet any standards. Disclaimer notices limit the
commercial liability of the manufacturers of these products. The underlying premise seems to be
“any protection is better than none”.

A professional baseball pitching coach and famous former MLB pitcher, who played for the
Cardinals in Saint Louis, achieving two World Series Championships, contacted faculty in the
industrial design program at Arizona State University to introduce a new protective cup for male
baseball players with a rough-hewn concept prototype he made. Later on, another industrial
design faculty who has many years of professional experience in product development and
1

“Nutty Buddy” is a registered name and is derived from an Australian slang term for an athletic cup.
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possesses a variety of knowledge in digital design for manufacturing joined this project to
develop the product. His stated objectives were to redesign the cup to be:


Comfortable for use by adult players in all the activities of the game



Sized appropriately for children to young adults to use in the various Little Leagues



Confirmed to be correctly sized prior to manufacture



Tested to confirm the new product’s durability and actual ability to prevent injury

This paper will describe the development process and discuss some of the issues of testing and
collecting feedback from the various user populations. The current climate of Human Subjects
Testing (IRB) protection limited the researchers’ ability to gain any information by direct
observation, requiring the extensive use of self-assessment techniques and the interpolation of
medical data for the sizing process. The early design and development process was very time
consuming and highly iterative.

The author/researcher provided computer digitization methods permitting speedy fine-tuning of
the design and rapid prototyping of the cup for an iterative testing and redesign process.

The first and second generation of this product has been already in the market place for sale,
and the third modification and retail packaging are currently under the manufacturing.
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Jennifer Panich
Alfonso the Wise and Muslims in Spain: The Portrayal of the “Other” in the Cantigas
de Santa María
Alfonso X the Learned of Castile, ruled 1252-1284, was one of the most significant
European kings of the Middle Ages, and an important patron of learning in his time. One of his
favorite intellectual endeavors throughout his reign was the compilation of the Cantigas de
Santa María, or the Canticles of Holy Mary, an impressive collection of at least 400 poems (this
number was reached by combining all poems from the four manuscripts left to us today), many
of which were set to music and include illuminated miniatures showing the action of each
poem. Many scholars believe that Alfonso wrote some of the cantigas himself1; Alfonso
certainly had a role in the composition of each poem through the selection of the poets and the
commissioning of the investigationof each miracle as well.2
The Cantigas were written during a volatile time in Medieval Spain, when the frontier
between Christian Spain and Al-Andalus, or Muslim Spain, was constantly shifting. It was also
a time of contradictions, as Christians would war with the Muslims at the border, but would
then live together in the same city with their supposed enemies, under the rule of tolerant kings
such as Alfonso X. This type of coexistence and even collaboration between Muslims,
Christians, and even Jews, who also lived in the Iberian Peninsula since Roman times, has
been called convivencia, a term first coined by the Spanish historian Américo Castro.3

Including John E. Keller both in his biography of Alfonso X (Alfonso X el Sabio, 1967) and
Joseph O’Callaghan in his biography (The Learned King, 1993).
2 There are incidences recorded that when a miracle of the Virgin was reported to Alfonso
X, he would travel to the site to investigate further into what happened (Keller and Cash,
9).
3 Castro first used this term in a thesis about Spanish historical identity, España en su
historia, 1948. It now refers to the mechanisms of acculturation and hybridity at work in
medieval Spain.
1

1
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Seville and Toledo, both important cities in Alfonso X’s life, serve as primary examples of
cities where convivencia was occurring.
Convivencia is a problematic concept because of the contradictions it embodies. How
did Muslims and Christians living in the same city, or even perhaps working in the same
schools or courts, reconcile the existence of disparate religious beliefs? How did Alfonso X
and other Christians view the “other”? And how did they justify the idea of convivencia to
higher authorities in the Christian European world, such as the pope, who would surely
disapprove of what was happening in these frontier medieval Spanish cities?
These questions can be addressed by studying the representation of Muslims in
the Cantigas de Santa María, Alfonso’s favored literary and musical production, and a
good window into the daily life and religious practices of thirteenth century Spain. In this
paper, I intend to show that in the depiction of various Muslims in this famous collection,
Alfonso X attempted to “walk the line” between tolerance and intolerance, avoiding any
total condemnation of the Muslims as evil or corrupt, while at the same time lauding the
supremacy of Christianity, and above all of the Virgin as the intercessor and the bridge
between Christians and Muslims. The Muslims of Spain, sometimes called “moors”
because some of the invaders of the eighth century came from North Africa, appear in the
Cantigas at least 44 times (Oxford, online).
Albert Bagby, a professor at the University of Corpus Christi, has already treated this
topic, analyzing in great detail six4 of the Cantigas that deal with Muslim characters (Bagby,
164). He arrived at the conclusion that Alfonso X’s depiction of Muslims in this collection is
always unfavorable, thereby revealing a deep-rooted bias against Muslims that the so-called
Bagby’s article, “Some Characterizations of the Moor in Alfonso X’s Cantigas,” focuses on
cantigas 28, 185, 186, 214, 325, and 379.
4

2
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tolerant King must have harbored. However, in several of the cantigas in which Muslims play a
role, their religion and their differences are respected5, contradicting Bagby’s conclusion. In
addition, many of the depictions of the Muslims in other cantigas, where they are certainly
portrayed as infidels and are only valued for their potential value as converts to Christianity, are
not original to Marian miracle literature preceding the cantigas6, thereby demonstrating a
reliance on fixed stereotypes that Alfonso X may have felt he needed to follow. Taking all this
into consideration, I believe the Cantigas show just the opposite of what Bagby contended:
Alfonso X did respect and admire diversity, and struggled throughout his entire reign to
straddle and even blend the dividing lines between the Christian and Muslim worlds of Spain,
while still contending for ever more power in the Christian political realm.
For the purposes of this paper, I will first examine some relevant points in Alfonso X’s
biography, and then analyze nine cantigas to show Alfonso X’s unique method of appeasing
both groups, the Muslims and the Christians. Finally, I will seek to evaluate how authentic this
sample is as Alfonso’s true perspective on convivencia and religious tolerance. Were these
poems composed according to Alfonso’s true beliefs, or were they rather intended more for a
political purpose in furthering his lofty goal of becoming Holy Roman Emperor in his day?
First it is necessary to lay a foundation regarding the two realms in which Alfonso X
existed, as the tolerant king in a diverse Iberia under whose rule convivencia flourished, and as
the pious Christian king who aspired to conquer North Africa to prevent further invasions from
the region (O’Callaghan, The Learned King, 5), and to become the Holy Roman Emperor.
Alfonso X has been studied by many skilled historians over the years, and perhaps some of the
Here I refer to the cantigas which I will analyze later in the paper.
There existed in Europe a long tradition of Marian miracle literature, in which Jews,
Muslims, and other manner of “infidels” did appear at times and were treated just as they
are in some of the Cantigas.
5
6

3
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most prominent have been Antonio Ballestreros Berreta, H. Salvador Martinez, John E. Keller,
and Joseph F. O’Callaghan. Many archives and charters written during Alfonso’s reign have
been studied, and as a result hundreds of pages have been written about him, informing us
about his young life, his ascendance to the throne of Castile in 1252, his quelling of revolts in
Andalusia and Castile proper, his attempt to become the Holy Roman in Empire in 1256, his
intellectual and scholarly pursuits before and during his reign, his eventual downfall at the
hands of his second son, Prince Sancho and the nobles who supported him (1282), and
Alfonso’s subsequent appeal to Moroccan Muslims for help against the rebels.
Just as in the cantigas I will later address, his chronology offers many actions Alfonso X
took during his life that show his unique appreciation of the “other,” and especially of the
Muslim heritage that he realized distinguished Spain from her European neighbors. As John
Keller put it, “[Alfonso X] wisely saw that Spain’s heritage from the Moors was as Spanish as
the heritage handed down to his people from their Roman and Visigothic ancestors.” (29)
Alfonso’s realization benefitted his country and the rest of Europe; through Alfonso’s
actions as king, large portions of this inheritance from the East, much of it intellectual and
philosophical treasures from Ancient Greece, having been discovered and translated in
the Arab Abbasid empire centered in Baghdad7, and then passed on to Al‐Andalus, and
even later made accessible to the Europeans in general.
One of the earliest indications of his support of the dissemination of Islamic culture on
the Christian side of the frontier was Alfonso’s involvement with his father’s school of
translation, and his decision to translate an Arabic classic to Latin as Calila e Dimna, making it

For more information about this heritage, see María Rosa Menocal’s The Ornament of
the World, specifically “The Church at the top of the Hill,” pages 130‐147, and “Andalusian
Shards,” pages 266‐281.
7

4
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available to Spaniards in 1252. Although Calila e Dimna is probably of Hindu origins8, it was
certainly important in the Arabic culture that existed in Spain in the Middle Ages. By choosing
to translate this book, Alfonso shows his respect for Muslim culture. This first act of translation
developed into an entire school of translation patronized by Alfonso X, located in Toledo. This
school, the “College of Toledan Translators,” was begun by Alfonso VII, Alfonso X’s greatgrandfather. Most of the translators employed in the Toledo school were Sephardic Jews, who
were bilingual in Arabic and Spanish, and often could read Greek, Hebrew, and Latin.
According to O’Callaghan, Alfonso X commissioned the translation of books of science,
including astronomy and astrology, theology, the seven liberal arts, mechanics, the Quran, and
the Talmud9 (The Learned King, 141). Maintaining these schools was not an easy undertaking,
and so the effort put into the translation is another indicator of Alfonso’s intense interest and
respect for Islamic culture, and the knowledge it had preserved from ancient cultures such as
the Greeks.
Aside from the academic and artistic activity that Alfonso X patronized and participated
in, he also had a larger aspiration, taking place on the broader European stage: to become the
successor to Frederick II as Holy Roman Emperor. This empire included greater Germany,
northern Italy, Sicily, and Naples. Alfonso X had some good reasons to believe he was a good
choice for the position. Through his mother, Alfonso was connected to both the German and
Byzantine imperial families, and Castilian relations with the Empire were longstanding.
However, the task of convincing the German princes and the pope that he was the best man for

Most likely the Latin Calila e Dimna proceeds from the Hindu Panchatantra, from around
300 B.C, in which a king and a philosopher argue about the nature of power in the format
of a dialogue. (Kinkade, Historia y Antoglogía de la literatura erótica española, 83).
9 This is known from the writings of Alfonso’s nephew, Juan Manuel, who was quite
impressed with the vastness of his uncle’s translation and educational enterprises.
8

5
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the job proved to be insurmountable, despite Alfonso X’s 15 years of trying (1256-1271).
Although the competition for this position, between Alfonso X and Richard of Cornwall, the
brother of Henry III of England, was based mostly on secretly formed alliances and under-thetable deals10, it is also possible that Alfonso’s ultimate failure was due to the more pious
Catholics (the pope himself and perhaps the German princes) doubting the Castilian King’s true
devotion to their religion and their cause, because of the extremely diverse and tolerant world
Alfonso X came from, as compared to the rest of Europe. In light of this possible questioning
of his loyalty, a collection of poetry like the Cantigas could serve as strong evidence to the
King’s devotion to the Christian religion, although it could not ultimately secure his
appointment as the imperial ruler.
There is a final event in Alfonso X’s life which shows that he did not view the Muslims
in Iberia or in other parts of the Eastern world as absolutely evil or adversarial; in fact, it was
Muslims, and not Christians, who came to his aid when he needed help the most. When the
ones closest to him, his son Sancho and his coterie of nobles, rebelled against him towards the
end of his life, Alfonxo X turned to Abu Yusuf, then emir of Morocco, for help in quelling the
rebellion. Sancho’s rebellion was most likely caused by a rising lack of trust in Alfonso’s
ability to rule, because of his illness11 and advanced age. However, Alfonso X showed that he
still had enough good judgment left to ally himself with a powerful warrior who had sufficient
resources to be successful in the civil war. The rebellion had begun in late summer of 1282, but
with Abu Yusuf’s help, Córdoba (Sancho’s stronghold) was conquered by late October of the
same year, and the rebels were forced to surrender. Yusuf continued pillaging as far as Toledo
Here I refer to various promises that the two contenders made to different players in
the drama.
11 According to O’Callaghan, Alfonso X suffered from a cancerous tumor in his brain, that
at one point nearly pushed his eye out of its socket (233).
10

6
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and Madrid, as a reward for having come to the aid of the Castilian king. However, as he had
agreed with Alfonso X, he and his troops did return to Marrakech without laying claim to any
of the territory he had won from the rebels, which may be an indication of the mutual respect
that existed between the Christian monarch and the Muslim emir. It is important to note that
this outright appeal to the Muslim world for help in Christian affairs did not occur during the
fifteen years that Alfonso X actively sought the imperial title; rather, it comes after all his
hopes for this goal had been dashed, at the point when he had nothing at stake except to lose
control of his kingdom.
Consider a closer look at nine cantigas which will provide us with specific examples
about how Muslims are depicted in this collection, thereby revealing Alfonso X’s perspective
on interfaith relations in a land as diverse as medieval Iberia. While there are over 400
cantigas, few deal with Muslims. Through my analysis I have looked at nine cantigas that
feature Muslim characters, and have concluded that there are two categories these cantigas can
fit into: there are several cantigas in which religious difference is respected and the “moors”12
are allowed to continue their own religious traditions (whereby convivencia is achieved), and
then there are cantigas in which Muslims are disrespected and portrayed as “infidels” who only
have value if they decide to convert to Christianity. The existence of the latter category,
however, does not mean that Alfonso was biased against Muslims or that he truly believed that
Christianity was superior. These cantigas are largely unoriginal, part of a larger European
Marian tradition that Alfonso X most likely felt that he couldn’t leave this style out of his
collection, even if he didn’t agree wholeheartedly with their treatment of people of the Islamic
faith.
“Moor” is a term often in use at this time, and even surviving into modern times, to
refer to any Muslim, even though ethnically it refers to people from North Africa.
12

7
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The best example of the convivencia category of cantigas which include Muslim
characters would be Cantiga 181.13 This cantiga is original to Alfonso X’s collection14, and in it
two Muslim nations are at war: Abu Yusuf, the Sultan of Marrakech, and Emir Amortedariz
from a neighboring region. Abu Yusuf is advised, although by whom the cantiga does not tell
us, to display the banner of the Virgin Mary when the battle begins, and so he does. As a
result, Yusuf’s men have great success, killing a large number of the enemy troops, while
others run off in fear because of the banner and the apparent effectiveness of the Virgin Mary’s
protection. In the conclusion of the poem, the writer states that the Virgin will help “her
friends,” even if they are of another faith, as indicated in this, the estribillo or chorus of the
poem: “Pero que seja a gente/d’outra lei [e] descreida,/os que a Virgen mais aman,/la esses ela
ajuda” (Alfonso X, 246).15
In this poem it is clear that the Virgin can act as an intercessor for anybody who
believes in her power, even if the supplicant is not a practicing Catholic. This was a novel
belief for Alfonso’s time, since Christians tended to both despise and fear the “other,” doing
their best not to mix with those of other religions even when living in the same town. But in
this poem, we see the “other,” the Muslims of North Africa, harnessing the saving power of the
Virgin, giving thanks for their victory, yet continuing in their Islamic traditions and beliefs. If
the Virgin is available, then, to people of all beliefs, then she can be seen as a bridge between

The primary manuscript I consulted for this study was a facsimile of the Códice Rico of
the Cantigas, which includes 193 Cantigas and various miniatures, and is housed in the
library of the palace El Escorial, near Madrid.
14 As Keller asserts in his biography about Alfonso X, any cantiga that deals with a
contemporary event to Alfonso’s life, that can be confirmed by the historical record, is
original to the Cantigas and will not be found in earlier Marian literature. This North
African war did occur during Alfonso X’s reign (Keller, 76).
15 My translation: “But they ought to know/even those of other law and creed/that those
who love the Virgin/will find help from her.”
13
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the two major cultures of medieval Spain, Islam and Christianity. Her action in the North
African region in this cantiga also shows her far-reaching relevance and power.
Another cantiga which treats the Muslim characters as more than just “infidels” is
Cantiga 183. The events of this poem take place in Faro, in the Kingdom of the Algarve. There
was a statue of the Virgin standing on the seashore, which, according to the poem, had been
there since before the Moorish invasion. At the time of the writing of the poem, Faro was
occupied by the Moors, who resented the presence of the statue and the visiting Christians who
often stopped and prayed to the “Holy Mary of Faro” when they were passing by. As a result,
the resident Muslims threw the statue into the sea, thinking they could rid themselves of the
nuisance Christian symbol. However, the result of their actions was that they were unable to
catch any fish, which had been their mainstay for years. Slowly, they came to the realization
that the reason they were not catching fish was because the Virgin was offended that her statue
was lying under the sea. They promptly recovered the statue and replaced it, and “desde
entonces, tanto pescado tuvieron que nunca había habido tanto, como he oído decir a moros y a
cristianos, que me lo contaron a mí”(Alfonso X, 248). 16 This conclusion implies that this story
was shared with Alfonso X (“me lo contaron a mí”), who then recorded it in his collection,
likely meaning it happened during his lifetime. The Muslims in this poem, as in cantiga 181,
did not need to convert to Christianity in order to have their problems solved; rather, they
simply needed to praise the Virgin. Upon their recognizing her power, she granted them what
they wanted, even though they continued in their Muslim faith just as Abu Yusuf and his men
had after being rescued from the invading enemy at Marrakech. Once again, the Virgin Mary
In the facsimile edition, there were also translations to modern Castilian after each
poem in Gallegan‐Portuguese. The translations were done by José Filgueira Valverde. My
translation to English: “Since then, they had so much fish that there had never been so
much, as I have heard told to Moors and Christians, and as they told it to me.”
16
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acts as a bridge between cultures and becomes a neutral symbol that people from all faith
backgrounds can honor.
In Cantiga 37917, we see this point taken even further. The cantiga suggests that the
Virgin Mary may even go so far as to protect Muslims from Christian wrongdoers and
lawbreakers. King Alfonso X established the town of Santa Maria do Porto, on the coast of
Spain, and ordered it to be settled. He invited merchants from all around the Mediterranean
world to come there either to settle or to trade, promising protection from pirates and
plunderers. One of the groups that attempted passage to Santa Maria do Porto was a Moorish
ship from North Africa. En route, the ship was attacked by nominally Christian Catalonian
pirates, who killed many of the Moorish sailors, took others captive, and stole all their
possessions. The Catalonians had no reverence for the Virgin Mary and the promise the King
had made to all merchants interested in coming to the city. As a result, the Virgin would not let
the pirates get away with their dastardly deed, especially as they had been in her seas: “Ca a
Virgen gloriosa, cujos son aqueles mares/fez-lles que sse non podessen mover daqueles
logares/du estaban, con mal tenpo, e todo-los seus chufares/fezo que nada non fossen, macar
eran chufadores” (O’Callaghan, Alfonso X and the Cantigas de Santa María, 179).18 She made
a fierce storm rise up, and the pirates were forced to go to Seville, where the king was waiting
for them and forced them into his service. All who heard the story worshiped the Virgin
because she protects her own and even extends mercy to those of other faiths.

Since the Códice Rico only includes 193 cantigas, my source for any cantigas above that
number is the Oxford Cantigas de Santa María database, found on‐line. This database uses
the Códice Rico as its primary source manuscript, but also relies on the Códice de Toledoˆ,
and b.I.2, the other manuscript found in the El Escorial library.
18 My translation to English: “To the Glorious Virgin/to whom belong those seas/made
that they could not leave those places/where they were with bad weather/and all the
pirates/could not leave where they were.”
17
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In this cantiga Alfonso X plays an important role as the wise and just king who hopes to
advance the economic activity on the coast of Spain by establishing a town honoring the Virgin
by its name and calling on the Virgin to protect the seafaring travelers to the town. We see that
the Virgin Mary will protect those who are doing right, no matter what their religion. There are
echoes of this cantiga in the events surrounding the rebellion of Alfonso X’s son Sancho in
1282, when Alfonso X appealed to Morocco’s Abu Yusuf for help against the rebels. Indeed,
Alfonso X is successful, with the help of the Muslim sultan in battle. In this situation, Alfonso
X certainly believed he was in the right as the true ruler of Castile. Sancho was merely his heir,
and Alfonso X was not yet dead. Alfonso X achieved the restoration of his royal rights, even
though the warriors backing him up were not Christians. At minimum, this cantiga avoided the
conversion scenario typical of many of the other cantigas.
In Cantiga 185, a similar situation occurs in which Muslims come to recognize the
supremacy of the protection the Virgin can provide those who trust in her, although in this
poem the Muslim characters do not experience a happy ending. The Muslim king of Granada
hears that the castle of Chincolla, held by Christians, has weakened defenses. As a result, the
king decides to attack the castle with volleys of arrows and stones, and victory seems certain
since there are only fifteen unarmed Christians defending it. However, when the defenders
begin to pray to the Virgin Mary for protection, the fortunes switch and the Granadans begin
losing the battle. When three moors who had entered the castle are thrown to their deaths from
the top of the wall, the king of Granada orders the trumpets to be blown and the troops to
retreat, determining not to go against the Virgin in any future endeavors.
In this cantiga, we see another Muslim ruler, but this time within Iberia itself. The king
of Granada is brought to his knees by the miraculous protection the Virgin gives the defenders
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of the Castle of Chincolla, and he will never be the same. Although we can presume that the
king goes back to Granada, where he maintains his Islamic kingdom, tradition of worship and
way of life, he now also recognizes the Christian religion as legitimate, and the Virgin worthy
of respect. While this poem certainly exalts the Virgin Mary and Christianity, it also allows for
the unquestioned existence of another tradition, since it does not completely devalue the king of
Granada or his troops by portraying them as immediate converts upon seeing the miracle during
the attack. This type of conversion experience, as we will see later, is quite typical in the
cantigas.
In Cantiga 169, we see directly Alfonso X’s benevolent dealings with the Muslims of
Arrijaca, in Murcia. The Muslims of Arrijaca ask Alfonso X for permission to destroy a church
dedicated to the Virgin and located within the Muslim quarter of the city. Alfonso X grants
them permission, although somewhat reluctantly. This action indicates that Alfonso X
possessed a sense of justice that extended beyond those who were of his religion. The Muslims
who had received permission from Alfonso X then went to their king to set the destruction into
motion. However, their king halted the operation when he revealed his fear of displeasing the
Virgin, for she deals harshly with those who do. As a result, even though Alfonso X had
allowed the Moors what they desired, they could not destroy the church because of the
reputation of the Virgin Mary. This cantiga may have been risky to include in his collection;
after all, Alfonso X is seen authorizing the destruction of a Catholic church, which certainly
cannot help him in his ambition to become the great Holy Roman Emperor. Nevertheless, it has
been included in the collection, and it is certainly an original cantiga as Alfonso X plays a
primary role in the poem.
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Perhaps the more common way Muslims are portrayed in the Cantigas, however, is in
their role as potential converts to Christianity. In the cantigas involving conversion, we see the
Muslim depicted as an infidel, as a lost soul in need of salvation, and as an awe-struck witness
of an amazing miracle that immediately persuades him or her that the Virgin is omnipotent, and
by extension, the Christian religion must be the one true religion. The character then converts
to Christianity, and usually is baptized. An excellent example of this common pattern can be
found in Cantiga 46, in which a Moor who has plundered a Christian town keeps the spoils for
himself, one of which is an image of the Virgin. He was inspired by the beauty of the image,
but he could not overcome his doubts about the Incarnation, believing that all her followers
were lost: “E perdudos/Son quantos lo creer van19” (O’Callaghan, Alfonso X and the Cantigas
de Santa María, 91). However, when the image’s breasts turned to flesh and milk began to flow
from them, the Moor saw this and wept, summoned a priest, and was immediately baptized,
and when he shared this with his friends, many other Moors were also converted.
This type of pattern in the various cantigas that include Muslim characters is certainly at
odds with the previous paradigm that I’ve already explored. Since Alfonso X’s life story and
beliefs seem to be linked closely to the former portrayal of Muslim people as respectable
people who have value in and of themselves, how can we understand the frequent appearance
of the latter portrayal of Muslims, as characters without value except for their potential
conversions? The answer can be found in the stories of the preceding Marian literary
traditions, which made their way into Alfonso X’s collection as well, perhaps out of respect for
the tradition he was continuing, and perhaps out of a desire to prove his staunch Catholic

Translation: “And lost/are the many who believe it [the Incarnation and the deity of the
Virgin Mary].”
19
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beliefs despite his lenient stance and his admiration towards Muslims both of Iberia and of the
Eastern world.
There are many experts who have studied the Marian miracle tradition in Christian
Europe, although there is certainly no complete or definitive source study.20 The tradition of
praising the miracles of the Virgin in poetry, and even acting as her troubadour, as Alfonso
declares himself in the prologue of the Cantigas, may have existed in many European countries
before becoming a genre in Spain. As Richard Kinkade writes, the worship of the Virgin was
quite popular starting in the twelfth century, “reflejando un fenónemo que se había presentado
en estado embrionario mucho antes en el Medio Oriente, donde casi desde el principio de la era
cristiana los Padres de la Iglesia tendían a conceder a la Virgen María un papel principal en el
plan de la salvación cristiana”21 (55). The tradition did not really take root in literature, though,
until later. Some of the cantigas may result from the inspiration of the writings of the twelfthcentury French Cistercian, St. Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 1153), who wrote several works about
the Queen of Heaven. O’Callaghan identifies Fray Juan Gil de Zamora’s22 miracle stories of
the Virgin Mary, Liber de lesu et Mariae, compiled in Latin, as one probable source for the
Cantigas (7), while the Marqués de Valmar points to themes of foreign origin, and even
Biblical sources, for which the settings and characters may have been adjusted to match Spain’s
milieu (Keller 75). Keller recognizes the contributions of Miracles de la Sainte Vierge of

According to scholar John E. Keller, this would be utterly impossible, since the Cantigas
are so diverse in thematics and structure.
21 Translation: “reflecting a phenomenon that had been present in an embryonic state
much earlier in the Middle East, where almost since the beginning of the Christian era, the
Church Fathers tended to give the Virgin Mary a principal role in the plan of Christian
salvation.”
22 Fray Juan Gil (c. 1241‐c.1318) was a Franciscan priest and an important Spanish
intellectual from the Middle Ages.
20
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Gautier de Coincy, and the Milagros de Nuestra Señora of Gonzalo de Berceo23, while also
conceding the originality of many other cantigas as part of uniquely Spanish folklore, as many
of the above studied cantigas could be classified.
There had certainly been a presence in the European Mediterranean of Jewish and
Muslim people for quite some time before the publication of the Cantigas of Santa María, and
so it is possible that some of the cantigas dealing with Muslim characters, especially those in
which the Muslims are strongly compelled or even forced to convert to Christianity, have
precedents in earlier Marian miracle literature. Although Gonzalo de Berceo in his Milagros de
Nuestra Señora does not mention Muslim people, he does deal with another minority group in
Medieval Spain, the Jews, and his treatment of the Jewish people has echoes in the treatment of
Muslims in some of the cantigas as well. For example, in Milagro XVI of Berceo’s collection, a
Jewish student is invited by several of his classmates to attend church. There, the student sees a
beautiful image of the Virgin Mary and decides to convert to Christianity. When he returns
home and tells his father all about his trip to the church, his father is so angered that he throws
his child into a fire. Luckily, the Virgin Mary saves the child and instead, throws the father into
the fire as punishment for his lack of willingness to convert and for the mistreatment of his son.
In Milagro XVIII, we see an even more violent theological victory won by the Virgin. All the
Christians of Toledo were in the Cathedral celebrating one of St. Mary’s feast days. During
mass, the priest and the congregants heard an angry female voice from the sky saying that those
who had killed the Son of God would get their punishment. When the Christians left the

Gonzalo de Berceo (ca. 1190 ca. 1264) is the first Spanish poet known by name, and was
a Benedictine priest who wrote an extensive book of poetry in honor of the Virgin, which
certainly was used as a source in Alfonso X’s collection of miracles, although there is no
mention of Muslim characters in Berceo’s book.

23
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church, they found one of the Toledan Jews crucified right outside of the Church, but could not
attribute the crucifixion to any human doing; therefore, it became a legendary Marian miracle.
As is evident in the above miracle stories, there is little respect for the religious minority
in the Milagros de Nuestra Señora. There is no credibility given to the Jewish religion as its
own entity, and Jewish characters are only valued for the possibility that they will convert to
the one “true” religion that the Virgin Mary represents. This type of treatment of Muslim
characters appears in various places in the Cantigas as well, perhaps reflecting the influences of
Berceo on Alfonso X, and perhaps showing Alfonso X’s ambition to prove his Christianity and
admiration of the Virgin to his readers, despite his possibly ambiguous actions as a ruler and
scholar as they could have been interpreted by onlookers.
A good example of this type of treatment of religious minorities can be found in
Cantiga 167, in which a Moorish woman’s son dies. This woman decides to put to test the
rumors she has heard from Christians about the healing powers of the Virgin of Salas, despite
the disapproval she receives from her fellow Moorish women. She travels to Salas with her
dead son, and prays to the Virgin, keeping vigil all night long. Although he had been dead for
three days24, the Virgin does revive the woman’s son, and the Moorish woman immediately
converts to Christianity, and along with her several of the women from her town who had
doubted her instinct to appeal to the Virgin. Although not as violent and disapproving as
Berceo’s depiction of Jews, this cantiga does not allow for any credibility for any other religion
except Christianity, just as we see in Berceo’s poems, and in so doing contradicts the way Islam

The symbolism of the three days having passed while he was dead also indicates a
Biblical antecedent, in that Lazarus (Mary Magdalene’s brother) and Jesus were dead for
three days before being resurrected.
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is portrayed in the previously studied cantigas. How can two such different treatments of
religious differences appear in the same collection of poetry?
In Cantiga 205, we see this theme of the Muslims being an insignificant religious
minority that finds its true value only in conversion being repeated. The cantiga depicts a
Moorish castle on the frontier is being attacked by Christian troops of the Order of Calatrava25,
including knights, crossbowmen, and foot soldiers. These warriors are referred to as “good” in
the poem, while the defenders of the castle are “malvado,” or evil (Alfonso X, 260). The
defenders realize they will lose the battle and attempt to take refuge in a strong tower. The
Christians set the tower on fire, and so many Muslims, realizing that they have no better option
than to burn to death, throw themselves from the tower to their deaths. One Muslim woman
remains in the tower, with her beloved son, hoping that they will somehow survive. Although
the flames encircle her, she is not burned, and neither is her baby. When the Christian warriors
storm the tower and discover her, they at first believe she is the Virgin Mary, holding the Christ
child in her arms. When they realize that she’s just a Muslim with her child, they still take pity
on her and pray fervently that she would survive the fire. At this time the side of the tower
where the woman and her child are gently collapses and slides onto an open plain. Neither the
mother nor her child are harmed or shaken, because the Virgin had set them down peacefully.
The woman soon became a Christian, and she and her son were baptized.
The somewhat twisted Biblical symbolism in this cantiga is quite interesting, as a
Moorish woman is allowed to appear, if only for a moment, as the Virgin Mary amidst a gulf of
flames. Neither does the Virgin take offense at this mistaken imitation, as she saves the woman

Some of the more noteworthy invaders mentioned are Don Gonzalo Eanes of Calatrava,
grand master of the Order of Calatrava from 1218 to 1238, and don Alfonso Téllez, a
nobleman and contemporary of Fernando III.
25
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and her child from the fire. However, when taken as a whole, this cantiga does not value the
Muslim faith, as all the Muslim warriors are destroyed, and this woman is allowed to live only
because of her appearance as the Virgin, through no intent of her own, and her final decision to
become a convert, along with her son, to the Christian religion.
Another example of the discrediting of the “other” in a cantiga, thereby asserting the
hegemony of Christianity as a peerless and true religion, comes in Cantiga 192. In this cantiga,
a man living in Consuegra, in the province of Toledo, who worships the Virgin, argues with a
Moor from Almería, who discredits the Virgin’s power. The Moor happens to be the
Christian’s captive, and so the Christian decides to put the Moor through a test so that he might
experience the power of the Virgin first hand. He places the Moor in a cave, where the devil
visits him and torments him. On the third night of the Moor’s suffering, the Virgin appears to
the Moor and urges him to repent and to abandon Mohammed: “Pagano, si quieres salvarte del
demonio por completo/tienes que separarte del falso, vano, muy loco/ y villano perro Mahoma,
que no puede valerte,/hacerte cristiano y hermano nuestro26” (Alfonso X, 252). The Moor then
finally agrees to become a Christian, and when he emerges from the cave the next morning, he
finds his master and is baptized. According to the cantiga, the Moor finally begins to live a
good life from then on, and faithfully serves the Virgin.
The stark criticism of the prophet Mohammed in this cantiga shows little respect for the
Islamic faith, and the fact that it comes from the mouth of the Virgin put her in stark contrast to
the Virgin we saw in other cantigas, such as in 181, when she supports Abu Yusuf and his
troops from Marrakech without requiring a conversion to her religion. In addition, the Moor’s

My translation to English: “Pagan, if you want to save yourself from the devil
completely/ you have to separate yourself from the false, vain, crazy/and villainous dog
Mohammed, who can’t help you/ and make yourself a Christian and our brother.”

26
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immediate conversion to Christianity after the miracle he witnesses completely discredits his
years of following the Muslim faith. The final blow to this character’s integrity is the last line
of the poem that declares that only “from then [the point of conversion] onward” does the Moor
actually live a good life, implying that he had been evil in all his actions before that point. This
cantiga reveals further inconsistency in the portrayal of both the Virgin Mary and the Muslim
players in this drama. The best way to explain this contrast is that Alfonso X included these
types of cantigas both to please his Catholic audience to further his imperial ambitions. This
inclusion inserts the Cantigas de Santa María into a wider European Marian miracle tradition
that already existed and that did not treat religious minorities with as much benevolence as
Alfonso X did in his life, as shown in the previously studied cantigas where Muslims are
valued and allowed to remain essentially as they were before having witnessed a Marian
miracle.
I have shown in this paper that King Alfonso X the Learned had to reconcile various
contradictions in his reign over an ever-changing kingdom, and that one of his methods of
reconciliation was to be found in a literary compilation of Marian miracles, a book that he
sponsored and treasured. In it he exalted the Virgin Mary as a bridge between cultures and
peoples. Alfonso X most likely did believe strongly in the Virgin and in her ability to produce
miracles in the lives of those who were her devout followers, or even recent but fervent
converts. His passion for the sharing of these type of stories is evident in the intensity of the
prologue he wrote to the Cantigas: “E o que quero e dizer loor/da Virgen, Madre de nostro
Sennor,/Santa María, que ést’ a mellor/cousa que el fez; epor aquest’ eu/quero seer oy mais seu
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trobador27” (O’Callaghan, Alfonso X and the Cantigas de Santa María, 15). Being her
troubador implied that she was an unattainable courtly lady, deserving of all men’s affection
simply because she was unattainable. In addition, Alfonso X realized that the Virgin, though a
strong Christian symbol, could also serve as a non-polarizing force of unity between religious
traditions.
Some Muslims in the above studied cantigas did not have to renounce their deep-seeded
beliefs in Islam by being granted miracles by the Virgin. Instead, it might seem that their
religion was merely enhanced by a simultaneous belief in the Virgin’s power and in the prophet
Mohammed, such as the Moorish fisherman at Faro, or the Moorish sailors protected from the
Catalonian pirates by the Virgin Mary. This is a beneficial situation for Alfonso X, in that he
convinces his Christian subjects and superiors, such as the Pope, of his staunch Christianity,
while also avoiding total condemnation of the Muslims, or even Jews or other “infidels.” It is
true, though, that in many other cantigas the quality most valued in the “other,” i.e. the
“infidels”, is in their potential role as converts to Christianity, and therefore these Muslims are
dehumanized and the religion they represent is somewhat devalued. The co-existence of these
two differing treatments of religious minorities in Medieval Spain appearing in the same
collection of poetry serves to emphasize the contradictions Alfonso X had to deal with on a
daily basis in his kingdom. Although I believe the former method of portraying Muslims is
more authentic to what Alfonso X believed about the religious minorities and especially the
Muslims, the use of the latter method in the Cantigas proves that Alfonso X was a tolerant man
beyond his time, yet who had to exist within his time if he wanted to achieve certain goals, such

My English Translation: “What I wish is to speak in praise/of the Virgin Mother of our
Lord,/Holy Mary, who is the best/thing that He made; and for that I/wish henceforth to
be her troubador.”
27
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as becoming the Holy Roman Emperor. Alfonso X, much like the Virgin Mary in his Cantigas,
served as an intercessor between the diverse religions and viewpoints of the thirteenth century,
Studying the depiction of Muslims in his favorite literary production, the Cantigas, can serve to
support the tolerance and political acumen of Alfonso X.
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The Classical Connoisseur: A wine-tasting approach to music benefits
both listener and performer.
Kim Diehnelt
Music Director of the South Loop Symphony
620 w. Belmont Ave, #207
Chicago IL 60657
kim@kimdiehnelt.com
Finding meaning and understanding in classical music has traditionally been considered accessible
only through the study of structure, historical facts, and correct identification of musical materials.
Indeed the typical music appreciation class asks you to memorize composers’ names and birth dates,
learn when a piece is in sonata form, and - my favorite - identifying the instruments of the orchestra
in what I call the bird-watcher’s approach to fine music. A wine-tasting approach to music however,
opens new doors of awareness into the art of music at the dynamic intersection where composer,
performer, and listener all convene - at the juncture of metaphor.
Wine-tasting and listening to music pair well, of course, and share some important traits. First, both
are perceived by a ‘hidden’ sensory organ. Tasting and hearing happen inside the head in a way that
makes it very difficult to point out to another person just what, where, or how an object is to be
perceived. Unlike visual perception, there is nothing to nail down for all to witness. Second, winetasting and music are both about metaphor. When speaking of wines we use words and phrases such
as: silky, lingering, steely, intense; rich in blackcurrant, vanilla and spices; shades of damp leather;
notes of dark chocolate. All this from grapes. With music, we may speak of golden sunsets, cold
solitude, remorse, lush pools of color, stark terror, or possibly re-live an earlier moment in time, or
discover a sudden recognition. All this from sounds. Clearly there are no gooseberries in a glass of
Sauvignon Blanc, nor majestic mountain peaks in a symphony, yet we connect to wine and music
through these types of metaphors. Music, especially, is full of metaphor. Call a note ‘high’ or ‘low’ —
and we’re already in the world of metaphor.
Nonetheless wine and music are matters of serious human concern – and affection. For me classical
music is an art to enjoy, explore, and savor. Just as you can explore the palette of your taste-buds, you
can explore the palette of your ears. The Classical Connoisseur is about awakening the palette and
finding the connection between sounds and meaning. For this, metaphor creates the magic.
The format for a Classical Connoisseur event is very much like wine-tasting, where music is ‘tasted’
with brief samples of 10 seconds to two minutes of duration. The excerpts are short, but we may
repeat listenings numerous times. I rarely provide the composer’s name or information at the time of
listening but offer a full list of works at the end of the session. Feedback from listeners has been quite
avid; they prefer doing without the “added pressure” of knowing composers.
I work with either a CD or live musicians and over the course of an hour and a half I guide listeners in
exploring samples - or tastings -- of music. I use gestures and my conductor-instinct to guide the
listeners’ ear. The ear is an amazing muscle, and once listeners receive feed back on the how, where,
and what to listen for, the palette comes to life. For an introduction to a wine-tasting approach to
music I progress through ideas of color, texture, movement and time, gesture, and on to the realm of
metaphor in music. Listeners respond strongly and positively to an environment where the focus is on
awakening their sound-palette rather than learning facts.
I recently gave a Classical Connoisseur presentation on loving and longing in music. The event was
scheduled around Valentine’s Day so the venue suggested loving and longing as the topic to explore. I
was fortunate to have live musicians with me: a woodwind quartet of flute, oboe, clarinet, and
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bassoon. We explored not just how a composer might create loving and longing in music, but how
musicians can shape music to make connections between sounds and meaning. Working with live
musicians allows me to feed directly off audience questions. We can try out the character of individual
intervals, for example, and hear how small changes will create completely different characters and
gestures in the music. We can hear varieties in breath, vibrato, articulation, dynamics, energy levels,
pacing, color, phrasing, etc. The tool box for creating and expressing music is wonderfully bottomless.
You may begin to see how the Classical Connoisseur benefits musicians, too. In a Classical
Connoisseur setting, I guide performers through how they can create metaphor and how the composer
may be asking them to create metaphor. Why is this passage written in the lower register? How does
the melodic interval create a distinct quality? Why would too much vibrato kill the mood? Which note
carries rhetorical weight? Would a faster bow make the sound less personable? How long does a
sustained note carry meaning?
One of my favorite aspects of music is time. Music uses time, composers use time, and listeners are
asked by music to relate to time. I love exploring time because it is a very personal and human part of
every musician’s and listener’s life. This important and musical art of using time is a skill which can
only be learned in front of an audience. Most musicians play, and are trained to play, according to the
clock. In other words, the clock or ticking pulse, dictates events rather than the musician or composer.
But how quickly is quick enough for this moment? How does a split second of silence shift the
inflection of a phrase? At what tempo does color fade into texture? How do we create and pace
expectation, or prolong anticipation?
Conductors often make such choices of metaphor building. For example, in a presentation on Sound
Qualities I offered two versions of the opening of the Andante of Bruckner’s 7th symphony. One
conductor stacked the viola/tuba line with the brass tucked homogenously inside the violas, resulting
in a very passionate, pulsating, and human effect. We heard full viola vibrato performed in a midrange, resonant tessitura. Another sample, however, offered the five tubas as the main event, stacking
the top tuba line as a solo melody. Without the viola line and its flavor exposed, the result was very
different – muscular and majestic. Here, instead of the influence of string vibrato, we heard the breath
required by the brass players and how it adds its own expressive nuance. When working with live
musicians I provide hands-on opportunity to explore musical choices and offer insight as to how these
choices affect a listener’s concept, enjoyment, and understanding of a piece.
The goal of making classical music meaningful to our listeners and ourselves is a vital artistic
endeavor. Unfortunately classical music and wine have a common ability to terrify those who feel
uninitiated or “uneducated.” In the wine world, Leslie Brenner has a book called “Fear of Wine.” The
opening sentence reads perfectly for the world of classical music:
“How in the world did we manage to get so far in life and still wind up so terribly afraid of
something that’s just – dare we say it – a beverage? “
Indeed, how did we manage to get so far in life and still wind up so terribly afraid of something that’s
just sounds? My presentations as the Classical Connoisseur demonstrate that listeners are highly
perceptive. A wine-tasting approach gives them the skills to overcome what previously had been
carried as a burden of ignorance or fear: “Well, I didn’t like that, but if it’s a superstar performer then it
must be good. The problem is me - I must not understand music.” The benefits of a wine-tasting
approach to music include developing an ability to discuss and articulate what was heard, a better
understanding of ones personal tastes, and an increased comfort level - what I call being ‘manyeared’ - when hearing new works and varied styles.
For professional performers whose studies are focused on technique, historical-traditional, and textual
correctness, the Classical Connoisseur approach provides concepts for recognizing how composers
use their tools of metaphor and how a performer’s musical choices may affect a listener. Musicians
then develop a process for seeing beyond the notes to a deeper layer of musical intent and meaning.
With this insight a performer has a rich array of communicative tools and a direct understanding of
their implementation.
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Today’s audiences are hungry to explore what it is they are hearing – not in terms of the anatomy of
music, but through discovering the connection between sound and meaning. Today’s musicians, too,
want to reach audiences in a way that creates a vivid experience for the listener and an artistically
satisfying moment for the performer and composer. The Classical Connoisseur events allow me to
coach listeners in the art of experiencing the magic of music, and to coach players in the art of making
magic out of sound.
I leave listeners and musicians with these three wishes as they continue on as a Classical
Connoisseur:
♦ Be driven by curiosity and wonder, rather than the need to be right, or knowing.
♦ Be many-eared, as there is no single style of listening that reveals the whole.
♦ Insist that music and its practitioners – composers, performers – honor the metaphor.
It is through this imaginative realm of metaphor that we, perhaps, become less of a stranger to our
self, each other, and the human experience.
Websites:
www.kimdiehnelt.com
http://maestrakimd.blogspot.com/
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Meaning and Development of Historic Conservation in Urban Renewal
- The Case of a Historical Town in Taiwan
Chuu-Yuan Hong

Abstract
In the urban renewal process, most of the historical cities of Taiwan have not
been able to introduce the appropriate urban conservation idea, enable the city to lose
the characteristic and to affect its historical value. In this study, a representative of the
historical town of Hsinhua, for example, from the urban conservation perspective,
explore the historic conservation in the urban renewal of the function and meaning.
From the urban renewal process, assesses the disadvantages to historic conservation
of the city. To preserve the unique historical character as the goal, put forward in the
future the development proposal of urban conservation.
Key words: urban conservation, historic conservation, urban renewal

1

Preface

Since 1624 the Dutch built Zeelandia fort in southern Taiwan, after the Chinese
Qing rule, Japanese colonial date, a number of cities and towns were established by
means of cultural diversity. Unfortunately, in the process of urban modernization,
from the very beginning is short to the historic conservation idea, many cities
unconscious outflow historical value and characteristic. Past two decades, due to the
introduction of the world concept of historic conservation, many cities have carried
preserved plan on the historical street and building. From the aspects of essentiality
and uniqueness of urban conservation, the different conservation strategy is the topic
which is worth discussing very much. Not only may study the strategy in success and
failure, can also mold the characteristic of urban and provide others a development
model.
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2

Subject

This research takes the Hsinhua, a satellite town of the oldest city Tainan in
Taiwan, as the object of study. The Hsinhua old name “Tavocan” means “the place of
the wooded mountain”. Where lived the Siraya, an indigenous people of Taiwan, and
has been lived together with the Han people since Koxinga’s arrived. The town
provide with geography, history and humanities background, as well as the significant
old streets and buildings. In near 15 year, uncommonly, it experiences the impact of
urban renewal and the long dispute of conservation process.
This research first analyzes the important events under the process of urban
renewal, appraises them the influence to the town. Then in improves the urban
conservation goal and in the establishment unique city characteristic, carries on
discusses and put forward the corresponding proposal.
3

Concept

Urban conservation is an effect which the construction improved with the
historic conservation meaning. The current idea is that urban conservation and urban
planning should be to integrate in one, perhaps the both sides of a body, but not the
opposition. Therefore, the urban design becomes the most direct and advantageous
tool in urban conservation, and the historic conservation has achieved by means of
urban design process. This is an integrity historic conservation idea, is also the basic
concept of the research.
4

Research

Part 1: Event and Effect
Take reviews from conservation history of Hsinhua for several milestones:
(1) In an update process of city modernization, the government and resident lack
awareness of the importance of historic conservation, the improper plan of road widen
which removed many local style buildings, thus it destroyed the historical texture of
the city. Fig.1
(2) Under the urban renewal proceedings, it has demolished one of the two main
historical streets, though the other survives fortunately but the preserving process is
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long and complex, eventually becomes
a typical case of old street preservation
in Taiwan.
(3) Used to be the City Hall, the most
important historic building of town,
constructed in Japanese colonial period,
causes the dispute on authenticity of
monument due to the inappropriate
preservation processing. Fig.2
(4) Recently, a more progressive and
rigorous maintenance plan which
carries on a Japanese-style construction,
Budokan, addition to creative way of
Fig. Road system under urban planning
Building re-use set up the memorial for
A famous writer of this town. Fig.3

Fig.2

The old City Hall

Fig.3 Japanese-style construction, Budokan

Synthesis the preservation history of city, due to the lack of design concept in
urban renewal, many important urban space and architecture on behalf of urban
development is disregarded of urban renewal process, or even allowed to decay or
demolition. Even more concern to conservative concept in the latter part of urban
renewal, it only pay attention to architectural form but neglect the sense of place. It is
unable to present the unique historical style of the city.
Part 2: Discussion and Suggestion
In order to improve the current deficiencies and lack of urban conservation, to
highlight the uniqueness of the city, the research suggests that three approaches are
more appropriate to explore:
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(1) Historic conservation of urban structure: the city history is the residential
collective memory; the city history is able to read in the city plane, therefore, the
historic conservation of urban structure is to respond the historical texture of the city.
There are renovation of the historic center commercial avenue, restructuring the
relationship between the old streets and traditional buildings, and re-orientate the
important historical spot of town (such as river port, school, and traditional fair) Fig.4
(2) Historic conservation of construction type: because of the influences of cultural
diversity, the construction type and the model are rich, for example, Chinese-style
courtyard house, colonial Baroque-style row house, the early modernism construction
and so on. It should be conserved based on the representation and importance of
models. Fif.5
(3) Historic conservation of social structure: it might to take “the human nature” and
“the life” as the theme of urban development in order to maintain and create social
value. Practical approach is to retrieve useful urban space, to keep the sense of space,
to let the residents happy to live in, and to bring economic benefits by way of the
historic conservation.

Fig.4

5

Renovation of historic center

Fig.5 Preservation of typical style buildings

Conclusion

Urban renewal in the process of urban growth is inevitable, but also maintain a
history of the city next to no credit. So in the urban renewal process, not only to avoid
the destruction of urban history, but also to promote the opportunities to make the
history more glorious. Therefore, the concept of historic conservation should keep
firmed to the urban renewal plan. In practice, the practice is to complete each
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consideration and demand of historic conservation by means of urban design, and
make the strategy legalization. In order to ensure a stable and sustained development
of urban conservation, it should better be integrated in the urban planning system.
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6. Abstract
This study aims to analysis that how children recognize their surroundings
especially landscape and green area, and how do they have familiar feelings to them,
then to propose sustainable developments and suggest some direction for the policy
making of green urban planning in the future. The research had done in Sendai,
Japan. Sendai is well-known as "The city of trees". The city has been taking the three
major projects concerning about "The city of trees", 1)maintain excellent green
environments, 2)promoting and increasing green area both public and private land,
and 3)work on sustainable developments. This study also aim to keep excellent
conservation and maintenance, the practical use of the green area, and the
Sustainable development in the future, and to promote positive children’s
participation by the children.
In the research in 2010, it has done a questionnaire survey to fifth graders and
eighth graders of public school pupils in Sendai, and 12,500 in total. As the result,
Sendai’s nickname, "The city of trees", was known by 90% of children. The main
reason that they agree about the nickname are "The city has the mountains covered
with green, the Woods, and the Forests that remained for a long time (maintenance)",
"There are rich nature close to the living area and it is possible to enjoy at any time
people want (practical use)", and "A lot of plants and flowers are planted in the all
parks and the road sides (sustainable developments)". They feel familiar to the
landscape in the middle or long distant view such as "Mountain", "Forest", and
"Green open space". However, they feel less green in parks and their playgrounds
nearby.
Many of you know, Sendai, the researched area, is one of the serious
damaged area by the “Great Earthquake and Tsunami” on March 11th 2011. Some
green areas which was mentioned in the questionnaire had been swept by tsunami. It
will be great pleasure if the results of this study will be used for a new policy making
and urban planning for the revival plan, especially concerning about green, open
spaces and landscape with children’s participation and to become a Child-Friendly
City. In addition, we pray for the victims and their families/relatives, and will stay with
them in our thoughts and prayers as long as they need.
Keywords: Child-Friendly City, children's participation, landscape, urban planning,
sustainable developments,
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Ethel Reed’s Poster
by
Chris S. Johnson

Truth be told, when starting this article I considered writing about the blatant
plagiarism of Hiroshige by Vincent Van Gogh or an in depth explanation of South
Korean Hangul writing. I even thought about arguing for a revitalization of Century
Guild and comparing the current private publishing, blogspot, etsy.com movement
to be similar to the private press movement of the 1900s. But a small mention by
design historian and author, Philip Meggs, in his book, “Meggs’ History of Graphic
Design” of poster designer Ethel Reed kept me coming back as an intriguing subject
for this article. As a designer at the turn of the century, she must have struggled with
her role as a woman and how she fit into the bohemian lifestyle around her.
According to Meggs’ History of Graphic Design, “Ethel Reed (b. 1876) was the first
American woman to achieve national prominence as a graphic designer and
illustrator. Born and raised in Massachusetts, she became well known as a book
illustrator and poster designer at age eighteen. For four brief years (1894‐98) she
created posters and illustrations for Boston publishers Copeland & Day and Lamson,
Wolffe and Company. Reed’s career ended abruptly after she traveled to England
and produced her last poster in London 1898. Her disappearance from the historical
record at age twenty‐two remains a mystery” (Meggs and Purvis). I asked myself,
“What? How can this be all?”
Every semester I teach a history of Visual Communication course to over fifty
students and while some are enthusiastic, others aren’t so much. I find that their
interest seems to peak when I talk about Gutenberg’s financial and social troubles,
art nouveau and Alphonse Mucha, Frank Lloyd Wright and the marriage of J. Herbert
McNair to Frances Macdonald and Charles Rennie Mackintosh to Margaret
Macdonald of the Glasgow school. Anything scandalous and close to the drama
found on TMZ or The Jersey Shore peaks their interest. So when I read about Ethel
Reed’s “disappearance” at an early age my imagination ran wild at the thought of
scandals, fights and details of her life that we seem to find so interesting today. At
first I thought that maybe she was killed by Jack the Ripper. She disappeared in
London … logical … no, the last murder was thought to be in 1888.
I contacted my friend Dr. Susanna Cowan and research specialist at the University of
Connecticut who provided good insight. She was able to direct me to additional
materials including book notices/ads of images Ethel Reed illustrated, and articles
on graphic art that mention Ethel Reed, if only in passing. These discoveries made
me want to continue my research. Interesting findings included details of an alleged
“ménage a trois with architects Goodhue and Cram” (Thorn). Ethel Reed posing
nude for the photographer Fred(Holland)Day; engaged to artist Philip Hale,
“disengaged, fleeing to Europe in heartbreak and shame.”
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The Boston Daily Advertiser described her, in 1896, as:
Large, dark eyes, looking out under a wide, white brow; a rather broad, firm face, the
skin clear, with what the French call a ‘fine pallor,’ set in a mass of dull black hair
above a strong neck; expressive features, the mouth begins sad; a supple figure, though
sturdy withal, and of just medium height, neither tall nor short—that is Ethel Reed, the
Boston girl of 21 [actually 22], whom critics have hailed as the greatest woman
designer of that latest creation of modern art, the poster.
“I am governed by moods in my work,” she says, “and I cannot work when the mood is
not on. It does not come at my bidding, and sometimes for a fortnight I can accomplish
nothing. Then in a few hours I can dash off all that I wished to do in that fortnight.”
(Thorn)
In the online blog Hudson River Bracketed, John Thorn sums up her life with,
“Fleeing Boston in the wake of being jilted by Philip Hale, she landed a position in
London as the replacement for Aubrey Beardsley, who had been dismissed as editor
of The Yellow Book. She commenced an affair in late 1897 with the writer Richard Le
Gallienne while he was engaged to Julie Noiregard, the woman who would become
his second wife.
And then she was done. A drawing of a girl with a cat appeared in the Studio
Magazine of March 1898, a sad pierrot in The Sketch.”
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Le Gallienne wrote a poem for her in 1910.
TO ONE WHO IS BLIND
I said I had forgotten her,
That I had put away
Our memories of Paradise
Until the Judgment Day;
That never more the laughing earth
Should see us hand in hand,
That I long since had shut the door
Of the old fairyland.
Then on a sudden came strange news
Upon the gossip wind
My love of those sweet years ago
Great God — my love was blind!
I said — the news must be a lie,
Cruel as are the years,
They could not be so merciless
To such great eyes as hers.
Little child of long ago,
God grant the news untrue!
Except for one strong selfish thought —
That I may come to you
And sit beside you in the dark,
And, as in Paradise
I gave you all my breaking heart,
Now bring to you — my eyes.
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In an online description Featured Book Artist: The Evanescent Miss Ethel Reed by
University Press Books concludes her description with, “It is rumored that she may
have enrolled in the Royal College of Music, to pursue an early passion for the violin.
A 1901 British census shows one Ethel Reed living in London, a single mother with a
four‐month‐old son. It is also rumored that she went blind, which would explain the
sudden curtailment of her career. What is certain is that she died some‐time before
1925, when Gallienne praised the loss of the ‘noble, silent beauty’ that was Ethel
Reed.“ (University Press Books)
Ethel Reed was the first woman designer at the turn of the century and should be
recognized for the refined quality of her work. Her work includes lithographic
posters for Yellow Book, The Boston Sunday Herald and the book cover for Folly or
Saintliness.

Meggs’ describes Reed’s piece, Folly or Saintless as, “An imaginative use of three‐
color printing, the white face with red lips glows against an otherwise black and
orange‐brown poster.” (Meggs and Purvis) The image is indicative of the Art
Nouveau style of its time but has a refined use of space unlike the complexity of
Aubrey Beardsley, in say the illustration for Oscar Wilde’s Salome.
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In this additional illustration I found for the literary journal, The Yellow Book, 1897,
Ethel Reed shows a woman centered in the picture with bows or large whimsical
flowers in her hair and what appears to be a flower or feather on the left. The
simplicity of the image shows her control of space and positive and negative
relationships that is very common in logo design. This piece makes clear Reed’s use
of women as subject matter. Even in, A Chat with Miss Ethel Reed, the interviewer
mentions that in seeing her studio that, “Sketches, nearly all portraits, in varying
stages of process, almost covered the walls or lay on the floor, tilted against legs of
chairs or other supports. In many of the portraits of women a certain uniformity of
type began to assert itself as I glanced from one to another, and it dawned upon me
at last that the original of these studies was the artist herself.” (J.M.)
Reeds imaginative use of positive and negative space was depicted in the Boston
Sunday Herald on several occasions and attracted far‐reaching praise. In, A Chat with
Miss Ethel Reed, the journalist known as J.M., explains that, “Miss Ethel Reed has
made a distinguished appearance in the art of making book posters. This distinction
is based on work that is instinct with originality, and which is conceived with a
freshness and freedom unpremeditated and strikingly individual. It is the bold and
fearless expression of ideas unhackneyed and untrammeled by past traditions of
conventionalized forms. Its very crudeness sometimes is proof of the overmastering
strength of conception and the striving to make form and outline subject to the
innate force behind the work.” (J.M.)
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Unlike many of her contemporaries, her smooth seductive surfaces typically show
flowers, faces of women and open flowing spaces. The poster for Miss Truameri, for
instance, is a sleek, elegantly placed woman playing piano with flowers in the
foreground. The subtle four color print is simple yet elegant and clearly depicts the
subject matter.
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Although Reed has never really been a figure of inspiration for women designers,
Meggs described her as the first, “American woman to achieve national prominence
as a graphic designer and Illustrator” (Meggs and Purvis). My hope is that by
researching her work and sharing her images with my students that Ethel Reed will
begin to inspire a generation of women designers.
In a lot of ways Reed was ahead of her time. She employed minimalist devices, a
limited color palette and blended those with a kind of comic‐book accessibility in
ways that paved the way for future designers. We might wonder why it’s taken so
long for her work to come light. Some of her contemporaries were searching for
beauty by focusing on decorative aspects of imagery, furniture and architecture.
Moreover, during her lifetime, what we now call “Art Noveau” was then cutting edge
art. We have to remember that photography was hardly viewed as an art form.
Posters were merely advertising devices and certainly not art. And it wasn’t until
1920 with the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, which provided: "The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of sex."
that women were allowed to vote. What was she supposed to be doing? What was
her role? What was normal at that time? Putting this into perspective we can begin
to see some possible struggles that Reed had as a woman and artist. Lillian Whiting
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opens an article titled The Art of the Poster by posing concerns being aired at the
time, “ Can this title be a misnomer? Are there any affinities between art and
advertising? Is the latter‐day poster a fad, or is its production a genuine artistic
enthusiasm?” And at the same time competing as a woman designer embracing the
bohemian lifestyle must have been difficult. Reed answers both these soundly‐ she
was fully immersed in the culture and art around her, yet what she did eventually
led to her disappearance and demise as an artist. Does her family, need for love, and
her being an artist eventually lead to her “disappearing.”
I hope that by bringing to light the whimsical work of Ethel Reed and wrapping it in
the drama of her life, my students will remember her work and her struggles. It is
often a challenge engaging contemporary design students to look at history as an
important part of their design vernacular. But by learning, observing and looking at
the past we can impact the future and benefit from the past. Ethel Reed should
inspire us to be creative, to follow our dreams and engage them in a visual history
that is so important in their own work and surroundings.
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Few novels have generated as much excitement or controversy in recent times as the Twilight
saga, a series of four vampire themed novels written by American author Stephenie Meyer. This paper
attempts to understand and explain the significance of the Twilight saga not just as works of literature
but as a cultural phenomenon. Premised on the idea that a work of literature becomes meaningful as
people interact with it as readers, reviewers, fans, haters and thus that it is when people come to see
literature as relevant to their everyday lives that it becomes significant, it begins with the question: what
does it mean to read Twilight? Taking cues from Radway's 'Reading the Romance', Auerbach's "Our
Vampires, Ourselves", and Wilson's "Seduced by Twilight" it places the Twilight saga in the multiple
contexts in which it is embedded. It then argues that it is only through examining Twilight in the
contexts in which it is both produced and consumed as a cultural artefact that we can understand
Twilight as a cultural phenomenon and what it might mean. In doing so this paper attempts to explore
what an anthropology of literature could look like.
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Ka-eul Yoo
Hawaii Conference
Literature

The Change and Limitation of Black, Female Character Depiction
in August Wilson’s Fences

Unlike other black playwrights, August Wilson, who called himself a ‘Black Cultural
Nationalist’, utilizes his plays about minorities in the black community to reveal the
reality of African Americans and their identities. Not only did Wilson win the Pulitzer Prize
for drama and receive credit for his plays academically, but he was also a commercial success.
He landed the the first-ever, box office hit in the drama field with his play Fences(1985) in
Broadway (trans. Park 29). Shannon argues that the key to the success of Fences is that it is
different from his other plays, which were subjected to severe criticism. Because his cast of
characters was too crowded to allow three-dimensional explorations of key personalities, he
was thus able to raise a single character to a much grander scale (90). Furthermore, Shannon
quotes from Watlington’s article that Wilson’s Fences achieved success because he wrote a
more commercial, conventional play with one main character and with the other characters all
supporting him (90). These evaluations obviously show that Wilson mainly described the
male protagonist Troy s in multi-faceted aspects and presented the other characters as
secondary figures to support him.
Despite its great success, Wilson was harshly attacked by feminist critics. Wilson
clearly favored the male protagonist Troy, and presented various other male characters; his
female characters, however, are both few and heavily stereotyped. The emale roles portrayed
within the family are limited to that of a wife/mother who serves her family and other,
problematic roles, such as a hooker, a woman involved in an immoral intimacy, and an
illegitimate child. Wilson was criticized by this uneven composition of his play and blamed
for his stereotyped depiction of his female characters. Following one of Wilson’s interviews,
he created his male characters through numerous observations in public places, allowing him
to create diverse male characters. However, he depended almost solely on his experiences
with his mother to create his female characters. (Shannon 93). Clearly, Wilson was less aware
of the importance of female character, and did not imbue their depictions with as much
research. Therefore, it is only natural that Wilson had difficulties in describing the lives of
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women. This was not, however, an issue tht was unique to Wilson; this blatant lack of detail
in the description regarding black women’s painful lives is a common feature of black, male
literature in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s.
According to Hernton, “the World of Black literature in the United States has been a
world of black men’s literature” (139). The fathers and purveyors of black writing have all
been male, and these male authors have portrayed male heroes and male protagonists, so that
the complexity and vitality of black female experience have been fundamentally ignored
(139). Especially during the New Renaissance era, Black Aesthetic discourse primarily
focused on constructing alternative and oppositional modes of signification against the
dominant (white) culture. A problematic aspect of that discourse was its representation of
Black women. Largely determined by the ideological doctrine of Black power, and therefore
largely male-centered, Black Aesthetic discourse represented the political struggle as
exclusively the domain of Black men (Butler-Evans 32). Therefore, Black male writers made
the contributed to the stereotypes of the black female as a “loose woman” and “nanny”,
(Cheon 40) or “out-law” and “in-law” (Shannon 107) woman. These unrealistic and heavily
stereotyped depictions black women by their black male writers are well represented by
Wilson’s main, female character, Rose.
The wife and mother, Rose, is regulated before the play begins by her
characterization in the very first stage directions.

Rose enters from the house. She is ten years younger than TROY, her devotion to
him stems from her recognition of the possibilities of her life without him: a
succession of abusive men and their babies, a life of partying and running the streets,
the Church, or aloneness with its attendant pain and frustration. She recognizes
TROY’s spirit as a fine and illumination one and she either ignores or forgives his
faults, only some of which she recognizes. Though she doesn’t drink, her presence is
an integral part of the Friday night rituals. She alternates between the porch and the
kitchen, where supper preparation are under way. (Act1, Scene 1)
According to Rose, it seems obvious that her marriage to Troy is unavoidable and a practical
alternative to Rose. Thus, her dependancy on a

male follows the traditional “needing a man”

(Elam 178) image of the black female. The stage direction also indicates that even if Rose
escapes from the possibility of a disorderd and violent life, she could never expect to be
treated as Troy’s equal. Instead, she accepts a life of serving Troy. These typical images of an
‘in-law’ woman set clear boundaries on the separate spheres of women and men and
simultaneously curtail Rose’s rights in the family. This restriction placed on Rose, solely
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because of her femininity, is further emphasized in the men’s dialogue.
Rose is sexually discriminated against in the conversation between Troy and his
friend Bono; their use of the language clearly demonstrates a lack of respect and sense of
superiority towards not only Rose, but women in general. When Rose tries to intrude into
their conversation, Troy does not call her by her name, but simply refer to her as “woman”.
Furthermore, Troy dismisses her with: “This is men talk. I got some talk for you later. You
know what kind of talk I mean. You go on and powder it up” (106-109). Troy’s reference to
Rose as “woman” is highly problematic because it separates the women’s sphere from the
men’s sphere, and shows his alignment with his gender against all women, including his own
wife. . In addition, Troy uses baseball terms which come from a social context that Rose may
not understand because she has never encountered it. This ineffective communication is
remarkably shown in their most intensely emotional scene (act2, scene1), where Troy and
Rose attempt to communicate with metaphors that contrast sharply from each other.
(Kubitschek, 187) Troy repeatedly uses baseball metaphors that Rose implicitly rejects by
constantly returning to the concrete level of action:

Rose: You should have held me tight. You should have grabbed me and held on.
Troy: I stood on first base for eighteen years and I thought… well, goddamn it… go
on for it!
Rose: We’re not talking about baseball! We’re talking about you going off to lay in
bed with another woman. (69-70)
This language use demonstrates an unconscious attempt to exclude Rose from the
conversation and reveals Troy’s understanding of women as mere objects.
In addition, even though Rose’s ideas are more reasonable than the male character’s
ideas, she is consistently restricted in many contexts. When Troy and Bono talk about shops
which are run by owners of different races, they ignore Rose when she asserts that people
should shop at reasonably priced shops, regardless of their owner’s ethnicity. Even though her
idea is based on sound logical and economic sense, she is unable to put it into use because of
her circumscribed role in her family. .

Rose: There’s a lot of people don’t know they can do no better than they doing now.
That’s just something you got to learn. A lot of folks still shop at Bella’s.…
What sense it make to ship there when she overcharge?
Troy: You shop where you want to. I’ll do my shopping where the people been good
to me.
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Rose: Well, I don’t think it’s right for her to overcharge. That’s all I was saying.
Rose claims that Troy should shop at the A&P, which is run by a white owner because it is
cheaper than Bella, which is run by a black owner. However, even though Rose tries to
persuade him using the most logical reasons, her opinion is not accepted and she easily gives
up her attempt to assert her opinion. This discrimination towards Rose is also noticeable in
the conversation about sports. When Cory, the son of Troy and Rose, wants to play football,
Troy opposes his tryout. This is because he thinks that the severe racial segregation he
experienced on the playing field in his youth still exits Rose sees the unreasonableness of his
opinion and points out that it is nothing but an anachronism.

Rose: Time have changed since you was playing baseball, Troy. That was before the
war. Times have changed a lot since then.
Troy: How hell they done changed?
Rose: They got lots of colored boys changed, Troy. You just come along too early.
Bono: You right about that Rose. Time have changed, Troy. You just come along too
early.
Troy: There ought not never have been no time called too early! (194-201)

Although she against asserts a practical and reasonable opinion, Troy does not listen to her,
and continues to stubbornly argue his own perspective. Along the same lines, Rose’s ideas are
not accepted at all, even though Troy and Rose share an interest in their son’s future. At this
point, it is obvious that Rose is even deprived of her maternal rights within the confines of
her patriarchal family. Consequentially, these domesticated images of Rose solidified the
traditional stereotype of the black woman as a ‘nanny’, or a figure whose sole purpose is to
serve and submit to the male members of her family. This stereotype is further supported by
conversation with other male characters, such as her sons Lyons and Cory, and Troy’s brother
Gabriel. Rose generously supports her stepson Lyons, attempts to mediate peace between
Cory and Troy, and pampers Gabriel with love. Elam asserts her belief that “the idea that
mother should lead lives of sacrifice has become the norm … Rose embodies this norm (178).”
However, after Rose learns of Troy’s love affair, she finally speaks with her voice.
Rose : I been standing with you! I been right here with you, Troy. I got a life too. I
gave eighteen years of my life to stand in the same spot with you. Don’t you
think I ever wanted other things? Don’t you think I had dreams and hopes?
What about my life? What about me? Don’t you think it ever crossed my mind
to want to know other men? That I wanted to layup somewhere and forget
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about my responsibilities? That I wanted someone to make me laugh so I could
feel good? You not the only who’s got wants and needs. But I held on to you,
Troy. I took all my feelings, my wants and needs, my dreams … and I buried
them inside you. (1722-1732)
For the first time, Rose talks about herself to Troy and tries to free herself from the cage to
which she has been confined by Troy and the patriarchal organization. Her progressive
thinking reaches its peak when Troy brings home his baby from his immoral intimacy. At this
point, Troy does not apologize to Rose; he merely asks her to take care of his baby. Rose
answers his request,

Rose: Okay, Troy… you’re right. I’ll take care of your baby for you… cause… like
you say… she’s innocent… and you can’t visit the sins of the father upon the
child. A motherless child has got a hard time. From right now… this child got a
mother. But you a womanless man. (1899-1904)
Rose’s acceptance of Troy’s request, may initially seem like she is playing the conventional
role of the, black female “nanny”. However, closer analysis reveals that this scene shows
Rose’s will to try and free herself from Troy and live her own way. Finally, in act 2 scene 4,
she goes to the church and leaves Troy alone, because it is her individual desire to attend
church. Her attitude shows the great change of her situation.
At the same time, it is hard to argue that Rose turns into a fully independent woman
because Rose’s freedom from her oppressive patriarchal society has various limitations.
These limitations arise because of two reasons. Firstly, she only tries to change her
relationship with Troy. Therefore, she does not address the problem of the patriarchal society
as a whole, and does not try to change the oppressive framework that traps black women as a
whole. From the first description of Rose, it is obvious that Rose makes a choice to live with
Troy to escape from a difficult life. Due to her lack of ability to earn money, she chooses to
live with Troy, out of necessity. Therefore, even when she learns of Troy’s love affair, she
does not leave Troy’s house, and continues to live with Troy’s financial support. For this
reason, although there are obvious conflicts between Troy and Rose, Rose says

Rose: I wanted to be there with you. Cause you was my husband. Cause that’s the
only way I was gonna survive as your wife. (1742-1744)
This shows that Rose only spiritually distances herself from Troy; she does not leave the
marriage (Elam 179), does not recognize the problem of the society, and tries to maintain the
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role of the patriarchal society. According to the Alice Walker, the real meaning of
independence from the patriarchal system is when women have to earn a living for
themselves. (Hyunkyung 191) However, because Rose does not try to earn her own
livelihood, it is obvious that Rose does not understand the irrational hierarchical system and
is thus unable to utilize her resistance towards Tory to overturn the system. Furthermore, after
the rift develops between Rose and Troy, Rose chooses to serve the church. This shows that
Rose merely switches the entity she serves, and does not think to seek full autonomy. It is
obvious that she could not break the mould of the patriarchal society and continues to
represents the traditional the nanny image.
Secondly, although Rose’s family lives a harmonious life and understands Troy’s
pain, this harmony is only achieved after Troy’s death. In this sense, at Troy’s funeral, Rose
tells Cory that “…I’m gonna do her just like your daddy did you… I’m gonna give her the
best of what’s in me.” (2318-219). This shows that Rose decides to do well for Raynell,
Troy’s illegitimate child. It is obvious that Rose’s only desire is for the harmonious life of the
next generation, and reveals her failure to truly unite with Troy and the disappointments in
her own life.
According to Elam, the women in Wilson’s plays function largely in secondary roles
and act mostly in reaction to men (165). In this sense, Rose in Fences also acts for the male
characters. However, even though there are various limitations in her attempts to achieve her
own freedom, she tries to gain her own right in her house, finally understands Troy, and tries
to changes the future of the black community by raising her adopted daughter with sincere
care. Hence, although Wilson follows the black male writers’ way of presenting female
characters in ways which “generally downplayed the ideological issues generated by the
representation of Black women in the narratives of Black male and the strategies of selfrepresentation that characterized the writing of Black women” (Butler-Evans 16) and
“subscribe to the notion that the male sex is the boss and the females are the helpers”
(Hernton 141), Rose demonstrates the possibility of women to speak with their own voices
and to overturn their unequal statuses. Therefore, studying Rose is worthwhile because while
she is not given full agency, she represents the possibility of a black woman overturning her
situation and gaining the right to speak and influence.
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Alice Walker’s Womanism and the Lacanian Aspects toward
Celie’s Subjectivity in The Color Purple

Black Feminism, especially after the 1980s, reveals a fundamental racial issue in
Feminism; it only protects and serves white women. Furthermore, black feminists
distinctively focused on the abusive black male’s violence against the black female and the
sexual discrimination in black society which is covered with Black Nationalism (trans.
Hwang 115). At that time, various black feminists asserted that a brighter future for the black
community can be achieved by the combined efforts of both black men and women.
Twentieth century black women writers all seem to be much more interested in the
black community, in intimate relationships, with the white world as a
backdrop….There just has not been enough examination or enough application of
findings to real problems in our day-to-day living. Black women continue to talk
about intimate relations so that we can recognize what is happening when we see it,
then maybe there will be some change in behavior on the part of men and women.
(qtd. in Butler-Evans 166)
This argument, which appeared in Alice Walker’s Womanism, claims that Womanism
manifests a feminist arguments which can be applied to colored races (trans. Hwang 115) and
aims to “survival whole” (Kim 72).

Who loves other women sexually and/or nonsexually. Appreciates and prefers
women’s culture, women’s emotional flexibility… and women’s strength. Sometimes
loves individual men sexually and/or nonsexually. Committed to survival and
wholeness of entire people, male and female. Not a separatist, except periodically for
health. Traditionally a universalist. (qtd. in Butler-Evans 167)
During Walker’s special series in Korea, 2004 she asked her readers to read her novel, The
Color Purple, from her Womanist perspective. Hence, it is obvious that reading in Womanist
perspective allows readers to more fully access and understand Walker’s opinions in her
novel. Here, Womanism is notably shown when the black female protagonist Celie tries to
find her subjectivity. In addition to this, when we examine her process of finding her
subjectivity in the Lacanian aspect, it is clear that the oppressive reality that black females
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face is sharply juxtaposed with the bright future of black society as a whole.
The Color Purple starts with the format of the letter.
You better not never tell nobody but God. It’d kill your mammy. (CP 1)
Before Celie even tries to speak, she is oppressed by her father, Alphonso. Therefore, she
becomes a nonspeaking being. Alphoso’s italicized and emphasized words causes Celie’s
attempts to communicate to become “writing in vaccuum” (Tucker 83) and show Celie as a
pre-linguistic subject in the Imaginary state in Lacanian aspects. Therefore, Celie’s first
sentence, “I am fourteen years old. I am I have always been a good girl” (CP 1) shows that
Celie describes herself as a person who lacks an individual identity and has lived as a ‘good
girl’ under coercion. The limitation of Celie’s language strengthens when Alphonso rapes her.
Alphonso says his rape is a natural thing because her mother is sick, therefore, cannot be the
outlet for his sexual desire. At this moment, he commands her not to reveal this event to
anybody.

Just say You gonna do what your mammy wouldn’t. First he put his thing up against
my hip and sort of wiggle it around. Then he grap hold my titties. Then he push his
thing inside my pussy. When that hurt, I cry. He start to choke me, saying You better
shut up and git used to it. (CP 1)
Alphonso’s rape is “totally demystified and seen as an instrument of oppression” (ButlerEvans 167) and this violent black father figure is commonly found in the 1960s and 1970s.
According to Robinson, this father image is overused by the patriarch who tries to conceal his
lack of having the ability to protect his family in economic way.

This desire to sexually conquer women can be described as phallocentricism and in
regard to African-American men, it is viewed as a way for them to claim power in a
patriarchal society that has not allowed them the means to define themselves in the
traditional patriarchal sense, i.e., through financial avenues. (qtd. in Robinson 299)
In addition, Celie’s isolation in language is shown by Celie’s method of writing a letter and
her indication of male figures. Celie constantly calls her father as “he” and also calls her
husband as “Mr.___”. These impersonal titles show that Celie cannot nominalize terms
related to men, and that Celie is a pre-linguistic subject. Celie constantly sends her story to
“God”. However, the addressee cannot reply to her words; therefore, Celie’s letter turns into a
monologue and is an ineffective means of communication. When Celie’s mother asks Celie
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who is the father of the baby, Celie says “I say God’s. I don’t know no other man or what else
to say” (CP 56). This answer shows that Celie realizes that God is a man. Furthermore,
because Celie thinks of the father of her child as God, Celie cannot resist her father’s violence.
After Celie meets Shug, who “refuses in textual terms to be signified…[and] has
fought to avoid becoming the victim her mother has been” (Tucker 85), Celie gradually
becomes a more animated and dynamic figure. Contrary to other female characters in the
same period, Shug has sexual intercourse with many men and even though she gives birth to
three children, she does not try to take care of her family. Shug appears as a singer in a bar
and is depicted in the novel as:
Somebody say she going round trying to sing. Umph, what she got to sing about. Say
she wearing dresses all up her leg and headpieces with little balls and tassles hanging
down, look like window dressing. (CP 21)
In male’s view, they diminish Shug’s open-minded tendency and confine Shug as a loose
woman.

He talk bout a strumpet in short skirts, smoking cigarettes, drinking gin. Singing for
money and talking other women mens. Talk bout slut, hussy, heifer and streetcleaner.
(CP 44)
Despite this prejudice toward Shug, in Celie’s perspective, Shug is a person who embodies
freedom. Therefore, before Celie actually encounters Shug, Celie treasures Shug’s picture and
hopes to meet Shug. At this moment, Celie felt Shug as her mother. Proudfit points out that
Celie’s eyes as a mirror is predicated upon earlier, positive, and unconscious mirror
reflections from a “good-enough mother” (24). Celie’s love originated from her lack of love
from her own mother, who died when Celie was two. Therefore, Celie’s affection towards
Shug is a result of the lack of an intimate relationship between Celie and her mother which is
displaced into her relationship with Shug. According to Lacan, most children interaction with
their mothers marks their first relationship. Therefore, children become the subjects through
their relationship with their mothers. During this process, children desire the imaginary
phallus that their mother desires but lacks, therefore, Celie also desires Shug’s imaginary
phallus. Furthermore, because Celie tries to open her mind and communicate with others after
meeting Shug, Shug is the mirror which forces Celie to face herself, and becomes her ideal
ego. Therefore, Shug is the mother in the pre-Oedipus stage.
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After meeting Shug, through the imaginary identification, Celie learns how to
communicate with her body. Before meeting Shug, when she was mistreated by her husband,
she objectifies herself and says “He beat me like he beat the children… It all I can do not to
cry. I make myself wood. I say to myself, Celie, you a tree. That’s how come I know trees
fear mann” (CP 23). However, after Shug’s suggestion that Celie examine herself, Ceile looks
at her body in the mirror in an attempt to communicate with herself.

I lie back on the bed and haul up my dress. Yank down my bloomers. Stick the
looking glass tween my legs. Ugh. All that hair. Then my pussy lips be black. Then
inside look like a wet rose… It mine, I say.(CP 79)
From this moment, Celie experiences a sexual excitement from touching her own genitals
which she could not feel in a sexual relationship with a man.

I look at her and touch it with my finger. A little shiver go through me. Nothing much.
But just enough to tell me this the right button to mash. (CP 79)
In this moment, Celie feels her own sexual drive, finds her sexual identity, and identifies
herself to her Ideal ego, Shug. In addition, Shug aggressively calls males’ names and sings
about Celie and the life of women. Searching the voices of Shug, it is obvious that Shug’s
imaginary phallus is, contrary to the oppressive patriarchal society, to speak her own voice in
the same setting with the men. However, by her imaginary identification with Shug, Celie
finds the faults of Shug and shows aggression towards her. According to the Alice Walker, the
real meaning of the independence from the patriarchal system is when women earn their own
livelihood (trans. Hyunkyung 191) and it is only after that process that women can be subject
to the use of their own language. On the one hand, Shug can be seen as an independent
woman who earns her own money. However, because Shug sells her external image in a
sexual way and becomes the object of males’ gazes, Shug’s economic activity cannot be
judged in the same way that males financially provide for themselves. Through finding
Shug’s faults, Celie finally realizes that Shug does not have the ideal phallus. Therefore,
Celie tries to bail out of her relationship with Shug and enters into the Symbolic stage.
In the Symbolic stage, because Shug cannot speak her own voice as men do, Celie
identifies herself with the male figures. At this stage, Celie tries to express her opinion by
using language, and through this process, she becomes ‘the subject’ and gains an ability to
become the phallus. Therefore, Celie tries to rule the woman from a man’s position to speak
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her own voice. This is achieved by gazing at the object of Celie’s desire in the Imaginary
stage, which is the traditionally used method by men. This gaze indicates “the relationship
between the male subject and the female object of patriarchy” (Tucker 54) and notably, the
gaze between Celie and Shug can be judged as voyeurism. Voyeurism, in the Lacanian aspect,
is the way that “the exhibitionist denies him/herself the chance to see a lack and the voyeur
refuses to acknowledge him/herself as a lack, that is, as a castrated self ” (Tucker 54). Thus,
by using voyeurism, Celie becomes the subject.

I don’t move at once, cause I can’t. I need to see her eyes. I feel like once I see her
eyes my feets can let go the spot where they stuck. (CP 48)
Celie peeps at Shug,
Her face black… She got a long pointed nose and big fleshy mouth. Lips look like
black plum. Eyes big, glossy. (CP 50)
First time I got to full sight of Shug Avery long black body with it black plum nipples,
look like her mouth, I thought I had turned into a man. (CP 53)
At this moment, Celie thanks God that she can be the voyeur. This indicates that despite the
traditional norm of blindness toward woman, she can be in the same position which was the
intrinsic sector of the male.
Lord, I wants to go so bad. Not to dance. Not to drink. Not to play card. Not even to
hear Shug Avery sing. I just be thankful to lay eyes on her. (CP 26)
Despite her voyeurism and her desire to have the phallus, she cannot be as same as Albert.
This is because Celie has no real phallus to consummate a sexual relationship with Shug,
therefore, this shows that Celie lacks a means realize her desire. It is clearly seen when both
Albert and Celie stare Shug, but Shug only sees Albert.
He love looking at Shug. I love looking at Shug. But Shug don’t love looking at but
one of us. Him. (CP 77)
In addition, the deficiency of Celie in the Symbolic stage is revealed when Celie makes pants
by herself. As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, Walker points out that an important
aspect of true independence is gaining financial autonomy. For this reason, Celie becomes
independent figure by building a factory. Proudifit argues that the reason that Celie sells pants
is that she is trying to penetrate the male look, discovering the structures that support the
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patriarchal system predicted in the visual experience and scopicly in order to steal the object
of her desire, Shug. Thus, this is Celies way of trying to reach Shug, who has always been
placed in the realm of the phallic father (56). However, because Celie’s economic activity
alienates her husband and her family, and finally Celie feels lonely, it is hard to think that
Celie finds her own subjectivity in the Symbolic stage.
For these reasons, limitations of Celie in the Symbolic clearly shows that when Celie
only tries to become the male’s position in the conventional patriarchal society or succeeds in
her own business by excluding the male, Celie could not speak her own voice. Therefore, it is
obvious that the thing the Other really want is to survive whole in a harmony without the
hierarchy between the male and the female like Walker’s goal of Womanism.
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1.

Introduction

As broadly defined, multiple translations are the phenomenon that there are two or
more translations of one source text. In this study, I use two Chinese translations of
The Da Vinci Code (Dan Brown, 2003) to investigate domestication vs. foreignization
(following Venuti, 1995) in multiple translations. The Chinese translations are by Zhu
et al., (Shanghai, 2004) and by You, (Taipei, 2004) respectively.
Although the issue of domestication vs. foreignization has been discussed a lot in
the literature of translation studies from the cultural-comparative perspective (e.g.
Venuti, 1995; Cai, 2002; Sun, 2002), little is known about how to identify the degree
of domestication and foreignization in multiple translations in a quantitative way. This
paper aims to fill in the gap in a small way and explore the degree of domestication vs.
foreignization in the target texts, vis-à-vis the source text, from the perspective of
linguistic discourse analysis.
The process of translation is a combination of innate linguistic competence and
contextual language performance, and much of it is yet to be understood by us. This
study hopes to shed some light on the linguistic and cognitive mechanisms that are
involved in the encoding and decoding process of translation in general and in
Chinese multiple translations in particular, in hopes to be useful to translation
teaching and practice. The fact that the two translations of The Da Vinci Code are
from two geographically and culturally diverse regions also makes it worth
investigating how multiple-translations manifest themselves in the Greater China
Region.
2.

Methodologies - Data Collection and Translation Quality Assessment

To ensure that the analysis of data is sufficiently reliable, a parallel bilingual database
was built, which is based on the alignment of each sentential unit in two target texts as
-1-
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well as in the source text. The major principle of the database-building is to make
each unit of the database reflect a minimalist contrast between the source and target
texts in terms of a mini discourse (i.e. a textual sentence), as, for example, shown in
the following excerpt.
Brown, (2003)
(The Source Text)

Zhu et al., (2004)
(Target Text I)

You, (2004)
(Target Text II)

Robert Langdon awoke slowly.

罗伯特·兰登慢慢醒来。
Robert
Langdon
slowly
wake-up

羅柏‧蘭登緩緩醒來。
Robert
Langdon
slowly
wake-up

Slowly, the fog began to lift.

雾在慢慢散去。
fog PERF slowly disperse

緩緩地，迷霧開始散去。
slowly, mysterious-fog start
disperse

Data were compared and collected on five different levels of the translating process –
the phonological level, the lexical level, the syntactic level, the semantic level and the
contextual level (Holmes, 1972; He, 1999). Collected data were analyzed and
compared at each level separately before inter-level comparison was conducted.
The analytical framework is a combination of He’s (2007a) model of translation
quality assessment and of Venuti’s (1995) cultural framework of identification and
effects of domestication vs. foreignization in target texts.
Analysis of data suggests that distribution of particular Chinese lexicons
(sentence final particles and dialect vocabulary), sentence patterns (ba-constructions,
passive patterns and resultative de-constructions) and the translation strategies of alien
conceptions in target texts, are the major variables that could help us identify the
degree of domestication vs. foreignization in multiple translations. Technical details
aside, following Holmes’s (1972) hypothesis, the translation process at the lexical and
sentential levels could be modeled to be translators’ mental activities on the serial
plane whereas the translation process at the conceptual level is modeled to be mental
activities on the structural plane.
3.

Results

Analysis of data at different levels of the translating process from the discourse
linguistic perspective directly leads to the evaluation of translation quality between
two target texts, as well as to the analysis of degrees of domestication vs.
foreignization in the target texts. On the one hand, results of the translation quality
assessment suggest that the overall quality of the translation by You, (2004) is higher
than that by Zhu et al., (2004). The most convincing evidence supporting this
conclusion is based on the semantic analysis of both target texts – Zhu et al., (2004)
has in total 631 translation gaps, including 263 lexical gaps and 368 sentential ones.
In contrast, You, (2004) has only 117 translation gaps, including 35 gaps at the lexical
level and 82 at the sentence level. The overall translation gaps in Zhu et al., (2004) are
-2-
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approximately as 5.4 times as that in You, (2004). Some of these translation gaps lead
directly to domestication of the target text. Some of them may also be cultural gaps
that can cause severe translation difficulty so that translators maintain the gaps in the
target texts by intentionally sticking to certain translation strategies.
On the other hand, statistical analysis on different levels suggests that the degrees
of domestication vs. foreignization could be quantitatively located via comparison
between linguistic discourse features of the target texts and those of the source text.
Findings suggest that the degrees of domestication in Zhu et al., (2004) and You,
(2004) differ on two planes: on the serial plane, Zhu et al., (2004) is more
domesticated than You, (2004); whereas on the structural plane, both Zhu et al., (2004)
and You, (2004) are highly foreignized.
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1	
  

Syntax	
  and	
  Semantics	
  of	
  the	
  so-‐called	
  completive	
  aspect	
  morpheme	
  	
  
–te	
  shimau	
  in	
  Japanese1	
  
Yasuaki	
  Abe	
  and	
  Kaori	
  Kondo	
  
Nanzan	
  Unversity	
  
	
  
1.	
  Introduction	
  
	
  	
  Ever	
  since	
  the	
  classical	
  work	
  on	
  Japanese	
  aspect,	
  linguists	
  have	
  recognized	
  the	
  
ambivalent	
  nature	
  of	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  –te	
  shimau	
  because	
  it	
  appears	
  to	
  possess	
  
two	
  mutually	
  related	
  but	
  somewhat	
  distinct	
  properties:	
  aspect	
  and	
  modality.	
  
Ever	
  since	
  the	
  seminal	
  work	
  on	
  Japanese	
  aspect	
  by	
  Kindaichi	
  (1950)	
  and	
  
subsequent	
  works	
  in	
  the	
  field	
  that	
  dealt	
  with	
  -‐te	
  shimau,	
  most	
  grammarians	
  have	
  
come	
  to	
  note	
  the	
  dual	
  nature	
  of	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  one	
  way	
  or	
  another.	
  	
  (See,	
  for	
  
example,	
  Kindaichi	
  (1955),	
  Takahashi	
  (1959),	
  Yoshikawa	
  (1973)	
  and	
  Inoue	
  
(1973))	
  As	
  the	
  interest	
  in	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  has	
  grown	
  stronger,	
  there	
  appeared	
  more	
  
and	
  more	
  articles	
  on	
  -‐te	
  shimau,	
  which	
  either	
  developed	
  a	
  more	
  fine-‐grained	
  
classifications	
  of	
  the	
  meaning	
  that	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  has	
  or	
  tried	
  hard	
  to	
  unify	
  the	
  wide	
  
range	
  of	
  meaning	
  types.	
  (See	
  Teramura	
  (1984),	
  Fujii	
  (1992),	
  Ono	
  (1992),	
  Strauss	
  
(1994),	
  T.Suzuki	
  (1998),	
  R.Suzuki	
  (1999),	
  among	
  others.)	
  But	
  still	
  there	
  remain	
  
debates	
  among	
  linguists	
  as	
  to	
  how	
  wide	
  the	
  meaning	
  range	
  of	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  
really	
  is,	
  which	
  meaning	
  type	
  is	
  more	
  fundamental	
  than	
  others,	
  which	
  semantic	
  
properties	
  give	
  rise	
  to	
  pragmatic	
  connotations,	
  and	
  so	
  forth.	
  
	
  	
  The	
  present	
  paper	
  aims	
  at	
  sorting	
  out	
  the	
  superficially	
  distinct	
  meaning	
  types	
  of	
  
the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  and	
  will	
  propose	
  a	
  set	
  of	
  assumptions	
  regarding	
  the	
  syntactic	
  
structure	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  and	
  its	
  core	
  meaning	
  prototypes.	
  	
  By	
  doing	
  so,	
  we	
  hope	
  
that	
  we	
  see	
  more	
  clearly	
  how	
  those	
  superficially	
  distinct	
  semantic	
  notions	
  are	
  
derived	
  from	
  the	
  core	
  lexical	
  semantics	
  of	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  in	
  conjunction	
  with	
  
relevant	
  contextual	
  attributes.	
  
2.	
  	
  Lexical	
  Verb	
  “shimau”	
  
	
  	
  The	
  lexical	
  verb	
  “shimau”	
  means	
  “to	
  put	
  away”	
  and	
  is	
  used	
  as	
  a	
  main	
  verb	
  in	
  
sentences,	
  resulting	
  in	
  a	
  relatively	
  wide	
  range	
  of	
  meaning,	
  as	
  we	
  see	
  in	
  the	
  
following	
  examples,	
  where	
  the	
  verb	
  is	
  translated	
  into	
  English	
  differently	
  from	
  
example	
  to	
  example.2	
  
(1)	
  haha-‐ga	
  omocha-‐o	
  	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  mother-‐NOM	
  toy-‐ACC	
  SHIMAU-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘Mother	
  put	
  away	
  toys.’	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1	
  Yasuaki	
  Abe’s	
  research	
  on	
  this	
  topic	
  was	
  partially	
  supported	
  by	
  the	
  2011	
  Pache	
  II-‐B	
  Research	
  
Grant,	
  Nanzan	
  University.	
  
2	
  In	
  this	
  paper,	
  the	
  following	
  abbreviations	
  are	
  used	
  in	
  glosses.	
  TOP:	
  topic	
  marker,	
  NOM:	
  
nominative	
  case,	
  ACC:	
  accusative	
  case,	
  GEN:	
  genitive	
  case,	
  DAT:	
  dative	
  case,	
  GER:	
  gerundive	
  
ending,	
  PRS:	
  present	
  tense,	
  PST:	
  past	
  tense,	
  COP:	
  copula,	
  NML:	
  nominalizer,	
  INSTR:	
  instrumental	
  
case,	
  PTL:	
  sentence	
  particle,	
  CONJ:	
  conjunction,	
  PASS:	
  passive,	
  IMP:	
  imperative,	
  HON:	
  honorific	
  
prefix.	
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(2)	
  kagi-‐o	
  hako-‐ni	
  shimat-‐te	
  kudasai	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  key-‐ACC	
  box-‐DAT	
  SHIMAU-‐GER	
  please	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘Please	
  put	
  the	
  key	
  into	
  the	
  box	
  and	
  keep	
  it	
  there.’	
  
(3)	
  kare-‐wa	
  jibun-‐no	
  kimochi-‐o	
  kokoro-‐no	
  oku-‐ni	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  he-‐TOP	
  self-‐GEN	
  feelings-‐ACC	
  heart-‐GEN	
  bottom-‐DAT	
  SHIMAU-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘He	
  hid	
  his	
  feelings	
  deep	
  inside	
  his	
  heart.’	
  
Generally	
  speaking,	
  we	
  could	
  say	
  that	
  the	
  core	
  meaning	
  of	
  the	
  verb	
  shimau	
  is	
  ‘to	
  
put	
  something	
  away	
  in	
  a	
  place	
  that	
  is	
  not	
  easily	
  reachable’.	
  	
  It	
  contrasts	
  with	
  a	
  
more	
  plain	
  verb	
  of	
  ‘putting’	
  ireru,	
  as	
  can	
  be	
  seen	
  in	
  the	
  following	
  example.	
  
(4)	
  kagi-‐o	
  hako-‐ni	
  ire-‐te	
  kudasai	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  key-‐ACC	
  box-‐in	
  put-‐GER	
  please	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘Please	
  put	
  the	
  key	
  into	
  the	
  box.’	
  
While	
  (4)	
  simply	
  means	
  that	
  the	
  speaker	
  is	
  asking	
  the	
  hearer	
  to	
  relocate	
  the	
  key	
  
from	
  the	
  current	
  position	
  to	
  the	
  position	
  that	
  is	
  inside	
  the	
  box,	
  (2)	
  means	
  more	
  
than	
  that:	
  the	
  speaker	
  is	
  asking	
  the	
  hearer	
  to	
  make	
  sure	
  that	
  the	
  key	
  is	
  not	
  easily	
  
retrievable,	
  e.g.,	
  closing	
  a	
  lid	
  of	
  the	
  box,	
  or	
  even	
  placing	
  the	
  box	
  itself	
  in	
  a	
  
different	
  place.	
  	
  This	
  concept	
  of	
  “putting	
  away”	
  can	
  be	
  illustrated	
  graphically	
  by	
  
the	
  following	
  diagram.	
  
SHIMAU	
  

(5)	
  	
 
	
 

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
 

<object>	
 

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  <unreachable	
  region>	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  	
  	
  <AGENT	
  of	
  action>	
  

It	
  involves	
  [1]	
  the	
  Agent	
  of	
  Action	
  who	
  performs	
  the	
  relevant	
  action,	
  [2]	
  the	
  
object	
  upon	
  which	
  the	
  action	
  is	
  targeted,	
  and	
  [3]	
  the	
  area	
  which	
  is	
  somehow	
  
detached	
  and	
  insulated	
  from	
  the	
  area	
  where	
  the	
  Agent	
  exists.	
  We	
  believe	
  that	
  
this	
  basic	
  meaning	
  of	
  shimau	
  is	
  inherited	
  by	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  and	
  
becomes	
  the	
  source	
  of	
  various	
  connotations	
  we	
  perceive	
  in	
  sentences	
  in	
  which	
  
the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  is	
  used.	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  is	
  an	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  that	
  conjoins	
  with	
  the	
  so-‐called	
  gerundive	
  ending	
  
of	
  a	
  stem	
  verb.	
  	
  The	
  construction	
  as	
  a	
  whole	
  is	
  often	
  referred	
  to	
  as	
  the	
  completive	
  
aspect	
  structure	
  or	
  the	
  irreversible	
  aspect	
  construction.	
  
(6)	
  	
  John-‐ga	
  mado-‐o	
  zenbu	
  fui-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  John-‐NOM	
  window-‐ACC	
  all	
  wipe-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST3	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘John	
  finished	
  wiping	
  all	
  the	
  windows	
  (completely).’	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3	
  “-‐te”	
  is	
  a	
  particular	
  conjunctive	
  verbal	
  ending	
  that	
  is	
  required	
  by	
  many	
  auxiliary	
  verbs	
  including	
  

shimau,	
  ageru(“to	
  do	
  something	
  on	
  behalf	
  of	
  somebody),	
  and	
  hoshii	
  (“to	
  want	
  somebody	
  to	
  do	
  
something”).	
  In	
  this	
  paper,	
  “te”	
  is	
  glossed	
  as	
  GER	
  (gerundive)	
  only	
  out	
  of	
  convenience.	
  Also,	
  
“shimau”	
  is	
  glossed	
  as	
  “FINISH”	
  for	
  the	
  sake	
  of	
  exposition.	
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(7)	
  	
  ainiku,	
  ame-‐ga	
  fut-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  unfortunately,	
  rain-‐NOM	
  fall-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘Unfortunately,	
  (it	
  so	
  happened	
  that)	
  it	
  rained.	
  
	
  	
  In	
  the	
  remainder	
  of	
  this	
  paper,	
  we	
  will	
  argue	
  that	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  has	
  its	
  
syntactic	
  and	
  semantic	
  properties	
  that	
  it	
  does	
  chiefly	
  because	
  of	
  the	
  core	
  
meaning	
  of	
  the	
  free-‐morpheme	
  shimau,	
  and	
  because	
  it	
  appears	
  in	
  a	
  certain	
  well-‐
known	
  syntactic	
  paradigm.	
  
3.	
  Syntax	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  
3.1	
  Aspectual	
  Verbs	
  
	
  	
  Perlmutter	
  (1970)’s	
  pioneer	
  work	
  on	
  aspectual	
  verbs	
  in	
  English	
  and	
  Shibatani	
  
(1973)’s	
   related	
   work	
   on	
   Japanese	
   aspectual	
   verbs	
   built	
   solid	
   foundations	
   for	
  
researchers	
   to	
   start	
   their	
   researches	
   from	
   when	
   they	
   consider	
   linguistic	
  
phenomena	
  involving	
  a	
  “higher	
  predicate”	
  that	
  carries	
  relatively	
  small	
  amount	
  of	
  
meaning	
   and	
   takes	
   a	
   complement	
   sentence.	
   	
   That	
   is,	
   when	
   we	
   deal	
   with	
   a	
  
complement-‐taking	
   predicate,	
   the	
   first	
   thing	
   to	
   worry	
   about	
   is	
   to	
   determine	
  
whether	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  raising	
  type	
  predicate	
  or	
  a	
  control	
  type	
  predicate.	
  	
  The	
  following	
  
two	
  predicates	
  are	
  typical	
  textbook	
  examples	
  of	
  both	
  kinds.	
  
(8)	
  John	
  seems	
  to	
  be	
  polite.	
   	
  
(9)	
  John	
  tries	
  to	
  be	
  polite.	
   	
  

[raising	
  predicate]	
  
[control	
  predicate]	
  

A	
  raising	
  predicates	
  does	
  not	
  have	
  its	
  own	
  logical	
  or	
  thematic	
  subject,	
  and	
  the	
  
superficial	
  subject	
  originates	
  from	
  the	
  “lower”	
  subject	
  position.	
  If	
  we	
  assume	
  an	
  
abstract	
  representation	
  (8’)	
  for	
  (8),	
  the	
  embedded	
  subject	
  is	
  to	
  be	
  raised	
  to	
  the	
  
topmost	
  subject	
  position.	
  	
  On	
  the	
  other	
  hand,	
  a	
  control	
  predicate	
  has	
  its	
  own	
  
logical	
  or	
  thematic	
  subject,	
  and	
  it	
  is	
  interpreted	
  as	
  an	
  entity	
  that	
  instigates	
  and	
  
eventually	
  brings	
  about	
  the	
  event	
  denoted	
  by	
  the	
  embedded	
  sentence.	
  (9’)	
  might	
  
be	
  the	
  abstract	
  representation	
  for	
  (9).4	
  
(8’)	
  [e]	
  seems	
  [	
  John	
  to	
  be	
  polite]	
  
(9’)	
  John	
  tries	
  [	
  John	
  to	
  be	
  polite]	
  
We	
  might	
  note	
  in	
  passing	
  that	
  in	
  the	
  control	
  type	
  structure,	
  the	
  main	
  subject	
  
plays	
  the	
  role	
  of	
  the	
  Agent	
  of	
  Action,	
  and	
  thus	
  must	
  be	
  a	
  sentient	
  being,	
  the	
  usual	
  
selectional	
  restriction	
  upon	
  the	
  agentive	
  argument.	
  
(10)	
  *It	
  tried	
  to	
  rain.	
  
(11)	
  *The	
  door	
  tried	
  to	
  open.	
  
	
  	
  What	
  Perlmutter-‐Shibatani	
  research	
  tradition	
  revealed	
  was	
  that	
  when	
  you	
  
encounter	
  an	
  aspectual	
  predicate	
  in	
  a	
  language,	
  it	
  can	
  be	
  either	
  a	
  raising	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4	
  At	
  this	
  point,	
  it	
  is	
  not	
  crucial	
  for	
  us	
  what	
  kind	
  of	
  theoretical	
  assumptions	
  we	
  adopt	
  regarding	
  

the	
  abstract	
  representations	
  for	
  the	
  two	
  complex	
  sentence	
  types	
  in	
  question.	
  Here,	
  we	
  tried	
  to	
  be	
  
as	
  neutral	
  as	
  possible	
  and	
  represented	
  the	
  empty	
  or	
  “non-‐thematic”	
  subject	
  with	
  “[e]”,	
  an	
  empty	
  
category,	
  in	
  the	
  raising	
  structure,	
  and	
  repeated	
  the	
  same	
  subject	
  noun	
  phrase	
  both	
  in	
  the	
  matrix	
  
and	
  the	
  embedded	
  subject	
  positions	
  in	
  the	
  control	
  structure,	
  presumably	
  followed	
  by	
  a	
  deletion	
  
of	
  the	
  second.	
  	
  The	
  important	
  thing	
  is	
  that	
  the	
  control	
  structure	
  involves	
  an	
  agent	
  subject	
  while	
  
the	
  raising	
  structure	
  lacks	
  one.	
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predicate	
  or	
  a	
  control	
  predicate,	
  and	
  sometimes	
  it	
  may	
  ambiguously	
  belong	
  to	
  
the	
  two	
  categories.	
  Let	
  us	
  illustrate	
  this	
  point	
  by	
  looking	
  at	
  three	
  representative	
  
aspectual	
  predicates	
  in	
  Japanese.	
  
(12)	
  John-‐ga	
  iyaiya	
  mado-‐o	
  fuki-‐oe-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  John-‐NOM	
  grudgingly	
  window-‐ACC	
  wipe-‐finish-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘John	
  finished	
  wiping	
  the	
  window	
  grudgingly.’	
  
(13)	
  beru-‐ga	
  nari-‐owat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  bell-‐NOM	
  ring-‐finish-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘The	
  bell	
  stopped	
  ringing.’	
  
(14)	
  John-‐ga	
  iyaiya	
  aruki-‐hajime-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  John-‐NOM	
  grudgingly	
  walk-‐begin-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘John	
  grudgingly	
  started	
  to	
  walk.’	
  
(15)	
  ame-‐ga	
  furi-‐hajime-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  rain-‐NOM	
  fall-‐begin-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘It	
  started	
  to	
  rain.’	
  
(16)	
  *beru-‐ga	
  nari-‐oe-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  bell-‐NOM	
  ring-‐finish-‐PST	
  
	
  Note	
  that	
  oeru	
  ‘to	
  finish’	
  is	
  an	
  unambiguously	
  control	
  predicate	
  and	
  therefore	
  
does	
  not	
  permit	
  an	
  inanimate	
  subject	
  as	
  in	
  (16),	
  while	
  owaru	
  ‘to	
  finish’	
  is	
  an	
  
unambiguously	
  raising	
  predicate	
  and	
  thus	
  tolerates	
  an	
  inanimate	
  subject	
  as	
  in	
  
(13).	
  	
  The	
  agent-‐oriented	
  adverb	
  iyaiya	
  “grudgingly”	
  signals	
  the	
  presence	
  of	
  an	
  
agent	
  subject	
  with	
  oeru	
  and	
  hajimeru	
  ‘to	
  begin’.	
  	
  As	
  (15)	
  shows,	
  hajimeru	
  can	
  be	
  a	
  
raising	
  predicate	
  as	
  well.	
  
	
  	
  What	
  this	
  paradigm	
  suggests	
  is	
  that	
  ANY	
  aspectual	
  predicate	
  can	
  potentially	
  be	
  
either	
  a	
  raising	
  type	
  or	
  a	
  control	
  type,	
  or	
  both.	
  	
  In	
  particular,	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  -‐
te	
  shimau	
  would	
  likely	
  to	
  display	
  the	
  same	
  range	
  of	
  grammatical	
  properties	
  that	
  
ordinary	
  raising	
  predicates	
  and	
  control	
  predicates	
  do.	
  	
  In	
  fact	
  we	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  
claim	
  that	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  is	
  an	
  ambiguous	
  type,	
  i.e.,	
  it	
  appears	
  in	
  a	
  raising	
  type	
  
structure	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  in	
  a	
  control	
  type	
  structure.	
  
3.2	
  The	
  Two	
  Structures	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  
	
  	
  We	
  claim	
  that	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  projects	
  both	
  a	
  raising	
  type	
  structure	
  and	
  a	
  control	
  
type	
  structure.5	
  	
  First,	
  let	
  us	
  consider	
  the	
  first	
  possibility,	
  the	
  raising	
  structure.	
  
As	
  the	
  following	
  examples	
  indicate,	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  must	
  be	
  regarded	
  as	
  a	
  raising-‐type	
  
predicate,	
  because	
  the	
  subject	
  is	
  an	
  inanimate	
  entity	
  in	
  (17)	
  and	
  (18),	
  an	
  abstract	
  
proposition	
  in	
  (19),	
  and	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  an	
  idiomatic	
  expression	
  in	
  (20).	
  
(17)	
  ame-‐ga	
  fut-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  rain-‐NOM	
  fall-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘(it	
  so	
  happened	
  that)	
  it	
  rained.6	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

5	
  This	
  view	
  is	
  not	
  actually	
  new.	
  A	
  similar	
  view	
  is	
  hinted	
  at	
  in	
  Matsushita	
  (1930).	
  
6	
  Since	
  it	
  is	
  very	
  difficult	
  to	
  provide	
  an	
  exact	
  English	
  translation	
  for	
  each	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  sentences,	
  we	
  

opt	
  to	
  add	
  on	
  whatever	
  expressions	
  that	
  may	
  help	
  clarify	
  the	
  meaning	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  
sentence.	
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(18)	
  beru-‐ga	
  nat-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  bell-‐NOM	
  ring-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘The	
  bell	
  rang	
  (and	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  way	
  to	
  undo	
  it)	
  .’	
  
(19)	
  Taro-‐ga	
  erabare-‐ta	
  koto-‐ga	
  wakat-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Taro-‐NOM	
  elect-‐PASS-‐PST	
  that-‐NOM	
  known-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘(It	
  so	
  happened	
  that)	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  Taro	
  was	
  elected	
  got	
  to	
  be	
  known.’	
  
(20)	
  men-‐ga	
  ware-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  face-‐NOM	
  break-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘(My)	
  identity	
  was	
  revealed	
  (and	
  cannot	
  be	
  undone).’	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (Lit:	
  ‘The	
  face	
  gotten	
  broken.’)	
  
All	
  this	
  indicates	
  that	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  in	
  these	
  examples	
  possesses	
  the	
  properties	
  of	
  a	
  
raising	
  verb.	
  
	
  	
  As	
  we	
  examine	
  other	
  examples,	
  we	
  immediately	
  notice	
  that	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  functions	
  
also	
  as	
  a	
  control-‐type	
  predicate.	
  	
  Consider	
  the	
  following	
  examples.	
  
(21)	
  hayaku	
  ronbun-‐o	
  kanseisase-‐te	
  shimai-‐tai	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  soon	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  article-‐ACC	
  	
  complete-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐want	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘(I)	
  want	
  to	
  complete	
  the	
  article	
  as	
  soon	
  as	
  possible	
  (and	
  consider	
  it	
  done).’	
  
(22)	
  tabe-‐te	
  shima-‐e	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  eat-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐IMP	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘Eat	
  it	
  up	
  (and	
  get	
  done	
  with	
  it)!”	
  
(23)	
  watashi-‐wa	
  John-‐ni	
  tabe-‐te	
  shimau-‐yooni	
  meiji-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  I-‐TOP	
  	
  	
  	
  John-‐DAT	
  	
  eat-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐that	
  	
  order-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘I	
  ordered	
  John	
  to	
  eat	
  it	
  up	
  (and	
  get	
  done	
  with	
  it).’	
  
These	
  examples	
  show	
  that	
  the	
  superficial	
  subject	
  acts	
  as	
  the	
  Agent	
  of	
  Action	
  
since	
  the	
  sentence	
  is	
  (a)	
  embedded	
  under	
  a	
  desiderative	
  predicate	
  (21),	
  (b)	
  is	
  an	
  
imperative	
  (22),	
  and	
  (c)	
  is	
  embedded	
  under	
  a	
  verb	
  of	
  ordering,	
  meijiru,	
  (23).	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  From	
  the	
  consideration	
  above,	
  we	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  propose	
  that	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  may	
  
appear	
  either	
  in	
  the	
  raising-‐type	
  template	
  or	
  in	
  the	
  control-‐type	
  template,	
  as	
  
shown	
  in	
  (24)	
  and	
  (25),	
  respectively.7	
  
(24)	
  	
  [e]	
  	
  [	
  NP	
  ……………..	
  -‐te]	
  shimau	
  
(25)	
  	
  NPi	
  	
  [	
  NPi	
  ……………..	
  -‐te]	
  shimau	
  
These	
  two	
  structures	
  represent	
  two	
  fundamental	
  syntactic	
  templates	
  that	
  exist	
  
in	
  Japanese	
  and	
  perhaps	
  in	
  other	
  languages	
  as	
  well.	
  	
  The	
  contrast	
  between	
  these	
  
two	
  structures	
  can	
  be	
  viewed	
  as	
  the	
  intransitive	
  vs.	
  transitive	
  distinction.	
  	
  That	
  is,	
  
if	
  we	
  disregard	
  the	
  empty	
  category	
  in	
  (24),	
  the	
  structure	
  is	
  essentially	
  identical	
  
to	
  that	
  of	
  a	
  one-‐place	
  predicate.	
  	
  Thus	
  shimau	
  in	
  (24)	
  assigns	
  only	
  one	
  thematic	
  
role	
  to	
  the	
  embedded	
  sentence	
  that	
  denotes	
  an	
  event.	
  	
  (25),	
  on	
  the	
  other	
  hand	
  is	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
7	
  As	
  in	
  the	
  previous	
  example,	
  the	
  exact	
  nature	
  of	
  the	
  empty	
  category	
  or	
  even	
  the	
  existence	
  itself	
  
may	
  be	
  left	
  obscure	
  at	
  this	
  point.	
  	
  We	
  will	
  look	
  at	
  an	
  alternative	
  way	
  of	
  analyzing	
  these	
  two	
  
structures.	
  	
  Similarly,	
  in	
  the	
  control	
  structure,	
  we	
  tentatively	
  represent	
  two	
  co-‐referential	
  noun	
  
phrases	
  (indicated	
  by	
  referential	
  indices)	
  but	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  essential.	
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a	
  transitive	
  structure	
  in	
  the	
  sense	
  that	
  the	
  same	
  verb	
  shimau	
  assigns	
  two	
  
thematic	
  roles,	
  the	
  Agent	
  role	
  to	
  its	
  noun	
  phrase	
  subject,	
  and	
  the	
  Proposition	
  to	
  
the	
  embedded	
  clause.	
  	
  It	
  follows,	
  then,	
  that	
  the	
  single	
  verb	
  shimau	
  is	
  lexically	
  
ambiguous	
  between	
  a	
  one-‐place	
  predicate	
  (intransitive)	
  and	
  a	
  two-‐place	
  
predicate	
  (transitive).	
  	
  The	
  distinction	
  can	
  be	
  schematically	
  represented	
  as	
  
follows:8	
  
(26)	
  Intransitive	
  Structure	
  

S	
  

	
  
	
  

S	
  

shimau	
  

	
  
	
  
(27)	
  Transitive	
  Structure	
  
	
  

S	
  

	
  

Agent	
   S	
   shimau	
  

	
  
	
  	
  
	
  
Approximately	
  speaking,	
  (26)	
  means	
  that	
  the	
  event	
  denoted	
  by	
  the	
  lower	
  S	
  gets	
  
terminated	
  on	
  its	
  own	
  whereas	
  (27)	
  means	
  that	
  the	
  agent	
  actively	
  terminates	
  the	
  
event	
  denoted	
  by	
  the	
  lower	
  S.	
  	
  This	
  distinction	
  or	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  there	
  are	
  two	
  
different	
  syntactic	
  frames	
  associated	
  with	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  becomes	
  crucial	
  when	
  we	
  
examine	
  various	
  semantic	
  and	
  pragmatic	
  functions	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  supposedly	
  
generates.9	
  
4.	
  Semantics	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  
4.1	
  Semantics	
  of	
  the	
  control	
  /	
  transitive/	
  “suru”(doing)	
  structure	
  
	
  	
  We	
  begin	
  with	
  the	
  transitive	
  allomorph	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  because	
  we	
  believe	
  that	
  
the	
  grammatical	
  properties	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  are	
  inherited	
  from	
  the	
  original	
  main	
  
verb	
  shimau,	
  which	
  is	
  purely	
  a	
  transitive	
  verb.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  our	
  conjecture	
  that	
  if	
  there	
  
was	
  a	
  process	
  of	
  grammaticalization	
  that	
  created	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  
from	
  the	
  lexical	
  verb	
  shimau,	
  then	
  it	
  first	
  produced	
  the	
  transitive	
  version	
  of	
  	
  the	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8	
  We	
  assume	
  that	
  the	
  gerundive	
  ending	
  –te	
  appears	
  in	
  the	
  lower	
  sentence	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  stem	
  
inflection	
  but	
  this	
  is	
  a	
  minor	
  issue	
  and	
  our	
  proposal	
  in	
  this	
  paper	
  does	
  not	
  hinge	
  on	
  exactly	
  how	
  –
te	
  is	
  analyzed.	
  
9	
  In	
  a	
  slightly	
  different	
  linguistic	
  tradition	
  a	
  similar	
  concept	
  is	
  regarded	
  as	
  a	
  pair	
  of	
  
fundamentally	
  important	
  contrastive	
  notions	
  that	
  characterizes	
  language	
  one	
  way	
  or	
  another.	
  	
  
Ikegami	
  (1981)	
  characterizes	
  Japanese	
  as	
  basically	
  a	
  naru	
  (becoming)	
  language	
  as	
  opposed	
  to	
  a	
  
suru	
  (doing)	
  language	
  such	
  as	
  English.	
  	
  See	
  also	
  Kageyama	
  (1996).	
  This	
  distinction	
  overlaps	
  with	
  
the	
  intransitive-‐transitive	
  distinction	
  we	
  are	
  looking	
  at,	
  if	
  not	
  identical.	
  Thus,	
  (26)	
  is	
  a	
  naru	
  
schema	
  and	
  (27)	
  a	
  suru	
  schema.	
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auxiliary	
  verb	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  and	
  subsequently	
  it	
  mutated	
  into	
  the	
  intransitive	
  
counterpart	
  of	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb.	
  The	
  transitive	
  structure	
  has	
  the	
  following	
  
properties.	
  
(28)	
  	
  
(A)	
  The	
  higher	
  verb	
  shimau	
  is	
  transitive.	
  
(B)	
  The	
  matrix	
  subject	
  bears	
  the	
  thematic	
  role	
  of	
  Agent.	
  
(C)	
  The	
  matrix	
  subject	
  and	
  the	
  embedded	
  subject	
  are	
  interpreted	
  as	
  co-‐
referential.	
  
Since	
  the	
  Agent	
  subject	
  is	
  present	
  in	
  the	
  main	
  clause,	
  which	
  instigates	
  the	
  action	
  
of	
  “shimau”	
  (putting	
  away),	
  and	
  also	
  the	
  target	
  of	
  this	
  action	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  physical	
  
object	
  but	
  an	
  abstract	
  entity	
  of	
  eventuality,	
  we	
  can	
  schematically	
  represent	
  the	
  
core	
  meaning	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  as	
  follows:10	
  
(29)	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  SHIMAU	
 
	
 
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
 
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  <unreachable	
  region>	
  

	
  

<event>	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  <AGENT	
  of	
  action>	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  time	
  line	
  
Note	
  that	
  this	
  graphic	
  representation	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  is	
  virtually	
  analogous	
  to	
  what	
  
we	
  proposed	
  for	
  the	
  meaning	
  of	
  the	
  lexical	
  verb	
  shimau	
  in	
  (5).	
  	
  One	
  big	
  difference	
  
is	
  that	
  the	
  target	
  of	
  action	
  is	
  an	
  event,	
  rather	
  than	
  an	
  ordinary	
  physical	
  object.	
  	
  
We	
  assume	
  that	
  the	
  gerundive	
  ending	
  on	
  the	
  embedded	
  verb	
  indicates	
  perfective	
  
aspect,	
  which	
  means	
  that	
  the	
  event	
  upon	
  which	
  the	
  Agent	
  acted	
  is	
  a	
  past	
  event.	
  
Furthermore,	
  the	
  completed	
  event	
  is	
  placed	
  in	
  an	
  insulated	
  region	
  that	
  lies	
  
outside	
  the	
  realm	
  of	
  normal	
  past-‐present-‐future	
  time	
  line.	
  	
  This	
  makes	
  the	
  
completed	
  event	
  qualitatively	
  different	
  from	
  a	
  normal	
  past.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  more	
  than	
  past,	
  	
  
s	
  “strong	
  past”,	
  and	
  therefore	
  the	
  event	
  in	
  question	
  is	
  in	
  a	
  sense	
  “un-‐retrievable”,	
  
unreachable	
  and	
  irreversible.	
  	
  11	
  We	
  may	
  want	
  to	
  say	
  that	
  the	
  event	
  in	
  question	
  
has	
  become	
  fait	
  accompli.	
 
	
  	
  Our	
  hypothesis	
  demands	
  that	
  only	
  an	
  inanimate	
  subject	
  cannot	
  appear	
  in	
  this	
  
type	
  of	
  construction	
  simply	
  because	
  the	
  construction	
  requires	
  the	
  agentive	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
10	
  Constrast	
  (29)	
  with	
  its	
  lexical	
  version	
  (5),	
  and	
  notice	
  that	
  there	
  are	
  two	
  kinds	
  of	
  differences	
  

between	
  them.	
  	
  First,	
  	
  as	
  noted	
  in	
  the	
  main	
  text,	
  the	
  target	
  of	
  action	
  is	
  a	
  concrete	
  object	
  in	
  (5)	
  
whereas	
  it	
  is	
  an	
  abstract	
  eventuality	
  in	
  (29).	
  	
  Second,	
  the	
  time	
  line	
  is	
  indicated	
  in	
  (29)	
  while	
  no	
  
such	
  concept	
  is	
  relevant	
  in	
  (5).	
  	
  We	
  conjecture	
  that	
  the	
  temporal	
  feature	
  stems	
  from	
  the	
  
gerundive	
  marker	
  -‐te,	
  which	
  is	
  connected	
  with	
  the	
  past	
  tense	
  morpheme	
  -‐ta.	
  Probably	
  the	
  
physical	
  location	
  is	
  more	
  relevant	
  in	
  (5),	
  instead.	
  
11	
  Kuramochi	
  (2000)	
  characterizes	
  this	
  kind	
  of	
  detachment	
  as	
  “ishiki	
  no	
  danzetsu”(dissociation	
  
of	
  consciousness)	
  and	
  his	
  concept	
  is	
  close	
  to	
  our	
  concept	
  of	
  irreversibility,	
  if	
  not	
  identical.	
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subject.	
  It	
  follows	
  that	
  the	
  following	
  sentences	
  are	
  ungrammatical	
  as	
  transitive	
  -‐
te	
  shimau	
  constructions.12	
  
(30)	
  (*)ame-‐ga	
  fut-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  rain-‐NOM	
  fall-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (*It	
  did	
  something	
  so	
  that	
  it	
  rained.)	
  
(31)	
  (*)John-‐ga	
  jibun-‐no	
  namae-‐o	
  wasure-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  John-‐NOM	
  self-‐GEN	
  name-‐ACC	
  forget-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (??John	
  did	
  something	
  to	
  forget	
  his	
  own	
  name.)	
  
If	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  note	
  that	
  if	
  the	
  grammar	
  allows	
  a	
  transitive	
  	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  
structure,	
  then	
  it	
  also	
  allows	
  an	
  intransitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  structure.	
  	
  Therefore,	
  for	
  
any	
  well-‐formed	
  transitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  sentence,	
  there	
  exists	
  a	
  corresponding	
  
intransitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  sentence.	
  	
  This	
  kind	
  of	
  systematic	
  ambiguity	
  is	
  inevitable	
  
but	
  harmless.	
  
	
  	
  The	
  fact	
  that	
  there	
  are	
  two	
  subjects	
  in	
  a	
  transitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  sentence	
  predicts	
  
that	
  honorification	
  may	
  apply	
  twice;	
  i.e.,	
  both	
  the	
  embedded	
  verb	
  and	
  the	
  matrix	
  
verb	
  may	
  be	
  turned	
  into	
  honorific	
  forms.	
  
(32)	
  Yamada-‐sensei-‐ga	
  sono	
  hon-‐o	
  yon-‐da.	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Yamada-‐teacher-‐NOM	
  that	
  book-‐ACC	
  read-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘Mr.	
  Yamada	
  read	
  that	
  book.”	
  
(33)	
  Yamada-‐sensei-‐ga	
  sono	
  hon-‐o	
  yon-‐de	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Yamada-‐teacher-‐NOM	
  that	
  book-‐ACC	
  read-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘Mr.	
  Yamada	
  finished	
  reading	
  that	
  book	
  (and	
  it	
  is	
  considered	
  done).”	
  
(34)	
  Yamada-‐sensei-‐ga	
  sono	
  hon-‐o	
  o-‐yomi-‐ni	
  nat-‐te	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Yamada-‐teacher-‐NOM	
  that	
  book-‐ACC	
  HON-‐read-‐COP	
  become-‐GER	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  o-‐shimai-‐ni	
  nat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  HON-‐FINISH-‐COP	
  become-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (same	
  meaning	
  as	
  (33);	
  reverence	
  expressed	
  toward	
  Mr.	
  Yamada)	
  	
  
As	
  predicted,	
  the	
  honorific	
  marking	
  that	
  prefixes	
  o-‐	
  and	
  suffixes	
  a	
  copula	
  plus	
  
naru	
  (to	
  become)	
  appears	
  twice	
  in	
  (34).13	
  
	
  	
  The	
  core	
  semantics	
  of	
  the	
  transitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  sentence	
  can	
  be	
  summarized	
  as	
  
follows.	
  
(35)	
  	
  “X	
  [….	
  V-‐te]	
  shimau”	
  means	
  that	
  “X	
  acts	
  as	
  agent	
  and	
  actively	
  participates	
  in	
  
performing	
  the	
  action	
  denoted	
  by	
  the	
  stem	
  verb	
  V	
  and	
  this	
  sub-‐event	
  is	
  already	
  
in	
  the	
  past,	
  and	
  was	
  put	
  in	
  a	
  secluded	
  region	
  from	
  which	
  nothing	
  can	
  be	
  
retrieved	
  anymore.	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
12	
  As	
  we	
  will	
  see	
  shortly,	
  (30)	
  and	
  (31)	
  are	
  in	
  fact	
  grammatical	
  in	
  the	
  intransitive	
  or	
  raising	
  type	
  
construction.	
  
13	
  It	
  is	
  true	
  that	
  double-‐honorific	
  sentence	
  in	
  (34)	
  may	
  sound	
  weird	
  compared	
  to	
  the	
  following	
  

version,	
  in	
  which	
  the	
  honorification	
  process	
  applies	
  only	
  in	
  the	
  main	
  clause.	
  
	
  	
  (i)	
  Yamada-‐sensei-‐ga	
  sono	
  hon-‐o	
  yon-‐de	
  o-‐shimai-‐ni	
  nat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  Yamada-‐teacher-‐NOM	
  that	
  book-‐ACC	
  HON-‐read-‐COP	
  HON-‐FINISH-‐COP	
  become-‐PST	
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4.2	
  Semantics	
  of	
  the	
  raising	
  /	
  intransitive/	
  “naru”(becoming)	
  structure	
  
	
  	
  Let	
  us	
  now	
  turn	
  to	
  the	
  second	
  construction	
  type	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau,	
  the	
  intransitive	
  
structure.	
  	
  As	
  mentioned	
  earlier,	
  our	
  conjecture	
  is	
  that	
  the	
  intransitive	
  structure	
  
is	
  secondarily	
  derived	
  from	
  the	
  transitive	
  counterpart,	
  by	
  simply	
  eliminating	
  the	
  
agentive	
  subject.	
  	
  The	
  intransitive	
  construction	
  possesses	
  the	
  following	
  
properties.	
  
(36)	
  	
  
(A)	
  The	
  higher	
  verb	
  shimau	
  is	
  intransitive.	
  
(B)	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  matrix	
  subject.	
  	
  
(C)	
  The	
  embedded	
  sentence	
  is	
  the	
  sole	
  argument	
  of	
  shimau.	
  
Since	
  there	
  exists	
  no	
  main	
  subject	
  that	
  instigates	
  the	
  action	
  of	
  “shimau”	
  (putting	
  
away),	
  the	
  event	
  is	
  taken	
  as	
  just	
  “happened”,	
  not	
  “done”.	
  	
  	
  Again,	
  we	
  can	
  
schematically	
  represent	
  the	
  core	
  meaning	
  of	
  intransitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  as	
  follows:	
  
(37)	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  SHIMAU	
 
	
 
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
 
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  <unreachable	
  region>	
  

	
  

<event>	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  time	
  line	
  
This	
  schematic	
  representation	
  suggests	
  that	
  for	
  any	
  event,	
  it	
  becomes	
  “done”	
  and	
  
the	
  effect	
  is	
  irreversible	
  because	
  the	
  area	
  in	
  which	
  this	
  event	
  is	
  stored	
  is	
  
unreachable.	
  	
  
	
  	
  There	
  are	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  consequences	
  derived	
  from	
  this	
  hypothesis.	
  	
  Since	
  the	
  
construction	
  does	
  not	
  involve	
  a	
  matrix	
  subject	
  and	
  the	
  choice	
  of	
  an	
  embedded	
  
event	
  is	
  arbitrary,	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  selectional	
  restriction	
  on	
  the	
  embedded	
  subject	
  or	
  
the	
  embedded	
  verb.	
  
(38)	
  ame-‐ga	
  fut-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  rain-‐NOM	
  fall-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘It	
  so	
  happened	
  that	
  it	
  rained	
  (and	
  that	
  is	
  done).’	
  
(39)	
  John-‐ga	
  jibun-‐no	
  namae-‐o	
  wasure-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  John-‐NOM	
  self-‐GEN	
  name-‐ACC	
  forget-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘It	
  so	
  happened	
  that	
  John	
  forgot	
  his	
  own	
  name	
  (and	
  that	
  is	
  done).’	
  
(40)	
  men-‐ga	
  ware-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (identical	
  to	
  (20))	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  face-‐NOM	
  break-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘(My)	
  identity	
  was	
  revealed	
  (and	
  cannot	
  be	
  undone).’	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (Lit:	
  ‘The	
  face	
  gotten	
  broken.’)	
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(41)	
  kioku-‐ga	
  kes-‐are-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  memory-‐NOM	
  erase-‐PASS-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘It	
  so	
  happened	
  that	
  his	
  memory	
  got	
  wiped	
  out	
  (and	
  no	
  way	
  to	
  undo).’	
  
In	
  these	
  four	
  examples,	
  we	
  observe	
  an	
  inanimate	
  subject,	
  a	
  non-‐agentive	
  human	
  
subject,	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  an	
  idiom,	
  and	
  a	
  superficial	
  passive	
  subject	
  (which	
  happens	
  to	
  be	
  
inanimate	
  in	
  (41)).	
  
	
  	
  When	
  the	
  stem	
  or	
  embedded	
  verb	
  is	
  a	
  volitional	
  verb,	
  being	
  embedded	
  under	
  
the	
  intransitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau,	
  the	
  sub-‐event	
  is	
  recast	
  as	
  a	
  non-‐volitional	
  event.	
  Thus,	
  
it	
  generates	
  a	
  nuance	
  of	
  being	
  “autonomous”.	
  (See	
  Sugimoto	
  (1992))	
  	
 
(42)	
  osara-‐o	
  wat-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  plate-‐ACC	
  break-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘It	
  so	
  happened	
  that	
  I	
  broke	
  the	
  plate	
  (and	
  it	
  cannot	
  be	
  undone).’	
  
	
  Since	
  the	
  targeted	
  event	
  is	
  thrown	
  into	
  the	
  “vaulted	
  room”,	
  so	
  to	
  speak,	
  and	
  
therefore	
  not	
  reachable	
  anymore,	
  if	
  the	
  speaker	
  wanted	
  it	
  not	
  to	
  happen,	
  the	
  
feelings	
  of	
  pity,	
  regret,	
  and	
  disappointment	
  can	
  be	
  detected.	
  
(43)	
  Taro-‐ga	
  kaet-‐te	
  shimat-‐ta	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Taro-‐NOM	
  leave-‐GER	
  FINISH-‐PST	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘It	
  so	
  happened	
  that	
  Taro	
  left,	
  which	
  is	
  a	
  pity.’	
  
	
  	
  To	
  summarize	
  the	
  core	
  meaning	
  of	
  the	
  intransitive	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  sentence,	
  we	
  
could	
  say	
  something	
  like	
  (44).	
  
(44)	
  “[………	
  V-‐te]	
  shimau”	
  means	
  that	
  the	
  event	
  signaled	
  by	
  the	
  embedded	
  verb	
  V	
  
occurred	
  by	
  itself	
  and	
  was	
  put	
  in	
  a	
  secluded	
  region	
  from	
  which	
  nothing	
  can	
  be	
  
retrieved	
  anymore.	
  
5.	
  	
  Remaining	
  Problems	
  
Our	
  research	
  project	
  is	
  still	
  halfway	
  to	
  the	
  ultimate	
  goal,	
  which	
  is	
  to	
  explain	
  away	
  
all	
  the	
  semantic	
  and	
  pragmatic	
  variations	
  of	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  sentences	
  recognized	
  in	
  
the	
  literature	
  and	
  show	
  how	
  each	
  meaning	
  type	
  is	
  derived	
  from	
  the	
  core	
  notions	
  
illustrated	
  in	
  this	
  paper.	
  	
  We	
  have	
  tried	
  to	
  show	
  that	
  by	
  setting	
  up	
  two	
  distinct	
  
syntactic	
  structures	
  for	
  -‐te	
  shimau,	
  various	
  connotations	
  associated	
  with	
  -‐te	
  
shimau	
  can	
  be	
  attributed	
  to	
  the	
  semantic	
  core	
  that	
  the	
  two	
  fundamental	
  syntactic	
  
structures	
  share,	
  and	
  the	
  semantic	
  core	
  itself	
  is	
  derived	
  from	
  the	
  original	
  
meaning	
  of	
  the	
  lexical	
  verb	
  shimau.	
  	
  However,	
  we	
  have	
  only	
  covered	
  a	
  few	
  
connotation	
  types	
  discussed	
  in	
  the	
  literature,	
  and	
  therefore	
  it	
  remains	
  to	
  be	
  seen	
  
whether	
  our	
  program	
  is	
  on	
  the	
  right	
  track.	
  Our	
  ongoing	
  research	
  projects	
  will	
  
hopefully	
  provide	
  a	
  more	
  comprehensive,	
  extensive	
  and	
  concrete	
  	
  picture	
  of	
  the	
  
properties	
  of	
  the	
  auxiliary	
  verb	
  -‐te	
  shimau	
  provides.14	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
14	
  Extended	
  and	
  more	
  elaborate	
  work	
  will	
  appear	
  as	
  Abe	
  (in	
  preparation)	
  and	
  Kondo	
  (in	
  

preparation)	
  .	
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In 1831, while still in her early twenties, Phillis Goggs Seal left her comfortable
existence in Norfolk, England, with her new husband, Charles Seal, to live the reminder
of her life mostly in Hobart, Tasmania. During her extraordinary life which would end
at Ballarat, Victoria, in 1877 when she was sixty-nine years old, she and her husband
helped establish the infrastructure of early Australia. While mostly forgotten today, they
operated at one time or another, the largest whaling fleet in Australia, among other
enterprises. After her husband’s untimely death in 1851, Phillis continued to run the
family businesses while raising a large family which subsequently became a major player
in the Victorian Gold Rush in the 1850s-1860s.
In a paper presented at this Conference last year,1 I followed the course of the Seal’s
1831 voyage aboard the bark, Surry, to Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) to the point of
their arrival at Rio de Janeiro after their ship was struck by a rogue wave and almost
sunk. Not only was the Surry badly damaged forcing its unexpected diversion to Rio, but
the vessel also arrived at the Brazilian capital in the middle of the political upheaval
which had resulted in the abdication of the king of Brazil, Dom Pedro I.
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Obviously, a political event of the magnitude of the one playing out at Rio when the
Surry took refuge there was not something one would expect to sail into every day.
Nonetheless, there could always be unanticipated problems in any port—and, as those
aboard the Surry learned only too well, one could never expect the sea to be a cooperative
partner. Few vessels ever arrived at their destinations completely unscathed. In
addition, encounters with pirates, slavers, diseases, whales, extreme heat, windless days,
and other such phenomena were not uncommon. Most difficulties, however, seem to
have been the result of the interaction of largely inexperienced passengers unused to
being confined on board a ship for a lengthy period of time.
Unfortunately, other than the Surry’s brief brush with disaster near the Equator and
tenuous delay at Rio, nothing else is known about the voyage. While many individuals
traveling the route over the years did keep diaries of their experiences— a number of
them women— there is no indication that Phillis was one of them. The only reason
anything at all is known about her experience is that the Surry’s captain, Ranulph Dacre,
wrote his owner in London about the ship’s near destruction and difficulties at Rio,2 and a
brief account of it had appeared in The Hobart Town Courier (July 30, 1831). According
to statements on displays at the Sydney Maritime Museum, transport to Australia for all
categories of passengers, from prisoner to prosperous, was relatively safe and routine
with less loss of life than might be expected—but that does not mean there were not risks
and that no one died. Phillis, who may have been or become pregnant on the voyage,3
most certainly would have experienced difficulties during the remainder of her voyage.
A sampling of the kinds of situations passengers like her routinely faced may be
discovered in the previously-mentioned accounts of others who had made the crossing.
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In this regard, we are especially fortunate to have the records of three contemporary
young British women, all of whom made their voyages to Van Diemen’s Land or
Australia within a decade of Phillis’ own arrival. Their narratives provide invaluable
information about what could and did occur over these long passages—and, as might be
expected, the stories range from the mundane to some worthy of a movie script.

The Voyage of Rosalie Hare aboard the Caroline, 1827-1828
The earliest—and perhaps most eventful-- of the three accounts was written by
Rosalie Hare aboard the Caroline in 1827-1828. A little less than three years before
Phillis Goggs Seal departed London for Van Diemen’s Land, the younger Rosalie Hare
left Hull, England, on July 17, 1827, bound for Tasmania. Not only is the time period
right for a comparison, but the geography of their homes in England was also very close.
Rosalie was from Ipswich, East Anglia, which was just south of Norfolk, where Phillis
had grown up at Whissonsett, about 50 miles to the northwest. Like Phillis, Rosalie had
recently married and was lifted almost immediately out of what seems to have been a
comfortable life in England (her deceased father had been a military surgeon) into an
entirely different one that would take her thousands of miles away from home. Unlike
Phillis, however, Rosalie was not simply a passenger on the Caroline; nor was she a
colonist. Her new husband, Robert Lind Hare (who may have been related to her since
Rosalie’s natural father’s surname had also been “Lind”) was captain of the vessel. The
two had been married at Ipswich the previous February 20, when she was not yet
eighteen years old. Her experience, then, was that of captain’s wife, and Rosalie’s
voyage, probably her first time at sea, would ultimately take her to destinations beyond
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Van Diemen’s Land. It is, however, Rosalie’s description of that part of her voyage
which ended in Tasmania which is of interest here.
Rosalie’s diary was edited a hundred years later by Ms. Ida Lee of the Society of
Woman Geographers, U.S.A., and published under the title, The Voyage of the Caroline:
From England to Van Diemen’s Land and Batavia in 1827-28 by Rosalie Hare
(Longmans, Green and Co. Ltd., London), in 1927. Nothing indicates that Rosalie had
initially planned to write an account of her trip, but once the opportunity presented itself
on board in the form of a stately blank volume presented to her by the Caroline’s chief
officer, she immediately took to the task of preserving the details of her adventures for
her brothers and sisters back home.
Minor problems began for the Caroline even before the start of the actual voyage.
The vessel, a 330-ton brig built at Calcutta in 1825, had first left London on June 1, 1827,
to sail to Hamburg, Germany to pick up especially-selected Saxony sheep, which were
known for their fine wool. Unfortunately, three of the pampered sheep died immediately
from “foot-rot” and two more died after reaching Hull, where the Caroline remained ten
days before sailing for Van Diemen’s Land.4 These preliminaries were in accordance
with instructions from the Van Diemen’s Land Company, which had hired the ship to
convey sixty emigrants, mostly from Yorkshire, and livestock to the remote location of
Circular Head on the Bass Straits along the northwest coast of Tasmania to develop the
area.
On Saturday, January 19, 1828, the Caroline would arrive at Van Diemen’s Land.
The entire voyage from Hull took 184 days, or about six months. The ship had put in at
Cape Town, its only stop, on November 11; had sailed from there on November 26; and
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arrived at Circular Head almost eight weeks later. Other than these details, Rosalie’s
account (Voyage of the Caroline, 11-22) does not provide very specific information about
the route the vessel had taken.
Instructions from the Company had ordered no stops at all, and the one at Cape Town
only happened because of the need for water. The ship had left the English coast on July
24, but not before a short delay when it ran aground on a sandbar and had to be refloated. On August 9, the Caroline was off Brest, France, but no land was sighted nor
was any approached until it anchored at Cape Town. The editor of Rosalie’s diary
reconstructs (Voyage, “Introduction,” 4ff.) the Caroline crossing the tropic of Cancer and
sailing toward the Cape Verde Islands, where on August 24 the northern- and
westernmost of the group, San Antonio, lying in 18˚ N. latitude, was passed. Winds
from the west drove the ship closer to the African Coast near Sierra Leone than was
desired, the waters frequented by slavers coming and going, and the Equator drew near.
The weather was fair, the seas were calm, and the winds favorable, as the Caroline
steered a more westerly course. On October 1, the ship was at latitude 30˚ S and
longitude 32˚ W, which would have placed it in the mid-South Atlantic, a little closer to
South America than Africa. It was reported to have been met there by the French
warship, Alcibiades, after the latter had arrived at Rio de Janeiro. From that point, the
Caroline apparently had turned southwards toward the Cape of Good Hope-- but the
weather changed markedly, growing colder with fierce winds. Gales and high seas
pounded the Caroline all the way to Cape Town, where the brig finally dropped anchor in
Table Bay on November 11. It remained there for two weeks before setting sail for Van
Diemen’s Land on November 26. During that time, Rosalie and her husband stayed on
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shore with friends, and enjoyed the local sights and natural beauty. Rosalie was
especially conscious of the mixed population at Cape Town, including black Africans,
both slave and free, among the 130,000 inhabitants.
The extended gales and high seas that had characterized the last part of the voyage to
Cape Town were only some of the unpleasant experiences that confronted Rosalie during
her voyage. Unlike Phillis Goggs Seal’s bark, the Surry (about the same tonnage as the
Caroline), whose owners boasted superior accommodations to attract a smaller, more
elite group of passengers, the Caroline lodged a motley assortment of emigrants bound
for the Van Diemen’s Land Company’s settlement at Circular Head. Wealth and status,
of course, are never guarantees of how people will behave on a trip, but the lower social
rank of the passengers on Rosalie’s ship (whom she described, with a few exceptions, as
the “lowest class of Yorkshire people”) probably trumped anything Phillis would
experience on the Surry. Young Rosalie was especially observant of improper behavior,
not only because of her own inexperience (she would turn nineteen on the voyage) at
being tossed into such a human mix on so tiny a stage, but also because she felt it her
duty as captain’s wife to record all irksome or threatening behavior.
The Caroline had not even been gone from Hull three weeks when a drunk and
threatening passenger was clapped in irons. Before that could be done, however, four
other passengers “rescued” the man and took him below, forcing the captain, the ship’s
surgeon, and first and second officers to arm themselves, handcuff the fellow, and
imprison him on the poop deck while he threatened their lives. After recanting and
promising future good behavior, he was released that night. A little over a week later, the
steward was forced to give up the keys to the storeroom “for wasting and adulterating the
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provisions of the passengers.” He left the first officer’s cabin threatening revenge. Four
days later, a quarreling couple declared they were going to kill each other, the wife
having torn her husband’s clothes to the point that he had to be supplied with new ones.
The two were separated during the night, the husband remaining on deck-- but the next
morning, the wife stabbed him in the arm with a pen knife and threatened to “cut his
throat.” She was placed in irons, and a special confinement cabin was constructed on
the quarter deck to hold her. She reacted by claiming it was “the most comfortable place
she had been in” since leaving England, and gave her compliments to the ship’s
carpenter. By the next day, however, she had changed her mind. The woman tried to
break down the prison’s door, while striking at the captain and surgeon with broken
pieces of Venetian blinds from her small cabin window. Subsequently, her request to let
her young son sleep with her was granted, but she scared the poor lad to the point that he
was removed from the temporary structure. She remained confined for another eleven
days before she finally promised to behave and make up with her husband.
Such things, however, were of small consequence when compared to the Caroline’s
encounter with a heavily-armed pirate ship on Sunday, September 9. Warning shots were
fired from the vessel, which raised the Spanish colors after first displaying the French
flag. The unarmed Caroline, in imminent danger, was forced to stop. It was ordered to
send a boat immediately with the ship’s papers, and the Caroline’s first officer was taken
on board the pirate. Armed men accompanied him to their captain, and, at that point, no
one on the Caroline knew what was going to happen. Fortunately, the incident turned
out amicably-- probably because a ship load of lower class emigrants was not much of a
prize. The pirates ultimately asked only for a bolt of canvas and two sheep, returning two
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of their own sheep and some wine and biscuits. The first officer was also required to
sign a document affirming that the Caroline had not been harmed, and the two vessels
went their separate ways. Much of the pirate wine was later thrown overboard by the
passengers, fearing that it might be tainted; but the Caroline’s crew ate and drank to no
effect—except their enjoyment. The pirate ship was never identified, but the fear of
another such encounter hovered over the brig for the rest of the voyage and even
influenced its course. “Never can this day be forgotten!” Rosalie wrote, and she
attributed the salvation of the eighty souls on board solely to the hand of God, as did most
of the crew and passengers. Once the immediate danger had passed, however, God’s
mercy was quickly forgotten, the quarreling was renewed, and a sailor was thrown in
irons for mutinous behavior.
After an additional brief delay at Cape Town because of a broken anchor,
Rosalie described the remainder of the voyage to Van Diemen’s Land as filled with
thoughts of home. She also relates an unpleasant story about a “miserable, wicked
woman,” who gave birth to a son but allowed him to die because of neglect, even having
burned the baby with embers from her pipe-- and there are also Rosalie’s accounts of
continuous gales and high seas. The latter especially incapacitated her for, as she says,
“I had been ill most of the passage from the Cape.” (Voyage, 33)
Having finally arrived at Circular Head on Saturday, January 19, 1828, Rosalie
describes the passengers’ disappointment at what they saw, a far cry from what they had
been led to expect. The dismay evoked passionate indignation among the emigrants,
cries for mothers back home, and curses upon the Directors of the Van Diemen’s Land
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Company! Such sentiments do not appear to have been atypical of those who had naively
come to settle and work in the new land of Australia.

The Voyage of Jane Roberts aboard the Wanstead, 1829-1830
The next year in August, 1829, still about a year and a half before Phillis Goggs Seal’s
departure, an obviously well-educated woman named Jane Roberts left London on the
bark, Wanstead,5 bound for Van Diemen’s Land by way of the Swan River Colony in
Western Australia.6 She gives no particular reason for going, but the most likely
explanation behind her decision was the thought of joining her brother, Peter, who was
Deputy Assistant Commissary General in Tasmania.7 She recorded her “strange
adventures” in a book entitled, Two Years at Sea: Being the Narrative of a Voyage to the
Swan River and Van Diemen’s Land, During the Years 1829, 30, 31 (London: Richard
Bentley, New Burlington Street, 1834), not long after returning to England.
“A ship,” Jane begins the first page of her account, “destined to a distant colony
contains such a heterogeneous assemblage of the wants of humanity, that the details
would not only be uninteresting but almost impossible [to relate].” Indeed, experiencing
the “heterogeneous assemblage of the wants of humanity” was an unavoidable
consequence of close life aboard ships-- as already evidenced in the diary of Rosalie
Hare. Some of Jane’s introductory remarks to her readers further emphasize the
difficulties inherent in all such adventures:
The powers of the human frame are much beyond our conception; were we
to see before us the fatigues and dangers the body is to undergo, we should say that
it must sink under them: and, could we know the sorrows and bereavements the mind
is to experience, we should think the heart must break; but the dangers and fatigues
come and pass away, and still we do not sink; sickness, sorrows, and bereavements,
attend us, and still the heart does not break: because, though ill teem on ill, we shall
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run our course, till the Almighty fiat go forth that “the silver cord be loosed.”
It is thus that I have been preserved, by a gracious and protecting Providence,
through all the dangers related in the following work….” (Two Years at Sea, vi)
On Jane’s particular voyage,8 problems which would affect the trip started almost
immediately. The Wanstead lumbered along sluggishly unable to gain speed because of
her heavy load. Then just off British shores, heavy seas tossed the bark around so
violently that many of the horses, cows, and sheep within were banged against the
bulkheads and killed. Their carcasses were tossed overboard. While the loss was a
disappointing one at the very start of such a long voyage, the ship sailed better because of
the diminished weight. Subsequently, the weather was “remarkably fine” and little
transpired aside from a meeting with the ship Mary from Trinidad with which beef and
potatoes were exchanged for cocoa-nuts and cocoa which were “much more agreeable in
a warm latitude.” On September 1, the Wanstead anchored in Funchal Roads, off the
Island of Madeira, 17 days after leaving English shores at Portsmouth. Health officers
boarded, and every one having been cleared, passengers were allowed to go ashore.
They were glad to step foot on firm land again. Ms. Roberts and fellow passengers
proceeded to a hotel and ate a “moderate” breakfast by English standards where the beefsteak was particularly enjoyed by all. Roberts describes in detail their sightseeing and
conversation, some of it political, with the locals, then says they departed on the morning
of September 5, 1829.
The ship set course directly for “Bahia, on the Brazilian shore,” where sheep and
cattle were to be obtained to replace the ones that had been lost. It does not appear that a
stop at Bahia had originally been planned but was the result of discussion between
concerned passengers destined for the Swan River Colony and the captain. Clearly,
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unforeseen happenings on such voyages could and did dictate changes in a ship’s original
course.
The Wanstead had favorable breezes to the tropics, and “the friendly trade-wind
expedited our course.” They reached the Line [Equator] without “any particular
occurrence,” and the ceremony of its crossing took place. Ms. Roberts did not approve,
mentioning it only because she felt she must. “Ladies, of course,” she observes, “are
exempt from the mandate, and act wisely by confining themselves entirely to the cuddy,
as such rude boisterous mirth must be very disagreeable to them”— although she
describes what happened in extended detail (Two Years at Sea, 9-22).
The ship reached the port of Salvador9 on the Bahia coast of Brazil in what Ms.
Roberts figures was ten days time from Madeira. If correct, the short number of days
indicates just how quickly the South Atlantic could be crossed by a ship of the day. This
is of interest in respect to the time it took Phillis and Charles Seal’s ship, the Surry, to
reach Rio after suffering its unfortunate accident at sea. Rio was some 800 miles further
south of Salvador and considering that the Surry had lost its foremast, main top mast and
jib boom, and its sails and rigging were a mess, the fact that the vessel made port in 25
days seems relatively short.10 Consequently, the weather, the winds, and the currents
must have been cooperative, indeed, and the Surry’s master, Captain Dacre, certainly
exhibited how well he knew his craft.
At Salvador, Jane Roberts continues, everyone had been expecting to take on livestock
to replace what had been lost, but mercantile transactions on all fronts proved
disappointing. In fact, there was not enough to provide the ship for her voyage to, and
stay at the Swan River Colony. In the meantime, the passengers’ hopes remained high
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that things would work out, and they spent their time in port taking in the sights. Ms.
Roberts notes how she and the other European passengers were fascinated by seeing for
the first time the large black population of Bahia (as Rosalie Hare had been at Cape
Town), outnumbering the whites 100-1. She also appears especially interested in the
sugar-cane she saw prepared for sale in the marketplace, and speaks about how
debilitating the heat was during the day. She provides a full description of the
passengers’ activities while in Salvador and nearby environs-- and especially noted the
“complaint” of English merchants that there was no clergyman of the Church of England
in residence at Bahia, mentioning also the high bounty they would pay for such a man to
come from England and take up residence among them. Phillis and Charles Seal, both
from families with a history of religious dissent from the Church of England, probably
would have smiled had they heard such an offer.
Finally, at least supplied with all the water the ship could carry, the voyage continued
to Cape Town, where the Wanstead had not originally been scheduled to stop. The
supply problems encountered at Bahia now forced the ship to put in at the Cape. This
not only caused further delay, but also incurred additional expense for all those who had
an investment in the voyage.
According to Ms. Roberts, the weather during the voyage to Cape Town was “fine” on
the “dark blue sea,” and most passengers were looking forward to resting there. On the
way, however, a child, one of fourteen on board, died. He was already sick when he
boarded in England, and, although he had received proper medical attention, he did not
survive and was “consigned to his watery grave.” A newly-married couple in steerage
also lost their child, and how the woman dealt with the tragedy became a shipboard
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topic— some passengers even saying that she did not care as much for the loss as she
should have. Ms. Roberts, however, says that the woman died upon her arrival at Van
Diemen’s Land (Two Years at Sea, 35-36), indicating how heavy her burden actually
was.
The reminder of the voyage to Cape Town, as Ms. Roberts reports, went well, and her
inclusion of certain details about family life on board the Wanstead are revealing:
With but a few exceptions, the rest of the party were well. The boys could climb
the ropes, and the girls could tell their names; the boys danced the sailors’ hornpipe,
barefooted, while the girls looked on and applauded. The baby, that had been in
arms, could now run the deck, and the elder children took care of her: when they met
in the morning, they imitated their elders, by asking how each had passed the night,
in giving an account of the motion of the ship, and were quite prepared to laugh at
those who misapplied the sea-terms of lurching and pitching.
It was remarkable that among so many children no accident happened, but,
doubtless, “a sweet little cherub sat smiling aloft” and kept watch over them; one
boy, it is true, fell from the rigging and hurt his head, but not seriously. (Two Years,
36)

On December 7, thirty-eight days out of Salvador, the ship dropped anchor at Cape
Town. With the delays, Ms. Roberts states that four months had been a long passage and
everyone hastened ashore, where they settled in a boarding-house run by the widow of a
Dutch merchant. It was also there that they received their first horrible eyewitness
accounts about how the Swan River Colony, for which many of them were headed, was
on the verge on failure— its inhabitants facing starvation.11 “Dismay and gloom”
marked the formerly positive countenances of the intended colonists. It was so upsetting
that interest in activities at Cape Town waned immediately. Nonetheless,
Stock of every kind was procured, and several goats, which, of all animals, are the
most useful on board a ship. Cows are large, require fodder, and are quite helpless
during a storm; but goats appear not to mind the weather or ship’s motion, eat biscuit
or any thing out of your hand, and supply you with milk. The ship was also fully
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provisioned for her stay at the Swan River. After eight days of extreme care and
anxiety we again set sail. (Two Years, 39)

Ms. Roberts then describes what occurred during the long voyage to the Swan
River Colony:
We now looked forward to a longer confinement than we had hitherto experienced
during the whole voyage; but, from being accustomed to it, we were enabled to
employ ourselves, and we did not feel it so much as at first. The children seemed to
be quite at home: they were well, grew apace, and were as happy as possible, acting
over and over again all that was to be done at the Swan River. Several of the party
were musical, and, during the calm evenings, they generally played and sang in
concert. The weather was fine, the sea beautiful; time flew rapidly on, and we neared
the shores of New Holland [Australia].
The Captain was informed at the Cape that every ship destined for the Swan
River Settlement had been more or less injured off the Australian shore, besides
two which had been wrecked. This, although it did not alarm him, made him
determine to trust to nothing laid down in charts, but to depend entirely on his
own observations: he and his sextant, therefore, were inseparable companions.
(Two Years, 40-41)

Upon reaching Swan River, the captain relied upon his own skills and judgment to
safely anchor without incident— “nearer the shore than any other vessel had before
ventured.” Because the Wanstead had been delayed at Salvador and the Cape, the ship
was long overdue and thought lost by the colonists, who had heard of its previous
departure from England from other ships. When they saw a ship sail in, they naturally
presumed it was one that had sailed from England at a later date. Such happenings were
obviously not uncommon, as the same was thought about the Seal’s ship, the Surry, when
it unexpectedly sailed into Hobart long after it was supposed to arrive.
What the new colonists saw and felt when first casting eyes upon their future home at
the Swan River Colony is reminiscent of what Rosalie Hare described when the colonists
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aboard the Caroline first viewed Circular Head. Nothing measured up to the advance
publicity and expectations that had lured them there. Ms. Roberts writes:
And what did they see? A fine river, the verdant banks of which refreshed their
anxious gaze? No! sand! In every direction, as far as the eye could reach, a
brilliant white sand, which the children called snow, and wondered why the trees
were green! (Two Years, 43)

The Wanstead was delayed at Swan River because only a few boats were available to
unload and land freight. Even when finally obtained, they would often unavoidably
beach themselves on sandbars. Erecting even temporary housing, largely tents, for the
Wanstead’s passengers was also difficult, as was putting together a decent cargo to take
on to Hobart Town now that much of what the ship had been transporting was left at the
Colony. Seven weeks passed before the ship could leave Swan River, and finally on
March 19, 1830, it departed for Van Diemen’s Land. On board were those originally
intending to end their journey there, including Ms. Roberts; those who after seeing Swan
River, had decided not to stay-- and also some residents from Van Diemen’s Land. The
latter had been at the Colony an unexpectedly long time and were now taking the first
available transportation to return home. By a most remarkable coincidence, a member of
that last group was Charles Seal, who had come to Swan River from Hobart Town for
business and humanitarian reasons.12 This, of course, was before his marriage to Phillis
which would take place in England at the end of the same year, 1830.
It was on this final leg of the voyage that the Wanstead suffered its most frightening
experience. Jane Roberts described the ordeal which almost cost her and Phillis’ future
husband their lives:
Our voyage continued without any remarkable occurrence, till what is called the
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breaking of a heavy sea over the ship. It is an event that frequently happens, but
seldom so unexpectedly, or with such great force, as on the occasion in question. It
might, indeed, be called “heavy,” for, breaking over the poop, it burst through the
skylight, and completely drenched all those seated below in the cuddy. It appeared
as if it not only covered the little bark by a sheet of water, but as if it would sink her
by its weight: she, however, recovered the blow, and, struggling on, seemed to smile at
her own weakness in competition with the surrounding mighty strength. The sailors
did not miss the opportunity of bestowing on her due reward and praise…and they
loudly laughed and talked of the manner in which she received and recovered the
shock, as if she really had had life and feeling.
It was the suddenness of the attack which surprised us, for the sea appeared so calm;
I was seated in the cuddy with my books and work before me; in a moment, without
any previous warning, the contents of my work-basket flew in every direction, and I
could only think of reaching my cabin in safety— no very easy task —every part being
slippery from the water with which it had been drenched. Several ladies were walking
on the poop at the time it happened, who of course suffered much more than those
below. (Two Years, 115-117)

This rogue wave was not in the open sea along the Equator, as was the one which
struck Charles and Phillis’ bark, Surry, the following year, but was in the waters off the
coast of Southern Australia, where it might have been less expected. Obviously, such
phenomena could strike any ship at any place or time. Having survived the one ordeal,
however, it is probably safe to say that Charles Seal never could have anticipated that he
would have the same experience a year later in a different ocean and come close to losing
his life again-- this time with his new bride. He and his fellow passengers now just
looked forward to their safe arrival at Hobart Town. In fact, they were feeling so good
that a number of them, including Jane and Charles, proposed that a purse be raised and
presented to the captain for his courageous efforts in saving the ship. The captain
thanked them, and a letter of appreciation was drawn up which Ms. Roberts says
appeared in the Hobart Town Gazette immediately upon their arrival.13
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On April 11, 1830, the Wanstead anchored in the Derwent River at Hobart, eight
months after its departure from London— an especially long voyage drawn out by the
unforeseen delays at Bahia, Cape Town, and especially Swan River. Her fellow
passenger, Charles Seal, would leave almost immediately for England, where he would
marry Phillis Goggs-- and another angry wave would be waiting for them on their return
trip. As for Jane Roberts, she ends this part of her narrative saying that, “I had fully
anticipated when I left this country [England], that my voyage would have ended at Van
Diemen’s Land, but a severe affliction obliged my immediate return.” The remainder of
her book describes her lengthy trip back to Britain.14

The Voyage of Eliza Arbuckle aboard the Portland, 1838
Eighteen-year-old Scottish born Eliza Arbuckle arrived at Sydney, New South Wales,
Australia, after a four month voyage aboard the Portland on December 28, 1838-- almost
precisely seven years and five months after Phillis Goggs Seal had landed at Hobart
Town, July 25, 1831. Eliza would ultimately live a life deserving of a memoir which she
was finally encouraged to pen in her later years. It was entitled, The Story of an Earnest
Life: A Woman’s Adventures in Australia, and in Two Voyages Around the World, and
was published in 1881 under her married name, Eliza Arbuckle Davies-- forty-three years
after she had first anchored in Port Jackson, the harbor of Sydney. The title itself is
indicative of her remarkable life, which included being one of the first three European
women to view the Murray Valley up from Adelaide, Australia, in 1839, when she was
nineteen. However, Eliza did not remain in Australia. Following an unsuccessful
marriage in which she was physically abused, she returned to Scotland and became a
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missionary and teacher with the Church of Christ. Her work took her all over the world,
including several returns to Australia, and ultimately brought her to Kentucky in the
United States. At Georgetown, a short distance from Lexington, Kentucky, she wrote
her life’s story and dedicated it in devoutly Christian terms to “The Pupils of the
Kentucky Female Orphan School at Midway, Woodford County, Ky.”
While Eliza Arbuckle Davies is worthy of a modern biography herself, it is her
journey to Australia in 1838 that is of interest here, and her impressions of that voyage.
Newlyweds Phillis and Charles Seal had departed from London on the small, 350 ton
bark, Surry, with 27 other passengers. Almost seven-and-a-half years later, teenaged,
unmarried Eliza left directly from Greenock, Scotland, and her ship, the Portland, was
gigantic in comparison with 300 passengers and a complete hospital and staff on board.
While Eliza never specifically classified her vessel, it was a “large,” spacious, full-rigged
ship with many passengers. She describes its upper configuration as, “When the main,
the maintop, the fore, the foretop, the mizzen and mizzentop sails, with studding sails, are
all set and filled with the elastic wind, how swiftly does the ship move on….” (Story of
an Earnest Life, 54) Eliza later provides additional details when the ship arrived at
Sydney: “The great guns and their carriages, and the ratlins, were all freshened up with
a coat of pitch, and they shone as bright in their blackness as possible; and the decks, in
contrast, shone as bright as they could in their whiteness.” (83)

It does not appear from

what she says about its “great guns” that the Portland had much to fear from pirates, as
Rosalie Hare had previously experienced on the Caroline. In fact, it may have been a
naval vessel assigned to transportation duties during this period when the Portland would
make a number of trips to Australia.
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Eliza’s account, the fullest of the three described here, is much too vivid and studied
to be only from memory forty years later, though Eliza was a serious young lady and had
probably kept a diary of some sort which she embellished. What is also interesting,
especially for one of her outwardly religious nature, is the self-flattery she expresses in
regard to the attention she received from men. She does say in her Preface, however,
that she did have “temptations” and “shortcomings….”
Born at Paisley, Scotland, Eliza was already a veteran of stormy local seas when, as a
child, a ship to Belfast she and her mother were on was almost lost in a terrible gale.
Eliza’s motivation for embarking again, even after this dangerous experience, was to
escape her increasingly repressive mother. Her father dead, Eliza had for some time
been seeking solace in Scripture as a way of dealing with her loneliness and distant
relationship with her mother, who apparently never provided the young girl with the
emotional support she needed.

Eliza’s mother was now bent on arranging a marriage to

a rich man who was old enough to be her grandfather. Even though the marriage was to
take place when she was older, Eliza rebelled, thinking her mother had committed the
ultimate betrayal. “Never,” she wrote about her disdain at the time, “while I live, shall I
marry that hateful, hated, wicked, old wretch.” (Earnest Life, 35) Her mother gave
Eliza an ultimatum, telling her to leave her house forever if Eliza disobeyed. She also
taunted Eliza about her newly-developing religious interests. Feeling abandoned, Eliza
“found her way” into a “Scotch Baptist Church,” which her mother “utterly despised,”
and there “found Christ.” Impressed by the piety of one so young, Eliza was asked by
members of her new church to accompany them to New South Wales in Australia, where
land had been purchased. She agreed, believing God was now directing her way.
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Eliza’s reasons for going to Australia, then, were mostly spiritual and quite
different from those of the other women discussed here. In fact, it seems certain she
would never have found herself in this situation had she not experienced what she
considered such a strained relationship with her mother. Be that as it may, her mother
still accompanied Eliza to Greenock and saw her off on her long journey on the Portland,
remaining on the dock, Eliza writes, until she disappeared from sight. “That was a Judas’
kiss,” were the last words she says her mother spoke, while angrily pushing Eliza away
after she had tried to give her a farewell kiss. Night fell, the Portland proceeded, and
everything turned into darkness.
By dawn, the ship had a fair wind and glided down the Firth, even passing the Aisla
Crag, where Eliza’s ship had almost been sunk years before on her way to Ireland. Her
thoughts, however, were turned toward her current transport, the Portland:
She was large, and conveniently fitted up for passengers, of whom she carried a
goodly number. A human dwelling, with all the appurtenances of a home,
constructed to float on the surface of the water, is a great contrivance, and one of
the wonders of the ocean….It was fitted up to carry three hundred persons, and many
whole families were amongst them. How all these were to live together in one house
for four months was a puzzle. The weather was delightful, and everybody was
busy, passengers and crew, putting things in ship-shape. (Earnest Life, 51)

Eliza took up a position atop a pile of spars lashed to the starboard side of the deck,
and there she would sit at her own personal lookout point every day she was able to come
on deck. Her first dinner on board proved to be a very unpleasant experience, as a
novice cook’s assistance made the soup with sea water instead of fresh. Eliza was sick
for several days. To make things worse, by the time the Portland had reached the Bay of
Biscay off France, the sea had become very disagreeable, and a sail flapped noisily after a
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sail boom cracked causing some fear among the neophyte passengers. Through it all,
Eliza says she remained calm because, as she proudly notes, she was “an experienced
sailor.”
The Portland passed the Madeiras and Tenerife and headed into the open sea and
rough waters. Eliza now seemed to have mixed feelings about how the voyage was
proceeding. She admits she talked with few on board, even as far as Cape Town, but her
journey became much more pleasant when she encountered a young midshipman on the
crew who turned out to be her cousin on her deceased father’s side. When Eliza’s father
died, she was very young. Her mother had split with the family, so Eliza knew little
about her relatives and had never seen or known about this cousin. Now they became
good friends, and he asked about whether she was lonesome because he always saw her
perched by herself on her pile of spars. One of her cousin’s friends, an older officer on
the Portland, also came to know Eliza and kept her company when he was free from his
duties. She met several other young ladies as well, and eventually established a good
relationship with the captain, whom she liked but “stood in great awe of him.”
Eliza appears to have been somewhat careless in taking proper precautions about her
safety on board a large ship at sea. Only the quick action of her officer-friend kept her
from getting completely drenched (or worse), when a large wave swept over the deck.
She was not so lucky when in the darkness early one morning she fell through an open
hatchway carelessly left open, and ended up in the ship’s hospital. Her injuries caused
her to become seriously ill, and she even had to be bled while the ship was rolling badly.
She was unconscious for twelve days, her life in the balance (Earnest Life, 56). Later,
just after the Portland had been in becalmed seas near the Equator for two weeks, Eliza
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suffered a second fall. A slight breeze had finally taken the ship out of the intense heat
and dead air in which it had been sitting mostly motionless, into the southern latitude.
The sun was especially glaring on the Portland’s white decks Eliza notes, and
momentarily blinded by the brightness, she inadvertently tripped over a sleeping sailor
and fell through another open hatch deep into the hold (63). It was a much longer fall
than the first, and she was knocked unconscious. For a while, she appeared to be dead.
When Eliza finally did regain consciousness, a ship’s officer was administering to her in
the hold. After she had recovered sufficiently to stand (bolstered by a swallow of raw
brandy), she had to be lifted out on a make-shift seat fastened to ropes since there were
no ladders or steps for her to use. Fortunately, she was not badly injured and recovered
quickly. She later blamed both accidents on the carelessness of others and thanked
“heavenly Father for His protecting care.” (Earnest Life, 63) She also suffered a fainting
spell while in Australian waters near the end of her journey. It may have been an
aftereffect of her previous falls, but much time had passed since they had occurred.
Eliza attributed it the “oppressive heat” and “stifling air of the crowded cabin,” where she
had gathered with others to hear a lecture on “Convicts” in Australia.
Eliza mentions a number of things which had attracted her attention during the initial
phase of her voyage. A fellow female passenger who had boarded ill in Scotland had
subsequently died and was buried at sea. The Portland had encountered another ship
near the Equator which, predictably, raised the spirits of everyone since seeing a kindred
vessel in the midst of the vast ocean provided rare excitement. The good-natured captain
also satisfied inquirers who asked if they could actually see the equator line when they
crossed it, by placing a hair across the lens of his telescope and letting them naively peer
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through it! Nonetheless, the captain did spare Eliza and other newcomers the
“traditional” visit by Neptune, whose appearance at the Line he considered a troublesome
and disagreeable affair (although he did tell Eliza after her fall that the experience was
just as good as if Neptune “had come on board and ducked me”). Also, to the
amusement of the crew, Eliza and her fellow inexperienced open-sea passengers
continually mistook cloud formations for real land and were continually teased about
their imminent arrival at “cloud land.” Encounters with whales further interested Eliza,
and she noted the appearance of the “Southern Cross” constellation when it first came
into view.
Because of the need for fresh water, the Portland had to put in at Cape Town:
“Though the weather was fine, we had a terrible pitching and tossing with the great
ground swell, as we rolled and tumbled into “Table Bay”….with colors flying, sails
spread wide, and everything ship-shape. We had traveled far, but were nothing worsted.”
(Earnest Life, 68) Eliza describes the scene:
On either hand rise the barren crags of Lion’s Head and Devil’s Peak. At the foot of
the mountain nestles Cape Town, like a child with its back against a rock and its feet
in the water. So near to the water did it seem, that we could imagine it sat in it; so
near to the mountains did it seem, we could imagine it leaned against it. The town is
regularly laid out, and in Dutch style, with canals in the principal streets. The whitewashed houses, and green painted verandas, and shining windows, looked charming
in the distance. We had not long let go the anchor, till we were surrounded by a
number of boats full of fruits and bread. (69)

Despite her reserved nature, Eliza admits she had a good time while on shore. In fact,
she so charmed one prominent resident, a Captain Lewis (“an elegant gentleman, young,
comparatively, and very handsome”) who owned the hotel at which she and her party
were entertained and had a particular fondness for Scots (especially ladies), that he
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wished to present her with jewelry of great value. She confides that she was flattered
and tempted-- but politely refused his gifts. Over the eight days that the Portland was
forced to stay at anchor because of bad weather, it became clear that the same gentleman
would have liked Eliza to stay with him at Cape Town. It was also here that Eliza had
her first major encounter with black people, and, like Rosalie Hare and Jane Roberts who
had similar experiences during their voyages, she was clearly fascinated by what she saw.
She did not care for the Hottentot, although was intrigued by their anatomy.
At last, the Portland set sail from Cape Town, though without one of the ship’s
nurses, who had disappeared soon after going ashore. No one knew what had happened
to her— nor apparently ever found out. Even worse than sailing with this misfortune
hanging over the ship, the first Sunday they were in the Indian Ocean, the crew and
passengers were shaken out of their Sabbath lull by a sight no one at sea ever wishes to
experience— a ship so battered and ruined by violent weather that the remaining crew
were almost dead. It appears that for much of the six months since the ship had left
India, it had floated listlessly along at sea a battered, sail-less hulk. The survivors had
nothing left to keep them alive, and if they had not encountered the Portland, it is
doubtful any would have survived. Eliza gave them only a few days, had they not been
rescued.
Other than this encounter, it appears from Eliza’s narrative that the remainder of the
Portland’s trip through these waters was a good one. She never mentions where the
distressed ship was discovered-- or any time frame-- but immediately after her discussion
about it, she writes that the dark outline of Australia began to appear on the horizon. The
worst, however, was about to come-- even though Eliza says everything had appeared to
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guarantee a propitious end to the voyage. The wind and sea were good, the vessel was
ship-shape and prepared for any emergencies, and everyone was “in high glee. We were
nearing the end of our long, but pleasant and prosperous voyage.” (Earnest Life, 79) It
remained only to successfully navigate “the sea gates into the harbor.” Unfortunately, the
captain, in whom Eliza had just expressed everyone’s confidence, became confused about
where he was. Instead of the Port Jackson heads and gates to Sydney harbor, he was
directing the large vessel toward the more southerly inlet of Botany Bay and the cliffs of
Cape Solander. At the same moment, a “stiff breeze” filled the sails and was about to
run the Portland directly onto the rocks. “Miss Arbuckle,” Eliza was solemnly told,
“prepare to meet your God….We are doomed, and must all go to the bottom, so prepare.”
(Earnest Life, 80) Indeed, everything appeared to be lost. She writes:
I looked toward the frowning cliff with the huge breakers dashing with sullen roar
at its base, and saw our peril. We were drifting, under bare poles, broadside toward
the fatal rock. The bay, with its narrow inlet, was before us, into which we desired to
go, but hope and fear were in the balance, and the suspense was awful. To those only
who have waited the approach of death in all its terrors, in fearful suspense, as the
moment of their fate was approaching, and each looking at the other in blank despair;
to those only can a picture, such as I saw that morning, be realized. No human hand
could save us.” (81)

Suddenly, a huge swell caught the ship, lifting it high as if to smash it directly on the
rocks. Instead, the fortunate wave carried the Portland past the danger directly into the
safety of Botany Bay. It easily could have been otherwise, and Eliza, the Portland, and
everyone else might all have been lost at the bottom of the sea. She, of course, attributed
her salvation to the hand of God, and few on board would have disagreed. As we have
seen so many times before, the dangers of these voyages not even 200 years ago were so
great that travelers who step aboard a modern aircraft today would seem to have little to
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fear in comparison. Eliza, Jane Roberts, Phillis and Charles Seal could all have been
claimed by the sea.
Finally, having arrived in the correct harbor at Sydney, Port Jackson, the realities of
Eliza’s new life began to set in:
I was now in the most beautiful harbor in the world, but could not see its beauty at
the time. My heart ached. Farewells spoken at any time make me sad; but here were
those [crew] who had been with me when I parted from my mother. They were going
back and I was to be left in a foreign land— a stranger among strangers. (Earnest Life,
85)

It also probably did not help much when Eliza was met on board and informed by her
greeter that, “Sydney is steeped in crime; the people deluged in drunkenness and vice of
all sorts.” And just as the Portland was anchoring at Port Jackson, eight men were being
hung in Sydney for murdering “blacks.” Still, many years later, Eliza looked back
favorably on her first major adventure at sea:
I have sailed in many ships since I sailed in the Portland, forty years ago. Larger,
grander, more magnificently fitted up, but none more completely comfortable. The
passengers’ cabins were all between decks, and the families were all on the best of
terms. Most of them were married men, who had land in the rich and growing
country, and were going out to occupy it, and work in their different professions, and
they were nearly all singularly prosperous. Many of them afterward became
distinguished as members of Parliament, and immensely wealthy. They were a highly
respectable class of passengers, and many friendships were formed on board, that
ended only with life. The discipline of the ship was perfect. Passengers and crew
were under the strictest rules, and everything worked well, and went like clock-work.
Our sailors were all sons of gentlemen. Such a crew I have never sailed with since,
nor are there many such. They all seemed brothers of one family, each handsomer
than the other, and so good-natured. (Earnest Life, 58)

*

*

*

The accounts of Rosalie Hare, Jane Roberts, and Eliza Arbuckle can provide insights
into the voyage of Phillis and her husband, Charles Seal, on the Surry in 1831— if not
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about actual occurrences, then at least possibilities. Every voyage was different, of
course, but there was also always a “sameness” about them that would likewise have
characterized the Seal’s experience. Just learning about the general atmosphere on board
such ships is revealing. Unfortunately, the only other information available about the
Seal’s adventure is that they finally arrived in one piece at Hobart Town on July 25. The
Saturday, July 30, 1831, weekly edition of The Courier which had announced their
arrival the previous Monday also noted the weather:
The weather during the week at Hobart town, has been characterized by almost every
change of season, bright sun shiny days, followed by serene moonlight nights, drying
winds from the north west, gradually veering to the south bring equally showers and
copious falls of rain. The temperature, however, on the whole is much milder since the
commencement of the present moon, and the vegetables and fields of artificial grass
are already on the move and shewing symptoms of the coming spring.

Since the Surry had arrived in Hobart at the beginning of the week, it would appear
that Phillis had been greeted by the “bright sun shiny days, followed by serene moonlight
nights,” and mild temperatures. It would have been the best possible welcome after the
disastrous start to her voyage and so many additional months at sea. Even so, contrary to
what she was used to in England, it was the middle of Winter, not Summer, and Spring,
not Autumn, was already in the air. Jane Roberts probably echoed what Phillis was
feeling after she had arrived at Hobart in mid-April the previous year and remained on
the Wanstead “at anchor the whole of May and part of June, their winter months.” Jane
wrote:
So completely are we the children of habit, that the repetition of these words, April,
May, and June, destroyed very much the magic of the wintry scene. Enjoying, as we
did, a bright clear atmosphere and warm climate, and seeing on the shore verdant fields
and trees in full leaf, it was impossible not to exclaim, “This—this is winter!” Yet
I do not think we entered so fully into its reality as if we had daily repeated the words,
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October, November, December. (Two Years at Sea,120)

After being so long at sea, Phillis was probably less concerned about the seasonal
differences below the Equator than just setting foot on terra firma. That being done, it
can only be surmised whether her first impressions about Hobart Town measured up to
whatever expectations she might have had. Jane Roberts may also provide some insight
into Phillis’ impressions in this regard. Jane had completed her long voyage to Hobart
Town in the company of several residents, including Charles Seal, and he and the others
had undoubtedly buoyed the newcomers’ spirits by going over every detail about their
home during the three week voyage. Consequently, Jane and the other passengers knew
exactly what to expect when they arrived, a reality implicit in what she writes:
The island of Van Diemen’s Land, and its capital, Hobart Town, its beautiful river
Derwent and its verdant banks, had been too much canvassed during the voyage for
any of the party to feel the least surprised at what they saw: there was,
therefore, no exclamation of delight as we sailed up the river, though there would have
been of disappointment had not their expectations been fully answered. (Two Years at
Sea, 119)

Compared to Swan River, for which no one aboard the Wanstead was prepared, just
seeing the long-established colony at Van Diemen’s Land would have been an
improvement. Having been so well-prepared for what they were about to see, there were
no surprises-- but, as Jane observes, there would have been “disappointment had not their
expectations been fully answered.” Whether those “expectations” were good, bad, or
mixed remains unclear: things were simply as they had been described to them. Phillis,
too, would have been thoroughly informed about the colony by Charles, both before and
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during their voyage. She undoubtedly came to Hobart Town as well-versed about its
pros and cons as anyone possibly could be who had never been to the place.
Jane Robert’s first physical impression of Hobart Town from her ship may also be
revealing. She says it “is straggling (124)”-- but once she had become more familiar with
her surroundings, she added that it “looks more so than it really is, from the great variety
of its buildings.” Phillis’ first impression may have been something along the same
lines. She and Jane appear to have had much in common since they seem about the same
age, were probably close in social status and education-- and both were familiar with the
“variety” of urban sprawl from their experiences in England. Whatever the case, it may
be presumed that Phillis’ arrival at Hobart with her new husband Charles, a prominent
citizen there for almost nine years, had a positive impact on how she felt and what she
first saw. Together they would now take up a new life.
1

“Phillis Goggs Seal (1807-1877): The Outward Voyage from England to Van Diemen’s Land
(Tasmania)—Near Disaster at Sea and Crisis at Rio,” in 2011. See, also, “’Righting’ the Record: Whales,
Wares, and Wayfaring in the New World Down Under—Charles Seal (1801-1852) and the Pioneering of
Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania),” in the 2009 Proceedings; and “A ‘Seal’ Among Whales in the New
World Down Under: Phillis Seal (1807-1877) of Tasmania,” in 2010.
2

The Surry’s owner, was Robert Brooks, who was well known in the Australian trade See, Dacre
Letterbook (MSS 309) in the Mitchell Museum, Sydney. Cf. also, F. Broeze, Mr. Brooks and the
Australian Trade: Imperial Business in the Nineteenth Century (Melbourne University Press, 1993).
Interestingly, the same Mr. Brooks owned and operated a ship named the Caroline, which was also on the
Hobart and Sydney route. As will be seen, the account of Rosalie Hare aboard the Caroline is one of the
three narratives of a voyage to Hobart described in this paper (pp.3ff.). However, they are not the same
vessel. Brooks’ Caroline was built in Quebec in 1823; was not purchased by him until January, 1828; was
commanded by a Captain Howey; and left London for Sydney in April, 1828. There were, then, two ships
in the 300 ton range sailing the same routes with the same name. The information is worth noting because
without closer examination, the two ships might be mistaken as one. This certainly was not the only case
of contemporary British ships having the same name.

3

See R.B. Kebric, “The Outward Voyage (full reference in note 1), n. 15, for evidence of Phillis’ possible
pregnancy.
4

Thirty-nine more sheep would die before reaching the Cape of Good Hope, although it would have been
worse if special shepherds were not on board to keep the disease under control.

5

Jane Roberts never gives the specific date of departure in August, the name of her ship, nor does she
attribute specific names to any details that can be traced. It does not appear to be an uncommon practice of
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the day, perhaps for reasons of politeness and/or privacy. The fact that her ship was the Wanstead can be
definitely determined by the date of its arrival and departure from the Swan River Colony, and its arrival at
Hobart Town. See, for example, note 13 below, where she is mentioned (Miss Roberts) as being a
passenger on the Wanstead.
6

On the Swan River Colony, see note 11 below.

7

If this were Jane Robert’s original intention, things apparently did not work out to her liking—or
advantage—with her brother because she stayed in Hobart Town only a little over two-and-a-half months
while her ship, the Wanstead, remained in the harbor. She went back to England when the Wanstead
finally sailed. Ms. Roberts is never specific about anything in her narrative, as mentioned in note 5. In this
case, all she says is that “a severe affliction obliged my immediate return,” whatever that means.
Previously, she had “fully anticipated” staying in Van Diemen’s Land. Now she states, “As it is my wish
to render my volume as universally interesting and pleasing as possible, I shall not enter into a statement of
my own feelings on the occasion: suffice it to say, that I endeavoured, at least, to bow with resignation to
the divine will; but, with my utmost endeavour, my strongest effort, the prospect of the voyage before me
was so truly appalling, that at times I completely sunk under the dread of it, and these feelings continued,
more or less, during the whole time of our stay.” Her reason for leaving certainly was not her brother’s
death since Peter’s daughter married the son of a prominent pastoralist, banker, and legislator, Thomas
Anstey, some years later in 1853 when the Australian Dictionary of Biography ( “Anstey, Thomas”) says
he was deputy commissary general of Ashgrove, Oatlands in Van Diemen’s Land. Interestingly, Jane
never mentions that she even had a brother in her narrative— which seems a very strange omission. Also,
she lived on the Wanstead while at Hobart, another odd occurrence if she could join her brother and stay
with him. Her brother appears to have lived somewhere in the Oatlands (Ashgrove?), which was only some
forty miles from Hobart, give or take a little depending on exactly where he resided, so the distance was not
great. It seems from what Jane does say that whatever she had expected to find in Van Diemen’s Land did
not materialize. It may be that her brother did not receive her graciously and thought her decision to come
to the other side of the world rather impetuous. Of further interest is the fact that the Wanstead carried
cargo for her brother: “2 cases shirts, 1 case muskets, 1 crane 4 wheels” (The Courier, April 17, 1830).
Perhaps, Jane had chosen to sail on the Wanstead because of this, although Cape Town was the more direct
supply line for someone in Peter’s position and his allotment may have been loaded there. Even though the
Wanstead had not originally been scheduled to stop at Cape Town, once it did, additional cargo for points
east certainly would have been loaded. However, if Peter’s cargo was loaded in London, Jane may have
decided to book passage on the same ship without ever having informed her brother that she was coming.
Such surprises do not always have the desired consequences— especially when it involves a woman of
obvious quality like Jane, coming to live in a still untamed colony. Jane’s own words may have been a
harbinger of such, though they relate to women below her social status: “The state of the colony [Van
Diemen’s Land], from the practices of these convict servants, was not I think fully known in England, or it
never would have been contemplated to send out young women (there called free women) as servants; and
had they clearly and rightly understood that on their arrival they would be sent into families, truly
respectable certainly, but in different directions, and that their fellow-servants would be convicts, they
never would have ventured on such an undertaking (Two Years, 113-114). Only “1 chest paper” is assigned
to Jane on the Wanstead’s cargo list. While the meaning is not entirely clear, it does not appear that she
had brought much with her to stay permanently in Van Diemen’s Land. Perhaps she had expected her
brother to support her. Furthermore, Jane’s almost immediate decision to return to England could not have
been caused by bad news from home, since there had not been time for her to receive such news. Also, she
says, herself, that for her return trip, she ultimately chose the comfort of the Wanstead over a “shorter
voyage” on a more direct ship (Two Years, 134). That definitely indicates no urgency to get back to
England. She may have had health concerns, but one would think if that were the case, her brother would
at least be mentioned as coming to see her—or vice-versa. There were also opportunities to see him at
official functions since Jane mentions participating in a ball and supper at the Government house in Hobart
to celebrate the anniversary of the birth of George IV, as well as another dinner. If her brother were
present on either occasion, she does not mention it. All things considered, the best explanation remains that
she was not welcomed to the New World by her brother, who held a rather prominent position-- which is
undoubtedly why she was mentioned first among the passengers coming from England on the Wanstead by
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The Courier (April 27), and was specifically described as the sister of Peter Roberts, Esq. D.A.C.G.
[Deputy Assistant Commissary General]. Charles Seal also probably would have known Peter-- or of
him— which would have made his acquaintance with Jane Roberts at the Swan River Colony (see text
above, 15-17) and on the trip to Hobart Town on the Wanstead more cordial from the beginning. Whatever
the actual circumstances, Jane decided not to stay.
8

It may be helpful to reproduce here the entire first short chapter of Jane Robert’s book since it provides a
general overview about the hopes and fears of all those embarking on a great adventure such as the one she
was taking, and it captures much of the atmosphere at the time (the first line of the chapter has already been
quoted in the text above):
A ship destined to a distant colony contains such a heterogeneous assemblage of the wants of humanity,
that the detail would not only be uninteresting but almost impossible. Considered in herself, she has ever
been esteemed a wonder of human art and industry. However small her dimensions, she carries with her
all that is sufficient for her own safety and the support of those destined to manage and guide her over the
mighty deep: but when, in addition to these, she conveys the people of one land to another— people
taking with them all they possess in the world— families of husband, wife, and children; men-servants
and maid-servants; flocks and herds; goods and chattels; and every kind of produce, which their means
will allow, of the country they leave behind, together with provisions of various descriptions for a certain
period, till the land to which they wend their way shall yield its increase, then, indeed, a ship may be
esteemed a combination not only of the wonderful but of the interesting.
It would be well did we not look closer, and that when she sails away, laden as we have described, she
could leave human hopes, and fears, and passions, behind; that the land she quits could bestow on those
who tread her decks a quiescent draught, a something that would still their anxious thoughts and cares,
till they arrive at the destined port. But this cannot be: for the numerous beings she contains having been
over-excited in collecting and expending their property to the best advantage; in endeavouring to
anticipate and provide for every future contingency; and in tearing themselves from their homes,
connexions, and friends, feel, as the vessel recedes from their native shore, helpless and almost hopeless.
The country they leave rises before them in meridian splendour, whilst the one to which they are going
appears enveloped in gloom and uncertainty.
These feelings, however, cannot last long. The attention is roused to ascertain why the vessel does not
“scud before the wind” as she ought to do; or sickness ensues, which generally attacks even the
stoutest— a sickness that, fancy whispers, nothing but terra firma can assuage, so that the land of gloom
again seems to smile, and involuntarily they wish they were there.
The voyage continues, and different thoughts arise; the father looks anxiously at his children, and
wonders if, in a few years, when, in the pride of youth or manhood, they begin to throw off parental
restraint, they will then thank him for his exertions on their account, or, whether, like the Israelites of old,
they will not sneeringly ask, “Where is the promised land?” To these sad reflections are added
a grievous beginning of misfortunes— his cattle, on which his anticipated riches greatly depend,
sicken and die; a sudden sea destroys their food; the trees and plants, intended to improve and
adorn his future estate, wither for lack of moisture under a scorching sun.
A thousand and a thousand other annoyances arise: “trifles light as air,” but which, from
circumstances, weigh heavy in the balance, disturb his quiet, and make him long for the land,
which will take from him, if not all his troubles, at least those of the present moment. Time,
tardy as it appears, flies on, and he arrives at the haven of his hopes; with the eyes of delight he
would fain see all its charms at once, but he must be satisfied with a portion, and let fancy paint
the rest. To some, indeed, who, from superior advantages or other circumstances, have well
selected their colony, their golden dreams may be realized; but when an adventurer has to depend
entirely on his own exertions— where all is new and untried— where a sandy desert, instead of
verdant fields, presents itself, then is his disappointment at its height, and his burthen heavier than he can
bear. The picture may be gloomy, but it is too often true. (Two Years at Sea, 1-5)

9

Roberts does not specifically name the port as Salvador, but it is the only possible location on the Bahia
coast of Brazil.
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10

The approximate distance between Madeira and Salvador is 3,300 miles, so if Jane Roberts has
remembered correctly that it only took ten days, the Wanstead averaged about 330 miles in a 24 hour
period. That is almost 14 mph, which seems an impossible speed. One might compare the “specs” for the
full-size, operational replica of Captain Cook’s ship, the HMB Endeavour, which is the closest existing
example of a bark (see “The Endeavour replica” at www.anmm.gov.au/site/page.cfm?u=1372; “HMS
Endeavour” at en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Endeavour; and discussion in R.B. Kebric, “The Outward
Voyage” (full reference in note 1), 20f.). Its average speed under sail is 2.5 knots, which is still less than 3
mph. Its gross tonnage is 397, which would make it somewhat heavier than the Wanstead. However, even
under engine power, the replica Endeavour only makes 5 knots. The winds and currents would certainly
have to have been “favorable” to carry the Wanstead along at the speed calculated from Roberts’ figures.
As for Phillis and Charles Seal’s ship, the Surry, the distance between where it was damaged to Rio is
around 2,200 miles. That would mean that the Surry, even in its mangled condition, was able to creep
along at about 88 miles per 24 hour period, at a speed of almost 3.7 mph. That is still faster than the
Endeavour replica. If the Surry had made the trip undamaged with all masts and sails intact, it would
appear that it could have made more than twice that speed, i.e. around 8 mph. Even so, the 14 mph
calculated above for the Wanstead seems a stretch. The distances cited above are approximate but not so
far off as to skew the stats so terribly. It is easy to lose track of days at sea, and perhaps Jane Roberts did.
If not, then these ships could make speeds that were surprisingly fast when the sailing conditions were
ideal. However, in the same year (1829), for example, the Guerriere, an American ship-of-the-line, made
its way to Rio de Janeiro in ten days time from a point only a few degrees north of the Equator (C.S.
Stewart, A Visit to the South Seas, in the U.S Ship Vincennes, During the years 1829 and 1830. New
York: John P. Haven, 1831. Volume 1, 28). That distance is significantly less than that covered by Ms.
Roberts-- yet both ships are recorded as having sailed them in the same amount of time-- ten days.
11

The newly-founded Swan River colony in the area that would eventually become Perth in Western
Australia was at this juncture experiencing great difficulties and was in need of immediate assistance.
“Swan River Mania,” as it was called, was prompted in England by highly-publicized Downing Street
promises of the kind one usually associate with “Never-Never Land.” Untold wealth and prosperity as well
as inexhaustible natural resources were supposedly waiting there for the taking. Unrealistic expectations
were generated by the British press, eager speculators, ship owner and agents. Mostly inexperienced,
young settlers were prompted to come swarming to the unprepared outpost. It was too much, too fast, and
the problems multiplied too quickly. The Colony was at the point of failure. See discussion in R.B.
Kebric, “’Righting’ the Record” (full reference in note 1), 7ff.
12

See discussion in Kebric, loc. cit., previous note.

13

Jane states in her book (119) that the notice appeared in the Hobart Town Gazette, but it was actually the
Saturday, April 17, 1830 edition of The Courier. It read:
To LIEUT. M.C. FRIEND, R.N.
River Derwent, April, 10, 1830.
DEAR SIR,
WE the undersigned, passengers of the ship Wanstead, now under your command, having arrived at
our port of destination, cannot think of separating without offering you our warmest thanks for
your able and gentlemanly conduct during the voyage.
We particularly wish to notice what is so rarely enjoyed at sea, but which we have happily
experienced under your protection:-The absence of every scene, and discourse, which would be equally offensive to female
modesty, and manly feeling.
The conduct of the officers and men under your command has entitled them to commendation.
No cursing and swearing has been heard on board the Wanstead, nor has the violence and
brutality of the savage ever accompanied either orders given or reproof when required.
We present you, Sir, with a piece of plate, of the value of twenty one pounds, in order that
some lasting though trifling memorial may exist of the these our sentiments, by which we place
as it were on record conduct so highly deserving approval, and so worthy of general imitation.
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Wishing you and Mrs. Friend the enjoyment of every comfort, we remain, with feelings of affection,
Dear Sir,
Yours most truly and sincerely,
Wm. Gellibrand
Rev. R. Davies (Davis)
Edward Rand
Wm. Russell
Miss Elmslie (Emsley)
Wm. E. Riley
Miss Leard (Laird)
Wm. S. (T.) Jay
Miss Roberts
John G. Peat (Lieut.)
Mrs. Wedge
Wm. Leard (Laird)
Miss Wedge
Chas. Seal
Miss Anne (Ann) Wedge
Wm. Wise
Miss Jane Wedge
Mrs. Wise
Wm. G. Sams
Wm. Everhard (Lieut., R.N.)
(Note: This is not the complete list of passengers [there were also four prisoners being transported] which
was provided on p.2 of the same edition of The Courier, so not everyone contributed to Captain Friend’s
gift. Some of the names, initials, or titles are also different or omitted in the two versions and have been
reflected in appropriate parentheses above.)
_____

Captain Friend replied in the same weekly edition of the paper:
Ship Wanstead, April 11, 1830
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Your letter conveying the kind sentiments you are pleased to entertain towards me, has indeed
caused in me feelings of unmixed delight and gratitude. To meet the approbation of those we esteem,
is ever pleasing; and believe me I should have considered myself simply rewarded by the kind expression
of your friendly regard towards myself and Mrs. Friend, even if unaccompanied by the splendid present
you have so handsomely voted. If one part of your letter has given me more gratification than another, it is
that in which you point out the principles upon which I have obtained your approbation, but am compelled
in justice to others to state that the decorum and propriety you have been pleased so distinctly to mark as
being conspicuous on board the Wanstead, is entirely owing to the high character and conduct of
yourselves, the ladies and gentlemen who have done me the honour to accompany me. It has rarely fallen
to the lot of any Commander to have had so large, so unanimous, and so highly respectable a party under
his charge, and where the precepts, influence— and example of those (whose opinions and conduct have
weight) have been entirely directed to promote every sentiment of honor and virtue. A voyage protracted
to an unusual length (by our various visits in to port) has been but the cause of uniting us more to each
other; and believe me, that while I live I shall ever look back with pride and pleasure to the happy hours we
have passed together. Pray accept the warmest acknowledgements of the officers and crew for the kind
manner in which you have been pleased to notice them, and with every good wish for your health,
prospects and happiness, in which Mrs. Friend most cordially unites, and that you may collectively and
individually enjoy every blessing, is the sincere prayer of
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Your very faithful, obliged,
Humble Servant
MATTHEW CURLING FRIEND.
To the Ladies and Gentlemen,
Cabin Passengers, Ship Wanstead.
14 See note 7, for probable reasons why Jane decided to return almost immediately.
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Loti’s “Vahinés”

In 1880, Julien Viaud, was barely thirty years old when Le Mariage de Loti, was published,
anonymously, just like his first novel, Azyadé (1879). From then on, because of the immense literary
success of Le Mariage de Loti, the author became known to all and addressed as Pierre Loti1 -except for his immediate family in his native town of Rochefort.
He had had a very sheltered bourgeois childhood; his sister Marie and brother Gustave were
over nineteen and twelve years older2 and acted more like a second pair of parents. He grew up
surrounded with love. Yet he had very few friends of his age. This favored his dedication to
meaningful hobbies. His penchant for acting and fancy dress found early realization in playing for
hours with his model theater, creating costumes for minuscule doll actors, painting sceneries,
preparing little plays such as Sleeping Beauty or Peau d’Âne 3; he collected fossils, insects, shells,
memorabilia of all kinds; he developed a wonderful sense of nature and knowledge of plants and
terrains; he had a remarkable talent in the art of drawing, and also became an accomplished pianist4.
Also, from a very early age he kept a detailed diary: “J’aimais déjà écrire, mais pour moi tout seul
[…] en m’entourant d’un mystère inviolable […] dans le très petit bureau ancien il existait déjà
quelque chose de bizarre qui représentait mon journal intime, première manière…. J’avais déjà ce
besoin de noter, de fixer des images fugitives, de lutter contre la fragilité des choses et de moi-même,
qui m’a fait poursuivre ainsi ce journal jusqu’à ces dernières années».5

Formatted: Font: 12 pt, French (France)

Julien was nine when his brother Gustave left home for to pursue a career of as naval
surgeon; this brother’s letters, stories, and presents from the faraway lands visited, added to
donations from an uncle who had lived in the “colonies”, and the fascination of the off-limits
Rochefort waterfront district where rowdy sailors would go carouse when their ships were at quay,
awakened his desire to escape and respond to the call of exotic voyages. Julien’s beloved brother
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brother (Gustave), prematurely deceased and buried at sea in 1865, had spent a few years in Tahiti
which they called ‘L’Ile délicieuse’, and “had fallen under the sway of one of those seductive
vahinés – copper-skinned beauties of the South Pacific”6. In his letters to Marie, Gustave, known
asbaptized Rutave by the nativesin Tahitian, had alluded to his Tahitian vahiné, Taharu, and with an
inkling that they might have had two children together7.
At eighteen Julien was admitted to the French naval school. In 1878, as a cadet of the French
Marine Nationale, he was assigned to the frigate Flore, the Admiral flagship, heading for Easter
Island and Tahiti. This “grand voyage” was the first of several which took him around the world in a
great number of foreign countries. Everywhere he He went healwaysapplied himself tried to learn
the local languagespoken locally, and live like a native, observing their various ways and customs. In
his diary he recorded all he learned and experienced; he kept, kept the letters exchanged with family
and friends, and a great number of his drawings. This diary became the source of the novels and
articles published from 1878 on.
The book has four Parts, each corresponding to a definite period:
I.

First visit in Tahiti (January 1872- May 1872 )--51 chapters;

II. Voyage to Nuka Hiva and second stay in Tahiti (May 1872- December 1872) -- 48
chapters);
III. Trip to Honolulu (two months), San Francisco , then Quadra and Vancouver
(January-September1873) ; Third stay in Tahiti (November-December 18730: quest for
Gustave’s, alias George’s presumed sons) --35 chapters;
IV. Return to Europe (Rarahu’s death in Bora-Bora, November 1875) --12 chapters and
an epilogue (May 1876).
The “Tahitian idyll” between the young navy officer Loti and Rarahu, a very young
beautiful vahiné is very simple and pure. Since the first visits of Cook, and then Bougainville,
Formatted: English (U.S.)
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Polynesian women had been known for their beauty, charms and freedom in love-making. Be gone
were the days when bevies of beautiful native girls would swim to the ships and mingle with the
crewmen in amorous embraces: since the arrival of missionaries in the early eighteen hundreds,
more discretion prevailed. However old Queen Pomaré IV “was a very judicious and sensible
woman. […] She was a very indulgent to the manners and customs of her people”8. She had seen
Loti in the company of Rarahu, and a month after officially meeting the European officers upon their
arrival in Papeete: “Loti, [said she] why should you not marry little Rarahu of Apiré? It would be far
better, I assure you, and would do you good among the people.”9
Rarahu, the heroine of the idyll, is introduced to us in the second chapter: “born in January,
1858, in the island of Bora-Bora. […] At the moment when this tale begins she had just completed
her fourteen years.”(M.Iii,12) – Loti had recently turned twenty second -- on January 14, 1878
(M.Ii,11). “She was a very strange little person, whose startling and savage charm was a thing quite
apart from all the conventional rules of beauty recognized by the nations of Europe” (M.Iii,13). The
fifth chapter gives the most complete description of Rarahu’s physique: “she was a perfect specimen
of the Maori race which has peopled the Polynesian archipelagos, and which is one of the finest
types of humanity”(M.Iv,16)10. Initially more attracted by Queen Pomaré IV’s ladies in attendance,
Loti first took Rarahu as his “special little friend”, his “beloved little companion” (M. Ixxxviii, 58),
but after a while he felt he was beginning to love her. In June 1878, they moved together in a
delightful little cabin very much like Loti’s brother used to have with his Tahitian wife. Theirs was a
happy life: “the hours, days, months, flew in this land as they do nowhere else; […] Oh those
delicious hours!” (M.Ixxxii, 48); a variety of exquisite details describe this Tahitian life to a reader
who had absolutely no idea of its reality: “In Oceania toil is a thing unknown. The forests
spontaneously produce all that is needed for the support of these carefree people. […] The years
glide over the Tahitians in utter idleness and perpetual dreaming (M. Ixxii, 40)
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A great number of Tahitians accompany Loti and Rarahu in their leisurely existence
along the shores, in the forests, on errands in distant villages, in Papeete, or on trips to Bora-Bora
or Moorea. Loti gives excellent portraits of the old Queen Pomaré IV and her court adorned with
splendid vahinés at receptions at the royal palace: “Faïmana wreathed like a naiad with water
plant and reeds, Téhamana with a crown of Darura, Téia, Rouréa, Tapou, Eréré, Tairéa,Tiahoui
and Rarahu (M. IIxxv, 116) Also present are the princesses and chiefs. “the splendid Ariinoore
[..] who refused to marry Lieutenant M ____ of the French Navy though he had ruined himself in
buying her a “corbeille”; and who had also rejected Kamehameha V, King of the Sandwich
Islands.[..]”, Paüra, “a fascinating type of savage with her singular ugliness – or beauty? A head
that would eat raw fish or human flesh – a strange creature, dwelling in the forest wilds of a
remote district, with the education of an English Miss. [ ..].Then Tituaüa, who charmed Prince
Alfred of England” […] and her two daughters, just come from a school in London” (Ibid.).
These beautiful people know and appreciate the wild Upa Upa dances and the himene choirs
accompanying the bird like songs of excellent singers like Rarahu. Two months spent in
Honolulu, “the chief town of the Sandwich Islands”, allow Loti to draw comparisons: “Here the
Maori race has already reached a stage of civilization relatively more advanced than that of
Tahiti. […] A very luxurious court, a gilded and leprous king11, festivals in European style,
ministers and generals in full uniform – and tolerably grotesque; a very droll suite altogether,
forming a motley background against which the pleasing figure of queen Emma stood in full
relief (M.IIIi, 151) […] A beautiful land, -- Nature at her best; a great vegetation, reminding me
at a distance of Tahiti, but less fresh, less lavish than that of the Isle of Ravines and tree-ferns:
(Ibid).
A great number of silhouettes are sketched along the way, like those of old parents, old
chiefs and chieftains, and of Rarahu’s former teacher at missionary school, “a tall thin woman,
with nothing of the Tahitian about her but the costume […]. This old maid, a half breed, a lanky
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mixture of English and Maori” (M Ixxxiii, 51), embodies the curious blend of Biblical and
primitive beliefs shared by Rarahu and others often alluded to in the book.
Several Tahitian customs and tales are evoked: some are enchanting like the “Legend of
the five moons as narrated by Queen Pomaré” (M. IIxvi, 103), others, like those of the Toupapahous
terrify at night Rarahu and her companions on many occasions. These ghosts may well symbolize
the menace hovering over the Isles. Loti came to Polynesia at a privileged moment when these lands
emerged out of barbaric primitivism had not yet been corrupted by the so called “civilization”.
Obviously, their survival was threatened. Queen Pomaré’s children all died of consumption; Always
by the side of her grandmother the Queen, the last little princess, six years old, “already betrayed
signs of the hereditary malady, and more than once, [Loti writes], I had seen the grandmother’s eyes
fill with tears as they fell on her (M. Ixvi, 28: “Palace Affairs”).As for Rarahu, in December
1872,“In appearance she had as yet none of the symptoms[…] Her figure was as full as perfect as a
Greek statue, But the characteristic short cough became more frequent, and the circle round her eyes
grew darker. […] She was in fact a sad and pathetic personification of the Polynesian race as it
gradually dies out under contact with our civilization and our vices, soon to be no more than a
memory in the history of Oceania.” (M.IIIxxxv, 182)
The novelist himself stated that Rarahu did not exist as a real person. In his Journal Intime,
on February [1879], he described is Tahitian book as “un vrai livre de jeunesse […]. La vérité n’est
respectée que dans les détails. Le fond de l’histoire n’est pas vrai : j’ai combiné plusieurs
personnages réels pour en faire un seul :Rarahu, et cela me semble une étude assez fidèle de la
femme maorie » (Op. cit. p.62). 12A youthful book[…]. Truth is respected in the details only. The
story’s base is not true. I have combined several real individuals to make a single one: Rarahu, and
that is in my opinion a fairly good representation of the Maori woman. As a matter of fact the love
story constitutes a loose leading-thread in a succession of chapters which are never very long, often
very short, each centered on one new theme or adding one or more touches to a subject previously
C. Vance, Page 6 of 8
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dealt with. These “touches” are those of an artist’s completing his painting. They are never overpowering. To his delight, under the charm of the vahinés the reader progressively acquires a good
knowledge of Polynesia and things Polynesian.
Finally let us recall the beginning of Le Mariage de Loti. The first vahinés appear in Papeete,
in the gardens of Queen Pomaré IV; they are “Arriitéa, princess of the blood, Faïmana and Téria,
ladies in attendance on her majesty”: the occasion is the Tahitian “baptism” of Harry Grant and
Plunket, “midshipmen in the royal Navy of Great Britain” (M.I.i.i,11)13: “The three Tahitian girls
[…] after vainly endeavouring to pronounce such barbaric names as Harry Grant and Plunket –
their Polynesian throats finding the harsh consonants impossible, -- determined to know the youths
by the names Remuna and Loti, being those of two flowers” (I.i,12). This feat explains why the
original title, Rarahu, was changed as suggested by Juliette Adam, the editor: From 1880 on, because
of the immense literary success, the author of Le Mariage de Loti became known to all and addressed
as Pierre Loti14. In other words the “vahinés” are also responsible for the name of the future highly
rewarded naval officer, world famous man of letters, one of the “Immortals” of the Académie
Française.
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1

About the pseudonym, « Loti », see Alain Buisine, Tombeau de Loti, Paris & Lille: Aux Amateurs
de Livres, University of Lille, 1988, pp 74-85.
2
Lesley Blanch, Pierre Loti: The Legendary Romantic, New York, 1983, p. 14.
3
Ibid, p. 25.
4
Pierre Loti, Le roman d’un enfant. Paris, n.d., p. 119. [Dès sa huitième année, écrit-il,] «la peinture
et la musique étaient les deux seules choses que je travaillais un peu […] il me semble que de tout
temps j’ai su avec des crayons ou des pinceaux, rendre à peu près sur le papier les petites fantaisies
de mon imagination »
5
Ibid, p. 237.
6
Blanch, p.37.
7
Journal intime as quoted by Raymonde Lefevre, LeMariage de Loti, Paris, 1935, p. 26
8
Pierre Loti, The Marriage of Loti, Clara Bell,tr. London,1910, Part I, chapter xiii, p. 24.(hereafter
marked as M.IXiii,24
9
Ibid, p. 23.
10
A precision: “the feature most characteristic of her race was the small space between her eyes
which […] were by no means deep set” (M.Iv,16).
11
Translating: “un roi lépreux et doré”.,
12
Translated: “A youthful book[…]. Truth is respected in the details only. The story’s base is not
true. I have combined several real individuals to make a single one: Rarahu, and sthat he is in my
opinion a good representation of the Maori woman.”
13
From here on our references to Pierre Loti, The Marriage of Loti, translated by Clara Bell,
London, 1920: Part I, chapter, page 11.
14
About the pseudonym, « Loti », cf. Buisine, Alain. Tombeau de Loti, Paris & Lille: Aux
Amateurs de Livres;. University of Lille, 1988. Pp. 430. pp 74-85
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Abstract

The

purpose

of

this

study

is

to

clarify

the

distribution

structure and business model of the animation industry in
Japan. The distribution structure of the content business has
changed owing to the advancements made in information and
c o m m u n i c a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y, a n d t h e c o n t e n t b u s i n e s s m o d e l
today is characterized by a distribution structure that makes
use of the Internet. The animation business model, on the
o t h e r h a n d , e m p l o y s f r e e d i s t r i b u t i o n m o r e a c t i v e l y. Wi t h t h e
e v o l u t i o n o f i n f o r m a t i o n a n d c o m m u n i c a t i o n t e c h n o l o g y, i t
has become possible to select communication methods that are
not

conventional

irrespective

of

and,

the

in

some

geographical

cases,
distance

to
of

communicate
the

parties

involved. Therefore, it is now possible to communicate using
methods that further economize transaction costs, which, in
turn, contributes to the creation of a new business model.
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ABSTRACT
As an American Indian writer, Leslie Marmon Silko stretches the imaginations
and perceptions of her readers. This Master’s thesis investigates one of the motifs she
employs to induce these results, the use of color symbolism. Color and color symbolism
are utilized in every culture, but Silko’s writings provide a quandary which begs
investigation – how does this Laguna Pueblo writer integrate the color symbols of her
culture and landscape into her stories and poetry? This question is addressed by
researching the significance of specific colors within the Pueblo and related communities,
exposing through close reading the use of these specific colors within the texts, and
finally, through literary analysis, unraveling the language to glean new perspectives on
the discourse. A primary work to be analyzed is her collection of poems and stories,
Storyteller, and specifically one fictional piece from that collection also entitled
“Storyteller,” which incorporates layering of Pueblo culture and color symbolism over a
distinctly different community and landscape, the Inuit of Alaska. Using this particular
story as a basis for looking at other pieces within Storyteller, the integrated system of
colors emerges through a close reading of the text. Although color representation is
considered universal or innate, this research addresses culture specific color systems and
how that association enriches Native literature as well as the scholarship and theoretical
basis of American Indian Studies programs.
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Teachers’ Perceptions of English Language Learning in Taiwan
Shih-Chieh Chien
Center for General Education, Taipei Medical University
chien.paul@gmail.com
Abstract
In the past few decades, the desirability of English language learning has become to
some extent pervasive in Taiwan. This paper seeks to explore the thread of reasoning
systems that constitute and maintain the desirability of English language learning and
teachers’ of perceptions of it in Taiwan. Outside school, English education is generally
viewed as an important part of lifelong learning for Taiwanese people. Inside school,
English education has been stipulated by the Taiwan Ministry of Education as a
mandatory curriculum/subject since 1968. Moreover, starting from the 1990s, the
Taiwan Ministry of Education has, under the expectation of Taiwanese people, set up
a number of policies and programs to enhance people’s English skills as a part of
education reform. In 2005, the English curriculum was further extended downwards
from the fifth grade to the third grade in the elementary school. Some parents have
started sending their children to language or cram schools even earlier in the hope that
their children will not lose at the beginning of the race and will perform better on a
variety of English tests and exams in the future. These changes in English education
suggest the growing status of English language and exemplify the desirability of
English language learning in Taiwan. Based on the interviews with elementary school
teachers, the desirability of English language learning is multifaceted. On one hand, it
is informed by studies in second language acquisition that are related to the Critical
Period Hypothesis (e.g., Birdsong, 1999; Hoffmann, 1997; Lenneberg, 1964, 1967;
Moyer, 1999; Ramsca & Gitcho, 2007; Robertson, 2002). One the other hand, the
impetus of an early start on English language learning in Taiwan is linked to the
construction of a particular national imagination that is associated with Taiwanese
ideology and explanation of globalization and appropriate modern education. The
conceptualization of the desirability of English language learning will be discussed to
explore and analyze the desirability of English in Taiwan in the status quo.
Keywords: teachers’ perceptions; English language learning; second language
acquisition; Critical Period Hypothesis; Taiwan
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Teachers’ Perceptions of Plagiarism: Shaping a Culture of Honesty
Abstract
The present study aims to explore university teachers’ perceptions of plagiarism in
Taiwan. Plagiarism is a key issue for teachers and students in the academic
community where integrity and honesty are paramount. The possibility of any form of
plagiarism can be considered a challenge to the central part of academic values, a
lowering of university standards. However, it should not be the case. If it is such the
case, the real threat to academic standards comes when students get degrees without
realizing that they use information inappropriately. As a matter of fact, being aware of
the existence of the problem is the beginning of the solution. Understanding
appropriate information use and plagiarism is an important first step to address the
issue in order to improve students’ writing. In this study, findings from the interviews
with teachers revealed that: understanding plagiarism was important; detection
software made it easier for teachers and was somehow useful; and it would have some
effects on preventing plagiarism. The intent of the writer helps us understand the issue
of plagiarism. In a digital age in which society make wide-ranging use of the Internet,
intentional and unintentional plagiarism via cut-and-paste techniques is easier than in
the print-based era. While the university teachers are using and experimenting with
detection software such as Turnitin, there remain issues about the effectiveness and
reliability of such software and the role of such software in plagiarism detection. The
majorities of the teachers reported both language and cultural/educational factors were
major causes of student plagiarism. They also reported the role of memorization in
student plagiarism which shaped writing practices. However, the teachers’ concerns
regarding student plagiarism included the time and efforts taken for the detection
process, the constraint to the accuracy of the software in detecting plagiarism, the
heavy workload in terms of pursuing student plagiarism, and discomfort with the
university’s formal processes for managing students’ suspected plagiarism. As for
methods that teachers would use to discourage plagiarism in student writing, their
reactions to student plagiarism could be described as being moderate. In the
interviews, they to some extent disagreed with the most light one (i.e. no action taken)
and the most severe punishment (i.e. expulsion from the school). Interestingly,
however, ‘rewrite’ was regarded as the most popular method. This may indicate that
the university teachers were likely to use this method when they handled student
plagiarism. In light of the findings in the present study, implications will be discussed
with reference to teacher training and writing instruction.
Keywords: teachers’ perceptions; plagiarism; writing; Taiwan
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Introduction
In professional landscape architecture education, it is believed that it is
important to provide training for developing the ability to propose new landscape
design or rehabilitate an existing place into a completely different one, whether it is
within the original space or creating more ideal space.

Once a professional

landscape architect designs a space, other industries are also benefitted.

For

example, nurseries, companies that produce hard material, outdoor furniture
companies, etc.

Landscape design is a profession that has an ecological connection

to other professions. Each space has been realized and will be realized as such a
process and many individual spaces are created.

After creating numerous spaces,

what happens next?
Once individual people or private companies acquire such spaces, they will be
beneficial for the concerned people.

Such space is energized by the concerned

people, thereby enabling them to produce better services for the society and
improving their productivity.
On the other hand, if each place is used only for the concerned people, it is
called the state of “mottainai” in Japanese.

Occasionally, if these places are opened

to the public, it may serve certain educational purposes for visitors.
“Open Gardens” has become popular in recent years.

The concept of

In this system, third parties

invite citizens to apply for open garden registration.

These open gardens are

located in certain demarcated areas and are opened for visitors in special seasons or
on certain days.
In this paper, we describe our visits to several gardens near the university.
Descriptions of the places to visit, connecting these places on a single route, creating
a small walking tour, and advertising this tour event in public, and the result of this
advertisement are presented in this paper.
1. Getting Advice from the Town Planning Company

We planned a walking tour to visit several gardens in Miyakono-jo city.
city, there is a third party limited liability town planning company.

In this

This company

holds a big event biannually, which is designed to energize the community.

This

event is called the “Bonchi- Exhibition.”

The advertisement book published by this

company is presented in Figs.1 and 21).

In this event, citizens provide their own

programs.

In Fig.2, No.21 depicts the “old folktale” event in the hot spring facility

in which elderly people tell folktales in the original dialect.
lunch fees are included in the program.

2

The entrance and
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As an advertisement media, this seems to be the perfect opportunity for our
attempt at creating and advertising a tour event.
The town planning company is not only publishing this book but also providing
consultation.

It will decide if the program is suitable for the “Bonchi- Exhibition”

and support the creation of a concrete program.
First, we notified the company of our intention to create a new tour of visiting
several gardens.

Then we proposed two candidate areas.

One was near the city

center where the company office is situated and the other is in the vicinity of our
university.

A member of the town planning company and I examined the area and

tried to find a better area.

From this trial walking, we decided on the latter area

as part of the 2011 program.

A member of the company suggested, “It is a good

thing if you can have a valuable tour for visiting within the community of the
university, it will be good educational spot.” This was helpful advice for me.

Fig.1 Cover of the Event booklet

Fig.2 Content of the booklet (sample)

2. Identifying which Places must be Visited
We wanted to create a connection between the university and the community.

Thus,

if there was a place within the university that was worth visiting, it was a good
opportunity to introduce it to the event participants.

We selected the “Resting Place2),”

which was constructed with the help of our laboratory last year.

Figs.3 to 5 are figures

from last year’s manuscript and they depict the original site. Figs.6 and 7 depict the
completed garden in April 2011.
We walked around our university and identified interesting and characteristic gardens
and their owners.

As a result of this search, we selected five gardens and one shop.

Then, we visited the owner of each and asked them to include their gardens as a place to
visit in the “Bonchi- Exhibition.”

They accepted our offer and all the places to visit

3
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were decided upon.
presented in Fig.8.

We created a poster explanation of this event, which is
In the middle of this poster, a brief map of the places we visited

is included. The double red circle indicates the

Parking Lot

The Site

Fig.4 Appearance from
West to East June 30

University Committee Planning Site

Building 3

Fig.４

Fig.５

Building 2

Fig.5 Looking Inside of
Fig.3.

the Wood June 7

Plot Plan

Fig.6. The completed garden 1

Fig.7. The completed garden 2

(April 30, 2011)

(April 30, 2011)
4
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Fig.8 The event poster (made by students)
Presented in the Japanese Institute of Landscape Architecture,
Kyushu Meeting on May 7, 2011

garden that we constructed in our university.
starting point of this tour.
clockwise direction.

It became the gathering place and

We decided to visit each garden and its owners in a

The tour event was decided to be held on Saturday, June 4, 2011.

The advertisement booklet was published at the end of March.

Fig.9 The advertisement of the booklet

5

From April 23 onward,
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tour booking was opened for general citizens.

The advertisement is presented in Fig.9.

The total number of participants in the tour was ten. Two laboratory students and I
assumed the role of guides.

Our goal was not just showing the participants gardens

but listening to the experiences of the owners as well.

It was believed that the

relationship between the place and its people would be clarified in this manner. Our
objective was to introduce and study this connection.
3. The Event Day
The rainy season began at the end of May.
disappeared by 9 o’clock.
at 9:30 a.m.

On June 4, the early morning mist had

It was a good day for walking and all participants gathered

Some participants appeared geared up as professional walkers.

Two

coordinators from the limited liability town planning company and three people from

the press walked together. Six participants were in their 60s, one was 10 and was
accompanied by his aunt, and three seemed to be in their 40s.

Figs.10 and 11 depict

the participants listening to the descriptions of the garden in our university.

We

created a small Resting Place with last year’s students, and our walking tour began
from this point.

Fig.10

We visited the gardens that are listed in Table 1.

The

explanation

in

Fig.11 Participants looking

“Resting Space”

at “Resting Space”

th

June 4th, 2011

June 4 , 2011

6
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Table 1. Gardens visited

Number Place
1

The garden with a pond and spring

2

Owner’s self-created gardens

3

Garden of tea ceremony of a professional tea master

4

Garden of a citizen activist
A bakery (owned by a baker who learned baking in France

5

and Germany)
Table 2. Learning points

No. What participants learnt
1 The difference in the spring when the owner was young and its current state
2 How to make bamboo fences and artificial mounds with trees and stones
3 Explanation of how to use a compact tea ceremony garden
4 Citizen activist's hobby of horticulture and her welcome space
5 Making traditional fresh bread (introducing this as a souvenir spot)
In each place, we were given something as a token.

In No.1, the owner gave us a

young bamboo shoot that was grown in his garden. The Japanese eat bamboo shoot as
a vegetable.

In No.2, the owner’s self-created garden was rather interesting.

garden that even a professional garden designer cannot imagine.
master provided us with a lunchbox.
noodles for us.

It is a

In No.3, the tea

In No.4, the garden owner prepared Japanese

We did not expect such a style of welcome.

Table 2 presents the

notable learning points that each place offered to the participants.
4. Discussion
We did not know much about the community of our university.
relocated from a remote town to this local city in 2010.

Our university was

Moreover, the students of our

laboratory live at a slight distance from the university campus.

Thus, for them, this

event offered an opportunity to explore their surrounding environment.

Further,

although the residents of the surrounding areas may know of the existence of our
university, they do not know much about what the students are learning and what type
of professors teach in the university as they do not have the opportunity to communicate
with these students.

Most of the participants in the tour were from within the city.

Since the city is large, citizens are unaware of many things about certain other places in
their surrounding areas.

This event could have a small effect on this aspect as we were

able to connect individual interesting places into one route and create a walking tour.
7
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, we observed the process of planning and implementing an event.

For

the participants, this event included surprises as they thought that it was merely a
general walking tour. However, this event included meetings with the owners of the
gardens and several tea breaks.

In No.3, participants had the opportunity to

experience a simple but traditional Japanese tea ceremony.
participants was favorable as they had an unexpected experience.

The reaction of the
Moreover, each host

did their best to welcome the visitors.
Connecting several places into a single route led to the creation of a nice tour course.
For this tour, we created a temporary footpath.

Although we are living in the

automobile age, walking is important for health.

Notes and References
1) 都城盆地博覧会実行委員会（2011）第 3 回都城盆地博覧会公式ガイドブック
2) Naokata Okajima (2011): CREATING A RESTING SPACE WITH ZOKI TREES,
Conference Proceeding pp.3135-3150, The 9th Hawaii International Conference.
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6. Abstract

Haunted by the Victorians? :
A Study of Doris Lessing's The Fifth Child
Miwa TAKASHIMA
This presentation attempts to examine how British colonialism influences on
social structures in 1970s and 1980s through the analysis of The Fifth Child (1988)
written by Doris Lessing.
The Fifth Child is the story about a monstrous child. In 1960s Britain, a young but
old-fashioned couple, David and Harriet, manage to purchase a huge Victorian house in
a London suburb. They have four children within six years, expecting the fifth. The fifth
pregnant seems unusual, because she feels that the fetus is so powerful and violent that
she is very exhausted and scared. The fifth child, Ben, looks like a goblin rather than a
new-born baby, who has extraordinary strength. Consequently, he becomes the
problematic in the family.
In Lessing's works, mother is often the main figure, who struggles with her own
life and lifestyle. Since Harriet, the mother in The Fifth Child, has to face the fact that
her child is disabled and uncontrollable, The Fifth Child shows the struggling mother
who tries to discipline or institutionalize her child.
The Fifth Child also can be analyzed in the Victorian context, especially the
colonialism context, for the story sets in the Victorian house. The house seems to be
represented as England. In the house, the couple has many children and holds family
parties at which all the family members get together. Their life seems to be haunted by
the Victorian conventions. Moreover, Ben's extraordinariness, which medical
professionals never identify, and his incomprehensiveness suggest "Otherness" in their
house. This presentation seeks to find how the chaotic family situation brings about in
terms of the colonialism.
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Experiential Pathways-Designing a Meaningful Pathway System for Cochrane, Alberta
Abstract:
One of Canada’s fastest growing communities, Cochrane, Alberta has a population of approximately
15,500, residents with significant population increase projected over the next 25 years 1. In response to
this growth and demand on current park, recreational and cultural amenities, the town is presently
developing an Open Space Master Plan to guide future outdoor development 2.
Through consultation with stakeholders and residents, the Town of Cochrane has identified a series of
mandates to guide development design. Included in these are several socio-cultural wishes on the part
of stakeholder and resident alike. These relate to a desire to maintain a small-town feel in the face of
growth, to reinforce community linkages in physical and social terms and significantly, an interest in
fostering the town identity relating to its western-ranching history. These socio-cultural mandates
represent the impetus of this design thesis with intervention focused on the proposed town-wide park
and pathway system-a primary element of the Open Space Master Plan. The goal of this research will be
to produce a town wide park and pathway concept focused on creating a meaningful experience in the
user.
The theoretical basis for this research is that the stated social-cultural mandates can be achieved by
enhancing the shared cultural narratives of town and resident through the design of “experience layers”
overlaid within a holistically integrated system of place-making and place-highlighting.
Two major research components will comprise this project; the first being an information gathering
component which will consist of a detailed precedent study, (focused on Cochrane and related North
American town sites), a context analysis to identify the main drivers and constraints affecting design
intervention, (economic, cultural and historic, environmental, etc.), and identification of town and
landscape characteristics which will inform design output. The methodology for this information
gathering exercise will include a broad literature review, key informant interviews with town
representatives, historians, professionals and consultants, and extensive documentation of physical and
cultural characteristics in the form of sketches, photography and sample collection via field work.
The second major component is the design response to findings and the stated social-cultural mandates.
This design response will itself consist of two major components; a holistic conceptual overview of the
entire town pathway system whereby significant opportunity for place-making locations will be
highlighted and derived from this “map”, several design scenarios based on certain of these placemaking points. These scenarios will represent a higher-resolution design output, rendered in full and
demonstrative of suggested landscape, infrastructure and architectural elements as well as
programming relating to user behavior as identified in the information gathering component.
Expected outcomes are that the conceptualized experiential park and pathway overview and site
specific design scenarios will be used by the Town of Cochrane to inform future development and as
visual communicative tools in on-going consultation with stakeholders and town residents. These
concepts will assist in the creation of a meaningful open space experiences for the residents of Cochrane
and will have responded successfully to the socio-cultural mandates set forth for the Master Plan.
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The Study of Interface Design for In-vehicle Navigation Systems
Abstract
With the technological development of computer, communication, consumer electronics
and related products, in-vehicle navigation systems can be integrated with communication,
information, entertainment and personal service products.

However, if the in-vehicle

navigation system provides inadequate user interface information, the user might have
difficulty in operation.

For example, unsuitable icon and inappropriate framework

configuration will confuse users; redundant functional items and unsuited hierarchical
configuration are not only waste drivers’ time on looking for the functional items but also
increase the driver's mental workload.
In this study, a market survey was proceeded to identify user requirements for
functional items of in-vehicle navigation systems. The hierarchical cluster analysis was used
to classify the hierarchical configuration of functional items. Note that the fuzzy analytic
hierarchy process was also used to determine the design factors of framework configuration.
A process for the design of the functional icons was employed.

At the end, an in-vehicle

navigation system was developed based on the high demand functional items and clustering
rules, design factors of interface and the features of functional icons.
The in-vehicle navigation system developed in this study will provide designers with a
reference for developing a more efficient and user-friendly operation interface of the
in-vehicle navigation systems.

Keywords:

In-Vehicle Navigation Systems, Interactive Interface Design,
Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process, Icon Design
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1. Introduction
The progress of technology on computer software and hardware has made the
in-vehicle navigation systems be conveniently and popularly used in vehicles to guide users to
the prearranged destination.

Nowadays, the in-vehicle navigation system also integrates

related communication, daily information and entertainment into a multi-function device to
provide users with convenient services. Currently, the design trend of in-vehicle navigation
systems tends to focus on functional segmentation and visual difference to meet requirements
of various vehicles and different driving custom. This change makes the customer to choose
the in-vehicle navigation system based on his or her preference and use requirements.

In

general, the use environment of an in-vehicle navigation system can be divided into two types:
(1) before drive and (2) during drive [1]. The before drive type allow the user to prearrange
a route to the destination; while the during drive type allow the user to follow an automatic
navigation system to drive to the destination. The function and operation interface of an
in-vehicle navigation system is varied a lot and based on the manufacturer’ specifications and
technique support. Even though different users have their respective preference and use
requirements, Green [1] noted that an in-vehicle navigation system with redundant functions,
or inappropriate icon design, interface framework and layer arrangement will make users
confused in operation and spend more time in search for the needed function.
It is suggested that a well-designed navigation system assist users to enhance driving
efficiency and reduce operational errors and accidents [2].

Therefore, the usability of an

in-vehicle navigation system regarding the number of functional items, layer arrangement of
menu interface and visualized icons still needs for further study and improvement.

The

objective of this research is to propose an appropriate interaction interface design model of
the in-vehicle navigation systems for designers’ reference.

Based on the research objective,

the approach for research is briefly described as follows:
(1). Employ a factor analysis [3] to obtain a clustering relation matrix of functional items
based on the usability scenario when using an in-vehicle navigation system.

Note that

the questionnaire for the factor analysis uses an AIO (activities, interests and opinions) [4]
lifestyle scale.
2
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(2). Conduct hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) [5] to categorize the functional items of
an in-vehicle navigation system based on the clustering relation matrix.
(3). Apply fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) [6] in determining an optimum
combination of functional items for the system interface design. The calculation of the
fuzzy judgment matrix of the functional items is based on user-interface measurement
standards.
(4). Construct a computer-aided system interface based on the identified functional items,
layer arrangement and graphic icons.

To help designers evaluate the system, the

construction considers an interactive multi-media environment.
(5). Perform a usability evaluation to identify imperfection for further improvement.

The

experimental design of the usability evaluation follows general human-machine interface
measurement criteria.
The process used in developing a computer-based navigation system platform is shown in
Figure 1.

2. Hierarchical layer classification for functional items of in-vehicle
navigation systems
The research uses questionnaire technique and related literature collection including
five major brands of in-vehicle navigation systems, i.e. Garmin, Mio, Panasonic, TomTom
and HOLUX to identify functional items. A total of 61 functional items were identified.
These functional items are forwarded to a user evaluation process based on a 1-5 scale
judgment.

The five points 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 denote the linguistically essential items least

important, less important, medium important, very important and most important, respectively.
The research selected 44 from 61 functional items with higher average scores for further
development. To categorize the identified 44 functional items, a usability scenario
questionnaire based on the AIO lifestyle scale was designed and distributed to the testers.

In

this AIO questionnaire, 10 questions are related to daily activities, 7 questions are related to
personal interests and 8 questions are related to experienced opinions, respectively. About
106 effective copies of the questionnaire were directed towards the factor analysis with the
statistical software SPSS V14. The 25 usability scenario questions were classified into 9 use
3
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The first stage: function items cluster analysis
Data collection and questionnaire design
Survey of the relationship between
function items and usage modes

Requirement of function
items

correlation matrix of function items
and usage modes
the questionnaire design
(evaluation of correlation)
survey of user questionnaire
survey of expert questionnaire

age
job occupation
gender
number of IVNY
preferences of IVNY
demand of function items
related literature

Situation of using InVehicle Navigation Systems
age
job occupation
gender
number of IVNY
experience of IVNY
related literature

Function items cluster analysis

Confirmation of the
function items

Definition of the usage
modes

hierarchy cluster analysis
function items clustering
cluster levels testing
function items cluster confirmation

exclusion of unimportant
function items
confirmation of the target
function items

usage situation factors
analysis
confirmation of the usage
modes list

The second stage: system interface design
Definition of the Navigation Systems
function-menu frame
Navigation Systems interface design
confirmation of the system interface data
confirmation of the function items
hierarchical relationship
confirmation of the function-menus frame
design factors
evaluation and design for function icons

existing products` function menus analysis
definition of the fuzzy evaluation matrix
and the weight
confirmation of the important factors for
function-menus frame design
Navigation Systems function icons design
cognition testing of the function icons
selection of the function icons
confirmation of the best function icons

The third stage: experiment and verification
System interface experimental design
evaluation and designing for experimental
system
experimental procedure design
experimental task design
confirmation of the evaluation indicators
Experiments of two target systems

Analysis and correction of the experiment
evaluation of the measurement of
performance
evaluation of the five criterions for user
interface

Figure 1 A conceptual framework of the development flow chart
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factors. The 9 use factors were renamed as (1) system settings, (2) navigation in travelling,
(3) navigation between two places, (4) daily drive navigation, (5) navigation on alternation
of destination, (6) use of Global Positioning System (GPS) on non-navigation functions, (7)
navigation setting before drive, (8) user preference settings and (9) navigation on sudden
situations.

The survey results are then pooled to form a relationship matrix with rows that

denote 9 use factors and columns based upon the 44 identified functional items. In the
relationship matrix, the element “1” is used to represent a close relationship between a
particular use factor and a particular functional item and “0” represents no relationship
between a particular use factor and a particular functional item.

Following the generation of

the relationship matrix, an HCA is employed to categorize the 44 functional items into a
hierarchical tree structure. Note that the Euclidean distance and average linkage are used in
this research to compute the distances among the identified customer requirements. The
research classified the 44 functional items into 6 functional categories.

They are (1)

navigation type, (2) quick navigation, (3) medical or road rescue, (4) media entertainment, (5)
navigation planning and (6) setting.

3. Construction of an in-vehicle navigation system interface
To construct a navigation interface, the research first proceeded functional menu
framework evaluation and functional icon design.

The menu framework evaluation of

system interface is based on the collection of currently marketed in-vehicle navigation system
interfaces.

These system interfaces are considered as important parameters and evaluated

with the FAHP approach. As to the functional icon design, the research uses market survey,
product catalogue collection and questionnaire to identify higher cognition icons for design
reference.
According to the collection and integration of currently marketed in-vehicle navigation
system interfaces, the menu framework consists of major and secondary interfaces.

There

are three types of major interface and two types of secondary interface based on the number
of functional items in an individual display. The number of functional items that appears in
a major interface is 4, 5 and 6, while the number of functional items that appears in a
secondary interface is 6 and 8. Even though the possible combinations of major and
5
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secondary interfaces are 6 (3x2), the research added a 10 functional items to the secondary
interface that makes the combinations of major and secondary interfaces increase to 9 (3x3).
To select the most suitable menu framework for the development of the system interface, the
research applied the FAHP approach in the evaluation process. The evaluation criteria are
based on human-machine interface measurement standards proposed by the International
Standard Organization (ISO). Five measurement standards including fascination, tolerance,
performance, efficiency, and easy operation are used.
evaluated with fuzzy linguistic scales.

The five measurement standards are

The scale 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 denote least, less, medium,

very and most important, respectively. Let the importance fuzzy judgment scale W is
represented as [W1, W2, …, WN] where N is 5 for this research. The importance fuzzy
judgment scale for the five measurement standards are then derived as: W = [(4,6,8), (4,6,8),
(5, 7,9), (6,8,9) and (5,7,8)]. Note that the research also considers the block areas of major
and secondary interfaces and font types in the FAHP evaluation process [7].

Table 1

illustrates the identified parameters and levels of menu framework.
Table 1 Parameters and levels of the menu framework contents
Parameter
Level
Top: selection Top: power
Top: power area
Single
area
area
Major interface
Center: selection area
frame
Bottom: browse Bottom: select
Bottom: browse area
area
area
Top: selection Top: power
Top: power area
Single
area
area
Secondary interface
Center: selection area
frame
Bottom: browse Bottom: select
Bottom: browse area
area
area
Maximum Main
4
5
6
number of interface
functional Secondary
6
8
10
items
interface
Times New
Font types
Arial
Bold
Roman
The parameters and levels incorporated with five measurement standards are formed a matrix
with parameters and levels assigned in rows and five measurement standards assigned in
columns.

A questionnaire is also designed and distributed to testers via the Internet.

30

testers evaluate each parameter level based on the five measurement standards with fuzzy
linguistic scale. The collected data are pooled by the geometric average method as
6
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Table 2 Fuzzy judgment matrix for parameter levels
Parameter

Level

(2,3,6)

(1,3,5)

(3,5,7)

(3,5,7)

Easy
Operation
(3,5,7)

(3,5,8)

(4,6,8)

(4,6,8)

(5,7,8)

(4,7,8)

(3,5,7)

(3,6,8)

(2,5,7)

(3,5,7)

(3,5,7)

(4,6,8)

(4,6,8)

(3,6,8)

(3,5,7)

(3,5,7)

(2,4,6)

(1,3,5)

(3,5,7)

(3,5,7)

(4,6,7)

(3,5,7)

(3,5,7)

(3,5,7)

(3,5,7)

(3,6,8)

(3,5,7)

(4,6,8)

(3,5,7)

(3,6,7)

(2,5,7)

(4,6,8)

(4,6,8)

(4,7,8)

(4,7,8)

(3,5,7)

(4,6,8)
(3,5,7)
(5,7,8)
(4,7,8)
(5,7,8)

(2,5,7)
(4,7,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)

(3,5,7)
(3,6,8)
(3,5,7)
(3,6,8)
(5,7,8)

(4,7,8)
(3,6,7)
(4,6,8)
(5,7,8)
(4,6,8)

(4,6,8)
(3,6,7)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)

(2,4,6)

(2,5,7)

(2,4,6)

(3,5,7)

(2,4,6)

(4,6,8)
(2,4,6)
(5,8,9)

(4,7,8)
(2,5,7)
(4,6,8)

(4,6,8)
(3,5,7)
(4,7,8)

(4,6,8)
(2,5,7)
(3,6,8)

(4,6,8)
(3,5,7)
(4,6,8)

Fascination Tolerance Performance Efficiency

A1 Single frame
Top: power area
A2
Bottom: select area
Top: power area
Major interface
A3
Bottom: browse area
Top: power area
A4 Center: select area
Bottom: browse area
B1 Single frame
Top: power area
B2
Bottom: select area
Secondary
Top: select area
B3
interface
Bottom: browse area
Top: power area
B4 Center: select area
Bottom: browse area
C1
4
Number of
5
functional items in C2
main interface
C3
6
Number of
D1
6
functional items in D2
8
secondary
D3
10
interface
E1 Times New Roman
Font types
E2 Arial
E3 Bold

illustrated in Table 2. In Table 2, the number of the candidate menu system interface design
alternatives based on the combination of the choice of a level from each parameter is 432
(4x4x3x3x3). The importance fuzzy judgment scale for each candidate menu system
interface design alternative can also be pooled by the geometric average method [8].

Table 3

illustrates an example showing the importance fuzzy judgment scale is derived for the F1
candidate menu system interface.

The importance fuzzy judgment scales for the 432

candidate menu system interfaces are illustrated in Table 4.

To select the most optimum

menu system interface from the 432 candidate alternatives, the FAHP approach is used.
Let the set of candidate menu system interface alternatives F is represented as [F1, F2, …, FM]
where M is 432 for this research.

Meanwhile, let FMi denote the set of the importance fuzzy
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Table 3 Importance judgment scale of the candidate menu system interface alternative F1
Parameter
Level
Fascination Tolerance Performance Efficiency Easy Operation
Major interface A1 Single frame
(2,3,6)
(1,3,5)
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
Secondary
B1 Single frame
(2,4,6)
(1,3,5)
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(4,6,7)
interface
Number of
functional items C1
4
(4,6,8)
(2,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(4,7,8)
(4,6,8)
in main interface
Number of
functional items
D1
6
(4,7,8)
(4,6,8)
(3,6,8)
(5,7,8)
(4,6,8)
in secondary
interface
Times New
Font types
E1
(4,6,8)
(4,7,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
Roman
Pooled importance fuzzy judgment
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
scale
Table 4 Important judgment scales for 432 candidate menu system interface alternatives
Candidate menu
system interface
alternative FM
F1
F2
F3
...
F211
F212
F213
…
F430
F431
F432

Fascination Tolerance
W1
W2
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
…
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(3,5,8)
…
(3,6,8)
(3,5,7)
(4,6,8)

(3,5,7)
(2,4,6)
(2,5,7)
…
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
…
(4,6,8)
(3,5,8)
(4,6,8)

Performance Efficiency
W3
W4
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
…
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
…
(3,6,7)
(3,5,7)
(3,6,8)

(4,6,8)
(3,6,7)
(4,6,8)
…
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
…
(3,6,8)
(3,5,7)
(3,6,7)

judgment scale for the five measurement standards, i = 1, 2, …, 5.

Easy Operation
W5
(4,6,8)
(3,6,7)
(4,6,8)
…
(4,6,8)
(4,6,8)
(3,6,8)
…
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)
(3,5,7)

Then, the total score RM

for each candidate menu system interface alternative FM is calculated as RM = FM  W [6].
Table 5 illustrates the results of the total scores for the 432 candidate menu system interface
alternatives.

Note that the averaged score based on triangular fuzzy logic algorithm for each

candidate menu system interface alternative is also illustrated in Table 5.

It appears that the

highest averaged score in Table 5 is 214.8. The corresponding candidate menu system
interface alternative F213 with the combination of parameter levels A2B4C3D2E3 is selected
8
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Table 5 Averaged scores for the 432 candidate menu system interface alternatives
Candidate menu system interface
alternative FM
F1
F2
F3
...
F211
F212
F213
…
F430
F431
F432

Total score RM

Averaged score

as the alternative recommendation for further system interface design.

188.7
179.4
190.2
213.3
202.3
214.8
194.6
184.7
196.0

The characteristics of

the parameter levels for F213 are: major interface with power area at top and select area at
bottom, secondary interface with power area at top, select area at center and browse area at
bottom, number of functional items in main interface with 6 functional items, number of
functional items in secondary interface with 10 functional items and font types with bold.
In designing graphic icons for functional items, the research collected graphic icons
from currently marketed functional items. A total of 50 graphic icons including major and
secondary interfaces were collected and redrawn as shown in Table 6.

The candidate

graphic icons were designed as a questionnaire and distributed the testers [9]. The results
indicated that users tend to accept daily or customary image graphics as icons. Icon graphics
with embodied characteristics will make users to obtain a higher recognition. Besides, a
simplified graphics of icons will also provide a higher recognition. These suggestions help
lead directly towards the identification of five icon graphics design criteria:
(1). The size of an icon for in-vehicle navigation systems is about 48x48 pixels and the area
should not be lower than 64 mm2.
(2). Use single color as a background to obtain better tapping effect.
(3). Graphic image should be easy to understand and color and shape be simplified.
(4). Unify the style of icon graphics to be a family image.
9
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Table 6 Candidate graphic icons for 44 functional items and 6 major and secondary interfaces

(5). Allocate supplementary texts of functional items under the icon graphics to enhance
recognition.
Based on the above mentioned icon graphics design criteria, the research developed 51
graphic icons for the corresponding functional items as shown in Table 7.

The framework of

the operational interface including 6 functional categories and 44 functional items is
illustrated in Figure 2. Note that I7 to I50 shown in Figure 2 denote the 44 functional items.
An interactive interface of operational flow chart for this research is shown in Figure 3.
The task of system interface construction includes: (1) planning of system panel, (2)
arrangement of menu framework, (3) retrieve and edit functional icon graphics and (4)
develop interactive connection of interface. The construction of the system interface for this
research uses a HP iPAQ 212 Enterprise hand held display as shown in Figure 4.

4. Experiment and verification of the system interface
To identify the merits and faults of the developed in-vehicle navigation system, the
research also established an experimental procedure for system interface usability evaluation.
10
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Table 7 The designed graphics icons for 51 functional items

Main interface
Function types
N avigation
type

Q uick
navigation

Navigation Medical or
planning road rescue

Media
entertainment

Setting

Secondary interface
I 10

I 17 I 22 I 50

I7

I36

I13

I 21

I 42

I 16

I30

I 39

I 12

I 18 I 29

I8

I38

I 25

I26

I 43

I23

I 33

I40

I 14

I 19 I 32

I9

I41

I 31

I 48

I 44

I 24 I 35

I 46

I 15

I 20 I 34

I11

I 27

I 47

I45

I 28

I 49

I 37

Figure 2 A hierarchical framework of the interface of functional items
The experiment is based on the comparison of two groups, with one group using the
developed in-vehicle navigation system while the other one group using Garmin Nuvi 1370T.
The experiment flow chart is shown in Figure 5. The research also designed 10 types of

11
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Operation process 1

Operation process 2

Operating the quick start
==========================
Object: Specific icons
Action: Click
Reaction: Highlight

Operation process 3

Operating the main interface
==========================
Object: All icons
Action: Click function menu
Reaction: Highlight

Operating the secondary interface
==========================
Object: All icons
Action: Click function menu
Reaction: Highlight

Operating the third interface
==========================
Object: All icons
Action: Click
Reaction: Highlight

Running the application
=====================
Object: Application frame
Action: Watch and operate
Reaction: Highlight

Finishing the application
=====================
Object: The close-icons
Action: Click
Reaction: Highlight

Finishing the application
=====================
Object: The close-icons
Action: Click
Reaction: Highlight

Figure 3 An interactive interface of operational flow chart

Figure 4 System interface development environment
tasks and selected 20 testers who have design backgrounds. The 10 types of tasks and the
corresponding descriptions are illustrated in Table 8.
After the experiment, the 20 testers are asked to evaluate a questionnaire regarding user
interface evaluation criteria. The research defined 9 interface criteria for evaluation.

They

are: (1) appropriate layout, (2) appropriate color, (3) easy to click, (4) functional icons are
12
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Figure 5 Flow chart of the experiment
Table 8 The designed tasks and descriptions for the experiment
Task item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Search for a gas station
Search for a roadside
assistance
Adjust the screen
brightness
Search for a address
Search for a cultural
center
Search for a crossroads
Search for a shopping
center
Run the photo viewer
Search for a hospital

10 Search for an interchange

Task description
My car is out of gas and I want to use the GPS to find a
nearby gas station.
My car is break down and I want to use the GPS to call for a
roadside assistance.
I think the GPS screen is too dark and I want to adjust the
brightness.
I'm going to No.118, Ln. 43, Sec. 2, xxx Rd., xxx City.
My family wants me to pick her up at the cultural center.
My company assigned me to pick up a guest at the
crossroads of xxx Rd. and xxx E. Rd.
I want to go to the nearest supermarket.
I want to view the photos that stored in the system.
I find a car accident on the road and I need to find a nearby
hospital quickly.
I want to find the nearest freeway entrance ramp.

13
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easy to understand, (5) texts are easy to understand, (6) avoid inappropriate touch, (7) easy to
find the functional item, (8) easy to learn the interface and (9) overall satisfaction. The
evaluation is based on a 1-5 scale judgment with the scale 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represent very low,
low, medium, high and very high satisfaction, respectively. The results showed that the
developed in-vehicle navigation system has higher satisfaction than that of the comparison
system. However, the developed in-vehicle navigation system still has some individual tasks
needs further improvement.

5. Conclusions
The functional items that current in-vehicle navigation systems can provide have been
increased gradually.
choose.

Their differences are also increased that make the user much difficult to

Besides, a built-in in-vehicle navigation system will become the future trend. As

such, the designer is responsible for developed a friendly in-vehicle navigation system to meet
user requirements. The research proposed a procedure for the construction of in-vehicle
navigation system interface that integrated some approaches such as usability scenario model,
AIO scale, factor analysis, hierarchical clustering analysis, fuzzy analytic hierarchy process
and graphics design. A system simulation for experimental evaluation is also conducted for
further improvement reference. It is expected that the developed in-vehicle navigation
system can assist the designer to consider interaction interface in the design process.
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44780 Bochum, Germany
julia.knoch@rub.de
ABSTRACT
Examining the significant scientific literature in the field of Calvino research, it is particularly
noticeable that the research literature commonly differentiates between the early and the late
fictional work of Italo Calvino. While the early neorealist period of the author is allied to his
political involvement in the Resistance movement during World War Two, the early 1950s
are considered as the period of detachment from serious political issues as well as the phase of
Calvino’s approach to narrative experiments, self-referentiality and metafiction.
Previous literature studies have focussed primarily on the late fictional work of
Calvino. By contrast, very little attention has been given to the author’s early fictional work.
Even if Calvino’s first novel Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno (1947) is related to the period of
Italian neorealism, his early narratives from the 1940s – summarized in the volume Ultimo
viene il corvo (1949) – have remained almost unnoticed.
It is at this point that my presentation makes its departure: First, it is notably evident
that the temporal limitations of neorealism differ greatly. While Dietrich Schlumbohm
ascribes the beginning of neorealism to the 1930s and sees its end in 1955, Maria Corti
narrows down the movement to eight years (1943 to 1950). Second, the period of neorealism
does not have specified maxims, i.e. neither for the cinematographic nor the literary
movement exist uniform principles. The only common element of neorealist literature is often
seen in its political motivation. In turn, Maria Corti, one of the most important European
semioticians, shows that anti-fascist neorealist literature follows essential formal principles of
the resistenza literature. Thus, from a stylistic point of view neorealist literature is based on a
poetica dell'immediatezza (‘poetics of immediacy’).
Against this background, I would like to demonstrate that the early fictional work of
Calvino resumes different techniques of immediate narration, but also undermines immediate
narration principles. In other words, narrative experiments, self-referential and metafictional
elements are not only characteristics of Calvino’s late fictional work but they are still specific
for Calvino’s early novel Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno and some of his early narratives.
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Mississippi Chinese World War II Veterans' Narratives: Military
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Abstract:
This presentation focuses on a life stories research project on Mississippi World
War II veterans of Chinese ancestry to examine their military participation and
contributions. In summer 2003, twenty-four Mississippi Delta World War II
veterans of Chinese ancestry were interviewed about their wartime stories and
memories. Most of the veterans had been born in Southern China or Hong Kong,
were not yet citizens of the United States, and spoke limited English. However,
despite these apparent problematic circumstances, when war broke out, these
young men served their “adopted” country alongside American citizens and other
new immigrants. In a series of interviews, these veterans were asked to recount
and reflect on World War II experiences that had particular personal significance
to them.
The purpose of this presentation will be to identify key themes gleaned from the
Mississippi Chinese World War II veterans’ stories. The military narratives
reveal historical, social, and cultural insights about the circumstances of these
men’s lives in the American South in the 1940s. In particular, their stories shed
light on the following issues from the perspective of these Chinese narrators: the
tri-racial relations in the American South, the absence of educational
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opportunities, limited military roles based on ethnic stereotyping, “double
identities” created by “Paper Son” immigration practices, and consequences of
military service.
By analyzing selected representative themes in the narratives of these World War
II veterans, the speakers will show how their military experiences have shaped
their identities/roles and daily lives as members of the Chinese diaspora, thereby
yielding a rich and complex cultural life in the Mississippi Delta in the 1940s and
beyond.
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Film Noir and Other Genres

By Sheri Chinen Biesen

I will examine the changing face of film noir to investigate how film noir style evolves in relation
to other genres from wartime into the postwar era and how noir influences different film genres.
Classical film noir challenged censorship constraints to subjectively explore gender, masculinity,
misogynistic violence and sexual turmoil. Moreover, these stylish noir pictures provide unique
perspective on shifting cultural and industrial considerations during this time to reveal how Hollywood’s
noir cycle evolves from earlier wartime conventions to shift over the postwar period. Capitalizing on
wartime production conditions—including blackouts, restrictions on location shooting, rationing of film,
lighting, electricity, set materials and recycled sets shrouded in shadow, fog, rain, cigarette smoke,
mirrors and shrewd camera angles—film noir thrived during and just after World War II. Noir eventually
forged new directions in a changing postwar era of independent production as the motion picture
industry—and noir style—transformed during this period.

Biographical note
Sheri Chinen Biesen, Ph.D. is author of Blackout: World War II and the Origins of Film Noir (Johns
Hopkins UP, 2005), film studies professor at Rowan University & has taught at Univ of Texas, UC, USC,
in England and contributed to Film Noir Reader 4, Gangster Film Reader, Historical Journal of Film,
Radio & Television, Quarterly Review of Film & Video, Film & History, Literature/Film Quarterly,
Historian, Television & Television History, Popular Culture Review, and edited The Velvet Light Trap.
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Investigating Smart Fabrics to Help Muscle Pain
Justine Smith
Industrial Design Intern
ResMed, Sydney Australia
justinesmith23@hotmail.com
Oya Demirbilek
Industrial Design Program
University of New South Wales, Sydney Australia
o.demirbilek@unsw.edu.au (contact author)

Abstract
This paper investigates the various types of smart fabrics and related products, and
looks at their potential in relation to help alleviate muscle pain and contraction.
Smart fabrics are also known as e-textiles, electronic textiles, intelligent textiles,
smart wearables, and wearable computing. The term ʻsmartʼ is often associated
with materials or systems that have somewhat intelligent features, for example the
ability to sense the surroundings and respond accordingly. These fabrics may be
described as innovative textiles that incorporate intelligent features to provide some
benefit or perform a specific function for the user. An example of a smart fabric is of
a wearable garment that monitors the userʼs vital signs of health and has the ability
to respond by providing a medical alert during an emergency.
Key words: smart fabrics, smart materials, muscle pain.

Smart fabrics
To be able to sustain an acceptable level of care to a growing population, in terms of
numbers and quality, health care systems are becoming more and more expensive.
The Swiss National Science Foundation formulates the 4P medicine of the future
approach (4P for: personalised, predictive, preventative, participatory), which will
involve all stakeholders in the “diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases and
traumatic injury; creation, restoration and reinforcement of the human bodyʼs
structures and defense mechanism; as well as relief from chronic and acute pain”
(Swiss National Science Foundation, 2008, p. 13). Smart materials have a major
role to play within this approach, and in the future or human health (Swiss National
Science Foundation, 2008).
The term ʻsmartʼ or “engineered” in smart fabrics is often associated with materials
or systems with intelligent features, for example being “able to sense its
surroundings and respond with an appropriate action” (McQuaid, 2005, p. 183).
Therefore, smart fabrics may be described as innovative textiles that incorporate
intelligent features to provide some benefit or perform a function for the user. One of
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the main advantages of the incorporation of electronics into fabric structures is that it
allows “change with greater speed and ease than more rigid surfaces” (Braddock &
OʼMahony 2005, p. 32).
The connection between textiles and electronics is of growing importance because
technologies are increasingly more mobile, smaller and ubiquitous and playing a
more active role in the everyday lives of consumers, where textiles are being
acknowledged as “the newest frontier of the high-tech revolution” (McQuaid, 2005,
p. 184). However, not all smart fabrics are electronic in its kind – as they may be
magnetic, thermal or chemical.
Smart fabrics classification
The types of smart fabrics may be classified as in the following table (adapted from
Zhang & Tao, 2001 quoted in Van Langenhove & Hertleer, 2004; and Gonzales, J.A.
2008):
Table 1. Smart fabrics classification
Classification
Properties
Passive smart
Can sense their surrounding environment, without a response.
fabrics
An example is a fabric with an incorporated sensor.
Active smart
fabrics
Very smart
fabrics
Intelligent
materials

Can sense their surrounding environment, and can also respond
to it. An example is a fabric with an incorporated sensor and
actuator.
Can perform similarly to active smart fabrics, but can adapt their
responses according to its changing environment.
Capable of responding or activated to perform a function in a
manual or pre-programmed manner.

Typical Components
According to Sabine Seymour (Seymour, 2008, p. 12), author of Fashionable
Technology, the main technical components that are used in smart fabrics comprise
of:
• Interfaces (e.g. connectors, wires, antennas etc.)
• Microprocessors (computer with single chip that can run and store a program)
• Inputs (e.g. sensors)
• Outputs (e.g. Actuators)
• Software
• Energy (e.g. Batteries, solar panels etc.)
• Materials (e.g. electronic textiles, enhanced materials etc.)
Smart fabric types, materials and components
There is a wide range of smart fabrics and materials, including electronically
conductive ones, quantum tunnelling composites, illuminated textiles, radio
frequency identification technology, shape memory materials, micro-electromechanical systems, nanotechnology and microencapsulation, sensors, and solar
cells. The following ten tables present these various smart fabric types, materials,
component, as well as discuss the applications, advantages and product examples.
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Table 2. Electronically Conductive Materials

Type & examples Properties
Electronically Conductive Materials
Conductive Fibers

E-Broidery

Conductive Ink

EeonTex™
Conductive Textiles

Made up of either a metallic or synthetic element in order to conduct
electricity. These fibres may use:
• stainless steel
• silver-coated threads (anti-bacterial and anti-static properties)
• copper sulphide-coated threads (anti-bacterial and anti-static
properties)
• Bekinox™ (polyester with 20% stainless steel fibres)
• X-Static™ (99.9% silver fibre)
• Thunderon™ (copper sulphide/acrylic blend fibre)
• Carbon Bi-component
• No-Shock™(carbon conductive nylon)
Electronic embroidery, or e-broidery, is the “patterning of conductive
textiles by numerically controlled sewing or weaving processes” (Post,
2000). Through the traditional technique of embroidery, various
components of electronics (such as sensors, actuators etc) and textiles
(such as conductive fibres, threads & yarns) may be combined in order
to complete an electronic circuit within a textile structure.
Conductive ink usually consists of powdered silver and carbon within a
polymer resin. The ink is then printed onto a surface that is to be used in
electrical circuits. The benefit of printing with conductive ink is that it is a
cheaper alternative than using other conductive components - however,
its major issues include its relatively high resistance and its lack of
rigidity, which can cause problems with connections.
Utilise a coating of doped polypyrrole, a naturally conducting polymer, in
which every fibre is completely coated. Almost any fabric or yarn can be
coated. This coating causes the textile to be electrically conductive and
slightly darker in colour. However, the coating “barely affects the
strength, drape, flexibility, and porosity of the starting substrates. Fabrics
are tailor-made for desired resistance, thickness, porosity, surface area,
flame-resistance, etc.” (Eeonyx Corporation, 2004)

Table 3. Quantum Tunnelling Composites (QTC)

Type & examples Properties
Quantum Tunnelling Composites (QTC)
Commercially
available in 3 forms:
1. Pills – small
condensed QTC
material used for low
voltage, low power
motor control
2. Cable – allows
pressure to be
sensed along a
boundary area –
typically for security
or protection
applications
3. Switch substrates –
used in membrane
switch or flat sensor
structures, force
sensors, or
transducers.

QTC is a technology for pressure switching and sensing materials, or
“electrically conductive material that has been developed to advance the
capability of switching and sensing systems” (Peratech, 2009).
QTC is a unique material that transforms from an electrical insulator to
an electrically conductive material, once placed under pressure. It is a
composite material that is made from a blend of metal filler particles and
elastomeric binder (such as silicone rubber). One of its main advantages
is that is its high versatility. With its elastomeric material qualities, it can
be moulded into many different shapes and can be made from various
types of elastomers and conductive materials – with this versatility, the
designer is able to choose materials according to what qualities are
required, for example high level of sensitivity & impact resistivity
(Inventables 2009).
Softswitch fabrics (soft interfaces containing keypads, buttons, switches
etc.) are made when QTC material is combined with a conductive textile
material.
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Table 4. Electroluminescent textiles

Type & examples Properties
Illuminated Textiles
Examples:
• RE:Form! Studio's
Pillow concept
(Braddock & OʼMahony
2005, p. 48),

• Sonumbra by
Loop.pH Studio
(http://loop.ph/bin/view/
Loop/SonUmbra)

• S1 Sailing suit by
Grade Zero EspaceTM.
LED Integrated
Textiles
Examples:
• Lumalive (Koninklijke
Philips Electronics N.V,
2008)

• LED Cell Rug by
LAMA Concept.
(http://www.lamaconce
pt.nl/index.html)
Fibre Optics
Example:
• Luminex® (2006) is
a non-reflective
textile emitting light
through woven fibre
optic threads.

Electroluminescence is the “production of visible light by a substance
exposed to an electric field without thermal energy generation” (Hart,
1999). Electroluminescent wire is made from a thin and flexible wire of
copper that is coated in phosphor. When current is applied to the wire,
then the phosphor makes the wire glow.
Electroluminescent material can also be film-based, where phosphor is
printed between 2 layers of thin electrodes. The benefits are thin,
TM
flexible, good light coverage (Grado Zero Espace ).
Philips Lumalive has developed the technology to integrate multicoloured LEDs (light emitting diode) with textiles, as a new flexible
medium to display animations and messages. The technology involves
an “array of LED pixels mounted on a lightweight flexible substrate, each
pixel containing closely spaced red, green and blue (RGB)
LEDs...Layers of translucent material covering the LEDs diffuse the
light...allowing the display of vivid daylight-visible colour patterns,
dynamic images, text messages and full-colour animations”(Koninklijke
Philips Electronics N.V, 2008).
Comprises of “thin glass or plastic fibres...through which light can be
transmitted. Pulses of light contained in the fibre are capable of sending
digital visual and written information over a vast distance” (Braddock &
OʼMahony 2005, p.30). Light is usually just emitted from the end of the
fibre, however, if the surface of the fibre is treated, then the light may
also be emitted along the entire length of the fibre.

Table 5. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

Type & examples Properties
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
Examples:
Texas Instruments,
has produced
OverMoulded
transponder RFID tags
for textiles that are
able to withstand high
temperature and high
pressure during
laundry. These tags
have a solid overmoulded casing to
protect the internal
circuitry, and are small
enough (Ø 22mm) to
be integrated into a
garment. They are
used in hospital staff
garments in Norway
for tracking throughout
the laundry service.

The RFID technology is similar to Universal Product Codes (UPC), or
barcodes, in that they wirelessly transmit a unique serial number
between a ʻtagʼ and ʻreaderʼ. However, some of the main differences are:
• RFID technology uses radio waves to transmit data, whereas UPC
uses barcode scanners
• data can be stored on RFID tags efficiently
• this data can be changed and locked
• tags can be read from long distances
• multiple tags can be read at once
RFID tags contain a microchip, antenna and sometimes a battery;
enclosed in plastic, silicon or occasionally glass. Types of RFID:
• Active – relies on an internal battery to power its circuit and to
transmit radio waves. Can broadcast high frequencies over great
distances (850-950MHz, over 30 metres).
• Semi-active – relies on the RFID reader for its power supply but also
has an internal battery to power its circuit. Can also broadcast high
frequencies over great distances.
• Passive – relies purely on the RFID reader for power supply. Can be
read up to six metres away. Since it does not require an internal
battery, these tags are relatively inexpensive to produce and are
often used on disposable consumer products.
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Table 6. Shape Memory Materials

Type & examples Properties
Shape Memory Materials
Shape memory materials are considered “programmable” as they change shape when certain
physical stimuli is applied, for example a change in temperature, and restored to their original
shape when the stimulus is removed (Guidot 2006, p. 214).
Alloys
The most commonly used shape memory alloys (SMAs) include NickelTitanium (or Nitinol) and Copper-Zinc alloys. This material has been
Example:
used in a wide range of industries, including textiles, for example as
under wires in bras – “the reversible deformation (super-elasticity) of the
The Grado Zero
alloys make the fit more comfortable and means the under wires donʼt
Espaceʼs shirt design,
bend in the washing machine” (Guidot 2006, p. 215). The shape memory
uses Nitinol wire within alloys ʻrememberʼ their original shape through a shape-setting process,
Oricalco fabric; and is
which involves heating the alloy so that its crystalline structure is able to
the first shape memory be manipulated. When a specific temperature is reached, force is
shirt thatʼs sleeves
applied to change the shape of the alloy. The alloy is then immersed in
could shorten with an
water to cool to hold its new shape. When the same specific temperature
increase in room
is applied again, the shape of the alloy returns to its original state.
temperature. Another
feature of the shirt is
that if it becomes
deformed, then heat
may be applied so that
it is restored to its
original form.
Polymers (SMPs)

They can change shape under heated conditions. A commonly found
SMP is of shape memory foam, which is used in pillows.
Veriflex™ is a SMP that originally exists as a rigid polymer material, then
when heated “exhibits characteristics of a high quality, dynamic
elastomer that can tolerate up to 200% elongation” (Inventables, 2009).
SMPs can be combined with fibres, which allow it to increase its
recovery strength when the polymer returns to its original shape. Another
advantage is that different colours are available, allowing more design
opportunities. Similarly, this material can be found in the form of a
coating, which can be applied to different surfaces.

Table 7. Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems

Type & examples Properties
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems
(MEMS)
Examples:
• Biotechnology (e.g.
Biosensors)
• Communications
(e.g. Interferometric
modulator displays)
• Accelerometers (e.g.
in cars).

This is the “integration of mechanical elements, sensors, actuators and
electronics on a common silicon substrate through microfabrication
technology” (MEMS Net, 2009). On a very small scale, MEMS
components range from 0.001-0.1mm in size. Similarly, MEMS devices
range from 0.02-1mm in size. The electronics are constructed through
integrated circuit (IC) processes, while the micro-mechanical
components use “micromachining” processes that are compatible with
the IC processes. This involves either: etching away selected areas of
the silicon wafer, or the addition of extra layers to form mechanical &
electro-mechanical devices. Microelectronic ICs act as the ʻbrainsʼ of the
system with its decision-making capacity, whereas MEMS act as the
ʻeyesʼ and ʻ armsʼ as they “allow microsystems to sense and control the
environment” (MEMS Net, 2009).

MEMS within
biological organisms

Currently under investigation by BioMEMS – a research group at
Deakin University (http://www.deakin.edu.au/scitech/eng/biomems/)
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Table 8. Nanotechnology & Microencapsulation

Type & examples Properties
Nanotechnology & Microencapsulation
Nanotechnology

It is the “understanding and control of matter at dimensions between
approximately 1 and 100 nanometres, where unique phenomena enable
novel applications” (National Nanotechnology Initiative, 2010). A
nanometre equates to one-billionth of a meter (10-9 metre) – unique
characteristics have emerged from the physical, chemical and biological
properties of a material at this nano-scale (National Nanotechnology
Initiative, 2010). Itʼs present and future application to the field of textiles
is immense and widespread. Textiles that are made from nano-fibres
th
offer a fibre diameter the size of 1/180,000 the breadth of a human hair,
a very small pore size, higher absorption rates, and allows more
chemical functional groups within the fibreʼs molecules. If these nanofibres are carbon-based, they are called carbon nanotubes, which have
stronger bonds than diamonds and is tougher than steel; with great
electrical conductive properties, which has great potential for electronic
devices built on a molecular scale. Carbon nanotubes within textiles
therefore provide electrical conductivity (as well as thermal conductivity),
without compromising the tactile qualities of a conventional textile.

Intelligent coatings

Various coatings can provide the following qualities in textiles: (Teli,
2008; and Gleiche, 2006)

Coatings applied to
fabric may be used to
change its appearance
or texture, or to
enhance its properties.
Examples:
Spattering is a coating
technique where a
metal powder solution
is sprayed onto the
base of a synthetic
fabric, and then is
vacuum-coated in
order to create a
unique effect. Metals
are “broken down into
microscopic particles
in a vacuum using
ionized argon gas and
then fixed to the
surface of the
fabric...the ʻmetalʼ
fabric is fluid, and its
texture is not altered
by the thin coating”
(Braddock &
OʼMahony 2005, p.
191).
Different metal
powders produce
different effects, for
example a copper &
polyurethane coating
makes a fabric antibacterial and odour
qualities, whereas a

Quality
Crease/crush/wrinkl
e-proof

Stain-resistant
Waterproof
Anti-static

UV Ray-resistant

Anti-bacterial/antiodour
Pollution
eliminating
Self-healing
Strength
Washing
permanence
Scratch-resistant
Reduced oxygen
permeability
Fire-resistant
Anti-fog
Anti-reflective
(moth eye
structure)

Coating
• Resin precondensates
• nano titanium dioxide or nano silica with
polycarboxylic acid & UV radiation
exposure
• nano silica with maleic anhydride
• Polyurethane
• Titanium dioxide
• Polytetrafluorethylen (PTFE) or Teflon
• Nano titanium dioxide
• Zinc oxide
• Viscous & nano antimony dioxide
• Tin dioxide
• Titanium dioxide
• Zinc oxide
• Silicon dioxide
• Aluminium dioxide
• Nano silver titanium dioxide
• Palladium
• Oxetane, chitosan & polyurethane
• Carbon nanotubes
• Silicone dioxide
• Silicone dioxide
• Silicone dioxide
• Silicone dioxide
• Titanium dioxide
• Layers of silicone dioxide & titanium
dioxide
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stainless steel coating
may make a fabric
weather-proof
Electrospinning

Electrospinning is a manufacturing method that produces ultra-fine
fibres. This method can be used with polymers, ceramics and
composites and can therefore be used for a variety of applications. One
such application of interest is in tissue engineering, where biopolymers
(such as collagen or elastin) are used to produce grafts or to replace
damaged tissues and organs. An example of this use is the production of
a vascular graft, where a tube of collagen is electrospun to create a very
small graft that develops with the patient. The process involves an
electrostatic charge being produced within a strong electric field, and
being applied to a “fine stream of polymer solution directed at a
grounded collector plate. The electrically charged jet of polymer solution
accelerates and thins out in the electric field” (CSIRO, 2009). This
technique is being applied to the manufacturing of non-woven electronic
textiles, where carbon nanotubes are blended with polymers (such as
polyvinyldifluoride), which allows for the “aggregation and alignment of
the nanotubes as well as produce a non-woven fabric. The resulting
fabric is then poled and processed into distributed sensors and
actuators” (Jalili, 2007). Such a fabric brings together the advantageous
mechanical, electrical and thermal properties of carbon nanotubes within
a thin, lightweight and flexible textile medium.

Microencapsulation
Example:
Skins compression
clothing uses Memory
MX fabric with a high
stretch elastomeric
yarn, which supports
muscles – lessening
vibration, damage to
soft tissues, soreness
after exercise and
reduces risk of
muscular injury during
times of fatigue (Skins,
2010). The Skins Ice
range uses
microencapsulation to
release menthol to
induce “a cool feeling
without physically
cooling our muscles
during exercise” (Be
Sportier, 2009).

Microfibers are produced through the manipulation of molecules.
Microcapsules exist within microfibers and may “contain a variety of
active agents such as medication, vitamins, anti-bacterial products, or
moisturizers” (Seymour 2008, p. 15). Microencapsulation is a technique
that works “when the seals around the tiny capsules are broken by the
fabric being creased or rubbed. The contents are absorbed slowly
through the skin” (Braddock & OʼMahony 2005, p. 17). This technology
has already changed the way drugs are delivered to the body. Nicotine
and contraceptive patches currently use this technology, which release
the drugs or hormones from the patches through the skin.
Microencapsulation has been used within textiles to treat and prevent
muscular injuries. Such textiles often contain analgesic drugs, most
commonly menthol (for cooling effect) or capsaicin-derived (found in
capsicums) ingredients for its heating effect. The benefit of using
microencapsulation to deliver drug therapies is that it “provides for longer
lasting relief which does not feel as wet as typical topical analgesic
patches” (Smith et al, 2004).
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Table 9. Sensors

Type & examples
Sensors

Properties

Can be defined as small “electronic devices that can both detect and generate electrical signals”
from a wide range of variables – from motion to temperature (Science Daily, 2006). The signals
transmitted by sensors are transmitted to a microcontroller where they are analysed and translated
into useful information. The development of sensor technology has led to many opportunities for
health and medical applications. As electronics have become smaller and smaller, sensors are
now easier to integrate into textile garments and products. For example, computer engineers from
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University have developed pants that have sensors
woven into the fabric to measure the userʼs speed, rotation and flexion.
Thermo-sensitive
materials
Most of the thermo-sensitive materials (including shape memory alloy,
and
shape memory polymer) are based on inherent thermal expansion;
Examples:
and
are solid, with limited thermal expansion. Thermo-sensitive liquids
thermochromic ink,
and
gelatines
are weaker in intensity (Lou, et al., 2006).
dyes, thermoplastics,
coatings
Metal-based/polymer
functional nanocomposite
Accelerometers

ActiSENS

Galvanic skin
response (GSR)
sensors
Example:

This is a new type of amorphous composite material that combines the
merits of both metal (thermo-conductivity and electro-conductivity) and
polymer (thermo-expansion). It can be used as a thermosensitive and
expansive material (Lou, et al., 2006).
These are sensors that measure both static and dynamic forces of
acceleration. The forces are determined by the level of movement or
vibration of the accelerometer. Types of accelerometers include:
MECHANICAL – involves measuring the force applied on a mass
moving back & forth on a spring.
CAPACITIVE – “a metal beam or micro-machined feature produces
capacitance” which is related to acceleration.
PIEZOELECTRIC – a piezoelectric crystal is mounted to a mass and its
voltage output is calculated which is converted to acceleration.
PIEZORESISTIVE – measures resistance changes with acceleration to
a beam or micro-machined-feature.
MAGNETORESISTIVE – a magnetic field is applied and the changes in
resistance are measured.
HALL EFFECT – “motion converted to electrical signal by sensing of
changing magnetic fields” (Texas Instruments, 2005).
HEAT TRANSFER – the location of a heated mass is tracked during
acceleration by measuring its change in temperature.
(Texas Instruments, 2005).
This is a motion sensor developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for
Integrated Circuits in Germany that is designed to measure the physical
activity of the user. The sensor system measures six types of body
movements (resting, walking, running, cycling, climbing & ascending
stairs) and associating a point and scoring system to each movement
type in order to provide an objective method of calculating the userʼs
level of physical activity (Frauhofer IIS, 2009).
The unit consists of a triaxial accelerometer (which measures
acceleration in three axes) and an altimeter (which measures the altitude
from a fixed level) enclosed within a case that can be worn on a belt.
The userʼs daily activity score is displayed on an integrated LED screen.
Also housed in the unit is a Bluetooth module, which communicates data
to the personal computer for an overview and analysis of the results
(Frauhofer IIS, 2009).
GSR sensors are used to capture the “autonomic nerve response as a
parameter of the sweat gland function”, or it measures the sweat (usually
on the fingertips) in order to measure changes in the skinʼs electrical
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e-Pressed smart Shirt
is a garment that uses
GSR sensors to
measure and
communicate the
wearerʼs emotional
state; and encourages
interaction by lighting
up certain acupressure
areas on the body.
The electronic
components consist of
LEDs (which flash
when the wearer
experiences stress
and when the batteries
are low), silicon wires,
conductive thread, a
micro-controller
(Arduino Diecimila) an
Arduino circuit board,
batteries, electrodes
and the galvanic skin
response sensor.

properties in response to exposure to various kinds of stimuli
(Biomedical Signal Analysis Group, 2010).

HealthWare

This is an example of a body sensor network, which aims to “deliver a
service that provides uninterrupted and ubiquitous monitoring of the
health condition of individuals in rehabilitation phase” (HealthWare,
2007). It consists of a garment embedded with various sensors to
remotely monitor a patientʼs respiration, electrocardiography, pulse, skin
temperature, blood oxygen saturation (external oximeter) and body
position (triaxial accelerometer). If any abnormal activity is detected,
medical staff is notified by an alarm (Science Daily, 2009). The major
benefits of this product is that it delivers better health monitoring in a
remote basis, allows people in remote areas to have greater access to
health care; and would lessen the demand for congested hospitals.

Infrared & motion
sensors

Passive infrared sensors measure changes in energy from the infrared
part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Infrared radiation is released only
when heat is created, hence the term ʻpassiveʼ. A photo detector within
the sensor measures wavelengths of incoming light or levels of infrared
energy, captured by an integrated mirror. The mirror projects the energy
onto a computer chip, which is converted into electrical signals and
determined whether or not there are large variations. These variations
are usually emissions caused by the movement of humans.

Electromyography
sensors

Fraunhofer IZM has developed a prototype vest with integrated
electromyography (EMG) sensors that allow the muscular activity of the
wearer to be constantly monitored, to determining their level of
psychological stress. The sensors do not require direct contact with the
body, therefore allowing the garment to be unobtrusive and comfortable.
It “capacitively senses the EMG signals of the muscles even though
other garments [are] worn under the vest” (Fraunhofer IZM, 2009).

Flexible Sensor
Array

A flexible array of sensors has recently been developed by researchers
at the University of Illinois & Northwestern University to detect
cardiovascular activity. The sensors consist of more than two thousand
silicon nano-membrane transistors. This thin, flexible structure allows a
larger area to be mapped out, which is a great improvement than the
limited mapping of rigid sensors. This benefit could lead to the
technology being used for further medical applications in the near future.

GSR sensors are often used in lie detectors, or polygraph machines,
where galvanometers are worn on the subjectʼs fingertips.
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Table 10. Solar Cells

Type & examples
Solar Cells
Organic
Photovoltaics
Example:
• Konarkaʼs Power
Plastic is a solar
energy collecting
plastic film made
from a composite of
active photovoltaic
materials consisting
of “semi-conducting
polymers and nanoengineered
materials. The
printed active
material absorbs
photons to trigger
the release of
electrons which are
then transported to
create electricity
(Konarka, 2009).
Solar Cell Fibres

Printable solar cells
Example:
• SLIVER cells –
developed by the
Australian National
University for
soldiers to reduce
the need for heavy &
bulky batteries

Properties
These are solar cells that are predominantly made from organic
molecules. They offer the advantages of being flexible, lighter and
cheaper than other silicon-based photovoltaics. Its shortcomings,
however, are that at its current stage, organic photovoltaics lack
efficiency – its generation and extraction of electrical charges is relatively
poor (Kwiatkowski, 2008).

ITN and Konarka are companies who are attempting to transform
electronic components into conductive fibres. ITN is in the process of
developing a “yarn coated with multiple solid conductive and electrolyte
layers, which would act as a bendable battery” (McQuaid, 2005 p.184).
Konarka is currently developing a product called PowerFiber, which
involves “seamlessly weav[ing] photovoltaic material into fabric”. The use
of solar-cell fibres means that a renewable source of energy could be
harvested to produce power whilst having the same appearance and
tactile qualities of fabrics. This technology could result in products such
as tents or sun-shading systems to be designed that could collect solar
energy.
The electrodes are printed onto polymer substrate, similar to how bank
notes are currently manufactured. The benefits are that these cells are
flexible, lightweight, allowing for large-scale manufacturing, and low cost.
(http://www.csiro.au/science/Manufacturing-and-materials.html)

http://www.solarfeeds.co
m/top-10-wearable-solartechnologies/

The suite of nine tables above demonstrate that smart fabrics and related
technologies can take many forms and with technological development, this field
offers enormous possibilities for health applications. Smart materials offer the
advantages of being smaller, more mobile, flexible and ubiquitous, in the form of
textiles. Some of the most promising materials and technologies for medical
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applications include nanotechnology, microencapsulation, electrospinning and
sensors (as part of body sensor networks).

Muscle pain & treatments
Considered the number one cause of adult disability in the US, pain is said to affect
one person in three and creates serious economical issues with the OHS costs, sick
leaves and medical expenses (Hudzinski, 2008). The current options to manage,
control and treat pain range from medication (drugs, analgesics, anticonvulsants,
and antidepressants), acupuncture, biofeedback, chiropractic care, cognitive
behaviour therapy, counselling, electrical stimulation, exercise, hypnosis, low power
(or cold) laser therapy, massage, magnet therapy, physical therapy, to placebo
(National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 2011). The focus of this
paper has been to look at alternative means of alleviating pain, other than
medication. We have looked at smart materials and products in the field of electrical
stimulation, and massage therapies.
Muscular injuries can be categorised as a strain, contusion, avulsion or as an
exercise-induced injury or delayed-onset soreness. Some form of muscular pain
comes from diseases such as fibromyalgia, arthritis, metabolic diseases of muscle
(myopathies), parkinsonʼs disease, multiple sclerosis, etc. Besides medication,
many alternative therapies are available to patients suffering from muscle pain and
contraction, some of which are applied simultaneously, for example heat, stretching
and medication.
Pain may be defined as an “unpleasant sensation that can range from mild, localized
discomfort to agony” that can affect you both physically and emotionally
(MedicineNet, 2010). Pain in the physical sense is an effect of nerve stimulation,
where it is “mediated by specific nerve fibres that carry the pain impulses to the
brain where their conscious appreciation may be modified by many factors”
(MedicineNet, 2010). The various types of pain can be classified as in the table
below, based on the amount of time it is experienced (adapted from Heitling &
Kessler, 1996, p. 64):
Table 11. Classification of the types of pain
Some physicians categorise acute conditions as existing under a
Acute pain
period of six months. Emotionally, the sufferer may experience
anxiety.
Some physicians categorise chronic conditions as existing beyond a
Chronic pain
period of six months. Patients suffering from chronic pain conditions
usually follow these 3 pain cycles:
1. Physical de-conditioning
2. Drugs
3. Depression and anxiety
Is
where
there is minimal change in tissue. The two main components
Transient
of transient pain are “sensory and localising perception” which is then
pain
followed by the “dull, suffering” aspect.
If
a person was to experience pain in one part of their body, it may be
Referred pain
referred to another region of the body as the nerve (neural) pathways
may be shared. A common example is the angina condition, where
pain is referred to (or felt in) the left arm or the jaw.
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Muscle & tissue adaptation happens when there is a change in the mechanical
properties of the muscles and its connecting tissues as a result of imposed stresses.
Hypertrophy occurs when the muscles repeatedly have to produce large forces and
the muscles adapt to become capable of generating more force. Another adaptation
occurs when muscles have to repeatedly stretch to a high degree, causing the
muscles to extend and become longer. However, when the adaptation does not
meet the demands for producing force, the muscles are not able to produce or
sustain such forces; for example when muscles are disused, they will often become
short and inextensible and the person will experience pain when trying to move
those muscles (Refshauge & Gass 2004, p. 39). Contraction is the tightening and
shortening of a muscle. An example is a muscle spasm or cramp, which is an
involuntary form of muscle contraction. It is a condition where there is an “increase
in the resistance of resting muscles to stretch [which] may limit the amount of
movement at joints” (Refshauge & Gass 2004, p. 42). In treating muscle and tissue
adaptation, physiotherapists may attempt to “prevent or treat weakness and stiffness
of ... muscles by prescribing exercise designed to normalise the mechanical
environment of muscles and connective tissues ... [or to] induce the tissues to adapt
in a way that restores function” (Refshauge & Gass 2004, p. 40).

Potentials for smart fabrics
The products that provide a massage experience as closest to those conducted by
physiotherapists and masseuses would be available in those using mechanical
methods, such as through vibration and pneumatics. However, the effects of
massage can easily be simulated with the use of products that utilise other
techniques, such as electrical stimulation, and shape memory and smart materials.
The flexibility of smart fabrics allows for solutions that mimic nature and the human
body. In the medical field, as Shahinpoor (1991) predicted it, smart textiles with force
generating polymers are used for artificial hearts, as they can mimic natural muscle
and flex as fast or even faster than muscles. This has given smart textiles a great
potential in the medical arena, as they have allowed for health conditions monitoring
for heart rates, respiration, perspiration, body temperature, and blood disease watch
and blood cell count, to name a few (Jassmond, 2009). Some examples of existing
medical internal body uses are: a mesh for congestive heart failure (CorCap®
Cardio Support Device from Acorn Cardio Vascular IncTM), and a Cushion for
vertebral disc repair (PDN® Prosthetic Disc Nucleus, from Raymedica) (Gonzales,
2008).
Plastic electric powered artificial muscles (with electro-active polymers) have been
developed and they can bend and contracts like real biological ones (Nova: Science
in the news, 2007). Besides having mobility potentials for future robots and patients
with paralysis, these “artificial muscles” also open up the potential to add to the
growing list of smart textile wearable products, the concept of intelligent muscle
watch that delivers the required type of massage for the required amount of time
when needed. This idea is further reinforced by the amazing properties that some of
the smart textile materials can offer. This area of research and design development
is growing at an exponential rate, as the smart fabric materials and components are
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undergoing constant improvements and leading to a considerable range of
innovative new ones.
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Social Change: Connecting imagination, culture, creativity and economic development.
Authors: Ben Cunningham and Nancy Mata
In his book A Whole New Mind, Daniel Pink argues that development of the right side of
the brain is instrumental to preparing today’s students for the future. He claims” the
future will belong to a very different kind of person with a very different kind of mind. “
What we are proposing is to introduce his aptitudes into the classroom and to see what
results we actually are able to get. Specifically, we are interested in how art & design
develop the aptitudes Pink has identified as which professional success and personal
satisfaction increasingly will depend: Design, Story, Symphony, Empathy, Play and
Meaning.
Using Pink’s six aptitudes as a matrix, we will explore and assess Millersville
University’s art & design students. Our guiding line of inquiry is, “Does our curriculum
prepare students for the social change that is ‘quickly accelerating into being.” Using a
pre- and post-test, as well as rubrics designed around Pink’s essential aptitudes, we will
chart our student’s progress over the course of their study.
The results, our exploration will validate the contribution of art & design to the
preparation for the social change that is forthcoming, the shift from what Pink calls the
Information Age to the Conceptual Age. In addition, we will challenge and prove that the
current trend of cutting art & design programs from public high schools and universities
and encouraging students to not study art & design is counter productive to preparing our
students for this transition.
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Given the current world economic crisis, increasing attention is given to local level
initiatives that can generate jobs, businesses, economic recovery and revitalization.
This study reports on the experience of a university‐community partnership to
foster economic regeneration and neighborhood revitalization. At the outset of the
project a basic objective was to consider how to bring about revitalization in a way
that could contribute to the community. An important part of this approach was
that it had to capture the expressions and experiences of the residents. The
approach that was taken was to begin to look at the assets of the neighborhood, city
and to build these assets into the revitalization process. Revitalization of
neighborhoods across the country is taking place based on this approach. This is
asset‐based development. In this particular case one of the assets is the history, the
heritage of the community. Another asset in this community is the presence of a
university. One set of the Project’s objectives, (from the bottom up, rather than the
usual top down), is to encourage university investments, foster economic
development and neighborhood stability. This is also similar to what is occurring
throughout the country. Other critical elements of the Historic Midtown Project are
empowerment and capacity building. Outcomes of the Historic Midtown Project are
beginning to foster revitalization. Initiatives proposed by the Project have been
adopted into the local City’s comprehensive plan. The City of Gary is currently in the
initial stages of implementing recommendations put forward by the Project.
Community groups are also beginning to incorporate elements (reports, etc.) of the
Historic Midtown Project into their activities to empower youth and build capacity.
Implications for local, state and national policy are also advanced. This is of
particular import given extremely limited budgets and the national economic crisis.
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Translation of a Chinese poem “九月九日忆山东兄弟”
ZHOU Tong-jin
Consultancy Division, Convoy Financial Group, Hong Kong
Address: 34/F,One Island East, 18 Westlands Road, Quarry Bay, Hong Kong
Email: Michelle_ztj@hotmail.com
【Abstract】Poetry translation is generally regarded as the pinnacle of literary
translation. In this article, the author analyzes the process of translating an ancient
Chinese poem “Jiu yue jiu ri yi shan dong xiong di”, and then comments on other
translations.
【Key words】poetry; translation
九月九日忆山东兄弟
王维 （唐）
独在异乡为异客，
每逢佳节倍思亲。
遥知兄弟登高处，
遍插茱萸少一人。
As we all know, poetry translation is generally treated as one of the most
challenging genre in literary translation. “Due to the rigid format that is used in poetic
composition, the grammar and lexicon are often expanded. The personal feelings
expressed by the poet might not be fully appreciated by the reader of the original and
even less by readers of the translated versions.”(1) An American poet Robert Frost
once said: “Poetry is what gets lost in translation.(2) This article is an attempt to
analyze the process of translating an ancient Chinese poem “Jiu yue jiu ri yi shan
dong xiong di”, and then comments on other translations to explore what exactly gets
lost in translation.
My translation process
Reading→Translation→Reference
Reading the text goes first, try to exert my imagination and knowledge to
understand the text itself. Next, translate the text on my own. Then, turn to reference
to check out my translation as well as other versions. As I believe, consulting
reference might inevitably influence one’s appreciation before translating the text.
Key to the poem
To express the poet’s homesickness on the Double Ninth Festival.
Challenges on selecting words for the translator
1. 忆：missing/ thinking/ remembering
2. 山东：Shandong Province / East of a mountain
3. 独，异, 异，客: a stranger’s inner psychological tension
4. 佳节：a holiday/ a special festival
5. 倍：more/ double/ intensify
6. 遥知：visualize/ imagine/ know afar
7. 插茱萸： dogwood stuck in the mountains / on people
1
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8. 少：lack/ but/ missing
My translation version
Thinking of my brothers on the ninth day of the ninth lunar month
A lonely stranger in a distant land,
More homesick I become on a holiday.
Brothers climb up mountains afar,
They all wear a dogwood but me.
I mainly applied “literal translation” for the title and the first two lines. As for the
title, I deleted“山东”，since I doubted about the meaning of “山东”. In the text,
“异”was mentioned twice, and in my version, “lonely, stranger, distant” were
employed to emphasize the poet’s loneliness. “more” this comparative form was to
intensify the homesickness. About last two lines, I adopted “free translation” to
present the meaning of the text, using active voice to abstain from uncertainty of“遥
知”and“插茱萸”.
Reference
The following reference clarifies the ambiguity of the poem (3,4,5,6)
1. 山东: The poet’s hometown was located on the eastern side of Huashan
Mountain, not Shandong Province
2. 佳节: The Double Ninth Festival mentioned in the title, not other festivals
3. 插茱萸: dogwood stuck on people’s head
4. Double Ninth Festival: It is customary to climb a hill, wear dogwood on
people’s head and drink chrysanthemum wine in hopes of averting disaster and
bringing long life.
“This famous poem would have been praised not only for its appealing
expression of the universal experience of missing one’s family on a holiday, but
also for its sophisticated rhetorical manipulation of the point of view, which
epitomizes the inner psychological tension. To the poet, the capital appears
strange; from the perspective of those around him, he is the stranger. The poet is
far away from home in the capital, thinking of his brothers far away in the
mountains; he visualizes their activities, which he is missing, and they are
reminded of him by his absence.” (7)
Critique of my translation
According to above reference, the main idea of the poem is appropriately
conveyed in my version, however, there are shortfalls as well:
1. 山东: no translation
2. 倍：the generic “more” does not fully express the intensity of the emotion
3. 佳节: the generic “holiday” fails to emphasize the special meaning of the
festival in the poem
4. 遥知：no translation
5. 少：a more implicit word, such as “missing”, is better than the
straightforward “ but”
2
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6. 一人：based on context, this indicates the poet himself, but owing to a lack of
subject in the whole poem, it would be better to use “one” instead of “me”
7. My last line: “They all wear a dogwood but me”. In English this suggests: “I
am there at the Double Ninth Festival, and everyone is wearing a dogwood
but me.” While, the poet says the dogwood are all there, but one person is
missing.
Commentary on other versions
1. Thinking of my brothers in Shantung on the ninth day of the ninth moon
Alone now in a strange country,
Feeling myself a stranger.
On this bright festival day
I doubly pine for my kinsfolk.
Far away, I know my brothers
Will be climbing the heights
With dogwood sprays in their jackets,
And one man missing.
Merits:
Epitomize the emotion of the poem
Creativity: 8 lines;
“pine for” : a deep inner longing that is unlikely to be satisfied
Shortfalls:
“Shantung”: Pinyin translation
“country”: an independent political unit, however, the poet was at the capital
city, “land” might have been a better choice
“jacket”: clothing in the Tang dynasty was quite different from the western
understanding of “ jacket”. “robe” or “gown” might have been better choices.
2．On Double Ninth Day Thinking of My Brothers at Home
A lonely stranger in a strange land I’m cast,
Sore sick for my dears on every festive day.
By now my brothers must some heights have passed,
But a cornel wearer missing’ll damp the play.
Merits:
Rhyme: abab
Shortfalls:
“山东”: no translation
“at home”: ambiguous, the poet was thinking of his brothers at home, or
thinking of his brothers from his hometown
“my dears”: broadens the scope of reference that refers to the poet’s family
3
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“every festive day”: refers to the Double Ninth Day
“cornel”: a scientific item referring to dogwood is not familiar to common
people
“damp the play”: a children expression, “play” suggests a “game”
3. Reminiscent of My Brothers in Puzhou to the east of Huashan
on the Double Ninth Festival
Being a stranger alone in a strange land,
I miss my dear ones on every happy festival
With a heavy mind.
I know from afar the heights
Where my brothers have ascended
With dogwoods on their heads
But without me accompanied.
Merits:
Manifesting the original meaning of the poem, apart from “ every happy
festival”.
Shortfalls:
“on every happy festival” : refers to the Double Ninth Day
“ a heavy mind” : not a natural collocation, and it fails to convey the intensity
of the poet’s homesickness
4.

Thinking of My Brothers in Shandong
on the Double Ninth Festival
A stranger in a strange land on each holiday
I think of my kinsmen with a double care.
I know when my brothers wear medicine bags
At the heights, they would find one to spare.
Merits:
The “Double Ninth Festival” in the title explicitly lets readers with little
familiarity with Chinese culture know that the Double Ninth Day is a festival
in China.
Shortfalls:
“each holiday” : wrong translation
“medicine bags”: wrong translation that misleads readers to believe the poet’s
brothers suffer from diseases.

5. Thinking of my Brothers on Mountain-Climbing Day
Alone, a lonely stranger in a foreign land,
I doubly pine of my kinsfolk on holiday.
I know my brothers would, with dogwood spray in hand,
Climb up the mountain and miss me so far away.
4
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Merits:
Rhyme: abab
Creativity: using “Mountain-Climbing Day” instead of “the Double Ninth
Day” may help foreign readers understand the significant event of the festival.
Shortfalls:
“holiday”: generic
“in hand”: too specific. As cited in reference, dogwood was worn on a person’s
head.
6. Remembering My Brothers in Shandong on the Double-Ninth Festival
Alone, a stranger in a distant provinceAt festivals I’m homesick through and through.
In my mind’s eye, my brothers climb the mountain,
Each carrying dogwood-but there’s one too few.
Merits:
Creativity: the repetition of “through” expresses a “double” meaning
Shortfalls:
“Shandong” and “province”: wrong translations
“in my mind’s eye” and “ but there’s one too few” : obscure
As a group, the above diverse translations commonly reflect the meaning
and emotion of the poem.
In this paper, I have been able to touch upon only a small number of the
numerous problems that confront the translator of a work such as “Jiu yue jiu
ri yi shan dong xiong di”. What I hope is that some contentious observations
will help stimulate discussion on translation of Chinese poetry.
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1. Chan Sin-wai (2000), ‘Standards and Methods in Poetry Translation’, pp1,
Journal of Translation Studies, No.4, Hong Kong: The Chinese University of
Hong Kong
2. 汪榕培(1997), 比较与翻译，pp204, 上海: 上海外语教育出版社
3. （唐）王维（清）赵殿成(1984)，王右丞集笺注，pp260, 上海: 上海古籍出
版社
4. 傅东华(1973), 王维诗选，pp94, 香港: 大光出版社
5. 李光然(1988)，中国历代诗歌鉴赏辞典，pp357, 北京: 中国民间文艺出版社
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As a business, U.S. fantasy sports has grown into a $2 billion annual enterprise. As a
journalistic endeavor, though, growing pains continue as it matures and slowly adopts
journalistic ethical norms. Fantasy sports participants use such sources as the Internet, cell
phones, television and print at much higher levels as a result of their participation. And how
participants’ fantasy teams and players performed altered perceptions of their favorite teams.
This reflects the Attitude-Behavior relation upon mere observance of fantasy sports.
Though little research and theory currently exist in the fantasy sports journalism realm,
the author finds that the fantasy world has begun a greater adherence to journalism norms and
ethics, including a slow increase in attribution and increasing focus on the cognitive function of
information over the diversion function of entertainment. In addition, the institutional role of
fantasy sports journalism aligns with the culture of Market Orientation. The logic of the market
seems to trump fantasy news designed primarily in the public interest.
The author also concludes that fantasy reporting emphasizes Subjectivism over
Objectivism because the subjectivist epistemology includes the interpretive nature of the field;
reporters are making educated judgments. Analytical journalism doesn’t require its practitioners
in fantasy to be neutral. In fact, the author finds that writers are engaged and playing the fantasy
sports they cover.
The author also notes that fantasy sports journalism is developing a distinct culture, one
that is moving toward empirical measurement and away from low analysis. It has been a slow
process from clever writing to empirical observation and analysis. The 2010 winners of the
Fantasy Sports Writers of America baseball awards, for example, had sophisticated analysis as a
distinguishing characteristic. The author has been the national FSWA judge for three years and
has personally noted the evolution. Although that suggests an etic approach, the author’s
research adopts the emic approach for this paper.
User and Gratification Theory suggests that playing fantasy games reflects the diversion
function of consuming media, as well as developing personal relationships with others and
elevating personal identity. Three categories of participants have been identified: Enthusiasts use
gaming to expand their appreciation of the game. Socializers use gaming as a way to stay
connected with friends. Competitors use it for money or pride.
Fantasy football participants, in particular, are more likely to attend at least one game per
season and attend between .22 and .57 more games per season than non-players. That activity,
according to The Fantasy Sports Trade Association, means the fantasy sports industry generates
$2 billion annually.
The industry’s adoption of new media technologies is having a positive effect on
participation. The fantasy sports industry’s ability to provide immediate and insightful analysis is
helping to build efficient customer relationship management. Among the factors helping to build
that loyalty are the sophistication of the product, demographic maturity of users, participation by
users, and Internet and mobile use.
Participation is increasing, but so are fantasy’s critics. Critical Race Theory posits that
the paradox of allowing the masses of white sport consumers to exercise virtual control of black
bodies via fantasy sports reveals a racialized masculinity and psychosocial links to fetish.
Others critique fantasy sports from the perspective of content producers. The increasing
product sophistication of fantasy sports writers is the author’s focus in this paper. The author
finds that the information function now trumps the entertainment function of fantasy sports,
noted by the trend toward fact checking, attribution and quantitative analysis.
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The author also notes a growing number of fantasy outlets checking the checkers, often
known as the Fifth Estate. It's not the Fourth Estate, in which journalists check the activities of
the three branches of U.S. government, but it is a sign of the increasing scrutiny of the work of
fantasy journalists. The FF Librarian, for example, is in its fourth season ranking the rankers.
Also, mashable.com has 3 million monthly visitors and 2 million Twitter followers.
Prominent NFL players themselves are now creating content, from Maurice Jones Drew's
weekly Sports Illustrated column to Eddie Royal using social media. Brent Celek also uses
Facebook to make predictions and interact. In particular, Jones Drew's columns provide an
insider's perspective. He also is the main voice on satellite radio covering fantasy football. For
those who like their fantasy football "old school," there is the analysis provided by Hall of Fame
player Joe Namath.
Another sign of the mainstream acceptance of fantasy sports journalism -- and its
longevity -- is the creation in 2010 of a Hall of Fame for writers with 10-plus years of editorial
experience.
And the money involved in fantasy gaming is significant, including total purses of $14
million in the World Championship of Fantasy Football. TV network CNBC has its own sports
business reporter. Some content creators themselves are doing well financially. Some sports
journalism salaries range from $150,000 to $350,000 annually, which make them the envy of the
journalism world.
Mainstream media, including Time.com, is taking notice and recognized Rotoworld, a
fantasy content provider, as one of its top 50 web sites in 2010. A little late to the fantasy game,
the National Football League now is producing its own game in-house after years of supplying
its own reporters for content.
It hasn't reached the market share of Google, but search engine Todayinfantasy.com does
metasearching. Fantasy news aggregators are increasing in number, tailored to the journalist’s
own area. Call it one’s own personal Google.
When a football player crosses over into celebrity, there is a fantasy stock celebrity game
to bid players up or down. Although it's a little off-Broadway, a Philadelphia theater company
made fantasy football into a musical. Gamers can even insure the player on a fantasy team in
case of injury.
The sophistication of statistics-oriented content providers continues to grow. STATS
offers real time play-by-play. With nearly half of U.S. citizens expected to own a smart phone
by Christmas 2011, fantasy apps proliferate.
Even in the sport called football outside the United States, aka soccer, there is research
into how to measure an individual player’s fantasy contribution. Two professors and a grad
student had their research published in time for the 2010 World Cup.
This growth in the types of content providers includes new employment opportunities,
such as ProFootballFocus, which uses a proprietary database. Another revenue model is the
pay-per-article.
This author also concludes that sports media cannot ignore fantasy sports coverage if it
wants to be competitive. This also reflects Market Orientation. Mergers and acquisitions are
becoming part of the maturing business and content landscape, such as Fantasy Alarm and
Fighting Chance Fantasy. The business environment for most journalism has been difficult the
past few years, but fantasy in magazines has a mixed record at worst and is thriving at best. The
second quarter of 2010 saw magazines post ad and revenue gains. In a nod to an analog world,
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The Wall Street Journal noted that fantasy magazines are still popular. Others are looking to the
future for business, particularly in China, where many of its citizens devour statistics and sports.
When you follow the money, lawyers can't be far behind. One offers arbitration for fantasy
disputes. States have their own rules about payouts and pots for what some call gaming. At least
nine states have laws restricting paying for a chance to win money in fantasy games. Can
lobbying by the industry be next?
Another sign of a maturing industry is a re-evaluation of fantasy's roots, which go back
farther than the mythology, all the way to the 1950s. And it was golf, not football, which
apparently started it all.
Fast forward, and a profile of today’s typical U.S. fantasy player reveals this: male, 33,
has played for more than eight years, spends three hours weekly and $467 yearly consuming
fantasy content. Madison, Wis., is home to three of the major content suppliers of fantasy.
At the Sports Marketing 2.0 Summit in 2010, the top takeaway was put thusly: "Content
that drives engagement is at a premium." With that as a guide, then, it is clear that fantasy sports
has become mainstream in U.S. culture. But what about the journalism provided by writers?
Based on the previous review of literature, the following research questions directs the present
study:
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Research Question
To what degree have fantasy sports writers adopted the norms of traditional sports
journalism?
The question is important because the influence of gaming, fantasy, sports and journalism
is significant. Academic research in these fields is needed to dispel a perceived lack of respect by
some in the discipline. In addition, little scholarly work has been conducted in the area of
fantasy sports despite its exponential growth over the last decade. This research extends the
seminal study in the field from the inaugural issue and volume of The International Journal of
Sport & Society. A growing field of journalism needs more insight into its ethical practices.
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Method
To examine how fantasy sports journalists view their role, work and ethics, the author
surveyed members of the Fantasy Sports Writers of America. The FSWA, with more than 400
members as of May 2010, strives “to promote and acknowledge the hard work and dedication
shown by fantasy sports writers throughout the industry.” Another indication of fantasy sports
writing’s growth is that in May 2008, there were 205 members of FSWA. Essentially,
membership doubled in two years. Members work full time in the industry. About 54 percent
responded (210) to the electronic survey, conducted through a password-protected secure site.
Questions were both quantitative on a five-point Likert scale and qualitative, allowing for
comments from respondents. Several of the survey questions mirrored the seminal survey into
the practices of fantasy sports writers. Loop and Gladys (2008) surveyed reporters about their
decision-making and differences between fantasy and traditional sports writing. This survey
extends that research, further explicating the attitudes and decisions of professionals in the
fantasy sports journalism industry. It also builds on the leading study of journalistic practices by
fantasy sports writers.
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Hopeful changes abound as the fantasy sports writing industry matures. Two years ago,
fantasy writers saw themselves through the diversion function of entertainment rather than
cognitive function. Two years ago, traditional journalistic attribution was deficient. Much
changed in two years. The author notes an increasing professionalism and expectation of high
analysis. This represents a culture shift in the way fantasy writers practice their craft.
Specifically, more respondents cited a written code of ethics in their newsroom than did
in the previous survey. Nearly one-third (31 percent) said they had a written code to follow. Still,
about two-thirds did not. Of those who did cite a code, nearly 10 percent cited the Society of
Professional Journalists and 14 percent cited the Associated Press Managing Editors. For those
with written codes, 30 percent said they were used in performance evaluation and 15 percent said
they were used for disciplinary actions of suspension or firing. The remainder said they were not
used for either.
How does this compare with traditional U.S. newsrooms? About 54 percent of U.S.
newsrooms have a written code of ethics. Therefore, there is a gap between traditional setups
and fantasy outfits. The lack of a written code in two-thirds of fantasy newsrooms possibly
means that writers and editors make up the rules as they go along or, more charitably, that
unwritten and/or unspoken rules of fairness and accuracy apply. The author charitably offers the
idea that because of the focus on Market Orientation, most time is spent on generating content
that appeals to audiences rather than focusing on the quality of the content.
With a majority of fantasy writers not relying on a written code, then, what are the
unwritten codes that apply? Typical were responses from the majority, such as: “My own,
unofficial drawn from experience in several different newsrooms.”
Among the writers’ responses: “Quote sources, present facts as facts and other as other.”
“Stories written professionally and using AP (Associated Press) Style.” “None.” “Links to
articles I haven’t written.” “As a smaller business, we have no written ethics but would ascribe
only to the highest standards as a point of professionalism.” “I have my own standards based on
my year at FOXSports.com and years of writing for SportsIllustrated.com. Basically I always
double source material and try to never speculate as to reasons people do things. That said, I
rarely write any longer (I am doing on-line radio now) and when I do, it is more about the hobby
and how to do things than it is about specific players, teams or coaches.” “Seeing as how I deal
in facts (statistics), it is difficult to really cause a disturbance unless you take unnecessary or
unwarranted shots at an individual. Plainly: Just be a decent person.” “Don't copy.” “Accuracy in
all things, up to and including statistics, names and proper attribution of outside sources.” “Do
not steal content from other sites. Do not use images from other sites. Do not copy a story
without giving proper credit to the site breaking said story.” “The basic one is: Don't pass
someone else's work off as your own. It's fairly easy online to link to the source of any
information that didn't originate with you.”
When Loop surveyed 500 newspaper newsrooms and 500 television newsrooms, he noted
a shift in thinking, in which corporate and management sought to professionalize ethical
decision-making by making it explicit what the standards are. But with two-thirds of fantasy
startups and operations working without a written set of rules, that means conditions are ripe for
transgressions.
In the qualitative comments offered, there is very little discussion of formal rules.
Fortunately, no scandals have emerged similar to those that have occasionally plagued traditional
news. Nonetheless, employers and journalism associations write ethical codes in hopes of
providing model behavior. That two-thirds of fantasy newsrooms lack official guides means
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there is room for growth. Until the U.S.’s largest news chain, Gannett, instituted a written code
of ethics in 1999 following ethical transgressions at the Cincinnati Enquirer in 1998, fewer than
half of newsrooms had written rules. Now, a majority does. The author hopes that it won’t take a
similar ethical scandal before fantasy sports journalism follows suit.
The one-third of respondents who cited a written code seldom referenced it. A total of 59
percent said they never consulted it. Daily, weekly and monthly responses combined were just 18
percent of the total. Said one: “Again, I have my own personal ethics. You can find my thoughts
on ethics at: http://www.fantasyu.com/?p=31.” There, the writer discusses integrity, honesty and
in his words, “doing the right thing.”
This compares similarly to the 63 percent of respondents in traditional newsrooms who
never consult their written code and the 21 percent who consult written codes just once a month.
Again, this seems typical. Among all respondents, ethics codes did have some influence, with 9
percent calling it “guiding” in their work. A total of 23 percent said codes had a “frequent”
impact, and another 23 percent said codes had an “occasional” impact. “Seldom” was the choice
of 27 percent, and 18 percent said it “never” had an impact. “It's hard enough to be a fantasy
sports writer; you never want to cheapen that in some way with rumor or innuendo,” wrote one.
A less hopeful view included this comment: “And in the rush to be first, many no longer double
source their information. Maybe I am a cynic but even sports journalism has gone the way of the
tabloid in recent years.”
Employers continued to have their say regardless of the existence of a code. A total of 46
percent “agreed” or “strongly agreed” with the statement that their employer decides what is and
isn’t ethical in the newsroom. A total of 27 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed. This mirrors
behavior in traditional U.S. newsrooms. Fewer fantasy outlets had interference than the nearly 40
percent of newsrooms in which the publisher/station manager made ethical calls.
Another hopeful sign of the evolution toward traditional journalistic standards was in
attribution. A total of 81 percent agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that they should
not use information without permission and citation. A total of 14 percent disagreed or strongly
disagreed. Written responses varied: “Borrowing from other sources seems to be the norm in the
fantasy world. At some point use of information will be tested in court. Right now, though, you
should attribute information you take from other sources.” Another wrote: “Sources should
always be provided. I am a bit uncertain about the protocol on quotes though. Quotes taken in the
locker room after games are shared.” Another said: “Sourcing is extremely important. Unless it's
general statistics that can be found in a multitude of places, of course.” The typical comment
agreed with the need for attribution regarding quotations and interviews, but some disagreement
was found regarding the use of statistical data.
Similarly, just 5 percent of survey respondents disagreed with the statement: “All
information in a story should be attributed.” Exceptions among respondents centered on clearly
defined opinion or widely available statistics. For example, according to one writer, “A player’s
batting average need not be attributed to MLB (Major League Baseball) as many sources
compile the data.” This survey result compares favorably to 2008 when 37 percent of
respondents disagreed or strongly disagreed about attributing all information. That is a
noteworthy shift to traditional attribution standards.
One of the sacrosanct tenets of traditional journalism involves giving credit where it’s
due. We teach attribution practices at all levels in university settings, and failing that is a firing
offense in a newsroom. But the digital realm, which should emphasize transparency, seemingly
gives short shrift to attribution. There are gains from the seminal study two years ago, but the
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author believes that the lack of written codes, which certainly would address attribution
practices, contributes to the low rate.
Just one survey question prompted a “neutral” response more than other responses:
“Story ideas should not be borrowed from other sources.” A total of 41 percent were neutral, and
36 percent agreed or strongly agreed. In the 2008 study, however, 21 percent were neutral and 27
percent agreed. There remains ambivalence on the matter, and the paucity of written codes might
be an explanation.
Written comments regarding borrowing showed a range of opinion. One wrote: “When
writing about a specific subject the ideas for the storyline can come from a variety of sources. If I
see something on TV or read something in a publication, there is no reason I should not be able
to take that subject and write my own story. It would be coming from a different angle (mine)
and would have my personal analysis attached. In the fantasy industry every week every site has
a ‘Who Do I Start,’ ‘What Free Agents Should I Target’ and ‘Who Was Injured’ article -- same
idea/storyline -- but as long as each site writes their own article, who really cares who first wrote
an article covering that topic. All that matters is what happened LAST week.” Another
countered: “A hot topic is usually a hot topic, and multiple writers will opine on it. But stealing
original ideas? No. Just suck it up and say you wished you had thought of it first.” That was
similar to this comment: “I think it's possible to get ideas from other sources, especially given the
abundance of sources out there pertaining to fantasy sports. But as long as you have a unique
voice and have your own ideas and are not plagiarizing, those are the most important parts.” The
“hat tip” online regarding story ideas is strong even when formal attribution is not.
The author teaches a sports journalism course on a regular basis. Just as a literature
review requires citations, so should fantasy sports journalism. The missed opportunities for
fantasy sports journalists is that they diminish their own reputations and that of their emerging
field. To the degree that the sports department gets short shrift in a newsroom, then a lack of
transparency exacerbates the issue in fantasy writing. Fantasy sports journalism is nearly all
online, which should increase the value of transparency in journalism. Hypertext should lay bare
all sourcing today.
Most writers tied their ethics with their career advancement, just as some employers did.
Nearly two-thirds of respondents (64 percent) disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement:
“The degree to which I meet the journalistic standards of achievement should have no effect on
my professional advancement.” Typical among respondents’ comments: “Ethics in any field
should have an impact on professional advancement.” This, too, represents a professional
culture. By comparison, in about one-fourth of U.S. newsrooms, adherence to ethical standards
in newsrooms affects performance evaluations.
Similarly, 86 percent disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement: “I would break
ethical codes to gather news.” About one-third of respondents said their ethical decision-making
is affected by what their colleagues would do.
A majority said they behave ethically so they don’t get caught doing the “wrong” thing.
Interestingly, respondents recognized the lack of enforcement for doing wrong. One wrote: “The
current climate doesn't really seem to breed ‘catching’ others doing the wrong thing. I make my
ethical decisions based on what I feel like the right thing to do is, regardless of who might notice
what in the aftermath.” To date, there have been no public scandals along the lines of what
traditional media have dealt regarding plagiarism and making up stories, but the possibility
exists, nonetheless. Traditional newsrooms enforce suspension or termination in a combined 44
percent of ethical transgressions, and performance evaluation is affected in 24 percent of
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situations, so enforcement is one area of difference between fantasy and traditional journalism.
Most plagiarism arises from professional routines that minimize attribution, so the professional
routine of fantasy sports reporting would be ripe for problems with the paucity of attribution.
A majority of 73 percent agreed or strongly agreed that their audience expects ethical
behavior and that they act accordingly. Among those who disagreed, however, respondents said:
“Some might expect it, but I believe most of my readership probably doesn't care. It's important
for me to retain credibility in the eyes of readers, but again, I make ethics decisions based
primarily on how I will judge myself.” This reinforces the Market Orientation of providers, and
User and Gratification Theory, particularly for competitors. The author observes a small but
growing external motivation on the part of content producers.
The general public might expect better behavior than fantasy writers realize. A study of
Associated Press Sports Editors' ethical guidelines suggested additional, more specific and
enforceable guidelines in 10 areas, including newsgathering methods, news sources and direct
quotes. Fantasy sports journalists should be held as ethically accountable as all other journalists.
Fantasy sports writing is a participatory field, in which writers play the games they cover,
unlike traditional sports writers. That said, 59 percent said their personal teams do not affect their
reporting and analysis. “My team is just a small portion of the fantasy realm. If I'm not seeing the
big picture, I'm not serving my readers,” said one. Another countered: “I occasionally choose
members of my fantasy teams or report on my drafts so it does influence my reporting. It never
influences my analysis. I have players on my teams BECAUSE of my analysis. So if my
reporting didn't reflect my teams, something would be very wrong.” Although neutrality and
detachment are hallmarks of a professional culture, the fantasy culture is distinct in this regard.
One promising shift was in how writers see their craft. A total of 59 percent disagreed
with the statement: “Entertaining readers is more important than informing them.” In the 2008
survey, the diversion function was dominant. This shift represents possibly the most significant
change and represents a seriousness of purpose and increasing professionalism. One writer put
the change in perspective: “Readers are players, and they want information that they can use.
Entertaining them is a cherry on the information pie.” For the first time in fantasy sports
journalism, most writers view their purpose as feeding the cognitive function first, then the
diversion of entertainment. If that continues, the author believes adherence to other journalistic
norms, such as attribution and written newsroom codes, will follow.
Today, news outlets can offer comprehensive sports coverage without a fantasy sports
element. Many sports audiences care more about fantasy than the event result itself. That the
fantasy realm is now adopting norms and ethics of traditional journalism gives it greater
credibility within the field. The Market Orientation theory, however, limits some of the potential.
The object of this paper is to document increasing professionalism in fantasy sports journalism,
but the field’s emphasis on Market Orientation emphasizes a rating mentality perfect for
statistics in commercial media and User Gratification among audiences but possibly less so for
the cognitive function. Market Orientation theory prioritizes what audiences want to know over
need to know. It can emphasize entertainment, which contradicts the survey respondents’
emphasis on information. Another contradiction: The author notes progress but fears that
addressing audiences as consumers and clients rather than citizens in social and political circles
ultimately produces a ceiling of journalistic achievement.
Differences remain between traditional and fantasy, especially with fantasy sports
writers’ emphasis on analysis. A total of 95 percent agreed that analysis trumps original
reporting, which reinforces the seminal study. Said one: “I have a hard time understanding
48

49

50
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‘breaking news’ e-mails as they apply to FF. It’s more of a sales tool, and to me that is wrong;
none of us break news. We gather and comment on it.”
Similarly, 78 percent agreed that analysis trumps breaking fantasy news. Said one:
“We're not a breaking news field. Fantasy sports content is about analyzing the actual events in
terms of how they will affect player performance. The kind of news that a fantasy writer would
typically "break" is the kind of statistical or trend analysis that is out there for public
consumption and merely takes time and advanced knowledge to discover.”
Even so, 77 percent view their beat equally as “professionally legitimate” as traditional
sports coverage. Said one, “We may not go into locker rooms, but then, that's not really
necessary for our profession.” That fantasy sports writers view their craft as legit and the
cognitive function primary reinforces their seriousness of purpose.
Still, a majority of 55 percent disagreed that audiences care more about fantasy than
traditional coverage. Even so, one wrote: “When I was with FOX Sports, our fantasy pages had
more hits than our traditional coverage. But maybe it is because our team was just that good. Just
kidding. Our beat writers were excellent, but fantasy audience will hit more pages, stay longer
and be more tolerant of longer stories. Fantasy articles are often 2,000+ words, which is more
magazine-like than newspaperish. On the internet, hits and sticky times are very important to
advertisers.”
Whether audiences have hit the tipping point in favor of fantasy is debatable, but
fantasy’s influence must be recognized. With 2010’s inaugural Hall of Fame class of fantasy
sports writers, with the industry’s clear immersion in social and digital media and now with
writers’ greater adoption of journalistic norms, fantasy sports writing’s evolution is widespread.
Finally, 64 percent of survey respondents considered fantasy “essential” to sports
journalism. The fantasy sports writer gets the last word here: “You can no longer have sports
without fantasy sports being part of the mix.” As more fantasy sports journalists continue to
adhere to the ethics commonly found in journalism, the field will become more widely
recognized as an authentic part of the journalism culture.
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Dr. June Julian and Ms. Julian Glynn Crooks currently co-direct The Ed Media Center
and Cerulean Gallery in Second Life, recently built by Ms.Crooks as an alternative venue
for exhibition and aesthetic discourse in virtual worlds.
http:slurl.com/secondlife/Emerald%20Caye/219/70/23
Located on a beautiful virtual tropical beach, the Educational Media Center features
multiple modalities for teaching, learning and for exhibiting artwork. Located on its main
floor, the Cerulean Gallery has hosted four significant international exhibitions over the
past two years. Wish You Were Here, a collaboration between students at the University
of the Arts with art students in Scotland, Places of the Heart, an international student and
faculty show, The Anime Show, work by Philadelphia High School students, and The
Photographs of Lady Clementina Hawarden, on loan from the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London.
Each of the exhibits function as a research case study where the efficacy of hosting art
shows in virtual worlds is examined and objectively recorded. Embedded within a
theoretical context of qualitative digital inquiry, each exhibit becomes data in the ongoing
phenomenonological research.
Within the spirit of sharing the excitement of the Cerulean Gallery, the authors provide
materials and information for developing and curating art exhibits in virtual worlds on the
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June Julian
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Ed Media Center’s second floor. There is downloadable professional literature in the
lending library, and each exhibit is archived in digital stills and digital video. There is a
large screen TV that documents opening receptions and the adjacent Power Point screen
is used for group critiques and discussion. In extending the traditional idea of exhibition
venues, other available resources in our gallery space include a computer station, indoor
and seaside conference facilities, a building platform, a playable piano, snack bar and
swimming pool.
The authors cordially invite readers to propose an exhibit at the Cerulean Gallery.
Information can be found on the gallery website: http://www.ceruleangallery.org.
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6. ABSTRACT:
"Browning's Duke—Connoisseur or Serial Killer?"
Abstract: Using classic studies of the criminal mentality offered by
experts in the field of crime as well as true-crime narratives which offer
an abundance of psychological revelations mined from criminal trial
reports, this study argues that the Duke in Robert Browning's "My Last
Duchess" is a collector of victims, not art. Most critics who have dealt
with the poem at large neglected to point out that the Duke's pathology is
tantalizingly similar to the modern pathology of a serial killer. This study
highlights this aspect. More importantly, it proves that criminal theories
have wide applicability to literature.
Keywords: cross-disciplinary approach, literature and crime, objets d'art
as trophies/souvenirs, the applicability of criminal theories to literature.
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Title: Helping International Teaching Assistants

ABSTRACT: Significant challenges face many International Teaching Assistants
(ITAs) when they first engage with an American university class. Challenges may
include weak language proficiency, lack of familiarity with the American academic
environment and the expectations of American students, and little experience managing a
class. Graduate students who received the required TOEFL score in their home countries
and did not spend a semester or two with an Intensive English Program may be further
disadvantaged. In an effort to head off complaints and dissatisfaction from students and
their parents, departments are energetically motivated to help ITA candidates master the
skills they need to effectively manage a class. Greater familiarity with the culture and the
expectations of other educational systems offer useful insights into the struggles many
ITAs have. How can we help ITAs? We can start by identifying some of the commonly
shared issues of international students who aspire to be TAs in a possibly intimidating
class environment. At Oklahoma State University, ITA candidates are required to give a
brief oral presentation to a group of evaluators. The evaluation score is based on several
factors including overall comprehensibility, ability to handle impromptu questions, and
general presentation skills. If students do not pass this oral evaluation, they have the
opportunity to take a class to help with pronunciation and oral speaking skills. Candidates
for whom pronunciation is not an issue are enrolled in a class that focuses on teaching
techniques and classroom dynamics. The two main issues of language proficiency and
familiarity with American class room dynamic will be discussed in this presentation.
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(Slide #1)
LISTENING TO TODAY’S ART MUSIC:
TOMORROW’S CLASSICS?
Thomas L. Durham, Ph.D.
Professor of Music
Executive Director, Barlow Endowment
E-553 HFAC
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
Thomas_durham@byu.edu

INTRODUCTION
How does a composer’s work become a so-called classic? Do classics share anything in
common? Can we predict which compositions will enter the pantheon? These formidable
questions seem impossible to answer, but one fact remains: All classics began as new and
unfamiliar music.

COMMON THEORIES DEFINING “CLASSICS”

WH AT M AK ES A CL ASSI C?
POSSI BL E TH EORI ES:
M ass Audience
Esot er ic
Sanct imonious
Sent iment al
Academic
Crit ic
TEST OF TI M E?

(Slide #2)
Various theories about what makes a classic abound. Merrill Bradshaw thoughtfully
categorized these in 1976.1 The mass audience theory asserts that a classic has the most
admirers. It has a corollary: “Music that makes the most money is the best.” But the pantheon
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will likely overlook Lady Gaga--someone I actually admire.
The esoteric theory suggests the most complicated music appeals to us because of
sophisticated technique. Yet the repertoire contains uncomplicated classics such as “Amazing
Grace”, “Londonderry Aire”, and “Ode to Joy,” to name a few.
The sanctimonious theory declares that great music engages the darker side of our
lives—composers must go deep and long. But joyous topics and emotions can touch us as well.
The sentimental theory pervades our culture and relies on the belief that only familiar and
comfortable sounds allow music to succeed. But art music involves the entire realm of human
experience, including the turbulent, unexpected, unfamliar moments we find in so many sonata
forms, for instance.
The academic theory demands that the greatest music adheres to the established
theoretical principles and imposes the rules handed down from previous classics. But music
theorists define these rules after composers compose; take it from me--someone who has graded
music theory papers for 33 years—music that follows the rules can sound uninspired, merely
correct, and sometimes even dreadful.
The critic’s theory holds that music pronounced “great” by acknowledged music critics
must be the best because they know so much about music. But the history of music criticism
bleeds with blunders. Beethoven’s Second Symphony, roundly panned by critics of the day as a
cacophonous mess, survived the naysayers and triumphed as a masterwork.
The final theory makes the most sense--a classic must stand the test of time. Fair enough,
yet that can take years, even generations. But for Mendelssohn’s revival of his predecessor, Bach
might have slipped through our fingers forever.
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THE BARLOW ENDOWMENT FOR MUSIC COMPOSITION
Where should we look for tomorrow’s classics? Fortuitously, there is a commissioning
agency that regularly sifts through hundreds of modern compositions, subjecting them to
rigorous peer review—the gold standard familiar to us academics.
Each year, composers worldwide seek support from the Barlow Endowment for Music
Composition at Brigham Young University. Endowment rules require composers to submit
recent examples of their work. In a few moments I will play several short examples, all
composed in this century. Each example survived a rigorous, 3-level peer review process: 1) the
composer, 2) two independent peers, and finally 3) a diversified panel of eight to ten renowned
composers, musicians and performers who award winners with special commissions. Who are
these composers, and what does their music sound like?

COMPOSER/COMPOSITION LISTENING EXAMPLES
As I present these composers, I will make a few biographical remarks, then play a short
segment from a work they submitted to the Endowment’s judging panel. I will also offer a little
commentary on the work itself.
TED H EARNE
“not so” (2011)

No. 5 fr om

Par ti ti on

for Double M ale Chor us
and
Symphony Or chest r a

(Slide #3)
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TED HEARNE
Chicago born in 1982, Ted Hearne has received multiple prizes, awards, honors and
residencies. He trained with Martin Bresnick and Aaron Kernis at the Manhattan and Yale
Schools of Music where he also served as adjunct faculty. Ted Hearne conducts the
contemporary ensemble RED LIGHT NEW MUSIC, and directs YES IS A WORLD which
promotes peace and social change through musical diversity.
No. 5 “NOT SO” from PARTITION for double choir & large orchestra, was
commissioned and premiered by the Yale Glee Club (in honor of their 150th Anniversary) with
the Yale Symphony Orchestra in Carnegie Hall, April 2011.
The composer was drawn to a passage from cultural critic Edward Said: “It’s like
someone telling you, the way to learn a piece or music is to divide it up into tinier units, then
suddenly you can put it back together. It doesn’t work…it’s not so easy to put it all back
together.”2
CL I NT NEEDH AM
“t he Body Elect r ic” (2009)

for
Chamber Or chest r a

(Slide #4)
CLINT NEEDHAM
Born 1981 in Texarkana, Texas, Clint Needham recently received the Charles Ives
Scholarship from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. Major commissions include the
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American Composers Orchestra and the Aspen Concert Orchestra. Needham recently earned his
doctorate from Indiana University having studied with Claude Baker, David Dzubay, and
Michael Gandolfi. He publishes with Theodore Presser.
“The Body Electric,” inspired by the Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, premiered at the 2009
Wellesley College Composers Conference, appearing on the culminating final concert with Jim
Baker as conductor.
The composer turned to Whitman’s I Sing the Body Electric…and quickly found himself
attracted this phrase. Writing a musical blow-by-blow of the poem seemed impossible, (but) the
solution was to take this fragment and focus on conveying its mood.”3
CH RI STI AN ASPL UND
“St ar r y Night ” (2010)

No. 2 fr om

Si x Noctur nes

for Concer t Band

(Slide #5)
CHRISTIAN ASPLUND
Born in Canada in 1964, Christian Asplund now resides in Provo, Utah where he teaches
composition at Brigham Young University. He holds two graduate degrees from Mills College
and the University of Washington. He studied with Stuart Dempster, John Rahn, Thea Musgrave,
Christian Wolff, and Larry Polansky. His style includes elements of jazz, rock, serialism,
improvisation—really the panoply of modern techniques.
“Starry Night,” number two of six Nocturnes for concert band, evokes the mystery of
Van Gogh’s canvas. The Del Mar Concert Band, directed by Darrell Brown, commissioned the
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work and gave the premiere performance in 2010.
“One imagines looking up at a moonless but clear night just before fading off to sleep,
seeing a profusion of stars in every direction, along with meteorites, satellites and airplanes
streaming across the field of vision.”4
M I CH AEL QUEL L
”anisot r ope” (2001)
M ovement #3

Piano solo

(Slide #6)
MICHAEL QUELL
Born in 1960, Michael Quell lives in Fulda, Germany. He studied composition,
conducting, musicology, guitar, theology and philosophy at the University of Frankfurt. Prizes
include the Frankfurt Art Prize (1989) and the Berlin International Composition Award (1989).
His works receive performances around the world, and he publishes with TONOS-Musikverlag
in Baden Baden. Since 2007, he has lectured in musicology at the Goethe University in
Frankfurt.
In the 3rd movement of Quell’s Anisotropie the composer employs the serial techniques
reminiscent of Webern. The reordering of four notes creating three consecutive semitones may
be used in any combination; these four notes represent “anisotropie”—which refers to the
property of material in physics.
“…the material is compressed into a mere 33 seconds, a process so extreme that this
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section…obliterates time completely…with a nod to the notions of ‘Big Bang’ and ‘black
hole’—maximum compression of material.”5
TARI K O’REGAN
“Thr enody” (2005)
M ovement #1
fr om

Tr i ptych
Cant at a
for
St r ing or chest r a and chor us

(Slide #7)
TARIK O’REGAN
British composer Tarik O’Regan, born in London in 1978, studied both at Cambridge and
Oxford Universities. Fellowships, appointments and positions at Columbia, Harvard, Princeton
and Yale attest to the interest in this young composer. He recently released his third album on the
Harmonia Mundi label. His 2011 opera, Heart of Darkness opened at the Royal Opera House
Linbury Theatre.
The 1st movement of Triptych premiered at the Choir of London concert in Christ
Church, Spitalfields in 2004. The music unfolds in sectional form, with an unflagging
moto-rhythm that demands the listener’s attention. The string orchestra is more than
accompaniment, as O’Regan elevates it to full partner with the chorus.
“The work, premiered as Threnody, was subsequently toured by the choir to Jerusalem
and the West Bank from December 19-26, 2004. Movements II and III were premiered by the
Portsmouth Grammar School Chamber Choir and the London Mozart Players at Portsmouth
Anglican Cathedral in 2005.”6
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EVI S SAM M OUTI S
“K yr ie” (2007)

for
wind ensemble, per cussion,
and childr en’s chor us

(Slide #8)

EVIS SAMMOUTIS
Born in 1979, Evis Sammoutis hails from Cyprus. Renowned as a guitarist, having
studied the instrument at the University of Hull with Gilbert Biberian from 1998-2001, he now
teaches and lectures about the guitar. During the 1990’s, he studied composition at the European
Conservatory in Nicosia. Performances of his music have found their way to Belgium, Canada,
Cyprus, France, Greece, Japan, Kosova, Ukraine, United Kingdom, and the United States.
Kyrie is the composer’s first work to feature a children’s chorus. The chorus does not
merely sing—instead, “it carries the main text (and) defines the sonic colour of particular
sections.”7
According to Sammoutis, “…C# articulates the form of the entire work and each section
concentrates on a different register. The meditative character is created through the use of
variations and cycles.”8
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M ATH EW ROSENBL UM
“YONAH ’S DREAM ” (2008)

for

H ar r y Par t ch ensembl e: flut e,
Cr ychor d, Sur r ogat e K it har a,
Di amond M ar imba, Bamboo
M ar imba, Bass
M ar imba, and Spoi ls of War

(Slide #9)
MATHEW ROSENBLUM
Mathew Rosenblum, born in New York City in 1954, currently serves as music
department chair at the University of Pittsburgh. He studied composition at the New England
Conservatory of Music and Princeton University. His resume overflows with impressive honors,
appointments, commissions, premieres and performances. Rosenblum publishes with C. F.
Peters, and has recordings on at least six important labels.
Yonah’s Dream was commissioned in 2008 by the Harry Partch Institute for the
Montclair State University Harry Partch Ensemble. Newband, a distinguished new music label,
recorded the soon-to-be-released work on CD.
Of the tuning system found in Yonah’s Dream, Rosenblum writes “I decided to blend my
own intuitions about pitch along with the 43 note-to-the octave Partch system, and came up with
a hybrid approach that uses the 1/8 tone as the smallest melodic interval…I wanted the piece to
be pulsing, gritty, energetic and fun.”9
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JACK PERL A
“Cour t side—Scene I I I ” (2011)
Oper a in ONE ACT

for
Sopr ano, Tenor , Bass, Violin,
Cel lo, Bass, and per cussion

(Slide #10)

JACK PERLA
Gifted as both pianist and composer, American-born (c. 1970) Jack Perla studied at the
Manhattan School of Music, and later earned his doctorate from the Yale School of Music. His
interest in Indian music led him to perform and record with several noted musicians from that
country in the 90’s. In 2007, he joined the music faculty of Santa Clara University where he
teaches composition, jazz piano, and music technology.
The Houston Opera recently commissioned him to write the one act opera Courtside.
Funded by the Mellon foundation as part of a multi-year celebration, this magnum opus focuses
attention on Houston as a nexus for Eastern and Western cultures.
Speaking about his own work, the composer observes “Courtside features the Pipa, a
versatile Chinese instrument that serves as a middle voice substitute for the viola, and has a
personal connection to the Chinese backgrounds of all three main characters.”10
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PETER VAN ZANDT L ANE
TRI PTI EK (2009)
for
t enor sax, bassoon, and
el ect r onic sounds

(Slide #11)

PETER VAN ZANDT LANE
Born in New York in 1985, Peter Van Zandt Lane continues his doctoral studies in music
theory and composition at Brandeis University. At Brandeis and the University of Miami, he
studied with Melinda Wagner, Eric Chasalow, David Rakowski, and Lansing McLoskey.
Although the youngest among the composers I present today, he has amassed an impressive list
of performances, commissions, and honors. He plays concert-level bassoon.
The melodic material in Van Zandt’sTriptiek relies on a rising whole step. His rhythms of
continuous eighth and sixteenth notes create a buoyancy that enlivens the first movement. He
weaves the electronic elements around the acoustic instruments in a seamless manner where both
hold their own with the resulting texture.
Van Zandt Lane writes “When I’m writing for talented musicians, I like to take full
advantage of their technical abilities, and most musicians I know that like playing new music like
to be constantly pushed to play more difficult music.”11
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DOUGL AS PEW
SAPI YU Q L L AQTAK U N (2010)

for
Sopr ano and
4 M ale Per cussionist s

(Slide #12)
DOUGLAS PEW
Originally from San Jose California, Douglas Pew received his MM degree in
composition from the University of Cincinnati-College Conservatory of Music, and continues to
pursue his doctorate there. He founded the Teton New Music Ensemble while an undergraduate
student in Idaho. Besides the Barlow Endowment, important commissions include the Society of
Composers Inc., the Concert: Nova Ensemble, and various choirs around the country. As an
accomplished singer himself, he gravitates towards vocal and choral composition.
Sapiyuq Llaqtakuna, meaning “Mother Earth,” borrows from the poetry of the Quechua
who reside in Peru. Pew became interested in a small group of such poets whose striking verse
speaks of the natural world in relationship to God.
The composer remarks “In this work I have attempted to create an imaginary ancient
Quechua ritual with Mother Earth as the principal character. She is represented by the
soprano…the percussionists (her subjects) sing to her in awe with drums, rattles, and all kinds of
celebratory noisemakers.”12
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AGGREGATE PROFILE OF COMPOSERS

(Slide #13)
Although this group of composers and compositions presents us with a variety of styles
and aesthetic inclinations, in the aggregate, they share most, if not all, of the following attributes:

















Male
White
North American/European
Young-ish: 30’s, 40’s
University-trained
Advanced degrees
University-affiliated
Heir to the Western canon
Precise scores
Use of familiar forms
Awards
International Performances
Commissions
Recordings
Publisher contracted
Skilled performer (guitar, viola, piano, bassoon)

CONCLUSION
Identifying future classics is treacherous. Great music develops into a classic only after a
nebulous screening process involving various levels of input from performers, conductors,
audiences, historians and others. Consider the sheer volume of composed music and the
unimaginable path music must follow to achieve immortality. Extraordinary composers are as
rare as the exceptional ideas made manifest in their music. Each classics is unique—an
exceptional achievement—like a lightning strike. Let’s acknowledge that. Still, we know that
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great composers such as Bach, Haydn, Beethoven, Wagner and Stravinsky basked in the
admiration of their peers. To a degree, the same can be said of the music we heard today.

1

Merrill Bradshaw; Spirit and Music, Brigham Young University Publications, 1976
Composer’s program notes, Hearne to Durham, October 18, 2011
3
“Program Note,” from the score’s front matter to The Body Electric
4
Composer’s own program notes, Asplund to Durham, September 22, 2011
5
Liner notes, Michael Quell Chamber Music, page 17, NEOS Fundacion BBVA, 2010
6
“General Notes,” from Triptych score, Novello and Company Ltd., 2005
7
Taken from the Preface to Kyrie, copyright 2007 by composer
8
Ibid.
9
Mathew Rosenblum to Thomas Durham, September 30, 2011
10
Perla to Durham, October 19, 2011
11
Peter Van Zandt Lane to Thomas Durham, October 3, 2011
12
Douglas Pew to Thomas Durham, October 14, 2011
2
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Title: Parenting Styles of the Indigenous Kichwa Speakers of the Ecuadorian Sierra
Author: Dori Zabari
Affiliation: University of Arizona – this research was conducted through undergraduate
university program and is not affiliated with University of Arizona

The primary purpose of this study was to explore and understand the unique and
culturally related parenting methods of an indigenous community in Ecuador. Through
my undergraduate university program at Pitzer College, I utilized my rural stay
experience to locate an indigenous community outside of Cotacachi, Ecuador. I lived
with a host family from Cotacachi for two weeks and used my stay to observe the daily
life of the family as well as an opportunity to speak with other community members. 13
parents from the communities of Santa Barbara and La Calera were interviewed to gain a
deeper understanding of the values and opinions of the parents.
A significant amount of commonalities between all methods of research were
found, whether it was from the anthropological literature already available, the interviews
with parents, or through observation of the family. Each aspect of research emphasized
the value of the Kichwa culture, the value of education and hard work and the desire for
the children and family to advance in life. Parenting, overall, is a key aspect to family life
and the life in the community.
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Cross-disciplinary Humanities: Does a First-Year Seminar Influence Intellectual
Skills and Behaviors?
What do students learn in a cross-disciplinary first-year seminar designed to help all
students strengthen their thinking and communication skills, give them practice reading
and discussing challenging texts, and interest them in questioning received wisdom?
This study explores students’ perception of their intellectual development in a seminar for
first-year students at Montana State University, a course that provides an honors
experience for all students, regardless of major or previous experience.
Faculty from all disciplines teach the seminar, entitled Knowledge and Community,
which incorporates readings from philosophy, literature, natural and social sciences, and
asks questions about how we create knowledge, how identity forms, and what
responsibilities we have toward our communities. The seminar, taught in sections of 16
students, is based on a common syllabus of challenging readings and is taught by
discussion, not lecture. Although students have consistently given the course high ratings
during the 15 years the course has been taught and faculty report impressive intellectual
advances for some students, we wondered if we could find quantitative evidence of
students’ intellectual growth during the semester. We wanted to learn whether students’
perceptions of their intellectual interests and behaviors changes during their first semester
and whether different groups of students respond in different ways to our course and to
their first semester of college.
Our course provides a good laboratory for exploring students’ perceptions of their own
intellectual skills and behaviors. The overarching goal of the course is to provide an
exciting and challenging introduction to college studies, engaging students in the
intellectual life of the university. The course has explicit intellectual goals: strengthening
habits of critical thinking, enjoying the discussion of ideas, understanding diverse points
of view, reading critically and interpreting texts, listening effectively, developing and
exploring one’s own questions, delivering thoughtful oral presentations, and writing
thoughtful college papers. Course readings include classic and contemporary texts that
address the course themes of knowledge, identity, and community. The reading list at the
time of our study included two dialogues of Plato, the Apology and Crito, Myles Horton’s
The Long Haul, Fraz DeWaal’s The Age of Empathy, V.S. Ramachandran’s Phantoms in
the Brain, and Leslie Silko’s novel Ceremony. Thus, students are reading texts from the
natural and social sciences as well as from the humanities, and faculty, who are all
reading texts outside their disciplines, are learning in the seminar along with the students.
The course serves over 800 students per year from a wide range of majors and
backgrounds. Approximately 31% of the students in our sample are liberal arts and
science majors; 34% are engineering majors; 17% are nursing majors; and the rest come
from agriculture, arts, architecture, business, education or are undecided.
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For our quantitative study, we developed a questionnaire about students’ self-perceptions
of their intellectual behaviors and attitudes. We wanted to know if student responses
changed significantly from the pre-survey to the post-survey, so we compared the
averages of the pre-survey responses to the questions of interest to the average of the
post-survey responses via matched pairs t-tests. The t-test determines if the difference in
the sample (pre- and post-) is larger than any difference that could be attributed to
chance. We found significant differences in all of the questions of interest listed below.
In other words, except in one case, students were more likely or had stronger agreement
at the end of the course for the following:




How likely are you to participate in class discussions?
How likely are you to learn course material through discussion with other students
in the course?
How strongly do you agree with the following:
o I am confident in my ability to express my ideas effectively in classroom
discussions
o Teachers should challenge students to ask thought-provoking questions.
o I learn from discussing my ideas with people who might disagree with my
perspective.
o I find that giving speeches in class is a valuable learning experience.

These findings suggest that students perceive certain intellectual behaviors and attitudes
as stronger at the end of the semester than at the beginning, specifically their participation
in class discussions, learning though discussion, gaining confidence in expressing their
ideas effectively, believing that teachers should ask challenging questions, learning from
people who disagree with them, and learning from giving speeches in class.
For the remaining question of interest, the significant change was in a negative direction;
in other words, we found that the entire sample was less likely to talk to professors
outside of class at the end of the course.
In order to better understand these differences shown by the entire group, we dug deeper
into the data. We found that both men and women were less likely at the end of the
course to talk to professors outside of class, but the change from the beginning of the
course to the end was larger for the women, producing a significant difference with the
statistical test (whereas the difference from pre- to post- for the men was not significantly
different). This result is difficult to interpret, and there are many possible explanations.
The seminar is not the kind of course that requires much outside contact with the
professor because there is so much in-class discussion, as well as required mid-term and
final conferences, which may mean that students do not find it necessary to seek their
professors outside of class. Perhaps many students (particularly women) come to college
with unrealistic expectations about how much time they will actually spend talking with
professors outside of class. For engineering, nursing, and science majors, most of the
courses they take in their first year are large lecture classes and meeting with professors
outside of class may be more inconvenient than students expected.
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For the other questions of interest, responses from both men and women were
significantly more positive at the end of the semester than they were at the beginning, so
the course did not appear to affect these groups differently.
Engineering students comprise the largest group in the sample, and we wanted to see if
engineering students responded differently from the rest of the students. For the
questions of interest, there was only one significant different upon entering the course:
engineering students were less likely to talk to professors outside of class than the other
students. At the end of the course, there was no significant difference between engineers
and non-engineers on this question because the non-engineering students responded more
like the engineers: they indicated they would be less likely to talk to their professors
outside of class.
One other question produced a significant difference between the two groups on the postsurvey: How likely are you to learn course material through discussion with other
students in the course? Both groups responded similarly at the beginning of the course,
but at the end of the course, the non-engineers had moved more toward the positive end
of the scale, and thus producing a significant difference between the groups. In other
words, by the end of the course, the non-engineering students indicated they were more
likely than the engineering students to learn via discussion from other students.
We were also interested in exploring differences that might exist between first generation
and non-first generation college students. We found that no difference in student
inclination to talk to professors outside of class existed upon entry into the course;
however, by the end of the course students who have college-educated parents became
less likely to talk to their professors outside of class. An explanation similar to the one
presented with respect to gender might be in order; specifically, the college-educated
parents might have set an expectation of frequent contact with professors that was not
fully realized during their first semester of work at a large state university.
This quantitative study gives us some insight into students’ perceptions of their
intellectual development, but without a control group, we do not know whether students
are reacting to the first-year seminar or to their entire experience of college. The results
reported here suggest that some students make gains in intellectual behaviors and
attitudes and that it is worthwhile studying these questions further. We plan additional
research, including focus groups, to further address questions raised in this study.
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Images and Representations of the Bachelor Society: the Film Adaptation of Eat a Bowl of Tea
Yu-Xuan You
Department of English
National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan
With the vivid depiction of the bachelor society in New York’s Chinatown of the 1940s, Eat a
Bowl of Tea, written by Louis Chu in 1960, did not receive good reception upon its publication in
1961. A New York Herald Tribune critic considers the book “frequently tasteless and raw;” Library
Journal regards that the book is not worth of purchase. However, the book was revived in 1979, and
further uplifted as the classic of Chinese American Literature (Shih 46). Jeffery Chan commends the
novel for its faithful portrayal of “the life and time of Chinese-Americans with consistency of
language and sensibility” (1). The film adaptation of Eat a Bowl of Tea is directed by Wayne Wong in
1989. A movie critic of The New York Times considers that the film presents “a clash of generation
and of cultures.” He also perceives that the film “has the slightly frantic pace of a 1940’s screwball
comedy.” While many critics tend to regard that the modification of the story makes film adaptations
inevitably inferior to their originals, I will argue otherwise in the case of the film, Eat a Bowl of Tea.
In this essay, I will examine how the film Eat a Bowl of Tea preserves, modifies, and eliminates some
plots and elements in the original novel. In tandem, I will explore how the faithful and loose
adaptations may generate different effects on the audience.
Chu’s treatment of the language in Eat a Bowl of Tea is the chief reason for different reception.
Eat a Bowl of Tea abounds in Sze Yup dialect, and Chinese idioms and sayings. The names of the
characters are transliterated instead of being translated into standardized English. English readers
only learn that Mei Oi means “beautiful love” in the middle of the story. They may also feel confused
that Mei Oi and “Ah Sow” are actually one and the same. Undoubtedly, English readers will not
detect the cultural message that women in traditional Chinese culture are often in the lower social
status as Ben Loy’s and Mei Oi’s mothers, Jung Shee and Lau Shee, don’t have given names in the
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story; both “Jung” and “Lau” are their maiden names. In addition, Chinese idioms and sayings are
represented in near-literal translation, such as “wow your mother,” “green hat,” and “fatty water
should not be allowed to flow into another’s rice paddy.” Even if some terms have English
counterparts, Chu still adopts their transliteration. For example, “Kung fu-tze” is used instead of
“Confucius.” Chu builds up a language barrier for English readers and even for Chinese readers who
are not familiar with Cantonese. The “Chinlish” not only presents the unconformity against the
American mainstream but also embodies the alienation of Chinatown in the American society.
Besides, Chu enriches the novel with Chinese culture: Chinese literature, such as Gim Peng Moy, and
the custom of Chinese banquets is mentioned.
Wong’s film version of Eat a Bowl of Tea retains the uniqueness of the language by presenting
Cantonese English, for instance, the transliterated names of the characters, and the near-literal
translation of Chinese idioms ─“no can do” and “you dead boy.” While the readers of Chu’s novel
don’t have access to the translation of the dialect but grasp the meaning from the clues in the context,
the audience of Wong’s movie can immediately get the English translation for Cantonese from the
subtitle in the movie. The effect of the language barrier employed by Chu on his readers seems to be
diminished in Wong’s film. However, the film has applied a different strategy to achieve the similar
effect. Like Chu, who leaves Chinese idioms and sayings untranslated to generate the effect of
distancing English readers, Wong combines Chinese symbols and sayings in a subtler way, which
privileges Chinese audience, and in the meantime alienates English audience from understanding the
point. While the tea pot is the witness of Ah Song and Mei Oi’s adultery (possible rape) in the novel,
the fishbowl is the witness of the first sexual scene of Mei Oi and Ah Song, and serves as the love
token for the following adultery in the film. The fishbowl has the sexual connotation because in
Chinese saying, “yu shui zhi huan1” refers to the sexual pleasure between men and women. The
sexual implication of the fishbowl becomes more obvious when the fish pass away in the quarrel

1

“yu” is the transliteration of “fish” in Chinese, and “shui” is “water.”
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between Mei Oi and Ben Loy. It is the impotent Ben Loy that bumps into the fishbowl and accidently
causes the death of the fish. Moreover, the image of the fish as a symbol of fertility is aptly
underscored by the recurring shots of the picture and the statuette -- which a child is playing with a
fish -- in Mei Oi and Ben Loy’s bedroom. Like the novel, the film is interwoven with Chinese
elements. At Ben Loy and Mei Oi’s wedding banquet in America, there is a scene demonstrating how
the Chinese dish of chicken stir-fry is cooked and consumed with chopsticks. The Chinese opera
“Sun Wukong” is going to be performed on the stage in Ben Loy’s restaurant when Mei Oi
unexpectedly visits Ben Loy for a trip to Washington. Besides, there is a scene where the Chinese
funeral is shown. Three Taoist priests give a Taoist chant with the music made by Chinese musical
instruments, such as suona. And a paper bridge symbolizes the path for the dead to the afterworld in
the religious tradition.
In addition to the uniqueness of the language and Chinese themes, the perverse story is the other
reason for various reception of the novel Eat a Bowl of Tea. In Chu’s novel, the characters’ speech
often contradicts their deeds. To begin with, it is an irony that while Wah Gay inculcates Ben Loy
with responsibility, and sends Ben Loy to Stanton to prevent him from the temptation in the big city,
Way Gay himself is an absent husband running Money Come Gambling Club and visiting brothels.
Geoffrey Kain points out the satiric nature in the novel:
Chu offers us the characters of Wah Gay and Lee Gong, emigrants fathers seemingly fulfill the
same role of sadly sacrificing home and hearth to work in the foreign land….In contrast, these
two men are gladly living lives …..not working but earning a living from…gambling…─a
perversion similar to Mei Oi’s adultery and Ben Loy’s apparent inability to foster offspring (and,
subsequently, his willing acceptance of the illegitimate newborn). (191)
Furthermore, Shu-yan Li argues that Chu has implicitly juxtaposed Wah Gay and Lee Gong with the
heroes in the traditional martial arts tales, making the seemingly heroic actions of the two men a
parody of valor. When Lee Gong hears the gossip about Mei Oi and Ah Song, he writes Ah Song a
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letter of challenge, “like legendary heroic warrior under similar circumstances” (105-6).
Correspondently, Wah Gay acts like a “reckless rough” in martial arts romance, taking revenge on Ah
Song by slicing off his ear. However, “the brave men in wuxia usually give themselves up or claim
responsibility for assaults, but Ben Loy’s father goes into hiding” (105-6). Through the ironic and
near ridiculous behaviors of the characters in the novel, Chu exposes the disintegration of the
Chinese traditional values in the New York Chinatown of the 1940s and signals the advent of the
new-adopted rules and values.
Wong’s film adaptation has successfully brought out the ironic elements in the novel and
enhanced the ironic effect in the film through the amplified motions of actors and actresses, and
through the camera techniques. To begin with, Chu’s narration of Wah Gay’s attack on Ah Song in
the novel generates an air of suspense.
But by the time the footsteps reached the landing on the second floor, Wah Gay was safely
hidden underneath the staircase. He tensed and listened for the tread. His heart pounded inside
him. Thump…thump…thump. The footsteps started coming down the stairs, walking rapidly
but softly, as if tiptoeing. He felt an exultant shock. […] At that moment, a fury of hell racked
Wah Gay.… In another moment, Wah Gay’s hand flash up and then came down, quickly,
unerringly.” (183)
The identity of the victim is finally revealed when readers read that “Ah Song’s left ear dropped to
the floor” (183). Aside from the suspense, the film adds comedic elements to the story. Tracking Ah
Song to Mei Oi’s apartment, Wah Gay wears a serious expression in the film. The revenge for
personal dignity is brewing in the scene. However, it is farcical for the audience to see warrior-like
revenger, Wah Gay, appear on the scene from climbing down the window. Like a comic strip, the
scene of Ah Song and Wah Gay’s confrontation is split into two columns by the door, with unwitting
Ah Song in the left and gloomy Wah Gay holding a kitchen knife in the right. The comic effect is
heightened as the process of the attack is silhouetted on the wall. What makes the scene more
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grotesque is the background music, the laid-back jazz music, which is jarring with the supposedly
scary and violent scene. Besides, there is an inside humor for the Chinese audience to grin. The
female witness of this attack is played by a famous Hong Kong comedian2. She and the other famous
actor played a duo in a series of comedy movies3 in Hong Kong during the 1980s. The scene in
which she and her husband are in bed while Wah Gay creeps into the room certainly reminds the
Chinese audience of the comedies she played at the time the movie was released. The little episode
serves as a bonus to the comical effect of the scene.
Furthermore, Wong modifies the part of the confrontation between Ben Loy and Mei Oi in the
novel, which is tense and violent, into a funny squabble. At first, there is a blackout resulting in the
chaos. As they are quarreling, Ben Loy holds up the flashlight at the furious Mei Oi, making the
facial expression of Mei Oi look comic and ridiculous. Theatrically, they start packing their own
belongings with exaggerated gestures. It is comic-like that the scene is again split into two, with Ben
Loy’s luggage on the left and Mei Oi’s on the right, signifying their later separation. The
melodramatic quarreling scene mirrors both Ben Loy’s and Mei Oi’s frustration in the face of their
marriage life and the external stress imposed on them.
Many critics have pointed out that the impotence of Ben Loy is the symbolic articulation of the
whole community’s anxiety to renew the bachelor society, and expansively a resistance to parental
supervision. While characters and even Ben Loy himself tend to ascribe the impotence to his “foolish,
impetuous past,” the film makes this symbolic meaning of impotence is more explicit. In Wong’s
film, the photographs of Wah Gay are purposefully shown from time to time. When Ben Loy and
Mei Oi fail to make love at the house in New York Chinatown, Ben Loy says, “I don’t think I can do
this. I just feel like everyone’s watching us.” The excessive attention to the new couple, Ben Loy and
Mei Oi, is dramatized in the film. As Ben Loy is in the tea shop for the blind date to meet Mei Oi, the
2

Shum Din-Ha, a Hong Kong actress.
《富貴逼人系列》(It's A Mad, Mad, Mad World) is a series of comedy movies in Hong Kong during 1987~1992. In the
films, Shum Din-Ha and Bill Tung played as a greedy couple, who was constantly in hilarious quarrels. Because the story
was depicting the life of the working class people in Hong Kong during the 1980s and the 1990s, and reflecting the social
issues, the movies were popular at its time.
3
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camera shows that a lot of people sit outside the shop watching them. Also, with the overhead shot of
Ben Loy and Mei Oi’s wedding, the camera implies the intense gaze upon them. The anxiety of the
community as well as the pressure from the older generation is incarnated and highlighted.
Furthermore, in the novel, Chu implicitly announces the invalidation of the traditional Chinese
patriarchal thinking through Ben Loy’s acceptance of Kuo Ming, the love child of Mei Oi and Ah
Song. However, Chu suggests the prospects of reconciliation between the two generations. In the
novel, even though Wah Gay and Lee Gung are not invited to Kuo Ming’s haircut party, Ben Loy and
Mei Oi anticipate having them at the haircut party of their second child. Wong catches the subtle
implication in the novel and represents it in the film by showing the scene with the typical comedy
ending of all’s-well-that-ends- well. In the film, Wah Gay and Lee Gung attend Kuo Ming’s haircut
party. And they, along with pregnant Mei Oi, Ben Loy, and Kuo Ming, are taken a photograph as a
whole family. The film presents a picture of the new Chinese American family. Besides, Wah Gay
and Lee Gung’s attendance at Kuo Ming’s haircut party also implies the flexibility of traditional
value in the face of the social changes.
In addition to the apt treatment of generation clash, Wong accentuates the imbalanced gender
ratio in the Chinese American community of the 1940s by eliminating the part in which Mei Oi has
interaction with female relatives in the novel. As the camera pans along lines of men in the club
where Ben Loy dances with a Caucasian woman, and makes a deep focus at Ben Loy’s wedding
banquet in New York to show that all the guests are male, Wong draws a caricature of the bachelor
society in New York Chinatown.
Aside from modification and elimination of some plot in the novel, Wong adds the funeral scene
into the film Eat a Bowl of Tea. The funeral not only functions as a display of Chinese traditional
funerals, but also connotes the moribund bachelor society. Most importantly, it presents the
perversion of the new coming era of the Chinatown by juxtaposing the death and the birth. In the
funeral scene, Wah Gay and Ben Loy, along with the friends of the dead, are saddened by the loss of
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an elderly. Yet, at the moment of learning that Mei Oi is pregnant (the birth), everyone is standing up
cheerfully and congratulating Wah Gay and Ben Loy. With the funeral ritual continuing, the cheering
may appear bizarre and incongruous. Yet, this arrangement pertinently shows the strong desire for
the dying-out Chinese American community to have a new generation. Moreover, Wong has wryly
played with the stereotype of Chinese Americans in the western thinking by sending Ben Loy to
work in the Garden State Fortune Cookie Factory. Ostensibly, Ben Loy lives up to the ideal image of
a Charlie Chan as he often dresses like a detective with the long coat and the hat. Besides, Ben Loy is
a filial son who defers to his parents’ opinion to pick up a wife in China. And in the film, Lee Gong
constantly commends, “Ben Loy is a good boy.” However, it turns out that this Charlie Chan can’t
make fortune cookies. Wong expresses Ben Loy’s resistance to conforming to the cultural stereotype
through a tacit humor.
By drawing a parallel between the novel and the film, I will argue that the film Eat a Bowl of
Tea is by no means inferior to the novel, but in fact lives out its own originality. Presenting
Cantonese English, and introducing Chinese culture, the film Eat a Bowl of Tea inherits the
uniqueness of the language, and the genuine depiction of the New York Chinatown of the 1940s in
the novel. Through the modification of the plot and through its camera techniques, the film also
brings out and reinforces the ironic elements employed by Chu in the novel to indicate the arrival of
a new era in Chinese American immigrant history. Moreover, while inheriting the framework of the
novel, the film has developed its own innovation in replenishing the story with the comedic elements,
and the play with cultural stereotypes. In sum, as an adaptation, the film Eat a Bowl of Tea has
successfully proved itself equal to the novel.
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The Legend of Ascanius
This paper explores the identity of the legendary figure Ascanius, son of the
Trojan prince Aeneas and the goddess Venus. Two Roman authors provide contrary
information concerning Ascanius, to whom is attributed founding of the city of Alba
Longa, the predecessor of Rome. In Ab Urbe Condita, Roman historian Livy indicates
two different possibilities for the parents of Ascanius: Aeneas and his Trojan wife
Creusa or Aeneas and his wife Lavinia from Latium. The poet Virgil in his Aeneid
explicitly states that Ascanius, also known as Iulus, is the son of Aeneas and Creusa.
This paper presents other Classical, as well as later, references to Ascanius and
explores the origin of Iulus, which is believed to be derived from Ilium (another name for
Troy). It also traces the legend of Ascanius as it has been passed on to later
generations through various media such as literary works and works of art. The paper
weighs the influence of Virgil and Livy’s versions of the legend and analyzes which
author has had a greater impact upon the legend. The paper also considers the Aeneas
panel of the Ara Pacis Augustae, which depicts Aeneas and two other figures, one of
which is thought to be Ascanius.
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ABSTRACT:
Distance learning opportunities have grown by leaps and bounds since the 1990s. The emerging challenge for online
learning is not how to recruit students for online programs but how to create an effective retention program and
retain online learners to course and/or program completion.
Teachers are challenged to create interactive, structured, real-world, scaffolded learning experiences which lead to
specific successful outcomes that minimize student anxiety and frustration which generally lead to reduced attrition
and motivation problems. Online instructors face a similar challenge when designing and implementing online
instruction; however, their challenge is compounded by “transactional distance.”
In distance education, students and instructors experience a sense of separation that is caused by more than the
existing simple physical distance inherent to online learning. “Transactional distance” is created as a result of the
geographically-dispersed learners and instructors interacting via combination within an asynchronous, text-based
online learning environment. Consequently, “transactional distance,” a psychological and communications gap, a
space of potential misunderstanding between the inputs of instructors and those of the learners, emerges that exists
for all participants within the e-learning experience. This phenomenon, particular to the online learning
environment, may lead to students’ increased feelings of isolation due to lack of effective interaction. Therefore,
when designing and implementing e-learning experiences, the instructor must factor in two variables that affect
transactional distance: a) structure, the flexibility or rigidity of the instructional methods and strategies used in the elearning experience; and b) dialogue, the interaction patterns between/among instructor and learners during the elearning experience.
Specific examples of interactive online adaptations (synchronous and asynchronous) were contrasted with onsite
interaction activities and will be shared via handouts. These adaptations were specific to the online learning
environment and emphasize collaboration, interaction, and project-based learning in order to minimize the effects of
“transactional distance” within the e-learning experience.
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Presenting a New Theater Piece: sit.com (2010) by Gil Trythall
Dr. Virginia Thompson
West Virginia University
WVU Creative Arts Center
PO Box 6111
Morgantown, WV 26506-6111
Virginia.Thompson@mail.wvu.edu
In today's society, art music seems to be endangered because of the intellectual demands
it makes upon its listeners. It is the responsibility of college music professors to encourage
people to value art music by clearly communicating why we love it.
University artist-teachers have excellent and unique opportunities to communicate their
passion for music: not only can they talk about music, but they can also present it as a
multisensory experience complete with its acoustical immediacy and uniqueness in the special
energy of a shared experience. The artist-teachers who themselves enjoy the intellectual and
aesthetic stimulation of new music can demonstrate how to relate the new to the old—how to
latch onto something familiar in order to enjoy the excitement of the journey into challenging
new territory.
The 2010 theater piece sit.com by Gil Trythall exhibits characteristics of 21st century
postmodernism in music for horn and piano, complemented by recorded sound “performed” on a
PC laptop, and enhanced by a surprising script that literally addresses postmodernism,
existentialism, music, performance, and popular culture of the 20th century. This new work is an
intense collision of “new with old, original with borrowed, serious with popular, aesthetic with
non-aesthetic,” (Pasler, Grove Music Online) which introduces deep psychological and
philosophical concepts in a provocative and highly entertaining manner.
A twenty to thirty minute paper enhanced by recorded examples affords the artist-teacher
who premiered sit.com a distinctive opportunity to share a valuable new work, preparing an
audience with information about how to connect with the unique and unexpected expressions of
contemporary aesthetics and humor.
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ABSTRACT

My thesis is not a radical one. It is, however, contrary to a
view almost universally shared that Plato’s conception of the
state as soul writ large involves a simple correspondence of
parts in two tripartitions. Not only must there be rational
communication among the parts, as numerous scholars have
contended, but the parts must themselves partake of a sort of
tripartition. Ultimately the parts of the soul must behave in
certain respects as populations behave. This suggests an
understanding of the soul that is consonant even with an
understanding of mind based upon our understanding of
neural science.
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I. THE SOUL IN PLATO’S REPUBLIC: The Soul and its Parts

Plato argues that the soul is not a one, but a many. Scholars have taken this to imply that the soul
has parts and most English translations of Republic acquiesce in this conception. This might lead a
classically trained English reader to suppose that Plato’s written account of the soul would be
replete with mentions of mer¤w (mepis); it is not: only with the language of referential identity. As
an example, we may consider the lines in book IV1 in which Plato asks whether it is ‘possible for
the same thing to stand still and move at the same time in the same part of itself’ (ÑEstãnai, e‰pon,
ka‹ kine›syai tÚ aÈtÚ ëma katå tÚ aÈtÚ îra dunatÒn): ‘in the same part of itself’ is katå
tÚ aÈtÚ (kata to auto); the use of the kata construction does not, as the use of mepis might, suggest
discontinuity of parts. The use of the example of the spinning top related to the soul and its
partitioning corroborates this since the different parts of the spinning top are distinguishable with
respect with their motion but the velocity of a point at a certain distance from the centre is not
independent of the velocity of points at others.
Plato mentions the spinning top to explain that if motion and rest can be related to different
things, such as the axis and the circumference, they will be co-instantiated by one single element,
without the necessity of referring to parts.2
On the contrary, for Plato, when a person performs ‘at the same time’3 two distinct
activities, e.g., when he stands still and moves his hands and head, these two activities which
involve ‘the same thing’4 imply the presence of parts.5
This line of reasoning derives from the general principle according to which contraries
cannot occur at the same time with respect to the same item. To avoid violation of this principle,
Plato posits a soul composed of sufficiently many distinct parts to accommodate the co-instantiation
of as many contrary properties as the evidence warrants.6
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Since the soul can be affected by three particular pairwise-incompatible but co-temporal
inclinations with respect to the same thing, the soul must be assumed to comprise three parts: the
rational (logistikÚn),7 the spirited (tÚ yumoeid°w)8 and the appetitive (§piyumhtikÒn)9 and their
existence explains why, at the same time, I can desire something and I push it away, I am
thirsty but I don’t want to drink, I want to force myself not to look at some dead bodies but then I
stare at them.10

II. COMMUNICATION AND FRACTIONATION

We have just been told that our soul can be affected by different desires. If we look more closely at
them we realize that ‘assent and dissent, wanting to have something and rejecting it, taking
something and pushing it away’11 have some ‘linguistic’,12 or ‘conceptual’,13 content. Even the
most pallid desires mentioned by Plato, such as assent or dissent, are essentially linguistic in
character and are expressible only in a language having general terms. To take one of Plato’s
examples, one may be thirsty but reject proffered water. Thirst, in Plato’s understanding, can be
represented as the desire for a state of affairs, that is, for something propositionally specifiable. To
be sure the rejection of a particular portion of water is, by contrast, a relation between two
particulars, but the disinclination to drink is a desire for a contradictory state of affairs, also
propositionally specifiable. Thus the co-presence of contrary desires requires distinct parts of the
soul simultaneously possessed of propositional attitudes.
The linguistic character of desires has two important consequences: first, a concept can
change as a result of communication, as for example, when a teacher explains a theory of spacetime to his student, the student’s understanding of space may acquire a mathematical precision that
it previously lacked and lose its capacity for crude pictorial illustration. Such a conceptual change
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requires some rational interaction. In fact, a non-pictorial representation can come about only
through intellectual interaction: certainly in mathematics and science a more general abstraction
succeeds a more specific one for reasons, not merely by accident or at a whim.
If Plato’s conception of the soul demands communication among its three parts, then in the
measure in which such communication promotes any conceptual reform in the lower portions, those
portions too must have some rational capacity. This view accords with the understanding of the
tripartition that emerges as we take Plato’s microcosm/macrocosm projection seriously. Both
understandings suggest that a society such as Plato envisages must improve if all of its members,
even those of the lowest echelon are educated, which is to say, rationally reformed to the extent that
they are capable, by members of higher echelons.
We might ask whether Plato himself knowingly subscribed to the understanding we have
advanced, or whether such niceties were beneath the level of specificity of his intentions. To satisfy
ourselves on this score, we must look to Plato’s expressed views. Consider his account of the virtue
of moderation (svfrosÊnh),14which, he claims, cannot exist in ignorance of what is advantageous
‘for each part and for the whole soul.’15This discussion alone strongly suggests propositional
communication among the parts of the soul. In the fourth book of the Republic in fact Plato defines
wisdom as “the community of all three parts” of the soul:16 koin“ is properly translated as
community, for it suggests interaction, common understanding, and orderly sharing: that requires
communication. Knowledge of the sort of harmony that is good for the whole soul is the province of
its highest part.
Although that knowledge is not to be gained through communication among the three parts
of the soul, nevertheless, the realization and maintenance of that harmony would seem to require
knowledge of the parts’ initial propensities, for as Plato says, moderation spreads through the
whole. It is not the sudden outcome of reason’s accession. Moreover agreement once achieved is
linguistic agreement, that is, agreement in the belief that harmony dictates reason’s ascendancy.
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Analyzing other excerpts taken from the fourth book of the Republic,17 we discover that
moderation depends upon agreement, harmony among the components of the soul. Both these terms
can be connected to the Greek word symphōnia, which is composed by the prefix sÊn (syn ≈ with),
and the noun fvnÆ (phōnē ≈ voice); the use of this word suggests the intent of clarifying the nature
of the interaction among the parts of the soul: many voices can become one in a perfect harmony
(even the sequential harmony of the Greek conception) only while listening to each other; this sense
of harmony cannot be separated from propositional interaction among the parts of the state. At the
individual level, the corresponding harmony also requires propositional assent among the postulated
parts of the soul.
The virtue of justice might seem unrelated to communication among the parts of the soul,
because it imposes the condition that every part of the soul ‘does its own work’18 but part of this
work consists in establishing a relation of ruling and being ruled which is not contrary to nature, so
that those parts naturally suited to be ruled must permit themselves to be ruled, while that part
naturally fitted to the ruling class must rule.19
A further example of communication among the parts of the soul comes from an excerpt in
which Plato criticizes the oligarchic man for dominating his worse appetites using compulsion and
fear of losing his money, rather than using more suitable motivations, which correspond to the
teachings of our reason. This example of a person who is ‘thought to be just’ but doesn’t possess
real justice, which is coincident with the use of rationality, again suggests the sort of
communication that Plato envisages between reason and the other, inferior, parts of the soul.20
Once we have understood that Plato admits propositional communication among the three
parts of the soul we must conclude that even the lowest portion of the soul can reason at least to the
extent that it modifies desires in response to will. That bi-partite, habitual, harmony is the outcome
of rational instruction.
In Book IX of the Republic21 Plato confirms that the lowest part of the soul is capable of
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choosing the right means, for example, money, to satisfy its appetites. If the appetitive part of the
soul, the lowest part of it, is capable of means-end reasoning also the spirited and the rational parts
will have this skill. The difference between the rational and the inferior parts of the soul, one must
suppose, is that the highest component of the soul can take into consideration the overall good of
the soul, while the other parts, independently of rational habituation, desire only what is good for
them, lacking as they do any independent capacity for evaluating the possible consequences for the
good of the whole soul.22
In the same excerpt in which Plato explains that all the parts of the soul have a certain
capability of reasoning he also confirms that the reasoning part of the soul rules in the philosophers
who acquiesce in their baser desires in the desires of the highest component of the soul; by contrast,
independent of rational regulation, the auxiliaries and the producers take as their ultimate ends, the
characteristic objects of the spirited and the appetitive parts.23
What then is the micro/macrocosmic relationship that Plato has in mind? If, as Plato,
suggests, the soul is to be regarded as a microcosm of the polis, then, for example, the internal
structure of the appetitive portion of the soul should reflect the structure of the appetitive portion of
the population. But that portion consists physically of discrete members, psychically of discrete
souls, each of which is a tripartite microcosm of the polis, and thus has all three parts represented in
some proportion. And so on: every portion of the soul is represented in every portion of the soul.
We must not pretend that Plato’s intentions possessed any extraordinary degree
of mathematical specificity, or even expressibility, but it is fair to say that in working out any
practically useful understanding of the text we are justified in giving a crude typical mathematical
rendition of the sort of relationship he had in mind. In the following, the numerical values can
certainly not be taken even as approximations. It is just a mathematical picture of the sort of
fractionation that we take Plato to have had in mind.
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III. PLATONIC POLIS

The idea that all the parts of the soul possess at least means-end reasoning is not only developed by
Bobonich, as we have seen, but is shared by Annas24 and, to some extent, by Burnyeat.25 This
capability is directly connected with the possibility of communication among the parts of the soul:26
they can interact in different ways 27 to realize different projects.
As every component of the soul can participate in any project, the different classes of the
state can all make distinct contributions to the achievement of a common goal. So there is at least
some relationship between the components of the microcosm in relation to the individual soul on
the one hand, and the subparts of the macrocosm, namely the classes of the city in relation to the
city itself. That higher-order relationship is well described by the use of ımoiÒthta.28Omoios
(˜moiow) had of course the geometric use meaning “similarity” in a geometrical sense:29 as two
polygons of the same kind may have equal corresponding angles, so share their proportional shape,
so the individual and the city can be similar in the proportional contributions of its classes to some
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common cause.
When he resolves to take into consideration the political notion of justice, Plato begins to list
essential jobs to be performed within the polis: its citizens must be provided with food, shelter and
clothing. Accordingly the most primitive polis requires farmers, builders and weavers. But such a
population requires further specialists, since a farmer is incapable of making a reasonable fist of
farming if he is required also to make his own tools. Thus he will require the services of a metal
worker. The functions of the weaver and of the builder also dictate further specialized populations.
The size of the city is thus destined to change as we pass from what Glaucon calls a “city of pigs”,30
to what he would regard as “luxurious city”.31Every new skill dictates ancillary skills. In the city of
luxury, nannies, tutors, chefs, barbers, warriors, at least all become indispensable as the complexity
of the community increases. Complexities beget further complexities.
These varied tasks are distributed according to a principle of justice that is crucial for Plato:
“we are not all born alike, but each of us differs somewhat in nature from others, one being suited to
one task, another to another”32A cobbler, if it is vital, can learn to be a farmer but since his nature is
not suited to the art of farming he cannot be as good in this activity as he is in cobbling. The variety
of specializations required can in general be matched to the skills of available applicants.
We have already seen that Plato’s justice does not lead to hereditary classes. A cobbler’s
offspring with the requisite intellectual powers will be trained as a philosopher. Upward and
downward mobility are simply one manifestation of communication among the different classes of
Platonic society. This may seem at odds with our more general claim that the correspondence
between soul and society is thorough-going, but on Plato’s account, exchanges of functions between
different parts of the soul do occur during the lifetime of a single person. This is part and parcel of
his accounts of moral pathology and of moral improvement.
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IV. POPULATIONS AND NEUROLOGICAL PLASTICITY
The larger issue is this: each of the three parts of the polis, as Plato conceives it, is a population
made up of relatively specialized but interdependent subpopulations. What is to be said of the soul
in this regard? The population of cobblers, which belongs to the lowest class of Platonic polis, can
communicate with the population of philosophers, which belongs to the highest class of Platonic
society; similarly for any of the three pairs drawn from the tripartition. However, we can assume
that within each part, there is a degree of plasticity among subpopulations. A cobbler might not ever
make beautiful pots, but he can learn to make usable pots, and a potter could cobble together some
reasonable if unstylish sandals. Similarly, as higher military ranks fall in battle or are invalided out
of action, immediately lower ranks can take over, not perhaps executing elegantly decisive troop
movements that minimise further casualties, but making a reasonable fist of the job, winning the
action at least. And again, among the ruling class, specializations must give way to the demands of
particular emergencies. Each class permits substitution for the sake of the proper functioning of the
whole. But substitutions are more problematic as the proper functioning of the whole class is itself
crucial to the survival of the state. Bad pots and shoes will do, but bad military leadership will not,
so substitution within lower classes is less closely circumscribed than within the next class up.
Now this is not to say that substitutions do not compromise justice as Plato conceives it. But
these things happen. Justice is compromised and cannot be restored without cultivation of the ideal.
However, Plato’s ideal of perfect justice is just that, an ideal for which we strive as persons and as
citizens.
The main point that we wish to make is this: whatever plays the part of the soul in our own
conception of the make-up of a person, on a Platonic construal, we should expect its constituents to
contribute to the whole in population-like ways. Let’s call them populations for the sake of
discussion. We should expect a hierarchy of populations within which some serve lower functions,
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and some higher. Setting aside the question of what perfect functioning of the person would amount
to in this more general setting, we can at least order the populations according to their importance in
the preservation of reasonable life. We will likely want to place executive function above
autonomic, for although vegetative life might be sustained by the latter alone, that would a life
without the moral dimension that gives life its value. This suggests that the human nervous system
as a whole cannot be taken to play the part of the soul in such a re-jigging. For in much of the body
there is no plasticity at all. The heart cannot serve as a kidney, nor a kidney substitute for a failed
liver. The autonomic nervous system must be relegated to a role corresponding to infrastructure, the
physical apparatus of the state: roads, aqueducts, defensive perimeter. We must take as the
counterpart of psyche, the neural organization of the brain. There we find something corresponding
to the plasticity of the lowest class, for example in the capacity of one sensory modality to recruit
the neural resources formerly proper to another. Our tactile sense can to some extent compensate for
a loss of the visual, recruiting disused portions of visual cortex. That population does not serve us as
well in this use as in its former, but we get by with a little help from our friends. However, the
higher the function, the less the plasticity. In the lifetime of a person with Broca’s aphasia,
Wernecke’s region will not step in though they are largely complementary in the production and
reception of speech.
Plasticity is inversely proportional to complexity; it is true that few33 people can reach the
knowledge of the Good, the pinnacle of the Platonic upward epistemic journey but, according to
Platonic conception of justice, every person can have the chance to attain this goal:34 in that one
who can understand will be instructed appropriately.
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Notes
1 Republic, IV 436 b-c.
2 Republic, IV 436 d-e.
If our interlocutor became even more amusing and was sophisticated enough to say that the whole spinning top stands still and moves at the same
time when the spindle is fixed in the same place and they revolve, and that the same is true of anything else moving in a circular motion on the same
spot, we wouldn’t agree, because it isn’t with respect to the same parts of themselves that such things both stand still and move. We’d say that they
have an axis and a periphery and that with respect to the axis they stand still, since they don’t wobble to either side, while with respect to the
periphery they move in a circle. But if they do wobble to the left or right, front or back, while they’re spinning, we’d say that they aren’t standing still
in any way. (My emphasis).
3 Republic, IV 436 b-c.
4 Ibid.
5 Republic, IV 436 c
If someone said that a person who is standing still but moving his hands and head is moving and standing still at the same time, we wouldn’t
consider, I think, that he ought to put it like that. What he ought to say is that one part of the person is standing still and another part is moving. (My
emphasis).
6 Republic, IV 436 b-c
It is obvious that the same thing will not be willing to do or undergo opposites in the same part of itself, in relation to the same thing, at the same time.
[d∞lon ˜ti taÈtÚn ténant¤a poie›n μ pãsxein katå taÈtÒn ge ka‹ prÚw taÈtÚn oÈk §yelÆsei ëma] So, if we ever find this happening in
the soul, we’ll know that we aren’t dealing with one but many [Àste ên pou eÍr¤skvmen §n aÈto›w taËta gignÒmena, eﬁsÒmeya ˜ti oÈ
taÈtÚn ∑n éllå ple¤v].
7 Republic, IV 439 d.
8 Republic, IV 441 b.
9 Republic, IV 439 d.
10 Republic, IV 437 b- 439 d
Then wouldn’t you consider all the following, whether they are doings or undergoings, as pairs of opposites: assent and dissent, wanting to have
something and rejecting it, taking something and pushing it away?
Yes, they are opposites.
What about these? Wouldn’t you include thirst, hunger, the appetites as a whole, and wishing and willing somewhere in the class we mentioned?
Wouldn’t you say that the soul of someone who has an appetite for a thing wants what he has an appetite for and takes to himself what it is his will to
have, and that insofar as he wishes something to be given to him, his soul, since it desires this to come about, nods assent to it as if in answer to a
question?
I would.
What about not willing, not wishing and not wanting, and not having an appetite? Aren’t these among the very opposites-cases in which the soul
pushes and drives things away?
Of course
……
Therefore, if something draws it back when it is thirsting, wouldn’t that be something different in it from whatever thirsts and drives it like a beast to
drink? It can’t be, we say, that the same thing, with the same part of itself, in relation to the same, at the same time, does opposite things.
No, it can’t.
……
Now, would we assert that sometimes there are thirsty people who don’t wish to drink?
Certainly, it happens often to many different people.
What, then, should one say about them? Isn’t it that there is something in their soul bidding them to drink, and something different, forbidding them
to do so, that overrules the thing that bids?
I think so
Doesn’t that which forbids in such cases come into play-if it comes into play at all-as a result of rational calculation, while what drives and drags
them to drink is result of feelings and diseases?
Apparently.
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Hence it isn’t unreasonable for us to claim that they are two, and different from one another. We’ll call the part of the soul with which it calculates the
rational (logistikÚn) part and the part with which it lusts, hungers, thirsts, and gets excited by other appetites the irrational (élÒgistÒn)
appetitive (§piyumhtikÒn) part companion of certain indulgences and pleasures. (My emphasis).

Republic, IV 439 e-441 b
Leontius, the son of Aglaion, was going up from the Piraeus along the outside of the North Wall when he saw some corpses lying at the executioner’s
feet. He had an appetite to look at them but at the same time he was disgusted and turned away. For a time he struggled with himself and covered his
face, but, finally, overpowered by the appetite, he pushed his eyes wide open and rushed towards the corpses, saying, “Look for yourselves, you evil
wretches, take your fill of the beautiful sight!
……
…Or rather, just as there were three classes in the city that held it together, the money-making, the auxiliary, and the deliberative, is the spirited part
(tÚ yumoeid°w) a third thing in the soul that is by nature the helper of the rational part, provided that it hasn’t been corrupted by a bad upbringing?
It must be a third. (My emphasis)
11 Republic, IV 437 b.
12 C. Bobonich, Plato’s Utopia Recast, p. 237.
13 Ibid.
14 Republic, IV 442 d.
15 My emphasis. Republic, IV 442 c.
16 Republic, IV 442 c
And we’ll call him wise (sofÚn) because of the small part of himself that rules in him and makes those declarations and has within it the knowledge
of what is advantageous for each part and for the whole soul, which is the community of all three parts. (My emphasis).
17 Republic, IV 432 a
Moderation spreads throughout the whole… all sing the same song together. And this unanimity (ımÒnoian), this agreement (sumfvn¤an) between
the naturally worse and the naturally better as to which of the two is to rule…”
Republic, IV 442 c-d
And isn’t he moderate (s≈frona) because of the friendly and harmonious (sumfvn¤&) relations between the same parts, namely, when the ruler
and the ruled believe in common (ımodoj«si) that the rational part should rule and don’t engage in civil war against it?
Moderation (svfrosÊnh) is surely nothing other than that, both in the city and in the individual. (My emphasis).
18 Republic, IV 442 d-443 b
And of course a person will be just (d¤kaiÒw) because of what we have so often mentioned…every part within him does its own work (tå aÍtoË
prãttei), whether it’s ruling or being ruled…Then, are you still looking for justice to be something other than this power, the one that produces men
and cities of the sort we’ve described? No, I certainly am not. (My emphasis).
The principle according to which there is no justice until each person doesn’t do one thing for which he is naturally suited, has got crucial importance
within the Republic and in fact it is already mentioned in Book II, 370 c and it is repeated many times throughout the dialogue (particularly important,
is the statement of this principle in Republic, IV 423 c-d).
19 Republic, IV 443 c-444 d.
20 Republic, VIII 554 c-d
And doesn’t this make it clear that, in those other contractual obligations, where he (oligarchic man) has a good reputation and is thought to be just,
he’s forcibly holding his other evil appetites in check by means of some decent part of himself? He holds them in check, not by persuading them that
it is better not to act on them or making them gentle by reasoning (lÒgƒ), but by compulsion and fear, trembling for his other possessions.

It has to be noted that Plato in Republic 536 e stresses that “no free person should learn anything like a slave…nothing taught by force (b¤aion) stays
in the soul”. This antithesis free people-slaves and the fact that the appropriate way of persuading free people corresponds to rational persuasion are
the crucial concepts of the Laws, where Plato states that the laws must be expression of reason, they must have a prelude in which the rational
motivations to follow them are explained. This is the only way in which free people can carry out the rules: they must be provided with the necessary
means to understand why it is better behaving according to the laws.
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Laws, IV 713 e-714 a
….we should imitate by every device the way of life that it is said to have existed under Kronos; in public life and in private life – in the arrangement
of our households and our cities- we should obey whatever within us partakes of immortality, giving the name “law” to the distribution ordained by
reason (noË) (my emphasis).

E. B. England, The Laws of Plato, Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1921, 2 vols., analysis of Book IV, 713, p. 20, vol. 1. can help us to
understand this excerpt: “In the Golden Age Cronos appointed da¤monew -superior beings- to rule over mankind… There is in man a divine part – his
mind – and this divine element must do as Cronos did, and appoint subordinate ministers for our government. These ministers of mind’s ordaining are
the ordinances which we call Laws.”
Laws, IV 722 b-c
…none of the lawgivers has ever reflected on the fact that it is possible to use two means of giving laws, persuasion (peiyo›) and violence
(b¤a)+…They have used only the latter; failing to mix compulsion with persuasion in their lawgiving, they have employed unmitigated violence alone.
But I…see the need for yet a third way of handling laws, one not at all in use nowadays (my emphasis)
Laws, IV 722 e
…the laws…composed of two different parts [“Double method”(tÚ diploËn), Laws, IV 720 e], a law (nÒmow) and a prelude (proo¤mion) to the law
(my emphasis).
Laws, IV 720 c-e
….sick people in the cities, slaves and free, are treated differently. The slaves are…treated by slaves [ See Laws, IX 857 c: “…we compared all those
living under legislation that exists now, to slaves being doctored by slaves”]…None of these latter doctors gives or receives any account of each
malady afflicting each domestic slave. Instead, he gives him orders on the basis of the opinions he has derived from experience. Claiming to know
with precision, he gives his comands just like a headstrong tyrant…. The free doctor mostly cares for and looks after the maladies of free men. He
investigates these from their beginning and according to nature, communing with the patient himself and his friends, and he both learns (manyãnei)
something himself from the invalids and, as much as he can, teaches (didãskei) the one who is sick. He doesn’t give orders until he has in some sense
persuaded (my emphasis).
21 Republic, IX 580 d- 581 c
In the fact that the soul of each individual is divided into three parts, in just the way that a city is, for that’s the reason I
think that there is another proof.
What is it?
This: it seems to me that there are three pleasures corresponding to the three parts of the soul, one peculiar to each part, and
similarly with desires and kinds of rule.
What do you mean?
The first, we say, is the part with which a person learns, and the second the part with which he gets angry. As for the third,
we had no one special name for it, since it’s multiform, so we named it after the biggest and strongest thing in it. Hence we
called it the appetitive part, because of the intensity of its appetites for food, drink, sex, and all the things associated with
them, but we also called it the money-loving part, because such appetites are most easily satisfied by means of money.
And rightly so.
Then, if we said that its pleasure and love are for profit, wouldn’t that best determine its central feature for the purposes of
our argument and insure that we are clear about what we mean when we speak of this part the soul, and wouldn’t we be
right to call it money-loving and profit-loving?
That’s how it seems to me, at least.
What about the spirited part? Don’t we say that it is wholly dedicated to the pursuit of control, victory and high repute?
Certainly.
Then wouldn’t it be appropriate for us to call it victory-loving and honor-loving?
It would be most appropriate.
Now, it is clear to everyone that the part with which we learn is always wholly straining to know where the truth lies and
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that, of the three parts, it cares least for money and reputation.
By far the least.
Then wouldn’t it be appropriate for us to call it learning-loving and philosophical?
Of course.
And doesn’t this part rule in some people’s souls, while one of the other parts-whichever it happens to be-rules in other
people’s?
That’s right.
And isn’t that the reason we say that there are three primary kinds of people: philosophic, victory-loving, and profitloving?
That’s it precisely. (My emphasis)
22 C. Bobonich, Plato’s Utopia Recast, p. 245.
23 C. Bobonich, Plato’s Utopia Recast, p. 51.
24 J. Annas, An Introduction to Plato’s Republic, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1981, pp. 129-130.
25 M. F. Burnyeat in The Truth of Tripartition, «Proceedings of the Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society», 106 (2006), p. 16 does not associate the
capability of, e.g., the appetitive part to love money as “a learned response, the result of appreciating that money is the means to secure…food, drink
and warmth…” (my emphasis) to the possession of a certain degree of rationality. Therefore, it is difficult to understand how the choice of the
appropriate means to satisfy a desire can take place. Moreover, it would be interesting to know if the “animal bodies programmed to survive”, the “
social animals” and the “rational animals” that he associates to the appetitive, spirited and rational parts of the soul could have the same kind of
means-end reasoning.
26 Bobonich, op. cit., 220.
27 For the notion of interaction in the soul and in the city see Laurence D. Cooper, Beyond the Tripartite Soul: The Dynamic Psychology of the
Republic, «The Review of Politics», 63 (2001), p. 345.
28 Republic, II 369 a.
29 See LSJ III.
30 Republic, II 372 e.
31 Ibid.
32 Republic, II 370 b: ˜ti pr«ton m¢n ≤m«n fÊetai ßkastow oÈ pãnu ˜moiow •kãstƒ, éllå diaf°rvn tØn fÊsin, êllow §pÉ êllou ¶rgou
prajin.
33 The fact that only few people will know the Good, which represents the peak of Platonic knowledge, is at the base of Bobonich’s criticism of
Plato’s Republic which, according to him, condemns the largest part of the citizens of the kallipolis to unhappiness. Bobonich bases his own criticism
on the comparison between the kallipolis of the Republic and the Magnesia of the Laws. I will not treat here the complex subject of the content of the
Laws but I want only to stress briefly that, according to me, the difference between the Republic and the Laws is only a consequence of the fact that in
the Republic Plato is still convinced that autocratic power is the best form of government. Since the destiny of his kallipolis depends on “very few”
[Republic, VI 496 b] people they have to be the best human beings: they must possess the highest knowledge and they must be morally perfect. In the
Laws Plato realizes that this city of “gods” [See, in particular, Laws, V 739 c-e] is very difficult to put into practice. Thus, he chooses to divide the
responsibility of ruling among all the citizens of Magnesia who have to possess a suitable knowledge and ethics but not the highest ones, which are
appropriate only for those people who exercise the highest political functions, the members of the Nocturnal Council. The same project for the
Republic and the Laws, a city ruled by rationality and virtue, different methods to achieve this goal: the philosopher-kings of the Republic are not a
“tiny philosophical elite… separated by a gulf from the rest of the citizens” [C. Bobonich, Plato’s Utopia Recast, p. 393] for the same reason which
renders impossible to define the members of the Nocturnal Council in this manner: every member of the city can become one of them.
34 Plato explicitly refers to the principle of justice, according to which every person must do the work which is appropriate to his nature, when he
speaks about the right of every citizen to learn according to his own capacities:
Republic, III 415 b-c
For the most part you will produce children like yourselves, but, because you are all related, a silver child will occasionally be born from a golden
parent, and vice versa, and all the others from each other. So the first and most important command from the god to the rulers is that there is nothing
that they must guard better or watch more carefully than the mixture of metals in the souls of the next generation. If an offspring of theirs should be
found to have a mixture of iron or bronze, they must not pity him in any way, but give him the rank appropriate to his nature and drive him out to join
the craftsmen and farmers. But if an offspring of these people is found to have a mixture of gold or silver, they will honour him and take him up to
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join the guardians or the auxiliaries, for there is an oracle which says that the city will be ruined if it ever has an iron or a bronze guardian. (My
emphasis).

Republic, IV 423 c-d
And the one (order) we mentioned earlier is even easier, when we said that, if an offspring of the guardians is inferior, he must be sent off to join the
other citizens and that, if the others have an able offspring, he must join the guardians. This was meant to make clear that each of the other citizens is
to be directed to what he is naturally suited for, so that, doing the one work that is his own, he will become not many but one, and the whole city will
itself be naturally one not many. (My emphasis).

If everyone of us has got rational capabilities and can receive a rational education we could be puzzled by the fact that Plato uses myths and even lies
in the Republic. But if we look more closely, and I will not treat this complex subject here, we realize that they are rational means to educate rational
people.
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Ethnicity, Politics and the Marginalisation of Women and Children in J.P Clark’s
The Wives Revolt and Ahmed Yerima’s Little Drops

Sola Fosudo PhD
Lagos State University, Ojo, Lagos, Nigeria.
Indeed, as many studies have shown, women are globally marginalised at all levels of public decision
making, and Africa is not left out of this trend. Africa is a continent that is particularly plagued by
ethnic conflicts and armed struggle in many of its countries and communities. Ethnic sentiments are
usually dictated by political and socio-economic factors and they derive from manipulation of
minority interests and groups who in the face of discrimination and marginalisation jostle for
attention and relevance within a geopolitical setting in a society. Most often, such political situation
which promotes domination by one group and socio-economic subordination of another, usually
results in ethnic crisis which arises from, and also lead to serious suspicion, anger, civil unrest and
sometimes war. It is not in doubt, that in times of ethno-political crisis and war, Women and children
are the main victims as they account for an estimated eighty-percent (80%) of refugees and displaced
persons worldwide and are as mentally traumatized as the combatants in addition to their
vulnerability to physical illness that are specific to their body structure and social status.
Nigerian writers and literary cognoscenti are daily casting their nets on the protracted and intractable
Niger Delta Crisis to produce literary works of all genres, justifying the literary truism that a society
dictates the kind of literature that is produced there in. It is in view of this that this paper examines
the politics and marginalization of women and children in the Niger Delta using J.P Clark’s The
Wives Revolt and Ahmed Yerima’s The Little Drops for discussion, within the context of democratic
principles and advocacy against discriminatory policies in respect of women and children.
Keywords: Ethnicity, Politics, Marginalisation, Civil unrest, Armed Conflict.
Introduction
An attempt at defining key terms such as Politics and Ethnicity is germane to this essay. This is
because the definition will guide us into the nature of and the relationship between the two concepts.
Firstly, though, there is no convergence among political scientists on what politics is, we cannot deny
some central themes in its definition, one of such is the fact that politics is all about “the people”. In
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other words, it is only relevant amidst rational beings, and it is a game of the people. It is also
conceived as the art of science of government. This concept subtly shows that a society should be in
existence which is to be governed. Barbara Arneil (1992:2) defines politics as “the exercise of power
to achieve a particular purpose” To this extent, it is a process engaged by elected officials to
determine Who Gets What, When, Where and How. This formulation subsequently influenced the
widely held notion of politics as a contest for power for the distribution of resources in the polity.
In Patterson’s view (2000:4), politics is simply “the process through which a society makes its
governing decisions. While Faullks K, Phillips K and Thomson A, (2003:5) describe politics as a
response to certain inherent human problems, and in particular, the problems of order and distribution
of resources, Ethridge and Howard (2004:3), view it as the process of making collective decisions in
a community, society or group through the applications of influence and power.
Marxist Scholars, on the other hand perceive politics as an ideological struggle for power, for the
acquisition and distribution of resources. By this function, it is supposed to be an instrument applied
to the running of government or state affairs. Politics should ideally be about governance. This
implies how to make citizens comfortable and happy. Governance itself is the act of governing, and
Politics provides a means by which governance process operates. Pattern (2002:4) sees governance as
the “use of institutions, structure of authority and even collaboration to allocate resources and coordinate or control activity in the society “Governance is conceptualised as the process or systems by
which a government manages the resources of a society to address socio-economic and political
challenges in the polity. As a result, a government is elected or appointed to provide good, effective
and efficient governance. Governance embodies the traditions and institutions by which authority in a
country is exercised for the common good. Odunuga (2003: 153) believes that governance is the
“manner in which power is exercised in the management of a country’s economic and social
resources for development”. It is the use of institutional resources to manage societies problems and
affairs. Hurst and Thompson (1996:5) define governance as the control of an activity by some means
such that a range of desired outcome is attained. In the words of Oburata (2003:388),…“good
governance is absolutely imperative for social and economic progress”.
Unfortunately, many leaders across climes see governance as a self-enriching venture. Corruption has
eaten deep into the fabric of many societies. Many leaders (elected or appointed) see themselves as
opportunists and they constitute themselves as rapacious leaches feeding on the proverbial “national
cake”. Being elected or selected as a political office holder has been turned to a sesame to wealth.
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Politics, to these set of leaders is an opportunity to loot the treasury. To this extent, selfless leaders
are rare to come by, that is, if they ever exist in this part of the world.
Ethnicity on the other hand, is a social phenomenon associated with interactions among members of
different ethnic groups and characterised by exclusive symbolic formations, value systems, language,
normative behavior and territory. Quoting Nnoli, Badru (2000:256) informs us that Ethnicity
“manifests through common consciousness and identity of minority interest groups within the context
of Multi-ethnic existence”. The idea of being a “minority” is a social fact, a condition of
subordination. The term minority is actually used to identify a racial or ethnic population that is
despised by the dominant group of society. An ethnic minority group therefore, may be small or large
in terms of population, but the social status it enjoys is inferior to the dominant group. The feeling of
subordination and marginalisation by the minority may thus engender conflict. Kwaku Osei-Hwedie
(2000:3) argues that most of the wars in Africa are characterized by ethnic and other deep social
divisions. For example, in Somalia, the conflict is between clans of common ethnic origin. The
tensions in Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda, Kenya and the Niger Delta in Nigeria testify to the strength of
ethnic factor in African politics. Conflicts may originate from repressive policies and political
excesses on the part of the government. For instance, the ethnic problem in the Niger Delta is
described by Cyril Obi (2000:16) as:
… a case of double-layered exploitation, first by the Foreign oil
companies, and second by the Nigerian State, which “overseas” the
pillage of the oil producing territories without any real
compensation for environment damage or the provision of
development commensurate with what is take from the land.
It is this perceived exploitation and marginalization that has led the people of Niger Delta region to
question the basis of the Nigerian Federation and fight for self determination, protection of their
rights, justice and economic re-distribution.
Ethnic conflicts may sometime have positive results in terms of political re-alignment, the granting of
political independence or some form of autonomy, equitable distribution of national resources,
recognition of minority rights and associated freedom, but most often, conflicts have the potentials to
destroy and have often destroyed the weak foundations of national unity or nation building. This is
because ethnic or sub-national demands and aspirations often challenge allocative policies and
legitimacy of the state. Conflicts also consume a large and disproportionate share of national
resources. This is why it is crucial to resolve critical issues in the political arena with respect to ethnic
3
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conflicts. Thus, the search for peace must be at the forefront of conflict resolution. However, justice
and peace must be sought in the context of economic redistribution, and political integration. In other
words, for peace to endure, parties must feel that their needs are satisfied, must have a sense of
fairness, and must acknowledge their rights to equal participation in decisions.
The Wives Revolt- A Synoptic Glimpse
The message declared by Okoro, the town crier and one of the decision makers shows the revolt of
the women in Erhuwaren community against the skewed sharing formula of the oil money. The men
have planned to divide the largese from the oil companies into three equal parts, viz, the elders, men
and women. The last straw that breaks the camel’s back is the law passed by the elders that no
villager should rear goats anymore, since it is being used by witches for evil acts.
The argument that ensues between Okoro and his wife (koko) depicts the discord that such a law can
bring in a family. By the following day, the whole women in Erhuwaren leave their husbands and
sojourn to an enemy-territory, Iyara. The men are left alone to perform all the domestic chores which
they do not find easy. The lighting of fire between Okoro and his friend, (Idama) suffices here. The
men later go to beg their wives to come back and to their surprise, they have been infected with a
disease.
The whole plot is resolved as the community repeals the Obnoxious law of rearing goats, an act
which common with women. They also promise to bring a doctor to cure the women of their
infection. The oil money is now to be used to erect a school building since “in education lies equity
and equality”
A View into The Plot Of Little Drops
Set in a swamp forest, MemeKize, in hood is roasting a yam when she hears a sound and hides.
Mukume enters the scene after which Memekize shows up and tries to rape her (Mukume). Mukume
begs and informs that she has been raped three times already. Hearing this, Memekize uncovers
herself and shows that she is a woman. Mukume informs that she has just been married to Ovievie
before three hefty men raid their hotel and rape her.
The queen (Azue), with a baby strapped to her back, enters and informs of the destruction of the
palace by the militants. She tells Memekize and Mukume of the King’s death. The King has been
hobnobbing with the militants and also at the same time government officials, who are two opposing
sides. The militants got wind of this and decide to kill the King and burn the palace. Azue later
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discloses her identity as the queen. Both Mukume and Memekize try to take the prince strapped to
Azue’s back but she refuses. After forcefully taking the baby, they discover that he is dead – a bullet
which was meant for he mother, has been fired into his body.
Bonuwo dressed like a school teacher runs in. She intimates about the destruction of her school by
the militants. Also, that forty-one students were burnt to death when she went to the toilet. We are
also introduced to a man and woman who had come to give birth near the creeks as a result of the
instability in the town. After Bonuwo recognizes the queen, Ovievie comes in to explain to Mukume
why he left her at the hotel during the militant’s raid. Ovievie is a member of a militant group who is
being looked for by other opposing militant groups.
A militant member (Kuru) enters and threatens to kill the women but later falls down and is revived
by the women. The women begin to question him about the necessity of the struggle. Kuru then
promises to talk with his group members so as to end the unnecessary war after the refusal of the
women to support the war.
Marginalisation and other Issues Affecting Women and Children in The Wives Revolt and Little
Drops
The place of a woman depends on certain cultural variables in any given society. Most cultures see
the woman as the weaker sex who is created to take care of domestic chores while the man plays the
role of the head of the family. This view takes origin from time immemorial as women have always
been excluded from the running of the society. This is the case for instance, during the time of Plato
in the Ancient Greece. Thus, Arneil (1999:33) submits that “women, as women are not within the
boundary of the political”, in Ancient Greece, either in the practice of the day or in theories of the
philosophers, since women are seen as the weaker sex, they are exempted from the unusual
challenges which further alienate them from achieving their goals.
With the African society being patriarchal, the man stands as the ruler and the head of the society.
The gender question in the Niger Delta like the larger Nigerian society is historically, a socio-cultural
phenomenon which denigrates the female person as an inferior personality who is incapable of
participating in any leadership role, while the male counterpart is celebrated as the superior, endowed
with all the ingredients of leadership. The woman is so virtually personalized that she is categorised
into the disempowered group.
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The economic disempowerment of women and the youth in the Niger Delta has been aggravated by
youth militancy and the activities of the men and officers of the virulent military Joint Task Force
established to curtail the insurgence in the region. Invasion and bombardment of communities in
search for militants by men of the JTF has resulted in destruction of houses, rendering the entire
population homeless, while many especially women and children receive various degrees of injuries
and injustice. The human costs of the conflicts are borne mainly by the women and children.
Women and Children in the Niger delta have been victims of political and economic discrimination.
They are under-represented in the strategic heirachy of politics, governance, economic, educational
and labour institutions particularly in the oil industry. In these areas, women are only supposed to be
seen and not heard. In the Niger Delta, women constitute majority of the poor, the uneducated, the
marginalized, ignorant and diseased. Women have also been victims of state security force,
harassment and repression, though they play active roles in the informal sector of the economy as a
means of earning a livelihood and augmenting family income.
Oil exploration activities have destroyed their chances of decent livelihood because they depend
mostly on fishing and farming for survival. They have been subjected to untold hardship as a result of
the pollution of their land and the Creeks through oil spillage and other harmful environmental
practices.
J.P Clark’s The Wives Revolt depicts men’s insensitivity to their female counterparts when making
decisions. As a result, such policies favour only the makers, men. Women are discriminated against
by the menfolks in all facets. The sharing of the money from the oil company shows this. The men,
without consulting the women try to divide the money unequally by giving a part of the largesse to
the elders (which are mostly men). The argument between Okoro and his wife illustrates the point
further:
Okoro:

A witch in the kitchen, that’s what you are. Why don’t all women stay that way and
leave affairs of state to us men? Life would be so much better for everybody.

Koko:

Life is going to be so much worse, if you don’t listen to us women while making your
laws. (14)

This attitude of the men typifies male domineering influence on womanhood which is common place
in the African society. They give prominence to men more than women when decisions (either
national or local) are being made Okoro opines further that:
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You men spend all your money drinking together anyway, and come
home to beat your wives or drive them out of bed with your stench
and snoring. Admit it. You rigged the whole thing to do us out of our
fair share of the money that the white men paid us. (7)
Another case of men’s insensitivity to women’s plight in the play is the ban on the rearing of goats in
the community. Since goats are usually reared by women, its banning is just another indirect way to
punish women. Women are left out of the debate of whether to ban the rearing of goats or not. So, the
decision of the elders (predominantly men) stands. Their unjustified reason being that witches, who
are associated with women, terrorise citizens of the community using goats. Koko condemns such a
law as she says:
Koko:

The law you have passed is bad, unfair and discriminatory, being
directed against women because of our stand. We will not accept it.
(10)

In the same vein, Ahmed Yerima in Little Drops, X-rays the same insensitivity towards women by
the menfolk. The drama, Little Drops is a look at the Niger Delta from the perspective of women, the
neglected victims of war of contradictions in the region. They bear the burdens and live with the
collateral damages of war caused and fought by men. Yet, they are neither considered nor consulted
in the scheme of things in the region. Yerima champions the cause of the voiceless women in the
Niger Delta in the play. Silence, according to Pauline Ada Uwakweh, includes:
…All imposed restriction on women social being, thinking and
expression that are religiously or culturally sanctioned. As a political
weapon of control, it is used by the dominant male structure on the
subordinate or mutual female structure (75)
He (Yerima) depicts a patriarchal society where the women are always at the receiving end both
during peace time and war period. Memekize narrates how women are treated as exemplified by the
King who was later beheaded by the militants:
He sent his three wives packing. Those who started life with him,
now smelt of age when his wealth arrived. The only crime was that
they all had female children (24)
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During the mock trial of Kuru by the women, the rationality behind the crisis come up. The women
denounce the relevance of the war which they call “madness”, repeatedly. This crisis is basically the
handiwork of the men. Decisions on the crisis were made by men but women become the major part
of the calamities resulting from the Crisis. The women are not consulted before the militia group
begins its onslaught against the government. Memekize’s question to Kuru is pertinent here.
Mekimeze:

…And if it is for a cause you don’t even understand, it hurts
deeper…One that you had no hand or foot in. One in which you had
no choice but you have been ordained the loser, then it hurts the
more…Why they fought I will never know. Who won the stupid war
remains a mystery…Why we fought, no one has been able to
explain…but my losses were real (34)

Also, Ahmed Yerima discusses the issues of rape, especially of women in the play. This evil practice
is so rife in our society that it has turned to a norm rather than exception. Infact, most rape cases are
settled ‘silently’ because of the attendant shame to the victim. Women, especially beautiful ones,
have become victims of rape during communal crises. During such period, women are not secure in
the hands of randy men. In Little Drops, Mukume is raped by three hefty men on their wedding night.
Narrating her ordeal, Mukume says:
I was caught by the door by three hefty, ugly mean men in black
hoods and guns. My loose wrapper fell at the sight of death. That
was when… (17)
J.P Clark’s The Wives Revolt also depicts the issue of women’s vulnerability to the horror of rape.
When the women leave Erhuwaren, they are in the danger of being at the mercy of men. Infact,
Okoro accuses his wife of being raped, since she is infected with cross-piece. Later, the play’s
development shows that all the women in the community are infected during the sojourn. This is
because Okoro cannot trust the men of Iyara living with their wives. When Koko tells Okoro that she
doesn’t know how she got infected, Okoro assumes that it must be a case of rape. This is a result of
women’s vulnerability to men.
Koko:

Oh, beat me; beat me dead! The dead and the gods know that I don’t know how it all
happened.

Okoro:

It was rape then (44)
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During the period of crisis, children are also major victims. They are either killed or if alive, face
psychological and emotional trauma. The Children who are normally expected to be in school are
abandoned by their parents to fend for themselves. Thus, they are at their own mercy. This is well
illustrated in Yerima’s Little Drops with the killing of about forty students. These Innocent students
lose their lives as a result of the war caused by the men. Bonuwo reports the horrific scene thus:
The root of my classroom was blown open. Huge smoke and heavy
smell of charred skin and burnt flesh. Not one soul… Not one child
was spared. All we saw were cut off limbs, little trunks, cut off
heads, with their hair still burning…Ayiba… forty-one of them…all
dead (39)
In some instances, school age children are conscripted into carrying guns. These unfortunate children
are killed in their thousands. The case of “Child Soldiers” in Somalia, Sudan and other African
countries readily comes to mind here, Memekize retorts:
I am just afraid for the children and the little boys whom you lure
into the war. They die by the thousands (62).
The killing of the Prince, who takes a bullet meant for his mother shows that children are at the risk
of death during such ethnic crisis. In The Wives Revolt, Children are neglected by the women during
their sojourn to Iyara. The photograph of a crying child strapped to the back of a man pounding yam
– on the cover of the play illustrates this. The children are abandoned with their respective fathers
who cannot take care of them. Despite the father’s lullaby, the child does not stop crying. Okoro’s
attack on Koko is apposite here:
Koko:

Where are my children is all I asked

Okoro:

I’ve sent them off to Oguori’s to play, if you care to know

Koko:

What confession? That you ran away from home on some misguided feminine trial,
leaving behind among others a child still feeding on your breast (41)

Men, by social, cultural or religious traditions, have been a stumbling block to the progress of
women. Believing that they are supposed to be the head, any real or imagined progress on the part of
the female’s counterpart is greeted with jealousy and envy. Memekize, in Ahmed Yerima’s Little
Drops, retorts, “Men are born to cause and end my pain” (11). In the same vien, the discriminatory
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sharing of compensation by the oil company among men and women in J.P Clark’s The Wives Revolt
typifies a deliberate effort to stifle the growth (economic or otherwise) of women.

Conclusion
It is recommended that women should be well represented and accorded greater recognition in the
affairs of state and they should be consulted when important decisions are being made, since they will
also be affected by such decisions. Men should also ensure that the society remains peaceful so as to
attenuate or curb the attendant catastrophe of ethnic wars of which children and women are largely
victims. It is important that oil companies operating in the Niger Delta area clean up oil spills
immediately and put an end to gas flaring in order to protect the environment and the lives of citizens
living in the region. Also, Education is the key to development, therefore equal educational
opportunities should be given to both boys and girls and indeed women. Affirmative legislative
actions should be taken to enact new laws, modify or abrogate existing laws, customs and practices
which discriminate against women and Children or dehumanize them. Furthermore, there is an urgent
need to sustain pressure by women leaders and activists at the federal, state and local government
levels for increased representation of women in politics and governance.
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Abstract
The digital sublime refers to digital-composite photography that presents “the existence
of something unpresentable” (Lyotard, cited in Linn, 1996, p. 97) and that renders a
matchless look – a sophisticated fabrication, a perfect and clean composition, a maximum
color saturation, a multiple-point perspective, and stunning or new-fangled content
(Foster et al., 2004; Lipkin, 2005; Marien, 2002; Ohlin, 2002). Dissatisfied with the
representation of the outer world that can be easily accomplished by pressing a single
shutter button, photographers who painstakingly synthesize images together to create the
digital sublime seem to be compelled to create personal versions of the world, which may
be closer to the beliefs through which they interpret and interact with the world.
To gain a better understanding of these photographers’ digital sublime photographs, I
propose that we investigate the artist’s views of reality by asking, “What is your
definition of reality?” and “How do you visualize your reality in your digital composite?”
This paper cites contemporary photographer Ellen Jantzen’s Reality Projects as an
example. From the analysis of Jantzen’s views of reality, the “unpresentable” substance
that Jantzen’s photographs try to present reflects her view on, and visualization of, the
hidden and unknown universe. This study has implications for how digital sublime
photographs can be studied and taught.
Introduction
The concept of the “sublime” has been discussed by a few philosophers. According
to German philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), the sublime refers to something
“absolutely great” (Kant, 1951, p. 25), such as the vast Saharan desert or an earthquake,
that surpasses one’s ability to comprehend with one’s reason. The sublime brings a
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mixture of anxiety and pleasure to those experiencing it: anxiety from the conflict
between reason and imagination, and pleasure from the awareness of the supremacy of
human reason. While Kant focuses on sublime nature, French philosopher Jean-Francois
Lyotard (1924–1998) concentrates on sublime art, such as avant-garde art, which presents
“the existence of something unpresentable” (Lyotard, cited in Linn, 1996, p. 97) and that
confronts us with the limits of our ability to reduce the world to rational concepts.
More recently, the term “sublime” was used to indicate a new type of photography.
With the rapid advancement of technology in the photographic industry, more
photographers, such as Jeff Wall, Pedro Meyer, Barry Frylender, and Loretta Lux, have
been relying on digital facilities (Sung, 2008) and embracing the style of digitalcomposite photographs. Using computers to combine pieces of images, digital-composite
photography requires a new method of production and renders a matchless look – a
sophisticated fabrication, a perfect and clean composition, a maximum color saturation, a
multiple-point perspective, and stunning or newfangled content – which is often referred
to as the “digital sublime” (Foster, Krauss, Bois, & Buchloh, 2004; Lipkin, 2005; Marien,
2002; Ohlin, 2002).
This paper investigates what “unpresentable” entities the digital sublime attempts to
present. Dissatisfied with the representation of the outer world that can be easily
accomplished by pressing a single shutter button, photographers who painstakingly
synthesize images together to create the digital sublime seem to be compelled to create
personal versions of the world, which may be closer to the beliefs through which they
interpret and interact with the world.
To gain a better understanding of these photographers’ digital sublime photographs,
I investigate the photographer’s worldview, or what s/he values as knowledge. As
contemporary architectural theorist Mark Gelernter (1995) suggests, knowledge is the
foundation of one’s intention, ideas, and thus, forms of artwork. If we understand how a
photographer sees the world, we can have a better idea about the principles that guide his
or her artmaking. A more approachable way to inquire into a digital photographer’s
knowledge is to ask about his or her view of reality (Alston, 2006) with questions such as
“What is your definition of reality?” “What notion of reality do you represent in your
photographs?” and “How do you visualize your reality in photographs?” After knowing
their layers of reality, the deepest and the most sophisticated layer can be considered as
their knowledge, which may explain the “unpresentable” substance presented to viewers.
As an example of how we can understand a body of digital sublime work, the
following section cites Ellen Jantzen’s photographic projects. The discussion of Jantzen
and her work is primarily based on an interview I conducted with her in July 2009 in her
home. In addition, I referred to Jantzen’s artist’s statements and publications, as well as
consulting other critics’ evaluation of his work.
Herein, I first introduce Jantzen’s process of photographic creation, including her
initial feelings, thoughts, ideas, and finally, the actual production. I then relate her
definition of reality, and strategies she employs to visualize reality in her photographs.
Next, I interpret Jantzen’s multiple layers of reality and cite suitable theories, realism and
expressionism, to explicate her work. Last, I conclude with the knowledge provided by
Jantzen’s photographs, from which we can gain a better understanding of her art.
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Jantzen’s Reality Projects
Ellen Jantzen, an artist living and working in St. Louis, Missouri, generates
photographic images of new creatures and distorted human forms in uncanny landscapes
that do not exist in this world, to investigate the mystery that resides in the unseen sphere.
Jantzen is interested in what cannot be seen with the naked eye, which in her view not
only co-exists with the real world but also is more interesting to her.
From having been an organic gardener and a goat herder in the past, Jantzen finds
inspiration in nature. She believes that our inner selves are connected to and influenced
by nature: “I feel that much of the turmoil and incomprehension within the human psyche
can be clarified and glorified by realizing that we are bound by natural laws, as are all
organisms. We have become detached from nature but our inner, deeper selves remain
instinctively attached” (Jantzen, 2008, p. 10). For example, in her project entitled
Beneath the Surface, Jantzen creates a two-headed fish to explore the possible endproduct of evolution, a natural law that governs the destiny of all species.
Jantzen explores the mystery that hides beneath the ordinary world. However, the
type of mystery she is interested in is based on scientific theory, such as parallel
universes, or quantum mechanics. She believes that her photographs are a manifestation
of her own imagination of creatures or landscape in the unseen world stimulated by hard
science.
Jantzen’s production process involves two stages. First, unlike most photographers
who use a medium- or large-format film camera and then digitalize their images, Jantzen
shoots with a small digital camera. She captures images of elements from the real world,
such as a natural scene, a human figure, or a sculpture. She calls these images base
photos for later modification. It is important for her that this base photo contains objects
from the real world, not a drawing from her imagination. Unlike most photographers who
seamlessly combine several images and create one digital synthesis, Jantzen uses one
single base photo and relies on the digital tool for more visual fantasies. The second
stage demands the twisting or distorting of the base photo in the computer. By using
Photoshop software, Jantzen creates several layers with different visual effects on each,
such as adding motion effects, doubling the subject vertically or horizontally, or changing
color dramatically to create an eerie atmosphere. Jantzen relies on a combination of
various effects for visual shocks that best suit her expression.
A number of different substances serve Jantzen as reality, starting from the least real
to the most real. While what one can see with the naked eye is the most common reality,
for Jantzen it is the least real. Apart from this superficial layer, Jantzen believes everyone
has their own experiences or interpretation of things and events they encounter; and these
experiences are more real to her. Going further, she considers emotion and desire to be
even more important. Finally, she points out that her subconscious is the fundamental
force that governs her views of reality and determines her artistic direction and choices.
Jantzen gives an example and a non-example of reality: movies are real, while the urban
scenes of St. Louis are not. These examples confirm her view that non-tangible matter is
more real than physical objects.
Jantzen believes that what we can see with the naked eye is exterior reality, while in
her work she tries to reveal interior reality. As she states, “I am intrigued with surface –
the exterior or visible appearance, and how it manifests the interior, the hidden realm”
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(Jantzen, 2008, p. 12). Jantzen explains the relationship between her artwork and her
views on reality as baking a cake. The ingredients of her final twisted images are
gathered from the world, such as base photos, and her final images are the cake. Through
the baking process, the ingredients are permanently altered, and a new item, the cake, is
produced. For Jantzen, the ingredients are less real than the cake. “I am drawn to the idea
of having base material to work with and that base material is a given form of reality. It is
a captured reality that then I alter and I like that concept of capturing it and then, making
it different” (personal communication, July 7, 2009).
It is the hidden reality, or the one beneath the surface, that Jantzen is trying to
present. As she states, “My intent is to imagine a different reality, a reality peppered with
unrealistic elements and situations” (Jantzen, 2008, p. 11). A statement from artist Bruce
Nauman best describes her mission and endeavor: “The true artist helps the world by
revealing mystic truths” (1967)
Theoretical Understanding of Jantzen’s Work
Most people think movies are not real but fiction, whereas an urban setting is real
because it is what they can see. Jantzen does not accept this view. As stated earlier, she
believes what we cannot see is more real. Based on her assertion, her view of reality has
multiple layers. The first layer, what we can see, is less real than one’s interpretation of it.
Jantzen further points out that emotion and desire are important. Also, she relies on her
subconscious to guide her design and production.
However, there is the question concerning whether or not it is truly Jantzen’s
subconscious at work. Coauthors of Art since 1900 (2004), Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss,
Yve-Alain Bois, and Benjamin Buchloh, point out that when the psyche and the art
connect too directly, as in automatic drawing, the artwork loses its specificity; viewers
only see unrestrained lines without enough hints of their content. Likewise, when the
psyche and the art are positioned too far apart, as in the detailed depiction of a dream
state, one wonders whether it is the conscious or the unconscious mind that dictates the
calculating work of designing the whole picture. This critique initially came from Freud,
whose theory of psychoanalysis has been used by surrealist artists to strengthen their
theoretical base of surrealist work. But at the same time, Freud was the one who
criticized surrealist work the most. In Freud’s view, the subconscious was not as free as
surrealists supposed. On the contrary, it was intertwined with wishes and repressions. To
say that an artwork represents the artist’s subconscious was either to risk
psychopathology, or to pretend to do so in the name of psychoanalytic art. Freud
continued to state that surrealists were merely producing pictures with a look of the
unconscious by borrowing methods and motifs from psychoanalysis, and that they added
too much artificial effort to make it artistic. When surrealist painter Dali showed his
painting Metamorphosis of Narcissus to Freud in 1939, Freud responded, “It is not the
unconscious I seek in your pictures but the conscious” (quoted in Bradley, 1997, p. 32).
Following the vein of such criticism, it is more likely that Jantzen’s conscious,
instead of subconscious mind governs her aesthetic decision as to what effects to apply
for the final image. Such conjecture indicates that the deepest layer of reality for Jantzen
is more likely to be her own interpretation of the information gathered from the world.
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Jantzen’s first layer of reality, the actual information from the world, can be
observed in her assertion that her own produced creature that does not actually live in this
world; it is different from the creatures in “Pokemon.” The difference is that her own
creatures are based on real animals in the world, while the creatures in “Pokemon” are
based on imagination. For Jentzen, it is essential that information must come from the
world, not from one’s imagination. Her belief in theorized science, such as quantum
theory, further explains her reliance on data from the world, which has interestingly
served as a foundation for her search for the unknown and the never-before-seen.
Certainly, this basic level of reality does not satisfy Jantzen. She continues to set a
second criterion to filter what she gains from the world—the human perspective, which
indicates her vantage point. This emphasis on personal interpretation is shown in
Jantzen’s opinion that her creation of inner reality is more real than what we see as outer
reality. Consequently, Jantzen’s second layer of reality can be summed up as her personal
interpretation of the world.
Jantzen’s two distinct sources of knowledge, one from the world and the other form
her mind, manifest in the deliberation between base photographs acquired from the world
and her own imagination of what the hidden world ought to be. She does not rely solely
on any of them. She produces a creature or a landscape out of her estimation which
loosely resembles the actual world, but that equally fulfills the image of her interpretation
of the hidden world. For Jantzen, her interpretation is the benchmark of what the world
should look like. She highlights her self-interpretation, which is composed of fancy
imagination and accurate origins. These complicated sources in her mind suggest her
cognition at work, which is supported by her imagination through scientific and artistic
data.
Based on previous analyses, two types of knowledge can be identified from
Jantzen’s digital sublime: the realism of the reliance on the photographs to be altered and
scientific theories that guide her imagination; and the expressionism of exploring the
hidden world. Realism can be used to explain Jantzen’s approach to construct her unseen
world. The base photo, which she alters to create an alternative landscape, is a depiction
of the real world, whether it is a landscape or an existing organism. Jantzen insists on the
actual representation of the world as the starting point for her later modification. Echoing
Aristotle’s theorization of realism, Jantzen relies on the use of her senses as evidence and
contemplation of the physical realm. Corresponding to the essence of realism, Jantzen’s’s
mimetic alternative landscapes do not just represent two particulars, but visualize what
landscapes ought to be in her opinion. Her landscapes are not ideal, but are based on
actual information; they are also imagined items which carry significance encompassing
the pattern which underlies human understanding and interpretation.
Expressionism can also be detected in Jantzen’s passion for mystery. Akin to the
romanticists of the eighteenth century, who emphasized intuition and imagination in
exploring the irrational, Jantzen cannot resist the temptation to explore the enigma of the
unseen world, parallel universe, and the unknown.
Conclusion and Implications
Investigating digital photographers’ views of reality helps identify and clarify the
valuable knowledge they communicate in their work. In Jantzen’s sublime photographs,
we can find two layers of reality: the sensory stimulation from the world and her
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interpretation of it. In her projects on hidden realities, she exemplifies realism and
expressionism. The knowledge she provides to viewers and the “unpresentable”
substance that her photographs try to present reflect her perspective of mystery in neverseen universes.
Students of photography need a deeper understanding of the nature of digitalcomposite photography before they select it as the medium for expressing their ideas. In
order to appreciate and teach about the digital sublime, photographic educators need to be
aware that the digital composite may deliver a variety of aesthetics and knowledge, which
may encompass modernism and postmodernism so as to incorporate pedagogies that
address both the appreciation of fine arts and the critique of visual culture in classrooms.
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Demographic dimensions of aging in Japan and Hong Kong:
Comparative studies of attitude towards solving population ageing
Abstract
When people live longer and have fewer children, the median age of the population of
a country or region will naturally increase. Population ageing is a noteworthy
phenomenon as it influence directly to the economy, government expenditures and
social security. To slow down the speed of ageing, increase the fertility (birth) rate is the
fundamental method; while import young immigrants is also seen as an effective way.
Japan has the highest proportion of elderly citizens in the world, which elderly
population is over 21% of the total population. Facing the post war baby boomer turning
into their old age, it is a fact that Japan will have a greater proportion of elderly citizen
in the near future. Since Japan is a closed society which immigration policy does not
exists, increase the birth is the only method to slow down the speed of ageing.
Oppositely, Hong Kong is an open society which most of the citizens are immigrants.
With the help of the immigrants, the speed of ageing is expected to be slow down.
However, with a lowest low fertility and other factors, such as ageing in immigrants,
outflow of young population, etc, the proportion of elderly is over 13% in 2011 and is
projected to increase further to 27% in 2033, which will reach the same level as Japan in
22 years.
This paper is going to analyze the population ageing of Japan and Hong Kong, and
compare the ageing in terms of population development between Japan and Hong Kong.
I.

Introduction

Population ageing affects everyone and everything in the society; it is always a hot
topic in both developed countries such as Japan and newly industrialized economies
such as Hong Kong in Asia. Although it is difficult to compare a developed country with
a newly industrialized economy, especially it is a region rather than a nation; their
responses towards population ageing are in opposite directions. Japan, a country with
no immigration policy intends to use policy-based incentives to persuade people to have
more children in order to generate more young people in the population. On the other
hand, Hong Kong, a society which most of the permanent residents were immigrants,
intends to solve the problem based on immigration, which is seldom used in other newly
industrialized economies or countries who face population ageing in Asia. By comparing
the response towards population ageing in these two areas, it shows that both methods
do have positive and negative sides and it is clear that there is no single solution to
solve population ageing. This paper is trying to point out that increase fertility rate by
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policy and open for immigration will be a new way to solve population ageing in Japan
and Hong Kong.
This paper will be organized as follow. First, examine what is ‘population ageing’.
Second, analyze demographic dimensions of ageing in Japan and Hong Kong. Third,
compare the responses towards population ageing between Japan and Hong Kong, and
draw a conclusion that increase fertility rate and open for immigration are helpful to
slow down population ageing.
II.

What is population ageing

Population ageing means the median age of the people in the society is rising. The
reason of the rise is a result of demographic transition from high fertility rates and high
mortality rates to low fertility rates and low mortality rate. According to the
demographic transition theory, there are 4 stages which are strongly related to
economic development. The first stage is poor developed states which fertility and
mortality rates are high. In this stage many children die young and people’s life
expectancy is short. The second stage is due to the development, with the improvement
of medical care, nutrition and hygiene, the mortality rate begin to decline but the
fertility rate still remains at a high level. In the third stage, as the development
continues, fertility begins to fall and eventually catches up with the declining mortality
rate. In the fourth stage, both fertility and mortality rates are low. With the increase of
life expectancy (number of years that individuals in a particular population can
expected to live), people live longer in 4th stage and eventually causes population
ageing4.
The most common way to express the extent of population ageing is the percentage of
‘old population’. What is ‘old population’? As Timonen (2008) said in Ageing societies: A

comparative introduction: “defining ‘old age’ is considerably more complex and
inevitably involves venturing into the less clear cut territory of social constructions,
attitudes and even values.
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ii”

However, in most comparative statistics analysis, old age begins at 60 or 65. In Japan

and Hong Kong, the sense of old age is always link to the official retirement age, 65.
Thus, in this paper, ‘old population’ means population aged 65 or above. As was said
earlier, the percentage of old population express the extent of population ageing, the
society can be categorized into ‘ageing society’ (7-14%), ‘aged society’ (14-21%) and ‘super
ageing society’ (21% or above). In 2010, the old population of Japan was 22.5%, which
means Japan has entered super ageing society. While Hong Kong’s old population was
13%, still at the stage of ageing society.
With the improvement of technology and medical care, the life expectancy at birth is
longer generation by generation. People who can live at the aged 80 or even longer are
being more common. This population aged 80 or above is named as ‘oldest old’ as the old
population itself is ageing too. In 2010, population aged 80 or above in Japan occupied
6.2% of the total population while Hong Kong was 3.6%. Since there is a gap in life
expectancies in favour of women, it emerges a wider gender gap in the oldest old
population. In other words, most of the oldest old population will be women and it can
be expected that organizing care and support for them becomes very important.
III.

Demographic dimensions of ageing in Japan

According to the headline report of Ministry of Internal Affairs and communications
on 19th September 2010, the number of old person aged 65 or above was 29million,
23.1% of the total population. This percentage is much more than many other developed
countries such as Germany (20.3% in 2010), Sweden (18.8% in 2010) and United
Kingdom (16.5% in 2011)iii. After the World War II, Japan had a rapid demographic
transition, which shift Japan from high fertility rate and low mortality rate to lower
fertility rate and lower mortality rate in 30 years. Immediately after the World War II,
there was a short baby boom between 1947 and 1949. The fertility rate was over 4.0,
which means every woman did give birth to 4 or more children. However, the fertility
rate dropped gradually year by year, and in 1957 the fertility rate was just a half of
1947 (refer to figure 1). Affected by the oil crisis in 1973 and the restructure of Japanese
economy, from 1975 the fertility rate dropped even lower than the replacement level.
Since marriage is a necessary process for childbearing, the decline of marriage rate in
Japan is seen as the main factor of fertility decline. However, a government survey
shows that married couples who do not have children because of the economic factors,
such as money consuming in education, health care, etciv. From 2006, although the
trend of fertility rate shows a sign of recovery, many scholars argue that the recovery is
a result of baby boomers’ children have entered the period of marriage and childbearing.
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Figure 1. Trends in number of births and TFR in Japan (1947 – 2010)
Source: Ministry of health, Labour, and welfare, Vital Statistics, 1947-2010
With the lowest low fertility rate, Japan is likely to be the most aged country in the
world. The rapidity of population ageing in Japan is very impressive, as it took only 20
years for the proportion of old population to increase from 10% (1985) to 20% (2005)
(refer to figure 2). It may because the life expectancy of Japan has increased sharply
with the improvement of medical care and treatment.
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Figure 2. Proportion of old people (65+) in Japan (%)
Source: Statistics Bureau, Director-General for Policy Planning & Statistical Research
and Training Institue, Population Census, 2011
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In 1955, the life expectancy of men and women were 63.6 and 67.75; and in 1975, the
life expectancy of men and women was 71.73 and 76.89. The life expectancy of men had
increased 8.13 years while women had increased 9.14 years in 20 years. According to
the Central Intelligence Agency’s The world Factbook, the life expectancy of Japanese
men and women is 78.96 and 85.72 in 2011. There were several reasons for the
increased life expectancy including improvements in public health, medical services and
people’s housing environment. Especially, the expansion of public health insurance in
the early 1960s supported people financially to have medical treatment. While looking
at the trend of life expectancy in Japan, it is easy to notice that the life expectancy of
women is always longer than men. The gap between men’s and women’s life expectancy
is 6.76 years in 2011. It shows that the percentage of women in old population is always
bigger than men’s. Therefore, special care for ageing women will be a big issue to Japan.
IV.

Demographic dimension of ageing in Hong Kong

In 2010, Hong Kong has over 7million population, and a 0.9 population growth rate.
The age group structure is 14.0% (aged 0-14, young age group), 74.1% (aged 15-64,
working age group) and 11.9% (aged 65 or above, elderly age group). The share of age
groups has a significant change between 1961 and 2010. Figure 3 shows the share of
each age group. The young age group has undergone a decreasing trend and has a
significant falls between 1970s and 1980s. From 2000, it starts to drop under 20%. On
the other hand, the elderly age group increased substantially and its share excesses
10% in 1996. For the working age group, it continues to expand and shares over 70% of
the population. Since the elderly age group and working age continue to expand, the
median age of Hong Kong rise from 31 in 1991 to 36 in 2001 and to 42.8 in 2010. It
reflects Hong Kong is rapidly ageing.
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latest situation, the data of 2010 is also included in the figure.
Figure 3. The share of age groups (1961- 2010)
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, 2011
The decrease of share of the young age group is mainly due to the decline of total
fertility rate in Hong Kong. Referring to the trend of fertility rate in Hong Kong
between 1971 and 2010 (refer to figure 4), the TFR decrease from 3.5 (1971) to 1.1
(2010). In other words, the average number of birth per woman decreases from 3
children to 1 child. And between 2001 and 2006, the TFR even drops under 1.0, which
implies that one woman even cannot give birth to 1 child on average. There is was
sudden decrease in fertility rate because of the SARS scare (Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome) happened between March and June in 2003. After the impact of SARS scare in
2003, TFR started to rise quickly from 2004. It was mainly caused by the unexpected cross
border birth action by mainlander couples. In 2008, the unexpected cross border births
pushed the TFR up to 1.056. Although the movement of TFR was basically in an upward
trend, it is mainly pushed by the large amount of cross border births.
The low fertility in Hong Kong is mainly caused by the changes of social and economic
conditions. Due to the improved access to education and rapid economic development, more
female are participating in higher education and labor force. This leads to trend toward
delayed marriage and childbirth. The median age of first marriage of male was 31.1 and
female was 28.7 in 2010, which is 2 years older than the 1990’s (male 28.9 and female 26.3).
The female working force participation rate rose from 46.8% in 1990 to 52% in 2010. Besides
that, the highly urbanized environment produces smaller families. The average household
size dropped from 3.5 people in 1990 to 2.9 people in 2010. Furthermore, the cost of raising
children increased with the extended education period and the change in people’s
aspirations concerning personal financial rewards and standards of living.
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Figure 4. The fertility trend of Hong Kong between 1971 and 2010
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, 2011
For the life expectancy in Hong Kong, due to the improvement of health care and
hygiene, people live longer and the life expectancy of both women and men are just
following the longest life expectancy country, Japan. From 1981 to 2010, the life
expectancy at birth increase 7.4 years for women and 7.7 years for men (refer to figure
5). Although the life expectancy gap between men and women is just 5.9 years in 2010,
it tells that there will be much more women in the oldest old population than men.
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* In order the show the latest information, the life expectancy at birth of 2011 is
replaced by the life expectancy at birth of 2010.
Figure 5. The life expectancy in Hong Kong per 5 years (1981 – 2006)
Source: Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, 2011
V.

Attitude towards solving population ageing in Japan and Hong Kong

The impact of population ageing in Japan and Hong Kong are very similar in some
ways. In terms of health care, since all older people suffer from poor health, more older
people in the population will increase the demand of healthcare and also higher the
expenditure of healthcare. Especially there will be a gender differences in both
mortality and levels of disability because women usually live longer than men. In Japan,
the public health insurance system has been organized according to working groups. In
other words, the old population is supported by the following generations. The public
health insurance system had been extended to cover the whole population by 1961, but
with the decrease of fertility and increased old population, the public health care system
is under a great stress. In 2000, Japanese government implemented the Long-Term
Care Insurance scheme with a view to reducing the average duration of hospitalization
for inpatient care by facilitating in home carev. However, since the baby boomers are
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getting into their retirement age, the home care system turns out that old population
have to provide home care to older population.
On the other hand, since Hong Kong does not have a public health care system, the
government expenditure towards old population health care facilities and services
increase with the population ageing. In order to reduce the expenditure, Hong Kong
government posted out a retired policy scheme named ‘Portable Comprehensive Social
Security Assistance Scheme’ for aged 60 or above permanent resident to have their
retirement life back to mainland China while receiving cash assistance under the
Comprehensive Social Security Assistancevi. This policy is based on an assumption that
the cost of living in mainland China is cheaper than in Hong Kong and most of the old
population have relatives in mainland China as most of them migrated to Hong Kong
during their young age. Although the cost of living in mainland China is cheaper than in
Hong Kong, this system has been criticized for exporting old population to mainland
China. Since there is a big gap between Hong Kong and mainland China in medical
level, this retired scheme was not effective to solve the population ageing.
Raising the fertility is always seen as the fundamental method of solving population
ageing. Japan has been making a great effort by imposing child allowance and
expanding child care facilities. The child allowance law carried out from 2006 allows
parents to get 5 thousand yen per month for the first and second child each and 10
thousand yen for the third child and beyond to parents with income below a certain
level. In 1st April 2010, the Japanese government renewed the child allowance law and
gives parents 13 thousand yen per child (under 15) per monthvii. And there is no income
cap for receiving the new allowance while the old program had a limit. The child
allowance seems have a good result in raising the fertility rate from 2006. Although the
child allowance does have some effect to raise the fertility, the speed of aging is much
faster than the increase of fertility. Many Japanese scholars suggest Japanese
government to design an immigration policy to attract young qualified immigrants.
However, the government of Japan has never show a sign to open an immigration policy
to attract young immigrants for solving the population ageing issue.
One the other hand, Hong Kong government does impost school voucher program for
pre-primary education and increase the children (under 18) tax allowance from 40
thousand HK dollar to 50 thousand HK dollar in 2007. And extend the free education
period from 9 years to 12 years. Although the fertility rate seems to have a recovery
from 2003, the main reason of the recovery is due to the cross border birth from
mainland Chinese couples. When removing the proportion of cross border birth from the
fertility rate, it shows that the motivation of childbearing of local Hong Kong people is
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still at a low level (refer to figure 6).
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Figure 6. Hong Kong’s TFR and the capture of native and mainlander towards Hong Kong’s
TFR
Source: Nancy Leung (2011)viii

The effort of Hong Kong government put in solving population ageing seems much less
that Japanese government does. The reason is, there is 150 mainland Chinese migrate
to Hong Kong every day through family reunion. Furthermore, migration policies such
as capital investment and qualification-based are open for any qualifiers to apply, the
total sum of immigrants migrate to Hong Kong will be approximately 55 thousand per
year. Therefore, even the fertility is at a very low level, the population decline does not
exist in Hong Kong. Although increased immigration is sometimes put forward as an
‘instant solution’ to population ageing, with almost 55 thousand immigrants moving to
Hong Kong per year, the population ageing rate is still at a high level. Based on the
official research, Hong Kong will enter aged society (14%) in 2014 and in 2024 Hong
Kong will become super aged societyix. According to Alvin Li’s ‘Population Ageing in
Hong Kong and Its Impact on Labour Force’, published by Hong Kong Census and
Statistics Department, the high speed of ageing is due to the young people who came to
Hong Kong in the late 1970s will turn into their old agex. Therefore, it shows that the
open attitude towards solving population ageing by migration should be rethinking. The
OECD has estimated that immigration might have to between 5 and 10 times its
current level in order to neutralize the effects of population ageingxi.
VI.

Conclusion

By comparing the attitude towards solving population ageing in Japan and Hong Kong,
they way they treat population ageing are extremely opposite. Japan trends to solve the
population by pushing the local people to have a higher fertility. On the other hand,
Hong Kong trend to send old population back to their home (mainland China, as most of
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the people migrate to Hong Kong at their young age) and attract young immigrants by
having its immigration policies open to public. However, both Japan and Hong Kong
still could not slow down the speed of population ageing. Therefore, the attitudes
towards solving population ageing in both Japan and Hong Kong have to be change.
More flexible policies to solve population ageing is necessary. Impost policies to raise the
fertility while import certain young qualified immigrant maybe is a good option for both
Japan and Hong Kong to slow down the population ageing.
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Abstract
Industrial Design students are trained to develop solutions for the consumer markets, on
one hand for the user needs, and on the other hand, for the manufacturer needs. More than often,
industrial designers are mindful of how to create a market for the consumer and focus on the
profit side of products rather than using their talents and skills for the needs of those who really
need design solutions but cannot even afford to survive with basic necessities. As Paul Polak
indicated that the majority of the world’s designers focus their design efforts on developing
products and services exclusively for the richest 10% of the world population, while the other 90%
has immediate needs unmet. There should be one aspect of industrial design education that
brings attention to the students the awareness of those who are not consumers but have
unfulfilled basic needs. Combining student efforts from two schools, one in US and one in
Taiwan, an eight-week curriculum is developed to bring design students to an awareness of the
needs of those who live below the poverty line in the world. This is an attempt to instill the
concern of the other 90% in design students with much hope that some of them will take it by
heart as their social responsibility as a designer. This paper is a documentation of the
development of the curriculum as well as the actual projects done by the students.
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I. Introduction
Industrial Design students are trained to develop solutions for the consumer markets, on
one hand for the user needs, and on the other hand, for the manufacturer needs. More than often,
industrial designers are mindful of how to create a market for the consumer and focus on the
profit side of products rather than using their talents and skills for the needs of those who really
need design solutions but cannot even afford to survive with basic necessities. As Paul Polak
indicated in his book “Out of Poverty” that the majority of the world’s designers focus their
design efforts on developing products and services exclusively for the richest 10% of the world
population, while the other 90% have immediate needs unmet. As the world gets more and more
capitalistic, the distance between the wealthy and the poor is getting wider apart. In the realm of
industrial design education that trains problem solvers, there must be a curriculum shift to bring
awareness to students of those who are not regular consumers but are less fortunate with
unfulfilled basic needs. Design education should focus more on how to motivate and train gifted
designers to contribute their talents to better the living conditions of those who truly need design
solutions for their basic necessities.
This paper is a result of a program that combines student efforts from two schools, one in
US and one in Taiwan for an eight-week period working together on design projects that try to
address problems of the other 90%. A curriculum is developed to bring design students to an
awareness of the needs of those who live below the poverty line in the world. This is an attempt
to instill the concern of the other 90% in design students with much hope that some of them will
take it by heart as their social responsibility as a designer.
The project is a part of the annual exchange program between the two schools. Eight
Auburn industrial design students have the opportunity to spend two months in Taiwan learning
design with Shu-Te students.
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II. Traditional Design Education
Traditional industrial design training has been focused mainly on consumer products that
apply technologies to market needs to fulfill materialistic desires that cultivate a culture of “the
more the better” lifestyle. Many manufacturers of consumer products, especially those who sell
high-tech products, keeps telling consumers they need the next version of their new products.
Designers spend all their efforts to come up features and applications that act like baits to get
consumers hooked. Young designers unintentionally get drifted into the hype of high-tech chase.
Design education has a due responsibility to change the mindset of the new generation of
designers to take the lead of changing the wasteful design lifestyle, and put more emphasis on
bringing design solutions to those who have urgent basic needs. The Share: The World’s
Resources (2010) website states,
“The threat of climate change and global warming, fueled by relentless
commercialization and excessive consumption, has turned into a fighting ground for both
policymakers and concerned citizens. The coming decade is set to determine not only a
collective response to reducing carbon emissions, but the entire future direction for
international development and the global justice movement."
It is a future challenge especially for designers to help reduce wastes and use their talents
to bring benefits to those who are still living below the poverty line.
We are living in a world that allocates its resources not according to human needs but
political powers. We all acknowledge that efforts should be focus on human lives and living
quality but ironically we spend much of our resources on weapons rather than social aids. At the
Share: The World’s Resources website, it is reported that $40 billion is spent annually to provide
social services to all developing countries but the worldwide budget for military spending is
$780 billion.
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In his book “Out of Poverty," Paul Polak (2008) indicates, “The majority of the world's
designers focus all their efforts on developing products and services exclusively for the richest
10% of the world's customers. Nothing less than a revolution in design needed to reach the other
90%." (p. 3) There is a need to cultivate the sense of responsibility and accountability in young
designers so that some of these designers will use their talents and skills to bring design solutions
to the world of the other 90% who do not even have basic needs met in their daily lives, and do
not have any hope of seeing improvement in their life time.
The majority of world is living below the poverty line of the United States. It is shown at
the Global Issues website that at least 80% of humanity lives on less than $10 a day. A report
from the World Hunger website also shows,
"Poverty is the principal cause of hunger. The causes of poverty include poor people's
lack of resources, an extremely unequal income distribution in the world and within
specific countries, conflict, and hunger itself. As of 2008 (2005 statistics), the World
Bank has estimated that there were an estimated 1,345 million poor people in developing
countries who live on $1.25 a day or less."
It is obviously a recursion of lack of resources, income, poverty, and hunger that plagues
the people in most parts of the world. Unless the affluent minority is willing not only to share the
resources but to put efforts in coming up solutions, there would be no way out for those who are
under the curse of poverty. Designers are gifted in spotting out problems and solve them
systematically. If the new generation of designers is trained to take those who are less fortunate
by heart as part of their responsibility, they may foster some hope to see changes in the near
future.
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III. The Developed Curriculum
The main purpose of this project is to instill the sense of responsibility of a designer to
contribute design talents and abilities to serve the society and the other 90%. The goal of the
project is not to develop viable products in eight weeks, which is quite impossible, but through
the design process and cooperation in team work, students learn how to identify problems by
research and study, and propose possible solutions to those found problems. Because of the
limitation of time, a tight curriculum is developed to ensure the design process is executed in a
full circle. The curriculum is divided into four phases:
A. Research phase
1. Study of people
2. Study of problems
B. Concept development phase
1. Explore possible solutions for identified problems
2. Define product system functions and configuration
3. Visualize problem / solution scenarios
C. Idea development phase
1. Iteration of idea sketches and conceptual models
2. Evaluation and selection of optimal solutions
3. Refinement of design
4. Full scale model for anthropometric study
D. Finalization phase
1. 3-D computer models and control drawings
2. Final scale models
3. Final Evaluation
IV. The Design Class
Students are divided into eight design teams with one student from Auburn and five to six
students from Shu-Te. Since students from both schools are from very different backgrounds,
working together on solving problems brings insights from alternative perspectives because of
the different experiences.
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The design class is not limited to the classroom setting. Students also work on
assignments outside class for long hours. The outside class assignments create an on-going
problem-solving process as students spend time with one another in a more casual setting.
One other benefit of the design class is that students from both schools are exposed to
faculty members from both schools to gain input from different sources. For some students
learning from a different instructor is always a fresh learning experience and get more motivated
in work.

Figure 1: Auburn and Shu-Te students design team
The theme of the studio project is Philanthropy: Design for the Needy. Students are asked
to design product systems that will help those who live in poverty or third-world countries that
their living condition could be improved by design solutions. The main reason for this project is
to provide students an exercise to build the sense of responsibility of designer in contributing
their talents and efforts to the needy and the society. The result may not have a tremendous
consumer market but may help many have better and healthier lives. Design students need to
have the passion to care for not only consumers but also for those who need design solutions
even they cannot afford.
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A. Design Brief:
Students were asked to focus on problems of the majority of human race that can be
solved by design efforts. Their charge is to work on the subject matter in a systematic manner.
They were assigned to work with their group as one design team to identify a problem area, to
analyze the situation, to propose concepts of solutions, and to design and present the final
solution.

Figure 2: Interactions in the classroom
B. Design focus
Areas students may choose but not limited to concentrate on the following aspects:
1. Transportation
2. Education
3. Personal / Public Hygiene
4. Recreation
5. Emergency / Medical
C. Design Process:
1. Collection of images of poverty and living condition of a specific group of people.
2. Identification of problems.
3. Presentation 1
4. Apply mind-mapping technique to record all possible problems and solutions
5. Propose a preliminary product system by development of a hierarchical tree
structure
6. Illustration of scenarios using proposed product by developing a series of story
board
7. Conceptualize different possible solutions – sketches and scale models
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8. Evaluation and screening of sketches and scale models to converge to a final
design
9. Development of a full-scale model cardboard to verify the dimensions and
functions
10. Presentation 2
11. 3D computer model and Control drawings
12. Final scale model
13. Evaluation
14. Final Presentation
D. Concepts Development
Students were divided into eight groups and were asked to collect images of living
conditions of a specific people group that live in poverty. Images were collected from the
internet and publications for the study of their devastating and helpless conditions because of
natural and man-made environment that deeply affect their daily lives.
After analyzing the images, each group identified the group of problems that can be
solved with design solutions with the aid of mind-mapping technique. Each group evaluated the
mind map and then simplified the possible solutions to a system hierarchical tree structure to
describe the product system in functional levels. Through the diagram, design criteria were
established.

Figure 3: Mind-Mapping developed by the eight design teams
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Figure 4: Hierarchical Tree Structure diagram of eight proposed systems
The topics from the eight design teams and the team members are as the following:
1. Project Name: Educational Aid for Rural China
Group Members: Anne Gagnon, Pei-Ching Lin, Mei-Hui Chen, Pei-Chi
Chen, Yuan-Ting Chan, Jhin-Wei Chen, and Yu-Li Huang
2. Project Name: Public Bathroom Facilities in the Slums of Mumbai, India
Group Members: Kata Gregg, Pei-Wun Lo, Pei-Hsien Li, Mei-Yin Chen,
Ya-Yu Wang, Yi-Ching Cheng, and Chun-Pei Liao
3. Project Name: Water Collection System for Guizhou, China
Group Members: Krista Kriz, Chen-Wei Liao, Wun-Syuan Hsu, BingSheng Huang, Pin-Yun Chen, Ya-Hsin Lee, Hsiao-Chi Yu
4. Project Name: Power Play for Patriensa, Ghana
Group Members: Forrest White, Ming-Chieh Tseng, Tang-An Chen,
Kung-Loung Li, Shu-Jhe Yang, Yi-Ching Lin, I-Ping Chen
5. Project Name: Backdrop Backpack for Slums of Mumbai and Delhi, India
Group Members: Pearson Cunningham, Wan-Hsin Tasi, Hsiao-Yu Wan,
Ting-Ru Jiang, Fang-Ting Chen, Hao-Lun Li
6. Project Name: Portable Life Saver for Africa
Group Members: Joseph Dang Kirkpatrick, Ling-Da Ciou, Tai-Yi Chen,
Ting-Yu Tai, Yu-Lun Hsu, Yueh-Mei Lo, Chien-Yin Chen
7. Project Name: The Farm Hand for Africa
Group Members: Matthew Dean Kloepper, Yan-Chen Li, Pei-Chz Li, Pei
Chi Wu, Huei-Li Chen, Chia-Jen Lin, Min-Yan Jhung
8. Project Name: Human Waste Management System for India
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Group Members: Vincent Tsai, Yi-Ting Tang, Ya-Chieh Tseng, Shan-Ju
Liu, Yu-Hsin Tai, Jia-Chi Zang, Zong-Da Yu
Using story-board method to go through hypothetical scenarios, students described how
they can solve the problems with their proposed product system. This method helps students go
through scenarios step by step to sort through the functions that the design may have.

Figure 5: Story board from Group 1

Figure 6: Story board from Group 2

Figure 7: Story board from Group 3
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Figure 8: Story board from Group 4

Figure 9: Story board from Group 5

Figure 10: Story board from Group 6

Figure 11: Story board from Group 7
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Figure 12: Story board from Group 8
With the design criteria, students start designing the proposed solutions with sketches and
scale concept models. Over 500 idea sketches are drawn in the class, and over 120 scale
mockups are built during the development stage as a means to present different ideas and for
discussions. Students work together not only in class but also outside class. Students learn a lot
not only in design but also how other people design. Because of the cultural difference, ways to
approach problems are often different.

Figure 13: Posting sketches

Figure 14: Posted sketches
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Figure 15: Group discussion of idea sketches

Figure 16: Scale models

Figure 17: Group discussion of scale models
E. Full-scale model
After the long process of sketches and mockups, discussions and debates, each group
narrows down usable ideas into one final concept. With consideration of anthropometric
requirements, each group uses cardboard to build a full-size model to verify the dimensions and
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the form of their final design. This step is critical not only to make sure the proposed concept is
reasonable in scale but also in accordance with ergonomics. Each group develops the full-scale
model and present to the class for final critics and suggestions before finalizing the design.

Figure 18: Full-scale card board models
F. Final model
Refinements and improvements are made to finalize the designs with 3D computer
models. Once dimensions and details are finalized, detailed scale models are built with various
materials according to the functions and forms. Students spent less than a week working on their
final models together after having their engineering drawings approved.
The final models are in scale because of the size of the project as well as the limited time.
This stage is not only important to the projects in result with a tangible outcome but even more
important for the learning experience in a group setting under pressure of time and cultural
differences. The following are pictures of final models from each group. Details of each project
will be explained in individual project reports.
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Figure 19: Final models

Figure 20: Final models

Figure 21: Final models
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V. Conclusion
Although the whole project from start to finish being only eight weeks, students work
intensively on not only identifying the problems but on solving them. The solutions from these
design teams are just a means for students to learn about the other 90% who are less fortunate
and realize that they are responsible to care for those who are in needs. All product concepts
developed in this project are focused on real needs. The solutions may not be totally practical or
applicable because of the limited time for study and development. However, if further study and
development are given to these projects, there could be some viable products developed for the
needy world. It is encouraging to hear comments from students after the program that they
disagree with expensive design, which serves only a few elites while there are many still
suffering for the lack of resources that seriously affects the quality of their daily lives.
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Abstract
Lumber industries provide materials for the construction business. Out of the daily
material handling, there are different kinds of scrap woods for material protection lay
around the warehouse and building site. Eventually, scrap woods will be collected with
dumpsters and brought to landfills. If these scrap woods are utilized by turning them into
new products, the new products can be made available to the needy, or the proceeds from
selling them can be channeled to a local charitable organization for the needy. The project
not only will give scrap woods a second life in order to reduce the amount of trash going to
landfills. It will also benefit the needy in the community. Moreover, design students will
learn to give back and serve the society by contributing their design skills, talents, and
labor.
This project is set up as experimental classes, in collecting, classifying, and
preparing scrap woods for project use. Students study and develop product concepts, and
use the scrap woods to prototype products. Students will then market the products
through special events or solicit stores to help selling. Proceeds from sales will be
channeled to local charity organizations. The whole process could be repeated, once it is
proven feasible, it can be developed into an extension service. This paper is a
documentation of the on‐going project with a focus on the design phase.
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Lau,T. M., “Second Life to Reclaimed Wood”, 10th Hawaii International Conference on Arts
and Humanities, 2012.
I. Introduction
Lumber industries provide materials for the construction business. Out of the daily
material handling, there are different kinds of scrap woods for material protection and
handling lay around the warehouse and building site. Eventually; scrap woods will be
collected with dumpsters and brought to landfills or be burnt on site. If these scrap woods
are utilized by turning them into products through design, their value would be renewed.
The new products can be made available to the needy, or the proceeds from selling them
can be channeled to a local charitable organization for the needy.
The project not only gives scrap woods a second life in order to reduce the amount
of trash going to landfills. It also benefits the needy in the society. Moreover, design
students learn to be good stewards of our environment, and give back to the society by
contributing their design skills, talents, and labor.

II. Training Responsible Designers
In recent years, the subject of sustainability is one of the main concerns in the
design arena. Although it has become an important issue, academic and industry alike, the
subject is still more theoretical than practical. There is a dilemma between responsibility
and viability. A company needs to survive by selling products while making sustainable
products should be the goal. Designing new products with new technologies is always the
practice in industrial design. When it comes down to recycling, it often brings a lot more
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constraints to the designer. Braungart & McDonough (2002) in their book “Cradle to Cradle:
Remaking the Way we Make Things” states,
“Eco‐efficiency is an outwardly admirable, even noble, concept, but it is not a
strategy for success over the long term, because it does not reach deep enough. It
works within the same system that caused the problem in the first place, merely
slowing it down with moral proscriptions and punitive measures. It presents little
more than the illusion of change.” (p.62)
Modification of a product to become more sustainable seems not to be the best way
to approach the problem in a long run. A sustainable design often cost more to the
manufacturer thus cost more to the users. Looking at the problem in a new way is needed.
Better sustainable design practice is to leave no waste behind. If we put more attention to
the waste products we generate and find ways to turn it into other products, wastes
become useful.
Another issue in the design that has gained more attention is the concern of the
other 90 percent. Paul Polak (2008), founder of the International Development Enterprises
and author of the book “Out of Poverty" said,
“The problem is that 90 percent of the world’s designers spend all their time
working on solutions to the problems of the richest 10 percent of the world’s
customers. A revolution in design is needed to reverse this silly ratio and reach the
other 90 percent.” (p.64)
The new generation of designers should learn to take up the responsibility of
contributing their talents to the other 90 percent. With the recent economic downfall,
according to Newsweek.com (June 12, 2008) and YourMonroeville.com (February 5, 2009)
charitable organizations are suffering in receiving donations. If designers find ways to turn
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wastes into useful products and market them to consumers, proceeds from sales can be
channeled to local charity organization to make up some of the downfall of donations.
Being trained as problem solvers, designers may use their skills and talents to help
both situations: on one hand collects scrap wood to reduce wastes going to the landfill, and
on the other hand turns the wastes into products for the needy. This project is to utilize
available scrap woods from building supply store to develop wood products. Developed
products will then be put in the market, and the proceeds will go to help a local charitable
organization.
The project will be set up in class settings. The goal of the project is to instill the
awareness of designers’ responsibility to the society in reference both to the environment
and the needy. In these experimental classes students first focus on collecting, classifying,
and preparing scrap woods for project use. Students then study and develop product
concepts, and use the scrap woods to prototype products. Finally, students market the
products through special events or solicit stores to help selling. Hopefully, the project is a
practical tool to educate design students to be accountable for the environment they live in
and be responsible to the society. The whole process can be repeated, once it is proven
feasible, and be developed into an extension service.

III. Project Plan
The design part of the project was conducted through design class. Graduate
research assistants were used in all three stages.
A. Design Phase
1. Preparation
a. Identify materials from construction and lumber industries that leave scrap
woods for disposal.
b. Collect and classify the scrap woods.
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c. Preparation of wood for design applications
2. Product development stage
a. Marketable concept development in a design studio
b. Construction of concept models and prototypes
c. Evaluation and selection of final prototypes
B. Manufacturing Phase
1. Streamline manufacturing process
2. Mass production test run
3. Evaluation and refinement
4. Mass production
C. Distribution and Future Plan Phase
1. Market testing stage
a. Identify stores and events that help selling the developed products.
b. Sale tests with stores and events
c. Channel proceeds to local charitable organizations
2. Documentation stage
a. Documentation of the process
b. Development of guidelines for mass production

Figure 1: Project plan
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IV. Design Projects
One key part of this research is to identify a material source. A building supplier has
been approached and has agreed to supply scrap wood for this project. Russell Building
Supply in Auburn has agreed to provide mostly 2”x 4” x 4’ length yellow pine pieces that
they want to dispose of. The value of this wood product, plus some other wood products to
be donated, does not have monetary value in the market. This support will continue
indefinitely as long as the project progress, and hopefully it will be developed into an on‐
going project.

Figure 1: Scrap wood used to bundle up lumber products.

Figure 2: Scrap wood laid around in yard of building supply store.
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Figure 3: Cart of selected scrap wood from the building supply store.
Since the project started, there were three different design classes set up to come up
with some solutions. Since all classes were set up on a voluntary basis, it has never been a
full design class.
The first design class was an individual study with a graduate student Paul Possien.
The student studied the collected wood and tried to classify the wood in different piles in
terms of dimensions and shape. Some sketches were developed on how the wood could be
used in making furniture pieces. However, no model was built as the student lost interest in
the project.
The second design class was done when a group of visiting design students from
Taiwan came visited Auburn University for a period of two months. The project was run as
a design workshop to group Taiwan students from the National Cheng Kung University and
the Shu‐Te University, and Auburn students into design teams to develop some product
concepts. Students were divided into four teams to work together in developing idea
sketches, building scale models, and at the end of the workshop built full‐scale models. The
four groups of students from the three schools are:
Group 1: Stephen Jackson, I‐Ning Wu, Cheng‐En Wu, Yu‐Kai Liao;
Group 2: Charles Griffith, Chris Burch, Brent Sparkman, Hsiao‐Chi Yu, Meng‐Long
Wu
Group 3: Kathleen Chang, Matthew Livaudais, Ting‐Yu Kuo, Chen, Nai‐Feng
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Group 4: Johnathon Haynes, Alex Jordan Wall, Yoshida, Kunihiro, Huang, Yu‐Chun

Figure 4: Full‐Scale models from the second class

Figure 5: Products in use.
The third class is currently set up with two graduate students Wenyue Wang and
Shuyin Li. This class focuses more on application of principles of modularity in the design
in order to generate many different configurations of products. With modularity principles
applied in the parts and component levels, specifications of parts and components are
standardized. Time to manufacture parts and components is systematically reduced.
Complexity of the process is also minimized. The students start with sketches, scale models,
and CAD models to develop different concepts of products. Below are some CAD drawings
showing the concept of standardization and modularity of parts and components.
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Figure 7: CAD models of products.

Figure 8: CAD models of different combinations of parts and components.
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V. Conclusion
After two rounds of design classes, it seems there is some promising outlook with
the application of standardization of parts and components and with modularity principles.
The difficult part of the project is that the collected scrap wood pieces are not in standard
dimensions. Even though they can be classified into different piles, the dimensions are very
rough due to the material sources are often different. To minimize the manufacture or
building time required, design has to be flexible enough to allow loose tolerances without
sacrificing the design quality. The next step of the project is to refine and start producing
these modular concepts into products that may be used for market test. Once acceptability
is identified, products can be mass produced. It is hope that this is not just an experimental
project but a practical exercise to help local building supply store in the reduction of wastes,
and make use of the neglected resource for charity cause.
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Abstract:
Scholars take opposite positions on women’s roles in shojo manga, or
Japanese comics aimed at younger women, either praising or criticizing female
gender role expectations. Some scholars, such as Kukhee Choo, argue that the roles
occupied by female characters advocate traditional female gender roles and thereby
hinder women’s autonomy by perpetuating traditional stereotypes. Yet a few other
scholars, such as Matt Thorn, state that these manga inspire more autonomy, since
they can often feature a seemingly ordinary young girl overcoming extraordinary
conflicts. However, neither position explores the range of male gender role
expectations in shojo manga. In my paper, I examine Otomen, a shojo manga that
features a male protagonist. Because it is a shojo manga that focuses on men, it pits
the traditional Japanese understandings of male and female gender role
expectations against each other, exploring them through the ‘girly’ protagonist
Masamune Asuka and his relationship with his ‘ungirly’ female love interest
Miakozuka Ryo. I specifically explore Asuka’s struggles between his hyper‐
masculine persona, created in response to pressure to conform to traditional
societal gender expectations, and his inner feminine interests, thereby occupying a
space between masculine and feminine.
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György Ligeti (1923-2006) was undoubtedly one of the most respected and beloved
composers of the end of the 20th century. From the early 1960s, his music continuously evolved
and embraced diverse influences affecting all elements of composition (e.g., melody, harmony,
rhythm, texture, timbre, and structure), always reflecting his amazing personality, humor, and
humanity. He was often credited with discovering new and nontraditional sounds for traditional
instruments, and the modern valve horn was one of the instruments for which he had expanded
performance practice; but it was surprising that, at the end of the century, he created a new sound
spectra requiring the use of natural horns, the 18th century predecessors of the modern horn,
thus requiring a new and extreme level of virtuosity on an historical instrument.
During the 19th century, the transition from the hand horn to the valve horn was a
controversial process in the minds of many musicians. In the 20th century, society embraced a
distinction between the standard “modern” valve horn and “historical” natural horns and,
although some new music was written for the hand horn, it was Ligeti’s writing for horns, which
became increasingly unique since the 1950s, that required provocative changes in performance
practice.
My twenty to thirty minute paper, enhanced by recorded musical examples and
heightened by my passion for this music, will provide contemporary listeners with excellent
illustrations of Ligeti’s continued originality over his long and productive career.
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Abstract
A focus on our storied pasts leads into an exploration of the richness of stories lived and told as a
basis for writing fiction. Narratives from my life as a daughter, teacher, mother and writer invite
introspection into the events which inform my work, and, in particular, the social constructions
of dis/ability which influence my published novels written on behalf of lived texts. In sifting
through the particulars of our lived lives, authentic themes consistently missing from the
artefacts of popular culture can be discovered and explored. This workshop will guide
participants through stages in the telling of tales, exploring elements of transfer and ensuing
tensions when shifting characters from one story to another.
Introduction
In her book The Kindness of Children, Vivian Paley tells a story about Teddy, a child with
special needs with whom she worked in the context of a group of London schoolchildren.
Teddy’s classmates welcome him wholeheartedly into their imaginary play, even above the
reluctance of a teacher to let him join in, and he blossoms from the opportunity. Paley relates
“the Teddy story” for other children, who offer connected tales of impulsive kindness, and then
Paley retells Teddy’s story in her own personal narrative, connecting its themes to her elderly
mother whose experiences as a frightened immigrant child illuminate the beauty of finding a
friend. This narrative inquiry shows how stories can affect personal identity, in the composing,
the telling, the retelling, and the listening. I, too, have been affected by stories, and I believe that
through the framework of stories—as listeners, storytellers, authors, students, and teachers— we
truly can change each other and the world.
According to Keith (2001), while senior academic study of children’s literature has become a
“rapidly expanding field” (p. 204), such work has “rarely shown any interest in disability as a
topic for critical study” (p. 205). Yet, children’s and young adult fiction has an important role in
supporting curriculum to reflect social justice issues (Leland & Harste, 1999; Jackson, 1992),
promoting solidarity as it “requires that one enter into the situation of those with whom one is
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solidary” (Freire, 1983, p. 34) through the framework of book characters. As Landrum (2001)
suggests, literature is an avenue by which readers gain more complex perceptions of themselves
and others. I believe it is the ethical obligation of educators to select resources which facilitate
children’s experiences with critical literacy (Freebody, Muspratt, & Dwyer, 2001; Muspratt,
Luke, & Freebody, 1997), exploring disability as a cultural construction of bodies and identity
alongside race, gender, class, ethnicity, and sexuality (Thomson, 1997). Where does this belief of
mine originate? I turn to stories for the answer.
Why Explore Our Stories
Many writers advocate the retelling of authentic detail (Ellis, 2006; Goldberg, 1991) especially
as this relates to a kind of honesty a writer presents from really listening to people (King, 1967).
Beyond this is the ability to re-present stories from our own lived pasts: “Their story, yours,
mine—it’s what we all carry with us on this trip we take, and we owe it to each other to respect
our stories and learn from them” (Coles, 1989, p. 30). Writers may draw on what Hugo (1979)
calls ‘triggering towns,’ those places we wander into, towns we’ve never been to before, but
towns we recognize because we know the people in them and we know the sadness and joy that
the town bears because it is our psychic town. I thus explore my mother’s stories, lived and told,
as ‘triggering towns’ and a way to guide my exploration into the underpinnings of my work as a
writer. What from my mother’s early landscapes causes me as a writer to negotiate dis/ability
issues within the context of book characters? How is this reflective of my landscapes as a
teacher? I reach back into my childhood, looking for experiences where my emergent
understandings of identity and dis/ability began.
Stories my mother told me as a child have returned again and again to my consciousness as an
adult writer. These are stories about the 1920’s farming community in which she grew up, her
experiences as a child in one-room schoolhouses, and, later, stories about her own teaching,
about the dilemmas she faced with students and their parents and the new communities she
adopted as her own. Within the landscape of my mother’s stories about school, I continue to
search for foundations to support my own developing landscapes in both fiction and reality.
In response to my illustrations of what life is like for me in schools, my mother shakes her head.
She tells me that she has never encountered children like those I describe in “modern”
classrooms—kids whose behaviour is at times completely unmanageable by traditional school
standards. Her classroom landscape of the late 1930s and early 1940s supported “pale,
malnourished depression kids whose lips trembled if the teacher even glanced their way”
(personal communication, September, 2008). These children did not ask for control, but for
reassurance. A teacher who took the time to think things through would find her way. “Not like
how things are today,” she says, biting her lip at the image of the challenges I described with
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classroom management. Her stories, however, are powerful. They know more than perhaps even
she knows.
Johnny and the Pear
I am sitting at the kitchen table waiting for lunch. I am five years old and I have just come home
from Kindergarten. My mother is mixing milk with the contents of a can of Campbell’s
mushroom soup and stirring it in a pot on the stove. She is telling me about how things were,
when she was a child. “Tell another old one,” I say, meaning one of the old times’ stories. “Tell
Johnny and the Pear.”
It’s 1924 and my mother is attending Squirrel Hills’ school. Seven-year-old Johnny and his
immigrant parents have just moved into the district, and the students are not being very receptive
to him. On this particular day in September, a season when cases of peaches, pears, and plums
are brought home from town to be preserved in glass jars for winter use, the girls are sitting
under the shade of a caragana hedge, eating noon lunch. Mary opens her pail and gives a squeal
of disappointment. On top of her sandwiches there is a piece of tissue paper, but the pear her
mother had promised is missing. Immediately the students think of Johnny and chase him down
the road. He runs until he cannot run anymore, and then he falls in the dirt. The students pounce.
They assure him that if he owns up to taking the pear, they’ll let him go. Dutifully, he confesses.
Someone runs and tells the teacher. Johnny is herded back into the school, where he receives the
strap. That afternoon the room is unusually quiet, except for Johnny’s sobs. The next morning,
Mary confides to the other girls that her mother found the pear, forgotten on the shelf at home.
I watch my mother carefully as she finishes the story and spoons soup into my bowl. Her nose is
red, and her eyes are all watery. I smile. My mother is very predictable. Along with the soup,
there is a Prem sandwich and rice pudding for dessert. I am hungry, and I eat.
Old Jones
“Tell me another of the old ones,” I demand. It’s after lunch and my mother’s nap time. I am
almost six, and too big for naps. I already go to grade one, but today is a holiday. I want to be
loud and play, but my mother is fifty-one years old and she needs to rest. “It is 1921,” she tells
me, taking me back with words to the farm near Indian Head where she and two siblings grew
up. It is a work day, not Sunday, and she, not yet school-age, is playing on tin-can stilts in the
yard, when Old Jones, a deaf-mute, strides up the road, dust on his clothes and on the hands he
uses to gesture greetings and dispense dark chocolate. He’ll stay a week, and maybe two,
helping Grandad with the chores, until the wind pushes at his back and the next farm beckons.
“Didn’t he have a home?” I ask, as I always do. “Everyone’s home was his home,” says my
mother. “There was no welfare relief, back then, for people who hadn’t the means to live on their
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own.” I imagine what it would be like if Old Jones came to our door. He’d have to sleep on the
couch in the living room, near the heat register, because we don’t have a cot in the kitchen near a
wood burning stove. My mother’s oral autobiography becomes my narrative of listening to her
storied past, and now, as a teacher, I wonder how often educators allow themselves to be this
kind of influence on their students.
My mother drifts off to sleep and I play with plastic red bricks on the floor beside the bed. I
begin to build a house, but it’s boring. I creep onto the bed and jump. “Oof,” says my mother, my
weight on her chest pushing the air out of her lungs. Later she would tell me that some days she
was sure she was never going to be able to get up, that she would be found there by my father,
smothered and solidly dead. But she is always laughing when she says it.
Wild Horses
In the early 1980s when I myself am in teacher training, my mother’s stories gain poignancy. It
is 1935 and she is eighteen years old and attending Normal School in Regina. The hundred dollar
fee was an obstacle until her grandmother sent a cheque. Without the extra dollar for paints, my
mother sits, embarrassed, in art class, until the instructor roughly arranges a loan. At age
nineteen, she graduates, and, in January, 1936, she heads to her first school, a hamlet near
Estevan. The train passes brittle fields, gaunt livestock bracing themselves hunch-shouldered
against the bitter wind. As the train slows to navigate a bend in the tracks, she catches sight of a
group of skeletal horses, pawing the ground for what could only be the most meagre sustenance.
But when the train whistles, the animals—transformed—lift their heads and run, manes and tails
flowing, sun gleaming on their sides. This image becomes the inspiration for my mother’s poem
“Wild Horses,” widely published in Copp-Clark’s Grade VI Reader, All Sails Set. My mother has
always looked for beauty, and she has the gift of creating it by retelling lived experiences as
fiction.
Eddy
After a year of training, my mother is in charge of twenty children in grades one to eight. She has
not been given any special training for students who might have challenges. There is an older
boy at this school, Eddy, who has unique mannerisms and learning needs, a boy who, in a
different period of medicine, might have qualified for an autism diagnosis. A neighbour woman
asks my mother how she is getting along with this student. “He’s okay,” she replies. But
sometimes he gets on my nerves.” On Monday this boy is not at school, nor is he there on
Tuesday. My mother telephones to a tearful parent who believes she has discovered that her
son’s teacher doesn’t like him. My mother walks a mile through the snow to the boy’s farm.
When Eddy’s mother opens the door, my mother says, her lips trembling, “I’m very sorry. I did
say that. When I’m tired, any of the children get on my nerves. I like your son, and I want him
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back at school.” The hardest words she had ever said, and yet ones which bring much relief. My
mother’s emotion in the telling of this tale is palpable.
My mother’s story about Eddy has a definitive ending. The boy is at school the next day. His
teacher has learned an important lesson, and, through her telling and retelling of this story, so
have I. No longer is she the only one whose eyes are damp at the close of her stories. I cannot tell
any of these stories without feeling the emotion my mother connects to them. And that is one of
the legacies my mother has provided: not only have these stories been added to my repertoire,
but I have absorbed my mother’s emotions to accompany them.
Looking for Authentic Subject Matter
Acclaimed Canadian author Jean Little (personal communication, 2008), who is visually
impaired, discusses how writing about characters who struggle with cultural issues is similar in
some ways to writing about characters with disabilities:
“I think anything you have to struggle with...it’s the same kind of struggle.
You think you’re different. And if you think you’re different it’s doesn’t matter
whether you have too many freckles or whether you—have a club foot or
what...it’s not...I mean... you know how people say—or maybe you don’t—people
say to me, we’re all handicapped. And I want to hit them. And I often say, “Well,
you take mine. And I’ll take...but really I don’t want theirs...But there is—there is
in us, all, I think, or almost all, the...the feeling of being the isolated person.”
Jean Little (1990; 1987) reflects on, and uses, her own experiences of isolation as she navigates
the creation of book characters for young people. She thus produces work which gives children
the sense that they are not alone, that there is someone else, out there, “like me.” Some of her
characters have specific differences tied to culture or ability, but these differences do not
comprise the “whole” person. In this way she presents portrayals with which all readers can
identify, promoting the idea that a particular dis/ability is not all encompassing in terms of one’s
own lived text.
Vivian Paley is a non-fiction writer who portrays the living characters of her storied past with the
richness of identities drawn with many traits. The children in The Girl with the Brown Crayon
(1997), for example, are never one thing or another, but presented as real people whose culture
or different learning needs holds an important thread of their design, but only a single thread.
In retrospect, I never questioned the characters in Heidi and The Secret Garden, books I read as a
child where secondary characters with physical disabilities experience “miracle cures.” I also
gluttonously devoured folktales where, as Thompson (1997) states, “the disabled body is almost
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always a freakish spectacle presented by the mediating narrative voice” (p. 10). To me, critical
thought about the absences of people with disabilities, in depictions as “people,” was my own
personal null curriculum, important in the way null curriculum can be used to make connections
between its lack and later occurrence (Flinders, D.J., Noddings, N., & Thornton, S.J., 1986).
Some very interesting questions may be asked, here. What prompts a person to move from the
null to a different vantage point that sees what’s missing? What, in Canadian children’s fiction,
has informed particular authors who are now writing about realistic characters with special
needs, while other authors still rely on stereotypes (Brenna, 2010a)? In my case, the connections
between unawareness, exclusion of difference, and the embracing of differences, occur through
an examination of stories heard and lived as well as stories read.
When I was thirteen, I stumbled upon Helen Keller in an autobiography: a powerful depiction of
challenges, to be sure, but also of joy in a long life well-lived. Of all the books of my childhood,
this is one of the few I have kept. I read and reread those pages, searching for Helen Keller’s
secret. As an adult, she does not seem to straddle awkwardness. She appears as a whole person, a
fact which historical perspectives regarding people with dis/abilities deny in the way that people
with special needs were disallowed to attend schools or find themselves as “whole people” in
books.
People with dis/abilities have, in our recent past, been “nullified.” Stories are important. Books
are important. Books can assist readers in identifying what may be absent through narrow
windows onto a personal world. Literary works can help readers explore “the richness of
experience and creativity offered by the opportunity of disability” (Davis, 2006).
Back to My Mother
Standing knee deep in prairie sedges, hearing the first meadowlark of the year, my mother and I
feel the wind tug against our skin as it pulls across the land. My mother tells of kittens in the loft,
potatoes in the cellar, of going downstairs to see what’s behind the apple barrel, at her father’s
invitation.
“What do you know today?” her father would ask.
“Nothing.”
“You’ll find that down cellar behind the apple barrel,” he says. She goes to look. There’s
nothing there. But next time, she will look again. That’s the interesting thing about null. It
implies that someday a space can be filled. Null is thus a provocative placeholder that opens into
myriad ways of attending.
Fast Forward
“Tell Johnny and the Pear,” says my six-year old son. “And then tell that story about your
student who was bad,” he demands, clean and rosy from his bath. “And how you gave him that
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book and then he knew you liked him anyways.” I pull my little boy into my lap, his pajamas
soft and snug against my arms. Who says we—parents, teachers, storytellers, writers—cannot
change the world?
Diversity Themes in My Writing
It was early in the 2003 school year and I was excited at the prospect of doing some formal
“curriculum making” through work on a Saskatchewan Education Advisory Committee for
English Language Arts Curriculum grades seven to nine. Currently in a special education
consultant position with a public school board, my self-defined role on this committee was to
insure that our curriculum guides contained references to materials which had characters with
special needs in non-stereotypical roles. As I began my search for young adult fiction novels, I
quickly realized the lack of available titles where the protagonist had clearly defined dis/abilities.
Coincidentally, I was also at this time writing an early draft of my own young adult novel Wild
Orchid, which would be published in 2005 by Red Deer Press. Nudged into considering the
development of a protagonist with special needs, I suddenly realized that the character of Taylor
Jane could be moved quite easily onto the spectrum of Asperger’s Syndrome, thereby filling
what I perceived to be a gap in available materials, while at the same time solving a problem I
needed to address within my manuscript: the initial character, a lot like me as a rather boring and
self-absorbed teenager, just wasn’t strong enough to carry the narrative.
As soon as I began to consider Taylor Jane as a young woman with autism, the writing, and,
most specifically, her first-person voice in the novel, took off. I immediately saw her as a
‘Johnny’ and as an ‘Eddy’—authentic real life characters underrepresented in published work.
The rest of the book grew from that very decisive choice in characterization, a choice that
remembers the strong voices of children with special needs who have been most deserving of
placement as heroes in fiction yet have never seen themselves reflected thus...a choice that
remembers my mother’s stories about Johnny, Old Jones, Eddy, and the others...a choice that
remembers one of my own students, and how he was touched by something as simple as the gift
of a book when other things in his world were crumbling.
My choices also involved a definition of counterstory broached by Lindemann Nelson (1995)
who discusses how narratives of resistance challenge paradigm stories embedded within a
community, “contributing to the moral self-definition of the teller” (p. 23). It is through telling a
counterstory that writers can address tensions in stories we have unwillingly carried forward.
Considerations of social justice affects some of what I produce as a fiction writer because I
believe books as subject matter can strongly impact readers. Books, through what Greene calls
“the imaginative capacity that allows us to experience empathy with different points of view” (p.
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31), change us, and, in doing so, affect the wider milieu. In other words, while we are reading the
world, the world is also reading us.
Conclusion
Writers of realistic fiction can consider a perception of “persons as interdependent rather than as
isolated and independent” (Slattery, 1995, p. 19), implying the significance of using different
frames of reference to develop empathy (Kincheloe,1993). As we seek to foster respectful
attitudes towards diversity and support positive social change in this regard, experiences, stories,
and books are important. Through dialogue, people can be engaged in broader conversations
about themselves and others. Although “stories of self are risky for the teller” (Clandinin &
Connelly, 1998, p. 252), sifting through our own experiences as writers can offer authentic
underpinnings for fiction where we acknowledge and re-create the diversity around us.
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6. Abstract:
In this paper I shall discuss Plato’s Theory of Forms especially with a focus on mathematics.
Plato believes that mathematical sciences can give occasion to turn the soul around from the
realm of becoming to the realm of being.

But for Plato mathematical sciences are merely

preludes to the song itself that must also be learned. Plato’s indictment of the mathematicians is
twofold: one is that they use physical diagrams, and the other is that they start their inquiries
from hypotheses, which they leave in some sense unexamined, instead of giving an account of
them. According to Plato, dialectic is the only inquiry that does away with hypotheses and
proceeds to the first principle itself.

It is the unhypothetical first principle of everything, the

Form of the Good, which makes mathematical objects such and such a nature.
begins by giving a whole picture of Plato’s Theory of Forms.
between the Theory of Forms and mathematics.

The paper

Next, I shall focus on the relation

Especially, I shall clarify Plato’s criticism of

mathematics by following the simile of the Line in detail, elucidate the nature of Plato’s
hypothesis by comparing Hare’s and C. Taylor’s views, and characterize Plato’s Formal Numbers.
The paper concludes with a brief discussion of Plato’s Theory of Forms in Aristotelian light.
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6. Abstract:
In a cerebrated lecture to the Academy, Plato allegedly discussed the relation of mathematics and
values. This was the famous “Lecture on the Good.” Among his listeners was Aristotle.
Aristotle put down his testimony on the contents of Plato‟s lecture in a treatise in three books
called “On the Good” of which no fragment remains, but which was paraphrased in the writings
of Aristotle‟s disciples.

Plato is reported to have said, “The foundations of all things are the

One and Indeterminate Magnitude, or the „More or Less.‟” Thus Aristotle‟s report on Plato‟s
Unwritten Doctrine is that Plato solved the problem of relationship between the foundations of
the Good and of mathematics by identifying the two. Aristotle‟s philosophy of mathematics
comes to light in contrast with Plato‟s.

In this paper, first of all, I shall consider what “universal

mathematics” is for Aristotle. Secondly, I shall examine Aristotle‟s number theory especially in
comparison with Plato‟s alleged theory: Formal Numbers and Mathematical Numbers, the
Intermediates, the One and the Indefinite Dyad, and the Prior-Posterior Rule. Thirdly, I shall
clarify what makes unique Aristotle‟s philosophy of mathematics: Abstraction and Generation in
Time.

Finally, I shall show the contemporary significance of Aristotle‟s philosophy of

mathematics, and that Aristotle‟s mathematical method has a systematic structure in itself despite
its limitations.
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Abstract
Theatre is an age long human activity which had always and will always be
a viable tool for liberation and emancipation of humanity. In addition to
entertaining, theatre in the classical Greek and Roman era played a
religious function bridging the gap between the people and their gods. In
the medieval age, it brought the pulpit closer to the people and
disseminated moral up rightness to them. Theatre

in the Renaissance

provided unified expression for the social class. In the neoclassical era it
heralded cultural rejuvenation. The Romantic epoch inaugurated the birth
of a myriad of theatrical experiments that utilized theatre in many ways to
entertain, sermonise, teach, rejuvenate and propagate cultural heritages.
Theatre has continued to play its primordial roles of creatively enhancing
and advancing humanity up to date. The All Star project founded by Fred
Newman and based in Manhattan, New York, had and is still successfully
using theatre and theatrical activities to reform and transform lives of
school dropouts, gangsters and drug addicts. This paper examines the
activities and modus operandi of the All Star Projects with a view to
adopting same in Lagos, Nigeria. Attempt is made to create a working
structure and manifesto for a Nigerian version of the All Star project which
will target the ghettos and crime prone areas in Lagos State Nigeria. It is
envisaged that when created it would reach out to ghetto youths, street
boys and girls, school drop outs and drug addicts with a view to giving them
hope, self esteem and impetus to live a positive life.
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Please include the following six items with your proceedings submission:
1. Title of the submission:

Is There Pedagogy for Enhancing Cultural
Understanding?

2. Name(s) of the author:

Dr. Susan M. Knight

3. Affiliation of the author:

Department of Foreign Languages, Literatures and Cultures
Central Michigan University

4. Address of the author:

305 Pearce Hall, Central Michigan University
Mt. Pleasant, MI 48859

5. E-mail address of the author:

knigh1sm@cmich.edu

6. Abstract and/or full paper.
Abstract: University mission statements as well as specific courses often state that their goals
include critical thinking and global understanding--tasks which often may challenge students’
current beliefs. This is especially a goal for classes focusing on cross-cultural understanding,
such as world languages, religion, political science, anthropology, etc. But how are those
perspectives presented? How is this “learning” measured? This session will share the results of
a one classroom study involving the Attitude-Change Model as well as the preliminary findings
in a study interviewing professors of classes that purport to be “cross cultural” or “global” in
perspectives and their pedagogical approaches.
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the shifting of musical identity for undergraduate music students after a cross‐
cultural fieldwork experience in Bali, Indonesia. It reports on research objectives: the students’
formation and perception of non‐western music education and how this affects their own musical
identity after travelling to Bali to study Balinese music and dance. Student responses position cultural
difference as a site of personal development and self‐realisation as the students’ report a movement
from familiar territory in many facets of their lives ‐ musical, pedagogical, social, and cultural. The
research is multi‐faceted in its application of the ideology of cultural diversity in music education
because it analyses the role of cultural confrontation as a factor in the development of identity. As
students move from their current identities as music students towards emergent identities as music
educators with a better understanding of cultural diversity they reported a greater affinity with diverse
music learning and teaching.

Researchers in this project followed the following research methodology: observed the students during
their Balinese music and dance lessons and took field notes on their reactions and comments before,
during and after the formal teaching. Students were interviewed on their return to Australia and were
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asked to reflect on their reactions to learning Balinese music and dance to gauge how they saw the
experience as influential in the development of their own musical identity. The filmed material made by
students during the fieldwork was analysed by researchers and students for its potential to show
students' emerging diversity as music educators. The discussion reported in this paper is that students'
voices have the potential to influence future music learning and teaching as students considered the
concept of their undergraduate training as a period of a diverse musical identity formation.
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THE SEATED MUSICIAN:
FURNITURE DESIGN AND ITS EFFECT ON PERFORMANCE AND HEALTH
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the initial findings of research that examines how specific
sitting postures for musicians who play different instruments might influence the
design and application of chairs for their use. It has been well established that
ergonomics is a significantly important factor in the design of seating devices for
industries as diverse as the automotive, airline, and workplace environments. The
roughly $8 billion per year office furniture industry has developed countless chairs
that represent the latest understanding of designers, medical professionals, and
ergonomic experts as how best to facilitate contemporary office tasks while
preventing health issues prevalent among workers who remain seated for extensive
periods of time (BIFMA). Professional musicians are similarly expected to practice
and perform while seated for prolonged periods of time. The premise of this
research is that there are equally significant questions to address for the health and
performance of people whose ‘office’ happens to be practice rooms and
performance halls and whose sitting requirements, though distinctly different, are
just as physically demanding as the contemporary knowledge worker.
It is universally agreed that a good understanding of playing posture and correct
breathing technique improves sound quality and is directly linked to exceptional
instrument control and mastery. What is less understood is the influence of chair
design on the ability to achieve these goals. Musicians are frequently encouraged
to find a chair, stool, or bench that “fits” correctly, however, there is scant research
that links specific instruments and their particular biomechanical requirements with
the latest understanding of how humans sit. The concept of ‘fit’ is often only loosely
defined in terms of subjective qualities of comfort and, for musicians practicing at
home, it often assumes the use of readily available household furniture such as
dining or office chairs that have been designed for purposes unrelated to playing
music.
There are two principal avenues of inquiry this paper follows as a foundation for
further study and investigation. The first looks at the perceived experiences of
orchestral musicians playing various instrument types while seated and compares it
with objective observational studies. The second focus of the research classifies
these existing behaviors and compares them with the most current ergonomic
literature on the health and performance of individuals working in seated positions.
These findings are then summarized as a set of design objectives that could be used
as a strategy for developing a typologically specific music chair.
2. METHODOLOGY
The methodologies that underpin these analyses include a comparative review of
conventional practices gleaned from music education books, music and medical
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journals, Internet sites and blogs specific to individual instruments. Interviews with
40 professional musicians from the strings, brass, and woodwinds sections of the
orchestra were conducted to probe their perceived attitudes and awareness of the
chairs they typically use. These included musicians who played the following
instruments: violin, viola, cello, double bass, flute, clarinet, saxophone, bassoon,
oboe, trumpet, and French horn. Twenty-five of the interviews occurred one-onone, either at the professional venues where the musician played and practiced or
at their homes. The conversations ranged in length from 10-90 minutes and, when
possible, were audio recorded. The remaining interviews were conducted by
phone and through online exchanges with musicians participating in Internet
musical forums.
Two general categories of questions were investigated.1 The first addressed the
physical effects of playing while seated with questions related to posture and
health. The second focused on the psychological aspects that musicians had with
the furniture they either chose or were obligated to use. In addition to the
interviews and questionnaire, a survey was given to all participants to subjectively
qualify the importance of some salient attributes critical to the typology of chairs
typically used both professionally and recreationally.2
In addition to first person interviews and surveys, direct observational studies were
made of a variety of orchestras and ensemble groups to empirically compare the
stated behaviors of interviewed musician with observed practices. Photographs
and, when permitted, videotapes were taken of performers at rest and play to
document patterns of observed behaviors.
3. THE ERGONOMICS OF MUSICIAN SEATING
Ergonomics and human factors engineering are broad disciplines that incorporate
physical, cognitive, social, organizational, and environmental factors toward a
holistic understanding of interactions among humans and other elements of a
system in order to optimize human well-being (IEA, 2000). This study concentrates
on the ergonomic issues of sitting for musicians playing strings, brass and
woodwinds instruments and addresses the question of whether or not the specific
physical requirements of playing an instrument could lead to a unique chair design.
Initially this question was framed from the point of view of how specific chair
designs might contribute to improved performance. From the author’s perspective
as a furniture designer, it seemed odd that the performers from all three of these
orchestral sections sat in identical chairs when what they were doing seemed so
fundamentally different. Surely the physical demands of playing the violin as
opposed to the trumpet, for example, would logically lead to instrument specific
seating solutions as naturally as office task chairs evolved differently from dining
chairs in response to the specificity of their respective functions. There currently
exist, of course, categories of seats for certain instrument types within an orchestra.
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These include benches for keyboard instruments like the piano and organ, stools
for bassists and percussionists, and chairs for everyone else. Leaving aside for a
moment the typologically specific chairs for cellists that have forward-sloping seats,
all other musicians in the strings, brass, and woodwinds sections of an orchestra sit
in similarly designed chairs that are typically selected for their uniform, unobtrusive
appearance and modicum levels of comfort. Other features such as the ability to
stack, store, and move as well as durability also play a part, as do considerations of
cost relative to institutional budgetary constraints.3 Among the musicians in the
latter three categories, the question arises as to whether it makes any sense that
they should all be sitting in identical chairs for reasons other than the efficiencies
provided from a facilities management standpoint.
3.1 Musician Sitting Posture
To test this hypothesis, the initial question asked of all musicians addressed
whether there were distinct postural differences in the ways they were taught to
play their instrument that would suggest meaningful consequences for a chair
design. In answer to the question, “what is the proper posture for playing your
instrument while seated (?)”, all interviewees had responses that included some
version of the following characteristics regardless of the instrument they were
holding:
•
•
•

Sit upright with back straight
Rest feet flat on the floor
Hold instrument up to open the diaphragm for better breathing

To be sure, there were additional recommended behaviors with regard to head,
arm, hand, and finger positioning that were specific to the instrument at hand but
the sitting posture was remarkably consistent for all instrumentalists among these
three groups. Surprisingly, many participants reflected that they were not taught
any specific postures related to sitting when first starting out and came to these
judgments only after years of, “imitation, observation, and through (one’s) own
discovery of what’s needed” [Jonah; trumpet]. Upon further questioning, two
explanations could perhaps account for this omission. It was learned that many
instructors prefer to have their students stand when practicing and the influence of
sitting while playing simply never comes up. An obvious corollary to this
preference is that because this wasn’t taught from an early age, many musicians are
consciously unaware of the relationship between sitting posture and playing
performance and therefore don’t stress this as an important aspect to musical
execution.
Nevertheless, these anecdotal observations are substantiated by recommendations
made in reputable instructional manuals, online music and teaching forums, and
by professional teachers alike. For example, one published medical description of
how musicians should sit states that, “(a)n ergonomic principle is the opening of
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the chest and the lengthening of the tight anterior flexion musculature and
engagement of the paraspinal muscles and scapular stabalizers. A suggested image
of opening the chest and closing the scapulae, with the back and the pelvis
aligned, knees softened (unlocked), and feet grounded, is often helpful” (Clearman,
2005). In other words, sit up straight and keep your feet on the floor [Figure 1]!

Figure 1
Recommended sitting posture for musicians

Not surprisingly, these form techniques and recommendations correspond with the
“cubist posture” that most accurately describes the correct working sitting position
promoted by ergonomists for much of the last century (Dainoff, 1994). This is a
stationary posture characterized by an individual with an erect head and upright
back and trunk while maintaining a 90o angle between torso, leg, and knee with
both feet flat on the ground (Ackerblom, 1948; Keegan, 1952, Mark & Dainoff,
1988). Published diagrams of this recommended posture from standards
organizations throughout the world illustrate its general acceptance [Figure 2].

Figure 2
Recommended right-angled sitting postures from standards organizations
From: Opsvik (2008) Rethinking Sitting
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The underlying premise for maintaining this position is that it enables normal
lumbar lordosis (concave curve in the lower back) as a means of supporting both
the rigid and plastic mechanical requirements of the spine while seated (Kapandji,
2000). Musicians are routinely taught to maintain the traditional ‘cubist’ posture
while playing and, yet, the assumption that this is the healthiest way to sit has since
been challenged in some fundamental ways.
First, it has been shown that in order to achieve a right-angle relationship between
the hip and thigh resting flat on a horizontal seat, the hip will only flex roughly 60o
while the pelvis makes up the final 30o or so by rotating backward. The effect of
this pelvis rotation is to slightly flatten the lumbar curve and shift the center of
gravity (CG) of the upper body forward of the line of vertical thrust that the natural
curve of the spine is designed to support. This forces the back muscles to do work
to hold the body upright, contributing to fatigue, discomfort, and long-term lower
back problems (Keegan, 1953; Schoberth, 1962). [Figure 3].

Figure 3
Normal anatomy of lumbar spine while standing (A) and flattening of lumbar spine while
seated in right-angle relationship (B).
From: Schoberth (1962) Sitzschaden, Sitzmöbel

It has long been acknowledged that sitting upright without support is difficult and
for most people cannot be maintained for very long (Åckerblom, 1948). Because
the muscles supporting the spine are not relaxed and must work to compensate for
the diminished effectiveness of the flattened lumbar when sitting on a horizontal or
backward tilting seat, sitters in general will tend to collapse the upper body and
‘slump’ with rounded shoulders and back (Corlett & Eklund, 1984). From a
musician’s perspective this is an undesirable posture for obvious physiological
reasons. A slumped trunk compresses the diaphragm and impairs breathing
necessary for peak performance as well as contributes to musculoskeletal disorders
(Cailliet, 1990) [Figure 4].
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Figure 4
Unsupported sitting – ‘Slumping’
From: Cailliet (1990) Abnormalities of the Sitting Postures of Musicians

This is a particularly acute problem among musicians. A 1997 survey of 56
orchestras throughout the world with 1639 respondents found that, “muscle pain
and backache…caused stress in 48% and 46% of players, respectively” (James, pg.
196). In another survey of over 600 musicians, the author of the study noted that,
“chronic low back pain is of course common among musicians particularly string
players who often have to adopt contorted positions in order to see the conductor
(Wynn Parry, pg. 217).
Backrests that support the lumbar region have been the conventional solution for
enabling sitting postures with a 900 angle while maintaining the natural curvature
of the lower back. The limitation to this as a reasonable solution is that when
sitting in an upright position, it requires the sitter to use force to actively press one’s
back against it to realize this particular benefit (Kroemer, 1994).
As a consequence of this discomfort, the contemporary Danish physician A.C.
Mandel famously observed that people of all ages are unable to maintain this
position for very long despite the insistence from medical authorities that it is the
most healthful way to sit (Mandel, 1981). Furthermore, he advanced the notion
that a more ‘natural’ sitting posture opens the hip angle as much as 45o to a point
where the muscles at the front and back of the thighs are in relaxed balance and
the back is able to maintain a spinal curvature of maximum efficiency. This is the
identical neutral resting posture maintained by horseback riders sitting upright for
extended periods of time with proper lumbar lordosis (Mandel, 1991). As such, his
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research has initiated the advancement of forward-sloping seats in chair design as a
means of facilitating the ‘natural’ sitting posture that alleviates lower back strain
and improves the long-term physiological health of people who are required to sit
for extended periods of time.
4. EXISTING CHAIR PREFERENCES – Interviews & Survey
There were a number of insights gleaned from the interview questions designed to
assess the preferences and perceptions that musicians had for the chairs they chose
or were obligated to use in the course of practicing and performing.
4.1 Interview findings
Almost every musician queried had strong opinions as to what they liked or, more
often, disliked about the chairs they were required to use in their professional
venues. Among the chief negative factors cited were the following:
Chairs with backward sloping seats
Seats that were “too scooped” – bucket-shaped
Inappropriate heights (too low or high)
Not enough back support
Seat material “too smooth”
Not coincidentally, these represent conditions that would prevent one from
comfortably achieving the preferred sitting posture described above. Because
musicians have little or no control over the wide variety of seating solutions
provided by hosting institutions, they are conditioned to routinely adapt to
whatever is provided. For example, one participant claimed, “I can deal with just
about any kind of chair” but soon qualified the statement with the comment that he
“knows a bad chair when he sits in one – it is ‘scooped-in’ or cants backward”
(Jonah, trumpet). Another said that, “(I) can sit on anything” but also acknowledged
that his ‘relaxed’ posture demands the use of comfortable backrest (Mark, violinist).
Despite the conscious awareness most musicians had about chairs that were
ineffectual, most were surprisingly ambivalent about the chairs they chose to use at
home when practicing. They included wooden dining chairs, metal folding chairs,
office task chairs, and piano benches. The reasons given for their choices ranged
from the convenience of using what was easily available (“It’s just a chair that
happens to be in my room right now”, Jonah, trumpet) to the preference for a chair
that could easily be moved around (e.g., from its regular function as a computer
chair to the practice area).
In many instances, a cushion would be used to raise the seat height. A
preponderance of musicians felt that most chairs were too low and “need to be
higher than you think” (David, clarinet). If given the choice, many expressed a
preference for one too high than low to prevent having to play with one’s knees
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higher than the hip. This is not a surprising comment in light of the research noted
above as it would naturally lead to the more open hip angle that facilitates proper
spinal curvature [Figure 5].

Figure 5
Practice seat with cushion, Boston, MA. 21 Nov. 2010.
Personal photograph by author. JPEG File.

The only musicians interviewed who claimed to have purchased a purposelydesigned musician seat were two cellists who cited the need for a forward-sloping
seat. Cellos are one of the few musical instruments that can only be played while
seated and a forward-tilt seat assists with the posture necessary to properly address
the instrument. Given that this is not a typical feature for most chairs, they felt
justified in spending the money for a chair that was manufactured by the same
company that provided the chairs for the professional orchestras in which they
played.4
The willingness to purchase a personal chair dedicated for play or practice was not
the case for all musicians, however. “Musicians are generally cheap”, said one
(Jonah, trumpet). Those most willing to entertain the idea of purchasing one were
musicians who had ailments associated with playing and sitting and were more
conscious of the deficiencies of the seats they were presently required to play in.
Take Peggy, for example, a professional violinist who has been playing for over 50
years. She has suffered from lower back problems for twenty years and uses a foam
back support (lumbar cushion) that she takes with her to practices and
performances. She also sometimes wears a back brace for additional support when
the pain is particularly nettlesome. For her, the idea of purchasing a chair that
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alleviates her back pain without having to use a supplementary cushion is
something she has often considered. Open back chairs are difficult to use with a
cushion. Page turning is difficult because as she leans forward, her back rest often
moves out of position so that when she leans back she is conscious of it not fitting
correctly. She seems to be always fiddling with it. What has prevented her from
acting on this is the thought of transporting another item to performances. She is
worried that carrying a chair, even a portable one, will further aggravate her back
problem.
5. EXISTING CHAIR USE – Observational Study
One of the frequently ignored truths of sitting is that people rarely, if ever, sit in a
solitary stationary position. This is equally true of musicians despite their claims to
the contrary. Observations of rehearsals and performances of orchestral and
ensemble groups were made over the course of one year to empirically understand
the postural habits and practices of musicians while playing. Recent studies have
shifted the discussion away from identifying an optimal single posture toward
understanding the act of sitting as a dynamic activity that involves constant
movement and multiple postural variations (Branton & Grayson, 1967). Labeled
‘free posturing’, there is a natural tendency for seated individuals to continually
adjust their positions throughout the day depending upon body type, personal
preferences and specific activities (Kroemer, 1994). Moreover, they tend to cycle
through specific postures throughout the day that are characteristic of individual
behaviors or ‘motor programmes’ (Bhatnager et al, 1985; Fleischer et al, 1987). In
effect, bodies are in constant motion seeking relief from the uncomfortable pressure
points that develop over time. Visual examination of musicians in practice
confirms this phenomenon of constant movement and multiple postures. Three
postural aspects were analyzed as having a significant relationship to the form and
structure of the chairs that musicians typically sit in:
1. Leg Position - Location of feet and legs
2. Seat Position - Relative angle on chair seat
3. Back Position - Spinal posture and engagement with backrest
5.1 Leg Position
Observations of leg positions during playing determined that despite the asserted
importance of keeping one’s feet flat on the ground, there appears to be a variety of
leg positions that performers maintain while playing. These include legs and feet
meeting squarely in front (i.e., traditional ‘cubist’ posture), knees splayed apart, legs
alternately angled forward and back, legs tucked under the seat, and, less
commonly, legs stretched out in front with feet crossed although this was observed
only in rehearsal. Ankles, too, were sometimes crossed both in front and
underneath the chair and heels were often lifted with weight resting on the balls of
the feet [Figure 6].
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Figure 6
Musician leg positions while playing

The greatest variety of leg positions was observed in the strings section where it
was not uncommon for violinists and violists to lower their right knee and cock the
leg back in an effort to make room for bow movement. One teacher interviewed
instructs her students to “either lower their right leg or play with spread legs in
order to create space for the extension of bow movement in the right-hand
direction” [Mary, violin/viola]. This position was not as frequent or pronounced
among the brass and woodwind players although a similar technique was observed
with some bassoonists and saxophone players. Cellists were more restricted in the
variety of leg positions they could adopt due to the manner in which they
addressed their instrument. With legs straddling the cello, they were unable to
cross their ankles or angle their legs under the chair to any significant degree.
While the majority of performers would cycle through a variety of positions over
the course of a complete rehearsal or performance, their legs and feet would
remain relatively stationary when they were actively engaged in playing regardless
of what position they were in. Readjustment would most often occur during rests
between movements or while negotiating the page turning of a score.
Admittedly, there was a noticeable difference in postures adopted during
performances versus rehearsals with the latter manifesting more casual modes of
sitting. While not a focus of this study, one might surmise that both the formality of
the event as well as the attire may play a part in the freedom of movement allowed
and, hence, the variety of positions observed. Certainly the increased expectation
for professional demeanor when performing in front of an audience is a significant
factor in the preponderance of the traditional upright posture. As remarked by one
musician, “during performances, when there are rest periods, one is supposed to
remain as still as possible so as not to distract the audience from the performance”
[Mike, violinist].
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5.2 Seat Position
While an orchestra is typically organized relative to instrument groupings (e.g.,
strings, brass, and woodwinds sections), a more significant relationship exists
between instruments that are played symmetrically versus those played
asymmetrically when analyzing sitting behavior. It was observed that instruments
played in an asymmetrical position (i.e., violin, viola, flute, French horn, and
bassoon) often resulted in players seated with a slight or exaggerated rotation
toward the right or left leg of the chair depending upon the handedness of the
instrument. In a few extreme instances, musicians were observed actually
straddling a front corner of the seat [Figure 7].

Figure 7
Musician seat positions while playing asymmetrical instruments

It was also determined that one’s position on the stage relative to the sight line of
the conductor especially in relation to the music on the shared stand had an affect
on the orientation of the body to the centerline of the seat. As one violinist noted,
“As you know, there are two people (at) each stand, so the angle of the stand to the
chair is very crucial for us. Some people (favor) the left side, and some people
don’t. Personally, I like to sit on the left side, and when I am sitting on the right
side of the stand, it drives me nuts; for some reason I just can't see the music!” [YiPing, violin].	
  
5.3 Back Position
The general use of backrests was studied to gauge their importance for musicians
while playing and at rest. From observed rehearsals and performances of the New
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Jersey Symphony Orchestra, three distinct seated positions of musicians in the
strings, brass, and woodwinds sections were discerned [Figure 8]:
A. Seated at back of chair while engaging backrest
B. Seated at rear half of chair without engaging backrest
C. Seated at front half of chair

Figure 8
Musician back positions while playing

Observed results can be summarized as follows:
- Among the violinists and violists within the strings section, Position A was the
most common with 73% of players engaging the backrest while playing.
- Cellists, on the other hand, rarely used the backrest while playing with 50%
maintaining a perched forward Position C and 33% preferring Position B.
- 70% of brass and 63% of woodwind instrumentalists typically engaged their
backrests (Position A) while playing.
- No brass or woodwind players were observed perched on the front half of their
seat pan (Position C).
- Concert conditions showed a slight increase across all groups in the preference
for playing without a backrest while fully seated (Position B) although there was no
statistical difference among players moving toward the front of their seat. 	
  
- Body type may have been a factor in the statistics that manifest an overall
preference for Position A in that larger-sized musicians could not help but be
physically engaged with the backrest whether they required it or not while playing.
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It is important to note that the percentages cited above more accurately represent
overall tendencies or preferences since no one observed was able to maintain a
singular postural attitude relative the their seat back for the entire rehearsal or
performance while playing. Some violinists, for example, were observed alternating
between playing while engaged with the backrest and not. For the musicians who
sit forward of the backrest while playing, there are number of reasons cited. Some
say, “[I] feel more actively involved in the piece”. Others cite health concerns
noting, “[a] backrest inhibits stretching of the back to promote breathing”.
6. DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The implications of these findings for the design of a music chair need to address
both the stated concerns of the musicians interviewed as well as the latest
ergonomic research on the healthiest ways to sit. These can be summarized in four
general categories.
6.1 Forward-sloping seat
Seat angle was considered a significantly important factor for most musicians, at
least with respect to seats that sloped backward. All musicians surveyed indicated
seat angle to be ‘Very’ or ‘Moderately Important’ and expressed a strong preference
for seat pans that are horizontal to the floor. The physiological benefits of a
forward tilting seat have been well documented in medical and ergonomic
literature but its acceptance as a standard feature for musicians other than cellists is
mixed. Although it might facilitate a more ‘natural’ lumbar lordosis by reducing
the backward pelvic rotation that is responsible for increased muscle strain, a
negative consequence, in part, is that feet and leg forces to maintain upright
balance must counteract the resultant downward force. This muscular activity may
result in user discomfort over time (Cortlett & Eklund, 1984).
For the few survey participants who had tried a forward tilting seat, an equal
number were disposed to the alternative playing posture as were dismissive of it.
Nevertheless, a design that could provide the opportunity to adjust the seat pan
from a horizontal to increasingly forward sloping position would seem to be a
beneficial feature for those willing or needing to take advantage of it.
6.2 Seat height
The overwhelming preference for chairs that can accommodate the wide variety of
body sizes in the professional music population suggests that height adjustability
would be a productive feature to include in a design. There are 3 fundamental
design strategies to achieve this. One would be a bespoke version whereby a chair
could be custom designed for the specific height requirement of an individual
musician. Its feasibility for a manufactured solution would be necessarily limited.
A second approach for a mass produced product would be to provide a design in a
limited number of sizes that corresponded to the anthropometrics of the target
population; generally, small females to large males. This is the solution that is
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currently marketed by a few of the manufacturers who make the chairs purchased
by many of the academic and professional music institutions. One particular
disadvantage to this approach is that it introduces more complexity to the
management of furniture within an organization. The third strategy would be to
design a chair that had a user adjustable seat. This is similar in theory to the
solution for car seats in that they are individually adjustable. Of course, the
complexity and, therefore, the potential cost naturally rises with the increase in
parts necessary to make this feature possible.
6.3 Backrests
It is clear from the evidence gathered in the observational study that the use of a
backrest while playing serves different functions for different users. For those that
play while engaging the backrest, it acts in support of the back muscles doing the
work to maintain the proper curvature of the spine to prevent slumping. For others
who have developed bad backs after years of playing in an unsupported position
without sufficient muscle strength, backrests provide the armature necessary to
fasten a supplementary cushion, either makeshift or designed, to assist in the
lumbar support when seated forward while playing.
These cushions act as a wedge in the small of the back to facilitate lumbar lordosis
[Figure 9].

Figure 9
Lumbar support cushion, Newark,NJ. 20 Mar. 2011.
Personal photograph by author. JPEG File.

Musicians who play on the front edge of their seats and assigned the relative
importance of a backrest as either “Not Important’ or ‘Moderately Important’ still
acknowledged the need of a backrest during rehearsals when there is considerable
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idle time while the conductor focuses on particular instrumental groups and one is
easily fatigued in a seat while waiting.
6.4 Movement
The seated musician in an orchestral setting does not have the freedom to
significantly vary his or her body position due to the strict demands of proper
instrument technique. Interviews confirm the singular postural attitude that nearly
all instrument types demand for peak execution. At the same time, it is known that
inhibiting or preventing movement is counterproductive since people cannot help
their natural inclination to move and will find outlets for motility in ways that may
prove unhealthy (Dommerholt, 2000). Observations have shown that the
relationship between the legs, seat, and back of the musician with the chair is not a
static one. It has been demonstrated that a musician’s movement corresponds to
the structural aspects of a musical score and may actually have an aesthetic role in
the musical performance. “By moving through the entire functional range of
motion, the (instrumentalist) can avoid extreme postures and possibly improve the
musical interpretation ” (Dommerholt, 2000). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect
that any design should accommodate the multitude of activities that a musician
engages throughout a performance.
7. CONCLUSION
While most musicians understand the importance of good posture for maintaining
proper technique while playing, many have little awareness of the significance that
chair designs have toward achieving this. Part of the obliviousness stems from the
fact that they often have little control over the chairs they are given to use in
professional venues. They may have a personal favorite for use while practicing,
however the vagaries of an itinerant musicians requires a certain resignation about
the lack of control over the furniture and equipment they are given to use. Humans
are very good at adapting to whatever circumstances they may confront and this,
consequently, leads to a less conscious awareness among many musicians of the
direct link between the form and structure of the chairs they use with the ability to
achieve peak musical execution. That musicians, for the most part, have not even
bothered to consider the chair as an important variable in their ability to play well
says more about their lack of awareness than it does about its relative importance
in overall health and performance.
This research is the beginning of a long-term effort to design, fabricate, and test a
series of chairs with working musicians to assess the viability of the proposed
strategies in a real-world application. While this paper in no way makes any claim
to the effect that a properly designed chair will solve postural deficiencies or cure
systemic pain, it is hoped that a closer examination of the ergonomics of musician
sitting contribute to optimal musical performance and healthful self-awareness.
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NOTES
1. The following questions were asked of each interviewed musician:
a. How often (on average) do you practice/play per week?
b. What is the proper posture for playing your instrument while sitting?
c. Do you prefer to stand or sit when performing/practicing? Why?
d. Do you have any physical ailments associated with sitting while playing
your instrument?
e. How does your seat position within an orchestral setting affect your playing?
f. Do you have a favorite chair when practicing/playing? If so, what do you
like about it?
g. What do you like/not like about the chairs you are typically required to use?
h. Would you consider buying a purposely-designed chair for playing if you
knew it would help your performance and/or health?
i. What characteristics would define an ideal musician’s seat for you and your
instrument?
Questions a through e address the physical aspects and conditions of playing an
instrument while seated whereas questions f through i were designed to elicit
subjective responses as they pertained to the variety of chairs and seats the
musicians were found to routinely use.
2. A three-point survey scale was used to assess the relative importance of
particular chair features for health and performance. Users were asked to rate the
following criteria for seats while playing using a scale of ‘Not Important’,
‘Moderately Important’, ‘Very Important’, or indicating ‘No Opinion’: Height, Seat
Angle, Seat Cushion, Seat Swivel, Back Rest, Lumbar Support, Aesthetics, and
Portability.
3. Evidence for these features is supported with a comprehensive review of all
chairs that are currently designed and marketed to musicians in the U.S. in addition
to interviews with those responsible for specifying, purchasing, and managing
furniture at various musical institutions.
4. Unlike office furniture, for example, there are relatively few manufacturers that
market chairs specifically designed for musicians and they are almost exclusively
promoted for institutional rather than individual use or expression.
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ABSTRACT
Kristin Kuster is a significant young American composer. On the composition faculty in
the University of Michigan School of Music, Theater, and Dance, Kuster has written for groups
ranging from solo voice to full orchestra with chorus. With a background in vocal music, Kuster
has recently written two significant works for wind band, Interior (2006) and Lost Gulch
Lookout (2008).
This document serves as a resource for the conductor of these two compositions by
Kuster. It contains a biography of Kristin Kuster, the genesis of each of her works for wind band,
and a comparison of these two pieces, as it relates to Kuster’s use of timbre, texture, and
harmony. This comparison reveals Kuster’s salient compositional characteristics common to
both pieces and may provide insight to other works by her as well. Additionally, a conductor’s
guide for Interior and Lost Gulch Lookout is included and offers insights to performance from
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the author of this document, the composer, and the premiering conductor of each work—Michael
Haithcock and John P. Lynch, respectively. This document is intended to help facilitate a
successful performance of these two works and to advocate future compositions for wind band
by talented composers. Appendices recount conversations between the author of this document
and Kuster, program notes for each work, specific rehearsal considerations, and a complete
catalogue of her works

INDEX WORDS:

Kristin Kuster, Interior, Lost Gulch Lookout, Michael Haithcock, John
Lynch, wind ensemble, wind band, timbre, texture, harmony
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********
ABSTRACT

This paper analyses the gender politics found in the English adaptations of the life of Joan of
Arc during the British interwar period, with the aim of showing how the cross-dressing heroine
was not viewed as an ideal female citizen in post-war Britain. By analysing the cultural
representations of Joan during this period, the paper attempts to suggest that the concept of a
modern English female citizen was highly gendered. Joan of Arc, who led the French army
against the English in the Hundred Years’ War, was originally considered a French patriot, but,
after she was accepted by the Church—she was beatified in 1909 and canonised in 1920—her
legend traversed national and religious boundaries. Although English writers have long
represented Joan of Arc in literature; for example, Andrew Lang wrote The Story of Joan of Arc
(1906) and George Barnard Shaw won the Nobel Prize for his Saint Joan (1924). However, not
many writers have explored the ‘power’ of her cross-dressing, which was the main reason for
her being sentenced to die at the stake. This paper compares several early-twentieth-century
English literary works on Joan of Arc in an attempt to show how her cross-dressing was
devalued by critics of children’s literature first and then goes on to explore how the possibility
of her being transgender was excluded from the English adaptations of her life.
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Abstract
Computer literacy not only indicates a person’s skill and knowledge in the
computer but also includes a person’s capacity to strengthen his or her learning and
working ability via the computer. In Taiwan, a country where its computer
information is vigorously developed, most students’ are being taught about computer
skills since elementary schools and continues to build their computer techniques in
junior and senior high schools. Nevertheless, the General Education in University
should aim at a broader teaching in computer literacy. Except for a thorough and
deeper teaching of computer knowledge and techniques, it is more important for the
computer literacy course to provide students with the capability of self-learning and
creativity, and the course should also aim at elevating the students’ humanity literacy.
In addition, since the internet has become an important media for communication and
interaction, it is thus important for the course to help and elevate the students’ network
literacy, to inform students the right attitude in using the internet, to avoid them from
breaking the law or being deceived, and to prevent them from internet addiction
disorder that may lead to learning problems, interpersonal relationship problem and
health problem.
This paper will first explain the core ideas of Computer Literacy course in
University and then explore why the course is essential in General Education. Then,
the teaching objectives and methods and the course design will be provided. The
teaching methods and the content of the course given in this paper include: (1)
introduction of computer knowledge and technology with the video aided instruction;
(2) practical computer skill learning in computer laboratories; (3) academic lectures
related to computer literacy: this is to help computer and technology users to possess
humanity literacy.

Keywords: General Education, Liberal Education, Computer Literacy, Network
Literacy, Humanity Literacy
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Introduction
Computer is widely used. Since almost all of the university freshmen know how
to use computers, the General Education in University should not aim at teaching only
one specific knowledge and technique. How to achieve the aim of general education?
How can the course Computer Literacy both incorporate technique and humanity is
worth discussion.
The author’s own teaching experiences and participation in seminars, forums
about teaching the Computer Literacy course have inspired the author to make further
researches on this topic.
This paper will first explain the core ideas of Computer Literacy course in
University and then provide other extensive concepts of computer literacy addressed
by the author so as to reach the aim of General Education (also called Liberal
Education in Aletheia University). Afterward, the teaching objectives and methods
and the course design will be provided.

Computer literacy
In this technological world, a person’s computer literacy is related to his or her
capability to adapt to this information society. Scholars have different ideas toward
computer literacy. For example, Moursund (1976) defines that “computer literacy
refers to a person’s knowledge of the non-technical and low-technical aspects of the
computer capabilities and limitations, and also the understanding of the social,
vocational, and educational implications of computers.” Luehrmann (1981) declared
that computer literacy refers to a person’s ability and experience of using the
computer, including the knowledge about computer hardware, software, and social
ethics. MaSSound (1991) believed that in this computer and information era,
computer literacy is basic and is as essential as the ability to read and write.
Apart from the definitions above, the author declares that a computer-literate
person is someone who is able to learn and use new computer systems and techniques
without much help from others, knows the influence of computer on an individual and
the society, and can have an appropriate attitude and judgment toward computers.
Computer literacy can also elevate a person’s learning efficiency and enhance his or
her working ability and interaction with others. Further detailed explanations are
given in the following sections.

Computer Literacy in General Education
2
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1. The Aim of General Education
In working fields, a person’s working attitude, willingness to learn, general
ability and humanity are all important elements. Nowadays, the aim of General
Education is to train and cultivate a student’s habit and ability for life-long learning,
expressing his or her own thoughts, logical and analytical thinking and so on. In
addition, a student should not only possess professional knowledge but also know
how to make critical thinking, understand his or her own value, and show respects to
different people and cultures.
2. General (or Liberal) Education
In John H. C. Newman’s1 The Idea of a University, Newman indicates that
University is a place for providing general education and training gentlemen. The
gentlemen indicate those who are educated and cultured（Newman 1959）. What
distinguishing an educated and cultured person is not his or her knowledge but his or
her interest in and respects for different people, things and issues. The Computer
Literacy Course in Aletheia University is not restricted to the teaching and learning of
computer skills nor wholly focuses on general education learning. Instead, the
Computer Literacy Course in Aletheia University emphasizes on the combination of
the two, so as to help the students learn how to learn, how to interact with others, and
how to solve problems.

The Teaching Aim of Computer Literacy Course
Computer Literacy Course in General Education has the following three teaching
objectives:
1. To teach professional, technical or practical computer skills, such as how to
use computer information in enterprises. For example, business department
should introduce Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Supply Chain
Management (SCM) or Customer Relationship Management (CRM.)
2. To teach not only professional technique skills but also about how Computer
Literacy Course should play an integrated role across other courses.
3. To elevate and cultivate the students’ literacy humanity within the computer
using environment.

1

John Henry Newman (21 February 1801 – 11 August 1890), also referred to as Cardinal Newman and
Blessed John Henry Newman, was an important figure in the religious history of England in the 19th
century.
3
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The Design of Computer Literary Course
Computer literacy course should not only be a course about teaching the
technical skills but should also combine technology with humanity. The course should
not focus on teaching how to operate the computer systems since students can easily
adopt the skill by following the instructions in the handbooks. This learning can be
assigned as homework for students. In the class, the course should focus on two
aspects: academic and humanity.
According to the teaching objectives given above, the content for this course
(four credits for two semesters) includes: (1) the actual practice of computer skill
(lessons given in computer laboratories); (2) the introducing of computer knowledge
and technology, with digital teaching materials used; (3) giving series of academic
lectures about technology and humanity.
1. Integrated self-learning teaching
Mainly, the content of computer skill leaning includes learning: Microsoft Office
software (Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint, FrontPage and/or Outlook), information
storage, hardware management, digital image processing and PhotoImpact, Web
Design, Internet and Application, and FTP Software introduction.
The teaching content and method should help students develop self-learning and
innovating ability. For example, the course in the classroom can teach students how to
complete a combining work using Word, Excel and Access. The assigned works can
also use this method to let students show their own creativity and learn how to work
and communicate with others.
2. Use digital materials to aid the teaching
The development of computer technology and internet, the role computer plays
in enterprises, the making of computer hardware and software, the development and
threat of computer virus can all use digital materials to aid the teaching and make the
course more interesting. The teachers need to spend more time preparing for the
teaching materials, such as collecting various digital materials and designing topics
for discussion.
3. Lectures for Computer Literacy and Humanity Literacy
Today’s education have a tendency toward professionalized, and this have led to
the result that some people of liberal art background repels and even objects
technology while some other people of science or technology background lack
humanity literacy. It is likely that some students tend to have only a single or even
4
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biased perspective towards certain things. The purpose of general education is to
cultivate the students to have a broader perspective and independent thinking ability.
The idea of designing this cross-field course is to combine the teaching of
computer skills and knowledge with humanity literacy. The aim is to make Computer
Literacy Course into a course that can cultivate the university students to
knowledgeable persons with broad perspective and knowledge, cultured persons with
experiences and socialized persons caring for others.
This paper only provides the following four major perspectives of the series
lectures. The more detailed and integrated series lectures will be provided in future
researches.
(1) Teaching Computer Literacy from Sociology
 The internet has hugely influenced human activity and behaviors, such as
the virtual world have changed people’s life, way of consumption, and
way of interaction with others. Internet has surely provided humans the
space to achieve self-accomplishment; yet, how to properly use the
internet is a lesson worth learning.
 The phenomenon of the new stratification of the society (the inequality of
digital space division between the wealthy and the poor) brings changes
and impacts to the social structure and stratification, such as the new
order of information moral principles and the inequality of digital space


division.
Attention need to be paid on the issues of spreading junk mails and virus
and other ethnic problems.

(2) Teaching Computer Literacy from Humanity Arts
 Using materials from the humanity art field with computer art, music, and
technology, such as using multi-media 3D virtual functions, animation,


PowerPoint and so on art teaching and appreciation.
Combining computer technology and digital technology with arts to
present digitalized humanity view.

(3) Teaching Computer Literacy from the Law





To teach about intellectual property rights (copyright and patent right)
and personal information protection, internet fair trading and contract and
other relating issues.
To teach about judicial problems and standards produced by the virtual
world.
To teach about judicial problems, such as malignantly spreading virus,
5
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patent infringement and violating others privacy.
(4) Teaching Computer Literacy from Ecology
 To teach about how the materials for producing computer devices have
impacted the ecology, environment, and endangered animal species.
 To teach the students to show consideration for the natural environment
and to learn about the soil, air and water pollution during the process of
computer device production, and to teach about pollution prevention,
such as waste classification and recycling.

Conclusion
The teaching of computer skills and knowledge can help students to broaden
their learning field and enhance their creativity. Except for learning the computer
techniques, this course also aims to elevate the students’ learning efficiency and teach
them how to interact with others.
This paper has briefly mentioned about how to elevate the students’ humanity
literacy through Computer Literacy Course and why this course should be categorized
in General Education. In the end, the paper also mentioned the teaching aim, the
design and teaching content of the Computer Literacy Course.
Future researches can design a more detailed and integrated series lectures so as
to ensure that students with high technology skills also have literacy humanity.
Whether these series lectures are helpful for cultivating the students’ literacy
humanity is worth further researching.
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Entry Security: the evil-repelling guardians on the Chinese doorway

Abstract

This article examines the Chinese transformation of their doorways into a rich
diversity of guardian deities and its ripple effects on their social life. Through the use
of textual and linguistic enquiry, it aims to trace the philosophical and imaginative
development of the idea of posting a pair of evil-repelling figures on the door panels
of a typical Chinese entryway, a tradition that is closely related to the long
development of Chinese language and popular culture.

The Chinese Idea of Door

A door,1 by definition, is an opening in a wall with (a) hinged or sliding partition(s) to
allow access from one space to another.2 In Chinese, this kind of opening with one
partition panel is called hu 戶 or men 門, which comes with two panels.3 The idea
of hu and men can be discerned from their pictographic forms, where men
represents a structure consisted of two posts and a lintel with two panels hinged on
each side of the framing, and hu

is depicted as a single-width door entry or door

panel.4 Both types of the door serve as a barrier for opening or closing of an entrance

1

This article has no intention to distinguish the differences between the words “door” and “gate”, as
well as “doorway” and “gateway”. That is, they are treated equally as an entrance or opening with or
without partitions for the purpose of the study of the Chinese door gods.
2
Nikolas Davies and Erkki Jokiniemi, Dictionary of Architecture and Building Construction
(Burlington: Elsevier Ltd., 2008), 119.
3
Xu shen, Shuowen jiezi (Commenting on Simple and Analysing Compound Characters), (Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju, 1978), 247.
4
The pictographs can be dated as early as the Erlitou culture (2000-1500 B.C.). For further
information, see Wu Yucheng, Zhongguo men wenhua (The Culture of the Chinese Door), (Tianjin:
Tianjin renmin chuban she, 2004), 4.
1
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leading to an enclosed space.5 However, it is generally believed that hu is the
prototype of men, and men is an “advanced” version of hu, where the interaction
between the two bears a significant social impact from the early development of
Chinese civilisation.

The Neolithic settlements at Bangpo 半坡 in the Eastern suburb of Xi’an, dated back
to 5600-6700 B.C., may reflect the role of door in the early civilisation of the Chinese
people. A typical layout of these settlements is a passageway leading to the centre of
the building, where a hearth is located. Alongside the passageway, timber poles are
installed to serve as the supporting system of the caojinni 草筋泥 (pise mud),
providing a physical barrier against extreme weather. The installation also creates an
opening with threshold, serving as a doorway to separate the inner space from the
outer space6. A panel made of branches covered with mud would be placed behind the
threshold to act as a door, providing a physical barrier against wild animals and any
other potential threat7. However, the placement of the mud shear “door” can also be
deemed as an implication of a metaphysical defence mechanism, opening to or
closing from a space that has yet to be identified.

Door: an opening or closing mechanism

A door always defines two areas; one before it and the other behind it. This definition,
nevertheless, implies the division of an existing space into two, an interior and an
exterior one, which often convey the idea of an inner and an outer world. That is to

5

Francis D. K. Ching, A Visual Dictionary of Architecture (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1995),
62.
6
For further details of the Neolithic settlements, see Yang Hongxun, Jianzhu kaoguxue lunwen ji
(Essays on Archaeology of Architecture in China), (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 1987), 1-44.
7
Yang, Jianzhu Kaoguxue, 5.
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say, a door can be seen as an opening leading to or a front-end blocking off the way to
another world. Either way, the framing of a door creates a necessary transition or
boundary between two different spaces, one being the physical space which provides
area for human settlements and activities, the other being the psychological or
metaphysical space which arises in the human mind.8

In the physical world, the door is generally regarded as an integral part of the built
environment, serving as a frontier to the path behind, welcoming the invited, and
discouraging the uninvited.9 Structurally, it is set at the very front of a building,
preventing the immediate entry of air, water and pests. The earlier form of this entry
security in China was a single leaf probably made of some weeds, twigs and stalks to
cover an entryway, functioning as a separation between a private space and the public
one.10 This kind of “door” was moveable and fragile; hence, a fixed type was
invented, which placed a panel on special hinges that allowed it to either open
outwards or inwards. This was the prototype of hu, which was meant to zhi 止 (stop)
and to hu 護 (protect) the people in behind.11 Then a variation on hu called men was
generated, which came with two adjacent panels hinged on each side of the doorway
and a bar or bolt serving as a lock for fastening the panels.12 Eventually, a rich
diversity of door types had been developed to meet different requirements, ranging
from residential doors to palace gates with various door locks and security devices.13
8

The door as a gate to a spiritual world can also be found in John 10:9, where it says “I am the door,
by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved, and shall go in and out, and find pasture”.
9
Liu Xi, “Shiming” (Explanation of Names), in Congshu jicheng xinbian (New Collections and
Compilation of the Collectanea), ed. Xin wenfeng chuban gongsi, vol. 38 (Taipei: Xin wenfeng chuban
gongsi, 1985), 418.
10
Wang Shucun, Men yu menshen (Door and the Door-gods), (Beijing: Xueyuan chuban she, 1994), 2.
11
Yang Lin, Xiao erya (Refined Approaching Elegance), (Shanghai: Hanyu dacidian chuban she,
2002), 51 and Liu, “Shiming”, 418
12
Wang, Men yu menshen, 2-3.
13
For further information about various types of Chinese doors, see Lou Qingxi, Zhongguo jianzhu de
men wenhua (The Door Culture in Chinese Architecture), (Zhengzhou: Henan kexue jishu chuban she,
2001), 3-42.
3
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The primary function of these security devices was to guard against natural disasters
and stop the unwanted intruders. However, when the intruding forces were beyond
human understanding and control, a new kind of security mechanism would be
conceived and implemented to the door in order to minimise the potential threats from
the world of the unseen. In this circumstance, a door would be perceived as an
intangible entity, possessing the power to making the connection between the known
and the unknown, the good and the bad, and the living and the dead.14 Consequently,
certain material goods or animals, such as plants, woods, weapons, tiger and rooster,
which were thought to have strong connections with the spiritual realm, were cast on
the doorway aiming to prevent the vicious forces from intruding.15 These
evil-repelling talismans were believed to be the prototype of the Chinese door gods.

From Goods to God

The earliest Chinese door gods were Shen Shu 神荼 and Yu Lu 郁壘.16 They were
said to stand guard at the gate to the underworld.17 The word shu 荼, according to
Yuan Ke 袁珂 (1916-2001), is baimaohua 白茅花 (lalang grass), which is a species
of grass in the genus Imperata, native to east and southeast Asia.18 The word lu 壘,

14

Wang Zijin, Menji yu menshen chongbai (The Consecration of Door and the Worship of Door Gods),
(Shanghai: Shanghai sanlian shudian, 1996), 21.
15
Ibid., 54-82.
16
Yuan Ke, Zhongguo shenhua chuanshuo cidian (Dictionary for Chinese Myths and Legends),
(Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chuban she, 1985), 302-303. However, Shen Hong has proposed that the
earliest door god should be Cheng Qing 成慶 of the Han (206 BC-220AD), see Shen Hong, Menshang
chunqiu: zhongguo nianhua zhongde menshen huyou (The History of Door: The Door Guardians in the
Chinese New Year Picture), (Beijing: Zhongguo gongren chuban she, 2008), 43.
17
Yuan Ke, ed., Shanhai jing jiaozhu (Annotated Classic of Mountains and Seas), (Chengdu: Bashu
shushe, 1992), 482.
18
Wu Tianming, “Menshen wenhua yanjiu” (Research on the Door God Culture). Zhongnan minzu
daxue xuebao: renwen shehui kexue ban (Journal of South-Central University for Nationalities:
Humanities and Social Science), 22, No. 3 (2002), 65.
4
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on the other hand, is the representation of lian 蓮 (lotus).19 Both were thought to be
the symbolic representation of female genital, which was regarded as the most secret,
magical and sacred part of female body that shared the same mechanism of the door.20
That is, a mechanism, which separated and protected the inner space, where a life
could grow and be nourished, from the outer space, where noxious influences were
prevalent. That is why Yellow Emperor had portraits of Shen Shu and Yu Lu made on
peach wood at his doorway to guard against evil spirits.21

Another popular door god, Zhong Kui 鍾馗, who was closely related with Shen Shu,
had his origin from the tool zhui 椎 (awl).22 Zhui was a pointed tool specifically
designed for marking surfaces or punching holes. According to Zhouli (completed
before 206 B.C.), a heavy zhui would be accompanied by a handle named zhong kui
終葵.23 Hence, the people of Qi 齊 would normally address zhui as zhong kui.24
Since the tool was often associated with the ritual ceremony nuo 儺, aiming to
exorcise demons lingering between two worlds, the term zhong kui 終葵 was
thought to have the same demon repelling powers.25 During the Tang dynasty
(618-906), the character kui 葵 was associated with one of the seven stars of the Big
Dipper, kui 魁, and perceived as a celestial deity, possessing the power of warding off

19

Ibid., 65. However, according to He Xin, both characters are the representation of the tiger. See He
Xin, Zhushen de qiyuan: Zhongguo yuangu taiyang shen chongbai (The Origing of the Gods: the
Ancient Chinese Worship of the Sun), (Beijing: Guangming ribao chuban she, 1996), 277. Xiao Bing,
on the other hand, suggests that both terms are ritual objects long being associated with exorcism. See
Xiao Bing, Bixie qutan (Random Talks on the Exorcist of Evil), (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chuban she,
2003), 100-101.
20
Wu, “Menshen wenhua”, 66.
21
Yuan, Shanhai jing jiaozhu, 482-483.
22
Xiao, Bixie qutan, 103.
23
Sun Yirang, ed., “Zhouli zhengyi” (The Correct Commentary and Translation of the Book of Rites
of the Zhou), in Shisan jing qingren zhushu (Annotated Edition of the Thirteen Classics from the Qing),
ed. Zhonghua shuju (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987), 3330.
24
Xu Shen, Shuowen jiezi (Commenting on Simple and Analysing Compound Characters), (Beijing:
Zhonghua shuju, 1978), 123.
25
Xiao, Bixie qutan, 103.
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any malignant influences.26 As a result, zhong 終 was turned into a phonetically
equivalent Chinese surname zhong 鍾, and the awl zhong kui 終葵 was transformed
into a demon queller Zhong Kui 鍾馗, sharing the responsibility of guarding the
doorway.27

From Strange to Familiar

Not only did plants and tools could be perceived as the guardians of doorway vested
with magical powers, some mythological animals had also long been associated with
the keeper of gates, standing guard at the threshold between this world and the
otherworld. Take the Kaimingshou 開明獸 (Beast-Facing-East) as an example, the
fabulous beast was said to locate at the front of Mount Kunlun holding responsibility
for the entry security of the celestial world.28 This strange creature had a body of a
tiger and nine heads, each with a human face, and was closely related to a popular
deity Luwu 陸吾, who was in charge of administrating the nine regions of heaven
and the cycle of four seasons.29

The lion is another “strange” animal that has often been associated with the guardian

26
Gu Yanwu, Rizhi lu jishi (Collected Commentaries on the Records of Daily Findings), (Changsha:
Yuelu shushe, 1996), 1155.
27
Ibid., 1155. However, according to He Xin, the fangxiangshi 方相士 (necromancer) is the
prototype of Zhong Kui. See He, Zhushen de qiyuan, 277. Tongsu bian 通俗編, on the other hand, has
Zhong Kui as an unjustly rejected first class in the public examinations. See Zhai Hao, Tongsu bian
(Compilation of Common Expressions), (Beijing: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1959), 423. It is worth noting
tht there was a marshal name Zhong Kui during the North Wei dynasty (386-534). See Li Yanshou, Bei
shi (The History of the Northern Dynasties), (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Company, 1974), 998.
28
Yuan, Shanhai jing, 349-350.
29
Richard E. Strassberg, A Chinese Bestiary: Strange Creatures from the Guideways through
Mountains and Seas (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 107-108. It is interesting to note
that in Greek mythology, the guardian of doorway is Janus, who is perceived as a god with two faces.
He is capable of capturing the realities of everyday life and creating the imaginary future that is yet to
come at the same time. See Masood Ashraf Raja, “Death as a Form of Becoming: The Muslim Imagery
of Death and Necropolitics”, Digest of Middle East Studies, 14, No. 2 (2005), 23-24. For further details
on Janus, see Marci Tullii Ciceronis, The Nature of Gods (London: Methuen & Co., 1896), 110.
6
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of the gate, especially after its installation in front of Buddhist temples.30 It is
speculated that in one Lamaist allegorical story, Buddha ordered two of his lions to sit
on the pedestals in front of a temple and await his return, so that by obediently sitting
motionless the lions served as a reminder of the Buddhist teaching of subduing the
passions.31 However, the use of the lion motif standing guard in front of an entryway
had its origin from the Tang dynasty, when the Imperial Household Administration
initiated the use of paifang 牌坊 (a kind of archway) as a means of limiting the
urban area occupied by commoners. A fang 坊 (ward) was a residential unit during
Tang circumscribed by imperial authority within the precinct of the capital for easy
access and control.32 Each of these residential units was assigned a name that was
carved on a pai 牌 (plaque) placed on top of an architectural partition consisting of
two pillars with a lintel across the top.33 This architectural element was called a
paifang, meaning a residential unit with a name plaque.34 To secure the archway from
falling, two giant stones with carvings of ferocious animals like the lion or tiger were
installed on both sides of the pillars for decorative purposes and auspicious displays.35
This type of household registration system also had a metaphysical defensive function,
that is, when baleful influences of the unknown were devastating the residential units,
the lion motifs would be able to exercise their magic power to ward off the evil

30

The lion is not native to China and has long been associated with some mythological creatures in
Chinese history. For the “strangeness” of the lion, see Min-Chia Young, “The Lion in Chinese Space
and Social Life” (PhD diss., The University of New South Wales, 2009), 94-114. It is interesting to
note that the Tang dynasty was the time when most allegorical stories associated with the lion as the
guardian of the gate were often told.
31
Collier, Dogs of China, 112.
32
Cheng Zhang, “Yuandai shishi qutan” (The Stone Lion of the Yuan Dynasty), Wenshi zhishi, 207, No.
9 (1998), 49–51, and Jin Qizhen, “Lun paifang de yuanliu ji shehui gongneng” (The Origin and Social
Function of the Archway), Zhonghua wenhua luntan (Forum on Chinese Culture), 1 (2003), 71–72.
33
Zhao Yusheng and Wang Faxin, “Woguo gudai jianzhu zhong de paifang” (Memorial Archways of
Ancient Chinese Buildings), Shaanxi jianzhu (Shaanxi Architecture), 27, No. 2 (2001), 12–13, esp.
note 2.
34
Ibid., 12–13.
35
Cheng, “Yuandai shishi”, 49.
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spirits.36

The tiger has also often been regarded as a strange creature having spiritual power
against evil influences. According to Fengsutong (ca. 175-204 A.D.), the tiger is a
creature of yang, which is capable to subdue and devour demons.37 Hence, having the
image of the tiger placed at the doorway to keep evil spirits away has long been a
traditional practice ever since the Eastern Zhou dynasty (770-221 B.C.).38 Even by
ashing the tiger’s skin and drinking its concoction, or by hanging the animal’s claws
upon one’s body would be able to keep malevolent and demonic forces at bay.39
Moreover, the image of this strange creature was also part of the Chinese totemic
tradition, tackling all the familiar roles of the exorcist of evil and life protector in the
popular culture providing long time service to its beloved patrons.40

The other strange creature said to have possessed the unusual power of yang that was
deemed by the ancient Chinese to be the ideal guardian of the doorway is the
rooster.41 The use of the rooster as the exorcist of evil came from the legendary
Emperor Yao, who received a tribute from the neighbouring country, a mythological

36
For instance, a story in the Taiping guangji (978) has a lion painting in front of a house stained with
blood after the lion exercised its magical power to ward off evil spirits, see Li Fang, ed., Taiping
guangji (Extensive Records of the Reign of Great Tranquillity), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2006), 1609.
37
The tiger was popularly known in ancient China as “baishou zhizhang” 百獸之長 (king of the
hundred beasts). See Ying Shao, “Fengsu tongyi” (Comprehensive Meaning of Popular Customs), in
Sibu congkan zhengbian (Veritiable Editions of the Four Parts of the Imperial Library), ed. Wang
Yunwu, vol. 23 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshu guan, 1979), 59.
38
Archaeological evidences tell us that the use of the tiger’s image as the gatekeeper between this
world and the world beyond was popular during the Eastern Zhou and Qin dynasties (770-206 B.C.).
See Wang Shucun, Zhongguo menshen hua (Chinese Door-god Art), (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin chuban
she, 2005), 5. However, according to Jian Rongcong, it was during the Han (206 B.C.-220 A.D.) that
the practice of having the tiger as gatekeeper became popular, see Jian Rongcong, Zhongguo hu
wenhua (The Tiger Culture in China), (Taipei: Caituan faren dalu jiaotong jijing hui, 1999), 218.
39
Ying, “Fengsu tongyi”, 59.
40
For further details of the tiger’s role in the Chinese popular culture, see Jian, Zhongguo hu wenhua,
especially chapter two.
41
Li Fang, ed., Taiping yulan (Imperial Digest of the Taiping Reign Period), (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1995), 4070.
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being called Chongming 重明, during his reign.42 The bird-like creature was closely
resemble to a rooster and was said to be able to drive malignant influences away if
placed on the doorway.43 Consequently, people started to believe that the placement
of rooster statues or the posting of rooster pictures on the doorway would stop the evil
spirits from approaching the house.44 Later, the rooster’s blood, feather and crowing
were all thought to have certain magical powers of repelling demonic spirits, and the
placing of a rooster statue on the roof would keep the entire building from being the
target of malevolent spirits.45

Curiously enough, even our breath could be perceived as and transformed into door
gods associated with the sacred mission of guarding the entryway. Legend has it that
during the Western Zhou dynasty (1027-771 BC), there lived two ferocious marshals,
one was Heng 哼 (the Snorter) and the other Ha 哈 (the Blower), who were two
general superintendents from two different parties.46 Heng acquired a magical power
from a Taoist priest, which enabled him to emit two white columns of lights from his
nostrils to destroy his enemies when needed.47 Ha was said to be able to store a
supply of yellow gas in his chest and strike and eliminate his enemies with the gas
when he blew.48 The two marshals both suffered from a violent death and were
canonized by Jiang Ziya 姜子牙 as the guardians of the Buddhist temple gates.49

42

Wang Jia, Shiyi ji (Researches into Lost Records), ed. Qi Zhiping (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1981),
24.
43
Ibid.
44
Ibid. Posting pictures of roosters or chickens on the doorway seemed to be very popular during the
Six Dynasties (220-589), see Zong Lin, Jingchu suishi ji (Festivals and Annual Customs of the
Jing-Chu Region), (Taiyuan: Shanxi renmin chuban she, 1987), 4.
45
Chen Bingrong, Jinmen fengshiye (Kinmen Wind Lion God), (Kinmen: Jinmen xianzhengfu, 1996),
138-143.
46
The two marshals were later referred to as Zheng Lun 鄭倫 and Chen Qi 陳奇 respectively, see
Wang, Menji yu menshen, 128.
47
E. T. C. Werner, A Dictionary of Chinese Mythology (New York: Julian Press, 1961), 157.
48
Ibid.
49
Ibid.
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New Spins on Old Ideas

A gatekeeper or a security guard was not a preferable job in the traditional Chinese
society. Theoretically, a gatekeeper or simen 司門 was in charge of the entry security
of the twelve gates of the imperial palace.50 However, in reality, a gatekeeper’s main
responsibility was to open and close the gates; the issues of entry security were
largely held by the imperial guards or armies.51 Hence, the job of the gatekeeper
required no special skills and was often assigned to people with disabilities or
criminal records.52 Furthermore, a gatekeeper had to have an unpleasant appearance
and look mean, that is, he needed to look bad, bad enough to intimidate any
unwelcomed people.53 For this reason, people who suffered from severe punishments,
such as having their face tattooed, nose cut off, limbs amputated, and genitalia
castrated, were the ideal candidate for the position.54 It seems justifiable to say that
the guardians of the gates were used to be the meanest looking people in the Chinese
society and were probably what triggered and inspired the earliest perception of the
Chinese door god, a dark and ferocious-looking guardian.

Typical examples can be found in the perception of the earliest door gods, Shen Shu,

50

Sun Yirang, ed., “Zhouli zhengyi” (The Correct Commentary and Translation of the Book of Rites
of the Zhou), in Shisan jing qingren zhushu (Annotated Edition of the Thirteen Classics from the Qing),
ed. Zhonghua shuju (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1987), 1101-1105.
51
Ibid., 1101.
52
Liji (ca. 475-221 BC), Lunheng (ca. 90 A.D.) and Hanfeizi (ca. 280-233 B.C.) all have records
depicting the positions of the imperial gatekeeper were assigned to disabled people or convicts. See
Zheng Xuan, ed., “Liji zhengyi” (Commentary on the Book of Rites), in Shisan jing zhushu (Annotated
Edition of the Thirteen Classics), ed. Li Xueqin, vol. 6 (Beijing: Beijing daxue chuban she, 1999), 1360,
Liu Pansui, Lunheng jijie (Collective Interpretation of Discourse Weighed in the Balance), (Beijing:
Guji chuban she, 1957), 89 and Liu Qianxian et al., “Hanfeizi yizhu” (An Interpretation of the Book of
Master Hanfei), in Ershier zi xiangzhu quanyi (Complete Interpretations of the Twenty-Two Masters
and Philosophers), ed. Han Geping (Harbin: Heilongjiang renmin chuban she, 2003), 496.
53
Ban Gu, Han shu (The Book of Former Han), (Hong Kong: Zhonghua shuju, 1970), 1091.
54
Ibid.
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Yu Lu, and Zhong Kui. Shen Shu, according to Fengshen yanyi (ca. 1567-1620), is a
gigantic demonic creature with dark blue face, lighting golden cheeks, and a huge
mouth with sharp fang-like teeth protruding from his upper jaw.55 Yu Lu, on the other
hand, has a pale green face with a wide opening mouth smeared with blood, sharp
pointed beard, and a coarse whisker looping around the nose.56 The image of Zhong
Kui, however, is depicted as a large-sized demon, dressed in a green robe and a
tattered hat with one eye half closed and one foot shod; an image that appeared in
Emperor Xuanzong of Tang’s (r. 712–756) dream in which a goblin tried to steal the
emperor’s favourite consort’s perfume bag and jade flute and was apprehended by the
demon queller.57

Another legend about an emperor’s dream appeared in a Ming’s (1368-1644) version
of Soushen ji (ca. fourth century) in which some disturbing goblins were trying to
interfere with Emperor Taizong of Tang’s (r. 626-649) dream and were warded off by
two generals, Qin Shubao 秦叔寶 and Hu Jingde 胡敬德.58 The story gave a brief
description about the awe-inspiring appearance of the two generals standing guard in
front of the emperor’s room saying that they were dressed in full military combat gear
and armed with jade axes, leather-thonged whip, and polished bow and arrows, a
fearsome look that would cause one’s hair to stand on end.59 This legendary story
notably marked the first time that the fearful door gods were associated with real
people, that is, two historical figures were set to guard the entryway between this

55

Xu Zhonglin, Feng shen yan yi (The Investiture of the Gods), (Taipei: Sanmin shuju, 1998), 919.
Ibid.
57
Chen Wenzhu, Tian zhong ji (The Encyclopaedia of Tianzhong), (Taipei: Wenhai chuban she, 1964),
118.
58
Gan Bao, Huitu sanjiao yuanliu soushen daquan (Complete Recording and Illustration of the In
Search of the Supernatural), (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chuban she, 1990), 348.
59
Ibid.
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world and the other world.60 This was also the first time that a civil official and a
military one had worked together, joining forces for the sake of the entry security
between two worlds and the term menshen huwei 門神戶尉, literally “god of the
door and protector of the gate”, was employed to define a space within a space,
separating the indoor security from the outdoor security. What is more in the story
lines is that the strange had become familiar and the imagined had turned out to be
real. Hence, we see the later version of the Chinese door gods, having both a bailian
白臉, literally white-faced, civil official and a helian 黑臉, literally dark-faced,
military officials standing guard in front of the entryway, sharing the entry security on
different levels. The perception of an ideal door god has even gone further to include
images of children, women and old men to emphasise their significants in a traditional
Chinese society, proclaiming their symbolic powers of securing wealth, longevity and
general prosperity.61

Conclusion

The Chinese doors are social products; they can be used as fences or bridges
physically or psychologically. Physically, a door can separate one space into two, an
inner space, where comfort, privacy and protection are sought, and an outer space,
where innumerable hostile influences are expected. The door, in this case, is at once
the barrier against those antagonistic forces and the entrance to those who have a right

60
For Qin’s biography, see Liu Xu, Jiu tang shu (The Old Book on Tang), (Shanghai: Zhonghua Book
Company, 1975), 2501-2503. For Hu’s see Liu, Jiu tang shu, 2495-2500.
61
For stories about door gods associated with children, women and old men, see Shen, Menshang
chunqiu, 212-248, Wu, Zhongguo men wenhua, 108-112, Wang, Menji yu menshen, 124-138, Wang,
Men yu menshen, 196-202, Bo Songnian, “Menhua xiaoshi” (A Brief History of the Door-Pictures),
Meishu yanjiu (Art Research), 1 (1982), 52-54, and Cheng Yi-Han, “Zhongguo qifu menshen ji
xiangguan tuxiang zhi yanjiu” (An Analysis of Chinese Wish-fulfilling Door Gods and the Correlative
Images), (Master diss., National Yunlin University of Science and Technolog, 2010), chapter three and
four.
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or are welcome to the safety zone within. Psychologically, a door can be perceived as
intangible passage bridging the gap between the celestial and terrestrial worlds,
transforming human fantasy into reality, and tackling the sacred mission of connecting
to friendly spirits or demonic entities. The door, in this sense, would be the threshold
of significant gateways through which certain entities must not pass, and beyond
which lie matters into which they must not penetrate, that is, to do so would be
followed by fated consequences, be they gods or demons.62

The forging of a divine guardian in front of an entryway, powerful enough to keep
evil spirits from entering and intelligent enough to seek and bring prosperity into the
house has always been part of the Chinese metaphysical tradition; a tradition aiming
to achieve a peaceful and rational mind and a better life.63 That is why the ancient
Chinese made their door god in different formats and for different purposes. Be it a
facsimile of a real being or an imagined one, it always carried the hopes and fears of
the Chinese people: hope for a better life and fear of the yet-to-come. Insecurity and
anxiety, nevertheless, prompted the Chinese to make guardian figures from goods to
animals and from mythology to history combining real and imaginary events and
characters in order to establish a link between the known and unknown worlds. This
conceptual link, however, was based on the belief that certain material goods or
animals possessed mysterious powers far beyond human comprehension.64 Once
these powers were apprehended, humans would be able to know, control and conquer
their fear and anxiety. They could then foresee the future and gain the path to power
62

John Arnott MacCulloch, “Door”, in Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, ed. Louis Herbert Gray
et al., vol. 4 (Edinburgh: Clark, 1912), 846.
63
Zhao Dunhua, “Metaphysics in China and in the West: Common Origin and Later Divergence”,
Frontiers of Philosophy in China, 1, No. 1 (2006), 30–31.
64
The association of animal and human powers often takes a religious form among certain primitive
peoples, such as in Australia, America and Africa. In Sigmund Freud’s words, this kind of association
provides the basic social structure of these societies. See Sigmund Freud, The Origins of Religion:
Totem and Taboo, Moses and Monotheism and Other Works (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985), 159.
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and dominance, an enchanting fantasy that would always enslave the whole world, not
just Chinese.
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Abstract
Crowding out effect is led by several factors which a community is influenced internal
and external in a span. First, a community may have its collective will to rebuild or
reunite with each other for a communal organisation because of disaster recovering or
industrial transforming. Secondly, when external resources (such as subsidies from the
government or from NGOs) come to a community, they would make a bond between
community members tighter. Thirdly, because of resources competition, community
members would have conflict or non-cooperation among them so that crowds out their
original collective will to recover or transform. Finally, the communal organisation
usually decomposes and members dismisses soon.
However, in this case, we found that although crowding out effect does happen in this
case, community seems to have self-healing capability and then re-organise again.
Through new indigenous technique they named ‘natural farming’ for developing their
own agriculture, the community nowadays appeals more community members to join
in new organisation and promote new technique to other indigenous communities.
Therefore, this study is attempted to detail and analyse the procedure of crowding out
effect during natural farming promotion by theory review, in-depth interviews, and
participatory observation methods. Also, it is important to find the good timing for
suitable external resources coming in to the community.

Key words: crowding out effect, collective action, natural farming, indigenous people,
indigenous community development
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I. Introduction
According to a census in 2011, the population of indigenous people in Taiwan
who live in high mountain areas is 161,4961 (31.6% of whole Taiwan indigenous
people). For those who live in the mountain areas, agriculture is one of the essential
industries. In the past few decades, many indigenes cultivated farmland, applied
fertilizer, and sprayed insecticide (so called ‘conventional agriculture’ or, more
directly, chemical agriculture) to increase the productivity. However, conventional
farming is unsustainable as it damages not only the environment, but also indigenous
farmer health. For this reason, they began to reflect on healthy issues, and tried
to adjust their behaviour to environmental friendly farming operations.
Besides, the incomes of indigenous farmers are lower than the average for a
long-run2. In recent years, the government subsidized certain indigenous communities
to develop organic farming or ecological tourism and expected indigenous
communities will have autonomous rural economy. In addition, some
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), enterprises, or other external resources
inputs, encourage some indigenous communities to combine their cultural features
and the ideas of ecological conservation with local tourism, and bring the chance of
development for these communities. The field site of this study— Quri community,
granted by the World Vision to develop organic farming, is one of the significant
examples.
According to an indication from Thakur and Sharma (2005), the so-called
Organic Farming System (OFS) is a sort of cultivation method producing low-cost
and using natural organic biological input via internal farm and households, which can
replace chemistry or inorganic farming system that are used to enhance agricultural
productivity. This sort of agricultural operation forms ecological friendly and no
polluted environment, balanced ecological micro-environment which is appropriate to
the soil, flora and fauna, and human health who consume the farm products (Fukuoka,
1985; Thakur, 1997;Youngberg and Buttel, 1985; Weerakkody, 1999). When
confronting high-cost, environment pollution, improving public health needed, food
quality and safe agriculture, and other problems, OFS has become an important and
necessary means (Parr et al, 1985; Dahama, 1997; Singh, 2002; Vidal, 1998; Veeresh,
1998). Moreover, Darnhofer (2005) considers that, in the aspect of correlations
1

2

About the detailed census data, please see:
http://www.apc.gov.tw/portal/docDetail.html?CID=940F9579765AC6A0&DID=0C3331F0EBD318C
233E85DA8ACB82355 (retrieved date: Nov 6th 2011). The total population is 2,3124,000 in the
census of 2010. Please see: http://www.dgbas.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=30081&ctNode=2858 (retrieved
date: Nov 6th 2011).
The indigenous family farm income is about 35.1% of average family farm income in Taiwan. Please
see:
http://www.apc.gov.tw/portal/docDetail.html?CID=C5FBC20BD6C8A9B0&DID=3E651750B40064
67FBFD3BD78A1C4C6C(retrieved date: Nov 6th 2011).
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between agriculture and rural area, if farmers change conventional agriculture into
organic agriculture, it promotes rural development.
According to the incentive theory, if people mean to organize themselves into a
corporate group, they have to construct mechanisms for distributing incentives to
members (Barnard, 1938). When external resources were invested into certain group,
they stimulate the cooperation and then bring the best effect of collective actions.
Nevertheless, Frey (1997), Frey and Oberholzer-Gee (1997) indicate that because of
people’s intrinsic motivation, some policies will lead to the results that are adverse to
the government’s expectation. External incentives make people pursue benefits rather
than fulfill their obligations, and it causes incentive crowding out effect. Hence,
external resources often cause conflicts within the community, and even cause the
collapse of existing cooperation (Tang, 2009).
Is the incentive theory applicable to the indigenous studies in practice? In some
cases, indigenous communities make great efforts on river protection or community
development, such as: Smangus community in Jianshih Township, Taiwan, which the
development is based on voluntary collective action to maintain the ecological
environment and improve livelihoods; but in some others, the H village that is located
in Taitung County, Taiwan and near the Central Mountain Range for instance, its
collective action for resources conservation collapsed due to incentives crowding out
effect. What is the good or bad in Quri Community while they promote organic
farming or natural agriculture3? Is there any incentive crowd-out effect happened? If
there is such case, how can indigenous communities adapt to the right direction of
rural development? To answer these questions, this paper applies the theories of
motivation crowding and communal self-governance, and includes three parts of work:
first, this study review motivation crowding theory and collective actions theory;
secondly, via the logic of community collective actions, this study analyses the
transition from conventional farming to organic farming in Quri Community. The
analysis includes the initiation, conflicts, and failure of organic farming. The analysis
also includes the advocacy of natural farming and both the pitfall and the opportunity
it brings to community development; finally, this study explores recent policy
implication of community agricultural development in Quri, and indicates the feasible
way for the future development of indigenous community.
3

To broadly define, in this study, 'natural farming' is introduced from Korea which uses Hanfang to
produce nutrition doses for cultivation without pesticides spray. It is a low-cost, environmental
friendly, and the way of increasing safe food, which the intension is no difference with 'organic
agriculture'. However, natural farming is belonging to community where is progressing traditional
ecological knowledge, communal interpersonal relationship rebuilding, and beyond the current
concept of organic farming. Furthermore, in terms of reality, due to current organic farming
recognition is very strict and also verifying cost is very high so that general indigenous communal
farmers cannot afford the fees. Thus, in order to distinguish cultivation ways, this study adopts
'natural farming' to specify them.
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II. Theoretical review
The mainstream economic theories are deeply influenced by the concept of
“individual behaviors are the consequence of liberty and rational selection” that
assumes “the individual is independent, pursuing personal benefits, and calculating
costs and benefits of actions for achieving the goal of their optimal utility” (Hodgson,
2002). This concept holds a pessimistic anticipation toward the result of collective
actions. Generally it is considered that: “individuals in order to pursue group goals,
contradict individuals’ self-benefits so that bring incentives to defect the collective”
(Teles, 2007). For example, in the discussion of forestry, pasture, and other
common-pool resources (CPR) 4 problems in traditional policy science, the three
models of Hardin’s (1968) the tragedy of the commons, Dawes’ (1973; 1975)
prisoners’ dilemma, and Olson’s (1965) the logic of collective action are often quoted.
These models point out the same conclusion: “individual rational strategy can lead to
collective irrational consequence”. It is the coordination problem in the framework of
non-cooperative game theory. Policy scholars who accept this model give solutions
either ‘national centralized control’ or ‘non-interference market mechanism’.
This sort of strategy, however, has its prerequisite conditions. The consequences
of all privatizations or national controls are not as ideal as expectation, sometimes
even causing or accelerate resources degradation. Therefore, western scholars start
reviewing resources institution theory. Among of them, Elinor Ostrom(1990) begins
with CPR self-governance to discuss the choice beyond private ownership and state
ownership, attempting to seek the answer of maintaining resources sustainability from
local knowledge and then address a new game theory model. In this model, in regard
to CPR use, participants can make force and constraint contrasts that supplementary
choices bring into new game theory framework which makes the primary control of
outsiders transiting to negotiation between two participants. Hence, whilst negotiation
is reached and participants cooperate with each other, the paying entire cost is far
lower than the cost of central control (Ostrom, 1990).
From this point of view, in the process of people adopting collective actions,
rational individuals are not fully utility maximizer. They may also consider others’
benefits and adopt socially or cooperatively rational behavior. However, what kinds of
elements overrule collective actions operating effectively? Knoke(1988) indicates that
in any level of self-governing environmental resources, continuous collective actions
is the premise of institution construction, enforcement, and transformation, and the
maintenance of collective actions depends upon appropriate combination use of
4

Common-pool resource (CPR) is a natural or artificial resource system. The coverage range is huge
and individual increasingly appropriation of resource unit will decrease the storage of resource
system so that it is costly to exclude potential beneficiary who gains resource (but it is not impossible
to exclude) (Ostrom, 1990:30).
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different incentives, including utilitarian, social, and normative incentives. First,
utilitarian incentive means the motivation of actions is because people can directly
control or enjoy the use of private goods; it is similar to material incentive, which
refers to people take collective actions for visible recompense so that economic
incentive is known as the most common one. Second, social incentive means action
motivation is from emotional connection towards others or groups, such as
consanguinity, trust, mutual help, unity and other social relationship, or pursuing
social recognition, reputation, or social status etc.; this kind of incentive is the same as
solidary incentive, which is seeking invisible recompense. In order to prevent future
material incentive change, the best guarantee is strong love or loyal constraint (Frank,
1990; Simon, 1991). Moreover, normative incentive means the motivation of actions
is from observing social norms or pursuing ideal etc., such as informal traditional
norms, formal institutions, religious belief, moral request, and conscious conviction
etc.; this incentive is similar to purposive incentive which is also seeking invisible
recompense (Clark & Wilson, 1961; Wilson, 1989). For instance, indigenes engage in
organic or natural agriculture are based on land ethics or providing healthy and safe
food and so on to collectively join cooperation farm to co-operate.(Table 1) However,
these three incentives are not existing independently and irrelevant. In the contrary,
they have interactive correlation which may be dependent and sum relations, or
exclusiveness and crowding out phenomenon.
Table 1 Categories of Incentives/ Motivations under collective actions
Categories
Intrinsic

Explanations

Social Motives/ It refers to motives of action resulting from regarding to others or

Motives/ Incentives

groups affective bonds, such as kindred, trust, mutual help, united etc.

Incentives

social relations, or pursuing social agreement, fame, or social status
etc.; this kind of incentives are holding social activities and formal
society joining. This category is similar to solidary incentive which is
pursuing invisible reward. For example, people in an indigenous
community are familiar with each other and easier to co-operate
because of they belong to Tayal or the same church communion.
Normative

It refers to motives of action resulting from the respect of social norm

Motives/

or the pursuit of ideals, such as informal traditional norms, formal

Incentives

institutions, religious belief, moral appeal, consciousness of conviction
etc.; this kind of incentives are adopting certain symbolic ceremony to
tell missions that people carry out is to achieve great ideals. Such
incentives are similar to purposive incentives, and are seeking invisible
rewards. For example, indigenous people engage in organic or natural
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farming is based on the perception of land ethics, or for the ideals of
providing healthy and safe food to collectively join co-managed
cooperative farm.
External Utilitarian

It refers to motives of action resulting from individuals pursuing self

Motives/ Motives/

benefits to directly dominate or enjoy private goods; this kind of

Incentives Incentives

incentives are similar to material incentives which means people’s
collective actions are pursuing visible rewards so that economic
incentive (such as money and materials) are the most common form.
For example, the government or non-governmental organizations
provide support to subsidize indigenes for organic farming for
sustainable development.

Regarding to the crowding-out effect, Titmuss’s (1970) blood donation research
is the most primarily one. He compares incentive-based US system and voluntary
arrangements UK system and then discovers that in voluntary system, blood donation
is relatively enthusiastic. He indicates that if pay for blood donors, altruistic donors
contrarily stops to donate. Moreover, Frey et al. (1996) studies nuclear waste
safekeeping problem, finding that whilst people obtain currency compensation,
instead, they are easier to disagree the bill without compensation. Also, Frey and
Götte (1999) learn about in another research, whilst people engage in voluntarily
actions but get extra payment, it is obvious that they reduce to participate in
voluntarily actions. That proves people’s motivation influences their behaviors.
In fact, Frey addresses a pioneering study of crowding-out effects in 1997, which
the theory first differentiates between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. In general,
people are about to do certain self-satisfactory actions for self-intrinsic motivation (ex.
preferences, delights, morality and justice, and ethics) without external incentives.
This sort of satisfaction is probably from two different psychological mechanisms
based on enjoyment or obligation. Enjoyment-based mechanisms refer to under no
external recompense, because of preceding an action and feeling satisfied, such as
playing certain game or finishing a challenge mission. Obligation-based mechanisms
refer to individuals pursuing self-defined aims or the obligation of shoulder social
norms, for instance, the morality of paying taxes and environmental ethics.
However, the government or other organizations often provide external
incentives to strengthen people’s internal motivation behavior or to induce people
follow others’ fine examples (Vollan, 2008). The so-called external incentives, refers
to unfold an activity for self-satisfying indirect needs. It usually involves in monetary
rewards, but is possible adopting other forms, such as depending on the influence of
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reputation to be the signal device of labor market or promoting external controls
(monitoring) on individuals activities. Therefore, external motivation can be said the
base of economical way of changing relative prices, through designed control of
monetary rewards and punishment measures, to make individuals’ benefits
reciprocally identical with collective benefits. Nevertheless, external motivation may
spoil internal motivation, leading social relations to change, that makes originally
good intention and voluntary actions, shifting to quasi market interaction. It
eventually makes people no more devote their time and efforts, which means
incentive crowding out effects appearing (Frey and Jegen, 2001; Vollan, 2008).
In the case of extrinsic motivation, an activity is undertaken in order to satisfy
one’s needs indirectly, usually involving monetary rewards, but that can also take
other forms, such as the reliance on reputation effects, that would serve as signaling
devices in the labour market, or the promotion of external control over one’s activity
(monitoring). Extrinsic motivations can be thus argued to be the basis for the
economist’s practice of changing relative prices, through deliberate manipulation of
monetary rewards and sanctions, in order to bring individual interests into alignment
with collective ones.
Whilst Kreps (1997) discusses the interaction between social norms and
economic incentives, he finds that people’s actions are driven by different motivations
simultaneously. If a staff enforces her/his work without external incentives, she/he
would rationally be explained as delight in working and put her/his wholly efforts.
Once external incentives are imported, she/he would consider that self-efforts are
from these incentives so that abhors necessary efforts. So, when organization
members proceed with collective actions, often because of emphasizing materials and
rational calculated utilitarian incentives, instead, it constrains social incentives, and
even makes normative incentives vanished totally. That is to say, in many collective
actions which are originally based on social incentives and normative incentives to
voluntarily participate organic farming co-operation, once economic incentives or
other utilitarian external incentives are imported, it is possible that some stakeholders
gain their benefits, but, on the contrary, it is also possible that damages some
stakeholders’ benefits and impacts social internal stakeholders’ interpersonal
relationship and social relationship. It reduces social incentives and normative
incentives, and weakens collective actions and ability to institutions establishment
(Dai and Xie, 2007).
Although economists identify with the possibility existence of incentives
crowding out effects in collective actions, such a notion has its in-depth meaning
towards environmental policy design: on the one hand, governmental improper
intervention will crowd out traditional communities’ environmental morale of being
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responsible for maintaining natural resources; on the other hand, the incentives for
individuals overusing resources have to be limited and need to design external
incentive mechanism. However, some scholars study that many communities without
external incentives, still use self-governance method to self-design regulations and
enforce responsibly, and, according to objective situation change, amend their
regulations (Wade, 1987; Ostrom, 1990; Bromley, 1993; Baland and Platteau, 1996;
Yen and Kwan, 2004). Communities can self-organise as well as with ability to learn
and adapt to continually changing environment, which lots of extent depends on trust,
social capital, and external government in what extent to recognize that communities
have their rights to change their regulations. These are the comprehensive design
principle which follows common property regimes for the result of successfully
unfolding collective actions (Ostrom, 1990; Baland and Platteau, 1996; or Agrawal,
2002; Yen and Kwan, 2004; Yen and Kwan, 2004).
Turning over to see Taiwan, crowding out effects unceasingly appear in certain
communal development experiences, invisibly becoming the barrier of communal
development. It is mainly due to inappropriate input of external resources and
utilitarian incentives leads to communal self-governance collective actions vanished
(Tang, 2009). However, in early days, it has Mariqwan5 fish protection as well as
Smangus and Cinsibu forestry protection and industrial development which shows
successfully collective actions in Jianshih, in Hsinchu（Yen and Kuan, 2004; Yen and
Sun, 2008; Yen and Sun, 2009 ） . In this research, nevertheless, during Quri
community’s development process, how does incentives mechanism form? What are
the interactions among incentives? It is to view if there generates crowding out
phenomenon or synergy result? What is the influence when it occurs? This study is
attempting to analyse feasible direction of indigenous communal development via
above ideals.
III. Is it the opportunity or hazard for indigenous agricultural development?
Qalang Quri (Quri Community) is a Tayal community in Yufong Village, Jianshih
Township, Hsinchu County, Taiwan. It is located in a remote place where is in the
river basin of Mrqwang Stream and also belongs to Shimen Watershed catchment. The
residents in the community are approximately 100. Most of them are middle-aged,
elderly people and children. Farming is the main income source. However, they live in
the upstream watershed catchment and current laws restrict cultivation in there,
causing some of communal residents left to seek jobs. The usually referred to as
‘Qalang Quri’ includes 9th and 10th Neighborhood. But in fact, 10th Neighborhood is
Quri Community and 9th Neighborhood is B'nay Community. The research object of
5 Mariqwang means all communities of Mariqwang Groups in Yufong Village or singly means communities nearby Yufong
Elementary School in Tayal language.
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this study is the general called ‘Qalang Quri’ which is 9th and 10th Neighborho
'Qalang Quri' which is 9th and 10th Neighborhood. Realistic residential population of
9th and 10th Neighborhood is 65 and 35 respectively. Moreover, when referring to
broadly defined Qalang Quri Community, it includes 9th to 13th Neighborhood
(Fig.1).

Fig. 1 : The map of Tayal community in Jianshih, Shinchu; ‘Qalang Quri Community’
is located on No 13.
Note: Mariqwan nowadays belongs to Yufong Village; Knazi belongs to Shiu Luan
Village.
In Quri, about 70% populations are farmers, and they are also concern about river
conservation. In the past, communal elites engaging in community ability building
works. During 2000 to 2003, they gathered Mariqwan residents together to make an
inter-communal cooperation via signature on communal conservation convention,
agreeing the regulation of no fishing, shooting, poisoning fish. Besides, they
voluntarily patrolled the river and enforce the regulation. Residents established
10
1
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Mariqwan River Conservation Association to aid releasing and restoring fry as well as
fish protection works. Such purposive incentive is mainly base on members
identifying certain ideas or ideological requests to join collective actions (Clark and
Wilson, 1961). Later, local government saw the excellent protection outcome and then
actively expressed its support, and formally announced the parts of river where to
protect fish. It made banning tourists to fish, shooting, and poisoning behaviors
obtained official approval of government decree. Mariqwan’s fish protection actions
reached to the highest peak in 2003, due to the number of river fry increased
successfully, residents began with the activity for opening parts of the river for
external fishermen.
In the summer of 2003, fee charges of fishing access generated considerable income
for the association. However, because of lack of fair and transparent distribution
regime, it made association cadres pursuing material motivation that they distributed
benefits to their clans and almost caused internal conflicts (Clark and Wilson, 1961).
After 2004 Typhoon Aere, Mariqwan Fish Ground destroyed, related fish protection
activities were also broken down. But some of the people gratified that the typhoon
has reconciled the crisis of community split, which was bless of God.
In order to explain the process of Quri Community in indigenous area via
collective actions to promote agricultural development, except to describe the
experience of river protection in above paragraphs, this study is going to discuss the
process of how the community change from conventional farming to organic farming
and then change from organic farming to natural farming. By the way, we also explain
when external resources into the tribe how the group members act differently. On the
one hand, some of them change their intrinsic motivation and then turn to incentive
crowd-out effect; the other members still uphold the social and normative incentives
and make efforts towards sustainable agriculture.
(1) From Conventional Farming to Organic Farming
In the past, due to unfamiliar to fertilizing cultivation, indigenous cultivated by
the way of slash and burn (also called ‘shifting cultivation’) in different areas in the
community, taking turns to cultivate millets, upland rice, taros, sweet potatoes, millet,
and mountain yam (Acedemic Sinica, 1996; Wang, 2006; Luo, 2009). By the way of
burning timbers, not only brings fertility, but also raise temperature to dispel pests and
decreases acidity of organic acid which is generated from fallen leaves. But this kind
of cultivation needs to be fallow and choose another farmland after soil fertility
declined in regular terms. Geertz (1994) considers that shifting cultivation (especially
comparing to rice cultivation) can appropriately conserve the full framework of
natural ecosystem. Modern anthropologists take shifting cultivation as a very able
cultivation method to sustain ecological balance. Therefore, Tayal people plant with
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alder trees and other local vegetation with rapid growth, to promote soil fertility of
fallow recovering as soon as possible. In other words, this sort of using land
productivity maintains land health, which is known as the request of land ethics
(Walck and Strong, 2001).
In 1960 hereafter, however, with green revolution spreading out all over the world,
it became a fashion in farming expensive input of improved varieties of crops, and no
exception of Taiwan. When imported new cultivation method—conventional farming,
indigenous people started with using chemical fertilizers and pesticides, insecticides,
and herbicides to kill pests and diseases to increase yields. Through conventional
farming brings great success and high yields so that indigenes follow up the
cultivation way all together. For instance, Quri Community residents operated
conventional farming during 1978 to 1988. Communal members used to plant
cabbage with great preference since the technique of spraying pesticides and fertilize
to grow cabbage is not difficult (Luo, 2009). Nevertheless, long-term using chemical
fertilizers in farmland will cause soil acidification, soil degradation; and mass
pesticides spray poisons the environment and human body, and accumulates in food
chain and raises pests’ drug resistance, hinder the land health and violets the land
ethics. Regarding spray pesticides, Mr. Luo, Chin Lan said:
“I got dermatitis when I sprayed pesticides. Because of long-term pesticides spray,
it caused dark spots on my skin. In our community, many people got skin disease...
you may ask Taru Hetay. He was too serious to be in hospital. Later on, we scare
to spray pesticides so that we gradually reduced dosage. Some people... hired
somebody to spray...”
However, in 1988, it is a turning point year for Quri Community changing
conventional farming to organic farming. The preacher - Mr. Luo, Chin Lan (Tayal
name: Dalu) farms in Quri Community for many years by conventional farming. His
wife was diagnosed with liver cancer, colorectal cancer, and pancreas cancer and
doctor said she can’t be cured in any case so that Preacher Luo had no choice but took
his wife back home. Although the situation was very unfavorable, he was through
Tayal utux (the spirit of ancestors) belief and the power of religion, combining with
indigenous ecological knowledge, taking local medical plants, attempting to make
medicine, and adjusting food and drinks. Finally, he incredibly cured his wife.
Preacher Luo told his son, Watan:
“You see the diseases that your mother had… even doctors can’t save her life…
I’m a farmer. How could I cure your mother! I take that kind of plant because the
Holy Spirit told me. I was obedient to follow his words to take what he told me
and then your mother was cured. But, the past two years we were very miserable. I
took medical plants back and cooked directly for your mother. I kept company
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with her to drink but got pain everywhere on my body. We pray all the time and
then the Holly Spirit told us how to cook, with how much dosage. Finally I
understand that more and more prayers made the Holly Spirit telling the secret.”
However, when he recalled the result of diagnosis and forced to give up treatment
on his wife, he realized the deep influence of pesticides on human body. Moreover,
his communal members have almost the same experiences so that he deeply
self-examined conventional farming. It not only poisons customers but also makes his
family at the risk of death. Under these strong normative motivations, Preacher Luo
began to learn organic farming and put his efforts on promotion. He attempted to lead
Quri Community and nearby communities to organic farming (Luo, 2008).
In the beginning of advocating organic farming, on the one hand, local people did
not think it was a great idea and, even satirized to him; and on the other hand, due to
lack of experience, Preacher Luo had no idea how to start that lead promotion work to
be blocked. Frustration made Preacher Luo once wanted to give up his organic
farming promotion work. Besides praying to God and begging comfort from utux, he
actively participated in governmental or non-governmental agricultural workshops,
exerting hard to learn relevant technique and combined with traditional ecological
knowledge to promote organic farming in community. Preachers Luo’s wife recalled
her memory to Watan:
“Your father never stopped agriculture teaching and promotion work since he
operated chemical farming (conventional farming). In this community, your father
is the first one who grew and sold vegetable. He got lots of experiences, … with
your father’s guide, other people can soon grow by themselves. …when we were
operating organic farm, our neighbors laughed your father: “How can it be
successful?” … “There has not many people buy organic food, why do you do
so?” Until your father sent vegetable to Life and Consumption Cooperation of
Homemakers’ Union and Foundation (LCCHU&F), people all envy him. Of
course, it is very difficult to make our neighbors change to organic farming
because it is not easy to do. People with the habit to spray pesticides and
herbicides are hardly changing their way.”
In 1998, for the first time, Preacher Luo went to shepherd in Tayax (fig. 1, No. 16).
He found that parts of followers’ jobs were unstable. Incomes of each family were
limited in relation with no donation to the church. Therefore, Preacher Luo taught
organic farming to followers as well as took followers cultivating and learning in
person. They use Luo, Chin Lan’s name to send vegetables to LCCHU&F, sharing
income with followers. After several years, in 2002, a church follower Lin
successfully joined productive system of LCCHU&F, starting his business. It attracted
outside unemployed followers went back to home to engaging in organic farming.
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Respondent A recollected the process of joining organic farming:
“10 years, ... it was your father taught me. I did organic farming because I think
chemistry do harm to our body, so that I learned organic farming with your
father, ... your father taught me how to use nutrition dose, what kind of organic
fertilizer to buy, and when to grow vegetables. He told me very clearly. If I had
any problem, he no doubt taught me. So the only thing I had to do was following
your father... ”
In 2004, Preacher Luo pursued Mr. Chiang in Tayax Community to cooperate with.
The later knew that Preacher do have lots of contribution to the community so that he
promised to change to organic farming. Passing through two years joint operation, Mr.
Chiang found his organic vegetable marketing channel. In 2008, he got the
certification of organic vegetable. Hence, the advocacy of organic farming in Tayax
Community gained initial success.
Preacher Luo in view of organic farming having been promoted to grow in several
communities after many years, he applied a five years project from World Vision
Taiwan (WVT) in 2005 to establish ‘Quri Community Organic Farm’, expecting the
root of organic farming growing on the ground of Quri. This was a good chance to
advance communal agriculture development. However, nobody knew that part of its
members’ individual utilitarian incentives were beyond net effect which cased by
social and normative incentives that are needed by collective actions. And then
incentive crowding out appears its harmful effect that the crisis of farm cooperation
has occurred.
(2) The Establishment, Conflicts, and Collapse of Quri Community Organic
Farm
In 2005, in the introduction of Preacher Luo, WVT firstly chose Quri Community
in Jianshih, Hsinchu to establish ‘Quri Community Organic Farm’; soon, residents
established ‘Quri Community Organic Farm Association’. The former provides skill
assistant and takes projects through the association, planning to combine community
members’ land view of co-cultivation and share. They adopt joint operation to assist
residents providing safer vegetables and fruits. By means of segmentalizing the
market of conventional farming, it will be better for communal development.
According to community member- Watan Dalu’s memory, in the beginning,
developing organic farming shows the hope of this industry:
“In several residents’ meetings, when negotiating the establishment of the organic
farm, the atmospheres were very well. I’ve never seen any disagreement or
opinions differences (Luo, 2008).”
With regard to the problem of land acquisition, in the negotiation with consensus,
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several communal clans voluntarily provided private indigenous preservation land for
residents co-using. This farm site in the support of the project, built a two floors
factory, storehouse, freezer, and infrastructures. They bought small excavator and
agro-machines, also, laying related electric power and water pipe for farm
management (Liu, 2009).
In the beginning of the association operating, residents were from the same church
and everyone worked together happy and harmonious. It is through communal
collective efforts to do collective actions (Tang, 2009). During this period, residents
through social motivation of co-belonging to the same relatives would voluntarily
participate in farm work. In high interaction density areas, especially in Quri
Community, via Tayal norms of Gaga6 (regulation and sanction) and under pressure
of the same church members, it is easier brought fixed power of constraint.
Furthermore, from normative motivation, Preacher Luo delivered land conservation
and safe agriculture, allowing members to have ideal or expectation together on
organic farming through such identification to join collective actions, and then
advancing joint operation of organic farm.
However, no more than three months, because of unbalanced resources
distribution by WVT in the farm, leads without end internal conflicts. By way of
authors going on the spot practically, found that this organic farm was lack of
management which facilities became old and rusty without operating. Local people
told us though farmland was continually used; organic farming was not overall
operated on the land and even landlord sprayed pesticides. Nowadays, parts of the
land are cultivated by landlords, the rest of land rented to other residents, which loses
the good intention of joint operation. It is worthy to notice that WVT still supports the
farm even if the farm does not operate according to the project and works in the farm
are almost stopped. As we know, due to the 5 year project is close to the due date,
WVT tending to grant fund till the end so that WVT does not strictly examine the
implementation of the project. Originally, there were 12 households with 27 farmers
who registered at Quri Community Organic Farm and the number of household and
people declined as 7 households with 16 farmers in 2006. The introducer – Preacher
Luo, dropped out from the farm. Approximately in 2007 to 2008, the joint operation
of organic farm disappeared (Liu, 2009) .
“We should step down the president (X), … you see he makes the association like
this. Can anyone only benefit for his family? I think… X has never make subsidies
public to us. He often applies money privately. He operates the association by
himself. You can see he hires his family members only.” (Respondent B)
“We must change the president! … He usually took my ID card to copy and said
6

Gaga means wise words from the elderly or social norms and taboos in Tayal language.
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he was going to apply subsidies and we would have some. But did he ever give us
subsidies? … X family often got traffic accidents recently…compensating over
200,000 NTD. His sons continually compensated for traffic accidents as
well. …Our community members said, the thing happened because it was X’s
problem. The association and the farm became his family business… if we are not
Christian, many people with Gaga would report him to the authorities. You know,
the account of the association is like a mess.” (Respondent C)
“You see, the farm becomes his family business… the initial establishment of Quri
Farm, we were the most tired people. We helped voluntarily. X worked in other
place at the moment. But later he kicked us out of the farm one by one. It is
unreasonable. Although X is one of the church elders, I don’t really trust what he
said. … He announced that he’d like to take care of the elders but, in fact, he only
took care of his family. ” (Respondent D)
“I’ve taken my land back. Before that, my land was used by Quri Farm the X
family… for four years. …I took the land because they promised to pay 5,000
NTD rent…several of us lend land to him but nobody get his money… I’d rather
take my land back.” (Respondent E)
From above discussion, it is obvious that after no more than 3 months short-term
operation, due to various kinds of factors, the internal management of Quri
Community Organic Farm is on the confines of collapse. Although it operates,
nowadays, organic farm operation is close to vanishment. Integrating the study
outcome of Luo (2008) and Liu (2009), this study analyzes and sum up as following:
(a) Project failed to fit the Tayal traditional norms:
For the Tayal people, "gaga" is the norms, truth and order passed down by
ancestors that no one can disobey the rules without punishment. In the beginning, the
Quri Community Organic farm was set up and intended to follow traditional norm out
of normative incentives, but the project application was outsourcing due to the
farmers luck of relevant knowledge. Although the project content looked perfect, in
fact, it did not consider the sprit of gaga, the need of community and feasibility. Thus,
when subsidies allotted, subsidies usage usually caused problems; the implementation
of project items, were also suspicious.
(b) Unequal resources distribution crowded out social and regulatory incentives
At first, WVT’s subsidies had salary to hire labor. However, controlling by certain
family and setting their family members into the association, made the association
becoming a family business. It caused resources distributed unbalanced. Other
residents felt disappointed and then went to other communities to join diverse
employment program (Liu, 2009). Luo (2008) also observes the fact that the
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association was partial to family members. For instance, other residents get one day
wage after a whole day work. Nevertheless, the association’s relatives or friends can
get one day wage after only 2 hours or half of the day work. In the long-term, it
caused residents losing their reliance to the association and then left. In other words,
the social and regulatory incentives to initiate organic farm were crowding out by
utilitarian incentives.
(c) The budget was not expended transparently:
The budget of the association was not spent in public so that leads community
members doubting each other and have serious conflicts regarding resources
allocation. In consideration of too brief interpretation of funds expenditure once a year,
residents could not believe so that gradually left the association and caused the failure
of collective action.
To integrate above factors, it is known that the initial incentive for Quri
Community to develop organic farming in 2005, comes from motivations of solidary
and purposive which leads to spontaneously collective actions. At first, communal
meetings made people holding together. Participants considered that as long as
everyone devoted themselves to the community, the goal of ‘co-cultivated and shared
organic farm’ was bound to realize. According to Tang’s (2009) explanation of utility
interaction theory, in a small with frequently interaction society, the individual utilities
are about to be influenced because of socialization and affect others. However, when
external incentive – WVT’s funds coming in, incentive of monetary (material
incentive) crowds out association members’ cooperation intrinsic motivation. In the
situation of benefit conflicts, it leads to members’ leave of the association, causing the
empty of internal association. Internal management and control are easier to be
controlled by some people and then collective actions fail to achieve their goal.
In this case, to reach internal cooperation, ‘fairly distributing benefit’ is the key
of farm existence. At first, in the intrinsic motivation prompting, it excites part of
residents’ collective actions to work in coordination with cooperation. However, when
resources progressively controlled by a few people, the spontaneous incentives/
motivations which advances residents’ collective actions, is possibly crowding out by
external benefit incentive and self-benefit incentive, and then brings about the
collapse of collective actions.
In the situation of farm operation tending to be controlled by a few people (family
business), communal residents do not want to have quarrels with each other because
of belief and communal harmony. Hence, beside left Quri Farm, they also give up to
protest to WVT. However, Liu (2009) discovers that association president leave
facilities in the farm unused rather than share with the people who need. It loses
‘share and co-management’ consensus. Residents unavoidably felt angry with it. They
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said:
“... originally we can support subsidies for promotion in your community...X
(president of Quri association) often goes to our office, I know this person… If I
subsidize you, I wonder when I participating the Congressman election, he will say
something bad on me... you see, don’t you think your Quri Farm becoming a
family business?”(Respondent F)
“It is a pity that WVT funded you so many resources in your community. It’s the
problem of manipulation by a few people. Otherwise, you know that you may
make money.”(Respondent F)
“originally WVT’s case provided several salary positions. But S only arranged his
clans. For my livelihood, I have to go to Lower Tayax[帛那外] community and
joined their diverse employment program.” (Respondent G)
“They (WVT) gave resources to the association but with unbalanced distribution.
After that, there is no intervention of budget and so on. Finally, you see what it
looks like…”(Respondent J)
Furthermore, in the end of 2008, a certain family proposed a project which is titled
“let ‘Quri Community’s’ humanities organic spirit completely developed and showing
traditional knowledge”, applying ‘ShinYi family’ from ShinYi real estate company
and obtained the subsidies (Liu，2009). In fact, however, participants are the same
family who operate Quri Community Organic Farm. Moreover, most of the content of
this project overlapped with WVT project which made people to be suspicious of
repeatedly applying funds. Besides, this duration of this project has been past half a
year but no progress at all. It is questionable of the manager’s ability to implement
and his integrity.
The subsidy from World Vision Taiwan for organic farming promotion was ended in
October 2010; they continued the project but transferred the grant to Tayax
community. The reason why they changed the subject, Respondent Q said,
“I think the resources should be shared among indigenous communities, not just
Quri, … In fact, the performance of organic farming is not correspondent with our
purposes originally envisaged, we want to help all villagers to have work to
do, …that was out of our expectation,… the project conductor didn’t feed back to the
community…”
The development of Quri Community Organic Farm (Association) is quite
contradicted to aim of co-management and the spirit of Gaga to share responsibilities
and cultivating fruits, so the villagers are dismissed from this organic farm. At first,
the imagination of happy and harmonious working as well as all the efforts input
without thinking of the cost is all disappeared because of external economic incentive.
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Owing to part of individuals pursuing maximum profit, it indirectly leads to the
formation of family business. They arrange their relatives and then other farmers who
have the intent of organic farming finally left. The resources input from WVT is nice
but without consideration of the ability to implement and seriously check working
progress. Rashly investment without monitoring brings about irrational situation that
idle facilities are in the farm but subsidies are still coming in. Besides, unclear
account, personnel matters, and farm management without following the project make
direct or indirect difficulties of farm operation. Furthermore, the association president
pursues personal profit, arranges relatives in the farm, and makes farm facilities
unused or burned, which are all against the norm of Gaga –spirits of reciprocally
supporting, sharing, and co-managing. Because external economic incentive crowds
out internal spontaneous incentive and ethic norm, the original intention for Quri
community Organic Farm integrating with residents to jointly develop organic
farming, has been collapsed (Table 2).
Table 2:

The establishment and failure of Quri Communal Organic Farm
Categories
Purposive
Motivation/

Intrinsic

Incentives

Descriptions
In order to promote communal agricultural development, Preacher
Lo and communal members wish to via co-operation to provide
safe and healthy agricultural products for their families and
consumers.

Motivation/
Incentives

1. People who attended Quri Organic Farm were followers in the
Solidary

same church but eventually the motivation collapsed.

Motivation/
Incentives

2. These are the norm of Tayal Gaga and communal members’
co-cultivation and share concepts to the land.
In 2005, external resources were from World Vision Taiwan

External

Material

Motivation/

Motivation/

Incentives

Incentives

(WVT) by Preacher Lo’s introduction. Subsidies lured some
people’s covetousness: stakeholders arranged their relatives into
the association, which caused internal resources, were controlled
by a small group of people, leading to Preacher Lo and other
communal members’ leave.

(3) Natural Farming
Whilst the organic farming following the operation of Quri Community Organic
Farm falls into dilemma, from self-restraint normative incentive, Preacher Luo insists
to engage in organic farming, planting non-poisonous vegetables. With the power of
religion, respect to land ethics, and the display of indigenous traditional ecological
knowledge, the seed of natural farming germinates and roots on the ground of Quri. It
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seems that new green revolution which is different from conventional and organic
farming is springing up.
Preacher Luo went back to community to plant mushroom in early stage. He
changed to grow green pepper due to access foreign mushroom import in 1980. In the
progress of planting, he realized that farmers who practice conventional farming are
very easy to be manipulated by wholesalers. The reason is that farmers put mass
resource and grow large area but not much understanding of the agricultural product
marketing situation. Moreover, because Preacher Luo’s wife got cancer in 1988, he
started to think ethic relationship between human and land. In the past, he sprayed
chemical pesticides and fertilizer not only causing environmental impact and soil
poisoning, but also polluting our body. Preacher Luo recalled:
“Whilst I sprayed insecticides, I wore 2 masks, long sleeves, long trousers, and a
wide-brimmed rain hat. The only aim was wrapping me tight to avoid pesticides
spraying on my body. I usually sprayed under the burning sun so that insecticides
could be absorbed rapidly by vegetables. Now I think of that time... it’s no big
difference with suicide (Laughing)”
Therefore, organic farming becomes Preacher Luo’s touchstone to self-change.
However, the failure of Quri Farm operation, made Preacher Luo who introduced
WVT resources to the community also left. He continued to engage in organic
farming. Moreover, for his faith, religion, and Gaga, he actively found other methods
for safe farming.
Until September 2007, a Korean pastor introduced a Korean professor – Zhao Han
Gui to Preacher Luo. Pastor Zhao opened a one week agricultural workshop at Quri.
During this time, he mainly taught Han Fang fertilizers’ making and usage, the
influence of Han Fang fertilizers to crops, the way of cultivation of natural farming,
and natural methods for chicken breeding. All sorts of brand-new farming methods
enlightened Preacher Luo. Therefore, he and several communal elders decided to go
to Korea to learn detailed natural farming from Pastor Zhao. In November 2007, they
went to Korean Jeju Island to participate Pastor Zhao’s natural farming workshop.
Next, in the following year in March, they went to Jeju Island again. Thery were
trained for one month for learning natural chicken breeding (Luo, 2008). Preacher
Luo recalled:
“Pastor Zhao taught us Han Fang (ingredients are garlic, Chinese angelica,
cinnamon, liquorice, and ginger) five in one nutrition dose. Pastor Zhao said mix
them together and then spray it to crops… he taught this way instead of organic
fertilizer. It’s a very basic course and later I started research by myself. In the past
one year, I found many methods that even Pastor Zhao didn’t teach us. I did it. ”
Natural farming is originally from Japan. Mr. Mokichi Okada is the creator of
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natural farming (INFRC, 2009). He brings out natural farming idea in the mass
production 1950s. He also proposes three natural farming claims: no fertilizer, no
pesticide; seed collection at my back yard; and continually growing one plant in one
place (Chang and Chen, 2007). The cultivation regulation for natural farming adopts
fitting in with sunlight, water, soil, flora, fauna and microorganism balanced
ecosystem to produce crops (INFRC, 2009). The way of natural farming is simple.
Without chemical fertilizer, herbicide and pesticide, and even organic fertilizers
(excrement, microorganism materials, and kitchen waste and compost) (Li and Chen,
2007) is unnecessary. It emphasizes the natural soil fertility (Wu, 2006).
Japanese natural farming spreading to Korea, in the way of cultivation has great
change and innovative ideas. Japanese natural farming upholds no fertilizer natural
way to grow; Korean way is to add Han Fang nutrition dose. Besides, contemporary
Korea praises the concept of ‘the body and soil are not divided into two parts’,
symbolizing our body cannot split from the motherland (Wu, 2006). Korean natural
farming in addition to learn cultivation from Japan, it emphasizes adopting materials
locally. It means Han Fang nutrition dose materials are from local plants, which
implies the concept of ‘consuming locally.’ Furthermore, making nutrition dose must
be in the light of local climate and environment, to make appropriate change. In the
beginning, Preacher Luo learned natural farming for the first time and also language
was another problem so that he only learned part of natural farming. Therefore, he
changed his learning way. He voluntarily became professor’s assistant, to do instead
of listening. Eventually, he learned essence of natural farming (Liu, 2009).
After go back to community, Preacher Luo used Korean materials and methods but
failed so that residents mocked him or misunderstood what he did. Fortunately, he
insisted to do harmless farming, or “eating conventional farming vegetables, is like
spraying pesticides on my face.” He said. Later, he found the Korean material and
methods were only suitable in Korea. Therefore, in Quri, Mount Praying, Preacher
Luo uses his farmland to be experiment site. His 20 family members start to do ‘Luo
Chin Lan’s natural farming’.
His natural farming methods are from Korea but not fixed skills. Besides these skills
and knowledge, he combined Tayal farming and ecological knowledge with natural
farming to settle the foundation. He tries several ingredients such as plantain, herbage,
Chinese angelica, cinnamon, cherry blossoms and so on. He also uses chili to make
natural insecticides to avoid ecological catastrophe of spraying pesticides.
Furthermore, each kind of plants prefers different nutrition dose and its amount, for
fear of hurting crops.
Besides nutrition dose making, Preacher Luo use microorganism as its role of
decomposer in the nature, to deodorize, make compost, make nutrition dose etc.
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Preacher Luo found that use straw and awn to nurture hypha and microorganism can
make kitchen waste not stinking; or put straw and awn with hypha can replace plastic
cloth. This sort of method not only prevents weeds on the ground but provides
beneficial microorganism to crops.
Preacher Luo also attempts to feed natural chicken in his farm. He bought newborn
chicks without antibiotics injections. He feeds chicks with crops from his farm or
some innovative natural material, such as stem of plantain. The farm also provides
running clean water with tiny nutrition dose (Lu, 2009). Chicks grow up without
antibiotics vaccination and artificial fodder. They grow up naturally. A henhouse
always brings stinking, dirty, crowded images into your brain. But in Preacher Luo’s
farm, there is no stench or mess. Even mosquitoes or insects are rare. That is because
they lay the medium on the ground of henhouse which contains microorganism. Their
chickens have obvious good taste comparing to general feeding chicken. Besides,
chicken excrement decomposed by microorganism becomes good source of fertilizer.
Nowadays, Luo Chin Lan natural farm depends on one year project from ‘ShinYi
family’. Because it is a small fund for them, in natural farming promotion aspect, it
relies on Preacher Luo and his family spontaneously teaching residents. For example,
they set a natural farming workshop and arrange family members voluntarily teach
and practice natural farming by turns.
Now, Tayax Community has farmers who have finished learning and start practicing
natural farming. They established several ‘Natural Farms’ and sell agricultural
products outwards (Liu, 2009). Moreover, except to Jianshih communities, more and
more outsiders come from other counties to ask for advice from Preacher Luo. In the
future, Preacher Luo expects that natural farming can not only practice in Quri but
also be promoted to any other communities.
After attempt at Quri Community Organic Farm failed, Preacher Luo in order to
insist growing non-poisonous crops and for religious purposive motivation, these lead
him to grow organic farming continually. Moreover, his family members got cancer
which firms his faith on emotional incentive/motivation. Furthermore, to help
residents who left Quri Community Organic Farm, Preacher Luo teaches them natural
farming without payment. It is a fully altruism behavior. Besides Quri Communal
Organic Farm clans, these several incentives push forward communal collective
actions, leading whole community to gradually effects. Even after ‘ShinYi family’
resources has come in the community, the operation of Preacher Luo’s farm is
progressing with faith. To analyze it, comparing to Luo’s farm, because of external
resources input, Quri farm gradually transferred voluntary work to hired system.
Eventually, in order to grab resources to arrange relatives and then caused residents
left. On the contrary, Luo Chin Lan Natural Farm never have hired anyone. Farmers
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are all his family members and they voluntarily teach other residents natural farming.
That is to say, when autonomous collective actions start up, the coming in of external
resources will lead agents to have competitive relations to limited resources (from
voluntary to hireling relations). The external economic incentive is easy to cause
incentive crowding out effect which leads action to failure. On the other hand, in the
purposive motivation of altruism behavior, the introducing of external small subsides,
with no resources competition relations in collective actions, action efficiency will
exceed the situation of resources competition as former (Table 3).
Table 3 The establishment of Lo Chin Lan’s Farm
Categories

Descriptions
1. Preacher Lo put his efforts to make the community more
‘organic’.
Purposive
Motivation/

Intrinsic

Incentives

2. Korean natural farming leads to a new chance for whole
community.
3. The power of religion and the respect to land ethics make

Motivation/

Preacher Lo and other communal people renew organic and

Incentives

natural farming.
1. People who left Quri Organic Farm continued their cultivation
Solidary

by Preacher Lo’s lead.

Motivation/
Incentives

2. Most of communal members are followers in the same
church.
1. The introduction of Korean natural Farming which made

External

Material

Motivation/

Motivation/

Incentives

Incentives

communal members learning brand-new cultivation method.
2. The supporting project is “ShinYi Family” from ShinYi Estate
Company.

IV. Conclusion
Luo Chin Lan (Preacher Luo)’s case illustrates the process in which Quri
Community’s agriculture progressed from conventional farming, organic farming, to
natural farming (not all of community members doing so but transforming partly and
gradually). After his family member was poisoned by pesticides, Preacher Luo figured
out the problem of his farming methods, invested in organic cultivation and
established the organic farm on the purpose to relieve the community residents from
pesticides. Even though he once hoped that the Quri Community Organic Farm can
help those who share the same idea, he left disappointedly after he saw so many
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disorders in this farm. Finally he changes his practice to natural farming and gradually
accomplishes his ideal.
Although conventional farming is practiced by farmers worldwide with the
phenomenon of mass production which green revolution broadcasts the most, it splits
the relations between human and land by chemical pesticides and fertilizers. It results
in breaking ecological equilibrium and also damages body health. The original
intention of Preacher Luo is to introduce non-poisonous and no chemicals agriculture
for safe planting and safe eating. Nevertheless, because of the inappropriate
intervention of external resources (economic incentive), the voluntary collective
actions faced ultimate test. Quri Community Organic Farm failed within 3 months,
and followed by problems like unclear account, unused facilities, and the quit of
initiators and other residents. They are all the improper result from family business
formation. The phenomenon of motivation crowding appears due to external funds
coming in and driven by self-interest motivation. Individual benefit (or family benefit)
is obviously prior to community members’ collective benefit. The original voluntary
motivation has been gradually crowded out and then vanished by economic incentive.
The motivation of Quri Community Organic Farm that once led residents to make
efforts on common goal is no longer exist.
Under Preacher Luo’s unceasing efforts, natural farming is now having a slight
result. When the master (Preacher Luo) and the objective (other residents) do not have
interest (the external funds and resources input) conflicts (because their status are
equal but not employer and employee), the motivation is not crowded, and it is
possible to produce the effect of synergy (Tom, 2009).
In the series of transformation in Quri Community, the continual process of
Preacher Luo’s and his family’s conceptual changes could be observed: from
operating organic farming to help residents, from the establishment to failure of Quri
Farm, until the introduction of natural farming and its promotion. All above events
show Preacher Luo’s firm faith and religious sentiment. His insistence of natural
farming nowadays attracts many people from other communities to learn this method.
Even though the ratio between natural farming and conventional farming residents
still shows a huge gap, natural farming is growing in number in Jianshih indigenous
area and it even attracts other people from other counties to learn it. It shows
combining indigenous traditional ecological knowledge and social relations with
production and marketing, is the most appropriate industry for indigenous community
development.
In addition to united solidary motivation and purposive motivation, a success of
communal collective actions requires good control and fully resource utilization in
place of disputes by inappropriate resources allocation when confronting external
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governmental and corporative resources input. Besides, the ways of operating organic
or natural farming are worth for the government authorities to follow with. In
particular, Preacher Luo and other residents’ forsaking conventional farming
voluntarily are rare and commendable. Suggestions will be listed as following:
(1) Reviewing the timing and operational mechanism of external resources input
The case of Quri Community and relevant literature tell that, under the lack of
resource allocation mechanism, once external resources is put in and the spontaneous
collective action involves leader and participators’ interest conflict, altruism behavior
and purposive incentive are crowded out and utilitarian incentive is enlarged, finally
leads to failure. Therefore, the government or non-governmental organizations and
other external resources intervention opportunity and operational mechanism have to
be designed ahead to avoid resources scrambling or deriving bias of resource
allocation.
(2) Constructing income distribution and cost sharing mechanism of co-management
in the community
In the process of agricultural development, if the community is based on social
or normative incentives to pursue the maximum profit of resources use, it is relatively
an ideal method; but for indigenous people who are at disadvantaged status, timely
and proper external resources are indispensable. If the resource input is based on the
core value of indigenous land ethics and resources use, and establish fairly reasonable
cost sharing as well as profit distribution institution, material incentive is not going to
crowd out collaboratively collective action incentive. Therefore, this study suggest
that if the community is going to establish organic or natural farming co-management
farm in the future, to construct profits and costs sharing mechanism for basic
consideration in communal subjectivity is the premise of efficient resources use.
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Appendix

Table 4: List of Interview Respondents (Notes and Records are by Lo, En-Chia)
Date

Names or Codes

Ages/Careers/from

Interviewing Locations
9th Neighborhood

C

40, farmer/ Fournei

B

36, farmer/ Fournei

H1

60, famer/ Fournei

Y1

30, farmer /Fournei

D

70, farmer /Fournei

2009.2.22

A

40, farmer / Tayax

Shi-lei Church

2009.1.5

F

40, farmer/ Thyakan

Lo, Chin Lan’s Farm

2009. 1. 5

I

40, farmer/ Thyakan

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

2009.2.13

J

40, farmer/ Thyakan

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

2008.10.19
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2009.4.18

Y2

38, farmer / Tayax

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

2009. 3.05

Yagu Hayung (Lo, 56, farmer/ Shi-lei

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

4.25

Chin Lan’s wife)

6.15
2008.4.25

Taru Behuy (Lo, 56, farmer/ Shi-lei
Chin Lan)

2009.1

E

30, technician/ Shi-lei

E’s house

2009.1

G

36, farmer/ Shi-lei

G’s house

2009.1.5

Y4

57, farmer/ Shi-lei

Lo, Chin Lan’s

2009.4.26

Y5

60, farmer/ Shi-lei

Shi-lei Church

2009.5.25

Y6

37, farmer/ Shi-lei

Lo, Chin Lan’s

2010.7.3

S

44, farmer/ Shi-lei

Quri Farm

2010.11.2

Q

Volunteer Worker for Rural

9th Neighborhood

Farm

Farm

Agriculture Development

2011.2

N

26, farmer/ Shi-lei

9th Neighborhood

2011.4.4

M

32, Hsinchu Mackay Memorial

M’s house

Hospital Care Instructor / Shi-lei

2011.4.9

K

57, farmer/ Shi-lei

9th Neighborhood

2011.4.10

P

50, farmer/ Shi-lei

9th Neighborhood
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Abstract
In Taiwan, typhoon is one of the natural disasters for all the people who suffered each
year on the island. A great proportion of the indigenous people live in mountainous
area or environmental sensitive areas have to directly face serious destruction of
typhoons no matter what crops, mountain road and their communities. Besides,
natural disaster also made huge mudslide and rock flow into Shihmen Reservoir that
shortened the life of reservoir. The harmfulness of natural disaster is the same
problem both to indigenous people and plain land people (general Han people,
mainstream ethnic group in Taiwan). Whilst mass media reported typhoon disasters
each time, public opinion started accountability to whom caused such ‘disaster’ to
shorten the life of reservoir or damage the water and soil conservation. However, who
interprets disaster? Who has the power to interpret?
The government (the nation) interpreted (to the public and politicians) that indigenous
people overused the land so that when typhoon came, mudslide and debris flow
followed immediately. And then governmental policies focused on overused problem
in indigenous reserved land. However, such one-way discourse is obviously unfair to
indigenous people. The government did not clarify 'who' exploited the land and then
caused such disaster. Therefore, in this study, not only natural disaster but also
'artificial' disasters are going to be emerged. By in-depth interview, participatory
observation, and ethnographical methods, disaster can be interpreted by the nation,
maybe by the plainland people, or by indigenous people. But who can tell her/his/their
opinion(s) is/are right? Who's responsibility to the harm and sorrow of disasters
coming? Should not the government (nation) make a just decision making procedure?
This study is going to clarify the power relations and suggests that policymaking, not
only top-down procedure could be adopted but also bottom-up procedure should be
deliberately considered.
Key words: indigenous people, disaster, reservoir, power relations, bottom-up policy
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1. What is disaster?
The so-called disaster is easy to realise when people see, sense, or suffer mental or
property loss (no matter what it is natural or artificial), such as floods, drought, insects
damage, wars, and so on (Chou, 1998). To the macroscopic viewpoint of natural
disaster, it is merely a period of cycle where the landscape turbulence is the nature
self-adjustment to a balanced condition, that is to say no good or bad influence
(Huang, 1991, p.1; Pan, 2005, p.20). Human beings suffer the natural power that leads
to life, property, materials loss so that call such natural cause as natural disaster.
In recent years, because of the huge change of climate, it brings downpour, typhoon,
draught and other disasters. Besides, Taiwan is at Pacific Ring of Fire where
earthquakes frequently occurs, has fragile geology and soil, and invades into
mountainous place by artificial engineering as well as development so that each time
when typhoon, sudden downpour, earthquake occurs, the disaster happening
probability of landslides, debris flows and so on raises higher and higher. Indigenous
peoples live in the buffer zone between the marginal mountainous land and the natural
environment where they also make living and obtain natural resources in such place.
However, is above description the reality to the current public understanding to
‘disaster’? In the following paragraphs, there are three main topics to discuss:
1. How disaster be ‘created’?
2. Who interprets disaster?
3. What can we do when power relations are not equal?
For the long time, people usually think natural disaster as ‘natural’ caused but less
think of that disaster could be mishandled by people (or, to be clearer, a powerful
agency – the government) so that causes another disaster. Following paragraphs are
the process.

2. How Disaster Be ‘Created’?
The Shihmen Reservoir (See Figure 1) is built in 1985 where the watershed and
its catchment area cover Fu-shin Township in Taoyuan County and JianShih Township
in Hsinchu County. The main function is for irrigation, electric power generation,
water supply, flood prevention, tourism etc. Due to typhoons invade year by year
which led to serious debris flow, landslide, and landslip happened in Shihmen
Reservoir upstream area. Such disaster made turbid water and deposition, and then
caused water supply shortage so that the public, the government, and mass media
unitedly to make accountability to “who causes the disaster?” Thus, the Council of
3
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Indigenous Peoples, Executive Yuan made the report: “Shihmen Reservoir and Its
Catchment Management Project1- Step 1 Project: Catchment Conservation and
Regulation 1: Land Use Management- Indigenous Reserved Land Conservation
Programme”.

Shihmen Reservoir

Fu-Hsing Township,
Taoyuan County

Jianshih Township,
Hsinchu County

Figure 1 The range of Shihmen Reservoir and Its Catchment
Source: Shihmen Reservoir and Its Catchment Management Project, WRA
1

Shihmen Reservoir and Its Catchment Management Project. See
http://shihmen.wra.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=38347&CtNode=6526 (Retrieved Date: 15th Nov 2011)
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http://shihmen.wra.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=38347&CtNode=6526 (Retrieved Date: 06th
Nov 2011)
This report indicated that disaster happened in Shihmen Reservoir and its
catchment, two third should impute to natural disaster but one third should impute to
human-made disasters (policy, department executing effects, land development etc.).
In this report, overused slopeland is considered doubled landslide effect. The
overdevelopment in catchment area made serious outcome. The changing landscape
of high mountain engineering discarded soil, slide land, river land regulation is less
than the effect caused by mountain road development and hydrological change.
Every time when disasters happened in high mountain area and caused huge
damage, indigenous people are always blamed and criticised as ‘destroyer of the
forestry and mountain’. The government, the public opinion, and mass media
collectively accuse indigenous people for their overuse of land. Such issue in Taiwan
has been lasted for a long time so that caused indigenous-Han Chinese people’s
conflicts and misunderstanding. However, is the ‘slopeland overusing’ the simple and
just answer to blame some group of people’s fault? It is necessary to see the
background of the disaster and in-depth conflict behind.
Indigenous people live in Taiwan for thousand years. 31.15% of indigenous
population2 lives in fragile mountainous area. In such condition, they directly faced
typhoons coming year by year, avoided fragile soil and rock falling, and built their
own communities. People, who do not know the context and history of indigenous
people’s dwelling strategy, usually comment that indigenous people should leave the
forestry and mountains to let the nature take a rest3. Such opinion has no sense of
responsibility neither attempting to know the facts nor trying to realise indigenous
people’s life.
Under current capitalism invading, indigenous people cannot help themselves but
follow the operational logic of market economics. It is not easy to see whether been
‘modernization’ is a good or bad thing for indigenous people. However, it is
affirmative that, under the pressure and government, the public opinion, and the mass
media, the mainstream voice makes no space for indigenous people to defend for
2

The total population of indigenous peoples in Taiwan is 518,829 (2.25% of the total population in
Taiwan). Among these people, there are 31.15% (161,593) living in mountainland townships and
25.44% (131,965) living in plainland townships.
http://www.apc.gov.tw/portal/docDetail.html?CID=C5FBC20BD6C8A9B0&DID=0C3331F0EBD318
C2808308C8D244806C (Retrieved Date: )
3

Typhoon Morak caused huge damage and life loss so that people believed that if indigenous people
left the land they live, the forestry and mountain would protect well. See:
http://www.libertytimes.com.tw/2009/new/sep/2/today-o1-3.htm (Retrieved Date: Nov 14th 2011)
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themselves. Disaster is existed undoubtedly, but also be specifically imputed to
certain people. Namely, disaster is created to fit in with certain people’s preference
but ignored other people’s suffering and the truth.

3. Who Interprets Disaster?
So long as the government considered the cause of disaster happened in
indigenous area, how to solve the problem happened in indigenous area became a
huge problem to the government. Disaster happened in indigenous area where it
located in the mountainous area of upstream Shihmen Reservoir. In order to cope with
the public opinion and mass media, the government decided to tackle land overuse
problem in indigenous area. Therefore, ‘restoration group’ is established for solving
the problem of land overuse.
What is ‘restoration group’? It is based on “Shihmen Reservoir and Its Catchment
Management Project: Conservational Programme on Indigenous Reserved Land in
Shihmen Reservoir and Its Catchment”. The duration of this project is from 2007 to
2009. Ministry of Economy and Council of Indigenous Peoples are central
government who conduct this project. Taoyuan County and Hsinchu County
governments are local government to manage this project. They commissioned Chiayi
University as the Project Management Centre. Fu-Hsing Township and Jianshih
Township are local government managed by Taoyuan County and Hsinchu County to
enforce and summon restoration group members. The total members are 250 people
hired and all of them are indigenous people. 200 people are in Fu-Hsing Township
and 50 people in Jianshih Township (CIP, 2009)4.
What are restoration groups do? Their main task is to investigate and report overused
or illegally used land in indigenous reserved land. Also, one of their tasks is to
reforest and control illegal quarrying, fishing, poisoning fish, or logging (CIP, 2009,
pp.64~65; see table 1 restoration group’s tasks). In Shihmen Reservoir, here is 22,480
hectare indigenous reserved land and 786 hectare among the land is overused.
Table 1 Restoration Group’s Tasks and Working List
Working Items and Range

Basic Duties

1. Investigation on overused land and illegally used

1. Township Office: is responsible for passing

land by GPS technique

Project Management Centre and townships’ tasks to

2. Processing forest land investigation on limitation

restoration group members.

of use

2. Group (team) leaders: ：

3. Instruction and review meeting of Indigenous

(1) Control restoration group members’ daily

4

The number of restoration group reduced from 250 to 120 in 2010, including 85 people in Fu-Hsing
Township and 35 people in Jianshih Township.
6
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reserved land laws

working state and contact with township or Project

4. Wholly afforestation on public land, overused

Management Centre.

land, and illegally used land

(2) Plan daily working placement.

5. Fish Protection and investigation of illegal

(3) Plan teams’ daily working list.

quarrying, fishing, poisoning fish, hunting etc.

(4) Control and manage teams’ daily route.

6.Assisting indigenous community preventing

3. Team leaders and team members: restoration

disaster and road fixing

group members should truly sign and write daily

7. Patrolling for woodland and forestry protection

work report each day. Team leader should master

on indigenous reserved land

weekly working process and collect all document

8.Manageing forestry products that were stolen and

and then send to township office.

returned
9. Investigating cultivation, deforestation on
reserved land without permission
10.Assisting fire extinguishing and banning fire
striking
11. Managing illegally used reserved land or
overused land
12.Reasonably using the land and preserving water
and soil
13.Promoting conservation concept on reserved
land to local residents
14. Other events maybe harm for the forestry or
natural resource
15. Tasks officers temporary asked to do

Source: CIP, 2009, pp.19
http://www.sumendam.org.tw/show_news.asp?myType=d&p_id=58
（Retrieved Date: 100.3.13）
As the government listed such a long list for restoration group members to enforce
‘overused reserved land reporting’ and also ‘forestry patrolling for illegal land use,
illegal fishing, and illegal deforesting’, it seems clear that the government believed
that there must be ‘something wrong’ on indigenous preserved land. However, did the
mainstream voices of government, the public, and the mass media give indigenous
people to explain what they were doing at that time? In fact, no chance for indigenous
people to explain but a lot of information implied disasters and water supply shortage
were caused by those people who dwelled on mountainous area. Restoration groups’
establishment resulted from the ‘imagination’ and one-sided interpretation from the
mainstream voices without both sides’ communication and negotiation. Therefore, it
is very clear to see ‘who’ interprets disaster.

7
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4. How disaster be reproduced as more disaster?
The government established restoration group attempting to solve land overuse
problem on indigenous reserved land. Restoration group also reported many results
such as overused land corrected documents back to the local government. Under the
three years project, generally the public might think such effort worked to maintain
water and soil on mountainous area and efficiently ceased indigenous people’s
overuse. When the final report has been produced to say all works were done and had
good results, the positive side was shown as restoration groups’ achievement. Or, the
achievement was made by the central government who well-conducted the whole
project. It is necessary to realise: what is the negative effect of the investigation and
reporting after restoration groups swept across indigenous reserved land? Did such
investigation and reporting make some sort of harmfulness to the indigenous residents?
Following step is to analyse the effect from the enforcement of restoration group.
(1) Investigation and reporting of the overused land seriously influencing
indigenous community life
A. Law related to land overuse and its punishment influencing indigenous
empowerment to live
According to Article 25 of ‘Slopeland Conservation and Utilization Act5,’ it says:
“The operator, user or owner of slopeland that is utilized beyond prescribed limits will
be requested by the municipal or county/city competent authority to rectify the
situation within a specified time period. Failure to conform to restrictions within said
time limit will subject the operator, user or owner to the punishments mentioned in
article 35 as well as to the following: 1. Where the slopeland for lease, for sale, or
registered with tillage is publicly owned, the right to rent, purchase or tillage will be
terminated or revoked, and the land will be recovered for other disposal. In the event
that the land is for sale, the land price paid will not be returned. 2. Where the
slopeland being loaned or allocated for utilization is publicly owned, it will be
recovered by the authority originally owning or managing the land. 3. Where the
slopeland is privately owned, utilization thereof will be suspended.” This article
clearly defines behaviour that could be fined and punished on slopeland. However,
indigenous people argued that:
“Land category is according to average land slope to decide. If here has a piece of
a land, half of the land is slopeland and others are plainland. How do you
5

Slopeland Conservation and Utilization Act. Please see:
http://law.coa.gov.tw/glrsnewsout/EngLawContent.aspx?Type=E&id=52 (Retrieved Date: 04 Nov.
2011)
8
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categorise the land depending on relationship between you and categorising
officers. If your relationship is good, the land would be categorise as dry farmland,
otherwise be categorised as forest land.”
~Informant B06
In article 20 of ‘The Indigenous Peoples Basic Law’6, indigenous people’s right
to collect natural resource is their basic empowerment which states: “The government
recognizes indigenous peoples’ rights to land and natural resources.” Indigenous
fishing, hunting, cultivation, and yearly religionary rituals have to be recognised by
the government instead of laws or regulations adapting to whole citizens. Although in
article 347 which apparently asked for extra legislated regulations for completing
whole laws set that may clearly define which part should be indigenous reserved land
and traditional territories so resource using is fine, three years passed and almost no
legislated or amended regulation has been done with regard to this article.
B. Investigation and Reporting with fine making indigenous people stressful and
fearful
`
Generally, fine is a relatively easy way to cease illegal development in
inappropriate places. Under such legal management, indigenous people may follow
rules to avoid exploitation to the forest and mountain. However, informant B04 said:
“My cousin was informed to be fined 60,000 NTD dollars (about 2,000 USD) by
the court. We both have economical difficulties so that my cousin was helpless but
finally applied to pay by instalments.”
~ informant B04
“Punished or fined people had psychological fear and anxiety. Some of them even
had the thought of committing suicide or melancholia. Some families cannot
afford such huge fine so that they cannot live normally. Their children cannot go
to school. Community members’ relationship breaks as well.”
~informant Y01
“One of the elderly was fined 60,000 NTD. He is very sad and does not know why
it is wrong to cultivate on his own land. He is very poor and wretched. Elders
under such condition, only thought of suicide comes into their minds.”

6http://www.apc.gov.tw/portal/docDetail.html?CID=74DD1F415708044A&DID=3E651750B4006467
D4B40DD3AC1D7378
7
Article 34 said: “The relevant authority shall amend, make or repeal relevant regulations in
accordance with the principles of this law within three years from its effectiveness.”
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~informant B07
Informants’ description depicts how indigenous people been threatened by highly
paid fine. Here has an income gap between indigenous people and Han-Chinese
people8. Also, statistics data do not show the whole truth because plainland and
mountainous indigenous peoples have different surroundings to earn their living. Most
of the indigenous people who live in high mountain area engage in agriculture or
tourism that income generally lower than plainland people. In this case mentioned by
informant B04, 60,000 NTD is a huge amount for indigenous people to pay. Once
restoration group members found problem on overused land, reported illegal events,
and fined indigenous people, indigenous people cannot afford the fine but difficult to
live, or even wanted to commit suicide.
(2) Reporting illegal affairs ruining relationship among indigenous community
residents
Restoration group members are basically composed by indigenous people. One of the
reasons why indigenous community residents do not like these investigators is that
part of restoration group members are relatives, friends, or other acquaintance.
Informant B03 said:
“Restoration groups’ work is authorised by the government to investigate, which
is the same as Japanese colonial policy- ‘use barbarians to control barbarians’.
This is very harmful to the relationship between community residents. I doubt if
it is necessary to hire restoration groups?”
~Informant B03
Moreover, informant Y01 explicitly explained why community residents did not
like the unfair investigation and reporting:
“…it is the fair or unfair problem. In fact, community residents are all overusing
the land but only restoration group members have rights to decide whom they
want to investigate and report. That is why some people argued why they only
came to my land and ignored other’s land where is overused for more than 10
years.”
~ Informant Y01
8

Han-Chinese’s yearly income is 587,892 NTD (18,588 USD) in 2010. Indigenous peoples’ yearly
income is 497,000 NTD (15,717 USD). Please see:
http://www.dgbas.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=14616&CtNode=3566&mp=1 and
http://www.tipp.org.tw/formosan/news/news_detail.jspx?id=20110117000016 (Retrieved date: Nov.
17th 2011)
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It is possible that restoration group members favoured some people. Or they were
under pressure and achievement pursuing by governmental officers so that did not
fairly enforce their tasks. The supervision unit (ex. CIP or the central government)
should wholly monitor restoration groups and local government to avoid unfair
investigation action to indigenous community residents.
(3) Inappropriate Afforestation
Cypress (Chamaecyparis formosensis), Stout Camphor Tree (Cinnamomum
kanehirai Hayata), Green Maple (Acer serrulatum Hayata), Formosan Sweet
Gum (Liquidambar formosana Hance), and Ring-cupped oak (Cyclobalanopsis
glauca) are tree species what indigenous people are willing to grow but far from the
expect of Forestry Bureau. In fact, Forestry Bureau offered Chinese Rain Tree
(Koelreuteria elegans) and Indian almond (Terminalia catappa) . Indigenous people
asked for tree species for economy use but Forestry Bureau gave tree species for
landscape. Chinese Rain Tree as an example, however, such tree species cannot adapt
to high mountain climate (CIP, 2009，pp.86). It shows that Forestry Bureau is
unprofessional on tree species selection.
Besides, the reward for afforestation is low so that not enough incentives to
inspire landowners to afforest on their indigenous reserved land. According to CIP’s
report, afforestation each hectare for 20 years only rewards 600,000NTD (20,000USD)
on slopeland, which is far lower than afforestation in plainland. Also, plainland
afforestation rewards 2,400,000NTD (80,000USD) where afforestation on slopeland
does not gain extra reward. Informant A02 who belongs to restoration group said:
“If the landowners agree, we would assist to grow trees and apply for the
afforestation reward (20 year later and then get 600,000NTD). …However, many
landowners do not like to grow tree because they grow up too slow. If the
Forestry Bureau can offer more species of trees, landowners would be willing to
afforest.”
~ Informant A02
Another restoration group member mentioned:
“Most of the overused slopeland are orchard (in Jianshih Township) and so does
in Fu-Hsing Township. My friend is one of the members of restoration group and
said most of the problematic places were peach orchard.”
~Informant A03
From informants’ words, most of the overused land is used as orchard. Highland
11
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orchard is almost the life of indigenous people. Once the overused land is reported
and forced to afforest, indigenous people are separated from their means of livelihood.
(4) The collapse of indigenous traditional knowledge
In Tayal society, Gaga is the foundation which connects to all the Tayal social system.
It is “the discipline inherits from ancestors” which deeply practices in ceremonies or
daily life; likewise Tayal people’s essential culture and social base (Wang, 2006,
pp.170). Whatever Tayal people engaging in agriculture, fishing, hunting, marriage,
funeral, religionary activities and so on, Gaga is everywhere in Tayal society.
Mlahang is another Tayal language refers to not only manage something but take care
of something. This word implies Tayal social interaction and feedback nature that is
different from the contemporary sense of ‘management’ (Yen, Luo, Chen, 2010).
However, the governmental policies nowadays such as slopeland conservation, water
and soil conservation, reservoir governance, afforestation etc. impose on indigenous
peoples instead of believing indigenous traditional ecological knowledge (Lahuy,
2008). Informant A03 said:
“I remember my granddad told me that we have to treat our land as well as
treat our lives. If we lose the land, we also lose our lives. … we cultivate for a
period of a time and let the land takes a rest for another period.”
~Informant A03
The word ‘Mlahang’ honestly reflected by informant A03’s description. Tayal
ancestors told their offspring to cherish their land and treat the land as their lives.
‘Management’ and ‘taking care of’ are the spirit of cultivation on Tayal’s farmland.
Moreover, it shows deeper land ethics of Tayal. In the past, conventional agriculture
was very harmful to the land and health; fortunately, after his wife got cancer and
changed by religionary power, currently he gave up conventional agriculture and
transformed to organic agriculture gradually.
Correspondingly, the government attempted to investigate overused land and then
asked restoration group to assist afforestation and so forth without comprehensively
realizing indigenous traditional knowledge. Such policy enforcement is weakening
and twisting the internal ethics of well-behaved sanction, which is also part of the
indigenous traditional knowledge. Whilst the law or public power invade indigenous
traditional knowledge gradually, indigenous people are not only difficult to rely on
their land but also difficult to claim their rights depending on traditional knowledge.
To sum up, above problems made indigenous people live in threatening and
fearful environment that even suffered no less than disasters ever came. The
12
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government’s enforcement, although it is basically good to maintain the water and
soil on mountainous area to protect the reservoir, huge disaster reproduction caused
by negative enforcement way that made indigenous people feeling exploited by the
restoration group and the government. Governmental policies cannot decide only by
officers who sat on chairs without personally see and realize the mountainous
problem and also, the most important, indigenous people’s living rights.
Policymakers cannot only visualize what kind of policies that meet political or public
needs (an explanation or consolation?), but also take bottom-up opinion as essential
policymaking objectives.

5. Better Way to Solve Problems of Power Relations between
Indigenes and the Government
The power from the government and the power from the indigenous peoples are
not equity. Power flow in such situation is a one-side voice that forces the other sides
to follow and no feedback to the government. Restoration group, as the deputy of the
government, enforced a series of overused land investigation and reporting, assisting
afforestation, instruction of precautions before disaster etc. for avoiding the reduction
of Shihmen Reservoir’s life and water supply to fulfill plainland residents’ needs. As
this study unveiled, indigenous peoples’ voices did not take as policy suggestion but
received a one-side enforcement. How could we solve the inequity of power relations
between indigenous people and the government? Some suggestions are as following:
(1) Policies that considering and respecting indigenous people’s traditional knowledge
Under Tayal’s Gaga disciplines and their understanding to land ethics, indigenous
peoples’ knowledge should not be buried under ‘rational and strong’ science
discourse. Indigenous knowledge is that science cannot control or realize all the
things existed so far in the world. The leakage of scientific knowledge rely on the
infilling of indigenous knowledge. ‘Mlahang’ as the spirit to manage and to take
care of the land challenges scientific correction. It is to say not all scientific or
engineering ways are wrong but the government depends on engineering mind to
decide most of the disaster affairs. To respect indigenous knowledge and to realize
the relations between the land and human is possible to achieve win-win situation.
(2) Interaction replacing punishment
Restoration group investigated and reported the one who did not follow the law or
regulation. The following effect of policy enforcement results in overused or
illegal use problem solving, afforestation, and land category and so on. It seems a
positive effect after investigation and reporting. However, indigenous people
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suffered psychological stress and fear to be punished and also experienced the
break of relatives or friends relationship. Illegal cultivation is not really illegal
because their ancestors cultivated in mountainous area for thousand years. The
regulation of law is only legislated in recent decades. Indigenous people may ask
why ancestors’ wisdom passed down for thousand years but soon became ‘illegal’
to cultivate on their own land. The government must think of indigenous peoples’
livelihood first and then think of law or regulation amendment for indigenous
people. How? The government has to interact with indigenous people actively
instead of total top-down policy forcing indigenous peoples to follow.
Communication is very important that once the government is willing to give up
officialism but open-minded to communicate with indigenous peoples. Thus,
indigenous may think that the government is sincere to deal with their concern and
worry.
(3) Bottom-up disaster governance
The policy is generally ‘blind’ to holistically concern all of the issues. Indeed, it is
not necessary to blame the government but still need some people to tell the
government to amend a relatively better policy that not only policy contained but
also contained local peoples’ opinion. Bottom-up is the way to collect local
peoples’ participatory opinion, give their voice, and tell the government what is
not really appropriate to local circumstances. In such way, power relations become
more and more equal no longer biased and lead to win-win situation.
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Appendix
Table 2: List of Interview Respondents (Notes and Records are by Luo, En-Chia)
Date
2008.10.19

2009.2.22

Names or Codes

Ages/Careers/from

B04

36, farmer/ Fournei

Y01

30, farmer /Fournei

A02

40, farmer / Tayax

15

Interviewing Locations
9th Neighborhood

Shi-lei Church
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2009.1.5

B07

40, farmer/ Thyakan

Lo, Chin Lan’s Farm

2009. 1. 5

B04

40, farmer/ Thyakan

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

2009.2.13

B06

40, farmer/ Thyakan

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

2009. 3.05

Yagu Hayung (Lo, 56, farmer/ Shi-lei

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

Lo, Chin Lan’s

Farm

4.25

Chin Lan’s wife)

6.15
2008.4.25

Taru Behuy (Lo, 56, farmer/ Shi-lei
Chin Lan)

2010.7.3

B03

44, farmer/ Shi-lei

Quri Farm

2011.2

A03

26, farmer/ Shi-lei

9th Neighborhood

Source: author assorted.
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The rebirth of Taiwanese traditional salt industry settlement culture and
public space：The Case of Qigu and Beimen
Sub-theme: Architecture
Liang, Chia-mei1 and Chen,She-Ming 2

Abstract
Since May 2002, the entire Taiwan salt-making industry had stopped production and
became a history. The traditional way of salt production was based on human power by
evaporate brine under the sun and collected by machine, however since the laborer
consciousness and rise of wages, the production cost increase progressively. Such
circumstance force the salt industry suppressed the local production and turn to rely on import
and industrial reforming that caused the salt industrial settlement ought to confronted with a
dramatically change.
A traditional industrial raise mass of low social stratum labor force and also breed belief,
technology and knowledge of an industrial. It will also construct the collective remembered
and collective approval to sacrificial offering and other additional activities, such as
cultivation. This kind of local cultural event and the form of public space forced to accept the
non-willingness industrial transformation has been intervened and take over by government
department to develop the cultural creativity industry according to the government routine
development pattern and protocol. Such replacement causes the salt industrial settlement and
their plentiful industrial cultural and potential resource to accept another type of unwillingness
settlement and life pattern. They must adjust their new life pattern to cooperate with industrial
regeneration development planned by the government to supply the demand of tourism,
entertainment and leisure public space. This research studied two salt industrial settlements,
Chigu and Beimen Village which were located at the south-west of Taiwan. Based the result
of cases study, we discovered some hidden and delicate cultural related with the public space,
therefore this research aim to discover the new cultural and reuse pattern of new space among
the villager and tourist, furthermore based the observation research we attempted to discuss
the new attitude and value of local cultural and public space.

Research theory: Architecture, human geography, cultural anthropology
Research technique: Electron particle materialization research
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Teaching Subtractive Editing: A Process-Oriented
Approach to Documentary Construction
By David Tarleton
Department of Film & Video
Columbia College Chicago
When teaching film editing for non-scripted material, it can be difficult to
synthesize a concrete approach that can be systematically taught. One challenge
when utilizing existing texts on documentary making is that chapters on editing
often involve making a “paper cut,” a technique I will argue against in this paper,
or contain a vague recommendation about finding a structure without presenting
a substantive, step-by-step methodology.
It is often the case that the documentary editor finds him or herself in the
position of principal writer of the structure and content of a documentary.
Unscripted films and television, particularly those employing the techniques of
cinema verite, usually involve large volumes of filmed material, often without an
obvious organizing structure. In this paper, I will present a teachable, systematic
method for developing the structure of non-scripted programming by
categorizing the material during the Selects stage of editing, even before the
formal process of assembling shots together begins, allowing for filmmakers to
organically discover their story.
There are two ways of thinking about constructing an edit. One is what I call the
“additive” process, and the other I call the “subtractive.” The dominant way to
cut is additively. Going into the edit, the editor has a specific idea of what they
are trying to make, usually from a script or a “paper cut” that they are given, and
their job is to shape the footage into an approximation of that script, whether in
narrative or documentary. They add the pieces together into a predetermined
form.
The alternate method is subtractive, where the mass of dailies is taken, and all
the counterproductive material is removed until the cut presents itself. It is a
more organic method, which attempts to let the footage tell the editor how it
wants to be used. In some ways, it is like a sculptor chipping away at a block of
marble, and removing all the parts that aren’t the final film.
Walter Murch, in his seminal work on editing “In the Blink of an Eye,” refers to
editing as “cutting out the bad bits.” In many ways, this subtractive technique of
multiple selects passes helps identify what those “bad bits” are, so that the editor
can more clearly find the way to organize the “good bits” together.
A systematic, methodical approach to this subtractive technique is what I outline
in this paper.
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Paper Cuts
Because of time constraints, most unscripted, verite-style productions farm out
the work of post-production to multiple people. There may be a post supervisor,
post producers, loggers, story editors, assistant editors, and editors. As an
extreme example, on Reality TV shows, for instance, a kind of assembly line
technique is commonly used. Loggers will transcribe descriptions of what’s on
every tape. Then story editors and producers will use these logs and
transcriptions to create a “paper cut,” where individual transcribed lines may be
actually cut out and arranged together on paper, or in a word processor, to create
a outline for the structure of the first assembly of the film. Then assistant editors
string out, or roughly assemble that “paper cut” on a timeline. Only then does the
editor get involved in the story structure of the episode.
This is done primarily for reasons of time. There are only so many weeks
available to cut an episode, and so the man-hours required to figure out the
general structure are shared between many people. However, it means that the
person who is actually cutting together the episode, the editor, is coming into the
story process quite late, has to become quickly familiar with the material, and
won’t know what else was shot.
The loggers and story editors have knowledge of the footage that is essentially
lost to the editor. Many man-hours are spent previous to the editor getting the
paper cut, but the editor only gets a list of scenes to include, without any
familiarity with the dailies. The loss of that knowledge means that the editor is
working a little bit in the dark as to what the rest of the footage is. The cut will
not be the best it can be, because the editor won’t even be aware of what he or she
is not including.
Using a “paper cut” can speed up the process because large quantities of material
can be gone through faster than real-time, and if they are assembled with proper
time code, even an assistant editor could assemble those pieces together quickly.
However, there are real downsides to this practice. If the “paper cut” is created
solely from transcripts, without the producer or story editor actually viewing the
footage in question, then they are assuming that what the interview subject said
was actually what the transcript claims that they said. This is often not the case,
as stumbles, “uh” and “er” and mumbled words can make interview lines useless
that seem to be perfect on paper.
The other option is for the producer, editor, or story editor to be viewing the
footage, and making notes about time code for the pieces that they like. This is
far more useful, because they can more accurately evaluate the quality of any
particular piece of footage when they actually watch it. However, this creates a
doubling up of labor. That footage is going to be watched once through by the
producer making notes, and then a second time by the editor following the notes
to execute the paper cut. Additionally, it can be difficult to keep all the individual
pieces in mind to help figure out an order than makes sense.
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The alternate to this assembly-line method of editing non-scripted programming
is to allow time in the post-production process for the editor to become the true
auteur of the final structure. By allowing the editor the time to thoroughly and
methodically go through and sort out all of the footage that was shot before
constructing a cut, generally the cut will be better, and the filmmakers can be
confident that none of the “good stuff” has been missed by a rushed story process.
It allows for a consistent vision to emerge out of the hands of the artist who is
working at the non-linear editor (NLE), and not have so many of the largest
decisions be made by committee.
The benefits are multifold. While the process takes more days, it will generally
take fewer man-hours, all told. By having separate people who focus on structure
and on executing that structure, there is quite a bit of doubling up on work.
Because there are fewer man-hours total, this method becomes cheaper.
Additionally, the editor and other filmmakers can feel secure that the cut they
create is the best cut possible out of the material, and that some great piece of
material hasn’t been overlooked, which is quite possible using a paper cut.
Before I go on, I’d like to give a little historical context as to why the “paper cut”
became such a popular tool. Before the invention of digital non-linear editing
systems (NLE), like Avid or Final Cut Pro, documentaries shot on video had to be
cut on a linear deck-to-deck editing system, and it made a lot of sense to
outsource some of the structural work to a step before the editing happened.
Making extensive adjustments to a cut required copying the footage to a new
tape, which caused generation loss and took additional time. If the cutting was
done on film using a flatbed editing system, moving shots and scenes around was
cumbersome and time consuming.
However, in the present day, with the ease of use of powerful non-linear editing
systems, the work of structuring a documentary can be done entirely inside the
NLE, essentially eliminating the need to use a “paper cut.” Instead, the editor can
sort through the dailies thematically and structurally, allowing an organic
structure to come out of the selects process. It may not be the fastest way to cut –
a “paper cut” may still result in a faster cut – but it will result in a better cut, one
that utilizes all of the dailies in a more thorough manner. Using “paper cuts” is
an outdated technique that evolved before computer software allowed filmmakers
a technique more organic and integral to the way that films are edited now. In
much the same way that writing a novel out longhand before typing it into a
typewriter made sense before the invention of the word processor, so using
“paper cuts” made sense with earlier editing technologies.
Instead of focusing upon a paper cut, I suggest instead to use a thorough system
of selects, where all of the dailies are sifted through, and organized either
thematically, or by whatever other organizing principal the filmmakers agree
upon. This technique may be most appropriate to feature documentaries, which
don’t generally have the extreme time constraints that television documentaries
and series often do. It is cheaper and better, but not necessarily faster.
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First Pass: Select the Dailies onto Category Timelines
When one watches shots out of context, they have a different meaning than when
one watches them up against other shots in a scene. What Eisenstein and
Kuleshov demonstrated in the early 20th century was that the meaning of a shot
has everything to do with the shots that surround it. When just looking at dailies,
the viewer may have intuitions about which takes or moments are the best, but it
is not until one actually sees them against the other shots in sequence is it
possible to tell what works best. A moment that seems perfect in dailies, out of
context of an edit, may seem artificial or forced when cut into a scene. A moment
that seems like nothing in the dailies can break hearts when edited together with
the right shots around it.
By having a selects process that allows for these revelations to come out
organically and naturally, the actual process of editing together individual scenes
will be accelerated, will be of a higher caliber and be essentially a bit closer to a
fine cut. Many of the choices that are usually made after a scene is cut together
are now being made while selecting the footage, and additionally, it keeps options
open for the editor longer as the scene is cut together.
To begin, the editor should view the dailies and take notes. This can be done with
the director and producer as an actual session of “Dailies,” where the production
staff views what was shot the day before. Alternately, the editor can efficiently
use the time when they digitize the dailies into the NLE. By viewing this footage
as it goes into the system, the editor can make notes about what the material is,
and notate big recurring themes and ideas. I suggest ingesting all the footage
shot, with each tape being a single clip in the NLE. Hard drive space is cheap
these days, and it will save a lot of time down the road to have all the footage at
the editor’s fingertips.
At this stage, the most helpful things to be looking for are theme and story. What
are the story beats? What are the overarching themes? Who are the main
characters? What are possible organizing principles?
By the end of capturing the footage, it would be helpful to have a list of large,
overarching organizing principles. What are the scenes? What are the specific
topics? What are the themes? These topics and ideas will ultimately become the
sequences, scenes and pods of the final piece. Many will obviously jump out
while watching the footage, while others will become obvious later throughout
the process. The editor and producer can always adjust, combine, split and
otherwise change these during the process, but it is helpful to have some kind of
sense of what the sequences of the final piece are.
Broadly speaking, knowing the elements ought to be a bigger concern than
exactly the order that these elements are combined into. What the categories
ought to be depends entirely on the kind of film the filmmakers are making. It
may be that the scenes are “Day 1,” “Day 2,” “Day 3,” etc. It may make more
sense to construct the film thematically, as we did on the documentary “What
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Babies Want,” which I produced and edited. There the sequences were “The
Consciousness of the Infant,” “Bonding,” “The Hospital,” “The Experience of the
Father,” and so on. On a film like “SuperSize Me,” it would be some combination
of the two, where the individual days would be one organizing principal, but also
themes, such as “advertising,” will become pods. The important thing is to see
what the broad elements are, knowing that they can always be refined later.
These decisions ought to be made in collaboration with the producer and
director. Presumably they had ideas during the development and shooting stages
about what their intentions were about the film they were shooting, and it is
probable that the editor will start with whatever topics and themes that the
producer and director thought they were exploring from the beginning. Most
likely, based on what footage they shot, the editor will be adding to or subtracting
from their original intention. The goal ought to be to make the best film that can
be made out of the footage that was actually shot, and not merely attempt to
artificially shape it into a preconceived idea of what they thought they were
making.
Once this has been done, the editor can then go through all of the footage
systematically, and organize it all into these categories. On a Final Cut Pro
system, this can be done quite easily, by creating a timeline for each of the topics.
Then, the editor will start on tape 1, work through all the tapes, and edit any and
all usable material onto these timelines.
I tend to suggest being generous in making selects at this point. If there is a
paragraph of interview that has pieces that will be useful when edited together,
don’t do the fine cutting yet. Maximize productivity by going through this selects
process efficiently. The more one gets distracted by starting to fine cut, the
longer it will take to get through this selects process.
While doing this, the editor may discover that one topic is really two, and that it
is necessary to add another timeline. They should add it. If they discover that
there are too many categories, they should feel free to combine some. Let the
footage be the guide.
It may also be possible, and even helpful, to watch the footage at high speed.
Interviews need to be slow enough to understand what they are saying, so
probably don’t view it at more than 2x speed. B-roll, where really only the picture
is used, can be scrubbed through much faster.
If a clip can possibly be used in several different topics, I suggest cutting it onto
each of the topics where it might be used. We are not cutting together an edit of
the film yet; we are just categorizing all the usable material, making selects.
There’s time later to make sure there’s no duplication of footage.
Each timeline in FCP can only have 12 hours of footage, so if there is a lot of
material for a particular topic, there may be multiple timelines for the same
category.
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Pass 2: Refine the selects in each of the Category Timelines
Once the footage is sorted into categories, then go to each of those category
timelines, and start refining the footage into scenes, sequences and pods. There
will, in many cases, be hours and hours of footage on each timeline, but the editor
can be confident that, most likely, the scene or the pod is somewhere in amongst
the footage on that timeline. It is like cutting a series of short films, where the
selects are the dailies for each of those films.
With the selects on each timeline, the editor should pick one of the categories to
start on, and begin to go through the footage systematically to find the best
material for that topic. By having all the material together for only one topic, it
will become exponentially easier to determine what the best footage is, because it
will naturally be juxtaposed with the other selected footage around it.
Go through the timeline, and then select out the best footage. I suggest cutting
and pasting it to a different part of the same timeline. The reason for doing it this
way is that by leaving a skeleton of the footage that was not used, the editor can
go back later to find additional material, and know confidently that they are
looking at only material that had not earlier been selected. If the editor simply
uses the “match frame” function to look for additional material later, then they
are looking at an entire tape, and it isn’t always easy to tell whether or not they
are duplicating footage that they have already used. By having a “skeleton” to
pick through, it becomes far clearer whether or not this is the case.

Pass 3: Cutting the Scenes and Pods
I suggest finding the best material on the timeline, separating it out, and then on
the third pass, the editor can start thinking about the order to put the footage
together.
Each topic, scene, or pod should, in and of itself, have a beginning, middle and
end, and tell a story. So, the editor should think to himself or herself, what is the
best material to introduce the scene or topic? How does the pod build? What do
we build to? What is the climax? And, finally, how do we get out and conclude?
At this point, the editor ought to be fairly familiar with the material. They have
watched the footage they are cutting 3 times by now – first as dailies or while
digitizing, second when they made selects onto category timelines, and third
when they selected out the best material from each category.
This pass, it is helpful to think about what they are doing as cutting a radio play.
Worry about the script being created. It’s like writing a comic book, first the
writer has to write the words, before the artist goes in and draws the pictures.
Take the same approach here. Figure out the audio track – who says what, and in
what order – before worrying about exactly what picture is on top of that
dialogue. That way, the structure and underlying story can be created and agreed
upon by all parties before the editor spends extensive amounts of time fine
cutting the picture and adding b-roll.
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In fact, I would suggest making this “radio play” edit on each of the sequences,
particularly for interview intensive material, and cutting them all together as a
first assembly, before worrying too much about picture.

First Assembly
Structurally, films follow a three-act structure: with a beginning, a middle and an
end. The first and third acts are each ¼ of the runtime of the final film, and the
second act is ½ the runtime of the final film. Within those acts, the film is
further broken up into sequences, scenes, chapters or pods. We have used the
selects phase of the editing process to help us organize our dailies to fit into what
will become our sequences, chapters or pods.
At this point, we have gone through each category timeline as I’ve outlined, and
cut together the story of that topic or scene. Once that’s done, it can be helpful to
use 3”x5” index cards, and write a title or description of each scene, sequence or
pod on each card, and put them up on the wall to help visualize the flow of the
entire film. Move the cards around, until they add up into the story the
filmmakers are intending to create, and then cut and paste the material from
each of those scenes onto a new timeline that becomes the first assembly.
The scenes and pods should follow the traditional story arc: introduce the topic,
build to a climax at the beginning of act 3, and then resolve. If making a film
about a boxing match, for instance, that match would appear structurally at the
beginning of act 3 as the climax.
Watch this assembly. It will suddenly become clear what works, what doesn’t
work, what scenes are in the wrong place. Watch it with the director and
producer, and get notes from them. Adjust the cut accordingly.
There are essentially two ways to use the material from the category timelines.
One is that each of those timelines ultimately becomes a scene or pod in and of
itself. That’s usually the most common. However, it may be that some of the
topics are best served by being integrated and threaded throughout the film. Say
there is a timeline that has a b-plot about one of the secondary characters
wanting to buy a car. There are 3 major components – he wants to buy a car, he
goes car shopping, and he brings the car home, where his wife hates it. It may be
that this b-plot works well as its own sequence, but it may be that it works better
by taking the first, second and third acts of this sub-plot, and using them during
the first, second and third acts of the film as a whole. So, during the first act of
the film, we see the character want to buy a car, during the second act of the film,
he goes shopping, and during the third act, we see him bring it home. This
technique of threading can also work for themes or other topics, as appropriate.
Figuring out how to construct the structure of the film by finding an order for the
various scenes or pods depends on the intentions of the film itself. In “Film Art,”
Bordwell and Thompson refer to several principles of organization, or forms,
which can be used to structure a film. The narrative form is used to structure a
film based around a story. Using categorical form, the film surveys different
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categories of things under a broad topic, without telling a story. The rhetorical
form makes an argument by giving examples to persuade the viewer. The
associational form links various images, sounds, and actions through analogy,
contrast, or metaphorical connection. These forms can combine in a single film.
If the film is intended primarily to be narrative or story telling, then the best
order for the scenes or pods is the one that presents the story in a logical order.
That may be in the order that the events occurred, or by using an order different
from real-time, to tell a greater truth. Either way, it ought to be constructed
similarly to a scripted narrative film by establishing character and conflict, and
building to a climax, which then resolves. Merely because a film doesn’t have a
script doesn’t mean that it can’t follow the same structural rules as scripted
narrative films.
If using the categorical form, the structure would involve organizing the pods or
scenes to explore a series of things all from a topic. Generally there is some large
subject that organizes the overall form of the film, and then each of the pods or
scenes is a different category within that topic. If the film strictly used the
categorical form, we could see, for instance, the host of a travel show visit a
country, and then each pod would explore different aspects of that country’s
culture. But it is possible to combine this with the narrative form, so a film could
involve profiling different people involved with boxing, and tell each of their
individual stories. The order should be the one that tells the overall story of the
film best. It should start out establishing the rules of the film, build to a climax,
and then resolve.
If the film is rhetorical, then the principal intention is to persuade, and so the
order should be the one that makes the argument the best. What is the status
quo? What has happened that needs to be fixed? And what is the solution? This
can be combined with narratives, as when particular individual stories are used to
illustrate the argument.
Films that use the associational form, like “Koyaanisqatsi,” are based around
more metaphorical connections. Even if making a film that is abstract like that,
using the selects process can help develop and find those connections, which can
be combined with the other forms as desired.
Once the structure has been agreed upon from the First Assembly, now the time
has come to illustrate the story. The editor can go in with b-roll over interviews
and coverage in the scenes, to smooth out the edits and tell the story visually. By
holding out on this step until after the First Assembly, it means there will be less
time wasted going down structural paths that get abandoned. Write the script
first, make sure it works, and then illustrate it.

In Conclusion
As an effective pedagogical approach to documentary education, I suggest using
this systematic, methodological approach to editorial construction. The student
filmmakers focus on using an extended Selects process before a First Assembly of
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a documentary, following a system that facilitates finding their film structure
through a repeatable process. The editing instructor gives students a positive,
step-by-step approach to making creative decisions, freeing budding filmmakers
to focus on the content of the film they are making, sure that this technique will
aid them in structuring the best film possible.
What I am suggesting is that it is helpful to figure out first which materials we are
going to use to tell the story. Second, we figure out which of those materials are
the best at telling the story we are trying to tell. Third, we figure out an order for
those elements within the scene or pod. And finally, we figure out how to order
all of the scenes and pods together to best tell the larger story.
By working from small picture up to big picture, the editor doesn’t get caught up
in how overwhelming it is to edit down, say, 100 hours of dailies into a 1 hour
program. Instead, by following this system, the editor is constantly making a
series of small choices that end up adding up into the final film.
Which is not to say that the editor shouldn’t be aware of the big picture. All of
those small choices must be made with the big picture of the intention of the film
in mind. All of the individual trees together add up to create the forest. This
technique simply gives the editor a place to start, and a direction to go towards,
with the confidence that all of the good material has been given a chance to
contribute to the film.
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Title: Blogging Homelessness: Writing, Recognition, and Citizenship

This presentation describes a blog written by four men who were homeless in a western Canadian city in
2010. The blog was an attempt to promote communication between homeless people and the domiciled
public, to assert the agency of homeless people, and to promote social integration through their
participation in public discourse about homelessness. The bloggers explicitly set out to engage in civic
action. In doing this they positioned themselves as advocates and therefore citizens—people with the
right and responsibility to describe the “realities” of homelessness, critique existing social structures,
take part in public dialogue about homelessness, advocate for change, and stand up for homeless
people. This was a subject position that was not previously available to them. The blog project is an
example of “lived citizenship,” citizenship as active participatory practice, and a way to achieve what
Nancy Fraser calls a politics of recognition.
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A Definition of Technology in a Hybrid Environment of Engineering
and Design
Richard Fry
Associate Professor
School of Technology/Industrial Design Program
Brigham Young University
265 CTB
Provo, UT 84602‐4206
rfry@byu.edu
The Bachelor of Fine Arts, NASAD accredited ID program at Brigham Young
University has the unique distinction of being offered by the College of Engineering
and Technology. More than a decade in this new environment has brought
continual re‐definition and clarification of the Industrial Design program itself, as
well as clarification about what design is and how it fits into (rather than conflicts
with) the world of engineering and technology.
Though the engineering college is very supportive of the ID program and students,
the engineering administration has obvious difficulties in understanding and
recognizing the value of technology itself (and therefore its activities) when looking
at it through their own self‐referencing framework.
In this environment of confusion over two potentially SIMILAR disciplines
(engineering and technology), it is difficult to create an additional framework that
highlights the relevance of a fine art major (Industrial Design) existing in the college.
By describing and combining the background assumptions that run through the
continuum that is Science, Engineering, Craft/Implementation, Design, and Art, this
paper will attempt to create and clarify a unique position that Technology can thrive
in beyond the dominant engineering model that drives the college administration.
This new position should also provide justification as to why an ID program can
exist and thrive in an engineering‐based School of Technology.
The Three Circles – Creating a model for discussion.
Applying the rhetorical themes of Ethos, Logos, and Pathos to product design has
shown itself in previous research as a way to understand and promote
interdisciplinary work teams. It continues to serve as an effective filter through
which to view various other themes concerning Design and Product Development.
Here, it serves as a foundation at an attempt at understanding the relationships
between Art, Science, and Business, which could then help locate and understand
the concept of technology.
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This basic model for discussion is:
EXTERN AL VALIDATIO N
Peer Review
The M arket
Government
Social Sector

ETHO S
(viability)

LO GO S

PATHO S

(feasibility)

(desirability)

O RDERED KN OW LEDGE
W HAT we know
Systematic Exploration
Science
Engineering Sciences

EXPRESSIO N
W HO we are
Humanities
Art and Culture

FIG1
Three‐circle model
Circle 1: LOGOS ‐ Ordered Knowledge – Physical Feasibility
Logos is Logic. It is ordered knowledge. This is how we see, analyze, and make
sense of our physical world.
The most familiar incarnation of this circle is Science and the scientific mindset. It is
the dominant view in the “ordered knowledge” circle. In a very broad sense, science
is:
“A systematic activity to acquire and order knowledge of our physical world in
the form of testable explanations and predictions.”
This is the circle where we define, deduce, investigate, experiment, document, strive
for repeatability, and extrinsically archive this knowledge for later retrieval. This
circle represents WHAT we know.
Circle 2: PATHOS – Expression – Emotional Engagement
Pathos is Emotion. It is the force that motivates us to action. Pathos is how we react
(or make sense of) to what we see and experience in the world. These acts of
expression are labeled as Culture, which is the collective expression of Attitudes,
Values, and Behaviors.
The most familiar incarnation of this circle is Art, which can be defined as:
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Activities that seek to clarify the Human Condition, specifically through
creative works that stimulate or engage the senses, intellect, or emotions.
The term “Art” refers to the entire field of human expression, which includes
literature and the language arts as well as the visual and performing arts. Also
known as the humanities, it represents the efforts of people to coax meaning from
knowledge and discovery. It is WHO we are.
Efforts in this circle are often speculative, critical, or use “abductive” reasoning.
Circle 3: ETHOS – Viability – External Validation
Ethos is the Ethic or credibility of an Idea. It is the VALUE that is ascribed to an idea
beyond personal value. This is where “others” become involved to validate our work
and work together to assign extrinsic VALUE.
For this discussion, this circle will not be defined in as much detail as the other two
circles. However, its influence needs to be recognized on the first two circles. The
need for external validation influences the Science and Art circle towards
Application or Practicality. This influence could be what turns Science into
Engineering and Art into Design.
Science to Engineering
Under the influence of this third circle (Validation), Science becomes Engineering.
This is reinforced by various online definitions of Engineering that define it as
“The use of scientific principles to solve practical problems”.
This definition accents the influence of the Validation circle on Science in the form of
practicality. This definition by itself is rather brief, and would become richer if
merged with the definition of science. It then becomes:
“Systematic efforts to solve practical problems with an emphasis on acquiring
and archiving knowledge.”
Art to Design
The same influence (Validation through practicality and usefulness) can be seen on
the Expression circle, and results in the morphing of Art into Design or the Applied
Arts.
Using the definition of Engineering as a model for the definition for Design, we can
propose that “Design” is:
“Using Artistic methods to solve practical problems in an engaging way.”
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While not a bad definition, it is a little broad, and could be fleshed out in order to
create a clearer sense of identity. Therefore, I propose the following general
definition of Design:
The use of Systematic Artistic processes or activities to solve practical problems
in a way that stimulates or engages the senses, the intellect, or the emotions
with the emphasis on doing over knowing.
With these two main circles defined (Ordered Knowledge and Expression) including
their secondary disciplines (Engineering and Design) based on the influence of the
third circle (Validation), is it possible to find a place in this model for technology?
Two views of Technology
Technology is often seen as part of a Science‐Engineering‐Technology continuum. It
takes the influence of practicality and usefulness and extends it to the tools and
processes used to adapt, implement, and present the solutions generated by
Engineering’s drive to solve problems based on the systematic application of the
principles discovered by Science.
This is called the subset model of technology. Science is the dominant discipline,
Engineering is the first subset, and Technology would be the third subset, being an
extension of Engineering. All three of these disciplines would then be part of the
“ordered Knowledge” circle. The assumptions in this sub‐set model are that at its
core, technology is a science. It is therefore about acquiring knowledge, and it is
based on a more rational approach to our world.
A second, alternate definition of Technology can be called the Overlap Model. In this
model, Technology is a state or condition that comes into existence when the circles
of Ordered Knowledge and Expression overlap. This overlapping state is where
discoveries and scientific principles are given RELEVANCE through the application
of meaning. This relevance then creates VALUE in the mind of individuals. As we
make sense of our world (attempting to balance our emotional world with our
physical world) things that resonate with us become useful, relevant, and
meaningful. This process of making things relevant (physically, emotionally, and
intellectually useful) is what technology disciplines are really engaged in.
Technology is at the intersection of WHO WE ARE and WHAT WE KNOW.
In the overlap model, this area called technology then, does not exist as a separate,
isolated space in either the expression (Pathos) or the ordered knowledge circle
(Logos). The overlap is essential to the existence of the idea of technology.
If you remove the overlap you end up with the idea of “Vocational Tradesman” in the
ordered knowledge circle. These people have excellent tool and process skills with a
BIT of rigor and methods‐based processes.
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If you remove the ordered knowledge contributions from the overlap with
expression, you are left with “Artistic Craftsman” which is characterized by excellent
command of tools and processes with a BIT of expressive drive.
Definition/Characteristics of Technology and Technologists
If Technology is about the overlap between Ordered Knowledge and Expression,
could we then combine the two definitions to form a single one that identifies
technology?
There are several assumptions used for building this definition:
 Technology is about implementation. This seems like a natural progression
from Discovery (Knowledge), to Application (Engineering), then on to
Implementation (Technology). A technologist is indeed an expert in tools,
materials, and processes. (They are Makers)
 There also has to be a component of linking things to people beyond just
solving “practical problems” – i.e. making things relevant and engaging the
senses, intellect, and emotions.
 An important value in either the overlap model OR the subset model of
technology is the idea of currency! This is the influence of the external
validation circle. Things are only relevant if they are current. Science, and
Art are concerned with truth, not necessarily currency. Unfortunately, things
can be current, but not true; and, things can be true but not current.
Therefore, efforts in technology can be a bit messy.
Keeping in mind these assumptions we could state the following:
“A Technologist is a person who engages the CURRENT state of our knowledge
of tools, materials, processes, and people to IMPLEMENT solutions to practical
problems that are RELEVANT to our human condition with the intent of
helping us to work, live, and be better.
Conclusion:
Building off of the basic interactions of the three rhetorical appeals (Ethos, Logos,
and Pathos), it was hoped that a better understanding of the idea of “Technology”
would be realized. Specifically, trying to place Technology in the context of
Engineering and Design, thereby hoping to find a place for Industrial Design in a
technological setting that could be articulated.
Understanding the influence of the third circle was important in this effort, helping
to articulate the drive to practicality, usefulness, and implementation both on the
science side as well as the art side.
One of the strong conclusions was being able to identify the following positions
along the continuum between Ordered Knowledge and Expression, and to
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understand that “Technologist” is not necessarily on this continuum, but is more
appropriately a STATE or CONDITION of intersection:
Scientist: Systematic activity (biased towards study, observation, and experimentation) to
acquire knowledge about the natural, physical world in order to provide useful models of
reality
Engineer: Using Scientific Processes to solve practical problems in a way to better
understand how the physical world works. Systematic efforts to solve practical problems with
an emphasis on gaining knowledge.
Craftsman (Hobbyist/Tradesman/Journeyman): Tool, Process, and Material focus with
emphasis on major technical process. These people exist in both spheres independent of one
another. They manifest themselves in a curious range from quilters and knitters to welders
and wood turners.
Designer: Using Artistic methods to solve practical problems in an ENGAGING way. This
requires understanding people and culture of various potential user groups. Understanding
their Attitudes, Values, and Behaviors; and their personal struggle in the Human Condition.
Artist: Using Systematic Processes/Activities to express the emotional/symbolic world with
the intent of stimulating the senses, the intellect, or the emotions. Express, understand,
reflect, or connect with the “Human Condition.”

The overlap model puts the idea of technology BEYOND being merely applied
engineering or vocational tradesman (which it is in the subset model) and adds a
strong Human Value/User‐centered component from the Arts and Humanities. With
the overlap model, you then have a very powerful combination that provides for a
unique position and point of view to build an organization around.
Technology programs within a University could be a place where people of multiple
disciplines come and experience OVERLAP and see how Ordered Knowledge and
Human Values come together for good. This is where an Industrial Design program
fits in a College of Engineering.
Support for this idea of Technology, and the programs that are created to teach the
concept, must be generated and sustained by those who understand, value, and
champion the power of this overlap. This Technological zone of RELEVANCE is not
always seen, recognized, or valued by either the Masters of Ordered Knowledge
(scientists) or their servants (engineers) or the Masters of Expression (artists) or
their servants (designers). Therefore, support often needs to be intrinsically
generated rather than relying on either originating discipline (Art or Science) for
support.
Within this overlap, other strategic efforts such as Creativity & Innovation,
Leadership, Global Awareness (People and Cultures), and Character Development
are very well suited for technology education (over engineering or art) because of
the inherent component of human values and behavior that this definition of
technology includes.
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Khartoum: Undermining Universalistic Preconceptions of the Hero and Morality

In the most profound recesses of our animal-subconscious minds—of our visceral
brain, as someone once described it—we take for granted the territorial
imperative (in our friends; in our enemies it is known as fanaticism) though we
have no name for it and we live in a culture that would deny its existence.1

Whether studied through biography, psychology, or the cinema, Charles Gordon’s
paradox filled life provides particularly fertile ground for exploring the pattern of the
mythic hero, and the challenges to that myth, as it is applied to an historical individual. In
many ways, he appears the quintessential romantic hero. That his character is filled with
enormous eccentricities generates an even more compelling story. Almost any political
ideology will find something in him to which it can attach its goals. Simultaneously,
Gordon is the independent minded scourge of authority and the establishment, the
righteous soul who abolished slavery in the Sudan, challenged the sins of pride,
inequality, and exploitation at home, and advanced the principles of Christian life—albeit
his own peculiar vision of Christian life. These things he undertook while living a life of
self abnegation, which actually embraced an indifference towards death that bordered on
a death wish. Few individuals themselves have wanted to be like Gordon, but to the
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Western mind his personal quest for redemption perhaps echoes the search in broader
society for a morality that can be applied in universal terms. That this morality might not
be universal and, in fact, might be contrary to even more fundamental human drives, such
as the defense of individual and cultural identity in the face of foreign intrusion and
occupation, is something rarely envisioned, except perhaps in a work such as Khartoum
(1966), the epic produced by the mildly left of center Julian Blaustein, written by the
social philosophy obsessed Robert Ardrey, and directed by the workman-like Basil
Dearden. How these two views of the world clash—and resolve in an entirely
unexpected way—in the mind of the audience of Khartoum is what this article examines.
At first glance, Khartoum (1966), the story of Charles Gordon’s futile attempt to
protect the city of Khartoum and the Sudan from the army of the self-proclaimed Mahdi,
or redeemer, appears as little more than an above average adaptation of the American
Western to the Sudanese desert. It easily could be seen, for example, as a sort of strange
combination of John Ford’s Stagecoach (1939) and John Wayne’s The Alamo (1960), but
done in upper class British accents. In each case, although a bit less so in The Alamo,
there are small outposts of Western civilization surrounded by unknowable, mystical
hordes which simply emerge, intent on slaughter, out of the natural environment, instead
of their own specific and entirely knowable cultures and lives. And there are the central
protagonists. Just how far apart is Laurence Harvey’s William B. Travis from Charlton
Heston’s Charles Gordon? On film, they are two romantic, if also stubbornly vain,
individualists ready to welcome honorable deaths. Meanwhile, the Sudanese desert
operates similarly to the more mythic components of the American frontier, as, say,
envisioned by Frederick Jackson Turner. In the Sudan, Gordon finds opportunity and
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freedom of action, all things denied him in his native England. The Sudan is his real
“home”, a place where he can rise to his proper rank in the world and the limits to his
achievement be obliterated. The Sudanese themselves are mere props in Gordon’s grand
stage play of self destruction, and thus are no more of a consequence than the nameless
army of Indians pursuing John Wayne’s Ringo across the American desert. As Khartoum
is about positioning an altruistic idealist against the background of flawed, grasping
opportunists whose only chance for restoration is belief in Gordon, so is Stagecoach
devoted to bringing together a band of morally suspect fellow travelers who must submit
to the leadership of the Ringo Kid in order to survive. All this is easy enough to
understand. In fact, were it not for the fact that Robert Ardrey contributed the screenplay
for Khartoum, there would be no real purpose to look more deeply at the film, other than
to make yet one more of those pedestrian compare and contrast analyses, which are then
prepared to fit in some convenient political or psychological template. But Ardrey’s
contribution leads me to think that lurking beneath the surface of yet one more portrayal
of epic heroes there is an observation at work on the relationships among imperialism,
identity, conflict, and aggression. Namely, the film may posit that it is not only futile but
decidedly self-destructive to try and invade, destroy, and convert another people to a set
of values—democracy, abstract “freedom”, and, in particular, de-ritualized rationalism
that elevates learned behavior to the status of a universal religion—which themselves go
against the fundamental nature of true human behavior.
Ardrey, of course, is greatly neglected and highly out of fashion these days,
almost a forbidden topic in many quarters. And this is as true of his work in film as it is
in his other writings, most of which helped popularize the issues emergent in ethology
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during the 1950s and 1960s, such as aggression and territoriality, the latter being the
notion that instinctual responses to attachment to a specific site and periphery stimulation
yield group and individual identity.2 Ardrey’s writings, which directly influenced such
1960s filmmakers as Stanley Kubrick and Sam Peckinpah, pretty clearly draw a picture
of a world in which human behavior is perhaps much more unmalleable than many
people want to believe. Instead, instinct remains fundamental to understanding the pattern
of human response to any specific situation. Ardrey is quick to note that while instinct is
fundamental, it operates in an “open system”:
The open instinct, a combination in varying portion of genetic design and relevant
experience is the common sort in all higher animal forms. . . . In man it reaches it
reaches a maximum of learning and minimum of design. The same pattern, filled
out by a thousand tracks of experience by a thousand different men, yields a
richness which has made man, in a famous phrase, the most variable of all wild
species.3
And had he piped down and left things at that, he might have gotten away with it. But he
could not and followed up the above comment with the admonition that “. . . no matter
how open the instinct . . . . It remains an instinct.” For many, this put him in the camp of
the cultural and political fascists, the proponents who maintained that only the
conservation of existing traditional political and cultural institutions can rein in
humanity’s more destructive tendencies and that certain peoples were more prone to
cultural nihilism than others.4
These ideas that Ardrey popularized were not new and neither were they complex
nor difficult to understand. But they were heretical. And while heresy might ride out the
storms of controversy safely in some academic bolthole, Ardrey was not an academic. He
was a cultural figure, a playwright and screenwriter. Indeed, his screenplay for Khartoum
would earn him an Academy Award nomination. The presence of such a figure and his
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ideas in an area, cinema, which garnered both mass appeal and serious cultural
acknowledgment, was inevitably going to cause difficulties.
But why is the subject of instinct so objectionable in the case of people such as
Ardrey, Kubrick, and Peckinpah, while it is seemingly acceptable in at least one other
area of film interpretation and theory? Jungian film criticism, which is just as dependent
on evolutionary patterns of selection for its underlying premises as anything in The
Territorial Imperative, usually escapes the same critical examination. Granted, the
Jungians tend to hive off into what sometimes seems an almost cultish self isolation,
complete with their own conferences, centers, journals, and publishers, where they more
easily control the issue. And their “therapeutic” predisposition, not only for the therapist
and “patient” but also for the cinematic participants, that is, filmmakers, characters and
audiences, makes things more palatable for those uncomfortable with the more
“unmalleable” social and individual prospects found with Ardrey. Whereas African
Genesis and The Territorial Imperative more or less present the world as is, the Jungian
is busily afoot trying to improve the lot of the individual adrift in that world. The former
may seem fatalistic, while the latter still gives hope. And even the most hardened critic
still hungers for hope.
Take a look at Khartoum as it might seem to a more hope filled viewer or critic.
At heart, it appears to be an epic journey, not merely geographically, of course, but
spiritually and morally as well. It is the tale of a hero, Gordon, whose quest follows
mythic markers or signposts and whose life culminates in a tragedy of self sacrifice. For
an otherwise conventional cinematic epic, Khartoum even begins with a playful
introduction to this theme—the quest for self worth and redemption—that might be
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construed as outside the normal conventions of standard Hollywood filmmaking. Yes, the
extended overture, a standard device of the time, reinforces the mood with a sense of
pomp and grand military adventure, but part of the music also gives way to measures in
the score that tend towards the mystical and the eerie, which question not only the
stability of the enterprise at hand but of Gordon himself. In so doing, this particular
Gordon represented on the screen will come to resemble at least a bit that out of kilter
figure Lytton Strachey once depicted: “In the depths of Gordon’s soul there were
intertwining contradictions—intricate recesses where egoism and renunciation melted
into one another, where the flesh lost itself in the spirit, and the spirit in the flesh.”5
Things are perhaps not so safe and secure with this particular hero. He may not be so sure
where he is going—and where he is taking us, the audience.
To reinforce that idea, Khartoum begins with a visual dissolve and a series of cuts
which can easily be interpreted as a puzzle or a maze. A diffuse rust colored sandstorm
evaporates, in the first shot, as dawn breaks and a panorama of the pyramids emerges in
clear focus, bathed in red. A dissolve takes us, then, to the serpent-like river and a
narrator declaiming that “The Nile was always there.” Quickly intercut come extreme
low angle shots of the columns at Karnak, close-ups of the temple walls, and, very
interestingly the partially submerged columns of the temple complex at Philae. All the
while, modern day Egyptian feluccas placidly sail across the vistas.
The sequence operates at multiple levels. First, it is a montage, directly in the
lineage of Eisenstein. A series of concrete images yield an abstract notion: namely, the
issues to be addressed have their beginnings in the origins of humanity and civilization
itself. They may not be eternal, but they are epochal. Second, there appears a pathway
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through a maze. Moving from the gigantic (the pyramids) to the oversized (columns at
Karnak), there are intercut close-ups of hieroglyphs and twentieth century Egyptian life
before moving again to the gigantic (the Colossi of Memnon and Philae). The only image
threading through these shots is that of the Nile. Clearly, humanity’s attempt at imposing
order through the “geometry of eternity”, the ruins of pyramids and mortuary temples,
gives way and literally dissolves in the face of the natural, the forces of the river. The
hero of Khartoum, Gordon, will undergo a similar weathering of the soul until he, too,
reckons with primal forces of the mind and spirit.
At this point, Khartoum and the portrayal of Gordon appear to assume the usual
pattern of the questing hero. As such, viewers will find elements of Campbell’s
monomyth, Jungian critics’ process of individuation, but more often echoes of James
Frazer’s sacrificing hero, as adapted through Raglan’s twenty-two point pattern applying
to the hero. For of this hero:
. . . there is no return. The hero’s sepulchres do serve as a kind of boon, but not
for his native community. For [Otto] Rank, the heart of the hero pattern is gaining
kingship—or other title. For Raglan, the heart is losing kingship. . . . Rank’s hero
triumphs at the expense of everyone else; Lord Raglan’s, like Campbell’s, saves
everyone else. Campbell’s saving hero does not die; Raglan’s must. Campbell’s
hero undertakes a dangerous journey to aid the community; Raglan’s hero in the
myth is driven from the community and, in the accompanying ritual, is sacrificed
by the community.6
Directly dependent on Frazer’s notion of the restoration myth, the value in Raglan’s hero
is he [and, for Raglan, it must be a male] recognizes the passing of his time, the
expiration of his physical being as a necessity for the transmission of divine restorative
powers to a new individual or order—something not far, in fact, from the historical
Gordon’s own belief in reincarnation.7
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The Jung-Campbell axis prescribes a process in which myth engages not only the
characters on the screen but members of the audience observing the story, albeit the
Jungian critic does so in a strikingly more complex, if not sophisticated, fashion. That is,
the audience becomes an active participant in the ritual of integrating the spiritual with
the psychological. In the case of Khartoum, this means that the entire story, its epic
history, becomes a mere backdrop to the unraveling and reintegration of Gordon’s
personality. Things turn inward, utterly and completely. And the individual audience
member merges into this perspective through associative emotions and imagery best
understood as archetypal.
Returning to the maze/montage that opened this discussion of Khartoum, from the
Jungian standpoint, it is not too difficult to view the effect as similar to one of Jung’s
mandalas, a figure designed to represent the totality of the Self. It is fused with a balance
among four colors—a quaternity—in which a deep scarlet brings dawn, contrasted with
the blue of the Nile, the green of the surrounding fields, and the yellow hues of the
ancient artifacts of Egypt, or the “geometry of eternity”, as I described them above. In the
scheme of Khartoum, this reddish overtone will emerge from the opening maze and
surround and consume Gordon. Perhaps a Jungian would see it as a path leading to a
descent into the unconscious, where the exploded Self begins to reintegrate and grow or
become individuated.
And grow Gordon must. When introduced to him, the audience is invited into a
world without intimacy, a life where a public mask prevents self awareness, or, as
Gordon himself puts it, while searching through his Bible, “. . . my life is not an open
book . . . to any man, least of all to myself.” Indeed, Gordon is all but a forgotten man in
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England; he is certainly an expendable one. His initial appearance comes at a train
station, where a cold and rainy night reflects as much on his immediate prospects as it
does on the lack of centeredness to his psyche. Ostensibly, the purpose of the scene is for
the prime minister, Gladstone, secretly to acquire Gordon’s agreement to go to the Sudan
and bring endangered Egyptians to safety. In reality, Gladstone approaches a semi-broken
figure filling a large chair. Gordon resembles the aged hero-king on his throne, the man
whose time has passed but who still has a single meaningful act to perform, a journey
into exile that restores and rescues the soul of his people.
What could presage Gordon’s journey more than his introduction to the story at a
train station? It all seems so obvious. But again Khartoum takes a twist on things. For it is
not Gordon who boards the train and disappears into the night; it is Gladstone who does
so. Gordon is left to wander across the train platform, alone and seemingly still adrift and
unsure. His trip to Egypt, the Sudan and the city of Khartoum actually starts aboard a
steamship. The train station and the vehicle it provides for a journey is all too solid and
mechanical for Gordon. Even the sign advertising Coal Tar Soap above the platform
denotes a gritty, overly materialistic society in which this hero-king simply cannot
operate. In contrast to this world, Gordon alights from his trip across the seas in Cairo,
again bathed in warm reds of, this time, dusk, outlining a more mystical, unfamiliar world
of minarets and mosques. Yet unfamiliar as they may be, the shot of these buildings
against the setting sun, their gentle curves and sharp spires, more fully melds with the
forces of the natural world than does the black, undifferentiated wrought iron civilization
of Victorian England.
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Chased by hints and specters of red, most notably in the red fez he adopts as part
of his Egyptian uniform but also with his tunic, campaign ribbons, and environs aboard
the Nile steamer, Gordon travels up the Nile to Khartoum. The Jungian critic, at this
point, must see the issues of his personality working themselves out as expected. And,
indeed, upon arriving in Khartoum, yet another Jungian primordial image appears in the
storyline, the Child. A procession through the city lands the great liberator before a
young Sudanese girl, and, in an act of seemingly overt paternalism, Gordon takes the girl
in his arms so that she can see and witness the epochal event that is his arrival. The event,
however, while in fact marking a turning point, does so at the level of the personal, not
the historical. Gordon is now set on a course in which seemingly he shall encounter his
alter ego, or, more appropriately, his shadow, the Mahdi. He is home; his life is changed;
he has begun a self evaluation of his motives and desires that earlier scenes depicted as
absent, even impossible to imagine.
And to be sure, Gordon does change. His manner eases, becoming visibly less
stiff as he begins to dwell once more amongst the Sudanese. Especially revealing is his
realization that his own vanity has blocked the recognition that his opponent, the Mahdi,
takes his religious convictions every bit as seriously as does Gordon himself. But the
encounter with the Mahdi itself throws up a warning sign. The process of self
examination Gordon has begun comes to a quick halt. The Mahdi, it turns out, is no alter
ego for the hero-king. As a contemporary review of Khartoum even noted, during the
meeting between Gordon and his enemy, it is the Mahdi that takes the strongest position.8
Perhaps unrealized by the reviewer, however, is the possibility that the Mahdi making a
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better argument was precisely the point intended, something key to an understanding of
the film that will be discussed later in this article.
The Mahdi, therefore, is not a Jungian shadow symbol, which typically provides
an illustration for the hero of his failings and negative personality traits and whose
elements are then be acknowledged and reintegrated, instead of repressed, into a more
balanced vision of the Self. Instead of another side of Gordon, the Mahdi is but an
expression of the very same side. Whatever integration of acknowledged failings that
should take place gives way to a reinforcement or amplification of all Gordon’s same
characteristics. The entire depiction of a reintegrated Self itself disappears. Suddenly, the
Jungian pattern fails and the therapeutic model incorporating audience identity fails, too.
It becomes clear that there never was any hope for this flawed and fragmented individual,
Gordon, to complete his growth towards a balanced Self. In fact, the contents of
Khartoum are as out of balance as Gordon himself. The story has no female element
whatsoever—except for the presence of the Cairo belly dancer, who, yes, performs her
dance on a floor whose design resembles one of Jung’s mandalas. Without a female
counterbalance, Khartoum, for the Jungian, produces a crisis so fundamental to the
balancing of the psyche as to make any individuation impossible. Neither does Gordon
enjoy any sage advice or guidance. The closest thing to it is Gladstone. Yet Gladstone,
through his manipulations and political scheming, turns into a trickster rather than a sage.
He hampers Gordon’s journey rather than aiding it. Finally, the maze presented at the
beginning, instead of providing a path to self understanding, becomes a box with no exit
for the soul, just as there will be no exit for Gordon other than death. The complex
montage of the Nile, fused with the geometry of eternity, yields to the image of a fortress
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city, a square surrounded by a falling river. The best the Jungian can make of the
situation is the recognition of a failed hero who falls into the great unconscious, unable to
return. On the other hand, the best the individual viewer, his or her therapeutic alignment
also severed, can make of the situation is perhaps to cast about for yet another pattern of
hero identification.
Such a pattern suggests itself in the self sacrificing altruistic hero-king. Whereas
the individuating hero-king tends towards entropy, as all elements of the psyche resolve
and conflict dissipates, the self sacrificing hero’s story culminates in violence and death.
Its final effect is cathartic. In Khartoum, the pattern of this type hero presents itself
through a mechanism of parallel storylines and images.
One of the more interesting parallels occurs with the two processions that take
place in the Sudanese capital. In the first instance, already mentioned above, Gordon
enters the city to universal acclaim, surrounded by eager crowds who all but proclaim
him the “Uncrowned King”.9 The pomp and ceremony, however, promise more than
they will be able to deliver. Salvation is that promise; annihilation will be the reality.
And, of course, anyone familiar with the language of cinema should recognize the
futility—and danger—of depending on would-be messiahs. For Gordon’s entrance into
Khartoum mimics the cinematic technique of none other than Leni Riefenstahl and the
hero of her documentary, Triumph of the Will (1935), as he enters Nuremburg. Semihysterical and barely restrained crowds surround both “heroes”. And just as Riefenstahl
employs extreme low angle shots to capture banners and flags fluttering from cathedral
spires, so does Khartoum manipulate its camera to capture pennants flung in front of the
spires of minarets. And where the first messiah stops to accept flowers from a blonde-
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haired Aryan child, Gordon stops to put a dark-skinned Sudanese girl in his arms. The
scenes are invigorating and powerful in both instances. But both also acknowledge an
even earlier cinematic heritage, which also works to create a romantic sympathy for both
leaders. As Siegfried Kracauer points out in From Caligari to Hitler, it was Ernst
Lubitsch’s Weimar films that first manipulated the relationship between the crowd on
film and the individual in the frame so that the single figure, “after the crowd’s
dissolution, was left alone in the void. Thus the individual appeared as a forlorn creature
in a world threatened by mass domination.”10 With Lubitsch, Kracauer notes that the
effect is to create sympathy for the individual and fear of the masses. In Khartoum, and
earlier, with Riefenstahl, the effect differs. The masses are still dangerous but capable of
being tamed by strong leader, a leader, moreover, who has sacrificed his own personal
happiness, and thus gains our sympathy, in order to mold society and direct the energy of
the crowd to an appropriate task. Unsurprisingly, in both instances, the task is national
redemption.
The second procession takes place as the Mahdi begins to shell the city with
artillery captured from the Egyptians. Gordon, no longer on foot but riding a camel, holds
the same young Sudanese girl singled out in the first procession. This time, however, the
crowd surrounding them has panicked. Fear rules. And, more fundamentally, the entire
scene looks ridiculous. The glacial pace of the camel, out of place in the city at any rate,
the discomfited mob, and the explosions undermine the sense of stoic dignity Gordon
attempts to impose when he tells the girl, “I don’t ask you to be unafraid; simply act
unafraid.” The pomp, authority, and hope of the first procession turn into the absurdity of
the second.
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Another parallel reveals itself in the two trips Gordon takes to meet with the
Mahdi. They could not be more different, at least on the surface. Whereas in the first
case, Gordon initiates the visit, in the second, it is the Mahdi who manipulates the
Englishman and brings him to his tent in order to express his dominance and “mercy”.
By then, Gordon is a broken man, his strength ebbing, his powers to command receding.
Such is seen in their relationship within the mise-en-scene and the power of the words
they employ.
The preparation for the first meeting occurs when Gordon arrives in the Mahdi’s
camp; his dress is a partial disguise, a gray robe that resembles the attire of a wizard—
until Gordon throws it off to reveal a black military tunic decorated in overwhelming
gold brocade and piping. The effect is to dazzle and dominate. And it works. Even one of
the Mahdi’s lieutenants warns against letting Gordon live, advising “he makes magic”.
Instead, of course, the meeting takes place, and against a background of the washed out
reds and blues on the tapestry that decorates the interior of the Mahdi’s tent, Gordon’s
imposing physical presence seems to take the better of the Mahdi. Yet the form of the
film undermines this message. For, instead of rendering a visually balanced argument, the
camera works to reinforce the words of the Mahdi and undercut those of Gordon. More
than half of the scene, a rather lengthy one on one conversation between Gordon and the
Mahdi, is constructed as a two-shot, with both men controlling their screen space equally;
in fact, initially, Gordon takes a slightly enlarged, foregrounded position and towers over
the Mahdi. As the two men talk more heatedly, however, with the Mahdi insisting on the
necessity of massacring the inhabitants of Khartoum, because it will provide an “object
lesson” that reduces further resistance and thus killing, the camerawork takes on the more
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standardized methodology of the shot/reverse shot. Gordon all but falls to spluttering, his
appeals fail, and the camera gives it all away, as it once again allows a two-shot to
dominate. The positional energy of the two-shot, however, has changed. Instead of both
men holding their own, the Mahdi literally talks down to a seated Gordon, who, although
still foregrounded, has his back to the camera and seems all but defeated. Even Gordon’s
attempt to rise up and once more tower over his shorter adversary fails. He has no other
option than to leave the scene. His arguments have failed; the logic of the Mahdi, which
is not really all that different from Western psychological warfare stretching back all the
way to the actions of Rome’s legions, cannot be turned away. The camera tells as much
as Gordon exits the shot, leaving the center of the mise-en-scene dominated by the white
clad Mahdi. As the Mahdi promised the fearful lieutenant, in the end, it was not Gordon
who actually “made magic”; it was the Mahdi who did so, intellectually and, from the
perspective of the camera, visually.
The second meeting seals Gordon’s fate. Once more he refuses the Mahdi’s offer
to leave without harm, instead preferring to make his death the “servant” of his life,
believing his martyrdom will bring destruction down on the Mahdi. But is this really
such a tortured, momentous decision? Or is Gordon merely fulfilling his destiny and, not
coincidentally, the demands of his own culture to give way as the hero-king and redeem
himself and his nation through self sacrifice? Again, visual clues from the camerawork
seem to support the latter idea. Just as the first meeting consisted of a lengthy
conversation between the two enemies, so does the second one. The mise-en-scene,
however, differs. Instead of the free flowing movement of the first encounter, the second
one is overwhelmingly static. Little positioning takes place. The majority of the scene,
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perhaps 80 percent or more, is constructed of shot/reverse shot, mostly in medium closeup, to the extent that the viewer is sutured into the perspectives of these two men. The
space of the Mahdi’s tent, moreover, has become much more restrictive. This night visit
of Gordon’s captures the tent in shadow--which, paradoxically, through the presence of
lamps gives much more interesting texture and life to the tent’s colors--and pins the two
leaders into an area where there is no more room to maneuver, a visual metaphor for their
political and military options as well. A final reinforcement of this state of affairs
comes with the end of the meeting. Neither man exits the shot this time. Instead, the
scene simply dissolves to a brightly lit shot of Egyptian soldiers preparing the defense of
the city.
Attempts at defending the city, however, we know are doomed. Khartoum has
withered under the Mahdi’s siege. No longer a vibrant center of commerce, with a
teeming population trusting in Gordon, Khartoum, instead, has suffered starvation,
plague, and an exodus of most of its citizenry to seek the protection of the Mahdi. The
wasteland that was the Sudan itself, in fact, has now begun to engulf the city, with only
pockets of greenery remaining. All that is left is for the Gordon to make his self
sacrifice. He does so. And he does it in a fashion that even satisfies most of the patterns
of the mythic hero Raglan suggests, in particular receiving his death upon a high place.
Indeed, the rendering of Gordon’s death combines several traditions into one mythic
resolution. Cinematically, it is the moment of catharsis. Gordon rejects his saber, picking
up his cane instead, and emerges at the top of the stairs, where one of the Mahdi’s men
pierces his chest with a spear. The depiction almost perfectly recreates George William
Joy’s famous painting of 1885. And, of course, both depictions only underscore the not
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so subtle suggestion of Christ imagery, which itself also coincides with Frazer’s and
Raglan’s notions of resurrection and restoration myths.11
This conclusion, this moment of supposed catharsis and restoration, however,
fails to work. Because Gordon’s personal quest for redemption and individuation fails,
there is too little audience investment in the general to reach an emotional purging. Yet
that failure is nothing compared to the film’s frustration with presenting an idealized hero
in the tradition of Frazer and Raglan into whom morality and virtue can be instilled and
then dispensed. The final moments simply whimper to a finish. And there can really be
only one reason: these so-called universal patterns of the mythic, idealized hero are not
universal at all. They are more culturally appropriate to the West. And they are just as
out of place in a story that takes place in the Sudan as Gordon himself was out of place in
that desert wasteland. The Mahdi belonged there. Gordon did not. And to be even
clearer, the imposition of what the mid 1960s audience might term liberal humanistic
attitudes towards ending human suffering and lifting up other peoples is itself suspect and
carries the seeds of its own failure within itself.
Visually, the evidence for this contention might be seen in the dissolution of the
montage/maze presented at the opening of the story. All the elements of that montage
recur towards the end, in the final battle for Khartoum. But they have been stripped apart
from one another, temporally as well as spatially. The fusion of the opening sequence,
which, amazingly, brought elements of antiquity, the fictional nineteenth century setting,
and contemporary Egypt into a single moment, that fusion, fragments and explodes. Only
a remnant of antiquity itself remains in what is left of the puzzle, represented by the giant
statuary of Abu Simbel, and it is the furthest geographically from both the final battle and
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the final sequence of shots. That is, within the geography of the story, it is down the Nile
from Khartoum, and serves as a backdrop for the camp of the British relief column that
will be too late to save Gordon, and, in terms of visual proximity, it is separated by five
different scenes (the fortification of outer Khartoum, the march of the Camel Corps, the
skirmish in the desert, the preparations within Khartoum, and the second meeting
between Gordon and the Mahdi) from the final battle. Meanwhile, the feluccas, sparse in
numbers and so appealingly transient across the epochs of time, when originally
introduced, now cover the surface of the Nile and are filled with the Mahdi’s warriors.
The rich green fields of the Nile delta, furthermore, have been replaced by a lone green
oasis, which, unsurprisingly, holds the Mahdi’s encampment across the river from
Khartoum. And what of Khartoum? The city’s walls replace the temples and pyramids of
the original montage. In place of the grandeur and accomplishments of civilization, the
city has become a simple square, a box in the desert. All the paths of possibilities present
in the montage evaporate in the confines of the sand surrounded prison. Finally, even the
Nile has undergone a drastic change. No longer do its floods provide life and prosperity,
as in the delta, but, with the season, it has fallen around Khartoum and the canal Gordon
constructed to protect the city instead serves as little more than a ditch, which is easily
overcome.
In short, Gordon’s sacrifice will achieve nothing. No restoration of soul or body
takes place. Not for the hero-king, who, for the purposes of being understood as part of
the restoration myth, should find his spirit taken up and advanced by his younger
successor—Major, later to be Lord, Kitchener. Notably, the historical Kitchener would
take his and Britain’s revenge at Omdurman, in 1898, when his army routed the political
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heirs of the Mahdi and the Mahdi’s tomb itself was destroyed and his bones scattered into
the Nile. But during the interim, chaos, civil war, and violence ruled the Sudan. Far
from being an altruistic sacrifice that restores the land to prosperity, Gordon’s death
became little more than a metaphor for anarchy and ruin. Neither, it should be pointed
out, did his death mark some turning point in the life of his own people, the British, who
continued to expand and defend the notion of Empire until it led directly to the disaster of
World War I. Thus there is the weakness of the final scene of Khartoum, when the
narrator returns to provide a commentary that amounts to little more than sentimental
treacle, while the camera pans above a giant bronze statue of Gordon on a camel. Clearly,
such an unsatisfying ending for the movie (perhaps the price required for the participation
of the more consensus minded Basil Dearden) was not the intent of its makers, but it fits
very effectively when considered as the failed final expression of a view of the world that
simply did not work, enlightened imperialism.
Most of my attention has focused on the failed model of the mythic hero, because
Khartoum is telling its audience that not only imperialism failed, of course, but the moral
motivations that tried to justify imperialism also failed. And the mythic hero is the
vehicle that carries those moral motivations, especially of altruism and the presupposition
of universal sagacity gained through self understanding. At some level, the audience of
Khartoum knows what is occurring. It is a standard in the critiques of the film to take
issue with the figure of Gordon, seemingly presented as a sympathetic force of British
Imperialism, yet acknowledge that the film does not endorse that imperialism. Somehow.
And the “somehow” is what is important, here. For what the word ushers in is the by
now not so revelatory idea that the very people who so often opposed imperialism in the
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West nevertheless labored under the same mythic assumptions about heroism as does
Charlton Heston’s Gordon or the historical Gordon.
Fundamentally, Khartoum makes clear that even the heroic, based upon self
sacrifice and a vision of humanitarian uplift, will fail when it is imposed from without.
And this is where it is also possible, perhaps, to read into the story some degree of
influence from Robert Ardrey’s alternative view of human nature. It is also where these
views, which border on a social philosophy, reveal their intimate relationship with a
postwar Western world that was in the midst of “decolonializing” itself.
The same year that Khartoum appeared on movie screens also brought the
publication of Ardrey’s most famous (notorious?) book, The Territorial Imperative.
Whether his views proved to be accurate is not as important as the fact his ideas
stimulated a critique of the more standard models of mythic heroes. But, in fact, as is
made clear in Irven DeVore’s introduction to the latest edition, at least some of Ardrey’s
notions have held up, although the “killer ape” hypothesis and territoriality itself are not
as universal as assumed or are secondary drives.12 And the one area in which DeVore
most seriously takes Ardrey to task, group-selection and the principle of self sacrifice,
recently had some exponents of evolutionary psychology, itself a field DeVore sees
arising out of Ardrey’s lineage, once more advance them as a possible explanation for
group-splitting arising from the influence of schizotypal leaders.13
Thus, while I do not believe Khartoum is a treatise on territoriality brought to the
screen, I do see some aspects of the notion in the more generalized depiction of the
Mahdi and his Sudanese army. It may be a bit vague, but it seems present, for example,
in the prologue, the story of the Hicks expedition to punish the Mahdi. The desert engulfs
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Hicks. More terribly, at one point, with sharp stone outcroppings emerging from the
floor of a narrow valley, it even seems that the environment, in which the Mahdi and his
men thrive, devours and crushes in its jaws the foreign army. It is at this point, of course,
that Hicks decides all is futile and signals the bugler to sound retreat. But it is also the
moment in which Mahdi chooses to annihilate him.
But what to make of the locale of the second and last annihilation, the city of
Khartoum itself in the very last few scenes of the movie? Seemingly, it is Gordon who
should be gathering the territorial advantage. Khartoum is his self declared “home”, the
site wherein he has gained his identity and purpose. Nonetheless, he is overwhelmed,
because, essentially, he is the intruder, his identity is a false identity, and he is the
violator of Sudanese territory as a whole. And the Sudan, unlike the France of 1941,
which Ardrey describes as a country that “had slipped, like Italy, to the status of a noyau,
the society of inward antagonism,” was a viable, unified national entity.14 Even today,
the Sudanese flag carries in its lower field a black stripe, which symbolizes the Mahdist
revolution Gordon so futilely tried to extinguish.
To the degree that the territorial imperative directly injects its outlook into
Khartoum, or even whether it injects it at all, however, is not as important as the
undermining such a perspective does to those traditional mythic notions of the hero and
heroism used to justify moral causes or political crusades. For that is the central
undertaking at work in the movie. It is an undertaking, moreover, which contemporary
audiences must have understood at some level. It is the cause of the unease with the
film’s ending, which, in its own painfully sentimental way, is as much a failure as the
historical Gordon’s own expedition. And it is the cause of the continuing realization that
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Gordon’s opponent looms as the more convincing hero, when all is said and done. The
Mahdi, after all, has what Ardrey terms the “proprietor’s rights”,15 that “instinctual
recognition” which enhances the power of the defender and simultaneously renders the
intruder psychologically weakened, ready to question and retreat from his goals, a
position and attitude also adopted by the mainly European and American audiences that
viewed Khartoum during the mid 1960s.
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Modernity and Modernism: Society and the Individual in Lindsay Anderson’s O Dreamland

This study of Lindsay Anderson’s documentary, O Dreamland, operates at two levels. First, it posits
that the film operates as a key to understanding later efforts, both documentaries and feature films.
Contained within are the motivations, obsessions, imagery, and structures that would play out in such
films as Every Day Except Christmas (1957), This Sporting Life (1963), If… (1968), O Lucky Man!
(1973), and Britannia Hospital (1982). Although these other films are not examined, here, when used
as a psychological template of sorts, O Dreamland provides an insight into their characters’ personae
and actions. Specifically, the paper looks into the crisis in self identity that Anderson saw emerging
in these postwar years and sought to represent on film. Anderson himself regarded O Dreamland as
his most personal work and this paper, accordingly, argues that a full and complete understanding of
his work in the cinema is impossible unless O Dreamland is studied and understood against the
background of emerging forces in modern society just then beginning to spread across the Western
world. Second, the study strives to position O Dreamland within the larger cultural context of the
1950s in Britain and the Western world in general. Hence, the methodology begins with a formal
analysis of O Dreamland and then moves on to an intertextual analysis that compares the film to
works in literature, cultural history, and social criticism, including, in particular, George Orwell,
Raymond Williams, and Richard Hoggart.
O Dreamland is a short film, eleven minutes long, about an amusement park in the English town
of Margate. The patrons of the park are working class, and the filmmaker’s view of them is both
cynical and sad. At first, the depictions seem only to criticize the subjects on the screen for falling
into what can only be described as a depraved state of being. But implicit in this criticism is also the
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question of what type of society it is that reduces people to looking for glitzy, superficial
entertainment amid such ugly and demeaning surroundings. Anderson addresses these issues without
the use of narrative commentary. The soundtrack is made from actual recordings on the fairgrounds
but is used asynchronously. His shots consist of fragments and his frames of close-ups of people’s
faces—faces without emotion or even a mild understanding of their surroundings—people’s feet, and
their backsides. The editing, meanwhile, reemphasizes this human fragmentation with rapid cutting
from one disparate scene or locale to another. And all the while, the sounds of popular music and
maniacal laughter counterpoint the images on the screen.

Gavin Lambert, in a contemporary review of the initial Free Cinema program, of which
Anderson was a formative member, wrote that the sadness he saw in the exhibition’s films,
particularly in O Dreamland and Together (1956), the latter being Lorenza Mazzeti’s film about two
deaf people in London’s East End, finds a parallel in the work of D. H. Lawrence, for what the
filmmakers present is “the anonymity of urban life, the aimless lonely figures swallowed up in the
1
greater loneliness of the crowd, the pleasures hideous and mechanical…. The figures in the

amusement park essentially are isolated from their fellows, their society, and ultimately even from
themselves. The latter situation, of course, brings about the visualization of a sort of mass
schizophrenic condition. The irony, of course, is the juxtaposition of these images of isolation with
their setting in an amusement park, a place where people congregate to escape everyday concerns and
presumably find a few hours to enjoy their lives. But the actuality Anderson reveals is one that
displays the futility of escape for these members of the working class. They cannot, after all, flee
from a mindset.
Lambert’s mention of Lawrence is worthy of note because it helps place Anderson’s work
within a specific context. The sense of sadness in O Dreamland, the feeling that the film’s subjects
are searching so futilely for wholeness in their lives, compares well with Lawrence’s “modern”
awareness. David Lodge writes that the modern is identifiable as the “radical transformation of
conventional forms of communication, through which [artists] express poetically an inner crisis of
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sensibility, a crisis which often manifests itself in the search for a tradition which has been lost or
2
broken.” And it is this crisis that O Dreamland captures in its style and subject.

An analysis of O Dreamland reveals first of all a preoccupation with the society of mass man
and its repression of individuality. As the patrons troupe towards the amusement park’s gate,
unmistakably mechanical laughter replaces the opening music. Almost immediately, there is a cut to
within the park. The laughter still bellows, but its location is unrevealed. The scene then cuts from
the crowd to a sign that reads “See here the representation of the electric chair on which the atomic
spy Rosenberg was executed.” Moving upwards the camera finally situates the sources of the
laughter, a mechanical policeman. Next, a cut to a close-up of the grinning mannequin, jerking to and
fro while laughing, presents an ambiguous perspective. The policeman appears to be behind bars.
But the initial low angle shot and the cut to close-up leaves the viewer unsure whether it is the
policeman, the patrons, or even those watching the film who are behind bars. Karel Reisz, another
member of the Free Cinema program, would later use this very same technique in the opening to his
feature film, Morgan: A Suitable Case for Treatment (1966).
What is certain is that the filmmaker believes the fairgoers to be an unthinking mass. As
such, they are passive and only the loudest sounds, the most garish sights attract them. People walk
into the park, and the laughter leads them to a museum of tortures. A voice intones, “you must see
torture by immersion in boiling oil, the burning of Joan of Ark at the stake, and many other
attractions.” Intercut among these scenes, enacted by mannequins, are tight shots of the onlookers,
particularly children. Their immobility, their trance like state, contrasts with motion and sounds that
emanate from mannequins. Clearly, this “history portrayed by life-sized working models” possesses
more vitality than the living, who themselves take on the aspects of lifeless robots.
Subsequent scenes increase in tempo and further the indictment against the crowd. Anderson
cuts to one shot after another of buses pouring into the park. More people flood through the gates.
And again, the faces are anonymous, devoid of individuality or nuance. The only motion is the
irresistible flow of people through Dreamland’s shoddy attractions. The immediate association is
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with the buses of a few moments earlier. It is as if the riders have never left the coaches; they are still
driven and herded together along the same path. What Anderson pictures is a horrible parody of the
almost idyllic “chara” trips that Richard Hoggart describes in The Uses of Literacy. Instead of a
3
“really special splendour and glitter,” Anderson’s camera displays a gloomy, grey avenue lined with

hawkers promising passersby the opportunity to see fire-eaters and motorcycle daredevils or board a
ride decorated like a grinning caterpillar.
When individuals are lured from the passing stream of bodies, the camera follows them to the
various attractions. Each one of those attractions, however, is just as empty and “horrific” as the
museum of tortures. But what most undermines people’s behavior and forces them into pointless
routine are the games. They are the ultimate realization of Dreamland’s mechanical world. Finally,
people are doing more than walk aimlessly among the attractions. One after another, hands insert
coins and pull levers on a variety of slot machines. But the faces are still featureless and bodies
frozen. More and more, the people come to resemble the laughing policeman in the torture museum.
And when the viewer keeps in mind another earlier scene, of young girls around a jukebox mouthing
the words to a pop song, once again the visualization depicts a schizophrenic situation. A false self
intervenes at the level of the “attractions” to divorce itself from the inner self.
Music has another function. Throughout O Dreamland, Anderson uses an asynchronous
sound track to comment on the images. Perhaps the central sequence in the film arrives when the
voice of Frankie Laine, singing “I Believe,” counterpoints the caged animals and their visitors.
Appropriately, it is a somewhat worn recording of Laine crooning “I believe for everyone who goes
astray / someone will come to show the way,” that is juxtaposed with the image of a hawker, calling
the public to his motorcycle exhibition and then a cowering monkey on a chain. Other cuts follow
and produce a nightmarish spectacle of caged animals intercut with parts of people, their faces,
backsides, legs, and arms. Nothing holds together. And the more people try to introduce an element
of humanity or kindness, such as petting the neck of a wolf, the more useless and it appears. People
and animals are trying to connect. But too much artifice surrounds them to make it possible to do so.
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At this point, perhaps, a social metaphor enters the equation. Neither humans or animals
exhibit energy or vitality, and neither group can alter its surroundings. The animals are as little threat
to those outside the cages as the people captured within Dreamland are to those who control the social
order that created the amusement park. The first association, here, is with the earlier shot of the
mechanical policeman once again who seems to laugh at the “imprisoned” onlookers in the torture
museum. But a second and more important association also arises: the opening scene of the film that
captures a chauffeur polishing a Bentley in the foreground while in the background a stream of
working class fairgoers file into Dreamland. What is being said? Perhaps that the owner of the
Bentley never need fear an awakening or radicalizing of the docile patrons of the park who are content
with their mechanical fantasy land. The Bentley’s owner lives in a world as distant from Dreamland
as the torture museum is from the British Museum. Thus the viewer never again sees the car.
Dreamland is no place for finely crafted things, whether they are automobiles, ideas, or individual
aspirations.
The final scene of O Dreamland is in the “magic garden and Swiss beer garden” where exists
a display of “illuminations…the most colourful and artistic in this country.” That is the promise.
Actually, the garden holds only more of the mechanical mannequins, this time bathed in neon lights.
As the soundtrack fades from the music emanating from a mechanical Tyrolean orchestra, the
repetitive chant of dealer calling bets at the gaming tables returns. Events come full circle. People
travel in a circle, in fact, at film’s end. Little escape from Dreamland appears likely. Away from the
fantasyland created in the park, really, just more of the same exists in a world where traditional, more
reflective and connective ways of life, are torn asunder and replaced with loud stimuli that deafens the
ears and a brightness that blinds the eyes. When a spotlight captures a sign supported by a glowing
dwarf, its message mocks the everyday fate of Dreamland’s patrons: “The dreams I dream are yours
to see over there in reality.” In fact, part of what Anderson seems to be saying is that the world of
Dreamland has become reality. Just as the museum of torture captures the inflow of people at the
beginning, so does the magic garden capture the masses in the next to last shot of the film, with
people filing past a Roman statue. Nobody actually leaves Dreamland. People instead endlessly pass
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before exhibits, rides, games, and animal attractions, over and over again. The very last shot of the
film, therefore, is a rising long shot that encompasses the entire park at night, lights ablaze against an
undefined darkness. It serves notice that this is the universe as these people will know it—forever.
Maybe the “lord” in the Bentley will occasionally look down and smile on events, but Dreamland is a
little universe with room for small imaginations and little aspiration.
Elizabeth Sussex, in her study of Anderson and his films, asks “Can there be any doubt that
Anderson hates, not just the entertainment, but the people—hates them for not fighting, for opting out
4
of the battle that is life?” Sussex cannot fathom it, but there is room for doubt. Beyond doubt, in

fact, rests a real compassion. Seeming to misread the film, Sussex discusses the shots of children and
animals as exceptions to the filmmaker’s lack of compassion and goes on to dismiss the rest of the
subjects as deserving the scorn and even ridicule the images pile upon them. Lambert, however,
recognizes something else at work, an anger with the circumstances that have produced Dreamland,
not with the people who find the park their one and only avenue into fantasy. He says as much when
he notes a “rigorous, difficult and austere kind of compassion…for the world and the people
apparently lost in it.”

5

In effect, what Anderson shows in O Dreamland are people caught between anger and
compassion. What then should the viewer make of them visually—and then metaphorically?
Foremost is the impression of vivisection. Anderson efficiently dissects the masses with surgical
precision. Close-ups of empty faces and dull eyes peer at lifeless mannequins. Young girls’ mouths
mime the words coming from a jukebox. Feet and legs, severed from their torsos, wander along
concrete walkways. Hands and arms emerge from the sides of the movie frame to insert coins and
pull the levers on slot machines. The ponderous rear ends of men and women sit precariously atop
stools at gaming tables, inert and immobile. Whole people appear only in shots of crowds or masses.
Alone, people are left in bits and pieces. Worst of all, they possess no context—aside from the
equally fragmented amusement park. A barrage on the senses prevents reflection and makes the
appreciation of subtlety impossible in what is a constant roar of images and flash of sounds. What
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seems to be alluded to, ultimately, is that absent reflection and space people cannot take the measure
of their existence. If all that the senses perceive is constant in shape, motion, and sound, there can be
no contrast. And without contrast, there is no place for the imagination to work between the points of
comparison.
On a metaphorical level, of course, Dreamland represents modern industrial society; its
specialization, complexity, and conformity prevent the realization of a complete human experience
that, say, village life would have provided a century earlier. This is the sadness that pervades O
Dreamland, that of a world and way of life lost to modernity and impossible to recapture. The film,
then, is a protest, the protest of the artist in the face of modernity. Overcoming fragmentation of the
individual is his quest of sorts. In so doing, he seeks spiritual unity and cultural unity but understands
it is a futile undertaking. Thus the anger, the anger of an outraged traditionalist cloaked in the
formalism of a modernist.
Interestingly, the crisis that Anderson displays on film was, during 1957, documented in print
in Hoggart’s The Uses of Literacy, which the British cultural historian, Robert Hewison, calls one of
6
the two most influential books to be published in the 1950s. After a section devoted to nostalgic

memories of his own working class upbringing, Hoggart launches an attack, as Hewison puts it, on
“the New Barbarism…of admass culture spreading through television, imported teenage tastes from
7
America, pop songs, entertainment and pulp literature aimed at the lowest common denominator.”

For Hoggart, the loss of an identifiable working class culture is due to the burgeoning mass culture.
Such a mass culture, in order to appeal to everyone, must do so in a superficial fashion that separates
the working class individual from their community. What Hoggart believes is that postwar society
has destroyed a “genuine class culture” and substituted a “poorer kind of classless, or…’faceless,’
8
culture.” Raymond Williams reacted similarly, fearing the fragmenting of social relationships, the

“separation of the individual and society into absolutes, which we have seen reflected in form. The
truly creative effort of our time is the struggle for relationships, of a whole kind, and it is possible to
see this as both personal and social: the practical learning of extending relationships.”

9
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Significantly, Hoggart cites Lawrence—as did Gavin Lambert above—when coming to terms
with modern mass culture. Hoggart sees mass entertainments as examples of what Lawrence called
“anti-life.” In a passage that could be describing Dreamland, Hoggart writes that mass
entertainments:
are full of a corrupt brightness, of improper appeals and moral evasions. To recall
instances: they tend towards a view of the world in which progress is conceived as a
seeking of material possessions, equality as a moral leveling and freedom as the
ground for endless irresponsible pleasure. These productions belong to a vicarious
spectators’ world; they offer nothing which can really grip the brain or heart. They
assist a gradual drying-up of the more positive, the fuller, the more cooperative kinds
of enjoyment, in which one gains much by giving much. They have intolerable
pretensions; and pander to the wish to have things both ways, to do as we want and
10
accept no consequences.
There is something of the dominie in these words. And in their tones of admonishment and anger,
they echo the sentiments of O Dreamland and Anderson’s own reference to the “moronic mass
audience.”

11

Both Anderson and Hoggart are frustrated with the society that surrounds them. Postwar
England, they seem to say, betrayed its promises. Labour’s “revolution” of 1945 did not usher in a
new age of enlightenment and understanding. Instead, many of the same inequalities of the 1930s
continued, and the promise of newer technologies and modern society, in the end, only intensified the
desperation of individuals adrift amidst its complexity. The promised utopia “turned out to be a cross
between a giant post office and a Fabian summer school.”

12

Bureaucracies, both governmental and

industrial, supplanted the connections, the traditions, of the past.
Amusements of the type Anderson and Hoggart attack seem to capture the essence of all that
they feel is wrong with the new world. But these mass produced entertainments also underline the
specific nature of the modern crisis. For at its center is the question of how to reconcile the past with
the present. Those people adrift in the confines of Dreamland are not only lost, they are trapped
between two worlds: the class-bound world of the 1930s and the emerging welfare state.
Contradictions in this new existence create the fragmented state into which those in Dreamland have
descended. J. B. Priestly described this wrenching of old and new when he remarked:
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We are revolutionaries who have not swept away anything. We are Tories loudly
denouncing taxes and regulations chiefly invented by Tory Ministers. We are
Socialists busy creating peers and cheering pretty princesses. We are a dreary selfrighteous people with a passion for gin, tobacco, gambling and ballet. We are a
nation of Sabbath-keepers who do not go to church…. We are a Socialist-Monarchy
13
that is really the last monument of Liberalism.
Neither “here” nor “there” is Priestly’s conclusion. And coming in 1949, his evaluation
seems to have presaged postwar intellectual and political currents. Certainly, his dissatisfied voice
reverberated in Movement writers and dissentients such as Anderson.
Yet Dreamland’s swirling universe of disembodied sounds and disrupted individuals also is of
an earlier lineage, the anti-utopian thought of George Orwell. Of course, it is Orwell whose character
and writings so greatly influenced those dissentients of the 1950s. But the similarities between
aspects of Orwell’s thought and Anderson’s criticism of Dreamland are particularly striking. As
Williams discusses in his critical biography of Orwell, one important reading of Nineteen Eighty-Four
emphasizes the misapplication of collectivism.

14

Orwell’s city of the future looms as a decrepit,

crowded heap. Amid the crowds, however, individuals stand isolated, ironically, because they are
part of the crowds:
In its second minute the Hate rose to a frenzy. People were leaping up and down in
their places and shouting at the top of their voices in an effort to drown the
maddening bleating voice that came from the screen. The little sandy-haired woman
had turned bright pink, and her mouth was opening and shutting like that of a landed
fish. Even O’Brien’s heavy face was flushed. He was sitting very straight in his
chair, his powerful chest swelling and quivering as though he were standing up to the
assault of a wave…. In a lucid moment Winston found that he was shouting with the
others and kicking his heels violently against the rung of the chair. The horrible thing
about the Two Minutes Hate was not that one was obliged to act a part, but that it was
15
impossible to avoid joining in.
Here, as in Dreamland, the unthinking mass responds to spectacle, the loudest sounds, noises.
Involuntarily, individual identity disappears, but the passage also makes clear that such loss of
individuality precludes the realization of being part of a community. In fact, mass and community are
antithetical terms. Community relies upon the counter realization of individual worth.
Williams, meanwhile, notes that an often unrecognized duality exists in Orwell’s perspective
on the working class. Orwell’s middle class origins left him somewhat distant from the workers. He
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felt, says Williams, a compassion and simultaneously a revulsion for the lower classes. Accordingly,
16
Orewell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four attacks the romantic revolutionary. To lengthen somewhat

Williams’ citation from Orwell: “But if there was hope, it lay in the proles. You had to cling to that.
When you put it in words it sounded reasonable; it was when you looked at the human beings passing
you on the pavement that it became an act of faith.”

17

Yet Orwell did have a genuine sympathy for

the working class. And his desire to live as one of them, of course, underscores his commitment to
reforming the inequalities of class division.
The same duality can be seen in Anderson’s films, particularly O Dreamland when it is
compared to his other documentary efforts. O Dreamland is an indictment of the working class, an
assault, if you will, on its values or at least the so easily accomplished corruption of those values.
Conversely, Anderson’s most famous documentary, Every Day Except Christmas (1957), would be a
paean to the working class and the notion of labor. Yet within both films is an attitude of “us” and
“them” similar to Orwell. Anderson cannot escape his own origins—graduate of Oxford and the son
of a British army officer stationed in India—and no matter how much he sometimes tries, he cannot
overcome his perspective, the radicalized, outraged traditionalist who, when all is said and done,
believes in fairness but never expects it to become a reality.
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The Application of Mental Skills Training in an
Unusual Performance Domain

Numerous studies in the field of sport psychology demonstrate the effects of imagery
(e.g., Morris, Spittle, & Perry, 2004), goal setting (e.g., Hall & Kerr, 2001), and selfregulation and arousal control (e.g., Hardy & Jones, 1994) on performance in athletics.
There are also studies demonstrating the efficacy of these effects in the performing arts
(e.g., Hanrahan, S.J., 2005; Hayes, K.F., 2000; Tremayne & Rowe, 2010) and the military
(e.g., Zinsser, Perkins, et al., 2004). However, for medical registrars in disciplines such
as surgery, anaesthetics, emergency physicians, and intensive care, mental skills training
is only recently gaining importance as a tool to enhance performance under difficult and
stressful situations (e.g., Arora, et al., 2010). Senior hospital registrars are under intense
pressure to develop their knowledge and clinical skills in order to pass the final
examinations to become consultants. They have rigorous written and oral examinations
where there can be a high failure rate due to fatigue, high anxiety, and poor stress
management. Many registrars, after failing the first time, have a tendency to work harder,
rather than smarter, which is not always helpful. We describe how previously failing
hospital registrars make positive changes in their study habits through constant selftesting under examination conditions, and preparation of body and mind for peak
performance. The consequent behaviour changes and increases in confidence that take
place are discussed, including the individual characteristics that must be taken into
account. The value of this preparation is well recognized in sport and the performing arts,
and this presentation will outline the intervention approaches, highlighting similarities
and differences with sport and the performing arts, and demonstrating how the same
mental skills can be integrated into the study and training of hospital registrars.
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ABSTRACT
There have been many studies to date of pronunciation errors made by Chinese learners of
English, the majority of which focus on the causes of these errors via native language transfer
and focus on exploring pedagogical implications. This paper takes the same learner data and
looks instead at what these errors say about the respective phonological structures of native
and target language. Specifically, the paper focuses on two controversial areas of Mandarin
phonology – phonemic designation of the alveopalatal initials and rime structure within the
syllable, and argues for the use of Chinese learners’ English pronunciation errors as evidence
to inform the choice between competing models of Mandarin phonological structure.
Regarding Mandarin rime structure, it will be shown that the inability of Mandarin native
speakers to produce diphthongs in closed syllables favors models of Mandarin syllable
structure in which both the nucleus and the coda are non-branching. The fact that single slots
only are assigned to the nucleus and the coda forces the reduction of the target language VGC
sequence through either monophthongization or coda deletion.
Regarding the phonemic status of the Mandarin alveopalatals, it will be shown that the
tendency for Mandarin speakers to convert English “s” into the Mandarin voiceless
alveopalatal fricative [ɕ] before high front vowels offers strong evidence that the alveopalatals
may be allophonic with the alveolar sibilants. Furthermore, the absence of errors stemming
from the combination of velar consonants with high front vowels strongly suggests that the
alveopalatals cannot be allphonic with the velars.
In introducing evidence from Chinese EFL errors, this study invokes a new strategy with
which to probe the phonological structure of Chinese. It is believed that, as a systematic,
natural and fully involuntary phenomenon, L1 transfer errors should be given greater weight
in determining the psychological reality of theoretical linguistic constructs.

KEYWORDS: phonemicization; syllable structure; interlanguage; L1 interference
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1

Introduction

There have been many studies to date of pronunciation errors made by Chinese learners of
English as a second language (ESL) or English as a foreign language (EFL), the majority of
which focus on the causes of these errors via native language transfer and/or phonological
markedness, and seek to address these imperfections as part of fine-tuning the language
acquisition process (Ho 2003; An 2007; S. Chang 2008; Tseng 2008; Huang and Radant 2009;
Yao 2009; Tsai 2011). That is to say, existing studies see inconsistencies between the
phonological structures of native (L1) and target (L2) languages as giving rise to imperfect
acquisition of target language phonology, and for the most part focus on exploring the
pedagogical implications of such a structural incompatibility.
This paper takes the same learner data and turns the question around, looking not at how best
to correct non-native pronunciation, but instead on what these learner errors say about the
respective phonological structures of native and target language. Specifically, the paper
focuses on two controversial areas of Mandarin phonology – phonemic designation of the
alveopalatal initials and rime structure within the syllable, and argues for the use of Chinese
learners’ English pronunciation errors as evidence that will inform the choice between
competing models of Mandarin phonological structure.
Regarding Mandarin rime structure, it will be shown in Section 2 of the paper that the
inability of Mandarin native speakers to produce diphthongs in closed syllables (e.g., English
“rain”, “town”) works against models of Mandarin syllable structure which allow a branching
nucleus (Chung 1989, 1996; Lin 1989, 2007) or branching coda (C. Cheng 1973), and favors
models in which both the nucleus and the coda are non-branching. The fact that single slots
only are afforded the nucleus and the coda forces the reduction of the target language VGC
sequence through either monophthongization (VC) or omission of the coda (VG), as observed
in the interlanguage pronunciation of Chinese ESL/EFL learners. Furthermore, it is shown
that the phenomenon is not unique to Mandarin – speakers of languages with similar syllable
structures, such as Cantonese and Vietnamese, also exhibit the same behavior with respect to
rime simplification.
Regarding the long-debated phonemic status of the Mandarin alveopalatal initials, it will be
shown in Section 3 that the tendency for Mandarin speakers to replace English “s” with the
Mandarin voiceless alveopalatal fricative [ɕ] in the environment of high front vowels (e.g.,
“see”, “city”) offers strong evidence that the alveopalatals may be allophonic with the
alveolar sibilants in Mandarin. Furthermore, the conspicuous absence of errors stemming
from the combination of velar consonants with high front vowels (e.g., “key”, “hip”) strongly
suggests that the alveopalatals are not allphonic with the velar series of consonants, as
suggested by Chao (1934) and R. Cheng (1966).
In using Chinese ESL/EFL errors to shed light on Mandarin segmental and suprasegmental
structure, this study invokes a new strategy with which to probe the phonological structure of
Chinese, to be used alongside traditional sources of evidence such as segmental distribution,
slips-of-the-tongue, language games, onomatopoeic expressions, and traditional poetic rhyme
and alliteration. It is believed that, as a systematic, natural and fully involuntary phenomenon,
L1 transfer errors provide greater insight into linguistic constructs in the mind than forms of
evidence based on artificial learning or literary traditions, and as such should be given greater
weight in determining the psychological reality of underlying linguistic structures.
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2

Mandarin rime structure

There is general agreement that Mandarin Chinese allows a maximally four-position syllable
structure of (C)(G)V(G) or (C)(G)V(N), as shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, regardless of
theoretical orientation, there is broad concensus that the structure from the nucleus (V)
onwards constitutes the rime substructure of the syllable.
syllable

syllable
rime

(鳥)

●
initial
(C)
|
n

●
medial
(G)
|
j

●
nucleus
V
|
ɑ

rime
●
coda
(G)
|
w

(娘)

●
initial
(C)
|
n

●
medial
(G)
|
j

●
nucleus
V
|
ɑ

●
coda
(N)
|
ŋ

Fig. 1 Mandarin syllable structure (C=consonant; V=vowel; G=glide; N=nasal; optional elements in parentheses;
after C. Li 1999: 36)

Excluding for now syllables containing the diminutive r-suffix, Mandarin rimes are of two
types: basic rimes which contain an underlyingly empty coda following the nucleus (e.g., [ɑ:]
阿), and complex rimes in which the coda position is non-empty (e.g., [an] 安). In this paper
we will concern ourselves only with the Mandarin complex rimes, the positioning of whose
subsyllabic components lie at the heart of the hierarchical structure of the Mandarin syllable.
Mandarin complex rimes allow two possible configurations: the nucleus-glide (VG)
configuration, which includes four possible rimes [aj], [aw], [ǝj], [ǝw] (as in the lexemes
海、好、黑、後), and the nucleus-nasal (VN) configuration, which includes another four rimes
[an], [aŋ], [ǝn], [ǝŋ] (as in the lexemes 含、航、很、橫).

2.1 Proposed rime structures
There have been various proposals regarding how best to incorporate these two rime
configurations within an overarching hierarchical constituent structure of the Mandarin
syllable. C. Cheng (1973: 11), without giving additional argument, proposes that glide and
nasal ending occupy neighboring positions within the coda constituent, as illustrated in Figure
2. As expanded upon in Figures 3 and 4, under C. Cheng’s model, VG rimes and VN rimes
are represented by fundamentally different hierarchical trees, reflecting a structural difference
which one would expect to lead to differences in phonological behavior, no evidence for
which is presented by the author. Furthermore, in C. Cheng’s model, both the VG rime and
the VN rime contain unoccupied slots that are unaccounted for.

Rime
Nucleus
V

Coda
G

Fig. 2 C. Cheng’s model of Mandarin rime structure (1973: 11)
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Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

a

j

C

Fig. 3 VG rime (/aj/ 愛) in C. Cheng’s Mandarin rime structure

Rime

Nucleus

Coda

V

G

C

a

n

Fig. 4 VN rime (/an/ 安) in C. Cheng’s (1973) Mandarin rime structure

Lin (1989: 27; 289; 2007: 108-109), on the other hand, argues for a structure in which the
post-nuclear glide (G) is treated as a branch of the nucleus, whereas the syllable-final nasal (N)
occupies the coda position, citing evidence from labial co-occurence constraints and language
game rules in Taiwanese, Cantonese, and Hakka dialect as justification. As shown in Figure 5,
Lin’s structure is one with a potentially branching nucleus, whereas the coda position allows
only a single consonant – nasal consonants in the case of Mandarin, and expanded to include
stops in the majority of the southern Chinese dialects. Lin’s rime structure serves to explain
why in the southern Chinese dialects labial initials may co-occur with post-nuclear labial
glides (e.g., /paw/), but not with post-nuclear labial nasals and stops (e.g., */pam/, */map/).
But as with C. Cheng’s model, the proposed structure contains unoccupied slots that are
unaccounted for in the theory.
Rime
Nucleus

V

Coda

G

C

Fig. 5 Lin’s model of Mandarin rime structure (1989: 27; 2007: 108)

Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

a

j

C

Fig. 6 VG rime (/aj/ 愛) in Lin’s (1989; 2007) rime structure
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Rime
Nucleus

V

Coda

G

C

a

n

Fig. 7 VN rime (/an/ 安) in Lin’s (1989; 2007) rime structure

In addition to models of Mandarin rime that assign post-nuclear glide and nasal coda to
different slots (resulting in the obligatory presence of an unoccupied slot at all times), the
majority of models of the Mandarin syllable allow syllable-final G and syllable-final N to
occupy the same slot, that is, a single coda slot, as shown in Figure 8. Under this
configuration, VG rimes and VN rimes enjoy the same structure – one which does not result
in the presence of an empty slot within the syllable, as illustrated in Figures 9 and 10.

Rime

Nucleus

Coda

V

N/G

Fig. 8 Non-sub-branching rime structure (R. Cheng 1966; Yin 1989; Kuo 1994; C. Li 1999; Duanmu 1990, 2000)

Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

a

j

Fig. 9 VG rime (/aj/ 愛) in non-sub-branching rime structure

Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

N

a

n

Fig. 10 VN rimes(/an/ 安) in non-sub-branching rime structure
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2.2 Evidence from L1 phonological transfer
We have shown in the previous section that there are various hierarchical models of the
Mandarin rime, some of which result in obligatory empty slots in the description of the two
types of Mandarin complex rimes, and others for which there are no such unoccupied
positions. In this section we apply evidence from the interlanguage phonological patterns of
Taiwanese1 EFL learners to support the latter structure over the former. More specifically, we
argue that the inability of Mandarin native speakers to combine diphthong and consonantal
coda within the same syllable supports the hypothesis that there is no unoccupied slot in
Mandarin VG or VN rimes, and that both nucleus and coda are non-branching in Mandarin
Chinese.
There is abundant evidence in the literature that while Mandarin speakers have no problems
pronouncing English diphthongs in open syllables, modifications occur in interlanguage
speech when the same diphthongs occur in closed syllables.
Huang and Radant (2009: 152) note that while “Taiwanese EFL students can articulate [ej]
correctly in words such as play and bay; strangely, it is quite common that they pronounce
lake as [lɛk] or tape as [tʰɛp]”. The authors go on to point out in their data that “lame is
pronounced [lɛm]; safe is pronounced [sɛf]; sale is pronounced [sɛl]; sane is [sɛn]”, and that
“town is pronounced [tʰaŋ]” (2009:153).
S. Chang (2008), focusing exclusively on the pronunciation of the English diphthong [ej],
found that closed syllables inhibited accurate pronunciation of [ej] in Taiwanese EFL learners,
while open syllables promoted accurate pronunciation (2008: 45). Seeking an explanation via
contrastive analysis, she attributed the discrepancy to the fact that [ej] appears only in open
syllables in Mandarin (2008: 12-13; 61-62), without delving deeper into the effects of syllable
structure or rime structure.
Similarly, An (2007) studied the pronunciation of the English diphthong [aw] in Taiwanese
learners, and found that while “open syllables will promote accurate production of [aw]”
(2007: 42), “learners will pronounce (English [aw] as) [a] more frequently before nasals”
(2007: 43). The phenomenon is so prevalent that not only learners, but “even language
teachers pronounce [dɑn] for [dɑwn] in down” (2007: 4).
Applying the three models of rime structure introduced in the previous section to this
phenomenon, we find that while diphthongs such as [ej] or [aw] are compatible with all three
structures, in the manner shown in Figures 2, 5, and 8, sequences of diphthong plus nasal
vowel are unlicensed by the non-sub-branching rime structure, but remain possible in models
with a branching nucleus or branching coda.
Take the English word “sane” [sejn] for example (vis-a-vis Huang and Radant 2009: 153).
Figure 11 shows that the rime [ejn] should have no trouble fitting into C. Cheng’s branching
coda structure, while Figure 12 shows that the same rime is compatible with Lin’s branching
nucleus structure.

1

“Taiwanese” is used here as a reference to place rather than language. Where the usage occurs in this
paper, the intended referent is Mandarin speakers from Taiwan, rather than speakers whose native
language is Taiwanese Southern Min.
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Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

C

e

j

n

Fig. 11 Rime [ejn] positioned within C. Cheng’s (1973) model of Mandarin rime

Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

C

e

j

n

Fig. 12 Rime [ejn] positioned within Lin’s (1989; 2007) model of Mandarin rime

Were we to attempt to fit the same rime [ejn] into a single-nucleus, single-coda rime model
however, we run into a problem: following nucleus [e], there remains only one licenseable
slot. As shown in Figures 13 and 14, the one remaining slot can accommodate either glide [j]
or nasal [n], but not both. The model predicts that Mandarin native speakers (and speakers of
languages with similar syllable structure restrictions) will reduce the rime [ejn] to either [ej]
or [en], the latter of which is observed by S. Chang (2008) and Huang and Radant (2009) in
Taiwanese EFL learners.
Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

e

j

?

n

Fig. 13 Forcing rime [ejn] into a single-nucleus, single-coda rime structure via coda deletion

Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

e

?

C

j

n

Fig. 14 Forcing rime [ejn] into a single-nucleus, single-coda rime structure via monophthongization
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Similarly, were we to look at the English word “town” [tɑwn] for example (vis-a-vis Huang
and Radant 2009: 153), Figure 15 shows that the rime [ɑwn] should have no trouble fitting
into C. Cheng’s (1973) branching coda structure, and Figure 16 shows that the same rime is
compatible with Lin’s (1989; 2007) branching nucleus structure.
Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

C

ɑ

w

n

Fig. 15 Rime [ɑwn] positioned within C. Cheng’s (1973) model of Mandarin rime

Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

C

ɑ

w

n

Fig. 16 Rime [ɑwn] positioned within Lin’s (1989) model of Mandarin rime

But when we attempt to fit the same rime [ɑwn] into a single-nucleus, single-coda rime model
however, we see in Figures 17 and 18 that the one remaining slot following the nucleus can
accommodate either glide [w] or nasal [n], but not both. The model again predicts that
speakers of languages with such syllable structure restrictions will reduce the rime [ɑwn] to
either [ɑw] via coda deletion, or [ɑn] via monophthongization. We have seen in the previous
example that between these two options Taiwanese EFL learners appear to show a preference
for the monophthongization strategy, which has been observed by An (2007) and Huang and
Radant (2009) in the case of [ɑwn]. But in this particular rime, monophthongization produces
[ɑn], which is not a legitimate syllable in Mandarin – the nearest approximations being [an]
and [ɑŋ]. Assuming that preservation of vowel features in the obligatory nucleus takes
precedence over preservation of coda features, we predict that the CORONAL articulator in [n]
will be replaced with DORSAL to produce [ŋ], resulting in rime [ɑŋ], as illustrated in Figure 19.
Thus the pronunciation of English “down” as 蕩 [dɑŋ]. The transformation is described by
An (2007: 61) as a two-step process involving monophthongization and velarization.
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Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

G

ɑ

w

?

n

Fig. 17 Forcing rime [ɑwn] into a single-nucleus, single-coda rime structure via coda deletion

Rime

Nucleus

Coda

V

?

C

ɑ

w

n

Fig. 18 Forcing rime [ɑwn] into a single-nucleus, single-coda rime structure via monophthongization

Rime
Nucleus

Coda

V

?

C

ɑ

w

n
ŋ

Fig. 19 Forcing rime [ɑwn] into a single-nucleus, single-coda rime structure via monophthongization and coda
tweaking
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2.3 Parallels in neighboring languages
In the previous section, it was pointed out that out of the three proposed hierarchical models
of the Mandarin rime, only the model that stipulates that neither nucleus or coda be branching
explicitly predicts that native speakers of Mandarin would be incapable of producing
diphthong in closed syllables, despite the fact that Mandarin speakers have no trouble
producing those same diphthongs in open syllables. Furthermore, it was predicted that when
Mandarin speakers encounter diphthong plus consonantal coda sequences, there would be two
possible strategies for bringing the foreign sequence in line with native language syllable
structure, that is, (1) monophthongization, or (2) coda deletion. Taiwanese EFL learners were
shown to favor the monophthongization strategy.
We find, however, in neighboring languages with similar syllable structures as Mandarin that
although the same prohibition of diphthongs in closed syllables hold, adaptation strategies
may differ.
Cantonese, which expands the Mandarin rime repertoire to VG, VN and VC by allowing stops
[p], [t], [k] and the bilabial nasal [m] in the coda position, also prohibits diphthongs in closed
syllables. L. Chang (1975: 232-233) notes that “Cantonese diphthongs occur only in the final
position, i.e., in open syllables”, and as a result, Cantonese speakers have trouble producing
English diphthongs with full glide in closed syllables.
When faced with English diphthongs in closed syllables, errors made by Cantonese speakers
fall into two main categories: Figure 20 shows the use of a monophthongization strategy
similar to that adopted by Taiwanese speakers, through which “same” is reduced to [sem], and
“home” is reduced to [hom] – an error referred to by Chang as that of the “incomplete glide”
(1975: 233). Figure 18 illustrates the second strategy predicted by our syllable structure
model, namely “omission of the final consonant” (L. Chang 1975: 233), according to which
“out” becomes [aw], “time” becomes [taj], and “five” becomes [fai] via deletion of the final
consonants [t], [m] and [v]. Cantonese speakers, it would appear, avail themselves of both
monophthongization and coda deletion strategies when presented with English syllables
incompatible with their native syllable structure.
Gloss (ENG)
same
home

Target language
pronunciation
sejm
howm

Interlanguage
pronunciation
sem
hom

Fig. 20 Incomplete glides in the pronunciation of Cantonese EFL learners (L. Chang 1975: 233)

Gloss (ENG)
out
time
five

Target language
pronunciation
awt
tajm
fajv

Interlanguage
pronunciation
aw
taj
faj

Fig. 21 Incomplete codas in the pronunciation of Cantonese EFL learners (L. Chang 1975: 233)

In Figure 22, we see data from Vietnamese – another language in which most diphthongs
occur only in CV structures (Hansen 2001: 339). As would be predicted by the single-nucleus,
single-coda model of the rime, Vietnamese EFL speakers have trouble producing English
diphthongs in closed syllables (Benson 1988: 226-228). The strategy with which native
Vietnamese speakers adapt these problematic syllables, however, appears to be heavily
11
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leaning towards final consonant deletion. As documented in Benson (1988: 228), Vietnamese
speakers delete the final consonant of any syllable that contains a diphthong, such that
English “like” becomes [laj], “out” becomes [aw], and “late” becomes [lej]. Within the
options presented by the transfer of L1 syllable structure, Vietnamese speakers appear to
exhibit a universal preference for the open syllable.
Gloss (ENG)
like
right
out
down
late
eight

Target language
pronunciation
lajk
ɹajt
awt
dawn
lejt
ejt

Interlanguage
pronunciation
laj
ɹaj
aw
daw
lej
ej

Fig. 22 Incomplete codas in the pronunciation of Vietnamese EFL learners (Benson 1988: 228)

In the preceding sections, we were able to show that out of the many competing models of the
Mandarin syllable, only one type of model, namely, those in which both nucleus and coda are
non-branching, are able to correctly predict the types of L1 transfer errors likely to be made
by native speakers of Mandarin when encountering English syllables of a structure
incompatible with the native language. The presence of the full range of possible strategies
for bringing the foreign syllable structure in line with the native langauge in English
pronunciation errors made by native speakers of Mandarin, Cantonese, and Vietnamese lend
further support to the psychological reality of the proposed syllable structure, showing that
patterns of L1 transfer in interlanguage phonology are a valuable source of evidence for the
existence of abstract structures in the mind.

3

Status of the Mandarin alveopalatals

The phonemic status of the Mandarin alveopalatal initials [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] has long been an issue
of contention in Mandarin phonology, for the reason that with regard vowels and glides in
their immediate vicinity, the alveopalatals sit in complementary distribution with three other
initial series: the alveolar sibilants [ʦ], [ʦʰ], [s], the retroflex sibilants [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ], [ɻ], and
the velars [k], [kʰ], [x]. As a result there is little agreement to date on the phonemic status of
the Mandarin alveopalatal initials: expert opinion has been divided between treating the
alveopalatals as allophones of the velar initials (Chao 1934; R. Cheng 1966), treating the
alveopalatals as allophones of the alveolar sibilants (Duanmu 2000; Lin 2007), and viewing
the alveopalatals as an independent series altogether, albeit with accidental gaps in
distribution (Shi 1957; C. Cheng 1973; You, Qian and Gao 1980; Pulleyblank 1984; Y. Li
1984).

3.1 The issue of complementary distribution
Phonemic status has been traditionally conferred upon groupings of phones in a language
based on phonetic similarity and complementary distribution. The problem with the
alveopalatal initials [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] in Mandarin is that they are phonetically similar to and
complementarily distributed with not one, but three potential series of initials – a condition
that has prompted Chinese linguist Yuen Ren Chao (1934) to ultimately reject the existence of
unique solutions in phonology as a practicable goal.
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As we can see in Figure 23, the Mandarin alveopalatals [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] occur only before the
high front vowels [i] and [y] or their semivocalic counterparts [j] and [ɥ]; whereas the
alveolar sibilants [ʦ], [ʦʰ], [s], the retroflex sibilants [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ], [ɻ], and the velars [k], [kʰ],
[x] never occur before [i], [y], [j] or [ɥ]. That is to say, the alveopalatals occur exclusively in
palatal environments, whereas the alveolar sibilants, the retroflex sibilants and the velars
never occur in palatal environments. With regard to vocalic environment, the alveopalatals are
in clear complementary distribution with the other three series. This, combined with the
articulatory proximity and acoustic similarity of the alveopaltals to the velars, the alveolar
sibilants, and the retroflex initials, it would be hard not to assign allophonic status to the
alveopalatals and group them together with one of the aforementioned initial series.
vowel/glide vs initial
zero
i/j
u/w
y/ɥ

alveopalatal

velar

retroflex

ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ
ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ

k, kʰ, x
k, kʰ, x
-

tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
-

alveolar
sibilant
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
-

Fig. 23 Complementary distribution of the Mandarin alveopalatals with the velar, retroflex and alveolar sibilant
initials

3.2 Proposed groupings
As a result of the complementary distribution of the Mandarin alveopalatals with the retroflex,
velar and alveolar sibilant series of initials, various proposals have been advanced to identify
the alveopalatals as allophones of one of these other series of Mandarin initials, though to
date there is a lack of concensus regarding which series of initials the alveopalatals ought to
be allophonic with, and evidence for the psychological reality of such groupings remains thin
on the ground.

3.2.1 Alveopalatals as allophones of the velars
Despite renouncing the existence of biuniqueness in phonemic solutions, Chao (1934)
eventually opted to treat the Mandarin alveopalatals as allophones of the velar initials, citing
native speaker judgement of sound similarity and alveopalatal-velar interchangeability in
Mandarin language games (Chao 1934: 48). Additional evidence ranging from etymological
origin and alliterative onomatopoeic expressions to English-Chinese transliteration
conventions has been cited to support the alveopalatal-velar affiliation (Fu 1956; R. Cheng
1966; Lin 1989).
According to this arrangement, the accidental gaps found in the distribution of the
alveopalatals and the velar initials cancel each other out, whereas gaps remain in the
distribution of the alveolar sibilant and retroflex initials, as shown in Figure 24.
vowel/glide vs initial
zero
i/j
u/w
y/ɥ

velar
k, kʰ, x
ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ
k, kʰ, x
ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ

retroflex
tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
-

Fig. 24 Alveopalatals as allophones of the velar initials
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alveolar sibilant
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
-
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A number of criticisms have been leveled at the treatment of the alveopalatals as allophonic
variants of the velar initials. First, it is not clear that native speaker judgement favors the
treatment of alveopalatals as velars in palatal environments – Chao (1934) failed to make
clear what his claim of native speaker intuition was based on, and subsequent authors have
gone on to claim that native speakers feel differently about alveopalatal affiliation (Shi 1957:
14; You, Qian, and Gao 1980: 333; Li 1984: 254; Duanmu 2000: 28, 87). Furthermore,
alliterative onomatopoeic conventions have been shown to associate alveopalatals with not
only velars, but also alveopalatal sibilants (Kuo 1994: 13; C. Li 1999: 94). Recent scholarship
has also been careful to differentiate between historical roots and mental representations and
derivations (C. Li 1999).

3.2.2 Alveopalatals as allophones of the alveolar sibilants
Another popular approach has been to group the alveopalatals [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] with the alveolar
sibilants [ʦ], [ʦʰ], [s]. Duanmu (2000) adopts such a grouping, basing his treatment on
purported greater phonetic similarity and native speaker judgement (see also Lin 2007), plus
the fact that in Beijing there is a tendency among certain young women to pronounce the
alveopalatals as alveolar sibilants to affect a more feminine pronunciation (Cao 1987) – all of
which leads him to conclude that the alveopalatals are best grouped with the alveolar
sibilants.
If the Mandarin alveopalatals are identified with the alveolar sibilants, the accidental gaps
found in the distribution of the alveopalatal and alveolar sibilant initials cancel each other out,
whereas gaps remain in the distribution of the velar and retroflex initials, as shown in Figure
25.
vowel/glide vs initial
zero
i/j
u/w
y/ɥ

velar
k, kʰ, x
k, kʰ, x
-

retroflex
tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
-

alveolar sibilant
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ

Fig. 25 Alveopalatals as allophones of the alveolar sibilants

3.2.3 Alveopalatals as an independent series
There have to date been no proposals to merge the alveopalatals and the retroflex initials into
a single phonemic series, despite the logical possibility of such an arrangement. The one
exception is perhaps the MPS II (Mandarin Phonetic Symbols II -- 注音符號第二式)
romanization system published in 1986 by the Ministry of Education of the Republic of China,
which remains however a romanization convention that makes no claim to speaker intuition
or psychological reality.
There have been nevertheless calls for treating the alveopalatal initials as an independent
series, unaffiliated with the alveolar sibilants, the velars or the retroflex initials, the argument
being that outside of distribution there is insufficient evidence to warrant any such grouping
(Shi 1957: 14; You, Qian and Gao 1980: 333; Y. Li 1984: 254, 257). C. Cheng (1973: 38), for
example, notes that much of the affiliation of the alveopalatals with the velars and alveolar
sibilants is historical rather than synchronic in nature. Kuo (1994: 13) and C. Li (1999: 94)
both point out that native speaker judgement and claims of affiliation extracted from
alliterative onomatopoeic expressions and language game data are often conflicting. R. Cheng
(1966: 142), in weighing the evidence for allophony presented in the literature, concludes that
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“it remains to be investigated whether the phonemes established on these criteria are in
accordance with the phonemes taken to represent perceptual units of the native speaker”.

3.3 The view from interlanguage phonology
Having reviewed the insufficiency of evidence in the literature used to shed light on the
phonemic status of the Mandarin alveopalatal initials, we now turn to patterns in the
interlanguage phonology of Chinese EFL learners for new insight. More specifically, we will
examine each of the three possible allophonic groupings mentioned in the previous section,
and ask whether there is evidence from L1 phonological transfer in Chinese learners of
English to support or refute such a stipulation.
3.3.1 Alveopalatals as allophones of the velars
Let us begin with the claim that the alveopalatals [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] are allophones of the velars [k],
[kʰ], [x] in palatal environments. As illustrated in Figure 24, such a hypothesis would assume
that [k], [kʰ], [x] will always be pronounced as [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] before palatal vowels.
Applied to the learning of English pronunciation, the hypothesis would predict that Chinese
EFL and ESL learners might have trouble pronouncing sequences of velar (including glottal
[h]) onset plus vowel [i] or [ɪ], as they would be inclined to replace [g], [k] and [h] with
alveopalatals in palatal environments. For example, “give” would be pronounced as [ʨɪv],
“keep” would be pronounced as [ʨʰip], and “hip” would be pronounced as [ɕɪp]. The
literature on the interlanguage phonology of Mandarin EFL learners has noted no such velar
conversions.
Furthermore, the said hypothesis would predict that, due to conversion of velars into
alveopalatals before high front vowels, there be potential confusion in Mandarin learners
between minimal pairs such as “keep” vs “cheap”, or “gear” vs “jeer”. Again, no such
confusion is recorded in the literature. (NOTE: Ho (2003: 145) writes of confusion between
the pronouns “he” and “she”, but it should be noted that the confusion is lexical rather than
phonological in nature, due to its failure to apply across the board to all instances of the
syllables [hi] and [ʃi]. Tseng (2008: 86) has also observed mispronunciations of [g] as [ʤ] and
vice versa, but this is most likely due to the ambiguity of the phonetic form of the letter “g” in
English spelling ).
The absence of phonemic replacements and pattern confusions in English language
acquisition that would be predicted by an allophonic grouping of the alveopalatals with the
velars leads us to conclude that the Mandarin alveopalatals cannot be allophones of the velar
initials. The fact that native speakers of Mandarin are able to produce sequences of velar plus
high vowel (e.g., “key”, “give”) shows that the lack of such combinations in Mandarin are to
be interpreted as strictly accidental gaps that can be attributed to historical development, and
are not part of phonotactics of the native language.

3.3.2 Alveopalatals as allophones of the alveolar sibilants
Let us now examine the claim that the alveopalatals [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] are allophones of alveolar
sibilants [ʦ], [ʦʰ], [s] in palatal environments. As was shown in Figure 25, such a hypothesis
would assume that [ʦ], [ʦʰ], [s] will always be pronounced as [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] before palatal
vowels.
Applied to English pronunciation, the hypothesis would predict that Chinese EFL and ESL
learners would have trouble pronouncing [s] before the vowel [i] or [ɪ]. That is to say, they
15
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would have trouble pronouncing “see” or the letter “C”, instead producing [ɕi].
The pronunciation of the English letter “C” as [ɕi] has been observed in beginner-level
Chinese EFL learners by many authors (Yao 2009: 293; Tsai 2011:31- 33), and is seen as one
of the most salient flaws of Chinese-accented English – a major focus of accent reduction
classes. Viewed from another angle, however, the replacement of [si] with [ɕi] offers strong
evidence of the affiliation between [s] and [ɕ], that is, between the alveolar sibilants and
alveopaltals. The fact that Chinese native speakers do not pronounce “he” as [ɕi], but do
pronounce “see” as [ɕi] offers evidence that the Mandarin alveopalatals are allophones of the
alveolar sibilants, and not allophones of the velars.

3.3.3 Alveopalatals as allophones of the retroflex initials
We now examine the third logical possibility, i.e., that of the alveopalatals [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] being
allophones of the retroflex initials [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ], [ɻ] in palatal environments. As shown in
Figure 26, such a hypothesis would assume that retroflex [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ] would be pronounced
as [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] before palatal vowels.
vowel/glide vs initial
zero
i/j
u/w
y/ɥ

velar
k, kʰ, x
k, kʰ, x
-

retroflex
tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ
tʂ, tʂʰ, ʂ, ɻ
ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ

alveolar sibilant
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
ʦ, ʦʰ, s
-

Fig. 26 Alveopalatals as allophones of the alveolar sibilants
The problem with testing this hypothesis, however, is that in languages for which there is
likely to be Chinese learner data , English included, sequences of retroflex onset plus high
front vowel are rare. Retroflex consonants are rare to begin with in the languages of the world.
In English, the closest we can get to a retroflex consonant is the English palato-alveolar series
[ʤ], [ʧ], [ʃ] – which Chinese learners do have some trouble pronouncing, and use sounds
from their native phonological inventory to replace. But the type of replacement rendered
appears to differ with the type of Mandarin spoken.
Chen (1999: 95) noticed in speakers of Taiwan Mandarin that “the English segments /ʤ, ʧ, ʃ/
have their counterparts in Mandarin /ʨ, ʨʰ, ɕ/. Their phonological similarity induces the
participants to establish correspondences between the target sound and their Mandarin
counterparts”. The same is observed in American-born Taiwanese, who have the tendence to
pronounce Mandarin [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] as English [ʤ], [ʧ], [ʃ] (Young 2007: 91; 98-106). Note
that the Mandarin alveopalatals [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] have a place of articulation that is further back
than English [ʤ], [ʧ], [ʃ], but like their English counterparts, are produced using a laminal
gesture.
In speakers of northern Mandarin, however, the tendency often is to replace English [ʤ], [ʧ],
[ʃ] with Mandarin retroflex [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ]. Experiments done by Chang et al (2011: 30-32)
show that native speakers of Mandarin often were not able to maintain a reliable distinction
between Mandarin [ʂ] and English [ʃ] (Chang et al 2011: 30-32). The authors also contend
that the English palato-alveolars [ʤ], [ʧ], [ʃ] are acoustically closer in terms of centroid
frequency to the Mandarin retroflex initials [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ] than to the Mandarin alveopalatals
initials [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] (Chang et al 2011: 28-29). Note that the Mandarin retroflex initials [tʂ],
[tʂʰ], [ʂ] share the same palato-alveolar place of articulation with English [ʤ], [ʧ], [ʃ], but
differ from their English counterparts in terms of tongue configuration.
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With regard to the possibility of the Mandarin alveopalatals being allophones of the retroflex
initials, we are left without a clear conclusion due to the lack of foreign language retroflex
plus [i] vowel sequences on which to base our observation of learner reflexes. But in
observing adaptations of the English palato-alveolars [ʤ], [ʧ], [ʃ], we are made aware that
speakers of different dialects of Mandarin may have distinct underlying phonological systems
that manifest themselves in the phoneme replacements made when faced with a foreign sound.
That is to say, there remains the possibility that the phonemic status of the alveopalatals [ʨ],
[ʨʰ], [ɕ] may be different in Taiwan Mandarin than, say, in Beijing Mandarin.

3.3.4 Alveopalatals as an independent phonemic series
There remains to be examined the hypothesis that the alveopalatals [ʨ], [ʨʰ], [ɕ] remain an
independent series unaffiliated with the alveolar sibilants [ʦ], [ʦʰ], [s], the velars [k], [kʰ], [x],
or the retroflex initials [tʂ], [tʂʰ], [ʂ], [ɻ]. As was shown in Figure 23, such a hypothesis would
assume that the lack of alveopalatal initials in non-palatal environments and the absence of
velars, alveolar sibilants and retroflex initials in palatal environments are all due to accidental
gaps in phonemic distribution.
The assumption that all gaps in the distribution of alveopalatal, velar, retroflex and alveolar
sibilant initials are accidental would predict that as Mandarin-speaking learners of English
encounter foreign syllables that place into these gaps, they would have no trouble producing
the sounds. This assumption has been proven to be true in the case of the velar initials (i.e.,
Chinese learners have no trouble pronouncing “key”, “give”), untrue in the case of the
alveopalatal sibilants (Chinese learners often pronounce “see” as [ɕi]), and remains untested
in the case of the retroflex initials due to lack of data. By virtue of these patterns of
interlanguage phonological transfer, it is safe to conclude that the alveopalatal initials are not
an independent phonemic series in Mandarin, nor are they allophones of the velars initials.
The most likely conclusion to draw from these results is that the alveopalatals are allophones
of the alveolar sibilants in Mandarin, as theorized by Duanmu (2000).

4. Discussion
Neither of two conclusions reached in this paper, namely, (1) that the Mandarin rime consists
of a single nucleus and a single coda, and (2) that the Mandarin alveopalatals are most likely
allophonic with the alveolar sibilant series of initials, are new proposals, these views having
been propounded by a number of leading scholars in the field for decades.
The paper contributes to the scholarship on these two issues however in the way in which the
conclusions are reached. In the case of rime structure, the study goes beyond mere theoretical
speculation to offer tangible evidence in the form of involuntary interlanguage transfer
patterns; in the case of alveopalatal affiliation, the study sidesteps the subjectivity of
self-proclaimed native speaker judgements, the indeterminacy of onomatopoeic alliterative
expressions, and the artificial nature of language game conventions to offer concrete evidence
in the form of predictions regarding what learners will and will not do when faced with
foreign sound sequences. In both cases, the type of evidence introduced offers strong support
for the psychological reality of the structures thus posited.
In this study we limit ourselves mainly to interlanguage phonological transfer patterns in EFL
and ESL learners whose native language is Mandarin Chinese, and focus specifically on
evidence with a direct impact on the determination of syllable structure and the phonemic
status of the Mandarin alveopalatal initials. Given the wide spectrum of L1 phonological
transfer phenomenon currently documented, it is not difficult to foresee how L1 transfer
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patterns in Chinese learners may in the near future be used to elucidate linguistic structures
beyond these two issues, and that L1 transfer patterns from speakers of other languages and
dialects may in due time be cited as evidence to support hypotheses of phonological structure
in languages other than Chinese.
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Research Institutes and the Regimentation of German Science:
The Impact of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes, 1912‐1945
Abstract for Paper
(Revised submission to 10th Annual Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities,
Submission ID Number 71)
Jeffrey Allan Johnson, Villanova University
The proposed paper will examine the impact on German science policy of the creation of the
research institutes of the Kaiser Wilhelm Society for the Advancement of the Sciences, beginning with
the first two Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes (for chemistry and physical chemistry) in 1912, and continuing
over the next three decades with a long series of institutes devoted to various fields of science (with a
couple in humanities and arts) and science‐based industrial technologies (coal, lignite, leather, etc.).
Although the announced purpose of such institutes was to assure the freedom of research to their
directors, the paradoxical result was to facilitate the regimentation of science and the promotion of
military‐related research during the First World War, beginning with the well‐known case of Fritz
Haber’s Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Physical Chemistry in Dahlem near Berlin, which became the
German center for chemical warfare research, but continuing with less well‐known cases such as Franz
Fischer’s Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Coal Research in Mülheim/Ruhr, which opened just before the
outbreak of war in 1914 and provided significant research to enhance German energy technologies
during and after the war on behalf of and with the support of the German coal industry. Its success
made it a key model for similar Kaiser Wilhelm Institutes serving several other industries, whereby the
Kaiser Wilhelm Society in the demilitarized Weimar Republic became a central focus for efforts to use
science as a substitute for military power. With the assumption of power by the National Socialists in
1933, and particularly following the adoption of the Nazis’ new four‐year economic plan in 1936, the
industry‐oriented research institutes became ideal centers for mobilizing science to promote Nazi
autarky policy in the service of a regimented war economy. Such research institutes, in contrast to the
university institutes with their teaching obligations and professors from an older, pre‐Nazi generation,
were better suited to the goals of Nazi science policy because it was much easier to concentrate their
efforts on directed, technically‐oriented research that might need to be kept secret for military
purposes.
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How to make your own Native Language Mobile App?
A Self‐Training Experience
Abstract
As part of our work with the American Indian Language Development Institute at the University of
Arizona, we decided to train ourselves in creating mobile applications, as smartphones and tablet
computers present unique opportunities for language documentation and revitalization. We
would like to share our learning experiences with these tools, as they can help ease access to
language materials for speakers of endangered languages, create consciousness about language
endangerment in the wider community, and involve youth in language work, a group that has the
capability of self‐training in technology and that is critical in any efforts towards language
revitalization. (Examples of our work so far can be seen in Appendix 1 below). We believe that our
experience can benefit other Native communities, as they realize that solutions that are
apparently very complex are actually highly economical and not too difficult to reproduce.
Summary
Smartphones and tablet computers are increasingly becoming a part of overall classroom
instruction and community interaction, as well as tools for work and entertainment in a number of
countries with sizable native populations. What does this mean for Endangered Language
Revitalization? Primarily, mobile phone/tablet instruction opens up possibilities of teaching in and
outside of the classroom. Accessibility is paramount for communities that may or may not have
access to Desktop PCs and Laptops. The costs of mobiles and tablets are expected to lower even
further due to high demand in many parts of the world, thus opening a market for new Internet
consumers.
These devices, for example, allow for creation of Native language material in the form of media
content. For instance a student could learn how a specific plant is integral to a specific ecosystem
by recording the language used to cultivate, harvest, and consume it. Through his or her own
photography, video, and audio recordings, that student could create his or her own application for
a smartphone or tablet device. Personalized lessons by language communities such as elders,
women, or young children could also be captured by the use of mobile devices. “Standardized”
textbooks, tapes, and CDs cannot convey the intricacies of actual speech as vividly as these
community‐produced media can. In this way, mobile phones and tablets and their application,
with their high accessibility and relatively low cost, can give and eye‐opening take on language
instruction, communication and research.
While users of mobile devices can be consumers and creators of content, they can also transition
into application development. When creating one’s own content there is virtually no cost, one just
needs access to a PC and a mobile device that can run a comparable Android operating system.
Endangered language activists should surely take advantage of what the Internet and its market
base has to offer. Not only can mobile phones and tablets be used by endangered language
teachers to document language, cultural values, and knowledge systems but linguists and other
social scientists could gain valuable information from mobile applications. Social scientists and
educators alike can benefit from mobile applications such e‐dictionaries, e‐language lessons and
future applications that have yet to be created. Many endangered language mobile applications
are accessible to everyone. Primarily, the speakers of the endangered languages themselves might
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wish for easier and speedier access to materials available in their language. Secondarily,
publicizing the need to document and preserve endangered languages at the international level
through application marketing is highly compelling. A few applications exist for endangered
languages in North America, which in turn inspired us to try to create apps of our own.
We decided to train ourselves to “make our first app”, and in the way developed three small
applications: a small bilingual English‐Tohono O’odham dictionary, a bilingual Aymara phrasebook
and a video and news aggregator for Native content. Our team was composed of two graduate
students in Linguistics. While one of us had a background in Anthropology and the other in
Computer Sciences, neither of us had worked with mobile applications before. The first step we
took was the transfer of programming metaskills such as the grammar of basic operations,
variables and control structures from one member of the group to the other. The second step was
to immerse ourselves in both the technical and design procedures of mobile apps, as well as the
diverse platforms and distribution methods that launching such an application involves. Very soon
we started making decisions based on ease of learning, accessibility of learning resources and
overall cost of development and distribution. We decided to make our first applications using the
Android 1.6 and 3.2 platforms (smartphone and tablet, respectively). By following existing, free
tutorials, within a few weeks we were able to develop our intended set of applications.
As we follow the steps we took, we wish to demonstrate that developing applications for Native
languages doesn’t need to be a difficult or expensive process. Our intention is to devise training
techniques for anyone who is interested in learning how to create mobile applications for
documenting or revitalizing endangered languages around the world. We would like to confer with
endangered language advocates and the greater community to get commentary and
recommendations for future endeavors in this up and coming new field.
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Appendix 1. Examples of ongoing work
Android emulator running
a small Tohono O’odham –
English dictionary.
(Application made with the
Android SDK and Java
Eclipse development
environment).

Android emulator running
a small Tohono O’odham –
English dictionary.
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The word for “chile” in a
small Tohono O’odham –
English dictionary.
(Application made with the
Android SDK and Java
Eclipse development
environment).

iPhone emulator showing
an aggregator for a
SlideShare account. This
account features
presentations on Language
Revitalization and
Technology. (Application
made with the AppMakr
online design
environment).
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Android emulator running
a phrasebook program for
English‐Aymara.
(Application made with the
Android SDK and Java
Eclipse development
environment).

Android emulator running
a phrasebook program for
English‐Aymara.
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The Nightingale Legacy: an historical perspective on contemporary patient-centered
healthcare
Miyoung Hong
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Abstract
Since the last quarter of the twentieth century, the concept of patient-centered care
has become vital to the design and construction of healthcare facilities. Scholars from a
variety of disciplines, such as nursing, medicine, healthcare administration, design, and
architecture, are convinced that medicine has lost its holistic, patient-centered focus, and
that returning the healthcare perspective to patients is critical for creating a therapeutic
environment in hospitals. What today’s proponents of patient-centered care may not
realize, though, is that more than a century ago Florence Nightingale promoted her vision
of patient-centered design. Her principles pertain to naturalism, acoustics, ventilation, and
aesthetics. Her principles endure today as historical precedents from which design
professionals at various levels might draw to create a patient-centered environment
conducive to healing.
The purpose of this study is to structure an historical narrative that examines
Nightingale’s principles of hospital design, focusing particularly on their impact upon the
interior design features in hospitals in Arizona from the territorial era to the present. It
seeks to understand how Arizona healthcare facilities reflect broad, international,
architectural trends as well as to determine how they have or have not applied
Nightingale’s principles. The analysis focuses on four hospitals—the Northern Arizona
Veterans’ Healthcare System (Prescott, 1863), St. Mary’s Hospital (Tucson, 1880),
Arizona State Hospital (Phoenix, 1885), and Tucson Medical Center (Tucson, 1927) —
which represent healthcare facilities in Arizona, including early infirmaries, sanatoria,
and modern hospitals. The objective is to review the scant architectural literature
published on the subject to date, and present a series of case of hospitals in Arizona. This
study uses Nightingale’s principles of hospital design as a lens to investigate the
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evolution of the healthcare/healing environment in Arizona from 1860 to 2000. Case
study projects represent the healthcare facilities in Arizona including early infirmaries,
sanatoria, and modern hospitals— examining specific aspects such as plans, elevations,
sections, photographs, or renderings as well as primary and secondary publications.
These are presented individually and analyzed comparatively, and prognostications for
the future of hospital design are discussed in the concluding section.
This study: 1) uncovers and contextualizes the history of hospital interior
architecture reflecting Florence Nightingale’s principles, 2) provides knowledge of the
past for contemporary design professionals to incorporate the insight and foresight of
Florence Nightingale, its relevancy into their practice of the healthcare environment in
the 21st century, and 3) contributes to the documentation and explication of Arizona’s
history in the healthcare environment.
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One of the most daunting roles a new graduate student in Art Education must
assume is that of qualitative researcher. These students are quickly immersed into
the life, identities, values, theories, language, and methods of qualitative inquiry.
Through their earlier schooling and by virtue of the media saturated society in
which they interact, these budding researchers often enter their graduate
experience more familiar with broad notions and values from experimental,
scientific research than from the qualitative. They can struggle with conflicting ideas
of what is and should be considered good practice in qualitative inquiry. Over the
past quarter century researchers in the arts and humanities have established that
such scientific models often are not suited to generating knowledge regarding such
naturalistic, educational sites as public schools, art museums, and community arts
programs. A significant challenge for professors designing and teaching
introductory courses to qualitative research in arts education, as well as many other
areas of the humanities, is helping students unpack generalized concepts of what
constitutes good research as they journey toward becoming ethical inquirers of the
field.

In this report the presenters will discuss how they use familiar cultural artifacts,
including yard art, Art Teacher Barbie, and popular representations of the social
scientist as seen in Star Trek: The Next Generation and Raiders of the Lost Ark as
means for graduate students to examine how inquiry in arts education arises and is
carried out. The presenters will draw upon theories from visual and material
culture studies, which posit that objects and images have a social life that is in a
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continual state of interpretation. Yard art and Barbie are cultural objects that are
familiar to students yet can evoke interesting research questions regarding the
social setting that is arts education. Television and film characters such as Captain
Picard or Indiana Jones situate the scientist as adventurer, hero, and colonizer and
trouble students’ adoption of ethical research protocols that differ from those
presented in popular culture. Through the use of these objects and images as
metaphors for inquiry in the field, students learn about research questions, their
contexts, and ethical inquiry, designing qualitative research projects utilizing
appropriate methods.
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The Evolution of the Concept “Planet:”
The Definition of a Concept Is Not Its Definition

It is a commonly held view that the definition of a concept (or word) identifies its
meaning. Yet it is indisputable that the definitions of our concepts must change to accommodate
the increased knowledge that we gather as we learn more about the concept’s referents. For
example, our definition of water is different from what must have been at least the implicit
definition of a cave dweller’s, given our vastly greater knowledge about water. Therefore, if the
definition of a concept identifies its meaning, its meaning must change as its definition changes.
However, if the meaning of a concept—one and the same concept—changes, how can we be
using the same concept during this period of change? If they are not the same, how could we
communicate with one another about it? Would not every old version of a concept simply
disappear with every new definition and a new one appear, the word remaining the same? If so,
then the growth of scientific knowledge—of any type of knowledge—is impossible.
In this paper, I challenge the notion that the definition of a concept identifies its meaning.
The definition simply serves to identify the referents of the concept, keeping them separate from
all others. The growth in knowledge of a concept’s referents demands that its definition be
changed in order to keep its referents separate. Although this increased knowledge does imply
that the meaning of the concept has become richer and fuller, it does not imply that we are no
longer dealing with the same concept. It remains the same concept, in much the same sense that a
child who matures remains the same person.
To illustrate this position, I consider how the concept “planet” evolved for astronomers
during three periods in the history of the subject and how they had to modify their definitions of
the concept in response to it. That will constitute the bulk of the paper. I shall consider the views
of astronomers during three periods. [I] Those living in Ionian cities at the time of Thales but
before some of the ideas of Pythagoras had taken hold. For them, a correct definition of “planet”
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(or “wandering-star”) would have been: a heavenly body appearing in the night sky as a small
point of light that moves against the backdrop of the fixed stars. [2] Those living in Alexandria
shortly after the time of Eratosthenes—that is, shortly after 190 BC—through the time of
Ptolemy. Finally, [3] astronomers and philosophers living in Western Europe from about the
1500s into the 1800s, including Copernicus, Galileo, William Gilbert, Kepler, Newton, William
Herschel, Melvil and von Bunsen. It is only at this point that a modern definition of “planet”
became possible: a large body (that is, a body no more than about 500 miles in diameter) that
revolves about a sun and shines by reflected light.
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Stacy Chen
Superhero and Shaman: Elements of a Superhuman
Abstract
“They lie amongst us, preparing for battle, waiting to rise and change things
for good. Some are gifted in ability, others are trained to master it and some, some
have it bestowed upon them at birth, but they all must choose.” ‐‐‐ The Legion of
Extraordinary Dancers (The LXD)
The LXD, a web‐series created by Jon M. Chu, is a comic‐style superheroes

series revolving around the premise that within some humans lay the capability of
greatness, something beyond human norms—the talent of movement and the power
of dance. With a purpose of maintaining harmony, everyday environments serve as
battlegrounds between good and evil; dance is the weapon of combat. The Uprising
Begins, season one of the series, focuses on introducing each of the main “heroes”
and their specific dance ability. Secrets of the Ra, season two of the series,
introduces the various villains, Organization X (The Ox) and The Umbras. And Rise
of the Drifts, season three, tells the back story of how the LXD formed and the
uniting of the Ox and the Umbras to become the Alliance of the Dark.
This study traces the similarities of the music and dance rituals of shamans
and the parallel structure of superheroes. Just as an individual becomes a shaman
through hereditary transmission, spiritual calling, or personal choice, classic
superheroes also follow the path of the shaman. By comparing and contrasting
shamanism and superheroes, with a focus on The LXD series, I argue that
superheroes are derived from a shamanic tradition and that shamans are in essence
“superheroes” and “superhumans” in their communities.
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ABSTRACT:
The origin of the travelling lifestyle of contemporary offshore leisure sailors can be traced to the
mid-nineteenth century, when the idea emerged that boats, the workhorses of freight and
passenger transportation, might be used strictly for pleasure cruises. Though such maritime
sailors take their homes, their sailboats, with them on their journey, they clearly exemplify
anthropological paradigms of tourists and tourism. My research focuses on ethnographies
written by contemporary leisure sailors—known as “yachties” in ports of call—that document
their first-hand experience in remote places via colorful blog posts on the internet. These texts
contain observations on folklore, language, music, dance, hospitality, landscape, nature, trade
economics, weather, and other subjects pertaining to both the sailors themselves and to other
groups of people. I also draw from my fifteenth-months of fieldwork as one of two
crewmembers who travelled aboard the offshore sailing vessel Larabeck from Florida in the Gulf
of Mexico to Fiji in the South Pacific, via New Zealand. This paper is a case study of leisure
sailors’ experience of the remote island of Fatu Hiva in the Marquesas of French Polynesia,
including the approach to the island that often includes twenty-one days or longer on the open
ocean, the arrival, and the interactions with the people, flora, and fauna once ashore. My
exploration of similarities and contrasts in narratives about a particular place in a similar time
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gives us information not only about Fatu Hiva, but also on the variety of interactions between
the “yachties” themselves, between “yachties” and islanders, and on both groups' interaction
with another kind of visitor, passengers on the commercial Aranui 3 cruise ship. While
contributing to our larger anthropological understandings of the tourist-local encounter, my study
of leisure sailing ethnography also sheds light on the less studied issue of the effect that travel
has on the tourists themselves.
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“A SIGHT FOR SORE EYES”: FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENTS IN
THE RURAL SOUTH
In the American South, remarking that something or someone is “a sight for sore
eyes” suggests that something long awaited has finally come to pass. As I meet firstgeneration students in my classes at Georgia Southern University, I think of them as “a
sight for sore eyes.” However, as I work with these students throughout their first year of
college, I am reminded that Georgia Southern fits Conser’s and Payne’s (2008) definition
of a crossroad, a place “of power and transformation,” a place where a “traveler [. . .]
may suddenly change directions or transgress established boundaries; at the crossroads,
different worlds come into contact, and perhaps conflict with one another” (p. 1). For
first-generation students from working-class southern families, the crossroads found in
college classrooms can lead to a particularly bewildering experience, one that places
these students in situations that call more than their ability to learn into question. I
acknowledge that each student’s situation is unique and that one first-generation student’s
account may vary from another’s, but I also believe that each story is worth hearing if we
are to understand the whole experience through the individual stories that make up the
whole.
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According to Tokarczyk and Fay (1993), middle-class families have learned how
to work and succeed within America’s class structure, including the schools, largely
because their parents and siblings have paved the way for their success. However, “the
working class, in contrast, often have no academic role models in their backgrounds. To
have to invent an idea of one’s self [. . .] is a difficult task that can prove insurmountable”
(p. 9). And even though a working class exists in all areas of the United States, the South
is distinct. Beginning with “the people themselves,” descendents of the English, Scots,
and Scotch-Irish who “brought their [. . .] attitudes and values” to the southern United
States, the agrarian history of the South has contributed to its distinctiveness as “a land of
farms, large and small, whose people lived close to the earth, dependent on the soil and
the elements” (J. Best, 1999, p. 5). And while other areas of the country may also lay
claim to an agrarian existence, the South’s history is unique, particularly in its struggle
between blacks and whites to gain and/or maintain status and power, both in society and
among each other:
The caste division of blacks and whites [. . .] created the ground for the
hierarchical, paternalistic organization of society [. . .] one in which codes of
behavior became enormously important, with attention to manners in almost
courtly style within and between castes; respect for authority and for social class
position, white and black; pride in family and loyalty to kinsman [. . . .] (J. Best,
1999, p. 5)
Even though slavery ended over a century ago, the caste division of the South continued
well into the late 20th century. Some argue that it still continues today, despite its legal
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end following the Civil Rights Movement, but others acknowledge that the 1970s and
1980s were decades of real change in the South, a period during which many whites
reluctantly acknowledged that skin color did not confirm superiority.
Inequality still exists in the South today, but, according to Best, “the inequities
have tended to shift from the single racial focus of the past to discrimination along lines
of social class, gender, ethnicity [etc.]” (p. 15), and many first-generation students see
education as their key to change, the key to their moving from the working class into the
middle class. Yet within education, more problems exist, as Shirley Brice Heath
documented in her 1983 ethnography, where the differences among Heath’s Roadville,
Trackton and Townspeople clearly attested to the advantage of class in education.
Tokarczyk and Fay (1993) contended that “classrooms [. . .] resound with middle-class
ideologies that work to cover up, even as they produce, the tensions that undermine [. . .]
vocational efficacy” (p. 15), for middle-class implies a sense of autonomy or control that
first-generation students many not enjoy. Could middle-class ideologies be part of the
reason many first-generation college students from working-class families have difficulty
completing their degrees, particularly in the four-to-six year time frame administrators
and accrediting agencies expect? Or do other factors play a larger role in these students’
struggles? A careful study of selected first-generation students from working-class
southern families offers insight to the many unknowns.
Rural southeast Georgia has undergone many changes in recent years, including a
decline in the number of family farms and a significant decrease in manufacturing jobs
which depended largely on unskilled labor. To that end, students graduating from rural
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high schools in the area have far fewer options available to them than in past decades.
Today, more graduating seniors than ever from the rural, working-class families in
Georgia are taking advantage of a state lottery funded program and becoming the first
generation of their families to enroll in college. Some are succeeding; many are not.
A focused look at first-generation students from working-class families in the
rural American South is warranted given that these students “are among the classes [. . .]
who [have] lacked the power to define and shape cultural norms” (J. Beech, 2004, p.
172). Their entrance into the academy, therein, becomes more than a simple step toward
attaining an education; it becomes a move to attain power and affect change in their
rapidly changing world. While a high school diploma is often the minimum requirement
for most adults entering the workforce, most middle-class entry-level jobs require a
bachelor’s degree. In rural southeast Georgia today, a few entry-level jobs may require
only a high school diploma, but those jobs do little more than guarantee workers’ status
as casual laborers. To have any opportunity for moving up, citizens must now go beyond
high school. In many cases, they become the first in their families to do so.
Having worked with freshmen for the past fifteen years, I have taught many from
the rural areas surrounding Bulloch County, the home of Georgia Southern University.
However, many of these students from Bulloch and its neighboring counties do not
graduate, especially within the four-to-six year period following initial enrollment. I
have often been surprised when I later see these students and learn that they are no longer
in school and have not graduated, even though they were academically prepared and were
passing their classes. For this study, I selected and interviewed a group of first-
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generation students to find out firsthand about their educational experience before
coming to and while attending Georgia Southern.
Specifically, I wanted to discover


What role does learning play in the lives of first-generation Georgia Southern
students from rural, working class communities in southeast Georgia,
including home, school, work and community?



What impact does having attended Georgia Southern have on first-generation
students’ professions or jobs?



What advantages and/or disadvantages do first-generation college students
recognize as a result of attending college?

In presenting my findings, I incorporate narrative to tell my participants’ stories in order
to better understand what their stories reveal about their learning at home, school, work,
and in the community in the rural South today.
Recent studies of education in the South have led to more questions and areas for
further study, and J. Best (1999) argued that there is “no end of questions relevant to
exploring the culture of the South as an educative force.” Best added that “The work
proceeds toward a better grasp of education that in the past formed the South and that
now influences the developing American South” (p. 15). And while education is just one
of many facets of life and cultural change, previous studies support the need for further
research in this area, given that “[l]iteracy [. . .] is a valued commodity in this economy, a
key resource in gaining profit and edge” (Brandt, 1998, p. 558). However, literacy and
education have not always been valued in the South, and unconscious yet enduring
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cultural values continue to impact first-generation students in the South today.
The Region and Its Culture
When I talk about the South, I refer to the area of the United States comprised of
states which were part of the Confederacy during the American Civil War because, as
Cosner and Payne (2008) argue, “[T]he South is [. . .] a uniquely distinctive area. Born
of politics and economics, slavery and succession, perduring religious habits and recent
commercial advances, the South is an obvious choice for regional analysis” (W. Conser
and R. Payne, 2008, p. 3). In Cracker Culture, G. McWhiney (1988) focused on the
people that settled the South, the Scotch, Irish, English and Welsh settlers who first came
to the United States and passed on their love of leisure and fiercely independent nature.
His title is significant because “cracker,” a pejorative term once used to describe ScotchIrish settlers and their ways of life, implies a lack of education, for, as Best (1999)
pointed out, “The education of the South arose from nonformal sources, from the
southern culture, traditions, and institutions more fundamental than mere schools” (p.
11). Yet the negative implication of the term “cracker” ignores the fact that many ScotchIrish settlers resisted formal education by choice. According to McWhiney (1988),
“Formal education [by the end of the antebellum period] enjoyed scarcely more respect
among plain Southerners [. . .] than it had in colonial times” (p. 194), primarily because
“Schooling often clashed with the values and unrestrained habits” that Southerners
enjoyed (p. 204). However, after the Civil War, the South began to change in significant
ways as the myth of the self-sufficient, resourceful agrarian farmer fighting the evil
forces of progress gave way to the need to find work in the industrialized North (Agnew,
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2004, p. 87).
However, many native southerners chose to remain in the rural South and
continued to work on the land or to seek non-farming jobs in the area. To that end, these
Southerners have become even more entrenched in what I call the southern working
class, a group which continues to hold to its Scotch-Irish beliefs. Best (1999) agreed,
arguing that those who have continued to live and work in these rural areas have formed a
society “that regards modernization, much less the idea of progress, with considerable
suspicion” (p. 12). While most areas of the country have valued education, many
Southerners have continued to be suspicious of education, believing that education
“weakened or destroyed their native values and traditions” (McWhiney, 1988, p. 215).
But holding to that belief has become increasingly difficult as the South has progressed,
and, as Flannery O’Connor (1962) pointed out in “The fiction writer & his country”
nearly 50 years ago, “we are getting more and more like the rest of the country” (p. 29).
O’Connor could not have predicted the rapid changes that have occurred in the
South since her death in 1964, yet those changes have occurred and have impacted
southern attitudes in significant ways. Shirley Brice Heath’s Ways with Words (1983),
perhaps the most important work to acknowledge the impact of those changes,
documented a study she conducted in the rural South between 1969 and 1978. In her
study, Heath (1983) described the lives of many southern whites and blacks early in the
20th century as more families were forced to become less dependent on the land and more
dependent on manufacturing (p. 25). Stuckey (1991) found fault with Heath’s work,
arguing that grouping white and black people together is problematic in that being white
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automatically implies economic privilege, but I disagree with Stuckey’s view. The
economic opportunities for many Southern whites and blacks have been similar, meaning
that a study of the working class southerner doesn’t have to look at a sub-factor of race.
Many Georgia Southern University students today are first-generation college
students from agrarian and working class backgrounds who find themselves in a new
South, a place that has changed significantly since the mid-twentieth century. Yet their
identities remain entrenched in the values passed down to them from parents and
grandparents, former farmers and laborers who valued family and hard work over formal
education. Understanding their current attitudes toward learning rests upon
understanding their past.
After the Civil War, the large plantations in the South were broken up into smaller
farms, allowing many blacks and poor whites to own their own land for the first time.
These farmers were quite different from the plantation owners; these new landowners
worked their own land instead of depending on slaves to work it for them. According to
McWhiney (1988), these Southerners descended from people who “doubted that much
could, or should be done to improve things in the world. They looked more to the next
world, where they believed life would be all leisure and comfort” (p. 253). They
“enjoyed what money could buy, but they disdained people who devoted their lives to
making money” (McWhiney, 1988, p. 249). But the end of the Civil War brought many
changes to the area, changes that created a more defined working-class than had existed
during the plantation era in the South.
Ever since, the southern working-class has more often than not been on the
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bottom rung of the southern social-class ladder, having developed a “tradition of
improvidence, moral degeneracy, lack of ambition, and indifference to profitable labor [.
. . .]” according to Thompson (1975) (p. 279). J. Wayne Flynt (1985), another Southern
historian, described these southerners as people who “moved about almost as often as
they bore children [. . .] hoping by each move to better their conditions” (pp. 226-27).
Flynt added, and Shirley Brice Heath’s study confirmed, these working-class southerners
“were often ‘put down’ for their habits, clothes, speech, or food” (p. 230), yet they
maintained an enormous sense of pride as they attempted to establish their place in
Southern culture (p. 231).
While cultural differences may be obvious, defining class is more problematic.
Ryan and Sackrey pointed out that “class is more than an abstract category or benign
label assigned to self and others. Each class has a distinctive social existence, a culture
that creates a sense of belonging among its members” (in Gardner, 1993, p. 51). Scott and
Leonhardt (2005) confirmed the difficulty in defining class: Class is rank, it is tribe, it is
culture and taste. It is attributes and assumptions, a source of identity, a system of
exclusion. To some, it is just money. It is an accident of birth that can influence the
outcome of a life. Some Americans barely notice it; others feel its weight in powerful
ways (p. 8). Southern working class is further complicated by the fact that both blacks
and whites are majority members of the class, at least when working class is defined by
job types and income levels. While the majority of the middle and upper-classes in
southern society is white and the truly poor in the South are predominantly black, both
races make up the working class in almost equal proportion, especially in the rural areas.
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Two stereotypes most often emerge from the white southern working class: red
necks and poor white trash. The distinction between the two “classes” of working class
southerners is subtle to the outsider. Hephzibah Roskelly (1993) described V. S.
Naipaul’s attempt to define the term “redneck,” a definition, Roskelly fears, “much of the
country [. . .] believes to be true”:
A redneck is a lower blue-collar construction worker who [ . . . ] likes to drink
beer [. . . .] he’s going to be mad as hell if he doesn’t have some cornbread and
peas and fried okra and some fried pork chops to eat [. . . ]. And he’ll be late on
his trailer payment. (p. 293)
Yet Roskelly countered Naipaul’s description with a more positive one of her own:
The redneck was defined by his work on the land, the sun beating on his back and
burning his neck day after day as he tended his field. This redneck was not a hard
drinker who ate greasy food, parked refrigerators in his front yard and moved
from trailer to trailer to escape his debts, but a decent farmer who worked hard
and who loved the land he worked even when, as was nearly always the case, it
was not his to love. (p. 293)
I cede to Roskelly’s distinction between rednecks and white trash because, like Roskelly,
“the people in my [family] would never have called themselves white trash precisely
because they knew how to behave” (p. 303). To be honest, I have never heard a
southerner refer to himself or herself as “white trash,” but many that I know are quite
proud to be rednecks.
To simplify the complexities of southern classes, I used Tokarczyk and Fay’s
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(1993) criteria for defining working-class: Working-class southerners’ work is “often
physically demanding, repetitive, or dangerous”; “working-class positions are largely
differentiated by their lack of autonomy,” the land owner having simply been replaced by
the shift supervisor or plant manager; working-class “are closely supervised” (p. 5).
Whether they live on their own land or rent from others, live in small houses they rent or
own, or live in trailers on which they make monthly payments, the working-class
southerner is proud of who he/she is and believes in his/her life and what he/she can
accomplish.
Southern Attitudes toward the Value of Education
Many first-generation college students from the rural South struggle with societal
beliefs and behaviors as they work to find their place in the university and attempt to
move into the middle class. While the socio-economic realities of their parents’ and their
lives have changed fairly quickly, their ideologies have not, often making their transition
into the academy more complex. According to Elspeth Stuckey (1991), “Literacy itself
can be understood only in its social and political context, and that context, once the
mythology has been stripped away, can be seen as one of entrenched class structure in
which those who have power have a vested interest in keeping it” (vii). She adds that our
current education system supports societal beliefs and behaviors, all of which work
together to limit prospects for those outside of the dominant class (vii). To fully
understand first-generation students’ struggles, we must understand beliefs and behaviors
that impact their struggle, particularly in a region that has changed so much in the past
forty years.
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Since the early 1970s, life has changed for the better for most in the rural South.
With increased mechanization in farming, family farmers in South Georgia have not been
able to afford the costs and have looked for other ways to make a living. Shirley Brice
Heath attributed the change in employment to Southern blacks, but many whites have
faced the same fate: “[Those] who no longer wanted to sharecrop or work as hired farm
hands or domestics turned eagerly to mill jobs. They moved from the farm into the towns
[. . .], drawn by new job opportunities and the hope of better schooling for their children”
(p. 27). Nevertheless, many remained firmly entrenched in the working class. The one
aspect of working-class southern life that changed the most was the southern attitude
toward education. While early southern settlers “displayed a contempt for formal
education” (G. McWhiney, 1988, p. 205), with the demise of agrarian life and a move
into mills and factories to make a living, the idea that education can offer a way up and a
way out of the working-class life has emerged, and to that end, as Best (1988) argued,
“Schooling, however limited, [has slowly become] the inevitable measure of success” (p.
9) in the South. Yagleski (2000) described the value of education for the nation at large:
“Americans for the most part seem to remain committed to long-held notions of
individuality and self-reliance: You can do anything you want if you are given the
opportunity and work hard enough. Formal education is the primary means by which
individuals are given opportunities [. . .]” (p. 37). While the value of education in the
early South may have been strikingly different, today most Southerners would agree with
Yagleski’s claim: Education is the means of moving out of the working class.
Today, therefore, many first-generation students are looking toward higher
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education to better their socio-economic status. As first-generation students enter the
university, they often face challenges that they neither fully understand nor know how to
meet. As Tokarczyk and Fay acknowledged, “To have to invent an idea of one’s self as
an academic is a difficult task that can prove insurmountable” (p. 9). First-generation
college students at Georgia Southern University have achieved the literacy level their
parents have always believed would guarantee their success, but for reasons that have yet
been determined, they have not succeeded, at least not to the point of earning an
undergraduate degree. Stuckey (1991) claimed that “Literacy itself can be understood
only in its social and political context, and that context, once the mythology has been
stripped away, can be seen as one of entrenched class structure in which those who have
power have a vested interested in keeping it” (vii), suggesting that those of us who teach
in the university bear part of the responsibility for our students’ not graduating. And, as
J. W. Urban believed, “While outside eyes often point out [the limitations of southern
education] it is those of us who live and work in southern universities who [can best]
identify and criticize the weaknesses of our own institutions” (p. 234). My research was
not designed to “criticize” my university; in fact, my research reveals much of what we
do well. But the fact that we have a six-year graduation rate of only 43%, despite our
best efforts to raise that number, indicates that we do need to change in significant ways.
But how can we know what to change or how to change unless we allow our students to
tell their stories?
My research was grounded in all that I have witnessed during my years of living,
socializing, and teaching among the people I planned to study. I took several steps in
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order to seek answers to my research questions, beginning with making my study an
ethnography, a combination of interviews and field observations, which allowed me to
learn more about first-generation students as they attended classes, interacted with their
families, and carried on their everyday lives.

For my study, I selected participants

who are first-generation college students from rural, working-class families, who have
attended Georgia Southern University and done well in their classes, but who have not
yet graduated. In the South, when people go “whole hog,” they are making their very
best attempt at something. Background information about each of my participants helps
readers understand my participants better, particularly what led them to go “whole hog”
as they embarked on the college careers.
Drew
A fifty-two-year-old white male, Drew was born in 1956 and grew up near the
Middleground Community, a rural area in Bulloch County, Georgia. He attended
Bulloch County public schools and graduated from Statesboro High School in 1974.
While he always did well in school, Drew felt out of place: “I especially did not like high
school. I seemed to get lost in the herd. There was a cliquish hierarchy at Statesboro
High School, and I did not fit into any clique. [ . . . ] We weren’t poor, but back then in
Bulloch County, if you didn’t have the right last name, you were considered ‘poor white
trash.’” Despite his not liking high school, Drew felt that college was the next logical
step for him:
I remember I enrolled immediately after high school, but I waited a year before I
actually came. I worked full time for a year and then I came here. I came in and
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out. [. . .] I was doing really well, but I still couldn’t find my way. My parents
were very encouraging [. . . .] I got my SAT back and had done well enough to get
into college. They didn’t know how to help me, but they were encouraging.
Drew first began taking classes in the fall of 1974, but he withdrew before the end of the
term. He resumed classes in the summer of 1976 and continued through the fall of 1979.
He dropped out again in 1979 when his father became ill and Drew stayed home to take
care of him. After his father’s death, however, Drew moved away from Bulloch County
in an effort to find himself. He first moved to California and later to New Mexico and
Colorado. During the years he was away, Drew took a few classes at Santa Fe
Community College but never completed a degree. When he returned to Bulloch County,
he resumed classes at Georgia Southern.
Wanda
Wanda , a fifty-year-old white female and married mother of two, was born in
Burke County, Georgia in 1958. She grew up in rural Burke and Screven Counties in
southeast Georgia. She attended elementary school in Sardis and middle and high school
in Sylvania, after her family moved to Screven County when she was in sixth grade. She
graduated from Screven County High School in Sylvania in 1976, but she does not recall
her high school years fondly: “I had a very bad experience in high school. I was a
nobody; I was the new girl in school who the quarterback of the football team liked, so
none of the girls liked me.” Having gotten pregnant right after her senior year of high
school, Wanda chose to attend Swainsboro Technical School, where she received a
diploma and became a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN). But she always thought about
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attending college:
I got pregnant at eighteen and I had a small child when I was in nursing school. I
graduated in 1979. My husband worked a regular job. But back then, the only
jobs I could get were working 3 to 11 or 11 to 7, so it just didn’t work out for our
marriage and I stayed home for a long time. I just didn’t get anywhere so . . . I
always wanted to be a nurse, and I guess my intentions were to finish technical
school and then go back and get my RN later. You know, work as an LPN and try
to get it later on.
She had a second son a few years later and stayed home with her boys until they were
kindergarten age. Once they were grown, she decided to return to college to pursue a
degree. She first began taking college classes in the winter of 1998 but withdrew before
the term ended. In the fall of 2001, she quit working at the bank and began attending
Georgia Southern University full time. She took classes each semester through the fall of
2003; however, a family crisis forced her to stop attending after that term, and she has not
yet been able to resume classes, despite having earned 63 hours and a 3.47 GPA.
Bettye
Bettye, a mature black woman and mother of two boys, was born in 1967 and has
lived her whole life in rural, southeast Georgia. Her family settled in rural Bulloch
County when she was in ninth grade. She attended Statesboro High School and
graduated in 1986. She, her husband and her sons live in Nevils, a small farming
community in the county. Her husband works for UPS driving an eighteen wheeler, and
Bettye works for Parking and Transportation at Georgia Southern. Bettye first began
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college in the winter of 1990 and has “been there off and on” since that time:
Well, I started right after high school, and then I got pregnant with my oldest son.
Then when he was two years old, I started back, but I wasn’t focused . . . so I just
stopped. Several years later,. . . about five years later . . . I got married and got
pregnant with my second son. I started back about three years later, but that
didn’t work out for me. I just couldn’t focus on school right then. So I just
stopped for a little while and then started back again in 2004 and haven’t stopped
yet.
She plans on finishing her degree this time around: “I had already made up my mind that
once I started this time, I can’t stop because if I stop this time, I’m not going back. So I
just have to keep going on.”
Kimberly
A young, expressive, single black female, Kimberly was born in 1984 and grew
up in Jesup, Georgia, a town in Wayne County, about sixty miles south of Statesboro.
She graduated in 2002 and came straight to Georgia Southern University: “It was a big
deal because even though it’s not that far away, it was my first time being away from
home and away from my parents and my family and being by myself. ” She is the
youngest child in her family but not the first to attend college, though neither of her
siblings has graduated. She is a Writing and Linguistics major who has always been a
good student, but she also feels that she has been pressured into attending college:
I was always a good student going through school, but I feel like there’s been a
pressure on me since my siblings—my two sisters—they didn’t finish up. A lot
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of the black kids I went to school with, they just stayed home or got pregnant or
got married. They’re working at Walmart or some job like that.
Kimberly has been inspired by other, older women in her family who have started
college: “My aunt, she went back to school. She was a lunchroom lady and she went
back to school, so just seeing [her] . . . and then my sisters.” Her biggest hurdle since
coming to Georgia Southern has been with herself and “realizing that I just gotta focus
and stop hanging out . . . and whatever.”
Rusty
Rusty, a twenty-two-year-old single white male, was born in 1986 and graduated
from Portal High in 2004. He came to Georgia Southern within one year of graduating,
beginning in the spring of 2005. Rusty has two older brothers, but he is the only one who
is attending college. His family owns a farm in northern rural Bulloch County, but all of
his family members work jobs away from the farm as well. His mother, who drives a
school bus for the Bulloch County Board of Education, has taken a second job as a bus
driver instructor to help pay Rusty’s way through school. Even though he has grown up
on the family farm, Rusty has always known that he would not go into farming: “Friends
of my daddy and momma . . . told me not to get into farming. And I’ve already told my
daddy that there’s no money in that.” He has been attending college on and off for three
years and has completed 58 hours toward graduation: “That’s not failing classes; its just
I haven’t [gone] . . . my first semester out of high school I didn’t go, and this past
semester I didn’t go because I had to work and I couldn’t get the classes I needed.”
Valerie
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A twenty-one-year-old white female, Valerie was also born in Bulloch County,
grew up in the Portal area and attended Portal High School, graduating with Rusty in
2004. Even though she was an honor graduate, her SAT scores were not high enough to
enter Georgia Southern immediately, so she attended East Georgia College, a two year
college with a satellite campus in Statesboro. Valerie grew up as an only child, but after
her parents divorced, each remarried and has had children with their new spouses.
Valerie was raised to value education and to work toward college: “Not just my
parents. Everybody. I mean my family. I guess they know where they come from and
they didn’t want me to have to work as hard as they did to get by.” She fondly recalls her
high school years:
In high school—I loved high school—I guess that’s when I started realizing . . . I
look back on it as being something great. I loved it. My look on school changed
in high school. You know, teachers loved me, I loved school, and I was a good
student.
She has found college to be more difficult than she expected it to be: “I didn’t think I
was going to have to work very . . . harder than I did in high school, but I got a mind
blow after my first and second semester.”
The Twenty-First Century’s Impact on Education
Many of the changes that have led to my participants’ enrolling as first-generation
college students at Georgia Southern began in the latter part of the 20th century as
farming and mill jobs began to decline and high school graduates looked to higher
education as an option. Two of my participants became the first in their families to enroll
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in college, even though doing so meant breaking away from societal norms and
challenging the code of behavior that has influenced southern families for generations.
Therefore, I begin this section with Drew and Wanda, both of whom grew up in the
1970’s rural South.
Drew grew up in a rural area outside of town and, as the youngest of three
children and the only boy, his rural life left him feeling “isolated and sheltered.” His
father, a machinist, had an eighth grade education, and his mother, a high school
graduate, worked retail. Neither parent seemed to put a great deal of emphasis on
education: “Dad’s schooling was difficult because he was needed on the family farm,
which took precedence over education. I don’t remember much my mother ever said
about her education except that college was not an option.” Perhaps because his parents’
lives did not focus on education, Drew felt uncomfortable and out of place during most of
his public school years. Nevertheless, Drew became a good student and developed a
genuine love for learning, especially reading and writing:
My fifth grade teacher read to us for 15 minutes after lunch every day. The first
book she read to us was The Secret Garden. And she read with such expression
on her face that every child in that class was mesmerized. She made me want to
read for myself. During my youth, reading was escape and writing was a way of
releasing the frustration of my life [. . . .] One of the best things my mother did for
me was to buy me the World Book Encyclopedia. And that became my world. I
would come home from school and read about the world.
After graduating high school, Drew decided to attend college, seeing “education as a way
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out of a life that was crushing [his] soul.” Martha Lou Roberts, a teacher Drew had in
high school, led him to make that decision. She often said, ‘THERE IS A WORLD OUT
THERE FOLKS!’ Sure enough, she was right.” But finding that world has not always
been easy for Drew.
In the mid 1970s, Drew believed that having an education would open the world
for him, just as his encyclopedia had done in his youth, but he describes his first few
years in college as bewildering: “There was a lot going on in my life back then. I was
raised in a rural area, so I was bucking a trend. My parents were supportive, but my
mother didn’t know how to help me or how to support me. My grandmother—she was
very religious—had concerns about education corrupting me. I was supposed to go off to
a religious seminary. I couldn’t have been corrupted there.” Drew recalls feeling lost
most of the time during his first years in college: “There seemed to be an assumption by
the system that I knew how to navigate the process or had educated parents at home to
assist.” But without a support system, Drew did not complete a degree during those first
trying years: “I left [college] when my dad died. I had managed to stay in and do well
through all his long illness, but after he died everything seemed to stop.”
Like Drew, Wanda does not recall education being significant or important during
her early years: I don’t remember it being real important. I don’t remember being
encouraged to go to college or make good grades or anything like that. I mean, I think
they wanted me to go to school, but they didn’t do anything to prepare me.
Wanda remembers entering first grade at Sardis Elementary school: “They wanted
me to skip first grade because I knew everything, and they wanted me to go on. I don’t
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think I was that smart; it was just that my grandmother had a business. I would work in
her business when I was four years old. She taught me to make change and stuff that most
four and five year olds weren’t exposed to.” Yet Wanda’s most vivid memory from
school is far from positive:
I had a bad experience in first grade. I was accused of cheating that year. It
wasn’t that I was copying. I was just a day dreamer. I mean I would finish my
work, and I would just day dream. And maybe I was staring on other people’s
papers, but I wasn’t copying from them.
Like Drew, Wanda remembers having a set of encyclopedia in her home; she also
remembers a set of children’s bible stories at her grandmother’s house. She remembers
reading a lot as a child and reading to her younger siblings:
I remember my little brother . . . was in the hospital from like August until
October, and my mother was away during that entire time. We barely ever saw
her. But the library was right down from the hospital, and she would bring me
books from the library. And that was so comforting to me, even though I couldn’t
talk to her or hug her or whatever. And that sparked me to read even more.
But Wanda, like many of her era, did see college as an option immediately after high
school. Instead, she married and concentrated on raising her family. During those years,
she recalls reading to her boys and helping them with her school work, but she did not
really think about continuing her own education.
When her boys had started school, Wanda decided to pursue the college education
she had put off for so long, becoming both a first-generation and non-traditional student
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at Georgia Southern:
It was just something that I’ve always wanted to do. I mean, all of my life I’ve
wanted a college education. It’ something that I wanted to do for myself, so I
knew that I would go to college and finish one day. But I was the only nontraditional student in every class that I had when I was in college. So that was
quite intimidating. I was like, “Oh, my gosh!” I felt out of place.
Yet Wanda recalls not letting her anxiety affect her in the classroom: “A lot of college
kids will go to class and never talk to the person beside them. I always did.
By the time Bettye graduated from high school in the 1980s, attending college had
become a more viable option for many rural, first-generation southern whites, yet fewer
first-generation blacks saw college as an option. Despite graduating a full decade after
Drew and Wanda, Bettye shares a similar educational background:
When I was growing up, school wasn’t really pushed on us, but it was something
that I wanted to do for myself. My mom was raising us by herself. So whenever
we got older, I had already made up my mind what I wanted to do and what
direction I wanted to go in. I just have the right attitude to get it done.
Like Drew and Wanda, Bettye does not recall education being stressed or encouraged in
her home: “[School] wasn’t encouraged in the household because my mom was working
all of the time. While she was working, we were sill in school doing what we were
supposed to do. I wasn’t like some of the other kids. I was in class. No matter what was
going on, I was in class.” When she decided to go to college after high school, Bettye
recalls her mother’s being happy: “I mean, she realized that she could help me get
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through whatever I could.” Wanda adapted quickly and managed to hold her own
through a full year of college classes even though she found the work more challenging
than she had thought it would be. After than first year, however, she married and became
pregnant with her second son, events which forced her to withdraw from college.
Although Wanda’s and Bettye’s early pregnancies caused them to delay their own
education, they both raised their children with the idea that they would go to college
immediately after high school. Wanda’s and Bettye’s desire for their children to be better
educated represents a shift in attitude that has occurred over the past thirty years in the
South. While all of my older participants viewed attending college as something that they
have done for themselves, younger participants, for the most part, see attending college as
something they have been expected to do.
In the latter part of the twentieth century, major changes in the South’s education
policies focused on desegregating higher education and several key political moves made
college accessible for both working-class blacks and whites. These changes had an
almost immediate effect on southern attitudes toward education, and my younger
participants have reaped those benefits. Kimberly was never given an option about going
to college: “I didn’t really have a choice in my family. I had to go to school.” Although
Kimberly’s mother was a “housewife,” she considered college before she married
Kimberly’s father:
Well, my mother, was basically a housewife. Well, before they got married, my
mother wanted to enroll in college, but my daddy didn’t want her to go to school.
And then they got divorced when I was like in first grade. And she was a
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housewife, but she wanted to support her kids, and she told us that “it’s okay to be
a housewife, but you need something in case you can’t depend on the man all the
time. You need to have an education so that you need can support yourself.”
Her family’s emphasis on education caused Kimberly a great deal of peer and family
pressure growing up: “Education was a big focus and a primary goal for us, but a lot of
black people thought we were just trying to be white. If I had a penny for every time I
was told that I was trying to be white for caring about school, liking to read and liking to
learn . . .” Her most vivid memory from school stems from that pressure she felt:
A lot of teachers, they didn’t care, but some they do care. And one teacher I had
for high school math, she was one of the teachers, she reached out to everybody.
And she reached out . . . I was all failing [algebra] and she could have called my
mom, but she knew that I would get in trouble. Instead, she tutored me before
school and helped me with math.
But the stress adversely affected Kim’s overall high school experience:
When I was there, no black people were in honors and gifted, and they kept trying
to put me in honors and gifted, but I didn’t want to be a token. When I was in
high school, I was in the gifted classes. I liked being college prep because there
were some other black kids in there with me. I didn’t want to be the only black
kid in an all white class.
Kim adds that the pressure has diminished significantly since she has gotten to college:
“When I got to college, there were more black people here, and seeing them finally
validated what I care about and what I like.”
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Rusty grew up on a family farm and has been expected to work on the farm
throughout his life. He attended elementary and high school in Portal, GA, and attending
High school was a positive experience for Rusty. Though good grades were recognized
in his home, work was stressed more, especially work on the farm. But he knew he did
not want to be a farmer after graduation. Going to college, according to Rusty, was
simply a matter of “making up [his] mind” to do it: “I told [my family] I wanted to go to
school. I had already made up my mind, so . . . .” Even though neither of his parents
have a college education, they have supported his decision to attend school, seeing
education as “work” in a very real sense. Rusty speaks admiringly about his mother and
her efforts to raise him and his two brothers: “My mom . . . she works all the time. And I
know that she didn’t go to college, but sometimes, you know, I figure she wouldn’t have
had to work so hard if she had gone to college . . . that she would have had a better job.”
Valerie, Rusty’s first cousin, was in the same graduating class. She recalls how
hard Rusty and his family had to work:
Rusty has worked since he was old enough to walk. In high school, he never did
anything because he had to work. My daddy will tell you to this day that those
boys know the meaning of work and they know the meaning of family and they
know the meaning of respect.
Valerie also grew up with an appreciation of hard work, but her parents stressed the need
for a college education more than Rusty’s family: “My daddy always said that I needed
to take advantage of what I have and if I have the ability to go to college, then I need to
do it.” Both Rusty’s and Valerie’s goals are to “make a better living” without having to
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work so hard.
The pressure to get good grades for Valerie is similar to the pressure Kimberly
felt in her family, but she seems to understand why: “If I’d bring home a progress report
with a B on it, I got grounded—a B. It was punishment for me at the time but looking
back it taught me that I could have studied a little bit more [. . . .] Momma and Daddy
always wanted me to go and make something better of myself. Always.”
In my interviews of first-generation college students whose lives and experiences
span a thirty-year period, I discovered one of Sowell’s (2005) “cross currents.” And even
though Sowell (2005) claimed that seeing patterns is “useful [. . .] even when that pattern
erodes over time and at varying rates among different subgroups” (p. 13), my intuition is
that a shift in the southern culture is occurring, but it isn’t eroding the foundation of our
culture. For the older participants, getting an education stemmed from a desire. Their
parents were not well educated, nor did their parents stress a need for an education. But
each of the three older participants talked about a desire, something within them, that led
them to enroll in college. For the younger participants, getting an education stemmed
from a need, a need to do something with their lives, something that would enable them
to have better lives than their parents. But within that need for an education, a value for
education has emerge--a value attributed more to work in the earlier generation. But the
value of hard work has not been lost in the process; instead, the value of hard work has
been re-directed toward education. To that end, Kimberly, Rusty, and Valerie have not
only made it into the University, they have also come with the attitude that if they work
hard enough, they will succeed.
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In 1966, S. Wiggins claimed that “the admissions barriers of race, of poverty, and
of marginal pre-collegiate schooling comprise[d] a formidable cluster of issues” that kept
many young southerners, both black and white, from crossing the line into middle class
(p. 71). The barriers, however, went beyond mere admissions criteria. Nevertheless, as
the years have passed and change has come to the region, more first-generation students
are pursuing a college degree.
During my interviews with participants, sponsorship proved to be the a key to
success for students. Brandt (1998) claimed that “[ . . .] literacy sponsors affect literacy
learning in two powerful ways. They help to organize and administer stratified systems
of opportunity and access, and they raise the literacy stakes in struggles for competitive
advantage. Sponsors enable and hinder literacy activity, often forcing the formation of
new literacy requirements while decertifying older ones” (p. 567). Several of my
participants’ stories confirm the power of sponsorship.
When Drew first entered college in the 1970s, he did not find the sponsorship he
needed. As a result, he felt “lost most of the time” and felt that there was “an assumption
by the system that [he] knew how to navigate the process or had educated parents at
home to assist.” So even though he felt that education would provide him a way out of a
life he found “isolated and sheltered,” getting that education has become a life-long
process for him. Drew’s incongruous feelings surfaced almost immediately, beginning
with his first-year writing courses: “They were structured and punitive, focused more on
the finer points of grammar than writing and communication. They were discouraging.”
The two skills he had found most sustaining in his everyday life, writing and reading,
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contributed to his frustration in college and led to his decision to leave before graduating.
Despite having completed nearly three years of coursework and having a solid B average,
Drew withdrew after his father died. But Drew continued to write for himself, even
though he did not return to Georgia Southern for over twenty years: “I started writing
seriously in ‘86. I had my first short story published in ‘93. I had always written before
then. But I didn’t call myself a writer until after I got published.”
By the time Drew returned to college, he had published twelve short. Georgia
Southern had established a writing program, so Drew returned mainly to polish his
writing skills, but he initially felt much of the anxiety he had felt years before: “It’s an
odd feeling coming back on campus because at first I had this sense of being a 50-yearold among these 19-year-olds. All of those doubts started coming back.”
After returning to college, Drew found professors who offered the sponsorship he
needed. One writing professor in particular has been most inspiring and encouraging,
leading Drew to have more confidence in himself both as a writer and a student He now
looks forward to classes for the joy of learning and writing: “I’m amazed at how brave I
have become [. . .].” Sponsorship has enabled him to succeed as a student and helped
assuage the negative feelings he had when he first entered college so many years ago.
Drew feels that the younger students in his writing classes are more confident as well: “I
admire the confidence that today’s young people feel. Even though I had my parents’
‘permission’ to go to college, I really didn’t feel as though I had their confidence that I
could do it. Their attitude was more ‘we hope you can do it.’” Today’s students come
with the attitude ‘I can do it.’”
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Wanda has also found sponsorship in her pursuit of a college degree. Being older
when she first enrolled, Wanda felt anxious: “I was the only non-traditional student in
every class [. . .] so that was quite intimidating [. . .] But being 40 years old, I don’t really
care what anyone else thinks. But it would have been nice to have just one other older
person in there.” She feels that having a college background gives students an edge. And
even though she did not have a background herself, her non-traditional status put her
under the umbrella of an advisor who was once a non-traditional student herself, which
has has given Wanda confidence similar to Drew’s. Wanda adds that she understands
students who “come from a background where there is no education.” She has seen the
difference that background can make as she has worked to get her youngest son into
college; she provides the support for him that her non-traditional advisor has provided for
her.
Both Rusty and Valerie continue to struggle toward their degrees, but their
transcripts indicate that they have not yet found their way. Valerie’s has a few failing
grades and a few course withdrawals, at least one each semester. Rusty’s grades as a
whole are better, but he also has a few withdrawals. In addition, Rusty has sat out two
semesters. Clearly Valerie and Rusty want a college degree, but they also want to learn
and find value in everything they learn. But the process in place at Georgia Southern
does not support the expectations they have put on themselves. As a result, the younger
participants talked about being discouraged and frustrated at times, and they have found
the weight of earning their college degrees much heavier than they expected.
Despite their hard work and perseverance, most of my participants do not expect
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their college degree to change their lives in significant ways. Drew and Wanda, perhaps
because they are the most mature of my participants, are the most realistic about college
and what a degree will mean to their lives.
After leaving the South years ago and traveling around the country, Drew has
chosen to “come home” to the area he once wanted so badly to leave. And even though
he will more than likely complete his degree in the coming year, he does not see that
degree having a major impact on his life. For now, Wanda works full time at the bank
and helps in the family business: “I’m sure I’ll go back one day. I’m just not as driven
as I was before. I just can’t handle the pressure of it now with.” When she returns,
Wanda is considering majoring in either early childhood education or writing.
Regardless, she does not see a degree making a significant difference in her life as she
will remain focused on her family and making sure that their needs are met first.
I find irony in the fact that my participants all talked about the value in hard work
and their willingness to work hard as they worked toward their degrees, but the only
benefit any of them really see in having a degree is not to have to work as hard as their
parents have worked in the past. The one exception is Kimberly, perhaps the most
aspiring of all my participants, who knows that she does not want to return to Wayne
County after she graduates. In her thinking, a college degree will totally change who she
is as a person: “It will enrich my life and make me more open minded. I think I’ll have
more experiences because I won’t be closed-minded. I’ll have opportunities and I’ll take
more chances than I would if I was more guarded or if I didn’t have an education.”
My participants’ stories reveal that going to college alone has not been enough to
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make a smooth transition from rural, working-class life to academic excellence. Despite
their academic struggles, almost all have called upon their southern, working-class work
ethic to pull them through. From Kimberly’s acknowledging that she “just has to focus”
to Rusty’s determination to “make up [his] mind to do it” to Valerie’s commitment to
“working and working and working” to achieve her goal, they persevere.
My participants articulated factors affecting their success that go much deeper
than developing literacy, problems that are not necessarily being addressed by the
university on a uniform basis to all students. According to the Grant Commission on
Work, Family and Citizenship, a two-year study conducted in the mid-1980’s of 16-24
year olds, “As young Americans navigate the passage from youth to adulthood, far too
many flounder and ultimately fail in their efforts. Although rich in material resources, our
society seems unable to ensure that all of our youth will mature into young men and
women able to face their futures with a sense of confidence and security.” The study
claimed that failure is “especially true of the 20 million non-college-bound young
people” who become the newest generation of working class in America. My study,
however, has revealed that a similar end may come to many first-generation students
from working-class families who do make it into college, but not because they are not
capable of handling college-level work. My participants have shown that they have both
the literacy skills and the commitment to attain the elusive college degree and key to a
middle-class life. But they cannot achieve that end until other needs are acknowledged
and met in more meaningful ways.
Most of my participants have changed majors at least once; all have taken at least
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one semester off from classes for various reasons; all have withdrawn from classes and a
few have failed classes instead of withdrawing. In addition, several found the 4-year
graduation pace too rigorous, stressing that they would rather move at a slower pace and
learn the material well. These factors indicate that universities must do more to help
these students succeed.
Studies have revealed that literacy expectations in college lead to new academic
identities (Smith, 1994; Haswell, 1991; Gee, 1989), forcing students to leave old
identities behind. My older participants seem to have all come to terms with their new
identities, but their contentment seems to have come more from maturity than from their
educational experiences. Many of the characteristics of my participants can be linked to
the traditional values McWhiney (1988) described in Cracker Culture, particularly the
notion of early southerners being content with what they had (p. 209). Not one of my
participants talked about expecting great changes in his or her life after receiving a
college degree. Most saw the degree more as a means of stability than as a move toward
prosperity. Only Kimberly saw education as a means of leaving the life she has always
known, and even she was not willing to move too far.
My other participants do not seem willing to move much at all. In fact, Drew
made the choice to “come home” after realizing that his roots run deep, despite the
oppressive feeling he felt as a young man longing to get away. Although Rusty
acknowledged that reaping the benefits of his degree may mean moving away from his
home and his family, he clearly is not looking forward to the time when he might have to
do so. So while early southern settlers “saw formal education as an insidious way to
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acculturate and enslave them” (McWhiney, 1988, p. 214), my participants have faced
similar concerns in that education compromises their connections to some of their
cultural beliefs, making them hesitant to place both feet firmly in the academy, especially
during their first few semesters of enrollment. While McWhiney argued that “Historians,
willing captives of their own educational biases, [. . .] rarely have recognized the
significance of this acculturation process” (p. 215), I argue that other educators are
equally guilty when we fail to acknowledge that first-generation students come with
needs that may not be met with current policies and expectations.
First, college professors are often too willing to assume that students simply want
to absorb information and pass tests; my participants, on the other hand, expressed a
desire to learn the material. When the pace set by the professor has emphasized breadth
rather than depth, my first-generation students have suffered. This attitude toward
learning is perhaps the most significant that runs counter to the ethics that have
dominated the South for generations. These students have grown up embracing cultural
traditions and attitudes that have only recently changed in the South. As my participants’
stories have revealed, reading and writing have only recently gained equal footing to
working or farming, activities which formerly contributed to one’s livelihood. Only in
recent decades has education become a job worth doing, after having previously been one
of those “things [that] threatened their culture” (McWhiney, 1988, p. 216). When firstgeneration students enter the college classroom, their traditional values become a factor
in their success. Therefore, the process in place at Georgia Southern many universities
works to their disadvantage. Many programs have set course rotations which students to
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take certain classes at given points in their academic careers. Continuation often depends
on students’ following the sequence as it is laid out. In addition, many financial aid
programs require students to make “reasonable academic progress” by earning a
prescribed number of hours each year. Such guidelines frustrate first-generation students
who are not quite ready to maintain the pace the current system advocates.
If we as educators are to nurture these students in more meaningful ways, we
must acknowledge and make allowances for the past that comes into the college
classroom with them. College professors must not only acknowledge that “literacy
sponsors affect literacy in two powerful ways[,] [helping] to organize and administer
stratified systems of opportunity and access, and [raise] the literacy stakes in struggles for
competitive advantage” (Brandt, 1998, p. 567). First-generation students have entered a
new arena, one which they neither know nor fully understand. Their “I can do it” attitude
is often tempered quite quickly they come to realize that attitude alone might not be
enough.
Brandt (1998) added that certain populations may “have less consistent, less
politically secure access to literacy sponsors—especially to the ones that can grease their
way to academic and economic success” (p. 559), and I completely concur. In fact, I
argue that most first-generation students in our classrooms have lost what sponsorship
they previously enjoyed. Once they are in college, they must begin looking for new
sponsorship before they will begin to make significant progress. First-year faculty need
to be aware of this need and be willing to assist and encourage students accordingly.
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Since the 1980’s, animation has undergone a tremendous transformation. Faster,
more powerful computers and the development of computer-generated imagery
(CGI) have paved the way for computer-animated films. The growth of Internet
access and the expansion of cable and satellite television have created the need
for more content. The proliferation of cell phones, smart phones and touch pad
devices and the advent of home computer-based gaming have changed the
amusing experimentation embodied in “Pong” into a thriving mega-industry.
These changes have created a much greater demand for skilled artists and
technicians than previously required and the demand for talented, capable
employees has spawned the creation of a multitude of animation programs
worldwide. In the 1980’s there were only two internationally reputable institutions
offering animation training with the probable outcome of a bachelor’s degree.
Today, according to the Animation Industry Database, there are 1,139 animation
or animation-related programs around the world, 376 of which are found in the
United States. Many of these programs, however, only offer a certificate of
completion, not an actual degree.
The need to have a degree in the animation industry has also changed. In the
80’s having a baccalaureate degree was of little importance. The employer was
only interested in the prospective employee’s portfolio, his artistic talent and
ideas. The employer only wanted to know if the artist’s style and abilities would fit
the studio’s needs. But the decline of the animation student’s communication
skills in the past two decades has lead to a new trend. According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, the prospective animator should at least possess a
bachelor’s degree. Recruiters from Dreamworks Feature Animation have
confirmed this need, relating their desire for employees that are not only creative
but are also capable of the intelligent verbal expression of their ideas. It is
partially because of this need and partially because of student interest in this
area that colleges and universities across the nation have responded by creating
undergraduate animation programs from which the student may receive their
baccalaureate degree. The interdisciplinary nature of animation, however, has
made the placement of these programs a challenge. There are many things that
must be understood and many variables that must be considered. The purpose
of this paper is to provide educators with a greater understanding of the
disciplines involved in producing an animated product and to discuss a few of the
challenges of placement of an animation program within various departments.
Understanding the Disciplines within Animation

The Need for Artistic Skills:
The world of an animated product, be it for theatrical release, television or
computer game is completely fabricated. Though inspiration may be drawn from
real life through the study of architecture, flora and fauna, and patterns of fashion
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design throughout visually documented history, none of what finally becomes
part of the finished animated product actually tangibly exists. Instead, the world
must be designed. Characters, props, buildings, costumes, creatures, plants and
everything necessary to populate this world must be created using research,
study and imagination. Color palate, sense of shape or use of line, these are
things that help set the tone for the world to be created. This is the reason why
the student of animation needs to be well versed in the artistic understanding of
perspective, design principles, composition, figure drawing, and drawing from life
and even some history of art and illustration. All students who desire a career as
a concept artist, an art director, a storyboard artist or an animator must have
solid drawing skills. Otherwise they cannot hope to achieve their goal. The need
for these artistic skills will often lead to the creation of an animation program
within a department of visual arts.

The Need for Filmic knowledge
The knowledge of filmmaking is integral to every aspect of animation production.
From the very beginning, the way in which the world of the animated product will
be shown must be thought through and visually described just as thoroughly as
the creation of the world itself. Camera angles, shot progressions, rules of
editing, composition and the psychology behind cinematic design are vital to
increased understanding of the visual events seen on screen and to creating
characters who can elicit emotional responses from the audience. For storyboard
artists, the understanding of screenwriting is necessary as all the rules of
cinematic storytelling, including the standard three-act format of the screenplay,
apply. Film history is often studied and referred to for the inspiration to achieve
just the right cinematic effect. Indeed the knowledge of film history is often more
highly prized and discussed in the animation field than the history of art.
As the development of the animated product moves beyond the story stage and
into the actual animation process, many of the skills that apply to acting will be
employed. The need to understand what motivates the character, what he is
thinking or what he is feeling is paramount, as all movement will stem from this
motivation. Also, the character’s psychology, how he thinks of himself or how he
thinks of others, must be understood. A working knowledge of basic body
language must be applied when creating an individual character’s unique
movement. This is necessary in developing entertaining and memorable
characters.
When the product moves beyond the animation process, other filmic knowledge
becomes useful. Understanding light, what it does at different times of day, how it
reflects and refracts and how to use it for greatest effect from shot to shot, are all
important to help finish the feel of the product. Because the use of all these
important skills are so deeply embedded in the production of the animated
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product, many will place the animation program within a film department or a
department of theater/media arts.

The Need for Computer Skills
As more and more animated products are produced completely in a computer
environment, the need for the student to have knowledge of computers and the
software used for animation production cannot be ignored. At the beginning of
the production process, concept designs are drawn or painted in Adobe
Photoshop, storyboards can be drawn and animatics (a preliminary version of an
animated product using storyboard and other drawings) timed in Flash or Toon
Boom, models and animation of the character are created in software
applications like Maya. As the product progresses, more technical knowledge is
used to rig the characters, (place the “bones” in the character in order to prepare
it for manipulation by the animator), light each shot, place texture on the
characters and backgrounds and render and composite the final product. At least
a basic understanding of a form of computer coding called “mel script” at times
will be necessary in order to tell the computer application exactly what to do. The
software used in creating the computer-animated product is deeply layered and
can take several years to fully comprehend. Because of this, there are now job
descriptions within the animation/gaming industries that require the employee to
work strictly with the technical aspects of computer animation software.
Because an animated shot will normally be worked on by several people in
succession and because of the immense need to organize the flow of all this
technical data when creating the computer-animated product, a system will
usually be formed which is called a “pipeline”. Though there will usually be one
person or a set of people who design this pipeline, there is a need for each
person working on the animated product to have at least a basic knowledge of
pipelines in order to find their assigned work and also place their work back into
the pipeline, making it readily available for the next person down the line. The
animation employee must have all of these skills, in varying degrees depending
on his chosen specialty. For this reason some animation programs are located in
a department for computer science.

Complications arising from placement
In a Department of Visual Arts:

Within a visual arts department, figure-drawing classes, drawing horses (benches
with one high end which the artist will straddle and place their drawing pads
against the higher end) or easels may already be available. Pre-requisite classes
that cover the basics of perspective and design may already be in place. There is
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a monetary logic in the placement of an animation program in a visual arts
department and having these resources perform double duty. However, there are
several issues that need to be considered.
If the department dedicated to the visual arts places an emphasis on conceptual
art and the animation program formed within has the aligned mission of
producing experimental, non-narrative motion, then there are likely to be very few
conflicts of interest amongst the faculty. Matching philosophies will promote a
mutual appreciation of the expression of art, whether it is animated or stationary.
Perhaps the greatest issue in this scenario would be class load. The creation of
the program within a visual arts department could crowd existing classes;
overloading instructors and causing a decline in the quality of student work. To
solve this, more real estate will need to be acquired and additional classes must
be added in order to avoid the loss of quality in teaching and student work.
Additional classes and space will cost money however, which would cause partial
loss of the advantage of this placement. The other problem would be the need for
a computer lab. Even if a lab already exists in which the students are able to
learn applications like Adobe Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator, more powerful
computers will be necessary for running geometry-heavy animation applications
like Maya.
If the Visual Arts Department emphasizes the production of conceptual art and
the animation program is focused on teaching students how to produce an
industry standard product, which will usually be commercial or narrative art, then
the issues that will arise will be far more complex.
According to The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, conceptual art “should
be about intellectual inquiry and reflection rather than beauty and aesthetic
pleasure … the idea or concept is the most important aspect of the work.”

However, animation created for commercial use is founded almost
completely in traditional aesthetics. One of the twelve principles of
animation is “Appeal”. Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston, two respected
animators who were ranked among Walt Disney’s “nine old men” and were
co-writers of the book “The Illusion of Life”, defined appeal as “anything
that a person likes to see, a quality of charm, pleasing design, simplicity,
communication, and magnetism.” This principle of appeal comes first in
the design of an animated product. Yet, this form of artistic creation is
diametrically opposed to the conceptual artist’s philosophy.
Further complicating matters is the mode of communication expressed in
each art form. The animated product usually contains some form of
narrative that must be explicitly communicated to lead the audience to
think and feel exactly what the animator intends. Conceptual art, on the
other hand, will have a message communicated through symbolism that is
left open to personal interpretation. Both may provide emotional, thoughtprovoking experiences but the approaches to achieve the end product are
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entirely different. This again can cause problems between faculty members
and even among administrators if a mutual appreciation for the differing
approaches cannot be achieved.
In a worst-case scenario, the contention within the faculty could trickle
down and possibly cause dissatisfaction among the students. Student
attrition, loss of tuition revenue and the elimination of alumni support could
follow.

In a Film Department or a Department of Theater/ Media Arts
As most film departments or departments of theater/media arts have
adopted a philosophy that centers on communicating through a narrative
structure for possible theatrical release, most faculty, whether working with
live action or animation, will find a common ground on which they can build
a mutual appreciation and respect for their peers.
The difficulty then will be resources. Money may need to be spent or
special arrangements made from the outset in order to have a room that is
large enough for figure drawing. The room would also need adequate
storage for all the equipment that would be used in this class. A budget for
models will be necessary as well as someone who can hire and schedule
the models for the figure drawing classes. An even greater expenditure
would come in the creation of a computer lab. While most film schools will
have editing stations equipped at least with Adobe After Effects and/or
Final Cut Pro or a Windows platform equivalent and, while these
computers are usually equipped with several gigabytes of RAM and
powerful video cards, there will most likely be a need for more of these
computers to accommodate additional students and to use for teaching
various animation classes. There will also be the need to procure licenses
for software to be used in these classes, be it Maya, Mud Box, Render
Man, Houdini, 3D Studio Max, Flash, Toon Boom or any combination of
these. Again, the expense can be tremendous.
In Computer Science
Interestingly, animation faculty and computer faculty usually will be highly
compatible. While their areas of expertise widely differ, their knowledge and
interests overlap enough to create a unique synergetic mesh that forms a cooperative collaboration. Each program’s faculty develops a respect and
appreciation for the abilities of the other and philosophical differences are rare.
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The problem of computer resources would also seem to be resolved as a
computer science department is usually well equipped with computer labs.
However, the problem of finding a room for figure drawing, budget for models,
space for teaching other hand drawn disciplines and all the equipment needed
therein will still need to be procured. Some or all of the animation software
mentioned above will still be necessary and computers powerful enough to run
them are indispensable.

Conclusion
A few of the challenges of placement have been discussed in this paper.
However there are still other issues that will be unique to each university. This
said, there are several ways in which a university may proceed with the
placement of an animation program.
The first would be to split the program, having the various disciplines placed
where it is most suited, i.e. all the drawing disciplines placed in a department of
visual arts, all the film disciplines placed in a film department, all the technical
elements placed in computer science. One difficulty that could arise from this
placement would be the question of which department will handle the budget
load. Will monies be distributed between the three departments, or will it all be
placed in one? The distribution of monies could possibly cause discord between
departments and dissatisfaction among administrators and faculty alike.
The second would be to place the entire program in one department. If this is the
chosen course of action, the philosophies of each department and the desired
outcome of the animation program to be created should be considered. If the
emphasis is on the conceptual development of the animated art form, then
placement would do well in a visual arts department with the same philosophy. If
the emphasis is on the narrative structure of animated filmmaking, then it may be
best to place the program within a film department. If the emphasis for the
animation program is on computer gaming, then computer science would seem
to be the best placement. Though all the necessary resources would still need to
be considered, this would at least help to align philosophies, creating greater
unity with in the departments.
A third option would be the creation of an entirely new department. This new
department (digital media arts) would embody all the disciplines needed in order
to have a well-rounded animation program. It would seem to be the best of all
worlds but is not always a viable solution for those who have limited space and
funds.

About the Author:
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More Than a Thousand Words:
Interpreting Photographs of the Freed Peoples at Undory Estate and Palmyra Plantation
By: Sally Stocksdale
University of Delaware
sstock@UDel.Edu

It was a remarkable moment in world history when the abolition of both Russian serfdom
and American slavery occurred in the 1860s. After years of meticulous preparation, Tsar
Alexander II emancipated approximately twenty-two million Russian serfs on 3 March 1861,
ending the centuries-old institution. Meanwhile, in the cauldron of the American Civil War,
President Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation on 1 January 1863, a weapon of war
freeing only those slaves “. . .beyond Union authority,” totaling approximately three million
African Americans. Ratified by the states on 6 December 1865, the Thirteenth Amendment to
the United States Constitution legalized the de facto liberation which the Proclamation had set in
motion. Essentially simultaneous, these were the watershed events of the great emancipation era.
This era was extraordinary not only because of the sheer numbers of persons liberated from
servitude, but also because it occurred in two of the world’s largest countries, which shared little
in terms of proximity and political and social culture.

1
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In this paper I will compare two photographs, one of the emancipated serfs on a Russian
estate, Undory in Simbirsk Province, and the other, of the freed slaves at a Southern plantation,
Palmyra, at Davis Bend, Mississippi. Notwithstanding the legal commands and military
enforcement of emancipation, the meaning and nature of freedom in both the Russian and
American contexts was pliable and fluid in both the immediate and long term post-emancipation
period. Indeed, as we know today, the journey towards freedom in each country was a protracted
and arduous affair. However, I will examine what these photographs suggest about attitudes
towards the freed peoples in each region at the historical moment in which they were taken. I
will also consider what they imply about the freed peoples’ perceptions of self and of freedom.
By comparing the photos with each other, I will argue that they have a number of similarities,
especially their iconic power. Above all, it will be evident that, although the raison d’etre of
each photograph was to capture the former serfs and slaves in their emancipation moment, they
evidence remarkable salience and continuity with both the past and the immediate future. That
is, each of these photographs could have been taken in 1850, 1860, or even 1870 – there is
nothing remarkable in either one that suggests a marked break with the past and, moreover,
distinguishes freedom. Their significance lies in the fact that, recognizing the importance of the
events, the photographers’ intentions were merely to document the emancipation moment.
However, neither photograph evinces a didactic definition of freedom or evidence of a social
revolution. Herein lay the irony of the emancipation photos: the photographers tried to capture
the freed peoples in the emancipation moment. Yet, because there was no immediate visual,
material, social, or political change, the photographers unintentionally objectified the freed
peoples and thus reinforced prevailing attitudes about them.

2
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Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy: A Successful Paradigm for Human Communication

Laurence Sterne is primarily concerned with individual perceptions of language and gestures. He
creates characters that are constantly getting into difficulties with each other because of some
misunderstanding of one another's ideas or emotions. Even Tristram as narrator resorts to different
techniques in attempting to convey his impressions of the people. Yet the strength of these characters
lies within their ability to retain meaningful human relationships beyond the confusion and complexity
that language and physical expressions often produce. For Sterne, language and physical expression are
subject to misinterpretation, but human beings reveal a capacity to intuit natural emotions through
empathy with their fellow beings. Nowadays, the relevance of the topic of communication to us as
private individuals or public figures is obvious, for the failure of communication can be extremely
costly to all involved, especially to those whose lives are adversely impacted. Therefore, one can not
emphasize enough the importance of successful communication in building enduring relations based on
true understanding. Before discussing how the characters in Tristram Shandy succeed in
communication by revealing a strong capacity for intuiting emotions and attitudes, I will attempt to
show some examples of how language and physical gestures often fail as means of communication
between the characters in the novel.
Walter and Toby Shandy often fail to understand each other since their characters are opposite
to each other. Walter loves to construct abstract arguments to arrive at truths that only he himself can
comprehend. He often uses logic that breaks down common situations into absurdities and tries to make
others understand him. Toby, on the other hand, is at a less for words and is reduced to speaking and
understanding only the most concrete and practical ideas. He has no concept of abstractions and must
often resort to literal interpretations when difficult ideas are presented to him. So, when Walter tries to
search for a meaning in Erasmus's sentence and has to change a word to suit a theory he has in mind,
Toby answers with a practical observation: "—See, my dear brother Toby, how I have mended the
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sense.—but you have marr'd a word, replied my Uncle Toby" (Tristram Shandy 3.37).
In another example, Walter speaks metaphorically and Toby responds literally: “Did ever a poor
unfortunate man, brother Toby, cried my father, receive so many lashes? —The most I ever saw given,
quoth my Uncle Toby,... was to a grenadier I think in Makay's regiment" (4.3). Toby also has the
problem of interpreting the meaning of words outside of their context. When Walter and Yorick discuss
child prodigies, Toby responds out of meaning: "—-But you forget the great Lipsius, qouth Yorick, who
composed a work the day he was born; —They should have wiped it up, said my uncle Toby, and said
no more about it" (6.2).
Trim, like Toby (but to a lesser degree in the novel) has a problem with language interpretation.
When Walter discusses the implications of learning the auxiliaries, Trim responds to this discourse:
“The Danes, an' please your honour, quoth the corporal, who were on the left at the siege of Limerick,
were all auxiliaries" (5.32). For both Trim and Toby, the problem is basically rooted in the same point,
which is that all language is susceptible to different interpretations. Given the great variety of human
experience and interests, the problem of individual interpretation is always present.
Body expressions are frequently susceptible to the same kind of subjective interpretation as
language. Sterne makes frequent use of detailed expressions that are perceived as different emotions or
passions by the characters in the novel. By the following examples Sterne wants to show us that there is
no single standard theory by which we can analyze individual passions: When Phutatorius starts to feel
pain from the hot chestnut in his pants and his face contorts, the other members at the table think his
expression reflects his extreme interest in their argument. And because Yorick picks the nut up casually,
Phutatorius thinks he is the perpetrator of the evil deed when actually Yorick had nothing to do with it.
When Walter struggles to get his handkerchief during a conversation, Tristram has us to believe that his
reddened face would indicate anger to the average person, yet Toby had a different reaction; “My uncle
blamed nothing but the tailor who cut the pocket-hole” (5.5). When Widow Wadman approaches Toby
and touches his hand and leg during a discussion concerning Toby's map, Toby fails to understand the
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implication of her gestures. Tristram lets us know that these gestures are obvious sexual innuendos to
the average observer but for Toby they are a form of attack: "—-So that my uncle Toby being thus
attacked and sore push'd on both his wings—was it a wonder, if now and, then, it put his centre into
disorder? —The duce take it! said my uncle Toby" (8.16).
Sterne especially criticizes the attempts of the individual to find a standard mode of expression
for a certain passion or emotion. He uses Walter as the example of a person who believes that one
reveals his mind and attitudes through stylized and traditional gestures, yet Walter himself fails in
reality to conform to what he claims. When Walter hears the news concerning Tristram's flattened nose,
he reacts by throwing himself into a certain stylized position on the bed in expression of his despair. He
wants to believe that appearances indicate what is inside of a man, and he expresses this notion in his
analysis of the ideal tutor for Tristram: "There is, continued my father, a certain mien and motion of the
body and all its parts, both in acting and speaking, which argues a man well within... —There are a
thousand unnoticed openings, continued my father, which let a penetrating eye at once into a man's
soul" (4.5). Yet when other tragedies happen to Tristram, Walter reacts to them in different ways and
assumes positions through which his grief is expressed. Walter cannot find a consistent means to show
his grief and he cannot act spontaneously, which makes him appear ludicrous and ineffective as a
conveyor of his emotion.
These and other examples are useful to reveal how deeply Sterne was captivated by the notion
that the body cannot accurately reflect the mind of man. Each gesture or position of the human body
can only give a possibility as to the thoughts or emotions underneath, Tristram stated it in his first
volume: "our minds shine not through the body, but are wrapt up here in a dark covering of
uncrystalized flesh and blood; so that if we would come to the specific characters of them, we must go
some other way to work" (l.23).
Unlike Fielding's narrator, Tristram does not feel that he has the special privilege of interpreting
his characters' minds. He does not claim that he has the absolute power of knowing what is in the mind,
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of his characters that he tries to illustrate. All he is capable of giving is inductive knowledge or personal
inference about their states of mind through their physical gestures.
However as narrator, he tries his best to reveal the minds of his characters. His narrative
approach to explaining the problem of communication is actually a combination of two things. He
satisfies himself with giving factual details of a situation or characters at some times, and at other times
he tries to intervene between the things he describes and the reader, i.e. he tries to make inferences and
give enlightening opinions about the phenomena under treatment. With regards to the first approach we
cannot assume that his detailed descriptions are entirely appropriate to or do not detract from the real
meaning of the situation that he describes. His attempts to be objective here show that language often
fails to convey the real nature of a scene or character. His second approach makes use of his subjective
interpretation of experiences and can be seen in his interpretation of Widow Wadman in Toby's
visitation to her house. Tristram asks the reader to imagine the Widow by thinking of a person known
to the reader such as a mistress. But then, when Toby is at the point of revealing where he got his
injury, Tristram assumes that he knows the Widow's thoughts through her series of blushes:
Mrs. Wadman blushed — blush'd worse than ever; which, for the sake of the unlearned reader, I
translate thus ——
E—d! I cannot look at it——
What would the world say if I look'd at it?
I should drop down, if I look'd at it——
I wish I could look at it——
There can be no sin in looking at it.
——— I will look at it. (9.20)
Tristram, rather than being content with describing the series of her blushes, intervenes between factual
description and the reader to interpret the event. Tristram realizes the ineffectiveness of trying to be
objective and must resort to subjective interpretation in order for the reader to understand the event.
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Tristram, as narrator, is not a Godlike figure who tries to manipulate his audience as well as his
characters. Sterne does not make us believe his narrator has absolute knowledge of what is within
“uncrystallized flesh and blood," There is no standard way of communicating the mind of man.
Given all the failures of man to communicate accurately what is in the minds of men, what does
Sterne leave as positive evidence of man's ability to make himself understood? The answer as I see it
lies most likely in the simple assertions and nonverbal gestures or actions that are spontaneously
conveyed from one character to the other. These are unconscious gestures, often intuitive and simple,
that most often produce effects in contradiction to the effects expected.
To illustrate how these gestures are manifested, Sterne presents Walter and Toby. When Walter
attacked Toby's military hobbyhorse on the bowling-green, Toby responded in a highly unexpected
way; “With a countenance spread over with so much good nature;—so placid;—so fraternal; so
inexpressively tender towards him—it penetrated my father to his heart.” Walter's reaction to Toby in
this instance is equally out of tune with his usual formalized responses: “and seizing hold of both my
uncle Toby's hands as he spoke; —Brother Toby, said he,—I beg thy pardon” (2.12). Both of their
responses are spontaneous and definitely understood by each other.
The spontaneous expression can best be appreciated when placed next to the stylized
expressions. Probably the most impressive example, which shows just how effective the spontaneous
gesture really is, can be found in Chapter 4.1 and 2. Here we find Walter consumed in grief in a
particular posture on his bed. Toby, who we find from an earlier chapter believes that he will eventually
"hit the longitude" between consoling an affliction too early or too late, has never attempted to interrupt
Walter in his show of grief. But when Walter finally turns towards Toby, who is waiting patiently by the
bedside “and fearing moreover that he might set out with something which might make a bad matter
worse, he contented himself with resting his chin placidly upon the cross of his crutch," Walter sees this
kind of response from Toby: "My father, in turning his eyes, was struck with such a gleam of sunshine
in his face, as melted down the sullenness of his grief in a moment." There is something comforting and
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genuine about Toby's appearance that immediately puts Walter in a better frame of mind. It is an
empathetic response from Toby and Walter cannot fail to intuit or acknowledge it.
Sterne peppers the novel with these empathetic gestures. Most often the gestures are a
character's resignation to his genuine feelings when words or standardized responses fail him. Toby
often frustrates Walter's attempts to instruct him in wild logical theories, but Toby has numerous
personal and distinctive ways of communicating his compassionate feelings towards his brother in
these times, empathetic feelings which Walter understands and reciprocates to Toby. Toby squeezes
Walter's hand when Walter is frustrated or upset, and Walter calms down in acknowledgment of the
gesture. Or Toby smiles at him or pats his back—many gestures which are undeniably appreciated by
Walter and commented upon by Tristram: "Nay my brains be knocked out with a battering ram or
catapulta, I care not which, quoth my father to himself,—if I ever insult his worthy soul more" (3.24).
One can see that the brothers are tied in a human bond of affection that overrides their confusions and
frustrations in their verbal attempts to communicate to each other.
Tristram recognizes these successful communications between the brothers. Tristram knows that
Toby often resorts to whistling Lullibullero when he can not further respond to a discussion, for to
speak might frustrate Walter. Tristram at one point wishes he were better able to convey his intentions
to describe feelings to the reader and can only wish he could hear his uncle Toby's whistling -- ~s is a
reminder that Lullibullero strikes Tristram as a genuine response on Toby's part and a very effective
one that is understood, by all, but he himself cannot produce such an effective way to convey his own
thoughts.
Tristram also shows the effectiveness of genuine and spontaneous expression in contrast to
more formalized or stylized expressions. When he speaks his response to Bobby's death, he assumes
intuitively the most effective posture and tone for getting his point across. His story goes “straight
forwards as nature could lead him, to the heart.” But Walter's response is stylized. It is plagued with
metaphors and techniques and is typical of a poetic and self-conscious attempt to be effective. Nature
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does not lead his speech directly to the heart.
Sterne has us believe that all of these varied spontaneous expressions have distinct and personal
meaning quite unlike the standardized expressions like those Walter tries to achieve in showing his
grief for Tristram. Since human beings differ so drastically, we cannot expect that they can show their
feelings in the same way. So there are many characteristic spontaneous expressions of each individual
that can be interpreted beyond doubt because of their intuitive and empathetic nature. Sterne always
stresses the positive aspects of these expressions. He does not believe that these gestures could be
misinterpreted or could elicit a ludicrous response from those that receive them. These spontaneous
communications are always portrayed in terms of the deepest respect and dignity. They involve the
deepest level of human empathy. It is in this kind of genuine communication that Sterne places his
confidence in human interaction, without which we are doomed to failure as individuals, families and
communities.
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6. Abstract:
This presentation attempts to examine how Caryl Churchill’s feminist drama, Top

Girls (1982) depicts and connects various kinds of women’s lives from past to
present and from east to west.

It also intends to analyze intertextual possibilities

of the play and explore its significance today thirty years since its premiere.

Top Girls consists of three acts with all characters played by women and
overwhelmingly powerful girls’ talks throughout the play.

The first act in the play

is particularly unique in having the characters as follows: Isabella Bird, a Victorian
Scottish travel writer; Lady Nijo, a Japanese mistress kept by an ex-emperor in the
thirteenth century; Pope Joan, a female Pope disguised as a man in the ninth
century; Dull Gret, the subject of a picture drawn by Pieter Brueghel in the
sixteenth century; and Patient Griselda, a character in Giovanni Boccaccio’s

Decameron and Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales.

These five women, who

existed either in history or fiction, get together to celebrate Marlene, the heroine in
this play, on her recent promotion.
In the play various kinds of women’s lives are overlapped on several levels.
One aspect of the overlapping is on the level of intertextuality of the play.
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Intertextuality can be found between the historical or fictional figures as the
primary sources and them as the characters in this play: between Nijo in history
and Nijo in the play.

In addition, the overlapping occurs not only between the

texts but also inside the text.

First, lives of the women in the first act have

something in common with Marlene’s life.

Secondly, the characters except

Marlene in the first act are given (an)other character(s) in the second and third
acts, which are concerned with Marlene’s career and family life in 1980s.

By this

multi-roles casting method, the historical or fictional characters in the first act
have some similarities to the characters in the rest of the play: Nijo’s life in history
through Nijo in the play overlaps with the life of another character, Win, by being
acted by the same actress.

Finally, the present context of women outside the text

can be added as a text to the inter/intratextually overlapped histories of women.
The play which invites ancient and modern top girls on stage connects women
between inside and outside the text by taking in the lived histories of today’s top
girls concerning the play.
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ABSTRACT

MULTIPLE CONSCIOUSNESS AND CHICANA FALSA:
RIPPING HEADS OFF MEXICAN-AMERICAN BARBIE DOLLS
Adrianna Marie Bayer
In this paper, theories collide to create an interdisciplinary approach to reading and
engaging with Chicana literary texts. The main theories synthesized are postcolonial, feminist,
poststructuralist, and Chicana studies. These ideas show that one can never truly be aware of
their own state of consciousness and identity because there are too many outside forces
interfering. In Michele Serros‘ Chicana Falsa and other Stories of Death, Identity, and Oxnard,
the protagonists grapple with the idea of a fake Chicana. They learn that different identities can
exist without being subsumed by dominant discourses. Specific Chicana identities are analyzed
in the text including the Chicana artist/writer, the Chola, and the significance of ethnic food.
Through multiple consciousnesses, a collective voice emerges that can be used as an agent for
change in each character‘s life and in their society. As Chicanas, they do not sacrifice their
history, culture, and personal experiences. Instead, they embrace the encounters between
ideologies and rip away the metaphorical heads of Mexican-American Barbie dolls. Experiences
should never be reduced to a binary setup, such as a Chicana falsa versus a Chicana verdadera.
Neither exists. The simplification of such a complex identity has the effect of isolating and
dividing groups of people rather than bringing them together to promote a collective change.
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INTRODUCTION

―Chicana Falsa‖ is an identity I‘ve struggled with my entire life. It‘s not chosen. It‘s an
attribute given because of ideologies, institutions, and people. Because I have this personal
connection with the thematic material expressed in Chicana Falsa and other Stories of Death,
Identity, and Oxnard by Michele Serros, it was a natural choice to explore her collection. One
poem in particular, ―Mi Problema,‖ offered the opportunity to reflect on a personal demon from
my youth: language.
Similar to the narrator of that poem, I struggled with language. When my mother married
my father and moved away from our family, she stopped speaking Spanish, at least it was not an
often occurrence. She would speak it on the phone or during visits, but only when she didn‘t
want us children understanding her. Thus, we were all isolated from language at a young age.
Unlike my siblings, I had an additional problem with language that prevented me from
speaking Spanish. When I was four years old, I was diagnosed with a speech impediment called
―lazy tongue.‖ Basically, my tongue refused to move with my mouth and lips. It would stay on
the bottom of my mouth like a snail stuck to hot asphalt. Because my tongue mutinied against
thoughts and speech, no one could understand me when I was speaking English. For the next ten
years of my life, I worked tirelessly to perfect my primary language. I remember these formative
years as being equivalent to hell. I was teased horrendously and lost all confidence and sense of
self. I didn‘t even ―fit in‖ with my family because only my older sister Elizabeth could
understand me. Books and loneliness were my sole friends until sophomore year in high school.
As I struggled with English, I was told by one of my speech therapists that I would never
be able to speak another language ―properly.‖ I shouldn‘t even try. That was it. I isolated myself

1
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from other languages, including Spanish. I didn‘t want to experience the same hell that I went
through with English. It would be extra embarrassing because I am Mexican. I should be able to
speak Spanish. What was wrong with me?
Luckily, friends and family supported me as I got older when they could actually
understand me. I also had institutions, such as school, which required foreign language classes. I
could never truly hide from Spanish because it was always part of my life, even if I was an
―outsider‖ looking in. So, I faced my fears. I repeated Spanish classes because I was never good
enough. Just like the narrator in ―Mi Problema,‖ I had champions who wanted me to succeed and
reconnect, such as my mother, grandmother, grandfather, and specific teachers like Señora
Molnar. Even with their encouragement, I was hesitant. I didn‘t want people to see me struggle
because I was the girl who had always conquered Academia. I didn‘t want others to see my
mouth betray me. My mother had made me an outcast from my Chicana family when she
married my Anglo father and moved us away from Los Angeles for a better life. My tongue
othered me more. I was geographically, culturally, and psychologically separated from those in
my family.
Though I knew most of the walls separating me from my family weren‘t entirely my fault
(the language barrier was constructed at a young age because our mom never spoke Spanish to
us), not being able to control my body was. Everyone else could, such as my older sister Diane
who switched comfortably between Spanish and English at will. Even now when I am fluent, I
still balk at speaking Spanish. I internalized the fear and insecurity from my youth. I have never
felt comfortable with my tongue. I only feel comfortable with language when I am alone reading
a book. Then, am I safe. No one can judge my sloppy double r‘s, which incidentally was the last
letter in English to master (achieved at age 14), nor my stumbling over the tilde. In writing, I can
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take my time to enjoy language and shape it to my will. There is no limit except the deadlines I
make.
This is ―mi problema.‖ This is a war that I will fight my entire life, but it is one I am
determined to win. I will not be labeled a Chicana falsa. As I learn more about my culture and
language, I slowly begin to realize that my tongue (my person) is not the enemy. It is the
ideologies and institutions who foolishly claim a singular identity Chicana verdadera and label
others as Chicanas falsas. Like Barbie dolls, people are regularly taught that everyone is the
same based on someone else‘s interpretation of an ideal woman. Multiple consciousness rejects
that there is one ideal. Ripping the heads off Mexican-American Barbie dolls is a metaphor for
rejecting a singular, usually white, representation of the Chicana. Such a violent act frees the
individual to embrace a complex and multiple existences outside the hegemonic cultural norm.
Analyzing the poems and short stories found in Chicana Falsa and other Stories of Death,
Identity, and Oxnard by Michele Serros is one way to win a battle in the never ending war
against ideologies and institutions that cling to an idea of a ―pure Chicana.‖ A set of terms are
used repeatedly throughout the paper: Chicana and Mexican. Chicana refers to MexicanAmerican women in the United States while Mexican references the ethnic culture. Alfredo
Mirandé and Evangelina Enríquez define the Chicana woman using these characteristics from La
Chicana: The Mexican-American Woman:
(1) of Mexican descent, (2) living in the United States, (3) culturally neither
Mexican nor American but influenced by both societies, and (4) from a colonized
minority. An overriding characteristic shared by Chicanas, in addition to their
Mexican heritage, is a sense of marginality in an Anglo-dominated society. (12)
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As these descriptions indicate, the word Chicana is a complicated term with an extensive history.
Irene Blea explains the term more extensively in La Chicana and the Intersection of Race, Class,
and Gender: ―For Chicanas there are four norms: An Anglo norm, A Chicano norm, and norms
for women in both of these groups…the trick…is for the Chicana to a select a balanced lifestyle
for herself, for if she strays from cultural prescriptions, there is always a negative consequence‖
(9). ―Deviation‖ should not be a negative attribute of identity. This is where multiplicity lies,
where creation and creativity are born. One of the themes expressed in Chicana Falsa is the
constant struggle between a singular or binary identity, usually a socially prescribed role (such as
the Chicana woman) and the ability to embrace the multiplicity of a border identity. The
narrators in Serros‘ collection learn that identity is multiple and that subjectivity can be
subverted or constructed through embracing an often more difficult path in life: the unknown
gray identities of life.
The term ―Chicana‖ is constantly changing with time and history. It is fluid and reshapes
to fill voids and spaces in subjectivity. Norma Alarcón explores the contemporary meaning of
―Chicana‖ in her article ―Chicana Feminism: In the Tracks of ‗the‘ Native Woman.‖ When you
use Chicana ―in the present, [it] is the name of resistance that enables cultural and political points
of departure and thinking through the multiple migrations and dislocations of women of
‗Mexican‘ descent‖ (250). There are inherent flaws with the popular hegemonic representation of
Chicana because it restricts and limits the knowledge and understanding of the term. Chicana/o is
a label that has become a stereotype. It fails to carry meaning and restricts others‘ understandings
of a growing community. Alarcón‘s realization frees the Chicana identity from a singular
subjectivity that is stagnant and unchanging. Alfred Arteaga explains his reasons for using the
word ―Chicano‖ to describe himself in An Other Tongue: Nation and Ethnicity in the Linguistic
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Borderlands: ―I define myself as Chicano. I was born in California and am a citizen of the United
States, but my relation to the nation is problematic‖ (3). For him, Chicano means he was born in
California and is therefore a U.S. citizen by birth. This does not mean he accepts the relationship
between his person and his government. Arteaga further elaborates on the issues between him
and his nation:
U.S. Anglo-American nationalists define their nation to the exclusion of my
people. Today in California, for example, the male Republican governor and the
two female Democratic senators, collude in generating anti-immigrant (i.e.,
Mexican in the United States) hysteria: that I am rendered alien by U.S. jingoism
remains a quotidian fact…Being Chicano in California at the end of the twentieth
century means being constantly subjected Other within the discourses of race,
ethnos, and nation in a racist, ethnocentric, and nationalist society. (3-4)
This examination is important because it states how Chicanos are ―othered‖ by the United States
government—the very laws further the subjugation. Arteaga is not afraid to say that the
American government is built on a racist foundation. He also makes a distinction between
Chicano (born in California) and Mexican (ethnic identity) but then indicates that it doesn‘t
matter because both types of people are equally ―rendered alien.‖
Despite the fact that the United States wants to revive the original negative connotation to
the identity (word) Chicana, there are many who fight to empower it, such as Michele Serros.
Her creative writing explores the cultural, historical, and political realms that define the term.
While Serros works creatively, researchers such as Norma Alarcón provide a critical theoretical
foundation that examines the historical context of a ―loaded‖ identity:
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Chicana…is not the name that women (or men) are born to or with…[it] serves as
a point of redeparture for dismantling historical conjunctures of crisis, confusion,
political and ideological conflict and contradictions of simultaneous effects of
having ―no names,‖ having ―many names,‖ or not ―know(ing) her names,‖ and
being someone else‘s ―dreamwork.‖ (250)
Here, Alarcón distinguishes an ethnic and national Mexican identity from a Chicana
identity. A woman can be born ethnically Mexican, but she cannot be born Chicana. La Chicana
is not restricted to a linear sense of herself as defined by a white Anglo culture. Chicana is not a
name that enforces roles. It is a contradiction that empowers her to dismantle the systematic
structure which would bind her to one reality, one nationality, and one ethno-racial identity.
Multiple consciousnesses allow a Chicana to find her true self by embracing the power of
ambiguity. Being undefined and multiple as a result of complex and varied roles is a freeing
experience when the identities are embraced fully. Then, she can flow through different
collective groups. She can be a Chola and a mother. She can be a nontraditional artist. She can fit
into popular labels with or without her knowledge. She lives simultaneously within varied
categories and is more powerful because of it.
Therein lies the power of the term ―Chicana‖ and the reason why many Mexican women
will fight the past and present to keep meaning and identity fluid, always changing. No matter
the amount of baggage attached to Chicana from political agendas of the past, it is an identity
that can always start anew. As Arteaga says:
It is…only in the here and now that we exist, that we become subjects. We
fashion ourselves always in a present articulation of language, be it thought,
dream, poem, or casual speech. And yet, perhaps ironically, it is an articulation of
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etymologies, of definitions, of histories: in the present, we make ourselves subject
of the dead, of old tales and old tongues. This is our plight: to conceive selves and
to bear others, subjects of some national chronotope, en route to some ethnic
telos. (2-3)
Subject selves are created in the present based on definitions and histories of the past. All
peoples are slaves of their ancestors, including Chicanas. The difficulty is navigating all aspects
of the self while remaking them instead of being imprisoned by the sense of ―otherness.‖
Multiple consciousnesses break down the binary of ―us vs. them.‖ Cherríe Moraga tells us in
Loving in the War Years: ―I am a woman with a foot in both worlds. I refuse the split… But one
voice is not enough, nor are two, although this is where dialogue begins…the real power, as you
and I know, is collective‖ (50). Moraga sees the importance of harnessing different experiences
and viewpoints. Though the voices that she refers to are literally multiple speakers, the power
found in that diversity applies to singular human identities as well. This means not being afraid
of the differences in consciousnesses. In fact, multiplicity allows difference to exist without
being subsumed by dominant discourses. Alfred Arteaga explains how
―…There is no detritus of difference; distinct elements remain so, relating in a
dialogue of dissimilarity. Hybridization asserts dialogue by articulating an
alternative discourse and by organizing itself in internal dialogue. It is born of the
struggles for discursive dominance and relates within itself and with other
discourses according to the principle of dialogue. It is dialogic because it is so
multivoiced. (18)
He states that all dialogue and communication is multivoiced. This hybridity in language is a
form of multiple consciousnesses in which one utterance can reflect varied and differing
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viewpoints. In The Dialogic Imagination, Bakhtin explains hybridization: ―It is a mixture of two
social languages within the limits of a single utterance… between two different linguistic
consciousnesses, separated from one another by an epoch, by social differentiation or by some
other factor‖ (358). This hybridity is often unintentional and can be introduced ―by means of a
mixing of various ‗languages‘ co-existing within the boundaries of a single dialect‖ (358-59). In
the same way, all elements in life can be hybrid: a blending of sociological, cultural, and
economic experiences.
It is through the multi-voice discursive experiences that Chicana is lived. When dialogues
are limited by binary identities, the effect is destructive. Gloria Anzaldúa explores the way
language can divide Chicanas in Borderlands La Frontera: The New Mestiza:
If a person, Chicana or Latina, has a low estimation of my native tongue, she also
has a low estimation of me…we‘re afraid the other will think we‘re agringadas
because we don‘t speak Chicano Spanish. We oppress each other trying to outChicano each other, vying to be the ―real‖ Chicanas, to speak like Chicanos.
There is no one Chicano language just as there is no one Chicano experience. (80)
Anzaldúa states that the struggle for dominance harms the Chicana community. Instead, she
stresses that there is no one Chicana/o language. There is no real or fake experience. This opens
up multiple avenues for discussion between border, feminist, postcolonial, and postmodern
theories because la Chicana ―has discovered that she can‘t hold concepts or ideas in rigid
boundaries,‖ including academic ones (Anzaldúa 101). Theorists such as Gloria Anzaldúa,
Cherría Moraga, Maria Lugones, Alfred Arteaga, and Norma Alarcón critically analyze the
dynamics of subjectivity and identity politics which are revealed to be multiple.
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Some questions the theoretical research raises are: 1) What is the price of remembering
difference and not letting go of the past? 2) What happens after consciousness? Emma Pérez
explores similar questions in The Decolonial Imaginary:
As a historian, I cannot forget the Alamo; as a tejana, I am not allowed to forget
the Alamo…But to hear the words ‗Forget the Alamo‘ from a Chicana is, for me,
a freeing, a freedom from a history that nags me for re-vision. I‘m anxious to
move to another site of remembrance. I am anxious to remake and reclaim another
story—stories of love, of compassion, of hope. (127)
Pérez calls it third space feminism. Elisabeth Mermann-Jozwiak calls it postmodern vernaculars.
Gloria Anzaldúa calls it mestiza consciousness. Chandra Talpade Mohanty calls it feminism
without borders. According to Mohanty in Feminism without Borders: Decolonizing Theory,
Practicing Solidarity, calling for a movement without borders means ―to stress that our most
expansive and inclusive visions of feminism need to be attentive to borders while learning to
transcend them‖ (2). Though these theorists take different approaches to politics, subjectivity,
consciousness, and social responsibilities, there are a few uniting factors:
1. Both attention to and transcendence of borders
2. Destroying Western binaries
3. Highlighting the power of language and writing
4. Exploring multiple consciousnesses and identity formation
To further explain this idea of attention to and bridging of borders, one can examine Mohanty‘s
definition of feminism without borders, which is not the same as border-less. To say that there
are ―no borders‖ is to imply there is no difference between groups of women, universalizing
oppressions. Instead, feminism without borders respects differences while uniting them:
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It acknowledges the fault lines, conflicts, differences, fears, and containment that
borders represent. It acknowledges that there is no one sense of a border, that the
lines between and through nations, races, classes, sexualities, religions, and
disabilities, are real—and that a feminism without borders must envision change
and social justice work across these lines of demarcation and division. (2)
So, in this paper, no-borders means blurring the defined spaces between groups of peoples. It
means questioning set ―realities‖ as dictated by dominant groups. It means questioning
everything and never accepting information presented at face value. It is always striving for
social justice regardless of the labels attached to people‘s identity.
These theorists have inspired me to critically analyze and push myself further when
exploring Chicana literature, feminism, postcolonial, and postmodern studies. In order to open
new avenues for dialogue, borders must be blurred, binaries must be dismantled, and language
and writing must be recognized as tools for social change and justice; tools that can elevate us to
new levels of exploration. Belonging to a community, embracing identity and difference, is a
liberating experience, especially when facing oppressions. However too much of a good thing
will cause an overdose as described in ―Globalizing Feminist Ethics:‖ ―The same features that
enable small moral communities to liberate the thinking of their members often simultaneously
operate to limit that thinking…all communities exert pressure on their members to conform to
the prevailing interpretation of their unifying assumptions and values‖ (Jaggar 8-9). Those that
cling to origins use family, ethnicity, nation, and race to either hide or defy the dominant societal
values. Julia Kristeva explains in her book Nations without Nationalism that: ―the cult of origins
is a hate reaction…I stick to an archaic, primitive ‗common denominator,‘ the one of my frailest
childhood, my closest relatives, hoping they will be more trustworthy than ‗foreigners…‘‖ (2-3).
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On the other side of the spectrum, to deny one‘s origins is a similarly dangerous and destructive
path: ―Those who repress their roots, who don‘t want to know where they come from, who detest
their own, fuel the same hatred…but they think they can settle matters by fleeing‖ (3). Both
denying and clinging to roots can be harmful. It is important to understand that life is more
complex than and/or situations. Interdependent relations between communities is where real
strength and change form. Mohanty states that ―relations of power, which anchor the ‗common
differences‘ between and among the feminist politics of different constituencies of women and
men‖ are created in spaces of intersection between all groups (55). Mohanty‘s exploration of
these sites of interaction forms consciousness and agency without giving credence to individuals
or structures.
Caren Kaplan refers to how women are defined and categorized because of exclusion in
Between Woman and Nation: Nationalisms, Transnational Feminism, and the State. These
consciousnesses result not from choice but from marginalization: ―Women are both of and not of
the nation. Between woman and nation is, perhaps, the space or zone where we can deconstruct
these monoliths and render them more historically nuanced and accountable to politics. The
figure of ‗woman‘ participates in the imaginary of the nation-state beyond the purview of
patriarchies‖ (12). To be in this space or zone does not mean difference or culture is obsolete.
Concrete realities of life are perceived in events ranging from world wars to American laws
allowing same-sex marriages. You cannot deny injustice, no matter the form or definition. Where
contradictions are illuminated and shades of gray appear is the space where the Chicana exists
and is created. Gloria Anzaldúa creates a similar space of being.
Anzaldúa depicts the destruction of the individual from within using an intimidating
metaphor. The Shadow-Beast ―refuses to take orders from outside authorities. It refuses to take
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orders from my conscious will, it threatens the sovereignty of my rulership. It is the part of me
that hates constraints of any kind, even those self-imposed‖ (38). Social order creates the
conscious and subconscious mind of peoples. Embracing the Shadow-Beast, to let it examine and
challenge social order, devours identity. This shattering of Self and identity changes the way we
view and interact with the world. Multiple consciousnesses break down the ever present I. La
facultad matures. Anzaldúa explains that ―la facultad is the capacity to see in the surface
phenomena the meaning of deeper realities, to see the deep structure below the surface…It is
anything that breaks into one‘s everyday mode of perception, that causes a break in one‘s
defenses and resistance…causes the depths to open up, causes a shift in perception‖ (61). La
facultad breaks binaries, erases borders, and illuminates consciousness, the subconscious, and
identity.
The space where multiple identities are created cannot be controlled by the individual. As
Anzaldúa explains: ―I spent the first half of my life learning to rule myself, to grow a will, and
now at midlife I find that autonomy is a boulder on my path that I keep crashing into…I‘ve
always been aware that there is a greater power than the conscious I‖ (72). Dominant patriarchal
society teaches the value of the individual from a young age, an identity that must be conquered
and controlled. Unfortunately, autonomy prevents transcendence of self. Letting go of the
individual is scary: ―‗Knowing‘ is painful because after ‗it‘ happens I can‘t stay in the same
place and be comfortable. I am no longer the same person I was before‖ (70). This is the
knowledge of both an open and multiple mind. Such a mind asks questions and craves dialogue.
This existence is an uncomfortable one because it is undefined and constantly changing. This can
make an individual feel like they are plunging into darkness because sense of self is loss: ―And
in descending to the depths, I realize that down is up and I rise up from and into the deep‖ (96).
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For, it is only when we are nothing that we can become everything: ―A veces no soy nada ni
nadie. Pero hasta cuando no lo soy, lo soy‖ (85). Destroying the individual is the only way to
embrace multiple consciousnesses and an ever-changing Chicana identity.
Many of the protagonists in Michelle Serros‘ book Chicana Falsa and other Stories of
Death, Identity, and Oxnard rebel against one solitary identity. Identity is most commonly
attributed to the conscious experience of the ―self,‖ how individuals describe who they are. Many
of Serros‘ characters, embrace plural identities and the idea that there is no one ―self‖ but many.
The protagonists reflect Serros‘ childhood and her struggles with Chicana identity. In her
introduction to her collection, Serros describes how various identities have played a role in
defining who she is: ―Definitions have always played a big part in my life: a true Mexican versus
a fake Mexican, a good student versus a lousy one, a true artist versus a wannabe one‖ (xii).
Serros uses these binaries as a starting point for her writing and for her exploration of multiple
consciousnesses. Consciousness refers to the ―more subtle ways that we internalize
identification, especially in the forms of images and emotions‖ (Anzaldúa 83). Consciousness is
more powerful than an identity because it transcends the individual. Mohanty explains that the
―writing/speaking of a multiple consciousness, one located at the juncture of contests over the
meaning of racism, colonialism, sexualities, and class, is…a crucial context for delineating Third
World women‘s engagement with feminisms‖ (80). Serros‘ writing engages these multiple sites
of consciousness and reveals that the notion of a Chicana falsa exists but only in relation to many
other conflicting consciousnesses about identity, with the idea of a Chicana verdadera being
another false construction. Serros explores these identity definitions, mentioned in the
introduction to Chicana Falsa, to demonstrate the multiplicity of subjectivity. Subjectivity is the
connection between consciousness and the creation of the self. Spivak explains it as a network:
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That which seems to operate as a subject may be part of an immense
discontinuous network (―text‖ in the general sense) of strands that may be termed
politics, ideology, economics, history, sexuality, language, and so on. (Each of
these strands, if they are isolated, can also be seen as woven of many strands.)
Different knotting and configurations of these strands, determined by
heterogeneous determinations which are themselves dependent upon myriad
circumstances, produce the effect of an operating subject. (280-1)
Thus, the subject is created through the interactions of the different strands, such as economics
and history, between communities and the individual self. It is a complicated relationship, but it
is where multiple consciousness is born.
The creations of multiple consciousnesses in relation to the identity of the subject are
themes Serros initially explores in her ―Introduction.‖ She delves deeper into its complexities
and highlights the language that creates the identity of the subject in the following poems from
her collection: ―Mi Problema;‖ ―Mr. and Mrs. White Guilt;‖ ―La Letty;‖ and ―Disco
Gymnasium.‖ Two short stories in Serros‘ collection, ―The Gift‖ and ―Attention Shoppers,‖ also
depict this theme. A specific identity Serros explores is the traditional Chicana versus the
nontraditional chola. Cholas are no different from other versions of Chicana identity but serve as
sites for multiplicity. The pieces that explore Chicana womanhood include ―La Letty;‖ ―What Is
Bad;‖ and ―Disco Gymnasium.‖ A third and more humorous theme, which is closely tied to the
identities of the narrators in Serros‘ collection, is the role of ethnic food. Food is more than
sustenance; it‘s subjugating. The titles which focus on food include ―Dead Pig‘s Revenge,‖
―Disco Gymnasium,‖ and ―Attention Shoppers.‖ The chola and ethnic food are all aspects of the
Chicana identity that melds into a larger and less distinct Chicana multiple consciousness.
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Multiple Consciousness and Chicana Falsa:
Ripping Heads off Mexican-American Barbie Dolls

Michele Serros is shocked into writing her collection and exploring the Chicana identity
in relation to multiple consciousnesses only after a major life changing event occurs: the death of
her mother. The significance of that loss is first expressed in her ―Introduction‖ and later in her
very last story, ―The Gift.‖ The conclusion from all her creative deliberations is that a chicana
falsa does not exist because there is no pure, singular identity. She first contemplates the idea of
a ―fake‖ or ―poser‖ after she is asked to write her mother‘s obituary: ―I was the so-called writer
of the family, and this was to be my first published piece. When I described my mother as an
artist, someone questioned it. ‗Are you sure you want to say that? I mean, it isn‘t like she sold
anything. Not like she had her art up in galleries or anything. She wasn‘t an artist, really‘‖ (xi).
At this time in her life, Serros characterizes herself as a ―so-called writer‖ because she had many
struggles before she accepted this life role. In fact, she announces that her mother‘s obituary
would be her first published work. Serros is angry over the challenge to her characterization of
her mother: ―These accusations stung. Here was a definition of an artist. Someone who just
didn‘t make art, but who was recognized for it. Someone who just didn‘t sell art, but made good
money from it‖ (xi). The words stung because they were both an insult to Serros, who
supposedly can‘t write her mother‘s obituary correctly, and to the memory of her dead mother,
implying that her mother‘s life and work wasn‘t serious. Most importantly the comment
challenges Serros‘ vision of herself as a writer and artist. Since Serros has never published
anything nor made a profit from writing, there is doubt that she will ever be recognized for her
contributions. However, Serros obviously disagrees with this capitalist definition of an artist‘s
identity, a fact she highlights in the story ―The Gift.‖
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―The Gift‖ describes how her mother influenced her to become a writer. The piece
begins with a ―monster.‖ Her mother clarifies: ―‗It‘s not a monster. It‘s a desk. But not just any
old desk, this is a writer’s desk‘ (73). Serros‘ mother is proud of the gift she gives her daughter
and doesn‘t want any negative connotations attached to it. The desk is valuable and useful—
Serros‘ first writing tool. Her mother eagerly points out all the features that make it so special:
She pointed out that under the thick mahogany roll top there were secret
compartments, so many spacious drawers, slots for letters, organizers…this desk
had everything. She handed me a key that would lock my privacy away from the
outside world and my sister. ―Only you will have this key,‖ she told me as she
wrapped my fingers around it. ―Make a copy and hide it somewhere no one will
find it.‖ (73)
This desk is special because of the numerous secret spots for Serros to hide her private thoughts
away from prying eyes. Plus, she is the only one with the key to the desk. Ironically, if Serros
hides her thoughts away from the world, she will never become a famous and profitable writer,
which is the traditional definition that Serros and her mother rebel against. They don‘t buy into
the American capitalist belief of wealth or success and thus are redefining the artist‘s identity to
include writing for purely personal consumption.
Of course the narrator is a little young to understand all the influences that capitalism has
on her social development; after all, she is only twelve years old when she receives the desk.
Still, the mother‘s and daughter‘s non-capitalist understanding of writing as a profession is built
on an earlier capitalist ideal that Serros embraced. The writer and artist‘s identity is a commodity
of a capitalist society as explained by Dorinne Kondo in her article ―Fabricating Masculinity:
Gender Race, and Nation in a Transnational Frame:‖
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Within our regime of commodity capitalism, it is hardly surprising to find
powerful articulations of identity in advertising, the domain whose business is the
creation of idealized objects of desire. Designed specifically to promote
identification and provoke object lust, consciously deploying techniques to pull
on issues resonant for their audience, advertisements…become privileged sites for
the examination of subject formation. (297)
The identity of an artist/writer is created as a commodity to be sold to unsuspecting people who
buy into the advertizing and creation of an idealized subject. The narrator demonstrates that she
is located in these privileged sites when she describes what being a writer means to her:
My plan was to write the great American novel, the literary achievement that
would get me ten years on the best-sellers list—the kind of book that would be
confiscated out of high school hands by frustrated English teachers, a book that
would make big macho men sob, keep newlywed husbands restless as they
anxiously waited for young newlywed wives to finish its last chapter by bedside
light. Yes, everyone would want my book. (73-74)
At the young age of seven or eight, she associates American success as a novelist with examples
of capitalist success. For example, she begins her explanation of success with the most wellknown source: the New York Times‘ bestseller list. Novels on that list make a lot of money
because the American public trusts it as a source for good or entertaining books. She continues to
describe success in different degrees that actually contradict each other. For example, confiscated
high school books are not necessarily on the bestseller‘s list or being read by newlyweds. In fact,
these are descriptions of scandalous or sexually graphic novels, which provide a different type of
success as well as popularity depending upon the author‘s preferred readership. All the readers
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will have major differences in criteria for what is considered a ―good book.‖ As a result, they
will also disagree on what makes ―a great writer.‖ There will be no concrete answer, but instead
varying degrees of truths influenced and defined by capitalism and advertisements. In spite of
her description of a future work with mass appeal and a multiple shifting nature, Serros assumes
everyone will think and feel the same way about her writing. Time, experience, and exposure
will teach and help her learn.
When she receives her gift, she is on the cusp of adulthood: ―But there I was, almost
twelve years old and there my mother was, getting a little too serious about my dream. I felt
panic as I saw the last mover hand over a payment contract to my mother‖ (74). The narrator
owns the dream, with ownership being another feature of capitalism. It is her identity, not her
mother‘s. She fears the change that will occur both in herself, now that she is becoming a
―responsible adult,‖ and her mother‘s role as provider for their family. Because her mother will
have to work extra money to pay for the desk, the narrator feels the weight of responsibility to
make money and contribute to the costs:
I heard her tell my father about the extra hours she was going to work to help pay
for this desk. I knew exactly what that meant. It meant no more family Friday
night KFC dinners anymore. No more Saturday mall excursions, big Sunday
breakfasts and no more night school art classes for her. She would not be around.
She would not have time. She would have to be at work weekends, working and
working to pay for that extra bill, the bill for the desk, my desk. But none of this
mattered to her. (74)
Everyone has to make sacrifices for this luxury item for one small girl. These sacrifices will
change the dynamics of the family and most significantly her mother‘s identity. The extra hours
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at work to help pay the rest of the installment payments will change the mother‘s focus from
family and artist to career. She will become even more of a ―worker bee‖ than she already was.
The narrator recognizes these sacrifices and fears how they will change her mother for the worse.
For example, her mother‘s sacrifices will allow her a vastly different lifestyle. Cherríe Moraga
explains how education and opportunity affect the development of a Chicana: ―I was educated,
and wore it with a keen sense of pride and satisfaction, my head propped up with the knowledge,
from my mother, that my life would be easier than hers‖ (43). Serros recognizes the class
distinctions that are developing between her and her mother, and she is unsettled.Yet, these
concerns don‘t matter to her mother. It‘s more important for her daughter to have this chance to
achieve her writing dream and create an identity through the elaborate use of words.
However, Serros does not achieve this identity because she remains a ―private‖ artist until
1993 when Chicana Falsa is published shortly after her mother‘s death. Contrasting Serros, her
mother is a ―real‖ artist, but this identity was created out of fear: ―My mama would have been
crushed knowing she left this earth not remembered as an artist. It was her fear and lack of
confidence that kept her art stuck on an easel, hidden away in the corner of our family‘s garage‖
(xi-xii). Serros‘ mother affirms the traditional criteria that to be an artist one must be recognized
publically. The binary concepts of artist as both private and personal and public and popular are
major themes in the pieces of Serros‘ collection, and this split identity is related to the idea of a
true Mexican versus a fake Mexican (Chicana falsa). Serros doesn‘t explain the meanings to
these words in her introduction because her creative pieces do that. For example, in ―The Gift‖ a
writer is someone who has a mahogany writing desk. A writer is the daughter that a mother
believes has a natural gift even without a writing desk. These are definitions formed by love and
familial relationships. However, Serros understands that identities as artists and Chicanas are
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formed externally, in large part, through the assessment of others. Serros knows that her mother
would be devastated to learn that their family viewed her artwork as nonexistent. ―The Gift‖ also
explains how Serros‘ mother has a responsibility to embrace her parent identity over her artist
one. As a single, working mother, she had a lot of responsibilities. She sacrificed so that her
family wouldn‘t be in a similar situation. Serros‘ mother didn‘t have the time to commercialize
her art or gain public recognition for her creativity. She was too busy working extra hours to pay
for Serros‘ writing desk. Yet, Serros claims it was ―fear and lack of confidence‖ that prevented
her mother‘s work from being commercialized. Serros firmly believes this because otherwise she
will blame herself for her mother‘s failings. The resemblance between mother and daughter,
especially the fear and insecurities about their respective artwork and identities as artists, is
apparent in the stories.
―The Gift‖ also demonstrates how not everyone is excited about the narrator becoming a
writer. Everyone wants to express disappointments and opinions about the changes the desk
makes to the family‘s life. The narrator has one person in her corner, her mother, while the rest
of her family waits for the knockout. Uncle Charlie is the first person to speak his mind when
people visit over the weekend:
―Man, you better write something good on that thing‖ he threatened. ―With all
that money your mother is spending, she could‘ve gotten you and your sister a
couple of mopeds. Maybe three of them! Mopeds are really big now…I got my
kids one and they love it…they just like to ride around on their mopeds. Not
really going anywhere, just around, you know.‖ (74-75)
Charlie‘s title as uncle is not capitalized, denoting a lack of respect for his position in the family.
He is pressuring the narrator to succeed merely because he thinks the desk is going to be a waste
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of money. To be a successful writer, the narrator will have to repay the funds that were invested
in her to begin with. It‘s almost as if the desk is not really a gift but a loan. Uncle Charlie focuses
on a capitalist perspective of a writer‘s identity; if no books are sold, than she is a failure. She is
not an artist. Uncle Charlie acts like he believes in hard work and success, but his attitude toward
his own children reflects his inconsistent sentiments as well as Serros‘ witty humor. He suggests
that the money could be spent on mopeds, a frivolous pleasure which encourages his children to
have no sense of direction with their lives. It also shows how little he values writing as a career
choice. It is equivalent to wasting money on mopeds. Of course uncle Charlie isn‘t the only
relative who wishes the money had been spent on a frivolous comfort, as made apparent by the
sister‘s displeasure: ―My sister‘s comments were more clear and to the point. First she glared at
the desk, then at me, then back to the desk and said, ‗It‘s because of THAT, we aren‘t getting the
swimming pool‘‖ (75). There is a rift (the writing desk) between the sisters. The final person
who voices her opinion about the desk is a neighborhood ―friend.‖
Just like the others, Patty Romero, is critical of the desk as well as the narrator. She says
that the expensive gift was not the right type of desk for the narrator: ―‗Why did you get a desk
so big?‘ she asked. ‗And it‘s so dark! My dad got me a real nice study desk and it‘s lightweight
too. Fits right under my bed at night. He painted it up a real pretty, light pink paint‖ (75). Patty is
socially conditioned to think that there is only one type of desk suitable for a little girl. Her father
created her ―work identity‖ by giving her an immature work space that can be shoved away when
it‘s unnecessary. The color is also indicative of gender stereotyping for newborn babies—boys
must have blue while girls have pink. Patty wants to assert her authority as an expert on desks
when in fact she is as knowledgeable as a newborn babe. Her misunderstanding about desks and
what types of people should use them is made clearer by her next comment: ―you know, your
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desk looks like an old man‘s desk, yeah, that‘s it, sort of like the one at my doctor‘s. Oooh, I hate
going to the doctor. I wouldn‘t want my room looking like his office‘‖ (75). Ironically, her low
blow to the narrator‘s pride is actually an unintended compliment. In the comparison, the
successful doctor has the expensive and nice desk, like the narrator, while the immature neighbor
kid has the girly, purposeless piece of furniture. Patty‘s young age is highlighted by her dislike
for the doctor and anything that reminds her of his office. The exchanges between the narrator,
her uncle, sister, and Patty reflect how ―ads‖ influence the perceptions of children‘s workspaces
or activities: ―…the ads deploy strategies that are premised on the creation of consumer-subjects,
the provocation of neoimperialist and nationalist fantasies, the gendering of abjection as
feminine, elitist class distinctions, and the reinscription of highly problematic, even dangerous
essentialisms‖ (Kondo 297). The narrator is not supposed to want a desk that is made for a
doctor‘s office. Her consumer identity is that of a little girl‘s. Like any little girl, she should
desire the cute and easy to store desk, one meant for her age. She is not at the cusp of adulthood
and is embracing a singular perception of conventional gender ideals, particularly in regard to
professional aspirations, created by those around her and reinforced by the messages she receives
by ideological institutions.
The narrator‘s feelings about Patty and her childish prattle is explained in the next
paragraph of the story. She loathes Patty‘s destructive and bigoted opinions:
Like when I told her of my plans of becoming a big famous writer and that
someday my stories would make me rich and I would buy a new car for my
mother. She rolled her eyes and laughed at me. ―Oh brother! That is so stupid.
That is so stupid to think that way. You think you‘re gonna be someone so great,
like that guy, the singer, what‘s his name? That La Bamba guy who bought his
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mom a house with his record money. You are nothing like him! Nothing. Except
that maybe you both can‘t speak Spanish…Your poor mom, she‘s gonna be
waiting forever for her car.‖ (75)
The narrator confides in Patty only to be laughed at because Patty equates fame with Hollywood,
something that is only true in the movies. She compares the narrator to a Hollywood Mexican
equivalent: Ritchie Valens. The two are incompatible because Valens was a talented songwriter
that had a movie made about his life while the narrator is nobody, an unknown girl. In fact, the
only similarity they share is their lack of Spanish, which identifies both as Chicanos/as falsos/as.
However, the fact that Patty makes this comparison reflects how commercialization has
influenced their ideas of Chicana success.
The commercialization of art and an artist by a predominantly white organization of
power is also explored in the poem ―Mr. and Mrs. White Guilt.‖ These patrons of art support
underprivileged minority artists as a way to atone for their white guilt reflected in the privilege
Anglo peoples often have over minority groups concerning jobs, housing, and overall economic
opportunities. To make up for these and many more inequities, one group of peoples in Wilshire
―open their back doors‖ to groups that they usually wouldn‘t interact with (55). Wilshire is a
wealthy part of the neighborhood in Oxnard, California. The people who live in those houses
often have a lot of money to donate to minority groups, as indicated by their ―jeweled freckled
hands‖ (55). They consider themselves ―Patrons of the Arts‖ (55). This title, the only line in
stanza two, is separated from the rest of the poem. It stands out like a badge of honor. These
patrons still see the underprivileged artists as beneath them, indicated by the reference to the
back door, the entrance for servants. Their insistence on the artists of color using the back door
for an entrance proves that the Patrons‘ opinions are patronizing and have not changed.
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The third and fourth stanzas explain how the rich people from Wilshire achieve peace of
mind. They describe the minority groups that get ―help:‖ ―The longer one has been: /
incarcerated, / deprived, / abused, / suffering, / the better!‖ (55). The reasons for their
incarcerations, depravity, abuse, and suffering is unimportant. What is relevant is the amount of
grief they are dealing with and the amount of angst that will be depicted in the art. The Patrons of
the Arts aren‘t looking to rehabilitate or even understand the minority people they let into their
lives. They are looking for a good sob story, a drama that can be sold like a daytime soap opera
to their friends and family or to Hollywood for another white-washed production of La Bamba.
And the artists themselves are looking for a way out of their own unfortunate circumstances.
―Stardom‖ offers the artist the opportunity at a new life as explained by theorist Vicki Ruiz in
her article ―‗Star Struck‘ Acculturation, Adolescence, and the Mexican American Woman, 19201950:‖ ―For many, show business had obvious appeal; it was perceived as a glamorous avenue
for mobility. One could overcome poverty and prejudice as a successful entertainer…‗art has
neither nationalities nor borders‘‖ (113). This is what movies like La Bamba teach Chicana/o
youths. The best way to assimilate is by clinging to a capitalist idea of success. An artist is only
an artist if they are successful. Ritchie Valens was only successful because he was able to
provide his mother with the house that she always wanted. The Patrons of the Arts capitalize on
the weaknesses of the underprivileged and target a specific type of person to achieve their own
notoriety: ―African, / Latino, / Third world kitsch, / Mr. and Mrs. W.G. / will host a fund raiser in
honor / of their select pet minority / who is / bad-ass, / raving mad, / confused, / threatening, /
and that‘s the way they like them‖ (55-56). The word ―kitsch‖ references artwork that is
aesthetically deficit. Mr. and Mrs. W.G. will host the party and get the funds for the person or
persons‘ honor. They use their pet minority project as an excuse to hold a party that is supposed
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to be in honor of someone or something regardless of the fact that they don‘t consider the work
―art.‖ The art is an excuse for the party-goers to gawk while maintaining the appearance of being
socially accepting and nonjudgmental of all peoples regardless of their race, education, and
talents.
This poem emphasizes the divide between wealthy whites and the lower class people of
color from the streets. The gap between these peoples is growing larger every day, and Mr. and
Mrs. White Guilt‘s solution to the problem is to ―throw them a small bone‖ by hosting an art
party. There is no gap being bridged, no transcendence of social status. In the final lines of the
poem, the conditions for the philanthropy are outlined: ―As long as it stays in artistic format, /
and as long as they enter / through the back door‖ (56). Artists address inequality in various
mediums because it is acceptable when injustices are commercially sold for profit. It also limits
the white people‘s interaction to a safe business transaction. That action is contained within the
canvas or the pages of a book. The experiences of these artists are no longer ―real.‖ They have
been reduced to another Hollywood story where fact is fiction for purely entertaining reasons.
Detachment from art and artist often occurs because of the commercialization of the idea
of what an artist should be. Serros expresses the effects of subjectivity through the narrator in
―The Gift.‖ She can‘t write what she doesn‘t know: ―Oh my God. Patty was right. I didn‘t have
the talent, the imagination, the knowledge, the inspiration to write. Who was I kidding? My
mother wasted her money‖ (75). She presumes that these qualities are something that true and
famous authors are born with. They cannot be bought like the desk. They can‘t be taught or
learned. Her mother dreams that she is someone she‘s not, and the speaker fears the inevitable
failure of such an identity. Despite all the negative emotions she receives from family and
friends, the narrator is determined to take control of her identity and destiny:
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I looked at the desk and thought of all the great things our family could have
had…a moped (or two), a swimming pool, a pink fold-away desk. I was so mad at
what everyone was saying. Who did they think they were, telling me things like
that? I would prove them wrong, all wrong… (75-76)
She prepares for battle. If her family and friends don‘t believe in her, then she will prove them
wrong. She knows the truth about herself. She‘s not going to despair. She will write.
Unfortunately, the narrator finds out that wanting to be a great American novelist is easier than
sitting down at her new writing desk and actually accomplishing that feat. Come Monday, she
doesn‘t know what to do: ―What would I write about? I‘d never traveled, never been in love,
never experienced some great tragedy, the three main elements a writer must experience in order
to be successful. I didn‘t know any of them. Oh man, who was I kidding? I didn‘t have the stuff
to be a writer‖ (76). This insecurity about life and its experiences harkens back to an earlier
poem in the collection titled ―Annie Says.‖ Tia Annie states that her niece cannot become a
writer because she does not ―know about pain, / anguish, / outrage, / protest‖ (5). These fears are
not her own; they are conclusions made by family members which she has accepted as part of
her sense of self. Without even knowing it, the narrator is subjugated by the forces of the
ideologies that tug her in too many directions like Timothy Wilson describes in his book
Strangers to Ourselves: Discovering the Adaptive Unconscious: ―People are subjected to a
multitude of conflicting influences, making it very difficult to have a single, unified sense of
‗me.‘ The self may be fluid, changing as our culture, roles, and context change…‖ (Wilson 70).
She is disheartened by the fact that she is unworthy to be a writer. Without at least one of these
three key elements (travel, love, or tragedy), a writer will be unsuccessful. The stories will
become fake and contrived. And this is what the narrator fears the most—playing a role rather
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than embodying one. She will not be the poser, a person who fools herself into thinking she is
relevant or important. The only real recourse for the narrator to do is to write something she
knows.
Rather than let the desk fall into disuse, the speaker pretends to write. She has no choice
unless she wants to disappoint her mother. She uses her desk to write, but it‘s usually ―trivial‖
matters such as letters to the editor, postcards to pen pals, and even ―unmailed letters to [her]
father, who had left, asking him to please move back home‖ (76). To her, none of these writing
endeavors count as experience. They are not ―real‖ writing because it is not the great American
novel she imagined. Unbeknown to her, these moments provide the three main elements for a
writer: travel, love, and tragedy. She has traveled to other countries by reading the letters of her
pen pals in Africa and Malaysia. They provided glimpses into another world that she couldn‘t
physically go and see. She has loved the ―newly discovered Tigerbeat Magazine idols, the very
same magazine where she is sending letters to the editor. Finally, she has experienced a great
tragedy in her life—the loss of her father. Even though he did not die, he is just as nonexistent in
her life. He left the family and will never come back. In fact, these letters that she never sends
are her most honest and real pieces of writing because she writes to deal with her grief, fears, and
hopes. She can be unrestrained with these letters because there is no fear of a judgmental
audience. Unfortunately, the narrator is blinded by preconceived notions to see the truth in her
life. Her writing is not cosmopolitan enough. It won‘t make macho men cry or high school
English teachers upset. As she ages, her writing takes a new role in her life.
In junior high school, the narrator discovers that she has enough talent to make some
money from her writing. It eases the sting of failure to know that she was at least keeping busy
and pretending to be successful:
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Every summer, every season of every year, I would spend so much time at that
desk, pretending to be the great writer. When I entered jr. high, I used the desk to
write book reports, other people‘s book reports, ten dollars for ten pages (I never
felt an ounce of guilt and never knew I was getting ripped off). The game
continued, summer, fall, spring…pretending, pretending…there was always an
excuse. (76-77)
Now, the speaker figures that it‘s better to make a lucrative business out of her failure rather than
let her desk go to waste. It‘s all a game; a role that she plays. She is the perfect pretender. She
acts like she is doing something worthwhile while at the same time making excuses for her bad
behavior. It‘s never her fault. Innocently, her mother is pleased by her daughter‘s activities. She
smiles as she sees her scribbling late into the night. It is sad that the narrator even fools her
mother into believing that she is trying her hardest when, in fact, she is learning to forge her
mother‘s signature. She laments how she ―did everything at that desk, but write IT, the book, The
Novel, the down payment to my mother‘s new car‖ (77). The infamous IT is like some dirty
secret the narrator wants to hide under the rug. She is ashamed at her lack of resolve, of her
inability to create the masterpiece, The Novel. Now, she will be unable to afford that down
payment for her mother‘s new car. She will be unable to repay her debt to her family for the gift.
Eventually, the author distances herself from her gift as she gets ready to leave the nest. It
is time to strike out alone and forget all the disappointments that she is leaving behind. She is
ready and willing to move anywhere as long as it is not like her hometown: ―I needed to live
somewhere, well, where writers live, which meant the big city, any big city. I took the important
things with me, but of course not the desk‖ (77). The mother questions her about this decision:
―‗What about your desk? How are you going to write? Aren‘t you going to take it?‘‖ (77). The
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answer is a firm no. The narrator does not see the desk as an essential writing tool. It only ties
her to failures of the past: ―a reminder that I was a failure, a reminder of my aborted attempts at
fiction‖ (77). Curiously enough, the narrator doesn‘t understand that she is in fact mimicking one
of the main elements of the act of writing: creating ―forgeries,‖ false fictional accounts. These
are forgeries of real lived experiences for the commercial consumption of others. Though she
feels like a failure, she‘s actually getting a lot of genuine practice. Gloria Anzaldúa describes the
act of writing:
To write, to be a writer, I have to trust and believe in myself as a speaker, as a
voice for the images. I have to believe that I can communicate with images and
words and that I can do it well. A lack of belief in my creative self is a lack of
belief in my total self and vice versa—I cannot separate my writing from any part
of my life. It is all one. (95)
This is where the narrator fails: She has no faith or belief in her own capabilities as a writer. The
only person who has faith in her is her mother, and that is not enough to make her a ―success.‖
She must stop analyzing her writing process to make it conform to society‘s standards of an
artist. She is a Chicana writer; she must embrace the ambiguities that come with said title.
Suddenly, the short story takes a turn for the worse as tragedy hits the narrator‘s life. The
unthinkable has happened while she was wasting away her life: ―Then it happened, a human
tragedy…death. The third element to make a writer more experienced with life and pain. But this
was my mother‘s death, smack! Ten-day warning on Mother‘s Day and then she was gone. I
mean, just like that. My mother, my mom, my mama‖ (78). Her mother‘s death is a harsh blow.
The narrator grieves. Her mother was the only person that believed in the narrator‘s innate
writing soul, spirit, and identity. And now she is gone. The narrator returns to her childhood
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home and to her mother‘s gift: ―I sat at the desk that had grown so incredibly small over the
years. I ignored the thick depths of dust that had gathered and waited‖ (78). Suddenly, the big
mahogany beast is small; the author has grown since she first received the gift at age twelve. As
the narrator sits and contemplates her life and all its failures, the moving men arrive. The story
has finally come full circle. The story started with the delivery men coming to drop off the gift.
Now, it ends with the moving men who are sent there to box up her mother‘s life:
The moving men were back…In their khaki uniforms, they came in carrying my
mother‘s Styrofoam packed life in cardboard boxes, fifty-two years in over fiftytwo crates…There were so many to carry and not much room to store them. One
of the movers said, ―If they got rid of that desk, we‘d have more room.‖ I said
nothing as I watched them improvise with the desk‘s existence. They piled more
and more things around it, behind it, on top of it, until the last box was placed by
the last mover. (78-79)
She is silent as another ―burial‖ occurs inside her room. The pallbearers are the moving men.
They carry the ashes of her mother‘s life. It‘s ironic that her mother died at fifty-two years and
has exactly fifty-two crates that represent the worth of her life. These men voice the opinions of
her family who also saw no use for such an unwieldy and expensive gift.
Inside the room are items that defined who her mother was. They are stacked high,
packed tightly around her desk making it appear nonexistent. She is boxed out from the gift
bestowed by her mother. The narrator is compelled to do something and quickly: ―I made my
way to it, pushing away boxes and crates to make a space to sit at it. On a foam-filled carton, I
sat thinking of my mother, her gift to me, to work my gift‖ (79). This is the first time the narrator
has really considered the roles that her mother and the gift have played in her life. She never
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wanted to admit how much they changed her as a person. She never embraced her writing
because she never understood herself as a Chicana. Her reflections only bring forth more
questions for the narrator: ―Why did she have so much faith in my dream of becoming a writer?‖
(79). It‘s too late to ask her mother now. All she can do is review the facts and make a choice
about her life. Her mother gave up her art classes for the desk. The speaker is aware of her past,
present, and future, all simultaneously affecting her identities as a woman and as writer.
Now that she has gotten to the heart of the matter, she reconciles her writing: ―There
were no more excuses. I cleared away yellowed papers, musty shoe boxes and wiped away dust
with my sleeve. In one of the compartments, I found a notepad and some pens and pulled them
out. I made a space for some paper and began to write‖ (79). The past is wiped clean by her
sleeve. This action is the same thing her mother did when she first bought the gift. It was a
strange gesture at the time because there was obviously no dirt on the newly arrived desk. This
detail is important because it not only shows the concluding cycle of the story, but it
demonstrates that the narrator has become her mother. She has accepted the identity that she
craved as a child and that her mother bestowed upon her with the gift. The short story ends with
hope. The writer emerges from the depths of ―self‖ haunted by words of failure and writes. In the
―Introduction,‖ Serros explains that even though her mother‘s death devastated her emotionally,
it liberated and gave her the courage to write. Her mother‘s death made her a writer: ―It was her
death that gave me the courage to finally share some of my own poems and stories. What more
could I possibly lose? I suddenly felt emotionally empowered‖ (xii). After dealing with the
tremendous loss of her mother and the remaining grief, Serros felt invincible. The worst thing
that could ever happen had already occurred, and she was now free to publish this very collection
of short stories and poetry.
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The conclusions from the ―Introduction,‖ ―The Gift,‖ and ―Mr. and Mrs. White Guilt‖
highlight multiple notions of the Chicana woman and artist that is negotiated over time and
experience by the subject. Serros and her mother affirm the ideal that artists produce for private
expression. Ultimately, though the capitalist ideal of a commercially successful artist is upheld.
This result confirms and supports the framework of multiple consciousnesses:
We need to renegotiate how we conceive of the relation of self- and collective
consciousness and agency; and specifically the connections between this and
historical and institutional questions…especially since they help us understand the
epistemological issues which arise through the politicization of consciousness, our
daily practices of survival and resistance. (Mohanty 83)
Mohanty suggests that the relationship between self, collective consciousness and agency are
influenced and developed by interactions with historical and institutional groups that form
identity. It is through daily trials of survival and resistance, in this case Serros‘ struggle to be a
writer, that multiple consciousnesses can be embraced rather than a never ending battle with a
singular self.
The Introduction, ―The Gift,‖ and the poem ―Mi Problema‖ all feature similar ideas about
multiple consciousnesses that relate to my own life. The poem ―Mi Problema‖ demonstrates the
challenge of embracing the strange and unusual which often makes an individual an outcast from
a sector of society that they feel they should belong to, such as an ethnic group. The title of ―Mi
Problema‖ hints at ideas surrounding Spanish and Mexican identity. The fact that the author
chooses Spanish as a way to express her frustration is important. The narrator stresses her
individuality and capacity to handle the problems that are facing her as well. She sends the
message that her problems are her business; others should back off if they are not going to
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support her. The strong tone of dissatisfaction and anger of the title of the poem is reiterated in
its first lines: ―My sincerity isn‘t good enough. / Eyebrows raise / when I request: / ‘Hable mas
despacio, por favor’‖ (31). The fact that eyebrows raise when she speaks Spanish shows a note
of disappointment or disapproval. Again, the use of the Spanish emphasizes both her exclusivity
and inclusivity. She wants to belong with a group of peoples by speaking their common
language, but she is looked at funny because she doesn‘t speak it as well as expected. In fact, she
has to ask native speakers to talk slower in order for her to understand. Her problem lies in the
fact that this is her heritage. She ―looks Mexican.‖ She should be able to speak the language, but
her monolingualism makes her a Chicana falsa who has lost her identity. The related term
―pocho/a,‖ originally ―a tainted or contaminated mexicano‖ conveys this idea too (Mirandé and
Enríquez 10). In the same way, Chicanas are likely to have a mixed cultural experience. Bakhtin
shows how this mixing can occur within a single word. ―…In it, within the boundaries of a single
utterance, two potential utterances are fused, two responses are, as it were, harnessed in a
potential dialogue‖ (361). Chicana embodies hybrid language.
Instead of embracing the hybridity, the author allows it to isolate her from her society.
She describes her isolation: ―My skin is brown / just like theirs, / but now I‘m unworthy of the
color / ‗cause I don‘t speak Spanish / the way I should. / Then they laugh and talk about / mi
problema / in the language I stumble over‖ (31). The people who are brown-skinned but speak
Spanish the right way are the Chicanas verdaderas. The title of the poem ―Mi Problema‖
indicates a divide between Chicanas/os. The narrator struggles to reconnect with her cultural
language (Spanish) because of the resistance she receives from other Chicanas. Her hybridity
indicates that she is a Chicana falsa. The truth is that there is no singular Chicana, but the women
pretend there is one to try and maintain their status within their own community structures.
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Admitting that there is no one language or Chicana/o experience is an indication of strength
rather than weakness, but the narrator‘s friends and family members do not understand this.
What frustrates the narrator are the attitudes of her people to outsiders who are trying to
come inside versus someone who is already supposed to be part of the group but is isolated for
various reasons. She explains that ―A white person gets encouragement, / praise, / for weak
attempts at a second language. / ‗Maybe he wants to be brown / like us.‘ / and that is good‖ (31).
When an underprivileged and overlooked group catches the attention of the dominant group in a
society in a positive way, such as trying to learn a language to communicate better, that is seen as
a good thing. It is a good thing for a white person to act more like a brown person. The same is
not true in the reverse. She explains it as follows: ―My earnest attempts / make me look bad, /
dumb. / ‗Perhaps she wanted to be white / like THEM.‘ / and that is bad‖ (31). A Chicana should
never try to emulate a white person by completely forgetting their culture and heritage. This
assimilation represents defeat. Anzaldua describes the sentiments of the ―true‖ Latinas/os:
―Pocho, cultural traitor, you‘re speaking the oppressor‘s language by speaking
English, you‘re ruining the Spanish language,‖ I have been accused by various
Latinos and Latinas. Chicano Spanish is considered by the purist and by most
Latinos deficient, a mutilation of Spanish. (77)
Pochos concede defeat. They are inferior because of their bastardized and hybrid white/Spanish
language. They reject their culture, ethnicity, customs, and rituals. This is the ultimate betrayal,
equivalent to the destruction perpetuated by the privileged Anglo society when Mexicans were
first conquered.
The narrator is disconnected from her ethnic group and extended family because by not
speaking Spanish she is perceived to have aligned herself with Anglo culture. She is not Chicana
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enough. She is a Chicana falsa. She explains how she has internalized the sentiments of those
around her: ―I keep my flash cards hidden / a practice cassette tape / not labeled / ‘cause I am
ashamed. / I ‗should know better‘ / they tell me / ‗Spanish is in your blood‘‖ (32). Even though
she is trying her best to connect with her culture by learning the language, she should be a native
speaker because it‘s ―in her blood,‖ part of her genetic make-up. The narrator does not
understand that she internalizes a singular truth about language:
Chicanas who grew up speaking Chicano Spanish have internalized the belief that
we speak poor Spanish. It is an illegitimate language, a bastard language. And
because we internalize how our language has been used against us by the
dominant culture, we use our language differences against each other. (Anzaldúa
80)
Because she is ashamed of her faults, her inability to be what she is supposed to be, the narrator
in ―Mi Problema‖ hides who she is. She hides her flash cards. She hides her practice cassette
tapes. She will continue to learn to speak the language, but she will not let anyone know how
much she is struggling, how much she will continue to struggle because of this deceit. She even
looks to college classes for extra practice: ―I search for S.S.L. classes, / (Spanish as a Second
Language) / in college catalogs / and practice / with my grandma. / who gives me patience, /
permission to learn‖ (32). Without judgment or disappointment, it‘s important that she does have
some family support and that it‘s in the form of her grandmother. Her grandmother represents
heritage, history, and the mother culture; she is connecting with her heritage via the maternal
line. The speaker has found a safe person to confide in; someone that wants her to reconnect with
her Chicana self.
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The narrator exemplifies this belief. She thinks that the only way she can be a true
Mexican, a true Chicana, is by mastering the language. The speaker longs for her final triumph:
―And then one day, / I‘ll be a perfected ―r‖ rolling / tilde using Spanish speaker. / A true
Mexican at last!‖ (32). She feels the only way to be true to her culture is by mastering the r
rolling tongue and the ever present tilde. This will be her crowning achievement and will let her
be a Chicana verdadera at last. She has accepted language as the equivalent of ethnicity.
Language is not the only way to embody your culture. Yes, it is extremely important. It is how
you communicate. Although the narrator is bullied during her attempts to master her language, it
is important she does not give up: ―But for a language to remain alive it must be used…Ethnic
identity is twin skin to linguistic identity—I am my language‖ (Anzaldúa 81). By taking pride in
her language, she takes pride in her identity. Though she faces the scorn and criticisms of her
peoples, she has the strength and courage to fight through the hurt to reclaim her Chicana
consciousness. And thanks to the support of the matriarch of the family, her grandmother, the
narrator does not have to traverse this difficult path alone.
Chicanas fighting against each other rather than forming a collective support group is a
common theme in Serros‘ collection. In her poem, ―La Letty,‖ two sisters fight over the
definition of a Chicana falsa as they try to determine which one of them is more authentic in their
identity because they don‘t realize that a person can have multiple consciousnesses or that a
Chicana identity is diverse and not narrowly defined. The dialog in the poem is at first confusing.
Who is speaking and to whom? The reader can assume that Leticia is the false sister pretending
to be someone she isn‘t (she‘s the one who creates a mask using makeup every morning).
However, Leticia is the only one given a voice in the poem, and she uses it to criticize her sister
for being a Chicana Falsa: ―‗You know what you are? / A Chicana Falsa. / MEChA don‘t mean
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shit, / and that sloppy Spanish of yours / will never get you a discount at Bob‘s market. /
HOMOGENIZED HISPANIC‘‖ (1). Leticia is angry at her sister, who can blend into the Anglo
society because she embodies a more integrated student role. She is the one who can‘t speak
Spanish and who refuses to dress the way a Chicana woman should according to Leticia‘s peers.
Her sister doesn‘t hang out with the right crowds, and thinks that just because she attends
MECha meetings that she is suddenly defiant and Chicana. Both Leticia and the narrator are
trapped in multiple and parallel worlds. They embody Chicana identities that exclude each other
rather than becoming allies in their struggle for self-discovery. If multiplicity were
acknowledged and accepted, they would be able to communicate with each other instead of
isolating themselves with hateful words (from Letty) and silence (from the narrator). The spaces
between what is not said are where true change can occur. Leticia is a sister, a chola, a student,
and a Chicana. Yet, she denies multiplicity and refuses to embrace all her myriad roles.
Likewise, her sister is trapped in similar worlds and roles, the main difference being that she
reaches for a more positive Chicana identity, as defined by the Anglo culture, because she can be
upwardly mobile and culturally assimilate. The narrator embraces an educated Chicana identity
with the organization MECHa, "Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan" or "Chicano Student
Movement of Aztlan." The fact that she has forgotten her Spanish language is a point of
contention between the sisters, but it could be a result of her environment. Oftentimes, the young
are the ones who grow up trying to reconnect with a heritage that they were taught to be
embarrassed about. Anzaldúa explains that the difficulties between the two sisters arise from the
multiple cultures they must traverse:
Like others having or living in more than one culture, we get multiple, often
opposing messages. The coming together of two self-consistent but habitually
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incompatible frames of reference causes un choque, a cultural
collision…Subconsciously, we see an attack on ourselves and our beliefs as a
threat and we attempt to block with a counterstance. (100)
Both sisters rebel but not in the same way. Letty rebels against traditional Mexican womanhood
and against Anglo cultural norms while the narrator rebels against a society that economically
and systemically keeps Chicanas at a certain disadvantage while hypocritically promoting ideals
of equality for all. They have embraced different Chicana identities, neither of which are
―authentic‖ Mexican. In the end, the differences between the two sisters are a moot point. They
are stuck in a consciousness that mixes who they want to be versus what others think they are.
People and institutions have the power to transform Serros‘ narrators into stronger
versions of themselves that provide plural notions of the self or confine them into a singular and
limited identity. In ―Disco Gymnasium,‖ the narrator is faced with a situation in which she is
constantly judged by her physical appearance. Inside the fancy gym, most of the members are
white. She is the outcast, and yet she continues to attend this specific gym where ―the eighteen
inch waist / buxom blonde / informs me, / ‗You‘re late! / Bathrooms are a mess!‘ / I tell her, ‗No,
I‘m no cleaning lady / I go here, I‘m a member‘‖ (15). The reasons why the narrator wants to
attend this particular gym aren‘t highlighted in the poem. The real problem with changing gyms
is that it means she is scared or intimidated by the people at her current one. It would mean that
she is embarrassed to be mistaken for the Mexican cleaning lady. The speaker‘s patience implies
that this is a regular problem. She is commonly mistaken for someone of a lower class and she
makes sure to have all her identification ready for the worker who eyes her suspiciously: ―Her
left eyebrow arches / with suspicion / she checks my plastic card / proof and signature, / annoyed
waves, / allows me in‖ (15). The narrator is almost denied access because one of the workers
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infers her identity just by looking at her. This singular perspective, the reliance on solely visual
clues, subjugates her and almost denies her access to the Disco Gymnasium.
The name of the poem emphasizes the party aspect of the location. It‘s a dance party
where the goal is to be seen, not to exercise. Even the narrator explains how she is surrounded by
―iridescent, / pearlescent, / adolescents… / wealthy white westside women / sweating to inner
city rap boys (like they secretly do at home)‖ (16). Word choices of ―iridescent‖ and
―pearlescent‖ refer to the disco aspect of the gym—the shining ball over the dance floor. These
―wealthy white westside women‖ can afford to look like teenagers (16). This is a direct reference
to the class differences implied through the interaction of the narrator with the woman working
at the counter of the gym. People of various social statuses live and work in this specific area of
Los Angeles, and the disparity between the higher and lower classes, the haves and have-nots, is
large, yet the women in this ―disco gymnasium‖ are oblivious to that fact. The women also don‘t
see that race and class are inextricably tied through institutional racism, which reinforces their
beliefs that women like the narrator cannot be middle class and Mexican at the same time. They
erroneously associate wealth with whiteness and Mexicans with subservient jobs. Prejudices are
social constructions; the women at the gym don‘t believe the Chicanas can achieve class
mobility. Vicki Ruiz explains the situation when Mexicans tried to assimilate and Americanize
themselves: ―Mexicans desiring to dissociate themselves from their working-class neighbors had
the most fervent aspirations for assimilation. Once in the United States, middle-class Mexicanos
found themselves subject to ethnic prejudice that did not discriminate by class‖ (114). Indeed,
the woman at the counter presumes that everyone who looks Mexican must be of the lower class.
These prejudiced assumptions are reflected in another music reference: the white wealthy women
who work out at the disco gymnasium listen to rap. They enjoy rap music because it connects
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them to a younger generation who enjoys this type of music. It is a guilty pleasure, one they
indulge in freely when at the gym. Sometimes they secretly listen to it at home, when husbands
and children are not around to judge what the women consider to be a guilty, low class pleasure.
It is their secret vice.
The narrator notices the differences between herself, a Chicana, and the wealthy women
who are patrons of the establishment. She experiences social and identity pressures when she
enters the gym: ―Feeling very intrusive / in this exclusive / gym‖ (15). She feels like the person
who has crashed the party—she does not belong to this exclusive club. The narrator is not
foreign to this feeling of ―not belonging‖ to a group. It occurred when she was in high school in,
ironically enough, her gym class: ―like Rio De Valle Jr. High / P.E. Class, / I‘m the solo
Mexicana / in loose chongo / ex-boyfriend‘s sweatpants / oversize T-shirt / fashion outcast /
creating a nuisance‖ (15). Now, many years later, she finds herself in a similar situation. She
stands out because she is again the only Mexican in the gym. She also wears clothes that
exemplify that she is a fashion outcast; she does not have money to buy the expensive workout
outfits that the other women wear. The differences between the women are based on looks,
economic status, and ethnic differences. The list of their differences as well as her deficiencies is
seemingly endless.
The narrator refuses to leave the Disco Gymnasium despite her ―deficiencies.‖ Homi K.
Bhabha tells us in The Location of Culture that
Racial hierarchies, sexual discriminations, or, for instance, the linkage of both
forms of social differentiation in the iniquitous practices of refugee and
nationality law – these may be legitimate causes for political action, but the
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making of the political group for it-self as a effective consciousness could only
occur through the mediation of the category of class (317).
Bhabha explains that through the existence of a class culture a type of consciousness emerges,
which becomes an agent for change. This consciousness is one of many influencing the narrator.
She is only aware of the differences between herself and the other gym patrons on a surface
level. Yet, her refusal to leave despite not fitting in equates to a type of political identity that
unconsciously rebels against the hegemonic norm of the wealthy gym patrons. The narrator‘s
seemingly inferior exterior is just a label and judgment that the white women who attend the gym
project on her. She does what is asked of her: ―Kick, / higher! / Stretch / longer! / Squeeze /
tighter / DIE / sooner!‖ (16). These lines indicate dissatisfaction with her exercise efforts. When
she kicks, it is not high enough. The last two lines are sarcastic and show the narrator‘s
perception of the exercise instructions as murderous. Squeeze tighter is a reference to not only a
workout exercise but gives the impression of the narrator trying to squeeze into smaller sizes,
changing the structure of her body to conform to the ―beauty‖ that is surrounding her, the
―iridescent, / pearlescent, / adolescents‖ (16). The final lines express her true feelings about this
type of beauty and the ways beauty regimens cause women to risk life and health. The narrator
considers compromising her body akin to dying. Beauty is associated with a wealthier,
predominantly white group, one that excludes the narrator. She sees the women‘s ideal beauty,
which is why she is there despite the murderous work out. The gymnasium and its patrons are
presented ironically: They are valued socially, but she also sees them as dead and irrelevant at
the same time. Society may value this type of beauty, but she is aware of the contradictions they
present. In fact, her involvement in this beauty myth is impossible because of her very Chicana
nature. This is best emphasized by her thoughts on how her ethnicity is packaged and sold at fast
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food restaurants: ―…and the whole time / I am thinking of / that double cheese / chimichanga
supreme / I‘m gonna pick up / on the way home‖ (16). The narrator is not guilty for thinking of
these thoughts. In fact, her thoughts contrast starkly with the wealthy women she exercises with.
She is still Chicana, but now she observes multiple spheres of existence as her consciousness
develops and changes in the face of these idolized women.
Identity formation and gender are inextricably bound together in Serros‘ collection. She
focuses on areas of conflict between the traditional Chicana and the rebellious chola. ―La Letty‖
is a poem that embodies conflicts facing Chicana women: torn between multiple consciousnesses
and realities of the ―virgin‖ and the Chola. Demonstrating this conflict are two perspectives
juxtaposed in the poem: Leticia and the narrator (Leticia‘s sister). The narrator helplessly
watches as Leticia transforms from her sister and best friend to Tish and eventually La Letty.
Every morning Leticia looks into a mirror and applies makeup, her mask. Although it appears as
if this makeup defines Leticia, she is actually playing a part, a role that is part of her Chicana
community—the chola. She is tough; she is Chicana ganster. Even though she wears her chola
mask, the mirror reveals the woman behind the mask. When Leticia first looks in the mirror with
no makeup, no mask, she is herself. She cannot hide from the mirror‘s truth. Leticia does not
want this self to be what others see. She is comfortable and familiar behind a mask of her
creation. With this mask, no one can hurt her. No one will know her. The very first lines of the
poem imply that she is a criminal, a chola, who wears a mask to hide her multiple and complex
self: ―A finishing touch / ends sixty minute routine / for this raccoon eyed beauty‖ (1). Every
day, Leticia spends sixty minutes to change into her chola role because she thinks that a chola is
a true Chicana. Leticia changes her name because it suits her new role in Chicana society. She
wants to fit in with her grade school peers and will do what it takes to be ―authentic.‖ The chola
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identity fulfills many roles in society. It allows her to look strong and scare the dominant Anglo
society who already presume that many Chicanos are gang members.
Yet, there are multiple functions to the identity role the chola plays. Anzaldúa explains
the dilemma facing Chicana/os: ―Much of what the culture condemns focuses on kinship
relationships. The welfare of the family, the community, and the tribe is more important than the
welfare of the individual. The individual exists first as kin—as sister, as father, as padrino—and
last as self‖ (40). The chola is about the so-called ―tribe,‖ which is why Letty embraces her
mask. It challenges traditional Mexican women who believe Chicanas should be married, have
children, and take care of the household. Letty refuses to be passive or submissive. She throws
away the traditional qualities emphasized in Chicana families. She is motivated to create this
identity and wear the mask because she can fool herself into believing that she has control of her
life. Unfortunately, the sacrifice of such a transformation is her sister, who is always ―waiting /
and waiting / for Tish / to come home‖ (3). Cholas often isolate others in their life by embracing
the image of ―badness,‖ especially if family and friends only see Cholas as Chicana gangsters. In
Serros‘ poem ―What is Bad,‖ an older chola shows how she redefines the term bad in her
workplace.
Serros‘ ―What is Bad‖ poem emphasizes the effects a chola‘s actions can have with her
strong Chicana character Donna Rodriguez. Serros even goes so far as to redefine ―bad,‖ which
traditionally means something negative. Parents teach their children that being ―bad‖ will get
them punished. If you want to succeed in life, you need to follow the rules placed by those
around you: school, family, religion, work, government, etc. Anzaldúa describes the culture that
teaches the Chicana to be ―good:‖
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Culture forms our beliefs. We perceive the version of reality that it communicates.
Dominant paradigms, predefined concepts that exist as unquestionable,
unchallengeable, are transmitted to us through culture. Culture is made by those in
power—men. Males make the rules and laws; women transmit them. (38)
Donna Rodriguez doesn‘t follow the standard culture, though. She has a ―fuck that‖ attitude
toward authority and rules. When Serros calls her ―bad,‖ she means good or cool. This usage
persists in the term ―badass,‖ which actually means strong, tough, and brave. In the first stanza,
Donna Rodriguez is described in an admirable light by the narrator: ―Donna Rodriguez is bad. /
More than bad / she has the power / the kind of power / that gets respect / the kind of respect / I
envy‖ (17). The narrator could never be like Donna Rodriguez, but she feels a kinship derived
from their shared identities which desire to insight change. In ―Questions within Women‘s
Historiography‖ by Juan Gómez-Quiñones, this ideal is recognized as a driving force for
Mexican women: ―Common sense or observation of reality reveals women are not passive nor
are they mere victims; progress occurs as women are participants…‖ (96). Donna Rodriguez is
progressive in her own way: by saying fuck the rules.
Donna gains respect through intimidation: ―All the employees, / men, women alike / part
the way / heads humbly bow / so Donna can make her way / to the company time clock‖ (17).
The narrator emphasizes that the men, and especially the women, fear her. One of the reasons is
her sheer size: ―Suit of armor she wears well / fifty lbs. extra flesh / padding a forty-eight
double-D brassiere / sweat rings saturating size 29 blouse‖ (17). The additional mass keeps
people at a distance. The speaker admires Donna because she is proud of her body and gets
respect from others because of her self-confidence: ―She slowly strolls by, / petite cruicifix
sways on a chain / sharing space with a gold plated / self-proclamation: / 100% BITCH /
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diamond chip / dotting the ‗I.‘ / Now that is BAD‖ (18). She is both religious and a bitch. She
self-proclaims her multiple identities; she is proud of them—especially of her bitchiness since
that necklace is larger and gaudier than her cross. What Donna Rodriguez is really showing her
coworkers is that she is tough; she is a chola. She wears flashy, in your face clothes to
demonstrate this as well as heavy eye liner making—a mask similar to Letty‘s in ―La Letty.‖
And like Letty, they create this persona to defy the social workspace as well as to survive.
Anzaldua likens the chola mask to a Shadow-Beast:
There is a rebel in me—the Shadow-Beast. It is a part of me that refuses to take
orders from outside authorities. It refuses to take orders from my conscious will, it
threatens the sovereignty of my rulership. It is the part of me that hates constraints
of any kind, even those self-imposed. At the least hint of limitations on my time
and space by others, it kicks out with both feet. Bolts. (38)
That is the ultimate goal of Donna Rodriguez: to protect from those who might try and hurt her,
emotionally or physically. It is just one of the many identities she wears in order to survive a
harsh work environment.
Donna Rodriguez uses her chola attitude to get everything she could want at work from
her boss. ―The boss is terrified of her. / It‘s rumored / he recently saw Zootsuit on Showtime /
and with her white eye shadow / penciled in brows / baby tattoo / nestled between thumb and
finger / he suspects she could have / been / might very well still be / a ’chuca, / as in pachuca, / a
nonexistent breed / in his Westside life‖ (19). Donna‘s boss judges her based on a media
presentation of Chicana culture from the 1940‘s. The lines in this stanza of the poem emphasize
specific parts of Donna Rodriguez‘s mask: her eyes, her eye brows, even her thumb and finger.
One part that stands out is the word ―been.‖ It is on its own line—the narrator is stating that
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chucas are of the past in at least this case. The poem expresses the fear of what might still be. If
she is still in a gang, the boss is at risk. So, he plays it safe. There are multiple benefits to
embracing a chola identity. Donna Rodriguez gets respect from her coworkers. It gives her the
courage to reject the chains of her culture and traditions that would have her obedient and
subservient to a husband and children. The boss is obviously uncomfortable with Donna. He can
barely believe a chuca is here in his office: ―but here she is / now / living large in the workplace /
his workplace, / and he doesn‘t want any trouble. / Mr. Equal Opportunity Employer, and
scared‖ (19). He wears his title ―Mr. Equal Opportunity Employer‖ both as a badge of pride and
one of shame. He is proud that he has given someone like Donna Rodriguez a chance in the
business world, but he is also frustrated that he is so afraid of her. She becomes the most
powerful woman in the office because of her ―badness.‖
Being bad is the focus of the poem and the eventual desire of the speaker. In fact, the
speaker announced in the first stanza that bad is just the means to the end, which is power. Power
leads to the ultimate goal—respect. Respect is something not given to the speaker nor to most
Chicanas. They are looked down and judged by others, including their own Chicana people. To
get this respect that Donna Rodriguez has, some people will do anything, even become ―bad.‖
The narrator ends the poem by explaining the enticing features of power and respect that she
emphasized in the beginning of the poem: ―Now that is bad. / That‘s respect. / And I want it‖
(20). The word bad should be noted here at the end of the poem because this is the only time it is
lower cased and italicized. Throughout the entire poem bad is emphasized with capitals and
italics—BAD, other than the beginning which sets the tone and theme of the poem. The fact that
the word reverts to bad shows that ―bad‖ is just an illusion. Donna Rodriguez isn‘t really ―bad,‖
she is just a representation of various definitions of ―badness‖ based on the perceptions of those
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around her. In the end, she plays a tough Chicana who will not put up with ignorant women and
men. She must play this role because it is the only way she can get her boss to respects her. She
also uses the mask of the Chola to hide her sadness about life. She doesn‘t want people to notice
that she misses her son who‘s in prison or that she is conscious of her weight, hence why she still
eats Mexican Lean Cusines. The power she gains is limited, but she does experience tangible
benefits that help her cope with the day to day drama of life. The narrator has no power. She isn‘t
bad. She only knows how to ―fit in.‖ The sad thing about this poem is that the narrator concludes
that the only way she can get respect is by playing to people‘s fears of Mexicans. She will have
to participate in the prejudices by wearing the same mask that Donna wears. They become
accomplices to negative stereotypes that play into the ideological forces around them, because it
is what they must do to earn equality and respect.
Food parodies similar ideological forces in many of Serros‘ poems and short stories. In
fact, she specifically targets food as a way to caricature how people become what they eat. ―Dead
Pig‘s Revenge‖ offers a humorous approach to identifying a person‘s heritage and inclination to
stick with what is comfortable rather than risk the surprising cultural, social, and personal
transformations that occur when one accepts multiple consciousness. The amusing tone of this
poem undermines the power of the stereotype that Mexicans are lazy, dirty, and eat strange,
undesirable foods like ―sesos, lenguas, tripas…chicharrones‖ (8). Ironically, ―his place had
everything / any fine establishment had,‖ including the aforementioned food items (8). It
wouldn‘t be an authentic Mexican restaurant without these food elements that some cultures
throw away as inedible. The humor in ―Dead Pig‘s Revenge‖ also allows Serros to define a
Chicana through what she eats, including the guilty pleasures of life.
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The poem‘s emphasis on comedy and food is discovered in the first couple of lines.
Serros uses humor and food to show that attitudes are internalized by those subjected to them.
Uncle Vincent‘s establishment is described with choice description that highlights the traditional
prejudices against a mobile taco joint, which the narrator juxtaposes with positive opinions about
her uncle. She emphasizes the niceness of her uncle‘s restaurant by using elegant words to
describe him and his establishment. He is her ―fave‖ uncle, ―a restaurateur / a professional
businessman, / proud owner of / a catering truck‖ (7). Ironically, she follows these choice words
with negative descriptions that reinforce stereotypes: ―A coach as in / Super-rico taco / mariachi
blaring / expired license plates / loncheria, / but a nice one‖ (7). These high and low descriptions
of Mexican business and culture are used throughout the poem as a form of satire that allows the
reader to critically contemplate this young girl‘s experiences as a Chicana girl and her
relationships with a mixed culture family.
Uncle Vincent‘s success is a rarity in the narrator‘s family and is highlighted as the
ultimate achievement. He made something of his life, and others can reap the benefits of his
business: ―It helped Johnny, / his fourth kid, get through college‖ (8). The business, although
fruitful for some, is stressful for others: ―[It] kept Aunt Dolly up all night, / chopping / and
chopping, / cilantro, / onions, / tomatoes, / with dull knives‖ (8). As the sister, Aunt Dolly is
expected to assist her brother in achieving his dream. It is her duty as a Chicana woman: support
the men. The kitchen is an ideal job for her because that is often one of the main duties of the
women in the family—to cook. In fact, Patricia Collins explains the American family
responsibilities and how they influence the interactions between the members in her article ―It‘s
All in the Family: Intersections of Gender, Race, and Nation:‖
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In a situation in which notions of belonging to a family remain important to issues
of responsibility and accountability, individuals feel they ―owe‖ something to, and
are responsible for, members of their families. For example, people within family
units routinely help their family members by babysitting, lending money, helping
relatives find employment and housing, or caring for the elderly…women are
expected to perform much of the domestic labor that keeps the family going,
whereas men‘s duties lie in providing financial support. (165)
Because this is the normalized behavior in a family unit, Aunt Dolly feels compelled to aid her
brother in his business venture. She would betray her family unit and weaken it if she didn‘t help
him when asked.
The narrator forgives the gender stereotype, and focuses on her obsession with Uncle
Vincent‘s chicharrones. Despite many warnings from her mother about how they would ―make
[her] fat, / make [her] fart, / scatter [her] skin with / white-tipped pimples,‖ the narrator cannot
stop eating her favorite vice (8). She loves them. They are a part of who she is, a favorite food
that she grew up eating. Her mother is the constant voice of caution against overeating. She even
creates a bogeyman-style story to scare some sense into her daughter: ―‗That‘s solid lard, / pure
grease. / That poor dead pig‘s / gonna have revenge on you yet‖ (8). Yet the mother‘s true
concern is that her daughter‘s carelessness will lead to a lonely life: ―‗No man‘s gonna want
you‘‖ (8). Being a Mexican woman without a man to take care of is unheard of. Obviously, the
daughter asserts the role of a new and modern generation of Chicana woman. She is not afraid to
be alone. She knows what she wants, and she will eat until she is full. The narrator becomes a
voice of strength and defiance by claiming that these ―weak threats‖ will not scare her from
eating chicharrones (8). After all, the dead pig‘s revenge is just another old wives‘ tale, like La
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Llorona, meant to scare the Chicana girls into being obedient daughters. In fact it is too difficult
for the narrator to give up a tradition that one loves so much, twice as difficult if it involves food.
Anzaldua explains how food plays a very active role in her identity formation: ―There are more
subtle ways that we internalize identification, especially in the forms of images and emotions.
For me food and certain smells are tied to my identity, to my homeland…Even now and 3,000
miles away, I can see my mother spicing the ground beef, pork and venison with chile‖ (83).
Food is alive—it is an active part of a group‘s culture and brings groups of people together. In
this situation, it even births a new ―ghost story‖ that will be passed on to future generations.
Given her great blind hunger for chicharrones, the narrator does not predict that her
mom‘s warnings would come to pass. Despite the seriousness of the situation, the narrator still
speaks of her favorite food as if it were her best friend:
I was shoving my dear chicharrones / into my mouth. / Something happened. /
They stayed right there, / in my throat. / I swallowed hard to help them down, /
coughed firmly to help them up, / but they wouldn‘t budge. / I could feel coarse
pig hairs / tickle my throat, / but I wasn‘t laughing. / This was not funny. (9)
The chicharrones are symbolic of her ethnic culture. This food item is a part of her identity at the
same time it is literally a danger for her. She realizes the folly of her ways, but it‘s too late to
make a difference: ―I was going to DIE! / My mother was right, / the dead pig‘s revenge! / I was
going to DIE‖ (9). The syntax and punctuation stress the seriousness of the speaker‘s situation
with a comedic twist. At first she is going to ―DIE!‖ with an exclamation point. Then, she
laments on how her mother was right about the ―dead pig‘s revenge;‖ the drama of the situation
is lessened by the comedic reminder that moms are always right. She continues to joke at her
own expense,with a ridiculous headline in the obituary: ―Chicharrones Choke Chicana Child to
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Death (in Chino)‖ (10). Ironically, the narrator will choke to death on the very food she loves
and adores. This is the food that defines her because it is part of her culture and identity. Yet as
she gets less and less air, the narrator laments how she ―didn‘t want to die. / [She] wanted to live!
/ [She] wanted to live!‖ (10). When faced with her mortality, she must abandon her tradition. She
will regurgitate her ethnicity; spits it on the floor as she vomits.
It is rare for people to receive another chance, to have a ―do-over.‖ The narrator
understands how lucky she is. She is exuberant to have this gift: ―I was alive! / I was free! / to
walk, / to breath, / to think, / to eat‖ (11). Life and death situations are catalysts. The narrator is
going to think about what just happened to her. Yet, despite the danger, now a reality rather than
just a scary story, the narrator continues her past behaviors: ―I stepped out to the backyard /
walked over to the caged pen / to watch over Amy‘s sleeping piglet. / It was so full of life / a
beautiful breathing thing / I spent all night with it. / Watching, / thinking, waiting, / salivating‖
(11). As she contemplates the pig, she falls back into her old personal and cultural habit, even an
unhealthy one, because of how intimately it defines her identity. The narrator may have survived
the dead pig‘s revenge, but she still continues to bite off more than she can chew.
―Dead Pig‘s Revenge‖ is a satirical poem that metaphorically explores identity through
food. It illustrates some of the complicated relationships in one Mexican family while at the
same time focusing on a specific but nameless Chicana girl, the narrator. The humor throughout
the poem mocks the decisiveness of identity, the idea that one can truly ―know‖ who one is. The
overt use of conflicting voices, half that worships her culture and half that make fun and
criticizes it, embodies multiple consciousness. Every point where the narrator asserts that she
definitely knows something, the ironic humor abruptly slings us back to reality. The final lines of
the poem prove this. The narrator does not change her identity because it is unknowable and
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multiple. In the end, the narrator believes chicharrones are worth the risk because they provide so
much pleasure in her life and are reminiscent of the ritual of the family trip that brings everyone
together. She is both unwilling and unable to give up this aspect of her ―self.‖
A later short story attempts to show how identity formation is commodified in the
grocery store. ―Attention Shoppers‖ demonstrates that people cannot control their identities and
are subjugated by outside forces which show the multiplicity of identity through
misrepresentation. The two main characters are the narrator and Martina, a Latino college
student and activist. This is the second narrative in Serros‘ collection and the first one to address
the issues of Chicana identity and social-consciousness: ―Discrimination breeds in the Ralph‘s
supermarket on Venice and Overland. Not in employee opportunities, race, age, or sex. Nothing
like that, but rather in the temperature controlled depths of the frozen food section‖ (22). This
piece again bares the hallmark of Serros‘ humor. The idea that one can have a revolution at a
grocery store seems at first completely ludicrous. However, the humor is a tool to undermine the
capitalist commodified food items that accost the average shopper. In this case, Martina‘s actions
and those of the grocery store shoppers demonstrate how unaware of how ideological forces
create our social constructions. Martina and the narrator aren‘t two people who would usually
consider each other friends. The speaker explains that Martina ―was an activist. Maybe what
you‘d call militant and maybe what you‘d call serious, but still, I liked to hang out with her. She
was smart‖ (22). The narrator will be given a chance to grow with issues that Martina raises at
the grocery store. The very food categories at our grocery stores similarly group people—
compartments, little fixed boxes, check the Asian, Latino, or other box.
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The two main characters are shopping when Martina recognizes the compartmentalized
frozen vegetable section. The narrator doesn‘t understand the history of the vegetables nor what
goes into making them. Martina explains a little bit of the process:
Latino Style Vegetables, they have the vegetables cut up all small…Like, little
food for little people, little minds, little significance?...And this Malibu kind, the
broccoli, the carrots, are cut up large, all big and grand, like ‗of great worth,‘ or
something. The cauliflower, which is WHITE, is the biggest vegetable in the
picture, overpowering all the rest. (22-23)
Martina will not let her voice be silenced. Serros is riding the line between seriousness and
humor with this character. She makes an important point about identity categories as arbitrary
labels at the same time she presents Martina as a kook. The factories use the vegetables to group
many types of ethnicities under the blanket term of Latino. The differences between the types of
food offered in each frozen bag are startling. The Malibu Style Vegetables are made to be more
appetizing with the better vegetables displayed, even the whiter vegetables. There is an agenda
with the packaging of the vegetables—who the company thinks will purchase each type of
vegetables and what represents those ethnicities. Martina is incorrect in thinking that only the
designated group will buy the packaged vegetables. In fact, Latinos won‘t probably buy this
packaged of frozen vegetables. They would want fresh vegetables. Instead, these vegetables are
sold to non-Latinos who are open to buying mass produced vegetables.
Martina finally speaks up about this hidden agenda because she refuses to buy into for a
quick fix for their school fundraising event. She had enough! The vegetables were the last straw:
…the Latino Vegetables are all spilling out of this wicker basket, all overflowing,
messy like. Insinuating that we are overflowing, overcrowding what they think is
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their land. And what‘s with the wicker basket? You know, we don‘t use baskets to
cart our food around. The Malibu Style Vegetables are all neat and in order,
properly arranged in a nice WHITE porcelain crock. No problem causing
vegetables here. They‘re orderly, dignified. (23)
Martina hits on an important point that has been stressed in previous poems in the collection:
everything defines who we are, even the food we eat. Ethnic foods are often characterized to
represent the peoples who make and eat them. Packaging ethnic foods would represent the
peoples who purchase and eat them. Obviously, this producer feels that those purchasing
―Latino‖ style vegetables would want it to look a certain way, and that the white patrons would
not be as interested in the vegetables if they looked different than what was expected. In the
Latino Vegetables the product is packaged in an old-fashioned style, almost uncivilized. The fact
that their vegetables are in a wicker basket implies that those harvesting the vegetables have no
technologies or are primitive. They are spilling over because the people who eat these vegetables
are messy and don‘t care about the presentation of the vegetables. Martina takes the analysis
even further by stressing how the vegetables represent how many Anglos feel about Mexicans
over-populating America, taking over jobs and land. The Malibu Style Vegetables are the
antithesis of the Latino ones. Everything that is valued by an Anglo society is highlighted in the
Malibu vegetables: orderly, white, and dignified vegetables arranged in a Crockpot just waiting
to be cooked. This is what the Latino people should strive for. There is a certain expectation
placed on both styles of vegetables, and the Malibu ones are just more valued in the frozen food
world. Unfortunately, the Latino Style Vegetables are a representation of white consumers‘
vision of Latino food. Both are produced to read a consumer and represent expectations of what
food ―should be‖ like, which is problematic.
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Martina has obviously had enough of the expectations. She cannot stand the fact that
identity is commodified in a mundane place such as the frozen food section of a grocery store. In
fact, Serros goes even further in this story by using humor to parody activism and P.C. politics:
…and look at this, the packaging. Malibu Style kind is labeled ‗From Ralph‘s
Private Selection.‘ Private, as in ‗Not everyone is welcome, no entry to YOU,
especially you, wetback. Go Back!...Malibu Style are twice as expensive as Latino
Style. Why? Are they better vegetables? Did white people from Malibu pick them
themselves? Did they take off from some corporate meeting early or leave the
tennis court midgame to fly up north, put on their designer jeans to get on their
hands and knees to pick their own kind of vegetable? Did they? Did they? (23)
She points out that Latino is P.C. for cheap and resents assertions that she doesn‘t deserve the
best vegetables. She wants to know what makes the Malibu Vegetables worth the additional price
over their Latino counterpart. After all, the Latinos are the ones who are out in the fields
harvesting the vegetables. They are the ones toiling in the hot sun for less than minimum wage in
usually dangerous pesticide conditions. Yet, the Malibu Vegetables are receiving the praise and
gratitude simply because they represent a whiter group of people. By reading between the lines
and challenging the language used on the packaging, she gains the attention of the local shoppers
who listen intently to what she says. She becomes the academic teacher to the uninformed:
―Subverting the surface/depth binary thus becomes a way of interrogating our own sites of
privilege, for we in the academy can hardly claim to inhabit a pristine space apart from the forces
of commodification, commercialization, or the pursuit of marketable difference‖ (Kondo 316).
Martina will not stand for the corporate commodification of ethnic cultures simply so one
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company can make a buck. However, Marina‘s activism against injustice is not presented as a
serious revolution.
The time is ripe for a revolution in the frozen food aisle in Ralph‘s supermarket on
Venice and Overland. Martina was the catalyst. In her fury at the injustice of the packaging of
―Latino‖ vegetables, she begins to throw the bags on the ground. Many break open and
vegetables fly all over the place. Martina started a ―quick-fix revolution.‖ She doesn‘t actually
take the time to organize protests, to garner media attention, or even research the facts. She
quickly makes an impromptu decision and there are other eager shoppers ready to join the cause:
One by one people started to pull frozen produce bags out of the freezer
compartments. I saw a Korean woman and her two children stomp on Oriental
Style Vegetables, a young guy in cowboy boots kicked Country Style Vegetables
down the aisle toward the checkout lines, and a handsome, dark-haired man
ripped apart a bag of Italian Style Vegetables. More and more people began to
pull bags out of the compartments and destroy the corporate invention of
―stereotypes in a bag.‖ (24)
The people recognize the role media plays in creating identity. Even a place like the supermarket
markets racial differences in a hierarchal way, reinforcing stereotypes and prejudices about one
culture over another. The men and women say no to this racial hierarchy. They refuse to accept
the vegetables that represent their culture. Everyone realizes, even if it‘s on a subconscious level,
that identity cannot be claimed by an individual in a world where it‘s claimed as a capitalist
commodity. They can only claim an identity under the ideological frame of a capitalist society.
The alternative is to embrace multiplicity that outstretches the confines of one system. Multiple
consciousnesses are strong because it is not easily constrained or compartmentalized. Even
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though they are helpless to change the commodification of their culture, the people will do what
they can to show their disgust—in this case throwing and kicking the vegetables around the
store.
The patrons have little time to revel in their fun ―revolution‖ when a store director kicks
Martina and the narrator out. Unfortunately, not everyone understood the meaning behind the
revolution or its significance. The narrator doesn‘t want to leave the store. She wants to keep
causing a ruckus, get on television, steal foods, and forms of mischief: ―Suddenly, I didn‘t feel
like leaving. This was exciting! I pulled back and asked, ‗Hey, why are we leaving now? I mean,
things are just starting to happen! We could snag a bag of frozen fries or some ice cream. Maybe
we‘ll even get arrested!‘‖ (24). The narrator is merely caught up in the excitement, not the
meaning of the liberation, which is the fact that ideologies create and shape identities. The
narrator does not identify with any of the frozen vegetables because she sees herself as a
―melting pot Chicana,‖ a Mexican woman that blends in with what the American society expects
of her. The only way to avoid this is by embracing her multiple identities rather than assimilating
them.
Martina knows perfectly well that the speaker is just an immature college student. She
calls her on the misunderstanding of what just happened in the frozen food aisle: ―Martina
stopped and turned around. She looked even more furious. She then looked straight into my eyes
and said, ‗This isn‘t about excitement, free food, or getting on TV…Man, you really have a lot to
learn‘‖ (24-25). Martina is angrier at her friend than she is at Bob. G. Smith who is kicking them
out of the store. The anger is directed at her friend because she feels their experimental
revolution taught the narrator nothing; her academic crusade was a waste of time. Dorinne
Kondo describes the struggle between academia and capitalism: ―The lives of all academics and
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all denizens of consumer capitalist societies are inextricable from the forces of commodification.
The question is not how one can transcend it – as though one could – but how, within it, one can
make interventions that matter‖ (316). Martina angrily storms away thinking that the narrator
has not learned this lesson about commodification. Contrary to what Martina presumes, the
narrator has learned something about the revolution. She understands that exclusive categories of
identity are not real but created by ideological forces, in this case the company and packaging of
the vegetables. Part of being Chicana versus Mexican is the engagement with US culture and all
its capitalist commodities. In the face of this cultural encounter, the narrator and other subjects
have agency to select and invert their identities. Martina ―left behind a new revolution of
liberated consumers, the vegetables we no longer needed, no longer wanted and left behind me,
thinking just how smart she really is‖ (25). The narrator gives Martina more credit than she
deserves. Martina was only a catalyst. She asked people to think, evidenced by their anger at the
compartmentalized product sales of their identity. She rushes forward into the light of the new
day with the belief that she has liberated at least a few consumers. These people will think twice
before buying the comodified ―ethnic‖ vegetables. The narrator also reflects on their actions at
Ralph‘s and concludes that Martina is not as smart as she thinks she is.
Just like me, Michele Serros struggles with her identity. She seeks the truth concerning
the Chicana falsa, which she explores in great depth in her collection Chicana Falsa and other
Stories of Death, Identity, and Oxnard. Not only that, she studies how cholas and food contribute
to multiple identities and consciousnesses. Serros thoroughly engages in the commercialization
of such identity roles, most especially that of the Chicana writer/artist. In fact, the very process
of writing defines author Michele Serros. Gloria Anzadlúa explains how a writer‘s identity
creates the self:
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To write, to be a writer, I have to trust and believe in myself as speaker, as a voice
for the images. I have to believe that I can communicate with images and words
and that I can do it well. A lack of belief in my creative self is a lack of belief in
my total self and vice versa—I cannot separate my writing from any part of my
life. It is all one. (95)
A writer has to navigate the complicated spaces between thought, identity, and external images
that bombard and affect the conscious and unconscious mind, such as commercialization of ideas
or ethnic groups. The writer is able to connect the threads between all these collective ideologies.
The writer becomes a force of agency while at the same time recreating her own identity:
When I write it feels like I‘m carving bone. It feels like I‘m creating my own face,
my own heart—a Nahuatl concept. My soul makes itself through the creative act.
It is constantly remaking and giving birth to itself through my body. It is this
learning to live with la Coatlicue that transforms living in the Borderlands from a
nightmare into a numerous experience. It is always a path/state to something else.
(95)
What Serros proves with her writing is that agency can be achieved through the constant cultural
encounters that characters have with their multiple roles. Only then will identity be subverted
allowing the metaphorical heads of Mexican-American Barbie dolls to be ripped off. This reveals
the mystification and multiplicity of the Chicana heroine. This identity is best illuminated
through Michele Serros herself who was able to embrace her multiplicity in order to become the
writer that she always wanted to be, the writer that her own mother believed in from the young
age of twelve. Just like Anzaldua, Serros learns that being between cultures allows for a more
complex and numerous experiences, especially since said experiences should never be reduced to
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a binary setup, such as a Chicana falsa versus a Chicana verdadera. Neither exists. The
simplification of such a complex identity has the affect of isolating and dividing groups of
people rather than bringing them together to promote a collective change.
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A Psychoanalytic Insight into Blanche in The Streetcar Named Desire

Abstract

This paper attempts to analyze Blanche’s psyche in relation to her
employing Defense mechanism to restore her mental health and herself in The
Streetcar Named Desire (1947) by the American Playwright Tennessee Williams.
It focuses on her replacing reality with fantastic embodiments or illusion. She has
taken unacceptable impulses into acceptable forms by unconsciously blocking the
impulses such as superego and thereby reducing agony for the earlier traumatic
experiences left indelible marks on her mind, and anxiety for survival. Her anxiety
becomes too overwhelming that her ego urgently employs defense mechanisms to
protect her. With her new hopes and dreams she desires to replace the highly
stressful loss. Under mental and social stress her illusion and her falsification of
reality nevertheless became unable to overcome recurring trauma-causing
situation in reality and her healing process thereby leaving her on the verge of
extinction.
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Humans, on both conscious and unconscious levels, in general are in fact
prone to alleviate internal stress and mental complications. So, they create and use
defense mechanisms that serve as a mental cushion or protective shell to prevent
stress lest they would lose their existence. Let me first state briefly what Defense
mechanism is. It is an unconscious mechanism aimed at reducing anxiety. It was
first discussed by Sigmund Freud as part of his psychoanalytic theory and further
developed by his daughter, Anna Freud who clarified and conceptualized the term.
Freud described how the Ego uses a range of mechanisms to handle the conflict
between the Id, the Ego and the Super ego whereas Anna introduced the principle
of inner mechanisms that defend the ego in her book The Ego and the Mechanisms
of Defense(1936).
In fact, all Defense Mechanisms share two common properties : they often
appear unconsciously and tend to distort, transform, or otherwise falsify reality. In
distorting reality, there is a change in perception which allows for a lessening of
anxiety, with a corresponding reduction in felt tension. Defense mechanisms work
by distorting the id impulses into acceptable forms, or by unconscious blockage of
these impulses. Anna described ten different defense mechanisms: denial,
displacement, intellectualization, projection, rationalization, reaction formation,
regression, repression, sublimation, and suppression. Later researchers have added
some more defense mechanisms to the list: compensation (first described by Alfred
Adler), dissociation, fantasy, identification, undoing, and withdrawal.
In proposing defense mechanism in relation to Blanche , I will explore how
it has arisen from three different scenarios such as when a great external threat is
posed to her ego , next when her id impulses - which desire gratification -conflict
with superego values and beliefs; and therefore when her id impulses are in
conflict with each other thereof ; as well as at what period Blanche had a
traumatic experience that initiated her neurosis-according to Freud it arises from
inner conflicts and can lead to anxiety, anticipatory tension or vague dread
persisting in the absence of a specific threat- and later psychosis after her rape.
Neuroses can be rooted in ego defense mechanisms . Her young husband Allan
Grey’s death directed her to troubled path so does the losing of Belle Reve, the
ancestral mansion, by foreclosure ; the death of her father before the outbreak of
World War ii , followed by mother’s death , and several relatives. She had to deal
with those post war and mental trauma alone, nay, she was fired from her High
school job as a English teacher at Laurel in Mississippi , and evicted by the hotel.
These are some great external threat posed to her ego . She wanted to repress her
recurring thought of Allan , being overwhelmed with shame for the disclosure of
his homosexuality to Blanche, shot himself . But she could not in fact as the
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in Laurel and also having relations , I should rather say supportive relationships,
as a treatment and one of the key words in health education, with one of her
students which reinforced her dismiss from the school. She sought and maintained
such bond only to assuage her panic. Same was the flirtation with the young
collector . She admits outright to Mitch : “I had many intimacies with strangers.
After the death of Allan - intimacies with strangers was all I seemed able to fill my
empty heart with.... I think it was panic, just panic, that drove me from one to
another, hunting for some protection - here and there, in the most - unlikely places
- even, at last, in a seventeen-year'-old boy” . (Scene 9)

Her pain was to lessen in intensity over time but the sadness, desperate
alienation never completely went away. She is time and again haunted by that
repressed memory making her existence intolerable. Sex became the substitute for
shelter , protection because sex was not exercised for it’s own sake but for the
sake of getting marginal gratification by which she could temporarily forget the
agonizing aspects of her life . She has run for protection not for sex from under
one leaky roof to another leaky roof and was caught in the centre. She rationalizes
to Stella and to herself : “People don't see you - men don't - don't even admit your
existence unless they are making love to you. And you've got to have your
existence admitted by someone, if you're going to have someone's
protection.”(Scene 5)

Particularly what she wanted was her protection from the harrowing vision
of Allan’s suicide which always slips from her and thereby leaving her on the verse
of moral depravity so to say. It marks the point of her rationalization of her
promiscuity. Rationalization is such a mechanism by which one’s self can be
strengthened. It is definitely applicable to Blanche. In psychology, rationalization
is the process of constructing a logical justification for a decision that was
originally arrived at through a different mental process. This process can range
from fully conscious to mostly subconscious . It creates a block against internal
feelings of guilt. Simply put, rationalization is making excuses for one’s mistakes,
and by doing so one avoids self-condemnation or condemnation by others. As a
societal being she must respect the reality of the world and the superego
representing the learned and internalized set of values and ethics, which gives the
individual the sense of what is right and what is wrong to think, feel, and do. Her
super ego got deactivated here or she has violated social norms only to restore her
mental health. Simultaneously , her Ego does not allow her to press her into
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extinction. So, she tries to survive by satisfying her Id. Blanche has frequently
acted out with substance or alcohol abuse. Her excessive drinking , smoking
serve as substitutes for human relationships, and an endeavor to satisfy her Id. To
psychologists, a neurotic frequently acts out with addictions as substitutes for
human relationships. The substitution serves as her defense .

Her existence in mental crisis demands violating super ego principles to
get peace . When her anxiety for survival becomes too overwhelming her ego as a
task has employed defense mechanisms to protect her from extinction. In
restoring herself Blanche employs denial as shield to protect herself from the
more unpleasant aspects of external reality. Denial, in fact, is an ego defense
mechanism that operates unconsciously to resolve emotional conflict, and to
reduce anxiety by refusing to perceive the harsh reality. It is being utilized in a
situation in which a person experiences a fact that is uncomfortable or painful to
accept. For instance , she rejects that her beauty is fading instead insists that it is
not true, despite an overwhelming evidence of fading of her physical charm due
to her growing age. She is definitely aware of the fact but she denies outright only
to feel better, to strengthen her mind lest she would extinct. She uses paper on
lantern, goes on date with Mitch in the evening, and lies or hides her exact age to
hide her fading beauty , and reality. From psychoanalytic lens the subject may
deny the reality of the unpleasant fact altogether (simple denial), admit the fact but
deny its seriousness (minimization), or admit both the fact and seriousness but
deny responsibility (transference). The ability to deny or minimize is an essential
part of what enables an addict to continue her/his behavior in the face of evidence
that appears overwhelming to an outsider. Denial filters out data and content that
contravenes their self-image, prejudices, and preconceived notions of others and of
the world. Blanche’s denial makes her conceive of her own image as true because
reality and truthfulness become an antinatural tendency in her make-believe world
that is essentially false. Nevertheless; such falsification has meaning to her as she
believes herself to be truthful. Says Blanche to Mitch about her denial of truth , “I
misrepresent things to them. I don't tell the truth. I tell what ought to be truth. And
if that is sinful, then let me be damned for it!”( Scene 10)
In addition, her ego has employed fantasy as mechanism for her defense.
Blanche’s unacceptable desire to gratify herself to forget the earlier trauma was
denied and felt threatened with punishment by the society dismissing her from the
school .This anxiety leads to repression of the above desire for some time though
did not last long for her desperate loneliness and excruciating stream of agony
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flashing across her mind incessantly. The threat of punishment related to this form
of anxiety was not internalized in her psyche . Her superego did not intercede
against the desires of the ego as a result. She employs fantasy , including day
dreams, which is a way to escape real problems. When her reality is the opposite
to that of happiness imagining that she is rich in spirit and beautiful in mind leads
her to feelings of happiness though it is marginal .She says “beauty of the mind
and richness of the spirit and tenderness of the heart - and I have all of those
things” (Scene 11). It is beneficial to the restoration of her emotional health. She
makes herself appear attractive to new male suitors. Blanche depends on male
sexual admiration for her sense of self-esteem, and self-help. Many self-help
methods are based on fantasy: covert rehearsal, covert sensitization/desensitization,
empathy, etc. Blanche’s lies give her the life she dreams of living. Blanche tells
Stella that she wants to deceive Mitch into wanting her. She wants to affect
someone else through a type of deception which will make Blanche feel better
about herself. She lies that Shep has sent her a telegram inviting her to join him on
his yacht in the Caribbean. Stanley does not believe her. Blanche seems to believe
her lie and story so much that it becomes her truth.

Moreover, the defense mechanism undoing is at work in Blanche’s psyche.
It is based on the notion that it is possible to make amends, to correct mistakes
made. In essence, it involves feeling guilty and trying to do something to undo the
harm that have been inflicted. It aims at reversing a feeling by acting in some
opposite or compensatory manner. Blanche’s interminable baths, which she calls
hydrotherapy, function as a metaphor for her make-believe purification to cleanse
herself of her sordid past and reputation. Blanche thought that it was her failure
that she could not help Allan . Says she : “all I knew was I’d failed him in some
mysterious way..” . She thought that she might be able to satisfy one of her sexual
partners in a way she was never able to satisfy her boyish husband. It also marks
the point of her rationalization of her promiscuity. By marrying Mitch ,a cleft in
the rock of the world that she could hide in , Blanche hopes to escape poverty and
the bad reputation that haunts her. Though he was her last chance of salvation
from ruin Stanley’s relentless persecution of Blanche and his disclosing her past
promiscuity foils her pursuit to marry Mitch, by implication, her attempt to shield
herself from the harsh truth of her situation. Blanche’s horror intensifies due to
Stanley’s violent behavior and her protection , so, she begins to find a way out of
the situation. In such a unendurable situation her old suitor named Shep Huntleigh
would be able to provide the money she and Stella need to escape. Blanche begins
to compose a telegram to Shep. When Stella laughs at her for being ridiculous,
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Blanche reveals that she is in fact completely broken. Blanche, alone in the
apartment once more, drowns herself in alcohol and dreams of an impossible
rescue. In this way she ,unaware of reality , hopes the chivalric Southern
gentleman savior and caretaker (represented by Shep Huntleigh) will rescue her.
But it is also extinct . Blanche is left with no realistic possibility of fulfilling her
illusion of future happiness as a result. In addition ,the identity Blanche has
constructed for herself begins to disintegrate. She begins to lose ground in her
battle . Thus, here also her mechanism of undoing and illusion are shattered.

Blanche, on the eve of her rape by Stanley, goes to the phone and
desperately tries to make a call to Shep Huntleigh for help though she does not
know his number or his address. It certainly proves the intensity of the necessity of
her defense. Stanley terrorizes Blanche by shattering her self-delusions. The back
of Blanche’s make-believe world falls away. She finally retreats into hysteria and
madness which we surely term as psychosis as reality is now beyond her touch.
She started to live in the world of fantasy she had created, instead of facing the
real world and real challenges to feel well as earlier in the play . After her rape
with the termination of her illusion she does not terminate her reverie rather she
has continued it as in her lapsing into a reverie about her upcoming vacation,
imagining that she is going to travel with Shep and she will die at sea from eating
a dirty grape with a handsome young ship’s doctor at her side. Therefore ; it has
become pathological. She is taken to the mental asylum in consequence.
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Having discussed Defense mechanism in relation to Blanche in The
Streetcar Named Desire it can be said that she has defended herself over a long
period of time in spite of the neurotic and psychotic conditions but the harsh
reality has got upper hand and uprooted her world of dreams and illusion. She
has not promoted moral –centered approach to life as she feels and rationalizes it
as useless in soothing her seething soul, in restoring her mental health . It leads her
to cope with the agony of her deceased husband, to deal with post-trauma and
bounce back from adversity thereof. Her family ( sister and her overpowering
brother-in-law) remains unable to understand her bereavement process specially
the latter. He did not support her through agony and anxiety for protection as well
as survival for a healthy life to help her wedlock with Mitch. Instead he
completely shatters her future hope and dream thereby hastening her mental
extinction .
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The power of the moving image is such that contemporary history is
composed not of events but of pictures. This power is based in part upon the
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level to which audiences can become enthralled by its content, whether in
film, television, video, or other digital formats.
Traditional moving image research examines how the theories and
findings of empirical science can shed light on the power of the art and craft
of film, television, and other audiovisual media. To further this research we
will examine how this power has shifted as the moving image has found it’s
way onto social media platforms.
In the past audiences of the moving image were for the most part
passive receivers. However trends towards participatory culture, media
convergence, and the rise of the Internet have created an intersection where
audiences/consumers of moving images can take a more interactive role in
its creation.
The advent of social media has ushered in a change to the creative
process for moving images by allowing audience members to become a cocreators with the potential to alter the nature of the power relationship
between the creator and audience thus giving rise to spaces where the
audience becomes essential participants in the narrative creative process.
These resulting spaces can be observed in “Fan Films” in particular, and
interactive video games in general, constituting the first waves of this new
day.
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We will try here to highlight some aspects of the change we have
observed in the power relationship between creator and audience of the
moving image when social media platforms allow the audience to become
co-creators of the narrative process.
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Invented Tradition or Foundational Genre?
Locating Lyric in Japanese Poetry
Janice Brown, University of Colorado Boulder

Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger’s well‐known volume The Invention of
Tradition (1992) has been instrumental in demonstrating the ways in which a
variety of British traditions cannot, in fact, claim ancientness at all. Needless to say,
Britain is not alone in its minting of new social customs; Japan, too, demonstrates a
wide range of recently manufactured cultural practices. Recent volumes in Japanese
studies invoke Hobsbawm’s notion of ‘invention’, e.g., Mirror of Modernity: Invented
Traditions of Modern Japan (Stephen Vlastos, ed., 1998) and Inventing the Classics:
Modernity, National Identity, and Japanese Literature (Haruo Shirane and Tomi
Suzuki, eds., 2000). Vlastos’s volume treats the topic through the lens of social
science, and Shirane and Suzuki concentrate on literary studies. Vlastos, however,
unlike Shirane and Suzuki, devotes part of his introduction to a discussion and
interpretation of the word ‘invention’ as well as to other terminology and ideas
derived from Hobsbawm’s text. Vlastos’s approach is enlightening as well as useful,
as it provides a critique of Hobsbawm and fosters a judicious reading of the various
essays that comprise Mirror of Modernity. Vlastos’ approach reminds us of the need
to carefully examine those terms and references upon which impressions are
formed, assumptions are made, arguments are based, and of which traditions are
made. In keeping with Vlastos’ focus on terminology, I would like to take a similar
approach, that is, I will examine the term “lyric,” its ubiquitous usage as a descriptor
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of Japanese poetry in the modern period, and the assumption that Japanese
literature and poetry are in general the repository of a “lyric” consciousness.
Lyric and Nation
Scholars of Meiji Japan (1868‐1912) view what we today call ‘modern
Japanese literature’ (kindai bungaku) as a clear example of cultural invention, based
to some extent on ideas about writing arising from the pre‐modern pre‐Meiji era as
well as the incursion into Japan of Western literatures and literary ideas during the
latter half of the nineteenth century. The resulting invented ‘literature’ was an
almost complete literary cultural re‐fashioning of the country’s written word. Some
scholars, such as Shinada Yoshikazu in Shirane and Suzuki’s Inventing the Classics,
see the extent of this re‐fashioning as driven primarily by national interest in
developing a modern country that would be able to “participate and compete in a
larger global system.”1 In fact, so resolved were the intellectuals and officials of the
Meiji period to create a modern Japanese literature that all aspects of writing,
including language itself, were scrutinized, critiqued, and revamped accordingly.
Poetry, arguably the pre‐eminent bearer of literary tradition, received a profound
overhaul in that some older forms and texts were erased from the canon (kanbun,
poetry in Chinese) while others were reinvented or reconstituted in modern guise
(waka became tanka) while simultaneously entirely new forms were birthed
(kindai/gendai shi). Shinada points to the re‐discovery and subsequent reification of
the 8th century collection of poetry, Man’yōshū, or Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves,

1

Yoshikazu Shinada, “ ‘Man’yōshū:’ The Invention of a National Poetry Anthology,” in Haruo Shirane and
Tomi Suzuki, eds., Inventing the Classics: Modernity, National Identity, and Japanese Literature
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000), p. 33.
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during the Meiji period as part of this cultural re‐invention. The construction of the
Man’yōshū as a ‘national’ poetry anthology, that is, a repository of poetry written or
sung by people of all classes, leads Shinada to the conclusion that: “the
establishment of a modern national poetry [in Japan] was more a matter of nation or
state than a literary matter.”2 Thus, Meiji Japan, with its violent wrangles over
language and modernity, presents a fascinating example of one recent attempt to
create a modern literary consciousness, and to do so through poetry.
According to Shinada, the fact that the Man’yōshū contained a great variety of
poetic voices provided the Meiji establishment the means by which to lay claim to
and reinforce the notion of the unity of the people through the practice of poetry.3
Thus, the poetic ‘voice’ of the Man’yō collection was deemed to be many voices,
speaking together directly, simply, and naturally, in short, ‘sincerely,’ and from the
‘heart.’

The encoding of the Man’yōshū with this set of interpretive values

succeeded in establishing not only a ‘national’ poetry but also a ‘tradition,’ I would
argue, in which ideas about ethno‐poetic consciousness became entangled with
notions that Man’yō poetry in particular (and by extension most poetry in Japan) is
perforce personal poetry, or what many prefer to designate as “lyrical.”
The use of the descriptor “lyrical” can be found almost wherever and in
whatever context Japanese poetry is mentioned or discussed. The pervasive usage
of this term has been noted but as yet has received little critical attention. Haruo
Shirane, for example, comments: “the two adjectives most frequently used by . . . .

2
3

Shinada, “Man’yōshū,” p. 35.
Shinada, , “Man’yōshū,” p. 41.
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scholars to describe “Japanese literature” [are] “lyrical” and “aesthetic.”4 However,
Shirane does not develop his observation on the usage of these adjectives further. 5
Shirane’s point about the diversity of Japanese literary texts and the neglect of this
diversity by literary establishments is accurate, yet behind Shirane’s statement lies
another assumption. That is, Shirane seems to imply that although the Japanese
literature we read as part of the literary canon may not do justice to the full array of
writing available, the writing which has been canonized and which we do read is, in
fact, “lyrical.”6 It is this assumption with which I wish to quibble.
Lyric and Japanese Poetry in the Pre‐Modern Era
“Lyric,” a poetic form first noted in ancient Greece, belongs properly to
Western literary history.7 The form was revived, and the more general term,
“lyricism,” appeared in the 19th century to describe and denote the work of
European Romantic poets. The importation of these terms into Japan during the
Meiji period resulted in the coining of such words as jojō, lyric, and jojōshi, lyric
poetry, which had not existed prior to this time. Thus, the idea of ‘lyric’ in Japanese
4

Haruo Shirane, “Issues in Canon Formation,” in Haruo Shirane and Tomi Suzuki, eds., Inventing the
Classics: Modernity, National Identity, and Japanese Literature (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
2000), p. 27.
5
Shirane’s point is that the field of Japanese literature is not limited to lyrical/aesthetic works but is highly
diverse, including numerous philosophical, political, and historical texts. However, the issue of lyricism
itself is not addressed.
6
Michael Sugimoto also takes issue with Shirane’s assumption in this regard, noting that although Shirane
successfully argues for the “intertextual nature of lyricism….his entire discussion occurs outside of his own
social and political framework, therefore only ending up with the very reified “thing” he began with – the
lyric experience of classical Japanese literature as framed by Western Romanticism.” See Michael
Sugimoto, “ ‘Western’ Lyricism and the Uses of Theory in Premodern Japanese Literature,” Comparative
Literature Studies (Vol. 39, No. 4, 2002): 399-400.
7
Despite the association of lyric with mainstream Euroamerican poetic practice based primarily on the
works of the Romantic poets, a comprehensive definition of the lyric has yet to be determined. In general,
one may describe the lyric, albeit with numerous exceptions, as a poetic form in which the poetic speaker
represents him/herself as an “autonomous, coherent agent, intent on turning away from external reality and
“inward” toward the self.” See Allison M. Cummings, “The Subject in Question: Women and the Free
Verse Lyric in the 1980s,” in New Definitions of Lyric: Theory, Technology, and Culture (New York and
London: Garland Publishing Inc., 1998), p. 151.
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poetry is quite clearly a recent invention of the type described by Eric Hobsbawm.
The failure to seriously consider the ways in which these terms were introduced
into the country from a variety of foreign sources and through diverse means has
led in many instances, to an obfuscation of Japanese poetry in particular and of
Japanese literature in general. This has created a situation in which the terms “lyric”
and “lyricism” have become a kind of carpet of convenience under which to sweep
any number of complex and/or ambiguous readings and interpretations that treat
the expression of feeling, sentiment, or emotion in and through Japanese poetry.
This is particularly true in readings of pre‐modern Japanese poetry.
Earl Miner, in his volume Comparative Poetics, demonstrates some of the
difficulties that can arise in making use of the term lyric in reference to pre‐modern
Japanese poetry. Advocating what he calls “affective‐expressive theory,” Miner
attempts to account for the presence of the lyrical in almost all global poetic
systems, including that of Japan. In the case of East Asia, Miner bases his argument
on the preface to the Japanese Kokinshū and the “Great Preface” to the Chinese
Classic of Poetry, in both of which poetry is described as ‘words arising from human
emotion.’8

While this observation shared by the two prefaces might seem a

reasonable starting place for an examination of the discursive relationship between
affect and expression, Miner shies away from such examination and instead utilizes
his line of inquiry to make a case for Japanese and Chinese poetry as essentially part
of what he sees as a global lyrical tradition. Almost at once the terms “lyric” and
what Miner calls the “affective‐expressive” slip into tautological similarity. Miner
8

Earl Miner, Comparative Poetics: An Intercultural Essay on Theories of Literature (Princeton, New
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1990), pp. 84-85.
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also runs into other difficulties, what he calls “a dense place in the woods”9 as he
tries to relate these initial statements about poetry to the actual practice of poets in
both China and Japan. In the case of Japan, Miner is troubled by the difficulty of
telling apart the factual (that is, poems which are believed to reflect an emotion
actually felt by the poet) and the fictional (poems written as if the poet has
experienced the emotion). He concludes: “The act of expression requires a self‐
stylizing based on the conventions of the kind that writing holds in a given culture at
a given time, and based also on the writer’s purpose and audience.”10 A dense place,
indeed.
In contrast to Miner, Gary Ebersole seems less enamoured of the term lyric.
Challenging its use in his fascinating volume Ritual Poetry and the Politics of Death in
Early Japan (1989), Ebersole shows how the poetry of the Man’yōshū consisted to a
considerable extent of oral and public rhetoric. Ebersole takes issue with scholars
like Ian Levy who assume that Japanese culture “evolved from a primitive
stage….characterized by a collective mythic voice to a lyrical age characterized by
individual consciousness and a voice freed from the constraints of collective
ritual.”11 Ebersole points out through his extensive close readings that not only did
Man’yō poetry have complex socio‐political dimensions, the intention behind many
of these poems “was to demonstrate to significant others one’s own status and
prestige, and that aim took precedence over the “pure” expression of personal

9

Miner, Comparative Poetics, p. 116.
Miner, Comparative Poetics, p. 116.
11
Gary Ebersole, Ritual Poetry and the Politics of Death in Early Japan. (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1989), p. 171.
10
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emotion.”12 In fact, Ebersole concludes his volume with the observation that in
Man’yōshū poetry “public expressions of pure personal emotion were largely
curtailed and all expressions were highly stylized.”13

Nonetheless, despite his

cogent critique of the so‐called “lyrical” Man’yō voice, Ebersole is not concerned
with the application of the notion of lyric in and of itself. Indeed, Ebersole’s
argument is not with the concept of lyric so much as with the assignation of the term
to particular Man’yō poems. Nonetheless, Ebersole’s questioning of modern
descriptions of the Man’yōshū as ‘lyrical’ is a one of the few considerations of the use
of this term.
Tomi Suzuki, in her work on the modern reception of classical Japanese
literature, adds another wrinkle to the designation of ‘lyric’ for pre‐modern poetry.
Suzuki points out that, in contrast to Miner’s assumption, early Meiji scholars
“devalued” the classical waka poetry of the Kokinshū anthology since these poems
could not be considered “direct, unmediated” expressions of emotion.14 Similar to
Ebersole’s view of Man’yō poetry, Suzuki suggests a public or performative aspect
with regards to the so‐called lyrical waka. Observations such as these tend to put
Miner’s “affective‐expressive theory” in even denser woods.

That is, although

poetry may be described as words that arise from human emotion, the seemingly
simple act of turning emotion into poetry is shot through with innumerable
complexities, subject to a variety of mediating factors: linguistic, societal,
psychological, cultural, and so on, not to mention the transformations wrought in
12

Ebersole, Ritual Poetry, p. 47.
Ebersole, Ritual Poetry, p. 270.
14
Suzuki, “Gender and Genre: Modern Literary Histories and Women’s Diary Literature” in Inventing the
Classics, p. 72.
13
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understanding and perception with the passing of centuries, languages, civilizations.
With this in mind, it seems that Miner’s universal designation “lyrical” in reference
to pre‐modern Japanese poetry is difficult to support.
Lyric, Language, and Gender: Japanese Poetry in the Modern Era
The confusion regarding the term ‘lyric’ is no less apparent in studies and
criticism of modern Japanese poetry. In Dawn to the West (1984), for example,
Donald Keene describes Meiji poet Shimazaki Tōson (1872‐1943) as “perhaps the
purest lyrical poet of modern Japan, but the romantic expression of his poetry did
not necessarily reflect his own experiences.”15 So, “lyrical” here seems to mean both
‘personal, and yet somehow ‘not personal’? Some two decades later, we find Marvin
Marcus in Modern Japanese Writers (2001) acknowledging Keene’s declaration, and
adding further “Wordsworth, Byron, and Shelley served as models for [this] new
lyricism of self.”16 In this case, “lyrical”/”lyricism” seem to be loosely connected to
Romanticism and concomitant ideas about selfhood. While such an observation is
surely pertinent and worthy of further discussion, these scholars do not pursue the
point further. In order to clear up some of the apparent confusion surrounding the
use of the term lyric in modern Japanese poetry, I will take a closer look at the Meiji
period and Meiji poet, Shimazaki Tōson, his connection to Romanticism, and to the
lyric.
As a Meiji intellectual and literatus, Tōson was educated in both the Chinese and
Japanese classics. He also exhibited considerable talent in English and received a liberal
15

Donald Keene, Dawn to the West: Japanese Literature in the Modern Era, Poetry, Drama, Criticism
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1984), p. 209.
16
Marvin Marcus, “Shimazaki Tōson,” in Jay Rubin, ed., Modern Japanese Writers (New York: Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 2001), p. 408.
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education in English based on the new Meiji curriculum, including the works of Darwin,
Spencer, Shakespeare, and of course, the English Romantics.17 The publication of
Tōson’s first poetry collection Wakanashū (A Collection of Young Seedlings) in 1897
is arguably one of the most successful transplantings of European Romanticism into
Japanese literary culture in the Meiji period. Tōson’s enthusiasm for the Romantics
can be seen throughout Wakanashū, most notably in such poems as Aki kaze no uta
(Song to the Autumn Wind, cf. Shelley’s Ode to the West Wind) and in other poems
with similar Romantic overtones. Unlike his Romantic mentors, however, Tōson’s
Wakanashū opens with a series of six poems in the female voice, each featuring a
maiden with a passionate story to tell. The poem entitled “Okume,” for example,
features a young maiden who runs away from home to pursue her lover:
I fell in love and left my home
Wanting to cross from this shore
To that, I stood and looked out
At dusk when the plovers were crying
For the sake of love, I abandoned even my own parents
There is no way to quell my burning desire
Ah, river breeze blowing through my hair
Feel pity for me
The course of the river is dark, and the current fast
Flowing and breaking against the rocks
I think of you unceasingly
Surely the flames of love will dry me
Not even a short break in yesterday’s rain
And even though the water level is rising
It will never reach the height
Of the waterfall of tears my loves weeps
Do you not know what my love is?
It is not a picture of flowers and birds
Neither is it an image in the mirror nor letters in the sand
17

William E. Naff, The Kiso Road: The Life and Times of Shimazaki Tōson (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 2011), pp. 86; 92-3.
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Nor the sound of wind in the treetops
Do you not know what my love is?
Until I am touched by your manly arms
And have placed my lip rouge on your mouth
How can I stop my desire
Love, my body is a shrine
And since you are its god
If not upon your altar
Then to what could I offer my life?
River waves, break if you must break
As long as I have life left
I shall swim through the waves
And be consumed for my god
My heart, my hands, my legs
My whole body is aflame
My thoughts entangled, my love cries out
The thousand strands of my hair flow upon the waves 18

Here, as in the other maiden poems of Wakanashū, Tōson constructs a modern ‘new‐
style’ poem. That is, the poet employs several non‐traditional features: stanza
format;19 vocabulary that evokes Christian references, such as “god,” “altar,” etc.;
and the theme of a young girl giving herself completely to passion.20 At the same
time, however, the poet makes use of native elements, including classical poetic
diction, and the use of traditional 7‐5 meter (not observable in the translation). The
assumption of a female persona, however, adds a further complexity to the work.

18

Original in Shimazaki Tōson shū, Meiji bungaku zenshū, Vol. 69 (Tokyo: Chikuma shobō, 1972), pp. 7-8
and Shimazaki Tōson: kindai no shijin (Tokyo: Ushio shuppansha, 1991), pp. 76-79. For a partial
translation, see James R. Morita, “Shimazaki Tōson’s Four Collections of Poems.” Monumenta
Nipponica, Vol. 25, No. 3/4 (1970): 325‐369. Many thanks to Sonja Arntzen for her most helpful
suggestions on this translation.
19
Although stanza format was known and utilized in Japanese poetry, e.g., in Man’yō period poetry and in
the linked verse of the medieval and early modern periods, Tōson’s stanzas are closer to Euroamerican
models.
20
Similar themes are known in earlier Japanese poetry but do not demonstrate the corporeal immediacy of
Tōson’s work.
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While there are scattered examples in Euroamerican poetry (prior to the
time of Tōson) in which male poets assumed female personae, the practice seems to
have been fairly rare, and when it did occur, the intention was either sarcastic or
humorous.21 In the case of the Romantics, the female voice seems to have been
employed primarily to allow a female character to speak within a poetic narrative;
the male poet narrates but does not assume a female identity.22 In Japan, the
situation was somewhat different. Unlike Europe, the great majority of the classical
Japanese literary canon encompasses works by women writers and poets, resulting
in the prominence of a feminine literary voice in classical Japanese belles letters.23
Not only that, among these acclaimed works is a travel diary written by a renowned
male poet in the guise of a woman.24 Given this historical provenance, Tōson’s use
of the female voice seems less remarkable. However, when read against the works
of the Romantic poets Tōson strove to emulate, the choice of persona is unusual.
In his excellent work on Shimazaki Tōson, The Dawn That Never Comes,
Michael Bourdaghs addresses the issue of gender and literature in the Meiji period,
noting that some Meiji reformers believed the traditional genres had become “weak
and frivolous” (7) and called for more ‘masculine’ literary and poetic representation.
This reaction against literary tradition resulted in what Bourdaghs terms a new
“rhetoric of national imagination” that “had to include both masculine and feminine
21

See Pamela Coren, “In the Person of Womankind: Female Persona Poems by Campion, Donne, Jonson.”
Studies in Philology (Vol. 98, No. 2, Spring, 2001): 225-250.
22
By way of example, see William Wordsworth, “The Female Vagrant;” “The Mad Mother;” “The
Complaint of a Forsaken Indian Woman,” etc. in Lyrical Ballads. In these poems, a clear separation
between poet and poetic speaker is maintained through the use of introductory prose or poetic stanzas.
23
For an informed study of the complexity of the situation, see Tomiko Yoda, Gender and National
Literature: Heian Texts in the Constructions of Japanese Modernity (Durham and London: Duke
University Press, 2004).
24
The Tosa Diary (Tosa nikki) by Ki no Tsurayuki, 935.
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voices.” (8) Poets at once began to experiment with a ‘masculine’ voice, eschewing
personal sentiment and focusing on ‘manly’ pursuits, such as war and military
conquest. However, there were also those, like Tōson, who strove to meld past
tradition with the newer Euroamerican ideas. Bourdaghs cites Japanese scholar
Kōno Kensuke’s observation that Tōson’s poetry evinced a primarily feminine voice
due to its “intense focus on the realms of emotion and sensibility.” (9) This encoding
of the feminine (as emotional, sensitive, romantic) and the masculine (as vigorous
and patriotic) assisted Meiji Japan in developing a ‘modern’ nation, in which clearly
defined gender categories contributed to the development of modern patriarchy. (9)
In this context, Tōson’s use of female poetic narrators constituted a “ ‘drag’
performance” that tended to “reinforce rather than subvert gender norms.” (9)
Bourdaghs’ analysis offers valuable insight into Meiji attempts to devise and
construct a new social and national imaginary, yet at the same time, the implication
that Tōson’s use of female poetic speakers demonstrates a ‘drag performance’ may
be attributing a prescience to the poet’s work that is not necessarily warranted.
Nonetheless, despite the insights provided by Bourdaghs, there is a further means
by which we may more clearly articulate the relationship between gender and lyric
in Tōson’s poetry, that is, through Romantic ideas about emotion and the
imagination.
As already noted, the works of the Romantic poets were well known in Japan
in the Meiji period. Just as the lyric, ode, ballad and other narrative poetry offered
inspiration so did Romantic ideas on the hero artist and the individual, on nature
and landscape, and on the prominence of emotion and the power of the imagination,
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“one of Romanticism’s defining concepts.”25 In Slavery and the Romantic Imagination
(2002), Debbie Hill delineates the Romantic treatment of the concept of imagination,
citing Shelley for his linking of the “imaginative mind and the distanced heart.”26
According to Hill, the ‘distanced heart’ in contemporary parlance implies being
“divested of ego” (32) and, for the Romantics, meant that the imagination “ha[d] a
special power that enable[d] the self to escape the tediousness of its own interests.
It implie[d] sympathy, [and] also empathy, the ability to identify with and feel for
another human being.”27 Coleridge, too, invested the imagination with similar
power, adding the concept of alterity to his explanation of self and identity.
According to Lee, Coleridge opposed “ ‘selfness and identity’ to ‘otherness and
alterity’ ” and saw these contrasting elements as achieving synthesis in the
“community of the spirit.” (36) Observations such as these have further implications
regarding Tōson’s Wakanashū and his assumption of a female poetic voice.
That is, given the emphasis on the power of the imagination and the
imaginative empathy through which opposites in Romanticism may become
reconciled, Tōson’s maiden poems appear much less anomalous.

Seeking

expression through the female voice, the Romantic male poet appears to attempt a
kind of Romantic gender synthesis that conjoin sympathetic male and female
sensibilities. Although in this case the poet did not ‘write from his own experience’
25

Alan Gregory, Beyond Understanding: Coleridge on the Imagination.” In Romanticism: An Oxford Guide
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), p.107.
26
Lee, Debbie. Slavery and the Romantic Imagination. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
2002, p. 32.
27
Shelley’s words: “ The great secret of morals is Love, or going out of our own nature….A man, to be
greatly good, must imagine intensely and comprehensively; he must put himself in the place of another and
of many others; the pains and pleasure of his species must become his own. The great instrument of moral
good is the imagination; and poetry administers to the effect by acting on the cause.” (SP, 487-88, quoted in
Lee, p. 32)
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(the fact that so puzzled Keene), Tōson did write from an informed understanding of
his own native tradition and of possibilities inherent in English Romanticism itself.
In this way, he succeeded in producing a series of Romantic poems that not only
created a new vision of lyric but in turn provided inspiration for the woman who
would become the most celebrated of Meiji poets, Yosano Akiko (1878‐1942).
Four years after Wakanashū, Yosano Akiko brought out her own debut
collection, Midaregami (Tangled Hair, 1901). Viewed as the “direct heir” of Tōson,
Akiko cultivated the “passionate, headstrong, and triumphantly feminine”28 poetic
voice devised by Tōson, thereby bringing modern poetry in Japan to new heights.29
The role played by Tōson’s maiden poems in establishing the Romantic female
poetic voice in modern Japanese poetry is indisputable. As Akiko scholar, Janine
Beichman, notes “When one reads Tōson and Tangled Hair side by side, the
similarities in vocabulary, imagery, and theme are indeed astonishing.”30
Conclusion
Toson’s emotional, feminized stance, as seen in the maiden poems and in his
other Romantic poetry, set the stage not only for Yosano Akiko but also for later
claims that Japanese poetry, both modern and pre‐modern, is perforce ‘lyrical.’
Following Tōson, the idea gained currency, and by the 1920s, Japanese literary
scholars were maintaining “the special characteristic of Japanese literature and the

28

Naff, p. 166.
Even though Akiko eventually broke with her early work and moved towards feminist iterations of
female subjectivity, she is still best known for her early Romantic declarations of female desire à la Tōson.
30 Beichman, Janine. Embracing the Firebird: Yosano Akiko and the Birth of the Female Voice in Modern
Japanese Poetry (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2002), p. 252.
29
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Japanese people [is] particularly lyrical (toku ni jojōteki).”31 Subsequently, scholars,
students, and critics of Japanese literature, both in and outside Japan, adopted the
lyrical notion, and it still holds sway today. Nonetheless, the assumption that
Japanese poetry is inveterately ‘lyrical’ must be viewed with extreme caution. At the
same time, given the reformist and modernizing forces of the Meiji period as well as
the work of Shimazaki Tōson in shaping a new modern poetry based on Romantic
lyrical expression, the lyric may in this sense be seen as a foundational genre of the
modern period, with the caveat that it should also be viewed as an invented
tradition.

31

Suzuki, “Gender and Genre,” p. 84, quoting Doi Kōchi (1886-1979).
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Abstract and/or full paper.

A key measure of any play’s potential is its ability to affect those that witness it. The play
and its message must be relevant and challenging to those that will experience it.
This presentation addresses a significant challenge that young playwrights with a narrow
breadth and scope of life experiences often broach when attempting to write their first
plays; finding subject matter of merit that they can relate to and that an audience will care
about.

How do teachers of playwriting lead new playwrights down a path of discovering issues
of import that young writers can then turn into a story of merit, and develop a plot with
characters woven within a theme of equal importance that is able to catch the minds and
hearts of the masses?

The author will present working and in process writing labs and exercises written for both
secondary and college level students that aid new playwrights to discover macro issues of
social, political, religious, economic, and global significance that affect both themselves
and those around them. The author will then present working lessons written to help
young writers develop topics into a plot with believable characters in conflicts and
situations meant to elicit both sympathy and empathy. Finally the author will present
working lesson plans that help students develop their plays using an array of genres,
punctuated with honest dialogue designed to create a universal theme, message or spine.
The lesson plans hinge on tying a vital and significant issue or topic into the basic
mechanics of playwriting.
The implication of helping young playwrights find their voice rests in choosing topics of
significance. Success in doing so generates better plays, which in turn builds confidence
in a young writer’s desire to write for the theatre.
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“More than the Land”: Slipperjack-Farrell’s Honour the Sun

The indigene is often used to present the possibility of nature in a
human form. In the same way, the indigene’s closeness to nature is
used to justify an emphasis on the indigene as the land. In the one,
nature becomes human, in the other, human becomes nature.
(Terry Goldie Fear and Temptation 19)

In Honour the Sun (1987), the first of her six novels, Ruby Slipperjack-Farrell creates
characters whose relationship with nature is a pivotal element of the work. The setting in
a small community amidst the northern Ontario wilderness evokes the protagonist’s,
Owl’s, blissful innocence and bitter experience. This complexity challenges facile efforts
to classify; hence, it is problematic to label Slipperjack-Farrell a nature writer or
pigeonhole the work as environmental literature. Moreover, defining this novel as
environmental literature risks replicating “Texts which represent the indigene as an
emissary of untouched nature and fear the ecological dangers of white technology turn to
the indigene as environmentalist” (Goldie 36). Further, as Robert Nelson notes,
“Generally speaking, literary criticism resists the notion that the land has a life of its own
and tends instead to proceed as though vitality were a quality imposed on the land by
human imagination but not vice-versa” (Place and Vision 8). Slipperjack-Farrell and
many environmental writers do not replicate this anthropocentric view, but posit a more
intimate interrelationship between humans and the land. Slipperjack-Farrell’s novel is a
form of “associational literature,” a term coined by Thomas King, to describe Aboriginal
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literature that has been written by “contemporary Native writers” and “describes a Native
community” and while it may include discussion of non-Natives, it “avoids centring the
story on the non-Native community or a conflict between the two cultures, concentrating
instead on the daily activities and intricacies of Native life and organizing the elements of
plot along a rather flat narrative line that ignores the ubiquitous climaxes and resolutions
that are so valued in non-Native literature” (“Godzilla vs. Post-Colonial” 245). While I
agree that Honour the Sun is “associational literature,” I think that any readers concerned
about the environment may find this work of interest. In discussing Slipperjack-Farrell’s
novel, not as environmental literature, but in relationship to the wider discussions
prevalent in much environmental and nature writing today, I am hoping that a
intercultural dialogue may arise in which diverse readers learn from one another. So I
propose that it is worthwhile to examine this novel in the context of environmental
literature, nature writing, and all literature that discusses the issues we all face today
because although Honour the Sun does not replicate the romanticism evident in early
writing about the environment by colonists recording their experiences in the Americas,
despite the fact that it is not connected to the transcendentalist tradition of environmental
icons like Thoreau, notwithstanding its lack of affinity with the scientific materialism of
some contemporary nature writing, Slipperjack-Farrell’s portrayal of the effect of
wilderness as healing or, to draw a parallel with Thoreau’s term, “tonic” when Owl
learns to “honour the sun” illuminates the relationship between land and narrative from a
new angle. Literature can reflect or reform the world or, as Owl’s diary illustrates, it can
reflect the natural world to facilitate new awareness and perhaps even alter the reader’s
understanding of relations, reminding us that we are a part of, not apart from, Nature.i
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Slipperjack-Farrell writes the land and offers insights into ways humans might better
understand our relationships with the land on which the survival of all depend.
A question that interests me is how writers can write about the land without
romanticizing it, replicating stereotypes or perpetuating clichés. Goldie analyzes the
concept of nature and critiques the “noble savage” and other stereotypes that romanticize
Indigenous peoples. He points out a dangerous identity has been created between the
Indigene and the natural that extends far beyond the stereotype of the “noble savage.”
In his analysis, Goldie points out that this type of binary thinking robs Indigenous
peoples of agency and wonders whether it will “ever allow them to become more than the
land, more than a suitable ground for the cultivation of ‘indigenization’” (40). In his
writings, Thoreau critiques materialism and consumerism, yet has commoditized the
“Indian” by identifying Aboriginal people with nature. Moreover, Thoreau’s critique of
the “civilized man’s” materialism illustrates a flawed assumption, “The view of nature as
alien to the physical requirements of civilization connects to nature as an image of social
liberation” (Goldie 23). In an interview with Hartmut Lutz, Slipperjack-Farrell discusses
her perception of land as history; land, people, oral stories, lifestyle, traditions, and
culture(s) are all interconnected. “Everything is tied to nature. (…) The land, rocks, trees
are part of our history, a part of us” (qtd. in Lutz 207).
The techniques that Slipperjack-Farrell uses to write the land in Honour the Sun attest
to her skill as a writer and a painter. Moreover, she does not romanticize nature, but
shows the protagonist’s developing consciousness. Honour the Sun is the story of
Ojibway girl, nicknamed Owl, who lives in a fictitious northern Ontario community
along the Canadian National (CN) railway line. She tells us “I’ll be in grade four this
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year. I am ten years old, I think” (14). Her uncertainty about her age signals that
chronological, linear time is not important to her or her community because, as she notes,
“We don’t celebrate birthdays” (14).ii Owl writes her diary in English, but she tells us that
she speaks Ojibway with her mother (78).iii The narrative is told in the form of a diary,
“extracted and revised from the diary of the Owl,” and covers her experiences over a
four-year period.iv Time is measured sequentially, but what is important is that all the
entries are marked by changes in Owl’s environment. Entries follow the seasons in
nature. In her interview with Lutz, Slipperjack-Farrell writes, “I stuck to my four seasons.
I wanted that connection there, with the land” (qtd. in Lutz 214). However, the rhythm of
the seasons and the chapters is conspicuously disrupted by the gaps between entries in
chapters 24 (when Owl leaves), 25 (when she’s home from school for Christmas) and 26
(her last summer at home). These omissions signal the time when Owl is away from
home at residential school. Helen Hoy wonders, “How do readings of the gaps as a kind
of narrative violence cohere with the novel’s construction of a different silence, the
calming and instructive silence of the natural world?” (How Should I Read These? 75).
Owl foregrounds the importance of her connection to land and her community because
she does not overtly mention her experiences at residential school. When land and
community are not present, her voice falls silent. She writes in the present tense, which
conveys the sense of immediacy, like an oral story being told to an audience. The present
tense also recalls Thoreau’s exhortation in his journal: “You must live in the present,
launch yourself {on} every wave--find your eternity in each moment” (Journal April 23,
1859).
The twenty-seven entries follow an episodic structure of pivotal people and events in
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her family and community. She describes her experiences picking blueberries, camping,
fishing, trapping, gathering firewood, and attending school in her community. The first
entry begins summer 1962 and ends with the last entry in summer 1968 and the cycles of
the seasons illustrate that “life is a circle” (Slipperjack-Farrell qtd. in Lutz 214). The first
entry provides an introduction to the narrator and her family and the last entry provides
an open ending in which Owl returns to her community, re-affirms it and herself. She
writes, “I always find myself going up this path when I’m feeling lonely or sorry for
myself” (209). Told in the first person point of view, through Owl’s eyes, we are limited
to her perspective, although her interactions with others in her community can widen her
perspective or, as I’ll discuss further on, draw attention to her inexperience. However,
Slipperjack-Farrell conveys the importance of community in her portrait of Owl’s family
and their relations with others.
Slipperjack-Farrell has crafted a fictional narrative – one in which the narrator’s
voice is consistent and the episodic entries are structurally and thematically unified. Each
entry reads like a small vignette or snapshot of Owl’s life and her connection to the land
and her relations. Each usually ends with Owl’s observation that she is glad to be home,
or with her appreciation of nature and her Ojibway community. Scholtmeijer observes
that this “pattern of going away from home and returning occurs frequently in stories by
First Nations women—especially when the home-place is in nature” (This Elusive Land
325). The focus on home and returning to home in the opening and concluding entries in
Owl’s diary affirm community and its importance for survival.
There are several implications of Owl’s diary format for the nature of the
narrative. The consciousness of the narrator is where the “tonic of wilderness” has its
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healing effects. Therefore, the techniques Slipperjack-Farrell uses to illustrate that
consciousness are important. In recounting her experiences, Owl is relatively unaware of
her self, we as readers can perceive her limitations and her self-deceptions, but also her
changing consciousness and maturation. There is the effect of immediacy—the illusion of
being there— of no gap in time between the event and the rendering of it (Abbott 28).
This immediacy is a virtue of non-retrospective writing insofar as it allows an alteration
of the narrator’s point of view over the course of narration. Hence, it can transform the
narration into a kind of action. Here the narration itself, not plot, is character
development. Many authors write in a journal, among other reasons, to explore their
inner self and the illusion of privacy that the journal affords encourages such
introspection. Paradoxically, this introspective writing is a form of extroversion in that
the author, by writing down her thoughts and feelings, externalizes them. In Diary
Fiction: Writing as Action, H. Porter Abbott has a chapter entitled, “Functions of the
Diary Strategy,” in which he outlines some of the characteristics of the diary novel and of
diary fiction. According to Abbott, a diary novel is a “genre” whereas “diary fiction” is
“fiction cast in a diary form” (not a genre) and “all diary novels are diary fiction, but not
all works of diary fiction are diary novels” (15). Abbott points out that “In purporting to
give the truth of a real, not an invented, consciousness, the diary strategy favours a
conception of the real as the artless” (18).
The cover illustration, painted by Slipperjack-Farrell, is a realistic painting of
trees, land, and lake that foreground the natural environment. The overall effect is a quiet
stillness that mirrors the peace and connectedness that Owl experiences in her
observations of nature and later, when she learns to listen to silence.v
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The land and stories/histories are interconnected; the land is the story and history
of the people. Stories are sacred. For example, when Owl is fishing with her mother,
Delia tells “stories about Indians of long ago and the magic people who lived inside the
rock cliffs” (125). Often, Aboriginal people left offerings to these spirits to show respect.
This is another instance of how Slipperjack-Farrell respects sacred oral traditions by
having Owl allude to the story, yet refrain from details. Further, these stories illustrate
Ojibway views of the rock cliffs as sacred, as inhabited by “magic people.” This idea of
the sacredness of all reflects an environmental and ethical worldview that is respectful
and responsible of the earth in all its manifestations.
Through stories and her example, Delia models a non-didactic teaching process in
which Owl must construct her own meaning from her relations, cultural traditions,
observations, and experiences.
Relations are kinship between human beings and also kinship between the human
and the non-human world. Thomas King explains the phrase:
‘All my relations’ is the English equivalent of a phrase familiar to most
Native peoples in North America. (…) a reminder of who we are and of
our relationship with both our family and our relatives. It also reminds us
of the extended relationship we share with all human beings. But the
relationships that Native people see go further, the web of kinship
extending to the animals, to the birds, to the fish, to the plants, to all the
animate and inanimate forms that can be seen or imagined. More than that,
‘all my relations’ is an encouragement for us to accept the responsibilities
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we have within this universal family by living our lives in a harmonious
and moral manner (a common admonishment is to say of someone that
they act as if they have no relations). (All My Relations ix)

The respect for all relations is evident throughout the book, including Delia’s
reminder to Owl: “The sun is just about to come out. When the sun comes over the
horizon, he will see you and be very pleased that you’re all ready to greet him and he will
bless you” (101). Later, when Owl is appreciating the morning sun on a beautiful winter
morn, her mother reminds her, “Honour the Sun for shining on your face and pray it will
acknowledge you and bless you each morning…” (182). But it is not until the end of her
diary that Owl realizes that the full import of the words: “The sun will keep coming up
till the end of time, but the people it shines on are here, then gone. Is that what Mom
meant? What was it she used to say? ‘Honour the Sun, child, just as it comes over the
horizon, Honour the Sun, that it may bless you come another day…” (211). She has
learned to respect nature and all her relations, and not to take them for granted.
In the course of growing up, Owl observes “Nature is friendly and true while our
own kind tears us and leaves us bleeding inside, all in the same space of time” (39). Her
comment makes a distinction between human and non-human nature and suggests that it
is the non-human nature, wilderness, which is beneficial. In doing so, however, the
language Owl uses ascribes human behavioral characteristics to non-human nature,
paradoxically emphasizing the idea of kinship to the nonhuman world while
simultaneously drawing attention to the need to heal the torn and bleeding. The effects of
colonization are evident in the poverty and incidents of tuberculosis in the community
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(81, 145), high rates of alcoholism and resulting violence and abuse that some members
of Owl’s community display towards one another.
Her natural environment is, to borrow Thoreau’s term, the “tonic” that allows Owl
to renew her spirits, confront the anger she feels toward her mother and the conflicting
emotions she experiences as she finds herself attracted but also repelled by the attentions
of boys and men who show an interest in her. In using the term “wilderness” here I am
neither suggesting that the natural environment in which Owl lives is untouched by
humans nor romanticizing it. Rather, I am alluding to Thoreau’s “tonic of wilderness”
here to show how Owl heals herself by attending to the “silence of the natural world”
(Hoy 75). Wilderness does not mean untampered with or out of touch with humans, but
in touch with aspects of the world that are not created by humans. By paying attention to
nature, Owl comes to accept the emotional turmoil she experiences growing up and to
heal and renew her spirit. Owl’s observations of the natural world take her beyond self:
“the warm air gently lifts my breast, filling me, through me, and I become one with the
night, only to emerge again as Me, to honour the sun, in the early morning light” (39).
The web of relations is not only within Owl’s community, but also between generations.
Traditional knowledge is carried from one generation to the next as is evident when Owl
passes on her mother’s reminder to “honour the Sun” to her niece, Cora (199). When her
niece asks her what the words mean, Owl replies “I don’t know” (199), allowing her
niece to come to her own understanding in her own time.
The restorative powers of nature are further illustrated throughout Owl’s diary.
For example, she evokes the sacredness of nature when she compares leaves to a stained
glass window, “leaves almost transparent in the sun, glowing like a stained glass
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window” (61). Frequently, she describes the stillness, the “calm and peaceful” lake (15),
and this stillness renews her and allows her to be at peace. Her attentiveness to her
environment is not only necessary for her physical but also her spiritual survival and
well-being. Paying attention to her environment reminds her to live in the present and
appreciate the beauty and gifts of life, not to take any of it for granted. Owl frequently
daydreams and her observations of the natural world often trigger her curiosity and
imagination, allowing her to entertain new perspectives. For example, she wonders how
the seagull sees the birch and poplar trees “like flowers of gold, orange and yellow,
blooming in a field of green grass” (58). Elsewhere she imagines “being a blackbird”
(39). When she is watching the wind on the lake, she visualizes “invisible giant wings,
gently fanning the water from the west, sometimes from the south, causing the water to
continually gurgle” (59).
From her mother, Owl comes to learn the importance of learning to listen to the
silence within. Her mother tells her “Always listen to the silence. When you feel your
emotions all in turmoil inside you, listen to the silence…” (184). Quieting herself and her
thoughts, Owl learns to enter a stillness she has often observed on the lake and makes
herself pay attention. She now discovers her senses are acutely attuned and hears “my
heart beat, my breathing, a bird chirp from across the bay, Brian breaking branches
somewhere, a slight wind overhead above the trees, a train coming, a dull hum in the air,
and always my heartbeats” (184). What her mother has encouraged Owl to discover for
herself is a meditative practice in which she can renew her mind, body, and spirit.
Near the end of the book, when Owl encounters the Medicine Man, she sits down
in silence next to him and observes: “He is as he always was. I feel his calming presence
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flood my soul, a rushing warmth of completeness, of knowledge undefined, then calming
peace settles over me. I feel like I have just completed a circle; I glance at him thinking
that here the medicine man is one person in total harmony with his world” (210). The
reference to the circle conveys the cyclical seasons and the interconnectedness of all,
non-humans and humans. Owl experiences moments of this harmony when she observes
the natural world, is still, and listens to silence. When she tells the Medicine Man, “It’s
hard to remember the sun on cloudy days when you can’t see it, or hear the stillness when
you’re surrounded by too much noise,” he replies, the sun comes up every morning and
sets again in the evening. Does it care about the clouds? The stillness lasts forever but the
noise can be silenced” (211). It is then that she remembers that she fully comprehends
what Delia and the Medicine Man and nature have taught her: “The sun is always up
there even when you can’t see it and silence is always within you” (211). She has come to
see that she has always had this power to renew her spirit and she can call on it whenever
she chooses.
Land sustains Owl and her community and is integrally interconnected with
traditional knowledge of sustainable hunting and gathering and sacred oral stories. Owl
observes that the Medicine Man collects plants to heal others (91). Throughout her
journal, though, we also see how the natural world heals and renews her both physically
and spiritually. Louis Owens writes, “closeness of vision, reciprocity, and respect are
powerful medicines, the only medicines that may, perhaps, save humanity from itself”
(Mixedblood 236).
“The challenging task of nature or environmental writers,” Slovic writes, “is both
to create an interest in nature among their readers and to impress these readers with the
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necessity of living with the sustainable and long-term vision of our relationship to the rest
of the planet” (26). In Honour the Sun, Slipperjack-Farrell has done just that. Through
her diary entries, Owl records her observations of nature, including non-human and
human nature, and demonstrates the interconnectedness of all. This awareness and
listening to silence reminds her to respect the environment.
Owl affirms the community and land that is her identity, learns from traditional
knowledge and practices, respects and honours all relations, and listens to the silence
within. Through Owl’s words and experiences, Slipperjack-Farrell has offered readers a
model of survival. In drafting, with his wife Tara Cullis, a Declaration of
Interdependence for the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, David Suzuki came to
the realization that “We are the air, we are the water, we are the earth, we are the Sun”
(The Sacred Balance: Rediscovering Our Place in Nature 17). Suzuki’s words reflect an
awareness of interconnections between all relations and suggest that if any of us are to
survive the damages we have done to our environment, then we can benefit from sharing
diverse world, community, and individual views and work together towards a sustainable
and healthy environment.

i

In this respect, I would agree with Slovic’s assertion that “Literature performs a social function and can
be a vehicle for social reform” (26).
ii
Her need to explain this point suggests that she is aware of possible readers of her diary who might not be
familiar with her community and its cultural traditions.
iii
When Lutz asked the author why she didn’t use any Ojibway language in Honour the Sun, SlipperjackFarrell said she “didn’t want to intrude on this girl’s story” (qtd. in Lutz 206).
iv
Thoreau lived on Walden Pond, outside Concord Massachusetts, from the end of March 1845 to
September 1847 (Walden 27, 213). He took another seven years to write Walden, basing much of his
writing on his journals. Reviewing his two-year experiment of living on Walden Pond and writing in
hindsight, he expanded and crafted Walden.
v
Helen Hoy describes Slipperjack-Farrell’s cover as a “photo-realist” painting (HowShould 72). Seen in
this light, the documentary photo-realist painting reinforces Owl’s documentation of her life in her diary
extracts. However, this is not the subject of this paper.
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Intracultural performances within the community help to bring different groups
together. Theatre can play a significant role in providing a wide range of informal
educational qualities for small children and there are significant benefits to be gained by
those who develop theatre experiences for early childhood audiences. This paper is a
case study which focuses on first-year Drama students at Australian Catholic University in
Brisbane who participate in early childhood performances as a valuable part of their early
tertiary theatre experiences. It examines the performances in terms of the opportunities
that they present to the students to engage with their local community. This notion of
‘community’ is somewhat challenging for the students because, although they live in the
same cultural context, very few of them share common interests or experiences with
young children. There is no sense of social cohesion or common identity (Strube et al.
2010, 203). However, the students are open to the creation of performances that will teach
themselves and their young audiences something about the arts and its function in society.
The students’ community contributions offer exciting learning opportunities as they are
required to undertake the research that will assist them to create a worthwhile theatre
experience for the children and then to document this learning by critically evaluating the
efficacy of their learning.
Jeanne Klein argues that ‘children's aesthetics’ and ‘their perceived interpretations
of theatre’ are quite different from the way that adults experience theatrical events (Klein
2005, 41). The first-year students need to think about their own theatre preconceptions
and consider what aesthetic considerations might be important for children. Although on
the surface it may appear that the students are performing for an audience with similar
cultural backgrounds there is little common ground; the intracultural pressures have
created such a vast gap that the task of creating the performance offers interesting
challenges for the first-year students. Post-production feedback clearly indicates this. The
performers from one play produced in 2011 were surprised about how enthusiastically the
children entered into a growling competition with the actors. In rehearsal, they thought this
moment would pass by quickly but in performance they found that the children in the
audience were keen to expand this and growl for much longer than anticipated. The
students had been told in lectures that young children enjoy audience participatory
moments. However, they were unable to understand this until they experienced it for
themselves.
The early childhood performances give students the opportunity to become familiar
with many aspects of theatre production as soon as they enter the program at ACU. The
students experience immediate gains by performing within a community context early in
their tertiary careers. They are not hindered by fears of working in a conventional theatre
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with an adult audience who might be severely critical of their performances. Instead they
are taking their work into a welcoming environment and performing for an interested and
appreciative audience. Certainly, some babies cry when they see strangers, but generally
the children are so excited to see live actors and an interactive show that they are more
forgiving of imperfection than an adult audience might be. The students themselves
acknowledge this with feedback demonstrating that the actors have learned that the
children were excited to have visitors performing in their classrooms and it made them feel
more relaxed as they realised that the children would be forgiving of mistakes or, even
better, not actually notice them as an adult audience might. In this context, the age
difference between the performers and the audience becomes a real bonus. By being
involved in producing a play for a receptive audience the students’ confidence in their own
abilities is enhanced. At the end of the performances you can see the children idolising the
actors; they become stage door junkies hanging on the actors’ every word. The ego boost
that this experience gives the students is obvious.
Vygotsky’s theory of the zone of proximal development offers useful tools for
analysing what happens during the process of creating these performances as students
are ‘able to copy a series of actions which surpass his or her own capacities’ by emulating
the work produced by those around them (cited in Hedegaard 1996, 11). By scaffolding
students’ immersion in the theatrical experience the task appropriately enables students’
participation. The social interaction of Drama students is fundamental to the discipline in a
tertiary context. Constructivism provides a theoretical framework to understand the
learning that is possible through the physical and social engagement of performance
students. Stucky and Wimmer suggest that a Vygotskian approach encourages students to
‘be involved in constructing their own learning’ (Stucky and Wimmer 2002, 6). Whilst they
might lack the polished theatre skills of a professional troupe of actors, the students can
learn from each other as they go along and they can share their newly honed skills with a
new generation of theatre learners.
Producing plays can be time consuming and not all students have the same
commitment to Drama as a Major student has. Unfortunately this leads to significant
differences between the commitments to the rehearsal process. I have tried to devise
ways to cope with the apathetic student, the over-worked student and the Facebookaddicted. This performance provides an adequate introduction to essential dramatic skills
for those students who are time poor because the pressures of their work places or
families do not allow them to commit to an extensive rehearsal process. My challenge,
however, has been to create this task in a way that the students who are passionate about
Drama, and have a deep desire to produce exemplary work, are also able to be satisfied
by being involved with the assessment task. The way I have moulded the assessment
allows the students to commit to the process to the level that suits their lifestyle while still
being able to produce work that is of an acceptably high standard. Young children are
equally as happy to sing their favourite nursery rhymes and join in basic dances with the
performers as they are to see a highly refined performance with clever use of high tech
effects, elaborate set and wonderful costumes. In essence, the students can choose to
meet the criteria at a passing level simply by giving an animated prepared reading of a
story. To achieve higher results they are required to demonstrate a working knowledge of
theatre processes. It is worth looking at the rehearsal process in greater detail to
demonstrate what the students are supposed to be learning by using their bodies in this
particular performance context.
The pedagogical approach to performance development begins with role-playing.
The students are required to pretend to be children listening to stories being read to them.
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I demonstrate appropriate methods of enthusiastically reading to children and I encourage
interaction with the action in the books. The students are required to reflect on their own
notions of ‘childhood’ and undertake research which will help them to develop a clear
understanding of what this age group might enjoy watching. Typically the students are
immediately drawn to one story or rhyme and they are encouraged to join like-minded
people to start the workshop process. In small groups, consisting of three to six students,
they select the story which most appeals to them and initial planning commences.
In the second rehearsal the students engage in a variety of improvisational games.
One activity which typically develops into the skeleton of the performances requires the
students to tell their story or nursery rhyme using five freeze frames. When these are
shown to the class the other students provide feedback on the effectiveness of the bodies
in the space. They focus in particular on trying to make the bodies be more expressive.
Developing a heightened sense of physicality is linked with creating a more interesting and
engaging visual stage picture. Further experimentation and exaggeration of bodies is
encouraged before the students are allowed to add narrative elements to the stage
pictures. Movement is still prohibited so they must continue to find the most emblematic
ways to position their bodies on the stage. During the ensuing workshop performance and
peer feedback session the students will predictably claim that they are feeling frustrated
because they cannot explore the details of the story. They are then permitted to include an
additional five freeze frames on the proviso that they add significant details to the
established framework of the ‘scene’. Many of the groups are nearing an acceptable
performance standard by the end of this rehearsal.
What follows then is a rehearsal devoted to amplifying the critical moments in the
stories and developing a strategic use of stage techniques to both entertain and educate
the young audience members. Matthew Reason (2010) argues that theatre plays a role in
providing a wide range of informal educational qualities ‘such as enhancing creativity,
communication, personal development, developing communication skills and increased
overall achievements’ (p. 6). The students explore this educative role of theatre and try to
develop moments which enhance the experience for the audience. They are encouraged
to include what British playwright, David Wood, calls ‘suddenlies’ during their
performances (Wood 1997, 38). Suddenlies are moments that surprise or delight the
audience and, as a children’s playwright, Wood recommends at least three of them per
page of text. The students often introduce features such as musical interludes to
underscore the action, a moment of crisis for the main character, or they directly ask the
audience to participate in the action. In one play the actors were pretending to be babies at
the beach. They were very disappointed that they could not go swimming without a
supervising adult. One baby spotted a teacher in the audience and asked her to be the life
guard and invited all of the children in the audience to go for a swim. Suddenlies such as
this provide interest and excitement for the children and encourage their active
engagement in the performance. Post-show question time on this occasion was dominated
by the children’s enjoyment of seeing a much-loved teacher on the stage. There are
several pedagogical points of interest functioning simultaneously here. Apart from the
presentation of the swim-safety lesson that teaches children to only go swimming when an
adult is present, the children also learn how to interact with a live performance and find
ways to identify with characters on stage.
The students need to embrace the intracultural distances that might lie between
them and their young audiences. By going into the community the students are forced to
learn how to communicate with others. Learning in a community context separates
students from the conventional hierarchical lecturer/student dichotomy. It empowers the
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students to exhibit their own creativity in a real world context. For this to occur, the
students need to undertake research of their own to establish what will be suitable for their
performances in this particular community context.
Throughout rehearsals students were engaged in a wide variety of performancemaking endeavors. The required research which strengthened each performance piece
was integral to the development of each actor’s knowledge and creativity. The students
compile resources such as children’s poems and songs, simple dance steps that can be
easily taught to small children and hand-made puppets which can all be integrated into the
stories. Some students choose to collect resources which will be distributed amongst the
children to help them to participate in the performance. For example, in 2011 one group
created a secret party bag featuring bubbles, beads, streamers and wands which were
used to help the children enter the magical underwater world created by the performers.
Their research helps the first-year students to develop both their creativity and critical
thinking skills which will subsequently be useful in future theatrical enterprises. Through
this work they learn ways to tailor their performances to the needs and interests of
perspective audiences. If they previously had no knowledge of what children like to see on
stage then this research will guide their creative development.
Not only do the students need to work on the creative side of the performance but
they also need to take control of technical considerations. For those who want to
participate in community theatre endeavours after university, they will not necessarily have
professionally equipped theatre spaces to rely on for performances. It is useful, therefore,
for them to gain experience working out how to manage the backstage workings of their
performance. They need to devise a free-standing portable set that can easily be moved
into a classroom. They also need to arrange for an appropriate vehicle to transport the
equipment; if a van or trailer is unavailable then they need to re-think their original design.
Given that the performances take place in classrooms with no blackout facilities then it is
strongly recommended that lighting be avoided. Some students are also musicians who
wish to contribute a live musical accompaniment while others choose to play pre-recorded
music. Either way arrangements need to be made to ensure the safe delivery of the
equipment to and from the venue.
The practice of leading students towards a community-based performance, away
from the familiar university precinct provides a motivational impetus for the students to
create better work. They focus their attention on providing a quality performance
experience for the children. Following what David Wood (1997) espouses, they understand
that children’s theatre ‘is not simplified adult theatre; it has its own dynamics and its own
rewards. Quality theatre for children is valuable in that it opens the door for children to a
new world of excitement and imagination’ (5). Having an opportunity to participate in
creating this ‘new world of excitement’ is a valuable learning experience in its own right.
Nadine Holdsworth argues that ‘young people must have access to, and creative
engagement in, local spatialities if they are to develop skills of effective citizenship’
(Holdsworth 2007, 296). While Holdsworth was particularly referring to open public spaces
such as parks, her arguments are equally valid when talking about cultural spaces. By
giving the ACU students an authentic space to produce their work and an enthusiastic
audience to engage with the performance, the possibilities for experiential learning through
placing the body in this new space are enabled. The cultural space provided within the
educational institutions enables new forms of knowledge to be experienced by the novice
performers plus it encourages the novice audience members to participate in an arts
context. This mutually beneficial arrangement empowers both groups of students to
engage with the arts. Holdsworth explains that ‘spaces and spatialities can contribute to
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the formation of new meanings and identities’ (296). By going into the early childhood
learning spaces the students are honing their civic skills; they are sharing their sense of
being a part of the same community as the children. Participation in this performance lays
the foundations for effective citizenship.
A week prior to the performance, the students must present a full dress rehearsal.
The audience consists of other students from the class. After each performance the
audience provides feedback. Suggestions for improvement are equally as welcome as
praise for good work. Usually during the dress rehearsals it becomes apparent that several
of the groups have not prepared adequately for the performance. In 2011, I had one group
which did not understand what a dress rehearsal was and they had not written their script
or rehearsed anything at all. The dress rehearsal for such students is revelatory. These
under-performing groups find the creative impetus to go back to the drawing board and
radically re-work their material. And, for the record, my problem group in 2011 worked
extraordinarily hard after they missed the dress rehearsal and they produced a wonderful
performance on the day.
Student enrolments dictate the number of performances each year. In 2011 there
were eight different performances held over two weeks. The students chose to perform to
either extremely young children at a child care centre or early childhood pupils from a
primary school. At St Paul’s Lutheran Child Care Centre in Nundah, Brisbane, the students
performed four performances during the first week for babies as young as six weeks of
age to pre-school children as old as five. In the second week, the students performing at
St. Margaret’s Anglican Girls’ School in Ascot, Brisbane, encountered pupils aged between
four and eight years. By using the model of presenting a play almost every day, the team
was able to create a whirlwind of excitement for the children who loved to be taken away
from their everyday routines and immersed in performance for a week. They were always
appreciative audiences and this alleviated a lot of the stress that newcomers to
performance work often feel. Once they begin performing the students realise that the
children want to love them and they want to engage with the play.
Students are required to keep a reflective learning journal which can be a useful
way for them to cement their understanding of the intracultural concepts that they have
been grappling with during the rehearsal process. By documenting exactly what goes on in
the rehearsal room and during a performance, the students have the opportunity to turn
their experiences into deep learning. By carefully chronically what they did and how they
did it, the students develop a more comprehensive self-awareness and help to create a
meaningful context for their learning by defining exactly how they respond to new
information, new relationships within the group, and their own thoughts & feelings about
creating a performance for small children. By reflecting on the attitudes and beliefs that
this type of reflection generates, the students can develop a sophisticated understanding
of their experiences. Often their ideas or feelings have a significant impact on their ability
to succeed in their future participation in theatre and if they have the opportunity to reflect
in a meaningful way on what they do and what others in their group do then they can
develop a more sophisticated way of producing theatre in the future.
The early childhood performance assessment task has broad reaching pedagogical
benefits for beginning tertiary drama students. The students’ own reflective pieces
demonstrate that this learning is negligible when compared to the learning benefits that
they have facilitated for their young audiences. Nundah is a low socio-economic area and
it is possible that some of the children attending St. Paul’s have never been taken to a live
performance before. This performance experience provides my students with the means to
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influence the lives of others. Many of them come from backgrounds where going to the
theatre was a part of their daily lives and they found it impossible to imagine that there
were children who might miss out on such experiences. In a column from The Guardian,
Philip Pullman stated that ‘children need to go to the theatre as much as they need to run
about in the fresh air. They need to hear real music played by real musicians on real
instruments as much as they need food and drink. They need to read and listen to proper
stories as much as they need to be loved and cared for’ (Pullman 2004). This assessment
task provides an opportunity for the students to create a rich introduction to the arts for
children who might not otherwise enjoy the experiences that the performers themselves
had previously taken for granted. By encouraging young adults to take the theatre into the
community to an entirely different sub-cultural group, they learn to value both the arts and
the opportunity to share their skills with others.
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ABSTRACT
This paper demonstrates the process (and the final product) of graduate teachers’ ePortfolio work after
a 4‐year teacher‐training program at a Music faculty at an Australian University. A “Profiler” containing
the graduate teacher professional standards recognised by the NSW Institute of Teachers ‐ the seven
elements of teaching and their components ‐ was integrated into the University’s mandated ePortfolio
system for the students to access. As this university degree is recognised by the NSW Institute of
Teachers it was important that students linked their achievements throughout their tertiary study to the
seven key elements of teaching outlined by the Institute. The profiler allowed students to clearly make
these links in their ePortfolios, meaning at the completion of the degree, they had a professional
ePortfolio to present to a potential employer with evidence of meeting graduate teacher standards as
stipulated.
At the time of introducing the ePortfolio system into the music education degree the degree itself was
undergoing substantial remodelling, this made the situation complex with more issues to deal with
especially when planning for ePortfolios to be compulsory for students throughout the whole degree. As
this research project proceeded issues and challenges that were not originally expected developed. The
process of integrating ePortfolios into existing Units of Study and how ePortfolios can be utilised to
demonstrate students’ music and teaching abilities outside university contexts were some of the main
challenges that have been the focus of the project. There have also been other issues which have been
cause for consideration such as, ePortfolios as response to government imposed teacher ‘accreditation’
expectations, ePortfolios as demonstration of student multiple identities and students’ difficulties
relating to technology.

Examples of students’ ePortfolios will be examined in this presentation to demonstrate how they met
the challenges and were able to document their teacher training learning journey successfully.
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Modernity, Fear and 9/11 Conspiracy Theories, a Rational Attempt to Explain the Irrational

The score was tied in extra innings when New York Mets’ outfielder Daniel Murphy, stepped into
the batter’s box to face Philadelphia Phillies reliever Ryan Madson.1 As Madson took the sign from his
catcher, an unusual buzz grew in the crowd.

Clutching their smart phones and blackberries, fans

excitingly shared, "Did you hear, he's dead!" "Who, what you're talking about!" "We got him, he’s
dead!” Instantly a cheer of USA , USA! irrupted among the 45,713 present because Osama bin Laden the
“evil mastermind” behind Al Qaeda, the group responsible for the 9/11 attacks, finally had been brought
to justice. But not everybody participated in that party. Conspiracy theorists (CT) who believe that the US
government either intentionally let the attacks happen or actually planned and executed them, boldly
stated in one website, “We are pleased that Osama bin Laden is no longer an issue distracting people from
the solid evidence and physics of how the Twin Towers and Building 7 were demolished on 9/11. We
believe it’s time for our country to turn its focus to following the scientific evidence and finding the real
perpetrators of 9/11.”2 (emphasis added)
CT are not alone, indeed a significant number of Americans believe that bin Laden was not the
perpetrator of 9/11 or at worst, he was just a patsy.3 In 2006, a Zogby poll revealed that 42% of
Americans believed that there had been some kind of cover-up and the 9/11 Commission report concealed
information of intentional US government complicity in the attacks. The purpose of this analysis is not to
attack the legitimacy of 9/11 CT claims because their theories have already been thoroughly debunked.4
Rather, the question presented is why substantial numbers of otherwise reasonable thinking Americans
readily believe these outrageous unsupported allegations of US government involvement.

The standard

explanations for the creation and maintenance of conspiracy theories simply do not apply to 9/11 CT
making it imperative to explore new rationalizations. I submit that the explanation for this baffling
incongruity lies in the individual’s reaction to an unprecedented stress event.

Essentially when the pre-

attack cognition of “I am safe” juxtaposed with the post attack realization of “I am not safe,” this caused
a considerable degree of mental conflict or cognitive dissonance. To relieve this uncomfortable mental
state, CT concocted scenarios necessary to reestablish their core safety belief.

Succinctly, if one were

to conclude that Osama bin Laden and his cohorts were responsible for 9/11, then one must also conclude
that the US government and military apparatus cannot keep them safe in a very risky world. If Bush and
his government are blamed for intentionally turning the safety system off or actually participating in
the attacks, then upon their removal and/or exposure the system regains its previous efficacy, safety is
restored and all is well.
1. It Just Doesn't Fit
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The considerable number of 9/11 conspiracy theorists is especially baffling because the standard
accepted explanations their beliefs do not fit. Richard Hofstadter, a major contributor in the conspiracy
field, coined the phrase "paranoid style of thinking" to explain the prevalence of conspiracy theorists in
modern society. The conspiracy theorist "sees the world in apocalyptic terms — he traffics in the birth
and death of whole worlds... what is at stake is always a conflict between absolute good and absolute
evil."5 Hofstadter’s explanation simply does not explain 9/11 conspiracy theory. Under his “paranoid
thought” analysis, the external, foreign and alien Osama bin Laden fits the “great evil” role far better than
George Bush. Prior to 9/11, Al Qaeda already well earned it enemy status.6 The fact that the obvious
perpetrator, Bin Laden, under Hofstadter's well accepted theory is not accepted by 9/11 conspiracy
theorists make the genesis of their beliefs especially intriguing.
Philosopher Paul Potter offers a different explanation than Hofstadter instead he opines that CT
believers are uncomfortable with the unintended consequences of political or social action, and as a result
they create a narrative where all consequences must be intended by someone. Therefore, instead of
chaos, there is the preset belief that events, especially important ones, are caused by intentional actions.7
Similarly, author David Aronvitch argues that the need to “attribute human agency to significant events is
powerful and blame allocation leads to culpable predictability.”8 However, Professor Cass Sunstein
correctly counters that in regards to 9/11, “conspiracy theorists go wrong not by positing intentional
actors, but by misidentifying them."9

Thus, this theory also comes up short because the quest to find an

intentional narrative does not explain the choice of the Bush administration as opposed to Al Qaeda as the
perpetrator.
Another accepted explanation is that conspiracy arguments become widely accepted when they
simply explain otherwise ambiguous evil. According to Professor David Zarefsky, CT "identify agents
(usually outsiders) with a clear motive to afflict society."10 This theory fails because there is no question
that between bin Laden, and Bush, bin Laden is clearly the “outsider.” 11
Still others explain that CT offer simple solutions to very complicated anomalous situations,
however 9/11 conspiracy theories, are inapposite. 12 According to the bipartisan 9/11 Commission report,
the evidence supporting Al Qaeda as the perpetrator is simple and clear.13 However, if the US
government intentionally caused or let the attacks occur "then covering their tracks requires an ever
widening conspiracy theory, in which the 9/11 commission, congressional leaders, the FBI, and the media
were participants or dupes of the conspiracy."14 In addition, this conspiracy must also includes lowerlevel members of government, physicians, DNA specialists, medical examiners, military (somebody had
to take the real passengers off the planes and replace them with whatever they were replaced with)
contractors (somebody had a place all those bombs in the World Trade Center!), actors (they were the
ones using voice replication software during all those flight 93 phone calls!) clerks and a multitude of
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others. The incredible complexity of the narrative offered by of the 9/11 CT and the uncountable number
of necessary co-conspirators, undoubtedly render this version far more complicated than the 9/11
Commission’s conclusion identifying Al Qaeda as the responsible party
Therefore because the major explanations for conspiracy theorists do not apply to the 9/11 CT,
another explanation must be proffered.
2. The Safety Principle
Dr. Abraham Maslow postulated that humans are motivated by hierarchy of five basic needs
where each individual's needs must be satisfied before they can progress to the highest level of selfactualization.15 After sustenance, safety and security (defined as freedom from threats, peace and physical
safety) is at the core of human needs.16 Once the physiological needs are met, safety directed actions
become "almost exclusive organizers of behavior, recruiting all the capacities of the organism in their
service, and we may then fairly describe the whole organism as a safety-seeking mechanism.”17 In
regards to positive degree of safety, the US citizen is unique. Almost everywhere else on the planet,
individual safety has been threatened with constant territorial wars between nations or tribes. US citizens,
however enjoy a safer narrative, whether it's more perceived than real. President George W. Bush
articulated this perception when he stated, prior to September the 11th, "We used to be able to sit back
here in America and feel safe and confident, because there's two vast oceans to protect us from potential
enemies." 18 However, 9/11 shattered this happy perception of safety. A poll conducted immediately
after 9/11 revealed that 71% of Americans feared additional attacks . A 2006 poll revealed 39% of
Americans now felt less safe than prior to September 11, 2001.19 These numbers are impressive in light
of the fact that post 9/11, the US military expenditures escalated from approximately $300 billion a year
to a high of $700 billion in 2011. Thus, despite extravagant expenditure, the pre-9/11 illusion of safety
remained rocked.
3. Modernity-the outsourcing of safety
The need for safety is essential but how it is met is critical to this analysis.

According to

Anthony Giddens, one of the unique aspects of modern times or “modernity” is that it demands the
individual to trust in disimbedded (his term for entities usually unknown and outside the locality) expert
systems. Because of new catastrophic and apocalyptic dangers, the modern individual lives in “a risk
society” where the “scale of destructive power of the weaponry now diffused across the world is
massively greater than ever existed before." 20 21 Unable to ensure his own safely, the individual trusts in
government experts because "The promise of modernity…is that risk can be assessed and controlled by
expert knowledge, or at least procedures put in place to minimize risk.”22 Therefore, "there is a belief that
experts can find social and technological solutions for major problems and that rational thought,
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especially science, still offers the best sources of long-term security.”23 In a word, safety, a critical need
in a very dangerous world, has been outsourced.
4. The Genesis of 9/11 CT
The sudden violent attacks of 9/11 shattered America's illusion of “outsourced” safety and the
psychological sequelae of posttraumatic stress disorder and its resulting cognitive dissonance became the
seed, if not the fuel of the CT movement. The attacks on 9/11 are unique to American history because
nothing in the nation's past parallels its singular shock, horror, obsessive media coverage, and threat to
safety.24 Some might argue that the nation’s reaction to Pearl Harbor presented a similar situation,
however the comparison fails. For one, on December 7, 1943, Hawaii was not part of the United States.
Of course American interests were attacked at the time, but not the homeland which remained safe
throughout the war. Secondly, in 1943, the media coverage and technology to disseminate information
cannot even compare to what was available after 9/11/2001. 25 Finally, although the popular expression
"September 11, changed everything" might be hyperbole, there is no question that its effect was profound
both at the time of the incident and to present day. Immediately after the attacks, the NFL, which played
the weekend when John F. Kennedy was assassinated, postponed its games for one week as did Major
League Baseball and most college football teams.26 The New York Stock Exchange, the Chrysler
building and numerous major corporations closed for the day, even Broadway went dark for two days.27
The issue then becomes the nature of the psychological effect caused by this profound trauma and how
did/does it impact upon the formulation of 9/11 conspiracy theories.
A) Trauma - Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Local and National
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is defined as “an anxiety disorder that can occur after
someone experiences a traumatic event that caused intense fear, helplessness, or horror. PTSD can result
from personally experienced traumas (e.g., rape, war, natural disasters, abuse, serious accidents, and
captivity) or from the witnessing or learning of a violent or tragic event.”28 Somatic manifestations of
stress following natural and man-made disasters are common in PTSD.29 The psychological effects after
disasters involving violence are usually more intense. It is well recognized that “Natural disasters are
often considered acts of god that strike without preference target or malice. Conversely, terrorism which
involves the volition of human perpetrators, is intentional personal and hateful- thus much more difficult
to assimilate psychologically.”30 The ultimate psychological effect of the traumatic event will often
depend upon its duration and predictability. The trauma of 9/11 was compounded because not only was
the attack itself totally unexpected by the average citizen, but also because it was completely inapposite to
their pre-existing safety cognitions.
Indeed the effects of the attacks were dramatic. A poll conducted 5 to 10 weeks post 9/11
studying the level of event related psychological stress revealed that “7.5% of adults living near the
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World Trade Center reported symptoms consistent with posttraumatic stress disorder and 9.7 reported
symptoms consistent with major depression.”31 Another study conducted 6 months thereafter revealed
that related current probable PTSD was 1.5 and the prevalence of subsyndromal PTSD was 5.3 percent.
According to the researchers, "extrapolating to the total adult population of New York City, we found that
approximately 91,000 persons met the criteria for probable PTSD and that 322,000 persons met the
criteria for subsyndromal PTSD after September 11.32
PTSD was not just limited to New Yorkers. Studies revealed that individuals thousands of miles
away from “Ground Zero” suffered significant 9/11 related posttraumatic stress symptoms. One study
found a “direct causal relation between greater levels of exposure to news media coverage of the events of
9/11 and increased reports of stress and of strong emotional responses to the impact of the event.33 The
significant conclusion reached here is that PTSD was just not limited to New Yorkers, who obviously had
a unique relationship with the event, but rather it reached across the country because of the extensive
media coverage and the emotional and often incredibly dramatic nature of the information they were
repeatedly provided.
Because the trauma of 9/11 continues to the present day due to repeated airport security breaches,
plots real and imagined and increased security alerts (real or politically motivated), "feelings of alarm
vulnerability and helplessness” remain.34 This continuing trauma is significant because PTSD becomes a
persistent condition when individuals continue to process the original trauma because of serious current
threats.35

According to Dr. Sandro Galea, because of the unique historical nature of the attack, its

intentional cause, extensive loss of life, property damage, and widespread financial strain, “the
psychological sequelae in New York City are substantial and will be long-lasting."36
The significance of PTSD is that it illustrates the incredible stress level experienced by a
significant number of US citizens when their illusion of safety was shattered. It is well-known that in a
patient suffering from PTSD, "The perceived threat also motivates a series of behavioral and cognitive
responses that are intended to reduce perceived threat and distress in the short term."37 How the
individual coped with the stress caused by the fundamental belief conflict between initially believing “I’m
safe” and then confronting the possibility of “I’m not safe” is critical in explaining the genesis of 9/11
conspiracy theories.
B) The Ramifications of Trauma, Cognitive Dissonance
Psychologist Leon Festinger opined that individuals confronted with information inconsistent
with their pre-existing thoughts attempt first to rationalize the conflicting material. If the internal
rationalization is not successful, then that individual suffers uncomfortable cognitive dissonance (CD).
To relieve this negative psychological state, the individual either changes his initial view or “adjusts” the
new conflicting information resulting in the dissipation of the painful dissonance and the reestablishment
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of happy consonance (Festinger’s word for consistency.)38 The relevance of Festinger’s theory to this
discussion arises from the individual's attempts to eliminate dissonance caused by the attacks. Or in other
words, information concerning the identity of the perpetrators and method of the attacks is "refitted" to
best serve and support the initial cognition of safety previously discussed. For CD to a manifest several
factors must be present;
1) The initial belief must be one of significant magnitude. According to Festinger, dissonance
becomes significant only if the preexisting belief concerned an important issue. As we learned previously,
a belief in one's safety is always of significant magnitude, and that because of technology, degree of risk,
globalization, and complexity the individual must trust experts to meet this need .
2) The initial belief must be sufficiently specific and sufficiently concerned with the real world
so that events may unequivocally refute the belief. Unfortunately the attacks of 9/11 were quite real
world and unquestionably and unequivocally refuted the belief that the US was safe from foreign attack.
3) The individual believer must have social support for their beliefs that decreases dissonance. “It
is unlikely that one isolated believer could withstand the kind of disconfirming evidence that has been
specified. If, however, the believer is a member of a group of convinced persons who can support one
another, the belief may be maintained and the believers may attempt to proselytize or persuade
nonmembers that their belief is correct.” A review of the poll data stated above, or a trip to any
bookstore or an entry of “9/11 conspiracy theories” in any search engine will confirm that the 9/11
conspiracy movement is robust.39 Therefore all factors necessary for the formation of CD after the 9/11
attacks are present.40
It is necessary to appreciate the deafening level of dissonance suffered after the 9/11 attacks to
understand its psychological effect. When the U.S. was attacked in Pearl Harbor the perpetrator, the
sovereign powerful nation of Japan, possessed a powerful technologically advanced military as aptly
demonstrated during their previous invasion of China. The Japanese government consisted of established
leaders, and political processes and their goals were decipherable. It was never Japan's goal to destroy the
United States. Although Pearl Harbor was devastating; the opponent was formidable and recognizable
thus a defeat at their hands albeit bitter, was comprehensible and limited. Alternatively what is Al Qaeda?
The common misconception was/is that their leadership consists of uneducated Arabs living in caves.41
Further, other than some loosely trained "operatives," Al Qaeda possesses no army or land, their leaders
are shadowy and they are nowhere at the same time they could be everywhere. Unlike Japan in the 1940s,
Al Qaeda’s military power is of no comparison to that of the US. Japan wanted national resources and the
ability to further strengthen their economy, Al Qaeda wants to destroy America and the Western way of
life. A popular expression immediately after the attacks was” let's bomb those bastards," but this makes
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sense only if the attacker is a recognizable entity such as Japan in World War II, however, with an
amorphous enemy, where do you bomb and whom?
If one blames Al Qaeda for the attacks, than one must accept the realistic possibility that
ANYBODY coming from ANYWHERE can successfully attack the US. If a perceivably backward,
feeble, external, uncontrollable and unknowable enemy such as Al Qaeda is given credit for the attacks
and their execution then absolutely “I am not safe” and the resulting dissonance in light of the magnitude
of the preexisting safety belief is thunderous. This stressful conception, for many, is too difficult to
accept and, as a result, Al Qaeda as the cause of 9/11 is dismissed and instead George Bush the
controllable, internal, knowable replaceable entity is blamed.
It is not just national security comfort that is at stake, under modernity the safety need was
outsourced to experts. As stated by Giddens, when experts fail, "what is in question is not only the limits
of, or the gaps in, expert knowledge, but an inadequacy which compromises the very idea of expertise."42
Take a moment to understand the enormity of this proposition, if experts can't be trusted then how can the
individual trust the safety of medicine, products, buildings, cars, trains, elevators, bridges, airplanes, etc.
Under this premise it would be a miracle if the individual could get out of bed in the morning light of the
incredible risks faced. However if on 9/11 George Bush turned that powerful security system off by
issuing "stand down" orders or even participated in the attacks, then without Bush the omnipotent
security system still exists and the individual’s belief in “I am safe” is unchallenged . In almost poetic
application, as a result of 9/11 CT thinking, dissonance is solved, consonance is restored and the essential
need of safety remains filled.

Conclusion
It would be beyond hubris to suggest that THE genesis of all 9/11 CT thought is cognitive
dissonance set in motion by the unique stress and threat to safety caused by the 9/11 attacks, however, in
light of the large number of 9/11 CT and the failure of traditional theories to explain such a phenomena,
this new explanation should receive serious consideration and further study.
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Short Abstract
The aim of this paper is to discuss the importance of objects in the life of people who endured
extreme life situations like surviving the Holocaust or lost loved ones in the attacks on the
World Trade Center in New York, September 2001.
Long Abstract
Material culture has several meanings and has played a significant role in ethnological and
anthropological research. Humans are surrounded by objects and many of these are so
commonplace that they are barely noticeable but nevertheless are charged with emotions and
stories that account for something important. In this paper the focus is on the relation between
humans and objects. It is an examination of objects that help people to adjust to life again
after flight and survival. With inspiration from the classical theory of rites of passage, the
perspective is expanded to include positional changes and movements in a more general
sense. In a catastrophe people are wrenched from life as they know it and in the next phase
find themselves on a journey, in transit or in transition between what they have left behind
and a security as yet to be created. It is in this in-between or liminal phase that the individual
is most vulnerable - nothing is as it was and what is to come is shrouded in mystery. The latter
phase, integration, means that the search or journey is complete and that the individual has
found balance in life and, with that, their place in the world. The aim is to show how simple
things can be vital for people trying to find coherence and meaning in life. The focus is on
what objects meant for those forced to flee from Nazism and for those who lost relatives in
the attack on the World Trade Center September 2001.

--Things, objects, gadgets, artifacts, large or small, extravagant, beautiful as well as ugly, are
components of our daily lives. From the minute we get out of bed until we go to sleep again
we interact with different things. The clothes we put on, the toothbrush, coffee cup, toaster,
refrigerator, door handle and key we use the train we ride and the roads we use to get to work.
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Man has designed and made most of the things, things in turn stimulate man. We do not think
that much about it, first when something is out of work or not there when we want to use it,
we get aware of the importance of things. Things sometimes are more than useful, practical or
beautiful possessions; they can be important life savers, best friends and a connection to the
past and a link to the present and the future.
This paper is about people and the materiality of life crises, a study of objects relevant to
some people who have experienced dramatic changes in their lives. I interviewed survivors of
the Holocaust and people who lost loved ones in the attacks on the World Trade Center. It is
about people in the proximity of death and how their way back to life goes thorough things.
I had a son in the south tower and a daughter in the World Financial Center across the street (conversation with
Anne Mulderry, September 8th 2006).

These are the words uttered by Anne Mulderry, a woman who lost her son in the attacks on
the World Trade Center September 11th, 2001. Sitting next to each other at Trinity Church in
lower Manhattan, only a couple of meters away from where the World Trade Center had been,
she tells me about the strange feeling to have survived her youngest child. Anne remembers
exactly what she did in the morning of Tuesday September 11th 2001. She was at the post
office to pick up a package when she got to know that something happened in New York City.
She lived upstate New York, but two of her children worked in New York City. As soon as
she was at home, she listened to the messages on her telephone answering machine, to maybe
get an understanding what had happened.
The first one was from my son Stephen, saying good-bye and I love you. The second one from my
daughter’s fiancée, his voice was frantic and he asked: ‘Anne, have you heard from Amy, I don’t know
where she is’ (conversation with Anne Mulderry, September 8th 2006).

She did still not really understand what was going on, but there sitting close to the phone, her
daughter Amy called her to say she was fine, but also to inform her that in fact, the World
Trade Center had collapsed.
How to be happy about the one alive while longing for the one that is dead? Thinking the only person that
matters is the one dead. I loved this child especially, I love all my children, but he was special, always
laughing, trying to cheer every one up in all situations. I had a great many laughs with him, I think of it a
lot, they did good. I did love him, my child is dead and I am alive (conversation with Anne Mulderry,
September 8th 2006).

The weeks and months that followed were hard but speaking about Stephen with her family
did her well. She kept his apartment, in the beginning because she could not stop hoping that
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he might come back but later because she wanted everyone to go there, live with his things
and say goodbye.
One brother, Andrew, flew from Boston to New York and stayed in Stephen’s apartment. I told him to do
so, ‘go some days, sleep in his bed, smell your brother and take something with you home’. Andrew went
to the closet, got out a shirt, put it on and in the pocket found a ticket to the Michael Jackson concert his
brother went to the day before, September 10th. That was actually the shirt he used the day before …
(conversation with Anne Mulderry, September 8th 2006).

She did so herself and she also kept the clothes he used while working on her house.
He took off his painting clothes before going to a Red Sox game in Boston, and told me: ‘I am putting
those in your bedroom, just leave them there because I’m coming back.’ And there they are, still and
today (conversation with Mulderry, September 8th 2006).

Everything he touched, she told me, was important to her and especially the message on the
answering machine was very important; she played it over and over and over again. In
November 2001, Anne was informed that they had found remains of her son, some tissue and
parts of his jawbone. She says she was quite shocked about the news, but she was glad to
know that she did not have to look for him anymore; she now knew he really was dead.
One of the things that helped me adjust, I held his bones in my hand. His father did not want to hold the
bones but for me it was important, it is an interesting thing to do, I don’t know what drove me, but it
made me glad to feel him (conversation with Anne Mulderry, September 8th 2006).

There is power in things, Anne said before we parted.

Roald Hoffmann, Nobel Laureate in Chemistry 1981, born in Poland, survived the Holocaust
hidden in a schoolhouse. He was seven years old when he was freed; his father and most of
his family were killed by the Nazis. His mother, Clara, managed to save some things, a pair of
compasses that had belonged to Roald’s father Hillel Saffran, who was an engineer, a
notebook, some pictures. After the liberation they returned to their former home, only to find
other people, neighbors living in their house, using their furniture and surrounded by their
things. Most of the Jewish population was murdered, so Clara decided to leave. They lived in
several Displaced Person’s camps, in Czechoslovakia, Austria and Germany and eventually,
in 1949 arrived in the United States. Finally, as a twelve year old boy he started school, and
for the first time in his life, he owned a book.
I met him in his office at Cornell where he is a professor in chemistry. His office is
filled with pictures and both small and large things. We speak about things in general, but also
about some things in particular displayed in his office. Everything has a story, everything
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actually is charged with some kind of meaning for him, and we speak about the special
feeling about possessing a certain kind of object and the feeling when it is not there anymore.
There are people who hold on to things and there are people who don't. My mother and I belong to those
who don't. We don't hold on to things because we learned that it hurts very much when you have to part
from your things or if someone takes them away from you (conversation with Roald Hoffmann, March
13th 2005).

While saying these words, he looked around in his office and smiled; his office is filled with
things. And he continues that the pictures and notebook saved by his mother are very
important to him.
So we had the photographs. Much later, in America, she made an album for me; she made a well-labeled
album with many pictures of my father. That is what many people do not have, photographs that survived,
but we did. This album is the single most precious thing I have at home, that’s what I would grab if there
was a fire… What makes the photographs valuable is the way the photographs were assembled by my
mother. With a lot of pain, because she was looking at people who died (conversation with Roald
Hoffmann, March 14th 2005).
That notebook is very precious it has both my father’s and my mother’s writing. My mother has it. That
notebook I would say is the perhaps single most precious object she has. There is nothing that she has
from her house (conversation with Roald Hoffmann, March 14th 2005).

He also tells me about a little box, where exactly it comes from or where it joined him and his
mother he cannot say, maybe when they stayed in Munich and he cannot say either why he
needs to keep it. It is a little souvenir, produced during the war and it says ”Andenken von
Warschau.” on it. It is from the old world and he just needs to keep it:”it has a symbolic value
because I am sure it was produced during World War II” (conversation with Roald Hoffmann,
March 14th 2005). Things have power somehow, he said, and told me that he encourages his
students to bring lucky charms to midterms and finals, so that they do not need to feel lonely
or alienated.

Lenke Rothman remembered her mother’s last word throughout her entire life: “This is my
family”, her mother explained to Doctor Mengele upon arrival in Auschwitz, and he sent her
and six young children directly to the gas chambers. Lenke became a slave laborer in
Auschwitz and different other Concentration Camps and with no possessions and barely alive,
she arrived in Sweden in July 1945. Lonely and with traumatic experiences to handle, some
things became extremely important to her. These small things gave her security and helped
her to once again find a place in the world.
She suffered from tuberculosis and spent six years in various hospitals trying to heal her
body and soul. She is bedridden and alone, her physical wounds heal but are painful, the
invisible wounds also hurt – the ones to her soul. With the aid of needle and thread, lying on
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her back, she stitches together paper, fabric and other material that is given to her, joining
various pieces of paper with safety pins and stitches, thus linking her life before the war with
the one after. In 1956 she gets the news that her younger brother Alexander is alive, his name
is on a list of survivors and he is in a sanatorium in Switzerland. Lenke’s dream was to get
well and to study to become an artist.
Objects were important to Lenke. She collected things and used them in her art. She did
not collect just anything, but things that reminded her of loved ones killed during the war,
things she remembered from her home or reminded her of her home, things related to the
interests of the various members of her family or had to do with her parents’ profession, such
as umbrellas and buttons. She owned a mother-of-pearl button that was very important to her.
When I visited my home town, I went where we used to live. The house is no longer there. I walked
around in the yard, poked around a bit in the dirt, and found a button that I recognized. It was a motherof-pearl-button, like those of the sailor dresses my sister and I had: the pleated skirt was fastened to the
blouse with buttons like that. This button means so much to me that I keep it in a safety deposit case
(conversation with Lenke Rothman March 12th 2004).

She collected objects because they were useful and all of a sudden, they helped her to express
a thought or feeling, as was the case with the children’s shoes she placed in a glass case.

Flora Hogman was born in Italy of Czech Jewish parents, the family subsequently fled to
France where they thought to be safe. On the way her father died and France proved to be
anything but friendly, after only a few months they were deported to Auschwitz. On the way
to the train station, Flora’s mother asked a stranger to help her save her child’s life. What she
was thinking or how she reasoned, we do not know, but she left her six year old daughter
Flora and a few possessions to an unknown man on the street and asked him to take care of
her. Flora was hidden in different convents and families, as soon as she got used to be in a one
place she was moved to the next. She underwent both catholic and protestant baptism, was
given a new name and family history, she survived the war because her mother had the
unbelievable courage to let go. Her mother was killed in Auschwitz. After the war Flora was
adopted by the last family who hid her. It was an elderly couple. ”She wanted a child, but I
was not an easy child, you know, I was a little disturbed. All these different families …”
(conversation with Flora Hogman, September 11th 2006)
When I asked Flora to tell me what things mean to her she tells me a story from her
past:
I cried and screamed when she, the nun at the convent, tore off the nametags from my clothes I had with
me, the only things left with me from m y mother, but of course, there stood our real name (conversation
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with Flora Hogman, September 11th 2006).

She also tells me about the special relationship she had with her adoptive mother, a dominant
woman who would not let her say her opinion but after all, who took care of her and
integrated her in her family. She was not quite sure what to think of objects:”Objects do not
mean anything to me, I feel cut off from them. But yes, objects are important and these books
especially” (conversation with Flora Hogman, September 11th 2006). She held several books
in her hand written by the Bengali writer and Nobel Laureate in Literature 1913 Rabindranath
Tagore containing personal dedications by him to her adoptive mother. ”Survival. It is a
wonderful story. She helped me survive and she had the connection to Tagore” (conversation
with Flora Hogman, June 19th 2007). Flora Hogman’s apartment is furnished with things she
has inherited from her adoptive parents and filled with objects that all must be kept because
they are charged with meaning. Most of the things she owns she has not bought herself, as she
points out to me, but rather, some of the objects have come into her possession because they
were looking for her. A pair of Shabbat Candlesticks for example. Flora does not know how
exactly they are related to her but, because she assumes the Candlesticks “know” it, they are
important to her.
To be human means that we possess an awareness of ourselves and the world we live in.
We go about our life, have routines that we follow because they give us security and we are
aware of that things can change in an instant. The human existence is therefore a constant
struggle for survival, people are daily forced to adapt to their environment. We experience the
world with our body, we also feel sensations and pain in our body.
To be human is not only to have intentions and purposes, which one strives to consummate, despite
limited possibilities, finite abilities and scarce resources; it is to be thwarted, conflicted and thrown by
contingency and circumstance (Jackson 2005:xiv).

Pain is a subjective experience, sometimes the cause of an apparent physical condition, and
sometimes an emotional experience. According to Elaine Scarry, scholar of English and
American Literature and Language, Harvard University, bodily pain is not a sense but a
condition and importantly, is experienced differently by different people (Scarry, 1985:4).
The pain that a person experiences can be true for her and difficult to avoid, as it always
attracts attention, while another person has difficulty understanding it. Someone who is not in
pain is not haunted and filled by it and therefore it is not as present and real to him or her.
Pain unites the body and the self, the individual is concentrated on her condition:”When the
body suffers, the whole person hurts” (Frykman et al. 1998:13).
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People experience pain due to illness or injury. Pain can also be triggered by cruel and
inhuman treatment. A basic assumption is that we live, feel and experience the same world as
other people around us (Schutz 1962:218ff), but people in pain perceive their everyday world
as changed. "You do not understand how it feels," several of my informants have said, "it is
only we who have experienced it who know." How to experience pain is something
individual, though pain as a phenomenon connects and unites people. It is your own
experience of pain that allows us to understand how other people feel who are in sorrow.
There are many variations and different ways to handle the pain that the extreme
situation inflicted on people, some people are working hard to communicate their experiences
to others in different ways, while others want to keep the experience to themselves. I have
interviewed a chemist, who writes poems about his childhood experiences during the
Holocaust, and a woman left to safety by her mother as a six year old child becomes a
psychologists with the specialty trauma in children and others volunteer in schools and tell
students what they have experienced. For most of them, however, the shock is permanent and
things will never be normal again, they remain in the passage and are caught in transition
between then and now - what should be an intermediate state becomes permanent.
This suggests that the pain should feel less painful after a period of time, something that
several of my informants mentioned and that they were expected to be the same again as
before the traumatic experience. During an initial period people around them were
understanding given the situation they were in, after a year, however, they were expected to
have returned to normal (cf Didion 2005).
Not to have recovered from the trauma, not to be able to be, feel or act as before the
attack or deportation has occurred, is what Victor Turner calls an in between- or liminal state.
“Liminal entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions
assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, an ceremonial” (1969/1979:95). This
feeling of neither being there nor here, Turner points out, is temporary and when undergone,
“the neophyte in limnality must be a tabula rasa, a blank slate...” (1969/1979:103). Arnold
van Gennep calls this liminal state for a passage, meaning that this in-between state does not
last and is merely a haul, or “passing through the arch” (1908/1960:21). For several of my
informants, however, this liminal state that lasted for some time – being in hiding and
threatened to death if caught because of talking or noise made by the child, used as a slave
laborer in a Concentration Camp or shock after learning that their husband/wife/child was
killed during the 9/11 attacks – continued to last even when the event of trauma theoretically
was over. Thus, the liminal, betwixt and between state that my informants have experienced
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can be called an ongoing situation and is never “over” or “passed” nor is it erased or a blank
slate; the situation or traumatic experience that has affected their lives is a part of them and
they need to integrate it in their daily lives, something that also Holocaust researcher Zoë
Vania Waxman notes in her book Writing the Holocaust. Identity, Testimony, Representation
(2008:89, 118). When the insight has come that life continues no matter what, my informants
try to incorporate these betwixt and between the positions, or liminal feelings they are
experiencing into their lives, and they do it with the help of things. They turn to important
things and use them as linking objects and transitional objects. Objects have been given the
task to act as a link between the survivors and the dead loved ones and between the lives lived
before the Holocaust and the ones lived in the present, often involving new countries and
languages.
Objects are dead matter, physical things but still not alive, nonetheless they give us a
feeling and make us do things, ask for our attention. “Doing is theorized as agency” (Gell
1998:ix). In many cultures, there are magic items that are expected to have the power to heal,
or otherwise, to plant accident in humans. Many people may feel that things control them and
make demands. In many cases, as I tried to show, things help people to control the situation.
The shoes in the glass case have no owners; the only thing left is the shoes. The shoes placed
in the glass case symbolize all the children killed in the Holocaust. The glass case can also be
seen as a storehouse for memories, and did help Lenke Rothman to remember her siblings but
also helped her to control her feelings. The case is the brain and the shoes the memory “we
tend to treat memory as a kind of object that itself retains the object of perception (Jones
2007:8). The Candlesticks and other objects involve Flora Hogman in an interaction with
them”… because they suggest a mode of thought” (Lévi-Strauss 1963:13) and there is a
relationship with them that goes beyond her understanding and therefore they are important to
her.
Objects serve as links between different times and places, between people belonging to
different generations, between the living and the dead. The central thing is not the object itself
but the feeling that it contains a spark of life from the person who owned it before, from the
one who gave it to us or the one we think of when we see it. The object becomes a bond
between people, an invisible link. The object never comes alive, and while it never can
replace someone dear to us who has died it nevertheless contains a trace of the loved one –
possessing such an object therefore gives us strength. Donald Woods Winnicott’s (1971)
observations that a familiar smelling blanket, so called transitional object, comforts a little
baby are applicable actually even in grownups, owning a button, a rediscovered mother-of-
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pearl button, a button that once kept the blouse fastened to the skirt used by her younger
sister, was so important to Lenke that she stored it in a safety deposit case. She did not have to
hold the button to feel the connection with her sister; it was enough that she knew that it was
safely stored away, and that she could hold it in case she needed to. Ordinary things like a
button, a notebook, candlesticks and a Michael Jackson concert ticket, things that at one point
in time served for other purposes got a new task: they became transitional objects and linking
objects (Volkan 1981:20), and help fasten together whole families.
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In the last ten years, technological, social and demographic changes in North America and the UK have
combined to develop a rapidly expanding market in children's film both in theatrical release and on
DVD. Unlike earlier, more trusting periods in the history of cinema, parents are substantially more
reluctant to allow their children to attend a public venue without their direct supervision, so an
afternoon or evening at the theater has become a regular ritual for many families. This change in
audience demographics has not escaped the attention of the multi-level corporations responsible for
film production and marketing and it has resulted in some alterations in the content and marketing of
contemporary children's films. Films like the Shrek or Madagascar series, although perfectly acceptable
for children, have a level of cultural commentary with political, social and even sexual themes that can
entertain adults. Often this second level of meaning is conveyed with music, both diegetic and nondiegetic, that is aimed at the older component of the audience. For example, the first of the Shrek
movies employs a song of lost love, "Hallelujah" (written by Leonard Cohen and performed by Jeff
Buckley) combined with cinematographic techniques worthy of a live action film intended for adults.
In this paper I will be discussing the use of adult music as a technique for maintaining the interest of
parents in films otherwise aimed at a much younger demographic.
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The Mistaken Misogynist:
Unexpected Examples of Empowerment in the Poetry of Yeats

Although William Butler Yeats wrote about many topics, references to women appear in
nearly all of his poems. The poet of unrequited love, it is not surprising that many of his
dramatic speakers have a metaphoric bone, or two, to pick with fictional females. This, among
other things, has led to accusations of misogyny that seem to conflate various dramatic speakers
with the poet. Despite portraying certain women in negative lights, Yeats’ dramatic speakers
also portray other women in positive ones; furthermore, a negative portrayal of a woman is not
inherently a negative portrayal of women. Although Yeats is often mistaken for a misogynist,
evidence in his personal life points to the opposite; more importantly however, although his
poetry is often labeled under the same slur, when critically interpreted it becomes evident that
subtle, though strong, themes of female empowerment run through even some of his most
“oppressive” pieces, not only in the content they portray but also in the manner through which
they do so.
To begin with—aside from describing women as often as, or more often than, he
describes men—Yeats treats women fairly in that he does not portray them as all alike. Yeats
allows for enormous complexity in his descriptions of various women, even between those
falling into the same category. The three types of woman that appear most often in his poems
are the victim or sufferer, the tormentor, and the object of desire; however, even these are
abstract categories imposed upon his writing to facilitate the work of the critic, and it is needless
to add that many of his female characters flow between these artificial boundaries of which the
poet never conceived.
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One of Yeats’ most important treatments of Woman comes in “The Song of the Old
Mother.” This poem describes the sufferings of a woman who “must work because [she] is old”
(23). Here, rather than paying the stereotypical homage to an ephemeral coquette, Yeats
realistically gives voice to a speaker belonging to the typically marginalized. An old woman,
whose need to do such difficult work implies her low social status, is not only made the subject
of a piece of high art—but its speaker. This poem speaks on behalf of those who normally
cannot speak for themselves; yet, it provides a far different picture of suffering femininity than
that encountered, and discussed later on, in “Leda and the Swan” (121).
But giving the victim a voice is not the only way in which Yeats unconventionally
ascribes power to his female portraits. Despite the longstanding opinion that the woman-astormentor motif is anti-feminist, it actually implies a hitherto unimagined amount of power
willingly, if not consciously, surrendered to the woman in question. For example, the last line—
made famous by much quoting out of context—from “He Wishes For the Cloths of Heaven,”
concludes on the extremely vulnerable note: “Tread softly because you tread on my dreams”
(27). Although it is often read over, this line expresses the speaker’s fear that the woman he
loves will crush all that he possesses—his dreams.
In “The Cap and Bells,” potential vulnerability is exchanged for that which is realized
(24-25). This feminine tormentor is emasculating in her rejection of the jester, whose severed
cap and bells represent substantially more than the standard phallic image. Ironically
represented by a fool’s cap, this imagery seems to suggest, perhaps unintentionally, that the
phallus makes fools of men. In either case, the jester’s actions demonstrate the extent to which
the queen holds sway over him; as David H. Richter, in a footnote to Jacques Lacan’s “The
Meaning of the Phallus,” explains, “to demand in a love relationship is implicitly to imply that
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the other person has power over one” (1152). Even if the worst-case scenario feminist criticism
of this queen as a “castrating bitch” is accurate, that very title implies an amount of agency
denied to the male jester.
Yeats’ women who pose as objects of desire are no less iconoclastic. As the poem’s
speaker relates in “Adam’s Curse:”
And thereupon
That beautiful mild woman for whose sake
There’s many a one shall find out all heartache
On finding that her voice is sweet and low
Replied, ‘To be born a woman is to know—
Although they do not talk of it at school—
That we must labour to be beautiful.’ (29)
Despite the speaker’s description of this woman’s beauty here and elsewhere in the poem, the
woman takes it upon herself to point out that women have to work for their beauty, despite not
being given credit for their efforts. In a sense, her speech seems to imply that not only are
attractive women not naturally occurring phenomena, but that to assume such is degrading. This
begins to hint at the notion that, for the woman in question, idolatry can be as bad as, or worse
than, calumny.
Extending this concept of misplaced worship, the speaker of “A Woman Homer Sung”
states: “But O! ‘twas bitter wrong/ If he could pass her by/ With an indifferent eye” (31). Not
content with making this woman the object of his own desire, the speaker wants other men to
desire her as he does. However, his motives in this regard are unclear; does he wish other men to
justify his feelings for her or to echo them? Is this intended for his benefit or for hers? On the
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one hand, the speaker of this poem can be seen as anti-feminist through his objectification of the
woman; even if his intentions are entirely pure, he still mistreats her in the act of putting her on a
pedestal. However, at the same time, it is by no means certain that the poet actually shares the
opinion or desire of the dramatic speaker. Furthermore, authorial intention aside, the poem
provides a clear, and subtly empowering, depiction of overzealous idolization; in exposing this
type of worship, the poem offers the opportunity to critically examine and address it in the
future. Regardless of the original intention—though oftentimes because of it—examples of
negative treatment can be at least as powerful as those of positive treatment in improving the
situations of women because of the potential they possess to highlight flawed attitudes.
Perhaps counterintuitively, especially in light of the last example, sometimes merely
being the object of desire can be empowering, as it is for the unnamed “you” addressed in
“Drinking Song.” Despite its only being six lines long, this poem conveys a depth of emotion:
Wine comes in at the mouth
And love comes in at the eye;
That’s all we shall know for truth
Before we grow old and die.
I lift the glass to my mouth,
I look at you, and I sigh. (34)
As Richter elucidates in another footnote to Lacan, “women want to be the phallus, whereas men
want to have the phallus;” furthermore, one cannot desire what one possesses, because the very
nature of desire implies a lack (1154). Framed by these concepts, this poem represents a woman
who, consciously or not, has retained her position as the object of desire by refusing to satisfy the
man’s desire for her. In rejecting him she has ensured his continued attentions. Furthermore, the
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man instills her with yet more power in that he defines himself against his desire for her, without
which he would cease to exist. Here, as in the previous examples, if Yeats’ speakers are
contextually anti-feminist, it is due to idolization rather than misogyny. Rather than hating or
fearing women, the majority of Yeats’ various speakers are enthralled, and often defined, by
them.
Having provided a broad outline of the major types of women found throughout Yeats’
poetry, I would now like to turn to a more in-depth exploration of one of his most famous—and
consequently, most controversial—pieces: “No Second Troy.” In her article, “Yeats and the
‘Woman Question,’” Shelly Poehler of Colorado State University, states “I am inclined to
conclude, after much research, that Yeats was a strong advocate for women, struggling to define
what form that should take.” Poehler goes to great lengths to establish the difference between
Yeats and his dramatic speakers, even in his autobiographical poems, reiterating the point M.L.
Rosenthal makes, in an introduction to a collection of Yeats’ poetry and plays, that to read even
the poems with obvious connection to real life as straight autobiography would be to ignore their
artistic complexity. Despite setting up the difference between speaker and poet, Poehler also
gives several accounts for why her research has lead her to believe in Yeats as a “progressive
male, living in a sexist and oppressive time, struggling to help women articulate their needs and
ultimately, through his words, to help free them from the bonds of oppression.” She goes on to
state that Yeats “moved in circles sympathetic to emancipation” (7). And, that he in fact, “loved,
liked, collaborated with, and respected women- most of the time.” Furthermore that “He
encouraged their intellectual and creative work, assumed their professional competence, chose
them as allies. His best friends were all women” (9). Maud Gonne, the real life inspiration for
much of his work, is the best example of this, as a fierce advocate of women’s rights whom he
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nonetheless loved for most of his life. Poehler notes that his fascination with the occult may
have greatly influenced his progressive attitude toward women, and that he continued on his
course despite being labeled as “feminine” by other men. Summarizing Yeats’ personal
perspective, Poehler explains that he, viewing gender as the initial binary on which all others are
founded, recognized that the sexes need each other (18).
Proceeding from this understanding of Yeats, Poehler goes on to analyze “No Second
Troy” as articulating the struggle that he was trying to resolve between what society expects of
women and what women themselves want. She suggests that in the poem, woman is presented
as chivalrous warrior, which inspired me to realize that in her reading, there is no Paris because
there no longer needs to be one; woman can liberate herself from the oppressive expectations of
society, rather than relying on a notoriously cowardly man to do it for her. There is no indication
within the poem that the heroine is married (and if she is, that it is an unhappy state) and so she
does not need a young shepherd-Prince to take her away to happiness; she is now capable of
seeing to her own emotional well-being.
Poehler goes on to quote Cullingford: “the poem’s heroine transgresses all the stereotypes
of femininity: she is violent, courageous, noble, fiery, solitary, and stern; her beauty is a weapona ‘tightened bow’-rather than a lure” (Brown, 184). She is then, no longer object (of desire) but
instead agent of her own destiny; this agency is continued with the concept that there is no
second Troy “for her to burn” (italics mine, Yeats 32). The power of destruction—and,
consequently, the decision not to utilize this power—lies with the heroine.
Poehler understands this poem as allowing for woman’s heroism but, in doing so,
limiting it to the past, where it can present no threat to the contemporary patriarchy. In
continued optimism, Poehler reads the line, “what could she have done, being what she is?” as
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literal rather than derogatory, speaking to the notion that women cannot be anything more than
they are. Following on this reading, one could argue that this piece begins, albeit slowly, to
descend from the apex Yeats’ other poetic speakers set women upon, describing the heroine as
someone who is equal to men, but no more than such. If there is no second Troy then there is no
second Helen; she remains only a woman—only a person—becoming neither paragon nor
plague.
Interesting implications regarding Helen are also held in another of Yeats’ most
controversial poems: “Leda and the Swan.” In her article, “Reading from the Drop: Poetics of
Identification and Yeats's "Leda and the Swan," Janet Neigh discusses this poem in light of both
feminist and post-colonial theory, establishing this poem as an allegory for the metaphorical rape
of Ireland by England, as well as a comment on the oppression of women. She explains that
through continual revision, Yeats increased the violence present in the language of the poem
along with the uncertainty, replacing exclamation points with question marks. As she states,
“Yeats questions the limits of poetic thinking to transform and resist the violence of material
reality. By emphasizing the brutal violence of the rape, he deviates from the tradition of
idealizing Leda and Zeus’ union” (153). Although some would argue that presenting violence
against women is misogynistic, I would assert the exact opposite. By forcing the reader to
acknowledge the violence of this scene, rather than glossing over it as former artists have done,
Yeats paints a more realistic portrait in which a woman is victimized rather than sexualized.
Moreover, he empowers Leda in an unexpected way: through his decision to make this a
scene of sexual assault. In the original Ovid (181) this is not specifically enumerated, and in
many pieces of art that follow, the encounter is merely eroticized. By choosing to make this a
violent scene of overcome resistance, Yeats gives Leda the power to resist, which is denied to
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her in the previous renditions that automatically assume her unconditional compliance. At the
same time however, as Neigh points out, her refusal is incomplete in that she is silent (153).
Although this can be read as an indication of the extent to which Leda is overpowered—
psychologically as well as physically—it can also be read as a different type of refusal. Leda not
having given consent, the responsibility falls upon Zeus to comply rather than on her to protest.
She should not be required to verbalize her rejection; her silence becomes a steadfast form of
protest. Refusing to utilize the one aspect of her body over which she retains control—her
voice—she does not deign to acknowledge her “indifferent” attacker (Yeats 121).
Even as Zeus’s trespass embodies physical domination, that is, an assertion of masculine
power—it undoes itself. As Neigh explains, the lines describing “‘Tower burning, Agamemnon
dead:’ lead to the understanding that: the rape rather than consolidating phallocentric power,
seems to be undermining it” (152). In Greek mythology, Leda is the mother of two sets of
fraternal twins, all four children having been conceived on the same night, half of them by her
husband and half by Zeus. The two boys go on to become the twins of Gemini but the two girls
become Helen and Clytemnestra, the feminine bookends who essentially begin and end the
Trojan War. Recovering Helen is the goal of the war, which is or is not achieved depending on
whose account one takes; however, in accounts where Agamemnon survives the war, he is killed
by his wife Clytemnestra upon returning home. Yeats’ line, “a shudder in the loins engenders
there the broken wall, the burning roof and tower and Agamemnon dead” is in one sense
undermining phallocentricity since the tower is an obvious phallic symbol, but more than that, it
makes Zeus’s orgasm—not even Zeus himself—responsible for the Trojan War and all it entails.
The rape of Leda—this act of male sexual domination, leads to the destruction that follows; in
this way this line can be seen as recasting the blame normally thrown upon Helen. From this
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point forward, even if it is her beauty that initially provokes the war, it is the unsought male
reaction to that beauty which leads to—and is ultimately responsible for—the resultant havoc.
Leda’s sexual domination functions as a microcosm for the future desire of all men to possess
Helen.
In addition to sharing similar, potentially empowering content, each of these two poems,
“No Second Troy” and “Leda and the Swan,” also share certain structural features, which hold
equal potential for female empowerment. Both poems are not-quite sonnets in the traditional
sense. In subverting the standard structural form of the sonnet, these poems also subvert its
normative function; utilizing his own renderings of this conventional style of love poetry, Yeats
is able to insinuate deeper implications and meanings than those overtly expressed by the content
alone.
“No Second Troy” consists of twelve lines with a rhyme scheme of: a b/a b, c d/c d, e
f/e f. Two lines short of a typical Shakespearian sonnet, this three-quatrain piece lacks the
rhyming couplet that should signal its conclusion. Without this couplet, the poem is, in one
sense, incomplete, ending with the question, “Was there another Troy for her to burn?”, rather
than its answer (Yeats 32). This missing couplet conveys uncertainty and a consequent lack of
resolution. It also makes more apparent the poem’s framework of questions; powerless, this
poetic speaker is limited to posing questions regarding the object of his desire, leaving him
unable—or unwilling—to make the phallocentric assertions typical of the genre.
On the other hand, “Leda and the Swan” contains the requisite fourteen lines but employs
a non-standard rhyme scheme of: a b/a b, c d/c d, e f g/e f g. Combining elements of both
Shakespearian and Petrarchan sonnet form, Yeats fuses two quatrains with a concluding sestet.
Furthermore, a caesura visually and thematically disrupts this sestet, abruptly ending our brief
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glance into the future consequences of this assault while signaling a transition to the last portion
of the poem, in which it is proposed that Leda could potentially have garnered some of her
attacker’s power before he “could let her drop” (Yeats 121). Perhaps in blending constituting
elements derived from the two leading structural forms in the genre, Yeats has created a sonnet
that is not a sonnet. Half Shakespearian, half Petrarchan, this poem exists as both more and less
than it could if it were purely one or the other; this is a piece about “love,” but it is not a piece
about love. Throughout much of literature, including entirely too many sonnets, sexual desire is
often conflated with romantic love, and it is this desire that becomes the ultimate object of the
lover’s suit. Ingeniously, Yeats subverts the poetic structure typically used to request sexual
intercourse, in order to relate a forced sexual encounter. The mixed sonnet structures mirror the
disharmony at work in the action of the poem; two contrasting voices shape the presentation
style, just as two contrasting voices shape the content.
Although there are elements in Yeats’ poetry that can at times be mistaken as
misogynistic, many of these scenarios are actually {potentially} empowering for women;
furthermore, regardless of what his speakers express, it cannot, and should not, be decided that
something is strictly autobiographical, lest Yeats’ creative efforts become as equally
unappreciated as those of some of his characters. By showing women in complex, diverse roles,
Yeats’ poetry alludes to their real life complexity and uniqueness, even from one another,
although sometimes falling prey to the vice of making women more than they are or ought to be.
Throughout his poetry, Yeats conveys strong pro-feminine themes not only through the content
he portrays, but also through the unique ways in which he re-invents poetic structure.
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Mainstream theories of higher education prioritise intended learning outcomes for
effective educational design and deep learning (Ramsden 2003, Biggs & Tang 2007,
Prosser & Trigwell 1999). The means-end approach adopted in such outcomes-based
education is simplistic, but attractive to education providers and quality assurance
auditors. Some critics have tried to reclaim a place for desirable un-intended learning
outcomes in higher education (Hussey and Smith, 2003), but outcomes-based
theorists presume that even these 'accidents in learning' can be planned for. I argue
that the value of this strategy for philosophy teaching is limited, for two reasons. First,
such planning fails to appreciate that some unexpected (but highly desirable)
outcomes will always lie beyond those that are 'condition-created', because conditioncreated outcomes are predetermined by the conceptual space of the planned
conditions. In philosophy it is often precisely this conceptual space that needs to be
questioned. Second, the strategy fails to recognise a limitation of the intended learning
outcomes themselves, namely that they may need to be reconceived (if not
substantially altered) in the light of ongoing teaching and learning. This is especially
the case in philosophy subjects, in which arriving at a conception of what the
outcomes mean is often a part of learning that is directed towards the outcome. It has
been familiar since Plato's Meno that seeking to understand something presupposes
that the learning outcome is at least in some sense unknown. In such cases, perhaps,
the most valuable insights come from the discovery that the intended object of
understanding is not what it was originally taken to be. In that case, preconceptions of
learning outcomes pose an unnoticed obstacle to learning, and adjustments to
conceptions of outcomes may not be recognised for the accidents in learning they
actually are.
I. The Accident of Philosophy
According to Plato, philosophy began one night when Thales of Miletus, who was out
stargazing, stumbled and fell into a well. A graceful and kindly Thracian maidservant
just happened to be on hand. "You are so ardent to know the things in the heavens,"
she said to him, "that the things in front of you and at your feet escape your notice"
(Plato, Theaetetus 174a5-8, my translation). When I first heard this story as a young
undergraduate, I failed to notice what was at my own feet. Plato tells the story in the
context of a caricature of the philosopher as an abstract, absent-minded, theorist who
doesn't know the time of day or the direction home. The lesson seemed to be that
philosophers should be more pragmatic. The Thracian girl's comment contains a
deeper lesson, however; one that many people miss because they are focussed on what
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the context leads them to expect. When Thales fell into the well, he would have gotten
himself soaked. Being receptive to the acquisition of new understanding and
perspectives, Thales was in a position to appreciate the girl's meaning, and, as we all
know, he went on to postulate that water—that dynamic, fluid, stuff of life—was the
source of all things in the universe. He could hardly have made a more important
discovery. It was the start of philosophy, physics, the study of nature, and the concept
of matter. Yet it happened by accident. If Thales had been studying at a modern, state
of the art university, in which educational design works to ensure that all the learning
situations are carefully crafted to lead to the production of intended learning outcomes
(ILOs), his discovery might never have been made, or, if it had been made, it might
never have been appreciated by anyone. It would have been seen as a stumble off the
beaten path; a distraction from the purposes at hand. This paper is about the dangers
of ignoring accidents in learning, and the weaknesses involved in focusing on
intended learning outcomes.
II. Magic Bullets, the Web of Consistency and Tying One's Shoes
In the early '80s, educational psychologist S. Alan Cohen, working within the
behaviourist framework of what used to be called "mastery learning" in childhood
education, developed a model of educational design in which intended outcomes,
instructional processes and assessment are brought into alignment (Cohen, 1984).
Cohen later coined the term "instructional alignment" for this educational design
model, arguing that congruence between instruction conditions, assessment, and
outcomes provides the "magic bullet" for effective learning (Cohen, 1987:17). In the
early '90s Cohen's model was adapted for use in higher education by Australian
researcher John Biggs. Biggs coined the term "constructive alignment,"1 for the
educational design model in which all elements of a university course (lectures,
tutorials, online activities, group work, readings, assessment, feedback) converge on
and promote intended learning outcomes. If the alignment is tight enough, then,
according to Biggs, "the students are 'entrapped' in [a] web of consistency, optimizing
the likelihood that they will engage the appropriate learning activities" (Biggs, 1999:
8). For Biggs, constructive alignment is a powerful, one-size-fits-all tool that "can be
implemented in virtually any course in any level of university teaching" (Biggs &
Tang, 2007: 59). Moreover, it is mechanical and obvious: "The intended learning
outcomes are central to the whole system. Get them right, and decisions as to how
they are to be taught and how they may be assessed follow"(Biggs & Tang, 2007: 60).
It is easy to see the rhetorical appeal of constructive alignment. It would appear to be
a given that all teachers want their students to learn specific things from their courses.
Surely, the argument goes, teachers must want their students to acquire a deep and
abiding understanding of the specific subject. Constructive alignment presumes that
the educational designer already has such an understanding, and that having such
understanding enables them to build into the course precisely the kinds of activities
and assessments that will best promote this understanding in learners. If you had this
kind of expertise at your disposal why wouldn't you use it? The same argument
applies to so-called generic skills (problem-solving, critical thinking, analysis,
1

Biggs' own account of the development sets the origin of constructive alignment in 1994 (See Biggs
& Tang, 2007: 51), but he was already writing about the means-end relation between learning
activities and outcomes as early as 1987 (See Biggs, 1987).
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synthesis, comparison, abstraction, etc.). If what you want is for your students to
develop these skills, and you have them yourself, why wouldn't you construct the
learning activities in such a way that they would produce these skills as outcomes?
Biggs finds the appeal of constructive alignment so simple and so commonsensical
that he compares it to a mother teaching a child to tie her shoes:
What is the intended learning outcome? That the child can tie her shoes. What is the
TLA [Teaching and Learning Activity]? Tying her shoes. What is the assessment? How
well she ties her shoes. (Biggs & Tang, 2007: 61).

This sort of facile comparison has proven irresistible to bureaucrats, education
managers and university CEOs whose job it is to provide quality assurance for their
product. Australian universities, for example, now routinely administer an annual
survey known as the CEQ ("Course Experience Questionnaire", where 'course' stands
for an award or degree program). The Australian Government uses CEQ data to make
decisions about the structure and funding of the higher education sector. One whole
section of the CEQ (the "Clear Goals and Standards" scale) is related to learning
outcomes.2
The focus on learning outcomes in many Australian universities now goes much
further than this, however. At the University of Sydney, for example, it is a
requirement that every unit of study (i.e. every free standing, assessed component of
an award program) be accompanied by an outline that contains: (a) a statement of the
intended learning outcomes (including both generic and specific outcomes), (b) a
specification of the learning activities the student will engage in, and (c) the rationale
according to which the learning activities are seen as conducive to the learning
outcomes. Quality assurance mechanisms mandate that each unit of study be
evaluated by students on its initial delivery and not less than once every three years
thereafter. The evaluation forms contain such questions as: "The learning outcomes
and expected standards of this unit of study were clear to me" (this is in fact the very
first question, Q1), and "This unit of study helped me develop valuable graduate
attributes" (Q3). In addition to emphasising outcomes in its teaching evaluation
structure, the University of Sydney embeds principles of constructive alignment into
its performance reviews, its probation satisfaction requirements for new academic
staff, its support structures for teaching development, and its award structures for
teacher recognition. A tighter structural constraint for teaching and learning is hard to
imagine, and I don't think Sydney University is unusual in this respect.
Yet as compelling as the appeal to constructive alignment must seem to those who
manage university business, it is misleading for higher education in philosophy, and, I
suspect, the rest of the humanities. It is misleading in at least three ways. First, it
presumes that there is such a thing as mastery at the tertiary level. But that assumption
is not safe. We all know what tying shoes amounts to. But what does philosophy
amount to? More specifically, what do the conditions of being amount to? Or the
conditions of goodness or beauty? I certainly don't know, and that's part of the reason
2

There are five scales used in the questionnaire, the Good Teaching Scale (GTS), the Clear Goals and
Standards Scale (CGSS), the Appropriate Assessment Scale (AAS), the Appropriate Workload
Scale (AWS) and the Generic Skills Scale (GSS). In addition to the CGSS, parts of the AAS and the
GSS focus on outcomes. Questions in the GTS and the AWS do not appear directly related to
outcomes.
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I became, and remain, a philosopher. A large part of what I do as a teacher of
philosophy involves the exploration of doubt about these things. Second, constructive
alignment assumes that a teacher's mastery of the learning outcomes entails knowing
how to promote them. Get the outcomes right, and (so Biggs maintains) the rest
simply follows. But this assumption is also false. We are only too familiar with
experts who don't know how to teach. Third, constructive alignment construes the
relation between learning activities and outcomes is that of means to ends. As the
term itself implies, a "learning outcome" is construed as the product of learning
activity. Yet this is not even the case in Biggs' simple comparison. The child's ability
to tie her shoes is not a product of the activity of tying her shoes. It is the activity in
some stage of its development. Treating the skill as an outcome of the activity implies
arresting its development at some specific, pre-determined point. Why shouldn't the
philosophical shoe-tyer reflect, say, about the advantages and disadvantages of the
double-knot, or of various lacing styles, the ideal length or material of the laces, or
what have you? Why should she be "'entrapped' in a web of consistency" that leads
precisely to one sort of tying outcome, especially if that prevents discovery of some
different, better way of keeping shoes on (such as Velcro, perhaps)? The answer can
only be that in general, when it comes to shoe-tying, the knowledge and skill sought is
merely instrumental, with no wider relation to any other understanding. But higher
education (in philosophy anyway) is not like this: it is pursued for its own sake and
the relations to other knowledge areas are many and open-ended.
All three of these misconceptions about higher education are serious, and all three are
connected. If you believe in the mastery of knowledge, then you may fall for the view
that the aim of quality education is simply to instil the same expertise in learners. And
if you believe that, then you may be inclined to believe that learning activities are
merely instrumental—they are for the sake of expertise. I want to concentrate on the
third misconception about higher education, the means-end conception, though some
of what I say will have implications for the other two. The means-end conception of
learning is basic to the idea of constructive alignment, yet, as I shall argue, it
necessarily thwarts philosophical engagement with a subject, and stands as an
impediment to discoveries, particularly those which are made accidentally, through
the free play of ideas. It does this in two ways: (1) by sidelining or ignoring any
contributions, such as accidents in learning, that cannot be incorporated into the "web
of consistency" and (2) by neglecting the possibility that the specified, intended
outcomes are not understood, or are not actually the outcomes that would, under more
ideal conditions, be intended. I shall consider these problems separately in each of the
next two sections.

III. Unintended, Desirable Outcomes and Accidents in Learning
Many researchers have criticised the apparent inflexibility of constructive alignment
and its focus on specific, predefined learning outcomes.3 For example, Hussey and
Smith argue that learning outcomes need to be "both responsive and flexible, not only
in terms of their interpretation in relation to specific discipline areas, but also in
3

See Avis (2000); Barnett (2004); Coxall et al. (2001); Haggis (2003); Hussey & Smith (2003); Mann
(2001); Meyers and Nulty (2009).
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relation to the ways in which they are pursued and addressed in the learning and
teaching settings" (2003: 358). They note that learning outcomes are frequently
"imbued with spurious precision and clarity, that they are insensitive to different
contexts and disciplines, that they are in danger of being interpreted by students and
tutors as thresholds—hurdles to be cleared—and that they need to be contextualised in
order to make any practical sense of them" (2003:358). Nevertheless, they do not
recommend that the use of learning outcomes be abandoned, but rather that they
"should be used with flexibility so that they can include those that emerge in the
practical realities of teaching" (2003: 359). Their concern, and that of many other
critics, is that teaching for outcomes tends to exclude "unintended but desirable"
learning that occurs within a course.
This criticism is correct. But it does not go far enough. It retains the means-end
conception of the learning environment, as comprised of inputs and outputs, so that
even unintended learning can be incorporated as an outcome or by-product, if you
will, of learning activities. Accordingly, the criticism does not trouble a constructive
alignment theorist like Biggs, who responds, "while the term 'intended' learning
outcomes is used, the teaching and assessment should always allow for desirable but
unintended outcomes, as these will inevitably occur when students have freedom to
construct their own knowledge" (Biggs & Tang, 2007: 54). Superficially, it appears
that the constructive alignment model can incorporate unintended desirable outcomes
by making them part of the meta-intentions of a course. A teacher can design for
unintended desirable outcomes by creating conditions within a course (e.g. those that
would allow students "freedom to construct their own knowledge") that yield a high
probability for unintended desirable outcomes. In that way, the unintended desirable
outcomes are brought under the umbrella of intention, they too may be planned for,
under conditions created precisely to "allow" for their occurrence.
Biggs' response hides a deep problem with the constructive alignment model,
however. It seems clear that Biggs is making a concession, and recognising what
teachers have always known, namely that sometimes the accidental learning that takes
place in a classroom is more vital and has more impact for future learning than what
was on the syllabus. But it also seems clear that the theory of constructive alignment
should not have room for such a concession. If constructive alignment is the "magic
bullet" for promoting effective learning, and the intended learning outcomes are
"central to the whole system" why "should" teaching and assessment "always allow
for desirable but unintended outcomes"? In the constructive alignment framework, the
unintended outcomes are at best peripheral. They may be beneficial to learning, but if
they were really necessary, they would not lie off-centre. Moreover, since peripheral,
unnecessary desirable outcomes will, according to Biggs, "inevitably" occur, why
"should" teaching and assessment do very much to "allow for" them. Is there actually
something intrinsically valuable (i.e. central) about the unintended desirable
outcomes? Finally, Biggs says that the unintended desirable outcomes will inevitably
occur when students have "freedom" to construct their own knowledge. But since
constructive alignment aims to "entrap" students in a "web of consistency", genuine
freedom hardly seems to have any place in the system.
The problem lies with Biggs' attempt to treat accidents in learning as planned-for
(even if not directly intended) outcomes. They are not really unintended, but
condition-created. And the freedom that allows them to occur is not real freedom, but
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a condition-created appearance of freedom. The momentous accident that led to
Thales' discovery of water could not have occurred in the constructive alignment
framework. Educational designers would have to have planned his stargazing walk,
allowing for the possibility that he might stumble, and emplacing the water in various
wells distributed around the field, knowing already the significance it might have, and
placing some clued-in teachers along the way to provide the sort of "guide-on-the
side" (King, 1993) comment that would allow him the freedom to construct his own
knowledge. But the whole point of Thales' accident in learning was that no one could
have allowed for it beforehand, since no one knew what the significance of the
discovery would be. If teachers had created the conditions in which to allow for
Thales' discovery, he would have been limited to discovering what is already known.
The situation Biggs allows for is like those brainstorming sessions in the classroom,
where students are asked to come up with questions or ideas about a subject. All the
thoughts are written down agreeably on a whiteboard and respectfully noted,
whereupon, after summary discussion, only the ideas that fit with intended learning
directions are pursued. This is not education that is receptive to new ideas and
unexpected directions; it remains essentially an outdated stimulus-response approach
that has roots in the mastery learning framework devised by Skinner and the
behaviourists.4 Moreover, condition-created pseudo-freedom is something that
students sniff out quickly and respond to negatively.5
In truth, intended learning outcomes are at odds with those chancy "learning
moments" (Forrest, 1997) in which teachers and students go off-plan to explore
unexpected questions and unnoticed connections. Although Hussey and Smith
describe the pursuit of such learning moments as a "high risk strategy" because it may
involve a perceived "lack of direction" (2003: 360), the safety of sticking with
intended learning outcomes can be even more detrimental to learning. In recent
research I conducted at the University of Sydney as part of the Graduate Certificate in
Higher Education Studies, students expressed the view that they were more impressed
by particular, exceptional learning experiences than they were by intended outcomes
(flexible or otherwise), to the point where some did not even remember stated
outcomes for courses in which they had extremely positive learning experiences.6 Of
course, student perceptions of valuable experiences for them may not be judged as
relevant or meaningful outcomes according to the expectations of teachers, reviewers,
accreditors and so on. On the other hand, students' subjective impressions of the value
of their experience ought not to be underestimated, since these are often what
motivate them to continue learning and to develop as original thinkers and
researchers. By contrast, Haggis reports on many studies that suggest students are
resistant to outcomes-based learning models (2003: 92).
It may be that some measure of outcomes-based learning is necessary for higher
education, but the fact that constructive alignment cannot adequately incorporate what
may be the most significant moments in learning—both from the point of view of
their content and from their lasting effects on student motivation—shows that it is
incapable of providing a comprehensive educational framework.
4

See Cohen (1987) and Slavin (1987).
See Gibbs' notion of the 'hidden curriculum' and its effects on learning (Gibbs, 2004: 4-5).
6
See Benitez, et al. (2011).
5
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IV The Hidden Problem with Intended Outcomes
I turn finally to a problem concealed in the very idea of an intended outcome, namely
the object of the intending itself. We are all familiar with the limitation of the advice,
"Seek and ye shall find!"—often we find only what we were looking for. This
phenomenon, and its implications for student learning, has been recognised since at
least the time of Plato. In the Meno, Socrates considers a paradox about learning that
stems from the disjunction, "For any object of inquiry, that object is either known or
not known." For my purposes here we need only concern ourselves with the first horn
of the dilemma that stems from it: "If the object of inquiry is known, there is no point
of having an inquiry!" From my point of view, this conditional contains a very
important lesson for teachers and learners alike: if you assume you know what you are
looking for, that is all you are going to find."
Of course, you could try to manage this problem by splitting the cohort: the teacher
knows, the students don't, and so it is the teacher's job to guide the students so that
they acquire the relevant knowledge. This still limits the class to attaining, as the
pinnacle of its learning, the same level of understanding that the teacher has. That
might be alright in a subject where there is such a thing as mastery, where the teacher
has it, and where she has very good skill in communicating this mastery to the
students. In philosophy, such mastery has proven to be elusive, but from the point of
view of deep learning, I wouldn't say that has been such a bad thing.
A typical moment in a philosophy class is the point at which the very thing that
teachers and learners are trying to understand is held up to inspection and
reconsidered as to what it actually is. For example, a student in an early modern
philosophy class, trying to understand Locke's primary-secondary quality distinction
might ask, "What is it that makes Locke want to call qualities like extension and
number 'primary'?" There follows some discussion about these qualities being
'observer independent' while qualities like taste and colour are dependent on
observers. But the student persists: "You mean, independent of all observers at all
times? Then how do we know that extension and number are really like that?" More
discussion follows; Galileo and Descartes are brought up; at some point the teacher
and students agree that not only does the supposed distinction need further
investigation, the very idea of a quality and its implications needs to be reconsidered.
Now, the class may come to some (contingent) agreement about what Locke's
distinction means, and one of the intended learning outcomes of the course may have
been "to understand Locke's primary-secondary quality distinction", but it is deceptive
to say that the intended learning outcome has been achieved. The teacher (and
perhaps some or all of the students) may have had a conception of the primarysecondary quality distinction when the class began, but it is not that conception which
has been arrived at as an outcome (i.e. not precisely the intended one), it is a richer,
deeper conception, one that was not foreseen and therefore could not have been
intended.
These moments happen in all philosophy courses, and not all that infrequently. They
are not accidents in learning in the same sense in which Thales' falling into a well was
an accident in learning. In fact, they are almost opposite: Thales made his discovery
as a result of his experience with the unfamiliar, but these moments involve taking a
second look at what is already in many cases all too familiar. Nevertheless, they are
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accidental from the point of view of constructive alignment and its web of
consistency. They are not planned into the syllabus; nor are they even noticed by the
syllabus because there is no way of stating the precise conception of the outcomes that
the class will arrive at. Yet considering and reconsidering what the class is about,
what the basic concepts mean, how they fit or don't fit into a consistent picture is all
basic to philosophy teaching and learning. It may involve a little bit of the blind
leading the blind, but it has always been thus.
Often, arriving at a conception of what the "outcomes" mean is a part of the learning
that constructive alignment would construe as "directed towards the outcome". But
this is clearly not a means-end situation. Rather, in such cases the insights come from
the discovery that the intended object of understanding is not what it was originally
taken to be. I used to teach a philosophy of law course in which the final class
meeting was devoted to reviewing what we all thought at that point about the meaning
of terms like 'democracy', 'right', 'law', 'responsibility'. The point was not to show
them that they had achieved the intended course outcomes. Far from it. The point
was to show how much change in understanding of these concepts we had undergone
in the semester, and to suggest that further change may lie ahead, if you keep an open
mind.
If learning outcomes are treated not just as inflexible, but as understood, progress of
this philosophical sort might not occur. Biggs thinks that getting the outcomes right
at the start makes good teaching and assessment easy. But in fact, it makes it more
difficult by posing an unnoticed obstacle to learning in hidden dogmatism, by
assuming that we know what we are looking for. Without the ability to recognise that
in the philosophical classroom teachers and learners are constantly extending beyond
intended learning outcomes by making adjustments to the basic conceptions of a
course, the wonderful little accidents in learning that lay right at our feet may escape
our notice, and flow away.
Rick Benitez
University of Sydney
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Abstract
Place-netting lies in complex, interval modes of place pertaining to ecological and sociocultural organism in art of sustainable place-making. Embodied spatial networking
interweaves life ecology and social participations into place identity, thereby contributing to
sustainability of place. The research hypothesis is that place networks perform as
environmental mediums for retaining life-spatial ecology, culture, associations, and a symbol
of a given community to construct sustainable places. The study examined systems of
spatial-relations of the Kasetsart University, Bangkean Campus, Bangkok, Thailand. The
analyzed results show that a hierarchy of connectivity of spatial networks operates
relationships of communal life-spaces and assembly venues. Embodied spatial networks are
well-defined by animate edges of place that identify livable intervals of shifting modes as a
“third place” of pauses. Associative pauses in the place webs depend on environmental
participations with communal contexts. With gathering in place networks, possibilities of
social encounters are likely to occur. Participatory sociability in place networks indicates
communal identity. To improve livability in public realms of transitions, spatial networks
within the community could collaborate with embodied edges of place providing transitionshifting qualities as comforts, interactions, and involvements as environmental sequences and
opportunities for sociability. In effect, assembly and sociability in place networks symbolize
communality and kinships.
Keywords:

Place Networks
Inbetween Modes of Place
Spatial Connectivity
Embodiment of Place
Sustainable Place-Making
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Introduction: Significance and Problems of Spatial Networks in Sustainable PlaceMaking
Today, sustainability superimposes onto designerly ways of thinking, especially in
environmental creation: its ultimate goal is to create living places for aesthetics of survival
and identity. To sustain life in a comprehensive level, sustainable places must retain vital
mediums/forms of web interconnectivity of places, embodied spatial networks performing as
connective systems of inbetween places to relate humans to activities, a society, and
environments.
To sustain is to continue qualities of life responsive to environments and place.
Therefore, sustainable architecture must consider relationships between humans and place.
Especially, notions of spatial networks have been barely involved in environmental
sustainability and human-environment ecology for living. Although Hillier and Hanson’s
Space Syntax scientifically examines structural relations between urban spaces, buildings,
activities, and urban spatial axes, theories of spatial networks still disregard the relationships
humans and environments. This paper thus aims to account for embodied spatial networks
regarding sustainable constructs of place, drawing relations between humans, ecology, social
accounts, and communal identity as a whole.
With keeping up ecology of life-spaces, spatial networks prove significant to requisite
conditions of spatial connectivity in spatial ecology. Because life-relational environments are
interdependent on potential links and socio-cultural patterns of spatial uses, connective
constituent structures and spatial culture lie in critical consideration for the integrated
ecological web of place. If the global pattern of settlement’s spatial networks and
hierarchical complexity of spatial configurations are integrated, vibrant urban webs of
movement establish a connected, coherent form of place as a whole.
The embodied spatial networks act as vital layers of interconnection, making humans
incorporate new information and sustain their living in the complex system of neighborhoods.
Humans as embodied entities are integrated with the environments by the embodied nature of
spatial-relations. Humans understand domains they live in through bodily metaphors to
project, navigate, and create a place (Downing, & et al., 2008). To be embodied networks in
a community, place web fabrics must be founded through organized complex edges of
embodiment. The organized complexity of edge zone containing public, spatial networks can
thus develop into “a place of social encounters and assembly” if the design of spatial webs is
emphasized to create sub-spaces of edge for pausing, observing, and lingering possibilities.
To announce themselves as a “third place” that encourages social possibilities and
cultivates place identity, the place networks must embody inbetween modes of place
fostering interconnected juxtapositions, rhythms, sequences, and movement in place.
Inbetween modes of place allow spatial networks for sustainability to develop as a complex
system of inbetween layers as “third places” launch civic venues for gathering, sharing,
conviviality, and liveliness through place-netting. Inbetween modes facilitate integrated
webs of place to be full of living presence and considered as complementary and intermediate
nodes allow humans to enter and explore, thereby creating embodied web interconnections of
places.
Under the appreciation of spatial networks as fabricated, inbetween linkage, places in
juxtaposition will be constructed in holistic and sequential relationships of environments as a
whole entity in a sustainable-place scale. Extending from the built-environmental sphere to
ecological scale, well-defined place networks retaining lived sensibilities of environmental
sequences provide choreographing rhythmic movement and gestures of place, thereby
contributing to imports to sustain identity and connectivity so as to support life that they
define for aesthetic survival in place.
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2.

Theoretical Review: Drawing Embodied Spatial Networks in Parallel with
Sustainability of Place
This review encompasses an interdisciplinary way of built-environment making. The
term sustainability conveys means of “improving the quality of human life within carrying
capacity of supporting ecosystems” (Moore, 2001, p. 20). In this definition, sustainability is
balanced by two stances; first, an anthropocentric concern refers to enhancing quality of
humans’ livability and second, an ecocentric concern conveys ecological and regenerative
reinforcement of life. Similarly, “responsive cohesion” in sustainable architecture, as Fox
argues, is obliged to reciprocal responses between ecological, social, and built contexts in
order to make up the whole (Williamson, Radford, & Bennetts, 2003, p. 128): a synthesis of
environmental orders and symbols (Langer, 1953, pp. 96-98) makes built places for humans
to realize, experience, and interact with environmental presence.
Based on above assumptions, the literature review takes on conceptions of spatial
networks and morphology, sustainable constructs, place-making, and embodiment. It
mingles four themes: spatial ecology and interdependency, embodiment of place, social
encounters, and cumulative identity.
Spatial Ecology and Interdependency
The primary, essential concern of sustainability lies in an ecological orientation in order
to generate life longevity (Sassi, 2006, p. 53). Ecology is principally the study of the
relationship of entities within the environment (Williams, 2007, p. 1); everything is
interconnected in a whole single web of life enabling form (Hester, 2006, p. 49). In
sustainability context, an ecological system of livable places for life longevity needs to retain
networks (Buchanan, 2005, p. 17-19; Yeang, 2006, p. 152), considered as spatial ecology of
human environments, in which depends on potentials of spatial connectivity. In ecological
life circuits, humans need a diversity of life-relational environments—networks of
facilities—to serve and support their experiential, emotional, and objective needs, called lifespace (Kleinsasser, 1999, p. 105).
The network takes place due to competency of connectivity between human activity
nodes or life-spaces. An organized network integrates multiple connections with a
hierarchical ordering. It emphasizes potentials of connectivity and functionality, rather than a
formal priority (Salingaros, 2005, pp. 20-21). As Salingaros proposes, the urban web is a
complex, organizing structure of existence in spaces between buildings: exterior and
connective elements—path systems: pedestrian, streets and roads; architectural elements:
facades, edges, walls; and spaces: external nodes and open spaces (2005).
Successful connections of the urban network consist of many fractal subdivisions, nonrigid irregularity, and a multiplicity of alternatives (Salingaros, 2005, pp. 20-30). Web
interconnections will take place in organized, diverse environments of uses against
segregated and concentrated functional contexts. This networking process indeed reinforces
a similar Hillier and Hanson’s Space Syntax finding (1984) in the fact that global structures
(pathway networks) encompass the hierarchical system of integration and segregation cores
lines, which unites a diversity of activities within traditional settlements. In particular, the
networks in a given place and community is contingent to systems of settings, society, and
culture (Rapoport, 2005, pp. 114-116). To fabricate resilient systems of linkage, embodied
spatial-networking must consider critical insights of spatial culture in life-spaces—social and
cultural patterns of spatial uses in a particular setting.
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Embodiment of Place
As an anatomy of place, spatial networks of environmental connectivity can induce
experience of place as a recognizable whole (Bloomer & Moore, 1977) because humans act
in spatial networks through spatial orientation, projection, and identification as bodily
metaphors to realize the embodied presence of the environment. As Kevin Lynch (2000)
states in The Image of the City, paths lies in “networks of habitual of or potential lines of
movement” (p. 96) through the environment, which Hillier and Hanson (1984) calls them
“axial space” facilitating movement potential. Paths need to convey senses of characteristics,
directionality, continuity, and progression between origins and destinations as the networks
perform as active passages consisting of a sequence of events they pass through, to form the
comprehensive identity of place (Lynch, 2000, pp. 96-99; Barrie, 1996, p. 38; Bloomer &
Moore, 1977).
To move from a place to another, spatial networks function as articulating mediums in
spatial-relations. Spatial-relations are fundamental embodied concepts, which allow humans
to understand how spatial form exists and how spatial inference is defined. This leads to
understanding of conceptualized spatial schemas: a container schema, a source-path-goal
schema, and bodily projections (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, p. 30-31). With embodiment,
humans experience spatial networks and place as being inside a distinguishable realm, an
embodied state of the containment metaphorically defined by forms of pronounced
boundaries (Barrie, 1996). To identify a place as a definite domain, edges of place perform
their roles as bordering junctions indicating spatial articulation and differences between
juxtaposing domains through diverse activities belonging to both sides of edges as mixed
congenial settings (Jacob, 1993).
Social Encounters
If edges of place reveal their spatial quality, edges along paths not only define spatial
networks’ configuration but also affect whether possibilities of spatial orientation and social
integrations can take place in the place webs (Laiprakobsup, 2007). Social interactions and
experience in public realms help create livability, that is, the most likely contribution to
sustainability continuing aesthetics of living, animation, and connectedness (Knox & Mayer,
2009, p. 106; Gehl, 2010). Possibilities of sociability can occur in spatial networks in
cooperation with paths’ spatial layouts such as kiosks that allows for pedestrian flow (AlHomoud & Abu-Obied, 2003). Spatial configurations of the networks, as Hillier (1996)
examined two-dimensional maps of convex spaces, axial lines, and deformed wheels of
settlements, entail the global pattern of the settlement that refers to a potential movement
field enabling for co-presence, co-awareness, informal encounters, and lively street activities
(p. 161). Rather than two-dimensional layers of interconnected spaces, the spatial network is
an organized complex structure that functions social spaces and “life between buildings”
(Gehl, 1987). The term organized complexity is pertinent to environmental awareness in a
way that an information field humans embody in place lies in a manner of scaling hierarchy
created by surrounding surfaces or boundaries/edges that determines paths and activity nodes
(Salingaros, 2005, p. 11).
Edges of place convey either separation or amalgamation of the parts of domains and
essentially enable to identify particular regions of domains (Barrie, 1996, p. 38). Edge zones
emerging out of detailed facades can furthermore create a space within spaces at the
transitional zone, leading to a place to pause. Popular places for pausing or staying are found
along the facades in spaces and inbetween realms where it is possible to view and be part of
juxtaposed spaces, simultaneously (Gehl, 1987, pp. 149-151). Social life of public domains
intrinsically develops around “scalloped edges” of the diverse activities that will build up a
process of involvement (Alexander, et al., 1977, p. 602).
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Cumulative Identity
Place identity, as a key aspect of sustainability to achieve a sense of place, is sociocultural constructed (Knox & Mayer, 2009). To sustain place identity hinges on patterns of
relationships and interactions in a given place; hence, experience of connectedness in spatial
networks influences identity of place. An identity of place draws a parallel with physical
characteristics of place, activities and functions taking in place, and semantic symbols
(Relph, 1976, pp. 61-62). People’ performances in spatial networks of place accumulate
civic pride and identities of the specific realm (Sassi, 2006): place networks’ functionalities
and potentials influencing ways that activities of spatial connectedness take place engender
cumulative place identity.
Considered as domains of emergent spatial interrelations delivering sustainable contents
and environmental symbols towards identity, place networks serve not only as transitional
spaces; rather, perform as inbetween modes of place capable of conducting exchanges,
sharing, and participations. The inbetweens in environmental design are pertinent to the
conception of juxtapositions of spaces/places as manifestations of differences, an articulation
between environmental realms. Inbetween realms, as to van Eck (1968), can induce
associative relationships and reinforcement of place identity at once “with respect to place
and occasion” (p. 104). Also, for Kleinsasser (1999), inbetween domains are considered as
potential, undesignated spaces that can develop into places responsive to two or more sets of
conditions, simultaneously (pp. 61-87). To articulate the conception of environmental
juxtapositions, the spatial networks must manifest themselves as inbetween modes of place—
symbolic forms leading to meaningful experience of spatial-relations. With presentational
forms of interval domains, inbetween modes can offer place networks evolving opportunities,
rather than straightforward pathways, as the following:
1. Significant, interval pauses and a place of refuge and associations,
2. Detached participations,
3. Spatial reinforcement strengthening juxtaposing realms,
4. Spatial clarification creating sequential-making between places,
5. Spontaneous uses: spacious clarity, (Laiprakobsup, 2007).
In the present study, to continue spatial ecology of life-spaces—relations between
activity nodes, spatial networks develop into critical environments so as to stimulate
experience and identity of place by providing potentials of a series of environmental
sequences, orientation, and progressive movement, all of which lead humans to be lived-in an
embodied place through edges’ ordered complexity. Edges of place could create the
embodiment of place networks and possibilities of pauses and participations. The presence of
inbetween modes of place might enable meaningful potentials for the engagement in the
environmental networks; in turn, embodied spatial networks can be reinforced as a “third
places” for dynamics of social activities, encounters and shared experiences, all of which
assist to cultivate a sense of place and remark a sense of community.
Research Hypotheses: Embodied Spatial-Networking as Inbetween Modes of
Communal Connectivity
Based on the previous theoretical review, research hypotheses were generated in that
embodied spatial networks present as an organizational system of environmental relationships
strengthening sustainability of place. Embodied spatial networks function as places of
communal connectivity for living in spatial and cultural ecology, including place identity.
Therefore, this research examined hypotheses drawing upon patterns of connective means in
relation to communal lifestyles, environmental-shifting, and social interactions towards
identity. Research problems, in turn, were categorized into three hypotheses as providing in
the following.
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Hypothesis 1
Spatial networks are environmental organization of connectivity derived from
conditions of activity relationships to respond for spatial ecology and communal patterns for
living. Socio-cultural patterns of spaces within a community become factors that determine
characteristics of systems of transitional spaces. Spatial ecology and associative culture will
be therefore critical subject matters in order to identify an entire organization of spatial
networks for movement and transitions.
Hypothesis 2
Interactions between humans and spatial networks are related to qualities of the edges
of place that define attributes of embodied spatial networks. Interactive edges of place and
boundaries of the networks contribute to the embodiment of place networks, developing
places of environmental involvement. Associations between people and embodied edges of
place networks result in communal interactions in public realms.
Hypothesis 3
Place networks perform as a “third place” of interactions and symbolize place identity
by means of inbetween modes of place. Being a “third place”, place networks present
themselves as public domains for participatory pauses, social interactions and sharing
communality. These roles of place networks affect place identity and community’s meaning.
Thus, place networks symbolizing inbetween modes can bring about a manifestation of
identity of place and community.
4.

Methodology: The Search of Relationships
The research goal aims to analyze patterns of relationships between place networks and
sustainable constructs of place-making. This research employed inquiry methods of the
correlation research (Groat & Wang, 2002, pp. 206-209) to determine factors and criteria of
embodied spatial networks regarding sustainable constructs in phenomena of the case
study—Kasetsart University’s transitional domains—for examining hypotheses. Research
methods included a structured questionnaire, informal interviews and observation, and
cognitive mapping. The sample of a structured questionnaire consisted of 180 subjects of
students, faculties, and staffs equally divided within four campus zones while the exemplar of
cognitive mapping gathered from 32 subjects from 10 trained subjects and 22 layman users.
Data interpretation used processes of “unitizing and categorizing” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985,
pp. 344-51), a comparative analysis of composite mapping (Lynch, 2000, pp. 140-152), and
statistics of multiple regression to analyze patterns of relationships between factors and to
anticipate effects of the third hypothesis (Groat & Wang, 2002; Punch, 2005).
The Setting
This research selected Kasetsart University, Bangkean Campus located in Bangkok as a
case study demonstrating the clarity of a lived community that represents a diversity of
activities, environments, and transportation systems in order to investigate collective roles of
spatial networks. The structures of spatial networks within the campus are complex systems
that comprise of main loops, chains of streets, and a variety of transitions to support relations
between activity nodes and socio-cultural contexts (Figure 1). The campus embodies a
mixed-use domain that houses a multiplicity of related environments: education, research,
administration, recreation, service, culture, and residence. Natural resources such as trees
and waterways in place affect a university image of eco-friendly conviviality.
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Figure 1: A main loop of the campus’s spatial networks functions as an integrated core (Left). A chain of the
sub-networks links between activity nodes within the district (Right).

Procedures and Dependent Measures
To assess hypotheses, three analytical methods were employed. First, “unitizing and
categorizing” process (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 344-51) was used to analyze factors and
relations between lifestyles, activities, and spatial behaviors within the setting. Sorting
conditions of spatial-relations and spatial culture characterized structural organizations of
spatial networks regarding spatial ecology. Second, comparative analyses of composite,
cognitive maps between trained subjects and layman users and of informal interviews were
assessed to identify cooperative features of edges of place, embodiment of spatial networks,
and socio-cultural interactions. Third, to examine hypothesis three—spatial networks’
inbetween effects on place identity, place modes of spatial networks, functions of intervals,
and a symbol of place networks were measured by a five-point scale: (1) represents the
lowest environmental perception; (5) represents the highest environmental perception of
identity. The dependent measure consisted of 15 statements defining how subjects perceive
environmental attributes, functions, and symbols of the spatial networks’ inbetween
characteristics under a study area (Appendix A). Estimates of critical effects to a dependent
variable of place networks’ third places (V 1.1), that of social encounters (V 2.1), and that of
manifestation of communality and sharing (V 3.5) were operated through regression analysis.
Validity or “trustworthiness” of the content analysis was established by means of a
triangulation of research findings in relation to activities and environmental contexts in the
setting at concrete levels. To ensure reliability, examining the impact of the independent
variables on each dependent variable employed ordinary least squares (OLS). R2 and
adjusted R2 were provided in order to examine how much (in percentage) independent and
control variables in each model explain a dependent variable. The F-statistics was employed
to examine whether or not the independent and control variables jointly had a significant
impact on the dependent variable. Misspecification tests were given in order to evaluate
whether or not the models were affected by serial correlation, omitted variable bias,
heteroskedasticity of standard errors, and multi-collinearity. The tests for serial correlation
were Durbin-Watson (Durbin & Watson 1950a; 1950b) and Breusch-Godfrey’s LM tests
(Breusch 1978; Godfrey 1978) while the test for omitted variable bias was Ramsey’s RESET
test (Ramsey, 1969). The test for heteroskedasticity of errors was White’s heteroskedasticity
test (White 1980). These statistical problems can cause the inefficiency of coefficient
estimates, which make falsely accepting or rejecting hypotheses.
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5.

Results: Relationships between Embodied Spatial Networks and Sustainable
Constructs of Place
Examining hypotheses lies in that embodied spatial networks are correlated to
sustainable place-making in terms of spatial connectivity responsive to life-spaces’ relations
and culture within a community and social participations of place leading to identity of place.
Analyses of their factors and relations are conducted as organized into three topics as follows:
Spatial-Networking for Life Ecology
The results from examining the first hypothesis; the relationships between morphology
of spatial networks and factors of spatial ecology and culture within a community, indicate
that interconnections between life-spaces creates hierarchical patterns of linkage as spatial
culture posits gathering places in transitional webs. Spatial connectivity within life ecology
is related to how significant relations between activity nodes of users’ life-spaces continue in
a given community. Due to culture of assembly between activity nodes designated to specific
functions, users need interval spaces in their life-spaces for social gathering, optional
activities, and rest besides programmatic spaces; therefore, transitional realms for
congregations embedded into spatial networks are necessary. These conditions lead spatial
networks to be interconnected in a series of sequences.
Figure 2: Spatial ecology of activity nodes within life-spaces in Kasetsart University, Bangkean.
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Figure 3: A mixed-use settlement of Kasetsart University.

Figure 4: A pattern of spatial networks—
integrated cores and collaborations—results from
connecting between spatial ecology of activities.

Figure 5: A spatial system of gathering places within the
spatial networks of Kasetsart University.

Figure 6: Composite layers of spatial networks
manifest a hierarchy of connectivity in Kasetsart
university.
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Groups of users: students, faculties, and staffs inhibit major spaces of education,
research, and administration and rely on supportive life-spaces in different and similar levels
of relations as shown in Figure 2. Overlapping, diverse relations between activity nodes
related to daily periods of time lead to structural patterns of interconnecting webs; globalloop networks and supportive counterparts, both of which reinforce capacities of movement
between life-spaces within a setting. Global-loop networks serve great potentials of
movement between activity districts while supportive networks connect between activity
nodes within the same district and act as accessible transitions between global-loop cores and
activity destinations. A mix-used settlement of activity nodes (Figure 3) generates
pragmatically resilient networks of movement, making cooperation between global-loop and
supportive spatial networks possible in overall (Figure 4).
With the context of the educational institute, culture of associations in interval periods
between major activities turns to be a critical factor establishing spatial networks in sociocultural functionality as gathering places. Students and staffs mostly take advantage of subdivisive spaces within spatial networks; multi-purpose areas on the ground level, pocket
spaces in building blocks, and transitional edges, to mingle each other for optional activities
(Figure 5). These transitional zones immersed into supportive networks allow for being part
of communal contexts.
Mentioned conditions of spatial ecology of life-spaces and cultural spaces form a
hierarchy of spatial-networking systems and sequences of spatial relationships. A hierarchy
of spatial networks comprises of three categories of linkage (Figure 6) as the following:
1. Core spatial networks allowing for movement between districts of activity nodes such
as loop networks and major and minor streets.
2. Collaborative spatial networks performing as conjunctions between core networks
and activity nodes, links between buildings, and places of spatial-shifting within the
district, in diverse periods of time, in cooperation with networks of assembly.
3. Associative spatial networks such as multi-purpose areas on the ground floor
sustaining spatial culture of social congregations, temporary rest, and alternative
activities in transitional periods.
Morphology of spatial networks for life supports in spatial ecology and culture needs
to retain a hierarchy of spatial connectivity. Each layer of spatial networks is correlated in
sequences with regard to environmental, living circuits and social interactions in a specific
community. Places of interactions are engaged with well-defined spatial configurations that
create environmental participations.
Embodiment of Place Networks through Interactive Edges
Results from examining the second hypothesis reveal that embodied edges of place
become significantly composite elements towards the embodiment of spatial networks,
inducing social and associative interactions in place webs. People experience clarity of place
networks through interactions with edges of place. In effect, lived edges of place turn out to
be critical layers that demonstrate environmental networks’ definitions and place of
participations of spatial networks.
Edges of place cultivate public liveliness and associations between people, place, and
environmental orientation. Embodied edges of place—ecological nature, built forms,
activities—establish experience of connections, participations, and determination of paths
(Figure 7 & 8). Rather than physical boundaries, activity edges surrounding a path make an
itinerary between a source and a goal into a series of episodes through participant pauses with
events (Figure 9). Activity edges manipulate decision-making of path directions if people
intend to share experience with emerging, communal events of place. Both physical and
activity edges of place also strengthen identification of districts with a community.
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Protective, defined edging layers, moreover, persuade people to temporarily retreat in
place webs, and enable for interacting with the contexts. Participatory pauses in protective
edges surrounding spatial networks can cause possibilities of social encounters because
acquaintances have chances to mingle as movement flows nearby bordering withdraws.
Animate edges, in this context, become welcoming environments of the place networks for
potentials of accessibility, urban sharing, and publicity; therefore, giving rise to social
interactions in the community.
Figure 7: Composite layers of interactive edges of place
from trained participants show influential boundaries to
the embodiment of place networks, Kasetsart University.

Figure 8: Composite layers of interactive edges
of place from layman participants unfold another
layer of activity edges, Kasetsart University.

Figure 9: Activities of recreations in fields collaborate with ecological-natural edges of trees and a waterway to
reinforce characteristics of the collaborative network and participations to the communal contexts.
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Relationships between Place Networks and Identity
With an examination of the third hypothesis, research outcomes exhibit that place
networks embodying inbetween modes positively affect place identity only if spatial
networks present themselves as communal places of participations. This consequence results
from the assessment of three models that comprise of the selected variables developed from
integrating place networks’ physical attributes, functions, and symbols into inbetween modes
of place, environmental systems of transition-shifting.
Table 1: Effects of spatial networks’ physical attributes on place identity through inbetween modes of place (a
dependent variable 1.1: places for associative pauses).
Variables
Contextual participations
(V 1.2)
Clarity of directions
(V 1.4)
Comfort and safety
(V 1.5)
Connecting to communal activities
(V 2.2)
Performing as transitions and edging junctures
(V 2.3)
Providing spaces for alternative activities
(V 2.5)
Embodiment of social interactions
(V 3.2)
Identification of place image
(V 3.3)
Reinforcement of place relations as a whole
(V 3.4)
Manifestation of communality and sharing
(V 3.5)
Constant
Numbers
R2
Adjusted R2
F-Statistics
Durbin-Watson
LM (χ2(1))
RESET
White (χ2(1))
VIF

Regression Analysis
0.45***
(0.06)
0.12*
(0.06)
0.17**
(0.07)
0.06
(0.08)
0.01
(0.07)
-0.00
(0.07)
0.17**
(0.07)
0.09
(0.07)
-0.01
(0.08)
-0.09
(0.08)
0.20
(0.33)
180
0.49
0.46
16.43***
1.82
1.45
1.13
1.79*
1.59

Note: * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. In order to determine
whether the models are likely to be plagued by the multi-collinearity problem, variance inflation factors (VIF)
were employed for the independent variables. In brief, if the value of the VIF is lower than 10, then the models
are less likely to be affected by the multi-collinearity problem.

As shown in Table 1, the results are presented from ordinary least squares (OLS). The
model of effects of spatial networks’ physical attributes shows the regression of the
dependent variable’s places of associative pauses (V1.1) on independent and control
variables. An inclusion of the control variables aims to examine whether independent
variables have a significant impact on participatory pauses, given some other factors. The
model’s Adjusted R2 and F-statistics indicate that explanatory variables jointly have a
significant impact on associative pauses. F-statistics of the misspecification tests are not
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statistically significant; this indicates that model is not affected by serial correlation, omitted
variable bias, heteroskedasticity of standard errors, and multi-collinearity.
To demonstrate a “third place” of associative pauses, a variable of contextual
participations has a significant and positive impact on pauses in place networks. This implies
that place networks that convey a sense of contextual participations are likely to be associated
with places for a sense of attraction to pause or to temporarily retreat in environmental webs.
Comfort and safety has a significant and positive impact on places for associative pauses;
nonetheless, the impact of clarity of directions is marginally significant at 90 percent
confidence interval. Note that the control variable of embodiment of social interactions
furthermore affects a sense of pause in place networks. The results of spatial networks’
attributes on place identity can be concluded: being a “third place” of associative pauses is
significantly correlated to an impact of place networks containing a sense of contextual
participations. Meanwhile, impacts of clarity of directions, comfort and safety, and
embodiment of social interactions affect attractions for pauses in the networks as people are
moving in transitions.
Table 2: Effects of spatial networks’ activities and functions on place identity through inbetween modes of place
(a dependent variable 2.1: encouraging social encounters)
Variables
Contextual participations
(V 1.2)
Transitional definitions
(V 1.3)
Performing as transitions and edging junctures
(V 2.3)
Establishing sequential and integral conviviality
(V 2.4)
Providing spaces for alternative activities
(V 2.5)
Reinforcement of place relations as a whole
(V 3.4)
Constant
Numbers
R2
Adjusted R2
F-Statistics
Durbin-Watson
LM (χ2(1))
RESET
White (χ2(1))
VIF

Regression Analysis
0.07
(0.08)
-0.14
(0.09)
0.18**
(0.07)
0.19**
(0.09)
0.29***
(0.09)
0.13
(0.10)
0.99***
(0.37)
180
0.28
0.25
11.13***
1.76
2.53
1.67
0.63
1.57

Note: * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. In order to determine
whether the models are likely to be plagued by the multi-collinearity problem, variance inflation factors (VIF)
are employed for the independent variables. In brief, if the value of the VIF is lower than 10, then the models
are less likely to be affected by the multi-collinearity problem.

In Table 2 exhibiting the results from ordinary least squares (OLS), the model of effects
of spatial networks’ activities and functions shows the regression of the dependent variable’s
encouraging social encounters (V 2.1) on independent and control variables. The model of
effects of spatial networks’ activities and functions is not affected by serial correlation,
omitted variable bias, heteroskedasticity of standard errors, and multi-collinearity. Its Fstatistics of misspecification tests are not statistically significant.
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Performing as transitions and edging junctures has a significant and positive impact on
encouraging social encounters. This implies that place networks acting as transitions and
edging junctures are associated with encouraging social encounters. Establishing sequential
and integral conviviality has a positive impact on encouraging social encounters. This
indicates that spatial networks creating a series of environmental geniality are likely to be
connected with chances of social encounters. Providing spaces for alternative activities also
has a significant and positive impact on promoting social encounters. This outcome reveals
that place networks that allow for alternative activities are most likely to be associated with
encouraging social encounters. Therefore, a conclusion on effects of spatial networks’
functions on place identity can be drawn on the fact that social encounters in place webs are
critically correlated to place networks providing alternative activities for integrations.
Likewise, spatial networks that function as transitions and edging junctures and establish
sequential and integral conviviality affect potentials of social encounters in place webs.
Table 3: Effect of spatial networks’ symbols on place identity through inbetween modes of place (a dependent
variable 3.5: manifestation of communality and sharing)
Variables
Definitions of spatial-relations
(V 1.3)
Clarity of directions
(V 1.4)
Comfort and safety
(V 1.5)
Performing as transitions and edging junctures
(V 2.3)
Experience of shifting intervals
(V 3.1)
Embodiment of social interactions
(V 3.2)
Identification of place image
(V 3.3)
Constant
Numbers
R2
Adjusted R2
F-Statistics
Durbin-Watson
LM (χ2(1))
RESET
White (χ2(1))
VIF

Model 6
0.13*
(0.07)
-0.01
(0.07)
0.10
(0.06)
0.06
(0.07)
0.18**
(0.08)
0.25***
(0.07)
0.32***
(0.07)
-0.00
(0.33)
180
0.45
0.43
20.42***
2.18
1.55
1.89
0.69
1.45

Note: * p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. In order to determine
whether the models are likely to be plagued by the multi-collinearity problem, variance inflation factors (VIF)
are for the independent variables. In brief, if the value of the VIF is lower than 10, then the models are less
likely to be affected by the multi-collinearity problem.

As shown in Table 3 presenting results form ordinary least squares (OLS), the model of
effects of spatial networks’ symbols reveals the regression of the dependent variable’s
manifestation of communality and sharing (V 3.5) on independent and control variables. The
model of effects of spatial networks’ symbols is not affected by serial correlation, omitted
variable bias, heteroskedasticity of standard errors, and multi-collinearity. Its F-statistics of
misspecification tests are not statistically significant.
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Experience of shifting intervals has a significant and positive impact on manifestation of
communality and sharing. This implies that place networks presenting experience of
environmental shifting are likely to be interrelated to a symbol of communality and sharing.
Embodiment of social interactions also has a significant and positive impact on manifestation
of communality and sharing. This indicates that place networks embodying social
interactions are more likely to be associated with manifestation of communality and sharing.
Identification of place image moreover has a significant and positive impact on a spatial
networks’ meaning of communality. The result leads spatial networks demonstrating place
image to be critically correlated to manifestation of communality and sharing. The inclusive
outcomes of spatial networks’ symbols on place identity can lead to the fact that place
networks’ manifestation of communality and sharing is considerably associated with spatial
networks symbolizing place image and embodiment of social interactions. Furthermore,
place webs that express transition-shifting environments affect manifestation of community
and participations.
Bearing witness to the regression models, all three dependent variables are affected by
counterparts from three interrelated elements of place identity. Therefore, place networks’
attributes, functions, and symbols are interdependent to have effects on identity of a
community. To reinforce communal identity, place networks encompass three supportive
constituents as providing conditions:
1. Manifesting a “third place” of associative pauses and retreats significantly interrelated
to supports of participations with the community.
2. Encouraging opportunities of social encounters and interactions drawing parallel to
offering realms for alternative activities and integrations in place networks.
3. Presenting a symbol of communality and kinships engaged with collaborating placeimage expression with social interactions in place networks.
6.

Analysis: Modes of Place-Netting
Analyzing relations between theoretical propositions of place networks from examining
three hypotheses leads to an insightful concept of place-netting as means for sustainable
place-making. Substantial conditions from spatial-networking for ecology, embodiment of
place networks, and effects on identity of community were reintegrated as shown in Table 4.
Place-netting embraces three critical, mutual modes to establish lively communal
sustainability: interconnectivity, interactivity, and integrations.
Interconnectivity
To support spatial ecology, a place must retain an organizational linkage and exchanges
in life circuits within a community. Place networks, in this context, manifest themselves as
communal realms of interconnections to sustain life ecology. On another view, factors of
relationships between life-spaces and spatial morphology of the mixed-uses within a
settlement become substantial constituents of the place networks’ hierarchical connectivity.
Subtle, defined boundaries as sub-divisive transitional spaces between juxtaposing layers of
place networks are necessary to establish accessible sequences. In this way, spatial networks
demonstrating connective places are formed by embodied edges of place—tactile boundaries
of built environments, ecology, and activities—that create senses of comprehensible
announcement of spatial-shifting, orientation, and images of the community.
Therefore, resilient place networks cannot merely consider two-dimensional spaces for
movement and gathering as Hillier (1996) points out, but need to fabricate hierarchical,
global structures of multiple connections collaborating with animate edges of place and
relations of activity nodes so as to induce environmental relationships between neighboring
domains. Lived boundaries defining enclosure of spatial networks affect perceptions of
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clarity of movement and alternative directions that are contingent to itinerary timing and a
multiplicity of connective networks a place offers. Place networks develop a role of
interconnectivity in terms of three and four-dimensional concepts of spatial connectivity and
configurations between a diversity of environments for living within the particular
community.
Table 4: Categories of Modes of Place Networks through reintegrating hypothetical results.
Hypothesis 1
Connections of Spatial
Ecology and LifeSpaces

Hypothesis 2
Embodiment of Place
Networks and Edges

Structural systems of
connecting lifespaces within a mixused community
Sequential connectivity
of Place Networks

Embodied edges of place
and clarity of place
networks
Alternatives of
movement with
multiple place
networks
Place networks’ edges
and communal
participations
Animate edges of place
and determination of
directions and
identification

Socio-spatial patterns
for gathering in
associative spatial
networks

Hypothesis 3
Inbetween Modes of
Place and Identity

Categories of Modes of
Place Networks for
Sustainability

Interconnectivity:
Composite,
Organizational
Systems of Spatial
Relationships

“Third places” of
associative pauses and
contextual
participations
Social interactions in
place networks

Interactivity: Communal
and Environmental
Participations

Place networks reflecting
symbols of place
image with social
interactions
Embodiment of
communality and
sharing

Integrations: Symbols of
Community and
Associations

Interactivity
Each sustainable community keeps on sense of contacts for sharing public realms. Place
networks present as “third places” of interactions, enabling for environmental involvement.
In this way, participatory, protective edges of the place networks such as activities and
congenial boundaries along paths not only promote directions of movement but also attract
people to pause for generating contextual participations and communal experience of place.
Associative pauses in place networks are significantly interrelated to capacities of
interactivity with environments as being integrated with communal possession. With lived
sub-spaces of transitional edges, place networks encourage both direct associations and
detached participations that allow for increasing opportunities of the social interactions in
public domains. This concept replies to findings that places of pedestrian flow enclosed by
intermediate, permeable edges promote casual encounters (Gehl, 1987; Al-Homoud and AbuObied, 2003; Salingaros, 2005). Place networks cooperating with associative boundaries
taking on continuous experience in the most complex place between two or more systems of
activities overlapping articulate potentials of interactivity.
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Integrations
Once place networks strengthen social interactions, communal integrations progressively
come into being, thereby reflecting communality and participations. Potentials of social
interactions in places networks are associated to place networks’ provision of undesignated
spaces for alternative activities and integrations. Within the context of the campus, sociocultural patterns of integrations emerge out of associations in interval periods of
environmental adaptation in place networks available for assembly, rest, and optional
activities. Place networks, which symbolize social interactions, experience of spatialshifting, and sentient place image of the whole, have positively and significantly impacts to
manifestation of places of communal integrations. In fact, systemic, living place networks
with complex, organized sequences of conviviality and tactile transition-shifting persuade
people to accumulate in sharing, inbetween domains to explore place, and thereby
encouraging opportunities of involvement as Alexander (1977) and Gehl (2010) point out.
Opportunities of sociability in place networks that collectively reflect place image have
critical effects on the presence of identity of the communality and participations.
7.

Conclusion: A Proposition of Place Networks in Relation to Sustainability of Place
Place networks are pertaining to constructing sustainable places in several levels.
Through modes of interconnectivity, interactivity, and integrations, place networks fabricate
supports of life-spaces in spatial ecology, social and environmental embodiment, and
reinforcement of communal identity. A conception of place networks enables configurations
of spatial transitions for sharing, participatory realms which perform as mingling places of
edges, rather than spaces for movement. Place networks, in this way, must announce
themselves with lived, congenial edges of place qualifying communal kinships. Moreover,
animate place networks affect communal identity if they present themselves as a “third place”
of associative pauses, domains of social interactions, and a symbol of communality.
Activities of public participations in place networks strengthen the collective, communal
images regarding place webs of convivial integrations. The more place networks reflect
place image fostered by social interactions and experience of environmental shifting, the
more symbols of communalization and participations are nurtured through the embodiment of
human-environment relationships towards sustainability.
8.

Implications: Place-Netting as a Reciprocal Bond of the Community
If sustainability is relation-making of life-environmental relationships, place networks
turn out to be critical environments that serve spatial interconnectivity, social interactivity,
and collective associations. To afford these qualities, systems of transitions should be
considered as communal, inbetween modes of place. Understanding relations between lifespaces and socio-cultural aspects within a particular community would help designers to
comprehend organizational structures of sequential spatial networks in a mixed-use
settlement, which enables for resilient movement. Moreover, place networks need animate,
genial edges of place to clarify their spatial definitions, optimize environmental orientation,
and activate pauses, thereby enlivening sociability in public realms. Integrative sociability in
urban place networks encompasses not only generating integrated core lines of networking
but also considering tangible edges of place that define embodied networks. Creation of
lived edges might improve sequences of place networks towards experiential approaches to
place, inducing meaningful movement. Suitable design of place networks’ boundaries as
transitional, sharing domains could allow people to linger in place, participate to contexts,
and raise chances to social interactions. Understanding these socio-spatial features of place
networks would contribute to mutual, vibrant integrations in a community.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Means and standard deviations of the 15 variables on spatial networks’
physical characters of place modes, functions, and symbols display through descriptive
statistics.
Variables
1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
3.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Observation

Physical attributes of place modes of spatial networks
Places for associative pauses
Contextual participations
Definitions of spatial-relations
Clarity of directions
Comfort and safety
Place networks’ functions and roles
Encouraging social encounters
Connecting to communal activities
Performing as transitions and edging junctures
Establishing sequential and integral conviviality
Providing spaces for alternative activities
Symbols of place networks
Experience of shifting intervals
Embodiment of social interactions
Identification of place image
Reinforcement of place relations as a whole
Manifestation of communality and sharing

Mean

Standard Deviation

180
180
180
180
180

3.74
3.66
3.58
3.46
3.75

0.95
0.96
0.92
0.99
0.91

180
180
180
180
180

3.58
3.66
3.51
3.73
3.54

1.02
0.83
0.94
0.95
0.94

180
180
180
180
180

3.68
3.46
3.73
3.53
3.72

0.82
0.93
0.87
0.87
0.93
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Abstract: Moving and Learning
Movement in the classroom can lend to increased learning. How can we as
educators use movement to enhance learning and keep the integrity of dance as an
art form? The importance of dance as a respected form of artistic expression is
extremely important to me as a dancer and choreographer. The importance of using
movement as a tool for educating is important to me as a mother and as an educator
in higher education of both trained and untrained movers.
Finding the balance in this age of cut backs and reducing educational
support, especially the arts, is going to require educators who truly believe in the
use of the arts to excite and enhance the regular curriculum. Many states expect and
even require the mostly voluntary use of dance in public education. Most, do not.
This paper will address how educators and schools in the states that do not supply
this type of education can apply some of these opportunities for their students.
Some of the many studies that support the use of kinesthetic/physical engagement
for learning will be cited.
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Abstract: Movement and Empathy
Change is a base for all of life. The constant change in the body—breath, blood flow,
heartbeat and organ function—create an ongoing change in shape, volume and flow
of the physical body. Connecting into this change and becoming aware of these
effects on the physical body allow us to be more aware of others around us and the
potential similarities and differences.
This workshop will explore the connections between movement and
empathy. The use of movement improvisation will allow participants to physically
understand how movement allows us to connect to others and the world at large.
Body knowledge, awareness and connectivity reduce internal conflict which
increases awareness, in turn reducing relational conflict. Many improvisational
movement explorations will be presented that connect the participants to their
physical being opening opportunities to relate to others on a different level than
what is usually experienced.
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Drama as a Diplomatic Medium：The Literary
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 Yu-Hsing Chen
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Graduate Institute of Taiwan Literature
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Preface
Drama and Art was a journal published by the overseas Chinese in the
Philippines during 1964-1972, containing abundant scripts, pictures, fictions and
comments. The content included the history of the overseas Chinese in the Philippines,
the activities held by the overseas Chinese organizations, and detailed information of
the amateur Peking Opera troupes(京劇票房). Most important of all, this journal
boosted theatrical experience exchange between Taiwan and the Philippines. This
story was formerly neglected by previous researchers, yet it induces the bigger
question that how dramas, especially Peking Opera, played as a diplomatic medium
between Taiwan and the overseas Chinese during the post-Cold War period.
This paper takes Drama and Art as the main object for exploring diplomatic
tactics via Peking Opera. After the WWII, the Taiwan (ROC) government was forced
to retreat from the Mainland China and there were two separated regimes across the
Taiwan Strait. In order to keep the orthodoxy of Chinese culture, Peking Opera was
named as “National Opera” in Taiwan, and played an important role in reconstructing
the imagination of “Great China.” During the war time, the overseas Chinese in Asia
Pacific had stronger capital and were more influential compared to the people living in
Taiwan. For the purpose of appealing their support, the Taiwan (ROC) government
promoted Peking Opera to evoke the national identity of overseas compatriots. In fact,
to export Peking Opera was not only a way of introducing culture from homeland, but
1
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also a kind of “soft power” diplomacy which made a play a social engagement. While
the overseas Peking Opera troupes came to Taiwan for troop entertainment,
high-ranking politicians and local celebrities usually made their public appearances.
As a result, Peking Opera gradually became an important hub to attract elites in
different fields.
The main goal of this paper is to clarify the histrionic viewpoint and reference of
the Chinese Filipinos-- the overseas Chinese in the Philippines-- and further leads to
the conclusion that the combination of diplomatic relation and Peking Opera was not a
coincidence. This movement involved dynamics of orthodoxy of Chinese culture and
traditional aristocracy ideology. To advocate Peking Opera was formed as a way of
entering higher social class. Moreover, the frequent art communication/interaction
between the Philippines and Taiwan not only strengthened the political relations
between two countries, but also deepened the patriotism of the overseas Chinese. The
nobility of Peking Opera enhanced their identification with homeland so that in the war
time they were willing to offer money and supplies to The Taiwan (ROC) government.
In result, during this particular historical moment, the function of Peking Opera
contained many complex layers yet has seldom been studied before. Thus this paper
contributes to a new understanding of the connection between national consciousness
and Peking Opera performance.

1. The situation of the Chinese Filipinos and their theater
community
There are several terms in discussing the overseas Chinese. In general “The
overseas Chinese” refers to people who have Chinese kinship and reside in foreign
countries regardless of citizenship. More precisely, “The overseas Chinese” can be
separated into two divisions: Huaciao(華僑) and Huayi(華裔). Huaciao(華僑)
usually means Chinese who were born in China but emigrated to elsewhere while
Huayi( 華 裔 ) means the offspring of Chinese ancestries who have different
citizenship and were born in other countries. This classification becomes mixed after
2
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WWII, during which the government in Taiwan blurred the borderlines between the
divisions and gave the “overseas Chinese” a new title—the “Overseas Compatriot.”
Renaming the “overseas Chinese” into the “Overseas Compatriot” could be
understood as a rhetorical strategy designed by the Taiwan (ROC) government. The
authority intended to conjure the overseas Chinese to identify themselves as Chinese
and make the Taiwan (ROC) government as the only legitimate government. This
competition of being the orthodox regime of China can be traced back to the Chinese
Civil War. After WWII, the CPC (the Communist Party of China) won the
confliction. In result, the KMT (Kuomintang, the Chinese Nationalist Party) were
forced to retreat to Taiwan, which separated the land of China until the present day.
Since the KMT was eager to fight back to mainland China, they tried every
possibility to sustain the legitimacy of the ROC (the Republic of China) and
administered Martial Law in Taiwan during 1949-1987. It was a long military ruling
period and required a lot of resource, which explains the reason the authority in
Taiwan wanted to appeal the overseas Chinese to join its campaign. The small island
needed a lot more money and support to carry out the grand plan.
In 1949, two different governments were built across Taiwan Strait. the Taiwan
(ROC) government was eager to find support from the overseas Chinese in the
Philippines, hoping them would admit the Taiwan (ROC) government

as the

orthodoxy of China. After 1949, the Mainland China government (PRC) set
restriction on emigration. Between 1966 to1976 which was the time of Culture
Revolution, the PRC government even dissolved the Overseas Affair Association. In
contrast, the Taiwan (ROC) government was actively in developing trade and
business in the 1950s.1
While the PRC was busy with their interior affairs, the Taiwan (ROC)
government took over the place of culture homeland for the overseas Chinese. At the
same time, the Taiwan (ROC) government also promoted the ideologies of
1

Ye Long-Yan, ‘Recovery of the Tourism Industry in Taiwan at the beginning of the Post War Era (1945-1955)’ Taipei
Historical Documents Quarterly 163 (Taipei: Taipei Historical Documents, 2008.03), p. 21-54.
3
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Anti-Communist and Three Principles to the overseas Chinese. This action won the
recognition of the overseas Chinese society.
In order to launch the fighting back plan, the Taiwan (ROC) government
initiated to make the connection with “Overseas Compatriot”. Those potential foreign
supporters had superior economy ability and big networking, and had great impact on
the modern history of China. Tracing back to the earliest revolution in 1911, the
overseas Chinese instituted the revolution party, raised money, and plotted to
overthrown the Ching Dynasty (清朝). Moreover, they published newspapers to
agitate the revolution all over the world. As Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, the father of China
said, “The overseas Chinese is the mother of revolution.” The impact of the overseas
supports lasted much longer than people expected. Latter during Sino-Japanese War
(1937-1945) many Chinese Filipinos voluntarily joined the army to fight against
Japan. This “anti-Japanese” experience made the Chinese Filipinos have similar
memories to the Taiwan (ROC) government. Those war time events offered them
more common experience and memory than ever before, strengthening the
relationship between two groups of people even till present day. Due to the special
post war political environment the Taiwan (ROC) government developed a close
relation to the overseas Chinese. In particular, the Chinese Filipino was one of the
closest friends of the Taiwan (ROC) government. The Taiwan (ROC) government
declared that the Chinese Filipino was the most patriotic one among the overseas
Chinese. Their economic support and literary effluence consolidated the ROC
government as the legitimate China. The validity was inspiring and helpful for the
fighting back plan.
Since the Chinese people over the world have a common ancestral culture, they
would keep their custom and language after integrating into local civilization. For
instance, though Filipinos have their native language, the Chinese Filipinos still got
accustomed to speaking Chinese. So the Chinese Filipinos would tend to get
together and read their own journals in Chinese. Drama and Art was one of them. It
was a biannual journal about drama and literature published by the Chinese
4
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Filipinos, consisted of scripts, novels, and reports on performances. Among these
literary works, the plight of the Chinese Filipinos was carefully described, offering a
glance of the situation of the Chinese Filipinos in the 1960s. For example, the novel
‘The Drama in Troubled Times’ (〈亂世之戲〉) depicts the story of the Chinese
Filipinos wondering from one place to another in East Asia, telling the hard time of
Chinese people leaving their hometown. It was a heartbroken moment in separating
from family.
The Chinese Filipinos left their family dependent in Hong Kong, North Corner. Many conjugal
couples were split up by harsh environment and rough fate, enduring bitter yearning.2

Just as the characters in the novel, many Chinese Filipinos felt homeless throughout
their lives since they lived without all their relatives’ accompany. Feeling rootless, the
Chinese Filipinos yearned for a way to maintain their language, culture, and identity.
As the Philippines became an independent nation in 1946, nationalism surged up
and they summoned natives to expel the Chinese Filipinos. Comparing to other
people in Philippine, the Chinese Filipinos only occupied 1% of the population, far
less than Indonesians, Thai, Malaysians, Singaporeans and Vietnamese.7 Though the
Chinese Filipinos was minority, they dominated the economy of the Philippines.
Therefore, the Chinese Filipinos also raised the envy by the natives. For example,
we can see this situation in the novel ‘A Trip to Coconut Island in March’ (〈椰島三
月行〉). It describes how the Chinese Filipinos gained richness but at the same time
hatred from the folks. The main character in the novel, Ron Fu, scolds The Chinese
Filipinos as
“…vampire, sucking the blood of the natives -- making money by ill means. They invade the economy
of the Philippines and the natives lose their job.” And therefore, “the overseas Chinese is as sly as
a fox.”3

This paragraph reflects the native’s point of view that the Chinese Filipinos had great
ability on making money, yet at the risk of walking on the edge of the law. Their
2
3

Zi Ming, ‘The Drama in Troubled Times’ Drama and Art 3(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1965), p. 367.
Mu Ying, ‘A Trip to Coconut Island in March’ Drama and Art 3(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1965), p. 298-299.
5
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double identification contributed to a special situation: they were superbly rich and
capable of forming overseas groups. Meanwhile, they often confront the distrust and
menace from the government. The stowaway Chinese, “…must leave within a week, or
they will be arrested and put into water jail, and then be dispelled.4 It is clear that the Chinese

Filipinos was economically advantaged but politically disadvantaged.
The novel also reveals the perplexity of the Chinese Filipinos’ identity. Some of
them claimed “We have the same blood as Dr. Sun Yat-sen!” while others believed “Now we
are citizens of the Philippines, we must stay loyal to the country! For the happiness of the people,
what we should do is get rid of the idea of the overseas Chinese, which stops us to improve and get
independent.”5 The Chinese Filipinos, especially those born in Philippine, began to

doubt their identity as a Chinese. Instead, they identified themselves as citizens in
Philippines.
The crisis of identity was closely related to Philippines government's policy. As
Ferdinand Marcos began his presidency in 1965, he changed the policy of
discrimination. First, he loosened the restriction of nationality, so that more Chinese
became Filipino easily. In 1973, the president enforced the law that compelled
Chinese schools to turn into Philippine schools, which lessened the opportunity for
Chinese Filipinos to learn mandarin.6 Those policies also caused anxiety to those
Chinese Filipinos who have different self-identity.
The Chinese Filipinos tended to form organizations and associations via which
their inner networking and identification were built. One reason of all is because most
of the Chinese Filipinos were businessman. They focused on the price of merchandise
and seldom cared about other things. So it could be reasonable that Chinese society
did not have a literature journal. Though there were several art societies, but they
only have mild friendship to the businessmen. They hardly had stronger sponsorship,
not to mention patronizing performance. So there were hidden rules at that time:
4
5
6

Mu Ying, ‘A Trip to Coconut Island in March’ Drama and Art 3(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1965), p. 306.
Mu Ying, ‘A Trip to Coconut Island in March’ Drama and Art 3(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1965), p. 299.
Chang Yong-Han Chang, The Ethnic Chinese Policy of the Philippines,1946-1986 (Taipei: Tamkang University,
2009).
6
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“Never buy the performance tickets from the overseas group. Never buy the books
published locally.” 7 Professional actors and writers rarely had markets in the
overseas group.
Comparing to other commercial magazines, the style of Drama and Art was
unique. They raised funds and edited the magazine by themselves. This magazine
repeatedly emphasized their persistency with Peking Opera performance. Why did
they have special interests on popularizing Peking Opera through this literary
journal? The function of Peking Opera might explain. Instead of merely a collection
of critics, the editors of this journal had other political purposes. The function of
Peking Opera and the political purposes it carries are the key features that made this
journal even special.

2. The function and motivation of Peking Opera performance
for the Chinese Filipinos
A. Performing on Stage: the Special Needs of Businessman
The Chinese Filipino businessmen not only wanted to earn capitals but also to
pursue superb achievement for self-esteem. As mentioned before, the Chinese
Filipino did good job and let Filipinos jealous. Under such inferior political situation
and unfriendly surrounding, the Chinese Filipinos needed psychological consolation
to get away from the overwrought daily work. Singing and acting are two of the most
effective ways to release the stress. Therefore Peking Opera became the main
entertainment of the Chinese Filipinos. Although it was not a cheap entertainment,
the Chinese Filipinos businessmen were welling to devote themselves into drama
despite of the expenditure.
Acting in the play gives the amateur actor the illusion of being successful. This
is why the amateur actors obsess in the Peking Opera. The repertoires usually involve
the story of conquering other countries or beating the enemies. This great motivation
appeals people to join the plays. Members of the Peking Opera club enjoy acting
7

Su Zi, ‘Circumstance of the Chinese Filipinos’ Drama and Art 10(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1968), p. 362-369.
7
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ancient emperors, generals or heros to satisfy the dream of being great. One actor
who acted the Emperor Hanwu (漢武帝) even described:
As soon as I land on stage, I see officials line up in two rows. Warriors take their weapons as my
guard. Well-dressed maids were all lovely and enchanting. Ritualizes and Eunuchs waiting in line
to wait on me. Glory shine on the palace, and the background was painted delicately. I was
crowned and walked up slowly from the backstage. At that moment, I thought I was really an
emperor! Satisfying, satisfying enough! It’s happier than winning a million dollars at an instant.8

It is not hard to understand amateur actors got temporarily satisfied and felt the
happiness of power in acting this kind of story.
In addition, to eulogize the ancient emperors' virtues was also popular in
Taiwan, so this kind of plays can make more opportunities for the Chinese Filipinos
to travel to Taiwan. Having the chance to perform in Taiwan was a great honor for
amateur actors from the Philippines. In contrast to the situation of Peking Opera in
the

Philippines,

The

Chinese

Filipinos

received

warm

welcome

and

acknowledgement in Taiwan. So the troupes competed intensely in order to wine the
opportunity of playing on stage at Taiwan. Edify Troupe (移風票房) was one of the
top Chinese Filipinos company. In 1968 they got the opportunity to visit Taiwan.
What surprised the actors was that there were thousands of audiences waiting for
them at the airport. The leader of the troupe was surrounded by various journalists
and news reporters; the special reception impressed the Chinese Filipinos company.
More than unusual the ambassador of Taiwan in Philippine presented an article to
praise the visit:
The gentlemen in the Edify Troupe are also leaders of the Chinese Filipinos. They used to have
interest in arts. As they find the society need improvements, they convey ethical through drama
performance. This activity indeed follows the trend of Reviving Chinese Culture.9

On the surface the article was nothing but expressing welcome and
commendation. However the real purpose was to entitle the Chinese Filipinos
compatriots and tried to build a strong connection between two countries. Whether in
the level of civilian or official, the authority of Taiwan did every possible way to
8
9

Su Zi, ‘Another Year on the Stage’ Drama and Art 13(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1970), p. 251-253.
Hang Liwu, ‘Address of Welcome’ Drama and Art 9(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1968).
8
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express sincerity and friendship to the Philippines. Since at the 1960’s-1970’s the
Chinese Filipinos were more advanced than Taiwan in economic, it was wise to have
a strong supporter and friend nearby if KMT did not give up fighting back to the
mainland.
Therefore the welcome not only came from official, but also the army in
Taiwan. The government nor only provided great supports to the visiting actors, but
also sent the army’s best actors to accompany the visiting Peking Opera troupe from
the Philippines in order to appeal more audience. It was normal for army to patronize
Pecking Opera actors because they were one of the few institutions that could afford
the expenditure and budgets for professional troupes, so most troupes had official
names directly related to the army. For example, the troupe that entertained the guest
actors was called Army Opera Troupe. During Edify Troupe’s visit, they sent their
famous leading actress Dai Qixia (戴綺霞) to act with the amateur actors. This
arrangement, just as expected, appealed great numbers of fans and resulted in the
Zhongshan Hall ( 中 山 堂 )

10

overflowed. All 2004 seats were sold out. The

audiences had to stand around the hall and people who did not get tickets crowded
outside. The number of audience broke the record of the Zhongshan Hall. It proved
that the official/authority’s strategy did work.
Comparing to the great hit in Taiwan, the box office record in Philippine was
totally different. No one would come even though the troupe offered free tickets.
They had no choice but acting for minority people, and barely had any chance to
travel outside the cities. Therefore the troupe turned to make performance in schools.
They tried to promote Peking Opera to students. In the extreme case, they even did

10

Zhongshan Hall is a historical building which originally functioned as the Taipei City Hall. Construction of the
Taipei City Public Auditorium (later to be known as Zhongshan Hall) was completed in 1936 by the Japanese colonial
government. After 1945, the former Taipei City Hall was renamed Zhongshan Hall in honor of Sun Yat-sen and
functioned as an official meeting place under the Chinese government. Zhongshan Hall has long served as one of the
formal reception areas for welcoming foreign guests and diplomats, including several heads of state, such as US
president Richard Nixon, presidents of South Korea, South Vietnam, and the Philippines. Zhongshan Hall has also
hosted number official state ceremonies because of the best equipment.
9
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not give up the chance to act for kindergarten kids. However, it hardly got any
progress in Philippine. There were no Peking Opera clubs in schools of Philippine.
People were not interested in participating the exotic drama that they could not
understand because it was just not part of their culture. Peking Opera would never
came to their mind unless in the ceremony of school anniversary or other special
occasions for the Chinese Filipinos. So the amateur actors and Pecking Opera lovers
were alone in a place far away from their home town.
Things changed after the actors made the historical performance in 1968 at
Taiwan and won the name of patriots. By the help of Taiwan government, especially
the military authority, the visiting troupe created a new figure of culture exchange.
They were no longer a poor company acting for no people; they symbolized art and
culture. The sponsors also got rid of the negative image of evil merchants but became
patriots who made great contribution to their mother country. Therefore, the troupe
donated considerable amount of money to Taiwan government in return. Besides,
they also provided all kinds of support in economy and diplomacy. Those feedback
were enormously important for Taiwan especially in the upheaval and turbulent era.

B．Peking Opera: The bridge between Taiwan and the Philippines.
In order to establish the orthodoxy of Chinese culture, Peking Opera was
regarded as the official drama, and was even entitled as “national drama” in Taiwan.
It has the mission of invigorating the dying classical culture and value. Even more,
this art was given a higher goal, which was to fight against the Communism. In
result, art and nationalism fosters one another. Comparing to political agenda, art was
an easier way to raise the ethnic idealism. Via promoting national drama the
diplomatic policy was made to advocate the pure inheritor of China. For instance, the
propaganda to the Chinese Filipino was “the Chinese Filipino shall follow the route of
Three Principles of the People, walking the way of nationalism, and taking the duty of the Time.”11

11

Wang Hongjun, ‘The Directions of the National Arts’ Drama and Art 16(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1972), p.84-85.
10
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So the meaning of visiting troupe of Chinese Filipino was much more than an art
exchange, but rather the recognition to ROC government by overseas society. In this
atmosphere the overseas drama performance can be understood as a diplomatic and
historical event.
Art performance was also a good occasion for social activity, because officers
and leaders from all fields gathered equally as audiences. According to the report in
Drama and Art, all kinds of high rank officers joined the memorial performance for
celebrating the 30th anniversary of the Edify troupe. There were the ambassador of
the Philippines, Embassy officials, Dean of Music Academy in the University of the
Philippines, and professors of drama classes. Besides the high class participants, the
committee of the play also invited celebrities for speeches and conducting the
ceremonies. On the first day of the serials, Hu Bing-nan (胡炳南) , who was the
president of Business Council, led the open ceremony. Then the Embassy Secretary
Hu Gu-cai (胡國材) gave the opening speech, and the ambassador Peng gave another
lecture on the second day.12 It was an honor for an amateur troupe to invite such
nobles. This proves that opera was really an effective way to unite the Chinese
Filipino, and it provided a good occasion where high rank officers of two countries
could communicate with each other.
Sometimes crucial financial decisions were made in such a social occasion. An
article General Su in Drama and Art tells a story like this, describing the close
relationship between businessmen and politicians. It was a story about a oversea
businessman Su Zi (蘇子) who used to call himself General Su. One day, he arranged
a banquet for officers. Of course it involves other purposes.
On the feast, General Su laid out the pose of the general, and sang 'Call the roll on the horse' which
was a classic ballad for a general calling his subordinates on command. Then General Su gave an
order to his guests for singing. At that time there is no difference between people. Whether you were
the host or the guest, you were welcome to join the game. Even the ambassador was on the call.
Ambassador Sun was very enjoying and forgot his diplomatic discipline. He answered the call and
sang a paragraph of Xi Pi.13
12
13

‘30th Anniversary of the Edify Troupe’ Drama and Art 16(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1972).
Shi Xi, ‘General Su’ Drama and Art 14(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1971), p.188.
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After the play, the ambassador Sun and businessman Su toasted to each other on
the table; meanwhile other Taiwan politicians and Philippine businessmen toasted as
well. When all guests were relaxed and satisfied, it was time to make a deal. This was
quite a common way of cooperation between businessmen and politicians. Since the
financial support from overseas businessmen was very important, the Taiwan (ROC)
government was politically mindfulness on holding feasts and arranging drama
performances for the Chinese Filipino.

3 Mandarin: Forming the Mainstream of Chinese Identification.
Determine official language is a very influential policy. It is so overpowering
that can change people’s colloquial habits. Taking Mandarin as an example,
Mandarin was not the native language in Taiwan until 1949. About 80 percent of
people in Taiwan belongs to the Hoklo sub-ethnic group and spoke the Hoklo
language as the primary language. Since most of the populations in Taiwan were
Hoklo, the Hoklo language was also called Taiwanese. However, in 1949 following
the end of World War II, the Republic of China (ROC) government led by the KMT
governed Taiwan. The huge immigrants spoke Mandarin instead of Taiwanese. So
Mandarin was introduced in and imperatively regulated as the only official language.
Since then, Mandarin has been established as “national language”, which means the
national wide standard language. This policy effected Taiwanese native people a lot.
They were forced to learn the language they never heard before. It made them lost the
power of speaking, and then lost the right of being equally treated in the society.
What made the situation even worse was the native speakers lost their jobs, because
Mandarin became the standard, companies and business cooperation had to recruit
new employees equipped with new language skills. The serial frustrations made the
Taiwanese felt like secondary.
Failing to handle the new language not only frustrate Taiwanese citizens, but
also made the overseas Chinese feel a big challenge as well. They were embarrassed
12
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in speaking influent Mandarin, because it meant they lost the connection to Chinese
culture. And losing culture might lead to losing identity, which could become a crisis.
So the anxiety of language appears in the work of that era. In the novel ‘Chance’, an
overseas Chinese Filipino Zheng Hui was going to meet an the overseas Chinese
Singaporean who was master in Chinese. Zheng felt “I am awfully sorry about my poor
Mandarin. I was quite comfortable among Chinese Filipinos, but I feel embarrassed and cannot
speech when I am in Taipei.”

14

In fact the author of the novel Su Zi had the same anxiety

in speaking Mandarin. In his article ‘Do Not Despise Mandarin’ explained the
purpose of taking Mandarin as official language at school. Before the policy enacted,
Chinese schools taught dialects, and every school operated independently. It was rare
for different schools allied to work together.15 Su wrote “as they start to promulgate the
policy... the overseas Chinese community seems to unite into an intact group. This result should be
ever expected by people in motherland.”16 At any rate, the effect of making Mandarin as

official language has a deep impact to the entire Chinese Filipino.
When language ability became an advantage, people began to use it to define
power. The language of Peking Opera is just Mandarin. Therefore learning Peking
Opera was equal to learning Mandarin, so some Chinese Filipino chose Peking Opera
as their accomplishment. As Su Zi(蘇子) mentioned in an interview, one of the main
purposes of the Peking opera performance was to make young audiences who spoke
Chinese Hokkien, Filipino and English, familiar with Mandarin. At that time the
young Chinese Filipino liked to watch Hollywood. So the theater troupe hoped to
foster young audience. Su Zi explained “by watching Peking Opera, the young would begin
to understand the inherent nature to the motherland and mother tongue.”17 This motivation of

learning Mandarin was not only for culture identification but also for the privilege of
“national language.” The more fluent Mandarin one can speak the closer relation one
might have with the authority, especially the leading class of the Taiwan (ROC)
government. Thus language has become a capital, because few people owned this
14
15
16
17

Su Zi, ‘Chance’ Drama and Art 2(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1964), p. 157.
Hou Xikai, ‘Do Not Despise Mandarin’ Drama and Art 10(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1968), p. 246.
Su Zi, ‘Chance’ Drama and Art 2(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1964), p. 158.
Su Zi, ‘Thirty Years, Three Wishes: For the members of the Edify Troupe’ Drama and Art 16(Manila: Dramatic Art
Pub., 1972).
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advantage in the overseas society. If one mastered the language, one could become
the mainstream. And one might had more chance to contact with the Taiwan (ROC)
government. In other perspective, Taiwan authority also wanted to educate the
overseas Chinese to speak the new official language. They tried every way to
familiarize people with the change. One of the most efficient ways was promoting the
use of Mandarin by drama.
As an unique type of opera which can only be performed through Mandarin,
Pecking Opera had become the mainstream in the area of the Chinese Filipinos due to
several complicated historical and political factors. As the help of promoting
Mandarin and the name “national opera”, Pecking Opera got enormous attention.
Therefore a lot of resource came into developing this drama resulting in its
flourishing growth. The trend also appealed the overseas Chinese and made them
give up their inherent language. For example the editors of Drama and Art chose to
promote Peking Opera rather than other kinds of local folk drama. Before Mandarin
became popular, the Chinese Filipinos were used to speak Fulaohua(福佬話) and
enjoy Taiwanese Opera, because their mother tongue was Fulaohua, which is a
dialect of South Fujian. Fulaohua was very similar to Taiwanese, and it is very
different from Mandarin. So if the Chinese Filipinos wanted to cure homesickness or
follows ones innate nature, they should devote into Taiwanese Opera. However the
reality was the policy and international environment determined the inclination of the
generation. Like Su Zi, who was the founder of Drama and Art and the Edify Troupe
(移風票房), choose to promote Mandarin rather than his mother tone. It indicated the
power of making culture policies. These decisions could change the feature of whole
generation.
The influence was not restricted in the East south Asian. It extended to entire
world. The editors of Drama and Art noticed this trend. So they took themselves as
the center of culture exchange in the world. They included other areas, for instance
they introduced activities in USA and Hong Kong as well. Since the 9th issue, they
added a remark in front of the author’s names in order to label the source of the
14
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report. By the labels, we can discover they had various source of submission. The
essays came from East Asian, North America and other place all around the world.
This made Drama and Art became one of most important journals in theatre.
Peking Opera played the key role in uniting the overseas Chinese, and Drama
and Art was an important media to promote Peking Opera. This magazine recorded
the activities of overseas theater troupes, and promoted the clubs. Sometimes the
editors even exaggerated the contribution of amateur Peking Opera clubs. These
clubs played the same dramas in different areas. It represents a mutual homeland
imagination. In the 16th issue, ‘Collections of overseas Performance’ the editors
introduced the overseas activities in details. They covered almost all the area of
performing Pecking Opera in the world. In California University, the club performed
‘Bracelet Found’(拾玉鐲) and ‘Jubilee’(鴻鸞禧). In New York, ‘Borrow East
Wind’(借東風), ‘The Matchmaker’(紅娘) and ‘The Slope’(武家坡) were performed
under the advice of a famous Taiwan actress Gu Ai-lian (古愛蓮). In Brazil,
‘Marriage’(春秋配), ‘Chasing Han-Hsin’(追韓信), ‘The Slope’(武家坡), and ‘Great
Palace’(大登殿) were put on stage by St. Paul Drama club. And Zhao Ping-xin(趙培
鑫) succeeded the president of San Francisco Drama Club was reported as well.18
These pieces of news were released coherently on purpose. The government of
Taiwan cooperated with the overseas community. They tried to make the overseas
Chinese intensify the identifications of China in both culture and politics.

Conclusion: The Reverberation of Pecking Opera.
The turbulent time made the development of Pecking Opera in Taiwan and in
the Philippines. Squeezed in between two regimes, Pecking Opera obtained the
momentum to reverberate. It achieved a new stage and became one branch of modern
drama. In the mainland, the Communist authority tried to reform Pecking Opera,
18

Drama and Art 16(Manila: Dramatic Art Pub., 1972).
15
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since they wanted to break old rules and destroyed social hierarchy. Pecking Opera
was the delicate art for gentry, not for laypeople. So it must be reformed and satisfy
the politics principle. At last Pecking Opera changed its context and feature to serve
the mass of civilians. On the contrary, the Taiwan (ROC) government wanted to
preserve the classic art. They claimed that Pecking Opera was the great legacy of
Chinese culture. It contains many classic Chinese virtues. Therefore, the authority of
Taiwan objected to change anything of Pecking Opera. In fact they encouraged actors
and troupes to explore and reproduce the golden age of old Pecking Opera. Two
opposite stance revealed that both regimes tried to apply Peking Opera as a political
agenda. Coincidently they held different opinions. Under the interaction of pushing
away by the Communist Party of China and pushing up by the Taiwan (ROC)
government, the classic Pecking Opera became the mainstream in the Chinese
Filipino community. After all, by the effort of the Taiwan (ROC) government, the
Chinese Filipino developed its own troupes, clubs and related industry. The journal
Drama and Art founded by the Chinese Filipino was even cultivated as a center for
exchanging opera news and information. During 1950 to 1960, which was the period
of anti-communists, Pecking Opera was one of the most important medium in
connecting Taiwan and the Philippines. Moreover, it united the Chinese Filipino and
strengthened the self identification for those who considered themselves as real
Chinese.

16
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REHABILITATION AND RESETTLEMENT POLICY FOR INTERNALLY DISPLACED
PEOPLE: REVEALING FACTS FROM THE NARMADA DAM PROJECT IN INDIA

Hinal Pandya*
Abstract
This paper provides a broad overview of the genesis and history of the Rehabilitation
and Resettlement (R&R) policy, practice and related issues in the context of the
Narmada Project in India. Rehabilitation and resettlement are fundamental rights of
IDPs and are a legal obligation of the State as it forced them to move out of their
land. It also looks into the policies, strategies and implementation process that are
efforts made by the state government to resettle the project-affected people in their
new surroundings. This paper examines not only the viability and impact of the
scheme, but also the adequacy and efficiency of the existing administrative
structures, and the role of the bureaucracy, Non-Government Organizations (NGOs),
and other participating states. The study tries to explain how crucial is the role
played by the bureaucracy in implementing the policy to ensure due completion of
the dam project. The present paper examines long-term impacts for relocation of
IDPs due to the massive dam irrigation project in India.

Keywords: Rehabilitation and resettlement policy, practice, IDPs and indigenous,
India
i.

Introduction:

In this paper I will explore whether the Indian government has successfully taken into
account displaced indigenous sensitivity in the Rehabilitation and Resettlement
Policy though examination of 200 displaced people from the Vadodara district in
Gujarat State-India. I restrict my paper, to displacements due to dam irrigation
project in Gujarat. My purpose is to analyze how crucial is the role played by the
bureaucracy in implementing the policy to ensure due completion of the dam project.
In India there are many cases of displacement involving millions of people and so my
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aim is not to examine all of them, but to analyze the policy of the state towards
displaced indigenous communities.

It is surprising to know that at present there is no uniform, comprehensive
resettlement policy at the national level in India, but the State Government of Gujarat
has evolved its own resettlement policies for the Narmada Project on the river
Narmada in Gujarat State. Recently, the Government of India took some significant
measures in this regard. The Bill (2007)1 offers advantages and reimbursement to
displaced people.

Yet No single policy has been adopted in this country for

rehabilitation of people affected by dam projects2. However, some states have
announced certain policy approaches for compensation and such other benefits to
the people affected by irrigation projects implemented in those states. Industrial
planning and development and for projects across the whole country have not been
consistently considered for this purpose by state or Union Governments; as a result,
the rehabilitation policies pursued vary extensively from project to project. The case
of Narmada Dam Project is not exceptional in this regard. As mentioned by Reddy
(1993) there is no standard plan for R&R since such measures depend not only on
the physical environment of the area but also on a host of economic, social and
ethnic factors responsible for effective rehabilitation.

For large scale displacements, the Gujarat State Government prefers to perform a
social impact evaluation, and recruit an officer for Rehabilitation and Resettlement to
devise and complete the R&R scheme and procedure. Further, Thukral (1992: 72)
indicates that “displacement in irrigation dam projects often commences before
reviews are complete. This noticeably guides to miscalculate the figure of persons
displaced”.

*The author is currently a PhD (research) scholar at the Centre of Peace Studies, School of Humanities,
University of New England, Australia.
1

The new Policy is bill not an Act. A draft National Policy has been prepared by the Ministry of Rural
Development, but is still at stage of consideration by different ministries.
2

A few state governments notably Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka have framed their own
policies.
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There are some dubious figures in the Government surveys. “It is observed that the
project authorities frequently present displacement numbers than might truly be the
case in proposal documents, so as to explain a favorable price advantage share to
the financial support agency and therefore guarantee permission for the
development project” (McCully, 1997: 02).

In reality “there is no consistent official figures for displaced people" (India Report:
1999:4). Rehabilitation of displaced people may become necessary for various
reasons. Some of these are factors include war and natural catastrophes, such as
floods, earthquake, tsunami etc. Besides these, displacement occurs due to
infrastructure as the direct result of development projects implemented in relation to
irrigation, thermal power generation, mining, industry, road and communication and
others.

In order to both provide adequate compensation to project affected families (PAFs)
and develop basic infrastructure facilities the Government of India (GoI) after long
discussion spanning nearly two decades over various draft policies, announced the
National Rehabilitation Policy in 2007 with definitions and compensatory provisions.
The R&R policy provisions now available for Narmada Project displaced people are
considered to be packages that carry the promise of development of the displaced
people.

India is occupied by a large number of tribes, whose livelihoods depend mainly on
natural resources. According to the Census of India 20013, out of the total population
of the Vadodara district4 54.8% live in rural areas while 45.2% live in urban areas of
the district. The present policy of the country was prepared considering the
aspirations of tribes, their customary rights and water, their culture and customs.

Involuntary resettlement is a problem that presently is a priority on the development
schedule. In India, 50 million persons have been relocated over the previous five
decades by the construction of irrigation projects, thermal power stations, freeways
3
See Census of India 2001, District Census Handbook Part Xii-A&B, Vadodara district part I, Village and
Town directory Series 25
4
A study area located in the eastern part of the Country.
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and other transportation projects. One in every five indigenous Indians is a displaced
person. The GoI data5 referred to “15.5 million displaced persons when it drafted a
national rehabilitation policy in 1994”. The draft indicates that “74.52 percent of
displaced people were still awaiting rehabilitation” (Sahoo; 2005:01).
Table 1 indicates the figures of IDPs displaced by the various infrastructure
development projects in India.

Table: 1 Persons Displaced and Rehabilitated by Different developments in last 40 Years
Nature of Project

Number Displaced

Number

Still

Rehabilitated

Rehabilitation

Coal and Other Mines

17,00,000

4,50,000

12,50,000

Dams and Canals

1,10,00,000

27,50,000

82,50,000

Industries

10,00,000

3,00,000

7,00,000

600,000

150,000

4,50,000

Others

12,00,000

3,00,000

9,00,000

Total

1,55,00,000

39,50,000

11,550,000

Sanctuaries

and

Awaiting

Parks

Sarbeswar Sahoo; 2005:p.03

Table shows that near the end of 2000, approx 20 million people have been
adversely affected by various infrastructure developments beyond which about 5
million have been directly displaced losing their livelihood from their original territory.
The figures indicate that while irrigation or dam development projects alone have
displaced almost 3.5 million people which are about 70% of the total displaced
persons in the country.

In the matter of Narmada Project, 152,090 tribal families have been displaced from
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh (MP) and Maharashtra according to the government
record6. As per GoG record, 97.4% of tribals have been affected from Gujarat state,
100% tribals from Maharashtra and 29% from MP.

5

The Government of India data taken from the office of SSPA.
See for more detail, Sardar Sarovar Punarvasvat Agency, May 2005, Resettlement and Rehabilitation
Government of Gujarat.
6
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The displaced persons are uprooted not only from their land but also from their
social-culture milieu making them paupers. The conditions of the landless are so dire
that even the scanty sources of livelihood that they had, were lost due to relocation
by the dam.
For this study data was collected from seventeen Narmada resettlement villages
from the Vadodara district of Gujarat state to try and understand the implementation
process among displaced communities. After a discussion of methodology,
objectives section 2 broadly describes the inception of Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Policy and its implementation strategy in the country. Section III deals
with the policy package for the displaced people granted by the Gujarat government
and section IV focuses on the views from the field of the affected people from the
Narmada valley project. This paper concludes with some major findings.
Objective and Methodological Considerations
The present study is limited to an assessment of how the socio-economic status of
IDPs has changed over time. The study examines the long-term trajectories of the
displaced communities and identifies factors that play a major role in restoring their
livelihood. The highlight of this paper is assessing the change over time in the living
standards of the project affected people (PAPs) The Paper will thus:


Examine the impact of the policy on the displacement, rehabilitation &
resettlement floated by the Indian government.



Analyze the policy implications on the development-induced displaced
persons in Gujarat.

In order to study these problems it has adopted following methods:


Household Surveys



interview of displaced people



observation in the relocation sites



200 household surveys from the relocation sites were used for the study.
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Figure 1: Study Area Covered for the Study

ii.

REHABILITATION AND RESETTLEMENT POLICY

Evolution of Policy: A History
The evolution of the rehabilitation policy in the country is very interesting. In 1985, a
committee under B D Sharma, Commissioner for Schedule Castes (SCs) and
Schedule Tribes (STs), was shaped to outline a Scheme for displaced indigenous
communities. The committee recommended a standardized policy for all people
displaced by various infrastructure development projects. In 1994, the outline was
modified, but did not acknowledge rehabilitation as a privilege of the displaced
people. This draft was extensively scrutinized among different groups and a
substitute draft was formulated. Still the government never gave an approval to the
policy document (SSP Report: 2007: 05).
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In 1998, the Ministry of Rural Development designed a draft Land Acquisition Bill and
the draft National Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy for the people who were
displaced from the various development projects. This was also widely opposed by
various voluntary groups who arranged a meeting to argue this draft further. In 2000,
after a number of consultations, with the related ministers, divisions, the States and
the Union Territories, the commerce groups, individual groups enthusiastically
involved in R&R and the community at the large and of course, with great struggle,
another draft-The Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement schedule was
framed in 20077.

The Ministry of Rural Development formulated the National Policy on Resettlement
and Rehabilitation in 2003 but Up until the present (2011), India has not
implemented a National Rehabilitation and Resettlement policy. Only selected states
such as Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh (MP) and Punjab have their own policies.
Karnataka and MP have laws for water resource displaced people and the
Maharashtra Act includes all displaced people. Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh (AP)
have policies for irrigation displaced people and Orissa has one that applies to all
(Fernandes: 2007:01 and 2004). In addition, The Maharashtra Project Affected
People’s rehabilitation Act was passed in 1976, and revised in 1986. Other States
have issued Government Resolutions (GRs) or Government Orders (GOs). The
National Thermal Power Corporation and Coal India formulated their policies in
1990s and the National Hydro-Power Corporation in 2006 (Fernandes: 2007:06).
Interest groups against involuntary displacement have identified a variety of
problems such as the right of livelihood, the right of education, the right of proper
housing, and the basic rights of communities8. Whereas there is no state level R&R
scheme, land acquisition is covered by a countrywide law in India, the Land
Acquisition Act (1894) and its numerous modifications. The Land Acquisition Act
(LAA) permits land acquisition in case of countrywide importance for irrigation
7

8

Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy of India, http://indlawnews.com Tuesday, July 27, 2010.

Engendering Resettlement And Rehabilitation Policies And Programmes In India, Report of the workshop
held at the India International Centre on September 12 and 13,2002 organised by the Institute of Development
Studies
and
Action
Aid,
India
with
support
from
DFID,
URL
http://www.ids.ac.uk/ids/KNOTS/PDFs/NarmadaWshop.pdf
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reservoirs, canals, transmission lines, Hydro-plants and national highways by the
particular States, in agreement with its provisions. Under LAA9, reimbursement is in
cash for the loss of land and other useful assets such as existing crops, trees and
house.

After two decades and draft after draft, The National R&R Policy for PAPs, 2003,
was published on 17th February 2004, by the Ministry of Rural Development. The
primary outline of this policy was published in 1993; it has been modified periodically.
The Central government gave endorsement for the National policy on Rehabilitation
and Resettlement, 2007, to restore the National Policy on Rehabilitation and
Resettlement of projected affected families, 2003 (Fernandes: 2007).
The draft policy criticized on the following basis:


The process was not transparent



It did not address problems raised in the draft of policy by individual groups in
1995



It continued to acknowledge displacement as a given



It is poor in details and specific provisions for R&R



It is a benefit approach rather than development approach



It continued to have a cash-based element

The major difficulty in the 2004 policy was failed. This was widely debated at
consultations in 2004-05. The pressure groups then gave their efforts to the National
Advisory Committee to create the draft National Progress, Displacement and
Rehabilitation Policy in December 2005 on its website10.
National Policy on Resettlement and Rehabilitation (NPRR), 2003
The NPRR appeared to be a vague, pro-industry quick fix11.Walter Fernandes,
director of the North Eastern Social Research Centre, Guwahati, noted: (The 2003
policy) will drive thousands of families in deprivation. An estimate suggests the
number of persons displaced by infrastructure development projects alone were
more than 20 million up to 1991.Other research studies suggest that it could be 56
9

See Land Acquisition Act of India 1894
http://nac.nic.in/
11
http://www.actionaid.org/india/ “Discussion” 2010 and also see
http://displacement.net/members/content/view/12/68/
10
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million. Out of them, 75% of families (as per government records) are awaiting
rehabilitation12. In India, a study was conducted in Andhra Pradesh (AP), Kerala,
Goa, Gujarat, Orissa and Bengal by the North Eastern Social Research Centre,
which suggests that over 15 million IDPs were affected by various infrastructure
development projects in 1951-1995, has been increased to 25 million by 2000.
Orissa and AP account for 80% of the projects. In Goa the number is 60,000, in
Kerala they are 600,000 and would be million till 2000. North West Bengal it is 69.5
million and in Assam 19 million. In Gujarat the number of IDPs is 50 to 60 million.
This gives total of 60 million in the country (Fernandez: 2007: 01). This information is
enough to understand the India wide scope of the displacement. Most of the
thinkers, academicians and policy planners believe that this policy just overlooks this
vast section of the people, whose basic human and constitutional rights have been
abused, by failing to address the method of granting them a hugely delayed justice13.
They further argue that there are many drawbacks and loopholes in this policy. The
policy was appropriate only for project affecting more than 500 families on the plains
and 250 families in mountainous regions near Narmada Dam sites. To establish a
minimal number limit in policy is illogical. Although the policy pays attention
especially to scheduled tribes- which is admirable- some problems still linger poorly
tackled. One is compensation in terms of cash for the loss of basic rights and
utilization of forest and natural produce, and for person settled outside the district or
blocks. Money cannot reimburse for such losses. Moreover, the policy has no
provision for the involvement of the people and a policy was about an question that
is likely to concern a large section of the deprived people, most of them are already
marginalized, and which was largely debated and scrutinized in the 1990s by various
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), academicians, and think tanks, was
finalized without any public consultation14. Therefore, this policy was considered
insufficient despite such a long wait and great effort.
12

http://www.actionaid.org/india/ “discussion” 2010

13

Manju Menon, Resettlement and rehabilitation: Moving from an inadequate policy to a bad one, URL :
www.infochangeindia.org/analysis33.jsp - 64k

14

Ibid.
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According to an eminent sociologist in India15, “The influence of this National Policy
is yet to be seen is “practice”. This policy may prompt State Government to come up
with more attractive rehabilitation package in order to get green light from different
ministers of Union Governments”.
National Rehabilitation Policy (NRP-2006)
The National Rehabilitation Policy was formulated by the Ministry of Rural
Development on 4th of October 2006. This is a draft policy and it is still under the
consideration of various ministers and departments. The government still has not
accepted any of the drafts proposed by earlier consultations and the deliberators of
several committees and communities consultations. Each time a new draft has been
introduced with the same set of weaknesses as in the earlier one16.
The Union Cabinet of India gave its consent for the National Policy on Rehabilitation
and Resettlement, 2007, to replace the National Policy on Resettlement and
Rehabilitation for Project Affected Families, 2003. A Gazette Notification will be
issued in a while to bring into effect the new policy. The Government has also
determined to pass legislation on the outline of the new R&R policy, and to
appropriately revise the Land Acquisition Act, 189417.

The newest policy18 is in

many ways distinct from NPRR-2003, although it has been similarly condemned and
scrutinized. According to the press release by the Government, the new policy and
related governmental actions plan at stability between the need for land for national
development and, simultaneously, protecting the interests of land owners, and such
others, like tenants, the landless, the agricultural and non-agriculture laborers, and
un-skill laborers whose livelihood depends on the land concerned. The profit under
new policy shall be hopefully offered to all affected communities whose land,
livelihood and property is badly affected by land acquisition or by involuntary
displacement. Another good benefit under the provision of new policy is a life-time
15

Based on personal interview with sociologist-Name withheld on request
A paper was published by Manshi Asher and Rift Mumtaz and that was free to be used and commented upon,
undated provided by private circulation copy (undated)
17
http://www.indlawnews.com Tuesday, July 27, 2010
18
A draft National Policy has been prepared by the Ministry of Rural Development, but is still at the stage of
consideration by different ministers. A few states governments i.e. Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and
Karnataka have frame their own policy in the country.
16
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monthly pension to disadvantage persons, such as the disabled, orphans, widows,
unmarried girls, poor, abandoned women, persons above 50 years of age, special
provision for the STs and SCs categories include preference in land-for-land for STs
and SCs’, land-for-land, to the extent Government land would be obtainable in the
relocation site; preference for employment in the project to at least one person from
each nuclear family within the definition of the affected families, subject to the
viability of vacancies and suitability of the affected people; training and capacity
building for taking

appropriate works and for self-employment; scholarships for

education of the eligible persons form the affected families; preference to groups of
cooperatives of the affected people in the allotment of agreements and other
economic prospects in and around the project site; wage employment for the
affected people in the construction work in the project; housing benefit in both rural
and city and such other advantages. A powerful well-built redressal mechanism has
also been given for by the policy including standing R&R committees at the district
level, R&R committees at the project level, and an Ombudsman duly empowered in
this matter19.
It is argued that resettlement and rehabilitation is essential to the right to life
guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution of India20. Formulation of policies for
rehabilitation of people displaced in different disasters is therefore a legal duty of the
State. Some State Governments and various circumstances in the water and energy
sector have concentrated on problems of Resettlement and Rehabilitation in long
ago.

Article 8, Declaration on the Right to Development, 1986 General Assembly
resolution 41/1228 also states that,”
States should undertake, and the national level, all necessary measures for
the realization of the right to development and shall ensure, inter alia, equality
of opportunity for all in their access to basic resources, education, health

19

20

See National Rehabilitation Policy 2007, F.No.26011/412007-LR

See Article 21 of the Constitution: Protection of life and personal liberty. No person shall be deprived of his
life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.
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services, food, housing, employment and the fair distribution of income.
Effective measures should be undertaken to ensure that women have an
active role in the development process. Appropriate economic and social
reforms should be carried out with a view to eradicating all social injustices”.21

The rehabilitation and resettlement of displaced people from Narmada Project is very
sensitive and complicated. In the absence of a National Policy, the R&R policy at
SSP has gradually evolved, over a period of one decade. The gradual evolution of
this policy has shaped the most liberal policy of R&R in the country (Joshi 1997:177).

It is also observed in the field, when asked a question as to what would be the right
steps to improve R&R, 7% of the total respondents answered that people should be
consulted and community participation should be made before formulation of the
policy on displacement.

The NRP policy is different from the Land Acquisition Act, which provides only
compensation for Project Affected Families (PAFs) limiting itself to the landowners.
Amendments of the Land Acquisition Act 1984, allows the state to provide alternative
land as compensation, but the provision of land is not legally binding-the amended
act merely facilitates it22. This R & R policy would allow not only landholders but also
the other affected persons to get compensation or alternative sources of
employment. Through this R & R policy people have been given rights by the
projects. It has become mandatory for the large projects to effectively resettle and
rehabilitate the people. But, this R & R policy may not be applied in linear projects
such as irrigation canals, railways, roadways and gas lines etc. This lacuna in policy
needs to be addressed by the Government. This policy drafted by the Central
Government needs to be adopted in spirit by the State government in order to have
effective R & R policy for the people.

Since the Narmada project started in the early fifties, various agencies, government
organizations, and institutions were played a significant role in the process of policy
formation. The following are the main actors who have been involved actively.
21
22

Human Rights Standards on Post-disaster Resettlement and Rehabilitation, 2005, A working document
See Land Acquisition Act 1984 for details
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Role of Narmada Water Dispute Tribunal
The Narmada Water Dispute Tribunal (NWDT) played a most important role in
shaping the resettlement policy of the SSP. The NWDT was chaired by the sitting
judge of the Supreme Court of India, and it gave a comprehensive award in 1979,
which is considered as a landmark award in history. The Tribunal prescribed a liberal
and complete package of land for land and all other living amenities for resettlement
of the displaced. This award was accepted and ratified by the Government of India
(GOI) in December 1979, giving it a status of finality and binding upon all parties, as
mandated by article 262 of the Indian Constitution and the interstate Water Dispute
Act of 1956 (Shelat:undated:08).

The government of Gujarat, after the NWDT award, started implementation of the
project. In the early phase in 1990, the people who were living near the dam site
were shifted to new area. This was the beginning

of the implementation of the

policy. The Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) were helping the government in
shifting the people. This resulted in the modification of the policy which became more
liberal in assisting the displaced people.
Implementation Strategy of the Resettlement Policy
After NWDT award in, the Government of Gujarat (GoG) started to execute the
project. In 1990, the shifting of villages near dam site to new areas was started. The
construction of the dam was dependent upon the evacuation of the submerging
villages. Various NGOs were engaged in this evacuation process. After 1992, people
accepted the policy and resettlement work gradually progressed further23.
Earlier Sardar Sarovar Punarvasvat Agency (SSPA)24 was building the settlements,
but now the work is assigned to various NGOs and it is faster and more efficient.
Visited some of these sites recently to get the response of the people, and it is found
that , Gujarat PAFs by and large, are satisfied and have improved their income and
living standard over the last 10 years. Whereas, affected families from Maharashtra

23
24

Government of Gujarat Progress Report on Rehabilitation and Resettlement, 2005
A Project Authority based in Vadodara, Gujarat-India
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and Madhya Pradesh were not very satisfied with the relocation process and also not
satisfied with compensation has provided by the GoG.

It was also found in the field that people were not actively consulted in the process of
rehabilitation and resettlement25. Most of the respondents around 85% told us that
“we were not actively involved but GoG has done everything and whatever GoG has
done for us we acted accordingly”. When affected people feel they are part of the
process, the program has superior chance of success. But if affected people are not
engaged, the program fails and people will criticize the government, bureaucrats and
the agencies.

iii.

RESETTLEMENT AND REHABILITATION PACKAGE

The Resettlement and rehabilitation package is based on the National Policy on
Resettlement and Rehabilitation, 2007 of the Indian Government. The SSP has
taken up an informed and consistent approach for R & R for PAPs.
R&R package for the affected families (Benefits)
The Government of Gujarat (GOG) announced its R & R policy keeping in line with
the directives contained in the Narmada Water Dispute Tribunal (NWDT) award in
1979. The major highlights of the policy are as follows:
1. Grant minimum 2 hectares of land for agriculture purpose, the size of which is
equal to the area of land acquired.
2. Every co-share would be eligible for 2 hectares per family.
3. Every family would be provided with a residential plot of 500 Square Meters free
of cost.
4. A sum of Rs. 10,000 to be paid to each family.
5. Resettlement grants be payable at the rate of Rs.750/- per annum to account for
escalations in prices considering January 1980 as the base year. (FACT, 1998:
34-36) The following table shows the package has been granted by Government
of Gujarat (GoG) to PAFs by the project.

25

Surprisingly, in the field it was observed that SSPA from the day one wanted that people be involved in
selecting the site and village planning. Special buses took people to the new resettlement sites and they visited
various places before coming to the final choice.
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Table 2 Package of Rehabilitation and Resettlement for PAFs

Items

Package
Rs.750/-

A Resettlement Grant
Relocation cost
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation Grant

Agriculture Land
House Plot

--Rs.5.5-6 million per family as per this
price
Rs.1500/(750/-45,000/-37,500/after
reducing
tin
cost/
for
constructing the house
Allotted 5 acre
Allotted 5 Guntha26

Government Resolutions
The Environment Approval Certificate from the Government of India (GoI) is granted
to any project after a complete Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) is submitted. The
Ministry of Environment and Forest (MoEF), GoI, in their letter No.8-97/84-fc,
dtd.14.10.199827, provide specific guidelines for preparing RAP. The prime
guidelines for the project affected people are: (a) Compensations for the properties
acquired; (b) Resettlement and Rehabilitation; (c) income generation scheme for the
displaced people and (d) infrastructure facilities in the relocation sites.
Brief History of Government Resolutions (GRs) in regard to the Rehabilitation
and Resettlement in Gujarat
On 11th June 1979, the Government of Gujarat for the very first time issued a
Government Resolution (GR) for the rehabilitation of the displaced people of SSP.
The major point was that the benefit of land was given to each landholder and not
each displaced family. During this time, the government refused to deal with the
rehabilitation of encroachers or landless people. The Government of Gujarat (GoG)

26

In India, Guntha or Gunta is typically used to measure the size of a piece of land.

Example: 1 Guntha = 121 square .yards = 101.17 square .meters

27

A list of related Government Resolutions provided by the SSPA, Vadodara Division, Gujarat State.
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made arrangements to give resettlement to the people affected by any dams in the
State28 (Lobo & Kumar: 2009:164).

As per the NWDT award, affected people have been considered as those who have
been living and earning in the submergence area, one year before the land
acquisition notice under Section 4 was issued. A Family is considered as a husband
and wife, children and dependent persons i.e. widowed mother and unmarried girl.
Each married son is counted as a separate family29.
Displaced people who lost 25% of their land to submergence have been given 5
acres under the land ceiling. A person who lost 75% of their land also received the
same amount (Lobo& Kumar: 2009:164).
GR of 1987
On 14 December 1987, the GoG announced a new rehabilitation and resettlement
policy. The land less displaced people were entitled to a minimum 5 acres of land of
their choice. The difference between the compensation paid to the individual
displaces for private landholdings and the market price of the minimum 5 acres of his
choice would be borne by the government as ex gratis payment30. And another
change of these resolutions is to provide for payment of resettlement grant of
Rs.750/- per family inclusive of transportation charges.

The Government of Gujarat (GoG) formulated an inclusive policy that promised at
least five acres of agriculture land to affected family31. (All major sons i.e. 18 years
and older would be treated as a separate family for land allotment purpose).32
According to the R&R provision under the Narmada Water Dispute Tribunal (NWDT)
award instituted in 1979-80, each family would also receive land for house
construction. However, in the implementation stage, the government initially offered
only infertile land at a far off place. Only after involvement of non-government
organization (NGOs) as well as village leaders put pressure on the government did it
28

Department GR No. Misc/rahal/i078/suvida/k-5,28/4/78
See R&R Policy documents and NWDT Award
30
See GR No. REH-7087-CMP-12-83-D 1983
31
According to the R&R policy under Narmada Water Dispute (NWDT) award -Family shall include husband,
wife and minor children and other persons dependent on the head of the family, e.g. widowed mother.
32
The cutoff date for major son has been advanced from as before 1/1/1980 to 1/1/1987, i.e. those sons who
were eleven years old and above but below eighteen in 1980, and were not eligible to be treated as separate
PAPs earlier, have also been given all the above benefits. This has considerably increased the total number of
PAPs.
29
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decide to buy land in the area preferred by the displaced persons themselves. That
was land available in the market, not the additional land acquired by the government
under the land reform law.
Thus, the situation of Project Affected Families (PAFs) is improving, but many
difficulties are still there. It has been observed that some of the difficulties among the
PAFs that have prevented them from maintaining their earlier living standards are
the stress of moving, the end of collective life among the descent groups,
enlargement of kinship, hostility of the host villages and bureaucratic indifference33.
It has been claimed in the GRA 8.4.99 Para 42.134 that” the R&R policy for PAFs is
“very progressive” but not all displaced families have been properly rehabilitated.
PAFs are all tribal and illiterate they should not only be able to sustain but also
improve their standards of living.
Under the comprehensive provision of NWDT, the government of Gujarat put the
following objectives for R&R for PAFs. (1) Improve or at least keep the standards of
living they were enjoying before their relocation, (2) be relocated as village units,
village section, or families in accordance with the IDPs’ choice, (3) be fully integrated
into the community to which they are resettled, and (4) be provided with adequate
compensation and basic amenities and minimum facilities35. As said earlier most of
the projected affected families in Gujarat are tribals and they are mainly farmers so
they required adequate agricultural land within their community36. Agriculture and
use of forest produce are the traditional livelihoods of the tribals. It has been
observed in the field that the economic conditions of all the people in surveyed
villages have not improved. Vasavas and Nikas tribes are worse off. There is no
significant rise in their income. Even today, more than 80% of the people of these
villages are engaged in agriculture and casual labor.

33

Paramjit S. Judge, Response to Dams and Displacement in two Indian states, Spet.1997 Asian Survey, Vol.37,
No.9 pp. 840-851
34
Government of Gujarat Resolution, Sardar sarovar Punarvasavat agency, Government of Gujarat,2006
35
Government of Gujarat Resolution of rehabilitation and resettlement policy for oustees of Sardar sarovar
Project (Narmada Development Authority, December 1987).
36
Paramjit S. Judge, Response to Dams and Displacement in two Indian states, Spet.1997 Asian Survey, Vol.37,
No.9 pp. 840-851
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The perception of the respondents about their economic condition in the new

sites in comparison with that in the submerged villages is that it is unsatisfactory. In
Malu village, the Sarpanch (leader of the village council) of this village explained the
situation of his village’s condition that, “people depend on agriculture and a few
families are working outside the field. A regular pattern of seasonal migration has
emerged among the respondents. After harvesting the monsoon crop many tribal
families migrate regularly to neighboring areas and sometimes they move far away.
People are not engaged in only one occupation but most of the people work in more
than one area”.
The following is the analysis of the sample sites.
iv.

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE IDPs AT RELOCATION VILLAGES

Benefits Received

179 respondents answered the question as to whether compensation was
released in time. 179 (92%) replied that the full amount of compensation was
released to them but 10 (5.5%) have received partially only. 3% of them did not reply
of those who got compensation; it was released either in the respondent’s name or
the parents’ name.
Quantitative and Qualitative assessment of benefits
Satisfaction Level:
Table: Respondent’s Perception about the Resettled Site

Description

Frequency

Total

155

87%

Very Comfortable

9

5%

Just Alright

08

5%

Uncomfortable

04

3%

Very Uncomfortable

1

0.5%

177

100%

Comfortable

Total

Amongst 177 respondents who answered about the overall perception of the
resettlement sites, 87 % felt that they are comfortable at the new sites and there are
a consistent percentage of respondents from all four blocks. Very few (4%) felt
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uncomfortable. Reasons for not feeling comfortable were mainly non-acceptance by
the host village. This results in frequent disputes and insecurity for people,
particularly amongst women. On probing, reasons for disputes were not very well
spelt out, only a few respondents could say that they may be using a common plot
with the host villages for cremation or garbage and grazing land. Due to this common
use sometimes it creates tensions among the host village and the displaced people.

An analysis of 180 household respondents reveals that in every new site one or two
PAFs in Simali, Gojali, Vadaj-2, Shinor-1, Pansoli, Thuvavi and Hareshwar reported
that their land remains water logged during the rain. Some of the sites are near the
canal. Respondents from the above mentioned villages’ perceptions about their
economic conditions in resettled sites in comparison with their original villages are
not very satisfactory.
However, the data does indicate that the R&R package did not satisfy respondents in
totality as practically all of them (180) complained about something, but there was no
single major area where a sizable percentage of respondents had voiced
dissatisfaction while evaluating the project. It shows that the project has covered
comprehensively all the features of package.
Resettlement Outcomes
During the questionnaire survey conducted in the relocation sites respondents were
asked to access how their family circumstances had changed over a period of time
from the year they were moved to the present site. The assessment was made on a
scale of +5 years -5 with 0 signifying the living standard during the time of shifting. A
rating in between these extremes indicated different levels of improvement or decline
in the living standard of the PAFs.
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The achievements of Madhya Pradesh in term of living standards are much lower
than those of Gujarat. The shifting process (R&R) of Madhya Pradesh is ongoing.
Most of the Madhya Pradesh PAFs are happy with their standard of living and are
also satisfied with the land provided by the Gujarat government. As compared to the
other PAFs, Madhya Pradesh PAFs have received a good quality of land.

10% of the Madhya Pradesh PAFs have restored their life in early 1 to 4 years while
others have same standard of living as before. Madhya Pradesh PAFs opined that
they are well equipped with all modern agriculture equipment and felt happy to move
to Gujarat but they missed their homeland. However, 7% of the people had very
pitiable conditions over a period of time. In a nutshell, the positions of Madhya
Pradesh PAFs are now better than earlier.
Those from Maharashtra37, 98% of PAFs claimed that they have poor conditions
after settling in Gujarat. After 10 years of resettlement, they did not restore their
standard of living. It has been observed that Maharashtra’s PAFs situations are not
good enough as compared to the Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. Surprisingly, only
10% of PAFs had restored their standard within 1 to 4 years and after than it
declined due to the problem of cultivation on the land. Gujarat is a drought prone
area as compared to Maharashtra. Maharashtra PAFs told that they had very good
land and got good yields in Maharashtra but after moving to new areas in Gujarat
they lost their livelihood and became deprived.

Maharashtra PAFs were about whom they blame for their condition; some people
blamed the Maharashtra government because they sent them to Gujarat and led
them to believe there would be good land provided by the Gujarat government.
Some people blame fate.

37

Due to the limited data available on Maharashtra PAPs, it was difficult to feed in the data in the separate
chart.
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Rehabilitation Efforts
The Narmada Project Authority has involved several NGOs in this assignment and
their endeavors are showing positive results. An estimate indicates that
approximately 180 new settlements have been adopted by the NGOs for various
development schemes (Narmada Project Report: 2005:10).
In recent years, NGOs and voluntary agencies have been involved actively in
contemporary social issues like environmental protection, legal aid to the poor,
human rights, child development, tribal development etc. A number are actively
participating in the day-to-day implementation of R & R programmers at various
sites. NGOs and Voluntary Agencies have been working in this area for decades.
Voluntary agencies have fought for the cause of a just rehabilitation and have come
to a stage where there is a comprehensive R & R policy. NGOs are being supported
by the State government to take up such activities to improve the quality of life of
PAFs. Apart from adopting a cluster of R & R sites, they undertake a number of
activities such as: (a) training for non-farm income generating activities; (b) training
for self-employment; (c) provision of nutritional supplements; and (d) organization of
health camps. Most of the NGOs play a crucial role in providing development inputs.
Displacement is obviously a traumatic experience for any community. The Sardar
Sarovar Punarvasvat Agency (SSPA) has involved several NGOs in this task and
their efforts have brought positive results. Almost all the new settlements,
approximately 200, have been adopted by the NGOs under various development
schemes. Accordingly, the programs listed below are carried out:
1. Planning and constructing children parks with play equipment.
2. Constructing primary schools and Balwadis (Kindergartens).
3. Land for agriculture. The SSP officials took a very sympathetic stand on their
problems and helped people to revisit alternative sites by arranging special bus
transport and giving them ample time to arrive at decisions. The Narmada
authority considered all the three options suggested by the victims, and
respecting them Project duly, carried out the resettlement as per the wishes of
the people38.

38

Based on face-to-face interview with Narmada Project Authorities. Name withheld on request.
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Issue of Discrimination against Project Affected Families in Policy
The policy packages in the three states were as per the NWDT award in the year
1979. Subsequently each state has granted differential components in the package.
These policies have received varied responses from the project affected families,
while some groups accepted and others rejected the benefits granted from time to
time. The affected people, NGOs and civil society have been monitoring the
implementation of the promised packages and have registered their disagreement
with the agencies. The GoG claims that the package of Gujarat the most liberal. But
in reality the policy is obviously is biased.
The affected families from the surveyed villages of Thuvavi and Sitpur claim that they
didn’t find the compensation adequate. In Golagamadi, Vadal-2, Akotadar and Gojali
villages, all the PAFs have stated that they find the given compensation quite
adequate.
However, the scene is quite different in Maharashtra (MH) site in Thuvavi village
where the majority of the population has stated that they find the compensation
received was not adequate. Similarly, considerable sections of the population from
Madhya Pradesh (MP) have stated that they didn’t find compensation adequate as
compared to their loss.

The respondents from MP had complained about the compensation received under
the new R&R policy. They weren’t given any cash compensation for their land but
rather have been given land for land. They expressed concern that after seven years
since relocation in new sites still their conditions are the same. Their conditions were
better in their old village. They felt guilty and said that they made a mistake to
choose to live in Gujarat.

Rehabilitation is one of the most important aspects of any large development project.
We have seen that the Government of India (GoI) has engaged in long standing to
frame a sound strategy for it. However, one cannot forget the fact that it is a human
problem which cannot be resolved mechanically. Obviously one can assure the
socio-economic security but the psychological strain is something which is very
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difficult to deal with as uprooting a person from his place of origin to new area could
really create certain strains and stresses in the minds of the affected people.

Concerning the land package, there are a large number of persons who were living
in the submergence area in dam sites. Such PAF lost their livelihood due to the loss
of access to the community resources and the river. Most family was cultivating
either their land or the government land. All of them are eligible for alternative
agricultural land in Gujarat. In these villages of the tribal areas in Gujarat, there were
twenty such non-agricultural families out of a total of 4,600 affected families
(Narmada Report: 2002:5). The Project authority claims that all of them were resettled as per their choice so that they would restart their businesses. This claim is
found to be in Malu, Golagamadi and Gojali among the surveyed resettlement sites.
Out of the 12 sites nearly 3 sites had shops/ funded or aided by the agency.
In an independent estimate, there are 23,500 (R&R Report: 1992) canal affected
families who would lose land as a result of the construction of canals for channeling
Narmada waters to different parts of Gujarat. Such people should be treated as of
PAF of the SSP. The agency contends (based on interview39) that ‘there is a basic
difference in the impact of the projects in the upstream submergence area and its
impacts in the beneficiary zone of the command area. While people who were
displaced from the submergence zone near the dam site, is required re-settlement
and rehabilitation on an urgent basis’. As a result most people falling in the
command area on the other hand did not receive any benefits from the R&R
package except the compensation awarded for land acquired under the Land
Acquisition Act of India. The GoG claims that since they were in fact beneficiaries of
the projects they are not eligible to get R&R package. The remaining land in their
possession would get benefits since the construction of the canal is yielding higher
agricultural output.
If we look at the process of relocation, according to the Tribunal’s Award, PAPs
would be relocated as village units, village sections of families in accordance with the
preference shown by them. The PAPs were given choice of resettlement sites for
relocation. The PAPs from Jalsindhi, Aankadia, Roligao, Rekati and Sankarda
39

SSPA official (name withheld on request)
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villages of MP and Simalkhadi in Maharashtra are now resettled in Golagamadi,
Akotadat, Gojali and Hareshwar and Thuvavi R&R sites in Vadodara districts of the
state. It is interesting to note that people changed their minds several times during
this process of selecting the site. They had to decide on two things (1) land for
residential plots and (2) land for agriculture.

In surveyed R&R sites, the PAFs from Golagamadi, Akotadat, Gojali and
Hareshwar from MP were taken from Jalsindhi, Aankadia, Roligao, Rekati and
Sankarda villages. In Thuvavi (site) the MH PAFs Simalkhadi were from whereas the
Gujarat PAFs were from near Dam sites in Narmada district.

The Tribunal’s Award required that the Government of Gujarat should
establish rehabilitation villages in Gujarat in the irrigation command area of SSP. It
should be done on the norms mentioned for rehabilitation of the families who were
willing to migrate to Gujarat. This provision would not be interpreted to mean that the
PAFs should be resettled as a homogeneous group, a village exclusively set up for
each such group. The conditions of the newly-built houses where tribals lived were
not good enough. The house were in a dilapidated condition with no facilities .On
Maharashtra sites visited it was found that there was no provision for fire wood and
grazing land for the PAFs in Thuvavi sites. Whereas the GoG states that ‘the grazing
land was not a mandatory requirement laid down or provided for in the Tribunal’s
Award’40.
As far as the concern over irrigation facilities, most of the PAFs were provided
with irrigation facilities in Narmada Project area. In many sites outside the command
area, irrigable land was purchased. In cases where the irrigation facilities were not
functioning, the Government of Gujarat (GoG) undertook the work of installing tube
wells. It was a good effort by the GoG to avoid any difficulty with regard to irrigation
in respect of those PAPs who did not have adequate irrigation facilities. In contrast,
most of the people nearly (85%) complained about irrigation water in almost all the
visited sites because most of the hand pumps did not work. They expressed their

40

Stated in Affidavit filed before Supreme Court 1992:01
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deep sorrow about the lack of irrigation facilities and they had to rely on the rain for
agriculture.
A respondent from the Nada Road-1 village expressed his regret at leaving his
original village. He told that,” we were happy to live in our original village. We had not
faced any problem for irrigation as we were living near the bank of river Narmada”.
He expressed his sorrow with that his condition is like,” a fish without water”.
He also said further that there was no need to build a dam. In Nada Road-1
village almost all the respondents felt the same. They complained about the lack of
irrigation water for agriculture. Due to lack of sufficient water for agriculture they
faced lots of difficulty for their agriculture production.
Further, contended, was the delay of the dam, the cutoff date of 1st January
1987, by which R & R facilities were supposed to be extended to major sons could
not be complied with. The Tribunal’s Award states that sons who had reached one
year prior to the issuance of the Notification for land acquisition was announced were
entitled to the land benefit. The Land Acquisition Notification was issued in 1981-82
and as per the Award; it was only those sons who grown major one year had prior to
that date i.e. 1980 that would have been eligible for the allotment of land. The GOG
extended the eligibility date in order to benefit those major sons who had attained the
major stage later. It covers all those who became major on or before 1/1/1987.
In the surveyed villages Malu, Shinor road-1 Simaliya, Nada and simali, major
sons were found but due to not being eligible on 1/1/1987 basis they did not receive
any quantum of land. Now they are doing cultivation on the land of their relative or on
their father’s land. In the surveyed sites, 10.4% did not receive any land or any
compensation.
With the establishment of the R & R sub-group and the constitution of the
Grievances Redressal Authorities by the State of Gujarat, Maharashtra and Madhya
Pradesh, a system came into force that would ensure satisfactory R & R of PAPs.
The people had given an opinion about the R&R package that, they have not
received any payment of their land loss and said that the package is deficient. In
Simali site, one female respondent

aged 45, from Mokhadi village said that,” my

two children did not received any land yet and still we are fighting for getting this land
to the government but the government did not listen to us and is not giving proper
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response although it has passed seventeen years”. She further said that due to lack
of land they are having a problem of doing cultivation. She was crying on her destiny.
In contrast, a female sarpanch (a village council leader), from Pansoli village
said that, “we are all happy here in the new area and the government has provided
everything that we have the right to get”. Although she was village council leader of
the village, she did not have any idea of R&R policy but she said that the policy of
displacement is good enough and no need to further change it.
Conclusion
This article has provided an overview of the Rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy
in India based on the recent National Rehabilitation Policy which was finally
announced by the Union Government of India in 2007 after first being realized.

The R & R policy of Gujarat carries the seeds of the all India policy for displaced
people. It provides a case study for activists who are rightly worried about the
purpose, direction and impact of the current developments. Early in 1986, a protest
emerged in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh asking for a better resettlement and
rehabilitation policy. The chief demand of the PAPs in Maharashtra and Madhya
Pradesh was for minimum land entitlements.

Since independence, many irrigation projects were constructed and several others
have been commenced are in India. In all, tens of millions of people were affected by
displacement caused due to submergence of their native settlements. Most of these
people were deprived of satisfactory resettlement and rehabilitation due to the
absence of comprehensive policies and lack of commitment in practice. The policies
of Governments on Resettlement and Rehabilitation released over the last few years
stand as examples to show that Governments are becoming sensitive to the
displacement issue. But, what is essential and yet to be proved is the commitment of
Governments in establishing "best practices" in resettlement and rehabilitation.
There is an obvious need for further research on R&R programs to establish whether
this is in fact best practice.
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Sex Positive: Rhetoric of Space, Gender and Sexual Relations
at Boulder County AIDS Project

Abstract
CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) report in 2010 stated that the prevalence of
HIV infection within some U.S. populations now rivals that in some sub-Saharan African
countries. The specific characteristics of the U.S HIV epidemic –low prevalence in the general
population, high prevalence among socially marginalized subpopulations, with a concentration in
geographic hotspots—create unique challenges for the design and implementation of effective
interventions. This information is key to discern the kind of knowledge that Boulder County
AIDS Project (BCAP) chooses to disseminate to achieve its goals of controlling and preventing
HIV from spreading in Boulder County, Colorado. In this paper I discuss my findings as a
participant observation at BCAP training for its volunteers where information about HIV/AIDS
and other values that BCAP deemed important and crucial were disseminated. I paid specific
attention to the language that BCAP trainers use to talk about HIV. I also noted how this
language was then adopted by the training participants and Resource Counselors at BCAP to
produce and reproduce the knowledge about HIV, which I argue is specific to Boulder and its
social space.
Key words: production of knowledge, language, space-based, gender, health, HIV/AIDS

Introduction
When I first moved to Boulder, Colorado, from Jakarta, Indonesia, two years ago I was excited.
After almost thirty years of living in the same city, I was ready for some changes –even if it
means moving some 10,000 miles away from home. Gone was the noisy traffic and high-rise
buildings with street vendors selling all types of goods: from pirated DVD to banana fritters and
ice-cold coconut juice on the side of the roads. Instead I was greeted by rows of mountains, quiet
and empty streets and low-rise old buildings. There was no bajaj or mikrolet here, nor were there
people with brown-colored skin, dark hair and friendly smiles on their faces. Everybody –or at
least almost everybody that I met during my first few weeks in Boulder— spoke English, has fair
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skin, and none of them smoke clove cigarettes. The absence of these familiar smell, sound, and
sight was a stark reminder that I was not at home.
It is important for me to note this at the beginning of my paper, because what I am about
to discuss in this paper is my observation of the production of HIV/AIDS knowledge at a local
non-profit organization called BCAP (Boulder County AIDS Project). I am going to write about
my observation as a participant of a two-day-training for BCAP volunteers where information
about HIV/AIDS and other values that BCAP deemed as important and crucial were
disseminated.
I put my social scientist glasses on when I attended the training. I scribbled tidbits that I
observed on my notes and retyped and reorganized my notes based on my experience as a
training participant to construct a narration. Dewey (1934) wrote, “An experience has pattern and
structure, because it is not just doing and undergoing in alternation, but consists of them in
relationship” (44). I could not agree more, my experience with BCAP –the people who
welcomed me into their office, their concern of HIV and AIDS— also has patterns and a
structures, and the way I interpret that patterns and structures is very much related to my
knowledge and culture that is inscribed in me (Foucault 1978, Bordo 1993). Furthermore, my
experienced took place in a specified space, a space that as Low (2009) puts it, “contracts and
expands in relations to a person’s emotions and state of mind, sense of self, social relations, and
cultural predispositions” (27). In other words my experience in the training is not an experience
that happened in a vacuum. I went there with certain ideas about human relations, sexual
relations, and more specifically about HIV. I carried with me ideas about what a training was and
how it is (or it should be) conducted; ideas that I brought along as I moved from Jakarta to
Boulder. Therefore it is important for me, as the writer of this paper, to acknowledge where I
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came from. My purpose is not to emphasize my differences or my status as an Indonesian in
diaspora, instead it is to recognize my personal bias and experience that colored my
interpretation of HIV knowledge production at BCAP.
One issue, which I believe important to be addressed before I move on to discuss about
my methodology, is the current data of HIV in the U.S. More specifically I want to provide a
brief explanation on why it is (still) important to talk about HIV/AIDS in this country. After all,
isn’t HIV a problem of mainly sub-Saharan Africa and some Asian countries? Here is a simple
answer to that question: No it is not. Contrary to popular belief, HIV is a very relevant issue to
address because the prevalence of HIV infection within some U.S. populations now rivals that in
some sub-Saharan African countries. As El-Sadr, et al. reported in The New England Journal of
Medicine, for example, more than 1 in 30 adults in Washington, D.C., are HIV-infected;
prevalence higher than that reported in Ethiopia, Nigeria, or Rwanda (2010: 967). Moreover,
certain U.S. subpopulations received the hardest blow. “In New York City, 1 in 40 blacks, 1 in
10 men who have sex with men, and 1 in 8 injection-drug users are HIV-infected, as are 1 in 16
black men in Washington, D.C” (967). In several U.S. urban areas, the HIV prevalence among
men who have sex with men is as high as 30%, while a general-population HIV prevalence in
Kenya and in South Africa is 7.8% and 16.9% respectively.
It was true that during the first two decades of the epidemic, advances in preventing
mother-to-child transmission, screening of blood and blood products, and behavior change
among men who have sex with men resulted in significant decreases in new HIV infections in
the U.S. Unfortunately, this progress has been stalled for the past decade. CDC (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention) report in 2010 showed that more than half a million Americans
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contracted the virus in the last ten years. It is estimated that there are now more than 1 million
HIV-infected Americans and more than 20% of them are unaware of their HIV positive status.
The specific characteristics of the U.S HIV epidemic –low prevalence in the general
population, high prevalence among socially marginalized subpopulations, with a concentration in
geographic hotspots—create unique challenges for the design and implementation of effective
interventions. Thus, as El-Sadr et al. has stated, “a nuanced and targeted approach that avoids
stigmatization of these populations is necessary. Structural interventions might include tackling
the disproportionate incarceration of black and Hispanic men, urging health insurers to reimburse
providers for preventive care, and using microcredit to help women out of poverty so that they
avoid the perceived need to engage in commercial sex or other coercive sex” (968).
The information about HIV prevalence in the U.S is not only essential to understand why
studies about HIV are relevant and important, but it is also key to discern the approach that
BCAP take to achieve their goals and the kind of knowledge that they choose to disseminate.

Methodology & Research Questions
In their book Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes Emerson et al. underlined the need for
ethnographer to engage in the lives and concerns of those studied. It will often be the case, as
they say, “….that relationships with those under study follow political fault lines in the setting,
exposing the ethnographer selectively to varying priorities and points of view” (3). As a result,
the task of the ethnographer is not to determine “the truth” but to reveal the multiple truths
apparent in others’ lives.
That was my intention when I conducted my participant observation for this study. I
wanted to immerse myself in the two-day training, to interact with other participants, to chat with
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them during the break, to be involve in each training activity, and to ask questions when I was
puzzled by the trainers’ explanation. I found that the act of socializing with other participants and
immersing myself in the training, without forgetting my role as an observer, crucial to my
understanding of BCAP production of knowledge on HIV.
In addition to attending the two-day training, I also spent one hour every week for three
weeks with three different Resource Counselors (RCs). An RC is a trained volunteer whose main
task is to man the front desk. It is basically a BCAP term for a receptionist. My main purpose of
observing these RCs are to see how the knowledge that they received from attending the two-day
training is put into use in the everyday work life at BCAP. Lefebvre (1991) urges us to find the
extraordinary in the ordinary moments and places of everyday life, and I wanted to find that
moments of extraordinary through my observations of the mundane, or in this case, through my
observation of the day-to-day work of an RC.
As I was doing my observation, I tried to pay specific attention to the language that
BCAP trainers use to talk about HIV. I also noted how this language was then adopted by the
training participants and RCs at BCAP to produce and reproduce the knowledge about HIV,
which I argue is specific to Boulder and its social space. In his chapter on “The Place for
Rhetoric in Everyday Life” Ackerman wrote:
“Lefebvre’s writings on the spaces of everyday life are important to rhetorical
studies because they imply that rhetorical situations have spatial dimensions, and
that rhetorical agency includes the production and maintenance of social space.
Lefebvre insists that we view space as social, and that it can be measured multidimensionally according to three basic facts: “Every language is located in space.
Every discourse says something about space (places or sets of places); and every
discourse is emitted from a space” (2003: 85).
In this paper I intend to show that production of knowledge, particularly knowledge about
HIV/AIDS, is space-based and that it is socially produced just as the society themselves are
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produced by the space they live in. My use of space here refers to Harvey’s (2006) concept of
absolute, relative and relational space and their dialectic tensions and constant interplay among
them. For Harvey, space as absolute becomes a ‘thing in itself’ with an existence independent of
matter, which “we can use to pigeon-hole or individuate phenomena” (121). Relative space, on
the other hand, is “a relationship between objects, which exists only because object exist and
relate to each other” (121); whereas relational space is “contained in objects in the sense that an
object can be said to exist only insofar as it contains and represents within itself relationship to
others” (121).
Harvey elaborates his concepts of space further by giving concrete explanations and
examples of what he means by each nature of space. When he speaks of absolute space, he refers
to the space of “private property and other bounded territorial designations (such as states,
administrative units, city plans and urban grids)” (121). Relative space for Harvey is relative in
double sense: “that there are multiple geometries from which to choose and that the spatial frame
depends crucially upon what it is that is being relativized and by whom” (122). He associated
this relative notion with Einstein who pointed out that all forms of measurement depended upon
the frame of reference of the observer. Therefore, it is impossible to understand space
independent of time, and this entails an important shift of language from space and time to
space-time or “spatio-temporality” (122). Moreover, he believes that processes do not occur in
space but define their own spatial frame. “The concept of space is embedded in or internal to
process. This very formulation implies that, as in the case of relative space, it is impossible to
disentangle space from time” (123). It is very important and useful to always be aware that an
event or a thing at a point in space cannot be understood by appeal to what exists only at that
point (124), and to acknowledge that an event carries with it a past as well as a possibility for a
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future. Harvey uses the political role of collective memories in urban processes as an example of
certain topics that can only be approached through the notion of relational space. As he puts it, “I
cannot box political and collective memory in some absolute space nor can I understand their
circulation according to the rules, however sophisticated, of relative space-time” (125).
There is one important idea that I would like to highlight from Harvey’s idea of space
before I move on to talk about my observation at BCAP, and that is the centrality of human
practice. According to Harvey, the answer to whether a space (or space-time) is absolute, relative
or relational lies in the human practice. The question for him is not ‘what is space?’ but ‘how is it
that different human practices create and make use of different conceptualization of space?’ –the
decision to use one or other conception certainly depends on the nature of the phenomena under
investigation (125). After all, as Harvey puts it, the three concepts are always in dialectical
tension and “we are inexorably situated in all three frameworks simultaneously, though not
necessarily equally so” (128).
Aside from situating the production of knowledge in a specific spatio-temporality, I also
want to understand how this knowledge of HIV/AIDS at BCAP is gendered. Hunter (2010) used
the term gender to represent “a social hierarchy formed in relation to perceived biological
differences

in

reproductive

organs

(differences

themselves

historically-geographically

constructed)” (10). I find that unlike previous concepts of gender (West and Zimmerman 1987,
Lorber 1993, Shields 2008), which tend to pay less attention to any historical-geographical
element, Hunter’s definition of gender ties in well with Harvey’s idea of space-time.
With these concepts in mind, I am asking myself: how does BCAP frame the issue of
HIV/AIDS? What is the specific knowledge that BCAP tries to emphasize in their trainings and
how do this knowledge ties in with the on-going HIV issues in the U.S and with the HIV/AIDS
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situation in Colorado in particular? How do BCAP volunteers put their knowledge about
HIV/AIDS into practice in their everyday life at work?

Empathy: the Basic Principal to Fight Stigma
It was ten o’clock on a Saturday morning, and I was sitting inside a low ceiling room in a church
between Spruce and 15th street with 28 other people –11 men and 17 women. We have been
sitting quietly for almost 30 minutes, listening to Tamara1 as she explained about Boulder
County AIDS Project and its mission. She closed her talk by asking whether the audience had
any questions and by stating again how grateful she was for having so many future volunteers
and board members willing to spend their Saturday to be there at the training to learn and discuss
about HIV/AIDS.
After answering several questions related to volunteering for BCAP, Tamara said that she
would give the floor to Kelly who was going to lead the session on HIV 101. However, she had
just one more activity. She waited until everyone was quiet, then she said, “Think about a time
when you’ve needed to ask for help, when you’ve had a secret that you didn’t want to share or
when you’ve engaged in behaviors that you weren’t proud of. Think about how you felt. What
comes to your mind?” She let the question sink into the audience’s mind for a minute before she
continued, “Take a moment to write some of these thoughts and emotions on the white board.”
For a moment no one moved, but then one of the training participants stood up and went to the
white board. He was followed by another person, and another, and another. At the end, there
were about fifteen words written on the white board, and those were: Ashamed, vulnerable,
uneasy, fear, alone, scared, lost identity, no one would understand, helpless.

1

All names have been changed for privacy reason.
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Tamara stood next to the white board, looking at the words written there, and said,
“These are what our clients often feel when they come to BCAP to seek services.” According to
her, for this reason BCAP was set up to be a friendly and respectful place for its clients, a place
where some of these feelings could be diminished. She also emphasized that “When we talk
about HIV/AIDS, we need to remember it is ‘one part’ of someone’s story. If you think about the
moment that just came to mind, you would never want to be identified by that moment. As we
work through this material, and you join our BCAP team, remember that HIV/AIDS is just one
part of a much bigger story.”
Everybody was quiet. The training participants seemed to digest what Tamara just said,
and the room atmosphere went somber. Then Tamara said, “Alright, let’s take a five-minute
break.” People started to stand up and walk to the snack table at the end of the room.
What Tamara just did, evoking the feeling of helplessness and shame, was what I would
call a strategy to build empathy for people living with HIV/AIDS (PLHA). Most importantly, it
was also a strategy to create a framework for the training participants to view the virus and the
people living with it in a specific, non-stigmatizing manner. By asking the audience to think
about a secret they did not want to share or a behavior they were not proud of Tamara was
encouraging the training participants to relate to what PLHA was going through. The feelings
written on the white board were universal feelings and she was building a bridge connecting the
HIV negative participants with PLHA by tapping to those feelings.
BCAP choice of opening activity for its training is relatively common yet specific at the
same time. It is a familiar activity for trainings on HIV education and prevention during the past
decade not only in the U.S (see Herek et al., 2002 p.371; see also Herek and Capitanio, 1994,
1997 on educational efforts to reduce the public's fears about HIV/AIDS) but also in other parts
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of the world –by this I am recalling my experience of attending a similar training in Indonesia.
However at the same time this activity is very specific to education and prevention on HIV
whose main goal is to fight stigma.
Most interventions that have been developed in this country to respond to stigma related
to HIV and AIDS were aimed at increasing ‘tolerance’ of people with AIDS, particularly to those
who are coming from a ‘different segment’ of the general population.’ This, in my opinion, is
highly contextual and thus, space-time-based. The reason is that unlike in sub-Saharan Africa
where HIV contracts general population (Hunter 2009, Mojola 2011, Swidler and Watkins
2007), only specific sub-populations at particular geographic locations in the U.S have high
prevalence of HIV (El-Sadr et al, 2010, CDC Report 2010). Thus even though both in subSaharan Africa and in the U.S HIV (and people living with it) is stigmatized, there is a difference
in the nuance of stigmatization in these two places.
In this country HIV epidemic primarily affects certain urban areas of the Northeast (i.e.
Washington D.C, New York City and New Jersey) and West Coast (San Fransisco, Los Angeles
and both northern and southern part of California) and cities and small towns in the South
(particularly the ones in Florida, Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi). Within these areas, specific
neighborhoods are often disproportionately affected in part because of residents’ engagement in
unprotected sex within relatively insular social-sexual networks. Moreover, El-Sadr et al. states
that many of the populations most affected tend to have limited social mobility; thus, partner
selection tends to concentrate transmission patterns and amplify spread within defined
geographic areas (967).
Additionally, human practices that shape the culture within the vulnerable subpopulation
in that area also play a key role in spreading the virus. In a study on African-American men sex
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behavior in Washington DC, New York City, Los Angeles and Atlanta, for example, Wright
(1993) found that African-American men have a distinctive sexual (and thus social) behavior that
did not always fit with the traditional categories of either homosexual or heterosexual. Since the
idea of masculinity among African-American men was very strong, a man who was married to a
woman and who at the same time was involved in a sexual relation with other men would insist
that he was a heterosexual; the reason being that he was the one who did the penetration during
the intercourse and also the one who received oral stimulation regardless of the gender of his
sexual partner. Thus Wright suggested that instead of looking at sexual categories as a rigid
binary opposition (i.e. homosexual or heterosexual), we should perceive sexuality and sexual
orientation as a continuum where men and women can shift fluidly from one end to another.
Black and Hispanic women, whose increased risk of HIV acquisition is due in greater
part to their vulnerable social and economic situations and their sexual networks than to their
own risky behaviors, also experience another type of stigma. “Socioeconomic disadvantage and
instability of partnerships due to high rates of incarceration among men in their communities
may lead women to engage in concurrent relationships or serial monogamy. In addition, they
may be unaware of their partners’ HIV status or may be involved in abusive or economically
dependent relationships and thus be unable to negotiate safer sex with their partner” (El-Sadr et
al. p. 968). Ferguson et al (2006) also addressed this issue in their study on risk of HIV/AIDS
among African American women at historically black colleges and universities. In line with ElSadr and colleagues’ argument, they also think that the gender-ratio imbalance paired with
political economy led to higher HIV prevalence among this sub-population.
Sexual orientation, race, class and drug addiction become key factors attributing to
stigmatization in the U.S. In Colorado more than 60% of people living with HIV are men who
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have sex with men; they comprise most of BCAP clients. On top of that, more than half of
BCAP’s clients live below poverty line and in constant need to seek financial assistance from the
organization. Seeing how these issues are in constant tension with the everyday lives and
emotions of these marginalized groups in the U.S society, BCAP’s choice of its opening activity
seems like a good introduction to set its agenda to fight stigma and to build empathy for people
living with HIV/AIDS.
Sex Positive and Harm Reduction: Why Both Matters
After lunch break Kelly told participants who were busy chatting with each other to take their
seats. She was ready to start the afternoon session. Kelly, BCAP prevention coordinator, was a
young woman in her late twenties. She has been working for BCAP for almost five years and she
has given the same training for more than three years. I met her the first time when I took this
training a year ago. I have always considered her as an outgoing person who was full of energy.
She ran the training in a fast-pace, throwing interesting facts, asking questions, making jokes,
and in general ensuring that people will not fall asleep during her session.
At the beginning of this session Kelly asked one of the participants to read a snippet of
story from a person living with HIV. The room went silent. Everybody was listening to the man
who was reading the snippet. Once he finished reading it, Kelly said, “Alright, so now we are
going to talk about sex positive. BCAP takes this stance. Can anybody tell me what sex positive
is?” She was standing next to the white board with a marker in her hand, ready to write whatever
answers participants going to give. A guy said, “It can be good!” Others followed by saying:
happy and safe, free from stigma, no judgment, responsible, and supportive. Kelly wrote
everything down on the white board then she said, “Because sex is enhancing personal pleasure,
it’s not our job to label the type of sex a person is having.” She went on to emphasize that it was
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highly crucial for us to adopt a non-judgmental attitude in sex, or as she put it, “What works for
one person may not work for us, but it’s not up to us to judge what works for that person or what
he or she likes or dislikes.” Kelly also stressed the need to recognize that human beings are
sexual and therefore sexual relations are part of our life; part of who we are.
When I first heard the idea of sex positive a year ago, I thought: how liberating. Coming
from a country where monogamous marriage and close relationship with the extended family are
the norm, I was raised by a society who condemned pre-marital sex and any other forms of
sexual relationships outside marital institution. Naturally, homosexuality and the practice of
drugs are also denounced. It was true, as Elizabeth Pisani wrote in a WHO Report (2004), “In
reality, almost every human behavior can be found in Indonesia, and this includes sexual and
drug taking practices that carry a high risk of HIV infection,” but most of those activities are
done behind closed door and in private spaces. Even though a significant sub-population in
major cities in Indonesia has been practicing pre-marital sex, not many people would be open
about their “lifestyle.” The situation is similar for men who have sex with men and for people –
mostly youth—who are Injecting Drug Users (IDU).
Therefore, to hear from Kelly that not only does Boulder adopt sex positive stance, but it
also adopts harm reduction for IDU, I thought I had a better understanding of what my American
friends in Jakarta had told me about Boulder being a very liberal place. Kelly explained that
BCAP followed the harm reduction strategy while at the same time acknowledged the damage
that this strategy might cause. “We recognize it’s not the ideal solution. However, if we see the
whole risk continuum, we know that what we do help reduces risk.” Harm reduction, as Kelly
pointed out, was a term coined in a drug injection context. It aims to protect drug users from
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using dirty needles, to raise their awareness, to avoid risky behavior, and it is part of a bigger
strategy to reduce risks of contracting HIV for IDU.
In Boulder, harm reduction leads to what Kelly said as the “work” program or the needle
exchange program. This program enables IDU to call outreach staff to exchange their dirty
needles with clean ones. It was legalized in 1983 and it was endorsed by the health department as
it was proven to reduce the risk of HIV prevalence among IDUs. Kelly said, “You have to be
comfortable using these harm reduction principles. Remember that nobody can ‘fix’ anybody,
and no one can tell us to do something that we don’t want to do.” It was indeed a new way of
thinking for me, one that I found fascinating and challenging at the same time.
To have both concepts: sex positive and harm reduction be applied in Indonesia is
something that I do not think possible in the near future since both are based on norms and
values that in general are not accepted in my country. However, what I am more interested to
ponder on is why both have become key concepts for BCAP. I would like to firstly tie in the idea
of sex positive with Hunter’s definition of gender.
As I have mentioned earlier I use Hunter’s definition of gender because it takes into
account the perceived biological differences that are historically-geographically constructed –a
definition that is suitable to help me analyze the importance of sex positive for BCAP. For many
men who have sex with men (MSM), who comprise a large portion of BCAP’s clients,
promiscuity has been part and parcel of their sexual orientation, whereas for many Latina
women, who contribute to a fraction of BCAP’s clients in Longmont, it was exactly the opposite.
Their gendered ideology prescribes dependence, subordination, selfless devotion to family and
children, and sexual chastity (Martinez et al. 1997: 339). Put in another word, when it comes to
sex, both groups received their share of stigma: MSM for having too many sexual partners and
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leading a risky sexual life, women for being passive and having too few –if not only one—yet a
wrong one nonetheless.
Seeing from this perspective, it is understandable why BCAP is promoting sex positive. It
promotes sex positive first and foremost because the human cultural practices in Boulder today –
as a result of its long history of civil rights— have created a space that provides BCAP with
opportunity to promote this idea. This is related to what Harvey (2006) has written on how
different human practices create and make use of different conceptualization of space. Secondly
the idea of sex positive developed because BCAP believed that it is a necessity to cultivate a
certain perception that would not only fight external stigma on the vulnerable sub-population, but
would also fight internal stigma among this particular population’s rights to have sex.
Similar explanation can also be applied to harm reduction –though it is less related to
gender and more related to social behavior. In my opinion BCAP’s service to provide clean
needles provides a good example of how health prevention is not universal but historically and
geographically constructed.

Last but not Least: Confidentiality
About a week after I attended the training I went to BCAP office. That was my day for
shadowing Carole as an RC (Resource Counselor). I chose to shadow Carole because I have
known her for almost a year now and we have become good friends. Moreover, Carole was a
very experienced RC. She has been volunteering as an RC for more than 10 years. She used to be
a member of BCAP board of directors for many years, but a couple of years ago she decided to
step down and focused more on her work with PWN (Positive Woman Network). She was one of
BCAP positive speakers and she has done many public speaking to not only share about her
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experience being a person living with HIV, but also to help BCAP educate the public about
HIV/AIDS.
It was snowing lightly outside. I stomped my boots on the porch and open the front door.
Inside it was warm and cozy. The receptionist desk was located near the bottom of the stairs, on
the left of the front door. Carole greeted me warmly and asked me to pull a chair next to her. She
told her puppy Zara to sit under the desk and then she sat on the receptionist chair behind the
desk. During that one hour I spent with Carole, we talked about many things, but one that I could
not forget was her story on the importance of confidentiality. Part of BCAP training for volunteer
is the training not to mention names. Moreover, volunteers who are interested to work as an RC
have to sign a letter of confidentiality, which states that as volunteers they will keep BCAP’s
clients’ identity confidential. They are not allowed to talk about the clients outside BCAP’s
vicinity or to identify them as BCAP’s clients. Even if they know these clients personally, they
are supposed to wait for the clients to greet them first when they meet them at places other than
BCAP. These important rules were highlighted several times by BCAP staff during the RC
training.
I mentioned to Carole about the importance of confidentiality for BCAP in order to know
her view of this. Not only did she firmly adopt this value –as apparent in her responses when she
was taking calls from clients or in her greetings to BCAP guests who came to the office— but
she also responded by telling me a story. According to her, there used to be a woman who
walked into BCAP office and seen by her colleague and her colleague went to BCAP office to
ask for that woman’s name. The rest, as Carole told me, was ugly because that colleague then
told the partner of that woman about her visit to BCAP. Her partner accused her of infecting him
with HIV –without even checking to find out why she was at BCAP office in the first place.
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Carole said the bottom line was that stigma was still strong at that time and it was always best to
be careful and to protect the clients; to ensure their safety. As Carole put it, BCAP learned a very
important lesson that day.
BCAP’s policy to emphasize confidentiality is in accordance to U.S public health policy
on the issue of HIV and confidentiality (Herek et al., 1999, 2003). It was designed to address the
‘stigmatizing attitudes’ and the extent to which such attitudes are correlated with
misunderstandings and misinformation concerning the modes of HIV transmission or the risk of
infection through everyday social contact or with ‘negative attitudes’ toward the groups that are
believed to be affected by the epidemic, such as gay and bisexual men, injecting drug users or
sex workers (Parker and Aggleton, 2003, p.15).
Most interventions that have been developed in this country to respond to stigma related
to HIV and AIDS were aimed at increasing ‘tolerance’ of people with AIDS and to protect their
confidentiality as an act of prevention from discrimination. Both governmental institutions and
non-profit organizations have developed strategies to increase empathy and altruism and to
reduce anxiety and fear unleashed by HIV and AIDS. This is done primarily by providing what
is perceived to be correct information and by developing psychological skills that are considered
essential to manage emotional responses of PLHA (see Ashworth et al., 1994; Hue and
Kauffman, 1998). Parker and Aggleton (2003: p.16-17) argued that this psychological approach
to stigma and discrimination is the result of both being conceived as individual processes –or in
other words, as what some individuals do to other individuals. While such approach may seem
logical in highly individualized cultures (such as the modern-day USA and parts of Europe)
where people are taught to believe they are nominally free agents, they make little sense in other
environments. Throughout much of the developing world, for example, bonds and allegiances to
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family, village, neighborhood and community make it obvious that stigma and discrimination,
when and where they appear, are social and cultural phenomena linked to the actions of whole
groups of people, and are not simply the consequences of individual behavior (UNAIDS, 2000).
It is, therefore, important to recognize that stigma arises and stigmatization takes shape in
specific contexts that are relative to space-time.

Conclusion
Carole’s story, along with Tamara’s opening activity and Kelly’s explanation of sex positive and
harm reduction are the result of ideas that are shaped by human practices that share a “spatiotemporality.” HIV/AIDS in Boulder, similar to other areas in the U.S, are gendered because
everyday life in this space-time is gendered. Tamara said at the beginning of the training that
“When we talk about HIV/AIDS, we need to remember it is ‘one part’ of someone’s story.” She
was right, and by looking carefully at this particular part, we are able to see what we –as a
society— have done to ourselves.
Note: This paper has received an IRB (Institutional Review Board) approval from the University
of Colorado at Boulder.
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Abstract— Eleven students from Guizhou University in China
attended an English class at West Chester University of
Pennsylvania, USA, in the summer of 2010. During that time,
they made recordings describing their career goals. These
recordings were combined with eleven similar recordings
representing a broad spectrum of American university freshmen
at West Chester University. Through quantitative computer
analysis of the twenty-two speech files, and subsequent
qualitative analysis by sixty American education majors using
rubrics designed by the Educational Testing Service (ETS) for
evaluating spoken proficiency, it was determined that, overall,
the Chinese students achieved slightly higher scores than the
American students in higher order cognitive skills, while the
American students, overall, achieved significantly higher scores
in pronunciation and grammatical accuracy. The goal of this
presentation is to show how real-time acoustic analysis may be
implemented to bring the Chinese students’ pronunciation scores
closer to the levels of the American students. From the
quantitative acoustic analyses, it is clear that patterns of six
pronunciation problems account for over 80% of the
pronunciation errors of the Chinese students. Communicating
with the students about each of these problem areas is facilitated
through the utilization of computer analysis of their speech,
allowing the students to see precise displays of the features of
their pronunciation, and comparing those patterns to the
patterns of native speakers. With the assistance of a trained
linguist, Chinese students are able to interpret the displays and
make rapid and consistent progress in their pronunciation of
English.

During their English studies, the Chinese students participated
in a project related to career development. First, they were
given an orientation to the Career Development Center. Then
they took a 90 minute on-line career aptitude test called
FOCUS. After the students entered information about their
experiences and interests, FOCUS put together suggested
careers, along with general information about duties,
requirements, job locations, and pay scales. The Chinese
students used this information as the basis for several in-class
presentations and eventually for essay assignments. After they
finished their essays, they made recordings about their career
plans, answering an open ended question requesting them to
describe the process and what they learned.

Keywords- Acoustic Analysis; Pronunciation Patterns; Chinese
speakers of English; Visual Displays

Results of correlation studies showed that two of the Chinese
students achieved higher overall scores than three of the
American students. In addition, from the average z-scores for
the Chinese and for the Americans, it was clear that the
Chinese achieved slightly higher average z-scores in content
relevance and idea progression and very similar scores for
sophistication and diversity of vocabulary. The greatest
difference in average z-scores occurred, however, in
pronunciation, with the Americans at 0.95, and the Chinese at
-0.95. Through acoustic analysis of pronunciation patterns [2,
3, 4, 5, 6, and 7], it was clear that over 80% of the 959
pronunciation errors made by the Chinese students fell within
6 basic categories, including problems with consonants at the
ends of words, with consonant clusters, with the distinction
between voiced and voiceless consonants,

Eleven English majors from Guizhou University in China,
who had previously never been abroad, studied English at
West Chester University of Pennsylvania in the USA during
the summer of 2010. As one of the fourteen public
universities of the Pennsylvania State System of Higher
Education, West Chester ranks fifth, according to the 4th
International Colleges and Universities 2011 University Web
Ranking. If Guizhou University were within the same
university system, it would rank third in the system, according
to its worldwide score. Though not exactly the same, the
rankings for the two universities are roughly equivalent,
neither one being high or low.

Prior to the summer program for the Chinese, forty middleclass suburban American freshmen at West Chester University
had also gone through the same procedures. Their recordings
were analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively [1] in order to
determine their rank order in terms of overall English
proficiency. A set of eleven speech files, representing a broad
spectrum of proficiency, was chosen from the American files
to compare with the eleven Chinese files. Sixty West Chester
undergraduate education majors taking a course designed to
teach them about working with English Language Learners
used a modified form of the Educational Testing Service
rubrics [1] to evaluate the English proficiency of the twentytwo speech files (eleven Chinese and eleven American).
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Figure 1. Non-native speaker’s “last week”

Figure 2. Native speaker’s “last week”

problems with vowel height, differentiating lax and tense
vowels, and articulating semivowels. Since pronunciation was
the most salient category differentiating the Chinese students
from the American students, it is the focus of this presentation.

it is not difficult for speakers to confirm that they have
corrected their patterns, as shown in Figure 2.

Deletion of word final consonants accounted for 27.84% of
the Chinese students’ pronunciation problems. This is not
difficult to understand, since Mandarin Chinese does not have
stops, fricatives, or affricates in word final positions [3, 6]. As
a result, English words such as “map, mat, mad, mash” could
be difficult for a listener to distinguish. In figure 1 (above), a
display generated from KayPentax MultiSpeech software [3],
the Chinese speaker does not articulate the final consonants
from the words “last week.”
Using the type of real-time acoustic analysis exemplified by
Figure 1, it is not difficult to draw the speaker’s attention to the
missing parts of the display [2, 3, 4, 5, and 6]. In addition,

Figure 3. Dropping the jaw to get from /E/ to /ae/

Through real-time acoustic analysis, the remaining patterns
of pronunciation problems of the Chinese speakers are also
relatively easy to bring to the speakers’ attention. Their
progress at correcting the errors is also relatively clear and easy
to monitor. Further techniques for utilizing real-time acoustic
analysis for solving all the major pronunciation problems will
be discussed in this presentation, including the utilization of
real-time vowel charts and displays of patterns of intonation.
Real-time vowel charts help students understand what type
of vowel they are producing, in relation to other vowels. For
example, if a student has problems producing the low vowel
/ae/ as in “sat,” because the jaw is not dropped far enough, then
the word will sound like “set.” Figure 3 shows the display of a
simple exercise, starting where the student is comfortable with

Figure 4. “I need pens, pencils, and paper.”
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/E/ and by dropping the jaw, moving to the new sound /ae/.
In Figure 4, the top part is a non-native speaker who drops
his voice at the end of each of the items in the series. The blue
line shows intonation. This gives the impression that the
speaker is finished speaking at each point the voice is dropped.
On the other hand, the native speaker’s intonation pattern for
the items in the series is “up, up, and down.” In essence, this
signals that the speaker is not finished after the first part, not
finished after the second part, and finished, after the third part.
While the eleven Chinese students had not previously been
outside of China, it should be remembered that they were
English majors. For the most part, they had, therefore, learned
how to handle many common pronunciation problems [3 and
7], such as the distinctions between /r/ and /l/, differences
between stops, fricatives, and affricates, and in general, they
demonstrated adequate stress and intonation. Occasionally,
though not often, there would be upspeak (question-like
intonation at the end of statements) or stress on the wrong
syllable, as in “analysis” sounding like “analyze-sis.” They
had, therefore, accomplished many essential aspects of
language acquisition within their program, and their strengths
in topic development and vocabulary use deserve recognition.

The six pronunciation problems which account for over
80% of their pronunciation problems include:
27.84% dropping word final consonants
16.68% not distinguishing the voiced/voiceless contrast
14.39% wrong vowel height
12.41% problems with consonant clusters
9.49% problems with semi-vowels
7.30% not distinguishing lax/tense vowel contrast
80.81% TOTAL Major Items

Additional problem areas included:
4.20% wrong nasal consonant
3.10% mixing stops, fricatives, and affricates
1.00% deleted short unstressed syllables
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ABSTRACT
The translation enterprise is to transmit messages from a source to
a target language. It aims at curtailing constraints of culture
universal. Such constraints give way to culture alternative and
culture specific. By pre-Babel experience, culture alternative and
culture specific resulted as divergence in naming, and “noise” in
communication, hence the establishment of the dialogue of the deaf
– people communicating but lacking an acceptable code for
understanding themselves. Our research on Corpus produced by
great writers like Chinua Achebe, Ahmadou Kourouma and
Hampâté Bâ, of the English and French divides of Africa as well as
the study of Leon Damas, Aimé Cesaire and DuBois – Africans in
the Diaspora, expose the issue of language in individuals as an
equation

of

Genetic

+

Cultural

+

Society

+

Environment.

Translation, both intra and inter lingual, helps in moving from the
environment perspective to track the genetic fundamentals where
no “radicals” operate. Our aim is to establish that the current
globalization could yield unnecessary linguistic radicals if the
universal genetics of language are not well mapped out for the
envisaged integrative process.
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1.

Introduction

Translation, ordinarily, is the process of transmitting a message
from a source language (SL) to a target language (TL). However, like
languages like humans with all their specificities, elements and
genes therein are in constant operation to produce unique
languages, unique personalities. Seven billion humans on earth
can also equate to seven billion specific speech patterns. Somehow,
genetic studies at its current effort of sequencing human genomes
show that there is a common ancestral population of humans as
seen in mitochondrial DNA; and in linguistic terms it could be
assumed to be the universals, the innate mechanism of speech
performance by any humans. To that extent, genetic disposition of
a human being could be seen as his/her foundational strength to
project a language capacity as the language genetic blue print in
him/her unfolds in his/her growth progression in life. However,
this progression could be leveraged or hindered by culture, society
or the environment the person finds him/herself. These are
phenomenal issues that could delay linguistic maturation or
readiness just like a child’s crawling phase could be delayed by
lack of conducive environment. Hence the study of language or

1
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languages must initiate a new level as translation provides an
advanced “telescope” with which to view languages. In this study,
we intend to analyse language by segmenting it in the order of
“genetic + cultural + society + environment (GCSE).” It is indeed an
expansion of what Ferdinand de Sausure termed “immanence and
pertinence”.

Noam

Chomsky

relates

it

as

“principles

and

parameters”, and in translation, Vinay and Darbelnet (1977) apply
it as they differentiate literal translation from opaque translation.
In an early study, we posited it as sifting the cultural universals,
alternatives and specifics in a source text before rendering them in
a target text. Different texts in English and French have been used
in our studies. For this presentation, we focus on Achebe and
Hampâté Bâ.
2.

Some Literature Reviews on Achebe and Hampâté Bâ

2.1

Achebe

Chinua Achebe is a Nigerian of Igbo Origin. According to Wikipedia,
he is known for his first novel and magnum opus Things Fall Apart
(1959), which is the most widely read book in modern African
Literature. Since 2009, he has been the David and Marianna Fisher
University Professor and Professor of Africana studies at Brown
University in Providence, Rhode Island, USA.
Achebe is also known as a critic. When he presented a chancellor’s
Lecture at Amherst on 18 February 1975, entitled: An Image of
Africa: Racism in Conrad’s “Heart of Darkness”. Achebe asserted
that Conrad’s famous novel dehumanizes Africans, rendering Africa
as “a metaphysical battlefield devoid of all recognisable humanity,
into which the wandering European enters at his peril.
2
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Achebe also discussed a quotation from Albert Schweitzer, a 1952
Nobel Peace Prize laureate: “That unordinary missionary, Albert
Schweitzer, who sacrificed brilliant careers in music and theology
in Europe for a life of service to Africans in much the same area as
Conrad writes about, epitomizes the ambivalence. In a comment
which has often been quoted, Schweitzer says: ‘The African is
indeed my brother but my junior brother’. So he proceeded to build
a hospital appropriate to the needs of junior brothers with
standards of hygiene reminiscent of medical practice in the days
before the germ theory of disease came into being. “Some were
surprised that Achebe would challenge a man honoured in the
West for his “reverence foe life”, and recognized as a paragon of
Western liberalism.
Achebe’s lecture on Schweitzer caused a storm of controversy.
Many English professors in attendance were upset by Achebe’s
remarks; one elderly professor reportedly approached him, said:
“How dare you!”, and stormed away. Another suggested that
Achebe had “no sense of humour”, but several days later Achebe
was approached by a third professor, who told him: “I now realize
that I had never really read Heart of Darkness although I have
taught it for years. Although the lecture angered many of his
colleagues, he was nevertheless presented later in 1975 with an
honorary doctorate from the University of Stirling and the Lotus
Prize for Afro-Asian Writers.
The first comprehensive rebuttal of Achebe’s critique was published
in 1983 by British critic Cedric Watts. His essay “A Bloody Racist:
About Achebe’s View of Conrad” defends Heart of Darkness as an
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anti-imperialist novel, suggesting that “part of its greatness lies in
the power of its criticisms of racial prejudice.” Palestinian-American
theorist Edward Said agreed in his book Culture and Imperialism
that Conrad criticized imperialism, but added: “As a creature of his
time, Conrad could not grant the natives their freedom, despite his
severe critique of the imperialism that enslaved them”.
Achebe’s criticism has become a mainstream perspective on
Conrad’s work. The essay was included in the 1988 Norton critical
edition of Conrad’s novel. Editor Robert Kimbrough called it one of
“the three most important events in Heart of Darkness criticism
since the second edition of his book…” Critics Nicolas Tredell
divides Conrad criticism “into two epochal phases: before and after
Achebe.” Asked frequently about his essay, Achebe once explained
that he never meant for the work to be abandoned: “It’s not in my
nature to talk about banning books. I am saying, read it – with the
kind of understanding and with the knowledge I talk about. And
read it beside African works. Interviewed on National Public Radio
with Robert Siegel, in October 2009, Achebe remains consistent,
although tempering this criticism in a discussion entitled: ‘Heart of
Darkness is inappropriate’. To him, Conrad was a seductive writer.
He could pull his reader into the fray.
Furthermore, continues Wikipedia, in 1987, Achebe released his
fifth novel, Anthills of the Savanah, about a military coup in the
fictional West African nation of Kangan. A finalist for the Man
Booker Prize, the novel was hailed in the Financial Times: “In a
powerful fusion of myth, legend and modern styles, Achebe has
written a book which is wise, exciting and essential, a powerful
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antidote to the cynical commentators from ‘overseas’ who see
nothing ever new out of Africa.” An opinion piece in the magazine
West Africa said the book deserved to win the Booker Prize, and
that Achebe was “a writer who has long deserved the recognition
that has already been accorded him by his sales figures.
As the decolonisation process unfolded in the 1950s, a debate
about choice of language erupted and pursued authors around the
world; Achebe was no exception. Indeed, because of his subject
matter and insistence on a non-colonial narrative, he found his
novels

and

decisions

interrogated

with

extreme

scrutiny

–

particularly with regard to his use of English. One school of
thought, championed by Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong’o, urged
the use of indigenous African languages. English and other
European languages, he said in 1986, were “part of the noncolonial structures that repress progressive ideas”.
Achebe chose to write in English. In his essay “The African Writer
and the English Language”, he discusses how the process of
colonialism – for all its ills – provided colonised people from varying
linguistic backgrounds “a language with which to talk to one
another”. As his purpose is to communicate with readers across
Nigeria, he uses “the one central language enjoying nationwide
currency. Using English also allowed his books to be read in the
colonial ruling nations.
Still, Achebe recognises the shortcomings of what Audre Lorde
called “the master’s tools”. In another essay he noted that for an
African writing in English there would be serious setbacks. He
often would find himself describing situations or modes of thought
5
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which had no direct equivalent in the English way of life. Caught in
that situation he could do two things: try and contain what he
wanted to say within the limits of conventional English or try to
push back those limits to accommodate his ideas.
Achebe’s novels, recounts Wikipedia, laid a formidable groundwork
for taking control of English language and expanding it to
accommodate African thoughts. By altering syntax, usage, and
idiom, he transforms the language into a distinctly African style. In
some spots this takes the form of repetition of an Igbo idea in
Standard English parlance; elsewhere it appears as narrative,
integrated into descriptive sentences.
2.2

Ba

Amadou Hampâté Bâ is from Mali but belongs to one of the great
nomadic tribes in West and Central Africa – the Fulanis or the
Peulhs. Bâ contacts with Brenner provide us the following
comments:
Amadou Hampâté Bâ (c. 1900-1991) was a well-known Malian
diplomat and author of the last half of the twentieth century. His
fiction and non-fiction books in French are widely respected as
sources of information and insight on West African history, religion,
literature and culture, and life. From the time of his youth, Bâ was
a student and disciple of an extraordinary Malian Sufi master,
Tierno Bokar. Shaykh Bokar has become known as “the sage of
Bandiagara”, the town in Mali where he lived for most of his life.
Tierno Bokar was remarkable for his universalist attitudes and
tolerance

towards

orthodox

religions,
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aphorisms, for his teaching methods, for the trials of his difficult
life, and, finally, for the love and light that seemed to emanate from
his person. All of this is known to us thanks to Amadou Hampâté
Bâ’s testimonial to his teacher, Vie et enseignement de Tierno
Bokar: Le sage de Bandiagara, which has finally been translated
into English and published by World Wisdom as A Spirit of
Tolerance: The Inspiring Life of Tierno Bokar.
Amadou Hampâté Bâ was born to an aristocratic Fula family in
Bandiagara, the largest city in Dogon territory and the ancient
capital of the Masina Empire. After his father’s death, he was
adopted by his mother’s second husband, Tidjani Amadou Ali
Thiam of the Tukolor ethnic group. He first met his spiritual leader.
Tierno Bokar, while attending the Qur’anic school run by Bokar.
In 1942, he was appointed to the Institut Français d’Afrique Noire
(IFAN, French Institute of Black Africa) in Dakar. At IFAN, he made
ethnological surveys and collected traditions. For 15 years he
devoted himself to research, which would later lead to the
publication of his work L’Empire peul de Macina (The Peul Empire of
Masina). With Mali’s independence in 1960, Bâ founded the
Institute of Human Sciences in Bamako, and represented his
country at the UNESCO general conferences. In 1962, he was
elected to UNESCO’s executive council, and in 1966 he helped
establish a unified system for the transcription of African
languages.
His term in the executive council ended in 1970, and he devoted
the remaining years of his life to research and writing. Of his books
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that have been translated into English, the best known is probably
his novel, The Fortunes of Wangrin (Le Destin de Wangrin).
Brenner (2011) did a lot of research on Bâ and it was reported by
www.worldwisdom.com. During the mid-1970s, Brenner began to
research traditional forms of Muslim education and Muslim
thought in Mali, which led ultimately to the publication of West
African Sufi: the Religious Heritage and Spiritual Search of Cerno
Bokar Saalif Taal (1984; paper edition 2005). Research for this
book was greatly enhanced by the generous cooperation of Amadou
Hampâté Bâ, who at the time was preparing Vie et enseignement de
Tierno Bokar (the book of which A Spirit of Tolerance: The Inspiring
Life of Tierno Bokar is a translation) for publication. Over a period
of several years, Amadou Hampâté Bâ granted Brenner many hours
of interviews, in Mali, Paris and Abidjan. Although focused
primarily on the life and teachings of Tierno Bokar, these interviews
ranged over a broad range of topics: history, politics, oral tradition,
and of course, Sufism, Islam and Islamic theology. In recent years,
Brenner has drawn on these interviews, as well as other sources, to
write several articles that explore aspects of the ‘life and teachings
of Amadou Hampâté Bâ’, including the introduction to the English
translation of Vie et enseignement de Tierno Bokar.
Other publications include “Réflexions sur le savoir islamique en
Afrique de l’Ouest” (1985), an exploration of the diversity of thought
and practice that in the past has enriched the Islamic religious
culture of West Africa; and Controlling Knowledge: Religion, Power
and Schooling in a West African Muslim Society (2000), a historical
study of the relationship between Muslim thought, education and
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political culture, with special emphasis on the transformation of
Muslim schooling in Mali in the twentieth century. Edited studies
include L’enseignement islamique au Mali, (1991), and Muslim
Identity and Social Change in Sub-Saharan Africa, (1993).
Brenner wrote the introduction to the World Wisdom title A Spirit of
Tolerance: The Inspiring Life of Tierno Bokar by Amadou Hampâté
Bâ. World Wisdom suggests Brenner’s book West African Sufi: The
Religious Heritage and Spiritual Search of Cerno Bokar Saalif Tall as
an excellent complement to A Spirit of Tolerance because it provides
much context, additional information, and insight on the life and
teachings of Tierno Bokar.
Tierno Bokar (1875-1939) was an African mystic and Muslim
spiritual teacher of the early twentieth century. This is the first full
English translation of Amadou Hampâté Bâ’s book (Vie et
enseignement de Tierno Bokar: Le sage de Bandiagara) on his
spiritual guide Tierno Bokar, which introduced him to the nonAfrican world.
Some of those interested in the works of Bâ are Gaetini, Casewit,
Jefferson, Mosher, et Estienne. Roger Gaetani is an editor,
educator, and student of world religions who lives in Bloomington,
Indiana. He has co-edited, with Jean-Louis Michon, the World
Wisdom anthology on Sufism, Sufism: Love and Wisdom. He
directed and produced the DVD compilation of highlights of the
2006 conference on Traditionalism, Tradition in the Modern World:
Sacred Web 2006 Conference, and has edited the book A Spirit of
Tolerance: The Inspiring Life of Tierno Bokar by Amadou Hampâté
Bâ. Roger Gaetani translated (from the original French) and edited
9
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the book Introduction to Sufism: The Inner Path of Islam, by Eric
Geoffroy.
Jane Fatima Casewit is a writer, translator, and educator who lives
in Morocco. Her interests focus on comparative religion and
traditionalist studies, particularly in the area of West African Islam
and Sufism.
She has published several articles on gender in the light of
tradition,

including

“Islamic

Cosmological

Concepts

of

Femininity,” which can be found in The Betrayal of Tradition:
Essays on the Spiritual Crisis of Modernity, edited by Kenneth
(Harry) Oldmeadow. Mrs. Casewit also translated the French classic
The Life and Teachings of Tierno Bokar by Amadou Hampâté Bâ for
the World Wisdom edition, A Spirit of Tolerance: The Inspiring Life of
Tierno Bokar.
Here are some comments on one of his books: “The compelling
truth of Bokar’s life as a spiritual leader is this: he refused the
temptations of intolerance and rigid doctrine. Religion was a
process, he believed. One did not dictate or exclude, one examined
and questioned.” – The New York Times, article written by Margo
Jefferson.
“This easy-to-read book tells the story of Tierno Bokar (1875-1939),
a devoted Muslim spiritual teacher who lived and died in what is
now Mali. He spent his life teaching others about Islam and God,
and yet was brought down by his countrymen’s jealousy, tribalism,
and deliberate refusal to understand what was really important in a
Muslim’s life.” – Islamic Horizons, January/February 2008 issue.
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Tierno Bokar taught—and demonstrated by his own openness—
tolerance. Religious quarrels were of no interest to him. He had a
horror of ostentation. For him there was only one religion open and
common to all, crossing the world, in a diversity of forms, but
always

unique.” –

Marie-Helene

Estienne,

playwright

and

screenwriter, including The Mahabharata.
Our two literary giants are African sages who are well versed in the
two colonial languages – English and French. Some of their African
substrat expressions in the two colonial languages in their works
and their translation are analysed in the next paragraph.
3.

Translation Analysis in GCSE Format of Achebe’s and Bâ’s
Works

Guillemin-Flescher

(1981)

comparing

French

and

English

translation of literary works proposed that three perceptions are
necessary before carrying out a translation – universal reality seen
in a test, imaginary thoughts that could be drawn into the realms
of reality and, finally, imaginary thought not realisable. However,
the theories propounded by Vinay and Darbelnet (1977) using USA
and Canada as their fields of research yielded what is yet to be
faulted: seven procedures to take note of while translating. Three of
those procedures matter to us as we propose their expansion with
GCSE format. They are: literal translation, modulation and
adaptation. The last two are in the domain of opaque translation.
Genetic segment of an expression could be seen as in the domain of
literal translation, that is “word for word” translation which,
however, for literal translation, could mean transliteration whereas
in the new proposal of genetic segment translation it refers to a
11
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segment in a syntactic chain that is symmetrical both in structure
and meaning in both source and target languages.
For example in Achebe’s work the following exist:
(a) He who brings kola brings life
Celui qui présente kola présente (la) vie.
(Things Fall Apart p. 5)
(b) Uwa t’uwa
World without end
(Le) Monde sans fin
(Antihills p. 85)
(c) Those two friends of yours can be capable of formenting
disaffection.
(Antihills p. 20)
Ces deux amis de vous peuvent être en mesure de créer (des)
ennuis.
These

examples

have

some

genetic

affinity,

that

is,

the

“mitochondria DNA” that run through them make them sisters.
Bâ also has some examples.
(d) Wangrin ne fait pas ça
(The fortunes of Wangrin (p. 349))
Wangrin do not do that
The ‘G’ part is not too difficult to discern as it gives in to some
degree of language universal though not necessarily culture
universal. Hence the following presentations in which culture,
society and environment are in contest to destructure and
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restructure syntactic chain in order to render high fidelity
translation are of great importance to our work.
As Africa and, in particular, the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS) move towards monetary integration, it
has become imperative to quicken cultural integration via a
language smoothing process. We call it a language smoothing
process because the dominant foreign languages (English and
French) must be made to tolerate foreign but indigenous elements
touching on how the common people of West Africa view the world
without damaging the original nature of the two languages. Hence
within West Africa a translation of either the Franco-phone African
French or the Anglophone African English is necessary for common
understanding. Hall (1976: 91) qualifies communication in African
languages as “high-context” just like in Chinese and, as such,
switching to English or French, which have relatively “low-context”,
needs a lot of input from linguists for easy understanding. Again,
more so that English and French are being influenced by, and, in
turn, influenced by lots of substrata African languages.
A high-context (HC) communication or message
is one in which most of the information is either
in the physical context or internalized in the
person, while very little is in the coded, explicit,
transmitted part of the message. A low-context
(LC) communication is just the opposite; i.e, the
mass of the information is vested in the explicit
code.
Hence, it is not easy to understand the African who says “I am
coming” when in real sense he is not going to come back. Or,
according to Igboanusi (2002: 53), the repetition of double subjects
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as if in apposition when they are not: “My brother, he has made all
the arrangements”. “My brother” is either an expression of
sympathy or show of finding an accomplice in a helpless or baffling
situation. However, the connotations differ in context.
We start from Achebe’s simplest to the hardest, that is, from words
to phrases and then long sentences.
According

to

Vinay

and

Darbelnet

(1977:

38), a

word

or

lexicographic unit could be diluted to multiple words when
adaptation (a compromise as its equivalent in the target language)
is not possible. Hence, French will say in place of “private” in the
army “simple soldat” or in a particular context “as” in English will
be translated to “au fur et à mesure que”. Some examples in
Anthills of the Savannah henceforth ANOSA are:
i.

owner-driver (p. 29) (patron-chauffeur)

ii.

wayting? (p. 26) (Mais quo!)

iii.

to be a kabu kaboo (p. 80) (clé passé partout)

iv.

uwa t’uwa (p. 85) (monde sans fin)

v.

how-for-do (p. 88) (on-demerde)

vi.

ogili (p. 88) (magi africain)

vii.

ube (p. 94) (avocet sauvage)

viii.

dead-alive (p. 11) (mort vivant)

ix.

Agwu (p. 125) (Gbass) or (Djugbo)

x.

gbali-gbali (p. 132) (renvoyer)

xi.

luxurious (p. 20) (bus pour des longs voyages)

xii.

the-one-who-walks

into

abundance

(p.

27)

(Né

abundance)
xiii. the one-who-comes-to-eat (Né à ne jamais avoir faim)
14
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xiv.

sorry-o (p. 210) (Pardon)

xv.

Isé! Isé!! (p. 228) (Qu’il soit ainsi à jamais)

Among the plausible translations, the most tasking ones are iv, vi,
vii and ix. They have Igbo as the source language (SL), which gives
the impression that, even in English, changing them could lead to
withering of meaning; worse than evaporation of menaing. Item (ii)
“wayting” is different from “wetin”. “kabu kaboo” is translated as
“master key” in French because to them it is not a “master” but a
“whore” type of key. Item (ix) “Agwu” has a name in the different
African substrata that influence or are influenced by English or
French hence “gbass” or “djugbo”. Items (xiii) are names, French
more Igbo-friendly than English. One will wonder why (xiv) is like
‘contre-sens’, that is, opposite. In effect, “sorry-o” could mean
different things in context. With an exclamation mark it could
mean, “excuse me”. We move further to examine phrases.
Constructions of phrases are still studied by linguistics to be able
to ascertain certain degree of universals. However, in translation, it
has proved difficult to approach translation mechanically. Hence,
any culture has its own peculiar way of organizing words to attain
meanings peculiar to its own world view. According to Hall (1977:
85), it adopts a screening function which provides a structure
understandable by its people and shields them against “information
overload”:
One of the functions of culture is to provide a
highly selective screen between man and the
outside world. In its many forms, culture
therefore designates what we ignore […] and
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protects the nervous system from information
overload.
At present, the patterns and structures of democracy are not quite
comprehensible

to

the

African;

so

also

are

they

quite

incomprehensible to the Europeans in grasping the African concept
of the myth of “eternal return”; the interaction of the living, the
ancestors and the environment is an aspect. The following phrases
could be quite revealing.
xvi.

The trees had become hydra-headed bronze statues so
ancient that only blunt residual features remainded on
their faces, like anthills surviving to tell the new grass of the
savannah about last year’s brush fires (p. 31)
(Les

arbres

devinrent

si séchés avec des branches

monstreuses d’une apparence des statues de bronze, si
anciennes que seuls quelques traits peu attirants s’y
restèrent comme survivent toujours les termitières dans la
savane pour raconteur aux fraîches herbes de la savane
l’histoire du feu ravageur de l’an dernier.)
xvii. Hmm! But woman done chop sand for this world – o…
(Quoi! Femme-même voit trop dans ce monde-dè…)
xviii. …baptism is no antidote against possession by Agwu the
capricious god of diviners and artists. (p. 105)
(… n’empeche, baptême n’assure pas que l’on échappe à
l’emprise d’Agwu (gbass) le dieu capricieux des voyeurs et
artistes.)
xix.

The bird, her mother had told her, was the chief servant of
the king and every morning he asks the guards of the
treasury: Is the king’s property correct?... The king’s
16
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property … The King’s property … Is the king’s property
correct? (p. 18)
(L’oiseau, lui dit sa mère, était le premier des servants du
roi et chaque matin l’oiseau pose cette question aux
gardiens du trésor du roi: Les propriétés du roi sont-elles
indemnes? … Les propiértés du roi … Les propiértés du roi
sont-elles indemnes?)
In (xvi), the italicised phrase is of intereset and it is quite poetic,
part of the orality of African literature. The translation to
Francophone Africans could be unanimously accepted for anthills
are not just of common appearance to them also.
In (xvii), sometimes it is said that “woman done suffer-o”, just as
the Francophone African could also say “femme souffre-dè”.
However, to say “woman done chop sand” would mean “face lots of
ignominy” and to them, “unprotected seeing” is the case hence the
verb “voir” “to see”. So, women are bound to see more than they
can bear. The convergence “dè” and “o” is to be noted here.
In (xviii), it is evident that a duel exists between baptism, which is
an exercise in exorcism, and Agwu, which is also an exercise in
invisible abduction by “juju” or a god so as to remain loyal to it and
be used for its ends. The translation is also acceptable because it is
a reality commonly shared by Africans, hence both the English and
the French structures used are convergent enough. The same goes
for (xix) where bird and king are cited as having intimate and
meaningful interaction. The key words here are “the king’s
property”, and they mean more than material things. However,
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because “treasury” is mentioned, one has to admit that “property”
and “propriétés” converge.
When it comes to mythical realities, translation to suit the
Francophone Africans is quite feasible but difficult when it comes
to having as a target audience both African and the French people.
It is even more complicated as sentences are made longer than
necessary. On that; Ariole (1996: 71) posits that when faced with
any translation it is important to determine first if the message
expressed in a sentence, a clause or a phrase is either “universal”,
“alternative” or “specific” before translating. For example “I am
eating” is “universal”; “women are free” is “alternative”; “he is of the
caste of tiger or crocodile” is “specific”. The last one could only be
understood by a Malinke or a Bambara, or in Nigeria, for example,
the Ewi people, referring to the Nnewi, whose totem is the giant rat.
Some complicated examples exist in ANOSA.
According to Mounin (1963: 262), quoted by Martinet and trying to
find fault with Whorf’s proposition, it is not necessarily the different
means (whether spoken or written) which people choose to convey a
given meaning in a message that make them different in their world
view. But in describing or analyzing the linguistic elements of such
means, the experience evident in them and the types of relationship
these elements enter into explain better the peculiarities and
sensibilities of a given people.
xx.

He is not on seat, sir (p. 27)
(Il n’est pas dans son bureau)

xxi.

Those two friends of yours can be capable of formenting
disaffection … (p. 20)
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(ces deux propres amis de vous peuvent être capable de éer
des ennuis)
xxii. … I do not know ABC (p. 123)
(Je suis analphabète)
xxiii. So we knew that cunning had entered that talk (p. 126)
(Alors, nous avons su que forberie était en jeu dans la
parole en question)
xxiv. Great Carrier of Sacrifice to the Almighty: Single Eye of
God! Why have you brought this on us? What hideous
abomination forbidden and forbidden and forbidden again
seven times have we committed or else condoned, what
error that no reparation can hope to erase (p. 30)
(Grand Porteur de Sacrifice au Tout Puissant: Borgne
Eternel! Pourquoi ce sort à nous. Quelle sorte de grave
abomination avons-nous commise, à Dieu ne plaise encore
à Dieu ne plaise sept fois. Cette grave abomination que
nous avons commise ou bien pardonnée, quelle erreur, ne
peut-on jamais avoir l’espoir qu’une réparation puisse
effacer.)
xxv. When I see you smiling like person way win raffle I say:
who be this again? Then my brain just make krim and I
remember … who your friend be?
(Quand je te vois sourire comme une personne qui a gagné
à la lotterie je dis: Qui est-ce encore? Et puis mon cerveau
fait krim et je me rappelled … oui, qui est ton ami-là
même?)
xxvi. Oga, you want kill me?
If I kill you I kill dog… (p. 48)
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(Patron, tu veux tuer moi?
Si je tuer toi je tuer chien)
xxvii. You young people … what you will bring this world to is
pregnant and nursing a baby at the same time…
Listen to me my wife and let me give you advice. You are
annoyed and I cannot say that I blame you. But what is
the use of bending your neck at me like the chicken to the
pot when its real enemy is not the pot in which it cooks
nor even the fire which cooks it but the knife.
…Let me tell you people something. When my wife here
came to me and said: Our daughter has a child and I want
you to come and give her a name, I said to myself:
something is amiss. We did not hear kpom to tell us that
the palm branch has been cut before we heard waa when
it crashed through the bush. I did not hear of bride-price
and you are telling me about naming a child. But I did not
contradict my wife because I want fish in my soup…
I am laughing because in you young people, our world has
met its match. Yes! You have put the world where it should
sit… (pp. 226-227).
(Jeunes gens … Vous allez changer ce monde à un monde
enceinte et à la fois têtant un bébé …
Ecoute-moi ma femme est laisse-moi te donner des
conseils. Tu es fâchée et je ne peux pas dire que tu as tort.
Mais à quoi tordre ton cou vers moi comme un poulet tord
son coup à la marmite alors que son vrai ennemi n’est pas
la marmite o u il est cuit ou meme le feu qui le fait cuire
mais le couteau.
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….Laisse-moi vous dire quelque chose. Quand ma femme
qui est ici présente est venu me dire: notre fille a accouché
d’une bébé et je veux que tu viens donner un nom à la
bébé, je me suis dit: quelque chose ne va pas. Nous
n’avons pas entendu kpom pour nous dire que la branche
du palmier a été coupé avant même d’entendre waa,
qu’elle est déjà écrasée en tombant dans la brousse. Je n’ai
pas entendu parler de dot et tu me parles de venir nommer
une bébé. Mais je ne refuse pas ma femme parce que je
veux du poisson dans la soupe … Je ris parce que notre
monde a trouvé dans vous jeunes gens sa taille. Bien sûr!
Vous avez force le monde à s’asseoir où il se doit).
The translation of all the sections above can only be possible for
someone knowledgeable in the mannerisms or the idiosyncrasies of
the source language targeted audience who are in no doubt
Africans. However, translating them to the Francophone African
audience, one still has to be mindful of the choice of linguistic
elements to adapt. For example “seat” in (xx) cannot be translated
as “siege” or “fauteuil” because it will not be understood by them. It
is in fact not a cultural issue. However, in item (xxi), “can be
capable” is seen as tautology in English but to the African who
loves emphasis, it is not. However, the Francophone Africans in
their own type of pidgin could understand it to mean “ils moyen” or
“ils ont les moyens” but we use the same “tautology” approach to
just do what is known as literal translation and allow them have
the impression of what “moyen” could be turned to in English. In
effect, “Ils sont capable” is quite acceptable to either a pidgin
speaking or standard French speaking audience. In item (xxii),
21
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“analphabète” is quite convergent. In item (xxiii) “cunning” for
“fourberie” is quite adequate. However, in (xxiv) “Single Eye”,
“abomination” and “sacrifice” are quite cultural and mythical to
Africans. Most Africans believe that God is a one-eyed individual
hence, the use of “Borgne” is appropriate. In (xxv), (xxvi) and (xxvii),
it is more of respect for rhythm – “krim”, the omission of “to”,
“kpom” and “waa” are very mythical. However, in all, it requires a
Nigerian mind to present it to a target audience in order to
appreciate the message embedded in the text.
As earlier on defined, phrasal graft is a progressive form of lexical
graft. They are words forming a clause or sentence grafted into the
French system. Hampâté Bâ’s Wangrin, as a person, is as complex
as the African configuration as well as the phrasal structure in
African languages.
Wangrin est un home foncièrement bizarre en
qui qualités et defaults contradictoires se
trouvent se mêlés qu’on ne pouvait, de prime
abord, le definer et moins encore le situer (p. 9)
(Wangrin is a man inherently awkward in
whom both good qualities and faults
intermingle to the extent that, in the first
place, one cannot define him not to talk of
giving him a stereotype.
The positions of lexical items do not always follow a given paradigm
even when perceived from the viewpoint of traditional grammar on
the position of identical categories or cases. Phrasal grafts
examined in the works by the two authors reveal for instance that:
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Viens à Diagaramba, assiste à la cola
matinale d’Eldika et aux manifestations
nocturnes de Telerké… (p. 24),
translated as:
(Come to Diagaramba, take part in the
morning cola celebration of Eldika and in the
nocturnal displays of Telerké…),
incorporate polymorphous features.
The names in the sentence just cited are self-explanatory. In
“Diagaramba, Eldika and Telerké”, one sees the polymorphousness
Hampâté Bâ talked about. The names here are relating to different
“signifiés” beyond the ordinary names they represent. They are in
deed vocabulary items here. It is like mentioning Obierika, a
peaceful father, Okonkwo, a warring son and, Ikemefuna, a name
that depict “my strength must be perpetuated” in Chinua Achebe’s
Things Fall Apart, where Obierika watches as Okonkwo undertakes
a “manly” act of killing Ikemefuna as a mark of respect for
ancestral requisition. Whereas the names in quotation ought to be
“subjects”

or

“driving

lexical

head”

they

stood

as

complements/objects”. They replicate in different ways in different
African languages.
Ah Wangrin! Ohé Wangrin! Dire que to
croyais bêtement que ta fortune baissait et
que tu entrais dans la nuit lugubre de la
pauvreté, parce que ce vieux chenapan de
géomancien haoussa, édenté et bossu à
demi, t’avait prédit du “mauvais”. (p. 319)
(Oh Wangrin! Ohé Wangrin! To say that you
believe foolishly that your riches were
diminishing and that you were regressing
23
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into darkness of poverty because this old
man of no importance, a necromancer Hausa
man, with no tooth remaining in his mouth
and quasi hunchback foretold evil of you…)
Wangrin! Kinakee! Wangrin, ne fais pas ca!
(p. 349)
(wangrin don’t do that)
“Ohé,” “mauvais” and “kinakée” have meanings far beyond the
space they occupy as “signifiants”. They have

some polysemic

features difficult to be tracked as they change depending on the
discourse. Hence, more explicit elements are presented to bring to
fore their expansionable meaning in any given context. Both
seemed to be fixed expressions hence convey adequate meaning
metalinguistically. Economy and expansion of elements here
remain another enigma of African generative process. It is also seen
in Armah Ayi Kwei (1968: 55), by the expression “chichidodos”
which merely refers to a person who eats from the product of an
abomination process but hates to see that abomination process
that produces what he eats. It is infact, a metaphor for a hypocrite.
Conclusion
Our presentation tends to remind linguists of what to do with the
world languages that crave for harmonisation in the face of
globalisation. Translation seems to be an easier tool to reach this
harmonisation process. In effect, more literary translations needed
to be carried out in either bilingual phases or multilingual phases
to determine cultural and societal elements in languages that need
obliteration or propagation for peaceful coexistence of human
beings on earth. UNESCO is trying but it requires a global language
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security council to start thinking of what could be nipped in the
bud at expressive level in the respective National Assemblies of
nations or States just as IMF and World Bank monitors financial
attitudes of countries and nations. Our research continues with
other African substrats seen in the Diasporas expressions.
Basically, our work focuses on West Africa as ECOWAS strives to
integrate. We intend to reach out to other African regions and
Africans in Diaspora so as to reduce what we term linguistic
radicals that operate at cultural, societal and environmental levels
of expression and communication.
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Abstract
The paper discusses the correlation between the verbal and visual messages employed in
political image construction. The study involves rhetorical and systemic-functional
analysis of the messages from interviews and speeches delivered by 4 political leaders
(G.W. Bush, B. Obama, V. Putin, and D. Medvedev), their 80 photos, 20 documentary
video-clips featuring them in formal and informal contexts, and 20 comments from the
viewers. The main research focus is on the construction of the political image of Vladimir
Putin. The results of the study suggest that visual messages can enhance or alter the
perception of the verbal texts. Moreover, the interpretation of the same visual and verbal
messages may be different in different cultures and contexts. The author argues that in
political image making, visual messages may be even more effective than verbal ones.
Introduction
Leaders can rule only if they control public opinion. And, therefore, they want to be
respected and liked by the people they want to lead. Since, in modern politics, perception
is more important than reality, image-makers, political supporters, and media are
employed to construct politicians’ public identities. Skillful image-makers adjust their
tactics according to the values, attitudes, emotions, and needs of the public. For example,
in the time of crisis, people need a leader who can inspire confidence and hope, and who
can address social, political, and economic problems, and thereby guarantee stability and
peace. Therefore, the main requirements for the leader would be confidence, strength,
intelligence, and self-discipline. In the time of stability and economic prosperity, people
would favor social, political and economic changes, and therefore would support new
projects and revolutionary ideas. Unflappable demeanor, for example, may be perceived
as “lacking emotional attachment”, or may have a new name – “presidential
temperament” (Barone, 2008; Carlson, 2008). Hence, the public image of the leader
should meet the requirements of the time.
In the globalizing world, political image construction and deconstruction tools
become more available for the general public, and can affect both national and
international audiences. Opinions expressed in blogs may influence the perception of the
verbal or visual official information offered on the Internet. Due to the global information
network, intertextuality (Bakhtin, 1984) transcends cultural, national, and linguistic
borders. The leader’s words, looks, demeanor and performance are compared,
commented, and argued in the global Internet dialogue. What the leader says in formal or
informal contexts, how he says it, how he looks and behaves, how he answers questions
and responds to criticism may affect the people’s perceptions and opinions of him. Other
texts related to the leader, and evaluating his personality and performance (e.g., jokes,
gossip, anonymous comments in blogs, articles, etc.), may also contribute to the
construction of the public opinion about him. Images of the leader may support verbal
messages or suggest some new information to the viewers. It is important, who is in the
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photo, what he is doing, how he feels about it, how other people, or even pets, in the
photo feel about him. The public, however, may reject inappropriate, abusive language or
images displayed on the Internet. In a way, we can talk about a multilevel debate between
the leader and his supporters on one side, and his opponents or critics on the other side.
Since the leader cannot openly talk about his virtues (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca,
1971, p. 319), others usually do it, directly or indirectly. The arguments the supporters
use to defend the leader’s positive image may be verbal and non-verbal. Photos and
videos may be specially prepared to construct the leader’s image, suggesting his positive
qualities or skills (Farber, 2011; Nimmo, 1976) The features that are considered to be
positive, however, may vary depending upon the cultural, social, political, and economic
context.
This paper discusses the results of the preliminary study of the correlation
between the verbal and visual messages affecting political leaders’ public image. The
study involves rhetorical (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1971) and systemic-functional
(Halliday, 1994; O’Toole, 1994) analysis of the verbal messages from the speeches and
interviews made by 4 political leaders (G.W. Bush, B. Obama, V. Putin, and D.
Medvedev), their 80 photos, 20 documentary video-clips featuring them in formal and
informal contexts, and 20 comments from the viewers.
Rhetorical and systemic-functional analysis of verbal and non-verbal texts
Since antiquity the masters of rhetoric have argued that there is a relation between the
opinion held of a speaker and the manner of judging his speech. They recommend
speakers to give a good impression of themselves as persons, to gain the respect,
goodwill, and sympathy of their hearers (Aristotle, III, 15, 1416a; Perelman & OlbrechtsTyteca, 1971, p. 318). Political rhetoric is one of the instruments used to make a positive
impression and to establish a communion of the speaker with his audience. A person who
is arguing constantly involves his prestige to some extent. Weak or unintelligible
argumentation can only damage the speaker. Vigorous reasoning, clarity and nobility of
style, on the other hand, will act in his favor (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1971, p.
320). “What the ancients used to call oratorical ethos can be summed up as an
impression which the speaker, by means of his words, gives of himself”. The speaker,
however, is very seldom permitted to contribute to the good opinion of which the
audience may form of him “by singing his own praises” (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca,
1971, p. 319). Ordinarily, the speaker’s life, known through the press and all the modern
methods of publicity, forms a long prelude to his speech. Thus, the same words can
provide quite different effect according to who pronounces them. As Quintilian (1996,
XI, i, 37) argues, “the same language is often natural when used by one speaker, foolish
in the mouth of another, and arrogant in that of a third”. However, when it is a matter of
communicating facts, the personality of the speaker seems much less involved than when
it is a matter of expressing evaluations (Perelman & Olbrechts-Tyteca, 1971, p. 321).
Both social and discourse practices frame, and in many ways define, the way
individuals and groups present themselves to others, negotiate roles, and conceptualize
and position themselves in social context (De Fina, Schiffrin, & Bamberg, 2006, p. 2-4).
According to Bakhtin’s (1984) concept of the dialogic principle, any text, verbal or visual
has an orientation to the hearer/viewer/reader. Systemic-functional research of the
functions and meaning of the integrated use of different semiotic systems (Halliday,
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1994; O’Toole, 1994; O’Halloran, 2004) suggest that the meaning is constructed through
multiple meaning-making practices and their integration. Thus, verbal (oral and written),
visual (static and dynamic) texts should be analyzed and compared to understand how the
readers, hearers and viewers would interpret, evaluate, and react to different messages,
and what would affect their opinions about the public figures presented in them.
Representational, modal, compositional functions (O’Halloran, 2004; O’Toole, 1994) of
specially selected video and photo images of the leader may support, construct, or
deconstruct the public image he wants to project.
Results of the study
Rhetorical and systemic-functional analysis of the selected verbal and visual material was
conducted to compare verbal and non-verbal ethos building tools contributing to the local
and global public opinion about the XXI century American and Russian leaders.
Initial identification with the audience
The results of the presidential elections usually suggest that majority of the people like,
trust and support the newly ellected leader. That was the case with President Obama.
Most of the Americans identified with his “Yes, we can!” slogan, and expected positive
changes in their lives. Obama’s confidence, intelligence, friendliness, and family values
appealed to the general public.

President G. W. Bush could not boast that he won the hearts and minds of the
country’s majority. Some people doubted that the elections were really democratic, and
that the new president won in an honest competition. Many Americans did not think that
Bush was more intelligent, trustworthy and capable than his political opponent. So, the
expectations of the public were very low. Christian community, however, strongly
identified with Bush’s Christian family values. Bush was also given credit for being a
“newly born Christian”, rather than for his achievements, talents, or public service.
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When Putin was appointed by Yeltsin to be his successor, both his speech and his
images were rather humble. He was not chosen, but appointed to be the leader of Russia.
Nevertheless, it was clear that, as a former KGB officer with a degree in Law, Putin was
brave and intelligent; he also spoke German fluently, which was different from his
predecessors. Thus, many people in Russia were grateful to Yeltsin for at least one “good
thing” he did for the country, - passing the power to a sober, non-corrupt, brave, reliable
and responsible Putin. In his early photos, Putin looks like an average Soviet officer, with
good family and friends, very different from new-Russian oligarchs and unscrupulous
politicians fighting for power and personal profit.

In his early presidential career, Putin does not feel very confident on the
international arena, and he appreciates a friendly support from President Clinton. In his
speeches, Putin focuses mainly on Russian domestic affairs, trying to bring some stability
to Russian society. His main arguments are his deeds. In his presidential rhetoric, Putin
refers to facts, he reports on improved political and economic situation in Russia, and
refrains from criticizing the West. Putin’s leadership associated with the return to order,
stability and progress has won him widespread popularity in Russia (Jackson-Arnautu,
2011).
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President Medvedev comes to power thanks to his friendship and loyalty to
President Putin. However, all key decisions are still made by Putin (Traisman, 2011).
Although Medvedev enjoys being the President of Russia, and many people in the West
have an impression that Medvedev is more liberal than Putin, it has always been clear
who is the real leader of Russia. Photos displayed on the Internet also suggest that
President Medvedev’s ambitions to become a new “Russian Zar” cannot be taken
seriously.

Constructing and repairing the public image
For a long time President Putin remained an enigma for the West. They did not know
what to expect from him. Photos of Bush and Putin displayed on the Internet suggested
that it was difficult to read Putin’s mind and understand his soul.

Putin, however, manages to gain respect and friendship of the world leaders. President
Bush’s comment that the Russian President is a man deeply committed to his country and
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the best interests of his country, and that he was “able to get a sense of his (Punin’s)
soul”, made President Putin even more popular both in Russia and in the West (Robbins,
2007). When Hillary Clinton made a comment that Putin does not have a soul, Putin did
not argue that he had it, he just remarked that a state leader should minimum have a head
not to say such nonsense. In refutation to Mrs. Clinton’s words, Putin’s photos displayed
on the Internet suggest that he has a kind, compassionate and gentle soul.

Animals seem to feel Putin’s sincerity and respond to his attention with affection. These
visual messages become even more convincing in comparison with similar photos of
other leaders, where the objects of the president’s attention do not seem to enjoy it very
much.

Addressing the prejudice of the West about his KGB past, Putin’s images on the Internet
show that he supports the Russian Orthodox Church, and he wears a cross as a Christian.

Adherence to Christian values is also suggested in the videos and images of other
presidents meeting with religious leaders, or attending a church with their families.
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In dealing with rumors or prejudices, Putin either denies the alleged fact or makes
a joke of it. In reply to the rumors about a young mistress, Putin scolded the press for
intruding on his personal life and said that, “There is not a single word of truth in it”,
adding that he loved all Russian women (Jackson-Arnautu, 2011; Solovyov, 2008). In
any case, unlike Americans, Russians are less concerned with insinuations of infidelity
than with their country’s stability and economic growth.

“Power” image construction
Putin’s speech at the Munich Security Conference was a sign to the world and the
Russian citizens that Russia could take the liberty of conveying its approach toward the
relationship with the West (Bennetts, 2011; Volovoi, 2007; Watson, 2007). It sent a
message that Russia was ready for cooperation, but would defend its political and
economic interests as an equal partner of the world community. The viewers believed that
in skillfully delivered, resonant and expressive speech Putin reflected his personal
sentiments. His body language signals his growing confidence and power, and matches
other world leaders. President Medvedev imitates the style.
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Putin’s body language depicted in videos and photos gradually becomes more expressive.

Unlike President Obama who enjoys basketball and golf, and President Bush who just
follows his fitness routine, Putin has been crafting his image as a virile outdoorsman
since he became a public figure (Farber, 2011). President Medvedev attempts to
demonstrate his fitness, too.

President Putin’s military career allows him to look more comfortable, and more
convincing, in military uniform than President Bush and President Medvedev do.
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“Cool” images of the leaders
Both President Obama and President Putin are recognized as the “coolest” and the most
influential political leaders of our time. They are also among the best modern public
speakers. Their resonant, well-modulated voice, confident manner, and disarming smiles
adding to their charisma are most obvious in the videos, but their photo images suggest
their charm, too.

Videos with Putin playing piano and singing in English during a charity concert gained
him even greater popularity both in Russia and abroad. Many people identify with Putin.
Below are the T-shirts with the direct and suggested messages - “Vladimir Putin. What a
GREAT guy!” and “I love Putin”.
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Conclusion
The results of the study suggest that visual messages can enhance or alter the perception
of verbal texts. While written texts and photos can be selected and edited for a certain
impression, videos seem to offer more dynamic and realistic images of the leader, his
charismatic qualities, emotions and attitudes. In the time of the global economic and
political crisis, the audiences in different countries expect similar qualities from the
leaders. The interpretation of the same visual and verbal messages, however, may be
different in different cultures and contexts. The author argues that in political image
making, visual messages may be even more important than verbal ones.
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ABSRACT
Traditional marriage ceremony is an important passage in the life of every Esan sons and
daughters. It is usually a time of joy, happiness and merriment in both the home of the groom
and the bride. The ceremony right from the introduction (making formal intention known to
the bride’s family), to what the researcher refers to as “marriage Proper” (that is, paying of
the bride price to the formal giving out of the bride to the grooms family), is a colourful
occasion and a display of all the cultural milieu of the Esan people. In essence, Esan
traditional marriage can be described as a melting point of all the art form. These include
actors/actresses, songs, dances, drama, costume, accessories and make-up and lastly set. This
theatrical cock-tail can be referred to as “total theatre” going by the definition of, “total
theatre.”
Esan traditional marriage is of two types. These are Ayorie (go to marry) and Ebe (child
marriage) the Ayorie marriage is further sub-divided into two that is a situation whereby the
family of a prospective suitor goes to ask another family for their daughters hand in marriage.
In this type of Ayorie, it is either the prospective suitor who has asked his family to help him
approach the girl’s family (after citing her in a shopping mall or somewhere around the
village), or his family on their own sort the girl for their son. What this means is that the girl
never had any relationship with her proposed husband and also has no pre knowledge of the
marriage proposal between both families. The other type of Ayorie is whereby the girl
presents a man of her choice to her parents (this type of Ayorie is more common in Esan land
these days). Ebe (child marriage) traditional marriage is a situation whereby a baby girl is
married to an older boy/man. This can happen right from the moment the baby girl is born.
The focus of this presentation is the Ayorie traditional marriage, be it the situation where the
family of the man or the man himself asked for the girl’s hand in marriage or a situation
where the girl presented a man of her choice. It must be noted at this point that no matter the
situation surrounding the Ayorie marriage, the celebration of the marriage ceremony is the
same.
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This paper seeks to give an in-depth analysis and understanding of the significance and
meaning of the different theatrical elements contained in the marriage ceremony, to the Esan
people’s cultural belief and how it amounts to “African total theatre.”

Introduction
Esan traditional marriage ceremony as earlier stated in the abstract of this study is “an
important passage in the life of every Esan sons and daughters.” It is also a very dramatic and
colourful occasion right from the ‘tare’ (introduction) to O a bodo (she is getting married) or
O la rie khuo (he wants to go and take a wife). This is what the researcher earlier referred to
as “marriage proper”
Looking at Esan traditional marriage ceremony, we find out that it is a dramatisation of the
union of not just two people but a dramatisation of two different families either from the
same cultural/religious background or different cultural/religious background. It is also a
celebration and a dramatisation of the cultural beliefs and world view of both the bride and
grooms family. In the dramatisation process all the elements of total theatre are brought
together in one-stop-shop thus constituting a melting point of all the arts. This melting point
is what makes the Esan traditional marriage a “Total Theatre” going by the definition of
African Total Theatre which states that “African Total theatre is a milieu, an assemblage and
a melting point of all the arts”. These elements include dance, drama, music, pantomime,
mime, songs, poetry, chants, costume, make-up, set, arena stage, narrative (story-telling),
properties, culture, light, mask, folktale, theme, simple enactment, improvisation, language,
drumming, invocation and religion/ritual. During Esan traditional marriage all these elements
are brought to play.
For theatre scholars in particular and other scholars in general to fully have an in-depth
understanding of this study, the researcher has divided the discussion into various segments
with appropriate sub-headings. The first part, consist of the introduction where the definition
of the terms Traditional Marriage, African Total Theatre and elements of theatre are
discussed.
Following the introduction is an analysis of the term Esan, who they are as a people, their
culture and way of life. A descriptive analysis of the process of Esan Traditional marriage
ceremony (how it is done or performed), its function and purpose in Esan society is also
given. The analysis following the above will focus on the different elements of “total theatre”
present in the ceremony. This is to substantiate the researcher’s claim that Esan Traditional
marriage is indeed “African Total theatre.” The study will conclude with summary and
conclusion of the research.
Although the focus of this research is Esan Traditional marriage, the researcher’s main focus
is the giving away in marriage of the female child known as ‘Ayorie.’ The Ayorie marriage as
earlier stated is a situation whereby the man approaches the girl for her hand in marriage and
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if the girl consent, her family will thereafter be contacted by the parents of the groom to be
and a date for the celebration of the union and dowry payment is discussed and set aside.
Traditional marriage refers to any African marriage done according to native laws and
customs of the people and passed down from one generation to another. In this type of
marriage the people’s traditional/cultural beliefs, their ethos and pathos and their world view
is exhibited. This means a showcase of the people’s world-view as it concerns marriage. The
consummation of this type of marriage, involves the bride, her family members (both
immediate and extended) and the groom and his family members. However, like the Christian
marriage, friends and well wishers of both families are also invited to witness the celebration.
But un-like the church where the reverend father or pastor join the couples together, in the
traditional marriage the eldest family member from the bride’s family perform the
solemnisation of the ceremony. What this means is that no church priest is involved and no
church laws are practiced.

The term ‘drama’, within a cultural setting, implies “an imitation of an action or of a
particular person or persons in action”, the ultimate object of which is to edify or to entertain.
Some African ritual ceremonies reveal instance of “imitation” either of an experience in life,
or of the behavioural –pattern of some power. Drama is a type of literature usually written to
be performed. People often make a distinction between drama, which concerns the written
text, or script, for the performance, and theatre, which concerns the performance of this
script. Many of the most honoured and influential works of literature around the world have
been dramas.

Theatre, on the other hand, is one of the oldest and most popular forms of entertainment, in
which actors/actresses perform live for an audience on a stage or in an outer space designated
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for the performance. The space set aside for performances, either permanently or temporarily,
is also known as a theatre. Theatre is referred to as a mixed art. This is because it combines
the written text of the literary artist, the visual background of the architect and painters, the
speech and actors coupled with the movements of the actions, the dance pattern of the
choreographer, the musician, the perfect touch of the costumiers on the actors, costume, and
the facial painting and mood created by the make-up artist

Looking at the term African total theatre, it refers to the assemblage of all elements of
African theatre forms in a highly, concentrated, heightened and dynamic theatrical sense,
what can be referred to as a melting point of all the arts. This is so because of the African
peoples world view of bringing together of all the arts into one-whole that is, the
harmonisation of all the arts in order to express the inseperatibility of all the art form. It is
therefore an illustration of one-stop-shop whereby all the elements of African total theatre
forms such as dance, music, arena stage, narrative, pantomime, mime, mask, simple
enactment, folktale, invocation, theme, religion/ritual, improvisation, drumming, language,
culture drama, costume, make-up, set, properties, accessories, dialogue, songs, poetry, chants,
actors/actresses, are all incorporated into one-whole form during a traditional performance.
The performances include ritual, festivals, coronation, marriage, naming ceremony, house
warming or funeral. It thus suffices to say that the ‘African total theatre’ incorporates the
elements:

‘into spoken text, insist upon theatre as article through frequent multiple roleplay and story-telling techniques; use improvisational structure without set;
conjoin spatial and temporal frames into a seamless experimental present;
arranged linguistic localization through proverbs, parable and riddle; and place
high value on episodic and open–ended structures which challenge the
audience to impose meaning upon the event.’
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ESAN PEOPLE
The Esan people are a group of people who are mostly found in the North-East of Benin in
Edo state, Southern Nigeria. The Esan people comprise the largest group of people found in
the former Esan division of Benin province. According to both oral and written history, the
name Esan derive from the Benin word san meaning to jump or flee. The Esan people are
believed to have migrated from Benin kingdom. The use of the word for this group of people
dates back to the 15th century A.D, during the reign of Oba Ewuare. The name Ishan which
the people are generally referred to today is a corruption of the British. According to
Omokhodion, J.O. (1998:1) “prior to this time some of what is known as Ishan today was
already in existence and had large groups and villages such as Irrua, which the natives call
Urruwa”. Other groups believe to have existed along side Irrua are Uromi referred to as
Uronmun, Ekpoma as Ekunma and Ubiaja known as Ubiaza.
Esan land is bothered by other non-speaking Esan natives as follows, north-west and northOwan (ivbiosakan) and Etsako. Agbor and Asaba South and South East, While the river
Niger and the Igala people on the East. Esan land has about 34 chief-doms with many
different dialects, and is divided into five local Government Areas. These include, Esan
West, Esan Central, Esan North East, Esan East and Igueben. The language of the people is
known as Esan a dialect of Edo language. Edo is a term used to designate the aggregate of
several mutually intelligible languages or dialects spoken by a number of groups of similar
cultural background
The distribution of the dialect groupings is as follows: Igueben, where the larger populace of
about 90% speak almost the “original” Benin language while the remaining 10% speak Esan.
Ekpon people towards the river Niger speak both Esan and Ika language. Ika is the language
spoken by the Agbor people of former Ika division of Delta state. The Ekpoma, Uromi, Irrua,
Ugboha, Ewohimi, Opoji, Egoro, Amahor, Ujogba, Ewu Ebelle and Ubiaja people all speak
Esan. It must be noted at this point that all though all these groupings speak Esan, it is still
very easy to distinguish an Irrua man/woman from an Ekpoma man/woman as they do not
speak the same Esan. What this means is that there is dialectic difference in terms of
pronunciation.
They are predominantly agriculturist, and they farm such crops as Iyan (yam) which they use
for their stable food Ema (pounded yam), Ize (rice), Oka (maize) and Ebe’fo (green leafy
vegetable of various types). They also rear different types of livestock such as Ebhe (goat)
and Okhokho (chicken). However, apart from farming and livestock rearing, the Esan people
are also good hunters. Traditional ritual and festival ceremony developed not only around the
agricultural season and hunting but also to mark the ‘seasons’ of peoples' lives. In performing
these rituals and festivals the Esan people created dances to express their emotions and what
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was been celebrated, for example, the Iyayi and Ikhuen dances. The Iyayi dance for example
is a re-enactment of the healing potentials of Uden (a type of oil gotten from the palm kernel).
The dance was created to show the Esan world-view of ‘faith’. These rituals and festivals and
the dances contained within them, were, and continue to be, very important in Esan
traditional social and cultural life styles.

Esan Traditional Marriage

Marriage in Esan society as earlier stated is a melting point of all the art form. It is a highly
revered and colourful ceremony where the world view of the Esan people vis-à-vis the
solemnisation of matrimony is highlighted and celebrated. The marriage consist of two types
namely Ayorie (go to take), which is the focus of this study, and Ebe (child marriage).

Preparation and Celebration

Traditionally the groom to be approaches the bride to be to seek her consent concerning his
intention to marry her and if her response is in the affirmative, the groom will inform his
parents who will in turn contact the girl’s aunt or any relative the grooms parents know is
close to the girl’s parents and can approach them. The reason why the groom’s parents or the
girl cannot approach the girl’s father directly is because traditionally in Esan culture, it is
considered disrespectful for the girl child to approach her father directly in such a matter.

Once the girl’s parents have been informed of the groom’s intention, the girl is then asked to
formally bring the man home to meet with her parents. After this formal meeting a day is then
set aside for the traditional dowry payment, marriage ceremony and traditional official
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handing over of the bride to the groom’s family who after the handing over becomes her new
family. However before the appointed day a list of all items the groom needs to bring along
with him for the ceremony is given to him by the “Osuama” or “Okhun.” The Osuama is the
go-between who carries message from the bride’s family to the groom’s family and vice
versa. The Osuama is also tasked with the responsibility of educating the groom on how to
marry, the dos and don’ts, requirements, dowry and all that the groom needs to know
concerning other requirements of traditional marriage.

The list of the items to be brought by the groom, include the following:

1. 4 bundles of Iyan (yam) in which one bundle have 7 tubers of Iyan (yam) each (this is
to be given to the 4 eldest men in the household of the bride’s father).
2. 1 tin of Ofigbon (palm oil) and 1 bundle of Iyan (yam) (for the bride’s mother).
3. 1 keg of Eyun din (palm wine) and 2 bundles of Iyan (yam) (for the bride’s father).
4. 1 bag of Umen (salt) (for other wives in the girl’s father’s household
5. Dowry (this vary from family to family)

On the appointed day, members of both, families, friends and well wishers from both sides of
the families gather either at the residence of the bride’s parents, the eldest male or head of the
lineage of the girl’s father for the marriage ceremony. As soon as people are gathered, and the
groom and his family arrive the Osuama formally invites the groom’s family forward to make
their intention known before all present. This they do and the girl is then brought in with
other girls disguised and the groom is asked to identify his bride amongst the disguised girls.
Once his able to identify his bride, the veil is removed and there is singing and dancing. The
girl’s consent is then sought by the eldest man in her father’s household that is, if she is in
agreement with the groom to become his wife. Again if the bride, consent, the groom is asked
to pay the dowry. The Osuama then go out with the groom to bring the dowry. It is
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interesting to note that the Osuama is the man that presents the dowry in a white plate to the
bride’s family. That is, the groom hands over the dowry to Osuama (go between or
negotiator) who in turn hands it over to the bride’s family. She (the bride) is then placed on
the laps of the groom’s father or the eldest man present from the groom’s father’s household.

The placing of the bride on the groom’s uncle’s laps the becomes very dramatic as the bride
is taken by the eldest man in her father’s household and placed on the lap’s of the eldest man
from the groom’s father’s household. He does not just sit the bride on the man’s lap’s, he sit’s
her with style that is, he holds her right arm with his right hand and holds her left arm with
his left hand he then raises her up (as if going to lift her legs off the floor) and sits her again
on the man’s laps. Each lifting and eventual sitting go with counts. This mean’s when he lift’s
her up from the man’s laps on sitting her back he counts 1 this he does up to the count of 7.
At the end of the 7th count he sits the bride finally signalling the formal handing over of the
bride to the groom’s family as wife.

Amidst singing, clapping and dancing food and drinks are shared to celebrate the formal
union of not just the bride and groom but of both families. Feasting continues during which a
lot of parables and idiomatic expressions in Esan language are freely used.

THE CONCEPT AND ORIGIN OF AFRICAN TOTAL THEATRE

African theatre has its roots from the African cosmology (tradition).In the Nigerian society,
festival originated from the community and every community has its own cultural traits.
These festivals are usually seasonal; for example, annually, once a month or once in two
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month. In the city of Oshogbo in Nigeria, the myth of the imprisonment of Obatala (the
creator god) is performed annually. The Kalabari (Nigeria) perform the ikaki (tortoise)
masquerade in which an entire village participate.

The Alarinjo players are the first documented professional African theatre troupe; they
developed from the Egungun (ancestral spirit) masquerades and were performed from the
16th and 17th centuries in the Yoruba city-state of Oyo (Nigeria).

In recent decades, traditional performances have been used as a means of self-expression and
empowerment by peoples facing hostile political or social circumstances. The Tiv (Nigeria)
used traditional Kwang Hir puppetry to voice opposition to political victimization during the
1960s.Theatre is an urban art and it has strived in Africa, especially in areas of large
concentration of population such as the Yoruba kingdoms of southern Nigeria. Theatre is
essentially an art for the people in action and for such action to be meaningful; it must happen
in a specific time and place. The African kind of theatre is different from the European kind
of theatre because the African kind of theatre is “TOTAL” in its concept.

The African total theatre is that which attempts to be part of reality and to serve as social
purpose, to explore the eclectic quality of the African indigenous theatrical forms. African
festival evolves from borrowings from traditional beliefs. African total theatre is a theatre that
is ‘total’ in its ‘totality’. This implies that African total theatre is deeply rooted in the culture
and traditions of the people.

African theatre ranges from sacred or ritual performances to dramatized storytelling, literary
drama, or modern fusions of scripted theatre with traditional performance techniques
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ELEMENTS OF AFRICAN TOTAL THEATRE
Elements of African total theatre refers to those elements brought together to enhance and
heighten traditional performances. These as earlier stated above include, theme, dance,
religion/ritual, folktale, drama, music, story-telling arena stage, dialogue, narrative (storytelling), poetry, costume, make-up, chants, properties, mask, stage, set, audience, proverbial
language, songs, invocation, improvisation, actors/actresses, director/choreographer, simple
enactment, culture acting, pantomime, mime, drumming. For a proper analysis and
understanding of the present research paper, some of the listed elements above
In the city of Oshogbo in Nigeria, the myth of the imprisonment of Obatala (the creator god)
is performed annually. The Kalabari (Nigeria) perform the ikaki (tortoise) masquerade in
which an entire village participate.

The Alarinjo players are the first documented professional African theatre troupe; they
developed from the Egungun (ancestral spirit) masquerades and were performed from the
16th and 17th centuries in the Yoruba city-state of Oyo (Nigeria).

In recent decades, traditional performances have been used as a means of self-expression and
empowerment by peoples facing hostile political or social circumstances. The Tiv (Nigeria)
used traditional Kwang Hir puppetry to voice opposition to political victimization during the
1960s. In the city of Oshogbo in Nigeria, the myth of the imprisonment of Obatala (the
creator god) is performed annually. The Kalabari (Nigeria) perform the ikaki (tortoise)
masquerade in which an entire village participate.
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The Alarinjo players are the first documented professional African theatre troupe; they
developed from the Egungun (ancestral spirit) masquerades and were performed from the
16th and 17th centuries in the Yoruba city-state of Oyo (Nigeria).

In recent decades, traditional performances have been used as a means of self-expression and
empowerment by peoples facing hostile political or social circumstances. The Tiv (Nigeria)
used traditional Kwang Hir puppetry to voice opposition to political victimization during the
1960s.will be briefly analysed.

STORY TELLING:

Prior to the advent of print technology, much of African history, past and legend were preserved in story-telling traditions. The transmission of socio- cultural references is encoded in
tales. This tale extols legends, celebrate heroes and reference to the gods. In every
community, there is a bard, a learned man in the history of the race. Folktales about
mythological beings and creatures are relayed. The coming of television, which has evolved
the ‘moonlight tale’ experience, has been judged a disadvantage to the African way of life. In
general, the performance elements in African story telling techniques, makes it unique. The
“call and response” method is employed. This formula ensures that listeners are not ‘lost out’
as the story progresses. It enhances their sense of familiarity. African theatre both ancient and
modern in storytelling performances is largely characterized by its emphasis on storytelling.
Central to many African theatricals is a narrator, often the griot, or “healer,” who improvises
a story (however well known) to the accompaniment of song and dance. The narrator
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frequently assumes the voice and physical characteristic of the many people in his history,
though occasionally other characters come in to play a particular character. Cotemporary
African playwright frequently employs storytellers in their drama; a good example is the
“praise singer” in “death and the king’s horseman” by Wole Soyinka.

MUSIC/SONG:
African music is often considered as a “spiritual language”. It is not just a combination of
“make-up sound”, but a replication of the peoples’ sense of how their hearts receives signals.
Bird sound, animal and human cries all form the contents. These songs express joy, sorrow,
education, reform, admonish and reprimand. During naming ceremony or special designated
occasion such as marriage midwifes and trained musicians compose songs to punctuate the
relevance of the occasions.

DANCE:
Dance to most scholars is the rhythmic movement of the body to certain rhythm or given
rhythm to communicate certain emotions such as joy or sadness. However for most Africans
(if not all), dance goes beyond ‘body movement’. It forms the people’s pattern of existence.
The rhythmic steps, the drum beats accentuate the deepness of traditional beliefs and world
view. Most of the dances are done in circles- a pattern that, reflect the ‘communal oneness of
the African people. For example, the Ekaba dance of the Urhonigbe people of Edo state
Nigeria is one of such dances performed in circular pattern.
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Dance celebrates; it introduces new ideas about the people and their way of life for example
the conquest of great hunters. It also furnishes the participants and non participants with ideas
of mastery over the winds of life.

ARENA STAGE:
African total theatre can not be complete without “village square” convocation. In this
situation, whether during festival or deliberation that involves family member or any other
group, sitting arrangement is usually in the round. The formation of a round confirms and
reiterates the African world view of “Togetherness and unity”, a bound of strength and love
which sets us apart from the “Alienated” and so called man of civilized nation of the world.
In most cases, public places like the market square or the village centre is used.

COSTUME:
This is the essential in the African’s lifestyle. Cloth tells a lot about the status, age and
orientation of the wearer. Certain people are recognized through their beads and caps, often
time, the swagger stick also distinguishes a young star from the old and title holders. The use
of mask and the costumes of masquerades replicate the people’s perception of ancestral
spirits. Colour also plays vital roles. White and black cloths are evocative of peace, wealth,
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purity and evil, mourning, foreboding, etc, respectively. Red signifies danger, especially
when this is used as a scarecrow to discourage “thieves” and is tied to certain fruits in farms.

LANGUAGE:
African language is poetic and laden with proverbs. The use of proverbs expresses wisdom
which ordinary men are deprived of. In other context, chants and incantations are used to
rouse the “gods” to a quick response. In Yoruba cosmology for example the oriki is recited
for certain personages whose family names have come to mean much to the whole
community. Especially with proverbs, inferred references are being made likewise with
riddles.

IMPROVISATION:
Improvisation is not alien to the African. Through constant participation in communal
activities, new character traits are imbibed which forms a new part of them. During festivals
and feast, a certain age group of young men put up shows and displayed expertise in act role
play. The maidens also dance, as well as the women. In their skits, they mimic the opposite
sex and jab at their utterances. Critically, the African is always at home and spontaneously
succeeds in relaying messages when the need arises. This means that the shows/acts are not
scripted.
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MIME/PANTOMIME:
The African is a very energetic being. In dramatic re-enactment, drumming and singing
combines to spur the actor for a show of skills in the imitation of heroes, hunting victory, and
success in wars and love conquest. In all of this, body language and signification plays a very
vital role in “character assumption”. Bush hunter improvises performances by miming how
he plots and kill a wild bush animal. This type of hunting is both in way functional (they
promise food for the tribe and spiritually they acknowledge higher powers in nature.) other
enactments are clearly social in scope. The shone use simple plays in which a woman
pretends to cook as part of an initiation rite for young girls. Other woman scold her for
sampling the food as they smear her face with flower and worn her that “you must not eat
before your husband”. This unscripted drama are as basic a form of theatre as can be found;
at heart they are imitation game such as children might perform while learning their roles in
the society.

DRUMMING:
The use of drums in Africa cannot be over emphasized. The big talking drum is utilized as a
medium of information; to call for an assembly, especially when its urgency demands public
attention. It is not the production of sounds it connotes meaning which are embedded in it
undertone. In Yoruba culture like every other African setting, gongs are also used to get
people attention and a subsequent relay of messages.
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FOLKLORE:
Majority of African theatre experiences has its root in the mythological origin of the African.
Myth of creation, myth of love and sacrifice, myth of legend and heroes, form the content of
material for theatre in Africa. These are relayed in story telling traditions. For example; the
Moremi legend, Queen Amina of Zazzau, Nana of Itsekiri, Jaja of Opobo, Ame Oboni, Inikpi,
Ovoranmwen, Sango and Obatala

form the traditional sources of theatre in African

performances. A family tale, a communal tradition, and numerous other sources like current
affairs and daily occurrences. Among the above puppetry and minstrel operas make up the
body of resource element.

SPIRIT CULT PERFORMANCES:
A medium, taught to be possessed by spirits, assumes a “character” while in a trance. Dressed
in striking costumes and speaking in a “spirit language”, the medium performs gestures so
extraordinary that they give the illusion that the spirit, or even the gods, is actually presents.
There is strong dramatic interaction between the character and the audience, most of it
improvised by the medium. Such performance is so common among the people of western
Uganda that anthropologist John Beattie refers to them as their “traditional national-theatre”.

MASQUE:
Masquerade, evolved from ceremonies performed by secret societies to honour the dead,
remain perhaps the most representative from of indigenous African theatre. In the recent past,
circular imitation of it has been attempted. The alarinjo travelling theatre owes its origin to
the egungun masquerade a Yoruba ceremonial cult form of entertainment. In its hay day,
these performances were only given in court yards to a special audience of initiates. It was a
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secrete society with special skills that enables it to call down rain, breath fire and perform
magic as an act of wisdom, superior knowledge in Ifa divination and establishes the relevance
of spiritual knowledge between the king makers. In other traditions and customs, for
example, efik-ekpo, okpodu of the Esans and the ekpe of the Igbo’s, the presence of a
“masked one” establishes the present of the ancestors. Masquerades are also part of African
tradition, which originated from the African total theatre. The masquerades are actors
believed to represent the ancestors, deities, ant the chief priest.

Elements of African Total Theatre in Esan Traditional Marriage Ceremony

In any theatrical performance, the spectator is confronted with a spectacle, a combination of
movements, gestures, voice, costume and properties (physical objects). In Esan Traditional
marriage ceremony these elements exist. Apart from the above the use of light, set and colour
also exist.

The set in any theatrical performance is where all actions take place. It thus depicts the locale,
setting and time of performance. In African total theatre the stage sets the action while in
Esan Traditional marriage Ceremony the sitting room of the bride’s family home and the
space in front of the house serves as the stage where all actions during the marriage ceremony
takes place.

Space which is a very important theatrical element’s in African Total theatre is also present in
Esan Traditional Marriage ceremony, as performance during the dance performance can be
seen moving their bodies towards earth. They also move to rhythm from one spot to another
(this can either be forward or backward), thus making use of available space on stage.
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Another element is Time, time in theatrical performance is on two (2) levels. The duration of
each action and (2)the duration of the total performance. In Esan traditional Marriage
ceremony, time is also very important as right from the arrival of guest through the paying of
bride price to merriment where food and drinks are served is timed.

Costumes of different kinds are also worn by participants. The bride and groom as the main
actors are dressed in special costumes to depict them as the main actor/actress. The bride’s
parents are dressed differently from the bride and groom. Grooms parents are also dressed
differently from the bride’s parents and bride and groom. Costume in any performance art
depicts roles, place and setting. Those familiar with marriage ceremonies in Nigeria in
general and Edo state in particular will easily differentiate Esan Traditional marriage
ceremony from any other traditional marriage ceremony in Edo state or in Nigeria.

There is also the use of props during the ceremony. These include yam, keg filled with palmwine mortar/pestle, specially made chair for the bride and groom, oxtail, tin of palm oil, bag
of salt and bowl of cola-nut. Musical accompaniment such as drums, gongs, horns, and
maraca are also some of the props used.

Role playing is another element evident in Esan Traditional Marriage ceremony. The Omunu
(master of ceremony) act as the stage manager who announces what comes next. The eldest
man performs the traditional rites through mime and dialogue, two different elements of
drama. There is the use of natural lighting and just like in theatrical performance’s, there exist
directors and stage hands. Elders from the Brides family usually act as directors while the
ushers act as stage hands.
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CONCLUSION
What makes Esan traditional marriage ceremony, a unique experience and invariably
‘African total theatre’ is the camaraderie it facilitates. The bound of brotherhood and
communal sense of togetherness culminates in the shared experiences that are relayed in
dramatic form. This may not be complete as an experience capable of self analysis, but its
mode of performance which makes it difficult for the performance to be relevant if there are
no songs and dances to empower us with a new form. African total theatre thrives on
improvisation- the performances are not scripted but built around a scenario. Esan traditional
marriage ceremony is improvised theatre, engaging the majority of non players and
incorporates their participatory roles in building the ceremony output.

The conventions of African Total Theatre, has made it possible for most African
performances to be presentational rather than representational. The Esan traditional marriage
ceremony as African total theatre experience is both traditional as well as contemporary: in
both ‘dramatisation’ remains central to the total effect to be achieved. Elaborates costumes,
sparse, scenery and lighting is used. The energy and vitality of the participants
(actors/actresses) and their interplay with the audience (invited guest) provide the appeal of a
shared experience.

It is important to note that, participants during the Esan traditional marriage ceremony are
participating audiences vocally and physically, often no conspicuous attempt is made to
separate the audience (who are actually invited extended family members, friends and well
wishers) from the performers. To do this will kill the spirit of African total theatre whose
very nature depends on the interaction between the performers and audience. The European
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aesthetic divisions between dance, music, visual arts (in masks and costume), and dialogue,
as well as the division between stage and auditorium, are not applicable in Esan traditional
marriage ceremony.
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“Late-Blooming Flowers”: Anton Chekhov’s
Experimental Work
“Late-Blooming Flowers” (Tsvety zapozdalye, 1882)1 is one of Chekhov’s most
remarkable and interesting early works – one of his “early flowers” (rannie tsvety).
Among his early experiments to extend the scope of the story in terms of greater
length, broader setting, fuller characterization and richer thematic development, “LateBlooming Flowers” occupies a special place. From an artistic standpoint, in many
respects, it is obviously the work of an apprentice, but the fact that certain themes
adumbrated here are heard in many mature works, and that certain devices are
employed which later became characteristic features of Chekhov’s literary
craftsmanship makes it one of his most remarkable and interesting early stories.2
1

Chekhov, A.P., “Late-Blooming Flowers” (Tsvety zapozdalye), Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v
30-ti tomakh, N.F. Bel’chikov et al, editors, (Moskva: Nauka, 1974-1983). All citations from “LateBlooming Flowers” are to Vol. 1 (1974) of this edition and will be noted in the text by page numbers in
parentheses. With the exception of “An Unnecessary Victory” (1882), “Late-Blooming Flowers” is the
longest of Chekhov’s works up to this time. One of the manuscript pages located in GBL has
Chekhov’s handwritten subtitle “small romance” (malen’kii roman). Instead of using this subtitle in the
published text, Chekhov chose to include the subtitle phrase in the text of the story: “Every story comes
to an end, and this little romance, too, came to an end” (“Vsiakaia povest’ imeet konets, konchilsia i ètot
malen’kii roman” [426]). The term “roman” in this case suggests a “romance” or a love story. In fact,
the title appears to be taken from A. N. Apukhtin’s then well-known “romans” “Senseless Nights”
(“Nochi bezumnye”).
2
Despite this early work’s artistic merits, it has received rather modest critical attention, e.g.: John
Hagan, “The Tragic Sense in Chekhov’s Earliest Stories,” Criticism, Vol. VII, No.1 (Winter 1965), pp.
60-66, one of the lengthiest and most perceptive analyses of “Late-Blooming Flowers”; Thomas Winner,
Chekhov and His Prose (New York, Chicago, San Francisco: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), pp. 2225; Karl D. Kramer, (The Hague, Paris: Mouton, 1970), pp. 37-40; Other critics offer minor comments
or merely mention the story en passant, e.g.: A. B. Derman, 0 masterstve Chekhova Anton ekhov, 18601904: Some Essays, Thomas Eekman ed. (Leiden: Brill, 1960), p. 154; Donald Rayfield, Chekhov: The
Evolution of His Art (New York: Barnes Noble, 1975), pp. 22-23, and in his Anton Chekhov: A Life
(London: Harper Collins Publishers, 1997), p. 90; Ralph Lindheim, “Chekhov's Major Themes,” in A
Chekhov Companion, Toby W. Clyman, ed. (Westport, CT and London: Greenwood Press, 1985), p. 55;
H. Peter Stowell, “Chekhov Into Film” in Clyman, p. 240; A.P. Chudakov, Poetika Chekhova (Moskva:
Nauka, 1971), pp. 20, 25-26, 34, 142, and in his Mir Chekhova (Moskva: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1986), pp.
59-60. One of the most recent, substantive, although controversial and in many respects dubious
interpretations of the story is Savely Senderovich’s “Chekhov – S glazu na glaz” (St. Petersburg: Dmitrii
Bulanin, 1994), pp. 156-160.
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2
“Late-Blooming Flowers” is striking for its polyphony of themes. As in Chekhov’s
plays, several threads are developed in the course of the story including: decline and
passing of the old order and rise of a new one; a love story presented against the
background of the financial decline and ruin of the aristocratic Priklonskii family; the
lack of communication and missed opportunity; and the role of medicine in artistic
literature. In some respects it is also an autobiographical work.

Finally, “Late-

Blooming Flowers” belongs to a number of parodic works Chekhov had created as a
novice writer including “An Unnecessary Victory” (Nenuzhnaya pobeda, 1882), a long
parody on popular translations of romantic novels,3 but “Late-Blooming Flowers” is
his earliest attempt to create a serious love story. Those who have commented on the
work have referred to it as Chekhov’s unsuccessful early attempt at writing a serious
story. What they have failed to note is that it is also a parody of romantic and
traditional literature. It is Chekhov’s experimental story combining comic and tragic
elements in the same work as is true of some of his plays, albeit with less success.4
3

Some of Chekhov's other early parodies include: “A Letter to a Learned Neighbor” (Pis’mo k
uchenomu sosedu [1880]); “A Thousand and One Passions, or a Terrible Night (A Novel in One Part
with an Epilogue). Dedicated to Victor Hugo” (Tysiacha i odna strast’, ili strashnaia noch’ (Roman v
odnoi chasti s epilogom). Posviashchaetsia Viktoru Giugo [1880]), a parody of romantic fiction written
prior to the publication of “Late-Blooming Flowers,” specifically directed against the adventure novel
full of improbable events as well as “Mystery of One Hundred and Forty Four Catastrophies or The
Russian Rocambole (An Enormous Novel in an abbreviated Form) (Translated from the French)” (Taina
sta soroka chetvertykh katastrof ili russkii Rokambol’ (Ogromneishii roman v szhatom vide). (Perevod s
frantsuskogo) [1884]), directed against novels of adventure based on real material, and parodies directed
against novels of so-called Russian life “What Does One Find in Novels, Short Stories, etc?” (Chto
chashche vsego vstrechaetsia v romanakh, povestiakh, i t.p.? [1880]), and “Life in Questions and
Exclamations” (Zhizn’ v voprosakh i vosklitsaniiakh [1882]). Two of Chekhov's most famous parodies
are directed against the popular murder mystery “A Swedish Match” (Shvedskaia spichka [1883]), and
“A Shooting Party” [“Drama at the Hunt”] (Drama na okhote [1884]). For an excellent discussion of
Chekhov's early work and parodies see Ralph E. Matlaw, pp. 148-158; A. P. Chudakov, Mir
Chekhova..., Chapt. 1, pp. 14-68; A. Derman, “Rannee tvorchestvo Chekhova,” in Chekhovskii sbornik
(Moskva: Mir, 1929), pp. 131-171, and G. P. Berdnikov, A.P. Chekhov: Ideinye i tvorcheskie iskaniia
(Moskva, Leningrad: GIKHL, 1961), Chapt. 1-4, pp. 7-58.
4
Assessments of “Late-Blooming Flowers” range from mixed positive/negative to decidedly negative:
A.P. Chudakov, Mir Chekhova ..., p. 59, speaking of this and several other stories of this period observes
correctly “these works … clearly reflect the vacillations and contradictory tendencies in the poetics of
early Chekhov.”; Peter Stowell, p. 55, claims Chekhov’s “realism, his young cynicism, his satiric
portrayals, and his ultimate sense of irony do not mesh successfully.”; Ronald Hingley, Chekhov: A
Biographical and Critical Study (London: George Allen Unwin, 1950), p. 47, sees it as the “most
remarkable and interesting of [Chekhov’s] early stories ... [and] the most successful of his early attempts
at serious writing.” He is critical, however, regarding the story’s “crude treatment” and “sentimentality,
highly untypical for Chekhov.”; Ralph Matlaw, p. 154, considers the story “interesting,” significant for
its “major ... theme of wasted lives” and people’s “inability to communicate,” and “technically
significant” although he is critical of its “schematic presentation” and the “unmotivated ending ... which
... seriously damage the story.”; Winner, pp. 22, 24, points to the story’s “traditional structure,” “weak
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3
One finds a good number of intertextual links between “Late-Blooming
Flowers” and works of other Russian writers as well as many literary allusions, some
of them to Russian romantic literature. The story is interesting for its portrayal of the
characters’ emotional and mental states, striking lyrical nature descriptions, the
musicality of its prose accomplished through rhythmic passages, assonance and
alliteration, its syncretism, and animal and occasionally Gogolian-type similes. Equally
interesting is its use of irony, its structure, use of repeated details and incidents, and
syntagmas consisting of three elements – so characteristic of Chekhov’s mature artistic
method. Finally, the story contains a number of characteristics typical of romantic
literature treated parodically: dreams, extensive use of ellipses, exclamations, italics
and hyperbole, and an explicitly subjective, opinionated narrator who repeatedly
apostrophizes to the reader.5

THEMES
“Late-Blooming Flowers” presents a study of Russian nobility in decline, a
subject matter Chekhov utilized in numerous subsequent works, culminating in The
Cherry Orchard with which it has a strong intertextual affinity. Dr. Toporkov, whose
name is morphologically related to “topor” (“axe”), finds his counterpart in Lopakhin,
whose name is related to “lopata” (“spade”). They are both of lowly origin, sons of

motivation” and claims that the “compositional relationship of nature scenes to the rest of the story is
mechanical.”; Kramer, pp. 39, 38, speaks of the story as “the tritest of sentimental materials,” and faults
it for “significant strand[s] of development ... abruptly broken off.”; Rayfield (Chekhov: The Evolution
... ), pp. 189, 23, calls it Chekhov's “first serious story” but maintains “it is the work of a hack.”
Although some of these critics identify the story as a parody, they either do not identify what it parodies
or simply generalize saying it as “parody of traditional literature.”
5
Speaking of “Late-Blooming Flowers” and several other stories written during the same period, A.P.
Chudakov, Mir Chekhova ..., pp. 59-60, notes correctly: “Precisely in them were tested semiadventurous, melodramatic and sentimental plots, subjective narration with a personified narrator,
extensive descriptions, biographical digressions and other traits, which are not found present in the
writer’s later prose. In these stories there is a symbiosis of tradition and ironical treatment of it.” One
would have to question, however, the claim regarding the absence of “biographical digressions” in
Chekhov's later works. Moreover, an analysis of the artistic features of “Late-Blooming Flowers” needs
to identify not only those features which Chekhov discontinued using in his later works, but also those
features which play a prominent role in this story as well as in his later works, e.g.: the themes of lack of
communication, missed opportunity, stylistic devices such as the use of repeated details and repeated
incidents, rhythmic prose, syntagmas consisting of three elements and others.
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4
former serfs. Toporkov’s father was a Priklonskii serf and Lopakhin’s father was a
Ranevskii serf, 6 who become successful and end up having the upper hand over their
former masters. Nikifor’s counterpart is the faithful servant Firs. We meet the
Priklonskii family (whose name is morphologically related to “priklon” [“a bow”] and
to “priklonit’ golovu” [“to bow one’s head”]), an impoverished princely family
consisting of the old princess and her two children: Marusia, naïve, gentle,
impressionable and “pretty like the heroine of an English novel” (“khoroshen’kaia, kak
geroinia angliiskogo romana”; 392), and Egorushka, a pathetically debauched,
alcoholic son. In terms of the son, the nobility is shown to be amoral, inconsiderate
and hopelessly dissipated. The entire family lives on past memories, their present lives
are quite unhappy, and their doom, like that of Madame Ranevskaia, appears
inevitable. Five years earlier, their “usad’ba” (“estate”) was sold to pay their debts,
which anticipates the sale of the estate in The Cherry Orchard for similar reasons. The
situation of the Priklonskii family is more serious – even their house is sold because of
debts.7 They are dysfunctional and impractical. Dr. Toporkov’s life, whose name also
brings to mind the verb “toporshchit’sia/ toporshchitsia” (“puff / puffs up”) and the
adjective “topornyi” (“coarse” or “uncouth,” both characteristic of his conduct), is
clearly set in contrast to the life of the Priklonskii family,8 especially in contrast to
Egorushka’s life. Their respective names suggest the reversal of roles – the destitute
princesses are dependent upon the rich lowly doctor; Egorushka, like Andrei in The
Three Sisters, spends money foolishly and contributes to the family’s financial plight,9
while the doctor accumulates money. During his first visit, Toporkov enters “without
greeting anyone” (literally “not bowing to anyone” [“nikomu ne klaniaias’”]), while
Marusia “wringing her hands, began to plead with him. Never before had she pleaded
with anyone” (“lomaia ruki, nachala prosit’. Ranee ona nikogda i ni u kogo ne
prosila”; 398). Ironically, Egorushka’s “girlfriend,” the lowly, adulterous and
predatory Kaleria, who anticipates Natasha’s conduct in the Three Sisters, tells

6

An obvious autobiographical element – Chekhov's grandfather was also a serf.
This is one more autobiographical detail. Chekhov’s father, being impractical, became financially
ruined in Taganrog and moved to Moscow in order to avoid debtor’s prison.
8
Originally Zebrovye, suggesting their kind is becoming exotic, out of place, remote as the zebras in
Africa.
7
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Marusia: “With such poverty as yours you shouldn’t put on airs (“lomat’sia”), but bow
your head (“klaniat’sia”) before decent people” (423). Against this background of a
decaying family, Marusia is shown falling in love with the doctor who behaves without
feeling or emotion until it is too late. “Flowers cannot bloom in late autumn” (“Ne
tsvesti tsvetam pozdnei osen’iu”; 431), comments the narrator, bringing to a close this
early treatment of the theme of missed opportunity.

INTERTEXTUALITY AND PARODY OF ROMANTIC
AND TRADITIONAL LITERATURE

In addition to the already mentioned intertextual links, there are textual
allusions to other works. The story begins with the effective “On a certain dark
autumnal afternoon something was happening at the house of the Princess Priklonskii.
The old princess and her daughter Princess Marusia, were standing in the young
prince’s room, wringing their hands and pleading with him. They were pleading as
only unhappy, weeping women can: in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, their honor
and his father’s ashes” (392). Chekhov uses the in medias res technique similar to
Tolstoy’s use of it in Anna Karenina: “Happy families are all alike; every unhappy
family is unhappy in its own way. Everything was in confusion in the Oblonskii
household.”10 The reader is abruptly introduced to the basic situation: the creditors
seek payment of promissory notes and the old princess and her daughter Marusia plead
with prince Egorushka to abandon his constant drinking and decadent life which
exacerbate the family’s plight. The situation parodies somewhat the turmoil created by
the discovered infidelity of Prince Stepan Arkadievich Oblonskii which opens the
action in Anna Karenina. The men’s common link is their immoral and irresponsible
life-style. Both are also self-centered sybarites. We are told that Egorushka “had just
dined, drunk a bottle of red wine and now, smoking a three-kopeck cigar, was enjoying
his rest. The most varied emotions and thoughts swarmed through his foggy brain and
9

Ironically, the bearer of the name of St. George the Dragonslayer, the Defender, proves to be the one
who accelerates the family’s financial ruin.

10

Tolstoi, L.N., Anna Karenina, Proizvedeniia, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, Chertkov, V.G. et al.,
(Nendeln, Liechtenstein: Kraus Reprint, 1972), V. 18, p. 3.
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wretched little soul … [His mother and sister] hindered him from taking a nap and
snoring in peace” (393). Of Stepan we read: “Three days after the quarrel, Prince
Stepan Arkadievich Oblonskii … woke up at his usual hour, that is, at eight o’clock in
the morning…. He turned his plump, pampered body on the spring sofa, as though he
would sink into a long sleep again; he vigorously embraced the pillow on the other side
and buried his face in it.”11
Textual allusions also exist to Rudin (specifically mentioned by name), The
Bronze Horseman (Mednyi vsadnik), Eugene Onegin, The Possessed (Besy) and Don
Quixote.

Marusia, like Natal’ia, is ready to follow Toporkov anywhere: “Oh, I

consent! I am free from all prejudice and I will follow this serf to the end of the world!
Let mother say one word – and I will leave her!” (413; interestingly, although she
claims to be free of prejudices, she still thinks of him as a “serf”).12 Her statement
anticipates Sasha’s similar declaration to Ivanov: “I love you madly…. Without you
my life has no meaning, no happiness, no joy! You are everything to me. ... I’ll go with
you to the ends of the earth, wherever you want me to go, even to the grave.”13
Egorushka thinks of Kaleria Ivanovna as his Dulcinea, whereas, in fact, she is as gross
a parody of Dulcinea as Egorushka is a parody of Don Quixote. Toporkov’s stance and
the narrator’s reference to him using the italicized pronoun “He,” “He was standing in
the middle of the room, leaning his left hand on the desk … all the poses he ever
assumed seemed particularly majestic” (“On stoial posredi komnaty, opershis’ levoi
rukoi o pis’mennyi stol ... Vse pozy, kotorye on kogda-libo prinimal, vykhodili u nego
kak-to osobenno velichestvenny”; 421), is a parody of romantic descriptions of majestic
heroes, remindful of the opening lines of The Bronze Horseman: “On the shore of
desolate waves / Stood he, with mighty thoughts elate, / gazing in the distance” (“Na

11

Ibid. Interestingly, settling on the name Priklonskie instead of Zebrovye, through its closer similarity
to Oblonskie, Chekhov strengthened in the reader’s mind the association with Anna Karenina.
12
Natalia in Rudin is also ready to leave her mother, when the latter protests her daughter’s possible
marriage to Rudin. She tells her mother: “I would rather die than marry another” and informs Rudin: “If
you were to say to me today, this minute: ‘I love you …. [and] give me your hand and come with me’,
… I would follow you, do you know, I would be ready for all things!” See: I.S. Turgenev, Rudin,
Sobranie sochinenii v 6-ti tomakh, M Eremin et al., eds. (Moscow: Pravda, 1968), Vol. 1, p. 521. Karl
Kramer (p. 39) finds a similarity between Mrusia’s readiness to follow Toporkov and Elena’s readiness
to follow Insarov.
13
A. P. Chekhov, Ivanov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem…, P’esy, Vol. 11, Scene 13, Act 2.
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beregu pustynnykh voln / Stoial on, dum velikikh poln, / I vdal’ gliadel”).14 Although
Turgenev does not italicize the pronoun “on,” we find some similarity in his
description of Rudin: “[Natal’ia] suddenly caught sight of Rudin’s stately figure as he
stood picturesquely on the dam.”15 Italics are used numerous other times in “LateBlooming Flowers” for the same effect, e.g.: “Her lovely image” (“Ee chudnyi obraz”;
393); “Why and when had he fallen in love with her?” (“Za chto i kogda on poliubil
ee?”); “[Marusia] trying in her imagination to picture his face…” (“[Marusia],
staraias’ narisovat’ v svoem voobrazhenii ego litso...”; 413); “Even here Marusia
found justification for his action” (“Marusia i tut nashla opravdanie ego postupku”;
416); “He had found her to be sick” (“On priznal ee bol’noi”; 425); “She [saw] …
flashing before her eyes his head, hands, mallet” (“Mel’kala ego golova, mel’kali ruki,
molotochek ...”; 427); and “Came tumbling onto the couch his prescriptions, his
visiting cards” (“posypalis’ na divan ego retsepty, ego kartochki”; 429).
In addition to the aforementioned parodic descriptions, it is in Marusia’s
portrayal that we recognize genuine parody of romantic literature. To his credit,
Chekhov reveals Marusia’s character through various points of view – observations
provided by her mother, her brother, Kaleriia Ivanovna, Nikifor, Dr. Toporkov and the
ubiquitous narrator. We also hear her personal views, self-assessments and inner
monologues. Only several details, in nearly rhymed form, are used to sketch her
physical appearance: she is “pretty like the heroine of an English novel, with flaxen
ringlets and large intelligent eyes the color of the southern sky” (“khoroshen’kaia, kak
geroinia angliiskogo romana, s chudnymi kudriami l’nianogo tsveta, s bol’shimi
umnymi glazami tsveta iuzhnogo neba”; 392-93). Her description is remindful of
Ol’ga’s description in Eugene Onegin: “Her sky-blue eyes, / Her smile, flaxen hair”
(“Glaza, kak nebo, golubye, / Ulybka, lokony l’nianye”).16 We recall that Ol’ga is also
a stereotypical romantic heroine whom the narrator dismisses: “Oh, Ol’ga’s every trait
… But glance in any novel / you’ll discover / Her portrait there: it’s charming, true / I
14

A.S. Pushkin, The Bronze Horseman, “Introduction” (Vstuplenie), Sobranie sochinenii v 10-ti tomakh,
D.D. Blagoi et al., eds. (Moscow: GIKHL, 1960), Vol. 3, p. 285. The parody of the romantic hero and
heroine is strengthened by the sentence describing Marusia that immediately precedes the description of
Toporkov: “[Marusia] shivered like a hen does when it is plunged into cold water. He was standing…”
(421).
15
Rudin, p. 518.
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liked it once myself, / But now I am really fed up with it. / Allow me, dear reader, / To
speak about her older sister” (“Vse v Ol’ge ... no liuboi roman / Voz’mite i naidete
verno / Ee portret: on ochen’ mil, / Ia prezhde sam ego liubil, / No nadoel on mne
bezmerno. / Pozvol’te mne, chitatel’ moi, / Zaniat’sia starsheiu sestroi”).17 And it is
Tat’iana’s thoughts, emotions and actions that Marusia’s resemble most closely. Just
as Tat’iana declares her love to Onegin, Marusia declares her love to Toporkov
(anticipating similar declarations by Verochka to Ognev and Sasha to Ivanov).
Tat’iana’s waiting for Onegin’s reply to her letter is echoed in Marusia’s waiting for
Toporkov to visit her. First, we notice their common habit of spending time sitting by
the window: “Oftentimes Tat’iana alone all day / Would sit in silence by the window”
(“Tat’iana chasto tselyi den’ odna / Sidela molcha u okna”).18 Compare this to
Marusia’s: “Sitting for hours by the window and staring aimlessly out into the street”
(409). About Tat’iana’s waiting we read: “The day has passed: he’s not replying. /
Another day has come: still no reply. / Shadow-pale, dressed since morning, / Tat’iana
waits: when will the answer come?” (“No den’ protek, i net otveta. / Drugoi nastal: vse
net kak net. Bledna, kak ten’, s utra odeta, Tat’iana zhdet: kogda zh otvet?”).19
Compare this to Marusia’s waiting: “The next morning Marusia, dressed simply but
with taste and not without coquetry, sat down at the window and waited … But he did
not come on Sunday either. A month passed, and two, and three, and still he did not
come … Why hasn’t he come yet?” (416). The exasperating metaphor used to convey
her anguish parodies Tat’iana’s suffering: “Cats, not the ordinary kind but ones with
long yellow claws, tore at her heart” (416).
When Tat’iana falls in love with Onegin we are told: “Alas! Now, days and
nights,… / All is filled with him; everything with magic power / Speaks ceaselessly of
him to the dear maid.”20 Further we learn: “Everything fused for the tender dreamer /
Into one image / Into Onegin’s image.”21 Similarly, Marusia’s mind is totally obsessed
with Toporkov: “She dreamed of Toporkov … This dream became her whole life”
16

A. S. Pushkin, Eugene Onegin, Sobranie sochinenii…, Vol. 4, Chapt. 2, Stanza XXIII, p. 46.
Ibid.
18
Ibid., Chapt. 2, Stanza XXV, p. 47.
19
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza XXXVI, p. 72.
20
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza VIII, p. 57.
21
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza IX, p. 58.
17
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(417). Dreams, a basic feature of romantic literature (recall Tat’iana’s and Natal’ia’s
dreams), constitute an important part of Marusia’s existence. However, the complete
citation of Marusia’s just mentioned dream, illustrates the parodic, ridicluous character
of her dream: “She dreamed of Toporkov in all his aspects: in his sleigh, in his furs,
without his furs, sitting down, striding importantly along” (417). It is worth noting
Turgenev’s remark about Natal’ia: “Natal’ia knows all of Pushkin by heart.”22 It is
apparent that Marusia is well acquainted with both Rudin and Eugene Onegin. She
exhorts her “débauché,” “drunken sot” brother to change his ways by speaking to him
of Rudin: “And Marusia (forgive her, reader) remembered Turgenev’s Rudin, and
proceeded to talk about him to Egorushka” (393).23 The narrator’s remark clearly
ridicules Marusia’s attempt to help her brother relying on

knowledge gained from

traditional literature. We read about Tat’iana: “From early youth she liked romances; /
They replaced all else for her; / She grew to love / both Richardson’s and Rousseau’s
deceptions” (“Ei rano nravilis’ romany; / oni ei zameniali vse; / Ona vliublialasia v
obmany / I Richardsona i Russo”).24

When Marusia misinterprets Toporkov’s

behavior we learn: “Not for nothing had she read so many novels in which people took
a wife or a husband to spite those they loved, so that they would be made to
understand, or be piqued, or sorely wounded” (416). Marusia’s thoughts and conduct
underscore her naiveté and make obvious the fact that she knows life solely from
literature, just as Vasil’ev does in “A Nervous Breakdown.”
A common physical characteristic revealing the romantic heroine’s emotional
state or excitement is her face turning extremely pale or various shades of red. This
characteristic, by now an obvious literary cliché (we recall Natal’ia’s description:
“When she saw Rudin, Natal’ia blushed a little”; “Natal’ia’s face was tinged with a
crimson flush”; “Natal’ia’s cheeks flushed a little and her eyes sparkled”; “Natal’ia
flamed up”25), is highly overused in “Late-Blooming Flowers” to create a parodic
effect, e.g.: Marusia “turned pale” (411; compare: “[Tat’iana] pale like a shadow”;
“Natal’ia’s lips grew pale”); “Her pale face was contorted with despair” (423); “The

22

Rudin, p. 509.
For an interesting article regarding Chekhov’s parody of Rudin in “Verochka” (1887), see Joseph L.
Conrad, “ex,” Slavic and East European Journal, 14 (1970): 465-74.
24
Eugene Onegin, Chapt. 2, Stanza XXIX, p. 48.
23
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faces of the princess and Marusia became white as a sheet” (395); Marusia “blushed”
(403); “Red patches appeared on [Marusis’s] face” (422); “And a red glow … spread
over her face and neck” (428); “The princess turned red from envy” (408); “The
princess turned scarlet” (412) and so on. Marusia possesses one more characteristic
trait of romantic and traditional heroines – all of them often cry, for example: “Marusia
spent whole evenings … shed[ding] tears” (423; compare: “Natal’ia … cried bitterly”;
“Natal’ia covered her face with her hands and burst into tears”; “[Nata’lia’s] eyes …
flashed through her tears”26). It appears that Marusia’s mother is especially prone to
crying: “The princess’s pillow was as usual never dry from her tears. By day the
princess stood firm but at night she gave full vent to her tears and wept the whole night
through” (408-09).
Love of music, particularly that of romantic composers, is a typical
characteristic of romantic heroines. Whereas Rudin appreciates music and Natal’ia is
fond of playing the music of the Austrian romantic Schubert, Marusia plays a waltz
from the Polish romantic, Chopin, which elicits no response from Toporkov except for
comic, loud sounds of swallowing his tea.27 The description is typically Gogolian.
Something insignificant and totally ridiculous is given prominent attention and
described in a semi-elevated style with alliteration for emphasis: “A sepulchral silence
fell, broken now and again by sounds of swallowing. Toporkov swallowed very loudly.
Apparently he was not shy about it, and drank as he felt like doing. In swallowing his
tea he made noises much resembling the sound ‘glee.’ Each swallow seemed to drop
from the inside of his mouth down a kind of precipice and there splashed against some
large smooth object” (“Tishina votsarilas’ grobovaia, izredka narushaemaia
glotatel’nymi zvukami. Toporkov glotal ochen’ gromko. On, vidimo, ne stesnialsia i pil,

25

Rudin, pp. 479, 465, 504.
Ibid., pp. 491, 521.
27
We recall the noisy scene in “Ionych” (1898), where similarly the young and naïve Ekaterina
Ivanovna plays the piano for Dr. Startsev, whose mercenary goals remind us of Toporkov’s goals. With
obvious derision at both the hero’s and heroine’s expense the narrator informs us that Ekaterina
Ivanovna “ struck the keys with both hands. Then she immediately struck them again … and she kept
hitting the same place as if she did not mean to stop until she had driven those keys right inside the
instrument. Startsev, as he listened, pictured a fall of rocks down a high mountain: on, on they tumbled
while he very much wished they wouldn’t. Yet, Ekaterina, …greatly attracted him” (10: 26-27). The
irony is that, although Ekaterina’s “destruction” of the piano caused Startsev physical discomfort, he
found her attractive.
26
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kak khotel. Glotaia, on izdaval zvuki, ochen’ pokhozhie na zvuk ‘gly.’ Glotok, kazalos’,
izo rta padal v kakuiu-to propast’ i tam shlepalsia obo chto-to bolshoe, gladkoe; 405
emphasis added). The juxtaposition of music by Chopin and the sounds of Toporkov’s
swallowing ending with “He swallowed for the last time, got up and picked up his hat”
(“On sdelal poslednii glotok, podnialsia i vzialsia za shliapu; 407 emphasis added),
creates a marvelous comic effect.

STRUCTURE
Structurally the story is segmented into three chapters (followed by a two-part
epilogue), like three acts in a play, each opening with a nature description. Despite
Thomas Winner’s claim that the story’s structure is “traditional” and “apparent,”28 its
symmetry and parallelism produce a positive impression. The parallelism of Dr.
Toporkov’s four visits to the Priklonskii house is carefully balanced by Marusia’s four
visits to see the doctor. The visits are well motivated and in each case, the fourth visit
has significant consequences. Moreover, already here Chekhov’s dramatic skill is
apparent: each chapter is divided into clearly delineated scenes and each ends on a
natural curtain.29 After Egorushka brings Kaleriia to his house, there follows an
alternation of scenes depicting the decline of the house and Marusia’s visits to
Toporkov. In this early work we see how Chekhov utilizes the “repeated episode” as a
compositional device. Marusia’s visits repeat because during all of them, except for
the last one, she is unsuccessful in revealing her feelings for the doctor. That is why it
may appear that “nothing happens” during these visits, but it is clear, that every
episode leads to a cumulative effect and motivates Marusia’s declaration of love.30

28

Thomas Winner, Chekhov and His Prose… p. 22.
Winner’s criticism of the story’s “traditional structure” appears questionable. Moreover, his claim
that “the compositional relationship of the nature scenes to the rest of the story is mechanical” (p.24), is
a clear overstatement.
30
Marusia’s declaration of love to Toporkov is foreshadowed and later motivated by the following
details: during her second visit to Toporkov the narrator observes that patients leave his exam room “as
if following a confession, completely happy, as though released from some unbearable burden” (421).
29
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STYLISTIC FEATURES
In addition to its impressive structure, “Late-Blooming Flowers” is interesting
for its style and literary devices, including irony, employed by the young author. A
prominent stylistic feature in “Late-Blooming Flowers” which later became a distinct
trait of Chekhov’s style is the repeated use of triods or syntagmas consisting of three
grammatical elements often in the form of parataxis, which reinforce significantly the
rhythm and musicality of the work, e.g.: “The servants had to carry, undress, cover up
the [master]” (395); “debauchee brother, retired hussar, Prince Egorushka” (393);
“Who could refuse to believe a word of honor, a desperate oath and the kissing of the
icon” ( 394); “He was so handsome, so clever and so distinguished” (“On tak krasiv,
umen i tak znaten” [rhythm is furthered through frequent use of short form adjectives];
394); “Egorushka, greenish-white, disheveled, terribly thin” (396); “Egorushka was
lying under a heavy flannel blanket, breathing heavily, shivering and tossing from side
to side” (396); “They were pleading … in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, their
honor and his father’s ashes” (392); “Toporkov … spent his time tapping, listening and
scolding” (400); “a clear, translucent, slightly frosty day”; “and with the cold, and with
the damp and with heavy galoshes” (401); “the light played over the rugs, the chairs,
the grand piano” (401); “winter with its crackling frosts, snowdrifts and icicles” (408);
and “to understand, be piqued, or sorely wounded” (416).

Rhythmic Prose
One of the most impressive stylistic features of “Late-Blooming Flowers” is its
rhythmic prose and frequent use of alliteration: Consider the rhythm evident in the
description of Dr. Toporkov’s first visit:
Toporkov kashlem dal znat’ o svoem prikhode i
nikomu ne klaniaias’, poshel v komnatu bol’nogo.
Poshel on cherez zalu, gostinuiu i stolovuiu,
ni na kogo ne gliadia, vazhno, po-generalski,
na ves’ dom skripia svoimi siiaiushchimi sapogami.

Her fourth and final visit occurs “on one of those Shrovetide days,” that is, the time for confession prior
to the beginning of Lent.
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Ego ogromnaia figura vnushala uvazhenie.
On byl staten, vazhen, predstavitelen
i chertovski pravilen, tochno iz slonovoi kosti vytochen.
Zolotye ochki i do krainosti ser’eznoe, nepodvizhnoe litso
dopolniali ego gordelivuiu osanku..
Vse – barskoe, krasivoe i dazhe dzentel’menskoe,
Litso rozovoe, krasivoe i dazhe, esli verit’ ego
patsientkam, ochen’ krasivoe.
Sheia belaia kak u zhenshchiny,
volosy miagki, kak shelk i krasivy
no k sozhaleniiu, podstrizheny...
Litso krasivoe, no slishkom sukhoe i slishkom ser’eznoe
Dlia togo chtoby kazat’sia priiatnym.
Ono, sukhoe, ser’eznoe i nepodvizhnoe
nichego ne vyrazhalo, krome sil’nogo utomleniia
tselodnevnym, tiazhelym trudom
(435-36 arrangement and emphasis added).

(Toporkov announced his arrival with a cough and
Without greeting anyone set out for the patient’s room.
He passed through the hall, the drawing room and the dining room
(Without looking at anyone, imperiously, with the air of a general,
The whole house squeaking under his gleaming boots.
His massive figure commanded respect.
He was stately, pompous, impressive,
with devilishly regular features, as if carved out of ivory.
His gold-rimmed spectacles and immobile, extremely stern face
added to his haughty bearing. …
Everything about him was aristocratic, even ‘gentlemanly.’
His face was ruddy, handsome, and even if one is to believe his
female patients, very handsome.
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His neck was as white as a woman’s,
his hair was soft as silk and beautiful,
but regrettably, cropped short…
His face was handsome, but too dry and grave
to seem pleasant.
Dry, grave and immobile,
It expressed nothing except the extreme fatigue
Of a hard, full day’s work).

Employing several key details in the description of the hero’s portrait, typical
for the mature Chekhov, is also evident here. In the course of the story “coughing”
(“pokashlivanie”), “measured step” (“mernyi shag”), and “staccato speech”
(“otchekanivaiushchii golos”) become his distinctive traits. Also, the author noticeably
uses rhythmic prose in those instances where rhythm corresponds to what is described
and creates a vivid impression. This rhythm immediately turns the reader’s attention to
what is being related. Chekhov is particularly successful in describing the resonant,
squeaking sound produced by Toporkov’s boots by capitalizing upon the alliteration
and assonances of the onomatopoeic phrase “skripiia svoimi siiaiushchimi sapogami.”
The description of Nikolai Semenovich Toporkov is remindful of the
description of Nikolai Vsevolodovich Stavrogin in The Possessed, suggesting a parody
of Dostoevsky’s hero: “I was struck by his face. His handsome head of black hair was
somehow a bit too black, his light eyes were perhaps too steady, his complexion too
smooth and delicate, and his cheeks too rosy and healthy; his teeth were like pearls and
his lips like coral. This sounds like a strikingly beautiful face, but in reality it was
repulsive rather than beautiful.”31
The parody is reinforced as we recall another similarity – Stavrogin, the
extremely proud and haughty “devil” (“bes”), has rejected God and his value system.
The proud and haughty, “devilishly correct” (“chertovski pravilen”) Toporkov who
abandoned his seminary studies also appears to be associated with the devil, working

31

F. M. Dostoevskii, Sobranie sochinenii v desiati tomakh, L. P Grossman et al. eds. (Moscow: GIKHL,
1957), Vol. 7, Part 1, Chapt. VII, p. 46.
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for and pursuing only money and seeking to buy an even larger house than the
“devilishly large house” (“chertovski bol’shoi dom”) he already owns. He has replaced
spiritual goals by purely materialistic ones. Only the sight of banknotes he receives
from the princess brings “a bright glow, something like the radiance with which holy
men are depicted” (403), to his otherwise expressionless, motionless face (also true of
Stavrogin’s face). Fewer details would have sufficed Chekhov, the mature artist, to
convey the haughty and cold personality of this, in the old princess’s words, “wooden
individual” (“dereviannyi chelovek”).

Several additional passages illustrate the alliterative quality of the text:
Sny snilis’ im, kogda oni usnuli, samye voskhititel’nye.
Spiashchie,oni ulybalis’ ot schast’ia, – tak khoroshi byli sny!
Ètimi snami sud’ba, po vsei veroiatnosti, zaplatila im za te
uzhasy, kotorye oni perezhili na sleduiushchii den’. Sud’ba
ne vsegda skupa: inogda i ona platit vpered (395).

Na podnose, v serebriannykh podstakanchikakh, stoiali dva stakana: odin dlia
doktora, drugoi dlia Egorushki. Vokrug stakanov, sobliudaia stroguiu
simmetriu, stoiali molochniki s syrymii toplenymi slivkami, sakhar, s
shchipchikami, kruzhki limona s vilochkoi i biskvity (404).

I kogda ... Marusia metalas’ v posteli i chuvstvovala vsem svoim
sushchestvom, kak zhglo ee schast’e. Svakha khodila po kupecheskim domam
i shchedroiu rukoiu rassypala doktorskie fotografii (414 emphases added).

Repeated Details
Use of repeated details and incidents, key features of Chekhov’s mature style
are already in evidence here.32 The title word “flowers”

32

(“tsvety”) and its

Lawrence Senelick, “Letter,” The Bulletin of the North American Chekhov Society, Vol. XI, No. 1
(Summer 2003), p. 13, notes that “Chekhov, especially in his later works, uses the repetition of key
words as a means of knitting up their texture.” “Late-Blooming Flowers” demonstrates convincingly
that even in his earliest works, Chekhov used repetition of key words for the same purpose.
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morphologically related forms and connotations (including the word for “color”
[“tsvet”]) run through the fabric of the story: “flaxen [color] ringlets”
(“kudri...l’nianogo tsveta”; 392); “eyes the color of the southern sky” (“glaza tsveta
iuzhnogo neba”; 392-93); “[Egorushka’s] colorless face”

(“bestsvetnoe litso

[Egorushki]”; 409); “How … colorless … it was” (“Kak poshlo, bestsvetno”; 410);
“[Marusia] … began to drag out her monotonous colorless life” (“[Marusia] zatianula
skuchnuiu, bestsvetnuiu zhizn’”; 417); “The matchmaker’s red kerchief with yellow
flowers” (“Platok svakhi s zheltymi tsvetami; 411); “Flowers cannot bloom in late
autumn!” (Ne tsvesti tsvetam pozdnei osen’iu!; 431 emphasis added); even the name of
the establishment Egorushka frequents is Chateau des Fleurs.33 The fact that Marusia
weaves a rose-colored ribbon in her hair when she waits for Toporkov, then, following
some time, removes it because he does not come, and again puts it in her hair when she
goes to see Toporkov the last time in order to confess her love for him, is an excellent
example of subtle and precise use of seemingly insignificant repeated details in order
to convey her emotional state.
Two repeated details, often used in combination, which dominate the text and
strengthen the motivation of Toporkov’s awakening at the end of the story, are the
detail of “eyes” mentioned 47 times and the numerous references to “the face,”
particularly “reading of a face.” Marusia’s eyes are mentioned specifically 29 times.
The power of her charismatic eyes to communicate and stir emotions in Toporkov is
good evidence of Chekhov’s understanding of human physiognomy and psychology.
Examples of “reading the face” for information include: “On [Toporkov’s] face she
read intelligence, a tremendous knowledge and weariness. It was impossible to forget

33

Donald Rayfield (Anton Chekhov: A Life), p. 90, claims erroneously that the “belated blossoms”
(“tsvety zapozdalye”) represent the Priklonskii family, “a patrician family fallen on hard times.” As was
noted earlier, the title employs the same words present in A.N. Apukhtin’s well-known romance which,
as is generally true of other romances, focuses on unhappy or unsuccessful love. Moreover, the narrator
uses the term “belated blossoms” precisely at the inception of the story thereby effectively
foreshadowing its eventual failure, as is true of most romances. According to the Bol’shaia sovetskaia
entsiklopedia, Vol. 36, p. 581: “In his lyric Apukhtin repeatedly returns to the theme of unsuccessful
love. Many of Apukhtin’s works were arranged into musical compositions and became popular
romances (“Senseless Nights” [“Nochi bezumnye”] and others.” In his essay on the “Romance
(romans)” in Handbook of Russian Literature, Victor Terras ed. (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1985), p. 372, Mark Artshuller notes, that the romance of the middle of the 19th
century “is distinguished by a heightened emotionality, passion, and the theme of love and death.”
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this face” (“Na litse [Toporkova] ona chitala i um, i massu znanii, i utomlenie. Litsa
ètogo nel’zia bylo zabyt’”; 410 emphasis added); “Deep sadness reflected this morning
on Marusia’s face” (“Neprokhodimaia pechal’ ... svetilas’ v èto utro na litse Marusi;
418); “A struggle can be read on her face” (Na ee litse ... chitaetsa bor’ba; 418);
“[Marusia] … pictured to herself her brother’s face and tried hard to read in it some
grace, … but she did not succeed in reading anything in his lusterless face”
(“[Marusia] … sililas’ prochest’ na [litse brata] chto-nibud’ stroinoe ..., no nichego ne
udavalos’ prochest’ ei na ètom bestsvetnom litse”; 409); “[The old princess liked]
Toporkov’s ‘positive quality,’ which she succeeded reading in the doctor’s face”
(“[Kniagine nravilas’] polozhitel’nost’ [Toporkova], kotoruiu ona uspela prochest’ na
litse doktora; 402); “[Marusia] had to read on the doctor’s face what impression her
playing had made on him” (“[Maruse] nuzhno bylo prochest’ na litse doktora: kakoe
vpechatlenie proizvela na nego ee igra?”; 407 emphasis added).
The juxtaposition of Nikifor’s and Toporkov’s recollections, and the role that
eyes and “reading of the face” play in each scene, effectively strengthen the motivation
for Toporkov’s awakening. As Marusia listens to Nikifor, “on the face of the old
servant she read all that he was telling her about her father, her mother, about the
estate. She listened peering into his face and she felt a great longing to live, to be
happy, to fish in the same river her mother had fished in… The river, the fields
beyond the river, the forest a deep blue beyond the fields, and over all this the sun
shining, tender and warm … How wonderful to be alive!” (426). Marusia is able to
read in Nikifor’s face all that he says and it stirs her longing to relive the past and
stimulates her desire to live and experience the future. This experience as well as her
deteriorating health motivate her last visit to see Toporkov. Compare this scene to the
one in which Marusia declares her love to Toporkov and her face, particularly her eyes,
stir long suppressed emotions in him: “He … was reading the entreaty in her eyes and
feeling himself to be in a most frightful position. His heart was pounding, and
something unprecedented and strange was taking place within his mind. A thousand
unbidden memories came to life in his heated brain. Where did they spring from?

“Tsvety zapozdalye,” words from Apukhtin’s romance, therefore serve as a very apt title foreshadowing
Marusia’s and Toporkov’s love and her tragic death.
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Was it possible that they had been called forth by those eyes, with their love and
entreaty? … And what eyes!” (429-30). Moreover we are told that Marusia’s “eyes,
full of love and entreaty, came to rest on [Toporkov’s] face. She was gazing at him
like a young wounded animal” – an image which produces a powerful effect on
Toporkov.34 As the doctor reviews his wasted past, we are reminded of Onegin’s
realization: “He killed eight years thus like a dunce – / The flower (“tsvet”) of life that
blooms but once” (“Vot kak ubil on vosem’ let, / Utratia zhizni luchshii tsvet”;
emphasis added).35
It is interesting to compare the effects of two declarations of love –Tatiana’s to
Onegin and Marusia’s to Toporkov. Tat’iana’s: “But Onegin’s heart was stricken /
When Tania’s tender message came; / Its girlish fire began to quicken / A swarm of
thoughts exempt from blame. / Again her pale face looms before him, / Her
melancholy eyes adore him – / And as on these his fancy dwelt. / Perhaps he briefly
knew the fever / That thrilled him in the days gone by”36 (“No poluchiv poslan’e Tani,
/ Onegin zhivo tronut byl: / Iazyk devicheskikh mechtanii / V nem dumy roem vozmutil;
/ I vspomnil on Tat’iany miloi / I blednyi tsvet i vid unylyi; / I v sladostnyi, bezgreshnyi
son / Dushoiu pogruzilsia on. / Byt’ mozhet, chuvstvii pyl starinnyi / Im na minutu
ovladel”; emphasis added). And in the next stanza Onegin muses: “Your candor filled
me with confusion; / I read a shy, confiding word, /And feelings, long quiescent,
stirred” (“Mne vasha iskrennost’ mila; / Ona v volnenie privela / Davno umolknuvshie
chuvstva”).37
After Marusia tells Toporkov “I love you” the second time, we learn: “The
doctor … blushed for the first time in all the years of his practice … Never had he
heard such words and in such a form from any of his women patients! Nor from any
woman at all! Had he heard right? … His heart began to beat turbulently and knock
against his side … Toporkov, flushed, and with a beating heart [remindful of Marusia’s
“stuchashchee serdtse” (414)], softly went up to her and undid her laces … Out of all
34

The effect the “wounded animal” image produces on Toporkov anticipates the effect the wounded
woodcock’s eyes had made on Chekhov while he was hunting with Levitan at Melikhovo in 1892.
35
Evgenii Onegin,Chapt. 4, Stanza IX, p. 77.
36
Alexander Pushkin, The Poems, Plays and Prose of Alexander Pushkin, Selected and Edited, with an
Introduction by Avrahm Yarmolinsky, Babette Deutch tr. (New York: The Modern Library, n.d.), Chapt.
4, Stanza XI, p. 185.
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the ribbons, the minute openings, and the tiniest folds of her clothing came tumbling
onto the couch his prescriptions, his visiting cards and his photographs” (428-29
emphasis Chekhov’s). To tone down the melodrama and sentimentalism the narrator
interjects: “The doctor threw water on her face” (429). Moreover, Marusia’s words
“Let me have some tea,” uttered during a very emotional moment, also significantly
decrease the sentimentality38 and parody the intensely emotional moments in romantic
literature. As Marusia repeats for the third time “I love you!” the narrator adds: “And
her eyes, full of love and entreaty, came to rest on his face … A thousand unbidden
memories came to life in his heated brain” (429). The circle is closed as Toporkov
proceeds to recall his past, details mentioned in the opening of the story are repeated
(429) and the focus on Marusia’s eyes in the opening of the story is repeated in its
closing.

Diminutives and Hyperbolic Expressions
The story’s style is also characterized by extensive use of diminutives,
hyperbolic expressions and clichés (all characteristic of traditional and especially
romantic literature). Examples of diminutives: Egorushka’s “wretched little soul”
(“noiushchaia dushonka”; 393); “blinked his tiny eyes” (“migal glazkami”; 402); “tiny
little man, consisting of a large bald spot, foolish swinish little eyes and a small round
paunch” (“malen’kii chelovechek, sostoiashchii iz ochen’ bol’shoi lysiny, glupykh
svin’iikh glazok i kruglogo zhivotika”; 396); “a tiny notion” (“malen’kaia ideika”;
404); “wretched little people” (“nichtozhnymi liudishkami” (409); “petty tradesmen”
(“kupchishkami”; 409); “wonderful little horses” (“chudnye loshadki”; 410); “little
mother-princess” (“matushka-kniaginiushka”; 412); “wretched quack” (“lekarishka”;
412). Examples of hyperbolic expressions: “with a palpitating heart” (“s zamiraniem
serdtsa”; 399); “outraged to the depths of their soul” (“vozmushcheny do glubiny
dushi”; 397); “respected by everyone … liked by everyone … accepted by everyone”
(“vsemi uvazhaem ... vsemi liubim… vezde priniat’”; 392); “convinced to the point of

37

Evgenii Onegin, Chapt. 4, Stanzas XI and XII, p. 78.
N. Orlovskii, “Zabytye rasskazy Antoshi Chekhonte,” Severnoe siianie, 1909, No. 4, p. 24, quoted in
A.P. Chudakov, Chekhov’s Poetics, p. 26, exaggerates this event, claiming, that in “Late-Blooming
Flowers,” Chekhov “paid tribute … to pure sentimentalism.”
38
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fanaticism” (“uverena do fanatizma”; 393); “In every wrinkle of Egorushka’s face
there were a thousand secrets” (“V kazhdoi morshchinke Egorushkinogo litsa sidela
tysiacha tain”; 414); “spoke all European languages” (“govoril na vsekh evropeiskich
iazykakh”; 394, anticipating Nikolai Stepanovich’s ability to do the same in “A Boring
Story”); “heart … seemed to be beating through the whole house” (“na ves’ dom
stuchavshee serdtse”; 414). Examples of clichés: “Said the old princess, weeping and
not drying her tears” (“Skazala kniaginia, placha i ne utiraia slez”; 392); “works from
morning till night” (“rabotaet ot utra do nochi”; 392); “They were pleading as only
unhappy, weeping women can” (“umoliali oni tak, kak tol’ko mogut umoliat’
neschastnye, plachushchie zhenshchiny”; 392); “who must now be turning over in his
grave” (“Kosti kotorogo teper’ perevorachivaiutsia v grobu”; 393); “Faces … became
white as a sheet” (“Litsa … stali belye, kak polotno”; 395); “May God punish me”
(“Nakazhi menia bog!”; 394); “Fate is not always miserly; sometimes she even pays in
advance” (“Sud’ba ne vsegda skupa: inogda i ona platit vpered”; 395); “ardently
wishing that the floor would open and swallow her up” (“strastno zhelala provalit’sia
skvoz’ zemliu”; 424); “Where there is love there is reckless faith” (“Gde liubov’ – tam
i besshabashnaia vera”; 394); “As alike as two drops of water” (“Kak dve kapli”; 405);
“under one’s very nose” (“Pod samym nosom”; 409); “knew it very well, like the five
fingers of his own hand” (“znal otlichno, kak svoi piat’ pal’tsev”; 430).
The story contains an interesting example of metonymy and pseudo-classical
paraphrase for comic effect. Doctor Ivan Adol’fovich is described in nearly Gogolian
terms as “consisting of a large bald spot, foolish swinish little eyes and a small round
paunch” (396). He not only seems to lack a face; he also seems to lack a definite
human form. His physical details conjure up an image of a balloon rather than a
person, and accordingly, when he takes his leave, he disappears like air out of a pierced
balloon:

“He

thanked

them,

became

embarrassed, coughed

and

vanished

(“uletuchilsia”) into thin air” (397). Chekhov appears to be deflating the image that
German doctors had in Russia at the time. To ridicule the princess’s and Marusia’s
false hope that Egorushka will reform, using an elevated style completely inappropriate
for the subject, an allusion is made to the New Jerusalem: “the two of them, radiant
like the Isrealites of old celebrating the new Jerusalem, went forth to celebrate the new
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Egorushka” (394). Of course the reader recalls that the New Jerusalem was later again
destroyed. Therefore, the comparison clearly foreshadows Egorushka’s subsequent
downfall.

Formulas
“Late-Blooming Flowers” reveals Chekhov’s fondness for using “formulas”
which also contribute to the musicality of the text, e.g.: “Marusia and Egorushka fixed
their eyes on their mother” (“Marusia i Egorushka vpilis’ glazami v mat’”; 403); “The
old princess, Marusia and Egorushka fixed their eyes on the doctor’s back”
(“Kniaginia, Marusia i Egorushka vpilis’

glazami v doktorskuiu spinu”; 403);

“Toporkov … fixed his questioning eyes on Marusia’s face” (“Toporkov ... vpilsia
svoimi voprositel’nymi glazami v litso Marusi”; 421); “Matters became ever worse and
worse, money ever scarcer and scarcer” (“Dela stanovilis’ vse khuzhe i khuzhe.
Deneg stanovilos’ vse men’she i men’she”; 408); “Money was scarcer and scarcer all
the time, but Egorushka indulged himself more and more” (“Deneg stanovilos’ vse
men’she i men’she, a Egorushka kutil vse bol’she i bol’she”; 409 emphases added).

Animal Similes
Chekhov uses animal similes, a typically Gogolian trait, in portraying
characters in “Late-Blooming Flowers” as he will in many later works, e.g.,
“Chameleon,” “The Man in a Case,” “Ionych,” “Thieves,” and others. We find the
following references: Marusia: “puppy” (“sobachenka”), “hen” (“kuritsa”), “she gazed
at him like a wounded animal” (“ona gliadela kak podstrelennyi zverek”); Egorushka:
“goose” (“gus’”), “rabbit-like eyes” (“krolich’i glaza”), “fishlike face” (“ryb’ia
fizionomia”), “dog” (“sobaka”), “dog’s enthusiasm” (“sobachii vostorg”), “calflike
rapture” (“teliachii vostorg”),

“acting the parrot” (popugaichal); Dr. Ivan

Adol’fovich: “piggy eyes” (“svin’ie glazki”); Toporkov: “beast” (“skotina”); the old
princess: “duck” (“utka”); Kaleria: “crayfishlike eyes” (“rach’ie glaza”), “pig”
(“sviniia”; emphases added). The deprecating simile describing Egorushka “dangl[ing]
in the waiter’s arms like a slaughtered goose on its way to the kitchen” (395), is
juxtaposed for comic effect to “the waiter … was holding in his arms the aristocratic
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body of prince Egorushka, dead drunk” (395). Furthermore, these comments are
juxtaposed for even a greater comic effect to the dreams the princess and Marusia have
of Egorushka: “in a general’s magnificent uniform and Marusia in her sleep was
applauding her brother for a brilliant speech he had just made” (395).

Syncretism
Syncretism of sense impressions including color, sounds, and smells is
employed in the work very effectively. Utilization of the combination of diverse
sensory phenomena in this experimental work foreshadows the significant role
syncretism will play in Chekhov’s later works such as “Typhus,” “The Steppe,”39
“Thieves,” “The Bishop,” and many others. Chekhov, a man of the senses, engages the
reader’s senses and makes him involved especially visually and aurally as he reads the
story. On one occasion, commenting about nature descriptions, the author advised A.V.
Zhirkevich, an aspiring writer: “Descriptions of nature must above all be pictorial, so
that the reader, reading and closing his eyes, can at once imagine the landscape
depicted.”40 Chekhov the syncretist succeeds doing this masterfully throughout the
story not only when describing nature but other subjects as well. The description of the
matchmaker is a good example of the young Chekhov’s skill at using the syncretic
approach: “A little old woman tottered/staggered (“vpolzla” [literally “crawled”)41 into
the room … [She] shuffled up (“podpolzla” [literally “crawled up”]) to Egorushka and
suddenly kissed (“chmoknula” [literally “smacked a kiss on”) his chest and his hand …
It seemed to [the princess] that a strong smell of lamp oil came from the old woman.
The old woman began panting, reached (“polezla” [same as the verb for “crawled”])
into her bosom and pulled out a red calico kerchief… They all averted their noses;
from the red kerchief with its yellow flowers came a powerful smell of tobacco” (411
emphases added). Forms of the verb “polzat’” (“to crawl”) conjure up an image of a
snake or a worm crawling. The matchmaker has come to buy “a good” (“tovar,” i.e.

39

For my analysis of Chekhov’s use of syncretism in “The Steppe,” see: “Syncretism and
Personification in Anton Chekhov’s ‘The Steppe’,” Canadian-American Slavic Studies, Vol. 44, No. 3
(2010): 316-341 (Leiden: BRILL, 2010).
40
Letter to A.V. Zhirkevich dated April 2, 1895, Pis’ma Vol. 6, p. 47.
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Marusia) for her “merchant” (“kupets,” i.e., Toporkov). The strange almost Gogolian
situation is that the “good” must also provide a 60,000 ruble dowry. The Gogolian
analogy is strengthened by the fact that to Egorushka “the old woman’s head looked
exactly like a little overripe melon (“dynia”), with the stalk upwards” (411). The
“dynia” simile is remindful of the “ogurets” (“cucumber”) and “tykva” (“pumpkin”)
similes in Dead souls: “[Chichikov] saw two faces which peeped … out of the
windows: a female face, in a lace bonnet, long and narrow like a cucumber, and a
man’s face, broad and round like those Moldavian pumpkins called gourds.”42
Chekhov the colorist uses 13 colors in the story to create vivid impressions in the
reader’s mind of that which is described: “forests show blue” (“sineiut lesa”), “pink
ribbon” (“rozovaia lentochka”), “flaxen hair” (“l’nianye volosy”), “light blue eyes”
(“golubye glaza”), “red kerchief” (“krasnyi platok”), “gold-rimmed glasses” (“zolotye
ochki”), “gray morning” (“seroe utro”), “dark-green Egorushka” (“temno-zelenyi
Egorushka”), “white neck” (“belaia sheia”), “black horses[literally “crow black”]
(“voronye loshadi”), “turned green before Marusia’s eyes” (“pozelenelo v glazakh
Marusi”), “yellow leaves” (“zheltye list’ia”), “terribly black eyebrows” (“uzhasno
chernye brovi”; emphases added). The author also employs skillfully numerous
auditory and olfactory elements, engaging the reader by vivifying the images for him,
often through the use of onomatopoeic expressions e.g.: “there was a slight noise in his
head” (“v golove slegka shumelo”), “idiotic laughter” (“idiotskii khokhot”), “the
sound at the top of the left lung seemed very dull … a rasping rattle and hard dry
breathing could be heard” (“zvuk u verkhushki levogo legkogo ... slyshalis’ treskuchie
khripy i zhestokoe dykhane”), “a dull sound could be heard” (“tupoi zvuk
slyshalsia”), “coughed” (“pokashlial”), “struck the keys” (“udarila po klavisham”),
and onomatopoeic/alliterative expressions: “Egorushka whistled” (“Egorushka
svistnul”), “with a loud and horrible crack” (“i s shumom i s strashnym treskom”),
“squeaking with his gleaming boots” (“skripia svoimi siiaiushchimi sapogami”),
“rustling [her] dress” (“shursha plat’em”), “champed [his] lips]” (“chmakal gubami”),

41

Early example of verbal form approximating the device of “verbal suggestion” as defined by Pëtr
Bicilli,in Tvorchestvo Chekhova. Opyt stilisticheskogo analiza, Godishnik na Universiteta sv. Kliment
Okhridski, XXXVIII, No. 6 (Sofia: Istoriko-Filologicheski Fakultet, 1942), pp. 37-40.
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“the bell rang timidly” (“zviaknul zvonok”), “the lock turned” (“shchelknul zamok”),
“the door slammed … and noisily locked”

(“dver’ khlopnula … i s shumom

zaperlas’”), “Marusia let out a scream” (“Marusia vzvizgnula”), “there was a clap of a
thunder” (“grianul grom”), and “resounded … the noise of tea-things and the tinkling
of teaspoons” (“zastuchala chainaia posuda i posypalis’ so zvonom chainye lozhki”;
emphases added).
Chekhov reveals great attention, as he does later in his plays, to the auditory
element of variation or modulation of voice: “rapping out voice” (“otchekanivaiushchii
golos”); “slightly raising [his] voice” (“chutochku vozvysiv golos”); “he said …
rapping out … in …level voice” (“skazal on ... rovnym, otchekanivaiushchim ...
golosom”); “gentle, old woman’s voice” (“miagkim starushech’im golosom”);
“trembling voice” (“drozhashchim golosom”); “he spoke in his measured way,
pronouncing each word distinctly, neither raising nor lowering his voice” (“govoril on
... ne vozvyshaia i ne ponizhaia golosa”); “Toporkov asked not in his monotonous
staccato voice, but gently, almost tenderly” (“Toporkov sprosil golosom ... ne mernym,
ne otchekanivaiushchim, a miagkim, pochti nezhnym”).
Examples of olfactory elements present in the story also abound: “[His] body
exuded … smell of alcohol” (“ot tela veialo ... spirtnym zapakhom”); “smelled of wine
turned sour” (“pakhlo prokisshim vinom”); “emanating dampness” (“pakhnuvshaia ...
syrost’”); “smell of autumn” (“zapakh oseni”); “smells of lamp oil” (“pachnet
dereviannym maslom”); “came … the smell of tobacco” (“poneslo tabachnym
zapakhom”); “the doctor sniffed the air” (“doktor poniukhal vozdukh”); and the
personification of death: “The house … began to smell of death. Invisible but terrible,
death appeared at the head of both beds, threatening to steal the old princess’s children
from her at any moment” (“zapakhlo smert’iu. Ona, nevidimaia, no strashnaia,
zamelkala u izgolov’ia dvukh krovatei, grozia ezheminutno starukhe-kniagine otniat’ u
nee detei”; 400 emphases added).

42

N.V. Gogol’, Dead Souls, Mertvye dushi, Sobranie sochinenii v 7-mi tomakh, S.I. Mashinskii et al.,
ed. (Moskva: Khudozh. Lit., 1967), Vol. 5, Chapt. 5, p. 110.
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Ellipses, Exclamations, Intrusive Narrator
Use of ellipses, exclamations and the narrator’s direct participation in the story
are additional significant parodic elements in “Late-Blooming Flowers.” 143 ellipses
functioning like pauses in a play and a total of 243 exclamations punctuate the 40-page
text. We are reminded of “Life in questions and exclamations” published the same year
(1882) whose text consists entirely of interrogative and exclamatory sentences.
Egorushka speaks almost exclusively in exclamations. A very intrusive, highly
subjective, moralizing narrator,43 typical of romantic and some traditional literature,
e.g., Eugene Onegin, Rudin, repeatedly apostrophizes to the reader e.g.: “Marusia
(forgive her reader!) remembered Turgenev’s Rudin” (393); “probably also a very little
conscience” (394); “‘I am going for treatment’ – she thought. But do not believe her,
reader! Not without cause can a struggle be read in her face”(418); “Imagine her joy,
when on the seventh day of her illness the young princess smiled and said, ‘I’m well
again’” (400); “Go out into the street and your cheeks will glow with a healthy, radiant
color” (401); “Such an existence could not drag on for long. Every story comes to an
end, and this little romance, too, came to an end” (426); “I don’t like the winter and I
don’t believe the person who claims he does. Cold in the street, smoky in the house,
wet in one’s galoshes. Now harsh like a mother-in-law, now shining like an old maid,
for all its enchanting moonlight nights, troikas, hunts, concerts and balls, winter very
quickly becomes a bore, and it stretches on too long, poisoning more than one
homeless consumptive life” (408). The narrator’s dislike of winter appears to be a
polemic with Pushkin’s Tat’iana’s love of the Russian winter: “Tat’iana, though she
could give no reason, / Was yet a thorough Russian; hence / She loved the Russian
winter season / And its cold white magnificence: / The hoar-frost in the sun a-shimmer,
/ And sleighing, and, when light grew dimmer, / The snows still gleaming softly pink, /
And the long evenings black as ink” (“Tat’iana (russkaia dushoiu, / Sama ne znaia
pochemu) / S ee kholodnoiu krasoiu / Liubila russkuiu zimu, / Na solntse inei v den’
43

According to A. P. Chudakov (Poetika Chekhova…, p. 25): “In stories of 1882 – especially the longer
ones – the narrator merges with the author… During the years 1881-83 Chekhov paid his greatest
tribute to tradition in stories with this type of narrator (“Late Blooming Flowers”…); he used the very
devices that he himself parodied at this time.” However, it is important to keep in mind that “LateBlooming Flowers” is a parody and that Chekhov employs an intrusive and moralizing narrator and
other devices typical of romantic literature as part of his extensive parody of romantic literature.
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moroznyi, I sani, i zareiu pozdnoi /Sian’e rozovykh snegov, I mglu kreshchenskikh
vecherov”).44 The narrator in Evgenii Onegin frequently identifies with Tat’iana
referring to her as “my heroine” (“moia geroinia”), expresses sympathy for her, and
occasionally criticizes her: “Tat’iana, dear Tat’iana! Weeping, / I share the scalding
tears you drop: / Your fate is put into the keeping / Of a most tyrannous young fop”
(“Tat’iana, milaia Tat’iana! S toboi teper’ ia slezy l’iu; Tyv ruki modnogo Tirana /
Uzh otdala sud’bu svoiu”).45 Similarly, the narrator in “Late-Blooming Flowers”
overtly expresses sympathy for Marusia, but also often undermines her views: “The
poor girl was thrown into a raging fever” (413); “This news was too cruel for my little
heroine” (416); “Dragging herself through the wet mud, my heroine was plodding on
her way to Dr. Toporkov’s” (418); “My heroine went quietly to the chair and sat
down” (421). “‘I am going for treatment’ – thought [Marusia]. But do not believe her,
reader” (418). It is Marusia’s assessment of Egorushka that the narrator from the outset
contradicts explicitly and most strongly: “According to [Marusia her brother] … was
the personification of the highest truth….

She was convinced to the point of

fanaticism, that [Egorushka] had a heart which all the good fairies of elfland might
envy; She saw in him an unfortunate, misunderstood, unrecognized man [like Rudin]”
(393). Marusia excused Egorushka’s “drunken debauchery almost with delight.” She
believed that her brother drank because of his “hopeless love” and therefore “in the
arms of lewd women he was trying to erase her lovely image from his cavalryman’s
head” (393). In the narrator’s opinion Egorushka is a “débauché brother” and a
“drunken sot” (393). Only after Toporkov’s fourth visit, does Marusia finally
recognize Egorushka’s worthlessness: “What terrible news … her brother is a
worthless creature! Trash!” (409). It should be added that self-blame and justification
of others’ negative conduct is one of Marusia’s characteristic traits.46

44

Eugene Onegin, Chapt. 5, Stanza IV, p. 95.
Ibid., Chapt. 3, Stanza XV, p. 60.
46
As psychologist William M. Grove from the University of Minnesota observed in an interview with
me, Marusia’s “self-condemnation and self-blame, her attribution to others of poor attitude toward her
are an indication of a pathological degree of expression of personal traits which is called compulsion.”
Gloria Leon, another University of Minnesota psychologist, explains Marusia’s conduct as a reflection
of “socially conditioned gender-role stereotypes of the epoch described.” She maintains that “Marusia’s
relations and conduct appear to be the result of her notion of what has to be, a rather persistent and selfdebasing notion, than a direct and open expression of her own needs and feelings.”
45
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The narrator also offers his opinion regarding Kaleria: “Nikifor, in my opinion,
was more correct in calling Kaleriia Ivanovna ‘Kavaleriia’ Ivanovna, and a tart too.
He wholeheartedly despised her and was beside himself whenever he had to wait on
her at the table. He sensed the truth, and the instinct of an old devoted servant told him
that this woman had no place beside his masters” (419). The narrator makes openly
critical comments about Toporkov, at one point even referring to him as “What a
beast!” (“Ètakaia skotina!”; 398). The romantic heroine’s emotional stress or
excitement is parodied in Marusia’s exaggerated and comic behavior. Three times the
narrator notes: “Trembling all over [Marusia] fell into bed [and] buried her head under
the pillow” (413); “Marusia nodded in agreement and hid her pretty head under the
pillow” (415); and “When she got home, Marusia lay down on her bed and hid her
head under the pillow.” This time the narrator explains her habit saying: “as she always
did when she was upset” (422). Despite the narrator’s explanation, her behavior is
symptomatic of her trying to avoid or escape reality which in Chekhov is emblematic
of futliarnost’.

Irony
The device of irony plays a prominent role in the story. Marusia exhorts her
debauched, indolent and obviously incorrigible brother “Be a Bogatyr’” (Bogatyrem
bud’! (393).47 We recall Natal’ia’s exhorting Rudin: “You should labor, you should
strive to be of benefit to others. Who if not you.”

48

And immediately following

Marusia’s exhortation we are informed: “[she] recalled Turgenev’s Rudin and
proceeded to talk about him to Egorushka” (393). Egorushka promises to reform but
arrives dead drunk; the Princess and Marusia imagine that Egorushka “will marry a
rich woman and a beauty” (394); Egorushka counts on Marusia marrying the wealthy
Toporkov; the latter offers to marry Marusia providing she has a dowry of 60,000
rubles.
47

Because she does not have such dowry, Toporkov marries a wealthy

“Bogatyri” is a tern applied to warriors of ancient Rus’. Most of the stories about “bogatyri” revolve
around the court of Prince Vladimir of Kiev (958-1015). Many Kievan Rus’ epic poems called “byliny”
feature stories about these courageous heroes who had a reputation for defending the ruler and the
Russian lands as well as accomplishing great deeds. The irony is huge when Marusia asks Egorushka to
be a “bogatyr.”
48
Rudin, p. 481.
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merchant’s daughter49; Toporkov ends up supporting Egorushka, the parasite and
quintessential “poshliak” (a vulgar person) whom we were told earlier Toporkov
“noticeably despised” (405); when Toporkov receives payment from the princess, the
narrator with obvious derision notes “A bright glow lit up Toporkov’s face, something
like the radiance with which holy men are depicted” (403);50 Marusia’s and her
mother’s assessment of Egorushka that he is “so handsome, so clever and so
distinguished” (394), is completely contrary to the truth; the narrator states ironically
that as Marusia spoke “her hands and eyes made a big exclamation point after each
high-flown but sincerely spoken phrase” (401-02). Although the narrator himself
makes extensive use of the exclamation point, surprisingly, in this instance he does not
use one. When the German doctor leaves, we are told that he “became embarrassed”
(“skonfuzilsia”; 397); this verb is also used to describe the princess and Marusia, the
former masters: “Marusia became embarrassed” (“Marusia skonfuzilas’ ”; 407); “The
old princess became embarrassed” (“Kniazhna skonfuzilas’”; 418); Toporkov, a
Russian doctor and

their former serf’s son, receives payment from the princess

“without being embarrassed” (“ne konfuzias’”; 403). Only when faced with Marusia’s
declaration of love for him, Toporkov “cleared his throat in embarrassment”
(“konfuzlivo zakashlialsia”; 428).

NATURE DESCRIPTION

“Late-Blooming Flowers” is also experimental with regard to Chekhov’s use
and portrayal of nature. Georgii P. Berdnikov51 correctly praises the story’s lyricism,
especially of the nature description opening the second chapter:

49

The situation is partly autobiographical – Chekhov’s parents expected him to marry the wealthy
merchant Gavrilov’s, daughter whom they had personally selected for him. See: David Magarshack,
Chekhov: A Life (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press Publishers, 1970), p. 83. March 24, 1888 Chekhov
wrote to his brother Alexander: “When I thought of marrying Gavrilov’s daughter, I threatened I would
turn father and Aleksei [Dolzhenko] into urchins.” Pis’ma, Vol. 2, p. 217.
50
Although Savelii Senderovich (p. 158) admits that in this instance “a direct comparison [of Toporkov]
with a saint is done in an ironic vein,” he maintains nevertheless that “there ought to be no doubt that in
creating Toporkov, the iconic painting of [St. George the Dragonslayer] was in the back of Chekhov’s
mind.”
51
G.P. Berdnikov, A.P. Chekhov…., p. 49.
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A clear, translucent, slightly frosty day – one of those autumn days for which you
gladly put up with the cold and the damp and the heavy rubber boots. The air is so
clear you can see the beak of a jackdaw sitting on the highest steeple; everything is
saturated with the smell of autumn. Go out into the street and your cheeks will glow
with a healthy, radiant color, bringing to mind fine Crimean apples. Yellow leaves,
fallen long ago, lie trampled underfoot, yellowing in the sunshine, flashing like gold
pieces, patiently awaiting the first snow. Nature is quietly and peacefully falling
asleep. Not a breath of wind, not a sound. Motionless and dumb, silent, as though
wearied by spring and summer, she lies basking in the warm caressing rays of the sun,
and as you gaze upon this first peacefulness, you feel at peace yourself…

(Den’ iasnyi, prozrachnyi, slegka moroznyi, odin iz tekh osennikh dnei, v
kotorye okhotno mirishsia i s kholodom, i s syrost’iu, i s tiazhelymi kaloshami.
Vozdukh prozrachen do togo, chto viden kliuv u galki, sidiashchei na samoi
vysokoi kolokol’ne; on ves’ propitan zapakhom oseni. Vyidite vy na ulitsu, i
vashi shcheki pokroiutsia zdorovym, shirokim rumiantsem, napominaiushchim
khoroshee krymskoe iabloko. Davno opavshie zheltye list’ia, terpelivo
ozhidaiushchie pervogo snega i popiraemye nogami, zolotiatsia na solntse,
ispuskaia iz sebia luchi, kak chervontsy. Priroda zasypaet tikho, smirno. Ni
vetra, ni zvuka. Ona, nepodvizhnaia i nemaia, tochno utomlennaia za vesnu i
leto, nezhitsia pod greiushchimi, laskaiushchimi luchami solntsa, i, gliadia na
ètot nachinaiushchiisia pokoi, vam samim khochetsia uspokoit’sia...

(401

emphasis added).

The reader marvels at, to borrow Nabokov’s expression, “the syntax generated”
Crimean apple and the impressive alliteration, assonance, and personification of nature
which sets the mood for the chapter that is filled with joy, sorrow and resignation.
This passage is one of numerous examples of rhythmic prose constructed on a series of
parallel structures employing carefully selected words: a, a, b, a // a, a, b, a (adjective,
adjective, adverb, adjective // noun, noun, adjective, noun):
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iasnyi, prozrachnyi, slegka moroznyi
i s kholodom, i s syrost’iu, i s tiazhelymi kaloshami

The contrast of things pleasant and unpleasant in nature, noted in the opening
of the passage, foreshadows the contrast of events in the chapter: Marusia’s initial
hopes for happiness in marriage, on the one hand, and these unfulfilled hopes, and her
mother’s death at the end of the chapter, on the other hand. In each case harmony is
preserved – the contrast of the two cited lines is resolved in the word “one makes
peace” (mirish’sia), and in Marusia’s case we also sense a feeling of resignation, of her
making peace with her situation.
Another brief nature description introduces Toporkov’s fourth and last visit.
Joyful nature and the detail of a “ray of light” (one of Chekhov’s subsequently favorite
and frequently used details) serve as background to Marusia’s and Egorushka’s joy at
having recovered their health: “The light, warm and caressing, shone through the
windows of the Priklonskii house; it played over the rugs, the chairs, the grand piano.
Everything was flooded with this light. Marusia and Egorushka were looking out of
the window onto the street and rejoicing in their recovered health” (401, anticipates
Klimov’s similar experience in “Typhus”).
The final nature description opening the third chapter foreshadows the mood of
ennui or nostalgia (“toska”) and, once again, is impressive for its personification and
imagery: “Dark gray clouds, as if smeared with mud, covered the entire sky, and their
immobility produced the utmost gloom. It seemed the sun did not exist; it had not
once looked down on the earth for a whole week, as though afraid of soiling its rays in
the wet dirt. The rain beat a tattoo on the windows (“dozhdevye kapli barabanili
[onomatopoeia]”) with unusual force; the wind roared in the chimneys and howled like
a dog that has lost its master … There was not a fact to be seen in which one could not
read a desperate boredom” (417 -18).
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TRAGIC AND COMIC ELEMENTS

As is true of his mature plays, Chekhov attempts to balance the tragic and
comic elements in “Late-Blooming Flowers.” There is much that is tragic: the
Priklonskii family loses their house, Egorushka’s dissipated life reaches its apogee, the
old princess dies from grief, Marusia’s hope to marry Toporkov is shattered, and at the
end of the story Mrusia dies of tuberculosis. Examples of humorous situations include:
the princess and Marusia behaving child-like, like puppets putting each other to bed
(“Having put one another to bed” [395]); “The princess and Marusia caught hold of
one another and ran to Egorushka’s bedroom” (396) and “they both opened their eyes
wide and clung together, trembling all

over” (396); “The princess, Marusia and

Nikifor rushed to the windows” (398); as the old princess thinks what Egorushka will
become, in the middle of her thought, like Manilov – she stops, at a loss as to what he
will become (“the son would become – would become – what would he become? ‘Now
you’ll see what he’ll become! … Now you’ll see!” (394-95); Marusia sits by the
window and watches Toporkov drive by in various poses and she dreams of him “in a
bear coat, without it,” and so on; the incident when Egorushka wants to smash the
matchmaker’s melon-like head (“It seemed to [Egorushka] that the old woman’s head
looked exactly like a little overripe melon, with the stalk upwards. … The retired
hussar would have given much to be permitted to ‘take a crack’ at that small head just
once! … He hated old women as a big dog hates cats, and he showed a dog’s
enthusiasm at the sight of that melon-like head” (411-12); the comical procession
entering the room bringing tea for Toporkov: “The princess, her forehead damp with
perspiration, and Marusia, very wide-eyed, brought up the rear of the procession”
(404); and the narrator’s overt ridicule of the Princess’s and Marusia’s dreams (395).

THE ROLE OF MEDICINE

In this journeyman’s work, Chekhov also foreshadows the role medicine would
play in his literary works. The story illustrates the skill with which incidents relating to
medicine can be utilized for artistic purpose, and foreshadows highly-artistic works
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with medical content, such as “Typhus,” “A Nervous Breakdown,” “A Boring Story,”
“Ward No. 6,” “The Princess,” “The Bishop,” and others.52
With great artistic skill Chekhov alludes to Marusia’s predisposition to
tuberculosis, describes events leading to the inception and development of the illness,
and illustrates how illness at the end deprives her of her life.

Marusia suffers from

pneumonia, which her mother interprets to be tuberculosis; she plays Chopin, the
Polish composer who died in France of tuberculosis (an obvious foreshadowing detail);
the narrator notes that he does not like winter because it is harmful to those who suffer
from tuberculosis; the emerging symptoms and development of the disease are
revealed in the course of Marusia’s visits to Toporkov. During her last visit the
condition of her lungs suggests so obviously that she has tuberculosis in the final stage
that, as is typical for the later Chekhov, the illness is not even mentioned. Although
Toporkov is initially summoned to treat Egorushka, who recovers, ironically, it is
Marusia who becomes gravely ill and dies. This situation anticipates the situation in
“Typhus” where surprisingly Klimov’s sister dies rather than he whose illness has been
the primary focus of the story.
In the course of the narrative the narrator makes many observations concerning
medicine and physicians, arriving at the following conclusions: “doctors always puff
softly when they listen” (398-399); “Mothers love medicine and believe in it when
their children are sick!” (399); “Convalescents, especially if they are young, are always
very happy. They feel and appreciate good health as the ordinary healthy person can
neither feel nor appreciate it. Health is freedom, yet who except a freed man takes
pleasure in the consciousness of liberty? Marusia and Egorushka were conscious each
moment of being liberated people” (401). Speaking about Dr. Toporkov, Marusia
expresses admiration for the medical profession, which Chekhov shared: “How
omnipotent is his knowledge! … To fight against nature and overcome it!” (401). Yet,
the narrator is critical of Toporkov’s bedside manner (exclaiming even “What a
brute!”), and especially of his inability to communicate with his patients so they would
understand him: “[Toporkov] went through a whole lecture, interlarded with medical
52

Tif: An Analysis,” Russian Language Journal, Vol. 33, No. 116 (1978), pp. 92-111, and “Anton
Chekhov’s The Princess: Diagnosis – Narcissistic Personality Disorder,” Australian Slavonic and East
European Studies, Vol. 21, Nos. 1-2 (2007), pp. 55-71.
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terms without using a single phrase which his listeners could understand” (406).
Interestingly, and ironically, preceding Toporkov’s comparison to a majestic hero, his
image is deflated as the narrator notes that the doctor’s practice and his treatment of
patients amounted to charlatanism.
As was the case with Marusia’s portrayal, Toporkov is depicted from various
perspectives – that of the old princess, Egorushka, the matchmaker, Marusia and
extensive comments by the narrator. Toporkov’s self-assessments are basically absent
except for his recollections of his past (an excellent use of the Vorgeschichte device) at
the end of the story, which effectively help motivate his “awakening.”
Chekhov depicts Dr. Toporkov as a reserved, exceedingly hardworking
individual, who devotes his entire life to the attainment of a narrow goal, only to
realize, when it is too late, the whole vainness and senselessness of excessive pursuit of
such a questionable goal. In this respect Toporkov anticipates Professor Nikolai
Stepanovich, bishop Peter, Alekhin and many other of Chekhov’s heroes. Chekhov,
the second year medical student of lowly origin and impoverished, familiar with city
doctors similar to Toporkov whose medical practice focused excessively on
accumulating wealth, was undoubtedly concerned lest he become such a doctor.
The manner in which Toporkov sat in his sleigh, erect, not looking to either
side, with his collar raised so that only his white forehead and gold-rimmed glasses
were visible (which complements his white fists and white neck and motionless face
mentioned earlier), appears symbolic of his “futliarnost’,” his shell-like existence and
anticipates the very same details which will later be utilized in the portrayal of
professor Serebriakov in Uncle Vania and especially Belikov in “The Man in the
Shell.”53 Toporkov’s mannequin-like behavior, the lack of visible emotions during the
course of nearly the entire work serve as a sharp contrast to the display of his emotions
during Marusia’s last visit. Some critics consider this change to be unmotivated.

53

Toporkov’s frenzied riding around in his sleigh like a “demigod” with a “fat driver” in pursuit of
mercenary goals anticipates Dr. Startsev’s riding around in his carriage like “a pagan god” with “a
plump coachman Panteleimon,” pursuing the same goals at the end of “Ionych.”
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CONCLUSION

Ralph E. Matlaw overstates his case, saying that “the ending and the
unmotivated realization to which the doctor comes are beyond the limits of credibility
and seriously damage the story.”54 Although it is true that the ending is rather
sentimental and untypical of later Chekhov, the author was seemingly aware of it and
tried to avoid it. To be sure, several things appear to lack motivation: Toporkov has
forgotten his former masters’ name: “‘How quickly you have forgotten the name of
your former … masters!’ – thought the princess” (399); Nikifor does not recognize his
nephew Toporkov and it is unclear as to why “the princess concealed from him, that
the doctor was his nephew” (399); finally, the motivation seems insufficient for
Toporkov, who “despised Egorushka noticeably” (405), to take him in to live with him
after Marusia’s death, simply because “Egorushka’s chin reminded him of Marusia’s
chin” (431). However, to maintain that Toporkov’s awakening, his epiphany is
incredulous, is to deny the influence Marusia has on Toporkov during her last visit, and
the credibility of the behavior of Chekhov’s other heroes (for example, Prof. Nikolai
Stepanovich, Uncle Vania, bishop Peter, Alekhin and others) who, at a critical point in
their life, appear to awaken to the fact that they have led an inauthentic life and that
something important is missing in their life. There is another point, however, which
Matlaw seems to overlook. Toporkov’s change may be abrupt, but it is also
incomplete, therefore less surprising and more credible. Following Marusia’s death,
Toporkov “[took up] his life as before. … As before he treats ladies and accumulates
five-ruble notes” (431).

There is also a striking irony in the story’s conclusion.

Toporkov, “who was once only a nobleman’s servant” and has spent half a lifetime
struggling to become a “gentleman,” in effect ends up becoming that nobleman’s
servant again by helplessly doting on Egorushka and supporting him. The change that
is permanent in Toporkov is that he has grown basically indifferent to money; money
54

Ralph E. Matlaw (p. 154). Savelii Senderovich makes the dubious claim that “[Late-Blooming
Flowers”] stands out because of its conscious and partial utilization of lexical manifestations of the St.
George motif.” The critic also claims erroneously that the story makes use of the St. George the
Dragonslayer motif to help motivate Toporkov’s sudden change and response to Marusia’s declaration
of love adding: “In a word, a miracle takes place: the relationship of the vanquished and the victorious
ceases to exist; antagonists unite in the gust of romantic passion” (p. 158 emphasis Senderovich’s).
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which he so desperately sought to acquire before and which he now squanders on a
worthless creature.55 The story ends with the words: “Egorushka is perfectly content”
(431) – Chekhov’s early example of the victory of “poshlost’”56 In the final analysis
we leave Dr. Toporkov a defeated man, for despite his former questionable goals in
life, he at least had goals, while now, there is nothing left for him but to experience
spiritual death. In this sense, it is not an unusual ending for Chekhov. If a quantitative
change has not taken place in Toporkov’s life, a qualitative change certainly has –
hope and purpose of living are gone!
Despite this being the work of a novice writer, an experimental work, “LateBlooming Flowers” is impressive with its polyphony of themes, literary allusions and a
great variety of artistic devices, many of which constitute basic traits of Chekhov’s
mature creativity. Although the story, for the most part is a parody of romantic and
traditional literature, it also foreshadows Chekhov’s future remarkable descriptions of
a symbiosis of life’s tragic and comic phenomena. “Late-Blooming Flowers” without
doubt ought to be examined as one of the best works of the young Chekhov. Despite
its various artistic imperfections, including stylistic and compositional ones, “LateBlooming Flowers” must nevertheless be regarded as one of young Chekhov’s most
impressive works.

55

E. A. Polotskaia, O poetike Chekhova (Moskva: Nasledie, 2000), p. 159, notes correctly that Dr.
Toporkov, similar to his much later double Ionych (Dr. Startsev), accumulates three- and five-ruble
notes not out of passion, but out of greed. This, says Polotskaia, explains and motivates Toporkov’s
sudden indifference to money in favor of love: “[In “Late-Blooming Flowers”] Chekhov underscored
the money hoarder’s Toporkov’s subdued passion; that is why subsequently he could so easily change
his attitude toward this main aim of his life and give in to feeling – love.”
56
Savelii Senderovich (p. 159), erroneously associates Egorushka’s “victory” with the victory of Saint
George the Dragonslayer. Moreover, speaking of Marusia, the critic maintains: “to her belongs … the
greatest triumph and she proves to be the savior of her brother Egorushka.” Ironically, as the narrator
notes, Toporkov “saves” Egorushka since the latter’s “chin [not his eyes] reminds [the doctor] of
Marusia’s chin” (431).
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ABSTRACT
This study targets students speaking English as a foreign language (EFL) and studying
abroad in an English-speaking country and uses a questionnaire survey to investigate
the relationship between their motivation to learn English and attitudes toward native
speakers and the target culture in reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on
English acquisition. Although the results of this study show that students respond
differently in their motivation and attitudes, it is found that the differences in the
responses to the variable of motivation are significant but those in the responses to the
variable of attitudes are insignificant. This indicates that students’ attitudes may be less
predictable than their motivation in reflecting such effects. While finding that the
responses to the variables of motivation and attitudes among students studying abroad
follow similar trends, the results of this study show that these two variables are
significantly correlated with one another. This sheds light on the fact that students’
motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward native speakers and the target
culture may interact in determining the degree to which students studying abroad are
affected by intercultural learning in English acquisition.

Keywords: EFL, intercultural learning, English acquisition
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INTRODUCTION
With the trend toward globalization and internationalization, people across the
world may become aware of both the effects which occur globally in the fields of
communication, education, politics, economics and technology (Graddol, 2006) and
the world-wide dominance of English as an international language for communication
(Bruthiaux, 2002). Dornyei et al. (2006) points out that English as a global lingua
franca in the twenty-first century is not limited to a national or cultural base but rather
associated with a global culture. While globalization is having effects on education
which lead to different changes among universities all over the world, one of the
global phenomena in the twenty-firstt century is the internationalization of education
which makes teachers and students go abroad to experience intercultural contacts with
the other culture (Leask, 2004). Indeed, more and more students study abroad and are
presented with many opportunities to communicate and interact with native speakers
and people from different countries by using English as a shared language.
Intercultural learning thus occurs naturally as a consequence of communication and
interaction between native speakers and students studying abroad. Studies have, one
the one hand, found that students learning a foreign language abroad experience a
process which enables them to have increased curiosity about intercultural aspects
(Ryan, 2003). On the other hand, recent research also shows that those who study
abroad may acquire a second or foreign language more effectively (Wikinson, 2002;
Churchill & Dufon, 2006).When students who speak English as a foreign language
(EFL) and study abroad may experience intercultural learning and also acquire
English effectively, whether there are effects of intercultural learning on English
acquisition among them attracts the attention of the researcher and becomes the focus
of this study.
As motivation to learn English and attitudes toward native speakers and the
target culture may be related to the intercultural development and the success in
second or foreign language acquisition in the process of intercultural learning, it is
assumed that these two variables may play a role in reflecting the effects of
intercultural learning on English acquisition among EFL students studying abroad.
This study thus aims at EFL students who study abroad in an English-speaking
country and adopts a questionnaire survey to investigate whether there is a
relationship between motivation to learn English and attitudes toward native
speakers and the target culture in reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on
English acquisition. The following three questions will be addressed in this study:
(1) Does intercultural learning have an effect on one’s motivation and attitudes in a
study abroad context?
2
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(2) To what extent does intercultural learning have an effect on one’s motivation and
attitudes in a study abroad context?
(3) How is the relationship between one’s motivation and attitudes performed in
reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition?

THE PROCESS OF INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
While exploring the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition,
research firstly finds that intercultural learning by nature is a process in which one has
to make use of English as a shared language to get involved in the target culture in
daily life. Learners who get involved in the process of intercultural learning have to
cope with unavoidable changes in cultural negotiation (Corbett, 2003). Indeed, the
second or target language (L2) learners can be viewed as intercultural speakers who
have two or more cultural identification (Byram, 2008) and have the sensitivity to
cultural differences (Roberts et al, 2001). According to Sercu (2000), “the
intercultural learning process thus can be described in terms of maintenance of
integrity of identity, as a constant process of negotiation between what is own and
what is foreign, what is part of one’s identity and what is new and challenging” (p.74).
Bredella (1992) asserts that in the meaning-negotiation process, learners sometimes
need to adjust their own perspectives to view the other culture from different
perspectives in order to understand it. Empathy, tolerance and critical stance thus
become the focus of intercultural learning (Candlin, 1989). On this point, learners
may learn a lot from intercultural learning and show them in either their attitudes
toward native speakers and the target culture or motivation to learn English.

THE ROLE OF ATTITUDES IN INTERCULTURAL LEARNING
In the discussion on how one’s attitudes reflect the effects of intercultural
learning on English acquisition, research also finds that those who face cultural
negotiation in the process of intercultural leaning are likely to make a change in their
attitudes toward native speakers and the target culture. For example, Murphy (1988)
points out that an individual who experiences intercultural learning can gradually
develop the ability to empathize with others in which one can hold positive attitudes
and friendly actions toward different kinds of people as well as openness towards
various value systems. Indeed, attitudes often function as the input and output of
social action (Garret et at., 2003). According to Byram (1997), attitudes are usually
the key to developing the skills of discovering and interpreting the differences
between one culture and another in the process of intercultural learning.
3
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Saville-Troike(2006) points out that socially-constructed attitudes are definitely
related to social and ethnic identity and determine what input L2 learners are exposed
to and how they interact with native speakers and those who also come to learn the
target language. As attitudes by nature consist of cognitive, affective and behavioral
components (Gardner, 1985) and often involve one’s thought which is directly or
indirectly shown through his or her stereotypes, beliefs, verbal statements or reactions
(Oppenheim,1992), however, they might not be easily measured.

THE FEATURE OF MOTIVATION
While motivation to learn English is also associated with the effects of
intercultural learning on English acquisition, research further finds that motivation to
learn the target language is the impetus to enabling one to actively acquire the target
language and culture. According to Alred (2003), psychological factors such as
motivation usually provide a common point of reference for understanding an
individual’s intercultural development. Studies have found that L2 motivation resides
in the interaction between individuals and the host environment (Hickey, 1997;
McGroarty, 2001). Dornyei (2005) points out that L2 motivation consists of the
component which enables one to get involved in the process of self-concept. Indeed,
L2 motivation in itself comprises both the goal of acquiring the target language and
developing positive attitudes toward the target language group and the desire to
integrate into the target language community (Crookes and Schmidt, 1991). More
importantly, L2 motivation is beneficial for developing cultural identity (Houghton,
2010) and worldviews (Lamb, 2004). On this point, motivation to learn English may
play a role in explaining how EFL students get involved in target culture and also
reflect the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition.

METHOD
This study targeted EFL students studying abroad in an English-speaking
country and adopted a questionnaire survey to investigate whether and how
socio-psychological factors such as motivation and attitudes which were helpful to
English acquisition were affected by intercultural learning. There were two
hypotheses in this study. The first was that length of residence abroad can predict the
degree to which students studying abroad would experience intercultural learning. In
other words, longer duration would be associated with greater intercultural learning.
Secondly, it was hypothesized that both motivation to acquire English and attitudes
toward the target culture and native speakers would be affected by intercultural
4
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learning. Namely, students’ motivation to learn English would increase and attitudes
toward native speakers and the target culture would also become more positive as a
function of increased length of residence abroad.

Subjects
A total of 150 questionnaires were distributed to EFL students who came from
Asian countries and studied abroad at a university in the United States. 143
questionnaires were returned at a response rate of 95%, but five questionnaires were
found to be invalid. It was found that female students (58%) were more than male
students (42%) in this study. With regard to the type of accommodation, the results
showed that more than half of the students (76%) preferred renting a house outside the
campus. 30.4% of the students lived in dormitories, while only 14.5% of them lived
with host families. As length of residence abroad was considered to predict the degree
to which students would experience intercultural learning, subjects in this study were
divided into three groups (Table 1) according to the length of residence (i.e. more than
two years, 1-2 years, less than one year). Subjects studying abroad for more than two
years accounted for a plurality of the sample (47.8%). Those who had been studying
abroad for 1-2 years represented 29.7% of the sample, while subjects studying abroad
for less than one year accounted for 22.5% of the sample.
(Table 1)

Category of the Length of Residence

Length of Residence

Number of Students

Percent

Less than 1 Year

31

22.5%

1-2 Years
More than 2 years

41
66

29.7%
47.8%

Instrument & Procedure
The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) was adopted to analyze the
data collected from the questionnaire in this study. Descriptive studies were firstly
performed to compare whether or not the subjects who were divided into three
different groups responded differently in the dependent variables of motivation and
attitudes. One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was then performed to examine
how differently subjects in three groups responded in these two variables. The
correlation test was further performed to examine whether or not the variables of
motivation and attitudes were correlated with one another. Although all of the
questions in the questionnaire of this study were adopted from standardized
questionnaires, the reliability of the scales for the individual items was also examined
empirically through reliability analysis.
5
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
When descriptive statistics was focused on the questions categorized into the
variable of motivation, those values revealed that under the influence of intercultural
learning, subjects in the three groups of this study responded differently in the
variable of motivation. However, it was found that their responses shown in the
variable of motivation did not increase with increased length of residence abroad. For
example, the mean value shown in the variable of motivation was up to the highest
when the length of residence was less than one year. However, the value was the
lowest when the length of residence was between one and two years. It rose up again
when the length of residence was more than two years. While the mean values found
that the responses shown in the variable of motivation did not increase with increased
length of residence abroad (Table 2), one-way ANOVA was also performed to find
that there were significant differences (Table 3) in the variable of motivation (F=6.050,
p=0.003). This indicated that the responses shown in the variable of motivation in the
three groups did not increase as a function of increased length of residence abroad
significantly.
(Table 2) Trends toward Students’ Reponses in the Variable of Motivation
Variable

95% Confidence Interval for

(Length of

N

Mean

SD

Std. Error

Residence)

Mean
Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Less than 1 year

31

43.6129

4.43229

0.79606

41.9871

45.2387

1-2 years

41

40.0976

6.68508

1.04403

37.9875

42.2076

more than 2 years

66

43.3182

4.25408

0.52364

42.2724

44.3640

(Table 3)

Test of Significance on Differences in the Variable of Motivation
Sum of

Variable
Between groups

df

Mean Square

F

P

Squares
318.493

2

159.246
26.321

Within groups

3553.283

135

Total

3871.775

137

6.050

0.003*

*p<0.05
Descriptive statistics was also performed to analyze the questions of the
questionnaire categorized into the variable of attitudes in order to explore how
intercultural learning affected the attitudes of subjects in the three groups. According
6
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to the results of descriptive statistics, the mean values (Table 4) showed that there was
a trend in which the subjects in the three groups responded differently in the variable
of attitudes. The mean value tended to peak when the length of residence was less
than one year. However, the value was the lowest when the length of residence was
between one and two years. It rose up again when the length of residence became
more than two years. Such results revealed that the variable of attitudes did not vary
positively with increased length of residence abroad. More coincidently, such
tendency in which the mean values did not increase as a function of increased length
of residence abroad resembled the one shown in the variable of motivation. This
seemed to indicate that the responses shown in the two variables of motivation and
attitudes followed similar trends. In contrast to the results shown in the variable of
motivation, however, one-way ANOVA (Table 5) was performed to find no significant
difference in the variable of attitudes (F=2.112, p=0.125). Such results implied that
length of residence abroad did not precisely predict the variation of attitudes.
(Table 4)

Trends toward Students’ Reponses in the Variable of Attitudes

Variable

95% Confidence Interval for

(Length of

N

Mean

SD

Std. Error

Mean

Residence)

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

less than 1 year

31

41.9355

4.64712

0.83465

40.2309

43.6401

1-2 years

41

39.2439

6.97058

1.08862

37.0437

41.4441

more than 2 years

66

40.4848

4.80782

0.59180

39.3029

41.6668

(Table 5)
Variable

Test of Significance on Differences in the Variable of Attitudes
Sum of

df

Mean Square

128.119

2

64.060

4093.917

135

30.325

4222.036

137

F

P

Squares
Between groups

Within groups

2.112

0.125

Total

The correlation test to ascertain whether or not attitudes were correlated with
motivation (Table 7) was further performed and showed that attitudes and motivation
were significantly correlated with each other (r=0.638, p=0.0000). In addition,
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the variables of attitudes (=0.845) and motivation
(=0.845) emerging from reliability analysis confirmed the reliability of questions
7
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comprising these two variables.
(Table 6) Correlation Test in the Two Variables
of Attitudes and Motivation
Variables

Motivation * Attitudes

r

p

0.638

0.000*

*p<0.05

IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
An overview of the results indicates that under the influence of intercultural
learning, students studying abroad respond differently in either their motivation or
attitudes. However, it is also found that the differences in the responses to the variable
of motivation is significant but those in responses to the variable of attitudes is
insignificant. This sheds light on the fact that one’s attitudes might be less predictable
than his or her motivation in reflecting the effects of intercultural learning on English
acquisition. More importantly, the results of this study show that students’ motivation
to learn English does not increase and their attitudes toward native speakers and the
target culture also do not become more positive as a function of increased length of
residence abroad. It can thus be argued that how much motivation students studying
abroad hold or how positive their attitudes are cannot be accurately predicted by
length of their residence abroad. The researcher emphasizes that the real-life situation
in which students act upon their motivation or attitudes might not be easily predicted
by one single factor such as the length of residence. It is suggested that due to the
complexity of motivation and attitudes, the effects of intercultural learning on these
two variables should be fully understood from different dimensions of motivation and
attitudes shown among students studying abroad.
Especially when the results of this study find that the responses shown in the
variables of motivation and attitudes follow similar trends and that these two variables
are also significantly linked to one another, it can be argued that socio-psychological
factors such as motivation and attitudes may interact in determining whether students
studying abroad actively get involved in the target culture and in turn are affected by
intercultural learning in English acquisition. The researcher maintains that the effects
of intercultural learning on English acquisition among students studying abroad
should not be explored simply through one social factor such as attitudes or one
8
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psychological factor such as motivation at a time but rather by using both of them
concurrently. More importantly, it can be argued that the close relationship between
students’ motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward native speakers and
the target culture may even play a role in reflecting the degree to which students
studying abroad can be affected by intercultural learning, Furthermore, the researcher
suggests that this close relationship should be fully understood in the identification of
the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition.

CONCLUSION
Since intercultural learning may occur naturally as a consequence of
communication and interaction between native speakers and students studying abroad,
it seems unavoidable that intercultural learning as part of education outside the
classroom affects students’ motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward the
target culture and native speakers to a greater or lesser extent. However, as the results
of this study show that variations in both motivation and attitudes seem uneasy to be
well predicted by length of residence and also follow similar trends, it can be
concluded that socio-psychological factors such as motivation and attitudes may
interact in enabling students studying abroad to make a choice in getting voluntarily
involved in the target culture and affected by intercultural learning. The researcher
suggests that the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition among
students studying abroad should be explored through both students’ motivation to
learn English and their attitudes toward native speakers and the target culture
concurrently. Especially when motivation and attitudes are also found to be
significantly correlated with each other, it can also be concluded that such a close
relationship can even be the key to determining the degree to which EFL students
studying abroad are affected by intercultural learning in English acquisition. The
researcher maintains that the effects of intercultural learning on English acquisition
among students studying abroad can be better identified from the close relationship
between students’ motivation to learn English and their attitudes toward native
speakers and the target culture. While reminding researchers and educators across the
world of paying attention to the importance of intercultural learning to EFL students,
the researcher suggests that English teachers should train EFL students who attempt to
study abroad to become aware of the effects of intercultural learning on English
acquisition through adjusting either motivation to acquire English or attitudes toward
native speakers and the target culture.
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Ethnic Studies Through Social Psychology Lenses: A Commentary on Plausible Perspectives
Mohamad Ibrani Shahrimin Adam Assim
Abstract
The current report present a review on some assumptions related to the theoretical lenses of a
social psychology framework on ethnic and minority studies. The major implications of selected
previous studies are reviewed, as well as some conceptual ambiguities related to the role of
social cognition, social interaction and executive functioning of sociocultural planes of analyses
in explaining ethnic and minority studies. The constructual validity of a proposed sociocultural
framework on a study upon minority Orang Asli children, as well as the limitations of major
social psychology theories, is discussed. Discussion is also given to: (a) identifying pertinent
denominations in social cognition, (b) incorporating implicit cognition data, and (c)
collaborative sociocultural lenses theories into future research practice in ethnic and minorities
studies in Malaysia.
Abstrak
Laporan ini membentangkan satu penilaian beberapa andaian berkaitan dengan lensa
teoretikal kerangka kerja psikologi sosial dalam kajian etnik dan minoriti. Implikasi dari
beberapa kajian lepas disorot, termasuk beberapa kekaburan koseptual berkaitan dengan
peranan kognisi sosial, interaksi sosial dan kefungsian eksekutif dataran analisis dalam
menerangkan kajian etnik dan minoriti. Kesahan konstruktual kerangka kerja yang dicadangkan
ke atas kajian kanak‐kanak minoriti Orang Asli, termasuk limitasi teori‐teori utama psikologi
sosial, juga dibincangkan. Perbincangan juga mengenai: (a) mengenalpasti denominasi penting
dalam kognisi sosial, (b) menerapkan data kognisi implisit, dan (c) teori lensa kolaboratif
sosiobudaya dalam praktis penyelidikan etnik dan minoriti di Malaysia.
Introduction
Significant trends of ethnic related studies had been constantly available within social
psychology (Hutchison & Rosenthal, 2011), as compared to sociological reflections on ethnicity
in statistical analysis, which deemed to be less frequent (Rughinis, 2011). However, it is
acknowledged that studies on ethnic relations and identities within the East‐West dichotomy of
theoretical models and bifurcation of race‐ethnic conceptual, are relatively problematic (Miller,
2001; Lieberman, 1997; Brennan, 2001). Furthermore, a perusal of literature suggests
differences exist between one’s perception of the word ‘ethnic’ and ‘racial’ as part of a ‘modus
vivendi’ of making sense of society (Marranci, 2011). In light of the many problems engendered
in the ethnic‐racial bipolar configuration (Miller, 2011), perhaps exist the imperatives on the
need to examine the particularity of the link between intergroup behavioural intention (Ajzen,
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1991) and perceived group variability, attitudes and intergroup contacts (Hutchison &
Rosenthal, 2011). As noted by several commentators, Rughinis (2011) argued that a great deal
of research in minority studies is generated out of an approach from sociologically focused
epidemiological and public health researches, such as studies by Singh (1997); Smith (2000),
Fenton and Charsley (2000), Mays et al. (2003), Bhopal (2006) and Lee (2009). Theoretically‐
driven models of social psychology had been plagued by enormous conceptual problems
derived from sociologically‐theoretical concerns (Aspinall, 2007). Thus, in considering the
myriad studies published in the area of ethnic and minority studies, some consideration must
be given toward unifying the diversity of isolated research of social psychology in order to
provide a theoretical framework that helps us determine which studies are important and
which ones are trivial.
Augoustinos, Walker and Donaghue (2006) had categorically, and controversially emphasised
that current systematic understandings of social psychology had persistently derived from
flawed definitions of the individual and the social as separate, antinomical, and to a certain
extent, antithetical. The authors further stipulated that even Gordon Allport’s definition on
social psychology had suffered similar phenomenological fallacies, which disallow a plausible
conceptualization in which the individual and the social are inextricably inseparable, in which
the individual constitutes and is simultaneously constituted by the social. Thus, social
psychology ought to constitute the unique, interstitial position which warrants the process of
unifying the individualism of psychology and the ‘institutionalism’ of sociology (Augoustinos,
Walker & Donaghue, 2006; see Higgins, 2000, for more in‐depth review on social cognition).
Social cognition is not just part of social psychology, nor it is a distinctively separable social
component of cognition (Fiske & Taylor, 1984; Forgas, 1981; Heider, 1958; Schneider, Hastorf,
& Ellsworth, 1979; Tagiuri, 1969; Zajonc, 1980). Higgins (2000) had relatively succeeded in
distinguishing between the dichotomies of comprehensions among the basis of understandings
of either cognition of social psychology and the social psychology of cognition. Moreover, as
suggested by current brain studies, there has been much recent interest in the links between
social cognition and brain function, particularly as neuropsychological studies have shown that
brain injury (particularly to the frontal lobes) can adversely affect social judgments and
interaction (Birkett & Newton‐Fisher, 2011). Nonetheless, ethnic and minority studies does not
only reside within these realms of human cognitions, but extends it to a broader trajectories of
the multiple facets of ethnic affiliation, conceptualised as dimensions of ethnicity (Rughinis,
2011). As Augoustinos, Walker & Donaghue (2006) had identified four foundational theoretical
orientations of social cognition, i.e. social cognitive, social identity, social representations, and
discursive psychology, however, there still exist the imperatives of need to address the
assumptions of detecting the processes of anchoring and objectification of the core and
peripheral elements in the shared understandings being constructed via the empirical
researches in ethnic and minority studies. It is particularly acknowledged that each perspectives
is, in its own way, limited but attempts had been made to integrate all four perspectives in
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producing social change by ascertaining a more thorough and adequate analysis of ‘truth’ and
‘reality’.
Interstitial nature of social psychology and the understanding of ‘sociality’
Social psychologists throughout the discipline had adamantly construed the notion that the
individual cannot be properly and fully understood in abstract isolation from the social. As
Augoustinos, Walker & Donaghue (2006) assert:
‘...Writ at large, psychology focuses its theoretical attention on the individual qua
individual, abstracted from any social context...superficial sense of the social and of
society...sociology writ large focuses its theoretical attention on society and its
institutions, and has only a superficial sense of the individual’. (page 302).
Thus, the sense of social in social psychology is indeed a challenge in the process of deepening
our appreciation of understanding the dynamics of ethnicity and minority group social
interactions. Kurt Lewin, as one of the most influential figure in social psychology, views that
social scientists ought to tackle social problems as defined by community members, using social
scientific knowledge, in a collaborative manner, designed to engineer desired social change,
and with theoretical and practical gain (Augoustinos, Walker & Donaghue, 2000). In line with
the premise of collaboration, Barbara Rogoff further proposed the ideas of ‘cognition is a
collaborative process’ which is guided by a sociocultural perspective. Central to this perspective
is the notion that human cognition, and their preceding actions, are constructed and constantly
evolving as a result of social interaction in particular environment or culture (Berk, 1994;
Rogoff, 1994). Edwards (2000) postulates that the sociocultural perspectives emphasises
relationships between people, actions, contexts, meanings, communities and cultural histories.
Furthermore, the sociocultural perspective seeks to describe the appropriate integration by
examining how the phenomenon is experienced and exhibited through the human’s
collaborative interactions. It is hoped that by enabling the researcher to build a model of
interaction pattern as it relates to social integration, it will also be possible to construct an
image of how these interactions, and the nature of the community itself, are linked to the
larger sociocultural context of the participants of a particular ethnic groups of minority
communities. Moreover, central to the sociocultural perspective is the notion that the final
result is a context bound construction, or story, of the phenomenon under investigation, rather
than the ultimate truth (Vygotsky, 1962; Berk, 1994).
Premise of collaboration within the sociocultural lenses
Vygotsky’s cultural historical method of research, in which attention is paid to the history of
individual and group activity and the sociocultural context in which it occurs, provides a
possible source of insight about the patterns of social interactions (Smagorinsky, 1995). One of
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Vygotsky’s (1934/1962, 1930‐1935/1978, 1960/1981) widely cited observations was that young
children use language not only for social communication but also to plan, guide, and monitor
their behaviour in a self‐regulatory manner (Berk & Winsler, 1995). Furthermore, over the past
twenty to twenty five years, the work of Vygotsky has had considerable influence on research
into development in general and language development in particular (Rogoff, 1990; Barton,
1994). At the heart of Vygotsky’s theory of learning and development lies the concept of the
“Zone of Proximal Development”. According to Vygotsky:
“the zone of proximal development … is the distance between the actual developmental
level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential
development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers” (1978, p86)
However, Wertsch (1985) extended Vygotsky’s work and emphasized the notion of activity as
the basic unit of human psychological functioning. Wertsch (1991) states that ‘human beings
are viewed as coming in contact with, and creating their surroundings as well as themselves,
through the actions in which they engage. Thus, action, rather than human beings or the
environment considered in isolation, provides the entry point into the analysis’ (p.8).
Smagorinsky (1995) further postulates that central to the activity setting approach is Vygotsky’s
notion that human development unfolds from experience in socially structured activities
through the internalization of processes and practices provided by society and its members.
Moreover, it is argued that Vygotsky proposed that all uniquely human and higher forms of
mental activity are jointly constructed and transferred to children through interaction and
shared activities with other people (Berk & Winsler, 1995). Thus, also central to Vygotsky’s view
of development is the concept of ‘intersubjectivity’. Vygotsky suggested that learning occurs
when the child and social partner take on shared understanding, which acts to support the
learner in achieving a higher level of problem solving, or cognitive functioning (Wertsch , 1985;
Berk & Winsler, 1995). The role that social interaction plays in development, therefore, is
crucial, since any cognitive function is encountered first on the interpersonal level, then on the
intrapersonal (or individual) level (Vygotsky, 1978). However, Vygotsky’s theory did not specify
the process (or processes) which enable a child to move through the zone of proximal
development (Smagorinsky, 1995). This process, which occurs within the zone of proximal
development, enables the child to use partially mastered skills with the assistance and
supervision of more skilled and experienced members of the culture (Wertsch , 1985; Berk &
Winsler, 1995). Thus, Rogoff and Gardner (1984) view collaborative activities with people who
are more expert in the use of a culture’s material and conceptual tool, as cultural amplifiers
that scaffold children’s learning and thereby drive and shape development.
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Conceptualizations of ethnic socialization among minority children
Social psychology incorporates social interaction as one of the major topics in understanding
human behaviour and their reactionary in their consequences of actions (Augoustinos, Walker
& Donaghue, 2006). One view of the process through which social interaction facilitates
development is often explained in terms of Bruner’s (1985, 1990) metaphor of ‘scaffolding’.
Although scaffolding has been defined in a number of ways, it usually refers to the process
through which an adult provides support that enables a learner to assume progressively more
responsibility for completing a task or achieving a goal (Berk & Winsler, 1995). A body of
literature argues that the term ‘scaffolding’ is a useful metaphor for describing the assistance
provided to learners in specific situations (Cazden, 1983; Boyle & Peregoy, 1990; Trousdale,
1990). However, Forman and Larreamendy‐Joerns (1995) assert that the zone of proximal
development may also provide a framework for understanding the structuring of environments
that extend beyond “the traditional Vygotskian dyad”. Moreover, Lave and Wenger (1991)
point out two more interpretations of scaffolding in relation to ‘cultural’ interpretation and
‘collectivist’ or ‘societal’ perspective. According to the authors, ‘cultural’ interpretation
“construes the zone of proximal development as the distance between the cultural knowledge
provided by the sociohistorical context, usually made accessible through instruction, and the
everyday experience of individuals” (p.48). Furthermore, the ‘collectivist’ or ‘societal’
perspective defines the zone of proximal development as the “distance of between the
everyday actions of individuals and the historically new form of societal activity” (Engestrom,
1987, cited in Lave & Wenger, 1991, p.49). Thus, an important part of Vygotsky’s contribution
to the understanding of human development is his recognition of the central role of language
and social interaction in reproducing and recreating culture (Pontecorvo, 1993). In his view, the
processes involved in the development of the individual mirror the processes of human
development in the broader cultural context (Berk & Winsler, 1995). As Pontecorvo (1993)
asserts: “In a Vygotskian‐enriched view, the individual functioning of the mind is part of a larger
social functioning that is situated in a cultural environment” (p.191). The paradigmatic shift in
the understanding of the processes of sociocultural transmission, which is part of Vygotsky’s
legacy, is explained by Cook‐Gumperz (1986):
“Placing human agency in such a central position makes the transmission of socio‐
cultural knowledge, not simply an instrumental matter, but a creative process.
Children’s efforts to make sense of the communicative environment that surrounds
them from the initial stages of life, involve both learning to understand interpersonal
relations and a growing realization of the inescapable normativeness of language as a
system of shared meanings … The more traditional approach to the problem of the
transmission of sociocultural knowledge, by contrast, viewed the child’s acquisition of
an adult socio‐normative system as a gradual process of adaptation to the ‘correct’
forms of adult practices ( p.38)”.
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Vygotskian cultural transmission and Rogoff’s guided participation
Cook‐Gumperz (1986) further postulates the notion of the traditional view of cultural
transmission is one in which children learn the norms and practices of their culture through
imitating others or conforming to the correct forms of adult practices. Thus, in the Vygotskian
view, cultural transmission is a creative process in which members of the culture create shared
norms and practices through interacting in culturally appropriate ways (Pontecorvo, 1993).
Moreover, since language is one of the major means through which shared norms and practices
are created and reproduced, language and social interaction are key elements in cultural
transmission (Cook‐Gumperz, 1986). However, much of the research into language and learning
that is built on a Vygotskian view of cognitive development adopts the concept of ‘scaffolding’
to explain how social partners mediate learning (Cazden, 1983; Boyle & Peregoy, 1990;
Trousdale, 1990), thus resulted in an emphasis (in research literature) on adults as effective
partners in learning (Cairney, 1990). Scaffolding is not restricted to adults and can equally apply
to interaction between peers and/or among children. Furthermore, the concept of scaffolding
alone may not adequately explain the processes involved in learning (Pontecorvo, 1993). While
it may describe what adults or more capable peers do in certain types of interactions with
learners, it fails to describe the role of the learner in such interactions, and does not apply
universally to learning situations across cultures (Cairney, 1990).
The conceptualizations of children’s development as a process of socialization into cultural
activity has been acknowledged only recently (Rogoff, 1998). Among contemporary
psychological theorists who draw from this perspective and place activity of children at the
centre of their arguments are Rogoff (1990) and Lave and Wenger (1992). These authors argue
that one should not study individuals as independent units alone but always as individuals
engaged in activity in context (Rogoff, 1990; Lave & Wenger, 1992). Central to the sociocultural
approach is the emphasis on social interaction as a primary focus of cognitive development
(Rogoff, 1990). The notion ‘guided participation’ was extended by Rogoff (1990), in which
caregivers arrange and structure children’s participation in activities in order to support and
lead cognitive development. Rogoff (1990) further argues that by participating in culturally
valued activities under the tutelage of more experienced cultural members, children
appropriate the understanding and practices necessary for meeting the intellectual challenges
of their community. In a seminal sociocultural research, Rogoff, Minstry, Goncu and Mosier
(1993) investigated young children's experiences in guided participation in four cultural
communities: San Pedro, a Mayan Indian town in Guatemala; Salt Lake City, Utah, a middle‐
class urban community in the United States of America; Dhol‐Ki‐Patti, a tribal village in India;
and Kecioren, a middle‐class urban neighbourhood in Turkey. Studying 14 toddlers and their
families in each community, Rogoff et al combined ethnographic description of everyday
activities and more conventional procedures taken into everyday contexts—for example,
presenting a novel toy and videotaping in the homes and later coding and comparing across
groups. Commonalities across the four communities emerged in that adults structured
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teaching, but in Salt Lake City and Kecioren, toddlers were more segregated from adult
activities, and in Dhol‐Ki‐Patti and San Pedro, how toddlers learned by watching and
participating in adult activities with caregivers' support. According to the authors, the
communities were chosen to represent varied social and economic characteristics that were
expected to be associated with differing child‐rearing arrangements. Rogoff et alia examined
the underlying sociocultural perspective that “children’s development occurs through active
participation in cultural systems of practice in which children, together with their caregivers
and other companions, learn and extend the skills, values, and knowledge of their community”.
These concepts are defined as a process, in which Rogoff (1990) termed “guided participation’,
Heath (1989) referred to as “learner as cultural member”, and Lave and Wenger (1991) called
“legitimate peripheral participation” (Rogoff, et al., 1993). In relation to the term “guided
participation”, initially drawing on Vygotsky’s work, Rogoff defines intersubjectivity as “shared
understanding based on a common focus of attention and some shared presuppositions that
form the ground for communication” (1990, p. 71). Intersubjectivity is seen as a critical to
learning since it forms the basis of communication between social partners and provided
support for children to extend their understanding of concepts or ideas, and to relate new
information to existing knowledge (Rogoff, 2003). Thus, Rogoff developed the view of learning
into a theory of “guided participation” which emphasises involving children in tasks or activities
that are meaningful within their own culture (Rogoff, 1990, 2003). Moreover, this theory
assumes that children have opportunities to observe and take part in these activities, and that
adults support children’s increasingly independent involvement in them by modeling the
activity, ‘coaching’ the child, and gradually fading all forms of support (Rogoff, 1990). However,
Tudge and Rogoff (1989) warn against assuming that social interaction will lead to learning in all
circumstances:

“We consider that social interaction does not carry blanket benefits, as is often
assumed, but that social interaction facilitates development under certain
circumstances that need more specification. One of the most important of these
appears to be the possibility for participants to understand another perspective or
participate in a more advanced skill, either through active observation or through joint
involvement in problem solving ( p. 17)”.

Importantly for the study described in the current proposal, is Rogoff’s work had recognised the
important role that peer social interaction may play in children’s development. Unlike
researchers and educators who have assumed that peers are less effective than adults in
facilitating children’s development, Rogoff explores similarities and differences between adult‐
child and child‐child interactions. She suggest that:
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“Shared problem solving, in which children can participate in collaborative thinking
processes, appears central to the utility of social interaction for children’s development.
Peers may be less skilled partners than adults in some activities, but may offer unique
possibilities for discussion and collaboration when they consider each other’s
perspective in a balanced fashion. Peers also serve as highly available and active
companions, providing each other with motivation, imagination, and opportunities for
creative elaboration of the activities of their community (1990, p. ix)”.
Social cognition and apprenticeship of social interaction
Tudge and Rogoff argue that Vygotsky’s theory of cognitive development entails the view that
only adults or more capable peers can be effective learning partners. They explain:
“Vygotsky’s emphasis on interaction with more skilled partners is necessary to his
theory, as such interaction is conceived as the means by which children become
encultured in the intellectual tools of their society. The agent of socialization must thus
be someone who knows more than the child about those tools … The concept of the
“zone of proximal development” requires not only a difference in level of expertise but
an understanding on the part of the more advanced partner of the requirements of the
less advanced child, for information presented at a level too far in advance of the child
would not be helpful (1989, p. 24)”.
In her argument against Bruner’s concept of scaffolding, Rogoff prefers to adopt the metaphor
of apprenticeship to describe the role of social interaction in cognitive development. She argues
that this metaphor is more appropriate since it recognises that peers of equal expertise may
facilitate learning for each other:
“… the apprenticeship system often involves a group of novices (peers) who serve as
resources for one another in exploring the new domain and aiding and challenging one
another. Among themselves, the novices are likely to differ usefully in expertise as well
(1990, p. 39)”.

Critical to the understanding of learning and cognitive development, and the importance of the
role of social interaction in cognitive development, in which the processes involve social
interaction mediates learning, Tudge and Rogoff (1989) concludes that:
“Peers can have a profound impact on children’s cognitive development. There is
support for both Piaget’s notion that peer interaction may benefit an individual
cognitive development, and for more advanced partners the Vygotskian position, which
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stresses the benefits of interactions for more partners providing assistance within the
zone of proximal development (1989, p. 34)”.
Proposed study on cognition as a collaborative process
The following section is the explanation of the first of two models which present the analytical
approach of a proposed study on implicit social cognition and social interaction of indigenous
Orang Asli children in Malaysia. Each section focused on the analytic tools and assumption
systems which were addressed by Rogoff and Angelillo (2002) and Rogoff (1998, 2003).
Importantly to the nature of analysis of the current study, Rogoff and Angelillo (2002) argues
that cultural analyses which focuses on coordinated, multifaceted practices may provide a
better understanding of human development in the context of people’s participation in
pervasive cultural institutions such as schooling and societal changes such as industrialization.
The authors further their arguments by stating that “… researchers need to consider cultural
processes as dynamically integrated constellations of cultural practices‐even (or especially)
when analyses may be served by identifying some aspects as ‘variables’ ” (2002, p. 213). The
analytic tool of the first model of the proposed study is premised on the notion that
sociocultural approach may lead to a further understanding of the assumption on cognition as a
collaborative process (Rogoff, 1998). In the study of cognition as a collaborative process, central
themes to Rogoff’s theoretical, research and methodological approach are stated as:
“… goes beyond regarding the individual as a separate entity that is the base unit of
analysis to examine sociocultural activity as the unit of analysis, with examination of the
contributions of individual, interpersonal, and community processes. Thus, analysis goes
beyond the individual and the dyad to examine the structured relations among people
in groups and in communities, across time” (1998, p. 729)”.

Rogoff (1998) further postulate that the analytical approach needs to emphasise the purposes
and dynamically changing nature of events. She believes that the focus of examination is
grounded in the notion that the analysis of cognition as a collaborative process need to
examine the changing and meaningful constellations of aspects of events, not variables that
attempt to be independent of the purpose of the activity. Also central to the analysis is that:
“ … cognition as a collaborative process is a focus on shared meaning in endeavours in
which people engage in common. Cognition is not conceptualized as separate from
social, motivational, emotional, and identity processes‐people’s thinking and
development is conceived as involved in social relations, with purpose and feeling
central to their involvement in activities, and transformation of their roles as a function
to participation” (Rogoff, 1998, p.729).
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Rogoff and Angelillo (2002) assert that methodological choices should be recognised as a
convenience for analysis, not a reflection of the organization of the world or the only
appropriate way to focus research on complex processes. The authors stipulate that these
methodological choices and their respective portfolios need to include work that focuses
directly on investigating configurations of cultural processes. However, the authors also warn
the limitations that may inhibit experimentally or statistically based research, in which they
point out that:
“Researchers can use analytic tools such as statistics that apply analysts’ distinctions to
phenomena (creating separate variables for the analyses) without assuming that
phenomena are actually mechanically produced by deterministic freestanding factors
that can be toggled on and off, or turned to higher or lower levels. If dominant methods
of analysis are assumed to reflect ‘reality’ or to be the only appropriate way to
investigate cultural phenomena, this would unduly limit understanding of cultural
processes” (Rogoff & Angellilo, 2002, p. 213).

Rogoff and Angelillo (2002) and Rogoff, Minstry, Goncu and Mosier (1993) acknowledge that
both quantitative and qualitative tools are important towards understanding the nature of
cultural processes. Rogoff and Angelillo (2002) argue that “close analysis of small numbers of
cases can be used to compare larger numbers of cases while retaining the meaningful relations
among interrelated aspects of the functioning of each case or each community studied” (p.
221). The authors stress that the analysis tools should be tailored to questions, rather than
allowing customary tools to limit research questions or allowing the assumptions on which they
are based to organise our own conceptions of how the phenomena themselves function.
Furthermore, Rogoff (1998) points out the need to articulate the assumptions of a particular
metaphor that is widely used but usually unexplained, as she assert:
“We make use of tools such as ANOVA, graphs, two‐dimensional diagrams, or analysis
of transcripts to organize our ideas about the human phenomena we seek to
understand. The tools (and metaphors of communication as well) are essential for our
work, but the limitations of the tools should not become limitations in our
understandings” (Rogoff, 1998, p. 687).

Therefore, it is critical not to contemplate mechanistic assumptions, which prioritise control of
freestanding variables, to exclude the study of dynamic, multifaceted cultural configurations
(Rogoff & Angellilo, 2002). On the other hand, it is also noted that variables can be regarded as
providing a shorthand reference for the sake of temporary focus on a limited set of features of
cultural phenomena, in which variables as analytic tools in holistic analyses require
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interpretation in the light of other aspects of cultural processes (Rogoff & Angellilo, 2002).
However, Rogoff and Angellilo (2002) stress the imperative of maintaining the particular
analytic tool not to be freestanding, but in greater focus than the other aspects of the
phenomena under study.
Thus, significantly important for the proposed study, the employment of categories like
ethnicity, socio‐economic backgrounds and peer relationships are seen as helpful efforts to
understand the cultural processes of the Malaysian Orang Asli contexts, in which to be
interpreted from the perspective that they are historically and culturally situated concepts that
fit a certain time and place, and not to be regarded as freestanding measures of the
phenomena under study, which is the patterns of social interactions in a pre‐determined ethnic
environment. Therefore, it is acknowledge that the basis of the first analytical model of the
current study is partially premised on the functional pattern analysis, as suggested by Rogoff
and Gauvain (1989), which were applied in the study of Rogoff, Minstry, Goncu and Mosier
(1993). According to Rogoff, et al. (1998), functional pattern analysis examines generalities or
patterns in a variety of similar cases (for example, individuals, dyads, events) while attempting
to maintain the meaning of individual actions in their (see Mehan, 1979; Wellman & Sim, 1990,
as cited in Rogoff, Minstry, Goncu & Mosier, 1993). The summaries of the analyses are as
follows (Rogoff, Minstry, Goncu and Mosier, 1993):
1. The focus of functional pattern analysis is to unfold development of purposive acts
within ongoing events. In relation to the categories involved, in which are functionally
defined, the purposes of the event are viewed as a whole, and no steps are taken to
define any superficial behaviours independently and separated from their context.
2. The nature of examinations involve the contributions of participants in the context of
those of other individuals, in which the evidence for constructing an account of
participants’ goals is available in the communication of participants.
3. Statistical methods are employed to analyse existing patterns, and employment of the
examination of graphical arrays that allow tracking across multiple variables to examine
patters of interrelations and to account for anomalous or similar cases.
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The second model of the current proposed study involved the adaptation of Rogoff’s (1995,
1998, 2003) three foci of analysis; personal, interpersonal, and community or contextual
planes. Originally referred to as planes of analysis (Rogoff, 1997, 1998), it is argued the
underpinning assumption is that within sociocultural activity, people, contexts, actions,
meanings, communities and cultural histories are all mutually constituted (Rogoff, Topping,
Baker‐Sennett & Lacasa, 2002). Thus, using Rogoff’s sociocultural perspectives delineates the
analytic approach as not to examine only the child, as a single unit of analysis, nor a group of
children, as if in a vacuum (Rogoff, 2003). She points out that the three foci of analysis may
present a more complex and thorough view of children’s understandings, where she emphasise
that while one of the lenses may be in sharply defined, the others remain involved but in the
background. Therefore, in order to illustrate Rogoff’s ideas of the three foci of analysis and the
transformation of participation perspective, a series of images from the extracts of the current
proposed study are presented as follows:
In Figure 1 below, an image is shown without any research lens or focus of observation. The
image depicts an example of a computer session undertaken during a pilot study in a Malaysian
rural Orang Asli pre‐primary classroom environment. Each child was paired in dyads, and has
their own mouse device, utilising a collaborative software program. The technologies were
based on the approach of Single Display Groupware (SDG), where several children interact with
a single display using multiple mice input devices. As shown on the image below, one of the
Orang Asli children was initially not interested with the activity, where she maintained to
observe other children (two girls at the computer‐ on top left corner of Figure 1) for a
prolonged duration of time (approximately 18 minutes of the computer session). This particular
child is an Indigenous Malaysian (Orang Asli), and was reported by the classroom teacher to be
a keen observer of novice activities in the class. However, in relation to the analytic model of
the current proposed study, the research lens of the three foci analysis by Rogoff (1995, 1998,
2003) were adapted when the child begins to participate within the dyadic context of the
computer environment, which involves the observation of her partner under the guidance of
the teacher assistant, thus initiating the process of transformation of participation in her
immediate context (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1: An image of a pre‐primary computer environment

In Figure 2 below, this image focuses on the child on the right, using a research lens to the
personal focus of analysis within the activity. This image adapts the transformation of
participation perspective (Rogoff, 1995, 1998). The child is appeared ‘focussed’ (portrayed by a
more distinct and ‘sharper’ image). It is noted that even when the focus in on the girl (a
Malaysian Indigenous Orang Asli child), the interpersonal relationships and the contextual
remain in the background of the image (displayed a less distinct and ‘softer’ image).
Furthermore, Rogoff stress that the attention goes beyond simply what the child ‘knows’ or can
do, that is to examine the process by which people transform their understanding of and
responsibility for activities through their own involvement in those activities (Rogoff, 1995).
Moreover, as Rogoff (2003) points out “… a general sense of interpersonal and cultural‐
institutional information is necessary to understand what this child is doing, although it does
not need to be attended to in the same detail as the child’s efforts” (p. 56).
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Figure 2: Personal focus of analysis (adapted from Rogoff, 1997, 1998, 2003)

In Figure 3, the research lens are now focussing on the child, her partner (at the computer) and
the teacher assistant (depict by the hand and arm on the lower left corner of the image), which
guides the children by demonstrating on how to use the mouse device. At this interpersonal
plane of analysis (Rogoff, 1995, 1998, 2003), the researcher is interested in the relationships
among that child, her partner and the involvement of an adult (teacher assistant), and what
they are doing together. The researcher would also be interested in knowing that the Orang Asli
child, had only shown interest (by holding and starting to move the mouse device), only when
the adult was present and guiding the other child (and interestingly, not herself) on using the
computer program. Initially, it was reported that efforts were made by the same adult (teacher
assistant) to build her interest towards the computer program, but were proven to be
unsuccessful. In the analysis of the interpersonal plane, the research focus involves inquiries
into mutual involvement, communication and coordination of individuals and their partners, as
well as the guidance and support of others, either face‐to‐face or more distally (Rogoff, 1995).
However, Rogoff (2003) argues that at this plane of analysis, there is no attempt to analyse in
detail how such an activity fits with the culture or community, even though a “general sense of
individual and cultural information is important as background, to understand what the people
are doing” (Rogoff, 2003, p. 58).
Figure 3: Interpersonal focus of analysis (adapted from Rogoff, 1997, 1998, 2003)
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In Figure 4, the third foci of analytic lens was adapted (Rogoff, 1995, 1998, 2003). It focuses on
the contextual or community information, which needs a cultural‐institutional focus of analysis,
“backgrounding the details regarding the particular people and their relations with each other”
(Rogoff, 2003, p. 60). In the image below (where an attempt was made to foreground the
settings and the cultural tools in the classroom‐the computers, mouse devices, mouse pads, the
existing collaborative technologies, and the fact that the children are sitting on floor rather than
using the usual computer desk), researchers might be interested in studying in such cultural‐
institutional processes as how this particular Orang Asli rural pre‐primary centre has integrated
such technologies in a rural school/environment, why novices activities are more challenging
for an Indigenous Orang Asli child, why the classroom teacher adopt a dyadic pairing system for
the computer sessions, what are the classroom teacher’s educational beliefs and philosophies
pertaining the use of computers in early childhood classrooms, or what are the national policies
involve in the integration of computers in rural schools, or other urban pre‐primary centres.
Figure 4: Community or contextual focus of analysis (adapted from Rogoff, 1997, 1998)
or cultural‐institutional aspects of analysis (Rogoff, 2003)

Based on these adaptations of the three foci of analysis, Rogoff (2003) stress that:
“Together, the interpersonal, personal, and cultural‐institutional aspects of the event
constitute the activity. No aspect exists or can be studied in isolation from the others.
An observer’s relative focus on one or the other aspect can be changed, but they do not
exist apart from each other” (p. 58)

However, Rogoff (2003) also warns that failure to recognise culture together with the “equally
important role of the people who constitute cultural activities” (p. 61) may pose certain
limitations and analytical problems. Figure 5 portrays a problem that is common in many
studies, where Rogoff argues that “it does not make sense to try to study cultural processes
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without considering the contributions of people involved, keeping them in the background of a
focus on cultural, institutional community processes” (Rogoff, 2003, p. 61):
Figure 5: Research lens that recognise culture, but without people who constitute the cultural
activities (Rogoff, 2003)

thus, importantly to the proposed study, the author acknowledges the view that individual,
social and cultural processes are interrelated (Rogoff, 1995, 1998), and adapt the proposed use
of the three foci of analysis (Rogoff, 1995, 1998) as the second analytical model of the current
proposed study on implicit social cognition and social interaction of Orang Asli children in
Malaysia.
The sociocultural comparisons of peer implicit cognitive guidance in the proposed study may
reveal any similarities and differences within a collaborative interactions of Orang Asli children.
The nature of peer implicit cognitive may reflect a pattern where children and their respective
adults could encourage peers to function in a cognitively comfortable zones initially, and
facilitated their cognitive learning through what Rogoff (1990) has termed “cultural
apprenticeship”. These perspectives may provide a better understanding of the ethnic‐specific
interactions and social elements. The cultural similarities in the nature of collaborative
interactions in the proposed study may also affirm sociocultural conceptions that the processes
of internalisation originate from the social plane of functioning and that
intentional/unintentional collaborative interactions is universal across cultures and ethnics,
thus may also integrate inclusiveness between non‐indigenous and indigenous communities.
Discursive psychology may also enable a thorough analyses in the proposed study. According to
Wertsch (1978), differential use of speech indicates distinctions in nature of cognitive
regulation and division of task responsibilities. Applying the notions of Wertsch (1978) to the
present proposed study, it can be hypothetised that the greater use of directives in Malaysian
Orang Asli children guidance may indicate a greater amount of cognitive responsibility assumed
by them, particular in the children’s daily activity. Ethnicity and cognition is hypothesised to be
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residing collaboratively, and implicitly within every individuals. In summary, the analysis that
may show cultural comparisons at the level of methods of operation within the cultural
specificity and cultural universality in the patterns of collaborative interactions in respect of
components of intentional assistance and guidance between Orang Asli children, is thus,
proposed to be observed in the study. Although the context of the present proposed study may
varied in nature of samples and subjects, the findings will be further scrutinized and compared
thoroughly with the findings of Rogoff et alia (1993) who indicated similarities and differences
in practices of guided participation of Guatemalan, Mayan, and Indian tribal communities in
India. The current proposed study attempt to enhance the understandings of Orang Asli
children from cultural communities that value development of interdependency among their
children by exemplifying the aesthetic values of harmony and peaceful racial integration among
larger communities. Being able to understand the cultural aspects of children’s development
and to develop strategies for dealing with aspects of cultural differences in meanings and
values of families that can be described as ‘cultural competence’ is a significant attribute and
niche areas for social psychologist of Malaysia to explore upon. As collaborative social
interactions contexts may facilitate children’s understanding of social world, and sustain their
interest and may lead them into potential level of development, it is vital that researchers
explore more of scaffolding and guidance approaches in various multi‐ethnic settings that
promote collaborative interactions between adults and children from diverse ethnicities and
communities, and more importantly, children with their own peers of different racial and
ancestral backgrounds.
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"Browning's Duke—Connoisseur or Serial Killer?"
Abstract: Using classic studies of the criminal mentality offered by
experts in the field of crime as well as true-crime narratives which offer
an abundance of psychological revelations mined from criminal trial
reports, this study argues that the Duke in Robert Browning's "My Last
Duchess" is a collector of victims, not art. Most critics who have dealt
with the poem at large neglected to point out that the Duke's pathology is
tantalizingly similar to the modern pathology of a serial killer. This study
highlights this aspect. More importantly, it proves that criminal theories
have wide applicability to literature.
Keywords: cross-disciplinary approach, literature and crime, objets d'art
as trophies/souvenirs, the applicability of criminal theories to literature.
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Browning’s Duke—Connoisseur or Serial Killer?
Browning's Duke has intrigued the literati for almost two centuries
and does so still. R. J. Berman calls him "patron of the arts" (88). James
Patton McCormick writes: "The Duke . . . is one of the subtlest villains in
English literature" (219). Kirk and McCutcheon declare: "The Duke . . .
is a monster" (21). Edward Berdoe calls him a "dealer in human souls"
(281). Burrows refers to him as an "arrogant, coldblooded, cruel tyrant"
(119). Thomas Blackburn in Robert Browning: A Study of His Poetry
labels him "a predator" (60). For Gransden, he is "a psychopathic
murderer" (61). And the list goes on and on without touching on the
topic of this study which is the Duke as serial killer. Most critics who
have dealt with the poem at large neglected to point out that the Duke's
pathology is tantalizingly similar to the modern pathology of a serial
killer.
"My Last Duchess" (1842) examines one of the most serious types
of violent crime—serial murder. This is mainly due to the fact that the
poet based the poem in its entirety on a real-life case. Stefan Hawlin
confirms this point when he writes: "Browning is thought to have based
the poem's speaker on Alfonso II (1533-97), Fifth Duke of Ferrara and
last of the Este line" (67). Louis S. Friedland elaborates. He states that
Duke Alfonso was betrothed to Maria de Medici who died of unknown
causes before she wed the Duke. This led Alfonso to turn his attention to
her sister Lucrezia who gladly accepted the marriage proposal. The two
wed in 1558. However, three years into the marriage, Lucrezia, like her
sister Maria, was to also die of unknown causes. This led many to
speculate that she had been poisoned by her husband. In 1565, Alfonso
was to wed again. This time he married Barbara, sixth daughter of
Ferdinand I, Count of Tyrol. Coincidently, Barbara was to also tragically
die leaving the newly single Duke free to negotiate yet another marriage
transaction (670).
Interestingly enough, although Duke Alfonso was legally joined to
numerous women, he died childless. The Duke suffered a medical
condition which declared him sterile. Luciano Chiappini, an Italian
historian, cites a medical document written by a court physician about
Alfonso’s medical condition which mentions impotence and sterility “not
acquired but congenital” (qtd. in Berman 101). Berman contends:
“Apparently, even when he was a fairly young man and shortly after his
assumption, Alfonso recognized his inability to father an heir” (101).
This fact in particular regarding Alfonso’s physical condition is
significantly relevant to Browning’s “My Last Duchess” since central to
the poem is the theme of sexual psychopathology in general, sexual
jealousy in particular.
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Duke Alfonso, who served as model for Browning's Duke, shows a
pattern of behaviour which is indistinguishable from that of serial killers
today. Nonetheless, since the phenomenon of serial murder was foreign
at the time of Alfonso's criminal activities, the Duke was left undetected
to practice his trade. Crime expert Peter Vronsky writes: "Aside from the
cases of Gilles de Rais and Elizabeth Bathory, there are few accounts in
history of any pathological serial murder prior to the nineteenth century"
(53). Browning, however, appears to have recognized in the Alfonso case
a topic worthy of psychological probing and analysis via dramatic
monologue. The Duke proves to be a fictional manifestation of the
archetypal serial killer—a sexually inadequate male with a pathological
hatred of women who satisfied his libidinous cravings through murder.
He is narcissistic, highly intelligent, and devoid of a conscience. More
importantly, like most serial killers, he keeps a trophy/souvenir from each
murder in order to commemorate the kill.
Browning's Duke meets the behavioral standard of the serial killer.
This proposed standard was inferred from the descriptions provided by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, criminologists Ronald Holmes and
James De Burger in Serial Murder; Crime expert, Peter Vronsky in Serial
Killers: The Method and Madness of Monsters; FBI pioneer and master
of investigative profiling, John Douglas in both Mindhunter and
Obsession respectively; crime analyst, Julie Harrower, in Applying
Psychology to Crime; Curt Bartol in Criminal Behaviour: A Psychosocial
Approach, and Austrian psychiatrist Richard Von Krafft-Ebing in Sexual
Psychopathology.
Ronald M. Holmes and James De Burger in Serial Murder list the
central elements in serial murder, focusing primarily on the traits of the
perpetrator . "The central element is repetitive homicide" they write,
continuing with, "The serial murderer kills again and again and will
continue to kill if not prevented. The time span may involve many
months or years" (18). Peter Vronsky echoes this point when he declares,
“two or more murders on separate occasions with a cooling-off period in
between are sufficient to define a serial killer” (11). Curt Bartol supports
Vronsky when he writes: “Serial murder is usually reserved for incidents
in which an individual kills a number of individuals (usually a minimum
of three) over time.” He continues: “The time interval—sometimes
referred to as the cooling-off period—may be days or weeks, but more
likely months or years” (255). "My Last Duchess" exemplifies what the
experts mean. The poem offers a fascinating account from the mind of a
fully-emerged serial killer who, as the poem unfolds, unconsciously
reveals that he has murdered more than one woman. The Duke begins his
monologue by announcing: “That’s my last Duchess painted on the wall, /
Looking as if she were alive” (1-2). His use of the word “last” rather than
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“late” which is more appropriate in this particular context indicates there
were others. This is confirmed when he casually says to the envoy:
"Notice Neptune, though, / Taming a sea-horse, thought a rarity, / Which
Clause of Innsbruck cast in bronze for me!" (54-56). The bronze statue
of the god Neptune taming a seahorse alludes to a different lady, who like
the Duchess, was most likely disposed of through murder. Friedland,
however, thinks otherwise. He writes: "It has been suggested that the
Duke points out this particular work of art in his gallery as a visual
artistic symbol of how he curbed the last Duchess into submission, like
Neptune taming a sea-horse" (682). Edward Berdoe supports Friedland
when he perceives the statue as an exemplar of how the Duke "had tamed
and killed his last duchess" (282). Still, this does not appear to be the
case. The Duke's reference to the statue at the end of the monologue
should not be linked to the Duchess of the portrait since it has little to do
with her and more to do with her predecessor. The Duke motions to it
immediately after he refers to the Count of Tyrol's daughter as if
subconsciously linking a previous murder to a future one. The reference
to the Count of Tyrol's "fair daughter's self" (52) thus becomes one of
foreshadowing— a future murder is definitely on the cards for this serial
killer.
In fifty-six lines the Duke introduces three women; the lady of the
portrait, the lady depicted as a seahorse, and the Count's daughter. The
first and second have been silenced through murder, and the third, one
presumes, will meet the same fate. This definitely qualifies him as a
serial killer. The "cooling-off" period which crime experts mention
transpires in his monologue through the intervals between marriages.
The Duke's "last" Duchess is dead (1). The lines: "This grew, I gave
commands; / Then all smiles stopped together. There she stands / As if
alive" (45-47) confirm her death. The poet himself, when asked about the
poem commented that "The commands were that she should be put to
death" (qtd. in DeVane 109). R. J. Berman writes "her death is a
certainty" (31). Later adding: "Most of the many commentators on the
poem agree with Browning that the Duke probably had the Duchess
killed" (75). The Duke therefore must find a replacement. An excerpt
from his monologue shows him considering the present betrothal
negotiations:
The Count your master's known munificence
Is ample warrant that no just pretence
Of mine for dowry will be disallowed;
Though his fair daughter's self, as I avowed
At starting is my object. (49-53)
This serial killer is obviously on the prowl looking for a new victim to
feed his addiction. Most critics interpreted his interest in arranging a
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marriage with the Count of Tyrol's emissary as an indication of his greed.
Langbaum's statement that the Duke "is now about to contract a second
marriage for the sake of dowry" (82) must be refuted. The Duke is telling
the truth. He is not interested in money. What he is interested in
however is a new victim to add to his gallery of victims. Holmes and De
Burger provide interesting insight regarding this point:
The person usually perpetrating serial murder has little or no
motive to kill for material gain—to such a murderer, that
would be pointless, meaningless. To the typical serial
murderer, killing is simply expressive of the motivation to
kill. For such a murderer, the gain is psychological and the
more who are murdered, the greater is the build-up of
psychological gain. This is a closed system of motivation in
which killing is preceded and followed by homicidal fantasy
that rewards, reinforces, and re-stimulates to further
homicide. . . . With the reality of the murder, the fantasy
feeds off itself and becomes more structured. (50)
The Duke's fantasy reveals itself in the interest he shows in objets d'art.
A multitude of critics perceived this interest as an exemplar of the Duke's
connoisseurship in the fine arts. They used his reference to the painter
“Fra Pandolf” (3, 6, 16) and to the sculptor "Claus of Innsbruck" (56) as
indicators of his dilettantism. Nonetheless, the Duke's character make-up
is much more complex than the obvious. He proves to be a collector of
victims, not art. The Duke wants to discuss the portrait not for its artistic
appeal. On close inspection of the Duke's monologue, one can see that
the Duke focuses primarily on the moving parts "that pictured
countenance" (7), the face with "The depth and passion of its earnest
glance" (8), the cheeks with their "spot / Of joy" (14-15), and the throat
with its "faint / Half-flush" (18-19). The Duke does not mention light,
shade, color, dimension, but focuses instead on the fact that the portrait is
depicted with freshness and realism. His emphasis is on the "speaking
likeness"—the head caught at the moment of maximum vivacity, engaged
in animated conversation revealing the sitter's most characteristic
wildness. The Duke is content not to dwell upon its sensational dignity,
or its grave formality as a connoisseur might do. Instead, he takes great
pride in the unaffected realism of his portrait of the Duchess. By
domesticating the Duchess through portraiture, the Duke is able to feed
his pent-up fantasies. He is able to look at the portrait and declare it a
"wonder" (3) because it serves as a reminder of one of his greatest
achievements—murder. Disposing of her appears to instill in him a great
sense of power and control. He has conquered, through murder, the
woman he could not control. The portrait thus becomes a symbol of
accomplishment. It reminds him of the murder. Through it, he relives
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the event and augments the fantasy surrounding the killing. From a
criminological point of view, the portrait can be perceived as a
trophy/souvenir of the murder itself. It is all that remains of the victim.
Former FBI agent John Douglas provides insight into the souvenir/trophy
theory when he writes in reference to serial killers in general that "a
common trait is to take some 'trophy' item from the victim after the
murder, such as a ring or necklace." He explains that through this
"trophy" "he [the serial killer] both relives the excitement and stimulation
of the kill and mentally reasserts domination and control"
(Mindhunter 115). Douglas in Obsession mentions the trophy/souvenir
theory once more when he explains that a murderer who keeps a journal,
news clippings, or some kind of souvenir of his crime most certainly does
so in order to “reassure himself of his potency” (106). Crime writer Kate
Kray echoes Douglas when she writes: "Serial killers often keep
mementoes of their victims as souvenirs, personal items that allow them
to relive the memory of their crimes and savour the moment over and
over again" (x). Peter Vronsky in Serial Killers: The Method and
Madness of Monsters also refers to this point:
The taking and keeping of souvenirs is essential for the serial
killer to somehow create, and maintain the bridge between
his dreamed desires and the reality of acting out his fantasy.
Without the souvenir, some serial killers may not even be
sure that they had acted upon their fantasy. (315)
This perhaps explains why the Duke says "(since none puts by / The
curtain I have drawn for you, but I)" (9-10). The Duke takes great pride
in pulling the curtain to reveal his trophy. His dream of finally
possessing the Duchess, though through a portrait, has finally been
fulfilled. There is certainly a pattern with the Duke. Objets d'art are
commissioned in order to serve as reminders of the crime. English crime
analyst, Colin Wilson, notes "such items [souvenirs/trophies] are often of
little value in themselves, but can be revealing about the psychology of
serial killers" (Serial Killer Investigation 111). The Duke's psychology is
definitely revealed through the objets d'art accumulated in the Ducal
palace.
When the Duke contemplates the trophy/souvenir of his late
Duchess, he subconsciously reveals his reasons for murder. He says:
"Sir, 'twas not / Her husband's presence only, called that spot / Of joy into
the Duchess' check" (13-15). Apparently, everyone was able to draw
from his wife equal attention. He elaborates with: "She had / A heart—
how shall I say?—too soon made glad/Too easily impressed; she liked
whate'er / She looked on, and her looks went everywhere" (21-24).
Continuing with:
She thanked men,—good! but thanked
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Somehow—I know not how—as if she ranked
My gift of a nine-hundred-years-old name
With anybody's gift. Who'd stoop to blame
This sort o trifling? Even had you skill
In speech—(which I have not)—to make your will
Quite clear to such an one, and say, "Just this
Or that in you disgusts me; here you miss,
Or there exceed the mark"—and if she let
Herself be lessoned so, nor plainly set
—E'en then would be some stooping; and I choose
Never to stoop. (31-43)
Sexual infidelity is definitely implied through the aforementioned lines.
Critics such as R. J. Berman who contend that "There is nothing in the
poem that might even remotely suggest that the Duke had cause for a
mistrust of the Duchess for any illicit involvement" are completely off the
mark (39). The Duchess, according to the Duke's warped logic was
promiscuous in so many ways that he found her, as he says, disgusting.
However, instead of telling her what disgusted him about her, he chose
not "to stoop." He chose not to tell his wife "Just this / Or that in you
disgusts me" (37-38). Instead, he "gave commands; / Then all smiles
stopped together" (45-46).
The Duke's murder of his wife illuminate the motives which
underlie sexual jealousy. Such motives are often centered upon feelings
of inferiority, inadequacy, and low self-worth. Shakespeare’s Othello,
the archetypal jealous male, voices these insecurities regarding his
relationship with Desdemona when he says: “for I am black, / And have
not those soft parts of conversation / That chamberers have: Or for I am
declin’d / Into the vale of years” (3. 3. 6-9). Othello, acknowledges his
setbacks, whereas, Browning's Duke does not. Instead he blames the
Duchess for his failings as a man. In this, he resembles the prototypical
serial killer who uses rationalization and manipulation in order to justify
his murderous acts.
Crime writer, Kate Kray in The World's 20 Worst Crimes writes:
"Most murderers look for any excuse to explain why they killed, rather
than take responsibility for their own actions" (xv, xvi). The British
serial killer, Peter Sutcliff, a man responsible for killing thirteen streetwalkers, believed that he was on a moral crusade to rid the streets of
women of the sort. At his trial he was quoted as saying: "The women I
killed were filthy. . . . I was just cleaning the place up a bit" (qtd. in Kray
253). The notorious "Jack the Ripper" demonstrated a similar reaction
towards women to that of Sutcliffe's. According to The Visual
Encyclopedia of Serial Killers, on the 25th of September 1888, a letter
was delivered by "Jack" to the Central News Agency in London's Fleet
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Street. It read: "Dear Boss, I am down on certain types of women [streetwalkers] and I won't stop ripping them until I do get buckled." Nigel
Cawthorne in Serial Killers quotes serial killer John Christie, who feared
and hated women, as saying "Women who give you the come-on
wouldn't look nearly so saucy if they were helpless and dead" (27). Serial
killer, Harvey Louis Carignan, who suffered from an intense hatred
towards women, had said of his female victims in an interview with
investigative criminologist Christopher Berry-Dee in Talking with Serial
Killers: "Everyone assumes these women and girls as innocents. They
generally are not. Each and everyone [sic] of them wanted something
from me, either money, to drive one of my cars, or something they would
not divulge" (27). Later adding, "I hate women with a passion . . . they
always played mind games with my head" (29). Berry-Dee concludes
"Carignan is psychologically compelled to transfer most of the blame for
his crimes on his luckless victims" (30). A similar reaction towards
women came from serial killer, Arthur John Shawcross, who also, in an
interview with Berry-Dee, had said of his female victims: "The prostitutes
I am accused of killing were the enemy to me in their own fashion,
because they can kill with social diseases . . . and get away with it!" (83).
In Serial Killer Investigations crime expert, Colin Wilson, writes:
"As baffling and complex as serial murder first appears, it has many
features that are easy to recognize and classify" (11). Wilson proceeds to
identify these features. He lists high intelligence as one. A desire to feel
potent as another. Resentment is a third. "But there is still another
factor," Wilson notes, "violence seems to be oddly addictive" (19).
"Fantasy. . . also plays a major role in the early lives of serial killers"
(57). Another basic characteristic of the serial killer is "a tendency to an
irrational self-pity that can produce an explosion of violence" (97).
Wilson's final point regarding features of serial murder is low or no selfesteem. "Lack of self-esteem is a recurrent characteristic of serial killers"
he writes (186). All of Wilson's points apply to Browning's Duke. The
Duke, keenly sensitive to other people's psyches (as most serial killers
are) picks up on the envoy's interest in the portrait of the Duchess and
seizes the opportunity to tell his macabre tale of murder thus
demonstrating his above-average intelligence. Other indicators of his
intelligence include his impressive monologue, his knowledge of art and
artists, his attempt to manipulate the envoy into arranging a marriage
transaction, and more importantly, in his instigating a murder through
giving “commands” (45), and getting away with it. Ordering the
Duchess' death gave the Duke a bizarre sense of achievement, a feeling
that he was a powerful force to be reckoned with. It made him feel
potent. This explains his pompous attitude. He is intoxicated with his
own sense of power. He appears to be in a state of euphoria as he tells his
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tale of murder—for at last he had reached the quintessence of satisfaction.
Berman in Browning's Duke speaks of the "pain the portrait always gives
him [the Duke]" (29). This point is refutable since the Duke wants full
recognition and credit for his crime. He is so boastful about what he has
done to the point of being a braggart because it is the only way he can
feel potent and virile. This is in accordance with Wilson's assertion that
"A major factor in serial murder is the desire to feel potent—not just
sexually but psychologically" (9).
The murder of the Duchess gave the Duke a satisfaction he could
not obtain under normal circumstances. It transformed him into someone
other than who he was. In order to sustain his new identity, the Duke
needs to kill again and again. This brings one to an important feature of
serial murder—addiction. Vronsky supports Wilson in this point. He
writes: “Once a killing cycle is triggered, it is rarely broken” (12).
Harrower also notes that there is certainly a "seduction" of crime and a
strange "addiction" (15). Browning’s Duke has definitely entered the
cyclical process of addiction. This is evident from his pointing out the
statue of Neptune taming a sea-horse in the concluding lines of his
monologue. He mentions it hastily. Despite its symbolic value, the
impression one formulates is that the statue no longer holds the same
appeal for the Duke. It is souvenir/trophy which has been replaced. The
entire monologue revolves around the portrait since it represents a new
murder and thus new and improved fantasies. It is very likely that the
portrait will also one day be replaced by some other artistic creation.
Perhaps a creation that serves as trophy/souvenir of the Count’s “fair”
daughter (52).
"Fantasy" is another feature of serial murder which manifests itself
in the character of the Duke. Reality no longer exists in the ducal palace
and an illusionary world has been created. A polymorphous world of
perversion is displayed. The Duke’s objets d’art offer a fertile
playground for the Duke’s sadistic mind to find an outlet. Douglas
explains that sadistic murderers “often have items in their residence
associated with sexual or violent themes” (Mindhunter 61). The portrait
and the statue are both icily clinical in style and graphic in content. They
are visual and laden with fantasy. Certain lines in the poem, in relation to
the portrait, allude to its high eroticism. For example, Fra Pandolf telling
his sitter: “Her mantle laps / Over my lady’s wrist too much,” or him
saying: “Paint / Must never hope to reproduce the faint / Half-flush that
dies along her throat” (16-19). Such remarks made by the painter
regarding the living Duchess’ outward appearance must have been
captured on canvas. The line “Half-flush that dies along her throat” is
embedded with much sensuality. In addition, a statue detailing erotic
poses and presumably nudity must have had a tremendous impact on the
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imagination of the impotent Duke. The Duke justifies his own patronage
of the painter, Fra Pandolf, and the sculptor, Claus of Innsbruck, in order
to confirm the fact that both works were specifically ordered by him.
They were not purchased on a whim. Much thought was put into them.
In that respect, both paraphernalia reveal a condition known as “ideal
sadism.” This type of sadism, psychiatrist/criminologist Paul De River
explains, is symbolic: “the sadistic mind objectifies the subjective
longing, and by means of ideoplastic symbolism manifests symptoms of
sadism usually in the form of paintings or drawings.” It is these objets
d’art which offer an outlet for the Duke’s imagination and expose his
fantasies. Interestingly enough, fantasy is not only a feature of serial
murder per se, but it is also one of the three main components of sexual
homicide according to Austrian psychiatrist, Richard Von Krafft-Ebing.
The other two components: sadism and the compulsion to kill, also
manifest themselves in the Duke's character. The Duke's sadism is
evident in his choice of objets d'art. A statue of a powerful sea-god
taming a weaker creature into subservience is no doubt a projection of the
Duke's desire to dominate, manipulate, and control—the hallmarks of the
sadist. As to the compulsion to kill, Krafft-Ebing explains that the serial
killer develops a compulsive need to act out his sadistic impulses (45).
Serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer referred to his compulsion as: "an incessant
and never-ending desire to have someone at whatever cost" (Masters, The
Shrine of Jeffrey Dahmer 120). The Duke, like Dahmer, most probably
wanted to have the Duchess at whatever cost. Most critics interpreted the
urgency of having the portrait painted in a day as indicator of the Duke’s
obsessive jealousy. The Duke could not trust his wife alone with another
man, not even a Monk. Still, looking at the Duke’s pathology from a
criminological standpoint, one begins to see a different reason altogether.
Rushing "Fra Pandolf" to complete the work in a day suggests that the
compulsion to kill has reached a stage where it could no longer be
restrained. The Duchess had to die in order for the Duke to be appeased.
However, he had to have his memento first.
Another basic characteristic of the serial killer is "a tendency to an
irrational self-pity that can produce an explosion of violence" (Wilson,
Serial Killer Investigations 97). Browning's Duke pities himself no doubt
for not being treated as special. Throughout his monologue he speaks of
the several instances in which the Duchess degraded him. He says: “Sir,
’twas all one!” (25), adding, “all and each / Would draw from her alike
the approving speech, / Or blush, at least” (29-31). Concluding with "as
if she ranked / My gift of a nine-hundred-years-old name / With
anybody's gift" (32-34). According to the Duke, he was no different than
“The dropping of the daylight in the West” (26), an “officious fool” (27),
or “the white mule / She rode with round the terrace” (28). This self-pity
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ultimately leads to resentment, which, Wilson stresses, is "one of the
prime motivations of the serial killer" (Serial Killer Investigations 18).
The Duke resented the fact that he did not have the full attention, love,
and affection of his wife. He harbored this feeling of being denied the
adoration of wife to husband. The Duchess was a gentle person, and
most likely loyal to her husband. The Duke, however, did not share these
warm feelings, believing that his wife marginalized him because she was
enjoying a string of affairs with other men. Although there was no
evidence of adultery, mere suspicion seemed to merit murder.
Psychiatrist, Alexander Lowen provides outstanding insight into
the mentality of men such as the Duke when he writes:
The equation of power with sexual potency sheds light on
why powerlessness is experienced with such humiliation.
On some level of the personality, the feeling of being
powerless is equivalent to being castrated, to use the male
analogy. Very frequently a person whose power is
threatened reacts to that threat as if it were a threat of
castration. Both envy and rage can be related to this
idea. . . . Rage is tinged with a murderous intent. (92-3)
Browning's Duke is obviously uncertain of his own masculinity. He does
not think highly of himself, however, instead of acknowledging his flaws,
he projects all the blame on the Duchess. According to his warped logic,
it is her fault that he feels the way he does. This definitely hints at low
self-esteem— a final feature Wilson attributes to serial killers.
The portrait crime experts build of the serial killer is so similar to
Browning's Duke in "My Last Duchess" in a way that inspires admiration
at Browning's insightful presentation taking place way back in the
nineteenth-century. Stefan Hawlin makes a noteworthy point with
regards to the poem when he declares: "We are presented with a highly–
coloured investigation into the psychology of a murderer" (68). Later
adding: "this great poem itself has proved patient to criticism, but never
been fully pegged down or controlled by it" (70). Perhaps this is because
the poem was well ahead of its time in its psychological probing and
analysis. Through the Duke’s character, the poet identifies the true nature
of homicide. He demonstrates how some men can be so consumed with
jealousy, revenge, and obsession that they evolve into homicidal rage.
The poet's portrait of a serial killer is truly the real thing.
Boyd Litzinger and Donald Smalley recognize this genius in
Browning when they commend his great ability to analyze "the minds of
men as deftly as a surgeon can dissect their bodies" (Litzinger 368).
Donald Thomas in Robert Browning: A Life Within Life shares their
sentiments when he declares of the poet: "the amount of his poetry which
is put into the mouths of the mentally or morally alienated, is one of his
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most striking characteristics" (47). He explains that in the 1830s the new
study of phrenology and psychology brought the minds of the morally
alienated "within the realm of literature." Adding, "Browning was to take
full advantage of this" (47). Still, he stresses: "These historical
developments were the occasion rather than the cause of Browning's
preoccupation with the interior world of the self-deluded and the
psychopath" since "Even without that, he showed an enthusiasm for the
observation of criminal mentalities" (48). Hamilton Wright Mabie in
Essays in Literary Interpretation recognizes how advanced in thought the
poet was in relation to his contemporaries:
If Browning's genius has remained long unrecognized and
unhonoured among his contemporaries, the frequent
harshness and obscurity of his expression must not bear the
whole responsibility. His thought holds so much that is
novel, so much that is as yet unadjusted to knowledge, art,
and actual living, that its complete apprehension even by the
most open-minded must be slow and long delayed. (103)
Adding: "No other has so completely mastered the larger movement of
modern thought on the constructive side, or so deeply felt and so
adequately interpreted the modern spirit" (103-4). Browning's insightful
presentation of a sixteenth-century Renaissance Duke who fits the profile
of a modern- day serial killer confirms Mabie's point. More importantly,
it proves that criminal theories have wide applicability to literature.
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ANTON CHEKHOV ON DEATH AND DYING

“Death – cruelty , a repulsive punishment.
If individuality is annihilated after death,
then there is no life. I cannot comfort
myself with the notion that I will become
one with insects and flies (with sighs
and sufferings) in earthly life, which
has a purpose. I do not even know this
purpose.”
Anton Chekhov1
Most writers at one time or another have dealt with the subject of death
and dying. It is also a ubiquitous topic in the works of Anton Chekhov who was
both a writer and a doctor. Some of his views regarding death and dying are
reflected in many of his characters facing these issues. The present analysis aims
to explore Chekhov’s presentation of death and dying in his artistic works and his
personal views of the same issues.2 As Jerome Katsell rightfully points out,

1

Dnevnik Alekseia Sergeevicha Suvorina, Tekstol. Rasshirovka N. Roskinoi; Podgotovka teksta
D. Reifilda, O.E. Makarovoi [The Diary of Aleksei Sergeevich Suvorin. Text edited by D.
Rayfield and O. Makarova on the bais of N.A. Roskina’s transcription] (London: The Garnett
Press / Moskva: Izdatel’stvo Nezavisima Gazeta, 1999), entry in Diary for July 23, 1897, p. 303.
2
Some of the literature on the subject includes: Jerome Katsell, “Mortality: Theme and Structure
of Chekhov’s Later Prose,” Paul Debreczeny and Thomas Eekman eds., Chekhov’s Art of Writing:
A Collection of Critical Essays (Columbus, OH: Slavica Publishers, Inc., 1977), pp. 54-67;
Konstantin Ponomareff, “The Sick Self in Chekhov’s Prose, 1886 and After,” Rolf-Dieter Kluge
ed., Anton P. Čechov: Werk und Wirkung, Teil 1, Opera Slavica, Neue Folge: Band 18
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1990), pp. 476-486; Karl D. Kramer, “Passivity in Dying:
Tuzenbakh and the Bishop,” Anton P Čechov: Werk und Wirkung…, pp. 487-499; Baekro Cha,
“The Consciousness of Death in Anton Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard,” Anton P. Čechov: Werk
und Wirkung…, pp. 501-512; Walter Smyrniw, “Tanatologiia v rasskazakh A. P. Chekhova,”
Anton P. Čechov: Werk und Wirkung…, pp. 514-528; Rufus W. Mathewson, Jr. “Intimations of
Mortality in Four Čexov’s Stories,” American Contributions to the Sixth International Congress of
Slavists, William E. Harkins ed. (The Hague: Mouton, 1968), pp. 261-284.
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“mortality is a complex polysemous concept.”3 The focus of the present analysis
will be on biological or physical rather than spiritual death or death in life, which
is the subject of numerous other works. It will become evident how limited and
skewed is Rufus W. Mathewson’s assessment of Chekhov’s oeuvres when he
states that Chekhov “…must be read, in part at least, as a poet of murder and
terror;”4 an unfair assessment even if qualified by “in part.”
Generally speaking, people react to death with fear because it is an
unknown – something they cannot comprehend and control. The uncertainty of
exactly what death is makes it impossible for man to fully comprehend it.
Consequently, it is difficult for man to stop fearing it.
Important and particularly relevant works spanning different periods of his
creativity will be examined to discern how his characters behave in the face of
death, works such as: “Grief” (Gore, 1885), “Heartache” (Toska, 1886), “Easter
Eve” (Sviatoi noch’iu, 1886), “Enemies” (Vragi, 1887), “The Doctor” (Doktor,
1887), “Butterfly” (Poprygun’ia, 1892), “Rothchild’s Fiddle” (SkripkaRotshil’da,
1894), “The Black Monk” (Chernyi monakh, 1894) and “The Bishop” (Archierei,
1902).
Mary Delle LeBeau offers the following dubious claim regarding
Chekhov’s depiction of characters suffering from tuberculosis: “In [Chekhov’s]
stories and plays, [he] does depict characters dying of tuberculosis … But, other
than these references to the illness, it is largely absent from his opus.”5 The
erroneousness of this claim becomes apparent as we look at the number of wellknown works, spanning his entire career, which focus in detail on the
protagonist’s process of suffering from tuberculosis, and the number in which one
or more of the characters suffer and die as a result of this disease. As early as
1882, two years prior to completing his medical studies and experiencing his first
pulmonary hemorrhage, Chekhov wrote “Late-Blooming Flowers” (Tsvety
zapozdalye) which portrays the inception of the disease in Marusia’s lungs,
3

Katsell, p. 54.
Rufus W. Mathewson, “Afterword” in Ann Dunnigan, trans. Ward Six and Other Stories (New
York: New American Library, 1965), p. 380.
5
Mary DelleLeBeau, “From Consumption To Tuberculosis In Late 19th Century Russian Letters.”
www.aatseel.org/100111/pdf/program/2005/abstracts/lebeau.
4
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describes the stages of its progress, and the sad conclusion of her dying from the
disease.6 Other important paradigmatic works examined which depict the
protagonist or protagonists suffering, and some eventually dying from
tuberculosis and how the terminally ill face death and how those who grieve for
them express their grief include: “Gusev” (Gusev, 1890), “Black Monk” (Chernyi
monakh, 1894), “Head Gardener’s Tale” (Rasskaz starshego sadovnika, 1894),
and “The Betrothed” (Nevesta, 1903). Evidence shows that a number of works
dealing with suffering and or dying from tuberculosis were created around the
time when the author was particularly conscious of his own disease; around the
times when he experienced pulmonary hemorrhages.
Much has been written about thanatology or death and dying. In the
1960’s Dr. Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, a Swiss psychiatrist,7 conducted seminal
research relating to the terminally ill and arrived at the conclusion that each
patient went through a “grief-cycle” consisting of the following discernible stages
upon learning of their terminal illness and imminent death: first reaction – shock;
second stage – denial ; third stage – anger, directed at God, or nature, or
eventually directed at the family; fourth stage – bargaining, where patients hoped
God would prolong their life or cure them in exchange for promised new
behavior; fifth stage –grieving, which was generally the longest lasting and
included depression and mood fluctuation; final stage – acceptance, where
patients devoted the time remaining to “put things in order.” The patients
displayed a peaceful mood and no longer feared approaching death. These stages
are commonly referred to as the Kübler-Ross model.

6

For an analysis of “Late-Blooming Flowers” see my article: “Tsvety zapozdalye:
Eksperimental’nyi rasskaz Chekhova,” Proceedings of the International Conference on ‘The
Young Chekhov’.” Chekhov Museum in Taganrog, The Russian Academy of Sciences Chekhov
Commission, and the Ministry of Culture of the Don Region (Taganrog, Russia: Izdatel’stvo
Lukomor’e, 2004), pp. 125-158.
7
See: Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, On Death and Dying (New York: Macmillan, 1969), and her other
publications including:, “Dying as a Human-Psychological Event,” in: The Experience of Dying,
Norbert Greinacher and Alois Müller, eds. (New York: Herder and Herder, 1974), 52-53,
Questions and Answers on Death and Dying: A Memoir of Living and Dying (Macmillan, 1976),
Living With Death and Dying (Simon and Schuster, 1981), and The Wheel of Life: A Memoir of
Living and Dying (Scribner, Touchstone ed., 1998).
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Subsequently, a similar “grief-cycle” was developed to describe the stages
a person experiences upon the death of a family member or someone close or
important in the patient’s life. The term stages was replaced by “phases” which
describes more accurately the process, given that people do not go through the
grief process in an orderly, sequential manner. The phases include: first – shock;
second – denial, eventually followed by acceptance of the reality of death; third –
anger, directed at God, or doctors, or some family member, or even blaming
oneself followed by a sense of guilt; fourth – mourning, which is generally the
longest phase involving feelings of depression, continued guilt, loneliness and
crying for no specific reason; fifth – recovery. Actually, this description is less
than accurate since, generally speaking, most grievers never really “recover”
completely from a death which appears to have forever changed their lives.
There are several problems with both “grief-cycles.”

They tend to

oversimplify both processes which are not as neat as the cycles they appear to
indicate. Not everyone’s death or grieving process fits nicely into the “mold.”
Evidence indicates a terminally ill or a grieving individual will not necessarily
experience all or even most of the stages/phases of the given cycle, because “each
death is unique, each person is unique, and therefore, each person’s reaction to it
will also be unique.”8 Chekhov’s medical training and practice enabled him to
understand the uniqueness of both as is evidenced in his many personal statements
and his artistic works. Upon learning he was suffering from tuberculosis,
Chekhov did not go through the full process of the “grief-cycle” established by
Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, nor did he experience the full process of the “grief-cycle”
in grieving for his brother and some of his patients.

Similarly, Chekhov’s

characters do not go through the complete “grief-cycle” when it concerns their
own impending death or the death of a member of their family or a close friend.
Although Chekhov’s characters seldom if ever experience the entire “grief-cycle,”
his depictions of individuals suffering and eventually dying from a terminal

8

“The Psychology of Death,” http://www.wyfda.org/basics_4.html. The extensive research by
George Bonanno has shown that the Kubler-Ross model of the stages of grief has insufficient
scientific basis. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Bonanno.
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illness, as argued by Walter Smyrniw,9 is no less valid both medically and
psychologically.
“Grief” (Gore, 1885), “Heartache” (Toska, 1886), and “Easter Eve” or
more precisely “Holy Night” (Sviatoi noch’iu, 1886) are among Chekhov’s best
serious works toward the end of the early period, depicting death, dying and grief.
The poet Liodor Ivanovich Pal’min (letter of 27 November 1885) praised
the story “Grief” for its “mixture of laughter and sadness.”10 Actually, sadness
here far outweighs laughter. The wood carver, Grigorii Petrov, an inveterate
drunkard and an abuser, drives his wife to the hospital as a result of, what
becomes clear later, a beating she had suffered at his hands – not uncommon
violence visited upon Russian peasant women as a number of Chekhov’s works
portray. Grigorii drives through a fierce blizzard during which “it was impossible
to say whether the snow came from the sky or from the ground;”11 a condition
which corresponds to his experiencing a crucial event in his life and foreshadows
his state of confusion. He talks to his wife in the sleigh who, as it becomes soon
apparent, has already died. As a result, his talk is really a monologue because the
wife can neither hear him nor reply to him. The detail of the sound her head
makes banging against the side of the sleigh is graphic and disturbing to both
Grigorii and the reader. Additionally, telling details of her physical appearance
indicate that she has died: “the snow does not melt on the old woman’s face” and
“her face itself has somehow become elongated and taken on a pale-gray, dirtywaxy color and has become severe and serious.” Grigorii felt her cold hand,
raised it and it “fell back like a stone” (4: 232). It is unclear whether she died as a
result of the beating or froze to death; most likely, her death was the result of a
combination of both. She died without any vocal protest. Only the night before,
for the first time she “gazed sternly and fixedly at him, as saints do from icons, or
9

Walter Smyrniw, “Tanatologia v rasskazakh A. P. Chekhova,” Rolf- Dieter Kluge, ed., Anton P.
Čechov: Werk und Wirkung…
10
Quoted in Thomas Winner Chekhov and his prose (New York, Chicago, San Francisco: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1966), p. 32.
11
A. P. Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v tridtsati tomakh, ed. N. F. Bel’chikov et al.
(Moskva: Nauka, 1974-83), Vol. 4, p. 230. All references to Chekhov’s works will be noted in the
text by volume and page number. References to Chekhov’s letters are also to this edition and will
be cited in the text by date.
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dying people” (manifestation of suppressed anger, the third stage of “grief-cycle”)
and now, in the sleigh, dead, her face looked “so stern, so grave” (4:232) – the
only intimations of an inner protest. He abused her most of their forty years of
married life. He recalled that his grief had started the night before, when, drunk,
he bullied and beat his wife. It was her “disturbing look … which made him
conscious of his feeling grief” (4:232). In his convoluted reasoning he attempts to
justify beating her saying: “I promise not to beat you again. … Besides, I’ve never
beaten you from spite … I beat you because I felt like it, for no reason at all”
(4:232).
Terrified, Grigorii weeps because he is vexed. “He had not really begun to
live with her … and now she was dead. … And, as though to spite him [she] had
died just when he was beginning to feel that he was sorry for her, that he could
not live without her, that he had wronged her terribly. … His grief had only begun
and now it was all over” (4:233); strange reasoning since her death should elicit in
him a more lasting grief. Surprisingly, although he appears to be responsible for
her death, he is angry at her for dying (phase three of “grief-cycle”).

He

experiences pangs of conscience for his brutality (phase three of the “griefcycle”).

As he reviews his misspent life, he wishes he could “live anew.”

Ironically, he is unaware that he too is about to die. If his wife dies of abuse and
hypothermia, his death emphasizes man’s subservience to the whims of fate. He
muses about making arrangements for his wife’s funeral, passes out and next
finds himself in the hospital where the doctor shocks him (stage one of “griefcycle”) telling him that he will lose his frostbitten arms and legs. When he cries,
the callous doctor tells him bluntly and unprofessionally: “You’ve had your life,
haven’t you? You must be sixty if a day – isn’t that enough for you?” (4:234).
Instead of trying to alleviate the patient’s fear and anxiety, the doctor essentially
employs the logic of euthanasia. Dr. Chekhov, a year out of medical school, is
clearly critical of Dr. Pavel Ivanych’s attitude and bedside manner and the
existing inferior medical care available to peasants.
Speaking of this story, Donald Rayfield argues that “the moral priorities of
the Russian peasant and his calmness in the face of death [are] brought out
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disarmingly casually by Chekhov.”12 In truth, Grigorii’s moral priorities are
shown to be faulty – he commands his wife to lie to the doctor by telling him
“Never, sir!” if asked whether her husband ever beats her. Also, Grigorii is not
completely calm in the face of death and is not ready to die. He experiences the
fourth stage of the “grief-cycle” as he tries to bargain with the doctor to keep him
alive by offering to make him a cigarette case and a croquet set. He argues that he
needs to return the borrowed horse; lastly, he expresses a wish to live another five
or six years. The doctor responds “Whatever for?” and leaves the ward. The
intrusive narrator’s closing words appear equally callous: “Good-bye to the
turner!” (Tokariu – amin’![4:234]). Beverly Hahn is justly surprised “by the
puzzling harshness of the ending;” certainly true as regards the doctor’s conduct.
However, she appears to overstate her case claiming that “in its callousness the
[ending] exceeds anything the turner might conceivably have deserved”13 when
we recall Chekhov’s famous statement regarding violence, especially the
primitive brutality type perpetrated by Grigorii against his wife.14 In the final
analysis, the reader can safely assume that no one will grieve for Grigorii.
“Heartache,” a chef-d’oeuvre, offers perhaps the most sustained depiction
of overwhelming grief in all of Chekhov’s works. The epigraph to the story “To
whom shall I tell my grief” (Komu povem pechal’ moiu?) (4: 326), alerts us to the
hero’s existential loneliness and isolation (phase four of “grief-cycle”) when
facing personal grief and, because of the epigraph’s biblical reference and its
archaic language points to this being man’s age old problem. The cabbie Iona
Potapov (first name Jonah brings to mind the prophet’s suffering and grief
whereas the epigraph is from a church spiritual song “Joseph’s Lament and A
True Story” [Plach’ Iosifa i byl’]), who has recently lost his only son searches
desperately for someone with whom he can share his grief. His mourning (stage
four of “grief-cycle”) for his son overwhelms him (Potapov reminds us of the
12

Donald Rayfield, Chekhov: The Evolution of his Art (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1975), p. 45
Beverly Hahn, Chekhov: A Study of the Major Stories and Plays (Cambridge, London, New
York, Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1979), p. 51.
14
In a letter of October 4, 1888 to A.N. Pleshcheev, Chekhov wrote: “I hate lying and violence in
all their forms … My holy of holies is … freedom from violence and lying, whatever forms they
may take.” PSSP, Pis’ma, Vol. 3, p. 11.
13
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noun potop meaning “deluge”). He makes four attempts to communicate his grief
and although with each successive attempt the people are closer to him on the
social ladder – an officer, students, doorman and cabman – they become
increasingly more indifferent to hearing of his grief. His attempt to give details of
his son’s death is even interrupted by irate protest from the darkness. He is unable
to find any relief until the very end of the story; and a qualified relief at that.
Although the intensity of Iona’s grief fluctuates, it never abates
completely. He tells the officer that his son died three days ago, does not know of
what, but accepts reality of son’s death saying “It is God’s will” (4:327; phase
two of “grief-cycle”). When the three students are in the cab and there is much
commotion, we learn that his “feeling of loneliness begins little by little to lift
from his heart” (4:328). Like a musical refrain, he tells the students “This week …
er… my son died” to which the hunchback replies casually “We shall all die”
(4:328), a stark but truthful statement of man’s inevitable mortality, and soon
thereafter gives him a blow on the neck. Iona has a difficult time dealing with his
son’s untimely death, with the fact that he, Iona, is alive and his son is dead. He
questions the rationality of death saying: “‘It is strange how death comes by the
wrong door … It didn’t come for me, it came for my son…” (phase three of
“grief-cycle”; 4:329). This is the age-old complaint of parents who have to bury
their children. The death of Iona’s son is one more example of the role of fate, of
blind chance in man’s life.
When the students leave, the narrator for the first time makes an explicit
statement regarding the situation: “The grief which has been allayed for a brief
space comes back again and wrenches his heart more cruelly than ever. There is a
look of anxiety and torment in Iona’s eyes.” The latter thinks: “Isn’t there
someone among those thousands who will listen to him?” (4:329). This is an echo
of the epigraph question and the answer at this point is “No-one.” We read of the
immensity of his grief: “If his heart were to burst and his grief to pour out, it
seems that it would flood the whole world, and yet no one sees it” (4:329). After
an unproductive exchange with the doorman, Iona returns to the yard where he
tells another cabbie “my son is dead, brother … did you hear? This week in the
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hospital…. What a business!”(4:330). But the cabbie shows no interest in hearing
more. The narrator notes “Iona thirsts for talk. … He ought to tell how his son
was taken ill, how he suffered, what he said before he died, how he died…. He
ought to describe the funeral, and how he went to the hospital to fetch his son’s
clothes. … Is it little that he has to tell now?” (4:330). The question reflects his
incomprehension of the world and his loneliness in it. Chekhov tones down our
sympathy for Iona through statements such as: “His listener should gasp and
moan and keen…. It would be even better to talk to women. Though they are
foolish, two words will make them cry”(4:330). It appears that Iona seeks the
form rather than the substance of sympathy. It is also interesting that, having told
the young driver that his son has died we read again: “Iona looks to see the effect
of his words, but notices none” (4:33).
The story has a very surprising ending. We learn that “when he is alone,
he dares not think of his son [because] to evoke his image is unbearably painful”
(4:330). He goes out to the stable presumably to feed his horse, but, in actuality,
his unconscious need to tell someone of his grief is so great that he expresses it to
his horse. Although earlier he had accepted the fact of his son’s death, now he
appears to still question the rationality of his death: “He went and died to no
purpose….” (4:330). The irony is that he cannot find a human being with whom
he can share his grief and can only speak of it to a beast. It turns out to be a sad
commentary on humankind and its universal indifference to a man’s sorrow.
It is doubtful whether Iona will ever recover completely from his grief.
The story ends as do many of Chekhov’s works – the whole story of the son’s
death lies outside the framework of the story proper. Chekhov avoids
sentimentality by making the subject matter of the story Iona’s misery that he
cannot find anyone to whom he can talk about his son’s death rather than making
the son’s death the story itself.
The failure of communication, a major theme in Chekhov’s works, plays a
significant role here as well. Although the failure may operate on both sides, that
is, both parties may contribute to its failure, Chekhov appears to attribute it to the
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party at the receiving end, the decoders – Iona’s passengers, the doorman and the
fellow cabbie. The failure of communication is often tragic as it is in this instance,
and appears to be the result of a faulty reception, which the encoder is unable
improve. It can be argued, however, that Iona shares the blame. His
inarticulateness which increases pathos actually becomes a source of his misery;
thus the victim bears some responsibility for his own grief.
“Easter Eve” or “Holy Night” describes Ieronim, a ferryman novice monk,
working overtime through the night and lamenting the loss of a fellow monk,
deacon Nikolai who has died on Easter Eve. The river divides the two worlds –
the world of sorrow and the world of joy. While Ieronim suffers profound
unhappiness and is nearly in a state of shock (phase one of “grief-cycle”), the
crowd in the church across the river experiences a feeling of joy celebrating
Easter Eve; a contrast which effectively accentuates Ieronim’s grief. “During this
service,” writes Willa Chamberlain Axelrod, “the church ‘passes over’ from the
sorrow of death and burial to the joy of new life.”15 In Ieronim’s case, on a
personal, non-religious level, he does not “pass over” from “sorrow of death and
burial” to any joy whatsoever. His grief is so profound that it outweighs his joy at
Christ’s Resurrection. While ferrying the narrator across the river, Ieronim shares
with him the details of his friend’s death and eulogizes Nikolai and his
extraordinary talents particularly his skill for composing canticles or hymns of
praise. We learn that Ieronim “had an extraordinarily sad and exhausted look” (5:
103; phase four of “grief-cycle”). The narrator helps to partially alleviate the
monk’s sorrow.
Ieronim wonders “‘why in time of great rejoicing, a man cannot forget his
sorrows?’” and identifies his sorrow saying “‘to-day a special sorrow has
happened in the monastery: at mass, during the reading of the Bible, the monk and
deacon Nikolai died’” (5:95). The layperson narrator says what one would expect
15

Willa Chamberlain Axelrod, “Passage from Great Saturday to Easter Day in ‘Holy Night,’
Reading Chekhov’s Text, Robert Louis Jackson, ed. (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press,
1993), p. 96. This, and Beverly Hahn’s (Chekhov: A Study of the Major Stories and Plays…, pp.
71-80) analysis of “Easter Eve” are among the most insightful studies in English.
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from or to be obvious to a monk: “‘Well, it’s God will! … We must all die’” (the
theme of man’s mortality surfaces again), adding what should be even more
known to a monk: “‘You ought to rejoice… They say if anyone dies at Easter he
goes straight to the kingdom of heaven’” (5:95), with which the monk agrees. In
contrast to Iona’s statement “‘It’s God’s will’,” as an initial sign of acceptance of
his son’s death, here the narrator helps the monk to partially accept reality of
Nikolai’s death. Also in contrast to the hunchback’s remark “We shall all die”
expressed callously, the narrator states makes the same observation adopting a
“monastic tone.” Most importantly, in contrast to Iona’s plight where no one
wants to hear of his grief, the narrator expresses a clear and genuine interest in
learning more about Ieronim’s friend and the ferryman’s grief – his mourning or
phase four of the “grief-cycle.” As is true of this phase of grieving, Ieronim is
overcome with a feeling of depression and loneliness.
Ieronim experiences a struggle between his mind and his heart. He knows
that “‘The Holy Scripture points clearly to the vanity of sorrow’” and yet he
wonders “‘but why does the heart grieve and refuse to listen to reason?’” (5: 96)
indicating that he has not truly accepted the death of his friend. Ieronim expresses
a fundamental psychological truth about grief – its relentless, overwhelming
power often overcomes reason. Ieronim’s unmitigated mourning is revealed in his
statement: “‘Why does one want to weep bitterly?’” (5: 96; another aspect of
phase four of “greif-cycle”). Moreover, he reveals how hard it is for him to accept
the death of his friend: “‘Nikolai is dead! No one else but Nikolai! Indeed, it is
hard to believe that he is no more! … Every minute I keep fancying that he will
lift up his voice from the bank’” (5:96) – a sign of denial characteristic of the
second phase of the “grief-cycle,” and evidence that he does not go through the
grieving process in a sequential, orderly manner. Ieronim’s bewilderment by his
friend’s death is a reminder of the irrationality of death and of life’s transience
reflected here and by Chekhov in the epigraph to the present analysis. In addition
to a great friendship, Ieronim enjoyed a genuine bond with Nikolai. The latter was
almost like a brother, a father, a surrogate mother to him. He says: “‘We were
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dear friends in a way … Now I feel just like an orphan or a widow’” (sirota ili
vdovitsa [5: 99]). He is an embodiment of loneliness and suffering.
Unlike the limited information we have about the son for whom Iona
grieves, we learn much about the grieved Nikolai. In eulogizing him, Ieronim
describes him in hagiographical terms: “‘He was a kind soul. My God! how
kindly and gracious! … Lord, save his soul! … He had softness and refinement.
… He talked softly, caressingly, … His face was tender, compassionate….’”
(5:96-99). He sacrificed himself by getting up in the middle of the night to check
on Ieronim’s safety. The latter adds: “‘Such a sweet and harmonious tongue! Just
as they will sing immediately at early matins: ‘Oh lovely! Oh sweet is Thy
Voice!’ Besides all other human qualities, he had, too, an extraordinary gift’” (5:
96). He was solitary, misunderstood, and devoted his life to venerating God by
composing canticles (akafisty, with their “weaving of words” [pletenie sloves]),
which Ieronim maintains came from God. He resorts to using a form of hyperoche
stating that Nikolai’s word was so overwhelming that he “cannot express … how
he used to write” (5: 98). His grief for Nikolai is revealed especially in his
appreciation of and moving response to the eloquent poetry, the artistry of the
deacon’s hymns; he remembers them word for word. Unfortunately, other monks
misunderstood Nikolai and did not appreciate his creations.
At the church service the narrator becomes a sympathetic mourner in
contrast to those who are unaware of the death of the delicate and sensitive monk
and indifferent to the beauty of his lauds to Christ, Mary and various saints. The
narrator’s appreciation of and response to the beauty of Nikolai’s hymns helps to
decrease the note of pathos in the story. As the narrator leaves the church, he tries
to find Nikolai’s cell, but, “Nikolai,” writes Willa Chamberlain Axelrod, “a
Christ-figure, is not to be found.”16 It is a fitting discovery given the Easter Eve
service which celebrates Christ’s Resurrection and His not being found in His
tomb.

16

Axelrod, p. 101.
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The story ends on a poignant note as Ieronim searches intently for his
friend’s features in a woman’s face17 which makes it evident that his grieving will
continue a long time; that his bond with Nikolai was so strong that he will not
fully experience the fifth phase of the “grief-cycle”; that he may never recover
completely from his loss. Although considerable attention in “Holy Night” is
devoted to Nikolai’s death, the real focus of the work, as was the case with Iona in
“Heartache,” is on Ieronim’s grief rather than the monk’s death.
“Heartache” dealt with Iona’s grieving for his dead adult son, while
“Enemies” and “The Doctor” deal with the death, or imminent death of small
children and the grief and mourning experienced by their parents. In “Enemies” a
rather unusual situation develops immediately following doctor Kirilov’s only,
six-year-old son’s death from diphtheria. The poetic presentation of the boy’s
death scene is an impressive artistic achievement. Here, genuine grief is
contrasted with what subsequently proves to be unfounded, sham grief.
The reader is presented with one of the most extensive, sympathetic and
lyrical descriptions of a death scene and human grief in Chekhov’s oeuvre:
Here, in the bedroom dead quiet (meertvyi pokoi) reined. … On the bed
… the boy lay open-eyed, with a look of wonder on his face. He did not
move, but it seemed that his open eyes became darker and darker every
second and sank into his skull. Having laid her hands on his body and
hid her face in the folds of the bed-clothes, the mother now was on her
knees before the bed. Like the boy she did not move, but how much
living movement was felt in the coil of her body and in her hands! She
was pressing close to the bed with her whole being, with eager
vehemence, as though she were afraid to violate the quiet and
comfortable pose which she had found at last for her weary body (6:33).

17
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We have here a strikingly graphic and poetic description of the process of
the last signs of life leaving the boy’s body. The mother who gave him life
presses against the bed trying desperately not to lose him, still wishing to be close
to her son who is gradually leaving her. They both become completely
motionless; in effect they become one. Robert Louis Jackson observes correctly
that this mother and son scene is remindful of Michelangelo’s Pietà.18
Phase one of the “grief-cycle,” shock and incomprehension that the boy is
dying, is reflected in the look of wonder on his face. The narrator continues the
description of this profoundly sad scene saying:
The repulsive terror (uzhas) of which we think when we speak of death
was absent from the bedroom. In the pervading dumbness, in the mother’s
pose, in the indifference of the doctor’s face was something attractive that
touched the heart, the subtle and elusive beauty of human grief, which it
will take men long to understand and describe, and only music, it seems, is
able to express. Beauty too was felt in the stern stillness. Kirilov and his
wife were silent and did not weep, as though they were aware of all the
poetry of their condition (6:33-34).
This is one of the most subtle, poetic descriptions of death and of human
response to it in literature, and yet, there is an admission of the impossibility to
satisfactorily describe human grief in words; that only music is able to convey its
essence. We do not hear any vocal expression of grief, any overt lamenting;
instead, the reigning stillness lends the scene its beauty. The enormity of the
parents’ grief is beyond words yet Chekhov succeeds in conveying it most
admirably.

What is so fresh about this painting of death is that the usual

association with it, horror, is absent; rather, the scene of suffering and grief are
equated with beauty.

18

Robert Louis Jackson, “’The Enemies’: A Story at War with Itself?” Reading Chekhov’s Text,
Robert Louis Jackson ed. (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 1993), p. 67.
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We learn that “as the doctor’s wife dropped on to her knees before the
dead child’s cot, … the first paroxysm of despair took hold of her” (6:30). The
serious psychological impact the boy’s death has on the parents is reflected in
their immobility as if they had become transfixed. Shock and grief (phase one of
“grief-cycle”) appear to paralyze both of them. Given their age, he is 44 and she
35, it appears they will never have any more children. And, as in Iona’s case,
parents face burying their child.
The fact that their only child had just died is tragedy, but the tragedy is
compounded for this man, who though being a doctor and having applied all of
his energy and medical skill in an attempt to save his son, has nevertheless failed;
a fact which emphasizes his profound dejection and even self-blame, and shows
the effect of phase three of the “grief-cycle.” We are reminded of Chekhov’s
personal tragic experience, when he had to care for his consumptive brother,
Nikolai, who died in 1889. Chekhov remarked to E.M. Lintvareva: “To have a
sick brother is a sorrow, but to be a physician and have a sick brother is a double
sorrow.”19 We also recall another analogous situation – Chekhov’s experience at
the end of 1885 treating the Ianovs, mother and three daughters, for typhoid.
Despite his diligent efforts in attending them, the mother and one of the daughters
(clutching Chekhov’s arm) died. Chekhov felt so helpless and guilty that,
according to his brother Mikhail, the experience led him to consider abandoning
medicine.20
The poetic stillness of the tragic death scene painted by Chekhov is
interrupted most inopportunely by the prosaic sound of the doorbell. The visitor,
Abogin, a landowner, pleads urgently for the doctor to come with him to attend
his wife who “has been taken dangerously ill.” Injecting a note of pathos the
narrator informs us that doctor Kirilov, “without wiping his wet face or hands,
which had been burnt by carbolic acid” (6: 30), initially refuses to go arguing that
he cannot leave his grieving wife at this time. The doctor is in such state of shock
19

Letter of April 17, 1889, to E.M. Lintvareva, PSSP, XIV, 347.
M.P. Chekhov, Vokrug Chekhova (Moskovskii rabochii, 1964), pp. 144-45. Later, in Diadia
Vania, Dr. Astrov agonizes over a patient who died under his care.
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that he listens “as though he did not understand the Russian language” (6:32), and
walks with “machine-like movements, … raising his right-foot higher than he
need”(6:32

); a telling detail, offered by Chekhov the experienced and

knowledgeable doctor, of Kirilov’s mental state affecting his motor functions. We
are told that Kirilov’s “face showed indifference; only the drops which glistened
on his beard revealed that he had been lately weeping” (6:33; sign of phase four
of the “grief-cycle”). “The gloom and the quiet” we are told, “increased his sense
of being stunned (oshalelost’)” (6:32).
Chekhov reveals his true understanding of human grief – that different
people manifest their grief differently. Thus, in contrast to his wife, the doctor
feels “the necessity of movement” because his “soul is in pain.” When he again
refuses to go with Abogin, the latter appeals to him to save a human life saying:
“‘This life is more than any personal grief’” (6:34). It becomes almost a weighing
as to whose grief is more important. Abogin says: “‘A young woman is dying!
You say your son died just now. Who could understand my terror (uzhas) better
than you?’” (6:35). The reader is struck by the contrast between the earlier
described death scene where there was an absence of “terror,” and Abogin
overcome with “terror.” Significantly, the narrator, who in this case is Chekhov,
states “the highest expression of happiness or distress is most often silence”
(6:35). These thoughts henceforth became an integral part of Chekhov’s artistic
credo. The narrator adds: “A fervent passionate speech at the graveside affects
only outsiders. To the widow and children it seems cold and trivial” (6:35); one
more example of Chekhov’s profound understanding of how deeply personal
individual grief is and how grief-stricken individuals at the time of their most
intense grief can be oblivious to outsiders.
The doctor relents, goes, and discovers that Abogin’s wife feigned illness
as a ruse to run off with her lover. As Kirilov’s eyes fill with tears he verbalizes
his grief which transforms it into an ugly display of bitterness, outrage and anger:
“‘My child is dead. My wife in anguish, alone in the house …. I can hardly stand
on my feet, I haven’t slept for three nights … and I’m made to play in a vulgar
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comedy…’”(6:40). His long suppressed resentment of the landed gentry
represented by Abogin surfaces as he continues his verbal assault on the man. The
incident transforms Kirilov from a sympathetic grieving father into an angry
unattractive figure whom the narrator criticizes openly.
First the narrator offers a general truth: “In both the selfishness of the
unhappy is violently manifest. Unhappy men are selfish, wicked, unjust, and less
able to understand each other than fools. Unhappiness does not unite people, but
separates them; and just where one would imagine that people should be united by
the community of grief, there is more injustice and cruelty done than among the
comparatively contended” (6:42). Although basically this is true of the AboginKirilov situation, it is less than completely true. The problem is that Abogin and
Kirilov do not share the same cause of grief; each is wrapped up in his own grief
or the reason for grieving. In closing the narrator states: “[Kirilov’s] thoughts
were unjust, inhuman, and cruel. … He passed sentence on Abogin and his wife
and others, … he hated them, and his heart ached with his contempt for them. He
formed a permanent conviction about them. Time will pass and Kirilov’s sorrow,
but this conviction, unjust and unworthy of the human heart, will not pass, but
will remain in the doctor’s mind until the grave” (6: 43). Significantly, the
narrator states that in time Kirilov’s grief will pass and he will recover (phase five
of the “grief-cycle”).
In a letter to his brother Alexander dated February 20, 1883, Chekhov
remarked: “The salt of life is to be found in dignified protest.” Unfortunately,
everything in the story indicates that doctor Kirilov’s protest is undignified.21
A comparison of the opening death scene with the closing scene of the
story provides a certain contrast between illness and death visiting unhappiness
upon man on the one hand, that is, man seen as the victim of external forces, and
on the other hand man himself being the cause of his unhappiness by virtue of his

21
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own excesses and limitations. Chekhov reveals his amazing understanding of
human psychology – he shows us how quickly a sympathetic grief-stricken
individual can become a very negative and unjust person. What remains
disturbing is that the doctor’s beautiful grief has ironically led him to reveal that
he is a bitter, hateful and unforgiving man with convictions “unworthy of the
human heart.”
The opening scene of “The Enemies” resembles closely that of the “The
Doctor.”22 Each is concerned with the fate of a child. There is a difference,
however – in “The Doctor,” Dr. Tsvetkov directs his protest not at a stranger but
at Ol’ga Ivanovna, with whom he has had a long-term relationship, at the most
inopportune time when her child, and possibly also his, lies dying of a brain
tumor. The “chronotope” of the drawing-room (Bakhtin’s “chronotope of parlors
and salons”),23 serves as the locus of action. It is calm and very quiet except for
the sound of a droning gadfly -- a symbol of death which hovers over Ol’ga’s
household.
In this story falsehood practiced by both of the main characters, Ol’ga
Ivanovna and Dr. Nikolai Tsvetkov, poisons their relationship. We are introduced
to the critical situation involving the last dying moments of Ol’ga’s only child,
Misha (Bakhtin’s “chronotope of crisis”). In this context a confrontation occurs
between Ol’ga and Tsvetkov as he attempts to establish conclusively the identity
of the dying boy’s natural father. Precisely, he wants to know whether the boy is
his or not. His name suggests something attractive such as “flower” [tsvetok] or
even “blossoming” [tsvetenie], however, on the basis of the story, we learn that
the potentially noble qualities which his name connotes have failed to develop.
Ol’ga, “the lady of the villa,” is a mother obsessed with her maternal
position. Her present concern is for her dying son. She suffers (phase four of
“grief-cycle”), however, not in silence as does Kirilov’s wife, but with long
22
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lamenting. At one point the narrator describes Ol’ga crying as “bitter, imploring,
weeping, like the weeping of a little girl” (6: 310). Her immature, excessive
display of emotions is sharply contrasted with the silent suffering of the gravely
ill Misha (stage six of “grief-cycle”). She unwittingly characterizes her own
behavior when she says of Misha: “If he is in pain, why is he silent? … All day
long, not a sound, he never complains, and never cries” (6: 311). Although he is
just a boy, he behaves stoically. We recall Chekhov’s statement about the primacy
of silence as it relates to grief. Upon closer examination, the image of an anxious
mother breaks down. Her hesitant replies to the doctor’s inquiries reveal a certain
scheming background to her façade of sorrow. Four nouns she equates with Misha
tell us something about her. He is her “joy”(radost’), “happiness” (schast’e),
“wealth” (bogatstvo), and “treasure” (sokrovishche). She also adds repeatedly:
“‘If [Misha] … dies, there will be nothing left of me but a shadow. I will not
survive it’” (6: 309). Her statement suggests that should the boy die, her grief for
him would lead to her death. However, her conduct as revealed subsequently,
suggests also that she is equally concerned about her material survival if her son
dies. In fact, her primary concern just might be for herself rather than her son.
Thus, the reason for her grief becomes suspect. Though the words “joy” and
“happiness” are motherly judgments, “wealth” and “treasure” are perhaps her
most revealing remarks if not taken at face, emotional value, for they point
directly at her triumvirate of benefactors. We learn that Ol’ga has been using the
fact that the positive identity of the boy’s father has remained a mystery. She has
been receiving a stipend for the boy’s support from two other men besides
Tsvetkov. Misha’s death will obviously bring to an abrupt halt the payoff and the
game Ol’ga has been playing with the three men.
Dr. Tsvetkov says to Ol’ga: “‘You have always declared that the boy is
my son. Is that the truth?’” (6:312). The early part of the story shows the doctor
as being rather detached from any deep concern over the boy’s illness apart from
a doctor-patient involvement. The lack of an overt expression of a modicum of
sympathy if not grief on his part for the boy’s condition, even if he is uncertain
whether the boy is his son, is a telling comment about him as a doctor and a
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human being. He gives Ol’ga no encouragement, stating calmly: “We must look
the hideous truth in the face … We must try to prepare ourselves for his death, for
such cases never recover” (310). His aim is to frighten Ol’ga with Misha’s
impending death so that eventually he can elicit the truth from her.
Dr. Tsvetkov seems to lack the feeling necessary to establish a good
bedside manner. The narrator informs us that Tsvetkov does not know “how to
talk with weeping women or with children” (6: 310-110). At one crucial point,
Ol’ga says: “‘Good God, can nothing be done? … Nikolai, you are a doctor and
ought to know what to do!’” (6:311; phase two of “grief-cycle”). Although the
expectation seems to be a reasonable one, we can appreciate Tsvetkov’s difficulty
in fulfilling it. Yet, the narrator is implicitly critical of the doctor for his inability
to communicate. A final attempt at forcing a confession out of Ol’ga results in
failure.
Before he even asks Ol’ga whether he is Misha’s father, he in effect poses
the question to Misha himself: “‘Misha, who am I? Do you know me?’” (6:310).
Of course he is trying to test the boy’s level of consciousness. But he is also
asking for himself, through the boy, for an answer to the one question that plagues
him. We read that “Misha did not answer” (6:310). It is a foreshadowing of
Tsvetkov’s being equally unsuccessful in obtaining “the answer” from Ol’ga.
When Tsvetkov asks Misha what specifically has he been dreaming about, Misha
replies: “‘About all sorts of things’” (6:310). It is an indirect, intra-textually
implicit response to the question which Tsvetkov poses to Ol’ga about Misha’s
paternity. The doctor seeks a specific answer from Misha but receives a vague
one which implies a variety of interpretations, just as Ol’ga’s response also has
the potential for conveying a variety of “truths,” depending upon one’s
perspective.
Surely Tsvetkov’s pressing of the delicate question of Misha’s paternity is
unfortunately timed for Ol’ga. By his own admission, the moment when the boy
is dying is a sacred one, yet it does not prevent him from profaning it by
relentlessly pursuing the “truth.” Ol’ga persists asserting: “‘Nikolai, I am not
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lying. Misha is your child’” (6:313). It is quite possible – given the circumstances
– that Ol’ga herself does not and cannot know the truth. The real irony lies in the
possibility that not one of the three men identified as having had relations with her
may in fact be the real father. Like Ol’ga, who has difficulty in facing the truth of
her child’s almost certain death (phase two of “grief-cycle”), Tsvetkov, too, has
difficulty in facing the truth of his situation: he cannot know whether Misha is his
son. His hubris renders him unable to accept “the possibility and impossibility”
of not knowing.
The answer to Tsvetkov’s questions whether he is Misha’s father or not is
provided intra-textually in the opening lines of the story in words expressed by
the doctor himself to Ol’ga’s questions regarding his diagnosis of Misha’s
condition as hopeless: “‘Nikolai, are you certain you are not mistaken?’” (phase
two of “grief-cycle). Tsvetkov replies: “‘Such questions lead to nothing. I am
ready to answer as many as you like, but it will make it no better for us’” (310).
For the past nine years the doctor has found no peace by refusing to accept
Ol’ga’s word though he has good reason not to believe her. The tragedy in all of
this is that Misha, the human element, has been ignored and treated as a pawn in a
game. At the end of the story, Misha’s fate, the real crisis, is nearly forgotten.
The concern is till the very end as to whose son Misha is, not his impending
death.
From the opening moments of the story we sense that Ol’ga and Tsvetkov
are totally wrapped in their own concerns, which in each case center on the boy,
but for different reasons. They should have focused their attention more on the
child’s condition. The sad prospect of losing Misha should evidently bring them
together, as a similar situation in “The Enemies” unites Kirilov and his wife;
instead, it separates them. Sounds of music floating in from the outside
counterpoint the tragedy of Ol’ga’s and Tsvetkov’s situation. There is a stark
contrast between the implied joy and happiness experienced by the dancers at the
ball and their likely tears of joy, and Misha’s impending death, Ol’ga’s tears
stemming from her grief, and the unpleasant confrontation between Ol’ga and
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Tsvetkov. In “The Enemies” and “The Doctor” selfishness and self-righteousness
prevent the hero from attaining the necessary insight to modify his conviction
which is “unjust and unworthy of a human heart.”
In the story “Gusev” the atmosphere of dying and death dominates the
narrative. In the words of Rufus W. Mathewson Jr., “We need not speculate about
the presence of death in ‘Gusev’; three lives are extinguished in the course of the
story. The process of dying is the action of the story; the experience and meaning
of death are the subject-matter.”24 The story concerns two individuals, Pavel
Ivanych and Gusev, returning to Russia after serving in the Far East. More
precisely, they are among the sick sailors and soldiers returning from serving in
the penal colony on the Island of Sakhalin which Chekhov visited and later
described in his The Island of Sakhalin (Ostrov Sakhalin).25 In the portrayal of
Pavel Ivanych and Gusev, we find Chekhov’s favorite device employing
contrasting, diametrically opposed personalities. The former is a protester (one of
numerous Chekhov’s protesters), while the latter is a meek, submissive
individual, Tolstoy’s Platon Karataev type (smirennik).
We learn that Pavel Ivanych “suffered from seasickness.” Next we are
given his physical description: “he slept sitting up, as he felt suffocated lying
down. He had a gray face, a long sharp nose, and eyes which seemed enormous
because he was terribly emaciated; and his temples were sunken” (7:328-329) –
visible and alarming signs of the ravaging effects of tuberculosis upon him. He is
“worn out by coughing” as a result of his illness and the suffocating heat
contributes to his breathing laboriously. Pavel Ivanych protests against the
authorities for, among other things, putting gravely ill soldiers and sailors “in the
last stages of consumption” on a ship heading for Russia, knowing well they will
never get there alive (7:329). He says of himself: “‘I am protest
personified’”(7:333). The problem is that, similar to Kirilov, he does not express
24
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his protest nobly; it is not a dignified protest which would meet Chekhov’s
approval.
Although Gusev is meek, like Grigorii, he also has a primitive, violent
side to him; he explains beating up some Chinese men: “Well, I was bored, and I
beat them up” (7:330).
Like a refrain we read about Pavel Ivanych’s condition: “Several times he
tried to lie down, but he never succeeded. His breathing was labored” (7:331).
The narrator adds: “It was suffocating in the heat, one had no strength to breathe,
one was thirsty, and the water was hot, disgusting” (7:331). In the meantime,
when someone on board dies,

the event is conveyed almost as if it were

happening off-stage: “Overhead someone gave a loud shout, and several sailors
ran past, and there was s sound as though some heavy object was being dragged
across the dock or something had burst open” (7:331). A following death scene is
described soberly, unsentimentally, strikingly realistically and effectively
employing what may be called the device of “ostranenie” (“making it strange”):
“Suddenly something strange happened to one of the soldiers who was playing
cards …. He called hearts diamonds then he got muddled over the score, and then
let the cards fall from his hands. He smiled a frightened, stupid smile, and gazed
at the other card-players. ‘I won’t be a moment, fellows,’ he said, and lay down
on the floor. They were all astonished [both the person dying and the witnesses
experience “shock” or the first stage of the “grief-cycle”]. They shouted at him,
but he did not answer” (7:331). It takes the simple-minded Gusev to enlighten
them: “‘There’s not a drop of breath left in him – he’s dead!’” (7:332).
Pavel Ivanych’s deteriorating condition is made clear by the fact that he
“was lying down, no longer sitting up. His eyes were closed, and his nose seemed
to have grown sharper” (7:334). When asked whether he feels ill, he denies it
saying “‘No, on the contrary… I’m better… As you see, I can lie down … It’s a
bit easier’.” He adds: “‘When I compare myself with you, I’m sorry for you poor
fellows… My lungs are healthy, what I’ve got is a stomach cough. … I take a
critical attitude toward my illness and the medicines I take. While you… you are
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in the dark’” ([7:334] consistent denial of grave illness before dying; stage two of
“grief-cycle”). Meanwhile, Gusev’s condition also deteriorates: “[He] murmured
something in his fever, and kept on drinking water. It was hard for him to talk
and hard for him to listen, and he was afraid of being talked at” (7:335).
Once again sounds in the background signal another death has taken place
– Pavel Ivanych’s. His death in effect takes place off stage: “There was the sound
of someone coming into the sick bay, voices were heard, but five minutes passed,
and then there was only silence. ‘May he enter the kingdom of Heaven and
receive eternal peace,’ the soldier … was saying”(7:335). The suddenness of
Pavel Ivanych’s death, seemingly unexpected yet inevitable, is conveyed with
great effect.
When Gusev learns that someone has died, we read “‘Oh, well’ murmured
Gusev, yawning. ‘May he enter the Kingdom of Heaven’” (7:335; a very calm,
stoic acceptance of someone else’s death; phase six of “grief-cycle”). Finally, at
this point Gusev learns it was Pavel Ivanych who had died. He agrees that the
former will enter the Kingdom of Heaven. When the soldier observes that he,
Gusev, is also not long for this world and that he will not reach Russia alive,
Gusev is surprised and asks who told him that (stage two of “grief-cycle”). The
soldier says it’s obvious: “You know at once when a man is close to death. You
don’t eat, you don’t drink, you are so thin you’re frightening. It’s consumption all
right” (7:336). The soldier suggests that Gusev receive the last rights, but the
latter instead agonizes that he has not written home and that he’ll die and his
family will never hear about it. He obviously believes in life hereafter but is not
ready to admit that he is near death (stage two of “grief-cycle”). We learn that
“such conversations made [him] uneasy.” The soldier describes how Pavel
Ivanych will be placed in a sack and thrown into the water and Gusev comments
matter-of-factly “‘Yes, that’s the regulation’,” however he also agrees that it’s
better to be buried in the earth at home in which case his mother can come to his
grave to weep over him (an expression of the need for phase four of “grief-cycle”
[7:336]). When asked whether he is afraid of dying, Gusev responds in the
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affirmative, but his thoughts immediately shift to a concern for the welfare of his
family, noting specifically that his drunkard brother “beats his wife for no reason
at all” (7:337).
The unsentimental, report-style, detailed description of Gusev’s final
consumptive moments follows: “There was a weight on his chest, a throbbing in
his head, his mouth was so dry it was difficult for him to move his tongue. He
dozed off, talked wildly in his sleep, and toward morning, worn out with
nightmares, coughing, and the suffocating heat, he fell into a heavy sleep. … He
slept for two days, and on the third day at noon two sailors came down and
carried him out of the sick bay” (7: 338). As Jerome Katsell observes, in the
portrayal of Gusev’s death, “the line dividing sleep and death becomes ambiguous
and blurred.”26 After they sewed him up in a sail-cloth he looked like a “carrot or
a horse-radish: broad at the head and narrow at the feet.” Following the priest’s
prayers Gusev’s body was tossed into the water – a stark, unsentimental, almost
shockingly realistic portrayal of the process of dying, death and burial. The
closing description of the beauty of nature employing a form of a hyperoche, of
the sky with its complete spectrum of colors “for which there are scarcely any
names in the tongue of man,” serves as a contrast, even a protest, to the gloom of
anguish and death.
If the sea and the ship in exerting their destructive force do not distinguish
between “saints and sinners,” neither does death. Both the protester and the meek,
submissive individual suffer the same fate – both die of the same disease and are
buried in the same sea. Ironically, Pavel Ivanych who thinks he is superior to
Gusev, dies first. Gusev probably will be grieved by his relatives and friends;
Pavel Ivanych most likely not – by his own admission, his acquaintances call him
a “most insufferable fellow” and tell him not to come back.
Chekhov shows death appearing in many forms and the result of many
causes: sudden, probably a heart attack (monk Nikolai, “Easter Eve”), stroke (Dr.
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Ragin, “Ward No. 6”), physical abuse/hypothermia (Grigorii’s wife); duel
(Tuzenbach, Three Sisters), murder (Platonov, [Platonov]; Matvey Terekhov,
“Murder”; Dr. So-and-So, “Head-Gardener’s Tale”; scalding of Lipa’s son, “In
The Ravine”; Ol’ga, The Shooting Party; baby, “Sleepyhead”), childbirth (Ol’ga’s
and Petr’s baby, “Name-day Party”), fear of rank (Cherviakov, “Death of a
Government Clerk”), a fall and fear (Belikov, “Man in a Shell”), surgery
(Astrov’s patient, Uncle Vania), especially due to a large variety of illnesses:
tuberculosis, typhus, diphtheria, etc., and suicide (Volodia,“Volodia”; Treplev,
Sea Gull; coroner’s wife, “Examining Magistrate”), unspecified cause although
speculation is murder or suicide, (nameless person, “The Corpse”), and a
prominent case of suspected suicide.
Much has been written regarding the cause of death of Dr. Osip Stepanych
Dymov, the protagonist in “The Grasshopper.” He is a precursor of the saintly Dr.
So-and-So and has been described as a hagiographical figure.27
Dymov’s character is revealed primarily in his relationship with his wife
Ol’ga. He is an incorrigible idealist; submissive and subservient. Similar to Dr.
Ragin in Ward No. 6 (1892), he is endowed with physical strength but
unfortunately lacks a corresponding strong will. She is a narcissist, dilettante,
adulteress, hypocrite and a true Philistine. They are a classical mismatch. Dymov
is excessively meek and unable to stand up to her vulgarity and infidelity.28 He
fails to resolve his marital predicament. After a year of married life he dies.
All indicators, from their wedding day to the very end point to failure of
their marriage and the eventual tragedy. The submissive or subservient role that
he will play in this marriage is clearly established on his wedding day. Two
epithets, “good-humoredly” and “naively” which accompany him throughout the
story serve well to describe both the cause and the effect of his behavior. A basic
27

See George Pahomov, “Čexov’s ‘The Grasshopper”: A Secular Saint’s Life,” Slavic and East
European Journal, Vol. 37, No. 1 (Spring 1993): 33-45.
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incompatibility exists between them: he has no interest in art. The problem is that
Dymov is a man of extremes: he has become so wrapped up in his own world or
interests that he fails to notice anything outside those realms. He justifies his
ignorance in the area of art saying: “‘I’ve spent all my life studying natural
sciences and medicine and I’ve had no time for art’” (8: 10). His good-natured
gentle smile and his rubbing of his hands must be taken as signs of weakness; of
efforts to ingratiate himself with Ol’ga and her friends, rather than positive
qualities to be admired. His excessive humility and excessive politeness support
the image of a weak-willed somewhat insecure and because of that somewhat
ridiculous individual. Ol’ga does not even call him by his first name but only by
his surname.
Just as the narrator informs us that “the young couple was happy,” two
events in Dymov’s life disturbed their peace and tranquility. On one occasion he
caught erysipelas at the hospital which caused Ol’ga to “weep bitterly;” on
another occasion, only three days later he cut two fingers doing post-mortems,
thus exposing himself to the danger of getting blood poisoning. Fortunately, this
does not happen. He attributes these two experiences partly to bad luck and partly
to his own carelessness.
These two events serve to partly motivate the manner in which he
eventually dies. Several times he cuts himself during a pathological examination.
Ol’ga appears to be concerned about his health, but ironically, with the passing of
time it is precisely her lack of concern for him which becomes a significant factor
contributing to his death.
As Ol’ga is about to commit adultery, she thinks: “‘What’s Dymov got to
do with it?’” and, in fact, he appears to her almost imaginary, unreal: “‘Did he
exist at all, wasn’t he just a dream?’” (8:16). His surname, related to the word
“smoke” (dym), suggests something unreal, ephemeral, transitory; something that
is here one moment and gone the next. Ironically she complains several times:
“‘that man is killing me with his magnanimity’” (8:23). She does not realize that
she is “killing” him with insensitivity and lack of love.
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It takes Dymov a long time to realize that Ol’ga is unfaithful to him. The
disappearance of his usual smile suggests his inner hurt; suffering in silence.
Rather than facing the problem, he runs away from it by becoming totally
engrossed in medicine.
As the relationship between Ol’ga and her lover become more open, so
that “even Korostelev understands everything,” Dymov, that saintly individual,
remains quiet. He says to her: “‘Don’t cry so loudly, darling. What’s the use?
One must keep quiet about it. One must not let people suspect…What’s done
can’t be undone, you know’” (8:23) – words which remind us of Karenin’s advice
to Anna and anticipate Kulygin’s advice to Masha in The Three Sisters. That
Dymov is willing to keep up pretenses says much about him too; that he is more
concerned about keeping their marital problem a secret rather than trying to
resolve their marital predicament is disturbing. He expects Ol’ga to become
resigned to her problems with her lover as he has resigned himself to his
unsuccessful marriage. Once again he fails to understand Ol’ga’s personality. In
terms of Ol’ga’s conduct, such advice can only lead to further deterioration of
their marriage for Ol’ga’s respect for him is further undermined.
Dymov defends his thesis but Ol’ga shows no interest in his
accomplishment. The narrator (remindful of the moralizing narrator in
“Enemies”) notes that, “had Ol’ga Ivanovna shared with him his joy and triumph
he would have forgiven her everything, both the present and future, and would
have forgotten everything” (8:24). There has always been a lack of
communication between them. Dymov’s reaction is: “He sat there for another
two minutes, smiled guiltily, and went out” (8: 24). This exchange is the turning
point in their relationship.
As chapter seven opens, we find Dymov ill and we learn of the first
symptoms of his illness. He has a violent headache, does not eat and is lying on
an ottoman in his study. One would expect Ol’ga to stay with him and attend to
his needs; instead, she runs off to Riabovskii’s where she discovers that the artist
is seeing another woman. When she arrives home, Dymov informs her that he has
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caught diphtheria and asks her to send for Dr. Korostelev. Ol’ga, shocked, refuses
to accept the truth (phase two of “grief-cycle”) and “cries bitterly.” For the first
time she addresses him by his first name, Osip. Korostelev confirms that Dymov
is infected with diphtheria and informs Ol’ga how her husband had contracted the
disease: “On Tuesday he sucked through a tube the fibrinous exudations from the
throat of a little boy with diphtheria. What for? Just because he was a damn fool.
The stupidity of it” (8:27). Now we learn that Dymov was delirious and his
diphtheria was the malignant form. Angry at a colleague who is very dear to him,
he mutters half to Ol’ga and half to himself: “‘Those who play with fire
unnecessarily should be put under arrest and tried’” (8:27). These words are
spoken out of anger which is generated by love, respect, admiration and sorrow
for a dear friend. He is angry that Dymov should have endangered himself so
foolishly, so “unnecessarily.”
The situation brings to mind another famous character in Russian
literature, namely, Turgenev’s Bazarov, who similarly becomes accidentally
infected and suffers a similar fate. Chekhov’s letter to A.S. Suvorin of February
24, 1893, about Turgenev’s hero suggests that in all likelihood he thought of
Bazarov and his fate when describing Dymov’s tragic end. In that letter Chekhov
says: “My God! What a glorious thing Fathers and Children is! It is positively
terrifying.

Bazarov’s illness is so powerfully done that I felt ill and had a

sensation as tough I had caught the infection from him. And the end of Bazarov?
… It’s simply a work of genius.”
There is a strong similarity here in the ambiguity of the real reason as to
why each character becomes infected. In each case there is the element of
accident, but in each case, the woman may also be partly to blame for the hero’s
death in that each man realizes that he is not loved, and consequently, out of
despair and dejection, in a sense, perhaps inadvertently, commits suicide by
carelessly allowing himself to become infected by one of his patients in an act of
self-sacrifice.
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In “The Grasshopper” this inference is suggested in two ways: one, is that
chapter six ends on a note of the last hope of Dymov’s and Ol’ga’s happiness
having passed while chapter seven opens immediately with the subject of
Dymov’s illness; the other, is the narrator’s intrusion with a moralizing comment
that: “If [Dymov] had complained even in delirium, his doctors would have
realized that it was not only diphtheria that was to blame. Let them ask
Korostelev. He knew everything and it was not for nothing that he looked at the
wife of his friend with the eyes that seemed to say it was she who was the chief
and real culprit and that the diphtheria was merely the accomplice” (8:28). And
later Korostelev almost openly blames Ol’ga for her husband’s death: “Korostelev
looked at Ol’ga with hatred, seized the sheet in both his hands, and pulled at it
angrily as if it were to blame. ‘He didn’t spare himself and others didn’t spare
him’” (8:30). Korostelev’s words here appear to contradict le Fleming’s comment
that “Against the tension of Dymov’s death and Ol’ga’s demonstrations of grief,
the very quietness and restraint of [Korostelev’s] despair hold our attention.”29
As Dymov lies dying, and Ol’ga sits in her bedroom thinking of him, the narrator
inserts his own thoughts of the doctor: “The silent, uncomplaining
incomprehensible human being, deprived of individuality by his gentleness,
lacking firmness, feeble from an excess of goodness, was now suffering as he lay
helpless on the ottoman in his room without uttering a word of complaint” (8:28).
The eulogistic, laudatory, tone of these words is matched later by Dr.
Korostelev’s praise. These words describe a person who is an idealist, a “saint,”
one who believes that through his goodness, gentleness, understanding and
submissiveness he will be able to conquer evil, in this case, to bring Ol’ga to her
senses. The lesson is that when dealing with individuals of Ol’ga’s mettle, a
saintly individual is bound to lose.

29
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Winner considers Dr. Dymov a Tolstoyan because of his non-resistance to
Ol’ga’s “evil ways.”30 Individuals such as Dymov cannot survive in the world of
harsh reality. They become easy prey for insensitive creatures such as Ol’ga.
Dymov’s noble qualities of gentleness, extreme goodness and uncomplaining
nature prove to be his downfall. A man who lacks firmness to the point that he
loses his identity or individuality and is considered feeble can hardly cope with
everyday life. And Dymov is indeed such a man.
Korostelev’s eulogy about his friend is full of emotion and respect:
‘He’s dying because he sacrificed himself. What a loss to science!’ he
said with bitterness. … ‘Compared to all of us, he was a great man, a
remarkable man! What talents! What hopes he inspired in all of us!’
Korostelev continued, wringing his hands … ‘Good Lord, you wouldn’t
find another scientist like him if you looked all over the world … And
what moral force!’ he continued, getting angrier and angrier at someone.
‘A kind, loving, pure soul – not a man, but glass! He served science, and
died as a result of science’ (8:30).
Douglas Clayton’s claim that Korostelev’s “bad manners, and
unprepossessing exterior serve to ‘de-idealize’ the character and his opinions,”31
is dubious to say the least. Korostelev’s description is remindful of Dymov’s and
especially Kirilov’s simple, unprepossessing exterior. In view of Chekhov’s
poetics and his opposition to jumping to a conclusion about someone on the basis
of something like a person’s exterior appearance, it is erroneous of Clayton to
argue that Korostelev’s appearance “serves to ‘de-ideallize’ [his] character and his
opinions.” Korostelev’s hyperbolic language in his eulogy about Dymov is a far
more reliable yardstick in assessing the doctor’s opinions rather than his exterior
appearance. It is equally surprising, that Clayton relies on unreliable Ol’ga’s
30
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opinion of Korostelev’s exterior appearance as being “unprepossessing.” We
recall her opinion of her husband’s exterior appearance being also shallow and
unreliable.
With regard to Krostelev’s alleged “bad manners,” once again, it is
Ol’ga’s opinion that he has “bad manners”; there is no textual evidence of this
being true. He speaks to her “gloomily” (ugriumo), not rudely. It is refreshing
even admirable to see someone, namely Korostelev, finally confronting Ol’ga by
speaking of/factoring in her implicit culpability in Dymov’s demise. To be sure,
Korestelev’s protest, although justified, is not completely dignified – it is filled
with hatred and anger directed at Ol’ga. Korostelev overreacts by idolizing
Dymov. His eulogy is full of hyperbole and the tone of delivery is reflected in the
heavy dose of exclamation points.
Clayton says Dymov commits suicide “inadvertently” but adds: “The most
likely interpretation is that Dymov sees this as the one way for him to attain a
renewed intimacy with his wife, for it is in such moments of illness that she shows
tenderness towards him; in the final case he becomes more seriously ill than he
bargained for.”32 The interpretation is flawed and unconvincing.

Dymov’s

“suicide” is either an “inadvertent,” or a conscious act – it cannot be both.
Clayton equates Dymov’s accidental cutting of his fingers with his intentional,
conscious sucking of infected membrane from the boy’s throat. Also, it is very
apparent in the text that beginning with chapter seven, Dymov has given up on
improving his relationship and communication with Ol’ga, of “attaining a
renewed intimacy” with her (as if there was intimacy between them before), and
instead turns completely to his work and his association with Korestelev. To
argue that Dymov consciously risks his life in order to gain Ol’ga’s attention so as
to “renew his intimacy” with her, especially at this point in their relationship, is
unconvincing.

32
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According to Virginia L. Smith, “the adoring ‘Mamma’ with which
[Dymov] addresses his wife…is rather sickening.”33 This may be so, however,
Clayton’s claim that Dymov’s calling her ‘mama’ is indicative of his finding in
her a “surrogate parent”34 is yet another stretch. After all, it is not uncommon in a
relationship of a Russian married couple for the husband to call his wife ‘mama.”
To only praise Dymov for serving science and dying in the performance of
his medical duties would be to overlook what Korostelev also points out, namely,
that Dymov’s death was the result of his “foolishness,” that he had endangered
himself “unnecessarily.” Moreover, repeated carelessness is a negative trait; an
attribute uncharacteristic of a great scientist. He could have avoided becoming
infected had he taken the necessary precaution. All of this tends to diminish the
significance of his sacrifice; it makes it less heroic, than Virginia L. Smith claims
it is.35
By allowing himself to become infected, and thereby dying, he had denied
mankind the future service of his medical expertise.

His giving up on life,

therefore, detracts from his image of an otherwise positive and noble individual. It
is a weakness, a basic flaw in his makeup which destines him to fail in the
struggle of the survival of the fittest.
Although Chekhov depicts Dymov as basically a positive hero, an idealist,
the author also shows him to be somewhat ridiculous and impractical in dealing
with reality (as is true of most idealists) thereby not only diminishing the
magnitude of his “tragic” end but also reducing our sympathy for him. Moreover,
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even his death is far from heroic, for as M. Kobler points out in these
circumstances, suicide or “mors voluntaria” can scarcely be made heroic.”36
Dr. Dymov fits Chekhov’s definition of an inconspicuous, ceaseless
worker whose efforts will ultimately bring about Russian’s salvation. In his
character, Chekhov had also embodied his admiration for Russian scientists. The
close parallel between Korostelev’s words of praise for Dymov and Chekhov’s
laudatory obituary article for N.M. Przheval’skii supports this view. But Chekhov
has also revealed Dymov’s shortcomings thereby neutralizing somewhat our
sympathy for him.
Whereas Dr. Ragin, who is physically strong, is totally ineffectual in
carrying out his duties on the social level, Dymov. who shares Ragin’s physical
attributes, fails on the personal level.
Clayton states that Dymov and his wife are equally to blame for the failure
of their marriage because Dymov fails to resolutely confront his wife’s infidelity
and fails to communicate with her properly, and therefore he is “morally
speaking, … as deeply implicated as she is, for the breakdown of their marriage
[which] is the result of his self-absorption, his retreat into work and … her
frivolity.” Clayton adds: “Far from being a saint married to a sinner, they are a
couple who deserve each other, concerned as they are with appearances, and
unable to confront the profound lack of communication between them.”37
The disturbing question remains whether what Dymov did was acceptable
medical practice or whether it was the result of his lack of concern for his
personal safety developing from his failed marriage. Was it a form of suicide?
In his interpretation of Dymov, George Pahomov cites the doctor’s various
hagiographical traits. He admits that Dymov’s “mode of infection … is subject to
several levels of interpretation. … On the surface [his becoming infected] may be
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viewed as a manifestation of the risk-taking inherent in the practice of medicine.
Dymov’s behavior then is that of an exemplary professional who consciously
takes appropriate risk and whose motivation is rational and monocausally clear.
But if the event is seen as the heedless taking of inappropriate or excessive risk, as
Korostelev’s pronouncement implies, then multiple causality must be
considered.”38 Despite this apparently balanced presentation of two alternate
interpretations, Pahomov cites examples of similar cases whereby he appears to
weigh in favor of the first interpretation. Pahomov notes correctly that Chekhov
apparently knew of “the case of Doctor I.I. Dubrovo, a Moscow physician who
died in 1883 under circumstances similar to those of Dymov – after sucking out
the membrane from the throat of a patient with diphtheria.” He then cites another
case, that of Hortense Calisher, who as a child suffering from diphtheria, was
saved by her cousin Katie who “sucked the membrane from the girl’s mouth …
and both parties lived.” Pahomov errs, however, when he claims that this is “an
example … of appropriate professional intervention … and exemplified a
standard,

if

emergency,

procedure.”39

There

is

no

evidence

in

acceptable/sanctioned medical practice that such intervention was or is either
“professionally appropriate” or an acceptable “standard.”
The problem here is that Dymov’s previous negligence of cutting himself
during four autopsies can indeed be explained as the result of a lack of
concentration and negligence; the sucking of infectious membrane out of the
throat of a diphtheria infected child is neither negligence nor an accident, even if
it may be spontaneous; it is a conscious unnecessary risk-taking act.
As Korostelev updates Ol’ga on Dymov’s condition, he notes that the
diphtheria has passed into Dymov’s nasal cavity, “the heart is not working
properly” and that “things were in a bad way” (8:29). Finally, he informs Ol’ga
“he is passing” (8:30), gives a sob and then wipes away his tears with his sleeve.
When she runs into Dymov’s study, she finds him lying motionless on the sofa.

38
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There follows a powerful, emotional, heart rendering death scene, when the last
signs of life vanish:
His face was fearfully thin and sunken, and was of a grayish-yellow color
such as is never seen on the living; only from the forehead, from the black
eyebrows and from the familiar smile, could he be recognized as Dymov.
Ol’ga Ivanovna hurriedly felt his chest, his forehead, and his hands. The
chest was still warm, but the forehead and hands were unpleasantly cold,
and the half-open eyes looked, not at Ol’ga Ivanovna, but at the quilt
(8:31).
It is fair to say that similar to Turgenev’s portrayal of Bazarov’s illness
and death, Chekhov’s portrayal of Dymov’s illness and death is also “powerfully
done.” Even during the final moments, the chasm that had always existed between
Dymov and Ol’ga is revealed in the closing lines: “‘Dymov!’ she called him,
shaking him by the shoulder and unable to believe that he would never wake
again. ‘Dymov! Dymov-v-v!’” (8:31)
The reader is disturbed by the irony of fate that Dymov, the positive
influence on life, the man with a great potential to benefit mankind, the noble
idealist dies, while Ol’ga, the representative of vulgarity and philistinism and the
negative forces of life, survives. Yet, it appears to be a constant in Chekhov’s
world. Perhaps the greatest irony in the story is the fact that when it is already too
late, Ol’ga realizes for the first time that in her endless search for great men, she
had in fact lived with the only truly great man (zamechatel’ni chelovek) she had
ever known.

As Yermilov puts it: “Ol’ga had not been able to see the

extraordinary in the ordinary.”40
Dymov dies serenely, stoically, accepting death (stage six of “griefcycle”) and still displaying concern for his worthless wife’s welfare. In contrast to
Ol’ga’s grief which is not beautiful, not silent, not genuine, in fact, hardly
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existing, Dr. Korostelev’s grief is sincere and profound. As Dymov lies dying,
Korostelev eulogizes his friend shedding genuine tears of sorrow (phase four of
“grief-cycle”).

Although he is a doctor fully aware of man’s mortality, his

admiration and love of a friend is stronger than reason. Unlike Ol’ga, he grieves
now and quite likely will do so for a long time; it can be assumed he will truly
miss his friend.
The story “Rothchild’s Fiddle” depicts life and death in terms of a contrast
between “purely businesslike relations among men”41 and beauty expressed by the
music produced by the hero and his violin. The contrast is accomplished by means
of the story’s title and the motif of death which opens and closes the narrative. As
Yakov Ivanov’s, the coffin-maker’s wife senses her approaching death (most
likely caused by typhus mentioned in the story), she calls out to him calmly: “‘I’m
dying!’”(8: 299). She is not afraid to die; she accepts it (sixth stage of “griefcycle”) and faces death peacefully and stoically. We learn that her usually pale,
timid, unhappy face was now “pink from the heat, and unusually bright [clear
symptoms of her illness] and joyful” and that “she … was glad that she was
finally leaving that cottage, the coffins and Yakov forever … her face was happy,
as if she could actually see Death her deliverer” (8:299), from a life of verbal
abuse, neglect, poverty and lack of love and affection. Chekhov’s ubiquitous
drunkard fel’dsher, Maksim Nokolaich in this case, advises Yakov insensitively
and unprofessionally (as in “Grief”) “the old woman’s lived her life, time she was
going” (8:300). When the latter protests saying “every insect wants to live” he is
chased out of the hospital. Anticipating his wife’s certain death Yakov measures
her, starts making a coffin for her in her presence, and enters it into his profit-andloss ledger. As he bids her farewell at the cemetery, he touches the coffin and
thinks “‘Nice job’” (8:301). The gesture and comment reflect ironically yet
faithfully his relationship with his wife of more than fifty years. He expresses
admiration for and satisfaction with his craftsmanship as a coffin-maker rather
than appreciation of her “nice job” of providing for all of his needs like a servant
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or a slave. Although he becomes momentarily “dreadfully sad” after the cemetery
service, he soon focusses on feeling sorry for himself and his feeling ill. Similar to
many of Chekhov’s heroes, he has a brief awakening triggered by his wife’s
death. He recalls his past life and the shabby way he treated his wife, but shows
no evidence of experiencing genuine grief as a result of losing her. The peasants
who bore her coffin to the cemetery did so out of respect and not for money.
Perhaps the old women, beggars and two village idiots who followed her coffin
were the only individuals who grieved for her. Perhaps he eventually would have
grieved for her but what transpires soon after eliminates that possibility.
On the way home from the cemetery Yakov experiences symptoms
similar to those his wife had experienced and, soon after, as he is dying we are
told “he didn’t regret dying” (8:304). He poses paralogistic questions similar to
Ergunov’s in “Thieves”: “‘Why were things so strangely organized in this world,
when you lived only once and had nothing to show for it?’” He reasons: “‘Life
had passed without profit, without pleasure; it had gone by aimlessly, to no
purpose. … There was a terrible waste of money. … Why couldn’t a man live
without all that loss and waste? … Why were people always doing the wrong
thing?’” (8:303-304). We discern cerebral vacuity – he blames the world order
instead of admitting his responsibility for his life. All his life he had been a miser,
saving every possible way, and even as he dies, he focusses solely on materialistic
gain, on profit and loss, concluding that: “‘Man’s life is loss, his death is profit’”
(8: 304). His view of life leads him to, as Thomas Winner notes correctly, “a final
absurdity, for when he is dying he finds death the most rational and economical
state.”42 We read: “[Yakov] thought that death could only be beneficial: one needs
no more food and drink nor does one need to pay taxes, nor insult people. And
since a man lies in his little grave not one year, but hundreds of years, one must
figure that there is really a tremendous profit” (8:304). The process of Yakov’s
and his wife’s dying is described with typical Chekhovian brevity and
detachment.
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Yakov is not only a coffin-maker but also an accomplished violin player.
His final redeeming act is bequeathing his beloved fiddle to the strange looking,
almost Gogolian musician Rothschild whom he had hated until now, but who, by
playing Yakov’s last improvisation for the townspeople, transcends their dislike
for Yakov and his poshlost’, and instead, after his death, perpetuates a positive
aesthetic influence upon them of an accomplished violin player and a lover of
music. They may not grieve for him, but they will appreciate and remember his
music.
“The Black Monk,” published several months prior to the appearance of
“Rothchild’s Fiddle,” depicts protagonist Andrei Vasil’ich Kovrin suffering from
megalomania and tuberculosis. During his stay at the Pesotskii’s estate to rest his
“shattered nerves” he recalls a legend about a black monk and begins to have
visions of him in black vestments with black eyebrows (a foreshadowing detail
since, for the most part, it is a negative physical trait in Chekhov’s works). The
monk tells him that he, Kovrin, is a man of extraordinary intellect; that he is
above the “herd” of ordinary people.43
It occurs to Kovrin that if he alone is seeing the monk, then he must be ill
and a prey to hallucinations. The thought frightens him, but not for long. He
thinks that if he did not harm anyone, his apparitions were all right. The monk
assures him that there is eternal truth and eternal life or immortality. He adds: “A
great, bright future awaits you human beings. And the more men there are like
you on earth, the quicker will this future come about”(8:242); words which seem
to express the hope of some of Chekhov’s most positive heroes and remind us of
Chekhov’s own pronouncements regarding society’s great need for enlightened
hard working individuals – not megalomaniacs the type advocated by the monk
and embodied in Kovrin. The latter asks the monk whether seeing him, means that
43

As for the genesis of the story, Chekhov said he based it on his own dream of a monk. See letter
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he, Kovrin, is mentally ill? The monk assures him that even if it were so, “why
let it bother you … you have sacrificed your health for an idea and it won’t be
long before you sacrifice your very life for it [a prediction which turns out to be
correct]. What could be better? All noble spirits blessed with gifts from on high
have this as their aim” (8: 242). Indeed, to gain immortality one must first die.
Although this is true, the monk leaves out an important part of Christian theology,
namely, to attain immortality one has to live according to Christ’s teaching and if
one sacrifices one’s health, it should not be done for the sake of some
megalomaniacal idea, but for the sake of serving Christ in accordance with His
teaching. Moreover, the monk tells Kovrin that the reason he sees phantoms is
because he is overworked and exhausted, and that this is as it should be, for
people who are especially gifted, like Kovrin, “have no need for mens sana in
corpore sano” (8:243). Contrary to the monk’s rationalization, there is little
evidence of Kovrin doing much work at Pesotskii’s. The monk informs him:
“Only the ordinary people, the herd, are healthy and normal. … Heightened
mood, ecstasy – those qualities which distinguish prophets, poets, martyrs for an
idea from the ordinary people, are alien to the animal side of humanity, that is, to
physical health. I repeat: if you want to be healthy and normal, go into the herd”
(8: 242-243) – a complete antipode to Chekhov’s conviction: “My holy of holies
is the human body, health, intelligence, talent, inspiration, love, and the most
absolute freedom” (emphasis added).44
As Kovrin, a mediocre man, begins increasingly to believe in his
extraordinary Nietzschean Übermensch character, his hosts Tania Pesotskaia and
her horticulturist father concur with him. Kovrin begins to lead an imaginary life
which increasingly conflicts with real life.

In the country he suffers from

insomnia and continues to lead the same nervous and restless life as before.
Jerome Katsell notes correctly that Kovrin’s “inability to sleep … is a preparation
for a confrontation with death, here emblemized by the black monk.” He
improves briefly, but soon wishes to recapture his hallucinations – he has an
intense desire to withdraw into his comfort zone of insanity. Ironically he informs
44
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the monk: “Doctors and well-meaning relatives in the final analysis will succeed
in dulling mankind; mediocrity will be considered as genius and civilization will
perish. If you only knew … how grateful I am to you” (8:251-252). He cannot
live without illusions because his sensitivity does not allow him to accept his
mediocrity. The monk phantom is a projection of Kovrin’s frustrated ego. As
Thomas Winner notes, this psycho-philosophical story “destroys the belief in the
intellectual superman and the deification of science.”45
Kovrin marries Tania but their happiness is short-lived. She sees him
talking to a chair while he imagines he is talking to the monk. She and her father
decide Kovrin requires medical help. After a rest in the country and a course of
treatment he improves and stops seeing the monk. But, soon he complains: “‘Why
did you try to cure me? … I was going out of my mind, I had megalomania, but I
was bright and cheerful, even happy. Now … life is unbearable for me…Oh how
cruelly you have treated me’” (this is similar to stage three of “grief-cycle”;
8:251), totally failing to realize and admit what cruelty his sickness has visited
upon them. In his sick mind the antipode for his unbearable life is death which
will reward him with immortality. Following this, Kovrin’s relationship with his
wife and her father deteriorates completely. When he is awarded a professorship,
he is unable to lecture because he experiences a hemorrhage from the throat. He
spits blood twice a month and loses considerable amount of blood which leaves
him weak and drowsy – clear signs of tuberculosis. The illness does not frighten
him particularly since he knows his mother had lived with consumption for ten
years or more (clear sign of denial of seriousness of disease which anticipates
stage two of “grief-cycle”). A month later he is still unable to lecture for the same
reason. Significantly, he no longer lives with Tania, but with a mistress called
Barbara who decides to take him to Crimea, although he expects little good to
come from the trip (Ironically, it anticipates Chekhov’s experience later when he
was advised to do the same and it also did not help him). They stop in Sevastopol
at a hotel where he reads a letter from Tania he had received earlier. Her letter
“reminded him how cruel and unjust he had been two years ago. … God how he
45
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had tormented her!” She informs him: “‘Father has just died. I owe that to you, as
you killed him (phase three of “grief-cycle,” anger and blaming others). Our
garden is going to rack and ruin. … I owe that to you as well. I hate you with all
my heart and hope you’ll soon be dead. … May you be damned! (more anger and
hate). I took you for an outstanding man, for a genius, I loved you, but you turned
out to be a madman’” (8:255) – on the surface a just protest although expressed in
an undignified form. Moreover, even this late, Tania fails to deal properly with
the fact that Kovrin is mentally ill.
As his hallucination of the black monk reappears a final time, Kovrin
experiences a violent hemorrhage which leads to his death. Ironically, at death, he
rediscovers his faith in his greatness. As he lies dying in a pool of blood, “an
ineffable, boundless happiness filled his whole being … and the black monk
whispered to him that he was a genius and that he was dying only because his
weak body had lost its balance and could no longer serve to house a genius.” He
does not fear death; he dies with “a blissful smile … frozen on his face” (stage six
of “grief-cycle”; 8:257). Jerome Katsell offers a keen observation regarding the
essence of the black monk: “The black monk is an ambiguous religious
association: he is the promise of immortality but at the same time he is death,
destructiveness and death’s witness. The black monk is both illusory immortality
and the emblem of death.”46
Kovrin feels brief remorse for his treatment of Tania and her father but, in
the final analysis, he dies a contented man. Tania’s wish for his swift death is
realized. Although it remains unknown whether he will be damned, it is safe to
say that Tania will not grieve over his death; like Kirilov, she will take her anger
and hate to her grave.
The third story published in 1894 germane to our analysis of death and
dying in Chekhov’s works is “Head-Gardener’s Tale” in which a legend47 also
46
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plays a role, but in this case a positive one as it serves to illustrate the theme of
crime and punishment. The legend provides a somewhat hagiographical account
of a doctor’s life. He is polar opposite of Kovrin in every respect. The gardener,
Mikhail Karlovich (narrator two), notes that although the doctor, whose name is
never established but simply referred to as Dr. So-and-So (Doktor Takoj-to), was
knowledgeable, uncommunicative, morose, and lived as moderately as a monk, he
had an unlimited capacity to love, for in his heart there “beat an angel’s heart” (8:
384). As a foreshadowing of things to come, we are informed that the Christ-like
doctor loved the townspeople as his children and was ready to lay down his life
for them. When his patients died, he attended their funerals and wept for them
(phase four of “grief-cycle”). Like Chekhov, the doctor was consumptive and
took no fees for his services. “His saintliness (sviatost’),” we are told, “guarded
him form evil” (8:385; in the end, however, it does not). Other hagiographical
details speak of his nights spent in contemplation; that robbers not only respected
him, but even fed him and, as in the case of St. Francis of Assisi, “even horses,
cows, and dogs recognized him and showed their joy when they saw him”
(8:385). The doctor trusted everyone and was confident that there was no thief
who could bring himself to do him wrong. One day, however, he was found dead
lying in the ravine; yet, even in death, he remained true to his faith in the
goodness of man. Unlike Kovrin’s face with its blissful smile at the time of his
death the result of complete self-centeredness and self-satisfaction, the doctor’s
“face wore an expression of amazement” (stage one of “grief-cycle).
Significantly, the narrator stresses that the doctor did not experience fear in the
face of death, “not horror, but amazement was the emotion that had been fixed
upon his face when he saw the murderer before him” (8:385). We also learn:
“You can imagine the grief of the people of the town and neighborhood! ‘What
man,’ they asked themselves in despair ‘what man could possibly kill our
friend?’” The doctor, who had a profound impact on everyone, was grieved
sincerely and universally (phase four of “grief-cycle”). His life and death are a
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positive influence on everyone. Even his death leads to good. He lived by and
infected everyone else with his love to the extent that the judges and the jury freed
his murderer, despite the overwhelming evidence against him. Rejecting the
verdict of guilty and the assigned sentence of death, the judge explained: “‘I
cannot admit the thought there exists a man who would dare to murder our friend
the doctor! (a trust in man similar to the doctor’s trust). A man could not sink so
low!’” (8: 386). The problem with this unlimited faith in man is that, man does
sink that low.
Chekhov’s penultimate and final published stories, “The Bishop” and
“The Betrothed” deal with death and dying yet each ends on a somewhat positive
note.
In “The Bishop,”48 against the solemn background of Holy Week, the
most important week in the liturgical year, Chekhov recounts the last days in the
life of the protagonist, Bishop Petr, including his illness, the accompanying crisis
and “awakening,” and death.
Guiding the course of the story is the fatal illness which controls Bishop
Petr’s thoughts and actions. “The Bishop” ranks as one of Chekhov’s best works
portraying illness. The first chapter describes the onset of the malady; chapters 2
and 3, its duration; and chapter 4, the crisis followed by death. Hints throughout
suggest that the bishop will die. Besides symptoms of his disease that are
scattered here and there, each chapter contains references and allusions to death.
The bishop, a prince of the church suffers from typhoid fever (briushnoi
tif),49 although at the outset he, the congregation and the reader are in the dark

48
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regarding the reason for his feeling unwell.50 Once again, as one of the last efforts
of a writer approaching death, the story can be connected with Chekhov’s
biography.
The narrative begins at midnight mass on the eve of Palm Sunday. We
learn that the bishop “had been ill for three days.” Next we learn that: “the air was
hot and close,” the service seemed endless and the bishop was tired.

“His

breathing was labored, dry, and rapid, his shoulders ached with weariness, his legs
were trembling” (304) – first detailed symptoms of his illness which become a
major refrain throughout the text. With each successive mention of these,
additional symptoms emerge.
As the bishop officiates at the vespers the congregation appears to him as
an indistinguishable blur with “all faces alike,” “heaving like the sea.” That the
congregation seems shrouded in mist may be another symptom of his illness, but
it also suggests his isolation from the flock. Even as his own mother approaches
him, he is unsure of her identity. We sense a powerful emotional note when the
bishop begins to weep, and the congregation weeps with him. His tears may be
brought about by these imaginings of his mother, fatigue, and because his illness
makes him prone to crying, but the narrator creates ambiguity by stating “for
some reason tears began to flow down his cheeks” (10:186). The infectiousness of
his crying is conveyed in an alliterative passage:
I pochemu-to slezy potekli u nego po litsu… Slezy zablesteli u nego na
litse, na borode. Vot vblizi eshche kto-to zaplakal, potom dal’she kto-to
drugoi, potom eshche i eshche, i malo-pomalu tzerkov’ napolnilas’ tikhim
plachem (10: 186).
[For some reason tears began to flow down his cheeks… The tears
glistened on his cheeks and on his beard. Soon someone near him began to
weep, and then someone further away, and then still others wept, and
gradually the whole church was full of the soft sound of weeping.]
Chekhov’s description of crying is made vivid especially through his
repeated use of the consonant l’/l. The image of his mother leads him to recall
50
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his youth and awareness that he is much older, not that “he is soon going to die”
as Nilsson claims.51 However, the tears are a presage of his eventual death.
When the weeping stops the narrator notes, “everything was as before” –
words which are echoed at the end of the story following the bishop’s death. On
his return to the monastery, the moon is shining. The bishop identifies with it and
other objects in nature even if these evoke sterility and deadness. Descriptions of
ominous nature – the “moon peeping” into the bishop’s window52 and a “cricket
chirping” – intensify

this mood; in Chekhov, such images, particularly the

ubiquitous moon image are often associated with death.53 To the bishop
“everything seemed kindly, youthful, akin … and one longed to think that so it
would be always” (10:187). Despite this desire for continuity of existence, his
identification with such forms of nature strengthens the motif of his estrangement
from his personal identity.
The news that his mother was in town quickens memories of his “sweet
precious childhood … which seemed brighter, fuller, and more festive than it had
really been” (10: 188) – a childhood when “joy was quivering in the air,” when he
had “naïve faith,” had been called Pavlushka, and had been “infinitely happy.”
His reverie is disrupted by the snoring of Father Sysoi – a sound which to him
suggests “loneliness, forlornness, a strange wandering” (10: 189). At home he
experiences the following new symptoms: “His legs and arms were stiff, the back
of his neck ached. He felt hot and uncomfortable” (10: 188).
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In chapter 2 he has lunch with his mother and niece Katia. Surprisingly,
the mother treats him as a bishop rather than as her son; he envies others with
whom she is on closer terms. It leads to one of his many mood swings or
fluctuations (stage five of “grief-cycle”). Disappointed by his mother’s reserve,
the son once again “cannot recognize her,” the woman who was so tender and
sympathetic when he was ill as a child. Cut off from warmth and simple human
intercourse, the bishop feels estranged from reality and is increasingly aware of
his illness. He suffers from the headache of the day before, his legs ache horribly
and he experiences a new symptom affecting his sense of taste: “the fish he was
eating seemed stale and insipid, all the time he was very thirsty” (10: 192). He
complains to Father Sysoi of having a fever and thinks he “should do something
about it.” The life that, eight years before, seemed to him to have “no end in
sight” has now “retreated far away into the mist as though it were a dream”
(10:193).
In chapter 3 we learn that rather than reciting his prayers “with scrupulous
attention” as he had done the day before, he says them now “hurriedly.” Another
symptom of his illness, irascibility, has intensified his sensitivity toward the
clergy’s lack of spirituality and the ignorance, triviality and pettiness of his
suppliants. People’s awe at his rank annoys him. No one speaks to him
“genuinely, simply, as to a human being.” Church is now the only place where he
feels peace yet here, once again, “tears trickle down his cheeks.”
He is satisfied with his success, and significantly, acknowledges having
faith, and contemplates life hereafter. Yet some things remain unclear to him; he
understands that he is going to die but senses that something important is still
missing and that he is not yet ready to die (stage four of “grief-cycle”; 215)
Chapter 4 opens with a lyric description of nature. Mention of “awakening
trees smiling a welcome” foreshadows the bishop’s “awakening” and
identification with nature before dying. After celebrating mass and officiating at
“Washing of the Feet,” he returns home, lies down and has the shutters closed.
His pain and suffering which have become more acute are emphasized through
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the repeated anaphoric “What,” and an exclamation point terminating the last
sentence: “What weariness he suffered, what pain there was in his legs and back,
a heavy chilling pain, what noises in is ears! For a long time he had not slept …
and there was something nonsensical which tickled his brain as soon as he closed
his eyes, preventing him from sleeping”(10: 196). A visit from his niece leads to
spontaneous communication. His mistaken impression of hearing the opening and
shutting of doors, identified by Katia as the noise in his stomach, provokes his
laughter and offers a moment of relief, yet it also indicates the progress of his
illness. Jerome Katsell notes correctly that Katia is associated with “those forces
in nature which bespeak renewal and seemingly boundless energy.”54 However,
with natural childish spontaneity, she also introduces the topic of mortality by
blurting out that Nikolashka, the bishop’s nephew who is studying medicine,
“cuts up dead people.” His mother also visits him, observes that he is ill, and adds
that, when Easter comes, he shall rest – words prophetic of his death the day
before Easter. Similarly, the announcement that the horses are ready, that it is
time for the Passion of the Lord, foreshadows the bishop’s own approaching
suffering and agony.
Once again he finds relief in church, where he discovers a sense of
continuity and thus a meaning to life. The foreshadowing of this discovery is
present in the opening of the story: “It seemed that all those faces – men and
women, old and young – were exactly the same… and it looked as though there
was no end to the congregation and there would never be an end to it” (10:186).
Now he sees the congregation as unchanged since the days of his childhood and
senses identity in the church. Meanwhile, his condition becomes markedly worse:
“His head was aching horribly, and he was overwhelmed by the fear of a sudden
collapse. His legs had grown quite numb, all the feeling gradually going out of
them, and he could not imagine how he was able to stand or what he was standing
on, and why he did not fall down…” (10: 198).
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At home, his loneliness reaches its greatest intensity as he yearns for
someone with whom he could talk openly. By now, the illness’s devastating effect
upon the bishop with its major symptoms of – extreme fatigue, excruciating pain
in legs and back, heavy chilling pain, ringing in the ears, continuous headache,
rumbling in the belly, difficulty speaking, and sleeplessness – has been revealed.
The next day, Good Friday, final relief and release come in the form of a
hemorrhage from the bowels and the last stage of his illness. The doctor arrives,
examines him and informs him he has typhoid fever – first time the illness is
identified by name. As the bishop continues to hemorrhage, we learn “he grew
paler, thinner, was visibly wasting away. His face was covered with wrinkles and
his eyes were enormous: it was as though he had grown old and shriveled”
(10:200). The bishop imagines himself thinner, weaker, and more insignificant
than anyone and concludes “How good!” signifying his acceptance of death (stage
six of “grief-cycle”) and the discovery of true peace.
His mother arrives and seeing his condition, becomes shocked and
frightened (phase one of “grief-cycle”): “She fell on her knees by the bed and
began to kiss his face, his shoulders, and his hands” (10:200). Chekhov has once
again painted a scene which brings to mind the Pietà, and although we see here
the mother suffering, grieving not silently, but outwardly, vocally, it is just as
powerful an expression of love and grief as any in of Chekhov’s works. Once
again, as in “Enemies” and “Heartache,” the parent has to confront agonizingly
the death of a child. Realizing that the bishop is seriously ill, she asks repeatedly
what is wrong, begins to comfort him, and finally addresses him as her son,
Pavlusha. To her he is no longer a venerable bishop but her son of old.
Nilsson maintains that “with the arrival of his mother … the immediate
contact lost during the years of service to the Church, is renewed.”55 Actually, the
real, genuine, warm contact, that which he had wanted from his mother, to treat
him like her son, to be close, does not happen until he is dying, loses
consciousness and can no longer speak or make out her words – he no longer
55

Nilsson, p. 72.
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hears her – a striking conclusion to missed opportunities for mother-son
closeness. Rather, having identified himself with nature, he imagines that he is a
simple, ordinary man, free as a bird. Holy Saturday morning the lay brother tells
his mother to go into her son’s bedroom. The narrator in a terse, unsentimental,
report style states: “The bishop has departed this life” (preosviashchennyi prikazal
dolgo zhit’; 10: 200). Easter Sunday, the day after his death, is celebrated by
everyone with no particular notice of his passing. In fact, he is “completely
forgotten,” which implies that no one grieves or will grieve for him. Thus, the
bishop’s deathbed vision of being at last a free man appears to agree with a reality
where no one even remembers him.
Basically, the story is the tragedy of a member of the intelligentsia whose
pursuit of a highly successful clerical career cuts him off from genuine human
intercourse. Not until he faces death does the bishop realize, like professor
Nikolai Stepanovich in “The Boring Story” (Skuchnaia istoria, 1889), that
something important is missing from his life namely, a love and respect for
himself, not for his rank. His existential crisis which includes a feeling of
loneliness and isolation is evidenced by thoughts similar to Iona’s: “If only there
were one person to whom I could talk, unburden my soul” (“Khot’ by odin
chelovek, s kotorym mozhno bylo by pogovorit’, otvesti dushu!”; 10: 189).
The bishop has two identities: a private one associated with Pavlushka, the
name from his youth, and a public one associated with his present name, Bishop
Petr. He has been unable, however, to defend this private identity against the
forces of his career.

Now that he is dying, he senses a release from the

responsibility and duty which had hindered him from living as a simple human
being.

His mother’s presence during the last week of his life (a nine-year

separation for which he must share the blame) has made him painfully aware of
the lack of genuine love and closeness in his life. Even his mother until just
before his death addresses him with the formal “you” (vy) instead of the familiar
“thou” (ty).
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Now that he is dying, he wishes to return to the simple existence of his
youth (clearly a Tolstoyan idea). His metamorphosis occurs both physically and
spiritually. He imagines that he has become thinner, shorter, and more
insignificant than anyone. Then, during his final, more spiritual, thoughts, he
imagines himself a simple, ordinary man, free as a bird o go anywhere he likes.
His awakening before death enables him to die peacefully, thinking “How good!”
(Kak khorosho!). Unlike Nikolai Stepanovich whom we leave still searching for
the meaning of life, and unlike Dr. Ragin who in his final thoughts before dying
rejects belief in immortality,56 the bishop dies enlightened and satisfied. Jerome
Katsell is spot on when he states: “[The bishop] finds in death not so much the
meaning of life, but the necessity of death to make life, eternal life possible.”57
We learn that the bishop died and was forgotten (seemingly contrary to
Ross’s “grief-cycle” theory), yet this conclusion is not despairing, for the story
suggests that a simple, genuine existence guided by love and respect is far more
important than rank and fame. Throughout the text, an analogy is drawn between
Bishop Petr and Christ. This likeness rightfully stops with the quiet death of the
bishop. The point is, the bishop is not Christ and need not be remembered. He is
only a link in a continuous chain of clergy and the church created by Christ.
Before he dies, the bishop perceives this continuity and is happy that he is part of
it (he does not fear death; reinforcing stage six of “grief-cycle”). We also recall
his thoughts about the congregation he sees in church and their continuity: “It
occurred to him that they were perhaps the same people who had been around him
in the days of his childhood and youth, and they would always be there year after
year until such time as God provided” (10: 198). Although he will die, he knows
that some things remain eternal; that mankind will continue and that the existence
of eternity is evident in nature. His faith assures him of the Resurrection promised
by the One whose own Resurrection is celebrated the day after the bishop dies.
56

In the closing of “Ward No. 6” we read: “Knowing that his end was near, Ragin remembered
that Gromov, Michael Averianovich and millions of others believed in immortality. Now, what if
there really were such a thing? But he didn’t want any immortality, he only thought about it for a
moment” (8:126 ).
57
Katsell, p. 63.
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Throughout the text the image of moonlight (associated with death) alternates
with the image of sunlight (associated with life). The bishop dies during the night,
most likely illuminated again by moonlight. The next day, Easter Sunday,
celebrates Christ’s resurrection and the promise of new everlasting life; of
immortality for all mankind. Instead of the bright moon, there is bright sunshine,
symbolizing the victory of life over death. As Nilsson notes, the feeling of
freedom that comes to the bishop before he dies seems to be also a form of
resurrection.58 The pealing of church bells which the bishop so enjoyed on Easter
morning is testimony to the perseverance of his spirit. Once again, Jerome Katsell
makes a keen observation: “The necessity of life renewal through death process
… brings to mind the idea of resurrection, of endless renewal and return, the
possibility of immortality.” Katsell adds: “Chekhov is concerned with
demythifying death and he sees acceptance of mortality as integral to life. For
Chekhov this is the starting point of spiritual freedom. Thus death is not
necessarily a point of culmination, but part of a natural process which is necessary
for inner growth.”59
And yet, the fact that the bishop is forgotten leads Nilsson to offer the
following interpretation: “This is [Chekhov’s], an unsentimental agnostic’s calm
and simple view of death. It was needed for the purpose of precluding any direct
religious interpretation of the bishop’s death and also as a counterbalance to the
nostalgic atmosphere brought to its peak in the death scene.”60 Nilsson’s final
observation regarding the story’s main point is right on the mark: “Individual man
is mortal, but life is eternal as mankind is eternal; every individual is a mortal link
in an immortal chain, a member of an unbroken tradition.” Thus, the last part of
the story placed in this context, shows “that the seemingly pessimistic note at the
end is not so pessimistic at all.”61

58

Nilsson, p. 72.
Katsell, pp. 60, 66.
60
Ibid., p.74.
59

61

Ibid.
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The fact that an individual can soon be forgotten after dying is not unusual
in life and not an unusual occurrence in Chekhov. Unlike the saintly Dr. So-andSo who is and no doubt will be long remembered and grieved by the townspeople,
we have seen that when the monk Nikolai died also just before Easter, seemingly
only his friend Ieronim remembered and grieved for him. When Dr. Ragin dies,
only two people attend his funeral and he too is (deservedly) forgotten. The
bishop’s mother, who returns to her provincial town, is the only one who still
remembers him. Eventually, she internalizes her grief because when she speaks of
him, some of her friends do not believe she had a son who was a bishop. His old
grieving mother will no doubt soon follow her son to the grave. Remembering
the bishop is left up to the young. We recall that his niece Katia who witnesses the
tragedy will quite likely remember her uncle the bishop for a long time.
Sasha in “The Betrothed,” a young, idealistic man, inspires the heroine to
abandon her environment of inactivity and poshlost’ to pursue a productive and
meaningful life. Like his creator, Sasha suffers from tuberculosis. The symptoms
of his disease serve as a major refrain throughout the story. To begin with,
hereditary predisposition toward illness is established and, as was true with
Kovrin’s mother who died of tuberculosis, we learn that Sasha’s mother was in
poor health and died (although we do not know whether she suffered from
tuberculosis). Seriously ill most of the time, like Kovrin, Sasha goes to stay in a
provincial town nearly every summer to rest and recuperate. Evidence of his
illness is at first just hinted at through his physical appearance: “he is very thin,
with large eyes, long gaunt fingers and a swarthy complexion” (10:203). And the
grandmother says: “You must eat more – what do you look like ”(10:204).
Following this comment, the sound of Sasha’s “deep cough” resounds resonates
throughout the narrative and acts as a reminder of his ill health, while the passage
of time is marked by the night watchman’s banging away time and again and
serves as a death knell.
There is repeated mention of Sasha’s increasingly deteriorating condition:
“When he lifted those long, emaciated, corpse-like fingers … you could see how
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very ill he was – not long for this world perhaps ... and you felt so sorry you could
have cried” (10: 207; By openly sympathizing with Sasha, the narrator prefigures
the fourth phase of the “grief-cycle”).
There is an impressive interplay between a variety of disturbing sounds
(wind beating the windows and roof, “whistling noise, and the hobgoblin in the
stove singing its song, plaintively, mournfully”) and Nadia’s disturbed state of
mind. She hears “deep voices … droning in the stove” saying ‘O-oh! Good Good!’” (10: 212); voices which terrify her. She is to be married but realizes
increasingly that her fiancé and her entire surroundings are inauthentic full of
poshlost’.

At one point her fiancé himself sums up the condition in his

apostrophe to Russia (remindful of Gogol’s famous apostrophe to Russia in Dead
Souls): “‘Oh, Russia, Russia! What a lot of useless idlers you carry on your
shoulders! My dear, long-suffering native land, there’s so many like me you have
to tolerate!’” (“‘O matushka Rus’! O matushka Rus’, kak eshche mnogo ty nosish’
na sebe prazdnykh i bespoleznykh!

Kak mnogo na tebe takikh, kak ia,

mnogostradal’naia’”; 10: 211).
Although Nadia thinks Sasha is “strange” and “naïve,” and his dreams are
somewhat “absurd,” his suggestion that she should go away to study “sen[ds] a
cold shiver through her heart and breast … and flood[s] her whole being with joy
and rapture”(10: 209).

He tells her to “drastically alter her life and then

everything else will change;” then all will be “in the hands of fate” (10:214). His
words make her imagine “that a new, boundless world … was opening up before
her,” and “she watched [Sasha], full of expectation and ready for anything – even
death” (10: 214); a modified version of Chekhov’s earlier heroines’ (Marusia’s in
“Late-Blooming Flowers,” Sasha’s in Ivanov), readiness to follow the hero. At
last she is able to sleep soundly with “a smile on her tear-stained face” (10: 214).
Unlike the other heroines, Nadia does in fact leave with Sasha (one of the last
instances of the departure “chronotope” in Chekhov’s works), but it is he rather
than Nadia who dies afterward.
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When she visits Sasha in Moscow we learn of the ravaging effects of his
disease: “He looked ill and worn-out, and he had aged, grown thinner and was
always coughing” (10:216) – a sober, objective, and unsentimental description.
He strikes her now as being “dull and provincial” -- an indication of her
increasing maturity and a foreshadowing of her eventual outgrowing his influence
upon her. The detail of dead flies lying all over in Sasha’s room are a clear
foreshadowing of his death. We learn more of Sasha’s condition: “He looked at
her cheerfully, but he kept coughing and spoke in a cracked voice. Nadia watched
him closely unable to tell whether he really was seriously ill or if she was
imagining it.” She says: “‘Dear Sasha, you are ill, aren’t you?’” (10: 216). His
reply reminds us of Chekhov’s frequent denial of the gravity of his condition:
“‘No, it’s nothing. I’m ill, but not terribly…’” (10: 216; stage two of the “griefcycle”). And Nadia’s expression of concern is similar to that which Chekhov had
heard from many: “‘Good God.’ Nadia said, deeply disturbed. ‘Why don’t you go
and see a doctor, why don’t you look after your health? My dear, sweet Sasha!’
The tears spurted from her eyes” (10: 216; presages phase four of “grief-cycle”).
Her genuine sympathy as well as ours is immediately toned down by the
statement:

“She wept because Sasha did not seem as abreast of things, as

intellectual, as interesting as last year” (10: 217). There follows an alternation
between Nadia’s sympathy and concern for Sasha and her increasing
disenchantment with him and his ideas which helps to motivate her subdued
feelings for him after he dies: “‘Dear Sasha, you are very, very ill. I would do
anything in the world to stop you being so pale and thin. I owe you so much.’”
Yet, immediately afterword we read: “Everything about Sasha – his words, his
smile, his whole presence – seemed outmoded, old-fashioned, obsolete and
perhaps [significantly] already departed for the grave [ushedshim v mogilu]” (10:
217).62

62

Karl D. Kramer, The Chameleon and the Dream: The Image of Reality in Čexov’s Stories (The
Hague, Paris: 1970) , p. 155, maintains Nadia’s thoughts here and subsequently suggest she
“[goes] through a series of awakenings and a process in which each new state implies a rejection
of the previous one. We see such a process in her disillusionment with the people who guide her.”
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In “Late-Blooming Flowers” Dr. Toporkov advises Marusia to go to
Samara to take the fermented milk cure (drinking koumiss). Sasha informs Nadia
he will do the same. Given Sasha’s advanced tuberculosis for which there was no
cure at the time, the reader knows that his case is hopeless and that the trip to
Samara will not improve his condition; rather, it is additional information
foreshadowing his impending death. serenely And significantly, we learn that as
she was leaving Sasha’s room “[she] could tell just by looking at his legs that he
was desperately ill and did not have long to live” (10: 217), a premonition which
turns out to be true.
We find the same foreboding detail of the house being “full of flies” when
Nadia visits her house. A letter arrives from Sasha from Saratov with mixed
information – that his trip to Saratov “had been a huge success,” but that he “had
lost his voice and had been in the hospital for two weeks” (10: 219). Ironically,
Sasha’s letter anticipates Chekhov’s letter similar in content from Badenweiler to
his sister Masha. Although Nadia understood what this information meant,
surprisingly, “her … thoughts about Sasha did not trouble her as much as before
and this she found disagreeable” (10:219). As in Klimov’s case, who, having
survived his grave illness, appears to be somewhat numb when hearing of his
sister’s death, Nadia’s “passionate [wish for] a full life and to go to St. Petersburg
again” (10:219), outweighs her sorrow for Sasha. Now “her friendship with Sasha
seemed a thing of the far distant past, even though she still cherished it” (10:219).
A telegram arrives and Nadia discovers her grandmother crying and
praying at the news that Sasha had died (phase four of the “grief-cycle”). The
telegram informs them that Sasha had died of tuberculosis. Although various
symptoms of his disease had been mentioned numerous times throughout the
story, this is the first actual mention of the disease by name. Nadia’s grandmother
and mother go to church to arrange a prayer service for Sasha (continuation of
phase four of “grief-cycle”), Nadia does not. She thinks of herself, of “how her
life had been turned upside down as Sasha had wanted.” Her “grief” for him is
expressed in her final farewell to him: “She went to Sasha’s room and stood there
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for a while. ‘Goodbye, dear Sasha!’ she thought, and before her there opened up a
new, full and rich life. As yet vague and mysterious, this life beckoned and lured
her” (10:220) – evidence that she is on her way to complete recovery from her
grief for him (phase five of “grief-cycle”). The narrator informs us: “She left that
town – forever, so she thought” (10: 220; emphasis added). That last observation
is significant. The story ends on an optimistic yet qualified note. We recall the
narrator’s analogous concluding comment in the optimistic story “The Student”
(Student, 1894): “He was only 22 years old” (8: 309).63
Donald Rayfield discerns correctly Chekhov’s autobiographical features in
Sasha’s portrayal. Sasha, like Chekhov…
is a man of vitality who must stagnate in the face of death, a man who can
help others only by showing them the bare truth that appears when he has
broken up the layers of falsehood. … He preaches no philosophy, imposes
no rules, and neither violates nor restricts his disciple’s personality. What
Sasha does to the bride is analogous to what Chekhov did to his readers
and to Russian literature. … He promises nothing, using art only to
remove the cataract of convention and ideologies that clouds our vision.
Like the bride, the reader moves on, knowing that the future may hold
neither solutions nor peace, but that standing still is certain degeneration.64

From the works examined, it is evident that Chekhov’s characters,
terminally ill or grieving individuals, do not experience all or even most of the
stages/phases of the Kübler-Ross’s “grief-cycle.” This does not make Chekhov’s
portrayal of death and dying any less valid, medically and psychologically, than
had his portrayal reflected Kübler-Ross’s model faithfully and completely. We
have seen that the various characters portrayed had faced and experienced the
process of dying and death differently and that not all of them experienced an
awakening before they took their last breath. As a scientist and as an artist,
63

Kramer calls “The Betrothed” a “story of ambiguity.” Nadia’s concluding thoughts lead him to
wonder whether “she will find some kind of more exalted existence, or is she condemned to an
endless repetition of … awakenings and disillusionments?” (p.156). Donald Rayfield, Chekhov:
The Evolution of His Art (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1975), offers the dubious claim that
“[when] the news of Sasha’s death reaches [Nadia], she uses it as an excuse to leave” (p.240);
seemingly implying she had no intention to leave otherwise.
64
Ibid., p. 241.
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Chekhov understood very well that each person is unique, and therefore, each
person’s reaction to death and dying will be unique. His profound understanding
of this uniqueness is reflected superbly in his works dealing with mortality and
grief.
Anton Chekhov suffered from tuberculosis for twenty years until it finally
took his life in 1904. He witnessed his own brother Nikolai suffering and dying
from the same disease. Significantly, Chekhov made the statement quoted in the
epigraph to the present analysis after experiencing several pulmonary
hemorrhages in March 1897. Following a violent hemorrhage March 22, during a
dinner with his publisher A.S. Suvorin, another March 26/27, and yet another
discharge of blood from the mouth March 28 during a discussion with Tolstoy
regarding immortality, Chekhov informed Suvorin on April 1: “The doctors have
definitely established that the upper part of my lungs was affected by tuberculosis
and ordered me to change my mode of life.”65 Prior to this, on many occasions
Chekhov denied the seriousness of his disease; in fact he denied he even had
tuberculosis (stage two of the “grief-cycle”). As Ronald Hingley observes,
“[Chekhov] debated with himself the theme of death, at least on that unconscious
level of the psyche where the springs of art arise.” He undoubtedly acquired a
special sense of impending death knowing “he faced execution, even if he could
not predict its date and tried to banish the theme from the surface of his mind.”66
According to his biographer Ernest J. Simmons, based on Chekhov’s
wife’s, Ol’ga Leonardovna Knipper’s reminiscences, Chekhov did not fear the
ultimate, inescapable consequence of his disease;67 he met death stoically.68 The

65

Letter to A. S. Suvorin from April 1, 1897, Pis’ma, (1978), Vol. 6, p. 320.
Ronald Hingley, “Foreword,” Chekhov’s Art of Writing: A Cllection of Critical Essays, Paul
Debreczeny and Thomas Eekman, eds. (Columbus, OH: Slavica Publishers, 1977), pp. 2-3.
67
In the nineteenth century 25 percent of Europe’s adult population died of tuberculosis. By the
late nineteenth century, 70 to 90 percent of Europe’s and North America’s urban population were
infected with the disease. http://en.wikipedia.org//wiki/Pandemic. The list of famous people who
died or suffered from tuberculosis is extensive and includes: Keats, Shelley, Chopin, Paganini,
Robert Louis Stevenson, Kafka, D.H. Lawrence and George Orwell. Recent statistics show an
alarming rise of tuberculosis in Russia. See: Merrill Goozner, “Return of a Killer: Tuberculosis
in Russia.” http://www.scientificamerican.com/podcast/episode.cfm?id=OIE663D3-0599-D2ACE97E77DACE28849E.
66
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biographer provides the following account of Chekhov’s last moments before
dying:
At half-past midnight Chekhov awoke and asked for a doctor. His wife
Ol’ga was surprised by the request, since he had never voluntarily asked
for a doctor. When the doctor arrived, Chekhov raised his head and said
‘Ich sterbe’ [remindful of the simple statement uttered by Yakov’s wife
“‘I’m dying’”]. When the doctor ordered oxygen, Chekhov objected
saying ‘Now nothing more is needed. Before they bring it, I’ll be a corpse’
[a sign of the sixth stage of the “grief-cycle”]. The doctor later remarked
how stoically calm Chekhov remained in the face of death. The doctor
ordered a bottle of champagne, Chekhov took a glass and turning to Ol’ga
said with a radiant smile: ‘It is some time since I have drunk champagne”
and slowly drained the glass. Then he quietly lay down on his left side
and in a few moments was silent forever.
To quote Simmons further,
Ol’ga was left in the silent stillness of the dead, broken only by the sound
of a large black moth which had flown in the open window, beating its
wings against the electric lamp [ironic, for in his stories, when death
looms, a moth or a fly is often heard – recall “The Doctor”]. Suddenly,
there was the shattering explosion of the cork shooting out of the
unfinished champagne bottle. It slowly grew light outside as she watched
his serene face, lit up by a smile [reminiscent of Kovrin’s and the smile of
many other characters as they die] that seemed to suggest an awareness of
life beyond human comprehension.69
This should not be interpreted as a sign of Chekhov’s discovery of life
hereafter, for, as an agnostic he did not believe in immortality, as is true of many
of his characters. It would be grossly incorrect to suggest that Chekhov, like
Tolstoy’s Ivan Il’ich, experienced seeing a light before dying.
Writing to M.V. Kiseleva, as early as September 29, 1886 Chekhov said:
“Whenever I am serious, it seems to me, that people, who experience an
abhorrence of death, are not logical.” Yet, continuing the quotation cited in the
epigraph to the present analysis, in 1897, Chekhov said: “Death arouses
68

Ernest J. Simmons, Chekhov: A Biography (Boston, Toronto: Little, Brown and Company,
1962), p. 638.
69
Ibid. Another biographer, David Magarshack, Chkhov: A Life (Westport, Connecticut:
Greenwood Press, Publishers, 1970), p, 388, gives this description of the death scen: “The silence
was broken by the loud buzzing of a huge black moth … and by the soft sobbing of Ol’ga Knipper
as she leaned with her head against Chekhov’s body”; another variation, one might say, of the
Pietà image.
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something more than horror. But when you are alive, you think little about it. At
least I do not. But when I will be dying, I’ll see what it is like. It is frightening to
become nothing. They’ll carry you off to the cemetery, return home, begin
drinking tea and making hypocritical speeches. It is very repulsive to think about
this.” Aware of his approaching untimely death he is known to have stated:
“Living just to die isn’t much fun, but living knowing you will die prematurely is
downright idiotic.” He thought it was incomprehensible that man, the highest
form of creation was destined to suffer the same demise as its lowest form. In the
final analysis, throughout most of his life, Chekhov viewed death as an insoluble
mystery.
Chekhov died in Badenweiler, Germany, July 2, 1904. His mother, other
siblings and countless friends and admirers learned of his death and, although
they knew that it was inevitably bound to happen, they grieved over him
sincerely. Even today, more than a hundred years after his death, Chekhov
specialists and countless readers alike, all over the world, when they recall his
tragic and untimely death grieve for him as well.
When Chekhov’s body was being shipped back from Badenweiler to
Moscow, it was transported in a boxcar bearing the inscription “Oysters”; ironic,
given that one of his stories bore the same title. A second irony occurred when
during Chekhov’s funeral procession in Moscow some mourners confused his
procession with that of a general’s procession taking place at the same time.70
Yes, one can say: How ironic! How Chekhovian! These incidents would have
made him smile and the master of irony would have easily fashioned them into
yet another gem of a story dealing with grief, death and dying.

70

Daniel Gillès, another Chekhov biographer, in his Chekhov: Observer Without Illusion, Charles
Lam Markmann tr. (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1967), p. 422, observes correctly that
“Chekhov’s funeral might have been the last of his own ironically sad stories, called “The Great
Writer’s Bungled Funeral.” Gilles also reminds us that in a sense “Chekhov had already written
the epilogue to his funeral [when] he inscribed in his Notebooks: “Watching from a window as a
funeral went by, someone said: ‘You, you’re dead and they’re taking you to the cemetery; me I’m
going out to lunch.’”
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